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JULY, 1852.

ARTICLE I.

1%

SPIRITUAL BENEFICENCE.

The Divine Law of Beneficence. By Rev. Parsons
Cooke, Lynn^ Mass.

2^accheus; or Scriptural Plan of Benevolence. By Rev.
Samuel Harris, Conway^ Mass.

The Mission oj the Church ; or Systematic Beneficence.

By Rev. Edward A. Lawrence, Marbleheadj Mass.

The Faithful Steward ; or Systematic Beneficence an Es-
sential of Christian Character. By Rev. S. D. Clark,
Ashfield, Mass.

Several years ago, a benevolent individual, unknown to

us, offered a premium of two hundred and fifty dollars for

"the best approved treatise on the importance of Syste-

matic Beneficence^ and of statedly appropriating certain

The following article was written by a New England man, and its phra-
seology conforms, in some places, to the systems of charity in operation in

that section of our country, viz. the voluntary associations. But its principles

are equally applicable here as there. Perhaps they are more so, since no
general system of beneficence can be more perfect than that of the Presbyte-
rian Church. What we need is, not to perfect our system as a whole, but
to carry it out more generally and perfectly in its bearing upon particular

parts, and upon individuals. This result it is hoped the article oefore us
will have a tendency to produce.

—

[Eds. S. P. Rev.

YoL. VI.—No. 1. X
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portions of income for benevolent objects. This offer set

in motion no less than one hundred and seventy-two heads,

and hearts,, and pens ; the result of which was as many
manuscripts, some of them "large treatises," and quite a
number of them marked by distinguished merit. From
this mass of material, the Committee of award " selected

foury as in their judgment superior to the rest." Of these

four, the committee were unable to determine which was
the best, and the- donor having increased his premium to

four hundred dollars, it was resolved to divide it equally

among the several writers. These four treatises are now
before us, and the titles of them are given above, three of

them from the press of the American Tract Society, and
the fourth from that of M. W. Dodd, of New York. It is

remarkable that the writers of these treatises are all of

them pastors in Massachusetts, two of them in adjoining

towns in the county of Essex, and the other two in adjoin-

ing towns in the county of Franklin.

We wonder not that the committee were unable to give

a decided preference to either one of the premium tracts.

There is not, indeed, any marked similarity among them,

except in relation to their subjects; but they are all so good,

and of so nearly equal merit, each in its own way, that it

would be difficult to determine which was, on the whole,

the best. That of Mr. Cooke is, perhaps, the most closely

logical and consecutive ; those of Messrs. Harris and Law-
rence are more easy and flowing, and in a higher style of

rhetorical composition ; while that of Mr. Clark deals rather

more closely with the individual man, and traces all truly

beneficent action to the promptings of an enlightened and
growing piety.

It is not our purpose to go into a critical examination of

these several treatises. They will be widely circulated,

and we trust that both the kind individual whose bounty
originated them, and the several writers who produced
them, will find themselves amply compensated in witness-

ing their happy results.

The subject of Systematic Beneficence is one of trans-

cendent importance. It is not exhausted in the treatises

before us, nor is it likely to be in any subsequent efforts.

We propose to offer a few thoughts upon it, with a view
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still further to commend it to the notice and the practice

of Christians/ :^^'^ 'V^
In all the common pursuits of life, the necessity of sys-

tem is universally acknowledged. To the husbandman in

his fields, to the mechanic in his shop, to the minister of

the Gospel in his study and in his parish," to the commander-
in-chief at the head of armies, to the chief-magistrate of a

nation in the chair of state—to aH, indeed, who would look

for success in any of the stations and occupations of life,

whether high or low, small or great, metho^y system^ is

alike indispensable. Without it, there must be irregularity,

confusion, and speedy ruin ; but with it, e'^ry thing has its

time and its place, and the affairs of an empire may be

conducted with as much definiteness and precision as those

of a household. ^ ^ ^ , v>,| ,^

Of system, in its higher developements, wie Jiave the only

perfect example in the works of God. The remark is as

true as it is trite, that " order is heaven^s first law." In the

divine operations, wherever displayed, whether in the king-

doms of nature, providence, or grace, the most admirable

connexion and design are manifested. Means are adapted

to ends, and these again to other ends, and so upward and
onward, till the last end of all is attained, viz. the highest

glory of God, and the utmost good of that universe over

which he reigns.

But on the importance of systeni in the general, we need
not now enlarge. In terms, this is universally adinitted,

though not always exemplified, as it should be, in practice.

But if system is so necessary in other things, why should

it not be in the various enterprises of benevolence? Why
should we be so strenuous about order and method in our

worldly aflfairs, and leave the most important of all our
concerns, viz. those of beneficence^ of doing good^ to the

promptings of mere impulse, to the for^ of circumstances,

to the chance of being performed, or (what is more likely)

of being almost wholly neglected?

Acts of beneficence and charity, in the widest sense of

the terms, are not to be restricted to the mere giving of
tnoney for benevolent purposes. They include a variety of

other things, such as instructing the ignorant, reclaiming

the vicious, ministering to the sick, comforting the afilicted,

seeking out and relieving objects of distress and want

—
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in short, doing good unto all men, in respect both to body
and soul, to this world and the next, as opportunity shall

present. Beneficence, in this larger sense, is often a higher

virtue, and involves much greater self-denial than the mere
contributing of our substance for charitable uses. Thou-
sands of persons may be found, all over the land, who
would not withhold their money in a case of need, who
could hardly be persuaded to go out personally into the

abodes of ignorance, infamy, disease and want, and min-
ister instruction, consolation, and needed help, with their

own hands.

Beneficence, in this larger, higher* sense of the term, is

capable of being systematized, knd often has been. Bene-
volent individuals have not trusted td mere accident and
impulse to guide them in this matter, but have entered •

upon it regularly, systematically, as a part of the appro-

priate labor of life. Some have set apart a particular day
of the week, or a certain portion of the day, in which to

engage in works of this nature. Others have taken the

responsibility of looking after the poor and the distressed,

in a particular street, or district, or neighbourhood, leaving

like portions of a city or town to be visited by others.

One of the most devoted and consistent good-doers that

ever lived in thi^ country, was the celebrated Cotton Ma-
ther. To aid and direct him in this matter, he proposed

to himself the following questions for every day of the week

:

" Sabbath Morning.—What shall I do to-day, as pastor of a
Church, for the good of the people under my charge ?

Monday.—What shall I do in my own family, and for the

good of it?

Tuesday.—What shall I do for the good of my relatives and
connexions in life 1

Wednesday'.—What shall I do for the Churches of the Lord,
and the more general interests of religion in the world?

Thursday.—What good may I do in the several moral and
benevolent societies to which I belong 1

Friday.—What special subjects of affliction and objects of

compassion, may I take under my particular care; and what
shall I do for them ?

Saturday.—What more have I to do for the interest of reli-

gion in my own heart and life ?"

These questions, it will be understood, came up for con-

^
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sideration in regular order, day after day and year after

year. Nor were they dismissed with only a transient

thought. Mr. Mather was accustomed to go into them
methodically and and fully, to dwell upon them, and to

perform the good, or at least to attempt it, which he re-

garded as within his power. Thus did Cotton Mather, as

an individual, continually.

But this great proficient in the art of doing good did not

confine himself to individual beneficence. He knew the

power of associated action and aimed at a still higher sys-

tem, through the agency of benevolent societies. This
plan was to have such societies formed in every consider-

able village and neighbourhood. And where several so-

cieties existed in a town, they were expected to have a
general meeting, once in the year, to be spent chiefly in

prayer, and in devising further means of usefulness. To
aid them in their good devices, he drew up the following

list of questions, to be separately and fully considered at

each annual meeting

:

"1. Is there any particular disorder in the place which re-

quires our endeavours for its suppression ?

2. Is there any person so scandalously immoral \hdiX it may be

proper for us to send him an admonition ? Or are there any
contentions which we should strive to quench ?

3. Is there any particular service to the interests of religion
* to which we may direct the attention of our ministers ?

4. Is there any thing which we may well recommend to the

magistrates for the further promotion of good order ?

5. Are there any magistrates among us so neglectful of their

duty that we may properly remind them of it?

6. Can any further methods be devised for the removal of ig-

norance and wickedness, and for the promotion of domestic piety ?

7. Are there any instances oi fraud or oppression which may
require our interposition?

8. Are any additional laws needed for the public benefit ?

9. Are there any persons languishing under heavy afflictions

who require our help?

10. Has any one a proposal to make for the further advantage

and usefulness of this society ?"

We adduce these instances from Cotton Mather, not that

they may be literally imitated, but to show how possible it

is to systematize our more general eflforts of benevolence,
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Apostles. The persons adopting it do " lay by in store, as
God hath prospered them." The proportion to be contri-

buted must be determined by circumstances. Cotton Ma-
ther insists, that the least that any Christian should think

of bestowing, is a tenth. He argues, that as the practice

of ti^bing for religious purposes Was in use long before the

institutions of Moses, the same practice may be expected
to continue, when these institutions have passed away.

—

Abraham gave to Melchisedek, " a tenth of all." It was
a part of Jacob's covenant with God at Bethel :

" Of all

that thou shalt give me^ I will surely give the tenth unto
thee." Indeed, as Mr. Mather says, "the ancient heathen
used to decimate their substance for sacred uses. And
shall Christians do less for their God, than the poor perish-

ing Pagans did for their's ?"

The proportion of a tenth, Mr. Mather was himself ac-

customed, during his whole life, to bestow m charity ; at

least, he never fell below a tenth: The same was the

practice of his venerable father. Dr. Increase Mather ;
and

of many of the early ministers and settlers of this country.

Individuals proposing to establish a system of charity

for themselves, may associate with others who are willing

to do the same ; and thus a regular charitable society is
.

constituted. Formerly, a vast number of females in this

country were associated together, in what were called cent

societies. Their practice was to bestow, each of them a
cent a week, or fifty-two cents a year, for some charitable

object. This cheap and simple method of doing good was
vastly better than nothing. Perhaps, in some parts of the

country, and among a certain class of people, it was the

best method that could be devised. Most smcerely do we
hope that it has in no instance been laid aside, but with

the view of substituting some more effective system in its

place.

Very similar to the plan here adverted to, is the penny-

a-week system^ so extensively adopted among the middling

and lower classes in England. From these humble soci-

eties, some of the noblest missionary institutions in our

fatherland derive no small proportion of their incomes.

The contributions at the Monthly Concert, or the month-

ly collections^ as practised in some churches, furnish a fa-

vorable opportunity for those whose plan it is to make
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their donations monthly. A society formed on this plati,

and carrying out vigorously the purposes of its organiza-

tion, can hardly fail to be efficient.

Societies claiming an annual contribution are very com-
mon. It is a recommendation of such societies that, on
account of the infrequency of payments, they may exist in

common with other charitable organizations, without in-

terference.

We have spoken, thus far, only of individual associa^

tions. Where several societies exist in the same vicinity,

and for the same object, they may connect themselves to-

gether by a common agreement, and thus pour their united

charities into the treasury of tire Lord. And when an ob-

ject of great and common interest is presented, sufficient

to excite an entire community, the whole may be district-

ed into associations of this nature, and thus a great and
universal system of religious charity may be organized.

—

A system like this was proposed several years ago, and to

some extent executed, in behalf of the work of foreign

missions. Associations were to be formed in every church
;

these were to be united in larger auxiliaries ; and the pro-

ceeds of all were to go into, the treasury of the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. A system
like this presents a striking analogy to some of the great

processes of nature. Individual drops unite and form lit-

tle rivulets
; these constitute the larger streams; these the

mighty rivers
;
and these pour themselves into the great

ocean. Could the system be made as perfect as these pro-

cesses of nature, and work as regularly and efficiently, the

results accomplished would far transcend all our present

calculations and conceptions. The ocean of charity would
not indeed, (more than the literal ocean,) be surfeited, but
would be constanlly pouring out what was poured in, and
fertilizing the dry and desert places of the earth.

We need not say more in showing what is meant by sys-

tematic charitable operations ; or in pointing out ways in

which our acts of beneficence and charity may be system-

etized. The remarks which have been made are to be re-

garded onTy as suggestions. The same form of organi-

zation may not be required in every place. The system
must be modified according to circumstances ; and "wis-

dom is profitable to direct." But obviously, there should
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be si/stem of some kind. We should not be satisfied with
doing good and bestowing our charities irregularly and
occasionally, but should avail ourselves, so far as possible,

of the advantages of system, and proceed according to

some digested and established rules. The reasons for this

are numerous and obvious, as

1. The Divine Command. There are many commands
in the Bible enjoining beneficence in the general, or the

work of doing good. We are to " do good unto all men,
as we ha^e opportunity." "To do good and to communi-
cate, forget not ; for with such sacrifices, God is well

pleased." But in addition to these, there are commands
enjoining a systematic benevolence or charity. Such were
many Sf the injunctions under the former dispensation, re-

quiring that, from one festival to another, and from year
to^ear, regular systematic contributions were to be made,
in honor of God, and for the support of his mstitutions.

—

Such were the tithes, the first fruits, and most ol the of-

ferings at the tabernacle and temple. With the ancient

Israelites, contributing for religious purposes was a regu-
lar business, which they were no more at liberty to neg-

lect, than they were to violate any other of the commands
of God.
And we find the same general feature introduced, though

with less of minuteness and formality, into the Christian

church. No sooner had churches been planted among the

Gentiles, than they were required to make contributions

for the relief of the poor, and for the general purposes of.

religion. And the Apostle Paul, acting by the direction of

the Holy Ghost, drew up for these churches, and enjoined

upon them a system of benevolence. The passage referred

to has been already quoted, but must be introduced again :

"Now, concerning the collection for the Saints, as I have
given order to the Churches of Galatia, even so do ye.

—

Upon the first day of the week, let every one of you lay

by him in store, as God hath prospered him," &c. The
apostle, it seems, had previously "^ive^i order to the

Churches of Galatia" concerning the matter; and now he
authoritatively enjoins the same upon the Corinthians.

—

" So do ye. Let every one of you lay by in store," <fcc.

\There was no room left here for any one to hold back.

—

There was no liberty given to a single individual to be ir-
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regular and inconstant. The matter of contributing for

religious purposes must henceforth be a steady business.

From one Lord's day to another, it must move on as regu-

larly as any of the concerns of life.

It is not necessary to suppose, as before remarked, that

christians, in all ages, and under all circumstances, are shut

up to this precise method of doing good ;
though it cannot

be doubted that vastly more has been lost than gained, by
the liberty which has been taken to vary from it, or to drop

it altogether. But I do suppose that the passage enjoins

as much as this : Systematic benevolence. "If you do not

like this method, adopt some other ; but at least, have a
method. Have a system of benevolence, and pursue it.

Carry it out, consistently and regularly, to its appfbpriate

results." Less than this, no christian can consistently make
of the passage; and with this interpretation, systematic be-

nevolence becomes a matter of positively enjoined duty.

2. A second reason for adopting system in our charities

grows out of its benefits, in a spiritual view, \.othe giver.

All charitable effort is a benefit to him who makes it—often

a much greater benefit to him than any one else. "It is

more blessed to give, than to receive." But more than half

the blessing is lost to the giver, if his benefactions are but

casual and irregular. The very fact of their irregularity

indicates that they are not made upon principle ; that they
are prompted rather by impulse and the force of circum-
stances, than by an abiding sense of obligation, and the

overflowings of a benevolent heart.
"^

The selfishness of the human heart is very strong. In

the unrenewed heart, it reigns without control ; and in the

regenerate heart, it is but partially subdued, and is ever

striving for the mastery. Now there is no better antidote

to the power of selfishness, than charitable giving ; more
especially when this comes to be habitual and methodical.

Every act of true charity is a conquest, for the lime, over

the power of selfishness
;
and when such acts are reduced

to a system, and become habitual, this terrible power must
yield, and ultimately be subdued.

It might be supposed, had we no facts to correct our rea-

sonings, that selfishness would at length be satiated by
mere accumulation

;
that as riches increased, the craving

spirit would come, at last, to say : it is enough. But it has

iSsi
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been proved, a thousand times over, that such a supposi-

tion has no foundation in truth. It is a mere fancy. So
far from becoming less selfish, and less attached to the

world, in consequence of increased acquisition, the oppo-

site of this is dreadfully true. In the exercise of our natu-

ral selfishness, the more we have, the more we want. Our
desires more than keep pace with our acquisitions. When
Alexander had gained Persia, he wanted India ; and when,
as he had supposed, he had conquered one world, he wept
for another world to conquer. The tendency of increasing

wealth is, not to render the heart more benevolent, but
more selfish ; not to open it to generous impulses, but to

close it up in miserly nigardliness, and render it insensible

to every call of benevolence. We see this terribly exem-
plified, at times, in the case of covetous and long prosper-

ed individuals. And now what shall be done to counter-

act and overcome this sordid tendency 1 What shall be

done to keep the heart open and alive to benevolent im-

pulses, under the naturally debasing influence of increas-

ing wealth ? There is no antidote to the evil spoken of so

sure, and so efieciual, as regular^ systematic giving. Let
a man adopt and adhere to some wise system of charity

;

let him consecrate, for example, a tenth part of all his gains

to benevolent purposes, so that the more he acquires, the

more he gives
; and increasing wealth will no longer injure

him. It will be a rich blessing to him personally; while
it puts into his hands the means of conferring abundant
blessings upon others.

3. It may be mentioned as a third reason for system in

our charities, that more will in this way begiv§n, and with
less embarrassment, than would otherwise be possible.

Small sums, regularly laid by in store, accumulate almost

insensibly, and soon swell to a large amount. A few cents

only every week, amount to dollars in the course of a year.

The large sums collected by the penny-a-week societies in

England, are accumulated so regularly and gradually, as

not to be at all oppressive ; whereas to collect the same
amount from the same sources in any other way, would be

impossible. We are acquainted with a town in which a
number of individuals, a few years ago, agreed to pay each
of them a dollar for foreign missions, at every monthly
concert. They have fulfilled their engagement to the pre-
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sent time; and there is, probably, no town in the United

States where the monthly concert has been so uniformly

productive.

A gentleman of our acquaintance commenced business

in early life, with moderate prospects, still he was determin-

ed to be charitable, and so he set apart a certain portion of

every gain, to be devoted to the service of God, and by this

means he was enabled to assist constantly, and for some
part of the time wholly, in the support of an aged disciple

of Christ; to contribute a weekly stipend for a poor and
wretched family; and in the course of the first six months
to contribute fifteen dollars for objects more strictly and ap-

propriately religions. Such wa's the beginning of the ex-

periment. The gentleman is still living and pursuing the

same course of life; and we know that the experiment, year

by year, has been equally satisfactory, though with the de-

tails of it we have not recently been made acquainted.

These mstartices, out of the many which might be men-
tioned, show how greatly, and yet almost insensibly, little

sums laid by for charitable purposes increase; and make it

evident that by bestowing our charities according to system,

more will be given, (and with less embarrassment) than
could be obtained in any other way.

4. At the same time—and this is another benefit of sys-

tem—more will probably be saved than is given. This as-

sertion may seem, at first view, paradoxical and impossi-

ble, and yet we are confident it is strictly true. The gen-

tleman just referred to, who by regularly devoting a por-

tion of his gains to charitable purposes, was enabled to ac-

complish s#much good, says: "I have no doubt that the

deductions made on every gain have been sav^ed in careful-

ness and economy." We have no doubt that they were
;

nor do we doubt that any other person who should make
the same experiment, would find that it was the means of
saving him even more than he gave away. There are good
reasons why it should be so.

In the first place, he, would secure for himself the bless-

ing of God, that blessing which rnaketh rich, arid which
God has promised to bestow upon the consistently liberal.

"Honor the Lord with thy substance, and with the first

fruits of thine increase;_jS'o shall thy barns be filled with
plenty, and thy presses shall burst out with new wineP
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" The liberal soul shall he made fat^ and he that watereth

shall he watered also himself. ^^ " Give, and it shall he given
unto yon; good measure, pressed down and shaken togeth-

er, and running over, shall men give into your hosom.^^

These divine promises, with many others like them, have
a meaning; and their import is so obvious that it cannot

be mistaken. They are promises not so directly of spiri-

tual as of temporal good to those who hold their substance

as stewards of the Luord, and are ready to part with any
portion of it, when he, in his providence, shall call. And
the infinite author of these promises is abundantly able to

fulfil them. He holds the life and health, the powers and
faculties, and the various circumstances of all his creatures

completely in his hands. The winds, the waves, the ele-

ments, the sensons—all the sources of temporal as well as

spiritual good, are entirely at his control. In any way, and
at any time, he can bless those whom he is pleased to bless,

and curse those whom he is pleased to curse. His prom-
ise, therefore, is of all securities the greatest, that the con-

sistently liberal shall be e7irichedj and not impoverished by
his liberality.

But waiving this consideration, which is tantamount to

all others, there are sufficient reasons growing out of the

very nature of the case, why those who pursue a consistent

course of religious charity will be likely to save even more
than they bestow. For whoever adopts a system with re-

spect to his charities, will be likely to do his other business

systematically. Whoever is conscientious and exact in

complying with charitable claims upon him, will be so in

his other concerns ; and this will lead to the truest and
best economy. He who spends one part of every gain to

promote the cause of God in the world, will not be inclin-

ed to spend the other part thoughtlessly, extravagantly or

wickedly. The bare fact of bestowing charity, provided it

result from a proper motive, must have a moral influence

upon the heart, which will be felt and exhibited in the whole
manner of living; and if these acts of christian charity are

carried into the common business of life, and are multi-

plied to the number of any person's gains, they must so

bring into view and hold up before the mind, the gospel

motives and rules of purity, and honesty, and active dili-

gence, as greatly to prevent poverty and the numberless dis-

J
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appointments in pecuniary concerns, to which all men are

liable.

For these reasons, among others which might be men-
tioned, we are persuaded that those who form and pursue
a wise and proper system of religious charity, do actually

save more than they are called to give away. Their sys-

tem of charity is, on the whole, a gain to them.

And this view of the case is confirmed,—and has been

all along down the track of time

—

byfacts. In instances

innumerable, the truly charitable have found the divine

promises which have been referred to verified, in their own
experience. So It was with Job. He " delivered the poor

that cried, and the fatherless, and him that had no helper.''

He " was eyes to the blind, and feet to the lame, and a fa-

ther to the poor." But his extensive charities did not im-
poverish him. He had immense wealth, previous to his

distressing bereavement and trials; and when these were
ended, the Lord " gave him twice as much as he had before,

and blessed his latter end inore than his beginning.''^ The
poor widow of Zarephath was wonderfully charitable lo the

distressed prophet Elijah. She received him into her house
and divided with him the last morsel which she had re-

served for herself and son. Her stock of provisions was
miraculously continued and increased, during the season

of famine, and afterwards, her beloved child, when breath-

less, was raised to life, and restored to her bosom. In like

manner, the Shunamite was blessed, because of her kind-

ness to the prophet Elisha. She had a son given her in the

first instance, and afterwards restored to her from the dead,

in answer to the prophet's prayer. She was also put in

possession of her house and her land, which had been taken
from her during her absence in the country of the Philis-

tines. (See 2 Kings, chap. iv. and viii.)

Numerous instances of a like nature have occurred in

all periods of the church. Eusebius says of Constantino
the great: "God gave that merciful prince more wealth
than heart could wish, because of his bounties to the poor."

Tiberius II, a succeeding emperor, was so bountiful in his

charities, as to incur the censure of his friends. His reply

was :
" I shall never want money, so long as, in obedience

to Christ's commands, I supply the necessities to the poor."

On one occasion, after he had given much away, a marble

J i
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slab was accidentally removed, under which he found a
very great treasure. News was also brought him of the

death of a rich man, who had left him his whole estate.

One of the bishops of Alexandria, in the sixth century,

was surnamed the almonerj on account of the extent of his

charities. In a time of distress and famine, he continued

to bestow his largesses, till he was on the point of being

reduced to want. But just at this crisis, when his money
and credit were about, to fail, he heard of the arrival of two
large ships richly laden with corn, which had been sent to

to him from the island of Sicily. a> ^

As the charitable bishop of Milan was one day travelling

with his servant, they were overtaken by some poor people,

who asked alms. The bishop directed the servant to give

them what money he had, which, as it happened, was only

three crowns. The servant, however, thought it not prudent

to part with all, and so gave them but two. Shortly after the

bishop received a present of two hundred crowns ; upon
which he said to his disobedient servant, " See how, in

wronging the poor, thou hast also wronged me. If thou

hadst given those three crowns, as I directed, I had receiv-

ed three hundred crowns ; whereas now I have only two.^^

Mr. John Walter, a citizen and draper of London, many
years ago, was remarkable for his charities, even from his

youth. But notwithstanding these, his estate so rapidly

and constantly increased, that he at length became satisfied

with it ; and many years before his death he entered into

covenant with God, that all future additions to his wealth
should be sacredly devoted to charitable uses. After this,

as riches continued to pour in upon him from various quar-

ters, he commenced building alms houses and chapels for

the poor, investing property for their support when he was
dead, and in every way possible ministering to their ne-

cessities, and yet he left to his family, who survived him, a
very large estate.

It would be easy to multiply instances of this nature, but

it cannot be necessary. Mr. Thomas Gouge, an excellent

London minister of the last century, published a treatise,

with the following title, " To be truly charitable^ is the

surest and best way of thriving?^ In this work we have
the following strong expressions

:

'I dare challenge all the world to give one instance, or at most
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any considerable number of instanses, oftruly merciful men whose
charities have undone them. But as living wells which, the more
they are drawn, the more freely do they spring and flow, so the

substance of the charitable doth ordinarily multiply^ in the very

distribution.'''' ,

5. I mention as another reason for system in our chari-

ties, that when bestowed ofter this manner, they can be ex-

pended to much better advantage. Those to whom they

are entrusted, knowing very nearly what they are to expect,

and at what times, will be able to form their plans and en-

ter into engagements accordingly. They will be able to

dispose of the sums committed to them to much better pur-

nose for the general cause, than would otherwise be possi-

ble. This is too obvious to need illustration. Everyone
at all acquainted with business understands the matter per-

fectly. He knows the benefit of having his means in his

own hands, or of his having some reasonable assurance as

to the amount he is to expect, and the time when it is re-

alized. Hence, every such person will see, at once, the im-

portance of system (and the more regular the operation of

the system the better) in the charities of the christian pub-
lic. Those to whom they are entrusted will be able in this

case, to form their plans with foresight and wisdom. They
will be able to take the advantage of circumstances, to

make favorable contracts, and to turn the means entrusted

to them to the best account.

6. Another advantage of system in any great charitable

undertaking is, that the promoters of it, by being organized

in one body, and moving unitedly and steadily onwards,
will impart courage and confidence to each other. We are

all £0 much under the influence of our fellow-men, as to

feel encouraged and strengthened by their countenance and
co-operation. The work of missions, for example, is a no-

ble work ; but almost any christian engaged in it alone, or

with only a few to aid him, would be likely to be soon dis-

couraged, or if there were numbers engaged in it, but all

operating in a disjointed and irregular way, the strength

and confidence which they ought mutually to impart would
be much diminished. But when all that system is given

to the work of missions of which it is susceptible ; when
its friends and promoters shall become organized in one
vast body, each moving in his own proper sphere, and do-

^
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ing his appropriate work ; they will then appear and will

feel like an army with banners; they will inspire mutual
confidence and strength

;
and the noble work in which they

are engaged will go forward with a steady and resistless

progres^s.

7. Still another benefit of system among the friends ot

missions is, it will give courage and confidence to mission-

aries. Those beloved brethren and sisters, who have left

their country and homes for the purpose of spreading the

gospel among the heathen, are, under God, entirely depen-
dent on the churches, or the christian community^ which
they have left behind, and this dependence they must deep-

ly fell. They know that they are but the messengers of

the churches, sentfor|h at their expense, and restricted as

to the extent of their operations to the means which are

furnished them. With what interest, therefore, must they
look to the contributions at home 1 And with what confi-

dence must it inspire them in their arduous labors to see

the brethren whom they have left behind, not only pledg-

ing themselves for their support, but actually forming them-
selves into one great, connected body, from which the means
of their usefulness are to be suppled, and from which the

charities ot christians are to flow out, in a constant and un-
broken stream? Missionaries will see that in this way,
their earthly foundation is greatly strengthened, and their

prospects of permanent usefulness proportionally increased.

They will be encouraged to enlarge the sphere of their la-

bors ;
to form and to execute new plans of benevolence

;

and to make greater inroads upon those " dark places of the

earth which are 'full of the habitations of cruelty."

8. It may be mentioned as another advantage of organi-

zation and system among the friends of missions, that they

can thereby be more readily addressed ; can be made more
minutely acquainted with circumstances ; and their united

energies can be more directly called forth when special

exigencies occur. If insulated or disunited in their exer-

tions, they will have no common head, no common organ

of communication with the public, no means of imparting

or receiving intelligence, or of becoming acquainted with
the state of affairs, and no individual among them will be
able to make his voice heard beyond his own private sphere,

or beyond the little circle in which he separately moves.
• Vol. VI.—No. 1. 2
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But when their operations are digested into a regular sys-

tem, and they come to be united in one great body, with

its appropriate organs of communication and action, the

case now is very different. They can all be directly and
quickly addressed on any subject or occasion which shall

be thought necessary. They can be made acquainted with

the same facts, the same encouragements, trials, and wants.

The same calls can be issued, and the same motives be

made to bear on all at once. The supporters of missions

would resemble, in this case, a welt regulated army, mov-
ing on to their purpose, and directing then* energies against

the strongholds of sin, in sure prospect of a speedy and de-

cisive victory. ^

9. But this suggests another reason for system among
the friends of missions and other charitable operations

:

They have to contend against a powerfully organized op-

position. The designs formed against the kingdom of

Christ in this world are not the result of mere accident, or

of circumstances. They betray the hand of a great mas-
ter spirit, invincible indeed to us, secluded behind the scenes,

but powerfully working in the cause of evil. They betray

an organized system of wickedness, vast and mighty, pre-

sent wherever mischief is to be done, and prepared at all

points for the conflict with truth and holiness. Here are

the principalities and powers of hell—the spirits of wick-

ness in high places. Here are the devil and his angels,

whose name is legion, for they are many. Here, too, are

their subalterns and agents among men ; not a few of

whom are in situations to do their master's work more ef-

fectually than he could do it for himself. Such, then, are

the hosts of evil against which the people of God are to

contend, and in face of which the cause of Christ is to go
forward to its predicted triumphs. And what an argument
is here for unity, harmony and system^ as well as faithful-

ness and zeal, among the promoters of this holy cause 1

What can insulated, irregular, fitful, impulsive action do
against such an opposition ? With the great "captain of

salvation" for our leader, and the armies of heaven for his

ministering servants, and " the sacrapnental host of God's
elect" on earth, all marshalled and trained, each moving in

his appointed sphere, and faithfully executmg the behests

of his Lord, we have nothing to fear. Those that be for

y
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us are more and stronger than those that be against us.

But insulated, separated, and in some instances alienated,

acting without system or concert, one trying to do one thing,

and another another; we are in no situation, certainly, to

meet the opposition arrayed against us, and can expect only
defeat and shame.

10. We will mention but another reason for system in

our religious charities, and this is, they will be more likely

to be j^ermanent. Those persons are much mistaken (if

any such there be) who fancy that the world's conversion

is to be a short work. It is obviously one of surpassing
magnitude and difficulty. Obstacles appaling, overwhelm-
ing, to mere unaided human wisdom and strength, stand
in the way. To be sure, we have confidence that, in the

end, these will all be overcome. They will be overcome,
too, by human means and instrumentalities, guided, ener-

gised by an influence from on high. But there is no rea-

son to suppose that this work will be done suddenly. It

will be, must be, a work of time ; and Christians must
form their plans and direct their efforts with a view to per-

manency.
And here we see the necessity of system. Without some

regularly digested system, even the best friends of mis-

sions are liable to become negligent. Other calls are made,
and the claims of the Lord's treasury are unheeded. This
accounts tor it, that where there is no system in operation,

the charities of Christians are so fluctuating and so little

to be relied upon. But where there is system in this im-
portant matter—system wisely a4iapted and vigorously pur-

sued—there, it may be reasonably hoped, will be perma-
nency. The system, entered into with spirit and with
prayer, may be expected to move on in its appointed course.

The stream of charity may be expected to run—the con-

tributions of Christians will be continued and increased^
the noble work of spreading the Gospel will not cease, till

the necessity for it ceases. It will go on—it may be confi-

dently hoped it will—and that, too, with increased energy
and success, till the knowledge of the Lord shall have co-

vered the earth as the waters do the seas.

Such are some of the reasons which have occurred to us
for pursuing the great work of Christian charity systema-

tically. Such are some of the advantages which such a
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mode of operation may be expected to have over every

other. These are, in the general, obvious advantages, such
as can scarcely fail to be realised. The necessity of sys-

tem, in other things, is universally admitted. But there is,

perhaps, nothing to which it can be better applied, and with

greater benefit, than to the religious charitable operations of

the present day.

It is matter of rejoicing, therefore, to all who love the

cause of truth, that these various operations have, from the

first, been gradually resolving themselves into a more re-

gular and systematic form. Individuals are coming to act,

less from impulse, and more from principle, in their contri-

butions, putting them into a shape for permanency, and
regarding them as a part of the regular business of life.

The associations which exist, too, have been assuming a
more regular, systematic form ; the smaller connecting with
the larger, and these with others larger still, constituting,

at the last, great reservoirs of charity, from which streams

are flowing out to bless the world. In this way, increased

concert of Christian action is attained, and a proportionally

increased efficiency^ for the accomplishment of some of the

noblest objects that ever were presented to the mind of man.
It is devoutly to be hoped that the methodizing process

thus commenced may go on till the system has assumed
all that perfection of which it is capable. Its progress

hitherto has been the result, not so much of contrivance as

of experience. Changes and improvements have been
made only as they were found, on trial, to be necessary

;

and obviously this is the only safe course of procedure for

the time to come. The actual working of the system (so

far as it has come to be a system) must be watched, and
the lessons of experience heeded, whilfe vast innovations

and untried experiments are to be shunned.
In further improving our systems of charitable opera-

tion, the work should commence with the individual. Let
individual Christians become more methodical^ as well as

more liberal, in their contributions. Let each one—even
the poorest, the humblest—adopt some system of charity

for himself; that which to him will be most convenient

;

that to which he can best adhere ; and let him pursue it.

Let it become a settled habit with him—a part of his life.

Changes may indeed be necessary in a change of circum-

j
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stances, but the principle, the habit, must neyer be giv-

en up.
'-"''

The particular plan which the individual finds conve-

nient to himself he will of course explain and recommend
to others ; and when a sufficient number have become unit-

ed in the like methods of doing good, a society may be or-

ganized, to connect with some more general society ; and
thus these individuals, however few and feeble by them-
selves, come to take a place, and bear a part, in that grand
system of effort which is to renovate the world.

Much remains to be done, not only to perfect our sys-

tems of charity, but to extend them. The utmost boun-
daries of our Zion have not yet been reached. Vast num-
bers of professing Christians in this land, and 1 fear a great

many evangelical Churches, have done almost nothing, as

yet, in a way of religious charity. And what they have
done has been contributed irregularly, in consequence of

some special call or peculiar emergency, and not in pursu-

ance of any established system or principle on the subject.

Now, such Churches and such individuals should be look-

ed up and stirred up. They should be informed as to the

moral condition of the world, and what is doing in it, and
what it devolves on them to do, for its recovery and salva-

tion. If Christians indeed, they can be interested—or

rather, they can but be interested^ in the advancement of

Christ's kingdom, and can be induced to stand in their lot,

in urging forward that system of means by which this

kingdom is to be promoted.

The motives to effort—to persevering and united effort

—

in this great cause, are numerous and powerful. The
command of Christ—the precious interests of His kmg-
dom—the best good of our souls, and the salvation of a
world lying in wickedness—all are urging us, pressing us,

to do what we can, and to do it now. Satan has vaunted
himself the god of this world long enough. It is high time

that he was dispossessed and cast out of it. The last in-

junction of the Saviour has lain neglected long enough. It

is more than time that all His professed followers should

licten to his words and combine their efforts to fulfil them.

We are to remember, also, that to each one of us the

season for labour in this world is very short. Whatever
we do must be done quickly. " The night cometh when
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no man can work." And as we lie on the bed of death,

will it not be a comfort to us to reflect that, so far as the

cause of Christ is concerned, we have not Hved in vain ?

And when millenial scenes shall have been ushered in,

will it not be an honour to us to be remembered as in the

number of those who prayed and laboured to advance
them? In the shining of that bright day, our children

will love to say one to another, "These are the glorious

things on which the eyes and the hearts of our fathers and
mothers were fixed—the things for which they anxiously

and patiently toiled, for which they prayed with many
tears, and for which they cheerfully contributed of their

store." O! such a reflection will then be worth vastly

more to our children than an estate. They will choose to

be known as the descendants of those who devoted them-
selves to the cause of Christ, rather than of those who
bequeathed to them a worldly treasure.

Every consideration which ought to have weight with

a rational mind is urging u«^Christian reader, to continued

and increased exertion. LetVs, then, not be weary in well

doing, but by faithful labours, and cheerful sacrifices, and
patient suflferings in the causeW Christ, let us prepare to

stand before Him, and to hear wini say, " Well done good
andfaithful servants^ enter ye into thejoy of your LordP

ARTICLE II.

ffi^ij

til

UNCONDITIONAL DECREES.

It is with words as with men, they are often the objects

of the most blind and inveterate prejudices. What horri-

ble ideas, for instance, have been associated by those of the

opposite party, with such terms as whig and tory, republi-

can and royalist, catholic and protestant, unitarian and tri-

nitarian, believer and infidel ! And when one, who has
been long duped by such prejudices, becomes personally

intimate with his neighbor of the opposite party, he is often

greatly astonished to find that he is not only a man and a

gentleman, but possibly a devout and exemplary christian !
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Few words in modern times have been more perverted

by such prejudices than the words decree, election, repro-

bation, and all that vocabulary of lerms peculiar to Calvin-
ism. A very large class, of not only intelligent but pious

persons, can never heard such words uttered, without either

secret or open disgust. And yet, these are all scriptural

phrases, and represent ideas and truths held by the great

body of the church from the days of the Apostles to the

present time.

Among the other obnoxious terms to such persons is the

word decree. Instead of attaching to this term the sense

which belongs to it, and which has come down with it

from the remotest antiquity, they give it a meaning entire-

ly novel, and which neither lexicographers nor common
usage tolerates. According to them, the term decre signi-

fies a rash and arbitrary determination whereby a ruler

seeks to accomplish certain measures, irrespective of either

their character or the methods by which they are accom-
plished, (a) Now to associate the term decree, in this dis-

torted view of its meaning, with the character of even an
earthly prince, would be to represent him as the basest and
most tyrannical of men. How awful then ^must be that

presumption, which can affirm a decree of this sort of the

infinitely wise and perfect Ruler of the universe ! To re-

present God as supremely selfish and also blind and capri-

cious—who does not shudder at the thought?
In distinction from these perverters of language andma-

ligners of christian doctrine, we hold that the word decree

has a good signification ; and that in theology,-at least, it

can be associated with no other ideas than those of wisdom,
justice and benevolence. Indeed, so excellent is this term,

(a) " The opinion, says Knapp, has long existed in the church, that the

decrees of election and reprobation were absolute ; that is, without respect to

their moral character, God selected from the human race a certan number
and destined them to eternal happiness ; and on the other hand rejected others

in the same arbitrary manner and destined them to eternal condemnation."
[The. vol i, 248.] It is wonderful that this learned divine should thus repre-

sent the Calvanistic system. According to Calvinistic theology, all men are

by nature totally corrupt and worthy of death. Their native characters are

essentially equal. From this general mass of fallen humanity, God has been
pleased, (or reasons known fully to himself alone, to elect, redeem Bind sancti-

jfy, not the whole, but a part of the race. These positions Calvinists hold to

be fundamentally true. They certainly do not harmonize, however, with the

statement given above.
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ithat in the second Psalm, we hear even of the Eternal Son
/of the Father boasting of it : "I will declare the decree

;

Jehovah hath said unto me, thou art my Son, this day I

have begotten thee." The Hebrew word hokj here trans-

lated decree, is equivalent, according to Gesenius, to the

terms "statute, ordinance, law." Now, when we consider

that " the statute, ordinance or law'' here spoken of, origi-

nated with the Eternal Son, and constitutes the substra-

tum of human salvation, we cannot wonder surely, that

He who dwelt from everlasting ages in the bosom of the

Father delighted to make it known. And what is true of
this primary decree concerning man's redemption, is also

true of all those other decrees of God, by which that re-

demption is communicated. They all originate not only
in wisdom, but in infinite wisdom ; and they are all direct-

ed, not only to good ends, but to the best ends conceivable.

No decree of God is, or can be, either arbitrary, capricious,

or malignant. Why then, we ask, do men find fault with
them? Wholly, we apprehend, from either their own ma-
lignity and insubordination, or their ignorance of the true

nature of the divine decrees.

' But let us enquire more particularly, what are the decrees

of God. Webster defines the term decree in its theological

sense, as "a predetermined purpose of God." The latter

term again he defines as " that whieh a person sets before

himself as an object to be reached or accomplished." Now,
placing the two definitions together, a decree of God, ac-

cording to this lexicographer is, a predetermination of God
to accomplish a certain object, or end.

In the human mind a resolution or purpose is usually
formed before we proceed to the accomplishment of any ob-

ject whatever. Indeed, such predetermination of the will

is absolutely necessary to render any human action a mat-
ter either of intelligence or morality. What is done with-
out such a purpose is the result of accident or mere muscu-
lar motion—it is in no sense the deed of the human spirit.

Now, the only method by which we can conceive of the

operations of the divine mind, is, through analogies drawn
from our own. How can we form any conception of God's
love or anger, save as we ourselves are the subjects of these

emotions l The same is true in reference to the operations

of the divine intelligence—we know nothing of them, save
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as we make our own modes of reasoning and thought the

guides to our conclusions. And if there be in Deity, as
there may be, attributes and qualities, none of which we
possess, there is a strong probability that such perfections

of the Infinite God will ever remain unintelligible to us.

Judging thus of the operations of the divine mind from the

operations of our own, we can come to no other conclusion

but that a fixed purpose or decree must necessarily precede

every divine action. We see around us in space a vast

system of worlds, all performing various revolutions, and
all controlled by some mighty, but invisible power. Now,
we can no more conceive that this great universe of nature
was brought into being for no definite and fixed purposes,

than we can conceive that the whole of it is the product
of mere chance. Indeed, it is upon the latter supposition

alone, that we can arrive at the conclusion, that the work
of creation subserves no ultimate and predetermined ends.

If in its origin, the universe is accidental, then in its re-

sults it may also subserve accidental purposes. But if an
infinitely wise and powerful Creator originated these mighty
fabrics of nature, then must there have been ends and ob-

jects contemplated by the mind of that Creator, to the fix-

ed accomplishment of which all the agencies in the uni-

verse are directed. Nor can we conceive it possible, that

by any seeming mishaps by the way, by any false calcula-

tions at the outset, or by any errors, oppositions or casual-

ties whatever, these ultimate ends of the Godhead can be
defeated. True, it may appear to a being of such limited

capacities as man, occupying as he does but a spot in the

infinite succession of causes and effects—it may appear to

such a being, that both moral and physical evils are intru-

sions upon God's plan, and that they must, more or less,

affect the ultimate objects of creation. But conclusions of

this sort arise wholly from the utter incompetency of the

human observer to cast his eyes over the whole area of the

divine plan. Now, that navigators have often sailed around
our globe, it is easy to speculate and argue concerning both

its size and shape. But to the first tenants of our planet, to

those who occupied but one seemingly flat spot of its sur-

face, how utterly unknown were all the facts of our present

geographical knowledge? So with us, who fill but a mo-
ment in eternal duration—who encompass but a point in
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infinite extension, and whose utmost capacity can compre-
hend but a drop in universal knowledge— to us the adap-

tations of seemingly counterworking agencies to those ends
which we infer an infinitely wise and benevolent God must
have had in view in creation, appear not only mysterious,

but impracticable. We see not how sin and misery, and
" all our wo" can subserve the benevolent purposes of the

Supreme Ruler of the universe ; or how greater and high-

er results of good can accrue from causes so malignant
and afflictive. To a mind, however, like that of Jehovah,
that '• sees the end from the beginning," thatencompasses at

once the results contemplated and the whole succession of

agencies by which those results are to be reached—to a

mind of this sort, there is and can be no incongruity what-
ever between the agencies that precede and the ends that

complete the purposes of God.
To enlighten our ignorance on this subject, and also to

dissipate our incredulity, God has given us many and pow-
ful analogies. Does the acorn perish in the earth ? It is

only to yield the oak, whose branches and shade are to de-

light and protect the traveller. How strange the process,

when every Spring, the husbandman covers the fruitful

grain beneath the soil, in order that the barns of Autumn
and of Winter may overflow with the products of the earth !

How ruinous, seemingly, are storms and hurricanes? And
yet were it not for these powerful agents, our atmosphere
would be in a condition productive only of disease and
death. In providence too the same lessons are taught us.

Who that holds in his hands the complete biography of

one human life, has not there read the truth, that apparent
evils in such a life, resulted ultimately in positive and su-

perabounding good ? There he sees that poverty produc-
ed great wealth

;
that an ignoble birth reached the palm of

immortal honour, and that afflictions and crosses formed a
character that nothing else could have created. The hatred
of his brethren led Joseph to the premiership of Egypt, and
the persecutions of Saul exalted David to the throne of Is-

rael ! Daniel's supremacy over the counsellors of Persia,

was brought about by his exposure in a den of lions, and
the apostleship of Paul succeeded to his persecution of the

christians ! Even our blessed Savior's exaltation to his

Father's right hand, is ascribed in scripture, to " his endur-

{
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ing the cross and despising of its shame." Thus in all na-

ture, and in the histories of both men and nations, is God
contirlually forcing and constraining that hated agent cvi7,

to subserve great and good results. These lessons are

taught us in all things, and they are taught to us daily.

Can we believe then, that those mightier evils that extend,

not only over a generation, but over a race ; that cover, not

simply our zenith but our horizon ; that pursue us not only
in time, but in eternity ; can we believe that evils of even
these enlarged dimensions are not subject to the same laws
that regulate the lesser trials of our short pilgrimage, and
that constrain our bitterest earthly gall to yield us a sweet
and heavenly nectar ? If God sees to it, that all the shorter

roads of evil shall lead to manifest good, will he not also

care, that in its mighty pathway through his kingdom—in

its highway career to the eternal future—sin shall be so

overruled as to promote and enlarge the boundaries of uni-

versal bliss ? Of this, to our minds, whether we consider

the character of God, the lessons He daily sets to us in his

works and providence, or the yet clearer elucidations of his

will in scripture; there is and can be no doubt. We can
not believe that evil is an accident, or that it is a thing of

such inveterate nature, that even omnipotence cannot make
it co-operate with other and even antagonistical agencies

in the completion of his pre-chosen and infinitely complete
plan.

Some may suppose that these views lead to Universal-

ism. We differ from them. Universalism assumes it as

a datum, that the highest and best good of the universe

consists in the personal felicity of every individual mem-
ber of that universe. But we do not concede this point.

Even in its most exalted and perfect condition, the empire
of the Great God may admit, for aught we know, not only

of suffering, but of a great amount of suffering. We be-

lieve that so far as God himself is concerned, and that

countless number of individual beings that constitute His

loyal creation, all the moral and physical evils that exist

will work out ultimate and real good ; but that every rebel

in the universe will be a participant of that good, is what
we dare not affirm in the face of so many express texts of

Scripture to the contrary. (6.)

(i) Ignorant as we now are of all the motives which led the mind of Deity
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The decrees of God, so far as they relate to the salva-

tion of men, are divided by Theologians into two classes

;

conditional and unconditional; or, contingent and 'arbi-

trary. The Arminiaiis hold the former, the Calvinists

maintain the latter. The difference, however, between
these two classes of divines does not refer to the question,

whether or not, means precede ends and antecedents con-

sequents. Both admit the validity of the tie between cause

and effect, condition and result. Without planting, accord-

ing to each, there can be no reaping, and without repent-

ance no forgiveness. The real question of dispute here is,

in whose hands are the conditions, or antecedents, of salva-

tion—those of man or those of God 7 The Arminian de-

fends the former, the Calvinist the latter.

" Conditional decrees," says Knapp, " are those in making
which Grod has respect to the free actions of moral beings. These
conditional decrees are founded upon that fore-knowledge of the

free actions of men, which we are compelled to ascribe to God.

God foresaw from eternity how every man would act, and whether

to permit sin, we can yet perceive that good has resulted from that event

which otherwise would never have existed. The highest bliss of the uni-

verse must ever consist in the enjoyment, directly or indirectly, of the first

originating mind. Before, however, God can be enjoyed he must be re-

vealed. Now, whatever may be said of the origin of sin, it is certain that it

has given occasion to the manifestation in the Godhead of attributes and exer-

cises that otherwise had never been known. The holiness and justice of
God are never so clearly seen as when brought into contact with sin. Yet
more plain is it, that mercy had never been exercised but for the misery into

which sin has plunged a part of God's creation. The Incarnation certainly,

and the Trinity possibly, had never otherwise been realized. Nor can we
conceive that even the power and wisdom of God are revealed so itripres-

sively in nature as in the dispensations of Divine Providence with our fallen

race. The permission of moral evil, as overruled by God, has also im-
pressed many salutary lessons upon the minds of his intelligent creatures.

How has it taught them their frailty, their responsibility, their danger. How
has it implanted in them the true principles of moral government ; and espe-

cially, how has it developed in them, as in God, attributes and exercises that

otherwise had never existed ! Nor have we completed the picture yet. Our
race, like our planet, is evidently connected with a vast creation of intelligent

beings existing elsewhere. If not in our present crysalis state, no doubt in

the immortality of our being closer connexions will be formed between us
and them than now exist. The history of our race, therefore, will become
hereafter a book of instruction to myriads of beings whose very existence

may now seem as merely problematical. Now, how far these and other con-
sequential blessings of sin exceed the positive evils it produces, or whether
they are even equal to them, it is for the mind of God alone to determine.

That determination we think pretty clearly expressed in his permission of

moral evil.

* <
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he would comply with the conditions under which the designs of

God concerning him would take eflFect, or would reject them ; and
upon this fore-knowledge He founded His decree. Of this class

are the decrees of Grod respecting the spiritual and eternal wel-

fare of men. They are always founded upon the free conduct of

men, and are never absolute, but always conditional."

In perfect harmony with these sentiments is the follow-

ing statement of Watson in his Institutes

:

" We see, then, the order of Divine operation in individual

experience ; conviction of sin, faith, justification and regenera-

tion." - '' .''^i'\i>^^,i.
.

' >i.'f ?Tv:r'iVv/;-,",A:;3, V^lii^m,;-

The condition of salvation in this category is faith,

which, though it be ascribed to a divine operation, is never-

theless located anterior to regeneration. It must be, there-

fore, at last only such a faith as man is competent to with-

out the renewing of the Holy Ghost. All that the Spirit

does in this case is to impart an inclination or desire ; the

power to exercise saving faith being wholly in the hands
of the sinner himself.

The Calvinistic view may thus be given, in the language
of Dr. Hill

:

" The Calvinists say that the faith and good works of the elect

are the consequences of their election, and are foreseen by God,
because he determined to produce them ; that being the fruits of

his determination, they cannot be regarded as the cause of it,

and therefore that the election of some and the reprobation of

others, are to be resolved into the good pleasure of God, acting

indeed upon the wisest reasons, but not originally moved by the

foresight of any circumstance in the former rendering them more
worthy of being elected than the latter." (Div. Bk. iv. ch. 7.)

These quotations are sufficient to show the point at

which the Calvinistic and Arminian systems diverge from
each other ; that point is, Is saving faith the product of
Divine grace ; or, is it the exercise of an unrenewed heart 7

There are two kinds of faith spoken of in the Scriptures

—

natural and supernatural, dead and living. The former is

that which is exercised by man in the truths of Revela-

tion previously to the new birth
;
the latter is that which

he exercises after that event. The former is represented

as the faith of hypocrites and devils
; the latter as belong-

ing only to " God's elect." The former results from the

unassisted powers of the human mind in the contemplation
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of evidence; the latter is the "fruit of the Spirit,'' "the
gift of God," and the resuh of " His operation." Tlie former

is inactive and powerless ; tlie latter " overcomes the world,

works by love and purifies the heart." Now, ihequestion

is upon the exeicise of which of these two kinds of faith

is it ihat " God justifies the ungodly ?" Is it upon the ex-

ercise of the former, then is the whole world of nominal
believers in a stale of justification ! Wh^'', the veriest

drunkard ihat lies in the ditch ; the most profane swearer

that visits a bar-room ; the whole class of the ungodly
around us, admit implicitly the great truths of the gospel,

and some of them are often much affected by them. But
is it through a faith such as this that God pardons, adopts

and saves men? The very question carries in it its own
refutation.

The prominent idea in justifying or saving faith, and
that which wholly distinguishes it from the ordinary be-

lief of the unconverted, is, trust or confidence in Christ as

a Saviour. Hence it is said " with the heart man believeth

unto righteousness.'' Nor is this trust merely such confi-

dence as a man has in the stability of his government, or

the regularity of the laws of nature. It is rather the con-

fiding spirit of a wife in her husband, of a child in his pa-

rent. The soul perceives in Christ not only dignity and
excellence, but love and friendship. It is attracteid to him,
and is enabled to rely on him wholly and forever, for all

the blessings of salvation. Now, it is evident that a state

of mind of this sort does not show a man to be in a state

of nature, but of grace. No internal evidence of regenera-

tion can possibly be stronger than the exercise of such con-

fidence in the all-sufficiency of Christ to save from sin and
hell. Even the highest rapture, or the most extatic joys,

would not indicate as surely that a soul was born of God.
Indeed, an unrenewed heart is wholly incompetent to ex-

ercise that trust in Christ which is the very essence of jus-

tifying faith. " The natural man receiveth not the things
' of the Spirit of God : neither can he know them, because
they are spiritually discerned." Now, the great fact in
" things of the Spirit " here spoken of, is Jesus Christ as a
propitiatory sacrifice for sin. It is the chief ofiice of the

Holy Ghost, in the work of conversion, to reveal Christ to

the soul, and so enable the soul to rely on Him for salva
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tion. But until the soul perceives the loveliness of Christ,

and has some suitable notions of the design and import of

His death upon the cross, it cannot confide in Him. These
perceptions, however, of Christ and His work, the Apostle

assures us no man has in his natural state. Never, till the

soul is renewed, does it, or can it, properly appreciate the

Lord Jesus Christ. Up to that moment, even in the depth
of his conviction, does every awakened sinner reject Him
as a Saviour. There may be in such a state of mind de-

sires for pardon ; there may be strong crying and striving

after salvation ; there may be, under the teachings of the

ministry, a seeming concentration of all the powers of the

soul to find an unknown Christ ; but there is in it no true

faith, because the soul, at this period of its exercises, really

has no true knowledge of the son of God as a Saviour.

Hence it uniformly happens, that persons in this state of
mind seem to be little profited by the counsels or exhorta-

tions of friends. You may demonstrate to them that all

that is required is faith
;
you may explain and illustrate the

nature of that faith so clearly, that one would think they
could not remain a moment longer in darkness, and yet all

your efforts and explanations are powerless until the Spirit

accomplishes his work of renewal. The moment this

work takes place, not only faith, but peace and joy, ensue.

The soul now sees the excellency of Christ and feels no
difficulty whatever in resting upon Him for salvation.

Thus is faith not the operation of a natural heart^-not the

product simp y of human endeavour and agency, but the
" fruit of the Spirit," and " the gift of God."
Again : to place justifying faith anterior to regeneration,

is to invert the order of things in the Gospel, and instead

of representing God as anticipating man in all the various

parts of the work of redemption, it exhibits man in the

foreground, and as leading after him the mercy and good-

ness of the Creator. Expiation was conceived and exe-

cuted, not by consultation of man, but wholly in the coun-

sels of the Godhead. All the institutions, too, of the true

religion, whether Mosaic or Christian, were not ordained

of man, but appointed by God. The call, too, of the Pro-

phets and Apostles was not by human authority, but by
that of God. So, too, in the conversion of the soul, the

work of God is not second but first ; not resultant, but
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causal ; not subsidiary, but effectual. Christ said to his

disciples, '*Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen
you." The Apostle John also declares, "We love Him be-

cause He first loved us." Now, if we put faith anterior to

regeneration, we invert this order of things in the divine

economy, making man, not only an agent, but the chief

agent in the work of his conversion. Faith, according to

this theory, is the antecedent or condition of regeneration
;

and inasmuch as such faith is exercised antecedently to

regeneration, it is of course but a natural faith, and one
which man exercises by means of his own native powers.

Now, if regeneration is the result of such faith, and not its

source, then do we place man and his work in a state of

priority to God and the gifts of His grace. We represent

not God as seeking man, but man as seeking God—not

grace as subduing and sanctifying nature, but nature as

stimulating and urging forward the grace of God.
But it may here be asked, why is the exercise of faith

in Christ the first duty enjoined by the Gospel upon a sin-

ner, if, in an unrenewed state, he is wholly incompetent to

such exercise? The answer to this, so far as it relates to

the subject under discussion, is easy. God commands faith

in orfier to impart it. There is a strong analogy between
these moral operations of the Spirit and those physical

changes wrought by the same agent upon the first chaos.

Over that chaos the Almighty Speaker issued his com-
mands to " things that were not, as though they were."

Nor were those commands ineffective, but under their in-

fluence light was developed
; a firmament was spread

abroad; plants and animals sprang into being; the hea-

vens were peopled with winged songsters ; the seas be-

came alive with fish
;
and man, God's image, though last

work, stood up in beauty and grandeur. If not the physi-

cal, our moral world, from its original glory, has been re-

duced to a universal and calamitous chaos. The Spirit,

however, has not been withdrawn, but through Christ is

still " moving upon the face of the waters," and the voice

of the same Almighty Speaker is still heard amid all the

chasms and depths of spiritual death, saying, " Awake
thou that sleepest and arise from the dead, and Christ shall

give thee light." God, as truly now as in the first ar-

rangement of elementary matter, calls those " things that
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are not as though they were." He commands repentance,

but gives it ; He requires faith, but bestows it.

The miracles of our Saviour afford beautiful iUustra-

tions of these facts. When the blind, the lame, and the

diseased, were brought to Christ, he commanded them re-

spectively to see, to walk, to be whole. In themselves they
were competent to do none of those things commanded.
True, the blind could walk, the lame could see, and the

diseased, in many cases, do both. But the wonder-work-
ing Saviour, to show forth his power and grace, addressed

his commands to those things which each respectively

could not do. It was their impotence that he would con-

vert into strength, their weakness that he would change
into power, their deadness that he would reanimate with
life. It is just so here. Christ does not call men to salva-

tion because they are able to save themselves; He does not

call them to repentance because they are able to repent of

themselves ; nor does He call them to faith because they
are able, even before regeneration, to believe. The reason

of the command is just the opposite of all this. He calls

men to salvation because they are lost ; he calls them to

repentance because they are helplessly impenitent ; and He
calls them to faith because in themselves they would re-

main forever in unbelief.

The foregoing observations are sufficient, we trust, to

prove that the exercise of justifying faith is not anterior to

regeneration, but its effect. True, it is a human exercise

—

it is man that believes. But, then, it is man made alive

by the Spirit, and not man " dead in trespass and sins.'' It

is said of Lazarus, "And he that was dead came forth."

But this coming forth was not anterior to his quickening,

but subsequent to that event. So with every one truly con-

verted—he believes—but then it is only after Christ has
given him life. All the exercises of a dead heart are like

itself dead—its repentance is dead, its faith is dead, its de-

sires and hopes are dead. But when the grace of God
quickens that heart, then all its exercises are vital—its re-

pentance is genuine

—

its faith is lively and justifying—its

hopes and joys are spiritual and heavenly.

Now, if we have proved, as we hope we have, that the

condition of salvation, faith, is in the hands of God, and
not of man, then, even according to the admission of Ar-

VoL. VI.—No. 1. 3
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minians themselves, it is the fit object of a divine decree.

The difficulty with the Arminian system here is, that by
subjecting the exercise of faith to mere carnal volition, it

places the decree of God upon a contingence. True, that

contingence is foreknown to God; but it is foreknown to

God only as an Omniscient Being, and not as the product

of His own will. He foresees how many men will, by
their own choice and power, believe ; and these he elects

to everlasting life. But tc arrive at this conclusion we
must previously admit a most fearful error—that faith, the

prime condition of salvation, has its origin in man, not in

God ; in the sinner, not in the Holy Spirit. This error, we
trust, we have refuted, demonstrating, both from Scripture

and reason, that justifying faith is the result, not the cause

or means of regeneration
; and that therefore it is the work

and gift of God, and not the endeavour or virtue of man.
Now, if regeneration be a work of God, and faith be its

consequent, not its antecedent, then is regeneration decreed

and not contingent. It results from the will of God ; that

will never acts save from predetermination, and that prede-

termination is what we mean by a decree. We hold it

then as a great truth, that if man does not save himself, or

is not unintentionally saved by God, that he is saved by
virtue of a divine decree or purpose. God saves him, and
he previously determined to do so.

But it is the eternity of such a decree that is peculiarly

offensive to some minds. This eternity of the decree, how-
ever, has not so much to do with the doctrine of predesti-

nation as it has with the nature of God. God is eternal,

and his purposes are said to be eternal from that fact. They,
therefore, who war against the doctrine of decrees on this

score, must either attempt to prove that God acts without

any definite intention, or that eternity is not a proper ele-

ment of his nature.

The controversy then, between Arminians and Calvin-

ists on this subject, is reduced down to the authorship of
faith. If faith be, as the Arminians allege, the product of

unregenevated human nature, and if its exercise be so much
a matter of man's volition as to lie beyond the control of
Deity, then is its exercise contingent; and, of course, the

salvation that follows that exercise is contingent also. But
if faith is the product of the Spirit in regeneration, and if
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God be truly its author and source, then is it as much a
matter of the divine decree as any event that occurs in the

kingdom of nature. It is a work of God, and therefore

pre-determined. This fact, we presume, few would deny,
were it not for the fearful consequences that must ensue*

But what are these fearful consequences ? Why, simply
that a part of mankind are saved ; and that God saves that

part by an act of free grace ! Is this a suitable matter for

complaint? But says the caviller, why did he not save
all? Ah, this is the rub at Isst. Men see no good reason

why that grace which selects a portion of the race should

not have chosen the whole. " Is not God a just Sovereign,

they are ready to say, and is not his power infinite? Why
then, if salvation be his work, is it not universal ? " To de-

fend the character of God in the case, they betake them-
selves to numerous devices and subterfuges. Thus it hap-
pens, that under the pretext of apologizing for the divine

conduct, salvation is wrested entirely out of the hands of

Jehovah, and placed in those of the creature ! But is the

evil remedied by this device? Not at all ; but greatly in-

creased ; for besides the original difficulty, there is intro-

duced for our settlement another and a greater one. True,

in our disputes about the latter, the former may be over-

looked. But it still exists ; and despite the benevolent

creed and efforts of Arminians, a large portion of mankind
live and die under guilt and condemnation. Account for

it as we may, apologize for it as we can, it still remains a

truth, that but apart of mankind are saved. The Calvin-

ist mauitains that this part are saved, not by themselves or

by mere human agency, but by God. He is also firmly

pursuaded that were it not for God's special intervention

in behalf of these, even they would share the fate of the

rest, a just and merited perdition.

Iq conclusion we would say, that the limitation of the

remedy provided for sin to a part of our race, is to be solv-

ed upon the same ground that we account for thee xistence

of moral evil. To allege that moral evil exists through ari

abuse of human freedom, is precisely equivalent to saying

that the reprobate of our race are sent to perdition on ac-

count of their sins. We simply assign in each case the

proximate cause of sin and punishment. Now, it is true,

that were man not free he could not sin ; and it is also true,

that his sinning is the abuse of his freedom. It is true
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also, that the rejecters of Christ and all the wicked who
perish, deserve that perdition entirely for their sin's sake.

They have natures and characters that by a sort of moral

necessity must precipitate them into hell. But solutions of

this kind reach only to the human part of these great mys-
teries. Beyond human agency, however, in these mighty
events, there lies a back-ground of divinity—God's plans,

and purposes and decrees, are at the base of these things.

The fall of man was surely no accident; nor is the partial

redemption of our race a matter of chance. The finger of

God was in both ; and the purpose of God was in both.

—

Now, if it still be asked, why God permitted moral evil to

exist, or why he did not extend the remedy to the limits

of that evil, our reply is, that it is not for man, the creature

of a day, the proprietor of but a spark of intelligence, to

interrogate his Maker on these points, (c) God is infinite-

ly wise, benevolent, and just. This we know, and hence
infer, that even these mysterious dispensations of his pro-

vidence are essentially good, and must be followed by good
results. Here, if anywhere, we must take our stand till

all this darkness shall pass away. The future is for the

most part a fast sealed-up book; but when its mysteries

shall be disclosed, we will clearly see, that both in the per-

mission of moral evil and in the limitation of redemption,

God was actuated by good and wise motives, and that even
here, in these deep shades of humanity, " He is light, and in

Him is no darkness at all."

(c) Beside s the fact, that tlie partial application ofthe remedy for sin, demon-
strates God's absolute sovereignty over his creatures, (and this is Paul's so-

lution of the matter) it appears to us, that a universal redemption would have
been, as a governmental measure, nearly as bad as a universal pardon. The
difference in the case is chiefly in this, that the one rests solely upon the di-

vine clemency, and the other upon a satisfaction rendered to government.

—

But when it is considered that this satisfaction has been provided by the gov-
ernment itself, the practical result in each case must be substantially alike.

The authority of the throne would be lessened; the 'transgression would be
viewed as a trifle; and the whole influence of example would be turned to

ill account. Let us illustrate. Suppose the inhabitants of a province to re-

bel against their sovereign, and that they are all accounted worthy of death.

Would not the restoration of that Province to royal favor, by some method
of substitution on the part of the government be all one, as a general am-
nesty pronounced by the King? But if the government should discriminate;

and on the one hand deliver up a part to the law, but rescue the balance from
death, no pernicious consequences could follow. On the contrary, by the
combined exhibition of rigid justice and of a prudent clemency, the Province
would be restored and the authority of the sovereign exalted.
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ARTICLE III.

THE CEASELESS ACTIVITY OF MATTER.

It is our purpose to show, in this article, that every par-

ticle of matter is ceaselessly in motion,—that not an atom
is ever at rest.

To our senses the universe seems still ; and close obser-

vation, during an appreciable interval, is necessary to dis-

cover motion in the heavenly bodies
;
yet Astronomy de-

monstrates that planets, suns, and systems, are performing
various complicated revolutions with fearful velocity. The
Earth, for example, moves in its orbit 68.000 miles per

hour. Absolute stillness of matter is therefore impossible.

An uneducated man regards the earth as the emblem of

stability ; though the Bible tells us of its creation, its chaotic

state, its re-adjustment with continents and oceans, its del-

uge, and its future destruction by fire, followed by new
heavens and a new earth ; and, in accordance with this

character of mutation, geology demonstrates that the plan-

et, during the countless ages of its progress to the recent

period of man's creation, was the scene of inconceivably

great, numerous and protracted changes, in continents,

oceans, and organic beings. To the geologist, the earth is

the emblem of change.

So, most persons habitually regard a rock or a grain of

sand as an inactive, motionless thing. The chemist views
either in a very different light. His mind's eye sees in it

atoms as numerous as are the stars in the vault of heaven,

and performing motions relatively as regular, ceaseless and
great, as those of the planetary bodies. He knows the

grain of sand to exceed in size 1,000,000,000 of animalcules,

of which 500,000,000 swim freely in a drop of water, and
each of which contains thousands of compound atoms

;

and he can, with a good microscope, see the visible motions

of the animalcules ; so, science teaches him, with equal

certainty, that myriads of atoms move, incessantly, in a
grain of sand or a particle of gold. "Accordingly," says

the learned and pious Harris, "even the repose of nature is

only apparent. Not an atom, not a world is at rest. The
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simplest and minutest body is the subject of internal move-
ment among the particles composing it."

Subjects closely allied to this were much discussed by the

philosophers of antiquity and by the schoolmen ; but ig-

norance of science caused these discussions to end in wild

conjectures or false theories. And though incidental allu-

sions are often made to the constant motion of all material

atoms as probably true, we are not aware that any one has
attempted a demonstration of its truth, since the atomic
constitution of matter was rendered almost certain by chemi-
cal laws, and e-^pecially by the phenomena of isomorphism.

The subject has often forced itself on our attention ; but as

the aspect in which we aim to present it is certainly new,
we rigidly limit our arguments to admitted facts and es-

tablished scientific principles, sternly rejecting, with a sin-

gle exception, all assumptions, and excluding all theoreti-

cal considerations. And that single assumption is the ma-
terial, atomic constitution of matter, on which chemistry
and all the physical sciences rest. Hence, all philosophers

now reject the metaphysical hypothesis, which resolves all

matter into properties, and regards all things as ideas; be-

cause it saps the foundation of human belief, and leaves the

mind in a hopeless state of bewilderment.

Assuming, then, the existence of matter, chemistry has
proved that its particles are not, as Epicurus taught, uncre-

ated and eternal, but that they are, as he believed, indivi-

sible, inert atoms, inconceivably minute. By their union,

not in consequence of inherent, self-originated motion, but

in obedience to definite physical forces, impressed upon
them by Creative power, they form inorganic masses ; and,

when the vital are added to and control the physical forces,

organic, living beings result.

Atoms are never in absolute contact. Even in gold the

solid material particles must be as much less than the in-

terstices between them, as are the planets than the inter-

vening celestial spaces. And as the plenetary orbs can
move freely, incessantly, and simultaneously on their axes,

in their orbits around the sun, and with that luminary to-

wards a central point in the celestial vault; so, the atoms
of even the most compact mass can move freely in their

inter-atomic spaces, in obedience to the impulses of the ever

antagonistic forces, which, struggling for the ascendancy,
prevent the possibility of equilibrium or rest.

I
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As already stated, onr purpose is to show that in matter
there is no rest ; that absolute cessation of motion, in even
a single atom, has never occurred; and that ceaseless ac-

tivity is characteristic of each particle, as well as of each
celestial orb of God's material creation. Solemn thought
—instructive truth ! How impressively does it admonish
us, as immortal spirits, to obey the injunction, " whatsoever
thy hand fitideih to do, do it with thy might ;

" not simply
because " the hand of the diligent maketh rich,'' and '• shall

bear rule ;
" but because " the soul of the diligent is made

fat," if "fervent in spirit, serving the Lord." The activity

of nature is a grand illustration of the sin of slothfulness

;

and we cannot conceive of a more dismal doom,—a black-

er hell,—than the confinenient, as Dr. John Breckenridge
once described it, of a concious being, in some remote
point of space, in a state of absolute, hopeless, eternal still-

ness !

That not a particle of matter has ever ceased to be is

obvious. Matter is inert, passive. Infinite power called

it into being, and the same power only can annihilate it.

—

Besides, created by infinite wisdom, it was designed for pur-

poses commensurate with time; for its annihilation, at any
period, however remote, would imply a failure in ability or

wisdom to employ it for the accomplishment of a benevo-
lent purpose.

Norj for the same reasons, can any material atom, how-
ever minute, be inactive, useless for an instant. Ceaseless-

ly it must obey its Creator's will. The instant one purpose
of its being is accomplished, it enters on the discharge of

another. But it is not our purpose to dwell on the meta-

physical and moral arguments, which bear directly on this

subject. Our arguments must be deduced from physical

science ; and enough has been said to evince the consisten-

cy of the proposition, that not an atom is ever still, with
the sublime motions of creation, the ever changing condi-

tion of the earth, and, above all, with the attributes of the

Creator.

It is important to remember that, in matter, there is never

any tardiness. Of this truth every experiment in a Labo-
ratory, as well as every process in the nutritition of ani-

mals, is an illustration. In a mixture of oxygen and hy-

drogen gases, consisting of myriadsof atoms, each is ready;
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and, yielding to the first impulse of flame or the electric

spark, all unite with explosive violence, and water results.

So, in the circulation of the blood through the countless

ramifications of the capillary vessels, each atom that has
performed its function, in any one of the numerous organs
of the body, even in solid bone, obeys promptly the im-
pulse to depart, and another from the blood takes its place.

All masses, then, how large or small soever they may be,

whether planets or particles of dust, oceans or drops of wa-
ter, quadrupeds or animalcules, are made up of ultimate
atoms, few in kind, definite in size, indivisible, not in con-

tact, indestructible, passive or ready to obey any impulse
;

and each is enveloped in an atmosphere of opposing, an-

tagonistic forces acting upon it. Such is the constitution

of matter. Some of the forces acting ceaselessly on its par-

ticles are known. Such are gravitation, cohesion, chemi-
cal affinity, heat, light, electricity, and sometimes vitality.

Matter can be released from the influence of vital force
;
but

though human genius delights in wrestling with difficulties,

it has failed signally in all efforts to wrest even one atom
from the grasp of any one of the physical forces. And nu-
merous phenomena, not referable to any known power, indi-

cate the existence of others, which produce effects in ways
still mysterious and inexplicable, though the progress of dis-

covery has been so rapid, that we may hope they, too, will

be ultimately ascertained. This, however, is not necessary

to the complete elucidation of the proposition in hand. Nor
is it of any consequence whether the enumerated known
forces differ merely in modes of action, and are, as some
maintain, the same subtle principle—the same power

—

modified by different circumstances. The eifects are, on
either supposition, the same ; and to produce rest^ these

diflferent forces, or modes of action of the same force, must
equilibrate each other; for it is obvious that any, even the

slightest disturbance of equilibrium, in the various oppo-

sing impulses acting on an atom, must cause in it a corres-

ponding oscillation or departure from a state of rest.

Is such a state of equilibrium compatible with the inces-

sant action of so many inconceivably great antagonistic

forces, each ever present, and each struggling for the as-

cendancy? This is not speculation. All science demon-
strates that not each mass merely, but each atom, also, is
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ceaselessly under the influence of all the physical forces,'

—

gravitation, cohesion, affinity, electricity, heat, and others—

•

that these forces are antagonistic, heat, for example, conten-

ding against cohesion, and electricity against affinity ;
and

that all the diversities in form and other properties of mat-
ter, result from the effects of these forces, one ever and anon
gaining and another losing the ascendancy, though neither

is destroyed. Every school-boy knows heat enough may
be squeezed out of a pint of cold air to make a pound of

iron red hot
;
yet so much is left to contend with cohesion,

that the air is not rendered either liquid or solid. When,
however, a similar quantity of heat is extracted from car-

bonic acid and other gases, they are liquified, and, in some
cases, solidified, showing that cohesion is active in gaseous
particles. The same is true of all the other forces. They
are ever present and active, though they may seem to be

dormant.
Nor must we forget, that when seemingly dormant, they

may be freely developed, by an apparently slight external

excitement. A certain mineral, brushed gently with a fea-

ther, manifests electric excitement, and emits phosphores-

cent light. A compound of nitrogen explodes violently

when touched with phosphorus ; and an iodide of mercury,
when merely scratched with a pin point, changes in color

from yellow to rich vermilion. And any cause that af-

fects one of these forces invariably augments or dimin-

ishes one or more of the others. It would be easy to mul-
tiply examples ; but enough has been said to evince the

truth, that the relative strength of numerous forces, con-

stantly acting on each atom, may be changed by conditions

so various and slight, as to preclude the idea of such a bal-

ance of power, as is necessary to bring to a state of rest^

particles having, in all cases, ample space to move in.

And, by rest, we mean absolute cessation of motion
;
for

motion often eludes and cannot be measured by vision.

Can we see the motions of the particles which unite an ex-

ternal wound ? The result we see
;
but the motions of the

myriads of particles, which marshall themselves in sym-
metrical order, according to fixed vital laws, in the fila-

ments of the nerves, blood vessels, muscle and skin, of the

renewed flesh, defy the highest power of the best micros-

cope.

'M
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We will illustrate a little more fully the reality of in-

visible motions ; and, to do it, attention will be directed to

a substance in which all the agencies—gravitation, cohe-

sion, chemical affinity, electricity, heat, light and vitality

—are in full activity. We know no experiment that has

interested us more, or that has excited a profounder sense

of awe than this. Examine, in a glass of water, a large

animalcule barely visible to the naked eye. It seems to be

a white speck, moving in the water. Catch it in the end
of a small glass tube, transfer it to the crushing box of a

good microscope, and confine it on its side in a drop of

water. In a clear light, though its body is confined, the

motions of its parts—as the head, eyes and organs of mo-
tion—are distinctly seen through the instrument. These
voluntary motions are what we expect. They are of a
kind to which we are accustomed. So of the involuntary

motions of its lungs and other internal organs. In addition

to this, however, a far more instructive scene presents it-

self. In the whole of the illuminated body of the little

transparent creature, every particle is seen to be in motion.

Nor is this pervading motion a mere momentary shudder.

It may be seen for hours
;
and if the animal be then re-

leased from confinement, it swims as joyously as ever.

—

Watch it when it pauses on its career, and the same trem-

ulous motions of the particles of its body will be seen to

pervade its whole frame. These motions are visible, but
can we believe we see all that occur in its body? And
what is the cause of this natural tremor of organic parti-

cles? To answer this question, we must remember that

no animal can live an instant without the conjoint stimuli

of vitality, heat, electricity, chemical affinity and gravita-

tion. Is not the tremor, in the entire substance of the ani-

malcule, the result of the struggle between these agencies?

The same elementary motion, doubtless, pervades the sys-

tem of every living being. Truly " in the midst of life we
are in death." Death is but the cessation of vital motion
in an organism. And can we suppose the overthrow of vi-

tality, in any case, causes harmony between the other

forces? All science is opposed to the thought.

Let us, now, examine briefly some of the laws or modes
of action of the known forces, which must prevent such a
balance of power, as is essential to rest, from being perfect-
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ly attained, for an instant,— which must indeed renSer it

impossible. And, in prosecuting this investigation, we must
bear in mind the truth, that to preserve any one atom of a
mass in a state of even relative rest, each ^nd every atom
of that mass must be perfectly suspended between balanc-

ed forces : for a disturbance of any one point must propa-

gate itself through all others, momentarily at least, precise-

ly as when a voltaic circuit is brought in contact with one
end of a telegraphic wire, the effect is propagated through
the wire, quite to the other end.

We will begin with gravitation- We are apt to re-

gard it as a force that attracts and influences masses only.

We are wont to view it in reference to the vast area of its

action ; and to see in it a power spanning all space
;
hold-

ing our revolving, wheeling, rocking earth by a cord that

cannot be sundered; binding planet to planet; chaining

system to system
; and linking together, in their motions,

the myriads of worlds, that adorn the robe of the Infiniie.

Yet, it influences each mass in direct proportion to the

number and weight of its atoms. It guides and controls

masses not as such, but as congeries of atoms. True, by
its laws, the astronomer not only proves that suns and stars

are solid bodies
;
poises one against another ; and calcu-

lates accurately the weight of each ; but ascertains the

cause of the slightest disturbance of the general balance of

the gravitating force. Thus, a slight trembling was oh-

served in Uranus in a particular part of its orbit ; and this

led Adams in England, and Le Verder in France, to deter-

mine the exact place of an unknown planet ; and, to the

honor of these far searching minds, and to the glory of sci-

ence, the planet Neptune has since been discovered in the

very place, which had been designated by rigorous calcula-

tion. Hence, say astronomers, " if one of the most remote
of those gems of light, which flicker at midnight, in the

dark distance of the starry vault, were, by any power, re-

moved from its place, the disturbance of these delicately

balanced mysteries, would be felt through all the created

systems of worlds." Yea, astronomers assure us, that so

completely is all nature locked in the bonds of this infinite

power, (gravitation,) that it is "no poetic exaggeration to de-

clare that the blow, which rends any earthly mass, is con-

veyed, by successive impulses, to every one of the myriads
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of orbs, which are even too remote for the reach of telesco-

pic vision."

Now, in these statements, all astronomers cannot possi-

bly be mistaken. Yet, if what they tell us is true, and if,

as they demonstrate, gravitation links together, not masses
as such, but atoms into masses, masses into planets, plan-

ets into systems, and these into the harmonious universe,

what must be the effect of the myriads of disturbances or

oscillations, like that to which we have alluded in Uranus 1

Must not all atoms be kept in a state of extreme tension,

and of consequent tremulous motion? Yea more! if the

blow which rends any earthly mass, is conveyed by suc-

cessive impulses to every one of the most distant orbs, what
must be the effect, on the universe, of even the exertions of

force in this little planet? Think not merely of volcanic

eruptions, rocking earthquakes, heaving subterraneous

forces, exploding meteors, falling mountains and desolating

avalanches ; but of rocky masses rent asunder by ice, bursts

Ot electric fluid in thunder storms, discharges of artillery,

and the thousand ways by which at least a limijted portion

of the earth's solid surface is made to vibrate perceptibly
;

and you may form a conception of the myriads of impulses,

momentarily conveyed from particle to particle, through the

solid interior of this planet, and from it to other worlds.

—

Yet, to prove that not a world, not an atom is at rest, we
might safely limit our view to earthquakes alone ; for Hum-
boldt tells us, in his Cosmos, that "could we obtain daily

news of the state of the earth's crust, we should, in all

probability, become convinced, that some point or other of

its surface is ceaselessly shaken by earthquakes."

And what are such exertions of power—such departures

from a state of quiescence—but overthrows, temporarily,

but on a grand scale, of the balance of forces? And can
we suppose such disturbances as volcanoes and earth-

quakes are peculiar to this planet? The surface of the

moon exhibits distinctly, under a telescope, more than 1,000

volcanic craters, and some are 25,000 feet in height, as

many feet in depth, and 150 miles in circumference. And
can we believe all the other planetary bodies are in pro-

found repose? Suppose them all, numerous as they are

seen to be in the blue vault of heaven, and especially in

the milky way, to be rent by disturbances like those which
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shake our earth ; and what must be the effect, through the

mysterious, ever struggling, ever recuperative force of gra-

vitation, on the atoms of each revolving, pendulating orb ?

We have an apt illustration of this part of the subject

in our atmosphere. It is an immense asrial ocean, at the

bottom of which we move, and breathe, and hear. So ob-

vious are the effects of moving bodies, breathing animals,

winds, heat, electricity, and other forces that constantly

stir its elastic particles, that no one can believe its atoms
are ever still. Leaving out of view all these forces, let us
confine our attention to the phenomena of sound. And
what is sound but the effect of vibratory motion, trans-

mitted from particle to particle through air? And were
the air subject to no other cause of motion, would not the

myriads of sounds, ever rolling from earth's surface, keep

each aerial particle ceaselessly pulsating? If so, must not

all the causes of motion united, have a similar effect on
the atoms of all aerial oceans of matter in the universe,

including comets and nebulae ?

But some may object to this illustration by saying aerial

masses are elastic, while the great bulk of the earth and
other planets consists of solids and fluids. And are not

liquids and solids, metals especially, better conductors of

sound than air? Franklin first proved, by numerous ex-

periments, that water transmits sound more rapidly and
distinctly than air; and hence marine animals, that hear

well under water, are deaf and appear stupid when their

ears are in air. Biot proved the same, though in a! much
greater degree, of metals. When one end of a long series

of united 'metallic pipes was struck, an ear placed at the

other end heard two sounds, the first and loudest being

transmitted through the metal, and the second through the

air. Do, then, the causes of sound shake the particles of

the solid earth to a greater extent than those of air? Cer-

tainly they do ; and hence animals, as the mole, which
burrow in the earth, have no external ear, yet hear the

slightest sound. And do the vibrations of each sound pul-

sate through the whole serial ocean? What can prevent

it? The balance of forces being disturbed in one part,

must not every atom, however remote, change its position ?

The explosions of a volcanic eruption have been heard,

distinctly, 970 miles, showing that the particles of air were
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SO convulsed, throughout a space near 2000 miles in diam-
eter, as to affect the human nerve of -sound. Had it been
possible to place a sound human organ of hearing at the

centre of the earth, would not the awful explosions of that

volcano have been heard even there?

In ilUistraiion of the propagation of motion from particle

to particle, through immense masses, let us take another

familiar instance. Shakspeare says, somewhere, a pebble

dropped into a lake shakes all the water in it. And who
can doubt, that the launch of a war-sieamer, or the plunge
of each porpoise, moves every atom in the Atlantic? The
force of gravitation being disturbed in one part, where can
the necessity for readjustmeiil cease?

In considering the effects of disturbances of gravity by
volcanos and earthquakes, we must remember what Dau-
beny and Humboldt tell us, that, in such convulsions, there

are generally three simultaneous motions—one upwards,
another horizontal, and a third rotary. Hence the curi-^

ous fact mentioned by Humboldt, in his description of
the overthrow of the town of Riobamba, in 1797, when
the bodies of many of the inhabitants were found to have
been hurled several hundred feet upwards, but not verti-

cally upwards, for the horizontal force carried them to the

top of the high hill, Culica, between which and the town
flowed the river Lican

;
and the furniture of one house was,

in many cases, found under the ruins of another.

But gravitation is not the only force acting on the plane-

tary bodies. Were it, for a moment, unrestrained by anta-

gonistic powers, all the planets of the solar system would
rush to their centre, the sun, and with it towards some
other greater centre or centres of attraction. In the con-

sequent wreck of worlds, whether there would bi^ one or

several centres
; in what directions those centres lie

; and
how remote they are, are problems which finite intelligence

can never solve.

One of the antagonistic powers is the centrifugal force,

which causes the planets to revolve in their orbits around
the sun, with different degrees of velocity. The earth

travels in its orbit 68,000 miles in an hour, or 630,000,000
miles in a year—a velocity sufficient of itself to rend the

hardest rocks; and were the impulse to separation impart-

ed by it to the portions of the revolving mass unrestrained,
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for an instant, by gravitation and other forces, our planet

would be shivered and scattered through space, in heated,

glowing fragments, like a shower of shooting stars. There
is, then, an incessant struggle between gravitation and the

centrifugal force, each spanning the universe, one inducing a
tendency in all material atoms to fly asunder, the other

chaining them together in masses. In the grasp of such
contending forces, worlds oscillate continually ;

and must
not the atoms of those worlds tumble incessantly? u^?:

'

In addition to that in its orbit, the earth has at least three

other kinds of motion, viz : a diurnal r,evolution on its axis,

at the rate of 1000 miles an hour; the precession of the

equinoxes ; and the nutation of its axis. The diurnal re-

volution was ascribed by Laplace to the centrifugal force;

and he calculated the exact angle or degree of obliquity

at which the force struck the planet, in order to produce
both the orbital and axial motions. The precession of the

equinoxes may also result from the same force, counteract-

ed by the sun and moon, acting obliquely on that accumu-
lation of matter under the equator, which gives the earth

its oblate spheroidal form. These motions, however, and
the nutation of its axis, may be produced by other un-

known forces. However this may be, all the planetary

bodies, that are within the sphere of telescopic vision and
rigid mathematical calculation, exhibit the same kinds of
motion, and are, therefore, subject to the same forces,

known and unknown
; and hence, the effects of these forces

on the matter of the earth may be safely pre(jlicated of all the

heavenly bodies. And we know that the earth, " rocking

regularly upon a point, round which it performs its diurnal

revolution, progresses onward with incredible speed in its

orbit, and also accompanies the sun in its motion towards
a point in the starry vault, at the rate of 33,.500,000 miles

in a year. " Like some huge wheeling top, in tremulous

gyration upon the deck of some vast serial ship, itself glid-

ing rapidly through space," is the earth performing its part

in the great law of motion. And how can such motions

fail to influence materially the condition of each atom?
Constantly impelled in opposite directions, each atom, like

the orb of which it forms a part, must oscillate, rock, gy-
rate and revolve, for we must remember that atoms are

never in absolute contact, that the interstices between them
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are proportionally as large as the inter-planetary spaces,

and, therefore, that all have ample iriter-atomic space, in

which to perform their motions. Thus free to move, all

are subjected to the influence of opposing forces. These
are, in the aggregate, delicately and securely balanced;

but, ever and anon, one temporarily, slightly gains the as-

cendency, as when the earth is at different distances from
the sun, or is suddenly approached by a comet. In this

way must not all atoms be kept vibrating? "The spring

is brought to the highest state of tension—one tremor more,

and the balance would be destroyed." It is a wonderful
display of omnipotent power and infinite wisdom, ever

active in every part of the universe.

Let us now consider, briefly, the action of other antago-

nistic forces ; and, for the sake of clearness, we will limit

our view as much as possible to this planet; for what is

true of its particles may, we have seen, be safely predicat-

ed of the whole great machine—the stellar system of the

universe. And we will first examine cohesion and crys-

tallographic attraction.

Cohesion is so similar in many respects to gravitation,

that some philosophers are inclined to regard them as mo-
difications of the same force. Many phenomena are, how-
ever, irreconcilable with this view, and the experiments of

Prof. Plateau serve to prove, that they are independent
forces, for drops of oil. wholly withdrawn, in a most inge-

nious way, from the influenceof gravity, assumed, not the

spheroidal flattened form of masses under the conjoint ef-

fects of gravitation and cohesion, considered as modifica-

tions of the same force, but perfectly spherical shapes,

which could only have resulted from some distinct power,
acting equally in all directions from the centre of particles

possessed of perfect freedom of motion. There is, then, a
peculiar, distinct force, that unites atoms, simple or com-
pound, into masses. It acts at insensible distances only;

for if a pipe stem be snapped, or a tumbler fractured, we
cannot reunite the parts by bringing them mlo apparent

contact. The fragments weigh, however, as much as did

the pipe or tumbler ; and hence, a cause that subverts co-

hesion does not dimmish gravitation. This force resists

alike the tendency of gravitation to unite all matter into

one mass around a common centre, and that of the centri-

.y

I

i!
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fugal force to shatter masses into scattered fragments.

Like both, it acts on all kinds and forms of matter ; for as

soon as its special antagonist, heat, is subdued, in any
way, in gases, it collects their atoms into liquid drops, and
finfldly, if unresisted, into solid globules. Its sole office

seems to be the aggregation of atoms into spherules, with-

out regard to number, relative position, or permanent ar-

rangement. It is ever busy, gathering atoms of every kind
into plastic aggregates, to be moulded into other forms by
those active forces, crystallogeny, chemical affinity, and
vitality. Nor is cohesion an inconsiderable force. Its

sphere of action is limited, but within that shere it often

attains great power. Though it may be so modified by
other agencies as to permit matter to assume various de-

grees of either the solid, liquid, or gaseous state, it some-
times acquires such intense energy, as seemingly to defy

all exertions of other forces. Thus, titanium resists, suc-

cessfully, under all ordinary conditions, the effiDrts of heat,

electricity and chemical affinity, to reduce it to the liquid

state; and an iron wire, 1-36 of an inch in diameter, sus-

tains a weight of 60 pounds. "We feel its power, not

merely when we attempt to rend rocks or snap metals, but

when we break threads of cotton, flax or silk.

In its activity, it strives ceaselessly to bring all atoms
under its domain, and to lock them up in unyielding glo

bules. Were atoms to escape, momentarily, from the grasp

and influence of other forces, cohesion would bind them
fast in amorphous, motionless solids.

This tendency of cohesion is curiously modified, though
not absolutely resisted, by crystallographic attraction. In
this force, Nature reveals many of her most wonderful se-

crets, and permits us to behold, not merely the results of

her operations, but the processes themselves. In studying

these processes in our laboratories, we can examine multi-

tudes of substances in the act of passing from the liquid or

gaseous to the solid state ; and, in all cases, the instant be-

fore they congeal or come fully within the sphere of the

cohesive grasp, their atoms evidently obey a new impulse;

and, arranging themselves according to certain laws of

symmetry, their aggregation gives rise, not to amorphous
solids, but to regular geometric forms. These forms of

crystals are almost as characteristic of mineral species, as

Vol. VI.—No. 1. 4
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the forms that occur in the world of organization are of the

species of living beings. Yet, in these beautiful crystal-

line solids, atoms' aliiiiypt in contact; and the symmetry of

their figures indicates clearly, that the force impresses on

each atom a directive tendency, like the polarity of a mag-
net. The polar points of attraction and repulsion cannot

cease to act as long as cohesion keeps them in close prox-

imity. Indeed, these attractive and repulsive points must
keep the atoms suspended in the interstitial spaces, trem-

bling under the influence of gravitation impelling them
towards a centre; of the centrifugal force, tending to scatter

them ; of cohesion, laboring to bind them down in irregu-

lar solids ; of chemical affinity, drawing them into other

combinations ; of heat, exerting its repulsive energy to dis-

sipate them in vapor ; of magnetism and electricity, ac-

cording to the refined observations of Plucker and Fara-

day, impelling them, sometimes in the direction of the

magnetic meridian, and at other times at right angles to that

line ; of light, wooing them into certain optic axes for the

display of the marvellous phenomena of polarization ; and
perhaps of other forces equally potent, such as those which
give rise to isomerism, dimorphism, isomorphism, allo-

tropism, eremacausis, actinism, and other less marked phe-
nomena.
The vital principle adorns the surface of the earth with

endlessly diversified forms of animal and vegetable life,

causing changes in matter on a scale of magnitude that

defies conception. In the deep rocky recesses of the earth

vitality ceases
;

yet, even there, the crystallogenic force,

like a creative spirit, pursues itsaj^ever ending task of ef-

fecting changes in the forms of Ij^tter, and of modelling
sparkling gems or treasuring up useful substances, in dark
caverns, damp crevices, and even in solid rock.

To form any idea of the grandeur of the scale on which
this agency has acted, in all4he inconceivably protracted

geologic periods in the earth's eventful existence as a
planet, you must examine attentively the rocky basement
of the everlasting hills. Begin with the unstratified masses,

that form the unstable foundation, (for it is constantly shat-

tered by earthquakes or melted by volcanic fires.) In that

changing foundation, you will find granite and its associ-

ates—once melted, perhaps gaseous matter—now made up
I"
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of crystals and crystalline grains. On these lie gneiss and
other stratified rocks, sometimes at least twenty miles in

thickness, and which were deposited in ancient oceans as

comminuted fragments torn or worn from granitic shores.

These, too, have been remodelled by this active force, and
the sand, mud and pebbles of which they consisted, when
first deposited, have been thoroughly changed, and they
are now richly laden with light refracting crystals, except at

their upturned edges near the surface, where, by the chem-
ical effects of air, and moisture, and other substances, they
have rotted into beds of clay, often n>ore than 100 feet

thick. On these non-fossiliferous rocks lie the fossiliferous

strata, ten miles thick, and more wonderful than all below
them. In these, too, is found abundant evidence of the

activity of this plastic force, in restoring to form and come-
liness the debris of dilapidated continents. But this is not

all. Mountain chains, in all countries, composed in a great

degree of the remains of animals and plants, have been
moulded into crystalline, stoney catacombs, without effac-

ing the most delicate lines of organic structure. Even in

the southern part of our own State are enormous beds of
rock, filled throughout with marine shells. These shells,

when deposited on ocean's bed by races now extinct, must
have consisted chiefly of carbonate of lime ; but this sub-

stance has been, in most cases, removed by chemical pro-

cesses, and its place supplied by crystalline silex. The
changes, that have occurred in the organic structures of

such rocks, may be familiarly illustrated by supposing a
piece of jewelry '' to be taken to pieces, atom by atom,

the expert mechanist so skilfully substituting a particle of

brass for each one of gold displaced, that the removal of

the precious metal could not be detected by mere inspec-

tion of the external form." The fossil shells, in such cases,

are unchanged in shape, but their original substance has
been completely removed and replaced. Indeed, in some
instances, the work was arrested b^efore the process of

chemical and crystalline substitution was completed ; for

though a part of some shells is silex, other parts retain the

carbonate of lime which the animal secreted ; but even
that, when broken, sliows that the atoms have been in

motion, for it exhibits within a crystalline arrangement.

Nor is this all. "We frequently find in rocks pleasing evi-
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dence of curious changes of another kind. As animals
and plants grow, generate, die, and decay, thereby display-

ing Divine wisdom and goodness, while they beautify the

surface of the earth, and keep up endless motions and
changes in matter; so, in the dark recesses below, crystals

are formed by accretion. They increase in size till they

attain what may be regarded as their maturity, and then,

owing to some change of the conditions in which they
were formed, they are decomposed and removed by chemi-
cal solution, and their place is taken by other crystalized

matter, without a change in form. In this way one mine-
ral is made to imitate the crystalline form of another ; and
so numerous are the evidences of these curious changes in

the solid crystals of solid rocks, that every cabinet of min-
erals contains these skeleton crystals of quartz, oxide of

iron, oxide of tin, copper pyrites, and other minerals, call-

ed pseudomorphs.
Liquid and gaseous bodies cannot be modeled into sym-

metrical forms by this potent architect, because, probably,

their atoms are too restlessly in motion, performing other

functions ; but as soon as solid matter is precipitated on the

beds of oceans, resulting from the spoils of dismtegrated

crystalline rocks, or is poured out through volcanic vents

from deep seated masses of melted granite, so as to be once

more in danger of being chained down by cohesion, its

atoms are seized by this resistless agency, and are made to

labor in the reproduction of forms of utility and beauty.

But persons who are unaccustomed to the close and scru-

tinizing examination of nature's processes, may be skepti-

cal when told of motions, attended with a total change of

form, in matter apparently solid, unyielding, and still.

They may be incredulous when informed, that molecular

forces often effect re-arrangements of particles in the most
compact inorganic bodies—re-arrangements which are

proved by sensible changes in properties. They will ad-

mit that the particles of the most compact parts of tbe

bones of animals and of the woody fibre of plants, are

ever changing, because they know the body of each living

being is a vortex, into the current of which particles are

continually entering, and from which they are continually

departing, so that the form of each is obviously more im-

portant than its substance, yet they habitually attach the
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idea of fixedness and durability to inorganic solids. This
is a great mistake. Truly did the inspired writer ot Ec-
clesiastes say, " all things are full of labor, man cannot
utter it;" for calomel, when first sublimed, is a transparent

solid, which slowly becomes opaque, owing to a rearrange-

ment of its atoms. Phosphorus, heated to 150° F. and
suddenly cooled, is a black solid, but its flesh colored trans-

lucency is soon restored. Sulphur may be obtained in the

form of a waxy solid, capable of receiving and retaining

the impressions of seals, but in a few days it resumes its

crystalline texture and loses its plasticity. Sulphate of

Nickel crystalizes in six sided prisms, which change to oc-

tahedrons, without liquifying, as soon as they are exposed
to the sun's rays. Even well annealed copper wire has
been found to lose its tenacity, after a series of years, and
to consist then of minute cubic crystals. A multitude of
other facts, which could easily be specified, demonstrate the

mobility of atoms in the densest solids. And, though the

process of crystalization is facilitated by the passage of

matter from a liquid or gaseous to the solid slate, amor-
phous solids can assume a crystaline structure. The par-

ticles of solids can and do move.
Indeed, the most striking proof that endless change, in-

cessant motion, ceaseless activity of every particle of mat-
ter, is one of the laws of creative wisdom, is found in the

fact, that the very agency employed in creating a struc-

ture, is most active, when that structure is finished, in re-

ducing it to its primitive condition. Thus, the power, that

forms crystaline rocks, is often more active than chemical
affinity, electric currents, or other force, in reducing them
to atoms ; for when water percolates into cavities of rocks

and pores of minerals, its congelation and crystallization

are attended with so resistless an expansive force, that

soils crumble, minerals disintegrate, and rocks split with
explosive violence. It is to the crystallization and conse-

quent expansion of water, more than to any single agency,

that we must ascribe the gradual destruction of existing

rocks
; and many geologic phenomena, such as the deposits

called drift, indicate the former existence of protracted pe-

riods, when much of the globe was enveloped in ice.

Hence, probably, the same force has always been active in

destroying its own works. And the same may be said of

f
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each of the other forces. Nor is it at all strange, for not one

of them acts uniformly under all circumstances. Each is

modified by any change in the conditions under which it

acts. And as so many are ceaselessly at work altering the

conditions of all, can the result be other than ceaseless

change? Is such a state of things compatible with our

idea of a balance of forces ? And if a balance should oc-

cur in one place sufficient to produce rest, might it not

occur in others, more and more easily, till all motion would
cease? Is the supposition—is the absolute rest of an
atom—consistent with scripture representations of the Om-
nipresence, Omniscience, Omnipotence, and constant su-

perintendence of a God, who numbers the hairs of our

heads ? " All things are full of labor, man cannot utter it !

!

"

If, then, we reflect on the activity of the crystallogenic

force—on the grandeur of its displays of power, the extent

of its domain, and the beauty of its structures, it is not sur-

prising that the "Oriental story-teller," ignorant of the God
of the Bible, " makes the mterior of the solid earth a place

of rare beauty—a great temple studded with lustrous gems,^

in which reside the spiritual governors of the inorganic

world."

In pursuance of our design, we proceed, now, to con-

sider briefly some of the effects of the more subtile agen-

cies, which produce every thing that is beautiful and joy-

ous in this world. A volume could easily be written on
the subject, and therefore, to avoid being tedious, we will

confine our illustrations of the ceaseless activity of matter

to the more obvious effects of these agencies.

What is their nature, is a question still open for the in-

vestigation of that genius, which finds its enjoyment in

struggling with the secrets of nature. " Science, with the

wand of induction, interrogates
; but the only answer is

the manifestation of power in startling effects." Slight

friction ignites a match, and causes are set at work, in an
instant, capable, if unresisted for a few hours, of dissipat-

ing in vapor, smoke, and gases, a cottage, a palace, or a
city. What is the nature of these causes ? Perhaps the

best description of them is that of Newton, slightly altered

in the verbiage. " They consist in minute vibratory mo-
tions in the particles of bodies, and this motion is commu-
nicated through an apparent vacuum, by the undulations

of a very subtile elastic medium."
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The friction of the match subverts the apparent, not

real, balance of forces in the causes of change; for the

match, before ignition, is not inactive. Held in air, at

night, it glows and smells of sulphur and phosphorus. Ig-

nited, we see the light, feel the neat, perceive the wonder-
ful energy of chemical change, and can readily demon-
strate the rapid propagation of electric force and magnetic
influence. All is motion. Matter' rapidly assumes new
forms. The burning city is in substance the same, though
to us it is a scene of wild commotion in Nature's unchained
powers. The heavens are illuminated, black clouds con-

gregate, winds howl, lightnings flash, and torrents of rain

descend.

Yet, reflect a moment. How insignificant is this scene,

compared with what is ceaselessly in progress in the whole
interior of the planet ! A mile in depth below this or any
spot on its surface, the rocks are hot enough to boil water

;

and as the heat rapidly increases with the depth, the pent

up powers, increasing each others intensity, in their anta-

gonistic struggles, shake the globe with earthquake tremors,

pour deluges of lava through one or other of three hun-
dred volcanoes, rend the air with chemical and electric ex-

plosions, and startle mankind by mysterious displays of

magnetic storms, aurora borealis, and other phenomena.
Calorific, electric, magnetic, and chemical phenomena, in-

dicate clearly that all within the crust of the earth is in

commotion, and geologic science demonstrates that such
has been the case since the world began. And how legi-

bly does the expert geologist read, in the crust itself, evi-

dence of ceaseless flow of currents of these resistless agen-

cies ! Each atom seems to say, no test.

But behold the sun, a great fountain of all these forces

;

yea, myriads of suns in the apparent stillness of nighi,

each millions of times larger than our earth ; each ever

pouring floods of influence on all parts of God's creation
;

and that influence consisting of a marvelous union of heat-

ing, illuminating, electric, magnetic and chemical power.

A sun-ray is a magic thing. Its heat, resisting cohesion,

controls by expansion the volume of all kinds of matter.

Its light, by altering molecular arrangements, spreads over

nature most lovely tints. Its electricity is sent round and
through the earth to perform its wondrous work of giving

^,*:t..
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Structure to rocks, form to minerals, and position to metallic

ores. Its magnetism makes the earth a great loadstone,

thereby binding all its parts together, each with a directive

tendency;, as when a magnet holds in its embrace a mass
of tacks or nails. Its chemical influence modifies endlessly

the composition and properties of matter. " On the sun-

ray depends the sweetness of the flower, which lifts its

head to the morning radiance, and the vivacity of the bird,

which warbles soft melody at twilight.'' The morning sun-

beam falls on the mountain top, and its radiating influence

is instantly felt to earth's centre.

To make this part of the subject more intelligible, we
refer the reader to the solar spectrum^ which all have seen,

when a beam from the sun, passing through a small orifice

in the window shutter of a dark room, is intercepted by a
transparent glass prism. The beam, by unequal refrac-

tion, is decomposed, and the separated rays or forces are

caught on a scren. In the centre of the scren are repre-

sented the colored rays. These give rise to all the pheno-
mena of color and vision. Below the illuminating rays,

where scarce a trace of light can be detected, is a space in

which various heating rays, as different from each other

as are the colored rays, produce a variety of curious cal-

orific effects, expanding bodies and setting in motion most
manifest currents of electricity. Above the spectrum is

another space, in which the poetic dreams of the ancients,

the incantation scenes of the dark ages, and the magic
mirrors of eastern fable, have been surpassed by scientific

realities. In that space, actinic rays produce chemi-
cal changes, which we still witness with admiration in

Daguerreotype pictures of endeared friends and lovely

scenes—pictures, which the artist's pencil cannot approach
in accuracy. These impressions are made, not on polish-

ed silver plates only, but on all bodies whatever ; and the

discoveries of Daguerre, Talbot, Herschel, Draper, and oth-

ers, in the various branches of Photography, Heliography,

and Thermography, demonstrate, beyond all doubt, the

truth first pronounced by Niepce—a truth not inferior in

importance to Newton's law of gravitation—" that no sub-

stance can be exposed to the sun's rays without undergo-

ing a chemical change."
Nor is the change or motion in material particles limited

I \
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to daylight, for we have seen that these actinic rays are

not luminous. Tiiey are absorbed by all bodies—granite,

sand, metals, ores, liquids, gases, plants, and animals.

—

During this absorption, all bodies experience active mole-
cular changes ; and Sir J. Herschel has proved, in his pa-

pers on Photographic processes and on Parathermic rays,

that all bodies, which undergo molecular changes in day-
light, have the wonderful power of gradual restoration to

their original condition during the darkness of night.

Daguerreotype plates, metal tablets, and photogenic papers,

on which sun-drawn images are not fixed, as the artist

terms it, prove this in a most convincing' manner. Thus,
if paper be prepared with iodide of platinium, and im-
pressed by sunshine with an image of a flower or key,

and then placed in darkness, the image is effaced in, a few
moments, and the paper is restored to its original sensi-

tiveness. How strangely does this show a necessity for

the alternation of day and night ; and how wonderfully

may the comparative permanence of rocks and soils, and
the health of animals and plants, depend on this mysteri-

ous law

!

So strikingly are these forces—these actinic, chemical
agencies of light—modified by circumstances, that by one
ingenious contrivance an artist can take a perfect Daguer-
reotype copy of an object placed in darkness, while by
another modification of his apparatus, no image can beoh-
taiued from an object illuminated by the strongest light.

Indeed, the sun itself, setting behind an atmosphere which
gives it a pale red or rich yellow disc, cannot impress its

image on the most delicate plate, because the actinic rays

are absorbed by such an atmosphere. In this way, the

different states of the atmosphere cause the sun's influence

to vary on consecutive days, and give rise to those diflfer-

ences in its heating effects, in spring, summer, and autumn,
with which experience makes us familiar, though till re-

cently we knew not the cause of the difference.

Time forbids my dwelling longer on the multiplied phe-

nomena of molecular motion, resulting from the modifica-

tions of active illuminating, calorific rays, found in a sin-

gle sun-beam.
When we attempt to form a conception of the aggregate

amount' of change and motion, effected silently by the
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solar and astral flood of influence shed on the crust of the

earth, during each diurnal revolution, the mind is lost in

admiration. And as the planet wheels in its different mo-
lions, with inconceivable rapidity, presenting, at each in-

stant, different portions of its- surface to the sun, the bal-

ance of forces is ever varying, and currents of force, now
increasing, now diminishing, are unceasingly traversing the

earth in different directions, and stirring the atoms of which
it consists. Nor must we forget that these impulses on the

surface are met by similar, though feebler ones, from the

heated interior. We must remember, too, that in many
cases, as Herschel discovered, when action is once begun
by even a momentary exposure to sunshine, "it goes on
slowly working its effect even in darkness, apparently

without other limit than is afforded by the supply of in-

gredients present." Thus, when any of the salts of gold

are spread on paper, ribbon, or other organic substance, and
exposed for an instant to the sun, decomposition begins,

and progresses slowly even in the dark, till all the gold is

reduced to the metallic state.

Other subtile agencies are at work around us, producing
changes on a grand scale, yet of such a mysterious kind,

that they are as little seen, though as real, as the animal-

cules of the microscopic world. I can merely glance at a
class of discoveries made by Moser, Draper, Hunt, Fara-

day, Brewster, Riechenbach, Gregory, and others, which
show that we have a certain glimpse of fields of research,

in which will be made full developments, not only of pow-
ers already slightly known to us, but of other higher and
more subtile influences, which, though now dreamed of,

are not yet known certainly in our philosophy.

What an immense advance has been made in chemistry,

electricity and zoology, since Davyj WoUaston and Cuvier
died, a few years ago

!

But I proceed to the enumeration of a few facts to show,
that unknown forces are at work araund us, which consist

of radiations capable of eflfecting astonishing changes in

matter.

Hunt proved that chemical action is begun and decom-
position produced by the mere juxtaposition of bodies; for

when he suspended an amalgamated plate of copper over

iodide of silver spread on glass, the iodide was decomposed
and the silver reduced to the metallic state.
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radiating influence, impress their images on each other.

Thus, an engraved plate, or a cyUnder of wood, placed

near a polished metal, will impart to the latter an image,

which may be so distinctly evolved, as to show even the

fibres of the cylinder of wood.

So, a printed page, suspended facing a polished metallic

plate, imparts to the latter, in a few days, an impression of

each letter, which is wholly dormant and invisible, but
which may be developed by vapor, oxidation, or other

means, and made distinctly legible. The black letters ra-

diate heat more readily than the white paper, and this dif-

ference in the power of calorific radiation may be the cause
of the image.

"^

Any bodies, which differ in their electrical states, act on
each other. Thus, arsenic, which is negative, impresses

its image on positive copper.

Indeed, we may lay down as a scientific principle, clearly

proved by facts, though the cause or causes of the facts

may not be fully known, that any bodies, in proximity to

each other, which differ either in their chemical relations,

Or in their power of radiating heat, or in their electric state,

or in their magnetic condition, impress dormant images on
each other, which are, in many cases, permanent, and
which may, by various means, be evolved.

And do we\, then, through these mysterious radiations of
influences, which are capable of effecting even visible

changes in matter, leave on the objects about us an inefta-

ceable impress of our most secret actions and softest whis-
pers? Are all recorded, thus, against us? Are the ob-

jects around us, as Dr. Hamilton says in his sermon on
Retribution, " time's leaves, each catching and retaining a
history—daguerreotyped, fixed forever—borne oyi and on
to the great archives of eternity, there laid up safe in the

repository of the Almighty, and constituting ^the books^

out of which men shall be judged ?" Do we see in these

phenomena, as the learned and pious Babbage thinks,
" established laws, by which every criminal is irrevocably

chained to the testimony of his crime." Do the acts of

murderers, the oaths of the profane, the looks of gamblers,

and the arts of seducers, record themselves on walls, rocks,

trees—all objects in their vicinity? Is this what is meant
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by those dark passages of Scripture: "There is nothing

hid that shall not be manifiested ;" and, " What ye have
spoken in darkness shall be manifested in the light?"

Say not that so many motions must obliterate one anoth-

«

€r. All things are possible with God. Each sound vibrates

through the whole air, leaving the atoms arranged as they

never were before. Each pebble dropped in the ocean
moves every particle of water in it, and gives each a new
and distinct position. No two leaves in the forest are

identical. No two human countenances are precisely alike.

Individual distmctness is characteristic of all God's works.

Each leaf—each countenance—is the result of a peculiar

combination of actions; and may not the acts and words
of each of us so impress matter as to form, by their com-
bination, a legible record of the life and character of each?

This is not more strange than the fact that geology en-

ables lis to read in the rocks a marvellously clear history

of whole races of plants and animals, which were created

successively, during numerous inconceivable protracted pe-

riods anterior to the human era. The strata of the earth are

the leaves of a faithful and instructive historic record of

the beings of past ages ; and who can say what evidence

may be laid up, by Infinite wisdom and power, in mate-

rial elements, against that great day, when, endued with
higher powers, each individual will be made to read, ia

imperishable material atoms, the history cf every act of
his mortal career?

From what has been said, it must be evident, we think,

that every particle of matter is unceasingly at work. To
this, probably, the first chapter of Ecclesiates refers. The
writer states that •' the earth abideth foreverJ^ meaning
obviously, not "from everlasting," but from the beginning
to the close of the existence of measures of time ; and
geology shows that as a planet, it has existed, in past pe-

riods, and probably will exist, (the end of the present state

of things being succeeded by "new heavens and a new
earth,") during periods so long, that we may literally apply
to them the iexm forever. He says, alsd, "generation suc-

ceeds generation," referring, obviously, to unceasing changes
in the organic world ; that the "sun hasteth to the place

where he arose," alluding to the endless revolutions of the

heavenly bodies ; that the wind, inits /'circuits," " whirl-
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eth about continually," showing the restless state of the
whole atmosphere ; and that " the rivers run into the sea,

yet the sea is not full ; unto the place whence the rivers

come, thither they return again," illustrating the vast

changes occurring daily in the waters of the earth. The
subject of unceasing change in the material universe, being
thus fully before his inspired mind, he abruptly says of

rocks, sand, all inorganic bodies, what the ignorant may
regard as hyperbole, but what physical science has almost
demonstrated to be literally true, "all things are full of

labor, man cannot utter it."

ARTICLE IV.

AN INaUIRY;—ARE THE WICKED IMMORTAL 1

Six SerTtwns. Br George Storrs.

i i

Of the author of these discourses we know nothing ex-

cept his name. He is no doubt sincere in believing the

doctrine here advanced with considerable boldness. Since

persons may be sincere, however, in adopting and express-

ing erroneous sentiments, the chief question in regard to a

book presented to the public should not be who is its au-

thor, or is he sincere in embracing his published opinions,

but whether they are supported by valid authority and in-

disputable evidence. If the testimony in their favor be

strong and cumulative, or light as one of the, imponderable

agents, the questions that might be raised concerning the

author or his sincerity, must be relatively useless and un-

important. Intelligent readers fee) a deeper concern for the

truth or falsity of the doctrines and opinions of writers,

than for their names or the motives which induce them to

compose their works and give them to the world.

The author of these sermons commences by bestowing

a panegyric on the Athenians, for the respectful and cour-

teous manner in which they listened to the preaching of

Paul, on the resurrection of the dead. Although the doc-

trine was strange and new to them, yet they desired to hear
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and know what it was. He declares that, in this respect

at least, they manifested a better disposition than many at

the present day, who are so wise in their own estimation,

that no person can advance an idea to which they will pay
any attention whatever, unless it has first passed through
the head of some Doctor of Divinity. He appears to pos-

sess a sovereign and unmitigated contempt for Doctors of

Divinity, and boldly asserts that in the present exhibition

and defence of his peculiar views, he calls no man either

father or master. On reading this solemn and impressive

declaration of mental independence, we expected to dis-

cover a doctrine different from what we had been accus-

tomed to believe
;
and our expectation has not been disap-

pointed. We had learned from ecclesiastical history that

the doctrine of the finite duration of future punishment was
maintained by the teachers of the Alexandrine school.

—

They derived their mode of representation from the prin-

ciples of the Platonic philosophy. Plato regarded punish-

ment merely as medicinal, designed to effect the cure of

human maladies. He supposed that all spirits not wholly
irreclaimable, would be- morally purified and renovated by
means of punistiment, and would in this way attain to

eternal happiness. Even in the works of Clement of Alex-

andria, we find a clear exhibition of the Platonic ideas.

—

Origen endeavored to establish this doctrine in his works
"Contra Celsum," and " De Principiis-" This is one of

the points respecting which (according to Neander) his

opinions afterwards changed. Diodorus of Tarsus, Theo-
dore of Mopsuesta, and others, entertained the same view.
Hieronymus and Augustine inform us that in the fourth

century this opinion was widely disseminated in the Latin
Church. Such an opinion we deemed very erroneous ; but
Mr. Storrs proceeds a step further. He attempts to prove
by scripture, that the souls of the wicked, dying in sin, will

be reserved unto the judgment of the great day, and that

instead of consignment to hopeless and everlasting misery,

in a state of conscious being, they will then be annihilated

by the Almighty power of God. He maintains most clear-

ly, that their punishment will consist in a total and Jinal
extinction of soul and body. The same opinion was held

and defended by Mr. J. Scott, Mr. Marsom, Mr. Taylor of

Norwich, and Mr. Bourn of Birmingham. These gentle-
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men contended that the terms kill, death, punishment and
destruction, when used in scripture, concerning the future

destiny of the wicked, are not employed to convey the

idea of even a miserable existence, but a complete and fi-

nal annihilation of their entire being. Mr. Storrs has con-

tributed nothing original or important to the principles and
arguments of his predecessors. He is perhaps more arro-

gant and presumptuous. He assumes an air of confidence

which is likely to create an impression that his opinions

are capable of being sustained by reason and the word of

God. They belong to that class of opinions which suit

and please the taste of the natural man. They tend to

rob God of the attribute of justice, to divest his law of its

awful sanctions, and to remove from the minds of the im-
penitent, that conviction of the deep and aggravated guilt

of sin, which the scriptures are designed and adapted to

produce.

Mr. Storrs lays no stress, whatever, on the arguments
usually employed by reason in defence of the immortality

of the soul. The reader is doubtless aware, that this doc-

trine has been frequently argued from the vast capacities

of the soul, its boundless desires, its capability of indefinite

improvement, its dissatisfaction with the present state, its

desires for some species of religion as well as immortality,

the general consent of all nations, the consciousness that

men have of sinning, the remorse of conscience, the pro-

vidence and justice of God. " The same causes that tend

to destroy the body cannot destroy the soul,'' has almost
passed into a proverb. Consciousness cannot be predicat-

ed of mere matter, whatever may be its form, density, bulk,

or direction of motion. True, it is susceptible of various

modes of existence, but these are all equally foreign to the

nature of cogitation. Matter can only be made to think

by some new modification ; but all the modifications of

which it is capable are alike unconnected with cogitative

powers. The immateriality of the soul seems to imply a

natural power of perpetual duration as a consequence of

exemption from every cause of decay. Whatever perishes

is destroyed by the solution of its texture and separation of

its parts. That which has no parts, and therefore admits

no solution, cannot be naturally corrupted or impaired.

—

The death of the soul must be essentially different from
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that of the body. We do not doubt that He who made the

soul can destroy it ; since from him it derived its power
of duration, and He is able to accomplish any thing that

is consistent with his perfections and agreeable to His will.

Philosophy plainly teaches that the soul will never perish

by any inherent cause of decay or principle of corruption
;

but whether it will be annihilated or not by Him who form-

ed it, we must learn from higher authority,—from the reve-

lation of His holy will. Mr. Storrs admits that the scrip-

tures clearly teach theimmortality of the souls of believers.

On this point we agree. The question for discussion has
been formally and distinctly stated by himself. Is it the

revealed will of God that wicked men who die in sin shall

be immortal? Mr. Storr denies. We are constrained to

affirm. We fully concur with him, in saying that for a
solution of this question, we should both appeal to the law
and the testimony. It is to be hoped that, although he
boldly declares his independence, he will at least consent

to be governed by the rules of sound exegesis, and yield

to the authority of a few learned lexicographers. At the

risk of being esteemed arrogant and vain, we shall briefly

consult the languages in which the scriptures were origin-

ally written, and thus endeavor to ascertain the proper

signification of some of the terms therein employed, con-

cerning the future state. The primary meaning of the de-

rivative words a/wv and a»wvioj is always-being or ever-

lasting. They may be strictly defined, duration without
interruption and without end. Lenhep says of alwv, it is

a noun of that kind which in its own nature denotes col-

lection and multitude.* Phavorinus calls it the compre-
hension of many times and periods,—a definition which
Saurin says that ai'wv, both in the singular and plural, sig-

nifies eternity, whether past or to come. When used con-

cerning the future state of being, it denotes an endless du-

ration. Bretschneider says that since the rewards bestow-

ed and punishments inflicted after the resurrection, were
esteemed by the Jews to be immutable and eternal, we
must believe that the expressions eternal glory, life, fire,

punishment or destruction, when used by the New Testa-
ment writers in regard to futurity, plainly indicate absolute

eternity. The Hebrew term, olam, is often used to denote

Etymologium Linguae Grcecae.
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future time, and is translated ever, forever, and evermore.

The terminus ad quatn must be Eiscerlained from the na-

ture of the subject and scope of the passage. This word
occurs in the Old Testament three hundred and eight times,

and with the exception of about twenty cases, is uniform-

ly translated in the septuagint, by the term a/wv, in some
one of its various forms. These two words were, there-

fore, evidently regarded by the LXX, as equivalent in sig-

nification. The question immediately arises, how was
oti'wv, when employed concerning the future state, understood

by the Greeks? Did they regard it as denoting a limited

or an unlimited duration ? Aristotle, the illustrious precep-

tor of Alexander the Great, is one of the best witnesses of

the proper usage of this word in his day. Describing the

highest heaven as the residence of the gods, he says :

" It is evident that there is neither place, nor vacuum, nor
time beyond. Wherefore the things there are not by nature

adapted to exist in place; nor does time make them grow old
;

neither under the highest heaven is there a change of any of

these things, they being placed beyond it; but unchangeable and
passionless, having the best, even the self sufl&cient life, they con-

tinue through all (alwva) eternity. For, indeed, the word itself,

according to the ancients, divinely expressed this. For the pe-

riod which comprehends the time of every one's life, beyond
which, according to nature, nothing exists, is called his aiwv, eter-

nity. And, for the same reason also the period of the whole
heaven, even the infinite time of all things, and the period com-
prehending that infinity is a/wv, eternity, deriving its name from
as» sjvai, always-being^ immortal and divine. Whence also it is

applied to other things, to some indeed accurately, but to others

in the loose signification of being and life."*

Nothing could be more explicit and satisfactory than this

testimony of Aristotle, in regard to the origin and use of
aiwv. At the very time the septuagint translation was exe-

cuted, this word when used in the sense of eternity, was
used accurately. In his Hebrew Concordance, Taylor gives

to olam ftranslated aiwv by LXX) the sense of for ever in

one hundred and seventy-five instances. Gesenius assigns

as its primary and proper sense of (ewigkeit) eternity. In-

deed, this prince of lexicographers gives it no other mean-

*DeCoelo, Lib. 1, Cap. 9.
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ing, simply remarking that it was often used by the He-
brews inaccurately. The word endless, in our language,

has a fixed and determinate signification, and yet we em-
ploy and hear such expressions as these, endless talkers,

endless litigation and endless disputes. Because this term

is sometimes employed in a figurative sense, we should not

at once leap to the conclusion that it can never be used to

denote endless eternity. It is frequently limited or modi-

fied in its meaning, by the subject or connection in which
it occurs; but, unless this is the case, it must always be

taken in the sense of unlimited duration. It has been ac-

knowledged a sound rule of interpretation, that the subject

including the general scope of the passage, must determine

whether a given word shall be understood in a literal or

figurative sense. Other rules have been adopted by irrev-

erent and infidel interpreters; but it will be manifest on a
little reflection, that they reduce words to mere cyphers, and
if they universally obtained would inevitably destroy lan-

guage as the vehicle of communicating knowledge. The
principle and rule we have laid down, allows every word
to have a proper meaning of its own, only modified by the

connection in which it is introduced. It is readily con-

ceded that ai'wv is sometimes employed in the scriptures, to

express a limited duration. In one passage it appears to

signify merely a long period. One generation passes away
and another comes, but the earth abideth forever. If the

destruction of the world denotes the annihilation of its

atoms, the earth cannot be truly said to be eternal, but it

will endure for a long time, compared with a period of hu-
man generation. But if, on the other hand, matter be in-

destructible,—if the constituent elements of the earth sur-

vive the final conflagration, and become the materials of

the new earth in which righteousness shall dwell, then is

the term used in a literal sense, and denotes an endless du-
ration. A servant forever, is a servant during his natural

life. An ordinance forever, was an ordinance throughout
the Mosaic dispensation. Everlasting hills and mountains
denote those mountains and hills that will continue while
the earth endures.

After an impartial and a thorough examination of the
passages in which the word ai'wv occurs, we are fully satis-

fied that, when applied to duration, it denotes the longest

I.:
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period of which the subject mentioned is capable. If eter-

nal existence is predicable of the subject quahfied by this

term, it will endure through all eternity. Now, no one will

p/esume to affirm that the soul cannot possibly exist in a
separate state. Neither can any one prove that the soul is

incapable of living forever ; there is every reason to believe

that it may and will. If the souls of the righteous are ca-

pable of an endless existence, why may not the souls of

the wicked? Sin does not prevent us from living in the

present state, and we see no reason why it should prevent
persons from living in a future world. No valid argument
can be offered in behalf of the position that the souls of the

wicked are incapable of living forever. Reason and scrip-

ture unite their voices in proclaiming that all men, whether
wicked or righteous, are endued with a capacity for endless

duration. It follows, therefore, that if the word ai'wv is em-
ployed by scripture concerning the future being of the soul,

it denotes its eternal existence ; for with respect to the soul,

such a duration is possible, whether in a state of hohness
or sin, happiness or misery. Death passes no change what-
ever on the moral character of man. If unholy, then he
must ever continue unholy. After death, nothing shall

occur to render him better incharacter or condition. When
the angel of the Lord shall stand on the earth and sea,

and lift up his hand to heaven, and swear by Him thatliv^

eth for ever and ever, that time shall be no longer, an un-
changing and immutable dispensation will commence.

—

The voice of God once shook the earth, but he has promised,

saying: Yet once more I shake not only the earth, but
also heaven. And this word, once more, signifieth the

removing of those things that are shaken, as of things that

are made, that those things which cannot be shaken may
remain. The things that will not be shaken by the work
of Omnipotence here alluded to, must remain, according to

His will, steadfast and immovable forever. The moral at-

tributes of God will be unchangeably the same. His jus-

tice will ever require the punishment of sin. Indeed, sin

will always punish itself. As death cannot change the

moral character of those who die in impenitence, they will

never cease to sin.

The Scripture frequently gives an account of the char-

acters of sinners in the future world. Our Saviour, speaks
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ing to John in vision, concerning those who are excluded

from Heaven, says, " Without are dogs, and sorcerers, and
whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and whoso-

ever loveth and maketh a lie."* Solomon exhorts his read-

ers to be diligent in performing their duties, and enforces

his exhortation by adding. " for there is no work, nor de-

vice, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in the world of spirits,

whither thou goest."t It is evident that all those who go
into that world, without having performed the needful

work, must go there in the character of sinners,' and will

continue to sin, and may, therefore, be punished with the

same justice in the future state as in the present. No good
reason can be assigned why the exercise of justice should

.

be suspended after the separation of the soul from the body.

It will ever be true that the soul which continues to sin

must be continually punished. If the wicked are capable

of an endless existence, (and we have shown that they

are,) they will inevitably spend that existence in sinning,

and since God will be infinitely just through all eternity,

their punishment must be necessarily everlasting. Let it

be remembered, that life and death are terms used in

Scripture to represent happiness or misery. When the

soul is described as enduring the pangs of death, we are

not to conclude that its being is totally extinguished, but

that it is forever deprived of every source of felicity. It is

a living death. It is the destruction of happiness, not of

the persons who are capable of enjoying it. " It will be
inflicted upon the whole man. The soul will be punished
by means of the body, and will also undergo sufferings

peculiar to itself. Separated from the source of good, it

will be tossed with incessant restlessness and feel the tor-

ment of desires which it is impossible to satisfy." It will

be agonized by a sense of' the Divine displeasure, by the

upbraidings of conscience, and by the terrors of despair.

From this state of dereliction and absolute wretchedness,
there is no relief; no prospect of escape. Hope, which
comes to all in this life, never comes to those who have
failed in the trial. No new opportunity will be given to

correct the fatal error. Those who will endure the^pangs
of the second death, will not be deprived of being, but of
well-being ; their misery will beggar all description. It is

Rei^ 2; 15. tEcc. 9:10.
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no part of our duty, however, in this discussion, to describe

the nature of the punishment of the wicked. We are un-

der no obligation at present to show whether sin will be

followed merely by its natural evil consequences, or wheth-
er it will also be attended by positive punishment in the

future world. It simply devolves on us to prove, in oppo-

sition to the dogma of Mr. Storrs, that it is the revealed

will of God that the wicked, dying in sin, shall exist in a
state of conscious being after death, and that their punish-

ment will be everlasting. We have already shown that

when time shall be no longer, an unchanging dispensation

will commence. The things which are seen are temporal,

but the things which are not seen are (a/wvia) eternal. We
have also shown that no reason can be assigned why the

souls of the wicked may not be properly classed with
eternal things, as well as the souls of the righteous. Rea-
son teaches that a sinful soul is as capable of endless

existence as one that is holy ; and, so far as we know, the

Scriptures assign no limitation to the duration of either

class. Both righteous and wicked must live for ever. The
phrase sis ^ovg aidms Twv a?wvwv, for ever and ever, occurs

eighteen times in the New Testament. In fifteen cases, it

is applied to the continuance of the glory, perfections, go-

vernment and praise of God. In one, the righteous are

described as reigning for ever and ever in the future world.

In another, it is said of the devil, the beast, and false pro-

phet, that in the lake of fire and brimstone they shall be
tormented day and night for ever and ever. In the remain-

ing instance, it is said of those who worship the beast and
his image, that the smoke of their torment ascendeth up
for ever and ever. It can scarcely be imagined that the

sacred writers would employ a certain phrase sixteen times

to denote a duration confessedly eternal, and twice to de-

note that which is infinitely different, a Hmited period or

complete annihilation. If an uninspired man, of moderate
talent and scrupulous integrity, would not use the same
words and phrases to express ideas, entirely different, can
such ambiguity and equivocation be safely attributed to

the Holy Ghost?
At the close of the general and final judgment, those on

the left hand of the Judge shall go away mto (xoXacfiv

a/wvjov) everlasting punishment; but those on his right hand
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into (^wigv a;wvjov) life eternal. The word is here applied in

the same manner to the future happiness of the righteous

and to the future misery of the wicked. There is not the

least insinuation or appearance of an mtentional distinc-

tion. If the latter phrase means eternal life, then, jjer

legem disjnncHonis, must the former denote eternal, un-

ending punishment. It should not he forgotten that the

term is here employed to designate a duration which will

commence after time shall be no more. If a limitation is

not found elsewhere, this word, used in an absolute and
unqualified manner, must express the longest period of ex-

istence which may be predicated of the enjoyments of the

righteous and the sufferings of the wicked, and that is an
endless duration. Some have endeavored to prove that a
limit has been assigned by Scripture to the suffering of the

wicked, and for confirmation of their opinion, a[)peal to

the declaration of Peter concerning Christ, " Whom the

heaven must receive until the times of the restitution of all

things."* But it is beyond all question that this passage

does not teach nor relate to the doctrine of final restora-

tion. Comparing it with another passage,! we are induced
to believe that by "the times of the restitution of all things,"

is to be understood the day of judgment and the end of

the world, which is so called by the Apostle: 1st. Because
then life shall be restored to the bodies of the dead and the

image of God, defaced by the fall, shall be perfectly re-

newed by the blessed. 2d. Because to God shall then be

restored the glory of his most wise government, not thor-

oughly understood in this world, and of his power, which
the wicked seemed for some time to have eluded or es-

caped, and of his justice, in vu'tue of which he will then

render to every one according to his works. 3d. Because
the truth of the divine predictions, promises and threat-

nings, shall be then, as it were, restored to them by their

exact completion, however scoffers and other wicked men
may have called their veracity into question. 4ih. Because
wars and tumults shall then cease, and all things shall be

settled or restored to a state of tranquility.]: This passage,

when compared with others and properly explained, does

not afford the least evidence that the j)iiuishment of the

wicked shall be finite, and that they will be restored to

Acts, 3:21. t Acts, 1:11. tl Cor. 15:25.

li
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eternal happiness. If their punishment be everlasting, it

is needless to remark that they must of course exist for

ever in order to endure it. That we may be fully assured

of the truth of our position, let us examine those declara-

tions of Scripture which expressly state there is no hope
of termination to the sufferings of the impenitent. Peter

says of the wicked, they will utterly perish in their own
corruption.* The immediate means of torment to them
are called by our Saviour himself the fire that never shall

be quenched.t In several passages the happiness of the

righteous and the sufferings of the lost are exhibited in a
parallel manner ; and yet no intimation is given that the

duration of the one will be shorter than that of the oiher.t

Our Saviour said, concerning Judas, " Good were it for

that man that he had never been born. ''II If Judas should

have been annihilated, or been miserable for a limited pe-

riod, and afterward leslored to happiness, the saying of

Christ must have been evidently untrue. The rich man
in torment could not receive a single drop of water. Jesus

Christ says, in the most plain and emphatic language,

"He that believeth not shall not see life. There shall in

no wise enter into the heavenly city any thing that defileth,

or that worketh abomination, or that maketh a lie."§ All

impenitent sinners are, therefore, excluded. They shall in,

no wise bo permitted to enter heaven. Time and patience

would fail us to set down a multitude of other passages
in which the same doctrine is taught in the same unam-
biguous and decided manner.H

It may be properly remarked concerning these passages,

that the sense of annihilation, or of future restoration, does

not exhaust their meaning. The former admits of no de-

grees and implies the suspension of Divine power, whereas
the punishment above described is different in degrees and
implies an exertion of omnipotence, as well as an eternal

duration. The latter opinion denies those declarations of

*2Peter, 2: 12. t Mark, 9 : 43.

t Daniel, 12 : 2. Matt. 3 : 12 ;- 13 : 36 ; 25 : 46.

II Mark, 14: 21. § John, 3:36. Rev. 21: 27.

IT Matt. 18 : 8 ; 2 Thess. 1:9; Mark, 3 : 29 ; Judea, 7 ; 2 Peter, 2 : 17 j Judea,

13 ; Rev. 14 : 10-12 ; 19 : 3, 20 : 10 ; 2 Cor. 4:18; John, 17 : 9 ; Matt. 12 : 31

,

2; 1 John, 5: 16; Heb. 6:6; 10:26,27; Luke,9:25; Matt. 10 : 28 ; Mark,
9 : 43, 48 ; Luke, 14 : 26 ; John, 3 : 36, 8, 21 ; Phil. 3:9; James, 2:13; and
many other texts.
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God, in which he says that after death there will be no
change for the better, either in the moral character or con-

dition of the sinner. The punishment that he will endure
will never make an atonement for his guilt nor purify his

soul. Indeed, his guilt will always be increasing, and his

character will ever be growing more unfit for the enjoy-

ments of a holy heaven.

The doctrines of annihilation and of future restoration,

clearly tend to rob God of infinite justice, and also to call

His veracity into question. We cannot, therefore, congra-

tulate Mr. St'orrs, nor bid him God speed. We hope that

he will live long enough to recant his errors, and that if

he cannot repair the injury he has already inflicted on the

cause of. leligion, he will be brought to repentance and
saved from everlasting punishment.

His discourses are largely imbued with infidel senti-

ments and full of direct contradictions of the plain teach-

ing of the Scripture. Having determined to adhere to a
certain system at all hazards, he tortures Scripture that it

may suit his views. He boldly cuts off from that which is

too long and stretches what is too short for the dimensions

of his theory. Like the German Rationalists, he under-

takes to tell God what He ought to be and what He should
do, and if he meets with any doctrine that he does not

love or fully understand, he explains it till it agrees with
his ideal standard

;
or, if it is impossible for him to do this,

he rejects it altogether, as unworthy of his belief or notice.

Nature does not abhor a vacuum more than he abhors the

word of God when it does not suit his system. If he pos-

sessed more learning, he would be a very formidable ene-

my of the truth
;
he is naturally ingenious and subtle. Did

time permit, we might present some evidence of the fact.

Notwithstanding all that Mr. Storrs has advanced in fa-

vour of his hypothesis, the word of God stands sure and
impregnable. Theie is a hell—a place of eternal misery
for the wicked. Its inhabitants have no God, no Saviour,

no virtuous friends, no parents, no relatives before whom
they may spread their calamities with the hope of being

heard, or in whose hearts or hands they may find a refuge

from the bitterness of woe. In each other they can place

no confidence, since they will know that at all times and in

all things they will be only despised, hated and deceived.
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Casting their eyes abroad through the universe, they will

be forced to believe that it contains no friend for them. In
the midst of millions, they are alone. There are sure of

being loathed, rejected and shunned by every being in the

creation of God. Not a sigh can they breathe ; not a tear

can they shed ; not a sorrow can they unfold ; not a prayer

can they utter with a hope of being befriended, heard or

regarded. Extending their view through eternity, they
will not be able to perceive a change for the better. All

around them will be gloom and solitude ; and all before

them will be desolation, anguish and despair, without end.

ARTICLE V.

An Address delivered before the Society of Missionary

Inquiry, Theological Semhiary, Columbia,

S. a, May lOth, 1852.

The year 1851 will probably be known in history as the

year of the great exhibition in London. As that was an
era in the world's progress, so to have seen it must have
been an era in the life of an individual. Among other

subjects for study presented there it must have been curi-

ous and instructive to witness the different tastes display-

ed by different individuals. As the tide of human beings

poured slowly down the aisles of the Crystal Palace you
might have seen, here a crowd collected around some use-

ful invention, there another admiring some piece of exqui-

site workmanship, and there again another held spell-

bound by some creation of the sculptor's chisel. There
was in one part of that building an object which must
have been gazed at by many with admiration, with grati-

tude and hope. It was an object which has exerted a

wider and more enduring influence on human progress,

than all the arts and all the sciences, and was richer in

itself than all the jewels of the crown, the giant diamond
of India, or the Crystal Palace itself. There were one
hundred and fifty copies in as many different languages
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of the Bible. Its presence there hallowed the scene, and
was a noble characteristic of the age in which we live.

—

"We are glad, that then and there, the Bible was recogniz-

ed, as at least one of many agencies, which are affeciiiig

the interests and destiny of onr race. Aiid yet we can
imagine, there were many who trod those aisles with
pride, cast a wondering eye on the products of so many
lands, as in long perspective they lined those nairow
walks, and felt themselves exalted by witnessing such
proofs of the skill and ingenuity of their fellows, but saw
nothing romantic, nothnig inspiring in the contribution

sent HI by the Bible Society.

All this is only the parallel of what is displayed on a
wider theatre. Our busy and bustling age is alive with
excitement, enterprise and expectation. The aims and
hopes of our race are raised, as perhaps ihey never were
before. But these expectations are fed from very different

sources, in different individuals. Some are expecting tlie

mechanic arts to reform the world. There are some
whose only idea of a happy land, is one intersected with
rail roads and the hum of commerce and machinery,
breaking the silence of every valley. Others expect this

desired result to be accomplished by the press, which
quickened into unparalleled vigor and activity, is shower-
ing its instructive pages all over the land. Others find a
basis for their wildest expectations, in the famous saying
of Lord Brougham : "The schoolmaster is abroad in the

land." And there are those who include all these agencies

in their calculation. If we can believe them, the editor,

the engineer and the teacher have now fairly entered on
their mission of reforming the world, and the world must
now surely take heart, and hope for a brighter history.—

.

And if these invite, as they frequently do, the minister to

join the party, it is oftener we fear from motives of personal

courtesy, than an expectation that he will contribute any
real assistance to the enterprise. There are others, and
we believe the number is increasing, who without reject-

ing any of these instruments, base their hopes of the

world's reformation, on that Book which now speaks as no
otlier book does or ever will, in nearly two hundred of the

babbling tongues of earth, in the truths it teaches, and the

system of faith and worship it suggests and sanctions. It
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is encouraging to such, to see that while other progressive

influences are in motion, Christianity too seems unusually
buoyant, hopeful and venturesome. It is appropriate then,

Young Gentlemen, for you to give Pome part of your time

to gathering and diffusing through our community infor-

mation as to the progiess which Christianity is making in

the earth. When seeking assistance in this useful work,

you have hitherto confined yourselves to those who, from
experience or position, had acquired useful information to

impart to you. You have now, however, for the first

time, been pleased to call for the services of one, from
whom I do hope no such information is expected. It re-

quires very little candor in me to say that I am not fami-

Har with this subject. And even if inability did not pre-

vent me, a very obvious rule of propriety would, here in

an institution all the members of which are professionally

devoted to these studies, from entering on any of the more
solemn views of Christian missions, the necessity or war-

rant for them, the best manner of conducting them or

their success. I cannot then approach the center of this

great subject, and yet addressing a Society of Missionary

Inquiry, I must linger somewhere on its borders. These
considerations seem to prescribe the chanuel in which our
reflections must run this evening—the incidental or se-

condary benefits of the missionary enterprise.

This subject is to some extent the same with this, the

incidental benefits of Christianity, for missions produce
these effects because they carry Christianity with them.

—

Has Christianity then done anything for those nations into

which it has been carried, anything supplementary to the

spiritual work it is said to effect? Anything which the

historian could compute or the philosopher detect? In-

stead of selecting an example from these nations, it will

serve our purpose to enquire what Christianity has done
for our country, as we can here learn what are its tenden-

cies, and what, under various and modified degrees, will

be its results elsewhere. The question then arises, a very
simple and intelligible one, what has Christianity done for

our nation ? Has it done any good ? Anything which is

worth remembering in making an estimate of our social

condition as a people ? We need scarcely remark, that it

is only in a very accommodated and inferior sense, that
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the term Christian can be applied to our nation or to any
other. And yet when it is asked if Christianity has done
any good among us, we can confidently and earnestly

affirm it has done much, it has done every thing for us.

Imagine if you can our condition, should Christianity en-

tirely withdraw from our land. Let the signal be given

at which it is to retire, drawing after it, of course, all those

influences, institutions and effects dependant on it? It

would of course rob the spiritual man of that which he
thinks his treasure, but would it take along with that any
thing valued by the moralist, the patriot, the citizen, the

infidel, and even the atheist? This new order of things

need not be heralded in as with the shock of an earth-

quake. Let the change be effected quietly if possible. On
some bright sabbath let the bells be silent, the churches
closed or applied to other purposes. The ministers who
stood at their altars need not begin as apostles of a vulgar

infidelity. Let them teach the people the beauties of na-

ture, the wonders of science, the delights of education, the

proprieties and moralities of life. There are some per-

haps who would wish for such a change. But he who
would dispense with Christianity considered only as an
element of national prosperity, thinking that in doing so

he would only be lopping off some external and almost
useless member of the nation's body, would be startled to

find that he had drawn the life blood from the nation's

veins, and laid the hand of disease and death on the na-
tion's heart. It will give us only a feeble illustration here,

if we can imagine some mad reformer who, gifted with
the power, should aim to hide some mild and feeble star,

and in the thrilling moment of his triumph is appalled to

learn from the darkness gathering on the sky above, and
the gloom settling on the earth beneath, that he has strick-

en the sun from the heavens. There are some calling

themselves patriots who think the only thing needed to

make our land like Eden, or rather like Arcadia, is to rid

it of Christianity. Let them succeed, and immediately
the flight of lovely and beautiful things from our midst
will begin, but where will it end? Men would be sur-

prised every day by the sudden disappearance of some
blessing or possession, which had never been associated in

their minds with Christianity at all, some of them recalled
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to heaven palpably and before the eyes of men, like Eli-

jah, and others stolen silently away without giving note

or warning of their departure, like Enoch, leaving even to

the profane historian no other explanation to give than
this : It is not, for God has taken it ; and in the worthless

remains these men would scarcely recognize the corpse of

that beautiful form, which when glowing with life they
loved almost to adoration. Christianity while chiefly in-

tent on bartering, or rather giving, to men the pearl of

great price, has in her keeping many other gifts, precious

though perishable, and these she scatters as her Divine
Author does His sunshine and His rain, on the evil and
on the good, on the just and on the unjust. We cannot
be mistaken in saying that Christianity has given to our
country that security and quiet we enjoy. We are aware
this could be analyzed and traced to many inferior causes,

but our object is not so much to analyze or discuss these

effects, as to suggest them in a hurried and somewhat pro-

miscuous manner, and we notice first the security which
exists in a country which Christianity has influenced to

any considerable degree. Will not a fact serve the pur-

pose of an argument here? Why is it that amidst all the

revolutions and changes with which "all Europe rings

from side to side," the current of emigration aims at our
shores 1 It is not because our lakes are broader, or our

mountains higher, or our climate milder. It is simply for

this reason above all others. Notwithstanding all the sec-

tional feelings and home quarrels, which mar the peace of

our widespread family circle, (and there are more of these

than will serve any good purpose,) there is still something
here, which throws a guard around human property, hu-
man happiness, and human life, which is not found in all

nations of the globe. There are countries where this is

not the case. Take as one illustration the testimony of

one who went out from our midst. Rev'd. J. L. Wilson,

speaking of western Africa, says:

" The people here are everywhere strangers to the blessings of

good government. It is doubtful whether a man in this country

ever composes himself to sleep at night with a feeling of entire

security."

Now this short description of a state of things quite

common in some nations of the globe, is almost unintelli-
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gible to us. Perhaps none of iis can enter fully into its

meaning. Certainly, nolj-iing in our whole condition as a
people, is more remarkable than that security which sur-

rounds us and ours, and envelopes us like the air, and yet

like the air supports and sweetens life, neglected because
universal among us. All our institutions too bear the im-
press of the true religion and reflect its spirit, far too im-
perfectly all must admit, but that the image is there none
can deny. Look at the countless influences at work to

restrain evil, and encourage goodness, to multiply the

springs and sources of human enjoyment and improve-
ment, physical, intellectual and moral. Look at the or-

ganizations and institutions of a charitable nature alone,

and it" nothing else betrayed the fact, these would, that

we live where Christianity has a home. It is familiar to

you, that in the Roman language the same word means
•' stranger" and " enemy." Greece and Rome invented

many thnigs, but associations for purposes of charity or

kindness, they never thought of to any considerable de-

gree. We suppose this is owing to the simple fact that

these institutions in their countless forms, are not the ofi"-

spring of the intellect, but of the heart. We cannot par-

ticularize here, but the weak, the sick, the poor, the unfor-

tunate, do not fare in a Christian land as they do elsewhere.

The very idiots of our country, the poor benighted beings

who seem to have every attribute of our race except its

peculiar and crowning one, would know, if they could

know anything, that a better religion than nature knows
or teaches, is at work among us. Without pursuing this

thought we must give one illustration. We have seen it

stated that Blackstone in his commentaries, published not

quite a century ago, uses this language :

" A man who is born doaf and dumb and blind is looked upon
by the law in the same state as an idiot, he being supposed in-

capable of any understanding, as wanting all those senses which

furnish the human mind with ideas."

How strange, how cruel, this language seems to us now,
when charity not content to carry knowledge, sacred and
secular, to all nations, and to make the Bible speak in so

many tongues, makes it speak almost to every sense, so

that Laura Bridgeman can trace its life-giving words, and
learn its lessons of hope and patience, though her benight-
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ed mind is imbedded in unconscious flesh, with " wisdom"
at three chief " entra-a^es quite shut out !'' A grander tri-

umph of immortal mind, and a nobler characteiistic of our
age than the engine or the telegraph. There are at work
everyday in our midst influences and associations which
heathenism is as unable to produce, as it is to produce an
Alfred, a Wilberforce, or a Washington. If you reckon

up all the thousand agencies which work for your good
and render life tolerable, you will find them all to have
some connexion, direct or remote, with the fact that those

who came to these shores brought Christianity with them,

or to go farther back, with the fact that missionaries found
our fathers in their rudeness and wildness, and taught

them. All along our daily path there are trees with their

fruit, and flowers with their perfume, which in our thought-

lessness we often reckon to be the wild, spontaneous, pro-

ductions of the soil. They are spontaneous, but only in a

soil over which these pure waters have rolled. The com-
mon saying is true : The great argument for Christianity

is Christendom. Robert Hall in his sermon on infidelity,

charges it with disordering and deranging the present

world, not less certainly than it darkens the future. Every
argument which he urges against infidelity, is one for

Christianity, for what the one destroys the other builds up.

Christianity cannot enter or leave a nation an unnoticed

or unattended guest. Its presence or its absence will be

felt. Unhappily we are not left to speculation here. This
calamity, whether you call it a light or heavy one, has ac-

tually befallen nations. When we learn from sacred or

ecclesiastical history, that in any country the fires on its

altars became darkness, we can learn a lesson if we will

turn even to profane history, and ask how long national

prosperity and stability lingered behind Christianity, when
like an offended vestal, she fled from the polluted land.

—

France is a very common place illustration here, only be-

cause it is a very appropriate one. They are surely wrong
who look upon the French reVt)lution with blank amaze-
ment, as if it fell causeless on the land of the Gaul. It

was no lawless, wandering whirlwind which swept over

our earth once, never to visit it again. A whole nation grew
impatient of all restraint, human and divine, and longed

lo be given up to themselves. And the foolish and insane
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wish was gratified. In the words of one who lived in

those times,

France in wrath her giant limbs upreared,

And with that oath, which smote air, earth and sea,

Stamped her strong foot, and said she would be free.

And France was free, free to write over her populous

cemeteries death is an eternal sleep, free to resolve

THERE IS NO GoD, free to write in blood a page of history

which he who reads will never forget, and which we trust

no nation will ever disregard. For wherever our race,

with our nature is found, there is material for a French
revolution.

We have not undertaken to trace all the ways in

which a pure rehgion gives prosperity and quiet to a

nation, but we must notice two doctrines of Christianity

admirably adapted to produce this end. The first is the

Christian doctrine, as to the equality of the human race.

You are aware to what expedients other systems of faith

and policy have been driven here. Some have pandered
to the pride of the high and lofty, by proclaiming an es-

sential difference, not only in rank and fortune, but in na-

ture and destiny, between them and the common herd

below. Others have excited and flattered those below,

proclaiming an entire and absolute equality, not only in

nature, but in station, in possession, and in labor. Neither

of these is safe for society, simply because neither is true.

Christianity keeps at an infinite distance from each of

these extremes without at all approaching the other. It

(suggests to the rich no haughty or self complacent com-
parison, it warratits in the poor no envious or revengeful

feelings. It has a warning for the rich, and, a blessing for

the poor. It lets the rich and poor meet together, not to

abolish these distinctions, not to proclaim a carnival, but

authoritatively to remind those of both conditions, that one
is the maker of them all. In a word it preaches moral
equality, and this, it has been well said, is the only equal-

ity which can be preached, without convulsing society.

—

The other doctrine is the estimate Christianity places on
property. It frowns as promptly as a philosopher of the

Benjamin Franklin school would on the idle and careless,

and has a warning for him who thinks his life consists in

his treasures. Those who toil to lay up perishing treas-
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ures, neglecting all higher claims and duties, have surely

not profiled by its teachings, and just as surely those who
would remove every land mark, abolish all distinction or

right of property, and let all rove promiscuously every^

where^ have no warrant, on its pure page, for their scheme
of reformation. Another thing in connection with the

Christian teaching as to property, is worth attention. It

is known that while what we have stated is true, other

things being equal, that nation will be the most prosperous,

quiet and stable, which has the most equal distribution of

wealth, or rather which has fewest citizens laboring under
distressing poverty and want. For a nation to have a
large proportion of needy, and really suffering, citizens is

to be in a perilous condition. This is one of the many
perplexing features in connexion with poor Ireland, there

are so many with whom the standard of comfort is lower-

ed almost below the point where life can be sustained.

—

Now the tendency of Christianity is to check and prevent

this unnatural state of society. Religion teaches the poor

man to pray daily for his daily bread, and then, rising from
his knees, to earn it by the sweat of his brow. And it is very
easy to suppose a state of things in which, without refer-

ring of course to providential dispensations, poverty in any
distressing sense of the term would be rare. We alluded

to Ireland. How cumbrous and burdensome her appara-

tus of poor laws and poor rales, how comparatively simple

those of Scotland. In our own country, though many
things have concurred to retard these tendencies, yet in

some parts, even now, this very question is one whose dis-

cussion cannot be postponed much longer. In some parts

those destitute of homes and settled occupation and sup-

port, are beginning to exhibit in a manner too marked to

be treated with contempt, that restlessness and insubordi-

nation, so ominous and terrible to every patriot and phi-

lanthropist. There is a remedy for this evil and every
other like it which threatens the peace or purity of society.

We might exhibit the manner in which Christianity

combines and harmonizes the love of self and family and
kindred with the broader and wider love of country and
race, but we pass to notice the effect it has on society by
effecting the family and the individual. It has pleased

the author of our existence not to crowd men into society

Vol. VI.—No. 1. 6
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in "nndistirigiiishable heaps," nor yet to plant them solitary

and apart, but to arrange them in clusters called families
;

and cold philosophers and moralists even, have admired
the wisdom of the arrangement. The effort has been
made to abolish it ; some are making it now, but every

such attempt will end in failure or disastrous success.

—

Every well ordered home is an addition to the wealth and
strength of the State. Every man surrounded by such

^ has given the government which protects him a pledge,

that he will not interrupt its peace. And how entirely

does Christianity provide for this all important element of

individual, social, or national happiness. What sanctions

does it throw round all its members and relations. It

guides the parents in the great work of governing their lit-

tle empire aright. It speaks to children in tones so gentle,

that children can understand, and says, Obey your parents.

It stands by the servant at his commonest task, and whis-
pers cheerfully and hopefully. Be obedient to your masters,

and thus it strengthens and furnishes the entire family.

—

And is a family entirely under such instruction, or only

having the religious element, the dominant one, nothing

to the community or State? The picture of a pious fam-
ily has often been drawn. One has scarcely ventured too

far when he said,

Angels might stoop from thrones in heaven to be
Coworshippers in such a family.

Pleasant as it would be to enter and view it from with-
in, we invite you now to view it from without as a part of
the society or nation. When Burns drew his well known
picture of a pious household and exclaimed,

From scenes like these, old Scotia's grandeur springs,

That makes her lov'd at home, rever'd abroad,

He was not wandering from his subject, but spoke the

words of truth not less than poetry. The Christian homes
of Scotland, scattered round her lakes and over her glens,

have, in great part, made her whatever she has been in

history, or whatever she is to-day. May they be increased
an hundred fold, not only in the land of Rutherford and
Chalmers, but also in that land in which are all our
homes. For happy, even in the sense in which a politi-

cian might use that word j happy it; every sense is the
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nation that is full of them. They are schools of Heaven's
own appointment, to prepare men for the duties and the •

discipline of life. They are nurseries of all those virtues

which are rather " felt than seen," of gentle sympathies,

pure and strong aflfections, all the graces and charities of

life, and all that is lovely and^valuable in human charac-

ter. Now these places are peculiarly the product and
effect of Christianity.

We borrowed many words from the ancients, but nei-

ther Rome nor Greece had either the reality or the name
of a home. That touching word, together with all that it

implies and ^uggests, we borrowed from our own Chris-

tianized Saxon tongue and history. In multiplying such
places, Christianity affords valuable assistance to society.

Let us glance for a moment at its effects on the individual.

Man is by nature bound to his Maker by one great central

tie, and growing out of and dependant on that, are innu-

merable others running in all directions, and binding him
to all the family of man. Sin has snapped that parent

cord, and in so doing necessarily disordered the network
of all the rest. Religion re-unites it. Does it do this and
leave the rest in their deranged condition ? This cannot
be. It corrects and strengthens them all down to the

most attenuated thread. It is true, in one sense, that there

is no system of faith which so insulates a man as the

Christian faith. It makes him feel as no other does, how
individual and personal a matter moral character is in all

its nature and issues. It makes him feel that the highest

good of which his nature is susceptible, must be won or

lost by him alone, not as one of a numerous race, but as

an entire solitary being. It cuts in a moment all those

tendrils which man, in his blindness and weakness, is ever

throwing forth to seize on something which may be as a
standard and support to him, and plants him, self poised,

on his own allegiance to his Maker. But will not this

unfit him for society? However necessary a life of piety

may be to perfect his own nature, will it not depiive his

fellowmen of his service and example? Will not the man
whose mind has been seized by the grand realities which
Christianity discloses, set out on his unconscious and ab-

stracted march to meet the future, neglecting all the pre-

sent ? Will he not be deaf to the calls of earthly relation-

Mi
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ships, and trample upon all their claims and duties, as a

man running in haste for his life would be deaf to the

song of birds, and trample on toys and flowers ? So it

would seem. But strange as it may appear, the best way
to make a man realize and accomplish the present, is to

fill his mind with the future. The surest way to make a

man watchful and attentive to the little objects clustering

around his feet, is to fix his eye on some commanding
object in the distant horizon.

The world has never had better servants or friends than

those very men who would not accept it for their portion,

but to it only the inferior passions of
< m

Their hearts, their lives, their griefs were given,

While all their serious thoughts had rest in heaven.

This earth, the temporary homestead of our race, has

received its best and most valuable improvements from
those who looked upon themselves but as tenants for a

day.

It will be said by some that however necessary a life of

piety may be to secure a life of peace to the individual

himself, it is going too far to represent it as a matter of

any importance to society, whether this or that one of its

members has that "abstraction'' which theologians call

" faith." We may simply ask if it has not been noticed

that where this abstraction exists it is always accompa-
nied in greater or less degrees by virtue, and knowledge,
and temperance, and patience, and godliness, and brother-

ly kindness, and charity ? Are these abstractions ? Or,

are they virtues and graces intimately connected with the

peace and purity and progress of society? Cannot those

even who despise or overlook the root, prize and admire
fruits like these? Let a man be brought decidedly under
religious influence, and all who come in contact with him,

from the magistrate who rules him to the beggar who
asks his charity on the highway, will feel the benefit.

—

And here perhaps, though not attempting anything like a
formal analysis, we have reached the first spring on which
Christianity lays its hand to correct and adjust the com-
plex structure of society. It is by purifying and strength-

ening individuals. There is no other way to reform
society. He who attempts to do so in any other way, is

as one who attempts to purify a stagnant pool by simply

r !
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standing on its bank and waving over it the rod of the

wizard, or repeating over it some form of enchantment.

—

Christianity reforms society as one who would pour into

that lake some cleansing liquid, every drop of which
shall become the centre of a healing influence, widening
and expanding until the whole wefter shall reflect as a
mirror, the beauties of the sky.

We add but one more influence which individual purity

has on national prosperity. Cowper, after drawing his in-

imitable picture of a good man in retirement, says of the

counlry which overlooks or perhaps despises him,

Perhaps she owes •
'^'

'

Her sunshine and her rain, her blooming spring -^^
. ;

And plenteous harvest, to the prayer he makes,
When, Isaac-like, the solitary saint , ., .2 ;. ,i

Walks forth to meditate at eventide, '
-.'»••.''

And think on her who thinks not for herselfl .
o'v'

We do not feel that we have intruded iHto theology in

offering this as one wa}' in which a man becomes a bless-

ing to his country and race. It was drawn from history

and experience. In multiplying good men then in any
nation, Christianity multiplies the probabilities that that

nation will be blessed with prosperity.

To see a false or corrupt religion, superior in power or

fortune, does not depress or discourage a believer in the

true. He remembers that the triumphs and achievements
of his faith lie in quite another direction. Nor would it

discourage him even if he saw another religion better able

than his to confer happiness or prosperity on a society, or

country, or the world. To any boast drawn from this cir-

cumstance he might with propriety reply : This is better

fitted to bless the earth, mine prepares for heaven, and
therefore must rank as far above all others as eternity is

superior to time. A confession like this would certainly

involve no mortifying sense of inferiority. And yet even
this triumph, poor and unsatisfying as it would certainly

be, is denied to error in all its forms. Truth surpasses

them all, at their own weapons, on their chosen field of

effort and display. Christianity does more for this world
while passing through it lo a better arid more enduring
one, than error can though it wastes not an effort or an as-

piration beyond, but husbands all its strength to use it

here. This position the friends of a divine religion will
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be forced to abandon, when an instance occurs where an
individual, a Church, a community, a nation, or a world
has trusted in the Creator, and been left desolate. Let
one Such instance be shown, and great as are the interests

involved in the controversy between truth and falsehood,

we consent to resign fliem all.

The eifect of the Bible, considered as one of the influ-

ences or agencies of Christianity, opens a wide and almost

boundless field. Said Wm. Wirt, "Were I ruler of an
empire, I would place a copy of the Spectator in every
house, and have one in every family taught to read it."

—

The conception did honor to his patriotism and taste, and
its execution would certainly be a nobler scheme than any
of those which often engage the minds of kings. Now
the Bible viewed only as Wirt viewed the Spectator, has

done much. Forget its divinity. Remember it only as

an English classic, a book to arrest attention, a book of

good advice, and you can scarcely place too high an esti-

mate on the service it renders to society. "I have seen,"

complained a patriot of the revolution, " so many books
called American Histories, that I am beginning to doubt
whether there is such a thing as history outside of the

Bible." There ^5 authentic history /Aere. There is his-,

toryof all grades, the history of a single human heart like

yours or mine; of a family, a tribe, of a rebellious and
perverse natioUj of a sinful world. Nowhere does plain

practical philosophy teach by more instructive examples.
Remember too its maxims of worldly wisdom, its teach-

ings of hope, of industry, of patience, and of love. He who
adopts it as his text book, besides many truths which the

world cannot understand, and therefore does not relish,

will find many that it does and has tried to imitate. Take
as illustrations the following, and a thousand others of

like spirit and application could be found in that book
which contains the whole duty of man. Be diligent in

business. Weep with them that weep. See that ?ione

render evil for evil. Is it a matter of no importance to

society that its members read and obey precepts like these?

We now put out of view the connexion between the duties

inculcated by these maxims and the happiness of him
who obeys them as an individual, and view him as "one
m a full procession," jostling and l^ing jostled at every

jjiMJ

j
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step in the crowded thoroughfare of life, and notice how
they fit a man to act his part towards others.

We suppose one of the effects we are trying to indicate,

was expressed with characteristic force by the excellent

John Newton, when he said, ''If a Christian is only a

boot black, he ought to be the best in the parish." Religion

not only inculcates those habitsof promptness, fidelity and
accuracy, from which success is not often withheld,'*but

holds before us exalted models of excellence, and furnishes

at once rules and arms by which to work up to them. It

is the one unchanging direction given by all who write

rules for self-improvement, especially to the young, to raise

high, extravagantly high even, their aims and aspirations.

Bulwer speaking even of so worthless a motive as the de-

sire of 'fame says, ;^•'V^•^'M^,:n:^^f*-;.^;v^;tK/^;.;

v:^-.!.f':'

"Whoever, with an earnest soul,

Srivcs to some end—from this low world afar,

Still upward travels—though he miss his goal

And strays—but, towards a star.

Now who of any stature of intellect or excellence, of

any pursuit or aim in life, will be compelled to lay aside

these standards as things he has overreached and passed.

The effects of the Bible on literature and language open
a subject which, though very closely connected with our

main theme, we cannot even enter. We dismiss this

whole train of thought with one remark as to its effect on
language! Why is it that our language which, up to the

seventeenth century, was very fickle and unsettled, has
since that time been remarkably stable and unchanging?
Why can an intelligent boy read our Bible with less help,

than an intelligent man will require to read Shakspeare for

the first time, though our translation was made during

Shakspeare's life ? Our langnage has been fixed by that

translation»/'ltlhnst receive additions, it may be swayed
hither and thither, but the moorings of our English
tongue are in our English Bible, and it will never break
away. As in our nature, so in our language, the religious

part is the immortal part. The words in which we ex-

press the wants and wishes, the hopes and fears, of our un-

dying nature, the words which are indissolubly linked with

our earliest associations of sacredness and solemnity, the

words which conscience quotes to us, the words which,
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when woven into pious songs, mothers use when they

soothe their infants with their sweet and sacred lullaby, the

words which are heard in the chambers of suffering and
pain and death, the words in which we breathe our hopes

and benedictions over ihe graves where we have deposited

our dead, these must be the fixed and stable words of a
language. Take as a simple illustration, those few lines

which parents teach their children, and not unfrequently

children have taught their parents, and they suit equally

well the wants and understanding of both—the Lord's

Prayer. Can any one word in that perfect form of words,

ever become a stranger to English ears, and tongues, or

exiled from English nurseries or homes? We draw the

inference, then, (to be recalled immediately,) that the publi-

cation of a book like the Bible, in any language, is -an era

in its literature and history.

We have hurriedly noticed a few of the points at which
Christianity touches the Welfare of a nation. Now all the

effects we have described, it produces in some degree in

every land where it has ever been carried. It gives to the

savage a fixed and settled government—a gift he surely

needs and cannot get from all his gods. It opens a thous-

and springs, from which influences, rich even in temporal

and worldly good, flow over all the land. It turns the hut,

or tent, or camp, into a home, and pours around it all those

softening and humanizing influences which will change
the savage into a father, a husband, a son, afrienci, a man,
and open up to him all the privileges and prerogatives

which are his birthright as a man. Instances could be

given to show that these effects can be produced. No one,

perhaps, will serve our purpose better than the mission of

John Eliot among the Indians of Massachusetts. We
must, before entering into it, make one remark. We can-

not appreciate any attempt to improve the character of the

Indian without divesting ourselves of a very common pre-

judice. Poets and orators have thrown such a charm
around the red man, we scarcely think of him as a moral
being. Many fancy themselves warm admirers of Ihe In-

dian character, follow him with' interest as he wafks, and
make speeches, and fights, and dies, in Cooper's novels,

who would be shocked to think of him as a depraved be-

ing. They glow with poetic rapture as they watch him
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walking majestic over his native hills, the monarch of the

woods, and sink tacitly into the dream, that he is passing

through life to some wide hunting ground of the west,

where he a'nd his dog alike will roam forever. We have
no objection to such views in poetry or novels, but he must
utterly reject them who is inquiring into their true condi-

tion and ihe manner of improving it. ; :^ i r : ;

We had intended to give some particular account of

Eliot's mission, but finding it would lead to an improper
trespass on your time, we must merely allude to its results

as illustrating several points on which we have touched.

His long and useful life extended through nearly all the

seventeenth century. He was for many years the beloved

and useful pastor of a church at Roxbury, from which
point he would frequently go out on tours of discovery

among the Indians. His friend and biographer, Dr. Ma-
ther, speaking of these natives, says, "though we know
not where they came from, yet we may guess that proba-

bly the devil decoyed these miserable savages here, in

hopes the Gospel would never come here to destroy or dis-

turb his absolute empire over them." We may learn from
this they were not, at least, the faultless beings which
many now imagine them to be. He gradually succeeded

in forming them into a community ; he introduced among
them many of the regulations and institutions of Moses.

He taught them the mechanic arts ; he laboured among
them at their little farms. The Governor of the colony

heard strange rumors of a change in a certain tribe, and
came a long journey to see if they were true, and spoke ot

his visit there as the happiest period of his life. The
mother country heard the wonderful news, and Robert

Boyle and Cromwell sought the correspondence.and friend-

ship of the Apostle of the Indians. The Parliament pass-

ed an act for the propagation of the Gospel in New Eng-
land, the preamble of which is as follows

:

" Whereas the Commons of England, assembled in Parliament,

have received certain intelligence that divers of the heathen na-

tions, through the care of those who preach to them in their own
language, from barbarous have become civil, have forsook their

charms and sorceries, and given testimony of the powef of God,

that they teach their children what they are instructed them-

selves
;
we rejoice for their sakes."

4l
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This is indeed one of the few bright pages which are in

the history of the Aborigines of our country, who once
roved over tfiis great continent, countless as the trees, and
are now wasting away Hke leaves in autumn: Imagine
the missionary standing in a group of savages, and arrest-

ing their attention by the wonderful truths he taught. We
give a few of the questions he was often asked by the In-

dians, in his conversational meetings with them. What is

a spirit? Can the soul be enclosed in iron, so that it can-

not escape? When Christ arose, whence came liis soul?
Shall 1 know you in heaven? When such die as never

heard of Christ where do they go? Why does not God
give all men good hearts? Since God is all-powerful, why
does he not kill the evil one. who makes men so bad ?

How shall I find happiness? When you see such strange

and unusual working in the benighted mind, can you won-
der that books, and schools, and aids to instruction, follow

close behind the missionary ?

We have hitherto only viewed that part of our subject

which is identical with the incidental benefit of Christi-

anity, conferred on the nations themselves. In addition to

these, the missionary enterprise has conferred benefits on
Christendom and the world at large. One very obvious
one is the addition it has made to our literature. If the

oft-quoted line be true, A Christian is the hijs^hest style of
mail, it would seem to follow that Christian biography is

the highest style of biography, and Christian man the

highest subject of study. The chief benefits of this spe-

cies of writing are, that it holds before us exalted models
and lifts our thoughts above the level of their common
channel. It is the best compensation for the disadvantage
under which we labor of not being able to associate per-

sonally with the wise and good of every age and nation.

Every moment of contact between ourselves and a purer

and stronger mind, whether in personal intercourse or on
the page of their written lives, is a salient point in our
own history, at which the probabilities increase, that we
will strike a higher track of thought and action. Says
Niebhur, writfng to a young man, "Turn to those works
which elevate the heart, in which you see great men and
great events, and live in a higher world. Turn away from
those which represent the mean and contemptible side of

I
ii'r
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ordinary relations and degenerate ages." Such works you
may find in the records of missionary life. Has it hap-
pened to many books to receive higher eulogies than the

following, paid to the life of E hot, before referred to? To
a later edition is appended a letter from Richard Baxter,

written shortly before his death to the author, then on a
visit in London. It commences thus: *

; r

'•Dear Brother: Last night, I thought I had been dying at

twelve o'clock in bed ; but your book revived me. I lay reading
it until between one and two. There was no man on earth I val-

ued more than Eliot. I am now dying, I hope, as he did."

The letter concludes in these touching words :
" Pray

for your languishing, fainting friend. Richard Baxter."|

Think of a book which could revive and quicken the faith'

of Richard Baxter, when on the verge of the saint's ever-

lasting rest. In missionary literature, there are lives of

men of all kinds of excellence, from the plain, strong, in-

domitable character of Carey, to Heber, the chaste and
polished scholar, who gave to the missionary cause two
gifts, either of which would have immortalized him; first

he gave the missionary Hymn, and then he gave himself.^.

The records of the past achievements of our race are

valuable, because they vindicate our nature, and show what
it can accomplish under the impulse of some noble pur-

pose or generous enthusiasm. Would it not be strange if

the highest purpose, the noblest enthusiasm, should have
no triumphs to record ? The record of Christian heroism
is not a dull, monotonous story, "barren of every glorious

theme." It, too, can show its Leonidas and Tell, its Ther-
mopylae and Marathon. Why, then, is it not more read hy
those who can appreciate sublimity of purpose and achieve-

ment? When seeking an answer to this question, we
have been struck with an incident which is familiar to you
all. Seven years ago, a bold English sailor, who before

had gathered laurels in that dangerous service, started out

to find his way round our norihern coast, from the Atlantic

to the Pacific ocean. For centuries the world has had
this enterprize in view, and another attempt to perform

what many men have failed to do, of course excited atten-

tion and remark. Year after year passed on. The date

fixed on as the longest possible period of his absence ap-

proached and passed. The public mind of his own coun-
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try and the world, expressed the usual commonplace re-

grets and wishes, and without turning particular attention

to it, were on the point of coldly and formally assigning

him a place on the list of "martyrs to science." There
was one, however, who felt in him more than a public in-

terest, and sitting in her desolate home, she determined he
should not thus be forgotten. She spoke of his case, and
being favored with fortune and rank, she was heard with

interest and attention. She knelt at the foot of the throne,

and a woman's heait, though clad in royalty, beat respon-

sive to her sister's voice. She moved the sympathies of

her queen. She stood in the audience chamber of Parlia-

ment, and politicians hushed for an hour their angry de-

bates to listen to her appeal. In a word, she roused Eng-
land, and England roused the woild. Many of his coun-

trymen were led, by admiration of his bravery and enter-

prise, to imitate, if indeed not to equal it. And even from
our own shore, more than one gallant crew has shared the

danger and the glory of the hunt. Men have been so in-

terested in the fortunes and the fate of him whom they

never saw, and would not have known had they met him
in the waters of the torrid or the frigid seas, that they have
braved all the terrors of an Arctic ocean and sky, they
have travelled over many a mile of snow, and left the im-

press of their feet on many an iceberg,

Whose head in wintry grandeur towers,

And whitens with eternal sleet.

Imagine, if you can, that some one of those who still are

unwilling to resign the almost hopeless search, more fortu-

nate than the rest, is successful. Swifter than the light of

day travels over our continent, would the tidings sweep
over it ; a thousand miles of wire would vibrate with the

joyful message, and there is not a country in Christendom,
there is not a town, there is not a family, into which the

newspaper has found its way, where the news would not

be caught up with something of the warmth of a personal

interest. Sir John Franklin has been found alive.
Nay, if someone could but find his lifeless form, England
would send out her choicest escort to bring it home, and
lay it in Westminster, there to mingle with royal dust.

Now we have alluded to this instance thus particularly

not at all for the purpose of saying that all this sympathy

m
1 iiiii
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or interest excited in Sir John Franklin^s case, is mis-

placed or uncalled for. It is intended only as a proof that

the world is not slow to appreciate and reward boldness

or enterprise when directed to certain ends. And yet many
who kindle into rapture on meaner themes, are cold on all

the enterprizes which Christian charity plans or Christian

courage executes. Is it a significant fact here, that you
may read all our poets of the first rank, (Cowper and
Montgomery alone excepted,) and find no eulogy on mis-

sions and missionaries ? It is still true, however, that

these records vindicate our Christian nature. Blot out all

meniory of the attempts made to spread Christianity among
the ignorant portions of our race, and apart from all the

spiritual influence likely to result from them, that history

which records the achievements of the human mind and
heart will want its richest and most redeeming page.

The annual reports of missionaries, their correspondence

with religious journals at home, their sketches of men and
customs and society, all add to our knowledge of distant

countries. There are several countries (Greenland. China,

India, for examples,) which cannot be described or under-

stood without consulting these sources. They hav« given
valuable assistance to Philology. Take, as an example, the

translation of the Bible into the Indian language, the first

Bible printed in the new world. Doctor Mather, when
entering on this part of his friend's life, thinks it not be-

neath the dignity of his subject to inform his readers that

the anagram of the word Eliot is " ^oi/e." He diverts the

reader after the manner of his age, whh some of his quaint

humor. He writes a word ot thirty-three letters, and
tells the reader to count the letters and he will reward him
for his pains by telling him they simply mean "ourlusts."

Another word of thirty letters means "our love," and
another of forty letters means " questions," and finally he
gives it as his opinion that " the words of this barbarous

tongue seem as if they had been growing since Babel to

attain their present dimension." Now, should not the publi-

cation of a book like the Bible, in a tongue like this, be an
object of interest to the student and the philologist? Re-
member, then, the thousand books translated by missiona-

ries and you can form an estimate of this department of

their labors. Hale, the philologist of the United States
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exploring expedition, often refers to and quotes missionary

records. Among the books now in course of publication

by the Smithsonian Institution, is a grammar of an Indian

tongue, by an American missionary. Is it not a fact of

interest that missionaries have given languages to those

who had none? They have gone among tribes who had
but a scanty vocabulary, have added to it, and fixed it

into a language on the page of the Bible, or Saint's Rest,

or Bunyan's Dream. And in many cases they have not

only imparted ideas, but words, in which to clothe them,
or (to appropriate the figure of another) " had to construct

the vessels into which to pour their sacred wine/' In this

department, they have rendered science a service which
she will hereafter acknowledge, when she finds material

accumulated to her hand. Missionaries have made im-
portant contributions to our knowledge of Geography. A
few facts, which might be easily multiplied, will illustrate

this. It is known to you, that since the days of Ptolemy,
to find the sources of the Nile has been a problem. Alex-
ander and Caesar even had their attention drawn to it, and
since their day a mysterious interest has hung around the

springs of that noble river that rolls by the pyramids.
Indeed, the ancients immortalized their sense of the im-
portance of this problem, and their failures to solve it by
the proverb, to seek the sources of the Nile, which signified

any desperate or hopeless undertaking. Just now there is

additional interest given to it, from the fact that some Ger-

man missionaries in Eastern Africa have gained information

which may lead to the solution of this problem, which the

vulture eye of discovery has failed to find. In looking

over twelve volumes of the Transactions of the Royal
Geographical Society of London, I found not more than
two or three which had not papers from missionaries, and
not one, I believe, in which there was not allusion to them
as assistants. Auxiliary to this society was one at Bom-
bay, of which missionaries were efficient members. A
National Geographical and Statistical Society has just been

formed in our country, with Bancroft at its head. In their

published circular they mention prominently among the

sources from which they expect assistance, the seven hun-
dred missionaries who speak our language.

And why should not two thousand missionaries, scatter-
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' ed all around our globe, add to the amount of our know-
ledge ? They are, in most cases, if not men of vast ac-

quirements, at least men of education, in the best sense of

the term; men trained to thought, and thrown into scenes

every way calculated to provoke reflection and observa-

tion. Tfie missionary often lives and labors in a land over

which history or fiction has thrown its charms, or over

which with
Lavish kindness, -'

''
: !i:'-';':i'; -v-^' •;'»;• ;;'^-'

,;^ _ :< The gifts of God arestrown.
.

,

,,> , ^C^U' ^,«i if-i 'tis

And will not his works be " sought out of all them who
take pleasure therein?'* The missionary is summoned, it

may be every morning, to his labors from sleep, by the

song of birds, which would fall like sweetest music on the

ears of a naturalist. He cannot walk a mile on an errand

of mercy without trampling on some herb or flower which
the naturalist would leap to behold. He is met every hour
by human beings, with souls and bodies claiming mysteri-

ous relationship to his own, which the student of man
would be proud to catechise and examine. He lives under
customs, institutions, and forms of society, which would
affcird subjects for curious or profitable inquiry to the phil-

osopher, the moralist, and the statesman. In a word, he is,

by virtue of his office, a member of a Grand Exploring
Exhibition, the object of whose search is nature in all her

works, man in all conditions of glory and shame, society

in all its forms and interests, the world of matter, the world
of mind, the world of souls.

" I hope," says Dr. Arnold, writing to a friend a mission-

ary in Australia, "you will journalize largely. Every tree,

plant, stone, and living thing, is strange to us in Europe,
and capable of affording an interest."

It might be shown that missionaries have done'good to

the bodies of men, by introducing new remedies and new
comforts for the sick. We will not dwell upon the good^
they have done by elevating the condition of one half of
every society which they enter, " the sex whose presence

civilizes ours," not because we think it a small achieve-

ment, or a trifling contribution to the sum of human hap-

piness, but it has been so often illustrated, we need only
suggest it to your minds.

There is another view which may be taken of this sub-
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ject. There is in every virtuous, intelligent community, a*

standard called public opinion, from which it is not ex-

pected there will be frequent or great variations. An act

of injustice or cruelty thrills through the whole commu-
nity. We think it is in a great degree owing to the ad-

vances and encroachments of Christianity, that there ex-

ists now, more clearly defined than ever before, a rude out-

line of a great public opinion through the civilized world.

An act of cruelty or injustice on a large scale, sends a sen-

sation feeble but perceptible, a ripple, perhaps, rather than
a wave, which runs around the wide and expanding area

of Christendom. If it is said that this feeling is certainly

capricious and weak as yet, we answer it never was
stronger than now. If it is said that the missionary enter-

piize, instead of being the cause of this, is only its effect,

or is only this feeling taking a Christian direction, we
might accept the explanation (though not convinced of its

truth) and claim that it has at least reacted powerfully on
its cause, increased the feeling whicn gave it birth, and
drawn nigher than ever before the bonds between man
and man. And in no other way than by the spread of

Christianity can any meaning be given to some very com-
mon expressions—human family, family of nations, and
others like them. There is no other system of morals, or

philosophy, which can so extensively prevail as to cause"

a universal or even very general agreement in opinion or

practice. All others are local and sectional. There is- a
striking passage in "Pascal's thoughts, where he complains
of this uncertainty in the standard of justice and truth.

" There is scarcely anything just or unjust which does not

change its nature on changing its climate. Three degrees of

elevation in the pole overturn all jurisprudence. The meridian

determifies a truth. Fundamental laws vary. Fine justice this,

which is bounded by a river or a mountain. Truth on one side

of the Pyrenees is falsehood on the other."

Now, the spread of Christianity is not only' the best but
the only corrective of this we know of. It is curious and
interesting to the philosopher and moralist, tqsee how mis-

sionary labor is gradually bringing one nation after another

abreast with others, and extending the line along which
runs and thrills the cord of union. Missionaries have add-

ed to the area of civilization, by gaining foothold in savage
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countries, and thus not only improved their internal con-
diiioii, but have given them an importance in the eyes of

other nations which they never possessed before. They
have thus laid the foundation of their history. A great

historian says there are some nations, and very populous
ones too, in whose changes and successions of government,
and wars, we have no more interest than in the "quarrels
of a rookery or the revolutions of a beehive." Into just

such societies missionaries have gone, and quietly deposit-

ed an element which turns their tedious aiid barren re-

cords into history. Take, as an illustration of this, the

effect of our langimge, the prevailing one in the field of
missionary enterprize. See how it carries with it in some
degree the religious savor with which it is imbued. The
English language, wliich, in the words of another, " was
baptized in its infancy and not converted in its old age,

like those of Greece and Rome," has never yet entered a
nation without carrying a Christian element into its litera-

ture, bringing it within the circle of those ties which bind
enlightened man to his fellows, giving it the freedom of

the choicest company in the world and establishing some
communion of mind and heart between it and the best na-

tions of (he globe. How full of interest in this view is

the fact that from different nations, from remote islands of

the sea, have come in contributions to swell the amount
which Christendom devotes to charitable and religious pur-

poses. China lately sent a contribution to California. You
cannot now travel many degrees of the earth's surface with-

out seeing something to remind you that the dominion of

evil is nowhere entirely unbroken or unquestioned; it may
be only a missionary hut, a solitary Bible, a single pious

tract, making glad its little spot with light, like a glow
worm in a wide and daikened plain,

Old ocean, with its isles awakes,
Colcl Greenland feels unwanted flame;

And humble Afric', wondering, takes

On her sad lip a Saviour's name.

We add a few thoughts, which, though not connected

with each other, have perhaps some common relation to

our subject. A go^d illustration of the spirit of the age

is found in an incident connected with our north-western

territory beyond the mountains. Very early when English

Vol. VI.—No. 1. 7
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and American statesmen were warmly pressing their re-

spective claims to Oregon, Christian missionaries very
promptly decided that there was no uncertainty about their

ma.ster's claim ; and it is an historical fact, that before there

was an organized government for his protection, the mis-

sionary had reared his humble dwelling and consecrated

it with prayer. We have loved to think of this, not only
as a striking characteristic of our age, but also as an omen
of good to our sister State, that when England and Ame-
rica were eager for it, Christianity, without prejudicing or

forestalling the rights of either, claimed it as her own
;

when the Lion and the Eagle were exchanging angry
glances across its threshold, the Dove flew in between,
bearing not the olive branch of peace alone, but, better

still, a branch from the tree of life.

Prof. Guyot, in his excellent work on Physical Geogra-
phy, mentions il as a striking instance of providential adap-

tation, that the range of mountains which runs down our
western shore, did not run along our eastern coast, the

coast which looks towards Europe, as the eifect would
most probably have been to delay, for centuries perhaps,

the settlement of this continent. But is not a recent page
in our history equally marked by a wise arrangement?
When the westward wave of population had just reached
the base of that great natural wall, and we began, accus-

tomed though we certainly were to rapid progress and
change, to think it would surely pause there and take time
to rise to the level of that barrier and flow over its summit,
almost at that precise moment a cry was heard in the val-

ley beyond, which set in motion some of the swiftest and
strongest impulses of our nature, and immediately, as in a
dream, that vast wilderness became a nation. And we
now stand at that critical, that almost thrilling moment of
our history, when our free institutions look upon two
oceans, and a zone over the whole continent is ours

; ours

not surely for purposes of holiday display or thoughtless

declamation, but ours for a marked effect, not only on our
times, but on all time. It will be happy for us as a people

if one effect of our missionary enterprize shall be to make
us prize, more than ever before, the influences and institu-

tions of that pure faith wtiich, even in an earthly sense, is

for the healing of the nations. We would then harbor no
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fear Ihat any weapon forntied against us would prosper.

We would as little fear that any, or that all, of the restless

or v.iolent nations of the earth would make a successful

onset against us, as that the " Ijrnte creation would rise in

rebellion against mankind, and try the force of horns and
hoofs against reason and the laws of God's creation." And
who, seeing the almost endless resources of our nation, who
seeing the strong throbbings of its youthful heart, its whole
frame quivering with eagerness and excitement, can repress

the involuntary wish, Let not all this power be wasted on
the earth

;
give the better portion of it a higher, a sacrjd

direction. In the great Olympian struggle of the nations,

enter a Christian athlete and run for a noble prize. Surely
it should be ours, together with our English brethren, who,
with the same origin, the same language, and the same
faith, are one with us for all great purposes, to take the

front in the long line of nations, and allure them on to the

conquest of a high and glorious destiny ; to practice our-

selves and recite to others, the songs of Christian brother-

hood and love.

Until nation after nation taught the strain,

Earih rolls the rapturous ilosannah round. < ..

Perhaps no one ever spent a serious hour with the sub-

ject of missions on his mind, without comparing what has
been done with what still remains to be done. And here

we are often conscious of a painful reaction in our bosoms.
When listening to the reports of some good men who
"rapt into future times," speak of the triumph as if all ac-

complished, we expect almost immediately to hear the

shout which will herald in the world's conversion. But
when we are met, as we soon will be, by the awful fact

that measured by their highest purposes and objects, mis-
sions have as yet but gathered a leaf here and there from
a stately tree, or rather from a forest of such trees ; when
we remember that wisdom's ways are yet but thinly tra-

velled in heathen or even in Christian lands, we feel as if

an imposition had been practised upon our feelings and
our judgments. Just at this point the strong mind of John
Foster gave way, and he fell into doubts which it would
have been well for his own peace if he had banished, and
well for the cause he surely loved if he had never divul-

ged. This is a memorable though not solitary case, and
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may teach ns, among oiher lessons, this most important

one. In that book which " explains all mysteries except its

own," there are limits which not even a Foster can venture

over with impunity, whicl\the boldest must respect, or re-

ceive as their lightest punishment a bewildered imagina-

tion.

A writer describing a simple race of men, says they

looked upon life and its duties as a battlefield,

Whose great plan and scope
They little cared to know,
Content, like men at arms, to cope
Each with his fronting foe.

This will perhnps express the spirit with which the

Church should struggle with each "fronting foe" of evil,

without waiting to trace what effect each single effort will

have on the grand result. We must not wait with the

precious seed in our hand to ask, before we scatter them,

the omniscient and omnipotent one, how many ot them he
will bring to fruit, or how many and which pat ticular ones

he will allow the cold, eartlily soil to kill.

It is a point now exercising the minds of many, whether
a period of great light and enlargement may not be near

at hand to the Church. When, and how, shall the end of

this great struggle be? On this question, which has such
attraction to many in our day, I have not a word to say.

Having suggested to your minds many familiar thoughts,

I wish to close with one more familiar still, and leave your
thoughts revolving around a more absorbing question, or

suhjpct rather, for it is not a question. What shall the

end be? Not only is it possible to speak with confidence

here, but it is irreverence, it is blasphemy, to speak of it in

any other tone than confidence and certainty. Darkness
which no eye but one can pierce, rests on that great contest

between good and evil, of which our world is at once the

subject and the theatre. But the end, whether to come a
century or a thousand centuries hence, the end is radiant

with the light poured on it by the sure word of prophecy.

This contest, tedious and protracted as it may seem to be,

has all along been hastening, is hastening still, to an ap-

pointed end. The world has a Moral Governor, and he
"sits on no precarious throne." He may come in haste to

close this great controversy, or may wait until a profane
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and infidel world shall assail the Church in days to come
as it has in days that are gone, with the taunting question,

Where is the promise of His approach ? But whether the

end come speedily or tarry, of one thing let the Church
ana the world rest assured, it will not come too late, too

late for the relief and rescue of those w^ho, in His name,
are struggling against His enemies and theirs

;
too late for

the integrity of that empire which spreads through all

space and extends through all eternity, or too late for the

full and triumphant vindication of all the " ways of God to

man." The temple of evil has been permitted to stand for

nearly six thousand years on the domain of the Lord of

Life. There have never been wanting a few faithful fol-

lowers to hurl an imprecation at it in his name. But after

spending all their fury on it, leaving it apparently unharm-
ed, they have fallen, generation after generation, and per-

ished at its base, And to-night it throws its dark shadow
over far more than half the human race. But that temple,

gigantic as it is in all its proportions, venerable as it is with
age, crowded as it is with worshippers, is built with perish

able material, and must fall. The weakest believer will

yet stand, entire, on its ruins and lift up his exulting voice

to sing, He hath done all things well.
Young Gentlemen, you hope to dedicate your lives to

the service of Christianity ; not because it produces the

perishable effects we have noticed, but because it is a reve-

lation of that name which is above every name. It w ould

perhaps be needless for any one, it would certainly be in-

appropriate for me, to remind you that the positions you
are soon to occupy are higher than any of the eminences

of the earth. Let me rather breathe an earnest wish, that

He who has called you to this great work, may fully pre-

pare you for it. and abundantly prosper you in it. May
you find His strength to be sufficient for you, even when
you come to stand in that

Awful post,

In which the best and worthiest tremble most'
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ARTICLE VI.

NECROLOGY.

Under this title we propose to give to our readers the biogra-

phies of some of those men whose pious labours have laid the

foundations of the Church in our Southern Zion. We commence

with the following Memoir of

Sill

'% i: vi

IS'I

I

:P

THE REV. JAMES WHITE STEPHENSON, D. D.

Of the many distinguished men whom a wise and be-

neficent Providence granted as a rich boon to our country,

during the last century, none, doubdess, rank higher in the

sphere of usefulness than the Ministers of the Gospel.

The names of Davies, Whitefield. the Tennents, Blair,

Smith, Edwards, Witherspoon, and many others, will be

handed down to posterity as worthy contemporaries, in ad-

vancing the cause of religious liberty, of Hancock, Adams,
Franklin, and Washington. In natural, intellectual might,

ardent piety, and fervent zeal for the upbuilding of Zion,

even admitting their inferiority in extensive erudition, they
were not a whit behind their illustrious Puritan predeces-

sors of the preceding century. Though they gave not to

the world the learned and ponderous folios of Owen and
Baxter, they did that which was not less important to the

great cause of evangelical Christianity. In physical en-

ergy, self-denying exertion, and eminent godliness, they

have been excelled by none perhaps since the days of the

Apostles. And their labors were not in vain, either for

the Church or the State. It is supposed, on good grounds,

that the youthful Davies, by his masterly discourses, of

which Patrick Henry was a hearer for eleven years, un-

consciously enkindled the latent fire, and afforded the mo-
del of the eloquence of that great statesman, and thus laid

the foundation of his future fame and usefulness. And
the mighty influence exerted by these men in the Acade-
my, in the Pulpit, and in their godly example, on the minds
of the youth of the colonies, preparing them for the great

problem of self-government, and thus moulding the future

character and destiny of this Republic, can never be fully
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known and appreciated until the secrets of all hearts are

revealed in the day of final reckoning.

It is true that in the production of the heart and mind
we have some specimens which will not suffer by a com-
parison with those of any age and country. The sermons
of Samuel Davies, written and preached in the wilds of

Virginia, and which, under God, were instrumental in lay-'

ing the foundation of Presbyterianism in that colony, are

justly regarded as among the best in the English language.

The profound metaphysical disquisitions of Edwards, com-
pleted amidst the arduous and responsible duties of a pas-

tor, astonished the most astute philosophers of the old

world, and must ever be ranked with the very highest

achievements of the human mind.
But it is not in this field of usefulness that we are to

expect the champions of gospel truth, in this country, to

compare as a body with the theological giants of former

days. But while many of them were denied the advant-

ages of a thorough University training, such as their trans-

atlantic brethren enjoyed, they nevertheless evinced not

the less zeal, power and success, on that account, in ad-

vancing the cause of their Divine Master. Their motto

seems to have been, "He that winneth souls is wise," and
it was their happy distinction to turn to the best account
those talents which their Lord had entrusted to them.
They found themselves called less to the duty of writing

Theological Systems and learned Defences of the Truth,
than of profitably using those already prepared for them.

The battles against Romanism, heartless Formalism, and
the various schools of error, had been fought before for

them, and they could see clearly how to make a profitable

use of the armour placed in their hands.

The labors appropriate to the American ministers of the

eighteenth century, were, to a great extent, missionary la-

bors. Their warfare was not so much against heresies as

the powers of darkness in general. And from the dangers
of flood and forest, the self-denying labors of carrying the

gospel to the savage tribes, and from the pains of fine and
imprisonment for conscience sake, they did not shrink.

Like the Apostles of old, they assiduously preached Christ

and him crucified, from house to house, and from one pro-

vince to another. The days of Whitefield, Davies, and
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theTennents, were days of wonder in God's earthly Zion.

Seed was ihen sown broadcast through this wilderness

land, which, like the dragon's teeth of Cadmus, sprang up
and produced a noble band of heroes in the army of the

Lord of Hosts.

Among the number of those ministers whose praise is in

all the Churches, it is no more than a matter of justice to

reckon that esteemed servant of God, whose name stands

at ttie head of this article. The parents of James White
Stephenson were from Lancaster county, Pennsylvania,

and of the Scotch-Irish stock, and composed a part of

that large body of Presbyterians that emigrated south ward
and settled in Virginia and the Carolinas during the latter

half of the last century. Leaving the scenes of their early

associations an hundred years ago, they halted and sojourn-

ed for a period of two or three years in Augusta county,

Virginia, where, in 1756, the subject of this memoir was
born. Soon after this event, they removed to Lancaster
district, S. C, and settled near the old Waxhaw Church,
where they spent the remainder of their earthly pilgrim-

age. In this field their son began that career of useful-

ness which was destiiied to be, in no ordinary degree, sig-

nal and protracted. Of his youthful days and early man-
hood, but little is now known, but judging from his^ubse-

quent life, and the character of his parents, his early train-

ing was in strict accordance with the customs of the Pres-

byterians of those times. Taught the infant prayer, the

Catechism, and the word of God, and the reverence of the

Sabbath and the Sanctuary, ii is not a matter of wonder
that he was faithful, during the whole of his protracted

pastorate, in exercising the people of his charge in the

same duties.

Where and under what instructor of youth he obtained
his first knowledge of the Latin and Greek languages, can-
not at this distant day be ascertained. The late Judge
Smith, of this State, but more recently of AlabaiTia, is

known to have been one of his fellow students and associ-

ates in early life. The advantages of a College curriculum,
such as are now liberally afforded to young men, he never
enjoyed

; and it has been a matter of doubt with his friends

whether he entered College at all, as there remain no fami-

ly records to attest the fact. An aged and venerable Elder
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of the Church, however, who yet remembers well the early-

days of that institution, feels certain that he entered the

Mount Zion College at Winnsboro', at the same time with

the Rev. Humphrey Hunter, D. D., in 1785, and after pass-

ing through the usual course, obtained his diploma there.

Many, we know, were the gifted and successful Ministers

of the Word, who completed their literary course, and ob-

tained their College honors, from that Institution, then un-

der the direction of the Rev. Thomas H. McCaule. And
upon unquestionable living authority, we may safely regard

Mr. Stephenson as one of its alumni, together with the

Rev. Messrs. Robert McCulloch, Wm. C. Davis, James
Wallis, Humphrey Hunter, Robt. B. Walker, David Dun-
lap, John B. Kennedy, S. W. Yongue, John Robinson,

Wm. G. Roseboro, John Cousar, John B. Davies, William
Dargan, and some others, who graduated there during the

first eight years of the existence of the College.

But Mount Zion College, with a perpetual charter and
fully empowered to confer degrees, was, like Fag's Manor
and the Log College al Neshaminy, merely an Academy
of high order. These were the kind of institutions that

sprang up from the necessities of that early period, before

the country was prepared to furnish the funds for the en-

dowment of larger schools of learning, or literary men,
apart from the ministerial profession, to fill their profes-

sorial chairs. Notwithstanding these disadvantages, how-
ever, the men who obtained their whole literary and sci-

entific knowledge from these sources, did not rank so far

below the graduates of the present day as is generally

supposed. That many of them were learned, and pro-

foundly so, admits not of a doubt. Though their course

of studies was not so extended, they were decidedly more
accurate in what they attempted ; what they lacked in one
respect they made up to a great extent in another.

A glance at the history of the past will demonstrate the

truth of this, especially in regard to the study of the Latin
and Greek languages. In the classical schools of the last

century, the writer is assured, from positive testimony, the

Latin tongue was made, at an early stage of progress, the

only medium of communication between the teacher and
his pupils during the hours of school. And the late Presi-

dent, S. S. Smith, of Princeton, informs us that in his pre-
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para tory course, at no advanced period of proficiency, a
violation of grammatical rules, or even striking idiomatic

errors, were made subject to discipline.

On this point we are not a loss for authority of the most
weighty character. The late Dr. Miller, one of those links

but a little while ago severed, which connected us back to

the past century, thus speaks :

" The classical literature, especially, which was possessed by
the Tennenfcs, the Allisons, and the Blairs, at that period, was
much more deep and accurate than is commonly acquired at the

present day by most American scholais. They received it from

the best European sources, and their first pupils, like themselves,

were generally well educated and instructed, and bore no mean
resemblance to the literary stature of their masters."

Again:

—

" Many persons are apt to suppose that the race of divines

who flourished in our country seventy or eighty years ago, though
pious and excellent men, had a very scanty supply of books, and
in many cases a still more scanty education, compared with the

divines of later years, and especially of the present day. This

opinion is not only erroneous, but grossly so. Those venerable

fathers of the American Cliurch were more deeply learned than

most of their sons. They read more, and thought more, than

we are ready to imagine. The greater part of the books of an-

cient learning and ponderous erudition which are now to be found
on this side of the Atlantic, were imported and studied by these

great and good men. Original works are actually in fewer hands
in our day, compared with the number of readers, than in theirs.

They read solidly and deeoly ; we hang over compends and in-

dexes. They studied systematically as well as extensively
;
our

reading is more desuhory, as well as more superficial. We have
more of the belles lettres polish

;
but as biblical critics, and as

profound theologians, we must undoubtedly yield to them the

palm of excellence."*

Our readers are perhaps not prepared to receive, with-

out a degree of caution, that a large proportion of the most
learned and distinguished men in our Church, to whom re-

ference is made in the above quotation, were not gradu-
ates of Harvard and Yale, or of the Scotch and Irish Uni-
versities, but from the country Academies, conducted for

r- i?i
* Life of Dr. Rodgers, pp. 25-26.
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the most part by a single man. And we hazard the opin-

ion that had the squeamish sentimentaHty which so sadly

afflicts the Church at the present day, making it absolutely

necessary for a man to be from a particular University and
Theological Seminary, prevailed a century ago, Davies and
Finley had never been consecutive Presidents of Nassau
Hall, and that too immediately succeeding the mightiest

genius of the age; nor had Rodgers ever attained to the

distinction which accrued to him as pastor of the first

Presbyterian Church in New York.
But such were the men who, under God, were furnished

to the Church by Fag's Manor, Log College, Mount Zion,

and kindred institutions. They were raised up for a spe-

cific purpose, and were great in spite of all the difficulties

that lay before them. Like Richard Baxter, under the

promptings of an unconquerable desire for knowledge, and
this in order that they might consecrate it to the glory of

God, they allowed no impediments nor discouragements to

damp the ardour of their pursuits.

Such a man was the subject of this memoir. Thougli
destitute of the learned instructions and richly stored

libraries of the Seminaries of the present age, he never-

theless, by dint of persevering application, made himself

an accomplished scholar and profound theologian. The
first notice that we are able to obtain of him, at this re-

mote period, after passing from the peaceful shades of the

Academy, is in the capacity of Principal of a classical

school, over which he presided for some years, in the

vicinity of the old Waxhaw Church. Here the future

hero and President, Andrew Jackson, while a boy, was one
of his pupils. This circumstance, as may reasonably be
supposed, was not forgotten in after life, when teacher and
scholar met in the West, whither both emigrated, and re-

counted the trying scenes of earlier days; and where both

lived not far from each other, to an advanced age of more
than ordinary usefulness, and alike died in the triumphs of

a common faith.

But as it was Mr. Stephenson's lot to be brought into the

world amid " wars and rumors of wars,'' so he was des-

tined to spend no small part of his early life in those fear-

ful and bloody scenes which, under God, resulted in throw-

ing off the British yoke and securing the liberties of the
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country. The Scotch-Irish of that day were mostly Pres-

byterians, and the Presbyterians were generally the friends

of liberty, because their faith made them so; and they

hated the tyrant because the tyrant had persecuted them
in the mother country on account of their religion. It

would have been hardly a possible thing, then, for an ath-

letic young man of 24 years, of such a race of people, to

escape his share of the dangers and duties, which fell to

the lot of all, in this trying crisis. And accordingly when
the war of the Revolution invaded South Carolina, Mr.

Stephenson broke up his school and joined the standard of

liberty, which he followed until the return of peace. With
one of his brothers, he joined the army under the command
of Ger)eral Sumpter, and participated in the buttles at

Blackstock's, Hanging Rock, and some other engagements.
In one of these fearful scenes, while the battle raged and
the messengers of death flew thick around, a bail from the

enemy struck the breech of his gun and broke it off, and
then glancing, killed the man that stood next to him. On
another occasion, it becam" his duty, in turn, to stand as

sentinel at a certain place, but being indisposed that night,

a fellow-soldier kindly volunteered to take his place, who
was shot dead at his post. Thus in two striking instances

a watchful, overruling Providence saved him from the

shafts of death and preserved him for great and manifold
usefulness ni after life. A long and arduous warfare was
before him, the weapons of which are not carnal, and
there was no furlough nor discharge till that was accom-
plished.

Mr. Stephenson being a man of peace as well as of sin-

gular modesty, was seldom known in after life to speak of

the part which he took in these bloody and dangerous
scenes, contrary to a general characteristic of old soldiers,

and especially of those who participated in the Revolu-
tionary struggle. He even manifested a dislike to convers-

ing about them, and but for th^ interest taken in them by
some who were his companions and fellow-soldiers, the

everus would probably have sunk into oblivion.

After the return of peace, he was induced, by a mandate
which he dared not disregard, to direct his attention to that

warfare, the reward of which is on high. The energies of

his mind were then diverted from secular pursuits to a
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speedy and thorough preparation for the Gospel Ministry.

Having passed the usual course at Mount Zion College, as

has been already stated, he applied himself to the study of

Theology, but under what instructor we have not been
able to ascertain. After completing his studies preparatory,

and submitting tlienecessary pans of trial, he was licensed

in 1789, by ttie Presbytery of South Carolina, then em-
bracing the entire territory of the State, and soon after ac-

cepted a call to the pastoral charge of the Bethel and In-

diantown Churches, in Williamsburg District. .

Before proceeding to give an account of the ministry of
Mr. Stephenson, it will be necessary to advert briefly to

the history of the Churches, and the condition of the field

in which he was called to labor. This is not only desira-

ble as a matter of important information, but really neces-

sary, in order fully to delineate the character of the man
and the success of his labors in the ministry.

A few years previous to this time, the Williamsburg
Church had been greatly distracted on account of the al-

leged doctrinal errors and unministerial conduct of the act-

ing pastor, the Rev. Samuel Kennedy, a native of Ireland.

This Church, which had been regularly constituted at

least as early as 1736, had been signally blessed with a
succession of able and godly ministers and pious and ex-

emplary people, who inherited largely of the pure laith and
walk of their fathers, the Covenanters of Scotland. And
through the blessing of God on this Church, a number of

the other Churches on Black River had been formed of

colonies from it. But for some years previous to the Revo-
lution, large numbers of Presbyterians immigrated from
the North of Ireland, and joined it, who were less strict in

doctrine and practice. And during nearly the whole pe-

riod of the war, it remained vacant, from its former puslor,

the Rev. Thomas Kennedy, having gone on a visit to Ire-

land, from whence he never returned. This long period

of destitution of the means of grace, and the evils conse-

quent upon a state of war, in which the District of Wil-

liamsburg was fiercely engaged, proved, as might be ex-

pected, in a high degree unfavorable to the increase of

piety in the Church. In this condition the Church was
found when the Rev. Samuel Kennedy was invited to the

pastoral care ot it, for the limited term of three years. In
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a very little time, however, Mr. K. began to preach doc-

trines at variance with the acknowledged tenets of the

Presbyterian Church ; and his life not being of that strictly

exemplary character which had distinguished their former

ministers, the descendants of the original founders of the

Church began earnestly to demand his removal. But be-

ing now in the minority, their remonstrances were in vain.

Mr. Kennedy was not only retained the three years origi-

nally stipulated for, but continued by the majority for a
longer period. The minority now despairing of all hope
of redress, determined to devote to destruction that which
they were unable to rescue from what they deemed dese-

cration. The zeal that laid the plan soon carried it into

execution. And, according to a previous understanding,

the dissatisfied party met one morning in the month of

August, 1786, with about one hundred negro men, and in

a few hours the entire Church building was razed to the

ground and the materials removed from the spot. The
pulpit, which, as tradition relates, is the same that now
stands in the old Church devoted to the use of the blacks,

was carried a distance of three miles and concealed in a
barn.

The consequences of these violent proceedings were a
rupture in the Church, a wasting law suit, and lasting and
bitter animosity between the two parties. The minority,

with Jehu-like zeal, having completed their work of de-

struction, withdrew, leaving the majority in possession of

the name and property of the Williamsburg Church, and
were in a short time regularly organized by the Rev. James
Edmonds, of Cliarleston, and took the name of the Bethel

Church. To the pastoral charge of this Church, in con-

nexion with that of the Indiantown, Mr. Stephenson, then

a licentiate, was called. Mr. Kennedy, a short time after

the schism, removed into North Carolina, where he died,

and the Rev. James Malcomson, a native of Ireland, was
named as his successor. The ordination of Mr. Stephen-
son took place some t\me between the meeting of Synod in

1790 and 1791, and he is first reported by Presbytery in

the Fall of the latter year.

The foregoing statement wiil enable us to form a pretty

correct idea of the delicacy of the position in which the

young licentiate was placed, and the difficulties he would
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be called to contend with. But it is a fact that reflects

highly in his favor, as a prudent and pious man, that

amid all the rancour of feeling which existed between the

Churches, no breath of slander was ever blown against

him, and no controversy ever arose between him and the

pastor and people of the other congregation. To avoid a
collision of some sort with the two bodies worshipping, as

they did, only about fifty paces distant from each other,

and separated only by a di^tch, the trace of which is yet

plainly visible, required a no ordinary degree of piety and
circumspection.

On the 4ih of August, 1791, Mr. Stephenson was united

in marriage with Miss Elizabeth James, a pious and excel-

lent lady, and well qualified for the important station

which, in the providence of God, she was called to fill

;

and her memory is still cherished by some who were per-

sonally acquainted with her. She was the daughter of

Major John James, who was celebrated for the active part

which he took in the Revolutionary struggle, and particu-

larly for the daring feat of knocking down Capt. Ardeisoflf,

a British officer, in Georgetown, with a chair.

This union was of short duration. Mrs. Stephenson
died on the 29th of July, 1793, and her mortal remains re-

pose beside those of her father, in the Indiantown grave-

yard. The marble that marks her resting place bears the

following inscription

:

In Memory of

Mrs. Elizabeth Stephenson,

Consort of the Rev. James W. Stephenson,

who departed this life

July 29th, 1793,

aged 24 years.

After this bereavement, Mr. Stephenson devoted the un-
tiring energies of his life, nndividedly, to the service of his

Divine Master. In the duties of preaching the word, pas-

toral visitation, and catechising both old and young, he
was faithful and assiduous. And his labors were not in

vain in the Lord. Ever living near the mercy seat him-
self, it was his blessed privilege to see his people following
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his example. The praying minister was blessed with a
praying people. At one time, according to his own testi-

mony, ihere were forty-five families in which the morning
and evening sacrifice was regularly offered up,in the Bethel

congregation alone. Few such pastors and congregations,

it is feared, are to be found at the present day. His suc-

cess in catechetical instruction was eminently happy, and
the influence of his labors in this respect are not soon to

pass away. An aged member of the Church, yet living,

is accustomed to relate the following anecdote, illustrative

of the felicitous maimer in which he instructed th» youth
of his charge, and the reverential awe with which he was
regarded by them. The question propounded was, " What
is sin?" And the prompt answer of the trembling youth
was, "Sin is the offering up of our desires unto God, for

things agreeable to his will." The very wide mistake was
corrected by the interrogator in so pleasing and amiable a
manner, as to remove all embarrassment and fear, and lead

the boy, by the exercise of his own mind, to the correct

answer.

In the reproval of vice, as well as its removal, Mr. Ste-

phenson was not less successful than in the more welcome
functions of his office. A number of pernicious practices

were found prevalent in the congregations when he entered

upon his duties in them, which he felt conscientiously

boinid to correct, trusting to God for the consequences.

The principal of these were dancing, horse-racing, and
treating at funerals. It is a fact well known to all who
are conversant with the history of the Church in the last

century, that the practice of drinking at the burial of the

dead, prevailed to a melancholy extent ; and not a few in-

stances are given of ministers being disciplined for indulg-

ing too freely on such occasions. And too frequently the

livii^g were not sufficiently sober to follow with becoming
decorum their departed friends to the grave. The people,

convinced by the warning voice of their pastor, put an end
to the practice. Another monster evil which he was suc-

cessful in opposifjg was horse-racing, usually followed by
music and dancing, and kindred amusements. Regarding
the'^e as wholly inconsistent with Christian character, he
ceased not to denounce them as such until they were
mostly discontinued. And it is but justice to state, that to
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Mr. Stephenson belongs the honor, so far as it is known,
of commencing, in this part of the country, the benevolent

work of evangehzing the negroes, and preventing them
from laboring on the Sabbath for themselves, as they had
too generally been permitted to do.

) As Mr. Stephenson was a man of eminent piety, and
deeply imbued with the spirit of his Divine Master, it is

not wonderful that he partook eagerly of the revival spirit.

And in the remarkable outpourings of the Spirit, with
which the Churches throughout the land were blessed in

the early part of the present century, the congregations of
his charge shared most bountifully. Many still living re-

member the scenes of that eventful period—a period when,
from the general prevalence of infidel sentiments, both in

Europe and America, the hearts of the stoutest " trembled

for the ark of God ;'' but when the Almighty, in a most
signal manner, overthrew the power of his enemies, and
made his own name glorious.

Thus the Word of God prospered more and more under
the ministry of Mr. Stephenson, until the congregations

under his care became large and abundantly ablp to sup-

port the Gospel. In 1802, Bethel Church was reported to

the General Assembly as having 104 communicants, and
Indiantown 96. In this prosperous condition of the Church-
es, the pastor and a number of his people began to turn

their attention to the favorable openings in the West, and
forthwith determined on carrying the light of gospel truth

into that wilderness region. With their minister in com-
pany, about twenty families emigrated to Maury county,

Tennessee, and jointly purchased a large tract of land, be-

longing to the heirs of General Greene, of Revolutionary
fame. There they erected the tabernacle of the Lord in

the wilderness, and organized the Zion Church, about five

miles from Columbia.
Mr. Stephenson preached his valedictory discourse 'in

Indiantown Church on the 28th of February, 1808, afid

on the 3d of March following set out on his journey to the

West. On the 20th of May of the same year, he was
again united in marriage to Mrs. Mary Fleming, a mem-
ber of his own Church, and one of the emigration from
Williamsburg. In this new field of labor, he exercised his

ministry with zeal and fidelity, and his popular talents as

Vol. VI.—No. 1. 8
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a preacher of the gospel, combined with the intelh'gence

and piety of the people of his charge, soon attracted the

favorable notice and secured the friendship of some of the

most prominent men of the State, among whom were the

Hon. Felix Grundy and Andrew Jackson.

But Mr. Stephenson still lived in the affections of an ex-

tensive acquaintance, which he had left behind him. He
was not forgotten by the friends of former years, though
his voice was heard by them no more. And in 1815, the

Board of Trustees of the South Carolina College, rightly

appreciating his worth, on motion of Chancellor James,
conferred upon him the well-merited degree of Doctor of

Divinity. Nor was he less esteemed, nor less useful, in the

State of his more recent adoption. He was, during life,

President of the Maury County Bible Society, and a life

member of most of the National Benevolent Associations

of the day. At an early period, he ardently espoused the

cause of Foreign Missions, and made the Chickasaw
schools, under the Rev. T. C. Stuart, the particular ob-

jects of his fostering influence and support. Being blest

with a strong physical constitution, he enjoyed almost un-

interrupted health, and is believed never to have been pre-

vented attending upon the services of the sanctuary until

near the close of his life. He continued to discharge his

pastoral duties until old age and debility admonished him
that the time of his departure was near; and for about a
year before his death, he was assisted by the Rev. James
M. Arnell, who was unanimously chosen as his successor,

and who has recently followed him to his reward on high.

At length having "served his generation by the will of

God, he fell on sleep, and was laid unto his fathers." On
the 6th of January, 1832, he rested from his labors, at the

advanced age of 7^^ having been the pastor of a portion of

his congregation for more than forty two years.

Dr. Stephenson, in personal appearance, was tall and of

commanding proportions, and from a uniform solemnity

and dignity of manners, always secured the profound re-

spect of his people. His style of preaching was instructive,

plain and pointed, always earnest and often eloquent. It

might with truth be said of him, as it was of Baxter:

" He preached as though he ne'er would preach again,

Preached as a dying man to dying men."

p'l
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He delighted to present truth in the language of the Holy
Ghost ; and the Scripture quotations with which his dis-

courses abounded every where throughout, glittered like

gems on the dark ground of his own phraseology. He
was seldom ever known to conclude a sermon, even to be-

hevers, without a pungent and pathetic appeal to the un-
converted, generally closing with the words of the prophet
Isaiah, "Seek ye the Lord while he may be found, call ye
upon him while he is near," &c.
He studied and wrote much, leaving behind him several

hundred sermons in MS. only two or three of which were
ever published. Could not some fiiend who heard them
delivered, make a selection from the mass and give a vol-

ume of them to the public ?

Dr. Stephenson died as he lived, in full hope of a blessed

immortality. The closing scene of his life, says one who
knew him long and intimately, " was all that the Christian

could desire to see; his hope was strong and bright, and
his faith unwavering. The young of his charge who visit-

ed him, he earnestly and affectionately urged to seek the

one thing needful; the more advanced in life he exhorted
to give more diligence, to make their calling and election

sure." Be went down to "the grave in a full age, like as

a shock of corn cometh in his season." And as his mortal

life was long and useful, doubtless the crown of his re-

joicing is bright and glorious, and gemmed with many
stars. He sleeps about the centre of the Zion Church bu-

rying ground, and around him, on every side, lie the re-

mains ot the patriarchs that removed from Williamsburg.

Of that band of pilgrims, who, near half a century ago,

crossed the AUeghanies, and boldly plunged into a savage
wilderness, not one that was the head of a family now re-

mains. With their beloved ministeir, they have gone to

their reward on high, where together " they sing the song
of Moses and the Lamb." Together, too, their bodies shall

sleep till the resurrection morning, when they shall be

called up to bear witness for each other, and to receive

from the glorious Judge the crown of righteousness which
shall be given to all them that love his appearing.

Such was the life and character of James White Ste-

phenson. His name, with that of Reese, Edmonds, and a

long list of others, is embalmed in the hearts of multitudes
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yet living. Let the Church pray that their mantle, like

that of Elijah; may fall upon the youth of our Zioii, that

many, like them, may be raised up, to stand in then- places,

and copy their example in generations to come.

MEMOIR OF THE LATE REV'D. THOMAS REESE, D. D,,

OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

Dr. Thomas Reese was born in Pennsylvania in the

year 1742. When young he came with his parents to

Mecklenburg county, North Carolina, and commenced his

classical studies under the direction of the Rev'd. Joseph,

Alexander and a Mr. Benedict, who had charge of an
academy in Mecklenburg county, and which was then the

only one within the distance of 100 miles. Having com-
pleted his academical education, he entered the Junior

class in Princeton College, and graduated during the Pres-

idency of the late Dr. John Witherspoon in the year 1768.

After a proper course of theological studies, he commenced
preaching, and accepted a call from Salem church, Sumter
district. South Carolina. At this place he resided during

the early part of the revolutionary war. The state of

society at this period was such, that violence and misrule

had usurped the place of law and order ; and not only the

civil, but the religious rights of the community had been
invaded. This was more especially the case, during the

years 1780 and 1781, a period in the history of South Car-

olina, truly distressing to the philanthropist, and much
more so to the christian. From the surrender of Charles-

ton, all public education was suspended, and soon after all

public worship was discontinued, most of the town and
country churches were burned, or made depots for the

stores of the enemy ; and in some instances appropriated

to more improper uses. In a camp where there was no
permanency, and but little rest, there was no place for

chaplains, and at home even pious pastors were insecure
;

consequently as the more prudent course they generally

went into exile. Among the latter was the subject of this

memoir. It was in his congregation, that the murders per-

petrated by Harrison of Tory memory and his followers
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commenced, and the respectable members of his flock fell

victims to civil rage. Had he gone about to administer

comfort out of his own family, it would have been termed
sedition, and Dr. Reese would have made himself a vol-

untary martyr. He took the wiser course of retiring be-

fore the storm, and went with his family to Mecklenburg,

N. C, where he continued to preach under many priva-

tions. After the peace of 1782, he returned to his congre-

gation in Salem, and pursued his duties with an ardor and
diligence, rarely exceeded in South Carolina. He amassed
a large fund of useful knowledge in divinity, moral phi-

losophy, and other branches of science auxiliary to the

formation of a complete theologian. He then began and
completed his admirable essay on the influence of religion

in civil society. He pursued the argument through a va-

riety of relations, and demonstrated from reason and his-

tory, that all human institutions are in their own nature,

and have ever been found in practice, insuflicient to pre-

serve peace and order without the sanctions of religion.

The execution of the work would have been reputable to

the pen of Warburton or Paley ; but like most American
productions of that day, it was soon neglected, and did

not pass into a second edition. It is, however, preserved

in Carey's American Museum, and will be an honorable

testimony to posterity of the literature of South Carolina

in 1788. It procured for the author the well merited de-

gree of D. D. from Princeton College, which, as far as can
be recollected, was the first instance of its being conferred

on a Carolinian.

About the year 1790 circular letters were written by Mr.
Austin, editor of the American Preacher, to distinguished

preachers of all denominations, requesting them to furnish

two sermons annually, that a selection might be made
from them, and pubhshed as specimens of pulpit eloquence

in the United States. One of these letters was addressed

to Dr. Thomas Reese, and he sent on two sermons which
were published. In the 4th volume of this excellent mis-

cellany, he appears as the only contributor South of Virgi-

nia. Among his unpublished manuscripts, were specmiens

of poetical talent, highly creditable. His farewell sermon
to his congregation in Salem, was published at the request

of his church, and is still possessed by come of the mem-

X-.
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bers of his church, and esteemed for the excellent advice
it contains. Dr. Reese was in person easy of access, a
friend to human nature, but particularly attached to men
of science and religion. With powers of mind equal to

his benevolence and piety, he justly held a conspicuous
station among eminent and good men. As a proof of the

deference paid to his talents by his brethren in religions

assemblies, he was selected by some leading men of the

Presbytery of South Carolina, on a certain occasion, to

repel the charges brought by the Rev'd. W. C. Davis in a
discourse preached before that body, in which he, Davis,

denounced all his fellow christians who owned slaves.

—

This reply of Dr. Reese met the entire approbation of the

Presbytery, and greatly mortified Davis, this early advo-
cate of abolition, in 1794. It is an able argument on the

subject of slavery, and shews how early this vexed ques-

tion had been introduced into the Southern church. It is

still extant, and in the possession of his quondam pupil.

Dr. Reese's Theological opinions were founded solely on
the authority of the scriptures, and of course Orthodox.

—

His appearance in the pulpit was graceful and dignified,

his style flowing and elegant. He was in the habit gen-

erally of writing out his sermons with great care, and sel-

dom, if ever, took the manuscript in the pulpit. His
pijeaching was of the extempore kind, adding to the ma-
ture reflections of the study, the powers of his native ora-

tory. His flowing tears, and often suppressed voice, told

the feelings of the heart, anxious only for the salvation of

souls and the glory of God. Like Paul he warned his

hearers day and night with tears. His success in his

ministerial labours, evinced the power and presence of the

Holy Spirit. It is a subject of painful regret, that the

examples of such men as Dr. Reese, Edwards, Whitfield

and others should be lost, and that their successful man-
ner of awakening and instructing their hearers, should be

supplanted by the cold and prosy reading of sermons from
the pulpit, which so effectually lulls to sleep a waiting

audience, or binds them up in the present day. Dr. Reese
was also an ardent lover of sacred music, and was careful

to have his congregation well instructed in this devotional

part of worship. His own melodious voice mingled with

those of the whole congregation, filled God's court with
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sounding praise. He did not trust this part of divine wor-

ship to a choir which, as the proxy of the congregation,

might sing praises to God
; but adopted in his teaching

the language of David in the 67th Psalm. Let all the

people praise thee O God ; repeating the injunction in the

5th verse, Let all the people praise thee O God. For
classical literature, so much decried by the superficial, he
was a great advocate, and to evince his sincerity, retained

the knowledge of the dead languages as long as he lived.

As a teacher he had a peculiar facility of communicat-
ing knowledge, and the happy talent of commanding re-

spect without severity. For a period of five or six years

of his life, and that too, past the meridian, exclusive of his

performing the regular duties of a pastor, preaching on the

Sabbath and lecturing the coloured part of his congrega-

tion, he superintended a small farm,,and attended to a
large classical school with but little assistance in the

course of the week. And it is well recollected that dur-

ing more than one season, he preached two sermons on
the Sabbath, and performed besides the other duties men-
tioned above.

Dr. Reese was " given to hospitality," and evinced his

benevolence by visiting the sick and afflicted, and reliev-

ing the wants of the poor and needy. Having read many
medical authors, and being conversant with physician*,

he had acquired a pretty general knowledge of Southern
diseases, and in his visits to the sick frequently imparted
not only spnitual consolation^ but medical aid. This was
the more acceptable, as at that time there were no physi-

cians near him. In the winter of 1792 and 1793 he re-

moved from Salem to Pendletqn district. South Carolina,

being among the first who removed from the low country
to the upper.

Having settled near Pendleton village, he took charge
of two churches, one near Seneca river, in the neighbor-

hood of Generals Pickens and Anderson, the other church
some ten or twelve miles distant. In these he laboured
some years; but the climate of the upper country not

agreeing with his constitution, his health declined. He
was attacked with Hydrolhorax in the latter part of his

life, and such was the nature of his disease, that he did

not lie down for weeks previous to his death. He bore
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this affliction with great patience and resignation to the

will of his divine Master, and died in 1796, aged 54 years.

His remains lie in the grave-yard, attached to the Old
Stone Church, near the village of Pendleton.*

, Chancellor James of South Carolina, in his life of Ma-
rion, speaking of Dr. Reese, says

:

" In contemplating the meek and unobtrusive manners of this

eminent servant of the most High, we do not hesitate to say he
was a pattern of christian charity, as nearly resembling his Di-

vine Master as has been exhibited by any of his contemporary
fellow labourers in the Gospel."

It may truly be said in conclusion, of this excellent

man, that he lived esteemed and died lamented by an ex-

tensive circle of warm and devoted friends.

J. R. WITHERSPOON.
Brookland, near Greensboro', Ala., )

6th September, 1851.
\

. ARTICLE VII.

ill

IP

REASON AND FUTURE PUNISHMENT.

There are no errors in the present generation more widely
spread, or more generally attractive to the minds of sinful

men, than those which regard the doctrine of Divine pun-
ishment for sin. Among errorists of every class, there is

a growing laxity of opinion upon this subject, which loudly

calls upon the friends of truth to gird on their armour and
stand in defence of the right ; and this right should be de-

* EPITAPH OF THE REv'd. THOMAS REESE, D. D.

Here rest the remains of the Rev'd. Thomas Reese, D. D., a native of
Pennsylvania, who departed this life in the hopes of a blessed immortality,

in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and ninety-six, aged 54
yeai's. He was pastor of Salem church, Black River, about 20 years* He
was then chosen pastor of Hopewell and Carmel congrejjations, and died a
few years after. Exemplary in all the social relations of life, as a son, hus-
band, father and citizen, he Hved esteemed and beloved, and died lament-

ed. His talents as a writer and preacher were of a highly respectable grade,

and were always directed to promote the virtue and happiness of his fellow-

men.
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fended by every weapon of legitimate warfare. In former
struggles, it has generally been deemed sufficient to draw
our weapons of defence from the armory of God's word

;

and thus we would ever do, for we know no more effective

thoughts to reach the conscience of sinful man, than the

simple declarations of the scriptures. But it is also well

to meet eriorists upon their own ground, and beat them at

their own game. "Benaiah, the son of Jehoiada, slew an
Egyptian, a man of great stature, five cubits high ;

and in

the Egyptian's hand was a spear like a weaver's beam

;

and he went down to him with a staff and plucked the

spear out of the Egyptian's hand, and slew him with his

own spear." The time has been when even infidels, pro-

fessing to take reason as their guide, did not deny the doc-

trine of Future Punishment; and when Universalists ap-

pealed to the Bible as proving their tenet. To a great ex-

tent the matter is altersd now. Universalists deny the in-

spiration of the Scriptures and refuse to be bound by their

teachings upon this subject ; and the advocates of Reason,
as a sufficient guide in religious truth, agree with them in

rejecting the doctrine of future punishment. It is, there-

fore, not improper for us to make the appeal they demand,
and ask Reason what are her serious responses concerning

a Judgment in the world to come.
If we enter into the inquiry, what views do the infi-

dels of our day entertain upon the subject of future pun-
ishment to the soul of man, we would be generally, if not

strictly correct to affirm that none of them believe in future

punishment at all. We have said the case was formerly

different even with the deist. Lord Herbert, of Cherbury,
in reducing what he calls his universal religion to five

articles, gives the fifth thus : "That there are rewards for

good men and punishments for bad men in a future state ;"

or, as he sometimes expresseth it, " both here and here-

after."* To the same purpose Mr. Blount, in the Oracles

of Reason, says

:

" There are many arguments from reason and philosophy to

prove the immortality of the soul, together with its rewards and
punishments ; but that there is no argument of greater weight

with him than the absolute necessity and convenience that it

Leland's Deist, "Writers, 1, 5.
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should be so, as well to complete the justice of God as to perfect

the happiness of man, not only in this world but in that which is

to come."* '

But as one generation of deists does in no wise feel

bound to adopt the opinions of a previous age ;
as their

views are constantly changing and constantly deteriorat-

ing, for error always grows worse and worse, so we think

we are not wrong in our statement that infidels in our day
generally disbelieve in future punishment. No one of them
will ever be found arguing in its favor, and many of them
professedly reject the Bible on this very ground, that it

teaches the doctrine of eternal punishment. This is not

indeed a new objection against the Scriptures. As long

ago as the days of Lord Bolingbroke, it was urged as an
advantage of the prevalence of his sentiments that " /Ae

burning lake would disappearJ^t But as an objection to

the Scriptures, this doctrinal reason is now more univer-

sally urged. It is not unlikely that the influence of Uni-

versalism as a heresy of those that profess to believe the

Bible, may have led infidels more boldly and commonly to

deny all future punishment. They are ashamed to be less

liberal than those who call themselves liberal Christians.

And as we have intimated, the advocates of Universalism
have become so liberal, that wliile they claim the name of

Christians, they surrender not only the doctrine of future

everlasting rewards and punishments, but such vital doc-

trines of Christianity as the atonement of Christ and the

inspiration of the Scriptures. The alliance between heresy

and infidelity has become so close in our day, as to justify

the propriety of an appeal to just and reasonable princi-

ples, apart from the sacred Scriptures, as indicating and
corroborating the doctrine of the Bible upon this important

subject.

Before we commence the discussion, we may make the

obvious remark, that every sinful man who forms an opin-

ion upon this subject, makes himself a judge in his own
case. For, as a sinner, he decides upon the rectitude of a
penalty in which he himself is liable to be involved. The
probability is then that his judgment will be biassed to a

decision favorable to his own case, and to the denial of a

*Leland, 1,323.

t Letters on the Stud]'- and Use of History, 2, 221, in Leland.
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doctrine which he earnestly wishes was not true. Yet we
propose to investigate this matter without bringing into

view the doctrine of the Scriptures of judgment or atone-

ment, of repentance or remission. The question simply is,

What ought to be a man's intelligent belief upon the sub-

ject of Future Punishment, when he forms his own rea-

sonable conclusions, from every source of natural and
providential evidence that can justly bear upon the point?

Our starting point is the fact that liiis is a sinful world.

The fact will not be denied. We have heard, indeed, many
eulogies upon the dignity and excellency of human nature,

chiefly from those who call themselves rational Christians.

But our present argument can be sustained without urging

man's original or universal sinfulness, and without settling

very definitely the boundaries of human guilt. Let it be

confessed, as it must be, that men are sinners; and that

some men are flagrantly and absolutely wicked ;
and while

we may leave untouched the question of comparative guilt,

we have foundation sufficient for our present argument in

the simple and undeniable fact that this is a sinful world.

The great question which arises in view of man's sinful-

ness is this: How will God deal with the sinner? And
one of two things must be true. God will either pardon
the sinner or he will punish him. ^ . t

Let us first make the supposition that God pardons the

sinner ; and let us look around for any proofs which we
may discover that He ever does pardon. But bear in mind,
distinctly, that in this discussion we are to lay out of view
the teachings of the Scriptures, and the doctrines, espe-

cially, of satisfaction and remission through the precious

blood of Jesus. As Christians, we have no difficulty in

settling the question. Does God ever fardonl and we
stand ever ready to vindicate the excellency and righte-

ousness of that saying, faithful and worthy of all accepta-

tion, " that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sin-

ners.'' But we are now arguing on other principles, as if

the precious tiding? of a Saviour had been blotted out from
the page of human knowledge, and as if men were left to

gather the indications of God's mercy in the best way they
can, without a revelation.

To the man who rejects the sacred Scriptures as au-

thority upon the dealings of God with sinners, there are
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open but two sources of information : 1st, he may reason

upon just principles to discover whai God will do ; and, 2d,

he may observe what God really does, so far as he can
trace the dealings of his hands.
Now we remark ;^r5^, that our reasoning upon God's

character cannot afford any assurance that He will ever

pardon sin.

When we reason about God, one of two things is true

:

Either God is just, or he does not regard justice. We sup-

pose no one will be found daring enough to say that God
can or will do any injustice. If any one is so daring, a
few words will show that to make God capricious or un-

just, places us all in a condition infinitely worse than the

most fearful doctrine of Future Punishments has ever as-

serted
;
for punishment with a just God has regard to mea-

sure of right, which his perfections bind even him to re-

gard. But m the power of an unjust God, no creature,

holy or unholy, can possess permanent peace or happiness.

It is not within God's own power to bestow happiness, sup-

posing him to be unjust, for an essential ingredient of per-

fect happiness is confidence in God for its continuance—

a

confidence which no mind can repose in an unjust being.

There is no encouragement for the right, no restraint for

the wrong, from any thoughts of a God, either indifferent

to our actions or capricious in his rewards of them. If

God is not necessarily and inflexibly righteous, the vilest

wretch may hope for his favor, and the holiest servant may
fear for his frown. Would it be strange for an unjust be-

ing to reward an unjust being, or to smite a just one? And
yet as injustice is variable and inconsistent with itself, there

could be no confidence in any creature that God would
permanently bless him, be his conduct what it might. It

is an appalling thought for the entire universe, and to

eternal interests, that by any possibility God can love evil

or bless iniquity.

It is reasonable to say that God is just, inflexibly and
unchangeably so; and any act of injustice would be a

blemish on Him. And we may remark that skeptical men,
perhaps generally, agree that God is just, however this may
disagree with other opinions they advance. Thus Lord
Boiingbroke says that "justice requires that punishments
should be measured out in various degrees and measures,

I
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according to the various circumstances of particular cases,

and ill proportion to tliem."* And this sentiment he re-

peats: "Justice requires that rewards and punishments
should be measured out in every case in proportion to the

merit or demerit of each individuaL"t
Let us take the principle, God is just; and we maintain

that consistently with it, God can pardon sin only when
justice allows of the pardon. For a judge to condemn a

person known to be innocent, is a most serious blemish on
his character : for him to acquit the guilty when he is

known as guilty, is equally wrong. Now we affirm that

reason teaches us no way in which God can pardon sin.

If a guilty man is treated like an innocent man, how are

we to discover the difference of guilt and innocence in

God's esteem ? Our view is that God abhors sin ; that His
nature is necessarily against it; that he himself must meet
an impossible and most undesirable change before be can
smile upon evil ; and that it is not a defect, but an excel-

lency of Jehovah, that he necessarily abhors iniquity. If,

then, he abhors sin, he will punish and not pardon it. If

he fails to punish it, his law is broken, but justice is for-

gotten. True views of justice demand that God should
deal with every man as he deserves ; but pardon is not

what the sinner deserves.

To avoid misconception, we repeat, that we are ready to

vindicate the Christian atonement consistently with these

views; but arguing upon the principles of those who re-

ject revelation, no man can show that it is consistent with
God's perfections for Him to pardon sin.

But it is one of the sentiments, at least of the former
deism, that upon the principles of natural religion, God
will pardon the repenting sinner. This is one of the prin-

ciples set forth by Lord Herbert. Upon this affirmation

we have three questions to ask. We are told that God
pardons the repentant sinner. We ask then, 1st, What
becomes of those who do not repent? For it is by no
means certain that every man who sins repents of his sins.

The very idea that repentance is requisite to pardon, im-
plies the possibility that repentance may not be exercised,

and that in such a case God would not pardon. Now we

Works V, 494; in Leland 2, 217.

t Works 5, 495 ; Leland 2, 218.
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ask, what becomes of those who do not repent? Is there

a future punishment for them, even admitting the previ-

ous principle?

Our second question is, How does the sorrow of a re-

pentant man change the decision of a just law against him?
Do the tears of repentance wash out the fact of transgres-

sion ? Is a man innocent because he weeps for guih? Can
justice let a man go free for any thing short of innocence

on the one hand or full satisfaction made on the other?

Let the question be fairly met. We deny that tears are

any satisfaction for sin.

Our third question is, Where does this doctrine come
from^"God pardons the repenting sinner?" If it comes
from the Christian Scriptures, the advocates of natural re-

ligion have perverted it. The Scriptures teach that pardon
and repentance are connected together in God's govern-

ment
; but they never teach that men are pardoned through

any virtue or excellence inherent in the repentance itself.

They make the atonement of Christ the sole ground effi-

caciously of pardoning mercy. This we can understand.

But we cannot, by any powers of reasoning which we pos-

sess, learn where those who reject the atonement can find

reasons to believe that there is any justice in connecting
together repentance and pardon. What is the train of
reasoning which can leave God just, and yet allow him to

pardon simply on the ground of repentance? We conclude
upon this point that we do not know any reason, flowing
from God's own character, why he should pardon a sinner.

On the contrary, our reasoning leads us to believe that

God will punish those that offend him.

It seems to us that two lines will contain an unanswer-
able argument to establish from reason the doctrine of Fu-
ture Punishment. If every sinner is to be pardoned, then
any being may, with perfect impunity, set God's laws at

defiance. If some only are pardoned, there must be pun-
ishment for others.

But second, wo proposed to inquire what God really does
upon this subject. We appeal to facts. Of course if the

Bible is to afford no testimony in settling the inquiry, our
thoughts must be confined to the present world alone. The
eye of reason cannot penetrate the vail that hides eternity

from our view ; reason cannot determine that the wildest
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conjectures respecting eternal sorrow are certainly untrue:

our experience is nothing. But witii the means of infor-

mation which God's dealings in this world can afford to

us, we^do clearly deny that we have ever seen any con-

vincing proof of God's pardoning mercy to an offender.

We are free to acknowledge that there is a singular ming-
ling of judgment and forbearance in the dealings of God's
providence, and that through this, extreme judgment is

often long delayed ; but we have never seen any example
of actual pardon to an offender, if on this interesting sub-

ject the testimony of the Scriptures is to be shut out. Even
the gospel does not profess to arrest for the penitent the

ordained consequences of providential law. In providence
itself, there is no pardon for an error, but fixed and un-
flinching law takes its course. Let a man abuse his per-

son by indulging in intemperate or licentious habits, and
the most that repentance can do for him is to give him the

benefit of his future self denial. It grants no compensa-
tion for the time or health already lost ; nor will it even
stay the ravages of disease which flow from sins now
given up and abhorred. Repentance possesses no power
to restore health, property, peace, or life, to him who has
squandered all these in days of folly. It will not bring

back for the murderer the victim of his madness
;

it will

not restore to the idler the lost hours of existence
;

it will

not educate and reform a neglected child, though the parent

should weep tears of blood for his past remissness. As
far as the indications of providence can be traced, we may
judge that repentance brings a blessing upon the future,

and this only because it preserves from repeated transgres-

sion
;
but repentance throws no blessing upon that which

is past. If pardon includes the remission of a penalty,

and we cannot imagine what less it can include, then the

lesson taught us upon every page of providence is this

:

that no such remission ever takes place. In the opera-

tions of providence, sin and misery, offence and punish-

ment, are indissolubly connected. No man can strike a
knife lo his neighbor's heart and expect that repentance

will staunch the flow of blood
;
no man can neglect the

flight of time and expect that repentance will bring up his

arrears of duty ; no instance can be brought forward, if

the Bible is shut out as a witness, in which God exercises
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pardon for the offence of man. Indeed, the idea of remit-

ting the penalty of an offence against law, is thoroughly-

foreign to the train of argument usually employed by skep-

tical men against the miracles of the Bible. If God never

interferes with the strict and invariable execution of na-

tural law ; if even for the most important purpose such an
interference is inadmissible ; if, according to the words of

our objectors, so remarkably expressed by an ancient writer,

" since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they

were from the foundation of the world ;" surely it is in the

highest degree unreasonable to expect His interference with
invariable law to accommodate the repentance of an indi-

vidual. It is most preposterous that men should on the

one hand deny the miracles of the Bible, not for lack of

historical proof, for even Mr. Hume has not had the temer-

ity to attack this, but on the ground that the unvarying
order of nature will not allow of their occurrence ; and
then on the other hand, that the same men should affirm

that in every case of repentance remission of penalty is

granted ; in other words, to benefit the entire race, the un-
varying order of nature cannot be disturbed

;
to benefit an

individual sinner who repents, it can be and repeatedly is.

If the objection is made that no reasonable man expects

by repentance to set aside the penalty of natural and pro-

vidential law, then our argument is granted. For our ob-

servation of God's dealings is confined to these ; and if

reason cannot here point out facts to prove the pardoning
mercy of the great Ruler, then such reliance must be un-
reasonable, for there is no evidence to support it. Aside
from revealed testimony, man can bring forward neither

facts no reasonings to prove that God ever pardons.

We may turn now to our second supposition. Suppose
God punishes sin. This we affirm he does ; and all our
previous reasoning has a just bearing upon this affirmation.

And the punishment of sin must either be complete in this

world or continued in the future state.

Sin is not fully nor equally punished in this world, and
it is punished in the world to come. This, we shall endea-
vor to show, is the just conclusion of serious and thought-

ful reason.

1st. An unequal distribution of rewards and punish-
ments in this life, makes it reasonable to expect a state of

future punishment.
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Justice requires that crimes of equal guilt should be
equally punished,.and that there be no respect of persons

in the execution of justice. While, then, it is clear that

vice is punished and virtue rewarded in this life, yet it has
been the subject of remark in all ages, that the wicked
often triumph and the righteous are oppressed. The wicked
often leave an influence behind them which is working
mischief long after they have left the world, and for which
they are justly responsible; and in this way they cannot
receive their punishment in this life, unless providence is

supposed to punish a mischief before the offence occurs.

Suppose a bad book is not published until after the death
of its author. How can his sin be punished in this life ?

Not only in such, but in many other cases, the wicked are

cut off from life before punishment comes, and the righte-

ous fail to receive the slow moving reward of their up-

rightness. This inequality of the dealings of God's pro-

vidence in this life, has been acknowledged alike by Chris-

tians and infidels. Mr. Hume says, " Such is the confu-

sion and disorder of human affairs, that no perfect economy
or regular distribution of happiness or misery is, in this

life, ever to be expected."* And Lord Bolingbroke says
" that the ancient Theists were persuaded that nothing

less than the existence of all mankind in a future state,

and a more exact distribution of rewards and punishments,
could excuse the assumed irregular, and unjust proceed-

ings of providence in this life, on which Atheists founded
their objections."t

While, then, it is allowed that men sometimes suffer se-

verely for their sins in this life; while we recognize that

the tendencies of providence are invariably for the detec-

tion and punishment of sin ; while we believe that the

way of transgressors is hard
;
yet we cannot avoid the

conviction that here punishments are unequally distribut-

ed. Innocent men often suffer the severest penalties of

human laws, and wicked men often enjoy the honors of

the world. What comparison we may ask for example, is

there between the guilty seducer, who spends years of

thoughtless gaiety, full of the applause of the world, and

* Moral and Polit. Essays, 244; Leland 3, 42.

t Works 5, 308 ; Leland 2, 271.
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his degraded victirti, who, perhaps, more sinned against

than sinning, is cast off from society, spends a brief ex-

istence, whose dragging months are by shame and agony
lengthened into years, and sinks to her dishonored grave ?

If again, a wicked man takes the Hfe of a good man, and
immediately commits suicide, who can decide that the

good and the bad receive their just deserts, unless there is

punishment in the world to come J

But we pass to a second reason for believing that men
are punished in a future world as they are not in this life.

We observe it as a prominent fact in human history, that

men grow careless and hardened in crime
;
and that very

frequently the more guilty they are, the less are they trou-

bled by their own guilt. This fact is utterly inconsistent

with the doctrine that men are fully punished for their

sins in the present life. The advocates of Universal Sal-

vation find it convenient to overlook this truth in the

government of the world. When we point them to the

fact that wicked men seem to prosper, they reply, " You
cannot judge how much a man suffers in mind." And is

our ignorance of the amount of suffering, to be plead as a

firm argument to prove that men do suffer ? Must the

argument stand thus :
" We do not know that they suffer,

therefore they do suffer?" We affirm on the contrary that

by certain proof we can ascertain that sinful men may be-

come reckless in their sins by the habitual practice of

them ;
and that remorse for past sins, instead of deterring

from further iniquity, is so subdued that the last sins in a
bad man's hfe are committed with decreasing concern. It

is a principle of the human mind, that we are less and
less affected by familiar things ; so that by habit we may
do things easily, which at first required pains-taking and
thought and labour. In learning to read, for example, the

letters are slowly learned, and the words doubtfully and
slowly spelled out ; but the scholar after a few years, for-

gets his early labour and reads off paragraph after para-

graph, without any distinct recognition of the individual

letters, as differently as possible from the former painful

process. A man begins to play upon the flute, with slow
and doubtful efforts. First one note is sounded, and then
another, and he cannot regard time or tune

;
but the expe-

rienced player forgets these dull efforts and glides over the
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same, or far more difficult notes, and is hardly conscious

that a distinct effort of the mind and the fingers is bestow-

ed upon each. It is thus with every thing to which man
is trained. The mind is not impressed with a familiar

object, as it is when that object is not familiar. The per-

tinacious ticking of a familiar clock, gives no annoyance
;

and the hum or thunder of .some huge factory soon ceases

to be disagreeable to the operatives. This familiarity of

the mind with objects frequently presented, extends to mo-
ral matters. It is easy to do what we are wont to do, let

it be good or bad. If a man observes the dictates of his

conscience, it will not fail to warn him ot his sin; but if

he disregards its warnings, they will influence and move
him less and less. .: ''^-y^:yr^'r'' ^yi'.:^-:'.

Let two men be discovered in the commission of a
common crime. The one is young in guilt ; it is his first

offence, and to this he has been seduced by the bad coun-

sels and evil influence of his companion. That compan-
ion is an old ofiender. He has been before in the hands of

justice ; his reputation is that of a bold, bad man, and his

crimes are greater than his fellow men are aware of. Of
these two men it is easy to judge which is the greater

criminal; and yet so far as inward trouble is concerned it

is as easy to see that the severest present punishment is

not upon him. The victim of his guilty persuasion is al-

most overwhelmed in an agony of remorse, and can hard-

ly look a friend in the face ; while the oldest and worst

criminal has outlived his shame, and lifts up his bold and
impudent brow upon which we cannot trace the least evi-

dence of feeling. The fact seems to be that instead of

suffering more and more anguish of conscience the more
they sin, men seem to become more and more careless.

—

The greatest offenders have the most unfeeling hearts. In
other words, in this life the more men deserve to suffer in

conscience, the less they do suffer.

That these were the views of even Mr. Hume upon
this subject will appear, if we quote more at large, the

same passage we formerly adverted to. These are his

words

:

" Though virtue be undoubtedly the best choice where it can

be attained, yet such is the confusion and disorder of human
affairs, that no perfect economy or regular distribution of happi-
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ness or misery is in this life ever to be expected. Not only are

the goods of fortune and endowments of the body unequally

distributed between the virtuous and the vicious
; but the most

worthy character, by the very economy of the passions, doth not

always enjoy the highest felicity. Though all vice is pernicious,

the disturbance or pain is not measured out by nature with exact

proportion to the degrees of vice , nor is the man of highest

virtue, even abstracting from external accidents, always the most

happy. A gloomy and melancholy temper may be found in very

worthy characters that have a great sense of honor and integrity;

and yet this alone may embitter life, and render a person com-
pletely miserable. On the other hand, a selfish villain may pos-

sess a spring and alacrity of temper, a certain gaiety of heart,

which will compensate the uneasiness and remorse arising from
all the other vices. If a man be liable to a vice or imperfection,

it may often happen that a good quality which he possesses along

v^rith it, will render him more miserable than if he were com-

pletely vicious. A sense of shame in an imperfect character is

certainly virtue, but produces great uneasiness and remorse,

from which the abandoned villain is entirely free."

It seems that in this life, remorse of conscience springs

from some recognitions of virtue which the mind has not

yet lost ; but the longer a man indulges in crime the less

likely is he to feel aright. Hence men are accustomed to

feel that there is still hope of reform for one who has not

lost all sense of shame. But when shame is lost the man
is incorrigible. Yet we do not excuse him because his

crimes are many, and he will not blush. The worst term

of rejproach that we can use, is to call a man a hardened
wretch.

Wc might show still further that men do not receive

punishment in this life, through the agency of a remorse-

ful conscience, by adverting to the fact that the same man
may be filled with anguish for some imaginary crime,

while he is perfectly careless for some real one. The
Hindu worshipper of Kalee will feel satisfaction in sacri-

ficing the life of his child at the altar of his sanguinary
goddess, and be filled with horror at the idea of striking

an axe into the sacred peepul tree. A Spanish bandit,

who can rob and murder with indifference, would fear and
tremble at the threatened refusal of his priest to render

him a worthless absolution. The consciences of men,
blinded and ignorant as they are over the wide world, are
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as unequal in the distribution of rewards and penalties as

any other part of an unequal providence
;
and in this life

men do not suffer by conscience, as justice would dictate

they should suffer.

But we have another most serious objection to the idea

that men suffer, through remorse of conscience in this life,

the full punishment of sin. We ask the question, which
of two men deserves our most severe reprobation? Let
us suppose them both equally guilty, and the one repents

of his sins, weeps at the mention of them, and feels that

he cannot do too much to repair the mischief he hasdone,
while the other laughs at reproof, hardens his heart

against all feeling, and goes on still in his way of iniquity.

Surely we pity and help the repentant man, while we are

indignant at the hardihood of the other. And now let

common sense answer the question, "Which of these men
has the most trouble of mind ? The one is full of bitter-

ness of spirit, and the other is unblushing; the one gives

evidence of awakening virtue by efforts to reform, and the

other shows his wickedness by going on still in sin. Is it

not plain that the better man of the two has the most
trouble? Is it not of the very nature of penitence to fill

the soul with grief, and of the very nature of impenitence

to put away all feeling? If the doctrme is true that men
suffer in conscience in this life, all they shall suffer for

their sins, then the harder a man can make his heart the

less he will suffer ; and he is the greatest of fools who al-

lows himself to think upon his sins, or willingly to weep
one tear of repentance. In other words, according to this

doctrine, the more a man deserves to suffer the less he will

suffer ; and when a man has virtue enough to feel for his

sins, he suffers far more than the hardened wretch who
has no such virtuous feelings.

We conclude, then, that conscience does not punish men
in this life as they deserve ; that here, as truly as in ex-

ternal things, the ways of providence are unequal ; and
we argue that a state of future rewards and punishments
is needed to vindicate the dealings of God with men.

But there is a third important point, which, upon prin-

ciples of reason, should shut out every wicked man from
all hope of the favor of God in the world to come. The
wickedness of a man lies in his character, and we have
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no reason to believe that that character undergoes any
change in passing from this world to the next.

Suppose that the police of New York should receive no-

tice from the police of London that a notorious burglar had
left England to come to this country ; a description of his

person accompanies the notice, and though no requisition

is made, ihey are put upon their guard. Accordingly, the

New York officers watch that man
;
they are suspicious of

every movement ; and if a daring robbery is committed,

they are on the alert to discover any traces which may
point to him as the perpetrator. But why is it that this

stranger, more than another who lands upon our shores, is

dogged from place to place, scrutinized in his most inno-

cent actions, and suspected in every casual visit he pays
to a bank or a counting room? He has done us no harm.
If he were now taken before a court of justice, no charge

could be sustained to justify his confinement. For aught
our officers know, he may have reformed during his voy-

age across the Atlantic. Why is he an object of suspicion ?

Because his character is known. Our officeis have no just

reason for believing that a change in country makes a

change in the man. A villain in England is not likely to

be an honest man in America. The breezes of the ocean
have no power to change the heart. " Coelum, non ani-

?num mutant, qui trans mare currunt."

What reason have we for supposing that the soul of man
is different in moral character and feeling after death, from
our knowledge of it in this world? We see men live in

wickedness, which grows worse and more obdurate as they

draw near the close of life ; we hear them advocating the

most pernicious principles even more strenuously as they

grow older ; we see no sign of change for the better till the

grave closes over them ;
and if reason and experience are

our sole guides, there can be no possible evidence of a

change after this. Reasoning from analogy, we would de-

clare there is no change. To pass from this world to the

next, has no more tendency to change the character of a

man, than to leave one country and dwell in another. But
if a holy and just God abhorred the sinner's character be-

fore he died, can he approve of that unchanged character

the moment after death? Is there any just reason to be-

lieve, on the one hand, that death changes the character
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of a wicked man ; or, on the other, that God will smile

upon the unchanged sinner? And if death does not

change the sinner, or render God propitious, what reason

have we to think that to all eternity any thing will ever

make a change in his character, or allow a holy God to

smile upon him? If the soul of man is immortal, may it

not be immortal in wickedness ? We find in this life that

the longer a man goes on in sin the harder it is to effect

any change in him ;
we seldom see old offenders reformed,

and if we are the same beings in the future world, if we
are there influenced by similar principles to those which
operate here, then the characters of wicked men will grow
worse and worse ; their separation from God wider and
wider ; their aversion to holiness and holy services more
and more inveterate ; the hope of any restoration less

likely; and thus it appears eminently reasonable that the

separation between God and the sinner will be endless,

and as long as God lives, and as long as the sinner lives,

the Divine displeasure and wrath will be upon the wicked.

Unless, then, those that reject revelation can point out some
reasonable method by which the characters of wicked men
become changed ; unless they can show that there is a WQ'fr

state of trial beyond the grave, the necessary result of

candid reasoning will prove that there is punishment in the

future world for the wicked; that there is a separation be<

tween God and every sinner ; and that separation and pun-
ishment, in the very nature of the case, can never end.

But the rejector of revelation laughs at conversion and
knows nothing of a changed heart. On his own principles

there must be a separation between a holy God and a
wicked heart, and that separation will be everlasting. The
true doctrine of reason is thus remarkably according to the

verdict of the Scriptures. Every sinner deserves and must
receive the wrath of God ; and every wicked man, dying
in his wickedness, shall go away from God under his ever-

lasting displeasure.

Other arguments are not wanting to show that the

teachings of Reason, when carefully gathered by a thought-

ful mind, or rather when not wilfully rejected by a preju-

diced mind, lead us to the belief that the future punish-

ment of the wicked will be everlasting. The doctrine of

universal salvation, by the acknowledgment of many of
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its own advocates, is one dangerous for general belief.

We have been personally told by Universalists that some
persons ought not to believe this doctrine, lest they should

be without restraint. In other words, what they call truth

has an immoral tendency. We believe this false doctrine

has this necessary tendency upon every mind. And if we
are to blot out all idea of future punishment, we not only

set men loose for the wildest crimes, but allow them to

dishonor God with perfect impunity. If there is no such
punishment, then a man may trample on every law

;
may

blaspheme God in every possible way ; and tiien, by strik-

ing at his own life, may be immediately ushered into an
immortality of favor with his Maker. Such revolting and
dangerous results cannot belong to the truth. Truth is

ever lovely; it ever blesses man and honors God ; and we
have no fear of the bad consequences of proclaiming it.

The doctrine of no future punishment is pernicious if it

could be true, but it is false, every way we take it.

And it is true, undeniably, that almost the universal be-

lief of man includes this doctrine—the future punishment
of the wicked. This will prove at least that the opposite

doctrine is not an instinctive and intuitive truth ;
and those

who maintain it, should prefer strong and good reasons for

their views.

We conclude, then, upon this subject, that they who re

ject the Bible because it teaches the future punishment of

the wicked, do not find themselves any better off when
reason is seriously consulted. Even upon one point which
we have omitted to press, reason may be found not so far

behind the Bible as its votaries imagine. The Bible is

strict in its views of sin, and men are usually lax in their

opinions, and regard sin as an evil of less serious import-

ance. But this is only so when each man looks at his own
sin. The very man who most flatters himself, and apolo-

gizes for his iniquity, is keen-sighted and censorious in

judging, not only the actions, but the motives of others.

How severe is the sentence they often pass upon others ; and
can they reasonably think that a holy God will less deeply
search or less severely condemn than themselves? It may
be easy for a man to shut his eyes to all these legitimate

sources of evidence, but it will be hard to show that he
can really be any better off for his wilful blindness. God's
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character and providence clearly declare that it shall not

be well with the wicked. The rejector of revelation has
quite as much reason to fear for the anger of God as the

believer in the Bible for the terrors there set before hin).

Between them there is this great difference, that no ray of

hope gleams in the dark sky of him who gropes his way
into eternity without a revelation. He sees that God isjust

and inflexible in his justice; he has no rule by which sin

and the penalty of it can be accurately compared ; and he
has no reason for concluding that God ever shows mercy.
Really when we come to look at it, this boasted religion of

reason is the most hopeless upon the face of the earth.

Mohammedanism promises paradise to the faithful; Pa-
ganism assures its votaries that their sins are washed away
in rites of pollution; and whatever may he the fancied

difficulties of Christianity, no believer in it has ever doubted
the cheering and satisfactory announcement, "the blood of

Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all sin." There is hope
held out to all else by plain teachings, false or true; but if

the deist would have peace and quiet, it can be only by
shutting his eyes against the legitimate results of his own
principles. His is a religion that tells of a just God, but

gives no intimations of mercy : a religion without pardon,

because without a Saviour. ;-
;

v

If, then, we were called upon to characterize the religion

of him who proposes to worship God according to the dic-

tates of nature and reason to the rejection of revelation, we
would say it is the religion of no hope. Practically, in-

deed, deism is essential irreligion. It is a mere cloak as-

sumed to cover over the fact that the individual professing

it has no God and looks not forward to futurity. Deism,
as we usually see it, is not a religion of serious meditation

and sober thought and prayerful anxiety ; and so far as

concerns the present comfort of its professors, it is well

that it is not. The serious rejector of the Bible must ne-

cessarily be an unhappy man. His is the religion of in-

flexible law; law that knows no apology for offences
;
law

that respects not persons; law whose penalties are the

dark recesses of an unknown world, may possibly be more
dreadful than the most morbid fancy has ever suggested.

The very lightest conclusion from these thoughts is, that

the votary of mere reason is unable to show any good
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ground of confidence that his shall be a happy eternity.

There are some who have ignorance or hardihood enough

to declare, that all they ask of the hands of their Maker is

even-handed justice. For our part, we tremble at the

thought of receiving what we deserve. As for us, let our

souls rest for peace here and for salvation hereafter, upon

tnat simple truth, worth all the world besides, Christ
DIED FOR OUR SINS, ACCORDING TO THE ScRIPTURES.

ARTICLE YIII.

rt,

'I

CKITICAL NOTICES.

1. The Testimony and Practice of the Preshyterian Church in

reference to American Slavery : witk an AjJipendix^ containing

\f the Position of the General Assembly [New School)^ Free Pres-

hyterian Church, Reformed Presbyteriari, Associate, Associate

Reformed, Baptist, Protestant Episcopal, and Methodist Epis-

copal Churches. By Rev. John Kobinson, Pastor of the Pres-

byterian Churchy Ashland, Ohio. Cincinnati: 1852. pp.

256. \2mo.

The object of the author in compiling this ''Hand-Book"

[Why transfer the German word " Hand-Buch .'"' Why not use

our own word, " Manual?"] " on the Slavery Question," was to

stay, as he says, the progress of Schism, withstand the onsets of

fanaticism, establish the truth, unite the people of God ;" and so

far as these things are involved, we must hail him as a fellow

labourer in promoting the best interests of our land and the

Church. His book, too, furnishes to our hand a useful digest of

the deliverances of our Church courts on the subject of slavery;

and as its chief design seems to have been to stay the tide of

fanaticism by which he was surrounded, we must commend him

for his laudable undertaking, and for the ability with which it has
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been conducted. One main point in his argument is to show that

"Secession is not a duty." But let no one suppose that he there-

fore. beloDgs to the " Cooperationists " of our own recent politi-

cal struggle. Far from it. He is arguing with the abolition men

of his own region, to show them that there is no such sin in

American slavery itself, and no such sanction of its abuses in the

past action of our General Assembly touching this subject, that

they should secede from it as a corrupt body and set up for them-

selves a separate tabernacle. But any argument to induce a real

abolitionist, " dyed in the wool," to stay in our Church, certainly

would be regarded by us a work of superogation ; and we believe

the author of the " Iland-Book " was rather anxious to justify our

branch of the Church, amidst the violent attacks of his abolition

neighbours, than to induce any of them to remain in our connec-

tion. We cheerfully bid farewell to the few who have retired

from our ranks and contributed to form that body which by a

strange misnomer they call " The Free Church," since the only

sense in which it is so, is, that it is free from those restraints of

reason, prudence and charity, which in these matters guided the

Apostles and early saints, while it is bound fast by the spirit of

revolution and misrule. Being released from the dominion of

Christian charity, they have become ^ouXoi to another master, and

are grinding in the prison house of the Philistines. Resistance!

to slavery is a narrow basis on which to erect a new denomination,

and that will be a singular ecclesiastical communion which draws

into its enclosure those of every variety of faith and order, and

who harmonize only in this.

We are struck with the evidence this book aflfords us of the

conservative spirit of Old School Presbyterianism. It has become

so more and more amidst the agitations which have been going on

around it. Its later utterances on the subject of slavery are far

more considerate and more adapted to perpetuate our national in-

tegrity than its earlier, when the institution pervaded our entire

territory. Indeed, the more this subject has been studied in its

wide bearings, and the more the light of unwrested Scripture is

shed upon it, the more kind and charitable have our brethren of

the Presbyterian faith become towards us, the stronger and more
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impregnable has our own position seemed even to ourselves, and

the more secure are we rendered against a reckless and meddle-

some fanaticism. We confess ourselves surprised at the report of

the Committee of the Synod of Kentucky, (on this subject, a

border State,) published in 1835. We think Mr. Robinson must

be mistaken in supposing it expressed the views of nearly all the

members of that venerable body. It contains many unguarded,

unconsidered expressions. It is new to us that the Greek lan-

guage, spoken by the slaveholding Greeks, has not a single terra

answering to the word slave. That they had not a term to desig-

nate what existed in all their families, is "passing strange." So,

too, that slavery is forbidden in the New Testament as gladiatorial

shows are forbidden, and that the^xts against oppression and rob-

bery, in the Old Testament, have any application to a system

which existed in town and country, in the habitations of prophet

and priest, as well as in those of the people ; in the temple where

they worshipped, as well as in the places of their daily toil.

We think there were other reasons besides " the fanatical excite-

meat at the North," why this extraordinary paper did not pass

that Synod. Our brother looks at this subject from a Northern

point of view and not a Southern, from a spot where he is envi-

roned by the enemies of the South, and not from one occupied

wholly by its friends. For this we make due allowance. We
wish his book were more full and complete than it is. Not by his

own fault we presume, but from the difficulty of procuring the

documents, the proceedings of all the Synods touching the sub-

ject are not given. On the whole, we can assure the author that

we of the South were never at any past time more satisfied with the

position we occupy in God's holy providence, never more resolved to

go forward and perform the various duties devolved upon us,

whether of resistance to the fatal intermeddling of others, or of

attention to the religious wants, moral culture, and earthly well

being of our home population.
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2. Wesley, and Methodism. By Isaac Taylor.

Harper Sf Brothers. 1852.

141

New York:

Probably no production of this profound.and extensive writer

is more adapted than this one to awaken anxious thought and

exert a practical influence on the churches and the ministry in

general. Methodism, and especially Wesleyan, is felt, as widely

as our language is spoken, to modify the religion of the masses,

more or less, even where this religion is antagonistic in doctrines

and forms of worship. The history, elements, excellencies, de-

fects and ultimate results of this mighty influence, are unfolded

with great power and depth of analysis by Mr. Taylor in this

work. The sketch of its founders, which constitutes the first part

of the volume, has indeed but little charm of biography, being

devoid of graphic power to a great extent, and barren of incident

;

yet it strikes us as eminently just and faithful in its brief esti-

mate of the original Methodists, both Calvinistic and Arminian.

The solution of Methodism into its elements, a work which the

peculiar talent of the author is fitted pre-eminently to perform,

though at fault with his peculiar dogmatism and formal precision

of manner, is very able and instructive, and fraught with the sug-

gestion of great principles, which every minister should apprehend

and study. But the best part of the book, perhaps, is the last,

which detects, with masterly exposition, the great deficiencies of

this system as a distinct organization or separate Church. So

grave and numerous are these defects, that the reader is com-

pelled to believe, with the author, that Methodism is appointed to

a transitory errand, rathier than a permanent and distinctive form

of the Church on earth : that so even its founders seemed to con-

sider ;
and that after it shall have diffused the pietism it came to

kindle in the bosom of existing Churches, it will pass away like

the new measures of some revival season, or become essentially

modified, so as to resemble the Churches .it came only to excite

and enliven. Some of the author's positions are questionable,

some of his generalizations are unwarrantable, but the volume, as

a whole, must prove exceedingly useful in guiding men of reflec-

tion to right views respecting the power of preaching to the
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masses, and the completeness of development, which a true branch

of the visible Church should attain.

3. Salander and the Dragon : A Romance of the Hartz Prison.

By Frederic William Shelton. M. A, New York : John

S. Tai/lor. pp. 250.

This little volume ought to have received from us an earlier no-

tice. It is an allegory in the John Bunyan style, exhibiting the

sad effects of slander in blighting the good name of men and

filling society with distress and bitterness. The book bears evi-

dent traces of genius, taste and humour ; the moral is excellent,

the story sufficiently interesting, and the style piquant enough to

arrest the attention to the close. There are not a few in every

community who would be benefited by the perusal. It is a vivid

commentary on the declarations of the divine word, that " Death

and life are in the power of the tongue ;" that " it is a fire, a world

of iniquity, an unruly evil, full of deadly poison, setting on fire

the course of nature, and is set on fire of hell." All may read it

with profit.

4 Romanism at Home. Letters to tJie Hon. Roger B. Taney.,

Cldef Justice of the United States. By Kirwan, New
York: Harper Sf Brothers. pp.^T^. \2mo.

These letters are evidently a supplement to those formerly ad-

dressed by the author to Bishop Hughes, and which enjoyed an

unexampled run in this country. We cannot think this volume

equal to its predecessor. It seems to consist of notes of travel

very hastily put together for the press, with too much reliance on

the part of the author upon a previous reputation. The invective

is often severe, without being keen ; awakening in the Romanist

resentment for injury, without making him smart under the in-

18':,
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fliction. Kirwan's name will, however, carry the book against

criticism, if it does not to a great extent disarm it.

As it is the leading object of this book to depict the influence

of Romanism on social life and civil liberty, as well as upon reli-

gion itself, it was a happy conception of the author's to address

these letters to Chief Justice Taney, who, though a professed

Eomanist, presides over the Judiciary of this great country—tlie

august representative of that mighty power which throws the

shield of protection and law over person and property alike.

5. The Ruling Eldership of the Christian Church. By the

Rev. David King, L. L. D. Glasgow. New York ; Robert

Carter Sf Brothers. 1852. pp. \Q^. 16ma

This volume first appeared in 1844. The second Edinburgh

edition, in 1846, was noticed by us in our first volume. The pre-

sent republication of the Carters is from the Grlasgow edition of

185 1. The introductory portion of the earlier editions is omitted

in this, that it may be expanded into a general treatise on Church

polity, in reply to the recent works of Drs. Ward law and David-

son, and that the present volume may assume a more exclusively

practical character. A valuable appendix by James Peddie, W.

S. on the Liability of Elders and other Ecclesiastical office-bearers

to actions for damages for their official acts, though adapted to the

laws of Scotland, is not without its utility to Church officers in

our own land. The whole furnishes an acceptable aid to the con-

scientious Elder, anxious to know and discharge his duty to the

Church.

6. Ldctures on the Evidences of Christianity., delivered at the

University of Virginia^ during the session of 1850-1. pp.

606. 8m New York: Carters. 1852.

This work has not received an earlier notice at our hands sim-

,

ply because we had hoped to do it more ample justice in an ex-
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tended review. We have been led to expect from one accom-

plished writer an article taking in its compass all the Lectures in

this volume, and from another distinguished gentleman a special

review of the Lecture on the Internal Evidences. In the hope

of being able, at a future time, to lay these productions before

our readers, we prefer still to withhold any minute expression of

our own judgment. As might be expected from so great a va-

riety of authors, there is great variety in the character and ex-

cellence of their contributions. Some of them, as the first in the

series, do not seem to us to grapple with the real metaphysical or

practical difficulties of the subject. The Lecture devoted to the

refutation of Mr. Morell's theory of Inspiration, is scarcely equal

to its task. Those on the Internal Evidences, and on the difficul-

ties of Infidelity, are decidedly able, and worthy of their authors.

We are glad to see an example set of Lectureships for the

propagation of Christian truth. There are many circles of doc-

trine which might be thus ably discussed, with the advantage of

pouring the fresh light of advancing science, and meeting the

controversies in the new phases they from time to time assume.

It is very evident, for example, that the old defences of Christi-

anity, so satisfactory a half century ago, will not meet the present

attacks made by Infidels and Kationalists. However valuable

the writings of the old apologists may be, constituting a precious

portion of our religious literature, and rendering impossible the

resurrection of the exploded systems of the earlier infidels, yet

must the Church furnish new champions, who shall rescue the

truth from those that seek to overwhelm it with false science, or

to supersede it with a spurious Psychology, Able as these Lec-

tures for the most part are, they by no means exhaust the sub-

ject
;
and it would be a happy omen if our more prominent Col-

leges would follow the lead of the Virginia University, and thus

become the centres of a difiusive as well as sanctified literature.

7. The Bible in the Family^ or Hints on Domestic Happiness.

Philadelphia, pp. 343. l2mo.

The Lecture allows a greater freedom of discourse, and a more
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extended and continuous handling of a subject than a regular

sermon, which presupposes a unity of subject and its complete

treatment within the brief time in which an audience can be held

together with convenience to themselves. The book before us

impresses us with the author's ability in this useful department of

a pastor's labours. It suggests to the reader many things suited

to make our homes happy, which in our careless living in our so-

cial and domestic relations, never occupy our thoughts. We are

engrossed with our studies, labours, and worldly plans. To our

children, relatives and friends, we have a true and uninterrupted

affection ; but how we shall advance their well-being,improve their

characters, increase their own and our enjoyment while we live,

by diffusing considerately the corrective and joyous spirit of our

religion over all the relations of life, gives us far too little con-

cern. If we would realise that " godliness is profitable unto all

things, having promise of the life that now is," we may be assisted

to do so by the perusal of this volume.

8. Daily Bible Illustrations. By John Kitto, D. D. F. S. A.

Evening Series. Job and the Poetical Books, pp. 410, Ylmo.

9. The Lost Senses. Deafness and Blindness, pp.379. \2mo.

New York : Carter Sf Brothers.

The first of these reprints is a continuation of the interesting

series of Observations on Scripture, the preceding volumes of

which we have successively introduced to our readers. It carries

us over the books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and

Canticles, and though different from the others in its more lite-

rary cast, is yet replete with illustration drawn from the Orien-

tal experience of the author.

It was not till we met with the second of the volumes whose

titles are given above, that we knew that one who has seen so much,

and to such good purpose, is deficient in any of those organs of

sense which are the inlets of all our knowledge from the external

Vol. VI.—No. 1. 10
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world. But at twelve years of age, by a fall upon the pavement

from a great height, he received a shock from which he slowly re-

covered, but which deprived him utterly of the faculty of hearing,

and affected painfully and permanently his power of articulation,

not indeed to deprive him of speech, but to render it strange and

unearthly to the ears of others. The volume on the Lost Senses

gives, so far as his deafness is concerned, his own sensations, pri-

vations, mortifications and adventures, which have been the result

of his want of hearing, and in relation to the other sense, sight, is

an interesting collection of facts connected with the loss of this

sense, and an account of some of the principal instances of blind

travellers who have gone abroad to see the vvorld, of blind poets,

blind musicians, blind divines, (we trust their number is not large,)

and blind philosophers. The whole is written in his easy and

graceful style, and while it will be read with peculiar sympathy

by those whose hearing is impaired, will be found quite a read-able

volume by all.

10. Wheat or Chaff? By the Rev. J. C. Kyle, B. A. New
York: Carter ^ Brothers, pp. 382. IQmo.

The motto of the book is the following sentence from Flavel,

"Men have their winnowing days, and God hath his." The sub-

jects of the several portions are as follows: "Wheat or Chaff?"

"Watch," "Prove all things," "Are you regenerate?" "How
should a child be trained ?" " Be not slothful, but followers." The

book is written in the style of "Living or Dead," its predecessor

from the same mint. The author has learned the power of re-

proof, and knows the way to the consciences of men.

II. An Analysis and Summary of Thucydides, with a chrono-

logical table of tJie principal events ; money., distances., <SfC. re-

duced to English terms; a skeleton outline of the geography,
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abstracts of all the speeches^ 5fc. By the author of '^ An Analy-

sis and Summary of Herodotus^^ Sfc. Oxford : England,

pp. 376. 12mo. •

; .

12. An Analysis and Summary of Old Testament History and

the laws of Moses. With an introductory outline of the geo-

graphy
,
political history, SfC ; the prophecies, types and intima-

tions of the Messiah ; Jewish historyfrom Nehemiah to A. D.

70; Chronology added throughout; examination questions^

By the author of " An Analysis and Summary of Herodotus.^^

Oxford: England. pp.2%o, l2mo.

The compiler of the above named volumes is J. Talboys

Wheeler, of Cambridge, England. Their design is to assist the

student in the English Universities in " getting up " the books of

which they give the analysis for examination. They may serve

a similar end in those colleges and schools where the students

are examined in extenso on these branches af study. They add

nothing in the way of explanation, but are merely labor-saving

machines, bringing immediately before the student's eye what he

may wish to have infixed in his memory, so as to pass muster be-

fore his examiners in the day of trial. The analysis of the Old

Testament is surpassed, it seems to us, by many books in this

country, prepared for the ordinary classes in our Sabbath schools.

The mere outline of Scripture facts which it contains, when the

Chronology is deducted, is hardly more than floats in the memory

of our more advanced Sabbath scholars.

13. The Heavenly Recognition ; or an earnest and Scriptural

discussion of the question, Will we know ourfriends in Heaven ?

By Rev. H. Harbaugh, A.M. Second edition. Philadelphia:

Lindsay Sf Blakiston. 1852. pp. 288. 12mo.

The writer, in this somewhat discursive volume, has brought

together from various quarters whatever seemed suited to strength-
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en the conviction which it is not difficult to entertain, that we

shall know each other in the heavenly state to which all believers

are hastening. To those bereaved of pious friends, the thought

is full of consolation, that Heaven is the meeting place of all the

saints. They at least will thank the author for so grateful a la-

bour as that of giving substance to the belief ever deepening

within them, that the world of glory which has received the Sa-

viour, holds also those to whom their hearts have been knit in

love and friendship here, with whom they shall again hold inter-

course when the brief and troubled season of life is passed. The

circle of proof by which this point is established, is indeed of no

great amplitude, yet sufficient where there is so little opposing

evidence, to render it more than probable.

rms

14. The Mystery Solved, w Ireland)s Miseries. The Grand
Cause and Cure. By the Rev. Edward Marcus Dill, A. M.

M. D. Missionary Agent to the Irish Presbyterian Church.

New York: Robert Carter ^ Brothers. 1852. pp. 346. \6mo.

One is astonished at the facts this book presents. In five years,

from 1846 to 1851, the population of Ireland has diminished

2,500,000, or more than one-third. The famine destroyed

1,000,000 ; the country has lost the remaining 1,500,000 by emi-

gration. America now holds of the Irish people 1,000,000 more

than Ireland herself retains. In ten years, no less than 269,353

of all the inhabitants of the country have been swept away. The

gentry in many instances have become impoverished, and in one

instance an Irish Baronet is a common turnkey in a public prison.

And yet Erin is the fairest of the British isles, and nature has

lavished her favours upon her. Dr. Dill points to the blighting

influence of the Komish faith as the chief cause of her wretched-

ness. The province of Ulster, which is filled with a Protestant

population, has steadily increased in numbers, wealth and pros-

perity, amid the general downfall. And in proportion as the

Popish faith prevails, in the same degree is there the absence of

thrift and the prevalence of ignorance, poverty and wretchedness.
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16. The Indian Tribes of Guiana. By the Rev. W. H. Brett.

New York: Carters, pp. 352. \6mo. .. - ......,,,

The Eev. Mr. Brett is the first of the Missionaries sent out by

the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts,

to British Guiana. He has given us in this volume an interest-

ing account of his labours among the savage tribes of that portion

of South America, the whole interspersed with descriptions of

the various tribes of Indians, of the country, its natural history

and productions. . .; -.

-fr^ -.-v^V; 'A:i 'f
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^,6. God in Disease, or the Manifestations of Design in Morbid

Phenomena. By James F. Duncan, M. D. Physician to Sir P.

Dun^s Hospital, Dublin. Philadelphia : Lindsay Sc Blackis-

ton. 1852:j!?/?. 232. 16mo.

Two errors prevail in respect to the visitations of disease, one

that it results from the necessary condition of our being and is a

casual occurrence, regulated by no law ; the other that it is a pun-

ishment inflicted for some previous misconduct, and is altogether

penal in its nature. Although the distinctions of the author do

not appear to us altogether accurate when he claims that disease

is never a punishment, but always sent as a corrective, we agree

with him that its main design is disciplinary, aiming at the correc-

tion of the offender. He maintains that this is the case even in

reference to impenitent men who die in their sins, because in

strict punishment inexorable justice inflicts the full amount of the

deserved penalty with no mixture of mercy, but the merciful

provisions apparent in disease show it to be of the nature of dis-

cipline, rather than of punishment. The author applies the ar-

gument from design to the whole subject. Even where disease

ends in the destruction of the temple of the body, there is such a

method in it that the various ends the Great Euler had in view

are often discoverable and the moral influence perceived by the

attentive observer. The ends of sickness are discussed, the ob-
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jects accomplished by the varieties of disease, "by the pain, by the

modifications of pain, by the other unpleasant sensations experi-

enced in sickness, by the processes of a preservative Hature occur-

ring in disease, the processes of reparation and adaptation, and

the illustrations of spiritual truth which these physical states

afford, are all handled with comparative fulness. The thoughts,

if not original with the author, are out of the ordinary train of

observation, and would hardly have occurred to any but a Chris-

tian physician, viewing the phenomena which he daily witnesses

in the chamber of sickness, in their religious and moral bearings,

and as illustrating the wisdom and goodness of Him who does

not willingly afflict or grieve the children of men. Let those who

are accustomed to trace the hand of God in his works, trace it

also in those processes by which these works are finally resolved

into their original elements, preparatory to that reconstruction

which yet awaits them in the distant future.

'>y-i%

17. The Friend of Moses; or A Defence of the Pentateuch as the

production of Moses and an inspired document, against the

objections of Modern Skepticism. By Wm. T. Hamilton, D.

D. Pastor of the Government-street Church, Mobile, Alabama.

Neiv-York: M. W. JDodd. 1852. ;?^. 547. Svo.

The substance of this volume has been presented to the Chris-

tian public in a more ephemeral form in the columns of one of

our religious weeklies, having first been delivered as popular lec-

tures to I he author's own congregation. The phases of scepti-

cism are constantly varying, and the defences of Revelation must

vary to meet them. And yet those objections which strike the

mind as so new, and which lead the believer in revelation into

unusual paths of research, in order to refute them, have not so

entirely the recommendation of new discoveries, and do not so

fully mark the progress of mind, as those who offer them appre-

hend. The opaque orb of error revolves but slowly on its axis,

the eccentric comet revisits us but after the lapse of centuries,
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and the generation which beheld the existing phase of the one,

or the portentous flight of the other, have long gone to the land

of silence, and have left behind them sometimes but the briefest

record and sometimes none at all, of what they witnessed and

what they thought. So these modern controversies are but the

revival of ancient doubts. The cosmogony of Moses has had to

fight its way at all times against opposing theories. The same

difficulties have always been felt respecting ther deluge, the peo-

pling of the world and the dispersion of nations. The Jew in

Egypt before Christ, and the Nestorian in China since, though

centuries still have passed, have seen the contest between tho

chronologies as vividly as our most astute unbelievers, only with

vastly better means of proving the truth. The negro for un-

known ages has been as black, the Indian as red, and the Mongo-

lian as peculiar as now. And there are traces left that these

things have been subjects of thought and of discussion, that the

Bible has fought its way and approved itself, notwithstanding op-

position, to the philosopher and the scholar, as well as to the un-

cultivated man, even as now. Geology alone is new, but is becom-

ing more sober and more deferential to the Scriptures the older

it grows. These subjects have been somewhat amply discussed

in our pages. Dr. Hamilton has also been led by the force of

circumstances to give them his attentive consideration. His vol-

ume will be read with profit by those who desire information on

these topics, and who would know how the Scriptures- are assailed

and in what manner they may be defended. If the author's life

is spared, he will doubtless pursue the subject further. He has

already sailed for the old world with a view to prosecute his re-

searches. We expect soon to hear of him from the cataracts of the

Nile, from the pyramids of Gizeh, the temples of Esneh, Dendera,

Edfou, and Beit-ou-Wallch. We wish him much success amid

the hitherto baffling enigmas of Egyptian history. Ariadne's

thread, if he could find it, to guide us through this Labyrinth,

would indeed be just now an acquisition.
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18. Christ our Example. By Caroline Fry. To which is

. prefixed an Autobiography of the author. New- York : Carters,

1852. >p. 386. 18wo.

The autobiography of this excellent lady has interested us

deeply. Her religious experience was so clear and lively, her

repose on the justifying righteousness of Christ so perfect, that

she was well qualified by the spirit's teaching to present to others

Christ as our example. The day before her death, in a letter to

a friend, she says :
" The bright, the blessed hour for which I

have toiled and waited so many years ; the panacea at all times of

every painful, every fearful thought, has seemed in my spasmodic

agonies of breathlessness, immediately at hand." And on the next

day she exclaimed, " This is my bridal day, ' the beginning of my
life.' I wish there should be no mistake about the reason of my
desire to depart and be with Christ. I desire to go to Him that

I may be rid of the burden of sin." O sic si omnes I

19. The Holy Testament, or the Book of the Holy Gospel of our

Lord and our God, Jesus the Messiah, A literal translation

from the Syriac Peshito version. By James Murdoch, D. D.

New- York : Stanford ^ Swords. 1851. pp. 5\5. 8vo.

We chronicle thus late the publication of this volume. The

Peshito Syriac is the oldest version of the New Testament, hav-

ing been made, it is believed, late in the first or early in the second

century. It is the most accurate of all the old versions of the

Scriptures, of great critical value, and not without its use in the

interpretation of the text. The translation of the translation ap-

pears to be a faithful one, and will place much of the advantage

to be gained by the study of the Syriac version within the reach

of the mere English scholar.

One proof of the great antiquity of this version is that it did

not embrace the second of Peter, the second and third of John,

the epistle of Jude and the Apocalypse at first, but only those
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portions of the New Testament which had been acknowledged by

the Church of Syria as apostolic writings. These have since

been added from the later Philoxenian or Heraclean Syriac. ...

f, .>..-

20. Historical Commentaries on the State of Christianity during

thefirSt three hundred and twentyfine yearsfrom the Christian

era^ being a transiatioyi of the Commentaries on the affairs cf

the Christians before the time of Constan tine the Great. By
John Lawrence Mosheim, Z>. D. late Chancellor of the Uni-

versity of Gottingen. In two volumes. Volume I. translated

by R. S. Vidal, Esq ; volume II. translated and both volumes

editeddy James Murdoch
J
D.D. New-York: S. Converse. 1851.

The Commentaries of Mosheim on the affairs of Christians

for the first three centuries, have always been much valued by the

student of history. They embrace a full discussion of the main

particulars embraced in his general history, which includes only

the results of these more extended labours. The translation by

Vidal has long been before the English public, and we are glad

that the whole work has now been made accessible to the Ameri-

can reader. The later researches of Neander and others have

not superseded the learned and, for the most part, impartial la-

bours of Mosheim. These are at least free from the transcen-

dental mysticism of the late German scholars, and are not inferior

to their writings in genuine learning.

21. Die Offenbarung des heiligen Johannes fur solche die in

der ScJirift forschen erlautert von E. W. Hengstenberg, Dr.

%md Professor der Theologie in Berlin. Erster Band. Berlin.

1849. j9/?. 632. 8w.

The Revelation of St. Johii. Exjjoicndedfor those who search the

Scriptures. By E. W. Hengstenberg, Doctor and Professor

Vol. VI.—-No. 1. 11
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of Theology in Berlin. Translated from the original hy the

Rev. Patrick Fairbairn, author of Typology of Scripture, ^-c.

Volume I. New-York: Robert Carter Sf Brother. 1852. pj)-

681. 8m

The German copy of this first volume came into our hands soon

after its publication, but we have not seen the second volume as

yet, nor can we judge of this latter part of the exposition save as

it was anticipated in the Kirchen Zeitung for 1847 and 1848,

published by the same author, or has been reported by others.

This exposition of the Apocalypse was suggested to the learned

author during a season of sickness, which interrupted for some

months his ofl&cial duties. Looking around for a rod and a staff

to comfort him, he soon met with the Revelation. Pondering it

day and night, one difficulty, he tells us, vanished after another.

Having- completed his Commentary on the Psalms, he went with

great zest and enjoyment to this labour. He would have publish-

ed both volumes simultaneously, but could not hold back the rich

treasure of counsel and comfort which the Lord had provided in

this book, from those who needed it. Every one is anxious to

know what view so distinguished a scholar has taken of the Apo-

calypse. Our limits do not permit us to indicate them save in

the briefest manner. AVith Vitringa and the older theologians

he places the composition of the book in the closing period of the

reign of Domltian. This effectually cuts off the application of
'

the former part of it to the destruction of Jerusalem. The sub-,

jcct of the book is Christ's judgment upon the world and his pro-

tection and exaltation of the Church. The epistles to the seven

Churches he does not consider with Vitringa as of a prophetical

character, but as intended to introduce this book to them and

through them to the whole Church, and to exhort and warn them

as to their own duties and dangers, that they may prepare the

way of the Lord. Corresponding with the group of the seven

letters is the group of the seven seals. Corresponding again

with both is the group of the seven trumpets. The seven seals

of the book of God's decrees respecting the ungodly, are succes-

Bivcly broken, and judgments are poured forth on the enemies of
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God, but the elect are sealed and protected in these seasons of

juJgment. The seven trumpets are the annunciation of war and

defeat to the hostile world. Then come the three enemies of the

Church of God. (1.) The great red Dragon, or Satan, ch: xii.,

(2.) The Sea-Monster, or the ungodly world-power, xiii. 1-10.

(3.) The Earth-Monster, the earthly, sensual, demonical wisdom,

xiii. 11-18. The woman clothed with the sun is the Church

of God ; the man child, the vigorous growth of the people of God.

This Church the dragon seeks to destroy but is defeated. Here

the present volume stops. It is evident that the beast with the

seven heads and ten horns is not, in his view, the papal power,

but any pcKsecuting worldly power, and especially that of pagan-

ism. The numbers, too, of the book of revelation, with him, are

symbolical, and indicate no definite time. The thousand years

reign of Christ he believes to be already past. And this he thinks

is comforting- to us, that we have left this period behind, that we

have not before us the twilight, but the bright, clear day ; not

those preliminary triumphs which are followed by discomfiture,

but the great final one. A digest of the various opinions enter-

tained of the Apocalypse from the earliest times, would, we think,

repress the dogmatism of its interpreters, and convince each one

that what he brings forth in the way of explanation should be

with modesty rather than in the tone of confidence. The spirit

of Hengstenberg will be admired, even if his opinions are not

adopted.

Mi-
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ARTICLE I.

PRINCIPLES OF CHRISTIAN ECONOMY.

The history ot the Christian world shows that there has
been a wide-spread sensibihty, in the conscience of Chris-

tians, to the sin of indulgence in superfluities. This sen-

sibility has sometimes shown itself in a morbid, and some-
times in a blind, undistinguishing way. Among the men-
dicant and some of the monastic orders of the Romish
communion, poverty and simplicity of life formed a part

of the vows and rules, however little part they may have
had in their practice. Among the Churches of the Refor-

mation, we find the Mennonites forbidding, not only all

luxuries of dress, equipage and furniture, but even the fine

arts and liberal education. The denomination of Quakers,
as is well known, practised a similar sobriety. A part

of the original discipline of the Methodists was to en-

force a strict renunciation of all the pomps and vanities of

the world. These facts indicate that the conscience of the

Christian world has had an extensive feeling of the obli-

gation to moderation and self-denial in the use of wealth,

though they may prove that this feeling has not been very
well defined nor intelligent.

Several things in the present state of the Church induce
the belief that there is a strong demand for the discussion

and enforcement of the true principles of Christian econo-
my at this day. These circumstances are the great in-

crease of material wealth, and consequently of luxuries, in

Vol. VI.—No. 2. 12
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civilized nations, in consequence of the amazing applica-

tions of philosophy to the arts of production
; the obvious

and constant progress of genteel society in the style of

living ;
the strong similarity of rich Ciiristians to rich un-'

believers, in regard to the style of living ; and the peculiar

demands of God's cause for pecuniary resources in this,

the golden opportunity for evangelical eftbrt.

If the attempt he made to settle the principles of Chris-

tian self denial in expenditures, by drawing a line between

the part to be appropriated to ourselves and the part to be

appropriated to God, we see not where or how that line

can be safely drawn. How much revenue has God a right

to draw from our possessions? How much is due to us?
What general ratio shall be taken for making the division?

We can see but one scriptural or rational answer which
the Christian can make to these questions : Our 'property

is purely a trust fund, and the whole of it is to be used

for the benefit of the owner. There is to be no division at

all. There is to be no line drawn between God's portion

and our portion. All is God's, and a 1 is to be employed
for him. Here is the only true and safe starting point for

deducing our practical rules of Christian expenditure.

The idea of a stewardship is a correct illustration of the

nature of the tenure by which we hold our possessions.

This is plain from the fact that the Scriptures employ it to

illustrate our responsibility for all the means of serving

God, and our property among the rest. A steward is one
who manages property which does not belong to him.

This is just the case with us. The property in our hands
is, literally, God's property. He created it. He preserves

it. He calls it his own while it is in our hands. " Every
beast of the forest is mine and the cattle upon a thousand
hills." The most important property of a pastoral people

is cattle, and God expressly claims the domesticated cattle,

as well as the wild animals which were not appropriated

as individual possessions. Now, it is the plainest truth in

the world, that the steward is to manage the estate com-
mitted to him, not for his private advantage or profit, but

for that of the owner. The owner, as a just and benevo-

lent man, will of course allow his steward a competent
subsistence out of the estate; but the profits of the pro-

perty are his, not his servant's: and the general aim with
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which the whole is managed is to promote his advan-
tage.

But the Scripture likens our relation to God to one far

closer and stricter than the steward's. We are ourselves

God's property. We belong to him, body and soul, just as

truly as the riches which he has lent us. "And ye are

not your own, for ye are bought with a price. Therefore

glorify God in your body atid your spirit, which are God'sJ^

"Also he that is called, being free, is Christ's servant."

"Ye also have a Master in heaven." It is a settled rule of

law, that a slave can own no property. Whatever he has,

and whatever he may acquire, belong to the master ; to

whom he belongs, except so far as the master may lend

him the use of it. So we, God's slaves, can own nothing.

Hence we argue that if all which is, in human language,

most essentially our own, our limbs, our faculties, and the

fruits of their exertions—if we ourselves, in the very es-

sence that constitutes our being, belong to God, and ought
therefore to be employed for his exclusive use, much more
does our property, which is only entrusted to us. Our
property may be viewed as one class of material and in-

struments, lent to us, with which to work. Now, of course,

if the limbs and faculties,.with all the products of their ex-

ertions, belong to God, the results of these borrowed tools

and materials belong to him by a double right.

The same conclusion follows from all those passages of

Scripture in which it is taught that we are to render to

God all the service of which our faculties and circum-

stances admit. We are to employ all the lawful means
within our reach, and to exert every nerve, to serve and
glorify Him. " Far of Him, and through Him, and to Him,
are all things." "And whatsoever ye do, in word or deed,

do all in the name of the Lord Jesus." " Whether there-

fore ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the

glory of God." "And thou shall love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy mind, and with all thy

soul, and with all thy strength." And Christian love is a
feeling eminently practical ;

" for this is the love of God,
that we keep his commandments." According to these

rules, the only limit to the service we are to render to God
is the limit of our strength, means, and opportunities. In

whatever way it is possible for us to do any thing, without
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sin, whereby the glory of God may be promoted, that

thing it is our duty to do. We are to serve God with all

our strength. Our property is a part of our strength, and
therefore we are to serve him with all our property. It is

to be noticed, also, that though no Christian acts up to this

perfect rule, yet no true Christian desires, or aims at, any
less. No true penitent is satisfied with any imperfection,

for imperfection is sin. If, then, there is any part of our
property of which it is impossible to make any lawful use

for the glory of God, that part, and that part alone, we
may spend upon ourselves. And where shall that part be
found? when there is so much want, ignorance and sin

to be relieved, and while there are so many thousand
thirsty channels in which benevolence might flow.

It is important also to bear in this mind ; it is not enough
to be able to say that the use which we make of our pro-

perty is an innocent one, and has some tendency to pro-

mote the glory of God. It is our duty to make the best

use of every part of our possessions that is possible in our
circumstances. If there was any way within our reach
in which our money might have produced more good and
more honor to God, when we spent it in something inno-

cent, but less beneficial to his service, we have come short

of our duty. We have sinned. For the only rule allowed
us is to serve him " with all our strength." We have no
right to waste any part of our efficiency.

The principle that we are to use the whole property en-
trusted to us for the highest advantage of the owner, is

surely established by superabundant proof. The steps by
which the above reasonings have led us, are so simple and
short that there can be no hesitation in admitting them,
unless hesitation be produced by what is very obvious at

the first glance, that the principle now established will

condemn the habitual conduct of Christians to a woful
extent. How few are there who put their hands into their

pockets with a constant and conscientious recollection of
their stewardship? How few earn for God? How few
look around them amidst the demands of God's suffering

cause, or suflfering poor, for the strongest claim, and the

best means of glorifying him with their superfluous wealth?
Do we not rather look within, among the idle desires ot

vanity or self indulgence, to see which we shall gratify
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first, thinking we have been very conscientious if we stop

to enquire whether it is innocent?
We pass now to some specimens of the manner in which

this principle appUes. And first, it is proper that we should
employ so much of God's property as is necessary in our
own sustenance. The servant must be duly fed and cloth-

ed, in order that he may be able to work for his master.

This expenditure is, most strictly, an expenditure in God's
service, since it results in work done for him. And this

justifies us, not only in expending on ourselves what is

needful to sustain the body, as wholesome food, raiment,

and shelter, but also whatever is truly needed to give the

highest efiiciency to both body and mind for God's service,

and whatever truly promotes the noblest development of

our moral qualities. This will include, for instance, that

comfort and cleanliness in food and dress, and those recre-

ations and enjoyments which are necessary to give the

greatest firmness to the muscles and most healthy energy
to the animal spirits, food for the mind, such as judicious

education, good books and useful accomplishments, proper

medicines and remedies in sickness, and a wholesome and
natural cultivation of those taptes which tend to refine and
elevate the moral nature. We believe that neither God's

providence nor law has designed that man shall serve him
as a dull, over-worked hack, but that the rendering of the

highest, and best, and greatest service, is perfectly consis-

tent with man's highest enjoyment of the natural and ra-

tional blessings of life. The simple and temperate use of

all those enjoyments strengthens man for his work, by pro-

moting the contentment and cheerfulness of his feelings.

In one word, it is right to expend on ourselves all that will

qualify us to serve God with the greatest efficiency. This
is, strictly, expending God's property in his own service.

If we are asked whether this admission can be extended

to an allowance of artificial luxuries, and the costly refine-

ments of fashionable life, an answer will be found in this

question : Can any way be .shown in which they make us

more efficient servants of God ? Do they promote health ?

No, they are debilitating. Do they cultivate the mind?
No, they dwarf it. Do they promote cheerfulness? They
are much more fruitful of care and petty jealousies. Are

they necessary to give that respectabihty among men
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which extends the influence for good ? No. Do they pro-

mote that humility, that spiritual mind, which are more
essential to usefulness than health or animal spirits? Alas,

no. Let an honest conscience answer these questions, and
an answer is found for the other.

Second: it is right to employ a part of our Master's pos-

sessions in sustaining and rearing the families which he
has committed to us. Next to the preservation of our own
lives, this is the most obligatory of all uses which we are

required to make of the property entrusted to us. God's

providence points at us as the proper agents for the suste-

nance of our own families, and the training of our child-

ren for usefulness, by placing them nearer to us than to

any one else. In sustaining his servants, and rearing new
servants for his use, we are strictly applying his property

to his advantage. And the same remarks made concern-

ing the extent of the provision for our own sustenance and
equipment for service, apply to our households. We should

expend on them so much as will bring their bodies, minds,
and hearts to the highest efficiency for God's service, that

our circumstances will permit. But surely we have no
right to mis-spend our Master's property in providing for

our families, luxuries, amusements, fineries,, or wealth,

which add nothing to their energies, bodily, mental, or mo-
ral ; but, on the contrary, produce vanity, effeminacy, envy
and self-indulgence, and unfit them to " endure hardness
as good soldiers of Jesus Christ." That this is the ten-

dency of the refinements and luxuries of fashionable life,

especially with the young, whose characters are in a form-

ing state, is too clear to be disputed. Let this single fact

testify, that not only in the Church, but in the worldly pro-

fessions, few of the men who make their mark, and serve

their generation, are reared in the lap of wealth. The
useful men, the working men of every community, are

usually the sons of poverty, or of plain mediocrity. To
use God's wealth in bestowing such indulgencies, is a
double dishonesty. It embezzles the trust, and it robs him
of the services of our children by disqualifying them for

active usefulness. A kindred abuse of the trust is com-
mitted by those who stint their children of a thorough edu-

cation for usefulness, because so large a portion of their

means is appropriated to selfish indulgences, or more fre-

quently to the schemes of avarice.
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Third : a part of the possessions entrusted to us may-
be rightfully employed in making a reasonable provision

for ourselves and those dependent on us against the con-

tingencies of the future. As the parent is charged i^ow

with the sustenance of his children, it is proper that he
should lay by in store something to keep them from want
when he is taken from them by death. How much of

God's property may be rightfully retained for this purpose,

must be decided in each case by its own circumstances.

But this much may be said, in general, that we are cer-

tainly not justified in laying up wealth for our children, by
any consideration of our obligation to God. For, as ex-

perience declares, there is nothing which is so apt to

make a young person worthless, both to his Maker and
his fellow men, as a large inheritance. How, then, can
we be right in abstracting a large part of that trust which
we are bound to use wholly for God's glory, and -employ-

ing it to destroy the usefulness of one of his creatures?

The rule proper to men of large wealth seems to be this :

that they shall set apart for those dependent persons whom
they shall leave behind them, a comfortable maintenance;
and appropriate the rest to the glory of God. Or if they
leave more than this in the hands of their heirs, it should
be with the express understanding that those heirs shall

take it only as the successors in their stewardship. Where
there is a reasonable probability that the heir will not be

faithful to this trust, the parent has no right to bequeath
them the surplus property above a competency, whether
the unfaithfulness of the heir arise from wastefulness or

avarice. What would be thought of a steward who, when
compelled to take a long journey and to employ a substi-

tute in his trust, should entrust his master's property to a
hand known to be faithless? So, the steward of God, go-

ing that journey Irom which he will never return, has no
right to commit his master's possessions to faithless hands,

because those hands happen to be his son's. He should

himself appropriate his surplus wealth to its owner's use

before he goes hence. There is nothing which more be-

trays the defective views of Christian men concerning this

property, than the manner in which they bequeath it. How
few are there who remember, in making a will, that the

possessions of which they are about to dispose do not be-
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long to them, and that the utmost they can presume to do,

as Christians, is to appoint successors to themselves in their

stewardship ? If they wittingly appoint an unfaithful one,

froip their weak partiality, they are themselves unfaithful

stewards. How shall they be able to stand up in judg-

ment and " give an account of their stewardship," when
its last act has been to place the trust in a defaulter's

hands? When the conscience of the Church is properly

awakened and enlightened on this point, there will be more
instances like those rare and honourable ones of which we
occasionally hear; when Christians who are entrusted

with much wealth, will bequeath more of it to pious and
charitable uses than to their children.

Those who have any property remaining after these

three lawful deductions are made, are required, obviously,

by our principles, to use it in doing good. The particular

modes in which wealth may be made to promote the glory

of its owner, God, are exceedingly various; and the choice

in each case must be left to the conscience of the individual

steward. But there will be no danger of serious mistake,

if the sincere purpose in every case is to use all our pos-

sessions for the highest glory of God. And let the truth

be again impressed, that, as we are commanded to love

and serve God with all our strength^ it is not enough to

be able to say that the object we have selected lor the ex-

penditure of any surplus wealth, is innocent, and has some
tendency to honour God. Our duty is not done till we
have conscientiously selected that object by which our ex-

penditure will do the highest honour to God, and good to

his creatures that are within our reach.

It now requires little argument to show that the whole
list of superfluities, fashionable indulgences, and extrava-

gances, is cut off. No Christian, no man, can expend his

master's wealth upon them without committing sin. For
we might even admit that a hiultitude of these extrava-

gances were innocent, that they had some tendency to

refine the taste; in a word, we might admit all that the

softest luxury could plead in theii behalf, und yet, while it

is true that there are other ways open, in the providence

of God, in which wealth may do a higher good, it is a sin

and a waste to spend any of it in superfluities. Who does
not know that there are thousands of ways for doing ihat
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higher good with wealth, in this world of want and ignor-

ance? And the greater the contrast between the benefi-

cence and utility of these works of mercy and the sup-

posed advantages of these selfish superfluities, the clearer

is the sin of indulging them. Some may ask, " What is

superfluity, and what is extravagance ?" We do not at

all dispute that to draw the line between the allowable

comforts of life and sinful extravagance, by a general rule

fitting every particular case, may be impossible. But it is

not at all necessary to draw such a line. Ail that is ne-

cessary is to establish in the consciences of men sound
principles on this subject, and in their hearts the supreme
love of God. The particulars will then easily take care

of themselves. ' v ; - -

But it will not be difficult to illustrate the subject by a
number of instances, which are clearly on the wrong side

of the supposed line, and in which multitudes of wealthy
Christians will find themselves clearly condemned. When
a Christian man, who has professed to dedicate himself

and his all, body, soul and estate, to the highest glory of

God, and love of his fellow-creatures, passes by the hun-
dreds of starving poor, and degraded sinners around him,

the thousands of ignorant at home, and the millions of

perishing heathen, whom his money might, instrumentally,

rescue from hell-fire, and sells for a song his safe, strong,

comfortable family carriage, and expends hundreds in pro-

curing another, because his rich neighbour is about to out-

strip him in this article of equipage ; or when he sacrifices

his plate and china to buy new at a great cost, because the

style of the old was a little past ; or when he pulls down
his commodious dwelling to expend thousands in building

another, because the first was unfashionable ; is noi this

sinful waste/ When hundreds and thousands of God's

money are abstracted from the wants of a perishing world,

for which the Son of God died, to purchase the barbaric

finery of jewelry, as offensive to good taste as to Christian

economy, jewelry which keeps out no cold blast in winter,

and no scorching heat in summer, which fastens no need-

ful garment and promotes no bodily comfort, is not this ex-

travagance? When large sums of mo ey are expended
on exotics not half so pretty as a clover blossom, nor so fra-

grant as a common apple-tree flower, whose only merit is
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that no other lady in town has obtained one, what is this

but extravagance? We are deeply convinced that if our
principle of self-dedication were honestly carried through
the usages and indulgencies of tashionable society, a mul-
titude of common superfluities would be cut off. Indeed,

we doubt not that the depth to which it would cut, and
the extent to which it would convict the fashionable Chris-

tian world of delinquency, would be the grand argument
against it.

In a word, the awakening of the Christian conscience

of the Church to the truth, and to its duty, would reduce
all Christians to a life of comfortable simplicity, embellish-

ed, among those who possessed taste, by natural and inex-

pensive elegance; and all else would be retrenched. The
whole of that immense wealth now sacrificed to luxury,

would be laid on the altar of religious benevolence, or de-

voted to works of public utility. The real politeness and
true refinements of li(e would be only promoted by the

change. Every useful branch of education, all training by
which mind and body are endued with a higher efficiency

for God's service, would be secured, cost what it might.

Every truly ennobling taste would receive a simple and
natural cultivation. But the material luxuries and adorn-

ments of life would be sternly retrenched, and Christian

society would be marked in dress, in equipage, in build-

ings, sacred and domestic, in food, and in every other sen-

suous gratification, by a Spartan simplicity, united with a
pure and chaste decency. Wealth would be held as too

sacred a trust, to expend any part of it in anything which
was not truly necessary to the highest glory of God in the

rational and spiritual welfare of his creatures, our fellow

men.
As has been before indicated, every one will perceive

that such an application of the principles of Christian

economy would bring about a great revolution in the man-
ners of our Christian people. Even well meaning Chris-

tians who are possessed of wealth, every where allow

themselves a vastly wider license, and act on far different

principles. We shall therefore beg leave to pursue the

discussion of this part of the subject farther, and suggest
other reasons for carrying our Christian sobriety to the ex-

tent indicated.
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'' And first, we strongly urge that some principle far

stricter than that on which Christians usually act, is im-

peratively demanded, to remove the reproach of worldly

conformity. The external likeness of the Church to the

woild is the bane of our efficiency in saving souls. We
profess a difference between ourselves and the unrenewed,
as radical as that between light and darkness, almost as

wide as that between heaven and hell. But in all the

visible and practical concerns which interest the unrenew-
ed heart, we nearly resemble them. Our words say that

we believe riches to be vanity and emptmess. Our acts

seem to say that we love and seek them as intensely as

those do who make them their all and their god. We say
in words, that "we have here no continuing city," but in

act are as eager to adorn our dwellings here as though
they were our only home. We profess that we have richer

and nobler enjoyments than the pomp of this life, and then

swell and rustle with as much pomp as any other human
insect of a day. What is the result? The world believes

our conduct and not our words—like a shrewd world as it

is. Practical skepticism seals their consciences against

the teachings of the pulpit. Our worldly conformity gives

the lie to all our assertions of nobler principles, of the birth

of a new and higher nature, and of the treachery of earthly

good. However inefficient the world's conscience may be

to control its own sins, it is abundantly acute to perceive

the demands of consistency, and men feel that those who
have the hopes and principles, those who acknowledge the

tremendous obligations to a dying world of brethren, which
Christians profess, ought to use their wealth in a manner
utterly unlike the world. When they see us use it on the

same selfish and grovelling principles with themselves, the

inevitable impression, unacknowledged it may be, in the

consciousness of those who were trained to respect reli-

gion, but yet potent and blighting in all, is, that religion is

a "sham." But now let Christians seek and use wealth

wholly for God. Let them show by their conscientious

simplicity of indulgence and conscientious alms-doings,

that they have conquered that covetousness which worldly

men feel to be their strongest passion, and could calmly
place their feet upon those indulgencies and vanities which
worldly men feel to be their highest pleasures ; and the

..jM -.
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world will own, with conviction and reverence, that Chris-

tianity is a living, a lovely and fearful thing. The world
will, ,at least, believe that Christians believe that there is a

heaven, a hell, and a strict day of account. The world

will be convinced, at least, that Christians believe their

perishing fellow men have souls to be saved, worth a little

more than fashionable ^cZa^, jewelry and equipage. Men
will at least believe that we are in earnest in our warnings.

In this connexion it may be remarked, that the extent

to which the worldly conformity of the Church follows on
the heels of the advancing luxuries of the world, plainly

indicates that something is wiong with us. Every age
has added to the wealth of civilized societies, and every

generation, nay, every year, the style of expenditures ad-

vances. More costly dwellings are built What were
commodious and respectable mansions a few years ago,

are now dragged away as so much rubbish ;
and if Provi-

dence permits our much-abused wealth still to increase,

the places we now build will be pulled down to make
room for the more luxurious palaces of our children. New
and unlieard-of indulgencies are invented. What our
fathers regarded as luxuries almost extravagant, we have
accustomed ourselves to look upon as ordinary comforts,

almost despised for their cheapness. More capricious wants
are indulged. More costly articles of adornment are in

vented. And, as if to repudiate, in the most direct and ex-

pressive mode, every remnant of the obligations of so-

briety, costliness has become the very element of fashion.

Because the ornament is monstrously expensive, in pro-

portion to Its true utility, therefore it is sought. Now, let

extravagance of expenditure take as enormous strides as

it will, the indulgence of Christians follows close on its

heels. No species of adornment, however outrageously-

wasteful
; no imaginary indulgence, however capricious,

has become fashionable, but rich Christians have soon pro-

ceeded to employ it, almost as commonly as the world.

Some of the most enormously luxurious dwellings are

those occupied by Christiaii families. The most extrava-

gant finery is often seen on Christian backs. Now, where
is this to stop I Do the principles on which Christians now
expend God's possessions fix no limit any where? If they
do not, they must be erroneous. Let us see some line
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drawn, beyond which artificial and imaginary wants are

not to encroach on the claims of our stewardship. No such
line exists. On the present principles of the Church, lux-

urious expenditure has before it the prospect of indefinite

progress. And let it be observed, that those who ride on
the flood-tide of extravagance, are not merely those incon-

sistent persons, whose piety is under grievous suspicions

on all hands; but often they are those who stand fair and
a»'e much esteemed in the Church. Now, if it shall be

objected to the principles here advocated, that there will

be no limit to their fair and legitimate application till they
reduce us to a cynical rudeness of life, the just retort is,

tha* to the opposite principles on which the Christian world
usually acts, there is no limit. They will admit one ex-

travagance after another, on the plea of usage and the cus-

toms of society, and the innocence of the particular indul-

gence in itself, to the utmost extent to which an apostate

world may please to run, in its waste of God's abused
bounties. Hence it is evident, that there must be error in

those principles*. And let any one attempt to go back and
review them, comparing them with the principles of the

Bible, in order to eliminate that error, and he will find that

there is no rational or scriptural stopping place short of the

strict rule we have advocated.

Another reason for the application of this strict rule is

found in the prevalence of covetousness in the Church.
Much has been said, and justly said, concerning this sm,
and the opposite virtue of Christian liberality, recently.

The religious world has rung with denunciations of prize

tracts, some of which have proclaimed covetousness to

be the master sin of the Church. This may be true or

untrue. It is sufficient for our purpose to say, what every-
body will admit, that it is a sin prevalent and ruinous, to

a fearful extent. Now, we believe that the great spur to

covetousness^ in the general, is this custom of fashionable

expenditure, prevalent in the (christian world. That the

fiercest covetousness must usually be the result of prodi-

gality, has been clearly seen, at least since Sallust's well
known character of Cataline was written, " Alieni appe-
tens, tSui profusus, ardens in cupiditibus^ And we sup-

pose that, usually, the craving for gain is the child of a
craving to spend. Few examples of the actual miser pre-
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sent themselves, where coin is hoarded and gloated over

and loved for its own sake. Money is usually valued inor-

dinately, because men's hearts inordinately desire the sup-

posed style, eclat, and distinction of fashionable expendi-

ture, which wealth will enable them to attain. But now,
could the pulpit and the religious press only succeed in

establishing correct sentiments of Christian economy in

the public opinion of the religious world
;
could all use-

less expenditure in a* Christian be set in the same in-

consistent and odious light in which cards and dancing

are usually regarded by Presbyterians, the sinews of

covetousness in the Church would be cut. The usual

motive to covetousness would no longer exist with any
who regarded their good name; because that expenditure

could not be indulged for which large wealth is coveted.

When those who made large gains were compelled to re-

gard them as gains made for God, the instances of rapa-

city would be as rare as the instances in which servants

and apprentices are found loo industrions in earning mo-
ney for their masters.

The nature of the motives by which luxurious expendi-

tures are prompted, one would think, ought to be sufficient

to reveal the inconsistency of all such indulgences in

Christians. Very innocent and plausible motives may be

feigned, and in some cases may be truly felt ; as when
men say that they are only filling the obligaton of their

stations and complying with the demands of genteel so-

ciety, in living expensively. There may be some who
persuade themselves that this is their feeling. But it is

very plain that the usual motives of expensive living are

self-indulgence and sensuality, ostentatious pride, cowardly
weakness and dread of the charge of singularity, petty

rivalry, and personal vanity. Are these motives which
Christians ought to foster? Surely they are utterly at war
with the humility and spirituality which our Saviour com-
mands. It is our constant duty to choke them and watch
against them ; and were expensive living perfectly inno-

cent and free from other objection, the fact that it ministers

to feelings so vile, would require us to shun it. The mere
fact that it was often the minister of these unholy and
contemptible sentiments, m other minds, should lead us to

shun it, though as yet unconscious of their taint. We are
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told to pray :
" Lead us not into temptation." If we would

ijot be hypocrites, our conduct must be conformed to our

prayers.

A reference to the views which prevailed in former ages

concerning the evil effects of luxury, will suggest another

consideration. The lime was when wise heathens and
wise Christians, alike, looked upon luxury as a vice in

itself—a tiling which emasculated the hardihood and en-

ergy of the character, stimulated all the vices, as tropical

heat and moisture force up the vegetation of a wealthy
soil, and unfitted man for usefulness. Wise legislators ex-

cluded luxury as the bane of commonwealths, and as a
crime unworthy of manhood. Historians constantly point-

ed at the luxury which accumulated wealth had provoked,

as the cause of Persian imbecility, of Grecian decline, and
of the downfall of imperial Rome. Senates made repeated

attempts to restrain it by sumptuary laws
; attempts which

were vain indeed, and ill-judged, but which evinced the

reality of the evil. The plain, good sense of the olden

times pointed out the stubborn fact, which men had not

then learned to dodge by a deceitful philosophy, that lux-

urious expenditure, in wasting the labour of working hands
and the products of labour, must be ruinous to public

wealth. What has now become of these old-fashioned

facts and truths? How is it that a Christian ethics, in a
Christian age, professing to be unspeakably purer than all

Pagan systems, is silent concerning a vice which old Pa-

gan Sparta and Rome reprobated ? How is it that Chris-

tian people indulge, without a whisper of disapprobation,

or a frown of public opinion, in luxuries more elaborate

than those which even a polished Cicero denounced as dis-

gusting and contaminating, in the young men of licentious

Rome ? How is it that it has become proper, and manly,
and wise, for the soldiers of the cross, who ought to be

girded for the terrific war with* principalities and powers,

and spiritual wickedness in high places," to soften their

effeminate limbs with indulgences, which would have been
shameful and ruinous in the secular soldier or the athlete?

It passes our wit to tell ! To us, who remember how Paul
commanded, "to crucify the flesh with the affections and
lusts," how he set the example of "keeping under his

body and bringing it into subjection," and how he has
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charged us " to endure hardness as good soldiers of Jesus
Christ," how every Christian has dedicated himself, pro-

fessedly, soul and body, to a tremendous conflict, for a
stake which is composed of his own soul, worth more than
a world, and a world of immortal souls like his ; to us it

does seem, that every indulgence which diminishes the

hardihood and self-denial of the man, or unnerves him for

the strife, is a crime and a treason, leaving out of view the

waste it causes of the material means for carrying on the

great cause. Do the fashionable indulgences now common
among rich Christians, have this eflfect ? Let the fact be-

fore referred to give the answer : that the working men of

the age are usually the sons of simple mediocrity.

And not only are these indulgences objectionable as

weakening to the Christian character, but they waste the

attention and time of those who love them. He who goes

to warfare should not encumber himself with much bag-

gage. The true soldier has no time to provide gorgeous

caparisons for his horse, and drapery for his own limbs.

All that he can take care of is, to have his weapons in

fighting order. All else is an incumbrance. When Darius

and Alexander met at Arbela, the Macedonian phalanx
was horrid with brass and iron. The only things which
glittered along the sturdy ranks were the deadly points of

the pikes, and the sword blades. But the half-armed men
and horses of the Persian came sweating under gorgeous
draperies of worsted, and purple, and gold, which swept
the earth. Which conquered? Of Frederic the Great,

Macaulay says

:

" Some young Englishmen of rank proposed to visit Germany
as volunteers, for the purpose of learning the art of war under

the greatest of commanders. This last proof of British attach-

ment and admiration Frederic politely, but firmly, declined. His
camp was no place for amateur students of military science. The
Prussian discipline was rigorous even to cruelty. The officers,

while in the field, were expected to practise an abstemiousness

and self denial, such as were hardly surpassed by the most rigid

monastic orders. However noble their birth, however high their

rank in the service, they were not permitted to eat from any
thing better than pewter. It was a high crime even in a count

and field-martial, to have a single silver spoon among his bag-

gage. Gray young Englishmen of twenty thousand a year, ac-
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customed to liberty and luxury, would not easily submit to these

Spartan restraints. And the king could not venture to keep
them in order as he kept his own subjects in order." .

Thus act the children of this world who are w^e in their

generation. And thus should act the children of light.

They should be too busy in the service of their king to

have a thought for gewgaws, and too anxious for efficiency

to burden themselves with superfluities.

But, after all, the most plain and direct reason for strict

simplicity of expenditure is found in the fact that God has
condescended to make wealth an instrument for promoting
his cause, and in the urgent demands of that cause. When
we consider the good that money may do, if prayerfully

devoted to God's service, and the good that needs to be
done, how can any one who professefe to aim to love God
with all his strength, and his neighbour as himself, waste
any portion of it in any thing approaching superfluity ?

Let those to whom God has entrusted wealth, think how
many destitute families there may be within their reach,

who suffer acute anxieties and many destitutions from
poverty, to whom a little aid would bring unspeakable re-

lief and thankfulness. Let them think how many agen-

cies of good near them, how many Sabbath schools, how
many poor ministers, are crippled by want of pecuniary

means. Let them listen to the continual prayer of all our

missionary departments for more means. Let them re-

member the almost countless plans and schemes of bene-

ficence, devised by pious zeal, in which money may pro-

mote the glory of God and the good of man. Let them
cast their eyes around a perishing world, where hundreds
of millions are hurrying, in one generation, to eternal,

irreparable destruction, for lack of the gospel, and remem-
ber that money can be employed as an agency to assist in

their rescue, and that their almsgiving can now be borne

speedily to any remote and destitute spot on the wide field

of death. And then let them ask themselves, with the

cry of a perishing world in their ears, and that dread ac-

count in their eye, where we must answer for having done
our utmost for the rescue of our race, whether they have
any thing to spare for superfluities. Is it enough, when
this tremendous destitution stands before us, that we shall

be able to say that we have made contributions to all the

Vol. VI.—No. 2. 13
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our application of those truths was not fair, easy and ob-

vious. If it was, this is enough. But we are not com-
pelled to fall back on such a reference by any dearth of
specific precepts in the Bible. In Luke, 14 : 12, our Sa-
viour expressly asserts the principle, that the rich should
refrain from ostentatious and unnecessary hospitalities to

their equals, in order to be able to relieve the truly desti-

tute. We see not how one who believes in plenary in-

spiration, and who reverences the word of Scripture too

much to tamper with its fair meaning, can make this

passage any thing else than an explicit prohibition of un-
necessary expenditure in hospitalities. And this, too, is

one of the most generous, graceful and popular modes of

expenditure
;
the form of extravagance which men would

'

regard as most " leaning to virtue's side." 1 Timothy and
1 Peter, forbid Christian females to indulge in "gold, pearls,

broidered or plaited hair, and costly array." A most sen-

sible expositor has well remarked, that the prohibition

would of course have been extended to the stronger sex,

had not the apostles taken it for granted that manliness
alone would be a sufficient safeguard against such follies

in them. Now, we by no means exalt the letter over the

spirit, so far as to interpret the apostles as meaning that

curled hair would be innocent, while braided hair was
sinful, or to interpret them as placing obedience to the

precept, in the shunning of those particular follies there

mentioned. But a fair interpretation cannot avoid this con-

clusion, that the two apostles concur in explicitly forbid-

ding personal adornment with means expensive, either of

time or money, as a thing inconsistent with Christian cha-

racter. We are all aware that an accommodating exegesis

has frequently come to the aid of fashionable Christianity

in attempting to whittle away the point of the precepts.

And among others, a recent writer has politely come to

the rescue, in remarking upon the passage from Peter, by
representing the gist of the apostle's meaning as this: that

Christian wives may wear these follies: he, of course, does

not condescend either to allow or forbid things so inno-

cent, and unessential, and trifling ;
but if they wear them,

they must not regard them as their ornaments. We think

it reply enough to ask, Jor what should the good ladies
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wear them, then ? We feel sure that the female mind, at

least, will concur with us in saying, that to forbid the

wearing of any costly array as omafnent, will be a very

efficient, practical prohibition of wearing it at all. Once
compel people to regard it as no adornment, and they will

not trouble themselves to put it on. Let the reader also

consult 1 John, 2: 16.

The remainder of these remarks will be devoted to con-

sidering the most common objections which are made
against the principles we have advocated, and in justifica-

tion of expensive habits. In this negative form, some ideas

may perhaps be introduced which are of great importance

as positive supports of our views.

We are well aware that the prompt objection against

what we have said will be this : that if the principles we
have advocated were carried out to their fair extent, they

would cut off every thing but the baldest necessaries of

life and reduce society to a Gothic rudeness. Every man
who would be truly consistent must be a Diogenes. The
same rule which would forbid the expensive refinements

of the most wealthy, if justly applied, would also cut off

the cheaper refinements of middle life, and would reduce

man to just so much clothing as would cover his naked-
ness, and that of the coarsest quality which would suffice.

The very buttons on the backs of our coats must be cut

off and thrown into a missionary box, because they can
button nothing. And thus, as our principles prove too

much, they prove nothing.

Now what is all this but an argument to our ignorance

and our prejudices? It does not disprove the Scripture rule,

but only aimounces fear of it, lest it should cut deeper

than the self-indulgence and weakness of the objectors

possibly can or will endure. Grant that the rule, when
strictly applied, should cut off all the refinements now
common in Christian society, it might only prove that so-

ciety has gone exceedingly far astray from its duty, (a very

possible supposition, at least with those who believe in the

universal depravity of human nature,) and not that the

rule was false. Suppose that those who support this rule

in theory, and among others, the author of these remarks,

should be found unwilling to follow it to the extent of cut-

IL--.
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ting the buttons off the backs of their coats. It might only
prove that their conduct was inconsistent with their prin-

ciples, and not that their principles were wrong.
But a farther and an entirely satisfactory explanation of

the objection will be found by recurring to what was said

in defining the allowable and proper subsistence of one of
God's servants, hi order that he may be fitted to work
most efficiently for his master, that subsistence should in-

clude, not only supplies for his immediate bodily necessi-

ties, but all that promotes the most noble and perfect de-

velopment of the bodily, mental and moral man. Neat
and decent apparel, lodging, food, are necessaries of life,

not indeed of animal existence, but of that dignified, ra-

tional and moral existence by which God's servant is able

to glorify Him and bless his fellow men. The natural and
useful accomplishments of life are necessaries of life.

They are necessary to that highest style of man by which
most good is done and most honour rendered to the power
of Christianity. iVnd we do assert, that the distinction

between that sordid manner of life, which sacrifices one's

usefulness by inevitably incurring constant ridicule, con-

tempt and dislike, and a chaste and strict simplicity, is a
distinction perfectly easy to all except those who do not

wish to see it. There is an extreme of simplicity in dress

and living, to which any man of truly respectable quali-

ties may go, without incurring inconvenient notoriety as

an oddity, and without incuiring necessary contempt. This
is evident from the Spartan example of many noble men,
of whom we may mention John Howard and Chief Justice

Marshall. And we do assert, again, that this extreme of

simplicity lies far, far beyond the customary style which
the average of rich Christians now allow themselves.

There lies the proper line. Any man whose heart is right

can find it.

The objection we have described might be sufficiently

removed, even by considerations of pecuniary economy.
We do not dress in blankets and live in shanties because

true economy forbids it. The coarse fabric will become
so worn as to admit the assaults of the weather and dis-

ease, so much sooner than the moderately fine and sub-

stantial cloth, that it is true economy to wear the latter.

It might be possible to live in a shanty of board ;
but this
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shanty would require to be so perpetually patched and re-

newed, that, in the end, it would prove more expensive

than a substantial brick house. And, again, good taste

costs no money, when allowed its true, natural and chaste

developments. Economy itself having dictated that we
shall select for a covering a moderately good cloth, we dis-

cover that it is actually less wasteful to cut this cloth into

decent and comely shape than to make a clownish botch

of it. The parent of six children observes that health, and
decency, and chastity require that his dwelling shall con
tain a given number of chambers. And when this is de-

termined, he will find that a true architectural taste is per-

fectly at one with economy. To adopt a chaste and grace-

ful outline for his building, in which every essential ele-

ment of the construction shall be an ornament, and no or-

nament shall be superfluous, to protect his materials with

good paint, to employ skilful mechanics who will keep out

the weather by making good jomts, all this is as necessary

to procuring the requisite cubic feet of house room, at the

cheapest ultimate cost, as it is to true architectural taste.

And any thing more expensive than this, is as truly a sin

against pure taste as it is a sin against Christian economy.
We have thus passed to the discussion of what we had

marked down as the second objection
; that so stern a sim-

plicity would cut off the indulgence and education of all

the refining tastes. This objection proceeds upon the pos-

tulate, that wherever our Creator has implanted native and
instinctive propensities in us, their very existence shows
that there must be some innocent and proper indulgence

for them somewhere. Thus : it was he who implanted
hunger ; there must be, therefore, some indulgence of the

appetite, w hich does not partake of the sin of gluttony.

It was God who implanted the capacity for feeling indig-

nation. There must be, therefore, such a thing as " being

angry and sinning not." If every possible exercise of the

propensity had been sinful, a holy Creator would not have
implanted it. But surely this does not imply that every

indulgence to which the perverted propensity may attach

itself, is therefore innocent. Is there then nothing by which
those instinctive and refining tastes for the graceful and
beautiful in form, colour and sound, may be gratified, ex-

cept the " costly array " of luxury? if we condemn, as
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sinful waste, the employment of a company of foreign

musicians, at a cost tenfold greater than that which would
procure the labours and talents of the noblest warriors and
statesmen to the nation, or at a price sufficient to, feed all

the starving poor of a commonwealth, shall we be charged
with banishing every indulgence of musical taste, when
we leave to men the music of nature, of singing birds, and
babbling brooks, and sighing winds, the sweet symphony
which comes up with the morning breeze from the lowing
kine, mixed with the ploughman's mellow song as he
lounges field-ward, and the cooing of the dove in the

dewy tree top? Shallvwe be accused of banishing music,

when we leave men the inexpensive but sweet domestic
concert, the song of praise to God, and the soft harmonies
of children's voices? And if we forbid men to waste God's
precious treasures in barbaric fineries of dress, or building,

or equipage, shall we be accused of robbing them of all

that is beautiful, in form and tinge, when we leave them
the countless beauties of sky, and earth, and sea? No.
We admit that the proper cultivation of these tastes has a
true tendency, though, where unaccompanied with better

agencies, a most weak and insufficient tendency to elevate

man's soul. But their proper and beneficial cultivation is

by the enjoyment of the beauties and harmonies of nature.

The artificial and expensive pursuit of the fine arts, as it

is seen in luxurious society, lends only to substitute in

place of true sensibility, a nauseous aff'ectation of taste, con-

cealing a callousness as truly brutal as that of the Vandal.
The truest and most wholesome indulgences of taste are

those which nature presents to us at least cost. Luxurious
indulgences deprave this capacity of our souls as truly as

they waste God's property.

Again : in support of expensive living, we often hear a
great deal said about '* the style proper to one's standing in

society," And such a style is represented as necessary to

distinguish the different ranks in society. The truth lies

in just the opposite direction. This is just one of the

chiefest social evils resulting from luxury, that it assists in

confounding the proper distinctions of society. When ex-

pensiveness of living becomes the index of rank and gen-

tility, then whoever can procure wealth, by fair means or

foul, claims that rank. Thus, by this very boasted means

«'
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of keeping up the proper distinctions of society, vulgar

and igtjorant persons are admitted into the society of the

pure and well-informed, and that vilest and most despica-

ble of all aristocracies, an aristocracy of wealth, is intro-

duced. The consequence is, that the coarseness and low
principles of the rich boors are diffused through all the cir-

cle into which their luxuriousness has introduced them.

And an unrighteous standard of admission is erected, which
excludes humble worth, and talent, and taste, because

united with poverty. But if extravagance were disreput-

able and were banished from professedly virtuous society,

if the rich practised a simplicity of living equally attaina-

ble by all of moderate means, the distinctions of society

would necessarily be drawn by some other criterion than

wealth. They cannot possibly be drawn by any other so

base and injurious.

But let us admit that the principle claimed is correct.

Let us suppose that there ought to be gradations of expen-

diture according to the possessions and social position.

The Christian who professes the obligation to use all his

property for the glory of God, surely ought not to assume
any higher grade of expenditure than is really necessary to

maintain his social position. Surely he should not expend
for this object, granting its propriety, more of God's wealth

than is necessary, when so much is needed for the cause of

God and our perishing fellow men. Now let us take, for

the sake of example, some one grade of wealth and social

standing. Let it be the hundredthousand-dollar men.
Among this class, several will be found who, either from
prudence, or from covert avarice, or from a sort of very

sensible laziness, which is unwilling to be fatigued with
pomp, spend far less than the average of their peers. They
are not sordid; but they live far within their means and
beneath the expenditure of similar men around them.

Every large society presents such instances. Now are

these men ostracized by their class? Is their social posi

tion compromised? Is there any lack of respect when ihey

enter the society of their equals ? Not at all. The fact

then proves that a higher grade of expenditure than theirs

is not necessary for any social advantage. Why, then,

cannot all Christians of a similar grade ot wealth stop at

their limit of expenditure? Even upon the mistaken
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grounds upon which we argue, all that goes beyond this

is clearly sin. It is waste and perversion of a trust that

should have been sacred to noble and blessed ends. All

know how far rich Christians, even those whose religious

character stands fair, go beyond that line of supposed so-

cial necessity, as it is drawn by the actual facts ot society.

Even by this imperfect rule, a great dereliction from Chris-

tian economy is proved upon the Church of this day.

There is another justification for luxury which assumes
a profounder air and proceeds upon pretended grounds of

political economy. It is claimed that " luxurious expendi-

tures, on the part of those who have wealth, are, in fact,

beneficent to the community, by encouraging, and employ-
ing, and paying the industry of all who produce those

luxuries. Such expenditure," it is said, "is the legitimate

means for distributing again the accumulations of wealth,

so that they may circulate for the common good. The
rich man, therefore, who, without immoral dissipations,

expends a splendid income in splendid living, is fulfilling

a public duty." We unhesitatingly assert that he is a

public curse. His splendid living may, in one sense, "dis-

tribute " coin or bank notes, but it is a whirlpool that ab-

sorbs and destroys public wealth, and his luxuries, instead

of encouraging and rewarding industry, only pervert it and
misdirect it. We will explain.

It is the most vulgar delusion to suppose that coin or

bank notes are public wealth. Every college boy knows
that they are only the conventional representatives of

wealth. The wealth of the community consists in the

productions of the skill and labour of its citizens, exerted

on material nature. If a ploughman expends a year's

work in raising five hundred bushels of corn, that corn is

a part of the public wealth. If an artisan expends a year's

work in making a trinket worth five hundred bushels of

corn, that trinket is public wealth. If the five hundred
bushels of corn are exchanged with a foreign merchant for

a basket or two of costly wine, that wine is a part of the

public wealth. But if that trinket or wine is bought by
some rich citizen for money, the community is no richer

than before. The purchaser now has the item of wealth,

and the seller has in its stead some coins which are not

wealth, but which being the established representative of
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wealth, will serve him to procure him some other item of

wealth when he pleases. Now let us suppose that this

rich purchaser thrusts a hole through his daughter's ear

with an awl and sticks this trinket in it, where it is finally

lost, or becomes worthless through change of fashion
; or

that he drinks up this wine at a splendid entertainment,

then there is a positive and irreparable loss of public

wealth. This item is forever consumed and has left no
equivalent behind it. A year's work of an industrious

citizen is consumed. And the skill, industry and time of

its labouring citizens, are the true wealth of a community,
because they alone produce wealth. The money which
this rich man paid for the year's work which has been
destroyed, is not a substitute for its value to the commu-
nity, because the community before possessed both the

money and the commodity ; now it has only the money.
Every luxurious indulgence is therefore destructive of

public wealth. As all political economists know, it is

unproductive consumption. The idea on which the old

sumptuary laws were partly founded, that every luxurious

expenditure tends to impoverish the country, is a stubborn

fact.

Let us look also at '-the encouragement of industry"
which such expenditures produce. We have said, what
none can dispute, that the true wealth of a nation consists

in the time, skill and labour of its working citizens. The
public welfare, so far as it is corporeal, consists in an ade-

quate supj)ly of all the objects required by man's actual

and natural wants for all the people. A certain total of

those objects, such as food, clothing, (fcc. will be neces-

sary, annually, to provide for all its citizens. Now the

only sourcefrom which the nation can draw this supply
is the annual industry of its own citizens^ (unless, indeed,

it is engaged in predatory warfare). Some of the articles

of that supply may be imported from abroad, but if so,

these im[)orls are procured, not with money, but with some
product of the nation's own industry. International com-
merce must always be, in the main, a barter. A certain

number of the working hands of the nation must, there-

fore, be evidently employed annually in the production of

the supply for the natural and necessary wants of the

whole people. If too few hands are employed, the supply

I;
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becomes inadequate, and those who are least able to buy
at increased prices, suffer want. Now it is very plain, that

if many of the working hands of the nation are turned

aside from the production of these supplies for real wants,

to producing the objects of imaginary and artificial wants,

by the seduction of better wages from the rich, the result

is an inadequate supply of solid values, and suffering and
misery at the other extreme of society. The perversion

of industry may result in an increase to the individual la-

bourer, in the shape of larger money wages, but the inevi-

table result to the nation at large is a deficiency of the

necessaries of life and consequent misery to the labouring

class in general. Money fills no hungry stomach, and
clothes no shivering back, of itself. It is only the repre-

sentative of other things which do. We will illustrate.

Let us suppose that the increase of luxury causes the

transference of a thousand labouring hands from the pro-

duction of corn, or other actual values which the nation

bartered for foreign corn, to the production of plate and
jewelry. Their wages as farm labourers were fifty cents

per day, and their wages as artisans are now one dollar

per day. The change has seemed to result in advantage
to these thousand labourers, because their wages are better.

But the total result is, that there is thus much less corn in

the nation to feed it, and the price of corn rises, and as

many people suffer for bread as were formerly supplied by
the industry of these thousand men. And the use of the

plate and jewelry produced is wholly an unproductive con-

sumption, a total and irreparable abstraction from the na-

tional wealth, while a large part of this corn, if these

labourers had been suffered to continue producing corn,

would have been eaten by working men, who would have
used their strength in earning wealth in some form. Thus
it would have been productive consumption.

The expenditure of money on artificial wants is, there-

fore, not an encouragement, but a misdirection of industry.

It results, not in the increase, but in the final destruction

of portions of the public wealth. Instead of diffusing ac-

cumulated wealth for the benefit of the labouring classes,

it depresses those classes in general, begets starvation, and
enhances the prices of the necessaries of life. The artisans

who profit, at the time, by these expenditures, of course
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deny these conclusions, but just as sure as there is truth

in political science, or the teachings of history, they are

correct in the main.
These remarks explain at once the fact, so often re-

marked, that in every country the extremes of destitution

among the poor are equal to the extremes of accumulation
among the rich. The usual result of accumulated wealth

must be indulgence in luxury, and luxury begets a misap-

plied industry and consequent want.
A plan corollary from these truths is this, that all laws

of primogeniture, and all legislation which fosters large

accumulations in single hands, are hostile to public wealth

and the general good of the people. That nation is always
most truly rich and prosperous to whom the words of

Horace apply :.

Privatus illis census erat brevis,commune magnum.

We have here an explanation, also, for the anomalous
evils of English society. In unfolding this explanation,

we shall illustrate the truth we have attempted to explaui.

The English are an industrious nation. Their agriculture

and manufactures are eminently skilful. No where on
earth is science made to do so large a share of the produc-

tive work of human hands. And yet, with all this teeming
productiot), England cannot comfortably feed and clothe

her people any year. We do not now allude to the effect

which her taxation and naval and military expenses may
produce, but only to social causes. England is distin-

guished above all other nations by overgrown private for-

tunes. The incomes of these fortunes seek channels of

expenditure, and the result is, that a vast portion of the

productive labour of the nation is perverted to the produc-

tion of supplies for artificial wants. Her aristocracy have
acted upon the mistaken policy of " encouraging industry"

by splendid expenditure, until the industry of the nation

is crushed. Men who ought to be producers of food and
clothing, or of solid values to be bartered with other na-

tions for food and clothing, have been seduced, by the offer

of better money wages, to expend their labour on ten

thousand things which satisfy no actual necessity of any
man; on the manufacture of jewelry, and of dress, and
equipage, on the building of useless palaces, on the en-

closing of useless, or partially useful parks, with unneces-

I
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sary iron railings ; on the laborious construction and keep-

ing of pleasure grounds, on the watching of hares and par-

tridges, on the tending of useless horses, dogs and deer,

on the driving of unnecessary vehicles, on the rendering

of unnecessary menial services, and a hundred other things.

Thus, myriads of hands, which ought to be producing the

solid supplies for the nation's actual wants, are industrious

about nothing. And alihough, personally, these attend-

ants may receive better wages, the general result is a waste
of national industry and national want.

Let none then attempt to defend expensive living on
these grounds. This plea contains one of the most valid

reasons against it. The Christian should feel every super-

fluous indulgence a sin, because its general tendency is to

blight the public welfare.

We shall be asked, possibly, " What, then, do you pro-

pose ? Shall the incomes of the rich be hoarded, from year

to year, while they confine themselves to the frugal ex-

penditures of this Christian economy?" We answer, by
no means. Let them flow forth freely, and to the last

drop; but let it be in the channels of a true and a wise

beneficence. Let a reasonable share of our wealth be de-

voted to the improvement of the agricultural and other

resources of the country, with a benevolent regard to the

temporal comfort of our fellow-citizens. But above all, let

it be expended with boundless liberality in the great la-

bours of evangelism; in printing saving truth, in sustain-

ing teachers and preachers, in diff'using knowledge at home
and abroad. Thus will our superfluous wealth employ
and reward the industry of multitudes of meritorious men,
who perform this labour of love. And, unlike the expen-
ditures of luxury, it will not be an unproductive industry,

to which our money will eniice them. There is no labour

that is more fruitful of public wealth than evangelical

labours, whether in the domestic or foreign field. Every
ignorant, degraded man, who is enlightened and sanctified,^

bee imes at onc'e a producer of material wealth, for he is

rendered an industrious citizen. And every heathen com-
munity that is evangelized, becomes a recipient and a pro-

ducer of the wealth of peaceful commerce. Thus, super-

fluous riches may be scattered, not to create a devouring
vortex of the national wealth, but to become, in turn, the
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seed of wealth, and to bless our fellow men and the world
with temporal welfare. And above all, an income of

praise and a harvest of souls may be collected for the great

Giver and Owner : "For of him, and through him, and to

him, are all things : to wjiom be glory for ever : Amen."

ARTICLE II.

THE CONSOLATIONS OF SURVIVORS IN THE DEATH OF
THE PIOUS.

"It is appointed unto all men once to die, and after that,

the judgment." The Creator of the universe, who brought

all men into existence, continually exercises a controuling

power over them in every period of their history, and in-

terferes by his providence in every incident of their lives.

Things, to us, apparently trivial or important, are equally

the offspring of his decree, and are but visible manifesta-

tions of his previous designs. To whatever afflictions or

sorrows we may be subject, they must be ultimately as-

cribed to the agency of him " who worketh alj things ac-

cording to the counsel of his own will, and hath foreor-

dained whatsoever comes to pass." " The hairs of our

heads are all numbered, and not a sparrow falls to the

ground without him." The same guardianship with which
he watches over our mortal life, he exercises over that

solemn period when " our bodies return to the dust whence
they were taken." "Thou turnest man to destruction, and
sayest, Return, ye children of men."
The prevalence of death is universal. No rank or con-

dition of life is exempt from its power. The rich and the

poor, the bond and the free, the righteous and the wicked,

must all "go to their long home, and the mourners go
about tlie streets." The successive generations of men act

their part upon the theatre of life, and then disappear, and
tlie places which for a time they have occupied, " shall

know them no more.'' Reason and philosophy acknow-
ledge the evil, but the cause and its remedy are far beyond
their skill. Death, as the wages ot sin, is a divinely or-
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dained penalty, and to it there can be no possible resist-

ance. It is enforced by an unalterable statute of Jehovah.

Ever since the fall, and the concomitant introduction of sin

into the world, the successive generations of earth's inha-

bitants are doomed to go down to that " bourne whence no
traveller returns." And under every circumstance, death

is an event which must affect with sorrow the mind of

every one who is alive to the ordinary sensibilities of our
nature. Grief seizes the heart at the disruption of ties

which have bound us to our friends. To be severed from
those around whom our fond alfections cling, and for whom
our attachments have been strengthening, iiiw can refrain

from the tear of sorrow. When the pulse of life has ceased

to beat, when the voice is stilled, and the eye that beamed
with affection no longer meets the glance that enkin-

dled it, and when the last fond look has followed the

departed to the land of silence, the smitten heart turns

away to seek for a balm to heal its wound, and for some
relief to assuage its grief. But at this sad season, when
the fleeting scenes and perishing things of earth but en-

hance the melancholy, the Christian turns to the contem-
plation of the word of God. He there learns that " there is

balm in Gilead, and that there is a physician there." He
finds a sacred solace in the declarations of him who has
said, " I am the resurrection and the life : he that believeth

in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live: and who-
soever liveth and believeth in me, shall never die."

The Bible is well calculated to afford consolation in times

like this
;
for if pain, suffering and death were not our lot,

its sacred truths would be inapplicable to our state. On
almost every page, and in the experience of every saint

whose history it contains, we have the testimony of its

power to console amidst the troubles and griefs of life's

pilgrimage. Many of its expressions of consolation and
promise are addressed to us as beings subject to sorrow.

It sheds a hallowed light on life's otherwise dark pathway,
it irradiates the tomb, it unveils to the eye of faith the

glories of eternity which lie beyond.

That death, or the dissolution of our bodies, is in its

very nature irreversible, is a truth which needs not the aid

of argument to establish it. Let him who would cavil at

the proposition, or who would be disposed to put away
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from his mind a proper consideration of the subject, look

around him for those who peopled this earth in ages that

are past. Or let him who has arrived at the age of three

score years and ten, ask for those who commenced with

him the journey of life. They have fallen by his side,

the grave covers the most of them, and he is left to tell of

the bereavements of life and the ravages of death. Ever
since the fall of man and the death of the first martyr, the

inhabitants of earth have marched in generations down to

the shades of the dead. Have they returned to greet the

bereft, and to dispel the clouds of affliction? Have they

come back from the silent resting places to rekindle the

flame of affection, and to light up the countenance dark-

ened with grief?

The body of man is the tabernacle constructed for the

habitation of the soul during its stay on earth. In the

course of lime it either becomes dilapidated and falls into

ruins, or by early disease is shattered and crumbles into

earth. " Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thon return,"

is the decree of the Creator, and every day manifests its

fulfilment. It is the law of .Tehovah with regard to our

race. It is inflicted as the curse of sin, as the penalty of

his law, which he, in his sovereignty, has not seen fit to

repeal. ''Wherefore as by one man sin entered into the

world, and death by sin ; and so death passed upon all

men, tov that all have sinned." " Death reigns even over

those who have not sinned after the similitude of Adam's
transgression." "It is appointed unto all men once to

die." Against all of our race, the penalty of the law in

regard to the death of the body remains in force, and must
be exacted. " What man is he that liveth and shall not

see death ?" " Rich and poor shall go down to the grave,

and worms alike shall cover them." These bodies, which
are but the external habitation or frame-work of the son),

shall bo dissolved and fall, and none but he who created

us at first, is able to gather up the fragments. " We must
needs die, and are as water spilt on the ground, which can-

not be gathered again." We must all go down to our
friends in the grave, we cannot bring them baclf. " But
now he is dead, wherefore should I fast? can 1 bring him
back again? I shall go to him, but he shall not return to

me."
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Man is a compound being, constituted in his mortal

state, of soul and body. The one formed of the dlist of

the earth, the other by the breath of God. " Thefe is a
spirit in man, and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth

them understanding." Man does not all die. The soul,

the noble part of the human constitution, survives the

wreck of the material body. It suffers not death with it.

But after the body has been dissolved and disorganized

through the influence of death, the soul, the spiritual part

of man's composition, shall exist in all the vigour of its

powers. The essence or real nature of the soul comes not

under our observation. But we know that the mind acts

without the energies of the body, and that when the eye is

closed in sleep, and the external senses are locked in its

embrace, the spirit is beholding visions and experiencing

joy or grief. When, therefore, this active spirit is disunited

from the body which clogs it ; when this prison is. destroy-

ed which confines it ; when this habitation shall fall to

ruins, which now shelters it ; then with new powers and
increasing strength, with its faculties unencumbered and
expanding, it shall, if sanctified, advance in knowledge
and happiness forever. This spirit is, therefore, not de-

signed to be immured within the walls of its clay tene-

ment, " For if the earthly house of this tabernacle were
dissolved, we have a building of God, a house not made
with hands, eternal in the heavens."

The soul is immaterial, not consisting of parts, and con
sequenlly not subject to dissolution at the death of the

body. It is endowed with powers not only different from
all which we observe in material substances, but far supe-

rior to them, and capable of unending expansion. And
conscience, the vicegerent of God within the bosom of

every one, bears its unequivocal testimony to the doctrine

of an hereafter, where each shall be rewarded according

to his doings here. But these evidences may be so ob-

scured by the gloom which hangs around our fallen nature,

as to cease, in a measure, to call forth the contemplation of

our minds to this subject. In the word of God, however,

we have the doctrines connected with the future existence

of the soul, anterior to, as well as contemporary with, the

resurrection of the body, so fully revealed, that "he may
run that readeth it," and the wayfaring men, though fools,

Vol. VI.—No. 2. 14
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"may not fail to discover them." Life and immortality

are brought to light in the gospel. " Then the dust sliall

return to the earth as it was ; and the spirit shall return

imto God who gave it." " Fear not them which kill the

body, but are not able to kill the soul." "Today shalt

thou be with me in Paradise." Lazarus died, "and was
carried by angels into Abraham's bosom." " While we are

at home in the body we are absent from the Lord ; we are

confident, I say, and willing rather to be absent from the

bodj', and to be present with the Lord." " For I am in a

strait betwixt two, having a desire to depart and to be with
Christ, which is far better."

*' This is the bud of being, the dim dawn,
The twilight of our day, the vestibule

;

Life's theatre, as yet, is shut ; and death,

Strong death, alone can heave the massy bar,

The gross impediment of clay remove,
And make us, embryos of existence, free."

The dissolution of death, then, is but the dismantling,

for a time, of our immortal nature. When the spirit is

wearied with the toils and troubles of a vain world, it lays

its robes aside, and is carried above to the courts of God,

and if an heir of a blessed immortality, to the glories of

his people's rest.

But the body, also, which shall have undergone decay
and dissolution by death, shall hereafter be reorganized for

the habitation of the soul in heaven. " If in this life only

we have hope in Christ, we are of all men most miserable.

But now is Christ risen from the dead and become the first

frnits of them that slept. For since by man came death,

by man came also the resurrection of the dead. For as in

Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive."

The body "is sown in corruption, it is raised in incorrup-

tion
;

it is sown in dishonour, it is raised in glory ; it is

sown in weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a
natural body, it is raised a spiritual body." Although it is

true that death reigns with unmitigated and irresistible

violence, and sweeps off each successive generation with

the same rapidity as ever, although he lays us in the grave

he cannot chain us there.

" An angel's arm can't snatch me from the grave;

Legions of angels can't confine me there.

He lays his icy hand on every one, but the power of him
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who has conquered death will bring us dehVefance. A
hand infinitely more powerfulthan death shall remove the

weight that oppresses and confines us, and these forms
shall again be reanimated for eternal existence. At the

winding up of the last dispensation, when the Lord of

glory descends to judgment, the sound of the trump and
the voice of the archangel shall be heard resounding

through all the chambers of the dead, to awake their sleep-

ing dust. "And the sea shall give up the dead which are

in It, and death and hell shall give up the dead which are

in them." The Lord, our Saviour, who was put to death
upon the cross for the sins of his people, triumphed over

death, and broke asunder the mighty barriers of the grave,

and reanimated the same body which was crucified. He
contended with death in his own dominions and vanquish-
ed him. He arose from the grave, and ascended on high,

leading captivity captive, and receiving gifts for men."

" Then first, humanity
Triumphant passed the crystal ports of light,

Stupendous guest ! and seize^ eternal youth.

Seized in our name." .
'^

And as he ascended, the chorus of triumph by angels

was sung, that the monster of the grave has been despoiled

of his power, and the bodies of men delivered from his

thraldom. And now, from the world of the heavenly glory,

the rays of light penetrate the dark domains of the tomb,
irradiating the way that leads us t(^ the " bosom of God,
which is the home of the soul.''

To all, death is a most momentous occurrence. It is one
which will introduce each one into a state of bliss and glory

without end ; or into a state of woe everlasting. It is as if

the last trumpet had sounded, and the son of man had
appeared in his glory, as the judge both of the quick and
of the dead. All preparation for a peaceful exit and a
happy immortality must be made before it arrives. "What-
soever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might, for

there is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom,
in the grave whither thou goest."

It is a gloi'ious truth revealed in the word of God, that
there is a heaven of eternal rest after we have ended our
labours and performed our pilgrimage through this world
of sorrow. There the inhabitants shall not be weary.
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neither shall any say, "I am sick." There the last tear of

sorrow shall be wiped from every eye. " Nought but joy

can touch immortal hearts" there. But that place of un-

mingled felicity is not to be the abode of all indiscrimi-

nately. Else why the revelation of God's will to man?
Why the denunciations of wrath, and the threatenings of

eternal condemnation contained in his written word ? Is

it not because he has made an everlasting distinction "be-

tween the righteous and the wicked, between him that

serveth God and him that serveth him not?" Heaven is

the home for those of our race only who are redeemed.

At the moment when the fatal deed was committed which
" brought death into the world and all our woe," spiritual

death also began to reign. Satan, the arch-enemy of ^jrod,

having seduced the first man and head of the race into

transgression, assumed the sceptre of earth's dominion, and
since that time, leads its inhabitants "captive at his will."

The affections of onr nature are estranged from God.

"There is none that doeih good, no, not one." Our hearts

are naturally in rebellion against God, " not being subject

to his law, neither indeed can be." " There is no man that

liveth and sinneth not." Has the Majesty of heaven, who
holds in his hand the destiny of earth's population, re-

vealed his firm decree, ^^The soul that sinneth it shall

die?" " That every transgression and disobedience shall

receive a just recompense of reward?" .Then death pre-

vails naturally over the souls of men. And in comparison
with this, all the sorrows and terrors which are the ac-

companiments of the death of the body, sink into insigni-

ficance. It is, upon earth, the continual absence of the

light of God's countenance. It is living without a single

beam of hope to light up the dark pathway of the tomb.

It is to go down to the grave without a single ray of light

from the Sun of Righteousness, to penetrate its dark re-

cesses. It is " eternal banishment from the presence of the

Lord, and the glory of his power." It is to dwell with de-

vouring flames, and to He down in everlasting burnings.

But amidst the general wreck and hopelesness of our

nature, God in mercy has displayed his grace.. There are

those whom he has "chosen to salvation, through sancti-

fication of the spirit and belief of the truth." And here

we assert our belief in the salvation of all those who die
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in infancy, "not having sinned after the similitude of

Adam's transgression." This is doubtless the sentiment
entertained by the King of Israel, when at the death of

his child he uttered the words, " I shall go to him but he
shall not return to me." The prospects of the mourning
parent could not have been circumscribed by the limits of

the grave. This would have been poor consolation when
sorrowing over the death of a beloved child. But when
the eye of faith penetrates the veil cast over human pros-

pects by the darkness of the tomb, it beholds the departed
child clothed in robes of immortality before the throne of

God. Relying upon the efficacy of the grace of God and
the faithfulness of his promises, he is assured of again
embracing in the world of bliss the loved one so unexpect-
edly taken from him. Hence the hope so full of comfort
with reference to all dying in infancy. They are removed
by the great spiritual husbandman as plants from the un-

congenial soil of earth to flourish forever in the paradise

of God.
The Saviour has his followers on earth who are livmg

in anticipation of entering the rest which God has pro-

vided for his people. They have heard and embraced the

cheering truth, that for sinners of our race, redemption has

been found. Whilst the law, whose curse was suspended
over us, was uttering the denunciations of heaven's wrath
and sending forth its thunders of condemnation and death

throughout the family of man, the sacrificial victim set

apart in the counsels of eternity, the lamb slain from the

foundation of the world, in the fulness of time came forth

for our deliverance. " The son of man came to seek and
to save that which was lost." "Go*d manifested in the

flesh," undertook to satisfy for the sins of his people, and
by the power of his divinity roll back the tide of woe
which had deluged our race. He met the demands of the

violated law whose condemnation we had incurred, and
spoiled death of his sting. For " the sting of death is sin."

He had undertaken the work of our redemption, and "had
entered into a covenant of grace to deliver us out of our

estate of sin and misery, and to bring us into an estate of

salvation." And never did he retire from the work which
his Father had given him to do, until it was accomplished.

He agonized in Gethsemane and died on Calvary, to bear
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away the curse which hanged over his covenant people.

When on the cross he cried. "It is finished,'' bowed his

head and yielded up the ghost ; the great work of atone-

ment was completed. The curse is removed. The law
is magnified and made honourable.

" O love, all height above, all depth below,

Surpassing far all knowledge, all desire,

All thought ! Tne Holy One for sinners dies

!

' The Lord of life for guilty rebels bleeds,

Quenches eternal fire with blood divine."

But his soul was not left in hell, neither was that holy

one suffered to see corruption. The Saviour of men
" burst the bars of death and triumphed over the grave,"

ascended on high, where " he ever liveth to make inter-

cession for us." Now when the law is magnified and
justice satisfied, " God can be just, and the justifier of the

ungodly." The Redeemer has arisen and gone to his

throne in the heavens. But having lifted up the doors,

and unfolded the everlasting gates, and entered upon his

dominion in glory, he has not forgotten his people. He has
cast down from heaven the casket containing the jewel

which is mighty to withstand our spiritual enemies, coun-

teract the sting of death, and secure admittance into hea-

ven. He has given lis the instrumentality, in the use of

which we live in hope, and die in the anticipation of meet-

ing our friends on the plains of the heavenly paradise.

"Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ." Faith, then, which
embraces Christ, is the instrumentality by which we are

rescued from condemnation and delivered from death. The
atoning blood of Christ is adequate to the removal of our
multiplied transgressions. It blots out all our offences and
turns our mortality and death into the strong assurance of

immortality and eternal life. This was the foundation for

the hope of all those who have safely reached the hea-

venly inheritance. This is "the anchor of the soul, sure

and steadfast, entering into that within the vail." By
means of a true and living faith in the Redeemer, as he is

offered to us in the gospel, we may go to those who have
left us dying in hope. "They are now before the throne,

serving God day and night in his temple, having washed
their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb."
Although the grave has covered their mortal bodies, death

:>^
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was the last foe which they had to encounter. The weary
are at rest when they have fallen under his stroke. All

the sorrows and ills of this life to them have passed
away. " Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord, yea,

saith the Spirit, for they rest from their labours." "The
souls of believers are, at their death, made perfect in holi-

ness, and do immediately pass into glory." Like the spirit

of the penitent malefactor, they are the same day with
Christ in paradise. As soon as the Christian is by death

delivered from the sorrows and ills of this life, he enters

into the joy of his Lord. As soon as he leaves the wilder-

ness of time, he "comes to Mount Zion, to an mnumerable
company of angels, to the spirits of just men made perfect,

to .Tesus the mediator of the New Testament and God the

judge of all." There redeemed saints, with pure and im-
mortal tongues, and with faculties enlarged, sing the song
of triumph, "Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to re-

ceive power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and
honour, and glory, and blessing." And now as amongst
the redeemed in heaven, they stop to behold the things of

heaven, their toils are over, their troubles are ended. There,

sickness and pain, and sighing and death, are felt and
feared no more. We may go to them, but they cannot

come to us.

But shall saints in heaven recognize each other ? Im-
pressed with a sense of immortality and cherishing the

anticipation of enlarged faculties* and advancement in

knowledge in that heavenly world, one would think there

was no room left for conjecture, or for entertaining a doubt

concerning so reasonable and consoling a doctrine. It

would not be consistent with the perfection of heaven to

have all memory of past association obliterated, and to

meet as strangers in that sanctuary where all the redeem-

ed shall worship. Heaven ic not a place of solitary bliss,

where all the happiness consists in individual contempla-

tion of and communion with God. It is true that Jehovah,

as exhibited there, will be the most important object of

admiration and the source of the joys of heaven. But
that the redeemed around the throne will not be instru-

ments for displaying the glories of Christ as Mediatorial

King, in the conquests of his grace, is a thought which
cannot be cherished. The doctrine of identity rests upon
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the faculty of memory. A consciousness that we are the

same that we were in time past, is the evidence we have
tliat we are ourselves. The ransomed soul in heaven shall

therefore remember its previous existence, with all its as-

sociations in this world. And as upon the plains of the

celestial paradise, ransomed souls before the throne cast a
look over the hosts of the redeemed, they shall no doubt
recognize those with whom they associated here, and with
whom they often went to the house of God in company.
The doctrine of immortality is deprived of half its conso-

lation and shorn of half its glory, when separated from the

anticipation of future recognition.

In the scriptures this doctrine is apparently more assumed
than explicitly stated and substantiated. It was the earn-

est expectation of the apostle Paul, that he should meet
in heaven those who had been converted through his in-

strumentality. " Knowing that he who raised up the Lord
Jesus, shall raise up us also by Jesus, and shall present us

with you. For what is our hope, or joy, or crown of re-

joicing? Are not even ye in the presence of our Lord
Jesus Christ at his coming ? For ye are our glory and our
joy." The reward which the Apostle hoped for cannot be
separated from the recognition of those who were the

fruits of his ministry and the seals of his success. And
when, by the spirit of prophecy, he lifts the veil that con-

ceals futurity from mortal vision, he unfolds more distinctly

and impressively the truth of this doctrine, and developes

more fully its consolations. '• I would not have you to be

ignorant, brethren, concerning them which are asleep, that

ye sorrow not, even as others which have no hope. For
if we believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so them
also which sleep in Jesus will God bring with him. For
this we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we
which are alive and remain unto the coming of the Lord,

shall not prevent them which are asleep. For the Lord
himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the

voice of the arch-angel, and with the trump of God
; and

the dead in Christ shall lise first. Then we which are

alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in

the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we be
ever with the Lord. Wherefore comfort one another with
these words." Here, communion of saints in heaven, who
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have loved and sympathized with each other on earth, is

held out to believers as an antidote to sorrow. There, part-

ing shall no more be apprehended. " Death will be swal-

lowed up in victory." There they cry,

" Where is thy sting,
^

O death ! where is thy victory, O grave

!

Thanks be to God, eternal thanks, who gave
Us victory through Jesus Christ our Lord."

" Man is born to trouble, as the sparks fly upwards."

But there is no afiiiction so painful as the death of friends.

The cords of affection which have been strengthening with

our years, have been suddenly rent asunder. " Man goeth

to his long home, and the mourners go about the streets."

What a balm to the wounded spirit is the hope that m the

realms above we shall be restored to their fellowship! Then
when death has made a breach in our household, where a
friend has died in faith, let the thoughts of survivors fol-

low the buried one, not only to the darkness of the grave,

but into the invisible stale, and with fondness and expec-

tation contemplate a re-union in a world where partings

are unknown. How should Christians rejoice in the pros-

pect of spending a blissful eternity with those whom they

loved on earth, when they shall, like them, have emerged
from the ruins of the fall, and the degradation of personal

sin, not only uninjured, but improved and purified, with
every tear wiped from their eyes, clothed in immortality,

standing in celestial garb, before the throne of God and of

the Lamb ! There,

"In snow-white robes, around the throne of God,
All sorrow banished from their sinless hearts,

The emerald vales of heaven, and shining hills.

They fill with echo of their Maker's name."

In the land of promised inheritance, the parent shall

know the child whom he followed mourning to the grave;

the child, left in an uncharitable world, will be made ac-

quainted with the parent whose fostering protection he had
but little experienced

;
the husband shall meet his wife,

and the wife her husband, whose removal from earth had
cast a cheerlessness and gloom on a previously happy home.
There they shall renew the sweet counsel they have taken

together, and recount the history of the past, with all the

sorrows and tribulations of time—the

" Pleasures, on which the memory of saints

Of highest glory, still delights to dwell."
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They shall surround the throne of God in company, and
join the harmony of heavenly harps and voices, until their

thoughts are absorbed with the splendours and fruitions of
the beatific vision. Whilst, then, Christian friends are de-

parting from this world of sorrow—when the glories of

eternity are bursting on their vision, and the music of hea-
ven is falling on their ears, and angel guards are waiting

to waft them to their home—when the everlasting doois

are open to receive them, let us not wish to detain them.
" Their home shall be in heaven, that happy land,

Whose meanest subject is more glorious far

Than all the titled monarchs of the earth."

If we consider ourselves created for immortality, and as

aspirants after the bliss of heaven, it becomes us to regard

this life, with all its vicissitudes, as a preparatory state,

and to look upon every thing that is not, either directly or

indirectly, conducive to our eternal welfare, as foreign to

our purpose and undeserving of our pursuit. "Only let

your conversation be as becometh the gospel of Christ," is

the dictate of prudence and of scripture. It is proper to

place our affections where we anticipate our felicity. By
too great a devotion to the interests of time, we disqualify

ourselves for "placing our affections above, where Christ

sitteth on the right hand of God." We cannot divest our-

selves of the sentiment of death. It obtrudes itself upon
our thoughts, although often an unwelcome visitor. And
when by the loss of friends we are forcibly called on to

take a glance at the darkness of the tomb, the silence of

the grave, and to cast our thoughts beyond and contem-
plate invisible realities, our enjoyments are imbiitered and
our repose is disturbed. We can neither enjoy the calm-
ness of insensibility, nor the triumphs of faith. But when
we live under the habitual influence of that faith which
makes the believer one with Christ, and of those disposi-

tions which qualify us for heaven, we derive from a view
of the eternal world, a "joy unspeakable and full of glory."

In a habiiual frame of soul such as this, amidst the sever-

est disappointments and bereavements of human life, secret

consolations spring up in the heart, of which the world
knoweth not, that disarm it of its terrors, rob death of its

sting, and afford a foretaste of heavenly joys.

But whilst it is true that the souls of all men survive

the dissolution of the body, it is equally so that those of
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the righteous are made partakers of eternal happiness.

The impenitent and unsanctified, when ihey leave this

world, go into a state of unmingled woe. In the case of such,

not only is the body consigned to the grave and corrup-

tion, but the soul is irrecoverably lost. The Hfe of the

human soul consists in the enjoyment of God's favour and
communion with him. Its death consists in banishment
from the presence of the Lord and from the glory of his

power. When death destroys the union subsisting here

between the soul and the body, it also forever terminates

all human devices and schemes. All preparations for a
coming eternity are confined to this life, so short, fiail and
uncertain. Hence it is, in this world, if ever, that we must
b*e truly interested in the blessing of everlasting life. If

we are not here enabled by the divine spirit to renounce
every dependence in our own righteousness, and in the ex-

ercise of an active faith, to rely upon the finished work of

him who came into the world to save sinners, we are as-

sured, both by the dictates of reason and the light of reve-

lation, that we shall never afterwards enjoy any opportu-

nity of saving grace. Lost souls once past the limits of

time, ,,-->;;^;:,/„>r.' >->>;,.•';
"

•:
V -

.

I It Must daily grow in sin and punishment,
Made by themselves their necessary lot,

Unchangeable to all eternity."

How important, then, is it that we improve the only
period allotted to men for escaping the punishment of the

wicked, and securing the joys of heaven. We should al-

ways remember how short life is, and by what a frail ten-

ure we possess it. That we should not procrastinate, and
" boast ourselves of to-morrow, for we know not what a
day may bring forth.''

Happily, " the lines are fallen to us in happy places, yea,

we have a goodly heritage." We are blessed with a reve-

lation from God, which makes known the grand and only

scheme of redeeming mercy. It is a sovereign remedy.
It is adequate to all the wants and necessities of our fallen

nature, and therefore it should exclude all others from our

confidence and trust. Christ, the Saviour of sinners, "has
wrought out and brought in everlasting righteousness, and
made reconciliation for the transgressors." Then through

him who is " the way, the truth, and the life,'' is marked
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out the only way to the Father and the mansions of the

blessed. Nothing short of true religion, " repentance to-

wards God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ," with
all the attendant graces which the spirit imparts, is essen-

tial to our preparation for the coming of God and the so-

lemnities of death. To hve with guilt unforgiven is to

abide under the frown of God ; but to die without pardon
is to die without hope. None should therefore cherish {he

delusive anticipation of meeting God and departed friends

on the shores of the celestial paradise, but those who have
" fled for refuge to the Lamb of God ;

" who have laid hold

of the hope set before them in the gospel," and thus em-
braced the covenant of peace. Christ, the son of God, is

the representative of a lost people in the covenant of re-

demption. He has been constituted mediator between the

sovereign of all and our rebellious race. And whilst as

our advocate he pleads our cause m the court of heaven,

he receives from the Father his signature to our acquittal

and reaches it over to the hand of our faith. " In Christ

we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of

sins according to the riches of his grace." And to such,
" there remaineth now no condemnation."
But to be fully prepared for the enjoyments of the bless-

ed in heaven, we must possess not only renewed but also

sanctified natures. We cannot meet God and the saints in

comfort and peace unless we be "conformed to the image
of his son." Without renewed and sactified affections, our
hearts could not be tuned in unison with those who sing

the song of redeeming love in the heavenly sanctuary, and
the discordance of our notes would disqualify us for the

heavenly communion. If there was no guilt to prevent
an unrenewed sinner from entering into heaven, there is

enough in his disposition, his unhallowed affections, and
unchanged heart, to render him miserable even there. But
the scriptures declare, that "without holiness no one shall

seethe Lord." Hence the beauty, fitness and glory of the

plan of redemption. Inas:uuch as those who are washed
and justified are also "sanctified in the name of the Lord
Jesus, ai;d by the spirit of our God." With natures reno-

vated and purified, those who die in faith are prepared to

lay down, at the Master's call, the perishable robe of mor-
tality, and clothed with one of spiritual texture, to ascend

\

i--^'- -—'"—' ^
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to their Father and Saviour, to join " the general assembly
and church of the first born, whose names are written in

heaven."

If, then, sin is pardoned through the righteousness of

Christ—if guilt is removed through the blood of atone-

ment, the bitterness is abstracted from the cup of death.

And if our natures are sanctified, so that by the promise of

God there are reserved for us in heaven the splendours of

a blessed immortality, every thing terrible is taken away
from death. "O, death, where is thy sting? 0, grave,

where is thy victory? The sting of death is sin, and the

strength of sin is the law, but thanks be to God, which giv-

eth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ." When
we hear from the lips of the dying their confidence in the

promises of God, and see the evident triumphs of their

faith, death is robbed of his sting. And when calmness
and resignation sweetly rest on their countenance, jt is be-

cause there is one with them in the valley and shadow of

death, whose rod and staff comfort them. " O, let me
die tne death of the righteous, and let my last end be like

his."

If such are the hopes held out to the bereaved, in the

scriptures of truth—if such are the consolations of the

gospel amidst the sorrows of affliction—we shouid quietly

submit to the divine disposal, when those whom we love

are taken from us. Their removal is in the hands of him
who, as mediator, holds " the keys of hell and of death,"

and who is " the resurrection and the life." They have
been nurtured by him for a time in this uncongenial world

—

they are now transferred to bear immortal fruit in heaven.

There they shall be forever refreshed with the pure water

of the river of life, and display the glories of saving

grace in the fruits they bear. No more shall the rough
tempests of time disturb their tranquillity, but the gentle

breezes of heavenly bliss shall forever regale their ran-

somed spirits. Then why not be resigned, since our loss

is their immortal gain ? They have finished the strife and
warfare of time, they have exchanged earth for heaven,

and are now in possession of their unspeakably precious

reward, an unfading crown of life.

And instead ot repining or murmuring at the dispensa-

tions of Providence, we should acknowledge and adore the
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mnnificence and power of divine grace by which such
unworthy beings, as sinners of our race, may be qualified

for associating with such an assembly as worships in the

courts of the Lord's sanctuary on high. There, too, in that

innumerable company, shall be found long-departed friends.

Instead, therefore, of looking down after them in the dark
grave, let the eye of faith be cast upwards to the celestial

regions with their glorified inhabitants. And as we con-

template that happy land as our prospective home, and by
faith in Christ discover an inalienable title to all its glories,

let the most profound gratitude to our redeeming God fill

the heart. And let the hopes of eternal felicity, and the

prospect of going to those who have gone before us, actu-

ate us to live to the glory of God, and to suffer with pa-

tience the sorrows and bereavements of earth.

And finally, the subject of death and the glories that lie

beyond, when this mortal body, so liable to sickness, pain

and sorrow, shall rest in the grave in hope, should induce

us to wait with patience the days of our appointed pilgrim-

age Tuitil our change come. And to let the doctrines of

immortality exhibited in the word of God, exert their legi-

timate influence in regulating our lives, in dispelling the

terrors of death, and in consoling us in the loss of those

we fondly love. By the light of truth, and the power of

faith, follow departed friends into the eternal world, and
behold them still under the eye and guardianship of a
covenant keeping God. The period of their trial is ended,

they have entered into rest, they are sheltered from the

storms of life and.the dangers of temptation, and their hap-

piness is forever fixed and unalterable. Our separation

from them is not final. The pious living and the pious

dead constitute one great family under the same glorious

head. And " when he who is our life shall appear, then
shall they also appear with him in glory." The friend-

ships which have had virtue and religion for their union
on earth, shall survive the terrors of death—the last fire

that shall destroy our world—and shall constitute a portion

of the happiness of the blessed. Instead, therefore, of

murmuring at such affl.ictive dispensations as break the ties

that bind us to those we esteem and love, let us employ
them as inducements to fix our thoughts on a better world,

where we shall shortly join them. And let us be consoled
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with the thought, "that whatever ties of affection are

broken by death, are taken from the enjoyments of time to

enrich the prospect of eternity."

ARTICLE III.

THE DOCTRINE OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT.—NO. 1.

The question of the existence of a state of punishment
in the world to come, is important beyond all others,

whatever theory may be adopted concerning it. If the

affirmative be true, and the statements of the Bible are at

all reliable, the grandeur of the subject, in its bearings upon
the destinies of man, admits of no dispute. If the nega-

tive be allowed, and it should be established by irresistible

evidence that no such state existed, still the revolutions

such a discovery would create in all the relations of so-

ciety, in the force of the public laws of the great common-
wealth of nations, and in the peace and prosperity of so-

ciety at large, would still give most extraordinary interest

to the great truth. Whatever supposition, then, is made
about the substance of the great truth, the importance of

it is undeniable.

It would seem that a doctrine of such transcendant im-

portance would attract the most eager attention of all men.
But it is a dangerous logic to reason from the probabilities

of propriety to the actual developments of human experi-

ence. So far from this subject attracting the notice of men,
there is none within the wide range of the human mind
which is met by such an universal and virulent current of

prejudice. With the exception of a few bold and specula-

tive men, who approach the subject as a lawyer examines
a case, not to discover the truth, but to find a plausible

argument on either side, as the case may be, the large ma-
jority of men eagerly and laboriously shun even a glimpse
of the awful issue. The very mention of it is intolerable,

and a hint is sufficient to shut the whole mind against

every approach of the question, under the influence of a
prejudice stronger by far than any other prejudice upon
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any other subject. The essence of every other prejudice

against any other feature of the revelation of God, is hatred

to this great and terrible disclosure. Men would be wil-

ling cheerfully to admit every doctrine of the Bible, if that

book contradicted the supposition of future punishment.
A thousand objections are raised against this and the other

doctrine of the gospel, but every one of them, when re-

solved into their last analysis, display the doctrine of divine

wrath as the seminal principle that produced it. There
would be no more objections heard to the doctrine of pre-

destination, if men were taught to believe a universal de-

cree of salvation to all. Men would cheerfully agree to

any theory of the Trinity, or any view of human depra-

vity, if taught to allow that all men, however vile, should

finally rejoice in the vision of God, however the Godhead
might subsist. Aversion to this terrible proclamation of the

gospel of Jesus Christ, has produced and given energy to

every seperate attack upon every distinct feature of the

Christian system. On the supposition that the Bible con-

tains the doctrines of universalism, the intense and multi-

plied opposition it has encountered, is the most mysterious

of all mysteries. If men were taught to believe that they

should finally be saved any how, whatever might be the

moral character of their conduct, it is impossible to con-

ceive a theory more attractive to the heart of all men, in

every rank and condition, of every age and every quality.

It would allow the amplest indulgence of every desire of

the heart, unchecked by the fear of retribution, and it

would enliven the loud revel of guilt with the assurance
of a happy immortality. If the revelation of God then

actually teaches the doctrines of universalism, how is it

possible to conceive that it should have excited such in-

tense and protracted opposition? The persecutions of the

Church—the flames rising from a thousand stakes, and
the groans echoing from a thousand dungeons, are alone

sufficient to refute every defence of universalism bottomed
on the word of God. It is no answer to the argument to

adduce the resistance to universalism, since it has been

actually taught, because our opposition has been altogether

created on the theory that it was a false system. It has

been resisted simply because it was supposed to be a deadly
and destructive heresy. But why it should be resisted
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when received as true upon the authority of a record ad-

mitted to be authoritative, certainly surpasses all human
ingenuity to explain.

The sources of this tremendous prejudice against the

doctrine of future punishment, are as numerous and inex-

haustible, as the force of the hostility itself is powerful and
pervading. Among these springs of the evil, we may no-

tice some that are special and limited in their operation

;

but there is one which universally exists and operates in

every individual case. This general source of the evil

under discussion is the universal consciousness of guilt.

The universal dread with which men contemplate the

supposition of a future state of pimishment, can only be

explained by the theory, that if the doctrine is true, each
man feels that he is exposed to it. Why should a man
dread the fact, unless he felt the consciousness that if it

were true, he is in some way in peril? It is absolutely

impossible to account for such a dread and opposition to

the doctrine, except upon the supposition of a conscious-

ness of guilt pervading the universal conscience of the race

of man. This is the grand source of prejudice to the doc-

trine of the gospel on this awful subject. There is some-
thing in man that hints in a mysterious and most signifi-

cant way that he has sinned
;
that sin deserves to be pun-

ished ; and that a just God would be bound to give it its

deserts. This is the true explanation which rises from the

honest and keen analysis of those blind and indeterminate

impulses which spring from the consideration of a future

retribution by a carnal understanding.

But there are various minor sources ot this prejudice.

Narrow and imperfect views of the nature and sanctity of

moral law, and the real evil of sin, are fruitful sources of

the skeptical prejudice we have just noticed. If such an
uneducated or blinded moral sense is joined with a heart

and temper of peculiar amiability and sensibility to the

pain of physical suffering, it is almost impossible to keep
such an individual from rejecting the doctrine of future

punishment. There are certain vices which pre-emitiently

prepare the mind for the reception of universal ism, particu-

larly the vices of sensuality. Wherever licentiousness or

high living and great gayety and dissipation prevail in a
community, there you will find the way prepared for these

Vol. VI—No. 2. 15
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deadly heresies. There are certain books that help the

result. There is a tendency in fictitious reading, in novels
and plays, to produce the same effect. The same princi-

ple pervades all these different causes and gives its power
for evil to them all. Whatever tends to 'soften and effemi-

nate the mind—to throw it into a soft and luxurious tem-
per, and at the same time to stupity its moral perceptions,

will intensify the natural hostility of the heart to the stern

and awful severity of the holy and inexorable law of Je-

hovah. Men of active and speculative minds, especially

when the natural skepticism of their minds, their aversion

to receive any thing except on overwhelming evidence, is

strengthened by any particular vice or pride of opinion, or

some similar stimulant, are all greatly exposed to the re-

jection of the doctrine of punishment. Of the same gen-

eral character is the cause why so many of the prominent

literary men of modern times are infected with the same
destructive error. The modern literature of both England
and America, and especially of Germany and France,

abounds m the tmctures of this species of infidelity. In
almost every composition of the great lights of the modern
empire of Britam, we may detect open insinuations or

statements directly contradictory to, or inconsistent with,

the doctrines of divine revelation. Poetry shudders at the

horrors of a hell ; criticism hints a defect in the argument
to prove it ;

social reform is indignant in its melting charity

for the filthy and ghastly inmates of the dens of a great

city, that any should be so brutally barbarous as to consign

them to a worse perdition in eternity. While the more
ambitious speculators in the deeps of moral science harshly

determine all such terrors to be superstitious and absurd.

The reason of all this heretical tincture of literature is ob-

vious. The pursuit of letters has a tendency to refine

and elevate the mind, to render it sensible to the bitterness

of human misery ; but it has no accompanying effect of

sufficient power to open the eyes of the understanding upon
the true nature of sin and the real deserts of human guilt;

consequently the mind thus refined and purified in its per-

ceptions by literary pursuits, and yet unblessed by the illu-

minating grace of the Holy Spirit, can see nothing but

such a discrepancy between the idea of divine perfection

and the infliction of such terrible and infinite pangs as to
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render it impossible to credit both at the same time. One
is to be rejected, and as the goodness of God is past dis-

pute, the doctrine of future punishment is promptly re-

jected as inconsistent with the perfection of the divine

benevolence.

But the simple, undeniable truth is this, that from what-
ever sources this opposition of feeling may arise to the doc-

trine of retribution, the prejudice is hurtful and ought to

be resisted.. Admitting the truth of universal salvation, it

is certainly discreditable to hold the truth simply on a pre-

judice. The prejudice necessarily involves a certain de-

gree of reflection upon the candor and honor of the inqui-

rer. But on the supposition of the falsity of this theory

and the truth of a coming retribution, the absurdity and
danger of a prejudice which deliberately shuts out all ap-

proaches of warning and then secures the damnation of

the soul by securing its stupid insensibility to what it ad-

mits to be true, is perfectly transparent.

The inference from all this is, that we should each one
for himself begin firmly to repress every inclination of our

dislike to the doctrine to lead us to avoid it. We are bound
by an infinitely holy and powerful obligation to seek and
receive the truth on this subject, let the consequences be

what they may. This obligation springs from the author-

ity of truth, and is measured by the immensity of the in-

terests staked on the issue. We are under an infinite obli-

gation to receive every truth presented to our understand-

ings; and there is a new obligation which is susceptible of

indefinite increase, arising from the degree in which our

welfare may be concerned in its reception or rejection. The
innocence of error is a terrible folly. There are degrees

of culpability in its indulgence, it is true; some may be

wilfully wrong and others may be wrong by mistake; but

in either case the consequences of the error are not avoid-

ed. These consequences will be more terrible in case of

voluntary and intelligent error; but the mere fact of honesty

in a mistake will not stop the awful ruin that it may at-

tract. A man may honestly mistake arsenic for a less

hurtful medicine, but the fact of his honestly making a
mistake will not stay the ravages of the poison upon his

life. Even so it is with the doctrine of a future retribu-

tion. If one honestly suffers a delusion to prey upon his
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mind in relation to it, anfJ under the influence of this delu-

sion fail to make the necessary preparation to escape it, he
will not therefore escape in reality. If the doctrine be false,

then it makes but little diflference, so far as eternity is con-

cerned, whether a man is deluded or not, or on what side

of the question he may be deluded. But if the doctrine

be true, then delusion about it will not make it untrue.

Nothing but a correct apprehension of it can be at all ser-

viceable in securing a full salvation from its terrors. An
error on this awful subject will be productive of inexpres-

sible calamity, on the supposition that the common doctrine

is true. If that doctrine be false, then so far as relates to

the affairs of eternity, an error in believing it to be true

will not make it true, and cannot be productive of any de-

structive effect. On either supposition then, the advantage is

altogether on the side of those who adhere to the affirmative

division of the issue. We would therefore solicit a strong

effort on the part of our readers to give as candid and im-

partial a consideration to the evidence on the subject as

they can possibly command. Let us remember that error

is in no sense innocent, and that it is ruinous precisely in

proportion to the importance of the subject about which it

is mistaken. If by the innocence of error we mean the

moral guilt or the contrary involved in it, the influence of

the will determines at once the existence and degree of

that guilt: it will be wrong in proportion to the degree of

wilfulness involved in it. If it means the hurtfulness of

the error on the happiness of man, it is obvious that no
amount of honesty, in a mistake about it, will avail to

nullify thecalamity, and that nothing but an apprehension
naturally correct, if not honestly entertained, can possibly

give even a chance of escape. Let us then remember the

dishonesty and evil of all prejudice and the ease with
which hatred to any doctrine will prepare the mind to re-

ceive its opposite. Let us also reflect that prejudice in the

human mind acts against this doctrine with a force with
which it acts on no other subject whatever, in the whole
range of human inquiry. Let us remember how dread-

fully this striking fact exposes us to a rejection of the tes-

timony of God, and let us make one honest and determin-

ed effort to give an impartial hearing to the evidence. It

will assist us greatly in suppressing the guilty resistance
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of our fears to this proposal, if we will dwell for an instant

on the tremendous force with which our happiness is in-

volved. If the doctrine is false, surely it will be no irre-

parable loss to give a candid and intelligent examination
to the evidence that establishes its falsity. But if it be
true, no language can describe the real worth of an argu-

ment that will demonstrate that truth, and explode those

delusions about it, by which so many would have been
hopelessly exposed to its penalties.

We begin, then, with an examination of the most dis-

tant presumptions that incline towards a settlement of the

question, intending to pursue the inquiry through the vari-

ous ascending grades of analogy by which the truth of

this great doctrine is reduced to a moral certainty. But
we would premise at the outset that this is a question of

fact simply, which is only susceptible of absolute determi-

nation by the testimony of a competent witness ; or, in

other words, that the final decision of it will have to be

referred to the decision of the word of God. dueslions of

fact, as distinguished from other forms of truth, are only

susceptible of proof by the concurrence of other facts,

composing a circumstantial evidence, or by the testimony

of a competent witness. For example, we may prove that

njan is rendered unhappy in this world by certain causes

attached to his moral nature, and that these causes will

just as surely make him wretched in eternity as they have
done in time. This single argument would settle the

question, if it were ascertained that no change would be

effected in the operation of those causes. But whether
these changes will be made then or not, is a simple ques-

tion oi fact, which can only be determined by testimony

from within the veil—by a revelation from God, or some
other competent witness. But as these changes can only

be effected by God, and as none can tell what GoAwill do

until he declares his determination, it follows that God
alone can be a competent witness in this great cause.

Thus our assertion is proved, that absolute demonstration

on the subject is only attainable through a revelation Irom
God.

But while this is true, while an absolute certainty is only

attainable by a revelation from God, there is an amount of

significance in the analogies and presumptions created by
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the facts of human character and human hfe, which places

the question on a position just short of absolute demonstra-
tion. It places it in such a position that nothing short of

a revelation from God could unsettle the tremendous pre-

sumption it creates for the reality of such a state in the

future. With these preliminary remarks, designed to set

forth distinctly the true state of the question, we are now
ready to enter upon the inquiry

:

1. In the first place, the consciousness of every indi-

vidual member of the human family creates a presump-

tion of very striking significance. If there is any fact in

human experience susceptible ot absolute demonstration,

it is that there is misery now existing in the world. The
same testimony which proves that there is misery at all,

proves that it is universal—that is, that all men are more
or less unhappy, and also that it is constant—that is, that

it pervades the whole human life from the beginning to the

close of it. This fact is absolutely unsusceptible of dis-

pute. Now let us take the widest latitude in its applica-

tion to the subject—let us extinguish the existence or per-

sonality of God—let us admit the truth of the theories of

Atheism or Pantheism—let us allow that men are irre-

sponsible to any disiinct law or lawgiver. When this ad-

mission is made, it does not disturb the unquestioned and
unquestionable fact of the existence of misery among all

men and in all ages. What is the presumption created in

this position of the argimient? It is simply this, that as

we are miserable now, it is likely we shall be so hereafter,

on the supposition of our existence in a future state; and the

presumption from our existence now is, that we shall be

in existence then. It is likely that the same causes that

brought us into existence, and the same that now render

us unhappy, will continue us both existent and miserable.

Such is the unquestionable presumption created in this

aspect of the question— an aspect based on the denial of a
God, and therefore the most favorable to the theory of uni-

versalism that can possibly be taken from this distant view
of the whole subject. But it may be objected that while

man is unquestionably unhappy in the present state, it is

also undeniable that there is much of pleasure mingled m
his cup, and therefore a presumption from this pleasure,

that he will be happy in eternity, is just as allowable as a
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presumption from his misery in time, that he will be Tnise-

rable in eternity. The facts do not conflict with each
other, nor do the inferences from the facts destroy each
other. If we attempt to combine them and draw a gra-

duated inference from both, we shall reach a conclusion

equally fatal to the theories of universaUsm as the actual

demonstration of punishmeht would be; lor the graduated
inference alluded to, could only be that man would be

partly miserable and partly happy in eternity, as he is here.

This conckision, however, would be only more satisfactory

to the heart of man than an actual state of unmitigated

misery, inasmuch as it would contain a less degree of

terror to his fears: but it would by no means give any ra-

tional consolation to his hopes. It would only prove that

future misery would be less in degree than had been anti-

cipated
; but it would admit the existence of some degree

of punishment. Taking, then, the sum of the utterances

of nature, we are still forced sternly back on the unques-
tionable presumption of future misery.

But it is not allowable for us to strike a genere^l conclu-

sion from two inferences, as distinct from each other as

any two facts in the universe. It is not allowable for us
to amalgamate them, because we cannot reconcile them.
Admitting that the inference from the happiness of man in

time to his happiness in eternity, to be perfectly legitimate,

this inference does not disturb the independent inference of
his misery hereafterfrom his m,isery in time. Both stand

erect in their places. Both are intelligible in the hints

which they give. We are not perplexed to know what
they say, but only to reconcile the substance of their state-

ments. This inability to combine the utterances of nature

into one consistent whole, only proves more clearly the

assertion that this question is only susceptible of definite

determination by a revelation from God. Let it be remem-
bered that our present argument is merely on the pre^wmp-
tions in the case, and that one fact and its legitimate in-

ferences are not disturbed at all by any other fact and its

peculiar logical expatiations. Man is miserrble now, and
the presumption remains undisturbed that he will be mise-

rable hereafter. Combine this inference with the inference

from his present pleasures, and we still have a presump-
tion of a lower degree of misery than is promised by the

-^.
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single inference from his present woes. The sum of the

two then adds strength to the presumption of future mise-

ry. Which ever way, then, we take it, the argument is

impregnable.*

But let us advance another step and introduce a new
element into the question. Let us admit that there is a
God, and the distant presumption just brought into view
expands rapidly in size and force. On the supposition that

there is an individual or personal God, crowned with the

perfections that necessarily pertain to every correct idea of

the divinity, who is the creator of the world and its inha-

bitants, it follows inevitably that he must be deeply con-

cerned in the career and conduct of his works ; for he must
have had some design in creating the world, and it is an
offence to all our conceptions of wisdom to mmgine the

indulgence of a great aim, worthy of God himself, and the

arrangement of the means to secure it, and then the indul-

gence of a perfect indifference on the part of the creator

as to whether his arrangements worked efiectively to the

attainment of his end. All the moral attributes of God re-

quire the supposition that he should be concerned in the

fates and fortunes of the works of his hands, and particu-

larly in the career of the intelligent and responsible portion

of his creation. If, therefore, God is really concerned in

the attainment of his ends and in the welfare of his works,

there is at once created a powerful presumption that any
departure of those works from the order he has ordained
for them, would be followed by some signal expression of

his displeasure. The actual facts as we see them display-

ed, give proportionable force to this presumption. If the

sun should refuse to shine, or the rain to fall, or the grain

to grow, or the earth to put on her garments of material

beauty, it would be absolutely impossible that barrenness,

desolation and darkness, should not shroud the world in

The writer would ackaowledge his indebtedness for the hint of the first

part of the presumptive argument in the text, to the noble lecture of Dr. Ro-
bert Breckinridge, on the Internal Evidences of Christianity, recently pub-
lished as one of the Virginia University Lectures, on the general subject of

the Christian Evidences. He is conscious of indebtedness to no other, or in

any other portion of the article, ns the general argument from the analogies

of nature cannot now be ascribed to any one writer. Particular views of
those analogies will necessarily occur to different minds, for which their

authors are entitled to be credited; but the general argument has long been
the property of every speculator in the metaphysics of natural religion.
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terror and despair. But let us again introduce a new ele-

ment into the materials of our judgment. Let us intro-

duce the idea of human responsibility. That man is re-

sponsible, is one of those simple dictates of consciousness

that no man who knows what he means can possibly deny
with honesty. Even if we deny the existence of a God,
to whom man is responsible, that denial would only render

the responsibility of man an anomaly in his nature, but it

would not destroy ihefact of his responsibility. Now since

man is responsible, and since responsibility implies perfect

freedom of action, it follows inevitably that God will be as

much more concerned in the nullification of his will by the

deliberate and voluntary action of those who have intelli-

gence to understand and a conscience to enforce his author-

ity, than he would be concerned in the blind disorder of

the mere material creation, by as much as there is more of

wickedness and insult in the one rebellion than in the

other.

From this view of the subject we ascend to this conclu-

sion, that if God is at all concerned in the conduct of man,
the presumption is prodigiously strengthened, that he will

give some expression of his displeasure, no matter what
or how long that expression may be, whenever the con-

duct of man is offensive towards him. Here, then, is a

seperate question, whether God is ireally concerned in the

conduct of men, and if so, to what extent ? and just in

proportion to the strength with which it can be shown that

he IS, and that he is greatly concerned in it, will be the

strength added to the presumption growing out of that doc-

trine. We may here take the united testimony of reason

and scripture to the doctrine of the intimacy of the divine

concern in theaffaiis of men. Butthis will be done here-

after in its appropriate place. If it can be shown from any
source that God does give expression to his hatred of sin

in time, it will afford a most powerful presumption that he

will do it in eternity. The discovery of any 'penal inflic-

tion for sin takes the whole controversyfrom the ground
of fact ^ and makes it simply a question of duration^ de-

gree and locality.

But there is another presumption entirely distinct from
the principles on which the presumptions already explain-

ed have been deduced. We allude to the overwhelming
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uniformity of the creeds of all nations and ages in the in-

culcation of this great doctrine. Jews, Heathen, Pagans
of every type, Christians of every shade of difference in

opinions, Mohammedans, Deists, Infidels of various types,

and even large majorities of the Utjiversalist body itself,

have allowed the doctrine of some kind of punishment to

some degrees of duration. For let it be noticed here, that

the question is simply as to the fact of a future punish-'

ment, not as to its nature or its duration. Even among
professed universalists, the absolute denial of all punish-

ment in the future is by no means universal. It was not

admitted at all by the earlier adherents of that doctrine, and
is at the present time rapidly declining in the opinions of

modern Universalists. Now how is it possible to explain

this utuversal and overwhelming admission of a doctrine

that all would so eagerly deny if they could, except on the

supposition of its truth? It is true, mere numbers do not

prove or disprove the truth of any doctrine; but neverthe-

less it is equally unquestionable that there is a species of

presumption that the more minds are employed in the con-

templation of a subject and agreed in one uniform repre-

sentation of it, the more likely it is that their representa-

tion is correct. This presumption grows rapidly in strength

as you increase the numbers agreeing, and reduce the num-
ber of the dissentents, until when we conceive of an agree-

ment so absolutely overwhelming, bearing a proportion of

ten thousand to one to the dissentients, the presumption
becomes so indescribably overwhelming as to amount
actually to a moral certainty of the correctness of the views
so universally taken in every age of the world, and by
every peculiarity of temperament, age, education, degrees

of civilization and fundamental differences on other sub-

jects. At all events, the presumption is so powerful for the

truth, as to render it unsusceptible of any rational and just

explanation on the contrary supposition.

But, again : there is another and distinct ground of pre-

sumption in favor of the truth of the affirmative of this

great issue. That truth is more valuable than error, is

one of those plain dictates of reason and experience which
the most hardy sceptic would hesitate to question. The
circumstances in which it would be even temporarily best

for an individual, and still more a community at large, to
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believe what is false and to do what is wrong, are always
adventitious and, transitory. Even when a temporary ad-

vantage might be gained by the adoption of error, the long

run will show that adherence to the truth, even at a tem-

porary loss would have been best in the end. The excep-

tions to the rule are unfrequent in occurrence and delusive

when they occur
;
the general rule is absolute and unsus-

ceptible of dispute. Let us take this rule and watch the

nature of the presumption it will raise on the question

under discussion. Let us apply it to individual interests.

We affirm that upon the admission of the truth of Univer-

salism, the believer in the doctrine of future punishment
has the advantage of the Universalist. For allowing the

truth of the universalist creed, both are equally safe, while

the rejector of the truth has a reversion m his favor, if any
discredit should be thrown upon the truth. This is a real

advantage. A military commander, on going into action,

always counts it a capital advantage to have room for re-

treat in case of disaster; and the possession of such an ad-

vantage is extiemely valuable, although victory may never

require him to use it. It becomes more and more valuable

as you withdraw the admission of the truth of universal-

ism, and allow it to be surceptible of dispute, until on the

admission of any doubt of any real force, the advantage
of the believer in future punishment is overwhelming. If

universalism be true, then both are equally safe
;
but if it

be doubtful, the rejector of it is safest ; and if it be false,

the universalist has all the disadvantage heaped upon his

head. On whatever supposition, then, as to the substance

of the doctrine, the advantage is decisively and 'perma-

nently with the believer in a future state of punishm,ent.

Now allowing universalism to be true, when before did it

happen that er7'or was more valuable than truths and that

it was to the true and permanent interest of man to pos-

sess his mind with a lie?

The case grows prodigiously in strength when the great

principle of the superior value of the truth is applied to

society at large. There is no principle in politics more
clearly established than the necessity of a responsibility to

a higher power to give firce to human law, and to restrain

the excesses of human passions. So completely was the

necessity of the existence of a God to the welfare of so-
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ciety proven by the event of the first French Revolution,

that Robespierre, the great leader in those calamitous events,

declared that if there was no God in fact, it would be ne-

cessary to invent one. But the existence of God is only
valuable to human government on the supposition that he
is the punisher of crime. If the existerice ot God be ad
mitted, and he is represented as only a rewarder of all men
indiscriminately, irrespective of their character, his exist-

ence would be a disadvantage to all organized society.

For so far from being a terror to evil-doers, the prospect of

final bliss, under any circumstances, would give a most
powerful stimulant to the unrestrained indulgence of every

passion and every vice. Let the doctrines of universalism

prevail and society is dissolved ; all law must be abandon-
ed ; the whole civil arrangements of human life would be

instantaneously revolutionized. Let the seducer be told

that his spirit will wing its flight heavenward from the

scene where the hand of human justice avenges the wrongs
of an injured family, and who can estimate the multiplica-

tion of the shrieks and cries of violated innocence that

would ensue? Let a premium of eternal bliss be paid upon
cheating and fraud, upon murder and rapacity, and this

world would rival hell in the ripeness of its atrocities

within the compass of one revolving moon. Now let us
admit universalism to be true, and we have the portentous

anomaly of a great truth, not only incompatible with the

interests of society, but the direct producer of crimes and
calamities of unexampled bitterness and horror. We have
the equally unaccountable anomaly of a /reme/io?oz<5 fraud
necessary to the providential government of Jehovah, and
of the entire interest of society and of every individual in

society, whether rights of person or property; and the whole
machinery of civil government indissolubly bound to the

largest lie ever imposed upon the credulity of mankind.
Nay, more, it will become necessary for the very existence

of human society to train the teachers of religion to the

most consummate perfection in the arts of fraud, and to

form a body guard of religious scoundrels, skilled in every

department of the most vigorous and versatile lying to

maintam the delusions necessary to the maintenance of

every right and comfort of associated life. If there be any
presumption of the truth of an idea so absolutely essential
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to all the rights and happiness of mankind, or if there be

any force in ihe superiority of the value of truth to error,

then the presumption growing out of the great facts just

stated, amounts again to a moral certainty of the tiuth of

future pimishment.

But this is not all. We now approach to the considera-

tion of strict analogies, the force of which mounts higher

than a mere presuniption. There can be no doubt of tlie

existence of sin ; nor can there be any more doubt that

sin is the parent of suffering. The daily events of life are

perpetually uttering commentaries on the text, The way
of the transgressor is hard. Sin is the want of cohformity

unto, or transgression of, the law of God. This grand prin-

ciple of connection between a neglect or a violation of the

laws of God, pervades every department of human nature.

It is as true of sins of omission as it is of sins of commis-
sion. If a man overstrain any of his muscular energies,

he must suffer pain in consequence of it. If he does what
is wrong, he must suffer the tortures of conscience. If he
abuse the powers of his mind, he must sink into imbecility

or flame into madness. Or if he omit to take food he
must starve ; or to provide clothing and shelter, he must
groan under the fury of the elements. Expand the analogy
and behold its application to the physical nature of man
and to the physical universe itself. Sin in man is a viola-

tion of law. Let us suppose that all the parts of the crea-

tion should refuse to discharge the functions imposed upon
them by the law of the Creator. Suppose theearih should

refuse to grow the grain, or the grain to spring up from the

earth ; suppose the sim should refuse to shine, and the rain

to fall, and the limbs of the human body to perform their

functions, what would be the inevitable and necessary re-

sult / Why man would stand a motionless statue of flesh,

upon a dead and barren earth, all shrouded in midnight
darkness, the silent and desolate prison-house of a rebel

against God, unvisited by one vernal ray, or one breath of

balmy air, where the only sign of life would be the fierce

anguish of a living spirit, struggling in its motionless case

of blood and bones and shrieking for deliverance. This
would be the result ; nothing else could be the result ; and
this would be hell enough to establish forever the great

fact that a7iy departure from the laws ordained by God
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must be productive of disorder in the material and of

onisery in the sentient universe. We may grasp the great

analogies of nature on this subject in its broadest extent,

or we may search for their most minute appHcaiion to par-

ticular events, and the uniform testimony of all will be

the same. It will be found true of the general idea, and
true in the particular instance, that a violation of the laws

of God will produce sorrow. Every special violation of

any particular regulation of the great Ruler will be follow-

ed by its peculiar punishment ; and the strength of the

final inference from all is proportioned to the combined
force of the whole series of analogies. Since, therefore,

the laws of God extend over every atom, in every depart-

ment of the universe, both moral and physical, and since

the violation of any and all of them iti their most minute
ramifications is productive of its own peculiar punishment,

it follows that the real strength of the argumentfor future
punishmjent from the analogies of nature, is as absolutely

boundless as the universe of God and the laws which con-

trol every fart of it. There is a connection between sin

and suffermg so clearly established in the very necessities

of the case, that if we admit m,an to exist at all in a fu-

ture state, the doctrine of his wretchedness in that state

inevitably follows, unless it can be proved that he will

undergo a revolution so complete as to prevent the possi-

bility of his sinning. If man is not miserable in eternity,

it must result from one of the following suppositions:

—

Either he must be annihilate i, and thus rendered incapa-

ble of either joy or sorrow, a supposition opposed to every
presumption and analo^^y in the case ; or his nature must
undergo such com[)lete revolution in the character of its

passions and dt^sa-es, as to render their gratification com-
patible w.tli each other, with themselves, and with the na-

ture cf things; a supposition which is incapable of proof,

except on the testimony of him who alone can effect such
a change; or the nature of things must be so changed as

to allow sin to be committed without entailing suffering,

which is absurd and impossible.

Here, then, we stand upon the brink of eternity, to in-

quire what is the actual fact as there existing behind the

impenetrable mystery of the grave. We have arrayed

presumption after presumption, and analogy after analogy,
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and we stand on the borders of the unseen country bur-

dened with a series of presLimptions which indicate the

realization of our woi^st fears, with an emphasis only sus-

ceptible of refutation by a contradictory revelation from
God. We have arrived at the conclusion that man is

miserable now ; that he is made miserable by laws per-

taining to his very nature, and therefore that this nature

must be changed, or those laws must be altered, or else

his eternal wretchedness is sealed past all possibility of

doubt or escape. Whether these changes will be made,
depends upon the will of God, which he alone is compe-
tent to declare. Our position, thei], at this stage of the

inquiry, is just outside of the Bible, without one invincible

objection to the presumptions warning us of the answer
that must come from the gloom of the veiled future, and
telling us with an assurance just short of demonstration,

what is the great reality. A voice has €ome from within

the veil; the only competent witness has actually spoken;

and now we would turn with solemn awe to the records

of the revelation from God. Let us see whatis the^impZe

fact on this most intensely absorbing of all the inquiries of

the human mind.

ARTICLE IV.

REV. ROBERT HALL.

At eleven years of age, his extraordinary talent and de-

votional feeling suggested to his excellent parents the ex-

pediency and propriety of devoting him to the sacred office.

Mr. Beely Wallis, at whose house young Hall was a visitor,

several times requested him to deliver short addresses to a
select auditory, invited specially to hear him, so impressed

was Mr. Wallis with his precocity of talent. This promi-

nent notice of him, inspired young Hall with vanity, and
he lamented it in after life, as a positive injury done him.

He was for a short time at Dr. Ryland's school, at North-

ampton. When about thirteen, he left that school, and
studied divinity and some collateral subjects, principally
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under the guidance of his father. Having given satisfac-

tory proofs of his piety, and of a strong predilection for

the pastoral office, he was placed at the Bristol Institution

in October, 1788, being then in his 15th year.

—

Memoirs of
R. Hall, by Dr. (Jregory^ Harpers's edition, New- York^

1833, vol. 3c?, pp. 5-6. Dr. Gregory remarks :
" There is

reason to apprehend that at this period of his life, Mr. Hall,

notvvitiistanding the correctness and excellence of his gen-

eral principles, and the regularity of his devotional habits,

had set too high an estimate on merely intellectual attain-

ments, and valued himself not more perhaps than was na-

tural to youth, yet too much on the extent of his mental

possessions." (p. 7.) His mind, we infer from this, was not

suitably impressed with the true, spiritual, holy and re-

sponsible nature of that office to which he aspired. Yet
his father, fully satisfied that his piety was genuine, as

well as that his qualifications for the office of a preacher

were of a high order, and not wishing to rely upon his

own judgment, submitted his son's case to the Church of

which he was pastor; and on the I3th of August, 1780,

he was examined in the presence of the Church by his

father, respecting his inclination, motive and end, in refer-

ence to the ministry, and was likewise desired to make a
declaration of his religious sentiments, all which being

done to the entire satisfaction of the Church, they there-

fore set him apart by lifting up their right hands and by
solemn prayer. When thus regularly set apart to the sa-

cred office, Mr. Hall had but just a few months entered his

seventeenth year ! (p. 8.) He took his degree of A. M. at

Aberdeen, March 30, 1785, and while at College '^ was con-

sidered by all tiie students as a model of correct and regu-

lar deportment, of religious and moral habits, of friendly

and benevolent afiections." In this year, and when he had
just attained his majority, he was settled as colleague with

Dr. Kvans, at Broadrnead Church, Bristol.

His popularity as a preacher and as a man became very

great, and continued to increase until he removed from Bris-

tol to Cambridge. " Yet it ought not to be concealed (for

I simply announce, says his biographer, his own deliberate

conviction frequently expressed in after life.) that at this

time he was very inadequately qualified for the duties of

a minister of the gospel. He had, it is true, firmly em-
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braced and cordially relied upon those fundamental truths

which are comprehended in the declaration, "He that,

cometh unio God must believe that He is, and that He is

the rewarder of them that diligently seek Him." And he
often expatiated, and with much originality and beauty,

upon the divine attributes, and constantly exhorted men to

adhere closely to the path of duty, yet not often from the

higher, namely, the evangelical motives to pure and bene-

volent and holy conduct. His knowledge of Christianity,

as a system of restoration and reconciliation, was compar-
atively detective and obscure, and he felt but little alive to

those peculiarities of the new dispensation upon which, in

raaturer life, he loved to dwell. In his preaching, he dealt

too much in generalities, or enlarged upon topics which,
though in a certain sense noble and inspiring, and thus

calculated to elevate the mind, did not immediately flow

from the great scheme of redemption, which it was his

special office to disclose. The extent of God's matchless

love and mercy, the depth of the mystery of His designs,

the inexhaustible treasury of His blessings and graces, the

wonderful blessings flowing from the incarnation, humili-

ation and sacrifice of the Son of God, the delightful pri-

vileges of the saints, were themes to which he recurred far

less frequently than in later days. The notes of several

of his sermons preached from 1785 to 1789, taken down by
one of the congregation, and which are now in my posses-

sion, confirm to a considerable extent the existence of the

serious defect, which he subsequently so much deplored."

(pp. 12-13.) The Rev. Andrew Fuller and Dr. Ryland
stood in fear for him. The former prayed in his private

journal, " The Lord keep that young man." " The Lord

in mercy to him and his Churches in this country, keep

him in the path of truth and righteousness." The latter

prayed for him thus, "O that the Lord would keep him
humble and make him prudent." " O that God may keep

that young man in the way of truth and holiness." (p. 14.)

Mr. Hall at ihi^ time knew not the Lord. Such was his

own deliberate judgment afterwards. He continued at

Bristol until July, 1791, when he removed to Cambridge,

to take charge of Dr. Robinson's Church, vacated by his

death. He left Bristol on account of a misunderstanding

with Dr. Evans, and under some imputations of want of

Vol. VI.—No. 2. 16
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orthodoxy. Certain is it, his views of some of the funda-

mental doctrines of grace were obscure and erroneous : (pp.

17-22)—and it was partly on account of his supposed

liberal views that Dr. Robinson's people called him. His

personal friend, Mr. John Greene, says, "I have frequently

heard him say, that when he first received the invitation to

Cambridge, he had just a sufficient quantum of orthodoxy

to pass muster with the pious part of the members, and
not too much to be refused by the refined and speculative

part of the congregation." An acquaintance of Mr. Hall,

not himself in favor of Calvinism it would seem, who knew
him intimately from 1793 to 1796, says: "At that period

liis creed was imperfect, wanting the personality of the

Holy Spirit, and wavering between the terrors of Calvin

and the plausibilities of Baxter." (p. 26.) His indecision

in doctrine is exhibited by the fact of his omitting the

Epistle to the Romans, in his expository discourses at Cam-
bridge on Sabbath morning ; and when Mr. Greene in-

quired the reason, he replied, "I do not understand it, sir.

The Apostle says there are many things hard to be under-

stood. I shall reserve the exposition of that epistle for the

last work of my life." (vol. 4, p. 17.)

The death of his pious and venerable father, which oc-

curred in March, 1791, produced much serious thought, and
the affliction resulted in important changes in Mr. Hall's

sentiments, and among these changes was his renunciation

of his materialism, which he often declared he " buried in

his father's grave." His belief on this point had been,

"that the thinking powers and faculties are the result of a
certain organization of matter, and that after death man
ceases to be conscious until the resurrection.'''' (pp. 19,21-

22.) The word of God could have been but imperfectly

studied by Mr. Hall. His chief studies were more literary

and classical than theological and biblical, though he unit-

ed all. (p. 30.) In 1799, a severe fever brought him to

the brink of the grave, and for about two days he appre-

hended himself to be on the borders of eternity. Writing
to his friend. Rev. James Phillips, he says, "1 never before

felt my mind so calm and happy. Filled with the most
overwhelming sense of my own unworthiness, my mind
was supported merely by a faith in Christ crucified. I

would not for the world have parted with that text, ''The
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blood of Christ cleanseth from all sin." I never before saw
such a beauty and grandeur, in the way of salvation by the

death of Christ, as on this occasion. I am fully persuaded
the evangelical doctrines alone are able to support the mind
in the near views of death and judgment. May you and
I be more and more grounded in a conviction of their truth

and acquainted with their power. It is to these doctrines

the revelation of Christ is chiefly indebted for its efficacy

in the hearts and lives of men." (vol. 3d, p. 213. At this

time, according to Mr. Hall's conviction afterwards, he was
not a regenerated man, and his exercises upon what he
conceived to be his dying bed, are not at all inconsistent

with the supposition, for many in such an hour are calm
and even happy, and express great faith in an atoning Sa-

viour and admiration of the beauty and grandeur of the

plan of salvation, who have no real, hearty and spiritual

union with the Lord Jesus Christ, and frequently survive

to convince their friends and themselves that they were
mistaken in the genuineness of their exercises at the time.

However, the impressions of this illness were both salutary

and abiding, and prompted him to the investigation of one
or two points with regard to which he had long felt him-
self fiflfatingin uncertainty. "Although he had for some
years steadily and earnestly enforced the necessity of divine

influence in the transformation of character, and in perse-

verance in a course of consistent obedience, yet he spoke

of it as " the influence of the Spirit of God," and never in

express terms as " the influence of the Holy Spirit." The
reason was, that though he fully believed the necessity of

spiritual agency in commencing and continuing the spirit-

ual life, he doubted ihe doctrine of the distinct personality

of the Holy Spirit. But about this time he was struck

with the fact that whenever, in private prayer, he was in

the most deeply devotional frame, "most overwhelmed
with the sense that he was nothing and God was all in all,"

he always felt himself inclined to adopt a Trinitarian dox-

ology. Tins circumstance occurring frequently, and more
frequently meditated upon in a tone of honest and anxious

inquiry, issued at length in a persuasion that the Holy
Spirit is really and truly God, and not an emanation. It

Avas not, however, until the year 1800 thai he publicly in-

cluded the personality of the Holy Spirit in his statements
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of the doctrine of spiritual influence." (pp. 25-36.) If he
arrived at a conviction of his error in regard to the person-

ality of the Holy Spirit in 1799, or shortly after his illness,

how can it be accounted for, that he did not immediately
make a public acknowledgment of his error, and immedi-

ately commence the public worship of the precious com-
forter, the regenerator and sanctifier of his soul, and the

souls of all God's redeemed ones on earth ? His God ap-

parently had been Father and Son ! Dualism ! Thus for

twenty long years he had been preaching, and knew not

if there was any Holy Ghost

!

In 1804, and again in 1805, Mr. Hall suffered temporary

but very distressing fits of derangement, proceeding from

disordered body and a mind overstrained, and too much
seclusion. Both attacks were within the year, and it was
regarded as essential to the permanent possession of mental

health and vigor, that he should resign the pastoral charge

and seek retiremeni and relaxation. Accordingly, March
4th, 1806, he resigned his charge in Cambridge, which he

had held for fifteen years. Wc now approach the period

when Mr. Hall conceived himself for the first time in his

life a child of God. He had made advances in doctrinal

knowledge and in greater seriousness of life, but haAnever
before in his own experience and judgment been 'born

again. " His own decided persuasion was, that however
vivid his convictions of religious truth, and of the neces-

sity of a consistent course of evangelical obedience had
formerly been, and however correct his doctrinal senti-

ments during the last four or five years, yet that he did

not undergo a thorough transformation of character, a
complete renewal of his heart and affections, until the first

of these seizures, (1804). Some of his Cambridge friends,

who visited hmi at Shelford previously to his removal to

Dr. Arnold's, and witnessed his deep prostration of soul

while he read the fifty-first Psalm, and made each veise

the subject of penitent confession and of distinct prayer,

were rather inclined to concur with him as to the correct-

ness of his opinion. Be this, however, as it may, (and the

wonderful revelations of " the great day " can alone remove
the doubt,) there can be no question that from this period

he seemed more to live under the prevailing recollection of

his entire dependence upon God, that his habits were more
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devotional than they had ever before been, his exercises

more fervent and more elevated." (p. 52.)

No one can doubt but that Mr. Hall was the best judge
of his own spiritual state. He seems to have reviewed his

life carefully and conscientiously. His change in heart

and life afterwards confirmed his conclusion. And thus

he was twenty-four years in the ministry ere he was a
soundly converted man.
He resumed the active duties of the ministry as soon as

it was considered safe for him to do so after his second
attack, and was settled over the Baptist Church in Lei-

cester, where he remained nearly twenty years, a period in

which Dr. Gregory remarks, he doubted not, " he was most
happy, active and useful." Shortly after his settlement in

Leicester, he made an act oi solemn dedication oj himself
to God, which he renewed annually on the recurrence of

his birth day, 2d May, 1809. (pp. 52-53.) Mr. Hall was
so impressed with the emptiness of his former ministry,

that after his change and removal to Leceister, he de-

stroyed his manuscripts of sermons. To what extent is

not known. Of his Sabbath morning sermons at Cam-
bridge, he said they were "good for nothing; they had
very little of the Gospel in them." They were then in a

pile in his study, set aside for the fire.— Reminiscences by

John Greene, Works vol. 4, p. 12, and note at foot.

In the former part of his ministry, he was admired, laud-

ed, and courted in public and in private as a great and an
eloquent, agreeable and striking man. He was devoted to

learning and literature, to finished and captivating dis-

courses, and literary society. He was filled with admira-

tion of talent and genius, and aspired after intellectual

greatness. The aspirations of his soul' found expression

in his deep hours of affliction. His friend, Mr. Greene,

visiting, "found him in bed, engaged in one continual stream

of incoherent talk to himself. I wept to hear him. He
called upon Mackintosh—"I shall be greater than Mack-
intosh, greater than Mackintosh. I shall be greater than

the angel Gabriel—I shall be next to the Lord Jesus Christ

himself.'' (vol. 4, p. 30.) In the latter part of his ministry,

he became more devotional—more alive to his great work,

the glory of God in the salvation of souls. His effort was
to be useful, and his ministry was more blessed and his
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sermons more devoted to the exposition and application of

the great plan of redemption by Jesus Christ our Lord.

Hence he was still admired as a groat man and a great

preacher, but was more loved as ^ good man. His last

days were necessarily his best days. In 1812, he com-
menced the practice of setting apart one day in a month
for special prayer and fasting, and found' it eminently con-

ducive to his ou n spiritual peace and comfort, (pp. 61-62.)

In 1826, he was called again to the Church at Broad-

mead, Bristol, and here ended his ministry, where he had
begun it. His habits of devotion and his spiriiuality, in-

creased with his years. He died at Bristol in 1831, in the

68th year of his age, in the triumphs of faith, though iti

great bodily suffermg. Mrs. Hall said, in great agitation,

"This can't be dying," when he replied, "It is death, it is

death—death ! O, the sufferings of this body.'' Mrs. Hall

then asking him, "But are you comfortable in your mind?"
he immediately answered, "Very comfortable—very com-
fortable !" and exclaimed, "Come Lord Jesus, come." He
then hesitated, as if incapable of bringing out the last

word, and one of his daughters, involuntarily, as it were,

anticipated him by saying, "Q,uickly," on which her de-

parting father gave her a look expressive of the most com-
placent delight." (p. 74.)

ARTICLE V.

BACONIANISM AND THE BIBLE.*

We live in an age distinguished by the wide diffusion

of scientific knowledge. This results from the independent
labours of two distinct classes of minds. Beside the great

masters of thought, whose inventive genius gives birth to

systems of philosopliy, has sprung up a race of interpre-

ters, who translate the mystic Cabala of the learned into

the common dialect of mankind. Incapable themselves of

educing a single new truth, their humble, but useful office,

* The substance of an address delivered before the Literary Societies of
Davidson College, N. C, August 11, 1852.
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is to transfuse the great thoughts of others into the popu-

lar rnind. Without making any substantive addition to

real science, fhey extend its dominion by serving as report-

ers, and furnishing a larger audience to the true thinkers

of our race. Thus, theories and systems, which in former

ages were locked up in hieroglyphics, known only to the

High Priests of Science, become, through these interpre-

ters, the common property of man. They catch *he thoughts

of cloistered students, and, like answering cliffs, swell the

echo until the reverberation fills the world.

The second class, to whom this dissemination of know-
ledge must be ascribed, will embrace a nobler order of

minds, whose aim is not to translate great thoughts, but to

reproduce them in oilier forms. Tliey are not engaged in

the discovery, but in the application, of truths. They find

science occupied with experiment and hypothesis as in-

struments to establish some theoretic principle; but the

piincipie, when demonstrated, they embody in some prac-

tical invention. With a genius intensely active and utili-

tarian, they seek to realize the abstract in the concrete.

They entice science from her recluse meditations, to plunge

her into the activities of the working world. They arrest

philosophy in her empyrean flight, soaring with transcen-

dental wing to gaze upon the absolute, that she may work
practical reforms upon earth. They stand as godfathers to

science, giving her, a fair bride, in productive wedlock

with hardy labour. It is science which, with labour's

rough hatid, tunnels our mountains, spans our vallies, fer-

tilizes our fields, reaps our harvests, moves immense struc-

tures of wood and stone like figures on a chess board,

weaves our clothing, grinds our bread, bores our wells,

empties rivers of water into our cities, sketches the human
form with a sunbeam, lights our dwelhngs, propels our

vessels, telegraphs our messages, prints oiu' books, suspends

bridges in the air. delicate and graceful as though woven
with threads of gossamer:—but where shall the breathless

catalogue end? So, too, the most abstract principles, thought

out by great minds amidst the haze and mist of metaphy-

sical speculation, are wrought into new forms, and com-
bine to new results, when thrown again into the forge of a

practical mind. They henceforth construct great systems

of education, remodel political constitutions, work reforms
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in jurisprudence, and searching downwards, effect organic

changes in the social condition of mankind. They tone

the oracles delivered from a thousand pulpits, and flash out

even amidst the raving and cant of the platform. Know-
ledge, so to speak, is taken in by absorption, as plants de-

rive their colour from the sun. The plough-boy comes
into acquaintance with Liebig and agricultural chemistry,

as he pulverizes the guano upon his fields; and the sooty

engineer will talk, with scientific precision, of the valves

and pistons of the bellowing monster which he guides.

Under the united labours of these two classes,—by the

free translations of the interpreters on the one hand, and
by the tangible inventions of the mechanicians on the

other,—the finest discoveries of science and the nicest

theories of philosophy are diffused like the beautiful light

of heaven, and the world breathes an atmosphere of know-
ledge. But there is nothing perfect on earth. This proud

result is marred by one incidental evil : the knowledge is

shallow in proportion to its diffusion. A brood of sciolists

is nurtured, who are perpL^ually mistaking the first gener-

alizations of science for its ultimate conclusions. Con-
founding the mere scaffold on which the builder stands for

the temple which he is erecting, hypotheses framed only
for the purposeof investigation, are assumed as fixed facts;

and these are arrayed in deadly conflict with the teachings

of Revelation. These smatterers, who have no scope of

knowledge to discover the real unity of truth amidst seem-
ing diversities, have raised the senseless clamour which on
every side vexes our ears, that scripture is a foe to science

—

the dogmatic sway of the one crumbling beneath the

stealthy advances of the other. Alarmists, too, peal the

tocsin throughout the Church, as though vanquished Chris-

tianity was about to surrender at discretion to her armed
assailant: while scoffers fling back this shameful distrust

as itself an impeachment of the scriptures
;
and boast of

stronger faiih in the discoveries of philosophy, than Chris-

tians feel in the testimony of inspiration.

It is time these schismatics were exposed who thus rend
apart the followers of truth. The profound thinkers, who
open the sluices of human knowledge, never speak in the
flippant tone of these half fledged witlings. I'hey never
regard their first generalizations as final truths, but as sue-
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cessive rounds in the ascending ladder of science—pro-

cesses for the elimination of mysteries still concealed. They
authenticate no conclusions, till the widest induction has
been reached, and the last analysis has been made. Nor,
on the other hand, do theologians, who have measured the

lull argument of inspiration, flout or dread the growing
discoveries of science. He who gave the Bible built the

universe, and His voice must be heard in the utterances of

both. If science lifts a theory against the mspired record,

they cahnly wait till a 4arger induction shall bi^nd these

discords into the melody of truth. Neither philosophers,

nor theologians, who are truly such, share in the jealousy

of mere empirics. They can stretch their hands in friendly

greeting, however their responses may be drowned in the

hoarse clamours of the half-taught million. Philosophers

know the history of science too well as a long record of

conjectiu'es to be verified, and of mistakes to be corrected:

a wholesome recollection of which forbids the too positive

assertion of hostile theories which may soon require to be

vacated. Theologians know Christianity not only as a
record, but as a life. For eighteen centuries, she has

turned the edge of every sword and blunted the point of

every spear, that have rung upon her harness. Even when
struck with the leprosy of error, her inherent life has thrown
off the hideous scales and " her flesh has come again like

the flesh of a little child." What has this invulnerable

and immortal system to diead in the encounter with hu-
man wisdom?

It should stifle forever the ignorant fears of timid Chris-

tians, and the malicious scandals of scientific gossips, that

this charge has a thousand times been raised and refuted.

When, for example, a hundred years ago, Keimicott and
De Rossi began the collation of their 1700 Greek and He-
brew MSS. and spoke of their 800,000 various readings

thus delected, the Christian world rose in arms against

critical labours which have now settled forever the inte-

grity of the sacred text. The well known blunder of the

French savans is equally illustrative, who assigned to the

Zodiacs taken from the temples of Dendera and Esneh an
antiquity fatal to the scriptural chronology. But Cham-
pollion's key revealed the name of Augustus Caesar in

those mystic signs said to have been traced 4000 years be-
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fore the Christian era; and placed in the reign, of Commo-
dus, J 80 years after the advent, the temple said to have
been built 7000 years before. The time would fail to tell

how infallible Popes, with pious fathers of the ancient

Church, thundered anathemas against the theory of Anti-

podes: yet the earth, without heresy, is now a globe. Or,

of the solemn council of Salamanca denouncing the geo-

graphical hypothesis of the continent which Columbus dis-

covered and we inhabit. Or, of Galileo—whose restless

ghost, like that of Banquo, is daily conjured up to scandal-

ize the Churcli—recanting the system of Copernicus before

the inquisitors of Rome. In a word, there is not a province

in the whole circle of human knowledge, in which science

has not sometimes tripped, and her progress been chal-

lenged through superstitious fears. In metaphysics, astron-

omy, natmal philosophy, political economy, therapeutics,

anatomy—on the subjects of witchcraft and spectres, usury
and tithes—truth has fought her way against prejudice and
calumny: and saucy skeptics, while sap[!ing the Christian

faith, have hurled back the innocent anathemas of fright-

ened Churchmen. The past is nevertheless a guarantee for

the future. If these strifes have been composed, let us

not smile at the spectral apprehensions of our fathers, with-

out learning wisdom from their folly. The harmony now
established on these points, affords strong presumption that

all moot questions of the present day will find an equally

happy adjustment ; and that the most contentious of our

geologists, ethnographers and chronologers, will clasp in

orthodox embrace our doctors of theology.

These preliminary observations open a pathway into the

present discourse. This alleged opposition of science and
revelation, we wish to confront with one great historical

fact : that the only jyhilosophy which has given to the

world a true physical and intellectual science, is itself the

product of Protestant Christianity. This fact, if esta-

blished, concludes debate. It will then matter little that

philosophers, in the enthusiasm of early discoveries, have
sometimes swept beyond their premises. It will matter

little that preconceived and cherished opinions have been
slowly surrendered, and sometitnes obstinately defended
against advancing science. It will matter little that sophists

have often seized the inquiries and conjectures of science
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as levers to overturn revealed religion. If in the scriptures

we find the genesis of that philosophy which gives the

world its only true science, there can be no antagonism in

the case. It will devolve upon us, therefore, to show the

radical deficiency of the science and psychology possessed

by the ancients, until the inductive method was fully ex-

pounded by Sir Francis Bacon
; and then to show the his-

torical and logical connexion between his philosophy and
the Christian scriptures.

Let us, for this purpose, place ourselves at the two peri-

ods described by Whewell as "the first waking of science,

and its mid-day slumber;" and examine the'Greek philos-

ophy before the Christian epoch, and that of the school-

men in the middle ages.
'

, ,

It is impossible to contemplate the intellectual achieve-

ments of the ancient Greeks, without intense admiration of

their genius—a genius imparting sanctity even to their

errors, which we ascribe to the irregular working of mighty
intellects, evincing singular acuteness, invention and logi-

cal scope. In some departments, particularly the aesthetic,

this genius has embalmed itself in models, which it has

been the highest ambition of modern ^rt to reproduce.

The Iliad of Homer, the Philippics of Demosthenes, the

Odes of Anacreon, the Lyrics of Pindar, the Dialogues of

Plato, the Tragedies of Sophocles, the Ethics of Aristotle

—

what are these but classical urns from which is still drawn
the literature of the world 7 The vestal flame which these

early priests kindled on the altar of human thought, burns

with a brightness which even the choke-damp of the

world's millennial night of ignorance and barbarism did

not extinguish
;
and is not obscured by the brilliant Drum-

mond light of our recent civilization. In painting, the

names of Zeuxis and Apelles, of Parrhasius. Aristides and
Euphranor, will ever be associated with the more recent

names of Raphael and Michael Angelo, of Titian, Cor-

reggio and Rubens. In sculpture, the Greek model is con-

fes.^edly unsurpassed. None have yet eclipsed the fame of

Phidias, Praxiteles, Lysippus and Polydorus:—and the

statues of Minerva and Venus de Medici, the group of

Laocoon, and the Apollo Belvedere, still provoke to envy
the genius of the Italian school. In architecture, while

the immense structures of Babylon and Persia convey the
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impressions of vastness and strength, and a gloomy gran-

deur reigns throughout the vast piles of Gothic Europe
;

yet to tliis day must we horrow from Greece the beau ideal

of architectural beauty and grace still to be discovered in

the ruins of the Parthenon. As the mathematician who
applied geometrical measurement to the famous dome of

St. Peters, and discovered the curve of greatest beauty to

be also the curve of greatest resistance, so we are struck

with this instinct of genius which has drawn, with mathe-
matical precision, these proportions of exquisite grace.

" Science in his secret laws hath found out latent beauty

,

Sphere and square, and cone, and curve are fashioned by her rules."

But perhaps the proudest and most permanent monu-
ments of the inventive genius of the Greeks lie in the de-

patrtment of mathematics and in the science of astronomy.

As to the latter, advances were made vvhich excite aston-

ishment, either that they were made at all, or that they

should have stopped short of the results attained in

modern times. The names of Meton, Aiistajchus and
Hipparchus, are identified with the calculation of eclipses,

the grouping of constellations, the cataloguing of stars;

with discoveries of the obliquity of the ecliptic, the length

of the solar year, the lunar cycle, the precession of the

equinoxes, and, as some allege, of the sphericity of the

earth, and itr. annual revolution about thesunc In geome-
try, we find the name of Pythagoras associated witli one
of its most beautiful and fundamental problems

;
while the

elements of Euclid have not yet been superseded as a text

book in the present advancement of mathematical science.

To the Platonic school we owe the geometrical analysis

and conic sections—and Archimedes, who has been beau-

tifully styled the Newton of antiquity, passing over his

discoveries in mechanics, and his quadi'ature of the para-

bola, directed a sphere and a cylinder to be placed over his

tomb—resting upon the discovery of their relations his

highest tule to posthumous fame. These imperishable

names shine with the lustre of fixed stars, amidst clusters

of others of sufficient magnitude to be revealed by the tel-

escope of history. We pay this cheerful and earnest tri-

bute to the knowledge of the ancients, that it may not

seem to be a narrow and envious spirit which prompts
the denial that ihey possessed any science^ in the compre-
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hensive significance of this term. Says Professor Play-

fair :*

" One ought to listen with caution to the encomiums sometimes
bestowed upon the philosophy of those early ages. If these en-

comiums respected only the talents, the genius, the taste of the

great masters of antiquity, we would subscribe to them without

any apprehension of going beyotid the truth. But if tbey extend

to the methods of philosophizing, and the discoveries actually

made, we must be excused for entering- our dissent, and exchang-

ing the language of panegyric for that of apology."

Many of their alleged discoveries were fortunate conjec-

tures, which have since been verified: for in science, the

just maxim must hold, that nothing is discovered which is

not proved. When, for example, Empedocles taught that

the moon shines by light borrowed from the sun; and
when Democritus taught that the spots on her face arose

from inequalities upon her surface ; a random guess cer-

tainly hit the truth in the eye, but it was not shot with an
aim. When Aristarchus is supposed to have taught the

spherical form of the earth and its diurnal and annual re-

volutions, if this rested upon demonstrative proof and
formed a part of the knowledge of mankind, it is strange

that for two thousand years it should have been displaced

by the Ptolemaic theory iliat the earth is a flat and im-

movable disc. What if this vaunted discovery should be

only a lucky hypothesis, framed upon the Pythagorean tenet

that fire—of which the sun was considered a solid ball

—

holds the central place in the universe If

But what is science in its broadest import? Surely it is

not the mere stylus, which records phenomena as they are

observed—for the more obvious motions and combinations

of the heavenly bodies attracted the attention of early

Chaldean shepherds, as they do now that of the ignorant

sailor, who nevei* dreamed of a science. Nor can it be the

simple classification of facts: for this marshalling of kin-

dred phenomena into their proper ranks, while it is the

first step of the inductive philosophy, of itself yields no

results. The dignity of science is not reached until after

these successive steps, the great laws have been evolved

* Preliminary Dissertation,

t Encyclopaedia Americana. Art. Astronomy.
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in accordance with which the whole machinery of nature

is regulated. It is when the various processes of observa-

tion and arrangement, of hypothesis and experiment, of

induction and generahzation, have been cuccessfully gone
through ;

and when the secret powers, both near and re-

mote, which underlie the outward and tangible, have been

detected, that science, in robes of majesty, ascends the

throne she may never abdicate. The Greek philosophy

was entirely barren of fruits like these. In its whole course,

no universal and pervading laws were proclaimed,* such

as those which have immortalized the names of Kepler

and of Newton. It had therefore no key to unlock the

cabinet in which Nature treasures her mysteries, and the

baffled curiosity of mankind laboured vainly in the search

of her undiscovered secrets.

It is a singular fact, to which attention must now be

drawn, that the Greeks, whose genius peopled the world of

the ideal with the most beautiful creations, and whose keen
reason pushed so far the application of pure mathematics,

should have so signally stumbled over the very threshold

of physical science. In support of this charge, it will not

be necessary to collate single instances in which natural

philosophy seemed almost to be the object of burlesque.

As, for example, that the stars arise from vapours which are

ignited in darkness and extinguished by day—that the sun
consists of" fiery particles collected by humid exhalations

—

and that the phenomena of electricity are due to an inhe-

rent soul or essence, which, awakened by friction, comes
forth from the amber, and seizes the floating atoms around
it. It will be far more impartial and just to draw our judg-

ments from the systems of the great masters. Let any
one then take into his hands the physical treatises of Aris-

totle, and deliver, if he can, a favourable verdict upon the

natural science of antiquity. This arch-philosopher, whose
breadth of mind enabled him, like Sir Francis Bacon, to

present in his works a complete panorama of the entire

learning of his day, unlike Bacon, gave no clue by which
his vast apparatus of knowledge could be turned to account.

" Of such an examination [of facts] neither Aristotle, nor any other of
the ancients, ever conceived the necessity

;
and hence these laws [of motion]

remained quite unknown, throughout all antiquity."— Pro/. Play/air's Prel.

Disscrlalion.

N
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What must we think of a physical philosopher who talks

to us of a first matter, without quality or quantity, or any
of the properties of body,* on which forms may be im-
pressed? Who invents a secret principle, concealed under
the indeterminate appellation of Naiiire, for the purpose of
imiting matter and form together, and which shall be the

internal cause of all moiioti and arrangement? Who
teaches that heavy and light are not relative, but absolute

terms
;
descriptive of original properties, by which fire and

air have their natural motions upward, and water and
earth have their natural motions downward? Who, to

explain circular motion differing from either, makes it pe-

culiar to heavenly bodies, which are thus separated by a
wide interval from bodies terrestrial ? Who argues agaii;st

a vacuum, that in it there is neither up nor down, and thus
no scope for the natural motions of bodies? Who defines

motion in such unmeaning generalities as these, "the act

of a being in power, as far as in power," and defines light

" the act of a transparent body in as much as it is trans-

parent"—and who proves by syllogism the incorruptibility

of the heavens, because celestial motions are circular and
have no contraries? If we pass fro:n the Pi^ripatetics to

the Old Academy, what are we to think of the ideas ot

Plato, eternal and self-subsisting, forming a world of arche-

types, the only subjects of which truths and definitions can
be predicated? Plato has been styled "the Homer of

Philoso[)hers ;'' but that great poet never indulged a wilder

rhapsody, if this doctrine of eternal exemplars answering
to outward phenomena is presented for physical philoso-

phy. It may come under the broad charter of poetic

license, but not of scientific explanation, to say that things

are respectively beautiful or great or cold or hot, according

as they partake of the abstract ideas of beauty or great-

ness, of cold or heat. If we pass still to the Italic school,

what natural science is to be decyphered from the mystical

numbers of Pythagoras? In what sense these were the

principles of things, except as they were mere symbols of

* " Thoagh we can suppose body divested of any one particular figure, and
of every sensible quality, such as colour, odour, taste, &c. and the substratum

ox basis or matter of it, still to remain; yet it seems impossible to conceive it

divested of solidity without supposing it totally annihilated."

—

Ency. Brit,

art. Metaphysics.
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these, it is perhaps impossible to understand. Yet the

frenzy of this scientific dream will be forgiven, for the

sublime poetry of that conception to which it gave rise,

the ninsic of tiie spheres.

Let it not be alleged that this miscarriage in physical

science was accidental. How should it then have been the

opprobrium of all the schools alike? and how should the

seven sages, who presided over the inauguration of Gre-

cian philosophy, have come nearest the truth, and science

retrograde in the hands of their successors ? The great

vice of their physical science was the unchastened use of

the speculative faculty. Not content with the relative

knowledge of properties and qualiiies and the fundamental
laws under which these are developed, they indulged the

presumptuous hope of penetrating, by one transcendental

effort of thought, into the essence of matter. Unmindful
of " the great object of Natural Philosophy, which is to

ascertain the conjunction of events," they set off upon the

Quixotic attempt "to discover the efficient causes of these

events, and by synthetical reasoning to deduce, as neces-

sary consequences from their supposed causes, the pheno-

mena and laws of Nature."* The adoption of the a priori

method of investigation . was thus necessitated, which
shortly interposed a barrier against all prog/^ss in know-
ledge. As soon as philosophy became systematized, the

effort was to arrange into distinct categories the most gen-

eral and abstract conceptions, such as space and time, num-
ber and motion ; and then by logic to predicate of all the

individuals grouped under a class, whatever may be af-

firmed of the class itself. Thus were the philosophers of

antiquity walking forever the dull round oi the syllogism,

making few discoveries, and scarcely etilarging the horizon

of human knowledge. For, as in the syllogism, the conclu-

sion is always embraced in the major premiss, we do not

by it discover a new truth, but only develope what is al-

ready known into a more particular form. It was thus true

of them, as Whewell remarks, that " they did not collect

clear lundamental ideas from the word of things by induc-

tive acts of thought, but pnly derived results by deduction

from one or other of their familiar conceptions."! The in-

• Stewart's El. of the Human Mind, ch. 4, sec. 1.

tHist. Inductive (Sciences, vol. 1, p. 39.
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evitable result cf which was a laborious trifling with words
of equivocal import, and overwhelming the facts of sci-

ence with petty and barren speculations: and the philoso-

phers, to use the biting language of Lord Bacon, "flew off

from particular objects to the greatest generahties, as the

axes around which their disputes rnay^revolve."

This a priori investigation, which so utterly failed to

give the countersign affording entrance into the sanctuaries

of Nature, was, however, precisely adapted to the mathe-
matical sciences. In these, a few axioms, intuitively per-

ceived, afljDrd the data from which the mind developes link

after link of the most lengthy and intricate demonstrations.

Hence we need not be surprised at the brilliant results at-

tained by the Gieeks in these departments, as compared
with the poverty of their physical researches. Their suc-

cess in the one, and their failure in the other, receive the

same explanation. It is a remarkable confirmation of this,

that the branch of physics in which they made the most
advance was that of mechanics ; and in that portion of it,

the equilibrium of forces, which admits of being treated

by a priori reasoning ; and that by this process alone, with-

out a smgle experiment, Archimedes framed his ingenious

demonstrations of the lever and the centre of gravity.*

The transition is easy from the physics to the metaphy-
sics of the ancient Greeks, since the same method of in-

quiry was pursued in both, and with like results. If a
single illustration of the haze which hung around their

psychology be sufficient, simply ponder the various defini-

tions of the human soul enumerated by Cicero in his Tus-
culan questions. One thinks it to be the heart ; another,

the blood difiused through the heart—one regards it as a

certain part of the brain ;
another, as the vital principle it-

self—one, more dreamy than the rest, defines it the har-

mony arismg from the tension of the body, as of a stringed

insirumenl—Pythagoras identifies it with his perfect

number, 4—Plato treats it as an emanation of the deity,

through the soul of the world, which animates and per-

vades all things—Aristotle blunders into greater vagueness

still, and derives it from a "quinta essentia," a new ele-

ment for which he invents a name that cannot be trans-

* Prof. Playfair's Prelim. Dis. Ency. Brit.

Vol. VI.—No. 2. 17
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lated,—Entelechy,—combining the conceptions of perfec-

tion and activity. Wliat a labyrinth is here! Not, how-
ever, to take a snap judgment from such a motley as-

semblage of crude opinions, let us turn to the digested

systems of some one of tlje acknowledged masters. Plato,

who. in speculative philosophy, takes precedence of all the

rest, held that those ideas, which are the archetypes of

things sensible and material, exist in the mind as its ori-

ginal furniture, and form the source of all our knowledge.

The various objects in nature recognized by the senses,

suggest the reminiscence of those primitive cognitions en-

joyed by the soul in a pre-existent state. With this start-

ing point in his psychology, the only possible method of

inquiry was the (Jeductive ; precisely that adopted in phy-

sics to so little advantage. All philosophy, as all science,

was huilt upon these original ideas, by a process of reason-

ing developing them in various particulais. As in physics,

men ceased to inquire about properties in the presump.

luous hope to coiTipass the knowledge of essence ; so

in metaphysics, the search was after abstract being and.

the whole science of ontology,* to the neglect and dispar-

agement of the facts of their inward consciousness. How
opposed this psychology and its method of inquiry are to

that productive philosophy which has been advocated by
the English and Scotch metaphysicians, it is almost super-

fluous to remark. Bacon taught the true method of in-

quiry in all science to be inductive, the reverse of that a

priori metliod pursued by the ancients. This mighty Re-
former called men off from transcendental inquiries to ob-

serve and to classify facts
;

to ascend carefully through
more comprehensive generalizations, till the most general

axioms are arrived at. Locke, following in the avenue
thus opened, taught that the origin of all our knowledge is

found in experience. .Tusl as observation collects the ma-
terials of natural science, so consciousness presents the

facts of experience as the data of mental science ;
and thus

the great inductive principle is boldly applied in develop-

ing the laws of mind as well as of matter—which, like

Ariadne's clue, guides us through the labyrinth of opinion

*A strikins; parallel to this may be seen in the German Metaphysics,

where the same vicious method of investigation has terminated in similar

disasters.
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and wild conjecture into the remunerative science and phil-

osophy of our times.

But if these barren results alone repay our gloomy search

into the ancient systems which at least were fresh with the

dew of original thought, what must we expect from the

middle ages, when philosophy in her dotage drivels in all

the absurdities of the schoolmen? During the long inter-

val between Archimedes and Galileo, no solid contribution

was made to science. Mind, though sufficiently active,

was occupied with studies so utterly trivial as to exhaust
it of productive power. "Science had become a mixture
of art and mysticism," and clowns travestied what once
philosophers discoursed. Uncouth caricatures took the

place of nature, and men worshipped the grotesque instead

of the true. Astronomy no longer numbered the stars, or

marked the courses of the planets
;
but astrology calcu-

lated horoscopes and measured the stellar effluxes Which
control human destiny. Chemistry, with its crucibles and
solvents, sought not to detect the secret affinities of mat-
ter ; but Alchemy laboured to transubstantiate its proper-

ties and accidents. While magic, maintaining a superna-

tural causation where only it should have discovered a
physical connection, converted nature herself into a jug-

gler, and science into legerdemain. In metaphysical rea-

soil^ing, all' calm and patient thought was drowned in the

dim and clatter of dialectic wrangling. The barbarous

scholastic jargon stuns the ear, and the brain whirls in

the struggle to recognise as entities what before were only
abstract conceptions. Substantial forms and essences, quan-
tities and qualities and quiddities, formaliiies, realities, and
individualities, dance in fantastic motion before the mind,
like sprites and fairies in a mid-summer's night dream. How
many angels can dance together on the point of a needle,

what is the gradation of rank in iheir hierarchy, what
their employments and medium of conversation, what are

their morning and evening states of understanding

—

"subtle, vermiculate questions" truly, as Lord Bacon
sharply terms them, "which have indeed a kind of quick-

ness and life of spirit, but no soundness of matter or good-
ness of quality." Such was the scholastic philosophy of
the middle ages, when "angelical doctors" kept up for

generations the game of battledoor; and ThomistsandScot^
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ists watched the long night through with quirks and rid-

dles equal to those of the Egyptian sphinx.

Compare now wilh these chaffy speculations the exten-

sion and rich discoveries of ffiodern science. It is need-

less to enumerate them, for they lie all around us, and are

in contact with the humblest minds :—blessings not within

the monopoly of wealth, but freely dispensed to the poor,

whose comforts they increase, and the labourer, whose
toils they abridge. As one has described it, it is "the
philosophy of utility, the philosophy of lightning rods, of

steam engines, safety lamps, spinning jennies, and cotton

gins-^the philosophy which has clothed the naked, fed

the hungry, and healed the sick—the philosophy of peace,

which is converting the sword into the pruning hook, and
the spear into the ploughshare."* It is a philosophy which,

while applying her principles to useful and practical ends,

does noi pause in the career of investigation and discovery.

With relentless purpose, she still pursues Nature through

all her departments; who cannot retreat info deeper mys-
teries without yielding her discc^vered secrets to this resist-

less interrogation. Astronomy, with her telescopic eye,

pierces further into that unmeasured space in which plan-

ets sweep: and Geology digs up from the deep founda-

tions of the earth the rocky records of extinct races, carrying

us through vast cycles of years nearer to the moment
when the great clock of the universe ticked its first note of

time. This " philosophy of utility" walks henceforth upon
the two equal legs oi discovery and application. While per-

fecting her research(!S, discovering by stricter analysis the

original elements of matter, and unfolding the laws of their

combination, she at the same time reduces every new fact

to practical use. At the very moment she is discussing the

nature of electricity, and testing, if possible, its identity

with heat and magnetism, she is also stretching the tele-

graphic wires over mountain peaks and under the ocean's

bed, converting the world into one great whispering gal-

lery—where distant nations over continents and seas ex-

change thoughts of the passing hour. Catching the spirit

of romantic adventure, she seeks new regions for her con-

quests. Having subdued the land and the wave, she re-

Tyler's Discourse on Baconian Philosophy.
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vives the fable of Daedalus, and seeks to steer her flight

above the clouds. She laughs at impossibihties; and even
in niomeiusof disconifiiure, holds up her past success in

rebuke of the stubborn skepticism which predicts her
failure. We listen with amiable credulity even to sciences

which, from their manner of prosecution, bear all the marks
of bastardy. "A man cannot tell what shall be"—a fall-

ing apple suggested the great law of gravitation ; and we
smile upon the lofty pretensions of phrenology and mes-
merism, not knowing what lucky accident may spring a
hidden mine of truth, and lead to " things in heaven and
earth v^hich our philosophy hath not dreamed of."

It is not our purpose to inquire into the causes of dlfl*er-

ence between the garrulous and disputatious philosophy of

antiquity and the practical and remunerative science of our
day. It woi}ld be sheer empiricism to assign the change
to any single cause; and to search tor all the influences

which have occasioned it, would be to write the history of

modem civilization. But we wish you to note the histori-

cal line of separation between the two. Until the moment
when Sir Francis Bacon expounded the inductive method
of inquiry, and exposed the baldness of all a priori re-

searches into nature, there was no comprehensive science

in the world. For two thousand years, the great problems

of physical and mental science went unresolved. Men
stood rooted, like slaiues, to the earth " their nerves all

chained up in alabaster," or else, bound up in the fetters of

a stony logic and balancing in the endless seesaw of the

syllogism. But in the 17ih century arose the great intel-

lectual Reformer, who, snatching the wand from the hands
of the Stagyrite,

" With his rod reversed

And backward mutters of dissevering power,"

freed science forever from the enchantments of the wizard.

The date of this new and practical philosophy reads a
lesson to those who shamelessly represent scripture and
science as irreconcilably at feud. What says history to

this ? Why, that up to the Christian epoch, and belore the

revelation of God was either completed or made the in-

heritance of mankind, philosophy lay in swaddling clothes,

rocking and sleeping in her cradle—that while Christianity

was strugglmg for life against the rage of persecution, and
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shaking the pillars of heathenism, the Platonists and Aris-

totelians came, like the Philistines of old, and put out

her eyes and paralyzed her strength, and then science

slept on and had deeper dreams:—that during the dark
ages, when the Bible was banished into convents and only

read there at the end of a rusty chain, philosophy in her

slumber raved as one troubled with the nightmare and
cannot awake—that at length God, in compassion for man's
blindness and misery, sent Wiclif, and Huss, and Jerome,

as forerunners of one greater that should come after : and
again he sent Copernicus, and Galileo, and Tycho Braho,

as heralds of another style of monarch—that when Luther
entered the pantheon of popery, and shattered the idols of

the Church, just one century later another Iconoclast arose

who smote the " idols of the tribe," and of " the den," of

"the market" and of "the theatre," in the temple of sci-

ence—and that Tindal's translation of the English Bible

preceded by nearly one hundred years the publication of the

Novum Organon. What does history say more ? Why, that

up to this hour there is no country unenlightened by the

Bible, whose darkness is penetrated by the rays of science

—

that there is no land in which the suppression or corrup-

tion of the scriptures does not prove, in an equal degree,

the suppression or corruption of philosophy—and that

where genius has been most sanctified by its contact with

divine truth, has science found her noblest votaries, and
gained her proudest laurels. A recent writer* has quaintly

enough affirmed that coal is a Protestant formation, since

by a singular providential distribution, this mighty agent

of civilization and element of political wealth, is possessed

almost exclusively by the Christian and Protestant nations

of the earth. It might profit some of our dilettanti philos-

ophers gravely to consider what it is that has bound Bibli-

cal Christianity and the inductive philosophy and Anglo-
Saxonism together for the past two hundred years—and
whether it is this conjunction of the Bible and Science that

has put this race, like ancient Judah, in the leadership of

modern nations. At any rate, let this authenticated fact,

that the Bible, throughout all history, has been the precur-

sor of genuine philosophy, decree the just doom of him
who still persists that they are foes.

* Read's " God in Histoiy," p. 49.
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These rapid and suggestive touches are sufficient to trace

out the historical couuexion between the Baconion philoso-

phy and Christianity, as agencies intended by God for the

elevation of mankind. That there is also a natural affinity

between the two, we might safely infer from their constant

conjunction. But it will not be difficult to show why this

philosophy should be the philosophy of Protestantism; and
we enter upon this final track of thought the more readily,

inasmuch as it will afford the more abundant illustration,

that Revelation, so far from being inimical to science, con-

tributes a powerful incidental influence in its favour.

1. The Theologian and the Inductive Philosopher pro-

ceed on similar principles in the construction of their re-

spective systems. The materials of scietice lie scattered

in the utmost disorder through the broad fields of Nature

—

here a rose and there a star. The business of the philoso-

pher is to collect these, as a printer would his types, and
put them together on an intelligible page. As he ascends

in his generalizations, phenomena the mos! unlike are

grouped in the same class; mere outward analogies are

disregarded, and secret affinities are detected, until at

length he reaches formulas expressing the great principles

upon which nature acts. The key to the cypher once

found, nature comes to be read like a great folio ; on every

leaf a new science, and its various chapters unfoldnig the

history of Providence.

The materials of theology indeed are not gathered pre-

cisely in the same way by observation and experiment, but

are given immediately by Revelation. Nevertheless, the

revelation is not made in a logical and systematic form,

but in the most fragmentary and undigested manner. Its

doctrines are strewn in magnificent profusion through the

histories, narratives, poems, epistles, predictions of the Bi-

ble—given sometimes in the l^orm of ethical precepts, and
sometimes in the more elaborate form of logical argument.

The same patience, and diligence, and caution are required

in ranging up and down the Record, as in surveying Na-
ture: the theologian collates his passages as the philoso-

pher collects his facts, and by analogy constructs his

divinity as the latter builds up his science. The a priori

method which we have seen so signally failed to open the

mysteries of nature to the ancient Greeks, has wrought
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equally disastrous results when applied to the interpreta-

tion of scripture. Theology, no less than philosophy, re-

jects the doctrine of innate ideas: and revelation affords

the materials of knowledge in the one, as obseivation does

in the other. In both alike, man is but an interpreter, to

decypher the record, and to read out the lessons of truth,

syllable by syllable. It is perhaps through this similarity

of research that some of the most successful prosecutors

of physical science have been accomplished divines, who
have turned from the written oracles to interrogate the

dumb oracles of nature. The tnining they have received

in the one school has disciplined them for large success in

the other—and many of the ablest works in defence of

Christianity and its records,—as for instance, the Bridge-

water Treatises, the Hoiae Paulinae* of Paley, and the fa-

mous analogy of Bishop Butler,—breathe throughout the

spirit of the Baconian philosophy, and are framed most
obviously upon the inductive method.

2. A second feature of resemblance, or point of contact,

between the two, is the faith which lies at the foundation

of both. The Bible reveals the existence of God, but who
can know the Almighty unto perfection ? It speaks of a
future and unknown world, for the glories of which thou-

sands of our race are daily rejecting the world of sense in

which they live. It partially unfolds many mysteries,

which are never compassed by the understanding, yet dis-

tinctly received as articles of belief. But why insist on a

point so familiar ! The Bible everywhere inculcates faith,

while it rebukes credulity: two things which sciolists con-

found, but which are wide apart as the poles. Credulity

believes without evidence
; faith receives only upon evi-

dence. It demands a testimony which it remits to the

most searching scrutiny of impartial and enlightened rea-

son
;
and then it receives as fact what perhaps may never

be compassed as knowledge. But does not faith lie as

truly at the foundation of science? The first great injunc-

tion of the Inductive Philosophy is faiih in well authenti-

cated fiicts. As reason examines the evidences of a reve-

lation that faith may rest upon a div'.ne testimony, so sense

* " It is throughout a tracing of the thousand fibres by which a long series

of events connecis itself with the warp and woof of human affairs."

—

Tay-
lor's Spiritual CkrisUanitj/,p. 34.
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scrutinizes the phenomena of Nature that philosophy may-
have her facts. These facts, however inexplicable, are

received upon their own evidence: and upon this faith, sci-

ence proceeds to classify them, and finally to eliminate

the powers by which they were produced. Thus faith

in what is unknown, yet fully attested, is the necessary
antecedent of all scientific research and philosophical

analysis. This conviction of mind arising from testi-

mony, and this resting belief so exclusively upon facts,

call largely both in the philosopher and the divme, for

the exerci.se of private jndgment ; and made Bacon a pro-

testant against the infallibility of the Schools, as they be-

fore made Luther a protestant against the infallibility of

Po})es and Councils. Just in so far then as the Bible,

with its impenetrable bnt aiuhenticated mysteries, nour-

ishes the principle of faith, does it beget and strengthen

the true philosophic spirit. Lord Bacon never uttered a
truer aphorism than when he said, "a little philosophy in-

clineth man's mind to atheism, but depth in philosophy

bringeth man's mind about to religion ;" and Newton, the

brightest English name on the scroll of physical science,

is himself a beautiful example of that faith in philosophy

which points a true index to faith in God. In the language
of another too elegant for me to suppress, "after Newton
had stepped from the golden ladder of geometry upon the

remotest star, and looked down from that summit of sci-

ence, in the spirit of philosophy he directed his eye still

upwaids, and saw the heights of inductive science tower-

ing still far above him, and stretching on to the throne of

an intelligent Creator; and then with the same confidence

in which he had written the other great truths of nature,

he penned his general scholium, declaring there is a God,

and made it the sublime conclusion of his immortal la-

bours."*

3. A third particular in which the Bible exerts its influ-

ence upon philosophy, is by stirring the human intellect,

and preserving it from relapsing into apathy. There are

obviously two conditions to be fulfilled in all search after

knowledge; these must be first the object, and then the

organ^ of inquiry. As in optics, there must be the mate-

Tyler's Discourse on Baconian Philosophy, pp. 326-7.
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rial universe, and the open eye ; so in philosophy there

must be tlie objective truth and the awakened intellect. If

the latter be wanting, there may be truth, but there cannot
be knowledge. Now the mind can never stagnate in coun-
tries where the Bible lifts up its strong and solemn voice.

It announces truths of the first interest to man. It tells of

God, what His glories and perfections are—of the creative

power by which He brought all things into being, and of

the providential care with which he sustains them. It

teaches man what he himself is, partly matter, and partly

spirit—explains the mysteries of his earthly lot, what is

the source of all his blessings, and the spring of all his

sorrows. It speaks of law and accountability, of sin and
redemption, of atonement and pardon, of holiness and bliss.

It throws a gleam of light into the shadowy land of death,

and reveals another state of existence, with its solemn con-

ditions. It enumerates all the relations of human society,

and prescribes the duties of each. These topics, moreover,

are such as must command the attention of men. There
is a congeniality between them and our religious natiu'e,

by which they must be received and retained, as the ma-
terials both of wort-hip and of thought. From this con-

grnity between our religious consciousness and the spirit-

ual truths taught in the Bible, the latter cannot but arouse

the intellect even from its deepest slimibers. Like the sil-

ver trumpet hanging against tlie wall in fairytale, at whose
first blast the disenchanted horsemen leaped upon their

steeds, the Bible, as the voice of God, breaks the spell upon
the human soul, awakens its religious element, and calls

forth a response as certain as the echo of the hills.

As the scriptures have power to awaken the sluggish in-

tellect, so they can retain their ascendency, preventing all

relapse into apathy. The truth which they reveal is that

which takes possession of all the powers of the soul, and
reigns with equal supremacy in each. It gives exercise to

the understanding, controls the affections, and subdues the

will; thus subjugating all the faculties of thought, feeling

and action. Of this otnnipotent truth the Bible is the re-

pository : shall one be brought within the circuit of this

voltaic pile, and the repose of every muscle and fibre not

be disturbed by the passage of the electric current? Apart,

00, from this galvanic energy of truth, there is a seductive
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charm in the reserve with which the mysteries of the Bible

are partially unfolded
; which, while it gialifies inquiry by-

knowledge, at the same time stimulates research by curi-

osity. A ray of revelation lights up the edgo of some un-
searchable mystery, which, like the fringe of gold that the

setting sun places on the border of a sombre cloud, kin-

dles the imagination to paint the glories hid within its

dark ground.. Thus incidentally does the Bible lend aid

to philosophy, by sharpening the instrument with which
all her researches are to be prosecuted.

4. A fourth advantage accrues to pliilosophy from the

complete information afforded on all moral subjects, by
which the mind is released to pursue the studies of science.

No one can peruse the speculative writings of the ancients

without perceiving how these were intermixed with iheir

theological inquiries. What God is—whether a distinct

person having intelligence and will, or simply the anima
mundi informing and actuating nature—what precise rela-

tion he sustains to the univeise, and in what way his

power acts upon it—whether matter be eternal, and what
are its constituent elements—what the human soul is,

whether a spark emitted from the divine essence, or only

matter in its most ethereal form—whether it be immortal,

and how it survives the shock of death—whelher in the

world of spirits it will have an individual subsistence as

on earth, or be re-absorbed into the substance of deity

—

whether a judgment shall be rendered upon human actions,

and what shall be the recompense of transgression : these

and kindred inquiries were the absorbing themes upon
which the speculative genius of antiquity wasted its

strength. From what has before been said of man's reli-

gious constitution, it will appear, that until they were an-

swered, all other subjects must be kept largely in abeyance.

Yet without a special revelation, what data exist from

which the solution of these problems may be drawn?
Hence the ancients tiled on, weaving their cosmogonies

with infinite labour, which, like Penelope's web, were
doomed to be as laboriously unravelled. Upon these sub-

jects, however, the Bible pronounces with all the aulhority

of God. A divine testimony reduces conjecture into know-
ledge, and opinion into faith. The mind is released from'&^j

the torture of doubt, as well as from the agony of unbe-
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lief: with its systems of theology and morality constructed,

'

it can turn to reap the Ifnowledge which may be gathered

from the fields of science. The soul's yearning after its

Creator once satisfied, and its longing to know iiself fully

met, it is disengaged Irom studies in which, untaught, it

could never come to certainty, and is sent forth to inter-

rogate nature and gather her responses from a thousand
oiacles.

5. Revelation does not confine itself to these indirect

methods of benefiting science. It reveals the uniform laws

of God's moral government, and thereby hints to science

her true province, that of tracing and expounding the fun-

damental laws of the physical universe. It was something

gained to truth, when God and Nature came to be viewed
apart—when the world ceased to be considered as the out-

ward garment of the deity, and God as only the animating

soul of nature. It was the first great lesson taught in

science, not lesf^ than in religion, when God stood forth to

human thought as the great Creator in whom all beings

live and move. But when through all his works a glori-

ous unity of design was perceived, and the sublime idea of

a law was framed, expressing the uniformity of the divine

operations, then was discovered the great secret of philoso-

phy, the first suggestive hint of science.

"A slight suggestive nod to guide the watching mind,

A huif seen hand upon the wall, pointing to the balance of comparison.'

'

If there be one idea, more absolutely a reigning idea, in

the scriptures, it is that of Law—law written upon man's
heart, defining his moral relations—law, whose transgres-

sion placed him under the dominion of guilt and deatli

—

law, whose demands, inflexible, because just, cannot be

relaxed, but requiring, in the sinner's salvation, all that is

involved in the terms atonement and sacrifice. Like the

higher generalizations of the inductive philosophy, the

Bible extends the empire of law, until its jurisdiction shall

embrace aiigels in their unspotted holiness, and devils in

their guilt and despair.

Now this conception of law, embodying the will and
operations of one supreme and inielligeni being, is the

germ of all true science. It rectifies the blunder of the

ancient sages, who could not successfully disentangle the

Deity from Nature
;
and confines philosophy to the inter-
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pretation of the physical laws by which the universe is

directed. As one infinite, designing and governing mind
presides over all the phenomena of nature, there nuist be

perfect harmony in all her parts. The philosopher having
confidence in the certainty of these connexions, and in the

energizing power of God, argues boldly from effect to cause.

The golden thread which conducts him through all the

mazes of physical research, is

" I'he wonderful, all prevalent analogy that testifieth one Creator,

The broad arrow of the great king, carved on all the stores of his arsenal."

6. But the Bible contains within itself the highest philos-

ophy. Its subject is man, in the full exercise of all his

powers, and exhibited in all the relations which he can
sustain. It does not, like philosophy, give us the mere
anatomy of human nature, dissecting its parts, and tech-

nically describing their several functions. But it clothes

that nature with feature and form, breathes into it the breath

of life, and presents it to our view as living, S[)eaki»ig, act-

ing,—concrete. Under both the economies of law and grace,

the scriptures exhibit this nature before us in complete and
varied development. We study the grand sclume of

truths by which man is enlightened ; we examine the com-
plex apparatus of motives by which his affections are plied

;

we scrutinize the scale over which his practical duties are

graduated:—and in all we see him a being of action and
passion—of thought, of feeling, and of will. Is there no
philosophy in this? And what finer scope is there for the

speculative faculty than to analyze human actions, the

compound results of thought and emotion—to delect the

processes through which the mind is carried, from the first

dawn of light upon it till the volition is consummated in

the overt act? Indeed, it is conceded that a knowledge of

the laws of mind is essential to the theologian. However
useful the preacher may be, drawing from the stores of his

own experience and proclaiming the practical precepts of

Christianity, yet he can never take rank as a divine, with-

without becoming to a large extent the metaphysician.

Indeed, the cases are not rare in which a careful study of

the scriptures alone has gradually imbued the mind with

the profoundest truths of mental science.

What philosophy is more comprehensive than that of

government and law? Yet the Bible reveals both upon
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the grandest scale, as God administers them over moral
beings in heaven and npon earth. It reveals both, not only
in the didactic exposition which we find in statutes and
ordinances, especially as summed up in that comprehen-
sive compend known as thedecalogne; but illustrated and
enforced by that diffuse commentary running through the

whole of sacred history, the narratives and biographies of

the inspired volume. We cease then to wonder that the

fathers of a true speculative philosophy were not born be-

fore the Bible was drawn forth from its concealment. For
while this blessed book was given to teach something far

better than either philosophy or science; and while, as

Ganssen admirably remarks, no physical error can be

found npon its pages, because its language is discreetly

framed to adapt it to the growing discoveries of science, yet

oven the Bible cannot do its higher office of inculcating

religion without at least insinuating philosophy. It places

the concrete man in the full circle of his duties as an ob-

ject of study
;
just as nature presents a concrete world in

the midst of all its phenomena. The exposition of those

moral laws by which the one is governed, and the inter-

pretation of those physical laws by which the other is di-

rected, constitute philosophy in its two great divisions, the

philosophy of mind and the philosophy of nature.

We thus discover the relations of true science to revela-

tion. There never could have been a Bacon without the

Bible. The world travailed long and anxiously, giving

birth to many philosophers; but Francis Bacon was the

offspring of the Reformation, doing that for philosophy

which Luther had before done tor religion. The one

brought out the Bible and read it aloud to the nations: the

other brought out the older volume of Nature and inter-

preted its cypher to luankind.

There is little danger, perhaps, that many will be capti-

vated by the vulgar infidelity of Paine, or by the cold

skepticism of Hume, or by the ribald scoffing and profane

wit of the French Encyclopedists. These have had their

day, and it will be in another cycle when such baleful

comets shall burst with lurid glare upon the world. But
error will never cease its struggles to usurp the throne and
to sit in the temple of truth until "the Lord shall con-

sume it by the brightness of his coming." The dapper
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infidelity of our day sits, with a spruce and jaunty air,

in tlie halls of science and in the chairs of philosophy.

Too bland and nice ever to distort its features with a sneer,

a smile of vanity ever hirking upon its lips, it simply
handles iis fossils and ignores the Bible. Putting on its

wise spectacles, it reads' off, froin Egyptian monuments
and Chinese records, the world's chronology in millions

and billions of years, just as calmly as though God had
never written a book, in which was set down the age of

man. Or, shutting up its eyes in grave abstraction, it talks

of its logical and iutuitiorial corjsciousness, and solemnly

denies the possibility of an objective revelation of spiritual

truths. Would Bacon have done so ? While constructing

a science from disjomted and scattered materials, would not

this mighty Demiurgus put forth his lens to collect every

ray of light shooting athwart the chaos in which he moved?
And would he have excluded any verse of scripture, be-

cause forsooth this was meant to teach religion and not

science. No! the very genius of the inductive philosophy

forbids the exclusion of a single pertinent fact from its

generalizations, from whatever quarter the fact may come.

The philosophy, therefore, which will ignore the Bible, and
cancel its testimony, is not only baptized into the spirit of

infidelity, but has apostatized from the fundamental articles

of the Baconian creed. The union of these two depends
upon affinities which cannot be destroyed. If, then, sci-

ence proclaims a theory seemingly at variance witli scrip

ture, the alternative is plainly this: Either the interpreta-

tion of scripture is wrong, or else science has made a blun-

der. If the former, as we have no a 'priori scheme of in-

terpretation, we are willing to correct our errors by any
light which can be turned upon the sacred volume. < If the

latter, we wait till science shall gather other facts and make
a truer induction. By the one or the other method, the

two must eventually harmonize in their teachings. But
when the theologian employs the facts of science in aiding

his interpretations of scripture, he manifests a confidence

in the inductive principle, and puts to shame the philoso-

pher who refuses to employ the facts of scripture in gen-

eralizing the conclusions of science.

It is with an earnest purpose we labour to establish the

harmony of scripture and science. For if they are made
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antagonists, and science build up its glory upon the ruins

of revelation, the issue joined is most appalling. There is

no system, either of philosophy or science, which rests upon
such various and satisfactory evidence as the Bible. There
is no system which has stood for ages as the Bible has
done, impregnable against the most furious and persever-

ing assaults. If, then, you shake my faith in it, you de-

stroy belief in every thing. Jf science turns upon me her

discoveries, sweeping away in their ruthless current that

system which met all the wants of my nature, and which
I had supposed to rest upon immovable foundations, upon
what that is firmer and better attested can my faith fall

back ? 1 dare not trust to the sequences of mathematical
reasoning, for I know not but the next moment their evi-

dence shall be destroyed, and all the links of demonstva-

tion fail apart, or else the entire chain be unbolted from the

conclusion to which it was riveted. I dare not trust my-
self to metaphysical researches; for lo ! the magician has

been there, and jumbled together in inextricable confusion

all the experiences of my consciousness. I cannot trust

the evidence of sense so far as to believe in an objective

world, lest some one arise to destroy this illusion, and all

the beautiful things in nature disappear like the phantoms
of a dream. I cannot even receive the phdosophical theo-

ries which this fatal science would substitute for the faith

it destroys; lest while I am gazing upon the magnificent

creations, they too sink out of sight, like the deceitful

mirage which mocks the pursuing traveller. Destroy my
faith in the scriptures of God, resting upon higher and
broader evidence than every thing else, and you launch

me u[)on a sea of doubt which has neither bottom or shore.

Steering by no chart, guided by no compass, wafted by no
breezes, without observation of the stars or sounding ofl

the deep, with no haven in prospect, witliout cargo to lose

or save, with eyes, but nothing to see, and ears, but noth-

ing to hear, without aim and without heart, I drift a wan-
dering wreck, in hopeless Pyrrhonism, till death's voitex

swallow me in eternal night. From such a doom reason

shrinks back aghast. Give me the fate of Prometheus,

bound upon the Caucasian rock, a living prey to the vul-

ture; let me, with Sisyphus, roll with weary labour the

restless stone
;
or, like Tantalus, feed' the hungry eye upon
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untasted viands, while gliding waters mock the thirsty-

lips ; but, oh, give me not over to the doom of cherishing
forever the instinct of faith, with nothing to believe ; nour-

ishing powers of reason, with nothing to demonstrate ; con-

scious of an understanding, with nothing to know
; and

feeling the movements ot passion, with nothing to love or

to hate.

Such are the appalling consequences of this momentous
issue to all who have once been persuaded of the inspira-

tion of the scriptures. Those, indeed, who are content to

abide in the solitudes and mists of a dreary deism, may
experience no such shock. But all who have gone round
about the Bible as the citadel of revealed truth, and have
"marked her bulwarks" and "counted her towers," will

have nothing left for hope or faith, when philosophy has
put this in siege, and science has razed it to the ground.

The harmony of science with revelation might be shown
in detail, by a particular comparison of the established

truths of both. But such a line of proof requires a minute-
ness of learning which few, outside the Professor's chair,

may expect to command. This discourse gives, in two
words—Baconianism and the Bible—a portable argument
paralyzing the skeptic with the shock of the torpedo. The
Baconian philosophy is the mother of that proud science

which sheds such glory upon the age in which we live

;

and this philosophy, as already shown, has historical and
logical connexions with the Bible, the charter of our reli-

gious hopes. We may rest, therefore, in the conviction

that as the Bible has conferred the largest benefits upon
philosophy, true science will yet repay it with the largest

gratitude. Kindling her torch at every light between a
glowworm and a star, she will read to us " the silent poem
of creation," She will appear, like an ancient priestess, in

the sacred temple of religion ; and burn the frankincense

of all her discoveries upon the altar of inspired truth. She
will assemble the elements and powers of Nature in one
mighty orchestra, and revelation shall give the key-note of

praise, while heaven and earth join in the rehearsal of the

grand oratorio.

Vol. VI—No. 2. 18
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ARTICLE yi.

THE PHENOMENA OF FREEZING WATER IN THE BOOK
OF JOB.

Ch. 37: 9, lO—"Out of the north (cometh) cold; By the breath of God
frost is given, and the breadth of the waters is straitened." Ch. 38: 29, 30

—

" Out of whose womb came the ice 1 and the hoary frost of heaven, who hath
gendered it '\ The waters are hid as with a stone, and the face of the deep is

frozen
;
(margin) taken."

The process by which ice is formed upon streams of

water, bridging them over, is here briefly, but accurately,

described. We will first show how the natural pheno-
mena occur, and then compare with that description this,

which is found in perhaps the most ancient of writers. The
surface of water in lakes and rivers cools by exposure to

the air, or by the passage over it of the wind, here called

poetically the breath of God. That film of water that is

on the surface thus cooled, becomes contracted and heavier

than that beneath it and sinks, bringing to the top a new
surface, to undergo the like*process ; and so there is a se-

ries of currents, both up and down, at the same time, in

the body of water, going on until the whole mass is re-

duced in temperature to forty degrees, or eight degrees

above the freezing point, according to the thermometer in

common use. Then ice begins to form. But if the water
is so deep that this operation is never completed, it never
freezes ; as it is said there is a lake in Scotland, on the top

of a mountain nearly two miles in perpendicular height,

which is of unfathomable depth, and never freezes over.

At the temperature of about forty degrees, water has its

greatest density, and when it is reduced below that, to

thirty-two, it expands and becomes specifically lighter than
before, and therefore remains on the surface. Were this

not the case, ice would begin to form at the bottom of

ponds and streams, and then another layer upon the first,

and then so on until the whole would become solid, and
would never thaw out. So that God has here interposed

an exception to the general law that heat expands and cold

contracts all bodies
;
and that, too, just at the point where

it was necessary for our interest and safety.
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But to return to the matter before us—how does ice be-

gin to form ? " When water, in a body, begins to freeze,

along the edge of a rivulet, long needle-shaped crystals will

be seen darting from the ice that fringes the bank, towards
the centre of the stream, and which, rapidly interlacing

with each other, soon unite into one compact mass. Often
upon raising a thin sheet of ice from the water, the under
surface will be observed covered with a net work of crys-

tals."*

These filaments or spiculae shooting out and interlacing

in all directions, cross one another regularly at angles of

sixty and one hundred and twenty degrees. This process

of crystallization begins, not in the middle of the stream,

but at the sides, for there the reduction of temperature goes
on the most rapidly. The water, in general, is there the

shallowest and the stillest, and the heat is given off to the

air, the rocks in the banks, and so on. Thus the sharp
pointed crystals continue to advance and the ice to grow
outward from the banks, in both directions, till the two
edges meet in the middle : then they shoot their filaments

across and join their work in one solid bridge, from shore

to shore, like a work of art. In a manner, the banks take

hold of each other. The mobile fluid is congealed: its

motion is stopped. The stream grows narrower and nar-

rower, till it hides itself, and, to appearance, the channel is

closed.

And how do we find this described in the Book of Job?
1. There is the wind, " the breath of God,'' as the cause

or agent in lowering the temperature of the surface.

2. The breadth of the waters is straitened, or contracted.

3. The surface of the deep is frozen, or as in the margin,

taken.

4. The waters are hid as with a stone. As the sense

requires, we have reversed the order of the clauses in ch.

38 : 30, for the idea of freezing over, must precede the con-

cealment of the current.

"We can perceive, then, a perfect agreement between the

words of God inbreathed into the minds of holy men, and
the effects of that " breath " as a natural agent : the opera-

* Views of the Microscopic World, p. 111,
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tion of his fixed laws that work out now. expressions of

his will, who "sendeih forth his commandment upon earth :

whose word runneth very swiftly : who giveth snow like

wool : who scattereth hoar frost like ashes : who casteth

forth his ice like morsels : who can stand before his cold?

who sendeth out his word and melteth them: whocauseth
his wind to blow and the waters flow."*

But the beauty and force of the words in the original

;

their power to present a distinct picture of the object de-

scribed, to the eye of the mind, will better appear, on
further examination. Natural phenomena are represented

in the Bible as occurring by the direct agency of the Al-

mighty, without any secondary causes intervening, in order

,

that men may have their attention directed to the great

first cause as the object of worship, and not do homage,
like the heathen, to the winds, and the sea, and the sun,

and the moon. Hence the wind is " the breath of his

mouth," the thunder is his voice, the lightning the flash of

liis wrath.t The freezing up of the streams of wafer, so

that their " breadth is straitened," is a direct eflect of his

agency. He not only "causeth his wind to blow, and the

waters to flow," but also by the same means, in an oppo-

site direction, arrests their flowing. We have brought to

view the cause, and then, next in order, the first conse-

quence of its action, the stream becomes narrower, the

width of the flowing channel is contracted ; or, more liter-

ally, and to mark belter the progressive action, it is ex-

pressed by a noun and a preposition
; in or with a contrac-

tion.

Next, " the face of the deep is frozen," not the shallow
parts of the stream near the shore, but the deepest parts,

the middle is frozen over. The word deep^ is the one used
for the deepest parts of the sea. And as the word trans-

lated frozen, means to take or seize, and is in the Hithpahel
conjugation, which is reflexive, it may be explained herein

two ways

:

*Ps. 147: 15-18.

t The Hebrew poet does not depict nature as a self-dependent object, glo-

rious in its individual beauty, but always as in relation and subjection to a
higher spiritual power. Nature is to him a work of creation and order, the

living expression of the omnipresence of the divinity in the visible world."

—

Cosmos, vol. 2, p. 57.
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1. The surface takes hold of itself, holds together, par-

ticle joins to particle, as in the case of congelation, crys-

talization, and in the fine net work that we see when ice

begins to form. This gives the best idea of the process

that we can have—a substance taking hold of itself ! And
especially when we remember that the word for waters in

the original is from the idea of mobility. That which is

mobile by seizing upon itself, stops its own motion. This,
then, would express the extension of the ice across the

whole surface of the water so as to unite the banks.

2. The word face sometimes means edge, or side, as in

Ez. 21 : 16,* and Eccl. JO: 10. This might be the case

here, because the banks face the stream, and look into it

as into a mirror ; then the meaning would be that the banks
take hold of each other, which agrees with the facts in the

case.

In the next place, " the waters are hid as with a stone,"

where, as before, the verb is in the reflexive conjugation.

The waters hide themselves, which is philosophically cor-

rect, for the water forms its own solid covering, like a stone

laid over it. And ice may become exceedingly hard like a
rock, as is shown by the fact that when the Empress of

Russia, in 1740, made her famous palace of that material,

six cannon, formed and mounted on wheels of the same,
were ranged before the door, and fired more than once,

carrying a hempen bullet through a board two inches thick,

at the distance of sixty paces.t And we know that in

northern countries the ice furnishes a convenient bridge for

crossing rivers with heavy loads, for several months in the

year :
" though smooth and slippery the materials, yet frost

bound firm as a rock."

How literally exact is the writer of the book of Job, in

his descriptions of nature. The author of CosmosJ says

of it

:

" The meteorological processes which take place in the atmos-

phere, the formation and solution of vapor, according to the

changing direction of the wind, the play of its colors, the genera-

tion of hail and of the rolling thunder, are described with indi-

vidualizing accuracy : and many questions are propounded which

• Ez. 21 : 21, in Heb. t M. de Bomare, Chem. Cat. t Vol. 3, p. 59.
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we, in the present state of our physical knowledge, may indeed

be able to express under more scientific definitions, but scarcely

to answer satisfactorily. The book of Job is generally regarded
as the most perfect specimen of the poetry of the Hebrews. It

is alike picturesque in the delineation of individual phenomena,
and artisticallj skillful in the arrangement of the whole work."

It will not be amiss to compare the mode of expression

in the writer before us with the descriptions found in some
other writers. How do the same objects strike different

minds in different ages and countries ? Ovid says, /ri^ore
constitit Ister ; the Danube was obstructed, stopped by frost.

Horace uses the same verb when in his Odes he says,

^^ gelnque fiumina constiterint acuto" The streams are

stopped by sharp frost.* Virgil has, concrescunt subitae

currenti in Humine crustae.

Undaqm jam tergo ferratos mtstinet orbes,******
Et tolae solidam insladem veriere lacunae.

In the running stream sudden crusts [of ice] collect, and
now water bears on its back iron bound wheels ; and the

whole lake turns itself into solid ice.t ....=....,. * w

»

Horace again, in Epist. Lib. I, 3, 3, says, Hebrusque
nivali compede vinctus. And Hebrus bound in frosty

fetters.

So, too, in the free translation by Cooke of Hesiod's ex-

tended description of winter :l

" When raging forth

O'er the wide seas, the tyrant of the north

Bellowing through Thrace, tears up the lofty woods,

Hardens the earth, and binds the rapidfloods"

Of our English poets, we will also give a few speci-

mens. Cowper, in his Task, has

" On the flood,

Indurated and fixed, the snowy weight

Lies undissolved ; while silently beneath

And unperceived, the current steals away."

tGeorg. Ill, 360.

* Lib. I, Ode IX.

See also Hor. Od. Lib. II, 9, verse 5, "glacies inersstat."

;Hesiod Opera et Dies V. 502-5G1.
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scrip-Thomson, in his Winter, seems lo have had the

tural description in mind : ^«: ;;

" With the fierce rage of winter deep suffused, •,

An icy gale, oft shifting o'er the pool,

Breathes a blue film, and in its mid career, * "'

Arrests the bickering stream. The loosened ice

Let down the flood, and half dissolved by day.

Rustles no more ; but tathe sedgy bank
Fast grows, or gathers round the pointed stone

A crystal pavement, by the breath of heaven
Cemented strong : till seized from shore to shore

The whole imprisoned river growls below."

And again :

—

,; . - jy;,. .

" Ocean itself no longer can resist

The binding fury : but in all its rage
Of tempest teA;e7i by the boundless frost,

Is many a fathom to the bottom chained, - ' ' •" A

And bid to roar no more ; a bleak expanse < .5
i

Shagged o'er with wavy rocks."*
* " The process of congelation begins at the surface of the

formation of slender, prismatic crystals resembling wet snow,
sailors, sludge. The surface is at first rough, but by the union of the numer-
ous crystals, becomes smooth, and forms a continued sheet."

—

Barrington-s

Physical Geography, p. 22.

sea with the

termed by the

1 1

;

,;.. /.

J ^^ i-r imfi. r.'^rM:: .

ARTICLE VII.

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.

Have you ever sat down, with a Bible in your hand,

and reflected upon its wonderful history and character?

Although the copy you hold, may have a new cover

and fresh type, and may be worded in the most recent

English, yet is that a very ancient book. Moses, who is

the alleged author of its first five divisions, lived some six

or seven hundred years before Homer. He is to be re-

garded, however, not simply as an original historian, but

also as the compiler of earlier records. The book of Gen-

esis is the result of this compilation. These records and
narratives (arranged by one inspired, if ever man were in- '

spired,) reach hack some twenty-five hundred years earlier,

furnishing ns, not only with a brief account cf the worthies

of those remote periods, but a cosmogony of the world and
the origm of our race. What gray antiquity overhangs
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that book—what monuments mark and consecrate its

hoary age.

It is also remarkable in what esteem this book has been
held by a large portion of mankind. The Israelites, among
whom it originated, kept a copy securely deposited in their

sanctuary ; it was the statute book of their kings ; the au-

thority appealed to by their teachers; and the daily medi-
tation and study of their devout saints. In later times,

their learned men wrote prolix commentaries on it ; count-

ed its very letters, and paid both a literary and pious hom-
age toils text. Nor have Christians esteemed it less. Its

literary history has been travelled over again and again
;

all its numerous translations collected and compared ; com-
mentaries upon it, that would fill the largest library cases,

have been written in various languages ; systems of ethics

and theology have been deduced from it ; it has been ex-

pounded. Sabbath after Sabbath, from thousands of pulpits

;

it has been opened and read morning and evening around
the family hearth

; the mother has commended it to her

son when leaving his home for some distant region ; and
multitudes, when dying, have welcomed it to their bed-

sides and their bosoms with more than an earthly interest.

The general influence, too, of ihis book on society is re-

markable. It has banished heathenism, overset barbarous

customs, removed feudal abuses, moderated the severity of

laws, softened the temper of kings and magistrates, frater-

nized hostile nations, elevated depressed classes and races,

extended the bonds of brotherhood, and is gradually and
constantly melting down the selfishness of the species into

love and mutual esteem.

But what is most remarkable about this book, after all,

is, that it transforms individual character. Thousands
on thousands there are and have been, in almost every age,

who ascribe to the moral power of this book, a transfor-

mation of views, feelings and purposes, which is both radi-

cal and permanent. Some of these have been the most
abandoned, some the most reputable of men. Some of

them have been distinguished for intellectual greatness

;

many of them have been children and slaves. Nor have
we to rely upon the testimony merely of these persons as

to the reality of the change: it has been apparent to the

eyes of whole communities and the world. The sensual
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have been rendered chaste, the penurious hberal, the

drunken sober, the revengeful forgiving, the contemners of

the gospel its friends and advocates, and the despisers of
God and religion, devout and sincere worshippers. The
change has been both internal and external, and has not

only softened to its subject the rugged ness of life, but led

him to a happy and triumphant death. Now, a book that

can produce such effects upon the hearts, lives and hopes
of men, must possess extraordinary character, and should

be considered with far more than common interest.

There are two questions that suggest themselves in the

contemplation of this volume—"What object does it pro-

pose 7'" and, "Is it true?" Every book that is published is

supposed to have some end in view. What is the design

of the Holy Scriptures ? It no doubt serves a great variety

of ends. It is useful to the antiquarian, to the lover of

polite literature, and the philanthropist. It is a great moral
code, and serves to direct liuman conduct. It confirms the

deductions of reason in reference to the existence of a
Creator and the soul's immortality. It enforces public and
social morality by the highest sanctions, and furnishes the

brightest examples known of exalted virtue. But these,

high as they are, inestimable to this life as they are, these

are not its great end. The Bible, from its beginning to its

close, is a revelation and a history of maiis redemption
by Jesus Christ.

We have already noticed, that man, becoming a sinner,

the expedient adopted by his Creator, was that announced
above. Possibly even in an unfallen state, our race may
have required some directory for its conduct ; but it cer-

tainly would never have needed such a book as we now
have. One of its earliest statements announces a Deliverer

to be born. Soon a particular nation—the Israelites— is

selected to be the repository of all that complex apparatus

of means which was to precede the birth of this extraor-

dinary person. Among this people, the priesthood, royalty,

and even the doctorate of the prophets, were to be but so

many roads of ascent to that lofty summit on which the

Messiah was to be crowned " Prince of Peace " and Saviour

of the world. The birth of the great Peacemaker at

length arrives. As his first work was one of humiliation,

every circumstance of his life is selected with a wise refer
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ence to that end. His natal place is a stable, his royal

couch a manger,his metropolis Nazareth, his courtiers fish-

ermen. Even under these circumstances, however, he not
only performs the most extraordinary miracles, but teaches
a set of doctrines, and announces a system of ethics, that

even yet, after the l^pse of eighteen centuries, manifest the

fragrance and the dews of their heavenly origin. Pytha-
goras' and Plato, Sacrates and Solon, Confucius and Zeno,
are all cast into the shade, in the" presence of the Great
Teacher of Galilee. But another work was before him.

Sin cannot be expiated by doctrine^ nor can heaven be pur-

chased by a holy life. He must die. Yes, before the key
of heaven and hell, of time and eternity, can be placed in

his harid, he must die. As an innocent person he ought
not, and as a divine one he could not suffer death. These
impediments, however, are removed ; the one by the as-

sumption of humanity, the other by his voluntary espousal

of human guilt. Here, then, is the sacrifice, the great

sacrifice, for sin. Behold it ! Was there ever such a death
;

can there ever be another like it ? It is the great sin-

offering and peace-offering of the world. But his services

are soon required elsewhere. He has died as a sacrifice
;

he must now reign as a prince. Behold the scene ! While
blessing his disciples on Olivet, the heavens open, angels

appear, and he ascends to his Father's right hand. The
promised spirit is sent down upon his apostles ; a church
is organized; repentance and faith are preached to men;
nations are converted

;
the world is placed under a general

system of teaching and discipline , and even now we see

its rapidly proceeding moral revolution, the dawn of a

triumph such as history no where records, man never en-

joyed.

Now is all this true? Is the Bible a revelation from
God. with so extraordinary a theme? Surely it must ac-

cord with our best wishes that it were true. A book of

such a character, and contemplating such an end, ought to

be welcomed and valued by all. Whence, then, the pro-

pensity to deny its truth, to pervert its doctrines, to trample

upon its authority? This lies wholly in ourselves, and
in the false light in which we contemplate the subject.

Ignorance, pride, conceit, often transfer in their possessor's

eye, their own evil qualities to this holy and blessed book.
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The tyranny, too, of false teachers, the pre; umption of

pretended friends, and the errors even of real disciples,

often raise a dense fog over the heaven-lit pages of this

precious volume, that men contemplate it as a traveller

does the sun, struggling amid clouds and gloomy hills.

But, dissipate all these ; take the book as it is, read it, un-

derstand it, and in what a radiance of love and light are

you encompassed in a moment ! Your heart beats with a

new throb, your eye beams with a new ray, your soul

melts with a new fervour, and eternity opens with a new
glory ! Would you banish such a book from the world 1

Would you sever, at one rude blow, all these bonds of man
to man

; of man to God ? Would you strike from the hand
of affliction this soothing comforter; from the vale of po-

verty this richest solace ; from the shadows of death this

only lamp ? Surely, no one, with the sentiments of a man,
with the sympathies of a man, could desire a work like

this to be done, unless there were palpable and certain

evidence that the volume is a forgery and its advocates

lunatics. Let us, then, briefly consider the counter evi-

dence which proves that the Bible is not a fiction but a
well accredited revelation from God to man.
That the great and uncreated mind can communicate

with the mind of his creature, is what all must admit.

Now, as God is a pure spirit, and man a spirit in clay, there

are two obvious methods of conducting such communica-
tion

; by calling the human spirit, as it were, out of the

body, or by appearuig to it in some visible form. Either,

then, by trance, or by apparition, (not to deny other meth-
ods,) God may communicate with man. Now, supposing

such a communication to have been made to some one in-

dividual, the question arises, " How is he to convince others

of the fact that he has received such revelation V His

character for veracity may go far to produce conviction,

and the nature of the revelation may also afford a pre-

sumption in its favour. But it is evident that these alone

could never establish a perfect and general faith in the fact.

One of two sorts of evidence is here indispensable ;
either

the predictions of such prophet must be fulfilled, or he must
work a miracle in confirmation of his testimony. The
latter is the readier, the former the slower mode of demon-

stration.
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But suppose such prophet or law-giver to have demon-
strated his mission in this way to the men of his own
generation, the question still recurs, " How can such de-

monstration reach and convince posterity?'' In two ways.
The testimony of eye witnesses to the miracles wrought
and the prophecies fulfilled, must be recorded, and thus
transmitted as matters of authenticated history; and, se

condly, the accomplishment of those predictions which
refer to later periods, must occur in the times of those who
are thus called upon to believe. In the former instance,

our faith in miracles and fulfilled prophecy rests upon pre-

cisely the same ground on which we credit any or all of

the facts of history. The wars of Alexander, the death
of Cassar, the conspiracy of Catahne, and the pandects of

Justinian, have not a whit better evidence to support them
than the miracles of Moses and the prophecies of Isaiah.

The case o{ fulfilling prophecy is ditferent—here we are

made eye-witnesses ourselves of the facts predicted.

Just at this point we wish to make two remarks on Mr.

Hume's celebrated argument against the evidence of mira-

cles. We shall not otfer a direct answer to that argument,

as it has been so ably confuted by others. We wish to

exhibit its futility in another way. We have just seen that

miracles are necessary to authenticate a revelation ; but

they go further— it is by them that the being of a God is

satisfactorily established. The physical argument for a
first cause is a deduction merely from reason—it is not

attended, therefore, with that positive certainty which is

required on so important a subject. That certainty can be

given only by miracle. Let a being actually appear among
men who suspends the laws of matter at will, who walks

on water, stills the tempest with a word, and raises the

dead, and it is evident that he is either an accredited ser-

vant of the God of nature, or that God himself manifested

iti a visible shape. Thus, in attempting to pull down the

fabric of Christianity, Mr. Hume destroyed that of practi-

ca/ deism, and, Sampson-like, involved himself in the ruin

he designed for others. Again : suppose the great syllo-

gism to have overthrown miracles : it has destroyed but

one species of the evidence on which Revelation rests.

Prophecy still remains; and that, as potently as the sus-

pension of the laws of nature, demonstrates the truth of a
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divine commission. Suppose, for instance, that Jesus Christ

never performed a miracle, or that his miracles are proved

to be fallacious, what will you do with his predictions con-

cerning Jerusalem and the Jews ? These last have been
fulfilled to the iota, and the evidence of the fact is before

the eyes of the whole world.

That the truth of Revelation is based primarily upon
miracles and prophecy, the scriptures themselves teach.

When the angel at Horeb conversed with Moses, the ap-

peal, both for his own conviction and for that of the Isra-

elites to whom he was sent, was to miracle. A rod was
converted into a serpent, and the serpent back again to a
rod—his hand was made leprous by placing it in his bosom,
and it was restored by taking it out. These signs of a
divine commission he was directed to repeat to the Israel-

ites, and if they were not satisfied, he was to convert wa-
ter into blood before them. Jesus Christ, too, appeals to

his works as the seals of his mission. " If I do not the

works of my Father, believe me not ; but, if I do, though
ye believe not me, believe for the works's sake." He also

makes an appeal to prophecy with equal confidence.
" Search the scriptures, for they are they which testify of

me." Revelation then makes its first appeal to miracle and
prophecy. ^ i j .

' -^
;

Have such miracles been wrought—have such prophe-

cies been fulfilled? Every civilized nation, and almost

every religious sect, has its history. This history is com-
posed of certain facts that occurred at its origin, and others

which followed its development. These facts bemg au-

thenticated and recorded, constitute the web of historical

narrative. Belief in them follows as a matter of course.

There are still, however, two grounds of doubt left. The
earlier parts of a nation's history may be fabulous or tra-

ditionary, or some things may be admitted to the records

upon insufficient evidence. Now, the Old Testament
scriptures are not only a professed revelation from God, but

they are essentially the records of Jewish history. So, also,

the New Testament is not simply a text-book of Christi-

anity, but its earliest history. Note this, however, that the

two grounds of doubt above alluded to, exist in neither of

these histories. Moses sustained essentially the same re-

lation to the Israelites in this respect that Cyrus did to the
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Persians, or Augustus to the Romans. The life and teach-

ings of Jesus Christ, also, are as much in a blaze of light

as the wars of Cromwell or the revolution under Wash-
ington, In neither case is there fable or tradition, but well-

tested and lucid facts. The mission of Moses lasted for

at least forty years; and, if we associate Christ and his

apostles, theirs also continued for as long a time. Now, is

it possible to conceive that for so long a period, thousands
on thousands of men could have been deceived as to the

reality of such miracles? Not a whit more than the Ro
mans as to the facts of the reign of Augustus, or the

French as to the battles of Napoleon. The occurrences in

each case were submitted to the senses of whole commu-
nities and nations, and those communities and nations

could just as soon have doubted the revolution of the sea-

sons, or the existence of the stars, as the incidents pre-

sented so obviously to their view.

With equal clearness were the early prophecies of an-

cient times fulfilled. Jeremiah, for instance, predicted,

years before, the capture of Jerusalem by the Babylonians.

Isaiah also foretold the fall of Babylon by Cyrus. Here
are two sets of prophecies which must stand or fall by the

events. But they were both fulfilled, and in the manner
predicted. That Jerusalem fell under the power of Ne-
bucadnezzar, and that Babylon was captured by Cyrus
during the reign of Belshazzar, are recorded facts in Jew-
ish, Assyrian and Persian history. The predictions of

Daniel, also, concerning the rise of the Grecian and Roman
governments, were accomplished with an accuracy that

almost astounds belief And w hat is noticeable here is,

that Providence has employed to a large extent heathen

and uninterested historians to record the fulfilment of pro-

phecies delivered originally by his prophets and servants.

Thus, Herodotus, and Uiodorus, Livy and Tacitus, Jose-

phus and Gibbon, with no design of the sort whatever, are

the elegant and classic narrators of scenes and events that

the prophets of God had long before predicted.

But there are prophecies in the scriptures that are now
under fulfilment—a world-wide fulfilment. Take two of

these. The Bible, in a great variety of texts, foretells that

the advent of the Messiah would disperse the Jews and
bring in the Gentiles. Has it not been done ? While the
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descendants of Japheth are congregated around the banner
of Jesus—while they, who were once aliens, have become
the rich heritors of the blessings of salvation—the sons of

Abraham, once the favourites of God, are dispersed among
all the nations of the earth ! Here, then, is a fulfilled pro-

phecy, that stretches as a sort of moral horizon over the

whole earth. Every Messiah-less Jew, and every Christian

Gentile on earth, is a witness to the fulfilment of this pro-

phecy. Again : Isaiah and Danie), and several other seers,

predict, that in the latter days society should be greatly

elevated and improved—that knowledge, and especially

the knowledge of the Lord, should be widely diffused, and
that men should forsake war and delight in peace. Are
we not now on the ascending wave of this glorious revolu-

tion? What efforts are now making to employ every cre-

ated agency to man's profit— to develope science, to perfect

art, to overcome obstacles, to improve commerce, to facili-

tate trade ! Earth, air, water, steam, magnetism, electri-

city—in short, all the powers of nature known, are put

under contribution to the improvement of man's terrestrial

dwelling place. What endeavours, too, to disseminate in-

telligence ! See the rapidity with which books, pamphlets ,

and papers are printed—how, like the locusts of Egypt,
(though on a very different errand,) they almost darken

'

the air in their onward flight. See what scores of living

teachers are going forth to instruct the rude and unen-
lightened—how Bibles, and tracts, and religious books, are

disseminated over the earth. Surely here is the stare of

things which Daniel foresaw, and which Isaiah and John
have so eloquently described.

We have already intimated that the character of a pro-

fessed prophet and of the doctrine taught by him, could

not of themselves establish a divine revelation. The jus-

tice of this position will appear, when we consider how
exceedingly difficult it is to scrutmize human character, or

to decide what doctrines are, and what are not consistent

with divine benevolence and wisdom. The Calvinist, the

Arminian, the Unitarian, the Neologist, and the Q,uaker,

would certainly not be very apt to agree upon the harmony
of any particular set of revelations with the government
and character of God. Revelation, therefore, does not make
its appeal primarily to the erring judgments of men, but to
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something far more sure— to their senses. It seeks an es-

tablishment among our convictions in the same way that

the facts in nature are believed. After this primary con-

viction is produced, however, the lives of "holy men of

God," and the excellent doctrines they taught, come in as

powerful, possibly as necessary^ auxiliaries to faith. One
of the strongest convictions of our natures is, that God,
should he employ any, would employ g-oodm-en, through

whom to communicate his will. Nor do we believe with

less certainty, that all truths and doctrines revealed by
him, would be, like himself, excellent and holy. In essen-

tial value, these last grounds of faith are superior possibly

to miracles and prophecy. They address themselves to

the moral instincts and desires of our natures : indeed,

they are the veryfood of those natures. Still, in the order

of begetting belief in revelation, they occupy, not the first,

but the second position. They are a sort of demonstration

upon demonstration—the moral echo of that positive voice

which speaks from heaven.

In closing these remarks on the evidences of the truth

of Sciipture, there is one species of testimony we wish to

present, too often overlooked—the demonstration given to

the truth of God's word, through its power of converting

men. By conversion here is not meant a transfer of belief

from infidelity to Christianity, or from heathenism to the

Gospel. The term is used to denote a change in the mo-
ral condition of our natures. We have already seen that

a certain vice of nature has been transmitted from Adam
to all who are born of his blood. Now the removal oi

this internal vice is what we here designate conversion.

—

And, it is a remarkable fact, that so far as we know, such
conversions take place only in connexion with the moral
truths of this holy book. We do not allege or believe that

these truths, by any innate power of their own, produce

the effects here referred to. They are simply, according

to their own testimony, the instruments or means of man's
spiritual renovation. By them the Spirit of God, exercis-

ing a sort of twofold energy, eradicates the vice and im-

plants the original virtue of our natures. Now, it can be

truly maintained, that according to all our knowledge of
the laws of mind, a change like this is philosophically and
truly a miracle. The laws of mind are every whit as
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fixed and uniform as the laws of matter—they are of a
different tiature, but act with equal certainty. Now there

is no law of our mental constitution, more fixed and abso-

lute than that of depravity. It operates in all climates

—

in all conditions—in all men. It is in the moral world
what gravity is in the physical—equally potent—equally

diffused. Must not, then, the suspension or rather subver-

sion of this law amount to a miracle ? If a man was to

make a stone ascend, or a stream run upwards, all would
readily believe that such phenomena were miraculous.

—

With equal reason can it be maintained, that the over-

throw of the power of sin within us is miraculous. In-

deed, as spirit is superior to matter, it is the greater miracle

of the two. The question then comes up, " Is not the

truth of Scripture supported, even in our day, by an array

of miracles, such as Moses never wrought, Christ (in His

human nature) never performed?" The only question

here is, whether such conversions or moral miracles actu-

ally occur. The evidence in this case is of course some-

what different from that which substantiates a physical

miracle. The work takes place not on the hody^ but on
the soul. But are not the methods of ascertaining mental

exercises and phenomena equally sure with those that are

applied to matter? May not anger, or love, or joy, be as

easily discerned as the burning of a fire, the budding of a

rose, or the undulations of a forest? And when a moral

change within reverses the whole course of a man's life,

and not for a short time, but until death, gives it a differ-

ent direction—is not the evidence of miraculous power

just as strong as when lame feet are rendered serviceable,

or a withered arm energetic ? When, too, we remember
that our nature is evidently vitiated—that the Gospel pro-

vides a remedy—that God commands a change—is it won-
derful that conversions should take place ? When we see

the vapours ascend—the clouds form—the lightnings

flash—and hear the thunder roar—is it wonderful that

these should be rain 7 Conversion, which is the bringing

back of man to God, is the great moral design of the Gos-

pel. Besides, men have professed it, in whose veracity we
must have confidence. The change then does take place,

and yet it never occurs but by the intervention of divine

power. Depravity is a lusiis that only a God can untie.

YoL. VI.—No. 2. 19
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What, then, is our situation in reference to the evidences

that establish the truth of scripture? Superior even to

that of the IsraeHtes, when gazing upon the fires of Sinai,

or fed with manna in the wilderness. Superior to that of

the Jews, who saw the person and witnessed the miracles

of Christ. The evidence which was designed for their

conviction, has been weighed, recorded and transmitted to

us as a matter of history. But beyond that, we live under

the light of many prophecies that have since been fulfilled

and are now fulfilling around us. Nor is this all—a class

of miracles, superior to the raising of the dead or the stil-

ling of a tempest, is continually occurring around us, with

even startling interest. Where, then, is there any rational

ground for rejecting revelation? Is it based upon the dis-

sensions of religious creeds—upon the persecutions of past

ages—upon the errors and imperfections of Christians

—

upon the treachery and wickedness of hypocrites and pre-

tenders—or on the sophisms of the ingenious and subtle?

Do these, any or all combined, constitute even a pretext

for discarding \\\d,\ powerful direct testimony hy vf\\\Q,h the

truth of scripture is confirmed? Just as wise would it be

to deny the existence and glory of the sun, because clouds

exist, or lakes and mountains are sometimes enveloped in

fog. Just as philosophical would it be to deny the exist-

ence of the ocean because floats of straw are sometimes
seen upon its bosom, or to doubt the solidity of the earth

because caves and caverns sometimes perforate its crust !

No, no ; there are no good reasons, there can be no good
reasons for rejecting this testimony. It is responded to

from the present and the past, from heaven and earth
;
and

the echo of that response pervades every faculty and emo-
tion of the human soul. The book is from God. Its his-

tory, its contents, its influence, all go to prove that point.

Indeed, were human nature in a sane condition, there

would be no more necessity for logic or argument here than

to prove to the world, by a series of well constructed syl-

logisms, that there is such a luminary as the sun. If, how-
ever, men were born blind, it might become a difficult

matter to establish even this great physical truth among
them. And this is the onus in the present case. There is

a moral darkness upon our race that requires something
more than logic or argument to dissipate.
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But admit the truth that the Bible is from God, and what
an awful majesty invests that book at once ! He who ra-

diated yon sun— who jfixed in their places those sweetly
shining stars—who rolled the mighty ocean together, and
hung the earth upon nothing—even He conceived these

thoughts, penned these lines, uttered these revelations.

What an authorship ! What a blaze of divinity irradiates

each page. What a holy schekinah enshrines the entire

volume. Let it then never be rejected. Study the min I

of God here with even a profounder awe than you would
in nature. Let your spirit here commune with his spirit

—

your thoughts be mixed with his thoughts—your very be-

ing, as it were, absorbed into his essence.

ill*

m
(I li;'

ARTICLE VHL

THE dya^ov OF SCRIPTURE; OR, THE RULE, BASIS AND
EFFECTS OF SPIRITUAL VIRTUE.

,„ ^^ ,

It would bean unfailing source of encouragement to any
individual, whose only road to a distant country is encom-
passed with countless dangers, to be fully assured by com-
petent authority that, if he would commence and prose-

cute the journey befo.e him, he should be securely defend-

ed at every step and eventually arrive in safety at the place

of his destination. A powerful stimulus of this character

is frequently prescribed by the word of God for the special

benefit of each pHgrim to that land which Jesushas bought

with His own blood for believers, and of which the un-

sanctified intellect can form no adequate conception.* He
is net merely informed that if he persevere, he shall cer-

tainly persevere, but is infallibly assured that the strength

of Israel will enable him to persevere in holiness till invin-

cible grace shall remove the sting of death and hope per-

form its last office by introducing the waiting prisoner into

the free realms of everlasting bhss. In the form of a per-

tinent and forcible interrogatory, an inspired apostle pens

*lCor.2: 9,10.

i|
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the animating declaration, that no beings, persons, or ob-

jects, shall ever be able to inflict a material injury on those

who imitate and follow what is good.* This proposition

immediately suggests the inquiry, What is good or excel-

lent in morals? It must be conceded by those who are

acquainted with the records of the past, that pagan philos-

ophy, with all its achievements of industry and monu-
ments of genius, signally failed to establish a satisfactory,

uniform and an authoritative definition of moral virtue.

On this subject, the dissensions of ancient philosophers

were so great that it is almost impossible to enumerate their

different opinions. Whilst Aristotle defines the xaXov of

the Greeks to be that which is praiseworthy, Plato says it

is that which is pleasant or profitable. The peripatetic

philosophy, founded by the former, represents moral recti-

tude as consisting in the mean between two extremes.

Zeno describes it as living according to nature, and de-

clares that all crimes are equal. The system of Epicurus,

in its best estate, described it as living as free as possible

from the evils incident to life, and in the enjoyment of as

large a measure as possible of its hap|)iness. In its subse-

quent corruptions, it was a system of mere animal pleasure

and unrestrained sensuality. Aristippus affirms that as

pleasure is the summum bo?ium, a man may commit theft,

sacrilege, or any other crime, as he may have opportunity.

Accordnig to Cicero, virtue proposes glory as its great end,

and expects no other reward. Since these philosophers,

and others we might mention, did not agree in stating the

chief end or good, they necessaiilydiffeied in regard to the

entire system of precepts for the regulation of life. This
diversity gave origin to a number of sects, each maintain-

ing its peculiar tenets and maxims. So eloquent are their

widely different harangues and treatises on the subject of

morals, that many might be induced to believe they were a
class of sages who spent their days in the study and prac-

tice of virtue. The particulars of their history convince

us,however, that they were unprincipled declaimers, whose
conduct gave the lie to their precepts. Their ^^ media offi-

cia" may be properly described as virtues of glass, uniting

the splendor of the diamond with thebrittleness of crystal.

1 Pet. 3 : 13.
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Their learning, like the Sirius of Homer, flashes a strong

light upon us
;
but, though brilliant, it is baleful, and, while

it dazzles, causes us to tremble for our safety. Their ge-

nius, like a lamp set on the gite ot a palace, serves to cast

a gleam of light without, whilst the inhabitant himself is

enveloped in thick darkness. In the sober discussions of

such moralists as Seneca, and in the sparklings of pagau
poetry, there are occasional scintillations of moral senji-

ment that are just and exalted. But they are varying and
contradictory. They affirm and deny almost in the same
paragraph. What one inculcates as a virtue, another,

equally profound, condemns as a vice. A deduction of

reason, their system of morals wielded no influence over
the heart. The motives by which it was enforced could
neither counteract native depravity nor overcome the temp-
tations to which they were continually exposed It was
exceedingly imperfect, because it was destitute of authority,

and failed to erect great landmarks of truth that would de-

finitely settle the boundary line between the paradise of

good and the territory of evil. It is not denied that the

heathen possess a natural conscience. There seems to be

something of this kind in the minds of all men. There
are traces of the divine law on the heart of every indi-

vidual. Even in the darkest regions of earth and among
the rudest tribes, a distinction has been made between just

and unjust, a duty and a crime. We need not stop to

prove that the ancient poets and philosophers observed

such a distinction. But it was not sufficiently definite and
exact. Their good and evil shaded into each other. There
are both graces and sins, virtues and vices, which the Ian

guage of paganism has not words to express. Their con-

sciences, when interrogated, did not give just and correct

responses, because they were obliged to speak through
false principles instilled into the mind by defective educa-

tion and customs prevalent in consequence of natural de-

pravity. Being destitute of spiritual knowledge and reli-

gious instruction adapted to dispel darkness and correct

errors, they did not exhibit a just and exact discernment of

moral distinctions, and were, therefore, uncertain and fal-

lible guides. Though conscience is a strong evidence for

the righteousness of God, yet it must be well-informed and
properly instructed ; and if we do not thus improve the

ii!
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light we enjoy, we cannot justly cast the blame of our

misconduct upon Him. Whenever we think of the ancient

heathen in connexion with this subject, we are reminded
of the forcible and appropriate words of Cow per

:

" Sages after sages strove

In vain to filter oti" a crystal draught
Pure from the lees, which often much enhanced
The thirst that slaked it, and not seldom bred

Intoxication and delirium wild. Their answers, vague
And all at random, fabulous and dark.

Left them as dark themselves. Their rules of life,

Defective and unsanctioned, proved too weak
To bind the roving appetite and lead

Blind nature to a God not yet revealed."

When we turn our attention to the moral code of deism
and infidelity, we discover in it the same want of certainty,

authority and uniformity. Let the present generation of

skeptics keep silence and derive instruction from an im-

partial examination of the witnesses in the case. Lord
Herbert says that men should not be hastily condemned
who are led to sin by bodily constitution, and that the in-

dulgence of anger and lust is no more to be blamed than

thirst occasioned by dropsy or drowsiness produced by
lethargy. Hobbes asserts that the municipal law is the

sole foundation of right and wrong, and that every man
has a right to all things and may lawfully get them if he
can. Lord Bolingbroke resolves all morality into self love,

and contends that man lives only in the present world and
is merely a superior animal. He maintains that it is the

chief end of man to gratify the appetites and inclinations

of the flesh, that polygamy is a part of the religion of na-

ture, and that adultery is no violation of the law of nature.

He gives it as his opinion that there is no wrong except in

the greatest profligacy. In this expression we are remind-

ed of old Ferdinand of Naples, who was addicted with so

loyal a fondness to the chase aiix oiseaux, that he could

not be prevailed on to intermit his diversion even on the

death of the queen. As a compromise to conscience be-

tween love of his amusement and grief for his bereave-

ment, he told his courtiers he would shoot nothing but

very small birds. Accord uig to Lord Bolingbroke, a man
may commit little sins without blame, and still greater

ones with impunity if he does not run into excess. Hume
asserts that there is no sin in adultery, and that it ought
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to be practised. He says it is right for a man to take his

own life. What can be the harm, he asks, in diverting a
few ounces of blood from their natural channel? Gibbon
clearly showed that he possessed no fear of God, no re-

verence for sacred things, no regard for the welfare of the
race

;
but, on the other hand, he exhibited the most heart-

less and sordid selfishness, vain glory, a desire for admira-
tion, adulation of the great and wealthy, contempt for the
poor, and supreme devotedness to his own gratification.

The moral principles and life of Voltaire are well known.
In what light Helvetius regarded the institution of mar-
riage, may be inferred from his writings.* According to

his own confession, Rousseau was a thief, a liar and a
debauched profligate. He seemed to have had no con-

science nor idea of moral obligation. He says

:

" I have only to consult my own feelings. Whatever I feel to

be wrong is wrong. Whatever I feel to be right is right. All
the morality of our actions lies in the judgment we ourselves

form of them."t

Bad such systems of morality perished with their au-

thors or advocates, we should not have troubled the reader

with them
; but we are fearful lest their influence has ex-

tended to the present day, and having withered with its

simoon blast the virtues of individuals, has invaded the

civil rights of society. The errors which have sprung up
in the political, social and religious world, are legitimate

consequences of substituting the dictates of reason and
feeling for moral rectitude. Moralists of this class create

a standard of excellence out of their own imagination.

They pronounce that to be morally good which they desire

to be so. Whatever is agreeable and profitable is right.

This theory is at once accepted by those who contemplate

fallen humanity with a complacent eye, and whose feel-

ings are circumscribed by the limits of their bodies, who
consider this earth the scene of their perpetual enjoyment,

and whose ideas concerning the nature, condition and des-

tiny of man place him in the scale of being but little above

the irrational creation. The s[)endthrift, drunkard, and
every person of depraved habits proceed on this principle

4

,
I

1

* De I'Esprit, Tom. 1, disc. 2, ch. 15, p. 176.

tEmilius, Tom. 1, pp. 166-8.
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in devising schemes for their amusement and pleasure.

They pronounce any thing to be truly good, whatever its

moral character or ultimate tendency, that satisfies their

appetites and passions for the present hour. They do not

take account of the evil results awaiting them in future.

True, they enjoy pleasure, but it is sensual, short-lived, and
being sinful, will be attended with remorse of spirit, a
thousand ills in this life and unmitigated sorrow through a
whole eternity. The tears of bitter grief shed by the

wicked over their folly and ruin, will indefinitely outnum-
ber the drops of flattering sweet poured in their cup by sin.

Their way appears to them right and good, but its inevita-

ble end is misery and despair. A continued violation of

the laws of the human constitution is followed by physical

suffering. A constant disregard of the monitions of con-

science produces a sense of disapprobation and excites

remorse. Repeated transgressions of the divine law must
procure eternal and hopeless exile from the life giving pre-

sence of God. The voice of the dying sinner, as well as

revelation, proclaims, the wages of sin is death. With
bewitching smile and flattering words it promises to its

persevering devotees the unadulterated gold of pleasure,

but pays them in the base coin of present inquietude and
future misery. It gives them ashes for bread, a scorpion

for an egg, and death for life. Now, every impenitent per-

son will acknowledge that to his nature a life of sin is posi-

tively agreeable. His chief and only delight is in the ser-

vice of Satan. He labors with conscious freedom and zeal-

ous activity, drawing iniquity with cords and sin with a
cart rope, only to obey the will of the devil and sink him-
self into endless perdition. He acts as if he believed, like

Carpocrates, that the shortest and surest way to heaven
was to sin with all his might and in all possible ways. He
does not consider that his moral nature has undergone a
complete revolution. The diamond crown of holiness has
fallen from his head. The resplendent gold of his happi-

ness has become dim. The faculties of his soul have not

been destroyed, but it is destitute of the garments of righte-

ousness with which it was originally invested. It follows,

therefore, that so long as man remains in such a moral
state, every thing is not right and good that is agreeable to

his feelings and pleasant to his taste. They should duly
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reflect on this truth who suppose that society has improved
to such an extent, under the genial influences of the nine-

teenth century, that she is the proper judge of good and
evil, and that whatever is agreeable to her will is right.

We cannot believe that human nature, even in its best and
most cultivated state, is absolutely perfect or competent to

frame a code of holy precepts. Most certainly it cannot
enact laws higher and better than those contained in the

scripture. If it were now left to the present age to give a
definition of moral virtue, there would be a remarkable
diversity of sentiment. It would mean whatever each
community would choose to make it mean ;

whereas, if

they were able to decide on moral questions with infallible

certainty, they would all correspond with each other.—
Another class of moralists contend that whatever is profit-

able and useful to man is morally excellent. They pro-

nounce on the goodness of any thing according to its util-

ity. They enter into nice calculations of loss and advant-

age. They ask at every step, cui bono ? After all has
been said that can be advanced in behalf of this theory, it

will be evident that it makes virtue to originate in self-love

and to be recommended and enjoined by selt-interest. If

any thing pioniotes my own advantage and happiness, it

is morally good or excellent, and all the means adapted to

effect this end are strictly honorable and wholly unexcep-

tionable. If I am fully persuaded that the act of taking

money from my neighbor, or a traveller, will be advanta-

geous to me, I may innocently steal, become a highway
robber, or commit a murder, if by so doing 1 may accom-
plish my object. Acting on this principle, 1 may set at

defiance and violate with impunity every law, both human
and divine. Besides, what may be profitable to one will

not be so another. But it is said in reply, the meaning is

that whatever contributes to the advantage of the human
race, upon the whole, is morally excellent. To this we
answer, that man cannot see the end from the begimiing.

It is a principle too unwieldy for his grasp. But we shall

speak of this more particularly in another place.

The theory of Hobbes makes right and wrong arbitrary

distinctions and dependent on custom and the opinions of

men. In common with the other theories we have been
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considering, it leaves out of view the immortality and ac-

countability of man and, the will of the Supreme Being.

We have said enough to convince the unprejudiced

reader that reason, in its most exalted and refined state, is

incapable of setting up a correct standard on the subject of

morals. It is evidently concerned, l^jowever, in judging of

the expediency, propriety and consequences of actions

which do not involve feelings of moral duty. It is also its

province to judge of a description of cases in which a

modification of feeling arises from the complexity of ac-

tions. This may be illustrated by the difference of moral

sentiment which we attach to the act of taking away the

life of another, when this is done by an individual under
the impulse of revenge, by some individual in self-defence,

or by a judge in the performance of his public duties.

There is another theory which the progress of events and
the rapid advancement of error have conspired to render

important. According to its leaching, all men must regard

the Roman Pontiff as " the supreme, infallible arbiter to

decide when individuals are criminal and when the civil

power acts with injustice."* But history informs us that

popes have contradicted popes and councils have annulled

the proceedings of preceding councils. The fathers differ

from each other. Oral tradition must, from the nature of

the case, be ambiguous in its teaching.!

All the theories we have yet considered are destitute of

certainty, authority and uniformity. Indeed, they put evil

for good, darkness for light, and bitter for sweet. These
trees and fountains may be known by the fruits they yield

and the waters they send forth. It was a well-considered

and true remark of Victor Cousin, Tell me the philosophy

of a nation, and I will tell you its character. Let us know
the moral principles held by individuals and communities,
TBud we will show them to you ip their true light. When
we cast our eyes on the errors that prevailed in the reign of

Charles II, we feel that no further evidence is necessary to

satisfy the mind that it was a corrupt and profligate age.

Wlien we are credibly informed that there are communi-

* Brownson's Lectures,

t For farther information on this subject, we refer the reader to the Annals
of Baronius, and also to the very learned and excellent works of Breckinridge,
Thornwell, Edgar and Brownlee.
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ties in our land in which persons appeal to sympathy and
a mawkish sentimentality as an infallible standard in mo-
rals, as Gesenius and De-Wettedid to their critical Gefuehl
in biblical exegesis, we are not surprised to read and hear
of virulent opposition to capital punishment, slavery and
other institutions.* When we learn that any individuals

or nations adopt the creed that whatever is agreeable and
profitable is right, we are prepared to listen to accounts of

robberies and murders, polygamy and communism. When
we are told that many place their consciences under the

control of the priesthood and servilely submit to the dic-

tation of the Pope* we look for nothina but abject slavery,

degradation and misery. Let the fact be ever so often de-

nied, it is nevertheless a fact that the religious creeds of

men exert 5uch a powerful influence as to govern their

practice. In the midst of so much confusion and imcer-

tainty, we may well be excused for crying like Alcibiades

to Socrates, 1 am prepared to decline none of those things

which may be commanded by that man. whoever he is, if

I shall by him be made wiser and better. As Homer re-

presents Minerva taking away darkness from the eyes of

Diomedes, that he might distinguish a god from a man, so

it is necessary that some competent being should remove
moral darkness from our mind and then bring near those

things by which we shall know good and evil.

Avowed Atheists, when listening to the voice of reason,

cannot resist the evidence of the fact, that the first link in

the great chain of creation could not have produced itself.

There must be a Suprenie Being, by whatever name he
may be known. If He whom we call God created man, it

flii

'

* The reader will perceive an allusion to the theory of Dr. Adam Smith,

commonly called the theory of Sympathy, It requires for our moral senti-

ments respecting an action, that we enter into the feelings both of the agent

and of liim to wliom the action relates. If we sympathize with the feelings and
intentions of the agent, we approve of his conduct as right—if not, we con-

sider it as wrong. If, in the individual to whom the action refers, we sympa-
thize with a feeling of gratitude, we regard the agent as worthy of praise—if

with a feeling of resentment, the contrary. Upon this system, Abercrombie
justly remarks, the statement of what every man feels does not supply the

place of a fundamental rule of right and wrong; and indeed Dr. Smith does

not appear to contend that it does. We might add that, in the judgment of

many, this principle, or theory, would justify the work of kidnapping and ot

concealing and protecting fugitive slaves. It seems to be carried out in some
parts of our country.
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is not difficult to admit that He knew him well and held

social intercourse with him as friend familiar with his

friend ; and would afford him sufficient evidence that it

was He and not another who thus conversed with him.
Having assented to this truth, we can perceive nothing in-

credible whatever in the proposition that it was entirely

possible for Him to qualify men to communicate His will

to the race
; and that He would accompany it with indis-

putable evidence that it was His will and not another's. It

would shine by its own light. It would contain within
itself irresistible proofs of its heavenly origin. Miracles

would be performed—holy men would utter prophecies

whose boldness should be equalled only by the precision

of their fulfilment. The testimony in its favor would be

uncontrovertible. It has been shown a thousand times

that all this is true of the Holy Scriptures. The external

and internal evidences in their behalf are so abundant and
decisive, that they cannot fail to convince every one who
is actuated by a supreme regard for truth. They deserve

our serious attention and profound investigation. Profes-

sing to contain the will of the Supreme Being, and accom-
panied with such proofSj they should be examined with
great diligence and perseverance.* In them we discover

the great doctrine that man is accountable for his religious

belief as well as his practice. The divine Saviour de-

clared to the Jews that if they did not believe Him to be
Messiah, they should perish in their sin. When the evi-

dence is placed immediately before the mind, we are forced

to believe, whether we desire ot not. In such cases, be-

lief is independent of volition. But there are other in-

stances in which the state of the will determines that the

evidence shall not be presented to the judgment, or that

the decision shall be made before the proofs and arguments
are collected. If, through depravity and indolence, any
part of the evidence is kept back, we are justly blameable,

and without repentance must endure the wrath of God.
The Jews should perish, not because there was not suffi-

cient evidence, but because the state of theif hearts was
such as to shut out the light and refuse to let the evidence

be presented to the mind in all its clearness and fullness.

John 5: 39.
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If, therefore, we build the temple of our faith out of wood,
hay and stubble, instead of precious stones, silver and
gold, we may expect to suffer loss. It is not a matter of

indifference with God whether we believe him or not. To
suppose that we are not accountable at His bar for our
moral opinions, would be equivalent to saying that He be-

held our lost and helpless state; that, being moved by
infinite compassion. He undertook to deliver us from the

power of death and restore us to a kingdom of life, light

and immortality ; that, to accomplish this great object. He
employed means infinitely beyond the conception of men
or angels, and which should continue to engage their ad-

miration and wonder forever ; that in doing all this He
had not left himself without witness, but attested His
glorious work for the restoration of man by pouring around
it such a flood of light that all must be convinced of its

divine origin, except those who love darkness rather than
light ; and yet after all it is a matter of complete indiffer-

ence whether we believe or not; whether we gladly re-

ceive His communications or remain ignorant and unbe-

lieving
;
whether we joyfully accept the offers of His bound-

less mercy or despise and reject them. How preposterous

and absurd would such a revelation be. The question may
be asked, How shall we arrive at the full and true mean-
ing of the scriptures ? Every particular passage should be
interpreted according to the peculiar circumstances of the

case. The literal ought to be considered the true and only

meaning, unless a remoter sense is clearly indicated by
some peculiar aptitude, correspondence, or fitness in the

words and ideas of the text ; or unless it be referred to

something else in the scriptures themselves. Good sense

and the analogy of faith are the guides we should follow

in interpreting the Bible.* This book, taken in its obvious

meaning, reveals a law remarkable for the truth and just-

ness of its moral distinctions. It extends to the heart and
the life. It is applicable to all men alike, and may be car-

ried every where. It is inflexible in its claims and requires

a sinless obedience. It stands enforced with equitable pen-

alties. This law is comprised in ten precepts writtep by

Hi

',1 i;

* We refer the reader to an excellent article in this journal on the office of
Reason and Revelation.
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the finger of God, and requires us to love Him supremely
and our neighbors as ourselves. In illustrating this great

rule of morals, the blessed Saviour went about doing good
according to the will of his Father. He tells us to imitate

him in all his imitable perfections. We can only do this

by obeying the moral law. Before we can render the re-

quired obedience, a change must be effected; the tree must
be made good ; the fountain must be purified. One in-

spired writer describes the man who follows what is good,

and says that he is kind, loving and benevolent, from
evangelical motives, and is born of God.* Another de-

clares that he is an imitator of God who walks in love as

Christ has loved us, and follows after eharity.f Jesus in-

tended something more than what is usually meant by a

moral life, when he said of Mary, she had chosen that

good part which should never be taken away from her.

Though there may appear to be no difference between the

expressions " moral virtue " and " spiritual virtue," yet we
prefer the latter ; 1st, because the former is frequently used
to denote an upright life in the estimation of the world

;

and, secondly, because the scriptures expressly declare that

men must possess light, knowledge, understanding, or wis-

dom, before they can clearly perceive or fully appreciate

the just and exact distinction between good and evil in

morals, or relish and delight in moral excellence, when dis-

played by others. We love darkness rather than light.

We hate the light and refuse to come to the light. View-
ing the subject in this aspect, we believe that spiritual vir-

tue, or the virtue of the scriptures, consists in loving God
and in the love of promoting the real and highest good of

the race, according to the revealed will of God as the rule

and His glory as the end of our intellectual, moral and
practical life. With this definition, the mind is reheved
and satisfied. Having wandered like Noah's dove, it finds

here a resting place.

Those who practice the virtue of the scriptures are dili-

gently engaged in doing what God has approved as right

and inseparably conjoined with their eternal happiness.

They repent of sin and rely on Jesus alone for salvation.

United to Him, they are delivered from the moral law as a

3 John, 11. tEph. 511,2. 1 Cor. 14: 1.
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rule of justification. But th^ are still bound by it as a
rule of obedience, as will appl^ar from the following con-

siderations. When Adam broke the covenant of works, he
did not thereby produce a change in the character or law
of God, nor release himself from obligation to render a

continued obedience. God is as holy now as then. His
law has not been so relaxed as to admit of a sincere and
an imperfect instead of a perfect obedience. We are now
as truly bound to yield a sinless obedience to the divine

law as was Adam when he sprang full grown from the

hand of his Creator. The reason is obvious. The obli-

gation to render obedience to God depends not on ability

or disposition, but on the relation which we sustain to Him.
Had Adam passed the period of his probation without sin,

he and all his posterity would have been in a justified

state
;
and it is manifest they would have been still under

obligation to obey the law of God. Jesus Christ restores

believers to the same relation to this law they would have
sustained had sin never entered the world ; and, as they
would have been on the above hypothesis, so are they now
under the same obligation. If the believer were free from
obeying the divine law, it would be a curse instead of a
blessing. The principle of faith, ever active and vigorous,

leads its possessor to seek to resemble God, and, that he
may attain this end, to obey the moral law, a transcript of
His perfections. If he were debarred from obeying this

law, therefore, it would cause him great distress and place

him under a yoke of intolerable bondage. By faith we do
not render null and void, but rather establish the moral
law. How shall we that are dead to sin continue any
longer therein ? The Aniinomian doctrine is entirely over-

thrown. The moral law is a permanent and uniform rule

for the life of believers as well as the ungodly. By this

we are enabled to settle with clearness, authority and un-
deviaiing uniformity, the boundary line between holiness

and sin, virtue and vice, or moral good and evil.

" 'Tis Revelation satisfies all doubts,

Explains all mysteries, except her own,
And so illuminates the path of life.

That fools discover it and stray no more."

Compared with the rule of the scriptures on this subject,

all the theories of human invention, with all their defini-
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tions and maxims, dwindle into obscurity and insignifi-

cance. Speaking of the vagaries of a hunger-bitten and
idealess philosophy, Coleridge remarks:

" These are but empty echoes which the fancy arbitrarily asso-

ciates with the oppositions of matter, less beneficial but not less

shadowy than the sloping- orchard or the hill-side pasture field

seen in the transparent lake below. Alas ! for the flocks that are

to be led forth to such pastures ! Oh that we should seek for

the bread which was given from heaven, that we should eat there-

of and be strengthened ! Oh that we would draw at the well at

which the flocks of our forefathers had living water drawn for

them, even that water which, instead of mocking the thirst of him
to whom it was given, becomes a well within himself, springing

up unto life everlasting ! When we reflect how large a part of

our present knowledge and civilization is owing directly or indi-

rectly to the Bible
; when we are compelled to admit, as a fact of

history, that the Bible has been the main lever by which the moral
and intellectual character of Europe has been raised to its pre-

sent comparative height, we should bs struck, methinks, by the

marked and prominent difl'erence of this book from the works
which it is now the fashion to quote as guides and authorities in

morals, politics and history."*

The Holy Ghost speaking in the scriptures is the su-

preme judge in all moral questions. We have endeavored
to follow His teaching in defining and settling the rule of

spiritual virtue. We appeal to the law and to the testi-

mony and say, Let God be true though every man be a
liar ; and whatever we do should be done to the glory of

God.
II. It is important to arrive at a correct understanding of

the basis of virtue, or, in other words, to know the great

reasons why a life of virtue is enjoined in the scriptures.

One class of moralists contend that the reason why we are

commanded to practice spiritual virtue is because of its

general utility to mankind. Paley says :

" Actions are to be estimated by their tendency. Whatever is

expedient is right. It is the utility of any moral rule alone which
constitutes the obligation of it."

That we may not misrepresent him, he admits that an
action may be useful in an individual case which is not

Lay Sermons.
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right. To constitute it right, it is necessary that it shall

be " expedient upon the whole—at the long run, in all its

effects, collateral and remote, as well as those which are

immediate and direct." Dwight maintains that virtue is

founded in utility, and defines his position by saying that
" utility constitutes its value and excellence." It is mani-
fest that in these propositions the legitimate effects of a rule

are confounded with the reasons why it should be obeyed.*

This is no small error. It is a complete non sequitiir to

say that because moral laws are productive of happiness,

they had no other cause, and were intended to accomplish
no other design. These laws might result, for aught we
know, from the nature of things or the relations which
subsist in the universe, and the good flowing from them
might not be the ultimate end, but a consequence of the

benevolence and wisdom of the Creator. The authors we
have mentioned ascribe to man more comprehensive views
than he is known to possess. He cannot see the end from
the beginning. He is by no means a competent judge of

what is upon the whole good for the world. Governed as

he is now by self-love, he would frequently substitute par-

ticular and private for general and public good. Some
actions and dispositions are approved and condemned by
conscience, without taking into consideration their tendency
to promote the happiness or increase the misery of the

whole race, which would not be the case if the great and
true reason why virtue should be practised was its general

utility. According to the view which Dwight and Paley

take of the subject, all our knowledge of what is morally

good is derived from experience, and is, therefore, posterior

* Hume asserts that the terms right and wrong signify nothing more than

sweet or sour, pleasant or painful, being only effects upon the mind of the

spectator produced by the contemplation of certain conduct. This, he says,

resolves itself into the impression of usefulness, by which alone he estimates

the virtue ot an agent and an action. According to this view, a steam engine

or a printing press might be as meritorious as a man of intense virtue. Hume
was obliged to admit that the sense of utility must be conibined with a feel-

ing of approbation. He ought to have inquired and shown on what this

feeling of approbation is founded. General utility or general happiness is

only the effect of virtuous conduct, not the cause or principle which consti-

tutes it virtuous. This distinction has been well stated by Professor Mills, of

Oxford. He defines morality to be "an obedience to the law and constitu-

tion of man's nature, assigned him by the deity in conformity to his own es-

sential and unchangeable attributes, the effect of which is the general happi-

ness of his creatures."

Vol. VI.—No. 2. 20
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to moral obligation. This is tantamount to saying that

we cannot know what laws are binding till, after a long
lapse of time and innumerable blunders, we at length dis-

cover whether they tend to promote the happiness or in-

crease the misery of mankind. There is another objection

to the view presented by those writers, and it is briefly

this : If we deliberate respecting a certain action which
we perceive would be eminently expedient and useful in

an individual case, and which we feel to be desirable in re-

ference to that case, we shall not be in a likely condition to

find our way to a sound conclusion respecting the conse-

quences of the action upon the whole, at the long run, in

all its consequences, remote and collateral. The prospect

of immediate utility would materially interfere with our
calculation as to the ultimate expediency. In our judg-

ment, the works of such authors, on such important sub-

jects, inculcate a loose morality and should not be used as

text-books in colleges, without furnishing an antidote to

the poison. We take leave of this part of the subject by
quoting the words of Bishop Butler, in his sermon on the

love of our neighbor

:

"As we are not competent judges what is upon the whole for

the good of the world, there may be other immediate ends ap-

pointed us to pursue, besides that one of doing good or produc-

ing happiness. Though the good of the creation be the only

end of the author of it, yet he may have laid us under particular

obligations, which we may discern and feel ourselves under, quite

distinct from a perception, that the observance or violation of

them is for the happiness or misery of our fellow creatures. And
this is the case. For there are certain dispositions of mind and
certain actions, which are in themselves approved or disapproved

by mankind, abstracted from the consideration of their tendency

to the happiness or misery of the world, approved or disapproved

by reflection, by that principle which is the guide of life, the

judge of right and wrong."

The expression "fitness of things " can only be used in

an intelligible sense when it denotes that constitution of

things which God has appointed, from which the duties of

his creatures naturally result. According to this explana-
tion, (and we cannot understand it in any other way,) the

fitness of things and the will of God signify the same
thing.
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Another class of moral philosophers maintain that virtue
and vice, right and wrong, are arbitrary distinctions. They
would have had no existence independently of the divine
will. Had no law been given to man, vice would have
been as excellent in itself as virtue. God willed virtue to

be excellent without any reason. He could not see any
moral distinction between good and evil, between virtue
and vice, independently of their actual existence in cre-

ated beings. He could not be infinitely holy himself with-
out an act of his will that He should be holy. He may
determine to be malevolent and wicked, and require us to

adore and praise Him for his malice, cruelty and oppres-
sion. Can any one believe these things to be true? The
scriptures consider moral beings and actions as differing

in their very nature and independently of the divine \yill

determining such difference. They exhibit God not only
as holy, righteous, just, true, faithful, kind, and merciful,

but as excellent on account of those qualities. He is styled
the excellency of Jacob. His name is excellent in all the
earth. He is excellent in working. Without farther quo-
tation, it is evident that God is excellent in His own na-
ture, without any direct act of His will that He shall be
so. His law is perfect. His commandments are pure, holy,

just and good. His statutes are right. Why? Because
He willed them to be so ? Not at all ; but because they
possess these kind^ of excellence in their own nature.

Any other mode of interpretation would introduce tautology

into the scriptures. We should then read. Oh God, thou
art what thou art, thou doest what thou doest, thy com-
mands, statutes and laws are thy laws, statutes and com-
mands.

It is said in one place, The righteous Lord loveth righte-

ousness and hateth wickedness, and it is an abomination
imto him. In another place, he requires men to glorify

Him, because He exercises loving kindness, judgment and
righteousness in the earth. In these things I delight, saith

the Lord. We are again told, It is impossible for God to

lie. He is infinitely disposed to speak truth. He is infin-

itely indisposed to utter falsehood. The one is obvious in

itself, the other in itself lovely and desirable.

With reverence we say that God could not have ex-
empted us from the duty of loving him, nor made it our
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duty to hate him or our neighbor. If you ask, then, why
God requires us to avoid vice and practice 'virtue, the cor-

rect anser is at hand
;
because there exists an inherent and

immutable difference between them ;
vvhilyt the one is good

and excellent in its nature, the other is in its own nature

odious and evil. This view of the subject, so far from

weakenuig moral obligation, imparts strength. We are

bound to practice the virtue of the scriptures, because it is

the revealed will of God, and He has revealed this as His

will because He saw and knew it was in itself right and
good.

HI. The legitimate effects of the practice of spiritual

virtue are numerous. We shall content ourselves with

mentioning a few. The first is an increasing confidence

in our own personal security and in the truth of the Chris-

tian religion. Jesus said, "If any man will do His will,

he shall know of the doctrine whether it be of God." Men
should be doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiv-

ing themselves. For if a man be a hearer of the word,

and not a doer, he is like unto a man beholding his natural

face in a glass; for he beholdetli himself and goeth his

way, and straightway forgetteth what manner of man he
was. But whoso looketh into the perfect law of liberty,

and continueth therein, being not a forgetful hearer, but a
doer of the work, this man shall be blessed in his deed.

Practice makes our knowledge sure. It is so in ttie exact

sciences and in the useful and ornamental aris. Above all,

it is so in religious truth. It is the very life of piety, the

very end of divine teachings. The believer is not only

convinced, by holy practice, of the truth of Christianity,

but he is also assured of the safety and security of his

soul. He knows in whom he has believed. God will uoi^

turn away from him to do him good, and will put His

fear in his heart that he shall not depart from Him.

—

Neither death, nor life, nor principalities, nor powers, nor

things present nor things to come, nor height nor depth,

nor any other creature, shall be able to separate him from
the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord. Such
an assurance affords him encouragement.

2. In the constant practice of virtue, the believer will

scatter blessings around his pathway. Thousands will

derive benefit from his benevolent spirit and exertions. His
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example will excite admiration and induce others to act

in a similar manner. His conduct will add beauty to the

complexion of his love, and impart strength to the fabric

of his faith, while at the same time it will serve to display
the reality and power of religion. If all were truly virtu-

ous, all would be happy.
3. The essential glory of God can neither be increased

nor diminished. To this the holiness of all the angels and
saints cannot contribute a single iota ;

and the misery of

the earth and the lost in the world of despair cannot
diminish it. But His declarative glory may be increased

by the conversion of souls and a life of practical piety.

Each Christian is a miracle of grace. He is a beauteous
gem in the diadem of Jesus. An innumerable company,
redeemed by His blood, will swell the loud anthems of

praise and glory to His name for ever and ever.

ARTICLE IX.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1 . Exploration and Survey of the Valley of the Great Salt Lake

of Uiah, including a reconnoisance of a new route through the

Rocky Mountains. By Howard Stansbury, Captain Corps

Topographicil Engineers, U. S. Army. Printed by order of

the Senate of the United States. 8 vo. pp. 4:87. 1852.

It is but yesterday the Rocky Mountains were considered the

natural boundary, which would for a long season check the tide

of emigration westward. Scarcely, however, liad the rolling wave

washed their base, when the discovery of the precious metals on

the Pacific coast occasioned a sudden overflow through their rocky

passes, and lent a new and overwhelming interest to the country

beyond. The work, whose title is given above, is due to the efforts

on the part of Grovernment to ascertain the character and re-

sources of those vast regions thus unexpectedly brought under its
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jurisdiction, and which are rapidly filling with a heterogeneous

population. It is written in an easy and graceful style, though

its business character, as an ojfficial document, would naturally re-

trench many of the elegancies of composition. Throughout the

exploration, minute attention was given to the flora, natural his-

tory, and geological formation of the new country, the specimens

of which, collected and arranged, are presented in the drawings

and tables found in the appendix. These contributions will ren-

der the work attractive to men of science, while the description of

landscapes, with features unlike any that are found upon the

Atlantic coast, will engage the attention of the general reader.

As the expedition travelled the usual route of emigrants to Cali-

fornia and Oregon, their journal affords a lively impression of the

hardships and toils endured throughout the long and dreary pil-

grimage to the land of gold. A hasty survey being made of a

more direct and easy route, with some reference to the location of

the great Pacific Hail Road, which has begun to be freely dis-

cussed
;

all these circumstances impart a deeper interest to the

volume before us.

The valley of Utah has, however, an importance of another

kind, and which will continue for some years to increase, arising

from the settlement of the Mormons, and their projection of a

new and singular empire. This body of fanatics, after abortive

efforts to establish themselves in the States of Missouri and Illi-

nois, finally resolved to escape from persecution by emigration,

and to found a commonwealth in the untrodden wilds west of the

Rocky Mountains. Their movements were concerted with ad-

mirable wisdom, and they finally settled in the Utah territory,

and began to build their city near the Great Salt Lake. In four

years, they have been increased by swarms of their brethren, and

with praiseworthy industry and enterprise have laid the founda-

tions of a prosperous State. The account given by Capt. Stans-

bury is the most full, and doubtless the most impartial, we have

ever seen of this people. He represents them as orderly and

patriotic, anxious to abide under the shelter of the American eagle,

and exempt from those excesses which have been charged upon

them, and which would seem to flow necessarily from their system.
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It seems to us very obvious, even from these most favourable re-

presentations, that they can only exist as a separate community,

and that contact with others will either result in material modifi-

cation of their views, or in violent collisions with those who are

organized upon essentially diflferent social principles. It is pro-

bable, likewise, that they cohere only so long as they remain in

their feeble, infant condition, and under a heavy pressure from

without ; and that the extension and prosperity which they covet,

will develope the elements of strife which are now latent, and lead

either to the destruction or reorganization of the entire body. At
any rate, it is a singular social experiment going forward before

our eyes, and one which will further test the flexibility of our

government.

It only remains to add, that the book before us is illustrated

by thirty-five lithographs of natural scenery, beides many draw-

ings of plants, insects and reptiles, and two large maps of the

route taken by the exploring party, and of the Great Salt Lake

and adjacent country. Nearly half the volume is occupied with

mathematical statistics of the survey, and with description of the

zoology, botany and geology of the country.

2. The Constitution of the United States of America, with an

alphabetical analysis, the Declaration of Independe?ice, the

Articles of Confederation, the prominent political acts of

George Washington, Electoral Votesfor all the Presidents and

Vice Presidents, the High Authorities and Civil Officers of

Government, from March 4, 1789, to March 3, 1847, Chrono-

logical Narrative of the several States, and other interesting

matter, with a descriptive account of the State Papers, Public

Documents,and other sources ofpolitical and statistical informa-

tion at the seat of Government. By W. Hickey. Fifth edition.

\2mo. pp. 521. 1852.

We copy without abbreviation this lengthy title page, as it

affords the best description of the book. The edition of the Con-
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Btitution has been critically compared with the original in the

Department of State, and certified to be " correct in text, letter

and punctuation." An immaculate text on paper we certainly do

not deprecate, but it were better if this noble instrument was

graven with a pen of iron upon the hearts of our rulers. It has

been, however, so ruthlessly invaded, and its wise and equitable

provisions so profanely trampled under foot, that to us it wears

the melancholy aspect of a Constitution in ruins, proud and ma-

jestic even in its decay. The analysis of it, which extends through

nearly one hundred closely printed pages, is remarkably minute,

afibrding easy reference to every item of this great document.

The remainder of the book is occupied with matter of various

interest. Perhaps the most valuable is that which covers the pe-

riod of transition from the old confederation to the American

Union and the adoption of the existiog Constitution. The chro-

nological narrative of the several States, giving the dates of their

creation and admission into the confederacy, is also valuable for

reference. Indeed, the compiler seems to us to have executed his

task with great judgment ; and there is no part of his materials

which the reader would throw aside. The book is one which

should be in the library of every gentleman, embodying, as it

does, so much of the most valuable documentary history of the

country. From the numerous testimonials which introduce the

work, testimonials given by the first men in our National Con-

gress, it would seem to be duly appreciated by statesmen.

3. Discussions on Philosophy and Literature^ Education and

University Reform : chiefly from tJie Edinburgh Review^ cor-

rected^ vindicated and enlarged^ in notes and apiimdixes. By
iSir William Hamilton, i?ar^. Ib^pp. 8vo. Edinburgh. 1852.

An important portion of our permanent literature is gathered,

like the volume before us. from the difierent Reviews. The Brit-

ish Essayist, embracing in several volumes the contributions of

Macauly, Mackintosh, Sidney Smith, Jeffrey and others, the Dies
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Boreales of Professor Wilson, the Miscellanies of Foster, and in

our own country the Princeton Essays, and the critical articles of

Lcgare, extracted from the Southern Gluarterly, are illustrative

examples.

The philosophical articles of Sir William Hamilton attrac^ted

general attention and excited profound admiration, upon their

first appearance in the Edinburgh Review. Several of them

were reprinted in Germany and France, and enjoyed thus an ex-

tensive circulation in languages different from that in which they

were originally written. The collection of these in a separate

volume has been more than once recommended by leading Ameri-

can journals ; so that a wide diffusion of this volume may reason-

ably be anticipated. It would be a work of supererogation to

introduce to the public the writings of this distinguished meta-

physician
;
as all that are here presented have passed the ordeal

of public criticism, and received the imprimatur of general and

warm approval. We are glad to learn that there is a prospect of

the publication of his University Lectures; which, together with

the volume before us, and his edition of Reid's works, will present

the results of the life-long study of one of the most acute thinkers

of our day.

4. The Epistle of James^ practically explained by Dr. Augustus

Neander. Translatedfrom the German by Mrs. H. C. Co-

NANT. W^ pp. l2mo. Lcivis Colby ^ New York. 1852.

Somehow, these expositions of German critics always disap-

point us when they appear in an English dress. The work before

us is exceedingly meagre, far inferior to several we could mention

of English commentators—Manton, for example, who is, however,

far more elaborate and extended. The chief merit of this little

book consists in drawing out distinctly the character of the apostle

James, and throwing the light of this fully upon the epistle itself

As an exposition, it is far too cursory, and deals too much in vague

generalities to be satisfactory to the student of the Bible.
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5. The Wm-ks of John Owen, D D. Edited by Rev. W. H.

GooLD, Edinburgh. Volumes ith, 5th, lAth and I5th. Svo.

Boberi Carter Sf Brothers, New York. 1852.

"We notice these volumes, lately received by us, simply to draw

the attention of Presbyterian ministers to this edition, which is

now in process of publication. There are few of our brethren,

we suppose, who do not greatly desire to possess of works of this

Nonconformist divine. Hitherto, it has been beyond the means of

most, and difficult to obtain even at a heavy cost. The enterpris-

ing firm of the Carters have made arrangements to circulate in

this country, at a cheap rate, the edition which Mr. Goold is

bringing out at Edinburgh. All of Owen's works, except his

Exposition of Hebrews, are to be published in sixteen volumes,

for the sum of twenty dollars. Four volumes are issued each year

for five dollars, so that the cost of the whole s:ries is not only

greatly reduced, but the payment is so distributed through succes-

sive years that few are too poor to afi'ord it. Eight volumes have

already been issued.

6. A Digest of the Acts ofthe Supreme Judicatory of the Presby-

terian Church in the United States of America. Board of Pub-

lication. By order of the General Assembly. 296 jop. 12mo.

Our clerical readers are familiar with the old Digest prepared

by Drs. Janeway, Neill and Ely, and have often referred to it to

know the law of the Church on various points which it has de-

cided in years past. The present book has been compiled from

the records of the original Synod of New York and Philadelphia,

and of the General Assembly from its organization. " The plan

adopted in the work has been to arrange the decisions of the

Assembly in judicial cases, and on other important points, under

the heads in the Form of Government and the Discipline which

they serve to illustrate." This has been resorted to for ease of

reference. Whether every decision of importance has been
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brought forward it would require much reading for us to determine.

We have some reason to fear that there is some measure of failure

in this. But we have the testimony of the Editor of the Board of

Publication, that frequent reviews of the Minutes and Records of

proceedings, stretching almost through a century and a half, have

secured according to the original design, " all such matters as seem

to be of permanent authority and interest." Such publications

are exceedingly useful. And if the process could be carried

through the decisions of Presbyteries and Synods, we should have

a body of ecclesiastical law of far more value than the ponderous

Tomes of Canon law which have regulated affairs in past ages.

If then, a clear mind could state in a commentary like those of

Blackstone, the law of the Church, the work would thus reach its

ultimatum. Whether such a work is a desideratum worthy of the

labour it would cost, others must judge. It will be many long

years before we see it.

7. Counsels of the Aged to the Young. By the Rev. A. Alex-

ander, D. D, pp. 67. ISmo.

8. Early Religious History of John Barr, written by himself,

and left as a legacy to his grand children. To which is added

a sketch of his character, pp. 80. 18mo.

9. An Affectionate Address to Fathers. By the Rev. D. Baker,

D. D. of Texas.

10. The Flower Transplanted and the Blind Boy. pp. 64. \2mo.

These are issues of our Board of Publication. The first is

marked with all the wisdom and practical tact of the lamented

Dr. Alexander, and is an appropriate book for the young just enter-

ing upon active life. The second exhibits the religious experience

and character of an elder of the Church. Mr. Barr was born in

1749, and was elder in the Church of Thyatira, and afterwards
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in that of Back Creek, in North Carolina. His unobtrusive

Christian virtue, his industry in the attainment of useful know-

ledge in the intervals of his dail^ toil, and the degree to which he

was successful, make him a model worthy of all imitation, especi-

liUy to that numerous class of men who are situated as he was

in the outward things of this life.

In the address of Dr. Baker, we have useful counsels to fathers,

who too often, in the multiplicity of their engagements, leave the

care and control of the family wholly to the mother, till the boys

especially, ior the Want of a father's authority, instead of yielding

subnnission to their mother, domineer over her. And the "Flower

Transplanted and the Blind Boy," teach our children by examble,

the most instructive of preachers, the way in which they shotritPgo.

1 1. Polyglotten-Bibel zum praJctischen Handgehrauch. Die

ganze lieilige Schrift Alten und Neuern Testaments in ucber-

sichtlicher Nebeneinander-stellung des uriextes, der Septua-

ginla, Vulgata und Luther- Uehersttxung^ so wie der wich-

tigsten Varianten der vornehmsten deutsche^i Uebersetzungen.

Bearbeitet von Dr. R. Stier und Dr. K. G. W. Thiele.

Bielefeld, 1848, 1851.

This cheap and convenient Polyglott is from the prolific press

of Tauchnitz, in Leipzig, which has put so many learned works

into the hands of scholars at a reasonable price. It exhibits, in

the first place, in the Old Testament, the Septuagint version in

the first left hand column, in the second the original Hebrew ; on

the right hand page, the German translation of Luther in the first

column, and the vulga'e Latin in the second. Beneath the Ger-

man version are exhibited the variations of the difi"erent editions

of Luther, and of the translations of De Wette, Van Ess, Allioli,

and the Berlin Bible. The Latin is according to the Clementine

edition, with the variations of the Sixtine and some others. The

Greek is the result of the labours of Dr. Boeckel, of Oldenburg,

and the Hebrew is according to the fourth stereotype edition of
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Hahn. This book was prepared for German scholars, as its ar-

rangement shows. By the side of the original Hebrew and the

German are placed the two Factors, as the editors term them, of

the version of Luther. This does not impair the value of the

book to our American students, but enhances it. The work is to

be comprised in four volumes, of which the first and fourth are

complete ; the second is nearly through the press, and the third

will soon make its appearance. Each volume will contain about

1000 pages. The type is open and clear and the paper good.

Rudolph Garrigue, No. 2 Barclay- street. New York, will furnish

to any who may desire it, this or any other work from the North-

ern States of Europe, at a short notice.

12. The Preshyterian Psalmodist^ a collection of Tunes adapted

to the Psalms and Hymns of tJie PresLyterian Church in the

United States of America. Approved by the General Assem-

bly. Edited hy Thomas Hastings. Philadelphia: Pres.

Board of Publication. -

If to read a work unfits one for the task of reviewing it, as has

been somewhat sarcastically affirmed, then our ignorance of music

as a science and our innocence of it as an art, admirably qualify

us for noticing the above work. Indeed, to lay aside all badin-

age, we should hang our heads under the consciousness of attempt-

ing a fraud upon the confiding public in penning this notice, if it

were not for the ingenuous feeling which prompts us to confess

and repair a wrong. When the General Assembly undertook in

1848 to provide Music for our Churches, we were among those

utterly skeptical of their success. The diversity of taste, and the

collision of opinion, if not of conscience, were so great on this

subject, that we even more than doubted the power and influence

of the Assembly to harmonize the Churches upon one style of

music. It was a new thing under the sun for a large deliberative

body to cater for the taste of the religious world ; and we confess

we were not without fear that the approval of the Assembly might
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indirectly be given to the flashy and false style of Church music

which in some quarters prevails. The Assembly, however, had

the wisdom in the first instance to appoint a trustworthy commit-

tee, and the greater wisdom to commit the whole business to it

without interference. It is to the credit of this committee that it

sought to ascertain, as far as possible, the tunes that were popular

in difierent sections of the Church, and that it placed the materi-

als thus collected in the hands of so judicious an editor as Mr.

Hastings. The selection of this gentleman to supervise this pub-

lication was eminently fortunate, and will secure beforehand the

confidence of the public. Of high American repute in the musi-

cal profession, he was not less qualified for the work by his sincere

and undoubted religious character. Mr. Hastings has distin-

guished himself, in his public lectures and in the instruction of

classes, by his efforts to reform the Church music of this country,

and to re-introduce the simple congregational singing of other

days.

We are much pleased with the remarks, found in the preface of

this collection, upon the severe chastity of style which should

characterize the music with which we worship God. If these

views have been carried out in the selection of tunes, as we have

little reason to doubt, a great end has been attained. If will be

no small advantage if, under the auspices of an authorized Psal-

mody, all the parts of the Presbyterian Church are brought into

uniformity in their style of music, as they are united in the senti-

ments and doctrines embodied in their Hymns of Praise
;
and it

will be an unspeakable blessing if the style adopted should be one

which all consciences can approve, and all Christian hearts can

love. We commend this collection of tunes to the attention of

our Churches.

13. Catechism of Scripture Doctrine and Practice for Families

and Sabbafh Schools^ designed also for the oral instruction of

Coloured Persons. By Charles C. Jones. Board of Publi-

cation. 154 2^P- 18mo.

This Catechism was prepared by Rev. Dr. Jones during his
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labours as Missionary to the Coloured People in Liberty county,

Georgia. It is the result of much experience of what is needed

by people as little acquainted as they with the system of truth

contained in the scriptures. Dr. Jones has taken muck pains in

arranging and simplifying it, and adapting it by repeated trials

to the capacities of those for whopi it was originally designed. It

has been found an excellent help to family instruction, and the

best and most convenient book which our missionaries could use

in instructing those among whom they were sent. It was trans-

lated some years ago into the Armenian language, Its present

publication by the Board makes it accessible to all.

14. On tlie Study of Words. i?2/ Richard Chenevix Trench,

B. D. Yicar of Ichenstoke^ Hants ; examining Ckaplain to

the Lord Bishop of Oxford, and Professor of Divinity, King^s

College, London. From tJie second London edition, revised

and enlarged. Redjield, New York. 1852. pp. 236. \2mo.

We have rarely met with a more instructive and entertaining

volume. We always read with profit and delight the writings of

Trench. But he has presented us here with something, if not new,

yet out of the beaten track of literature, and in a style more

popular and flowing than in his former writings. Those were

addressed rather to the eye of the scholar, these are lectures, ad-

dressed originally wholly to the ear. Balbi has shown us how we
may trace a nation's history in its language, and others have told

us that a word is often the amber which both excites the electric

spark of thought and preserves the knowledge of past generations

for those that come after. But no one has entered so fully into

the subject of the morality in words, and the history in words, or

has more felicitously shown the rich fruits which may be gathered

by shaking vigorously each word and making it render up what-

ever its root and branches are able to yield. To any one who
wishes to use his own language with exactness, or to know the
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thousand things the words in his own mouth express which he

.

has never supposed them to mean, we recommend the sTtidy of

words in the manner of Trench. To the student of the scrip-

tures this process is all important. Nor do those uninitiated in

these researches know what surprising and exciting instruction

the epistles of Paul, the words of the Saviour, or of the prophets,

give forth when subjected in the original to this mode of research.

15. Experience of the past should inspire confidence in thefuture.

A Discourse on Domestic Missions^ delivered during the An-

nual Sessions of Flin and Rion Presbytery.^in the Presbyterian

Church., AmericuSj Georgia, Aprils, 1852. By John L.Wil-

son, Pastor of the Decatur {Georgia) Presbyterian Church.

Published by the Presbytery. Atlanta, Georgia. 1852.

This is a valuable and to us a very interesting discourse. The

facts it embraces respecting the early history of the American

Presbyterian Church, and that portion of it especially embraced

within the Synod of Creorgia, will be exceedingly welcome to the

Christian reader. It breathes, too, and inspires in those fl^ho pe-

ruse it an earnest, working spirit. Well may our brethren of

Georgia "thank God and take courage." Enjoying the blessings

of a free and pure gospel, through the self-denying labours of

those who have gone before, and having much land yet to be pos-

sessed, they must be stimulated constantly to increasing effort.

The children they now have will soon be saying, " The place is too

strait for me: Give me place that I may dwell." We shall look

with interest for the more complete account of the origin and

progress of the Presbyterian Church in Georgia, which the author

promises.
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ARTICLE 1.

THE CLAIMS OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE> '

"^

We propose in this article to spread before the reader

the claims of the English Language upon the critical stu-

dy of English and American Scholars. Waiving all in-

troductory remarks

—

I. Let the first argument be the dictate of affectionfor
our ^^hirth-tongueP Can it be necessary to plead for the

language in which we first heard the accents of kindness

from a mother's lips?—the language, whose syllables

trembled upon our own, when infancy exchanged its bab-

bling dialect for connected speech ?—the language, which
like a vase of amber enshrines the teeming thoughts and
fancies of a busy mind? whose tones awaken all the

emotions of the past, as through her magic lantern memo-
ry causes its scenes again to flit before the mind ?—The
language which treasures the last farewell of dying friends,

as faith utters the final note of trust in a covenant God ?

Our language, like our country and our kindred, is identi-

fied with all that we have ever thought and felt, wished
and loved : and, by an easy sympathy, we soon spread

over these the fondness we feel for ourselves. To plead

with cold arguments for love to one or the other, infers a
depravity as unnatural as want of afiection to the mother

* The substance of an Address delivered before the Literary Societies of
Oglethorpe University, Ga., Nov. 1852.
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who bore us. Yet this instinctive affection often lies dor-

mant till occasion draws it forth. The pilgrim, whose
weary foot has trodden many a league of foreign soil, can
almost kiss, in the fervor of devotion, the sod of his birth

:

and to the pious ear long vexed with the uncouth accents

of a foreign tongue, the first sound of our native speech

will open the heart to the rushing flood of tender memo-
ries. But if patriotic pride prompts us to expatiate upon
the long statistics of our country's weahh, and to paint the

landscape of her majestic scimery, should not our scholars

dig up the vast wealth that lies hidden in her language,

and sketch the broad outline and projecting features of her

noble dialect?

Unnatural as this appeal may seem, it will not be judg-

ed needless by those familiar with the history of the Eu-
ropean languages—how slowly scholars yielded to this

natural affection, and how long they neglected the "orphan
idioms of their father-lands." The Latin, from being the

language of the mightiest empire ever built by miUtary
prowess, had passed into a sacred dialect; preserving the

doctrines and decrees of Papal, as before it recorded the

victories of Pagan, Rome. Even before the rise of "the
great Apostasy," it enjoyed a traditional rev^re^^fn-ea-
suring the works of many of the Fathers of thd~rrimitive

Church. It was the language in which were written the

commentaries of the schoolmen, and the legends of monk-
iish chroniclers ; the language of diplomacy, in which
treaties were framed ; the language of legislation, in which
laws were enacted ; the language of jurisprudence, con-

stantly echoing in halls of justice ; the language of prayer
in temples of religion; the language in which all solemn
records were made, and all works destined for immortality
were composed. The prevailing sentiment was

" Poets that lasting marble seek

Must carve in Latin, or in Greek."

Scholars were attached to the Latin tongue by prejudices

strong as fetters of brass. Their works were enshrined,

so long as they were composed in this stately and religious

language ; to abandon which for the vulgar tongue was
to rend a veil of sacredness, and unchastely to expose
themselves to the rude affection of the mob. Men of let-
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ters felt more concern to perpetuate intercourse between
themselves by a common dialect, than to establish sympa-
thy with the boorish multitude who spoke their own ver-

nacular. The strength of this feeling may be measured
by the fact that as late as the 17th century such a mind
as Lord Bacon's, not content with writing his greatest

works in this ancient language, expressed the wish that

his English writings should be transfused into the same.*

We cannot tell how long this exclusive aristocracy of

learning might have continued, had not social convulsions

broken up their charmed circle, and led men of genius to

impregnate the inert mass of uneducated minds. It did
not affect the result, whether this change was wrought by
the expansive force of genius from within, bursting the

trammels which confined it, and seeking a wider range;
or whether some influence from' without broke up the arti-

ficial crust of society, and mingled its elements more per-

fectly together. The classic tongue of modern Italy was
perhaps occasioned in the former way, while those of Ger-

many and of Britain were occasioned in the latter. Dante,

Petrarch and Boccacio, the creators of Italian literature,

put forth their hands to find a harp fit for the song with
which they were inspired, and which could not be breath-

ed in the cold measures of Latin verse. They swept the

chords in the hearts of their countrymen, and instantly

from the discordant dialects around them arose in its per-

fection the Italian tongue. On the other hand, the Eng-
lish and German languages scarcely attracted the notice

of native scholars, until at the period of the Reformation

the leaven of true religion became diffused through the

masses, and thus the educated and Hhe illiterate were

bound together in strongest sympathy. No historical fact

is more certain than that Luther's version of the Bible

gave stability to the German language ; while that of the

sixth Edward, and afterwards the more perfect version of

King James, anchored the English which was before,

afloat. Dean Swift has said that if it were not for the

Bible and Common Prayer-book, we should scarcely be

able to understand any thing that was written two hua-

* D'lsraeli'a Amenities of Literature, vol. 1, p. 120: which has suggested

a considerable p&rtion of this section.
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dred years ago. Certainly, no language could long be

preserved intelligible amidst the constant flux of words
and idioms which marks a living tongue, except by the

influence of some great and recognised classic giving its

responses like the Delphic oracle

;

" "Oracle truer far than oak,

Or dove, or tripod ever spoke."

These references are sufficient at least to show that ad-

verse influences may long counteract an instinctive affec-

tion for our mother tongue, and suppress its cultivation.

The spell is indeed broken which, two centuries since, forc-

ed genius within the iron embrace of a dead and inflexible

language. English authors can now Avrite for posterity,

and yet write in the same tongue in which they think, as

did the great masters of antiquity. Our language has
been polished till it has become worthy of the proud liter-

ature it contains: and the hard necessity no longer exists

of filtering our noble thoughts through the cold forms of a
language which has lost all plastic power, and has passed

away with the iron race which spoke it. But important

as this reformation was, it needs to be followed by anoth-

er; and English scholars have to recognise a broader

claim of their mother tongue. It demands to be placed on
an equal footing with the ancient languages in a course

of liberal education. It claims to be studied with a supe-

rior devotion to these : to be critically known in its gram-
matical and logical structure, in the forms of its syntax, in

the powers of its roots, in its historical changes, in the

factors which compose it, in its apparently lawless idioms,

in the composition of its words, and in the genealogy of

their derived meanings. It is needless to say that in this

thorough and comprehensive method, the English lan-

guage is studied by none save by a few amateurs, in
many schools, after learning the power of the English let-

ters, and acquiring the art of combining them into words
and sentences, a boy is first put to the study of grammar
in the acquisition of Latin—as though the English was an
offshoot from it, and had not a root of its own, giving rise

to peculiarities which no explanation from that source can
imravel. It seems either to be forgotten that the structure

of English is organically different ; or it is assumed that

iii
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the young linguist is competent to eliminate the principles

of universal grammar from a language confessedly narrow
and defective, like the Latin. Even in seminaries where
English grammar professedly is taught, it is with a hurried

devotion and to a partial extent. The pupil is supposed
to have mastered English, when he can resolve the parts

of speech, and then combine them into sentences by rules

of syntax. As soon as it can be converted into the vehicle

for the conveyance of other knowledge, all study of it as a
language is at an end. He hies away to the acquisition of

Greek and Latin, and soon has an interior knowledge of

these, far beyond that he is destined ever to have of his

birth-tongue. Nor is this neglect repaired when he enters

upon the wider curriculum of college discipline. He in-

deed masters logic as an art, so as to parry and thrust with
the most accomplished dialecticians ; he learns metaphy-
sics as a science, so

•
*'

" He can distinguish and divide

A hair 'twixt south and south-west side;"

he yields to the sweet seductions of Belles Lettres, and
drinks nectar with the gods upon Olympus : but the glo-

rious language itself, which conveys these treasures of

knowledge, is never compassed—and the diviner's rod

does not "track the secret lodes" of un wrought and pre-

cious ore. If love be due to our native tongue, then has
the English language a large arrearage against our schol-

ars. A heavy indemnity is due for the long embargo put

upon it, when the cumbrous Latin usurped its place, till

the stanzas of Chaucer and of Gower commenced the

reign of English verse. It may take reprisals for the hos-

tile array of Latin and Greek words, with which such
writers as Jeremy Taylor, and Sir William Browne and
Dr. Johnson have threatened to overwhelm the native

Saxon, like the Tarpeian maid beneath the bracelets and
shields of the Sabines. It may bring a suit in chancery
against those who have jostled it from the side of the clas-

sic tongues ; and compound interest for the long neglect,

during which its vast resources have been undeveloped,

and its surpassing beauties unappreciated. It may insist

that the Belles-Lettres department in our colleges shall no
longer be content with the mere rope-dancing of rhetoric

:

I
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but that it shall unfold all the powers of the English

tongue, and thus prepare the way for a perfect analysis of

the great classics with which it is enriched. Nor will its

claims be finally cancelled, until English scholarship shall

take the precedence in our schools of learning ; a!id the

English Professor not be the least among his brethren of

the gown.
II. But English deserves cultivation as the language of

the great Anglo-Saxon race, and the portraiture of their

soul. All history will confirm the observation which has

been made, that at every period some one nation or race

takes the lead so pre-eminently that its superior influence

cannot be disputed. Perhaps, substantially for the same
reason that it is the destiny of the million, in every depart-

ment of science, of business and of art, to follow in the

wake of some masterful intellect, blocking out for them
the path of thought and action, and leaving every where
the impress of its own energy. The ascendancy of this

dominant race is usually destroyed by great political con-

vulsions, like the awful changes which geologists tell us
have once and again shattered the solid frame of the earth

;

and from the chaos springs a new dynasty, like the reno-

vated earth which has been purged by flood or fire. The
Grecian States, for example, were consolidated into an
empire through the ambition of Philip, long after Greek
genius had framed those polished models, which have
shaped the literary castings of every age since theirs.

The disciplined phalanx of Alexander was precipitated

upon the feeble dynasties of Asia ; and the Grecian empire,

like a huge Colossus, bestrode the continent, one foot rest-

ing upon Macedon, and the other upon India. Under his

four successors, this huge fabric was dissolved into petty

monarchies, which floundered like wrecked vessels in an
angry sea, till the fourth beast in Daniel's vision, " dread-

ful and terrible and strong exceedingly," made its appear-

ance in the Roman commonwealth. For how many cen-

turies this gigantick empire ruled the destinies of the

world, pouring its armies, like streams of lava, over the

inhabited earth, history has long since told us. Nor are

we now to learn how the barbarians of the North, in their

turn, swept over the effete and bloated empire of Rome,
and for ten centuries chaos and night reigned upon the
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earth. A thousand years of strife, ignorance and barba-

rism, like a broad, dark belt, divide ancient from modern
history. Then, from the womb of chaos, a new order of

things arose : and the emergent race, which is now for

centuries to wield the destinies of the human family, is

that Anglo Saxon, speaking the English which we boast

as our mother tongue. No race is more widely diffused,

and none marches with a more victorious tread. In the

beautiful language of Mr. Webster, the British empire is

" a power, which has dotted over the surface of the whole
globe with her possessions and military posts; whose
morning drum-beat, following the sun and keeping com-
pany with the hours, circles the earth with one continuous

and unbroken strain of the martial airs of England."*
Where shall the limit be set upon the progress of this

heroic people ? The word of Canute was not more impo-
tent to restrain the advancing tide, than any spell to fetter

the diffusion of the English tongue. Already has it spread

eastward and westward with Anglo-Saxon empire, plant-

ing itself with the conqueror's cannon upon the plains of

India, overleaping the chafing ocean, and pushing aside

the savage dialects which, with the war-whoop, re-echoed

over this western continent. It is the language of that

new empire which has sprung up by enchantment on the

Pacific coast : amidst the confused Babel of dialects there

spoken, the accents of the English hold an imperious sway.
When commerce shall lay its iron track from the Atlantic

to the Pacific coast, binding the continents which two
oceans have hitharto divorced, English, from its diffusion,

must become the paramount language of the world. Eng-
land and America, sweeping the seas with their universal

commerce, enriched by the proud discoveries made in eve-

ry science, adorned with every art, ennobled by the free-

dom of their political institutions, and stimulated by the

zeal which Christianity inspires, must long maintain them-
selves as leaders in our modern civilization.

As the portraiture of Anglo-Saxon character, the English
language claims attention from the curious. It is no new
truth that '' the heart of a people is its mother tongue."

The whole image of a race is reflected in its tones and

• Speech on the Presidential Protest. Works, vol. 4, p. 110.
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words. Who can fail to discover the imaginative, acute

and witty Greek in the flexible and poUshed dialect of

Attica? or the hardy and haughty Roman in the buskm
of his stately Latin '? or the proud and courtly hidalgo in

the dignified and sonorous Spanish? or the volatile and
chatty Gaul in the curt and sprightly French ? or the cra-

ven and voluptuous Italian in his

" Soft, bastard Latin, i

Which melts like kisses from a female mouth?"
'

So the English, with its strong aspirate, its open vowels,

its close consonants, its army of monosyllables, its straight-

forward idiom, represents a race bold, daring and abrupt,

full of enterprise, driving on to its aim with an outbursting

energy which no obstacles can bind. Like a crystal pal-

ace, reflecting its noble inmate from a thousand angles,

the English language, from the face of every word and
syllable, presents in varied attitude the great indwelling

Saxon race : worthy of profoundest reverence, for picturing

thus the noblest people that ever lived for noblest ends up-

on the earth. IS^^ .-.;*•)';!*'!?*'>. ^tliil:^-^ . -^v^;-

*^ in. We may next consider the value of the English
tongue as a monument of history^ an avenue of philoso-

phy, and a mine of poetry. The antiquarian, standing

amid the ruins of Karnac or of Luxor, traces with an en-

vious eye the proud hieroglyphs which, under excruci-

ating torture, refuse to yield their secrets. He feels that if

the key to this cypher could be discovered, treasures of

historic lore would be unlocked, and a flood of light be

poured upon the races which have entombed their history

in these curious and stubborn records. Yet, perhaps, he
has never reflected that the language which is daily on
his lips, the base vehicle of much common and sorry talk,

is itself a prouder monument than all the obelisks of

Egypt ; that it is covered with inscriptions recording a
succession of dynasties more important than any found in

the royal rings in the famous tablet of Abydus. Probably,

this is true of all languages alike: but in those which
have ceased to be spoken, the clue may be forever lost,

and the fragments of ancient history may be too far im-
bedded in the language to be uncovered. But in living

languages, where the pedigree of words can easily be
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traced, and the history of the people is so recent as to be

known in detail, every great social revolution, like an in-

undation of the sea, leaves a deposite of new words upon
the language. It is by no means difficult, for example, to

trace the Moorish conquest over the Spanish peninsula, in

the words from this stock grafted upon that language : so

that if the history of this period were obscure, a disputed

event, or perhaps a doubtful date, might be determined

from the language alone. This is more particularly true

of English ; since the facts which make the frame of Eng-
lish history are attested by the existing state of the lan-

guage. The earliest inhabitants of Britain known to

history were of Celtic origin. It is notorious also that

these were, at an ascertained period, supplanted by the

Gothic hordes which, pouring down from the north of

Germany, over-ran the southern provinces, and found their

way over the water to the coast of Albion. Now, exactly

corresponding with these facts, we find small trace of the

Celtic tongue in the existing English. A few names of

common objects, as basket, rail, button, crook, like the In-

dian words " squaw," and " wigwam," remain, the fossils

of an extinct language : and a few geographical names, as

Kent and Thames, like the Indian names of localities

amongst us, are the only memorials of the aboriginal race,

whose title to the country has been cancelled by their own
extermination. The rest of the language was obliterated

with the race, except the trace still to be found in the

Welsh and Gaelic dialects ; which are precisely the dis-

tricts whither the Celts were driven, and in which they
held the longest footing.

Again, as the Romans were the earliest conquerors of

Britain, we should expect a large infusion of the Latin

language. Indeed, chronology would lead us to expect

the Latin would be the basis of the new tongue to arise

upon the displacement of the Celtic. Yet, in fact, we dis-

cover the Latin element to be introduced at a much later

day, and by an indirection, through the Norman French.
This anomaly is soon explained, by remembering that the

Romans h^d military occupation of the country merely

;

and at no ]Seriod intermingled largely with the natives.

Their dominion was vexed, through its entire period, by
ceaseless conflicts with the aborigines ; and finally, the

^1
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island was voluntarily abandoned, and their garrisons

withdrawn. It is interesting, as showing the minuteness

of the record which history chisels upon the face of a lan-

guage, to observe, that the few words introduced at this

period from the Latin, clearly point to the military tenure

of the Romans : as street, from strata ; cest, in Gloucester

for example, from castra ; and coin, as in Lincoln, from
colonia.* On the other hand, history informs that the

Teutonic races poured in such numbers upon the British

isle, as finally to absorb the original population which
remained after so many exterminating wars. According-

ly, we find the Saxon tongue of these invaders supplanting

the original Celtic
;
and becoming not so much an element

of the present English, as the substratum—the main stock,

into which grafts from other languages are inserted.

Following the stream of chronology, we are brought, in

1066, to another revolution, permanently affecting the his-

tory and language of the English people. I allude, of

course, to the Norman conquest. As two races were now
introduced into the country, with two distinct languages,

and the Norman ascendancy was sufficiently protracted,

we might antecedently expect considerable modification of

the old Saxon. Accordingly, we discover the Saxon gra-

dually dropping its numerous inflections, and exchanging
its awkward inversion of style for the simplicity and di-

rectness of the Norman. But of this change, we will have
occasion to speak more minutely in another place. It is

remarkable to what extent we can trace, in single words,
the relative position of th^se two races. The Normans,
as conquerors, would naturally occupy all places of trust

and power, while the native Saxons would sink into the

condition of serfs. As estates, benefices and civil dignities

are transferred to the former, so all the terms of honor and
pre-eminence, and all words that relate to war and chival-

ry, come to us from the Norman. The words duke, count,

baron, villain, service, throne, realm, royalty, homage,
sceptre, sovereign, palace, castle, chancellor, treasurer, and
the like, will be taken as sufficient examples. Trench,
from whom the above statement is drawn, withjhe minute-
ness of a finished and accurate scholar, remarks that the

Latham's Hand-book of the English Language, p. 47.
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word " king" is an exception to this list ;* significant of the

fact, that William came to the throne by a claim to the

succession, and did not break the continuity of the nation

or of the government. On the other hand, the names of

common objects, the words that are used in practical life,

the terms that are employed in business, are all of Saxon
origin. The readers of Ivanhoe cannot fail to recall the

philosophical illustration given by Wamba, the jester, of

the relative posture of the two races. The names of ani-

mals are Saxon in the field ; Norman, when brought into

the market. Ox, steer, cow, are Saxon ; beef, is Norman.
Sheep, is Saxon ;

mutton, Norman. " He, is Saxon," says

the jester, " when he requires tendance, and takes a Nor-
man name when he becomes matter of enjoyment." Oth-
er illustrations, still more minute, might be afforded of

history thus imbedded in a language. Few persons are

aware that a historical explanation can be given of count-

ess, the irregular feminine of earl. The irregularity is due
to the circumstance that one word is Norman, and the

other Saxon. Earl was the Danish-Saxon designation of

a certain order of nobility
;
but was displaced by the Nor-

man count, upon the ascendancy of the latter race. In
the changes of fortune to which languages as well as men
are subject, earl has recovered its place : but the conflict of

races is marked in the retention of countess, as the name
of its fellow. So the words shire, and county, are used
interchangeably in common English : shire, from a Saxon
word signifying to cut off, designating the territory put

under the jurisdiction of a noble : but upon the Norman
invasion, this jurisdiction passed into the hands of the

Norman count ; and the Saxon shire becomes the Norman
county.t The substitution too, of Anglia, instead of Brit-

ain, as the name of the island, just about the period when
Egbert united the Heptarchy under his single sceptre, is

another minute coincidence of language with history.—

But we must refrain from these particular illustrations of

the manner in which the Philologist will disinter facts

concealed, from careless observers, within the body of a
language.! As the Geologist will describe the successive

* Trench on the Study of Words, p. 76. t lb. pp. 203, 225.

X For example, the word cabal, formed from the initials of the names Clif-

ford, Ashley, Buckingham, Arlington, and Lauderdale, who constituted the

Ministry of the Second Charles.
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formations upon the earth's surface, so will the Antiquary-

describe the historical changes which have left their inef-

faceable marks upon the language of every people.

But the English is not only a monumental record of

historical facts ; it is also an avenue of philosophy. The
study of all language is the study of the laws of the hu-

man mind. It has been well said that " the origin and
formation of words, and the structure of sentences, as ex-

hibited in etymology and syntax, taken as a whole, are

biit a counterpart of those mental phenomena which have
been collected and classified by the masters of mental
science. The laws of suggestion, of memory, of imagina-

tion, of abstraction, of generalization and reasoiiing, are

distmctly exhibited, not merely in the higher specimens of

eloquence and poetry, but also in the common forms of

language ; so that there is truth in the remark, ' that we
might turn a treatise on the philosophy of mind, into one
on the philosophy of language, by merely supposing that

every thing said in the former of the thoughts as subject-

ive, is said again in the latter of the words, as objective.'"

If language be " the incarnation of thought," as it has
been beautifully described, then its verbal forms cannot

be studied without opening treasures of philosophy. It is

not our purpose, however, to plunge into the intricacies of

universal grammar. However interesting it might be to

trace the working of the human mind in forming the' ne-

cessary parts of speech, and in the various modifications

of nouns and verbs by gender, number, case, tense and
mood, such a digression would entirely defeat that particu-

lar advocacy of English, to which we are now committed,

we will therefore confine our attention to those features

of the English language which would naturally engage

the attention of a philosophical student. And that which
would first strike the eye of a classical scholar, is the com-
parative absence of all transposition in the construction of

its sentences. The idiom of the Greek and Latin langua-

ges allows the words to be arranged according to the taste

or caprice of the writer ; while the idiom of the English

follows the natural order of thought as developed from the

mind. The subject is stated first, with all the qualities

which belong to it ; then comes the action, with all its

relations ; and last follow? the object, upon which all the
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preceding must terminate. This difference of structure

draws after it a greater difference in the very character

and genius of the language. Words cannot be widely
transposed, without undergoing great changes by inflec-

tion. It is only by this artifice that endless confusion is

avoided. If, for example, a dozen words intervene be-

tween the noun and its adjective, there must be some sign

common to both, by which they may be collated and con-

strued together. Hence arises the inflection of nouns by
case and gender, which must also be extended to the

adjectives by which they are qualified. The direct style

of the English, on the other hand, avoids this whole diffi-

culty, since it expresses the relalions between words by
means of connectives and auxiliaries. There can be little

doubt that the latter idiom is far the more philosophical.

As a test of this, take the beautiful statement by Kuhner,
of the Greek cases. He says, " all the relations, which
the language denotes by the inflection of the substantive

object, were originally relations of space. In this manner
the object of the verb appears in a threefold aspect ; name-
ly, first, as that out of which the action of the verb pro-

ceeds
; secondly, as that to which the action of the verb

tends ; thirdly, as that by or in which the action of the

verb takes place. In this way three cases originate : the

genitive, denoting the direction whence ; the accusative,

whither ; and the dative, the place where." He proceeds

to show that the same principle may be extended to time
and causality : the genitive, denoting the time whence;
the accusative, the time whither ; and the dative, the time
in which. So again, the cause of an action is put in the

genitive, as expressing its outgoing ; the effect or conse-

quence is put in the accusative, as to this the action tends

;

and the means, by or in which the action proceeds, in the

dative. Now as a classification of facts, this is extremely
just and striking: but can we penetrate its philosophy 1

Can we assign any reason why the genitive should be the

whence case ; the accusative, the whither case
;
and the

dative, the where case? What is there in certain termina-

tions of words to suggest, and therefore to signify, these

relations? Perhaps, if we had known these languages
when they were crystallizing into shape, we might be able

to detect some natural association between the two. It

i\
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might then appear that these terminations, by which the

stem noun is modified in the different cases, are in reahty

but fragments of original words expressing these relations;

and that by agglutination they have become so thoroughly

incorporated into the main word, as to seem only a part of

it. Thus the inflection of nouns by cases might have
originated, like the inflection of nouns in the Shemitish

languages by suffixes of the pronouns. However this

may be, such connexion is now forever lost. We cannot

trace the origin of these terminations of case, and there-

fore the arrangement seems to be purely arbitrary. In the

English, however, these relations of time, space, cause and
the like, are expressed by the aid of prepositions. The
nouns themselves discharge the single office of designating

the thing spoken about : and a whole army of connectives

spring forward as servitors to wait upon the noun, and
express its relations to other things. This is far more
philosophical, since one set of words is assigned to a single

function, and not lo tlie double office of both designating

and defining. If we adopt the view taken by Home
Tooke, which to us appears sufficiently substantiated,

that these prepositions, conjunctions, etc., are fragments of

original nouns and verbs, which have been washed up
from the detritus of language, and made to serve as

"wheels for the more easy and rapid conveyance of

thought," the advantage is most clearly for English. Ac-

cording to this theory, every word, however humble its

office, can show a patent of nobility. No word is so in-

significant, but it has its independent meaning ; and if

that meaning conveys the ideas of time, and space, and
causation, then is the connection not an arbitrary vincu-

lum to bind words together, but is the natural nexus con-

necting a word with the circumstances from which it

cannot be viewed apart. The advantage of expressing all

relations by means of separate words devoted to that

office, will signally appear from the fact that neither the

Greek nor Latin language can inflect their nouns so as to

dispense, altogether, with the aid of prepositions. To
multiply cases so as lo express every possible relation in

which one word may stand to another, would be to render

the language so unwieldy that it could never be employed.
Hence, in these tongues, the relations which we express
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by the prepositions before, behind, around, above, below,

within, without, can only be conveyed by corresponding

connectives :* a clear confession of the greater simplicity

and conipleteness of the English method.
If we pass from the consideration of case to that of gen-

der, we shall be more fully persuaded of the philosophy of

the English language. In the Latin and the Greek, the

distinction of gender extends to multitudes of nouns which
are not susceptible of sex. What is still more anomalous,
this distinction extends also to the adjective, which, as it

denotes an abstract quality only, does not admit of gender.

Yet this invasion upon sound philosophy is necessary, to

remedy the inconvenience arising from the singular inver-

sion of their style. If the adjective be dissociated from its

proper noun by many intermediate words, the expedient is

devised of putting it in the same gender ; and by this sign

the noun recognises il3 own qualifying and descriptive

epithets. But in English there is no sign to indicate gen-

der, except in a few cases, which are easily enumerated

;

and gender is applied only to those objects which naturally

have sex. This is not only more philosophical and true,

but it contributes not a little to vividness of style, by giv-

ing frequent occasion for personification. When the Greek,

for example, puts sun in the masculine gender, and moon
in the feminine, it is a mere trick of grammar, by which
these words may know their places in a sentence ; while
in English, the application of the personal pronouns to

them, in giving gender, is a beautiful figure of rhetoric.

It is, however, in the use of auxiliaries, by which the

modifications of the verb are expressed, that the peculiar

advantage of the English is perceived. The same remark
will apply to the conjugation of verbs, previously made of

the declension of nouns, that the various terminations em-
ployed do not philosophically denote the changes which
they indicate ; or at least the clue is lost by which the

significance of these terminations might be ascertained.

But in English, these modification? of the original verb,

both in tense and mood, are denoted by auxiliaries, such
as do, can, may, shall, will, hav0, be, was, and others

;

and these auxiliaries are themselves verbs, still retaining

* Kuhner's Greek Grammar, p. 410.

';pil!l
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their primary significance. By means of them, every
possible shade of meaning may be expressed. As too, it

is impossible to multiply cases so as to express all the

conceivable relations of the noun, so is it even more im-
practicable to multiply tenses which shall convey all pos-

sible modifications of the verb. Hence the immense ad-

vantage of English in the matter of precision. The shades
of meaning which we convey by the auxiliaries might,

could, would, and should, must in the Latin and Greek,

be conjectured, from the context ; since they are all em-
braced within one tense, and no sign is employed to dis-

criminate between them.*;., w.. / i, .,,.;. ^ .:,;; f
'^

Thus it is seen that the main characteristics of the

English language, distinguishing it from the ancient clas-

sic tongues, are directness in the structure of its sentences,

as opposed to the great transposition of words ; and, the

employment of auxiliaries, prepositions, conjunctions, and
other connectives, to express all the accidents and proper-

ties and changes to be noted, rather than the inflection of

the noun and verb in declension and conjugation. That
in these respects it is the more philosophical language,

will appear from the ease with which it may be spoken,

even by the illiterate. All that needs to be known are the

names of those objects about which we speak, and the

words which will convey what we desire to affirm, and.

nature herself will prompt the order of utterance. But in

the classic languages of antiquity, a correct style of conver-

sation required the same cultivation of taste, as a correct

style of composition requires now ; and he who could

speak them with accuracy, received as much praise as a
good author with us. For the same reason, the Latin lan-

guage was almost unfit for the drama ; and produced no
literature of this species at all equal to the English.

—

Equally so, in regard to epistolary composition : it tasked

the versatility of even Cicero's genius, and his profound

mastery of his native tongue, to preserve himself from
comparative failure in the Letters he has left us. It is no
slight confirmation of this that the Greek, which is far

more perfect than the Latin, is far less inverted, approach-

* See, on the topics of this Section, Art. Language, in the Encyclopaidia
Biittanica.
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es the excellence of the English in its abundant use of

particles and connectives, and pre-eminently excels in the

power of combining words. It is, perhaps, a higher proof

still, of the superior excellence of the direct idiom, that

with the example before them of the transpositive langua-

ges, the modern tongues of Europe, not excepting those

formed on the basis of the Latin, pursue the more philoso-

phical order : though in this respect, neither the French or

Italian, or Spanish will compare with the English.

It is a curious circumstance in the history of the Eng-
lish language, that it has changed in its progress from the

one idiom to the other. The old Saxon was strongly

marked by the inflexion of its names and verbs, as well as

by the inversion of its style. In passing into the present

English, it presents the singular fact of dropping its inflex-

ions, and substituting in place of them the connectives

and auxiliaries which now abound. It might be interest-

ing to inquire into the causes of this remarkable change,
and Dr. Latham seems to challenge such investigation by
laying it down as a universal law that " the earlier the

stage of a given language, the greater the amount of its

inflectional forms—as languages become modern, they sub-

stitute prepositions and auxiliaries for cases and tenses,

while the reverse of this never takes place."* He evident-

ly considers this the natural developement of language,

and certainly admitting of philosophical explanation.

—

Outward influences may accelerate the change, .but do
not originate it. In the Enghsh language, this change
has been usually ascribed to the influence of the Norman
Conquest. The idiom of the Norman French being more
direct, would naturally improve the Saxon by introducing

a more natural order in the construction of its sentences.

Dr. Latham suggests a doubt of this, from the fact that in

Sweden, Norway and Denmark, a similar transition has
taken place, without any such conques~t to which to as-

cribe it.t Sharon Turner ascribes to the Norman influ-

ence a greater attention to euphony, and greater directness

of style
;
but attributes the general abandonment of inflec-

tions to their extreme irregularity, and the confusion of

'M

in

* Hand-Book of the English Language, p. 65. t lb. p. 68.
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thought thus occasioned. Only a few have been retained,

sufficient to mark the genius of the original Saxon, which
are now inwoven into the very frame of the language.

These remarks will at least indicate the philosophical re-

searches to which we may be introduced by the critical

study of our mother tongue.

But the intrinsic worth of the English language is not

fully appreciated, unless we consider the wealth of Poetry

stored within the recesses of almost every word. Thought-
less men, for centuries, have trodden the ruins of Pompeii
and Nineveh, ignorant of those exquisite specimens of an-

cient art and skill which antiquarian research has recently

disinterred. In like manner, few have ever broken through

the outer crust of words, and opened the hidden chambers
of imagery, adorned with paintings fresher and brighter

than any found in the temples and tombs of Egypt.
The changes of meaning to be traced in words present a
series of dissolving views, which melt into each other like

the fading clouds of summer, as the setting sun illuminates

the scenery of the sky. To every word belongs one radi-

cal and essential meaning. How it should acquire this,

we may be unable perhaps to discover, except in that class

of words known as onomatopees : and there must be a
starting point in language as in every thing else.* In the

The following passage, taken from the Introduction to Nordheimer's He-
brew Grammar, will be of interest to the reader, as throwing some light upon
this difficult point :

" Since however, the external sound belongs entirely to

the material, and the idea which it represents as exclusively to me immaterial
world, the two stand at a distance so remote from each other, that the con-
nexion between them has hitherto been a complete res occulta ; and such doubt-
less it will continue, so long as we shall remain ignorant of the nature of the

union subsisting between the body and the soul. * * AH that we can hope
to accomplish in the vast majority of cases, is to find out the primitive idea or

signification of a word, for the expression of which the organs, through the
power of the soul, were first set in motion : and when once the word, with its

individual meaning, has been thus established as an integral part of the lan-

guage to which it belongs, the formation of derivatives may be shown to take
place on principles, the determination of which is comparatively easy."

—

Heb.
Grammar, vol. 1, p. 7.

Resuming this topic in the Introduction to his second volume, Nordheimer
supposes four principles to co-operate in the formation of language. The first

he terms the imitative p-indpk, when there is an objective resemblance in

words to the sounds which the words indicate, as in crash, buzz, slam, etc.

The second he describes as the symbolic principle , where there is no direct im-
itation, but only an analogy between certain ideas and certain sounds, as in

sloth, hurry, calm, and the like. The third principle, which he calls the aw-
alogical, prevails, when having arrived by one or other of these two processes

at the
I
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lapse of time many secondary significations will develope
from the primary

;
some of them so remote that a scholar

can pass from one extreme of the chain to the other only
by closely observing the intervening links. Two causes

exist for this : first, that as sense is the inlet ofour ideas, we
must draw from the objective world the bullion which the

mind may stamp in its own mint, and circulate as its coin

;

the second is, that to frame a new word for every shade
of thought, would swell language to such bulk that life

would be consumed in its study, and the very design of it

as a means of intercourse would be defeated. In drawing
out these secondary meanings, the nicest philosophy is

disclosed. We trace the operation of the mind itself, de-

veloping the thought which is embodied in the original

word. But these transitions are often as beautiful as they
are philosophical. In proportion, however, as the new
meaning comes to be regarded as conventional, and its

derivation is overlooked, the beautiful image is buried

beneath the popular and unreflecting usage, like the fossil

remains of some once living, but now extinct, animal.

Trench, in his little work before mentioned,* remarks,
" many a single word is a concentrated poem, having
stores of poetical thought and imagery laid up in it. Ex-
amine it, and it will be found to rest on some deep analo-

gy of things natural and spiritual. The image may have
grown trile and ordinary now

;
perhaps, through the help

of this very word, may have become so entirely the herit-

age of all, as to seem little better than a common-place

:

yet not the less he who first discovered the relation and
devised the new word which should express it, or gave to

an old never before but literally used this new and figura-

tive sense, this man was, in his degree, a poet." From
this source arises the exquisite pleasure experienced in the

study of the sacred Hebrew, and its cognates. Every
word being significant, we are opening treasures of philO'

sophy and poetry at every step. Beautiful crystals of

at the representation of an idea, other analogous ideas are expressed by simi-

lar sounds. And the fourth, or synthetical principle, causes a compound idea

to be represented by a combination of the words denoting the constituent

simple ideas, or the most important elements of such words."

—

Heb. Gram-
mar, vol. 2, pp. 7, 8.

* On the Study of Words, p. 14.
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thought are seen shooting up, and the same poetic glow

enUvens ns which fired the heart of the first framer.

Who, for instance, can trace the Syriac word for " truth"

to its primary sense, which is the passage of an arrow

through the air, without feeling the beauty of the image-

ry—truth speeding without deflection to its mark? And
who can uncover the radical signification of the Hebrew
word for "man," denoting weakness or frailty, without

dropping a tear over this pathetic memorial of the fallen

condition of the human race?

In the so called dead languages, considerable attention

must be given to etymology, in order to their acquisition.

In the eflbrt to associate certain ideas with certain words,

we are compelled to aid the memory by tracing the con-

nexion in their significations. This, however, can be done

to a partial extent only ; in many instances the origin of

words is lost beyond recovery : it is chiefly in compounded
words that we are successful, and that simply in resolving

them into their constituent parts. But in a living language,

the process is daily going forward by which words change
their meaning, and a clue is furnished to guide our inves-

tigations. We have a knowledge of the great factors of

the language, so that no limit can be assigned to a suc-

cessful analysis of its words. Yet a familiarity from
infancy with our vernacular tongue, blunts the edge of

inquiry. We know the conventional meaning which usage

assigns, and thus are not driven back upon the pedigree

of words to gain such an acquaintance as shall be availa-

ble for practical ends. Thus, it has been well remarked,

to a classical scholar, the dead languages of Greece and
Rome may have more of life than that he was first taught
to lisp at a mother's knee. Should English, however, be
studied in the original power of its roots, and in the deri-

vation of meanings from the same—should attention be
given to the heraldry of its words, the language becomes
instinct with life, and glows with the poetry with which
it is inspired. One has but to open such a work as Rich-
ardson's Dictionary, to see words, which at first view are

like marble statues standing silent in their niches, start

forth into life, bright with intellect and warm of heart.

We pick up the acorn at our feet with livelier interest,

upon decompounding the word and recognizing it as the

«
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oak-corn. We feel a new friendship for that little word
" can," when we -remember its first sense, to know, still

preserved in the Scotch, to ken
; and trace its kindred

with its low relative, cunning : and we cannot put it

away, without pausing upon that analogy which transfers

the signification from knowledge to power. The "fog"
which surrounds our dwelling on some autumnal morn-
ing, grows denser as we trace it to the Anglo-Saxon feg-an,

to gather or collect ; and new relations spring up before us,

as from the same root we develope the words fagot, and
pettifogger. The husband becomes a more gfiigust per-

sonage, when he stands revealed as vinculum domuSj
whose authority binds the house together as a unit : and
the correlative, wife, is infinitely dearer, when in the Sax-
on, she is presented as the woof-man ; engaged in domesr
tic pursuits, of which weaving may be deemed the type.
" Man" stands forth in greater dignity and robustness, as

derived from the Saxon, megan, to be strong. " Virtue"

has a more comprehensive sense when, from the Latin,

vir, it includes all the traits which should adorn a man.
"Woe" has a deeper significance, when traced to the Sax-
on, which sighs it forth : and " wrath" is more terrible,

when it is identified with "writhe," and expresses the

torture which is felt. Thus, like the immense coal forma-

tions of our native land, the English language is a perfect

bed of what Emerson calls "fossil poetry." Whether,
then, we view it in relation to this feature, or consider it

as a monument of history, or a repository of philosophy, in

each aspect its intrinsic worth as a language establishes a
just claim to the critical study of scholars.

IV. It is another argument for the assiduous cultivation

of English, that we employ it as the instrument ofguiding
the mindsj and controlling the opinions ofmen. Probably,

there is not a nation upon the globe so essentially a speech-

making people as our own ; with whom therefore this

consideration should carry greater weight. Our form of

government is one which draws the masses together, in

their primary assemblies, to discuss political measures. A
people as busy as ours, and yet as free and inquisitive, will

depend much upon the ear for acquiring knowledge, and
gather in lyceums and debating clubs, and rally at the

call of lecturers, who go in shoals over the land. They

v-
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are also a religious, and therefore a reading people, hold-

ing large communion with unseen authors, whose living

thoughts breathe upon the printed page. Besides this

occasional use of language as the vehicle of thought, there

are four distinct classes whose profession requires its ha-

bitual employment : the Jurist, engaged in the distribution

ofjustice, and the enforcement of law,—the Divine, ex-

pounding the great rules of human duty, and tracing

the mysteries of the future world,—the Statesman, shap-

mg the political history and destiny of the common-
wealth,—and the whole army of writers, from the para-

graphist of the newspaper to the conductors of grave Re-
views, and the authors of ponderous volumes. Surely, an
instrument so much wielded for the instruction and plea-

sure of mankind, should be fully understood and appreci-

ated. Even the sawyer and axeman will not go to their

daily toil without a proper edge upon their tools ; how
much more stupid is the attempt to control the thoughts

and passions of men without comprehending the instru-

ment employed in so serious a task

!

The English needs to be carefully studied with refer-

ence both to power and precision in its use : and this

necessity will more distinctly appear, upon remembering
that English is not strictly a homogeneous language,

developed from a single stock. Disregarding the sHght
infusion of words from other sources, it is doubtless true

that Latin and Saxon are the two great factors of which
it is composed :* and skill in its use will turn greatly upon
the proposition in which these elements are mingled. To
make this apparent, I cannot do better than condense
some statements found in an admirable article of the Ed-
inburgh Review, for the year 1839. Of 38,000 words,

then, which constitute the English vocabulary, about five

eighths, or 23,000, are Anglo-Saxon ; the remaining three

eighths including words from all other sources, though
chiefly from the Latin. This is the relative proportion, if

tl

* A German Philologist, speaking of the English language, says, " Its al-

together intellectual and singularly happy foundation and development, has
arisen from a surprising aUiance between the two noblest languages of anti-

quity—the German and the Romanesque—the relation of which to each other
is well known to be such that the former supplies the material foundation, the

latter the abstract notions."
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we take the census of the whole language. If, however,
with Sharon Turner and Sir James Mackintosh, we select

passages from the best and purest writers, the proportion

of Saxon words is far greater. An estimate has been made
upon the basis of passages taken at random from the Bible,

Shakspeare, Milton, Cowley, Thomson, Addison, Locke,
Pope, Young, Swift, Robertson, Hume, Gibbon, and John-
son ; and the general result gives the Saxon element, pre-

dominating in the ratio of four to one. In none of these

passages was the number of foreign words greater than
one third ; in many, less than one tenth. If, then, the

number of words be the only criterion of judgment, the

Saxon is clearly the controlling element of the language.

But if we consider further the classes of words and their

relative importance, the supremacy of the Saxon will no
longer be questioned. Condensing still the admirable
generalizations of the Edinburgh Reviewer, it appears that

English Grammar is almost exclusively occupied with
what is of Anglo-Saxon origin. What few inflections

exist of noun and verb are Saxon—the articles and defini-

tions of every sort—the pronouns—the auxiliary verbs,

prepositions, conjunctions and adverbs, almost without

exception—the terminations which express comparison

—

all these are of Saxon derivation. Again : the names of

most objects in nature come from the same source, as sun,

moon, and stars, earth, fire, water ; the names of three of

the seasons—spring, summer, winter ; all the divisions of

time—day, night, morning, evening, sun-rise, sun-set, noon,

twi-light ; the names of heat, cold, frost, hail, rain, snow,
sleet, thunder, lightning ; all the features of a diversified

landscape—land, sea, hill, dale, wood, stream. The Sax-
on too furnishes that vivid class of words which express

the cries and postures of animated existence, as to sit,

stand, lie, run, walk, leap, slide, stagger, yawn, gape, fly,

crawl, creep, swim, spring, spurn, etc : the very terms

which form the staple of all impressive, poetic descriptions.

To the same language we are indebted for the names of

our nearest and dearest connections, as father, mother,

husband, wife, brother, sister, son, daughter, child, home,
kindred, friends ; also, the names of hearth, roof, fire-side,

with which our earliest and holiest remembrances are

linked. From the same fountain we draw the language
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of our strongest and tenderest emotions, as love, joy, grief,

hope, fear, sorrow and shame ; and the names loo which
we give to the outward signs of these emotions—tear,

smile, blush, laugh, sigh, and groan. From the Saxon
again we borrow the names of practical life, the language

of business, the nomenclature of the street, the market, the

workshop and the farm ; the dialect, home-spun yet forci-

ble, which utters our national proverbs, is original Saxon.

The language too, of satire and invective, of pleasantry

and humour, the colloquial terms of ordinary intercourse,

are Saxon. While too, our general and abstract terms are

derived chiefly from the Latin, those which denote special

objects are Saxon. For example, colour is Latin ; but the

varieties of colour, while, brown, green, blue, red, yellow,

and black, are all Saxon. Crime too, is Latin
;
but theft,

murder, robbery, and the like, are Saxon. Animal is

Latin ; man, cow, sheep, are Saxon. Number is derived

from the Latin, through the Norman French ; while the

Saxon gives all the cardinals and ordinals, from one to a
miUion. From this condensed statement of facts, it is

obvious that the Saxon element in our language must be
studied, in order to appreciate its power : and that neither

speakers nor writers are capable of wielding this great

instrument, until they have mastered both constituents of

the language, and can draw from either as the nature of

their subjects, or the character of their hearers, may de-

mand. If the speaker's object be to sway the judgment of

the masses, he should draw chiefly upon the Saxon portion

of the language, every word of which goes with a home
influence to the bosoms of men. So too, if his aim is to

excite vivid emotions, and call into play the passions of

men, he must rely upon those special and poetic terms

which the Saxon aflbrds ; if his object be denunciation or

pleasantry, he must again from the Saxon armoury draw
the bolts of satire or the shafts of ridicule. If, on the other

hand, his discourse be upon subjects of science, the foreign

languages will suggest the proper terms. If the eflbrt be
to soften what is harsh, or to vary what is trite, or to dig-

nify what is low, the classic terms will aflbrd the euphe-
misms that are needed. Disregard of these independent
sources of the English tongue has been the cause of serious

injury, defacing its beauty, and retrenching its power. To
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this disregard we must refer those hybrid words, which,
springing from a Saxon stock, put on a Greek form. A
graver oftence is the importation of foreign idioms, forcing

the English into the strange, unnatural forms of a different

dialect ; as when Dr. Johnson introduced his cumbrous,
periodic style, which was neither Latin nor English-, but
which Macauly hits off as Johnsonese; and when Carlyle

and his bombastic imitators strive to force a German idiom,

and only succeed in turning the English, like a glove,

wrong side out. These corruptions of our mother tongue
would never have been perpetrated, if the native strength

of the Saxon had been understood. A full convictipn of

this too, would restrain the fantastic desire of sewing what
Horace satirizes as " purple patches" upon a plain style

;

peppering it over with grotesque citations from Greek, and
Latin, and French authors ;* which the Edinburg Review-
er tartly says resemble classical compositions, as much as

the hortus siccus of a botanist resembles the parterre of a
flower garden.

The study of synonymes also, is essential to those who
undertake to write or speak English with precision. Even
those languages which are developed from a single root

will exhibit many words of similar import : and the scho-

lar must learn to detect the shght variations of thought

which they discover. But a language, like the English,

which draws its life from two breasts, imposes a sterner

vigilance, and a keener discrimination upon all who hope
to master it. Two distinct languages, as the Latin and
the Saxon, might be expected to have each its own word
to express the same idea. When these two are fused into

one language, as the Saxon and the Latin into English,

* Reminding one of Hudibras, who spoke

"A Babylonish dialect

Which learned pedants much affect;

It was a party-coloured dress

Of patched and piebald languages

;

'T was English cut on Greek and Latin,

Like fustian heretofore on satin.

It had an odd promiscuous tone,

As if he talked three parts in one :

Which made some think, when he did gabble,

They heard three labourers of Babel

;

Or Cerberus himself pronounce
A leash of languages at once."
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what become of these rival terms? And when one shall

gain the ascendancy, what modifications are put upon the

other to extinguish this identity? It is astonishing how
fast the supposed synonymes of the English disappear,

upon close inspection ; so that a careless use of them must
introduce great confusion of thought. As in the Daguer-
reotype the slightest motion will blur the picture, so in

language the least shifting of thought will obscure the

synonyme. A close attention to this distinction of words
will tend greatly to correct redundancy. The effort to

conjure up the word which will precisely express the

thought, serves to exclude many which are inadequate
;

and after all, a redundant style is felt to be a grievance,

not so much from the overloading of the idea, as from the

confusion of mind produced by this mingling together

distinct shades of thought. Illustrations of this could be
produced without limit. How many writers, for example,
would distinguish between bravery and courage—referring

the former to what is constitutional, and the latter to what
results from principle and by reflection ? " Many words,"

says Graham,* may be observed to differ from each other,

as the species from the genus, as we may perceive between
to do and to make ; a very large class of words may be
distinguished under the heads of active and passive, as

between ability and capacity ; the principle of intensity

may be observed to operate in the difference between the

words to see and to look ; others have a positive and
negative difference, as between to shun and to avoid ; and
many, which do not appear to depend on any uniformly

acting principle, may be ranged under the head oimisceU
laneous" This classification of words is like the classifi-

cation made by Naturalists of the animal kingdom : and
disregard of the essential differences of words will produce
as great confusion in language, as a similar disregard of

the differences of animals would produce in natural histo-

ry. Hence the value of that advice suggested by Cole-

ridge :t "accustom yourself to reflect on the words you use,

hear or read—their birth, derivation and history. For if

words are not things, they are living powers, by which
the things of most importance to mankind are actuated,

• English Synonymes, p. 7. t Aids to Reflection.—Preface.
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combined and humanized." Language, as the medium of

thought, should be transparent as the purest crystal : it

should neither refract nor discolour the truth which it

transmits. The blending of images by the indiscriminate

use of synonymes, like the distorted image reflected from
the uneven surface of a mirror, shocks where it was
intended to please, and misleads where it was desired to

guide. If a writer on morals, for example, uses the word
obligation^ when he means duty^XiQ insensibly shifts the

ground upon which his injunction rests; and makes a
voluntary contract or promise the basis of action, rather .

the naturjal relations of society from which there is no
escape. So, if a metaphysician represents that as evident

which is really obvious, he utters a half truth and weakens
his argument by the feebleness of the term chosen : while

he is thinking of truths that are intuitive, the reader re-

cognises truths that are demonstrable. If, then, no higher

appeal could be made to the hearts of our scholars in

favour of this critical study of the English language, this

cold, utilitarian argument should convince their under-

standings, and a motive of policy prevail where the prompt-

ings of affection prove ineffectual.

V. But as this article must be contracted within the

limits of the reader's patience, we shall be content with
suggesting only one consideration further: the treasures

of Literature laid up in the archives of the English
language. The enthusiastic admirers of ancient classic

genius love to expatiate upon the philosophical and poeti-

cal remains of Grecian literature. But there is no lan-

guage, living or dead, ancient or modern, which hoards so

vast a store of intellectual wealth as the English. Per-

haps, in one or two single departments, it may be surpass-

ed. In fiction and romance,—possibly too, in the Natural

sciences—larger contributions may be gathered from the

French : yet it is hard to admit that Walter Scott and
Bulwer can be ' surpassed in the first ; or Brewster, and
Davy, Lardner, and others, in the second. So too, in dry,

verbal criticism, in the dray-horse plodding of mere learn-

ing, the Germans may bear away the palm; though, as

to valuable results, one page of English criticism will out-

weigh ten pages of German. But the English sweeps
with the broadest wing over the entire circle of human

,
/^'VA,
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knowledge. To recite the names of distinguished writers

in the different departments, would be to count the stars in

the firmament. Among the poets, there is Pope, with
scarce a ripple curling the surface of his flowing verse

;

and Moore, whose lyrics breathe the voluptuous softness

of ihe ancient Syren ; and Byron, like the Phoenix envel-

oped in flame, consuming amid the fires of his own terrific

passions ; and superior to them all, the immortal Milton,

like an eagle from its eyrie, "soaring to the key-stone of

Heaven." Among the essayists which crowd the milky
way of English literature, it is almost invidious to speak
even of «Addison, and Steele, and Swift, and Lamb, and
Johnson, and Goldsmith, and Foster, and Mackintosh.

Among historians, the names of Hume and Gibbon, and
Robertson and Alison, and Macaulay, shine with splendor

undimmed by the halo which surrounds the names of

ancient Thucydides and Livy. In the class of orators, we
follow the stately and sustained tread of Robert Hall ; or

revel in the elegant declamation of Burke, often from the

highest pinnacle of philosophy '• swooping like a falcon

to his quarry," in the happy use of some colloquial phrase

which awakens all the home-thoughts within a man. In

the drama, it is enough to repeat great Shakspeare's name,
whose creative genius presents a world in miniature, tossed

with the same jealousies and passions which have always
rent society with the terrors of an earthquake. But it is

especially in the department of philosophy that the robust

English mind leaves the impress of its greatness. Com-
pared with the calm and healthful writings of Locke,

Reid, and Stewart, Brown and Hamilton, all the transcen-

dental rhapsodies of the French and German schools. a«re

but as the exploding rocket, compared with the quiet,

twinkling star ; or as the lawless comet with the steady

moon, reigning with queenly majesty amid the hosts of

Heaven.
But we cannot pause even to group in proper clusters

the great lights of English litera,ture and science. It is

enough to say that a people as vigorous as ours, as impa-

tient of dictation, and enjoying the stimulus of free institu-

tions, cannot lag in any career upon which they may start

forth : and the closest scrutiny of facts will sustain this

antecedent presumption. There is however one branch of
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literature in which the English mind has utterly distanced

competition. I refer to all that the English language con-

tains upon civil liberty, and Protestant Christianity. All

that the world enjoys of regulated liberty, it owes to the

Anglo-Saxon race. The modern English Parliament may
unquestionably be traced to the Saxon Witenagemot as its

root : and though the people were not directly represented

in that, but only the magistracy, yet, beyond doubt, it is

the germ of all that exists among us of popular represent-

ation.* That great bulwark of liberty and justice, trial by
jury, took its rise in the early period of English history,

and was gradually moulded into its present form during

the progress of civil freedom. And the great body of com-
mon law, now of force, both in this country and in England,
has come down from Saxon times, enlarged and greatly

modified during the Norman rule. But it is needless to go
into detail, when the whole drift of English history is but

the progress of regulated civil liberty. The great clue to

its interpretation, from the granting of Magna Charta by
the feeble John in 1215, to the overlhrow of the treacher-

ous House of Stuart in 1688, is simply the struggle between
prerogative and privilege,—the conflict of the crown with
the parliament. Even Hume declares the revolution that

placed the Prince of Orange upon the throne of England
to have decided forever this great issue :

" the precedent pf
deposing one king, and establishing a new family, gave
such an ascendant to popular principles,! as has put the

nature of the English Constitution beyond all controversy

:

and it may be justly affirmed, without any danger of ex-

aggeration, that we, in this island, have ever since enjoyed,

if not the best system of government, at least the most
entire system of liberty, that ever was known amongst
mankind."t If this could be safely written of the British

isle one hundred years ago, the achievements of the Anglo-

* Pictorial History of England, vol. 1, pp. 239, 240.

t "When the English Revolution of 1688 took place, the English people did

not content themselves with the example of Runnymede; they did not build

their hopes upon royal charters. * * * Instead of petitioning for charters,

they declared their rights ; and while they offered to the Prince of Orange the

crown with one hand, they held in the other an enumeration of those privile-

ges which they did not profess to hold as favours, but which they demanded
and insisted upon as their undoubted rights."

—

Webslerh Speech on the Revo-
lution in Greece: Works, vol. 3, pp. 70, 71.

t Hume's History of England, vol. 6, p. 363: Harper's edition.
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Saxon race since then, have not reduced the world's

indebtedness for the developement of social and civil free-

dom on this western continent. What language then, but

the language of this imperial race, contains the noble

records in which Liberty reads both her struggles and her

triumphs 1 It is the glory of the English tongue to be the

ve;rna€iUlar.dialect of civil freedom, in which are bequeath-

ed to mankind the united blessings of liberty and law.

Intimately associated with this is the identification of

our language with Protestantism. "It is a most significant

circumstance," says Mr. Macaulay, " that no large society,

of which the tongue is not Teutonic, has ever turned Pro-

testant
;
and that wherever a language derived from an-

cient Rome is spoken, the religion of modern Rome to this

day prevails."* It is irrelevant to my purpose to investi-

gate the causes of this fact, which, in its broad generality,

with some understood exceptions, is beyond the reach of

contradiction. The fact is enough. The German and
English languages, for the most part, comprise the History

of the Reformation : but the latter excels the former in the

vast body of religious literature which it contains. No
dialect spoken on the globe preserves so vast and so valu-

able a store of theological learning, as that produced by
English divines during the 17th century, and by English,

Scotch and American divines of a later day. It is the

crowning glory of the English language to be even more
identified with the spread^ than with the literature, of

Protestant Christianity. While Germany, which once took

the lead in the great battle with Anti-christ, can now
scarcely recover herself from the depths of rationalism and
infidelity, England, Scotland and America have formed a
triple and a holy alliance to bear the banner of the cross

to the bounds of the earth. Happy in a three-fold union,

of blood, of language and of religion, they seem the selected

instruments of evangelizing the. globe: and the sacred

pre-eminence is thus assigned to the English language of

revealing Christ and his gospel to the race of man. In
three of the greatest aspects in which a language may be
viewed, English has already a paramount influence, and
is predestined to increasing dignity and power : it is at

History of England, p. 53 : Boston edition.
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once, the language of commerce,—the language of civil

freedom and popular rights, and the language of a univer-

sal religion, for the entire globe. • ,'
V

'

We must here snap the thread of discourse, though far

from having filled out the plan which we originally draft-

ed. It is perhaps necessary to a full discussion of this

theme to trace the discipline by which this mastfpir of

English can alone be attained. We had designed to uisist

upon a careful study of the Latin and old Saxon tougues,

which, though now obsolete, are still the sources from
which the present English is drawn. A thorough com-
prehension must also be had of the principles upon which
the compounded and derived words are iramed. We de-

sired also to insist upon the importance of studying those

periods of English history during which the language
received its greatest modifications, as well as the character

and genius of the men whose writings have chiefly mould-
ed it : and last of all, we did wish to urge a more thorough
course of instruction in English literature, upon those who
have in charge the education of the country. It surely is

time that the Professor of Belles Lettres in our colleges

should teach something beyond the mere graces of Rheto-

ric—time that English, as a language, should be taught

;

and the genius of our great English writers should be
analyzed. But all these points we must forbear, leaving

the simple suggestion of them for the private meditations

of the reader. We shall be well repaid for the labor of

compiling this article from the various authorities we have
consulted, if but a single mind fires with the purpose to

honour his native tongue with the devotion of an enthusi-

astic student ; and thus a widening influence be created,

which shall finally exalt English to the same pre-eminence

among the languages, which those who speak it enjoy

among the nations.

I

I:'

!
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A

ARTICLE II. I

.^UNREGENERACY IN THE MINISTRY.—THE FACT.

^ 'B1|G sacred ministry owes its existence to the love of

Go(On CJirist Jesus to a fallen and ruined world. It has
eKis|ed from the beginning, and shall continue to exist

unto the end of time. • i -^. .

Beyond all question it is the most exalted office con-

ferred on man. It originates immediately from the ever

living and true God—Father, Son, and Holy Ghost ; Exod.
28 : 1. Deut. 10 : 8. 21 : 5. Numb., chapters 16 to 18.

2 Ch., 26 : 16 22. Matt. 9 : 38. Heb. 5 : 4. From the

ever living and true God it derives its authority and quali-

fications: Mark 3: 14-15. Matt. 10: 1-40. John 17:
18. 20 : 21-23. 13 : 20. Matt. 28 : 18-20. 2 Cor. 3

:

5-6. 4: 1-7. Eph. 3:7. 4: 1-12. Isa. 6: 1-9. Jer.

1 : 1-19. 3 : 15. Ezek. 3 : 17-21. Heb. 13 : 17. Acts
20 : 28. Men are predestinated to the ministry from eter-

nity, and called to it by God's providence and grace in

time. Jer. 1 : 5. Gal. 1 : 15-16. Acts 22 : 14. Rom.
1:1. 1 Cor. 1 : 1. Rom. 8 : 29. The dignity of the

office transcends that of every other on earth. Ministers

are taken from among men, and ordained for the benefit

of men, in things pertaining to God. In their office they
deal with kings and princes, and nobles and common peo-

ple, and are over them by a divine authority. Heb. 5 : 1.

13 : 17. Jer. 1 : 10, 17-19. As a Son over His own House,
Christ Jesus has set them servants in that House

;
as the

great shepherd of the sheep, He has appointed them his

under-shepherds. As the eternal Word sent forth from God,
to establish His kingdom on earth, and reconcile the world
unto himself. He has made them officers in that kingdom.
They stand in his room ; they are ambassadors for Christ.
" Now, then, we are ambassadors for Christ, as though
God did beseech you by us, we pray you in Christ's stead

be ye reconciled to God." 2 Cor. 5 : 18-20. Heb. 3 : 1-6.

13 : 20. 1 Pet. 5 : 1-4. In its purely spiritual nature, the

office has no parallel. The world in which it moves and
has its being, and in which its duties are discharged, and
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its power and authority are felt, and its effects revealed, is

the world of the immortal spirits of men. It is occupied
with their spiritual relations and duties, and deals with
the understanding, the conscience, the affections, the will.

These it reaches through the instrumentality of the pure
and eternal truth of God ; and upon that ministry waits
the Holy Spirit of God, in the plenitude of His gra'ce ^^ of

His power, to divide it in its savour of life or of defB to

-

every man, severally as he will. John 19 : 36-3S<' 6 :
1^.*

Luke 12: 14. Dan. 2 : 44. 7:14. Rom. 14: 17. lieb.

13 : 17. Ezek. 3 : 17-18. 2 Tim. 2 : 4. Deut. 33 : 10.

Neh. 8 : 8. Isa. 8 : 20. Ezek. 2 : 7. Matt. 28 : 18-20.

Acts 20 : 17-31. 2 Tim. 4 : 2. 2 Cor. 3 : 5-6. 4 : 7.

1 Cor. 3 : 1-9. And its design casts that of all other oiR-

ces in the shade, and admits of no real comparison with
them : even the manifestation of the infinite riches of

the wisdom, and of the power, and of the love, and of the

justice, and of the holiness, and of the mercy of God to-

wards the children of men, through Jesus Christ His Son,

our Lord ; and thereby shall the glory of God be eternally

made known, upon the vessels both of His mercy and of

His wrath—drawing forth in boundless measure the

praise, the admiration, the affection, the devotion of prin-

cipalities and powers, and of every creature that dwelleth

in the heavenly places. O, then, shall God behold the

work of His redemption, and see that it is very good, and
rejoice therein ! Col. 1 : 12-20. Rom. 9 : 21-23. Eph.
3: 10-11. Rom. 11: 32-36. Rev. 4: 8-11. 5: 11-14.

21 : 22-27. 22 : 1-5. And to this office are attached the

most glorious rewards, or the most fearful punishments, of

God. Faithful ministers shall be associated with the

Judge in the last judgment—sitting upon thrones—they

shall shine as the brightness of the firmament, and as the

stars, forever and ever. The unfaithful ! a woe falleth

upon them. It had been good for those men, if they had
not been born ! They shall bring upon themselves swift

destruction; and to them is reserved the blackness of

darkness forever ! Dan. 12: 3. Matt. 19: 28. 26: 24.

2 Pet. 2: 1-17. Jude vs. 4-13.

Thus the sacred office, as it originates from God, and is

sustained by Him, and the honor and glory of God is

directly, and without measure, committed to its keeping
;

Vol. VI.—No. 3. 23
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and as it deals with the present world, and with that

which if? to come, and brings these worlds into immediate

comiection and stands ministering between them : as it

reaches the height of God's throne in the heavens, and yet

measures the depth of the abyss of human degradation

and misery on earth; and as it attaches to itself directly

or indirectly every interest of man as mortal and immor-
v'tal, mid dispenses eternal life and death to millions upon
Wllions—that office must be of all others the most exalted

ana' important, and to those who bear it, the most respon-

sible. If they are true men and faithful, the glory of God
in the face of Jesus Christ, is manifested to the admiration

of heaven and of earth : men are saved and made happy
eternally, and they render in their final account with joy.

If they are false men, and unfaithful, the glory of God in

the face of Jesus Christ is dimmed and despised ;
immor-

tal souls are lost ; their blood is required at their hands,

and they render in their final account with horror and
dismay !

" Who is sufficient for these things " is a ques-

tion wrung from the breast of every man who in any de-

gree partakes of the intelligence and spirit of the holy
apostle, who first propounded it

!

And who are the true and faithful ministers of God 1

They are the " called of God." " No man taketh this

honor unto himself, but he that is called of God as was
Aaron." And this calling is a double calling. First, the

effectual callings according to the election of Grace, which
is personal and private. And second, the ministerial call-

ings which is official and public. The first lays the foun-

dation of the second. The second cannot be perfect and
complete without the first. This is the decision and order

of the Apostle Paul :
" it pleased God, who separated me

from my mother's womb, and called me by His grace, to

reveal His Son in me, that I might preach Him among the

Gentiles." Gal. 1 : 15-16, and Rom. 1 : 5. Eph. 3 : 7,

and 1 Tim. 1 : 11-14. Grace goes before apostleship.

The apostle was taught his gospel, he affirms, " by the

revelation of Jesus Christ." Gal. 1 : 11-12. This is the

doctrine taught by our Lord, concerning the ministry.

They only are true who " do the will of His Father in

heaven," as well as prophesy, and cast out devils in His
name. Matt. 7 : 21-22, and v. 15. Every true minister,
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therefore, may say with the celebrated Robert Bruce, of
Scotland :

" I was first called to my grace before I obeyed
my calling to the ministry. He made me first a Christian

before he made me a minister." , ; i_

-

In His kingdoms of Providence and of Grace, tl0nd|*
nitely wise and faithful God has connected the crffise wim
the efiect—the means with the end. He has estabh#ed a^
correspondence between the two, and thereby laid the'

foundation for order and harmony, and for the instru^jtiTOi,

the reasonings, and conduct of men. The manifestation

of his glory, and the ingathering of His elect, is an or-

dained end in His kingdom of Grace ; and a ministry

graciously and officially called, is His ordained means for

the accomplishment of this end. And there is a corres-

pondence between the two—an adaptation of the one to

the other. By such a ministry God accomplishes the end. ,

This is a law—the general method of His work—although
He reserves to Himself, in His sovereignty, ipr wise purpo-

ses in particular instances, the right to depart from it.

There must be an adaptation of the means to the end—

a

fitness in the instruments for the work they are required

to perform. To use the language of Robert Bruce again

:

" If the spirit be not in me, the spirit of the hearer will

discern me not to be sent, but only to have the word of

the commission, and not to have the power ; for the power
is the evident argument that a man is sent. Therefore

many start to teach this word who are not sent. Except
1 myself be sanctified in some measure, I am not able to

sanctify others." And this but echoes the teachings of the

word of God from the beginning : 2 Cor. 4 : 1-7. 1 Cor.

2 : 9-16. 2 Cor. 1 : 4. Hence a ministry adapted to its

end, is that which the Lord requires in His church, and it

is that which alone receives His approbation and blessing.

A man may be in the ministry who has been effectual-

ly, but never officially, called ; and a man may be in the

ministry who has been officially, but never effectually,

called ; and the latter is the sorer evil, and the sadder and
more fearful state of the two. The want of piety dis-

qualifies a man for the right and acceptable discharge of

the ministerial office, and is justly condemned and viewed
with horror by the sacred scriptures, and by the true

church of God, and even by the enlightened ones of the
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world. It therefore is a question of vital interest to every-

one invested with the holy office : Am I effectually and
officially called? Am I a regenerated minister of the

Lord Jesus Christ ? Shall I preach to others, and be my-
s^f a cast-away ? or, shall I receive a crown of righteous-

riess from the Lord, in that day when I render in my final

accoiint?

Affecting as it may he, that men of no piety—that men
wholly unregenerate—have been and still are in the min-

istry of Christ, is an undoubted fact ; and it is a fact

which we propose now to establish and illustrate.

The fact is established by the testimony of the Holy
Scriptures ; and their testimony is confirmed by the histo-

ry of the church, and the opinions of various writers, and
is exhibited and illustrated by many remarkable examples.

The inspired records teach us that unregenerate minis-

ters were in the church previous to, and at the time of, the

advent of our Lord Jesus Christ, and tjontinued to be

afterwards to the close of the New Testament canon ; and
they are so spoken of as to leave the impression that they

are to be expected and guarded against in all time to come.

The church of Christ on earth properly takes its rise

from the fall of man under the covenant of works, and the

institution with him of the covenant of grace. The par-

ticular external organization of the Church, in the patri-

archal ages, from Adam to Abraham, is not revealed ; but

that the sons of God, or the true believers in and worship-

pers of God, were distinct in their association from the

children of men, is more than intimated : Gen. 4 : 14-26.

6 : 1-2. The Sabbath, sacrifices, divine worship, tythes,

prophets, priests and preachers, existed for the ingathering

and edification, and support of God's elect, and for the

reproof and condemnation of the world. Gen. 2 : 2-3.

Heb. 4:4. 3:21. 4:3-5. 7:2-3,8. 8:20-21. 12:
7-8. 13:4-18. Rom. 3 : 21-26. 2 Cor. 5: 21. John,
1: 29. Jude, vs. 14-15. Gen. 5: 18-24. Heb. 11: 4-5.

2 Pet. 2: 5. Heb. 11:7. Gen., chaps. 6, 7, 8. 14: 18-

20. Ps. 110: 4. Heb. 6: 20. 7: 1-28.

The visible Church of Christ is first established in

Abraham and his posterity—Gen. 17: 1-27. Comp. 12:
1-3. 13 : 14-17. 15 : 1-21. 21 : 12—and so to be con-
tinued, one and the same, to the end of time.
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The characters of all the prophets and priests, inchid-

ing the patriarchs in the hue of spiritual descent, and the

preachers, from Adam to Moses, appear to have been effec-

tually and ofRcially called to their work. Such >vere

Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Melchisedec, Isaac and*' Jacob.

There is no record ol any that were false, although it

might be too much to believe that none were so during the

universal degeneracy that preceded the flood, wlren, Noah
alone was found righteous, perfect in his generations, walk-
ing with God—Gen. 6 : 1-9. 7 : 1—and none during the

degeneracy which succeeded the flood, to the call of

Abraham.
In the Mosaic period we have a gathering up, and an

arrangement and amplification ; indeed, a re-enactment,

and a permanent and orderly establishment of every thing

divinely appointed in the church, of institutions, ordin-

ances, officers, members, laws and statutes, sacrifices, rites

and ceremonies, that went before in the patriarchal period.

We have the continuation of the church under the cove-

nant of grace—that covenant more enlarged and illus-

trated, revealing more perfectly, in its types and shadows,
" the good things to come ;" the whole to stand in this

form until Christ himself should come. The priesthood,

as a distinct order, now appears, and the prophets in regular

succession. The sacred office^ divinely appointed in the

church, continueth evermore.

And what is the religious character of the ministers of
God, from this time onward to the close of the Old Testa-

ment canon ? To exhaust the proof furnished in the Old
Testament scriptures, that there were men in the ministry

of God who had never experienced his grace, is foreign to

our purpose. We propose to adduce so much of it only

as may be sufficient to establish the fact.

The Lord God Almighty warned his people, by Moses,

of the coming of false prophets, and furnished them with
signs for their detection—Deut. 13 : 1-5. 18 : 20-22

—

which signs were of service in after ages ; for false

prophets made their appearance at various times, agreeable

also to the assertion of our Saviour, that there were "false

prophets" in the days of "the fathers." Jer. 28: 7-17.

Zech. 1 : 5-6. Luke, 6 : 26 ; and 2 Pet. 2 : 1.

They are brought to our notice in the history of the
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church. Hophni and Phineas, the sons of Eli, not only-

executed the priest's office in impenitency, but were cut

off by the Lord in that state. 1 Sam. 2 : 12-25. 4 : 11

;

comp. Judges, chapters 17 and 18. During the frequent

seasons of spiritual declension, which occurred while the

kingdom, of Judah lasted, the priests and, the prophets ex-

hibited signs of unregeneracy, and relapsed into sin and
idolatry along with the people, and needed, in like man-
ner with them, to be revived again. I Ki. 12 : 31. 18 :

22. 19 : 10. 2 Ki. 23 : 5-20. 34 : 5. It is not neces-

sary to adduce proof, drawn from particular instances

;

neither will we bring into notice the grand apostacy, as it

may well be termed, of the ten tribes under Jeroboam and
his successors, where tlie sacred officers were affected as

well as the people ; although numbers of both priests and
people left the kingdom of Israel, and went and settled in

the kingdom of Judah, in order that they might worship
God, and be with his people.

These great preachers, the prophets of God, almost
from the earliest to the latest of them, have left abundant
evidence in their writings, of the existence of false

prophets and priests. Isaiah speaks of " the prophet and
the priest erring through wine "—28 : 7—and Micah of

the one " teaching for hire," and the other " divining for

money," and yet leaning upon the Lord, and saying :
" Is

not the Lord among us ? none evil can come upon us."

3 : 11. As strong proof of a degeneracy, calling for divine

rebuke, Jeremiah says :
" From the prophet, even unto the

priest, every one dealeth falsely. They have healed the

heart of the daughter of my people slightly, saying.

Peace, peace, when there is no peace." 6 : 13-14. 8 : 10-

11. And again :
" For both prophet and priest are pro-

fane
;

yea, in my house have I found their wickedness,
saith the Lord ;" and Jeremiah most faithfully describes

their horrible wickedness and coming punishment. The
people are cautioned against hearkening to them, since
" they speak a vision of their own heart, and not out of

the mouth of the Lord." " I have not sent these prophets,

yet they ran : I have not spoken to them, yet they prophe-
sied. Behold, I am against the prophets, saith the Lord,
that use their tongues, and say He saith." 23 : 11-40

;

comp. 14:13-16. 32:31-34. The sins of her prophets,
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and the iniquities of her priesfs, that shed the blood of the

just in the midst of her, was one of the causes which
poured out God's fierce anger, and kindled a fire in Zion,

and devoured the foundations thereof, in the day that God
destroyed Jerusalem by the hand of Nebuchadnezaar,
the king of Babylon. Lam. 4 : 12-14. Zepha^iah, co-

temporary with Jeremiah, in one place represents the

prophets as light and treacherous persons, and the^' |)rieBts

as having polluted the sanctuary, and done violence to

the law. 1:4. 3:4. Ezekiel, the prophet of the cap-

tivity, is inspired by the Lord ere Jerusalem should be

destroyed, to prophesy against the prophets of Israel

" that prophesy out of their own hearts;" " foolish prophets

that follow their own spirit, and have seen nothing." They
" seduced the people, saying peace, when there was jio

peace ; and one built up a wall, and lo ! others daubed
it with untempered mortar." Both should perish :

" the

wall is no more, neither they that daubed it. The priests

violated God's law, and profaned His holy things, and put

no difference between clean and unclean, and hid their

eyes from his sabbaths." 13: 2-16. 22: 24-31. And
Malachi inveighs against the priesthood, even after their

return from captivity, as despising God's name ; offering

polluted bread upon the altar, the blind, the lame, and
the sick for sacrifice ; and who would not shut the door,

or kindle a fire for nought. The Lord would neither

accept them nor their sacrifice. Mai. 1 : 6-10. And the

prophet sets before them repentance and destruction. 2 :

1-9.

Closing the volume of the Old Testament scriptures, we
next travel over a period of some 400 years to the advent

of our Lord ; and to those who are familiar with the his-

tory of the people of God, as given us by uninspired but

credible historians, especially by Jc^sephus, the greatest of

these times, the assertion will not be questioned, that num-
bers of those in the priesthood, even in the high priesthood

itself, knew not the Lord. What seasons of spiritual

darkness did God's people pass through—what afflicting

wars and persecutions, and intestine commotions, and
contaminating connections with the Heathen, the Medo-
Persians, the Macedo-Grecians, the Egyptians, the Syrians

and the Romans, who successively ruled over them? And
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what dreadful conflicts were there between contending

factions for the high- priesthood ; and what frequent

changes in that office, and what violent and iniquitous

depositions of those who held it? The greatest exhibi-

tion of piety in priests and people appears during the re-

volt, the struggle, and final triumph of the Maccabean
princes, who have given their name to this period of the

church's history. iS'o passage in the life of any people on
earth was more wonderful and glorious, or more demon-
strative of the protection, the immediate protection and
preserving care of Almighty God. These noble princes

fought for God and their country, for conscience and
liberty. The relentless persecution and cruelties of An-
tiochus Epiphanes forced the piety of the church into in-

vincible action, and delivered it from gradual decay and
ultimate extinction. But the light declines after the Mac-
cabees left the stage of action, and continues so to do until

our Lord himself appears.

The rehgious character of the ministry in the church,

all the while He dwelt upon earth, is clearly and fully

given. The true Israel of God were reduced to a very

small remnant among the multitudes that bore that

honored name. Formality, perversion and contempt of

the word of God, destructive errors in doctrines and prac-

tices, wildness, vice and hypocrisy abounded. It was
prophesied of our Lord, that at his coming " He should

purify the sons of Levi, and purge them as gold and
silver, that they might ofl'er unto the Lord an oflfering in

righteousness." Mai. 3: 3. And, verily, at His coming
they needed that purification ! In what portion of the

word of God can there be found a more searching and
comprehensive description, and a more terrible and over-

whelming denunciation of wickedness under the garb of

religion, and sustained, too, by official standing and influ-

ence, than in the 23rd chapter of Matthew? Against
Avhom does our Lord array himself in his majesty and
holiness? Upon whom does He bring down his fearful

epithets—" Ye hypocrites 1" " ye fools and blind !" " ye
blind guides!" "ye serpents! ye generation of vipers?"

Upon whom does He charge profession devoid of prin-

ciple ; a love of pre-eminence, of the applause and honor
of men, to the utter neglect of the honor which cometh
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from God; external decorum and sanctity, cloaking the

purest and fiercest hypocrisy ; covetousness, violence, un-
charitableness, cruel deceit and oppression, disguised by
" long prayers" and " disfigured faces," and " broad phy-
lacteries "—a proclamation, by trumpet, of love to God,
and charity to man, and respect to the divine commands
in the minutest particulars, while full of uncleanness and
iniquity, and bitter hatred of holiness, and the pure and
accredited messengers of God? Upon whom does He
charge the blood of persecution ? Upon whom does He
denounce the " damnation of hell ?" Upon Scribes and
Pharisees, some of whom " sat in Moses' ;seat," and held
the offices of priest and high priest, and who were the

spiritual instructors and guides of the people ! John, 3

:

1-10. Obedient to the order of God's house, and uphold-
ing the duly authorised ministers and teachers in it, our
Lord commanded the people to observe and conform to

their instructions ; but in the same breath He warned
them of their hypocrisy and wickedness, and forbade their

imitation of the examples they set, and the lives they
lived. He insisted upon a righteousness exceeding that

of the Scribes and Pharisees, if m6n would enter the

kingdom of heaven. Matt. 5 : 20. He directed his dis-

ciples to withdraw from, and let them alone, as " blind

leaders of the blind," going themselves to destruction, and
leading their followers along with them. Matt. 15 : 14.

The Sadducees, also, who, like the Scribes and Phari-

sees, numbered priests and teachers among themselves,

our Lord condemned and rejected, as filled with the soul-

destroying leaven of infidelity. Professing to embrace
the scriptures, they explained them away, and by their

philosophy sapped the foundation of faith and salvation.

Matt. 16 : 6-12. 22 : 23. Acts, 23 : 6-8.

And who were the relentless persecutors of our Lord 1

Who were his unjust judges and cruel murderers? Who
mocked his agonies, and rejoiced in his death upon the

cross ? Who sealed the stone of the door of His sepul-

chre ? And who, in full persuasion of the fact, bribed the

Roman soldiers to propagate a falsehood to their own con-

demnation, touching the resurrection of the Son of God ?

These same Scribes, Pharisees and Sadducees, Priests and
Chief Priests ! John, 7 : 32. Matthew, 26 : 47, 57, 62-

65. 27:3,20. 27:41-43,62-66. 28:11-15.
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Our Lord finished the work of our redemption, and
ascended on high. His apostles and ministers, after the

day of Pentecost, went everywhere preaching the gospel

of the kingdom. Who were among the first and foremost

of their persecutors and slayers ? These same Pharisees

and Sadduces, priests and chief priests. Acts, 4 : 1-6.

7: 1. 9:1. 22 : 5. 23: 4.

But this priesthood is no more. It has found its fulfil-

ment in the coming of our Lord, and has vanished as a
shadow away. Yet in its character as a preaching, teach-

ing and ruling order in His church, it is essential, and
must endure ; and it lives in the regularly called and ap-

pointed ministry of the new dispensation. What was the

religious character of this ministry, both ordinary and
extraordinary, while the Lord Jesus was upon earth, and
after his ascension, until the close of the New Testament
canon?

In our Lord's wonderful sermon, delivered in the com-
mencement of his own ministry, and immediately after he
had chosen twelve to be with him, " whom He named
apostles"—Luke, 6: 13—He warns His disciples that
" false prophets " would arise in His church, and commands
them to beware of them, and to judge and detect them by
their corrupt priests. How strong is his language ? " Be-
ware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's

clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves." And
in the conclusion of the sermon He affirms, that among
the number rejected as false professors in the last day,

would be some who had borne high oflice in his church

—

men who had " prophesied and cast out devils, and done
many wonderful works in his name"—men who were not

only ordinary, but even extraordinary officers ; of this

latter class was Judas Iscariot, one of the twelve ! Matt.

7: 15-23. John, 6/ 70. "There are last which shall be

first, and there are iirst which shall be last !" Luke, 13

:

23-30. If the words of onr Lord are carefully weighed,
they certainly leave the impression upon the minds of his

people, that these false prophets are to be looked for, and
are to be guarded against in his church in all time to

come. He foretold the coming, after his death, not only of

"false prophets," but even of "false Christs," which also

came lo pass. Matt. 24 : 5, 11, 24. There is no height

of dignity, nor of office, to which the desperate wicked-
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ness of the human heart may not aspire. " Lo ! one as

God sitteth in the temple of God, showing himself that he
is God !" 2 Thess. 2 : 4.

The teachings of the apostles correspond with these of

the Master. The apostle Paul, in his farewell address to

the elders of the Church of Ephesus, says :
" For J knt)w

this, that after my departing, shall grievous wolves en^ter

in among you, not sparing the flock. Also, of your oifn-

selves shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to draw
away disciples after them." Acts, 20 : 29-30. And was
not his work in the Corinthian church marred by "false

apostles," " deceitful workers," ministers of Satan, " trans-

forming themselves into the apostles of Christ 1 And no
marvel ; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel

of light. Therefore, it is no great thing if his ministers

also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness,

whose end shall be according to their works." 2 Cor. 11

:

12-15. And did he not encounter the same enemies in the

churches of Galatia ? They preached " another gospel."

He said, let them be " accursed !" Gal. 1 : 7-8. 4 : 17.

He seems to have such false ministers in his eye in the

exhortations which he addresses to the Romans—16 : 18
—to the Ephesians—4 : 14—and to the Colossians

—

2 :

4-8—and he writes to Timothy—1 Tim. 4 : 1—that the

spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times " seducing

spirits " shall appear, causing some to err from the faith.

And who are the " unruly and vain talkers and deceivers,

whose mouths must be stopped—who subvert whole
houses, teaching things which they ought not, for filthy

lucre's sake?" Tit. 1 : 10-11. The apostle Peter is very

bold :
" But there were false prophets among the people,

even as there shall be false teachers among you, who privily

shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord
that bought them, and bring upon themselves swift de-

struction !" Hear his description, and his denunciation of

them : Their " ways are pernicious ;" " through covetous-

ness they make merchandize" of men; "unjust;" "they
walk after the flesh in the lust of uncleanness ;" " despise

government ;" " presumptuous ;" " self-willed ;" "not afraid

to speak evil of dignities ;" " they count it pleasure to riot

in the day time ;" " spots ;" " blemishes ;" " sporting them-
selves with their own deceivings ;" " eyes full of adultery
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that cannot cease from sin ;" '-beguiling unstable souls;"
" an heart exercised with covetous practices ;" " they

have forsaken the right way ;" " have loved the wages of

unrighteousness"—"wells without water;" "clouds car-

ried with a tempest ;" " speaking great swelling words."
" Their judgment lingereth not—their damnation slum-
bereth not ;" " they are reserved unto the day of judg-

" they shall utterly perish in their corruption .»m^nt ;"

"cursed children," "to whom the mist of darkness is re-

served forever!" 2 Pet. 2: 1-19. On reading this pas-

sage, the twenty-third chapter of Matthew comes up in the

memory; and the spirit and power of the master lives

again in his servant. The description of these false

teachers, given by the apostle Jude, is almost identical

with that of the apostle Peter; and it is, indeed, identical

in some of its illustrations and expressions, and conse-

quently partakes of the same point and power ; verses

4-16. The aged, the beloved disciple, John, closes the

testimony :
" Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the

spirits whether they be of God ; because many false

prophets are gone out into the world ;" and he lays down
the rule by which they should be tried and proven. 1

John, 4: 1-3, comp. 2: 18; and 2 John, vs. 7-11. The
warning of our Lord, in his sermon on the Mount—Matt.

7 : 15-16—and that of the apostle Paul, delivered in per-

son to the elders, and (he exhortation of the apostle John,

in his Epistle, were not lost on the church of Ephesus ; for

that church was visited with false teachers, "grievous
wolves," and it " tried them which say they are apostles,

and are not," and " found them liars." Acts, 20 : 29-30.

1 John, 4 : 3. Rev. 2 : 1-2. We close the Holy Scrip-

tures. They prove to us the existence of unregenerate

men in the ministry of the Church of God.
If we consult the history of the church, from the close

of the New Testament canon to our own times, that his-

tory establishes the same affecting" fact.

The period of inspiration extends from the creation to

the close of the first century after the birth of our Lord,
and throwing out the interval between the finishing of the

Old Testament and the opening of the New, measures,
according to the common chronology, some 3,700 years.

If unregenerate men are found in the ministry during all
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this period, it is certainly too much to expect that the

church, in after ages should be free from them. Their
coming and their existence in these after ages are divinely

predicted. History verifies the prediction.

For the first three centuries Christianity flourished and
was widely diffused, and accomplished effectual and per-

manent triumphs over the Jewish and the heathen 'W^tld

;

triumphs the more extraordinary and glorious, because
accomplished in the face of disadvantages, discourage-

ments, weaknesses, oppositions, and fearful persecutions,

which to the eyes of men appeared sufficient to have
crushed and swept it from the earth. The great body of

the people of God, through all trials, retained their integ-

rity, and exhibited the fruits of holiness in affecting and
heavenly contrast with the world that lay in wickedness
around them. Yet persecutions, trials, distresses, heresies,

put the piety of many to the proof, and it was found
wanting. Their love waxed cold ; lukewarmness mani-
fested itself, and apostacies ensued both among ministers

and people

!

That, however, which perhaps more than any other

cause, tended to introduce unsound men into the sacred

ministry, was the change in the form of the government
of the Church—gradually, indeed, advancing before the

accession of Constantine, but fully developed and estab-

lished during his reign-—a change which fostered pride,

and opened a way for the display of ambition and the ex-

ercise of power ; a change which suffered religion to cloak

itself under formalities, and furnished most ample means
and favourable opportunities for the indulgence of the

base lusts and passions, both of the flesh and of the spirit.

From the days of this " blessed Emperor," as Eusebius
calls him, the progress of the Church, at one period

measurably checked, and at another greatly accelerated,

is but a progress in corruption
; her piety gives way to a

religion of forms and of State, and her ministers degene-

rate into mere officials. Above four centuries after, idola-

try is openly established in the two great branches into

which the Church had been violently and with relentless

hate divided. The " falling away," the grand apostacy

had come. The man of sin was now fully revealed.
" The mystery of iniquity " reigned triumphant. Ages of

^
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darkness rolled over the apostate Church. Ministers and
people departed from the true knowledge of God. His
people came out and sought refuge and repose in wilder-

nesses, in mountain fastnesses, in secluded vallies, in dens

and caves of the earth. In comparison with the nations

of the apostate, they were but a remnant according to the

election of grace. This remilant was pursued unto death !

Bright lights were one after another extinguished, until

in the sixteenth century it pleased God to descend in ma-
jesty and great glory, and to pour out his Holy Spirit, upon
a great part of the kingdom of Anti-Christ ; and He mul-
tiplied his called and converted ministers. They pub-
lished the glad tidings of salvation, and the Reformation
spread over Europe. Reformed churches are gathered,

with an open Bible, and a spiritual ministry and a spirit-

ual membership. The yoke of Anti- Christ is thrown off'.

The mother of abominations is cast away, and remains
cast away until this day. Her ministry as a class neither

are, nor can they be, in the sense of holy scripture, regene-

rated men, effectually and officially called. Let them
alone ! Let them be passed by !

Alas ! for the progress of the truth, and the purity and
glory of religion ! The Reformation went not on unto
complete perfection. In some countries it was retarded

and stifled ; in others clogged and fettered, and in all

bound to the State. The effects have been appalling. In
France, Spain and Italy, it was virtually suppressed. The
reformed religion has maintained but a feeble existence in

France, and allied to the State, the ministry in general

appear to know little of vital godliness. In Protestant

Switzerland things go better. In the Germanic States the

Reformation advanced to a certain position, beyond which
it has not gone. The candles are burning on the altar

where Luther left them. The vast body of Protestants

on the continent whom he and his noble coadjutors, under
God, called into existence, have lost the ardor of their

early love to the cardinal doctrines of Christianity, as the

necessary and precious food of the immortal mind, togeth-

er with their hearty devotion to God, and zeal in his ser-

vice. The very errors left by the Reformers exist in un-
disturbed repose. The majority of Protestants on the

continent appear to know but little of evangelical piety.
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The order of their churches brings them to a profession of

religion ; and the forms having been observed, the reaUty
and value of that profession are not to be questioned.

The Church is an institution of the State, to a considera-

ble extent, and men are trained and bred to it as to civil

employments. It is a source of respectable revenue, and
a field for the display of philosophy and learning. In-

deed, philosophy and learning, in their ever-varying forms,

have for a long series of years been seriously impairing
the authority and influence of the Word of God over the

public mind—opening an high-way to the introduction of

heresies, and reducing to a very small remnant the true

Israel of God. Ministers of course have been leaders in

these matters. There have been, and now are, some no-

ble exceptions among them ; but with all the influence

which station, talent, learning and piety, could give them,
they have failed to infuse spiritual life into their brethren

in the ministry, or in the membership of the churches, and
have been more like stationary witnesses for the truth, than
triumphant conquerors through the truth.

The reformation in the kingdom of Great Britain, by
the blessing of God, has not altogether paused in its

course ; on the con'lrary, it has brought forth fruits that

now gladden mankind, and it has furnished exhibitions of
piety in the ministry of God, than which no brighter have
been known in the history of the Church. But, as upon
the continent, so in the British Isles, the connection of the

Church with the State has exerted unfavorable influences

upon the sacred ministry. It is, however, to be remarked,

that the established churches being diflerent in England
and Scotland, indeed antagonistical in their form of gov-

ernment, and frequently at variance in their understand-

ing of the fundamental doctrines of the gospel, have been

mutually beneficial in promoting in each other a spirit of

inquiry, and an endeavor after greater purity in doctrine

and practice ; while the existence of large, and talented,

and active, and increasing bodies of dissenters, has ex-

erted an influence productive of the same happy results.

The Lord, in mercy to the world, has kept alive spiritual

religion in these Islands. Within the established churches,

notwithstanding all their worldliness and formality, and
without^ among the dissenters, there has existed a numo-
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rolls body of regenerated ministers, who have adorned
their high profession, and been bright and burning hghts,

and have carried the blessings of the gospel around the

world. The breaking off also, and the establishment, in

the wonderful providence of God, of a portion of his

Church, in the western hemisphere, under a freer civil and
ecclesiastical constitution, has contributed in an incon-

ceivable degree to the setting forth of Christianity and its

ministry in their true light—in character not of the world,

but spiritual, holy and heavenly. The great depository of

evangelical religion on earth, at the present hour, is the

Church of the Lord Jesus Christ, as it exists in various

denominations, in the United Kingdom of Great Britain,

and in its dependencies, and in the United States of Ame-
rica

;
and it is in the bosom of this Church that we dis-

cover the greatest number of truly regenerated and called

ministers of the gospel—ministers who above all others

are doing the work assigned them by the Lord, and are

filling the earth with his glory.

Without entering more minutely into the spiritual his-

tory of the Churches of Great Britain and America, for

the purpose of ascertaining the existence of unregenerate

ministers in their different communions, the fact may be

assumed, which, indeed, no intelligent reader of the histo-

ry of these churches will deny. And with the assump-
tion of this fact, the testimony drawn from the history of

the Church, from the close of the New Testament canon
to our own times, is brought to a conclusion.

This article has been protracted beyond the limits

which we at first assigned ourselves, although we have
not filled up the outline suggested in the commencement
of it. We pass over the statements and opinions of many
distinguished writers, and of ministers themselves on the

subject, and offer a few names of men who have entered

the ministry in an unregenerate stale, by way of illustra-

tion—names of the dead, the recent dead—names promi-

nent in the Church of God, and familiar to every reader

of religious history—and because familiar the best for our

present purpose : The Rev. Thomas Scott, the author of

the well known and best Commentary on the Scriptures

in the English language, liCigh Richmond, Robert Hall,

Stoddard, and West of New England. Houseman, Stew-
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art, Berridge, Gj;imshaw, and Thomas Chalmers. We
may, if circumstances permit, furnish some sketches of

the religious and ministerial life of these and some other

divines, with reference to the subject which we have now
brought to the notice of our readers, and also resume the

subject itself in future numbers of the Review. ^^;t'S'; J ;|)H>ut

^•'
1

ARTICLE III.

THE DOCTRINE OP FUTURE PUNISHMENT.—NO. II.

The close of the investigation, as far as we have pur-

sued it, left us standing before the Word of God, sur-

rounded by facts and analogies of the most striking and
terrible significancy. It is now our business to examine
its report on the solemn question under review. Before

proceeding to the direct testimony of the Bible, we shall

detain the reader for a moment to examine the effect of

its testimony upon the several presumptions afforded to

the subject, by certain facts within the knowledge of man.
I. In the first place, it has been seen that there is a

strong presumption for the truth of a punishment for sin

in the life to come, growing out of the supposition that

the Divine Being was concerned in the conduct of men.
This presumption will, of course, grow stronger, in pro-

portion to the degree in which he is concerned. If he is

concerned at all, that the regulations he has seen proper

to establish should be observed according to the tenor of

his will, there is a presumption amounting to a moral cer-

tainty, that any violation of those regulations will excite

his displeasure. To suppose the contrary, would be to

suppose God to care enough for the establishment of laws
to estabhsh them* in fact, and yet to be totally indifferent

whether they are observed or not. But this supposition is

absurd; it would make God equally indifferent to the

success or failure of his own arrangements. If there are

any reasons why these rules should be established, they

are equally good for the observance of them. God then

must be concerned in the conduct of men, so far as to be
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pleased with their compliance with the order he has estab-

lished for their government, or offended with their neglect

of it. Now, if he is concerned at all, the force of the pre-

sumption, growing out of the fact, will gather strength

with each accession to the depth aud keenness of that con-

cern of the Divine mind. Here, then, the question arises,

is God really concerned in the acts of man, and if so, to

what extent, and in what degree ? Here, then, the testi-

mony of the Bible comes in to affect the issue. We have
already seen the answer which natural reason gives to the

question of the Divine concern in the acts of men. We
have seen that every attribute of God concerned in the

erection of the universe, binds him to intense interest in

the conduct and destiny of each part of that universe ;
and

that the responsibility of man so essentially implied it,

that it becomes an anomalous absurdity in human nature

on the contrary supposition. The testimony of the Bible

is still more explicit and overwhelming. It not only asserts

that God is concerned in the conduct of his creature, but

that he is more deeply concerned in m,ore acts, and in

m>ore secret and unnoticed acts, than natural reason had
ever imagined. The Bible teaches that the Divine interest

in the affairs of the world, so far as it relates to material

and animal nature, extends even to the fall of a sparrow,

or the crushing of one solitary blade of grass. It teaches

that so far as it relates to the affairs of men, it is some-
thing more than the mere interest of a providential sup-

porter, as closely involved in the providential government
of man, as of any other important portion of the animate
creation. It asserts the existence of a moral government
over man—it proclaims the existence of moralfaculties in

man answering to the moral obligations established for

the regulation of these faculties. It declares man capable

of right and wrong, not merely of perceiving such a dis-

tinction, but of impressing it upon his own actions. It

proclaims the existence of a moral law, extending over

every department of human nature, regulating the

thoughts and feelings, the purpose and desires of men,
not less than their words and their actions. Such is the

doctrine of the Bible, as it relates to the extent in which
God is concerned in the acts of men. But this is not all

;

it not only describes the extent, but the degree of that
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concern. It tells us that God is concerned in the acts of
men to the full degree of his regard for his own honor, as
the providential and moral governor of the universe. We
are informed that God has an interest in our obedience

;

and that disobedience involves an attack, not merely upon
his authority di& a ruler, but upon his honor^integrity and
worthiness of regard as a person. When the public law
of the commonwealth is violated, the great injury done is

the dishonor and contempt poured on the high authority

of the law-giving power, together with an irtiplied censure
upon the makers of the law. In the case of rebellion

against a Divine govertiment, the injury done is precisely

the same. Not only is the authority of God set at defi-

ance, but a direct attack is made upon the wisdom, justice

and benevolence of his character. When a man trans-

gresses a law of God, he does, by that very act, proclaim
that in his view the law prohibited what it was good for

him to enjoy, and thus attacks its benevolence
; that this

prohibition mistook what was best for him, and thus im-
peaches its wisdom ; and that such an unwise and unkind
interference with his interests, on the part of God, was
unjust, and thus reflects directly upon its justice. But
such reflections upon the moral and intellectual qualities

of a laio necessarily convey a reflection upon the moral
and intellectual qualities of the law-giver himself. Hence
the doctrine of the Bible is, that God is concerned in the

acts of men, and that he is not partially concerned in

them ; but that his concern reaches not only the whole
extent to which his regard for his official authority is

concerned, but to the full extent of his regard for his per-

sonal honor as an intellectual and moral being. It is no
trifling matter to God that his laws should be set aside by
a rational being, for it implies an assault upon his own
personal excellency, as well as upon his authority.

Arresting the inquiry for a moment, and examining the

influence of this teaching of the Bible upon the presump-
tion of natural reason, we are forced to the conclusion that

the original presumption expands into absolute certainty.

The presumption is, that if God is interested at all in the

acts of men, he must feel and express displeasUr^ when
their acts are offensive. But, if this Divine concern actu-

ally reaches to the utmost limit of the activity of men,

111
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and to a degree involving the sanctity of both his personal

and official character, the conclusion is resistless, that he
must, and will, hoih. feel and express his displeasure when
the acts of men are wrong. He must feel it, for such
action could not fail to excite his displeasure ; else we
must suppose him equally pleased with both good arid

evil—with what is naturally more pleasing, as with what
is naturally less pleasing—a supposition at once blas-

phemous and absurd. He must also express it ; for, if it

is becoming dnd necessary that his displeasure should be

excited by sin, it is equally becoming and necessary that

he should express it in a suitable way ; or else we must
allow it to be becoming in God to entertain certain views,

which it would be an offence to his own moral nature to

express. The doctrine of the Bible about the divine

concern in the acts of man, not only confirms the pre-

sumptions of reason, but renders the inference absolutely

inevitable, that he must express his displeasure when men
sin against his laws. To express his displeasure is only
another name for the infliction of punishment. Unless
the offenders are made to feel this displeasure, it is to

them as if it did not exist ; and therefore every reason

that calls for its existence in the mind of God, demands
its expression upon those who have enkindled it. • ^ '.

2. But again : We have seen a powerful presumption
in favor of the doctrine of future punisment, springing

from the invariable immediate or ultimate sequence of

suffering upon sin. The presumption is that, as sin pro-

duces misery in this world, it will continue to produce it

in the world to come ; on the supposition that man con-

tinues to sin, and that man will be miserable just as long

as he sins. The presumption is equally strong, from the

fact, upon the duratio?i, as well as the existence of future

misery : it indicates that if man continues to sin in the

future state, he will not only be miserable, but, supposing
him to sin forever, that his misery will be eternal. The
doctrine of the Bible adds prodigiously to the force of this

presumption. It teaches that sin is invariably, sooner or

later, the parent of sorrow ; and that this connection be-

tween guilt and misery is not only morally just, but un-
der certain aspects of the subject physically inevitable.

The facts of human life demonstrate this inevitable con-
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nection between the violation of the laws of nature, as

some are zealous to term them, and the occurrence of phy-
sical suffering. But the main service . which the Bible

renders to the presumptive argument, based upon such
facts, consists in the annihilation of the inference from a
portion of these facts, which is conceived by some to de-

stroy the force of the presumption upon the doctrine of

future misery. It is said, it is true that sin produces suf-

fering
; but it is also true that there is suffering in the

world, where there can be no overt act of sin, as in the

case of infants and idiots ; and therefore there is no such
invariable connection between suffering and sin as would
warrant the presumption in dispute ; or at any rate that

suffering is no infallible index of the prior existence of

sin. Before we allude to the testimony of the Bible on
this point in the controversy, we will simply call attention

to the fact, that while the fact is allowed as stated, that

those suffer who cannot sin by overt acts, yet it does not

disprove the other fact, that sin will invariably produce
sorrow^ and consequently cannot affect the logical infe-

rences springing out of it. It may be admitted that suf-

fering is no infallible indication of the prior existence of

sin, but it will not follow that sin will not invariably pro-

duce suffering. It may be true that there may be suffer-

ing where there has been and can be no overt act of sin
;

but if it be true that where there is sin suffering will inev-

itably follow, it would still hold good that if man sins in

eternity he will be miserable in eternity. Although it is

allowed, for the sake of the argument, to the full extent of

the significancy claimed for it, that man may suffer with-

out simiing, yet, if it be admitted that he cannot sin with-

out suffering, the argument still presses irresistibly to the

inference, that if he sin in eternity he will be unhappy in

eternity. Allowing the fact to be all it is claimed to be,

it will not disturb the existence of another fact or the

argument that grows out of it.

But the Bible comes in p the rescue, affirms in its full-

est extent that the existence of suffering is an invariable

and infallible indication of the prior existence of guilt

chargeable upon the individual, and explains that even in

the case of those who have done and can do no act invol-

ving moral wrong, the infliction of pain necessarily sup-
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poses the previous existence of a legal guilt justly

chargeable upon them. In other words, it informs us

that death, and all other forms of physical evil befall in-

fants, who have not sinned after the similitude of Adam's
transgression, because the great father of the race acted in

their individual behalf, and that they are justly liable for

the acts of their personal representative. Moral guilt

can only arise under the action of the moral or voluntary

powers of the soul, and necessarily pre-supposes the full

responsibility of the agent, arising from the matured
powers of physical nature. But legal guilt, or the just

liability of a person for the acts of another acting in his

behalf, can be sustained by those who yield no consent to

the act of the representative, and thus become morally re-

sponsible on their own part. Moral guilt, then, cannot
attach to the persons of infants or idiots, who have not

the exercise of the voluntary and rational powers neces-

sary to the creation of this form of responsibility, under
the violation of law. But legal guilt may as justly and
properly attach to them as to any other persons. This
great doctrine of revelation annihilates the plea put in

bar of the presumption from the connection between sin

and suffering. So far from weakening, the plea adds
powerfully to the force of the presumption

;
for it shows

that this connection between sin and sorrow is so absolute,

that it exists even in those cases where no individual act

of moral wrong is committed, and where the only guilt

that challenges the penalties of law is the imputed guilt

of a representative wrong.
But the force of the scripture testimony, on the connec-

tion between sin and suffering, is not yet exhausted. The
Bible not only states that there is such a connection, and
proclaims its justice and inflexibility, but it affirms the

'proper penal nature of the connection
;
or, in other words,

declares that suffering follows sin, as its punishment.
Not that the Bible affirms all suffering to be penal, and
nothing else. It allows the existence of disciplinary suf-

fering, as well as penal suffering proper. All that it is

necessary for us to show is, that the great doctrine of the

Bible is the existence of a penal suffering for sin. It

may be that there are other forms of pain, acting simply
for their own specific purposes, or rather, speaking with
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more precision, as adjuncts to a penal infliction proper ;

but it is all that is necessary to the argument before us to

estabUsh the existence of a penal infliction for sin. It is

absolutely necessary to the existence of the theories of

universalism, to deny the existence of any other species of

pain but disciplinary suffering. Universalism denies that

the sufferings of men are, in any true sense, punishments
for their sins, but only disciplinary remedies for their

faults. It dare not allow that any punishment is due to

any crime, however enormous ; because so soon as it is

admitted to he just to inflict punishment at any time, or

for any offence, the whole controversy ceases to be a
question of m^aterial justice, and becomes a mere question

of degree. If this allowance is made, the only debate

that can arise will be on the question, how much punish-
ment is just—not on the question whether any py^nish-

ment is just.

The question to be settled is simply whether the suffer-

ing produced by sin is ever properly its punishment^ or

not. We preface this inquiry by alluding again to the

fact, that no matter whether the affirmative of the question

can be established or not, yet if sin always produces suf-r

fering sooner or later, in some form or another, the argu-

ment still holds that if men sin in eternity they will suffer

in eternity. But to the inquiry itself:

There is an instinctive demand by the human soul, when
sitting in judgment upon the infliction of pain, that there

should he some good reason for it. The violence done
to the instinctive desire of happiness, by the infliction of

pain, immediately sets an inquiry afoot, for reasons to

justify it. Unless there is some just and suflicient cause

for it, the moral sense of the soul refuses to allow it to be

anything else than an act of arbitrary power, unsupported

by any moral ground. This instinctive demand of the

moral constitution of man, is tacitly allowed to be entitled

to an answer by every system of religious speculation.

If we are asked to explain this demand, we can only say
that it is an instinctive requirement of the moral sense of

the soul; the mind judges an infliction of pain, without

any reason for it, to be wrong, just as the understanding

perceives a relation between two and two making four as

the result of a combination. The system of the Univer-
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salist just as freely recognises this demand of this intelli-

gence within us, as any other denominational creed on
earth. Now, various reasons may be presented in answer
to this demand, as justifying the infliction of pain. A
physical necessity, in order to the remedy or prevention of

other and higher ills, is the grand plea of justification

urged by the supporters of the notion of disciplinary suf-

fering. As for example, a man may have his arm shat-

tered by an accident, and it is absolutely necessary to in-

flict the additional pain of amputation, to save his life.

This necessity justifies the infliction—or, in other words,

this disciplinary, or remedial suffering, proceeds, by the

admission of its own advocates, upon the prior considera-

tion of justice in its infliction, thus fully admitting the

necessity of a moral ground for the infliction of physi-

cal suffering. If the necessity calls for it, it is just to in-

flict it ; but if there is no necessity for it, the infliction is

obviously unjust. Now, the plea of the Universalist upon
this admitted necessity for a moral ground of the inflic-

tion is, that there is such a necessity in the constitution of
man, justifying the infliction of the suflering which he is

obliged to admit is actually in existence. He does not al-

low that there is any such idea as that man deserves,

in the proper sense of that word, the suffering he feels
;

but that there is a necessity in his constitution—a necessi-

ty which he does not condescend to explain—which, how-
ever, justifies the infliction of physical suffering. It will

be observed that this necessity of the physical constitu-

tion of man, even when most absolute and most distant

from any moral character of its own, as composing the

force with which it demands the infliction of pain, still

implies a moral idea ;
that is. the infliction is said to be

justifiedhy this absokite physical necessity.

What a singular triumph of the moral instmcts of the

soul, over those who were striving, in the definition of

their creed, to shut out the idea of moral responsibility,

by establishing an absolute physical necessity in its place !

This sublime necessity itself reigning over human nature
supremely, demanding all sorts and degrees of physical

pain upon it, is itselif but the servant of a higher moral
idea ; it comes forward in all its royal grandeur, to justify
the infliction of pain, before the bar of the ruling moral
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instincts, of the soul ! Upon this supposition of a singular

and inexpUcable physical necessity in the nature of man,
the advocate of disciplinary suffering leaves his acceptance

of that doctrine. •.i«>.
w'*'''^;*^*!?' :^>'*^^ti'Ki ',^-

'

But the question is by no means at end ; it has a much,
deeper significancy. Why is the human constitution

subjected to such a necessity as that alleged to exist hy the

advocate of disciplinary suffering? Could this physical

necessity itself exist, without moral reasons to justify its

existence. The moral instincts of the soul refuse to be
satisfied, without moral reasons for a dispensation so aw-
ful. It is a dreadful thing for a man to be laid under an
inexorable necessity of enduring agonies of pain, as a re-*

medial or preventive agency against other and greater

evils. Now, why is man subjected to such a necessity as

this? The advocate of disciplinary suffering is bound to

answer. There must be some just ground for such a
necessity, or it is unjust. He says it is. just to inflict re-

medial pain, on the ground of this alleged necessity ; but

why are we subjected to such a necessity ? Where is the

moral ground of this necessity, which affords so happy a;?;

location for the establishment of the supremacy of physi-^^

cal pain over the happiness of man? We demand the

original moral foundation of this whole astonishing

superstructure of human agony ! But there is no answer
from the opposers of the doctrine of punishment for sin ;

the question does not adnrtit of an answer in consistency

with their views. In truth there is just as much of a de-

mand for the moral reasons justifying this necessity for
physical suffering, as there was for the justification of

physical suffering itself The advocate of disciplinary

suffering merely pushes the difficulty one step back ; and
in reply to our demand for an explanation of the difficulty,

merely answers with a restatement of the difficulty in

another form

!

It has been seen that moral instincts of human nature

refuse to be satisfied without some good reason for the in-

fliction of suffering—making it just. Nothing will satisfy

the soul but an ample moral reason. The very necessity

alleged to justify suffering, itself needs to be justified ; thus

forcing us back upon the instinctive judgment of the mo-
ral sense, that suffering can only be justly inflicted as a
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retribution for sin, as a penal evil. Sin arises from the

act of the voluntary powers of the soul making a breach

in the laws of God. Punishment, or physical suffering,

as a penal evil, is a relative term, holding relation to sin.

A man cannot be said to be punished, except in a derived

and secondary sense, except for sin, with which he may
be either charged on moral or legal grounds, according as

the evil communicating the guilt was his personal act or

the act of his agent, for which he is justly held responsi-

ble. The moral instincts of the soul demand a reason
why suffering should be inflicted ; they demand a moral
reason, and refuse to be satisfied unless it can be shown
that some violation of moral law lies at the bottom. But
the clear establisment of such a reason does satisfy the

moral instincts of the soul ; and the soul rests upon the as-

surance that the mysterious dispensation is just. In other

words the violation of moral law, the contempt of divine

authority, is presented to the soul as an ample reason why
suffering should be inflicted. No mere physical necessi-

ty for suffering will ever satisfy the soul ; that very neces-

sity itself is a calamity of such magnitude, as could only
be justified as a penal consequence of some moral wrong.
Nothing else will do ; but as soon as suffering is inflicted

for the violation of law, the soul recognises it as the natu-

ral answer of the moral sense to moral evil. Pain, when
thus inflicted, is strictly penal ;

and whenever a violation

of law loses the elements that make it criminal, it ceases

to be a subject for jt?e«aZ inflictions. Or in other terms, the

foundation of penal evil is laid in the moral nature of the

acts which occasion it. There is a distinction in things

which we call right and wrong. There is a distinction

in things which we call true and false. The natural

answer of the soul, when a distinction between true

and false is presented to its notice, is to believe the one
and discredit the other. The natural answer of the soul,

when a distinction of right and wrong is placed before it,

is to approve the one and censure the olher. Now, when-
ever the soul adjudges the moral nature of an act to be
so offensive as to find its only natural and equitable an-
swer in physical suffering, such suffering is penal ; it is

the punishment of sin. When man is punished he is

made to suffer, not for his benefit, but because the malign
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nature of his conduct cannot find any other equitable

judgment upon its real merits from the moral instincts of

the soul. He is made to suffer simply because he has
done wrong ; and this is the only reason which will satis-

fy the demands of the moral judgment of the soul. He
suffers because he deserves it—because it is jw5^—because
his sin has imputed to him a guilt, which demands the

infliction of physical suffering, under penalty of a viola-

tion oi justice.

From this whole argument the inference is irresistible

that all suffering is in reality penal, and that disciplinary

suffering is nothing more than a secondary idea based
upon the penal nature of pain. Or, in other terms, the

discipline of the soul, which is admitted to be sometimes
sought in the infliction of pain, is only a secondary and
collateral end; which the mere grace of the Judge has de-

termined to attain by means of the suffering which he is

justified in inflicting, by reason of the moral delinquencies

chargeable upon the sufferer. Why should man need
this discipline ? There can be only two conceivable rea-

sons for it : either there must have been a physical neces-

sity impressed upon the original constitution of his nature,

according to the theory just passed in review, or man
must have disturbed the original order of his constitution,

and introduced faults into his nature, which require the

sharp remedy of pain to remove them. But we have al-

ready seen that no such physical necessity could have
been incorporated in the human constitution, without a
moral reason for it. The establishment of any such
necessity in the nature of man, prior to any conception of

his voluntary action deserving such a calamity, is a direct

reflection upon th6 integrity of the creator. Man could

only have been subjected to a necessity for suffering as a
penal evil, as an equitable answer to the enormity of his

own transgressions. He could only have been exposed to

a necessity for disciplinary suffering, as a penal conse-

quence of his own iniquity. Disciplinary suffering,

then, necessarily implies the prior existence of penal suf-

fering as the only equitable ground for its own support.

For example : there is a man who has just experienced

what is usually termed an accidental injury. It may
have be3n the design of a kind Providence to make it the

ijj

r
I
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means of awakening his mind to a sense of religion and
of saving his soul. So far as the pain he endures looks to

this end, it is strictly disciplinary. But now the question

arises, what is the good and valid reason which made it

right to seek an end so desirable, by a means so terrible 1

Why was it necessary to seek the benefit of individual, at

the expense of so much agony and distress? To this

question the only satisfactory answer must be, the original

infliction of the sorrow was one of a series of penal evils

which the providence of God was justified in inflicting

;

and proceeding upon the sins of the sufferer, as the

moral ground of its infliction, this pain is, by the

mercy of the Judge, diverted to a collateral end, and
made to subserve the benefit of the transgressor. Disci-

plinary suffering is the result of mere mercy^ using the

inflictions oi justice to accomplish the benefit of the sin-

ner. This is the only ground upon which it can be justi-

fied. The moral instincts of human nature refuse to al-

low the equity of the infliction of pain, except as an ap-

propriate answer to the moral evil of sin. No sorrow can
be justly inflicted upon a man, even for his own benefit,

except it would have been originally just ; or that, apart

from all idea of personal benefit to the individual, and
prior to any such conception, it would have been just to

inflict it upon him. It is a contradiction in terms, to speak
of doing a man good by violating his rights and outraging

the justice which guards him. Disciplinary suffering is

really only one item in a great series of penal evils, divert-

ed from its original end, or rather used in the accomplish-

ment of its original end as a penal evil, for the accomplish-

ment of another and collateral end. It is merely an ad-

junct of penal evil, and necessarily implies it—from
which we learn that the great doctrine of Universalism on
the nature of physical evil does itself logically and neces-

sarily imply the original penal nature of all kinds of suf-

fering.

The Bible fully recognises this doctrine of physical evil

as originally penal, and only incidentally disciplinary, if

disciplinary at all. Men are made to suffer, not merely
for their benefit, but because it is just to punish. The
very term punishment, implies that the pain is really pu-
nitive, and not merely disciplinary. The Bible perpetual-
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ly asserts that God punishes sin because it is wrong,
—because it is such an outrage upon ideas higher

and more sacred than the comfort of a corrupt creature,

that absohite injustice would be done, unless it were
visited by a calamity equal to its enormity. Man is pun-
ished not for his own benefit, but to vindicate the ho-

nor of God which he has set at naught, and meet the

eternal claims of justice which proclaims it right that the

evil doer should be punished. / will punish you accord-

ing to the fruit of your doings, saith the Lord. I will

punish you for your iniquities. It is an iniquity to be

punished by Judges. Thou hast punished less than in-

iquities deserved. God layeth the punishment of iniqui-

ty for children. The punishment of thine iniquity is

accomplished. The punishment of my people is greater

than the punishment of the sin of Sodom. They shall

bear the punishment of their iniquity. He shall have
punishment

J
in whom is sin. These passages, selected at

random, in different parts of the scriptures, need no com-
mentary. They establish it as the unequivocal doctrine

of the Bible, that suffering is inflicted upon man for his

sins, not for his benefit—as the natural reply oi justice to

the enormity of moral evil. Indeed, if the principle of

all human governments, in the infliction of the penal sanc-

tions of law, is correct ; if a criminal is punished, not for

his own benefit, but for the benefit of society, in the way
of justice for his crime ; if there be any manner of justice

in the connection between sin and suffering, however in-

flicted, the theories of Universalism are blown into atoms.

Admit this, and the whole question is changed ;
and we are

no longer left to inquire whether it be just to inflict any
punishment, but only how m,uch punisnment is just.

3. But the Bible influences the decision of this great

question to an absolute degree, by another and a distinct

form of evidence. We have already seen that the unhap-
piness of man is, in an immense degree occasioned by his

own depraved and ungovernable passions. These causes

of his misery being attached to his own existence, form-

ing a part of his conscious being, must be removed, or

they will inevitably secure the wretchedness of man in

eternity, as they have done in time. There need be no
fiercer or real hell, than to rouse the evil passions of the
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soul, strip them of all possibility of gratification, and then

turn their savage energies in upon themselves. If, then,

man is thus made wretched by causes essentially attached

to his own moral nature, it follows that he will be made
miserable as long as they c6ntinue to operate, and that

some tremendous change must pass upon human nature

before it can be happy anywhere, or under any circum-

stances. This change in the moral nature God distinctly

offers to effect in this world by the regenerating influences

of the Holy Spirit ; but he distinctly declares that the de-

termination of this great question must be effected in this

world by an acceptance or rejection of the offered inter-

vention of Jesus Christ. Death settles all debate upon
the issue ; as the tree falls, so it must lie forever ; and
when the soul passes into the new and fearful existence

that lies beyond this present life, its fates are fixed. There
is a fearful announcement sounding sharply from the last

chapter of the revelation from heaven : He that is filthy,

let him be filthy still ; he that is unjust, let him he unjust
still. Such is the stern and melancholy enunciation that

proclaims the hopelessness of all endeavors after holiness

and happiness, when the new era shall have begun, and
the countless myriads of human souls have been launched
upon its mighty and boundless cycles. If men refuse the

sanctifying power of the gospel, kindly pressed upon their

acceptance in this life, God tells them plainly, no change
shall be wrought in them hereafter ; and then the conse-

quences are inevitable. The soul will be enveloped in the

fury of all its own unquenchable desires after happiness,

turned upon each other, and burning more and more
fiercely from one degree of anguish to another, forever

and forever.

4. Once more : The Bible doctrine on the nature of sin

implies essentially the doctrine of future punishment.

—

It may be stated with the utmost confidence that one of

the great causes of the prevalence of the theories of mod-
ern Universalism, may be found in defective views of the

evil of sin. It is perfectly certain, unless the mind can see

some just proportion between the offence and the penalty,

all the moral sensibilities of human nature rise in arms
against the equity of the infliction. But when such a pro-

portion is actually discovered—when it is perceived that
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there is ample reason for the infliction—when the true na-

ture of the offence is perceived, all the agitations of a re-

bellious moral judgment are subdued, and the soul reposes

on the deep conviction that, terrible as may be the inflic-

tion, it is just. It would be well, then, for all who are

tinctured with a heresy so destructive, to inquire whether
it is not caused by an imperfect apprehension of the na-

ture of sin, on their part ; by a diseased condition of their

moral sense, impairing the accuracy of its perceptions, and
not, as they imagine, by its superior depth and delicacy of

perception. If they are willing to accept the testimony of

God, as to the true nature of sin, the question is suscepti-

ble of a speedy and effectual settlement. God has pro-

claimed in innumerable forms that sin is an infinite evil.

The exposition and punishment of the guilt it involves,

seem to be one of the grand objects of the word and provi-

dence of the Almighty. He has expressed his abhorrence

of it by every variety and degree of individual and na-

tional suffering. Adam sinned in Eden, and God drove

him weeping and groaning from Paradise, and sent death

with the whole train of physical evils, to prey upon the

remotest generations of the race. The Antediluvians

sinned, and their dying shrieks were silenced by the rush

of the mighty waters. Sodom sinned, and in a tempest of

flame its guilty citizens went down to fiercer and more in-

tolerable agonies, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.

Now, if sin really appears to the mind of God, as present-

ing a just occasion for such displays of His power, is it

becoming in finite intellects, blinded by a participation in

its enormities, and made stubborn in their opposition by
the most tremendous of all prejudices, torejudge the judg-

ments of Jehovah, and impugn both their equity and their
' correctness. The intrinsic evil of sin is a mystery to the

natural mind. , For the sake of disembarrassing the ques-

tion, let us suppose that it is not true that sin is what the

Bible represents it to be, in the malignity of its moral na-

ture. Now, let. us make the supposition that there is a
thing which is an insult to God, an injury to his govern-

ment, of incalculable magnitude, a thing so malignant in

its own nature as actually to merit, as the only possible

expression of a just judgment on its real elements, the in-

fliction of the most terrible calamities : let it be supposed

.If I
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that this thing is, in its own nature, utterly incompatible

with the peace and purity of the universe—that it tends

to the very extinction of the government and life of God
himself, and that it embraces all the possible elements of

mahgnity and abomination : now, let the moral judg-

ments of the soul pass upon what is proper to be done in

order to let this malign enemy of all good, receive what is

justly answerable to its own nature. Is it just that any
expression of hatred and opposition should be made to it,

or is it not 1 If it is just, then the question before us is

settled by the admission that it is just that an evil so ma-
lignant should receive a corresponding expression of con-

demnation. If it is not just, we are forced upon the ab-

surdity that it is not just to condemn that which in its

nature possesses every element upon which the idea of

condemnation could be, and ought to be, based. It is an
instinctive judgment of the mind, that it is just to condemn
that which is evil. To deny it, is to assert the absurdity

that it is not just to do that which is worthy of being

done ;
or in other words, that it is unjust to form a judg-

ment which answers accurately to the true nature of the

thing in judgment.
Now, if sin be an evil at all, it deserves condemnation

;

and any judgment that awards it, only answers to its true

nature. If it be an evil of great magnitude, it will de-

serve a corresponding" degree of condemnation ;
so that

we learn the only rule by which to measure the real equi-

ty of any alleged sentence of condemnation upon sin, is

the intrinsic demerit of sin in itself What, then, is the

real demerit of sin ? Sin is the violation of law, and its

demerit must necessarily be measured by the obligations

to obey it. This obligation, in the case of a violation of

divine law, may be separated into the various elements

that compose it, and we might proceed to consider that

part of the obligation to obedience in the excellence/ of the

law itself, in the authority of the law-giver, in its adapta-
tion to the nature of man, and its indispensability to his

happiness. But this is unnecessary ; it would only pro-

tract the discussion to a useless extent. Combining all

the various elements of the obligation into one, we have
presented before us, as the true test of all the demerit of

sin, the obligation not to commit it. This is the rule by

/
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which all demerit is properly to be judged. In order to,

make the argument as comprehensive of particulars as

possible, let us assume the broadest and most comprehen-
sive ideas of duty on the one side, and sin upon the other.

The summary of the moral law given by Christ, places,

the whole series of duties obligatory upon man, under the'

general term love. To love God is the sum of the duties,

of' man to his maker and his neighbor. Since the demer-
it of sin consists in the violation of law, the extent of its

;

demerit will be measured by the force of the obligation to ^

obey it. What, then, is the obligation of man to the law^
of God, or why is he bound to love his maker? The an-

^^

swer is brief: he is bound to love God, because of the ex- '^

cellencies of his nature. There is an instinctive demand
^

upon the moral judgment of the soul to approve what is'

worthy of approval. We always feel bound to love a

,

good man, more bound to love a better man, and most'
bound to love where most moral excellence is displayed..

The natural and equitable answer of the moral sense to

any degree of excellence presented to its notice, is to ap-,*

prove it ; and any refusal to do it indicates a perversion|

of its office that involves guilt. We always condemn the

man who refuses to do justice to excellence. Now, ifthe,_

excellency of the divine character afford a legitimate

ground of obligation upon the affections of man, it follows

that the strength of the obligation will be measured by
the degree of that excellency. But the excellency of the

divine nature is absolutely infinite ; and therefore the obli-

gation it creates, expands with its expansion, and is abso-

lutely infinite in force. The conclusion then follows with
irresistible power. Since the demerit of an act is to be
measured by the obligation that governs it, it follows that

the violation of an infinite obligation involves infinite de-

merit. From this conclusion we are led to another. If

the proper nature of punishment, as distinguished from
other forms of physical evil, is determined by the demerit

of moral and responsible action, we are forced to concede

that the equity of the eternal punishment threatened in

the scriptures is susceptible of the most rigid logical de-
,

monstration. If it is just to inflict pain because wrong
has been done, it is just to inflict a degree of suffering

answering to the true demerit of the wrong. If sin, as the

YoL. VI.—No. 3. 25 I
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violation of an infinite obligation, is an infinite evil, it de-

serves an infinite punishment ; and the threatenings of

the Word of God stand justified by the most obvious sug-

gestions of reason. .

If may be objected to this doctrine that it necessarily

involves all the intelligent creation in sin. It may be said

that the accountable creation are bound by an infinite ob-

hgation ; that finite creatures cannot fulfil infinite obliga-

tions ; and that therefore every creature of God, subject to

his moral government, is, by the necessity of his own na-

ture, a rebel against God, and a defaulter in duty. How
can a finite creature fulfil an infinite obligation 1 How
can an angel love God to the extent of his loveliness, and
of course to the extent of the obligation to love him ? If
he ca?i, then the absurdity is proclaimed, that a creature of

only a finite capacity of affection can, and does, exert an

infinite affection. If he cannot, then does he not fail of

his duty, and become guilty of sin, inasmuch as he meets

an infinite obligation with a finite payment ? for if infi-

nitely hound and only finitely capable, does not the sur-

plus of obligation over actual duty performed remain un-

met and dishonored ? This is the only plausible objection

which we have ever conceived to be applicable to the

clear and covincing logic of the common argument in de-

fence of the equity of an infinite punishment for sin. But
it is easy to display the fallacy of the position. It is true

that the creatures of God are bound by an infinite obliga-

tion ; and it is true that creatures of finite capacities of

affection cannot exert infinite affections ;
but the conclu-

sion does not follow that all his creatures are defaulters in

duty by a necessity of nature. There is a broad distinc-

tion between an infinite obligation of affection, and an
obligation to an infinite affection. A creature may be in-

finitely bound to do di finite thing. The force of the ob-

ligation is not the necessary measure of the quantity of

obedience. God may impose an infinite obligation upon
a man not to eat an apple, and the guilt of a violation of

the order would be measured by the obligation to obey,

not by the intrinsic evil of the act forbidden—simply be-

cause it has no intrinsic evil, and can only become evil by
being the occasion of violating a moral condition attached
to it. This is a great mistake men generally make in es-
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timating the true demerit of their acts before God;
look merely to the act itself, and never dream of consider-

ing the true measure of its iniquity—the obligation not

to do it. It may be that the act itself may involve no
guilt

; it may possess no intrinsic evil communicating
guilt to the actor ; but if prohibited by the command of
God, its commission involves all the guilt measured by a

'

contempt of divine authority. The demerit of any act

must be measured by the obligation that controls it ; it

makes no diflerence whether that obligation may spring

from the intrinsic nature of the act itself, or from the arbi-

trary authority of God, or its relations to the welfare of

man, or from all these together. From whatever source

the obligation may spring, or how many separate ele-

ments may compose it, it is the natural and proper mea-
surement of all moral evil. The conclusion from the

whole of this protracted view of the subject is two-fold

:

first that some punishment is just, and second, that an in-

finite punishment can only answer to the just and natural

demerit of sin.

5. In immediate connection with this argument, we
present another consideration of equally commanding im-

port. The doctrine of the Bible, about the nature and
'

requirements of the justice of God, necessarily implies a

future state of punishment. *• Truth," says the celebra-

ted John Milton, " truth is but justice in our knowledge,
as justice is but truth in our practice." This is only ano-

ther mode of saying that the judgments of impartial jus-

tice must answer to the nature of the case in view, and
that the justice of God absolutely binds him to measure
his decision according to the true import of the facts be-

fore him. To deny this proposition is to assert the blas-

phemy that it would be lawful for God to express judg-

ments not answering to the facts in the case, a supposi-
,

tion which involves a direct attack upon the integrity of

his character, and as such is wholly inadmissible. In

other words, the honor of God, the integrity of his nature,

the inflexible claims of his own eternal and essential at-

tributes, absolutely demand that all his decisions should

be fitted to the exact nature of the fact that solicits the

judgments of his mind. He is left no option ; he is bound
by the essential elements of his divinity to be true to the i

."''^'I'^l
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facts in the formation of his judgments. If the thing be

good, he is bound by his justice to approve it. If it is in-

vested with any degrees of excellence, his decision must
be fitted to the precise claim of each successive develop-

ment of the excellency, and he must approve that most in

which there is most to be approved, and approve that least

in which there is the least to be approved. If the thing

be evil, he is equally bound to condemn it ; and he is

bound to measure the degree of this condemnation by the

degree of evil in the thing condemned. If the thing be

an object of pity, the natural answer of the eternal mind
towards it will be the indulgence of comparison. If the

thing be a natural object of complacency and delight, he
will indulge towards it the sentiments it naturally de-

mands. But, if the nature of the thing in judgment be
such as to naturally demand the condemnation of his

mind, he will condemn it, and condemn it by just that

peculiar expression of his disapproval which naturally an-

swers to the true nature of the thing itself Now, let us
return again to the supposition, that there is a thing in the

universe to which the only natural answer, fitting equita-

bly to the true elements of its nature, is the infliction of
suffering. Let us suppose that there is no room for the

indulgence of pity towards it ; but that to the malignant
elements of the object, the only possible equitable answer
could be the infliction of an awful degree of physical pain.

Let us suppose that the attachment of this evil to man
did not make him an object of pity, but blame ; that it

imputed guilt ; that its fatal touch rendered every object

of its contact justly the subject of odium, and justly the

object of the inflictions of physical suffering. When the

supposition is complete, we at once perceive that God is

absolutely bound to base his judgments upon the true na-
ture of the evil, and to inflict that physical suffering which
the supposition makes the only natural and equitable an-
swer to its true demerits. He would be just as much
bound, and for the same general reasons, to visit such an
evil with its natural answer, as he would be to render a
judgment of approval upon that which deserved to be ap-
proved, or of blessing upon that which deserves to be
blessed. Now, we have just seen that there is a distinc-

tion between right and wrong, which the mind receives
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and maintains with absolute authority. We have seen

that the natural answer of the mind, to that which is

rig-ht, is to approve it ; and that the natural answer to

that which is wrong, is to condemn it. We have seen
that when the expression of this condemnatory sentence,

upon the true nature of wrongs took the form of physi-
cal suffering, that this suffering was penal, as distin-

guished from other actual and conceivable forms of which
physical pain was susceptible in a secondary and collate-

ral sense. We have also seen that the only natural and
equitable answer of the moral judgments of the mind to

the true evil of sin, is the infliction of pain. The conclu-

sion from the whole is inevitable. If the justice of God
binds him to be true to the nature of the facts before him
for adjudication, and if the only equitable answer to the

intrinsic evil of sin is the expression of a condemnatory
sentence, in the form of physical suffering, it is an irresis-

tible inference that He w^ust punish men for their sins—
that He has no option left him—and that He is bound by
His own immutable attributes to visit sin with that which
answers equitably to the true malignity of its nature. If^j

sin were no evil, God could not condemn it. If it were
only a physical toil, rendering man properly the object of

pity, God would fit his judgments to the facts, and indulge

a fully answerable degree of compassion towards it. But
let it be reniembered that the Bible represents sin as a
moral evil—as a thing naturally odious, and deserving of
condemnation—as imputing guilt—as rendering man not

properly the subject of pity, in a primary sense, but the

object of moral aversion and the infliction of physical

suffering. If this be the true nature of sin, God is bound
to punish it. He is just as much bound to do justice to

sin, as to do justice to virtue, and for the same high and
inexorable reason. So far as man is unhappy, God will

pity him ; so far as he is possessed of any degree of ex-

cellence, God will regard him ; but the fact that man is

miserable, and the fact that he has certain degrees of ex-

cellence in the composition of his being, do not disturb the

independent and equally unquestionable fact that he is

guilty ; and as such God must punish him.

6. But the testimony of the Bible on this great subject

is not yet exhausted* There are certain facts in the histo-

^Ml
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ry of man, which bear with strong significancy on the two
doctrines of the immortality of the soul, and a state of re-

wards and punishments in the coming dispensation of the

soul. These facts are fully recognised by the Bible, and
are explained in their moral bearmgs upon its pages. We
allude to the afflictions of the righteous and the prosperity

of the wicked, in the present life—facts which are so

common in occurrence, and so singular in their nature, as

to have attracted universal attention from observant men
in every age. The bearing of these facts upon the doc-

trine of the immortality of the soul, and the existence of

a future state of punishments and rewards, is perfectly

obvious. In spite of all the attempts of a corrupt philoso^

phy, to discredit the existence or obscure the dictates of a
moral element in human nature, there is a power in the

human soul which refuses to admit that there is no dis-

tinction between right and wrong. There is an involun-

tary and necessary perception of a quality in wrong which
calls for condemnation, and a quality in right which calls

for approval. The moral instincts of the human soul ut-

terly rebel against the attempt to erase this distinction, and
place both upon the same platform. If there is a distinc-

tion between them at all. it is a violation of justice and
truth to award the same sentence upon both, and upon
those who are severally concerned in them. There is a
flash of intuitive perception bursting through all the mists

and mazes of skeptical metaphysics, which proclaims it

as the deepest and most resistless judgment of the moral
sense of the soul, that a difference should be made be-

tween the righteous and the wicked, and that the one
should be rewarded, and the other should suffer. This
great fact is fully admitted by the opposers of the doc-

trine of future punishment, whenever the exigencies of

controversy force them to show that the wicked suffer

more in this life than the righteous are ever made to en-

dure. Allowing the fact, the admission on their part in-

volves the further admission that it is just and right that

the wicked should suffer more. This admission is fatal

to their theories, for it changes the whole aspect of the

question, from a question of material justice to a mere
question of degree. Why should the wicked suffer more
in this life than the righteous 1 Why is it just that such
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an arrangement should have been ordained 1 It is simply
because the soul recognises a difference in the moral char-

acter of the two classes, which forms the ground for this

just difference, in allotting the arrangements of Providence
towards them. This fully allows that a moral distinc-

tion is a legitimate ground for a difference in these allot-

ments, that m^oral evil deserves to be punished, and that

moral excellence deserves to be rewarded. If, therefore,

moral evil deserves to be punished at all, it deserves to be
punished to any degree answering to the degree of that

element in it that justifies punishment at all. If moral
evil is a legitimate ground of distinction between (he al-

lotments of men, it will justify a degree of difference in

these allotmenls. answerable to its own nature. The ad-

missions of the Universalist himself logically involve the

whole doctrine of future punishment in the essential equi-

ty of its infliction.

If this great and involuntary decision of the moral in-

stincts of the soul, upon the essential justice of making a
difference between the righteous and the wicked, is correct,

the fact bears powerfully upon the question of the exist-

tence of the soul in a future state of punishment or re-

wards. It is certain the wicked are often prosperous in

this world, and that the righteous are often overwhelmed
with affliction. This state of affairs the soul refuses to

allow to be just ; and if ever justice is to be done at all,

those distinctions which fail to be drawn in time must be

drawn in eternity. It is vain to argue that men always
suffer in proportion to their wickedness in this life ; for it

is notorious that constant repetition of crime renders the

mind less and less sensitive to its guilt, and consequently
less sensitive to the retributive pains of conscience. There
is no one fact in the moral experience of mankind, more
certain than that—and it settles the question

; it proves be-

yond a doubt that the distinctions in suffering, demanded
by the moral instincts of human nature, are not drawn in

time, and if drawn at all must be drawn in eternity.

The Bible fully accepts this instinctive recognition of a

distinction between right and wrong, as justifying a dif-

ference ill the allotments of those respectively tinctured

with these opposite elements of morality. It not only ac-

cepts the recognition, but restates it in stronger and broad-

!
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er terms. It admits that the difficulty created by the mo-
ral bearing of the difference in the allotments of the good

and bad man, in their life, is a difficulty wliich can only

be explained by the expectation of a future state of exist-

ence, where the real distinction between virtue and vice

shall be fully admitted and sustained as equitable and
eternal. The brutish man knoweth not, neither doth the

fool understand this: when the wicked spring as the grass,

and when all the workers of iniquity do flourish, it is

that they shall he destroyed forever. But as for me, my
feet were almost gone ; my steps had well nigh slipped.

For I was envious at the foolish, when I saw the prospe-

rity of the wicked. For there are no hands in their

death ; but their strength is firm. They are not in trou-

ble, as other men ; neither are they plagued like other

men. Behold these are the ungodly, who prosper in the

world ; they increase in riches. Verily, I have cleansed

mine heart in vain, and washed mine hands in innocency.

For all the day long have I been plagued, and chastened

every morning. Jf I say I will speak thus, behold I
should offend against the generation of thy children.

When I thought to know this, it was too painful for me,
until I went into the sanctuary of God; then understood
Itheir end. Surely thou didst set them, in slippery pla-

ces ; thou castedst them down into destruction. How are

they brought into desolation as in a mom^ent 7 they are

utterly consumed with terrors. As a dream when one

awaketh, so, O Lord, when thou awakest, thou shalt des-

pise their image.* The stern and melancholy music of

that inimitable paragraph sounds a startling discord to the

dreamy hallelujahs of modern Universalism. The passage
implies, as its logical foundation, the essential difference

between right and wrong ; affirms that this distinction is

a just ground for establishing a distinction in the allot-

ments of the moral government of God
;
admits that this

distinction is not fully drawn in this life, and deliberately

asserts that it ought to be, and will be, displayed in the

time when God shall awake to judgment.
7. But the testimony of the Bible assumes another dis-

tinct and striking form, in affirming the truth of the doc-

trine of future punishment. All its principal doctrines

Selected from 73 and 92 Psalms. ,
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either take this doctrine for granted, or are essentially

connected with it after a manner which makes the dis-

credit of this doctrine involve the discredit of some,

and the absolute absurdity pf others, of its remaining
peculiarities. Thus the Bible asserts the moral gov-

ernment of God ; but government implies law ; and
the essential element of law, or at least one of its essen-

tial element, consists in its penalty ; for without a penalty
it sinks into mere advice, and ceases to be coercive. It

asserts the existence of sin ; but sin, as the violation of

law, necessarily implies the existence and obligation of

law, and necessarily its penalty. The Bible asserts the

reality of an atonement ; but an atonement implies guilt

;

guilt implies sin ; sin implies law, and consequently its

penalty. The Bible asserts a doctrine of a renewal of the

moral nature of man
;
but a renewal of the moral nature

of man implies its corruption ; its corruption implies the

existence of actual violations of law, and so all the ne-

cessary elements of law. The whole scheme of the gos-

pel, as a scheme of salvation, necessarily and essentially

implies some calamity from which man is to be saved

;

and any exposure to impending calamity involves the in-

fraction of the laws of God, as the only just ground for

such an exposure. Unless man is exposed to perdition, the

whole system of the gospel is false, as a whole, and false

in every particular. The sacrificial offering of the son of

God is not merely inexplicable, but inexplicable from the ex-

cess of its folly, unless it were an offering for sin. His ad-

vent, and the events which succeeded it, are inexpressible

and cruel absurdities, unless he came to seek and to save
that which was lost. It is an abuse of terms to say that he
came to save men from the various forms of their tempo-

ral distress, by gaining for them an entrance into glory

after they have passed through these calamities. It is an
abuse of terms to speak of man's being saved from evils

through which he passes, and they cease by the natural

limitation of their power to injure. If this be all the sal-

vation he came to bring, it is no more of a salvation than
would have been obtained without his advent, and his

advent becomes an absurdity. Salvation implies, in its

full sense, deliverance from an evil—not the cessation of

an evil by the exhaustion of its own energies. The sim-
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pie truth is. that the doctrine of future punishment, and
the moral ideas to which it is related, underlie the entire

system of the Christian rehgion ; and if they are denied,

the denial logically involves a rejection of the whole of

that system itself

8. But the Bible presents other and most conclusive

testimonies to the truth of the doctrine of future punish-

ment. Indeed, the general evidence of the scriptures on
this subject is so varied, so multipHed, so interwoven with

every part of their teachings on the religious relations of

man, that it is impossible to exhaust it by the widest and
most complete generalization of its particular testimony.

One of these striking features of the sacred volume, is

the perpetual distinction which is drawn between the

righteous and the wicked, in almost every point in which
a contrast could be exhibited. Sometimes the contrast is

drawn between the characters of the two, in their minute,

not less than in their general, peculiarities. Sometimes
the antithesis is displayed in reference to the state, or the

contentment, or the worldly respectability, or the conduct
and cow/or^ of the classes in affliction. Atone time the

contrast has relation to life, and at another to death ; now
to the general peace and enjoyment of existence, and then

to the solid profits which result to the parties from their

respective peculiarities of moral conduct and character.

The writers of the Word of God accord universally in the

declaration : say ye to the righteous, it shall he well with
him ; but woe unto the wicked—it shall be ill with him.
There is scarcely a chapter in the Bible which does not

contain some direct or implied contrast between the

righteous and the wicked, in some point or another. The
ways of wisdom are ways of pleasantness, and all her

paths are peace ; but the way of the transgressor is hard.

There is no peace, saith my God, unto the wicked ; but

great peace have they which keep thy commands. The
righteous shall inherit the earth ; but the seed of evil do-

ers shall be cut off. It would be easy to multiply similar

passages indefinitely, all stating points of contrast, which,
however different in themselves, all rest upon the essen-

tial, necessary, eternal difference between right and wrong,
the evil and the good. This perpetual recognition of the

differences in moral character and moral deserts, as the
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foundation for all these manifold differences, establish the

essential nature of the connection between the cause and
the effects. The inference then moves with rigid preci-

sion from the moral and essential nature of this connec-

tion, to the conclusion that it must exist in the world to

come, as well as in the world that now is. This inference

would seem to be conclusive ; but we are not left to rest

upon it alone. There are explicit statements of fact in

the scriptures, in which the difference alleged to run
through all the points of contrast between the righteous

and the wicked, is carried forward into the future, and es-

tablished as eternal. The plea of the theorist, who opposes

the truth we are arguing, is that all distinctions of charac-

ter and condition either cease at death, or at some limited

period in the duration that succeeds it. But the Bible

states with perfect clearness, it is appointed unto man
once to die, and after death, the judgment. Nothing can
be more definite, and unsusceptible of misconstruction,

than the assertion thdit the judgmetit is after death. Now,
in all those awful pictures of the judgment day, which
Christ drew for his disciples, he declares that after the

judgment is completed, he will say to those upon the

right hand : come ye blessed of my Father, inherit the

kingdom prepared for yoii from before the foundation

of the world. But unto those upon the left, he will say :

depart ye cursed into everlasting fire, prepared for the

devil and his angels. This surely is enough to settle

tl^ question forever, with all candid behevers in the divine

authority of the Bible. Here is a scene after the judg-

ment, which is expressly said to be itself after death, in

which the difference between the righteous and the

wicked is still maintained
;
and in the reasons assigned by

the judge, in both cases, is still based upon the differences

in the moral conduct of the classes. The distinction is

not only carried beyond the grave, but it is explicitly de-

clared to be eternal and unalterable.

9. But again : the Word of God speaks distinctly of a
place of torment, and gives a local habitation and a name
to hell. The usual mode of evading this fact is to at-

tempt to establish that the original Hebrew term, transla-

ted hell, means nothing but the grave. It is admitted

that the word sometimes means the grave ; but it is not
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admitted that it never means anything else. Such an in-

terpretation would render many passages of scripture un-

intelligible and absurd. When the wicked are said to he

turned into hell with all the nations that forget God, if

it only means that they are to be buried, it follows that

the passage is logically defective—for this is equally true

of the righteous, and the nations that do not forget God.
One legitimate mode of refuting this quibble, would be an
exegesis of the term, and a particular examination of the

passages in which it occurs. But a single statement of

fact will explode it forever ; it is after death, and after

the resurrection of all men from the grave, that the sen-

tence of the Judge drives the guilty from the left hand
into everlasting punishment, and leads the saints from the

right hand to the rest which remains for the people of God.
If this clear and positively undeniable statement of fact is

not allowed to settle a distinction between the grave and
the perdition into which the wicked are driven, after their

resurrection from the grave, it is useless to appeal to the

scciptures as authority on this, or on any other subject.

*• 10. Finally, we may condense the remaining features

of the testimony of the Bible, which now occur to us.

into the general statement that the Word of God gives ex-

amples of future misery : that it describes dimly the na-

ture, and more clearly the duration, of the torments of the

damned ; and that it makes one explicit and pointed affir-

mation of the fact after another, until it seems absolutely

astonishing how any one could question whether the Bi-

ble taught the doctrine of a future retribution. Once the

great Teacher lifted the veil, and from the dim regions

beyond there issued a mournful voice : father Abraham,
send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his finger in

water, and cool my tongue—for I am tormented in this

flame. Again he sketches a picture for our view, and
through the lofty imagery of inspiration, a wide lake of

fire gleams fearfully upon the vision, heaving its glittering

and agitated surges in thunder upon a shore of eternal

adamant, beneath a sky wreathed with portentous clouds,

while on the rolling flood toss the huge shapes of damned
angel and cherubim, blaspheming and cursing in the sub-

lime frenzy of their despair. If descriptions of the nature,

duration, reasons^ conditions, warnings,, expostulations,
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and all other relative ideas of a punishment in the future,

are not sufficient to establish the reality of such a punish-
ment, it would seem to be useless to attempt to make lan-

guage the vehicle of any species of idea. The explicit

assertion, these shall go away into everlasting punish-
ment, but the righteous into life eternal, is but one in-

stance of a great class of similar declarations, which can-
not be made to assume more clearness of affirmation by
any art of interpretation. If any one is candid enough to

accept disagreeable truth, when clearly presented to the

mind, he ^can demand no more testimony to establish the

reality of a retributive suffering in the world to come, i}.-

In conclusion, we have only to say to all such of our
readers as hesitate to accept the doctrine advocated in

these articles, be not deceived ; God is not mocked : for
what a man soweth, that shall he also reap. This awful
doctrine is true ; receive it as true, and escape for your .

life. There is a prodigious tendency to the rejection of

this doctrine, in that period of the maturing of the mind
when men begin to think of things instead of ideas, and
really recognise the great doctrines of religion as nothing ;

more nor less than descriptions of existing facts. It is t

difficult, and it is fearful, to look upon the splendid land-

scape before us—the green and undulating compaign,
bounded by the granite battlements of the mountains, the

bending arch of the sky filled with rosy and golden
clouds, and the sunlight bathing the trees and house-tops

of this rugged city with the last rays of its splendor—and
realise the grand and awful doctrine of the Bible ! Yet
it is true

;
God says so, and it must be true. Where that

dread world may be, he has not said, and we cannot
know. But let us remember, while there is time to profit

by the recollection, that while we walk this green earth,

or gaze upon the stars, or mingle in the thousand claims

of life upon our attention, there is in some undiscovered

quarter of the universe, the hell of the Bible, the prison-

house of the damned. Remember also, he that believeth

shall be saved ; he that believeth not shall be damned ;

and remembering these, be reconciled to God. The night

comes when no man can labor.
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ARTICLE IV.

INSPIRATION VERSUS MORELL'S THEORY.

The controversy between the disciples of divine reve-

lation and the advocates of skepticism occupies a new
position and wears a different aspect from what it did in

past times. Formerly the impiigners of Holy Scripture

attacked its external evidences, and sought to prove it a
compound of cunningly devised fables. Happily all such
efforts have proved signally abortive, as it respects the

end they were designed to serve, and have contributed to

call forth an array of witnesses in behalf of the truth

whose united suffrage no inteUigent unbeliever will have
the hardihood openly to confront. Philology has estab-

lished the substantial integrity of the sacred text. History

has confirmed the facts, registered the fulfilment of many
of the prophecies, and vindicated the reputation of the

authors. The literature of contemporary nations, has
thrown light upon many of its customs, truths and promi-

nent personages. The discoveries of enlightened science

have furnished additional warrants of our faith in its

truthfulness, and striking illustrations of many of its doc-

trines. The researches of antiquarians amid the ruins of

ancient empires, have disentombed records of persons and
events, and deciphered pages of history which demonstrate

the authenticity of the sacred volume. There is no room
left for reasonable doubt on this point. There is no valid

plea for unbelief except ignorance of literature, history, and
science.

Driven from this ground by the force of evidence, skep-

ticism has passed into the domain of mental science, and
endeavoured to entrench itself amid the laws and pheno-

mena of man's intellectual constitution. Arrayed in the

imposing garb of a philosophical spiritualism, it pronoun-
ces the highest and noblest creations of genius the inspi-

rations of the Almighty, sets itself to explode the doctrine

of supernatural inspiration, to invalidate the supreme
authority of the Scriptures, and to show in a plausible and
fallacious manner that there is nothing in the phenomena
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which they present, but whicb may be, and ought to be,

accounted for without the aid of this principle. Thus,
whilst it has changed its outward form, it adheres to its

old purpose, and the real question at issue between those

who believe in Divine inspiration, and those who adopt

the modern theory. The question which it is proposed to

discuss in the present essay, is the following : Were the

sacred writers the subjects of a Divine influence which
suggested unknown and supernatural themes to their

minds, and otherwise qualified and prompted them to

write the Scriptures?—or, were the elevations of their own
genius sufficient to enable them to discover the truths

which they have recorded ? Is the doctrine of supernatural

inspiration the true one, or is it altogether unnecessary,—

a

mechanical superfluity, which ought to be supplanted by
a theory of mental dynamics ? Is all Scripture give-n by
inspiration of God ? or could men of the highest order of

genius evolve the principles, invent the ideal and construct

the reality of this wondrous Book? In 2nd. Tim., 3 ch.,

16 v., Paul asserts, that, " all scripture is given by inspi-

ration of God." It will be shown in the sequel, and is

now assumed, that it is equally applicable to the New
Testament. The principle which it lays down is that the

canonical scriptures are a revelation of the mind and will

of God unattainable by the powers of the human intellect,

and communicated to the world by a supernatural influ-

ence denominated " inspiration." This principle we shall

endeavour to defend.

I. The first consideration which we shall advance in

favour of this, which will lay the whole subject open before

us, and which is deemed a necessary preliminary to others,

is, that the Scriptures teach the doctrine of supernatural

inspiration as employed in, and consequently requisite to,

the communication of Divine truth to the world in the

Scriptures.

The credibility of the sacred canon being admitted on
both sides in this inquiry, it is nothing more than right that

we should ascertain the Biblical idea of inspiration, before

proceeding to examine the modern theory, which accord-

ing to its author embodies that idea, but which in our view
nullifies and destroys it.
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Reason dictates that in a book purporting to be a reve-

lation from Jehovah to his creatures, there should be found
either plain and pointed assertions, or evident indications,

of its celestial origin, traces of divinity, out-beamings of the

mind of its author. Such evidences of authorship are

generally discernible in works of genius. Whoever reads

the Scriptures with an unprejudiced mind, and is content

to be governed by the ordinary laws of evidence, will, it is

confidently presumed, perceive that the doctrine of super-

natural inspiration pervades the whole book as one of its

leading principles,—a doctrine which is set before the read-

er's eye in a great variety of lights,—a doctrine which is

embodied in numerous statements,—a doctrine which
forms the back-ground of all the revelations which the

Scriptures contain, as manifestly as the conception of an
Almighty Creator forms the back-ground of every scene of

Nature with which we are surrounded. Equally clear is

it that this influence, this inspiration, is distinct from the

revelation which it was exerted to impart ;—the latter

being the truths and principles, and disclosures, of persons,

and events, and purposes, which form the substance of the

Bible
; the former the agency or influence by which they

were made known and recorded.
'"

"
'

" ..^^ ,.f - .;.

^;

The divine influence termed inspiration, in the scriptural

views of it, appears to include three elements, which are

—

the presentation of objective truths to the mind which were
not within its grasp, whatever the vigour and penetration

of its faculties,—the subjective elevation of the intellectual

faculties so as to comprehend, or at least embrace the

truths so presented.—and the impulse which prompted the

recipient of these revelations to commit them to writing.

Thus we have a three-fold idea—the presentation of ob-

jective truth from without the mind—the subjective illu-

mination—and the stimulus which was at once a commis-
sion to embody the revelations in the permanent forms of

written language, and an infallible director preserving

them from error, or defect, or exaggeration in its execution.

The following passages are cited as specimens of the

manner in which the Scriptures illustrate, and confirm
this representation of the doctrine. In the announcement,
" This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased,"

which was made to the disciples on the mount of transfig-
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uration, an objective truth was presented to their minds,
with which they were not previously acquainted,—which
they never could have discovered without divine aid,—and
which they never professed fully to understand. In the

reply of Peter to his Master's question, " Thou art the

Christ, the Son of the living God," the second element of

this idea—the subjective illumination of the person to

whom the revelation was given was apparent. Whilst in

the assertion of Peter, that " Holy men of God spake as

they were moved by the Holy Ghost," there is an explicit

enunciation of the fact that a Divine impulse actuated the

sacred writers to communicate what God had made known
to them to the world. • jk??*/ :

;>' -jw; .,'ivrnv;. ! in'-s j;

It is implied in this view of the doctrine of inspiration,

as evolved in the Scriptures, not only that the writers of

Scripture were the subjects of Divine influence, but that

the writings themselves possess the same character and
are inspired. The Divine affatus, by which the various

truths were suggested to their minds and their faculties

aided in their perception, did not terminate at that point,

and leave them to their own discretion merely in penning
these revelations ; but continued to move them, in accord-

ance with the laws of their mental constitution, and with-

out violating their individuality, yet so as to guide them
into the clear light of heavenly truth in the composition of

the sacred books. It held up the truths before their men-
tal vision. It clarified their conception of them. Tt saved

them from mistatement, and set the seal of infalibility

upon the records, so that the entire book is of God, having
his image and superscription upon it.

II. With this brief statement of the Biblical idea of in-

spiration, the defence of which will be gone into presently,

we now offer as a second consideration in support of the

proposition which we are endeavouring to establish, that

the doctrine of supernatural inspiration, which the Scrip-

tures teach, is not invalidated, or in any way affected by
the philosophical theory which has recently been put forth

by Mr. Morell, in his work on " The Philosophy of Reli-

gion;" because that theory is insufficient to account for the

existence, or explain the phenomena which the Scriptures

present.

This theory is designed to set forth philosophically, the

Vol. vi.^No. 3. 26
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subjective process involved in the acquisition of the truths

of Scripture, and to account for the existence of this sacred

book without what he contemptuously terms a mechanical

inspiration, i. e. without supernatural inspiration : conse-

quently, if it can be shown that taking the Bible as an
existing fact, this theory will not account for its existence,

it will follow that, as far as it is concerned, the doctrine of

Divine inspiration remains untouched. It may, or may
not be true, but it is not discredited by this theory.

The author of this theory, and those who agree with
him, assert that inspiration is a phenomenon of what is

known in philosophical nomenclature as the '^pure reason,"

or, in other words, the intuitional conscious being, greatly

elevated : the writers perceived the truths of revelation

without supernatural inspiration. His own statement of

his theory is as follows

:

" Inspiration does not imply anything generically new in the

processes of the human mind, it does not involve any form of in-

telligence essentially different from what we already possess ;
it

indicates rather the elevation of the religious consciousness, and
with it, of course, the power of spiritual vision, to a degree of

intensity peculiar to the individuals thus highly favoured by God.
We must regard the whole process of inspiration accordingly as

being in no sense mechanical, but purely dynaniical ; involving,

not a novel and supernatural faculty, but a faculty already enjoy-

ed, elevated supernaturally to an extraordinary power and sus-

ceptibility; indicating in fact an inward nature, so perfectly

harmonized to the Divine ideas circumambient around it, so res-

ponsive in all its strings to the breath of heaven, that truth leaves

an impress upon it which answers perfectly to its objective reali-

ty."

In this passage the truths are spoken of, not as conveyed
supernaturally to the mind at the moment of inspiration,

but as surrounding it just as the ordinary truths of natural

science, thus eliminating what we have stated as the first

element in the Biblical idea of inspiration—the immediate
presentation of what, but for that presentation, would be
unattainable objective truth. The second element of this

doctrine, the author seems to admit, representing it as a
supernatural elevation of peculiar intensity, even to an
extraordinary power and susceptibility

;
but the third ele-
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ment, i. e., the impulse to write down the revelations given,

he utterly rejects in sweeping terms. He says in reference

to it - .^^ ./••- -^. - -' : '

" The question however still comes, admittiDg tliem (the Holy
Scriptures) to be genuine, and admitting them to be inspired,

—

what did the authors themselves, in good faith, mean to include
under the notion of inspiration ? Did they claim for themselves
any distinct commission to pen the works in question? Was such
a commission, at the lime, awarded to them,—or was not the whole
of the inspiration attaching to them rather viewed as resulting

simply from the extraordinary intuitions of Divine truth which
they had received, and which they were here impelled by a deep
sense of their infinite value to depict ?"

Here we have a clear expression of the naked truth as

to what this theory is in itself, and the consequences to

which it naturally and necessarily leads. One point is

touched in this extract which, although it is a little aside

from the main object of this essay, must not be suffered to

pass entirely unnoticed. It :'s the hght in which the sacred

writers were viewed whilst living—the estimate formed of

them by the men of their own times. The author of the

theory under consideration says, that a Divine commission
to write was not awarded to them by their contemporaries.

We have no hesitation in asserting, that precisely the

opposite of this is true.—that, in their respective ages, the

writers of Scripture were looked upon by their fellow men
as divinely taught the will of God, and instructed to dis-

close it to others. The reverence of the Jews for their

sacred books is so proverbial that he must be ignorant

indeed who does not know of it. Had our author been as

well-read in the records and opinions of ecclesiastical anti-

quity, as he is in the modern productions of the continent

of Europe, he never could have said what he has on this

point. He would have known what he evidently does not

know, and not knowing which, it was inexcusable and
unphilosophical assumption in him to write as he has,

that in apostolic and primitive times a broad line of dis-

tinction was drawn between those writings which were of

inspired or Divine authority, and the writings of great and
good men. That those who denied the Divinely inspired

authority of the Scriptures were accounted heretics, and
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excluded from the recognitions of Christian fellowship.

That the early grdversaries of Christianity directed their

batteries against this as one of the settled articles of belief

amongst the Apostolic Christians. Existing documentary
evidence establishes these positions as unquestionable,

and dissipates the opposite assumption as utterly false and
groundless.

Waiving this point, it is obvious from the preceding

quotations that the author of this theory excludes super-

natural influence in the presentation of the truths of Scrip-

ture, and in the writing of the sacred books, from his idea

of inspiration, and limits it to the elevation of the intuition-

al consciousness. All that in his view took place at the

moment of inspiration was the elevation of the intuitional

consciousness ; or, in other words, the stimulation of (he

intellectual powers of the writers. Taking the Bible as a
credible book, will this theory account for its existence ?

For such a body of pamphlets, containing such truths, is

it true to the facts of the case? We think not, and that for

many reasons, some of which we will now state.

One objection, which in our judgment is fatal to this

theory, is, that it leaves unexplained a very important part

of the process by which we attain to the knowledge of

objective truth. As a theory of inspiration, it leaves the

existence of the obj(v.tive truths, which the writers perceiv-

ed and recorded, totally unexplained. Had the Scriptures

been only a re-publication of the law of nature, or had
they contained merely a system of ethics, it may not have
required a special influence to place these truths in the

vicinity of their minds. But the ethical truths of Scripture

are not, as in ordinary treatises, substantive doctrines

:

they are simply corollaries of doctrines, and these doc-

trines are of such a nature as to preclude the possibility of

their being circumambient around the writers. Whatever
man may have discovered in the department of moral
science, he could not have attained to these conceptions,

for they were not written on any page of the book of na-

ture
;
they were not floating about in the regions of space

;

they were in the mind of the All-wise, until it pleased

Him, by a divine revelation, to convey them to this part of

his dominions. This theory however, does not show us

how such truths were brought within the range of elevated
hi
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mental powers, or how such objects came to occupy the

field of vision which opened up before the inward view of

the writers. However much their powers were elevated,

there must have been a boundary beyond which the eye
could not penetrate. Besides, a particular state of the

intellectual powers is not objective truth, but only the

medium of receiving and comprehending it. The ability

to read, is not the book read ; hunger is not food, nor does
it create food ; the eye is distinct from the landscape on
which it gazes. Suppose the objects removed beyond the

sphere of the man's vision, or never introduced Within it,

and of what avail are his faculties, though never so much
elevated ? This theory omits this altogether, and presents

the clear intellectual vision as the grand phenomenon in

the case. Consequently, it is defective on this ground. It

does not embrace this primary fact : is therefore unsound
and insufficient.

Another objection to this theory is, that whilst the ele-

vation of the intellectual powers may render an individual

conversant with present objective truths, it leaves him in

total ignorance of the subjective processes of other, and
especiallyof higher, minds. Were the sphere of the men-
tal vision as much enlarged by the process spoken of as

(hat of the natural vision is by the instrumentality of the

telescope, it would still embrace only objective truths. It

might range from planet to planet, and from scene to scene,

but it could not divine the intellectual operations of any
one of their inhabitants, except as these were made evident

in acts, or words, or features. To maintain the opposite

would be to contradict known facts—to run counter to all

credible experience—to propound for our acceptance an
effect as wonderful as the phenomena of divine inspiration,

without any adequate cause. It would really amount to

the absurdity of predicating omniscience of the intellect of

fallible humanity ;
which it is in charity presumed the

author of this theory is not rash enough to do, or the world

not rash enough to believe. The human heart is a sanc-

tuary into which we cannot penetrate. A man's thoughts

and intents are known only to himself. Philosophy can-

not discern them except by intelligible signs. The eye of

the Omniscient alone surveys the hidden recesses of the

human breast. If then no degree of intellectual elevation

^>
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will enable one man to discover the thoughts of another

without external signs, how much less is it able to grasp

the mental operations of the Infinite One, except as they

are revealed 1 The Scriptures lay before us the thoughts

and purposes of Jehovah, not as they are inscribed on the

face of Nature, or indicated in the constitution of man, and
the course of Providence

; but in a higher and more gra-

cious sense, such as could not be known without revela-

tion. A Divine plan is set before us in some of its main
features, and principles, extending from before the begin-

ning, until after the close of, time ; embracing the character

and destiny of all our race; overlaying the counsels of

ages and nations, which is only imperfectly comprehended
by us ; which is unknown where the Scriptui'es are not

;

which was not discovered until the revelation was given.

It was held in the Eternal mind until it pleased Him to

disclose it to his creatures. The theory under considera-

tion will not account for this. It is not true to this primary
fact, underlying all the revelations of Scripture. It does

not show us how the writers could attain to the knowledge
of the secret purposes of their fellow men, much less how
they became conversant with the purposes and dispositions

of Jehovah. It is untrue, as applied to the human mind.
If it means anything, it ascribes to the mental faculties an
elevation which the literature of the world certainly dis-

proves, and to which, v/e submit, they are incapable of

attaining.

A third objection to this theory is, that the elevation of

the intellectual faculties renders man conversant only with
present objective truths, but does not extend to those of

the future. A man of lofty genius may indeed so general-

ize on the operation of existing causes, on the ascertained

policy of nations, on the known character of different

peoples, and on the facts of past history, as to conjecture

the general direction in which the leading currents of the

world's life will flow, for a generation or two. In such
cases however, it is only probable conjecture at the best,

and he is the wisest who imitates the Delphic priestess,

and expresses his conjecture in terms which admit of va-

rious interpretations. So sudden and so great are the

changes which occur in the outward forms of the world's

life, so multifarious are the influences at work in the social
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system, so mysterious are the developments of Providence,

that men cannot tell what an age will bring forth ; and
statesmanship, in its highest form, is simply the science of
exigencies. Ere two centuries have elapsed, the streams
of national greatness may be running in new channels,
and governments so revolutionized as to retain scarcely an
element of their identity. What will the elevation of a
man's intellectual faculties, however great, do for him in

such a case ? Just nothing. It will not lift up the curtain

of thick darkness, which obscures his prospect at the dis-

tance of a few years. It will not reduce the ideal and
imaginary forms, which seem to float up and down in the

distance, to their natural proportions. It will not bring

those future changes into view, because his intellectual

consciousness is not prescient ; it takes no cognizance of

unexisting things.
*

'^ .^ !•!'>?.

But the Scriptures, taken merely as a veritable record,

contain predictions of the future, which we know from
authentic and independent history, were given many hun-
dred years before the events occurred, and which have
been exactly fulfilled. This is a matter of historical veri-

ty. To explain this, we are furnished wilh a recently in-

vented theory of the pure reason. But we have seen that

the elevation of the intellectual consciousness is conver-

sant only with present objective truth. Therefore it can-

not be admitted in this case. It excludes itself bv the

natural laws, and the acknowledged capabilities of our

intellectual nature. It is a fl'at contradiction of existing

facts. It is an empirical assumption, of which the great

thinkers of the world would not have dreamed. It is an
exaggeration of intellectual capability ; a philosophical

quixotism which the pure reason ought to have stifled at

the birth.

It is submitted that these considerations prove this theo-

ry insufficient to account for the existence of the Bible, or

to explain its phenomena. Were it necessary, other objec-

tions might be urged, not without weight, as for instance :

it is a theory invented in the author's own brain, without

any regard to the facts in the case
;

it is a theory without

corroborative evidence arrayed against a doctrine sustained

by miraculous evidence, to which there is no parallel ; it

is a theory which supplants facts, and makes the fluctua-
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ting consciousness the basis of truth ;
it is a theory which

would annihilate a fixed standard of right and wrong,

and fling the mind of man adrift upon the troubled waters

of a visionary anthropomorphism. But we forbear. It

is only just, however, to state, concerning this vaulting

philosophy so called, that it has done nothing to warrant
this daring assault upon the pillars of all moral certainty

and divine truth. We are at a loss '^o—l^now what it has

achieved, that justifies such vaunting pretensions. It has

not discovered any new mental power. It has hot given

us a more luminous view of the mental structure than our

own metaphysicians. It has not revealed any latent law
of thought, or volition, or association, or emotion. It has
not brought any new mental phenomena to light. With
all its bombastic and unscholarly professions and verbiage,

it has not resolved the nebulae of the intellectual firmament
into globes of clear shining intelligence. Notwithstanding
its elevation, it has not mapped out cloud-land, or given to

airy nothing a local habitation, or determined the altitude

of the elevations of the intuitional consciousness. This
we submit it ought to have done, and meanwhile to have
left the theory of inspiration undone.

III. The third consideration which we offer in support

of this proposition is, that the scriptural doctrine of su-

pernatural inspiration is sustained by all the evidence in

our possession. As this is purely a scriptural doctine, the

evidence on which it rests is to be sought for in the scrip-

tures exclusively. A brief enumeration of the leading ar-

guments will suffice.

1. One proof of this doctrine is, that this is the degree

of inspiration which the writers themselves claim. True,
it has been questioned whether they prefer such a claim,

but a perusal of their own statements is sufficient, we
think, to place this matter beyond dispute. Assuming
that they used words in their ordinary acceptation, as all

writers of clear perception and honest purpose do, it is dif-

ficult to see how any other construction can be put upon
the terms which they use, or any other conclusion extract-

ed out of them. They delivered their messages to differ-

ent individuals and communities, not in their own name,
or as their own productions, composed under the influence

of pious and patriotic motives ; but as the Word of God,

<
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prefacing them with "Thus saith the Lord." They re-

peatedly intimate that they were the subjects of a divine

influence, which put thoughts in their minds—caused
scenes to pass before their view—and s ggested unknown
characters and subjects to their understandings. They
demand an impUcit confidence in the truth of what they
say, which no other class of writers deserving respect

have presumed to require—and which would be neither

reasonable nor modest, were the scriptures, in any sense,

the work of their own unaided powers. They denounce
heavy woes against men or angels who shall introduce

any other gospel, or corrupt the true one, by adding to or

subtracting from it. " But though we, or an angel from
heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than that which
we have preached unto you, let him be accursed." Gal.

1 ch., 8 v. If there is significance in language, they
claim divine inspiration

;
and this claim is made in a man-

ner which is worthy of the subject, and in beautiful har-

mony with the simplicity which marks the various works
of the Almighty. Instead of inflated demands, based on
their intercourse with Jehovah, they modestly utter their

communications in the name of God ; so that we hear not
Isaiah, or Matthew, or Paul, but God speaking to us. We
lose sight of the agent, and contemplate only the Divine
Author. •:.•:;

2. A second proof of this doctrine is derived from the

promise which our Lord made to his disciples, that they

should receive the gift of the Holy Spirit to lead them into

all truth, and qualify them for their official labors. On
four different occasions they received the assurance

:

when he sent forth the aposdes to preach the gospel to

the lost sheep of the house of Israel : Matt. 10 ch.; in the

discourse which is recorded in the 12th ch. of Luke

;

when he foretold the destruction of Jerusalem, Mark, 13th

ch.; and when he addressed them for the last time, before

his passion, John, 14th ch. So clear and pointed are

these promises, that they do not admit of question ;
they

are direct guarantees of divine aid. Should it be suggest-

ed that they apply only to the oral instructions of the

apostles, we answer that they attribute the same authority

to their writings as they do to their spoken addresses. In

2 Thes., 2d ch., 15th v :
'• Therefore, brethren, stand fast,
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and hold the traditions which ye have been taught,

whether by word, or by our epistleP 1 John, 1st ch., 4th

v.: " And these things write we unto you, that your joy

may be full." Extensive and extraordinary, indeed, was
the aid which they derived from the agency of the blessed

Spirit. He brought the words which Christ had spoken

to their remembrance. He imparted revelations additional

to those which their Lord had given them. He opened to

their view the events of the future. He elevated their

powers ; illumined their judgments
;
guided their deci-

sions ; and set the seal of truth upon their work, as he did

the seal of grace upon their spirits.

3. A third proof of this doctrine is, that inspiration is

predicated of the writings themselves, as well as of those

who penned them. Whilst the Redeemer treated the

Jewish ceremonial as obsolete, he always represented the

Jewish scriptures as possessing divine authority, and be-

ing of permanent obligation. The passages are very nu-

merous, in which he quotes from the Old Testament
scriptures, applying their statements to himself and to

those around him—and, "either directly or indirectly, bear-

ing testimony to their inspiration. In 2 Tim., 3d ch.,

Paul mentions the scriptures of the Old Testament, and
declares that they were given by inspiration of God. In

2 Pet., 3d ch., 16th v., he ascribes the same authority to

the epistles of Paul as he does to the other Scriptures.

Statements such as these may be safely left to speak for

themselves, without any comment. They distinctly at-

tribute this same inspiration to the sacred writings, as

others do to those who wrote them. To this it has been

objected that it is impossible ; that inspiration being a
state of mind, if granted at all to the writers, it could not

extend to their writings—an objection which, if it proves

anything, proves too much. Let it be supposed that there

is some force in this objection, that we may ascertain to

what it leads. Genius is a state of mind, but being a
mental state, it cannot be transferred to paper

;
therefore,

we have no works of genius. This is a strictly logical

conclusion. Genius being a state of mind, if its processes

are so transferred to paper, that we have works of genius

in history, philosophy, and poetry, then inspiration, being
a state of mind, may be equally transferred to paper ; and
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we consequently have inspired writings upon the same
principle as that which gives us works of genius. The
advocates of error may as well dispense with this objec-

tion, as it is rather injurious to their cause.

4. A fourth proof of this doctrine is the harmony of the

writers. In the Bible we have a collection of documents
written by fifty different individuals. The first of these

men lived hundreds of years before Homer composed the

Iliad, and the last of them near the close of the Augustan
age of Roman learning. They exhibit wide differences

of constitutional temperament, education, social standing,

and professional occupation. Amongst them are the

monarch of Israel ; the prime minister of Assyria, and the

herdsman of Tekoa
; the legislator, versed in all the wis-

dom of Egypt ; the erudite pupil of Gamaliel ; and the

illiterate fishermen and tax-gatherers of Judea. , Never-
theless, all these men are perfectly agreed in their deline-

ations of the nature and perfections of Jehovah ; in their

views of doctrine
; in their standard of practical virtue

;

in their account of the origin and extent of human de-

pravity
; in their exhibition of the sovereign remedy,

without which sinners must endure the wrath of God for-

ever
;
in their representations of Divine Providence, and

in their disclosures of the future state of the righteous and
the wicked. How can this marvellous concurrence be ac-

counted for, unless they were inspired ? On any other

supposition it is utterly impossible. We find nothing like

this in the world. No equal number of writers in science,

or ethics, or history, or philosophy, agree thus. No equal
number of the fathers of the early ages of the Church
agree thus. No equal number of modern theologians

agree thus. No parallel to this is to be found in the his-

tory of the world ; and there is no way of solving it, ex-

cept upon the supposition that they were divinely in

spired, and that the spirit of trust produced this result.

5. A fifth proof of this doctrine is the fulfilment of the

prophecies of scripture. It requires omniscience to disclose

the events which are to take place hundreds of years af-

terwards. He who is all-wise alone knows the end from
the beginning

;
and when we find in the scriptures so

many predictions, which were given ages prior to the

events, and which have been so fully brought to pass that

l£-
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the prophecy has been mistaken for history, we cannot, we
dare not, as reasonable men, doubt their proper inspiration.

To ascribe such predictions to the elevations of the intel-

lectual powers, is revolting to our judgment. We can
place our hand on the productions of the master spirits of

ancient and modern times, and in their names repudiate

the empty dogma. Prophecy cannot be of man ; it must
be of God. Consider with what precision the prophecies

concerning Nineveh, Babylon, Tyre, Jerusalem, Egypt,
the Israelites, the man of sin, have been accomplished.
So many predictions, delivered so long before the events,

realized so literally, recorded in so many forms—on the
page of history, on the face of nature, on the crumbling
ruins of departed empires, on the memorials of so many
governments, and embodied in the persons of Jews, Turks,
Arabs, and Christians—constitute a body of evidence
which is irresistibly demonstrative. It cannot be gain-

sayed. As the miracles were ocular proofs, to those who
witnessed them, of the divine mission of the persons by

• whom they were wrought, so the fulfilled prophecies are

ocular demonstrations to us,. as they will be to all future

ages, of the supernatural inspiration of those who deliv-

ered them to the world. They furnish a standing testi-

mony, so plain that all men can read it—so strong that

none can question it.

VI. A sixth proof of this doctrine, is the moral influence

which the scriptures exert over human nature. Viewed
in this light, the scriptures stand pre-eminent amid the

literature of the world. No other book, nor all the books
in the world put together, will bear a moment's compari-
son with it. The sages of antiquity wrote elaborate treat-

ises on virtue and vice ; on the shortness of human life

;

on the alleviation of sorrow ; on the endurance of pain
;

on the sufficiency of virtue to promote happiness
;
on age

and friendship ; on the contempt of death
; and even on

the immortality of the soul. Still their writings exerted
very little practical influence upon mankind. They
knew not the nature of the disease with which our race

is affected, nor the divine remedy which the gospel re-

veals.

What all other writings fail to do, the Bible has done,

and is doing. The Word of God is quick and powerful,
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and sharper than any two-edged sword. It lodges con-

victions in the human breast, which arrest the individual

in his career—transform his views, principles, dispositions,

tempers, and purposes—and set him upon an entirely new
course of life. It nerves him alike for duty, or sorrow, or

sacrifice. It developes his virtues, polishes his graces, and
puts the stamp of a divine loveliness upon his character.

It makes men true, pure, noble, generous. It creates bene-

factors, philanthropists, missionaries, confessors, and mar-
tyrs. It works the same change in Jews, Turks, Hea-
thens, Deists, Atheists, Libertines, Philosophers, Moralists,

Pharisees, and Publicans. It awakens genius, and
plumes it for its loftiest flights. " It sustained Origen's

scholarship, and Chrysostom's rhetoric ; it whetted the

penetration of Abelard, and exercised the keen ingenuity
of Aquinas ; it gave life to the revival of letters, and
Dante and Petrarch revelled in its imagery ; it augmented
the erudition of Erasmus, and roused and blessed the in-

trepidity of liUther. It loaded the treasures of Owen

;

charged the fulness of Hooker ; barbed the point of Bax-
ter

;
gave colors to the palette, and sweep to the pencil of

Bunyan ; enriched the fragrant fancy of Taylor ; sus-

tained the loftiness of Howe, and strung the plummet of

Edwards." It has evinced the same adaptation, and pro-

nounced the same fruits wherever it has been published.

It has dispelled ignorance, subdued vice, redeemed char-

acter, revived learning, enthroned law, established free-

dom, thrown a divine safe-guard around life, liberty and
property, fostered art and science, advanced nations to

greatness and glory, and led men in the path of light,

peace and hope, onward to the habitations of the blest.

With facts such as these on every hand of us, how can we
do otherwise than believe in the supernatural inspiration

of the Scriptures. If this book were not divine, it never

could have produced such results as these. It is because

the mind of the Eternal is in it, that it subdues, trans-

forms and blesses mankind. It is the orb of truth which
heaven has suspended in this moral firmament, in whose
light human beings discover their sinfulness, are led to the

cross of Calvary, and from thence through miich tribula-

tion, to the rest of the saints in light.

The scriptures being divinely inspired, it follows that
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they form a perfect and authoritative rule of faith and
practice. Our Divine Creator has not left us to the de-

ductions of our own reason, or the traditions of men. He
has revealed his mind and will to us. " God, who at sun-

dry times, and in divers manners, spake in times past by
the fathers unto the prophets, hath in these last days spo-

ken unto us by his Son." In this blessed book he has fur-

nished us with a complete revelation of whatever is ne-

cessary to an acquaintance with himself ; to our spiritual

recovery from sin to holiness ; to our fulfilment of the va-

rious duties of our moral probation in this world ; and to

our preparation for the realities and destinies of the world
to come. Whilst there is nothing to satisfy an idle curi-

osity, or foster a morbid sentimental craving after occult

and undisclosed truth, nothing is lacking which is neces-

sary to faith, or duty, or hope. It supplies a perfect sys-

tem of doctrinal principles
; a perfect pattern of moral and

spiritual grace
; a perfect standard of right and wrong

;

a perfect directory in the affairs of individual, domestic,

and social life ; a perfect redemption from the guilt, power,

pollution and consequences of sin ; a perfect covenant
pledge, on the part of the exalted Redeemer, to deliver the

followers from the second death, and invest them with the

purity, intelligence, and blessedness of heaven. Within
the limits of the Sacred Canon, we have the law by Mo-
ses, and grace and truth by Jesus Christ ; the curse intro-

duced by the first Adam, and redemption from the curse

made possible by the second Adam
;
the forfeiture of im-

mortal blessedness, and its re-opening brought to light ; the

divine image in man efTaced by the arch fiend, and its

re-impression by the Holy Spirit ; the temple of God in

the rational creature laid in ruin, and that temple recon-

structed, lighted up with truth, adorned with grace and
fitted to be the habitation of God, through the Spirit. No-
thing is wanting which infinite wisdom deemed necessary.

Nothing is left to be added by human device. Whatever
it teaches is to be devoutly received. Whatever it enjoins

is to be scrupulously done. Whatever is not laid down in

it by express statement, or may not be deduced from it by
fair and legitimate inference, is not binding. Whatever it

proscribes is to be renounced at the peril of our salvation.

What John has recorded in reference to the Apocalypse,
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is true of the entire canon :
" For I testify, unto every

man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book,

if any man shall add unto these things, God shall add un-

to him the plagues that are written in this book. And if

any man shall take away from the words of the book of

this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the

book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things

which are written in this book." ^ f>

'J
' iU ARTICLE V. ^i:.-?

r

THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH AND FOREIGN MISSIONS.

" The Fifteenth Animal Report of the Board of Foreign
Missions of the Presbyterian Church. Presented to

the General Assembly in May^ 1852.

.

'
, "I.

The Presbyterian Church in this land has ever pos-

sesged a missionary spirit. Though it is now but fifteen

years since she formally entered upon the work, in her ec-

clesiastical capacity, yet it can be seen, by referring to the

very first records of the General Assembly, in 1789, that

the duty of missionary operations was recognised and en-

joined upon the Synods.* Older proof in the records will

show, that though in early days they were obliged to ap-

peal to the liberahty of foreign Christians, for the support

of weak congregations here
;

yet, even in their poverty,

they were not unmindful of their Indian neighbors, and
annual collections were taken up, for missionary purposes,

before the Revolutionary war.t But, as a Church, we
have but recently girded on the harness. And now, we
think that, as by the authority of our own judicatories,

and through an agency of our appointment, and under
our control, the Presbyterian Church is ecclesiastically

Missionary, it may be well for us sometimes to consider

the advantages she possesses to encourage her in the work,

* Minutes of Gen. Ass'y., vol. 1, pp. 10, 11.

t Records Synods, N. Y. and Phil., pp. 56, 'ZQ^, 370, &c.
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and to lead us to hope for her eminent success in it. We
have no wish to disparage, much less to hinder, the efforts

of other Christian bodies, in the same great work. The
field is large enough for us and them. The harvest is

plenteous ; and counting all the laborers from every body
of evangelical Christians, and making the largest estimate

of their practical efficiency, the numbers are few. We
think facts will abundantly prove that our spirit has never'

been exclusive. Prom the very first attempt at ecclesias-

tical organization in the Presbyterian Church, for mission-

ary operations, the design of interfering with the largest

usefulness of all our co-workers has been distinctly disa-

vowed. " In reference to the Am. Bd. of Com. for For.

Miss," say the Directors of the West. For. Miss. Soc, in

1833, " we hope to cherish na selfish principle, and we
shall appeal to no sectarian feeling. We contemplate its

past achievments, and its present prosperity with unmin-
gled pleasure. Our cnly strife will be to copy its every
good example, and try not to be outdone by it in kind af-

fection and Christian magnanimity."* In our view, a
warm attachment to Presbyterian institutions does no
more imply hostility to other churches, than an enthusias-

tic adnura lion to our own country implies a hatred to oth-

er lands. Surely a man can be a patriot, and not thereby

an enemy to all the world beside. And just as truly may
we rejoice if Christ is preached by other lips to perishing

men, and yet claim that the church to which we belong

has peculiar inducements to lead her to missionary labor,

as she has peculiar advantages in her organized capacity

for its rapid and successful prosecution. We believe that

in no better way can Christians in general learn to appre-

ciate in each the Christian character, than when actuated

by one spirit to labor for the perishing ; we believe that

here are good and proper opportunities to provoke to love

and to good works, as we also think that whatever sys-

tem of Christian experience, theological doctrine and eccle-

siastical government, is nearest to the scriptural standard,

will be found best adapted—because divinely adapted—to

promote the spread of the gospel to the ends of the earth.

The missionary work will do more to knit together all the

* For. Miss. Chronicle, vol. 1, p, 6.
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true followers of Christ, than any other instrumentality;

and if^ even in form, as well as in substance, the Church
becomes one, it will be by uniting upon those principles

which actual experience has proved most directly adapted
to promote the spread of the gospel.

There are especially three things in the faith and order of

'

the Presbyterian Church, which, in our view, are eminent-

ly favorable to her zeal, and energy, and success m the

work of evangelizing the heathen. Mfs^ ''''.

First, the peculiar type of personal religious experience

generated by Calvinistic teachings, naturally tends to give

Its subjects an interest in the miosionary work.

In the purest churches there ever have been, and per-

haps, while the church is militant, there ever will be, a
large body of professed Christians, whose piety is so feebly

exhibited, that both themselves and others are unable
clearly to decide as to its characteristics, or even its ex-

istence. We look not to such persons in any ecclesiasti-

cal connection for definite and instructive proof of what
religion is, or of the Spirit's work upon the soul. What
we urge is this : that if, under the teachings of the doc-

trines of Calvinism, and the efficacy of the Spirit through

these teachings, a work of grace is wrought upon an intel-

ligent and thoughtful mind, no more effectual preparation

can be made for enlisting the energies of that mind on
behalf of the perishing heathen. The principles necessa-

rily impressed upon this man at his own conversion; his

clear view of his own necessities and unworthiness ;
his

reliance upon the grace of God, and the efficacy of the

Holy Ghost, and the preciousness of the blood of Christ

;

his reception of a new spirit, as a renewed child of God
;

his grateful surrender of himself, as bought with a price,

and his joyful recognition of the excellence and blessed-

ness of his new-found privileges—all tend to awaken his

compassion for the perishing, to convince him that they

are no further from hope than he himself was as an alien

from God, and to urge him from motives of duty, grati-

tude, and compassion, to teach others also the way of sal-

vation. Let the believer in Christ, who can trace the

workings of God's Spirit in his own soul, begin with his

first hour of trouble, and follow on the dark pathway,
which was succeeded by the day-star of eternal hope, and

Vol. vi.-^No. 3. 27
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the bright beaming of the Sun of Righteousness upon his

sinful soul. If he has been taught by the truth, as we
hold it, then indeed his first lesson has been one of deep

depravity and sinfulness before God. A distinguishing

feature of Calvinistic doctrine refers to the entire sinful-

ness and hopelessness of man ; and our teachings upon
this subject are thoroughly understood only by an experi-

mental acquaintance with them. Let a man know
that he is himself in the horrible pit, and the miry clay;

let him feel in his own case that every effort seems but to

ingulf him the deeper, and the more hopelessly beyond
human relief; let him recognise the stirrings of depravity,

working all manner of concupiscence against the law of

God ; let him see yet, that that law, in its entire character

and in every requirement, is holy, just, and good
;
that he

is unreasonably wicked, and that though so helpless he is

justly condemned ; let him be driven from every other

refuge—be convinced of God's complete rectitude in his

condemnation—and led to wonder how mercy can be ex-

ercised towards sucR a wretch as he ;
let him kneel at the

throne of grace only through that despair of every other

helper, which makes this his only refuge ; in this dark ex-

tremity let him be led by the Spirit to Christ ; let him feel,

as after such leadings he must feel, that by grace he is

saved ; let him have this feeling renewed in subsequent
days, by repeated experience of his own un worthiness and
helplessness, and liability to error, and by repeated recog-

nitions of the grace and efficacy of the Spirit and blood of

Christ; and we affirm that in every step of such progress

in the Christian life, there is hope for the heathen, and
there are practical incentives to every believer, to send
them the truths which he has found so precious. If the

Christian has had a view of the plagues of his own heart,

can he believe that any wretched Pagan is more deeply
ingulfed than he was in personal ill desert, or more
hopele sly beyond the power and grace of Christ 1 If he
has by faith looked into the eternal world

;
if its terrors

and its joys have deeply affected his heart, may he not

judge that a knowledge of that eternity, and of the way
of escape from its perdition, is as important to these immor-
tal souls as to himself? If he has been led to utter despair

of human aid, and to feel that the power is of God alone,
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what better preparation could be given for entering upon
a work where the earthly discouragements are so nume-
rous, and where is so great need of relying upon Divine
assistance ? If, finally, his is a new spirit, even the spirit

of Christ, what shall we look for, as essential to the spirit

of the Master, if we may not expect compassion for the

perishing ?

Let any man examine the essential features of the work
of conversion, and he will find that this great change in-

volves all that is necessary for urging forward the great

work of missions. We believe this is so the more clearly^,

when we fully discern the influences of what are usually

termed '• the doctrines of grace." We think a little obser-

vation will prove that in bodies not Calvinistic, the chief

exhibition of the missionary spirit is seen in their mem-
bers who most nearly approach to our distinctive views.

True piety is essentially evangelistic. The new born
soul desires that others may partake with him of the same-

grace. The restored backslider longs to teach transgress-

ors the way, and to lead sinners to salvation. The doc-

trines of grace, in promoting a clear and true Christian

experience, promote also a missionary spirit.

Secondly, we urge that the Calvinistic doctiines of the

Presbyterian Church are peculiarly favorable to her zeal-

ous engagement in the missionary work.
It is easy to show that we have all the inducements, ari-

sing from the command of our ascending Lord, and from
the promises of the Bible, which may influence any other

evangelical Christians whose doctrinal views difler from
our own. But what we now urge is this : that wherever
our views, as Calvinisls, differ from the views of other

Christians, every item of difference is an inducement, over

and above all that we possess in common with them, for

our labors in behalf of the perishing. No system more
clearly than Calvinism points out the necessities of the

heathen ; no other links the entire race together in closer

bonds, not only of a common origin, but also of a com-
mon corruption, derived from a like connection with the

same federal head ; no other extends over them with the

same inflexibility a just and righteous law, known indeed

to them only by the teachings of nature, but under ii&

teachings leaving them without excuse ; no other magni-

"^ii
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lies more the certainty and the dreadfiihiess of their per-

dition without the gospel. Especially do we aver that

Calvinism excels all other systems, in its power to encour-

age every believer who attempts, under the direction of

His word, to carry out God's gracious purposes. It is a
plain decree of God. revealed as such, that this gospel of

the kingdom is to be preached to every nation under
heaven. This counsel of the Most High shall certainly

stand
; it shall further be accomplished through the earn-

est efforts of the people of Christ ; and the man who
earnestly and prayerfully goes forth to this work has

abundant reason to hope that enlargement and deliverance

to God's redeemed ones, shall arise through his instru-

mentality. The Calvinist who does the work which the

providence of God has placed before him, has supports

and encouragements in it, which cannot be felt by him
who refers not all things to the eternal counsels of God's

will, or whose hopes are less dependent upon sovereign

and efficacious grace. As no man is taught to be more en-

tire in his dependence on God than the Calvinist, so, if he
is consistent with his own principles, there can arise no
discouragement in the plain path of duty, which has not

an answering support in the gracious dealings and promi-

ses of God. There are many trials which may be justly

expected in this great cause, both to contributing and pray-

ng friends at home, and to the toiling missionary abroad
;

and it is of the very nature of trial that, in the midst of it,

" we walk by faith and not by sight." Faith often, like

Abraham on Moriah, discerns the duty and sustains for

its painful discharge, but knows not the immediate result.

That system of doctrinal teaching which leads us !o rely

least on the visible and tangible, is best fitted for our sup-

port in the delays and difficulties of the missionary work.

Let us but consider briefly some of the encouragements of a
Calvinistic missionary, as he stands upon heathen ground

;

and let us take for granted his satisfactory conviction of

two truths : that he himself belongs to Christ, and that

the Master has placed him at this post of duty. Thus
prepared for labor, his doctrinal views are eminently fitted

for his support in trial. The troubles which spring direct-

ly from the providential hand of God, he knows how to

understand, and they are refining to his faith. If his path-
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way is shut up by hindrances he did not cause, and which
he has no power to remove, he remembers that his sphere
of duty is in the church patient as well as militant ; and
that the suffering and waiting servant is not less accepta-

ble than the active one, and may in the end be not less

useful. His feeble health reminds him of his better tab-

ernacle above ; the early death of beloved ones assures

him that his own crown of victory may be nearly won

;

and he knows that these things are not contrary to the

wisdom of Him who worketh all things after the counsels

of His will. From the troubles of human iniquity he has
an unchanging refuge. Does discouragement arise from
the carelessness and opposition of the heathen around
him? Yet he knows that the grosser their ignorance, the

more truly are they the objects of his compassion, and the

greater is their need of his continued eiforts ; that sove-

reign grace may select, and by its efficacious energy may
sweetly subdue the most stubborn will ; that in every
event God's wisdom and rectitude vindicate all His coun-
sels ; and that in the discharge of his duty he is a sweet
savor to God, even in them that perish. If it is dishearten-

ing to say " I have labored in vain ; I have spent my
strength for nought;" it is sustaining to add, "surelymy
judgment is with the Lord, and my work with my God."
Is he disheartened that the evidences of grace are feeble

in those upon whom he has bestowed his deepest anxie-

ties ; or that some, whose promise was fairest, returnagain

to their filthiness? He is yet supported by the faith that

only such go out from us as are not of us
;
and that

where a good work has been begun by the Almighty hand,

it will certainly be carried on to completion. Do deeper

troubles spring up among his co laborers from a land of

Christian privileges, that some of them are weak in faith,

or selfish and domineering in spirit, or that some are led

away, by heathen corruptions, to apostacy 7 Even
against these sorrows, ha is fortified by his belief in the

entire depravity of the human heart ; and while deeply

grieved and humbled, he cannot be thrown back from his

work at these sad exhibitions—for in their grossest forms

they do but the more firmly establish the certain truth of

his own creed. As no one has a deeper view of sin's in-

trinsic evil—of its fierce workings in the heart of man ; of

:A
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its continued hold, even upon the renewed mind
;
of its

deceitful disguises to the soul's delusion ;
so no one should

be less surprised than a Calvinist at its manifestations in

any heart ; and certainly no one knows a surer or more
available remedy in the grace of God. Upon his princi-

ples grace demands no previous qualifications in its stib-

jec.ts, and his prayers are justly called forth, rather than

hindered, by tlie abounding of iniquity. In a time of

deep discouragement, the heart of a missionary cannot

dwell with comfort upon any idea foreign to our views as

Calvinists. Strike out any thought from this system, and
place in its stead an Arminian or a lower view, and you
have weakened his support in trials. Substitute the choice

of man for the sovereign will of God
;
substitute sufficient

grace for all, for efficacious grace to its chosen subjects
;

substitute the power of man's will for the efficacy of God's

renewing spirit ; let it be said that if man uses well the

grace he has, he shall receive more, instead of God's call-

ing and justifying the ungodly ; let it be said that though
a good work has been begun, it may be stopped to the per-

-dition of even a regenerated soul ; and every such declen-

sion from the rigor of Calvinism is discouragement and
-declension from his hopes for the heathen. Are his hear-

ers to choose for themselves the service of God by their

own mere will, in the use of grace common to all, and
dependent upon their good use of the present for the mer-
oy of the future? Alas! they have already chosen, and
are daily more inclined to choose, the ways of evil ; the

common grace to all has led none to the Saviour; and all

their use of grace imparted forbids the idea that just im-

provement should betoken future good. Even the good
seed already springing up may be nipped in the bud by
untimely frosts

;
and though angels have rejoiced over re-

penting heathen, there may yet be malignant triumph in

hell, over that same soul's apostacy. Human dependence
of every kind, upon ourselves or our fellows, is dangerous

;

and if Calvinism is peculiar for anything, it is for its reli-

ance upon the will of God. Faith with us lies between
the wide extremes of presumption, which claims that it

need do nothing, and despair which claims that it can do
nothing. Faith teaches us that the will of G )d is exerted

-ibr the salvation of sinners, in perfect consistency with
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man's natural and moral constitution, as a rational and
voluntary being. But that the grace and efficacy is of

Him, gives us a warrant for prayer, makes our depend-
ence entire, just in proportion to the lack of encourage-
ment from every other quarter, even enables us to feel

that when human inattention seems insuperable, and
when human opposition rages most fiercely, our path to

the mercy seat is as open as ever ; our motives for prayer
are greatest when it is our only refuge; the grace and
power of God are not lessened for the acccomplishment of
his designs, and the final issue shall be good to them that

are the called according to his purpose. We cannot but
judge that in the peculiar trials of the missionary life, our

doctrines are especially precious; that their invigorating

spirit is essential to the strength of the cause ; and that

every element, foreign to soveraign, electing and efficacious

grace, is the mingling of miry clay with the purity of gold
or the strength of iron.

Not less do these principles apply to support and animate
the zeal of every friend at home, whether his sphere of

duty be that of official agent to urge on the work of the

Church ; or of a pastor leading on his flock ; or of a
private Christian, reading with interest the missionary

news, or praying for the world's conversion, or contributing

of his substance to the more direct laborers. No system,

we are persuaded, brings more closely home the responsi-

bility of the individual, or allows him to be less influenced

by the manifest coldness and remissness of others, or for-

bids more strictly that the feeblest talent should be hidden
in the earth, or encourages more largely the most humble
desires and efforts.

We pass to the third, that the government and discipline

of the Presbyterian Church is an important auxiliary in

her effiarts to evangelize the nations.

It has often been remarked that the charter of the

Church makes her a missionary society. The Church of

God has existed in all ages ; but under the new dispensa-

tion, her ministers have derived authority to teach and
baptize, and her rulers to govern, chiefly from the Re-
deemer's last command. But no words can more distinct-

ly recognise the claims of the heathen, even every crea-

ture of them, than does this charter of the Church ; and

t

(
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to every spot of ground, and to every soul of man, she is

debtor. Let our church judicatories then be organized

upon any form ever adopted in the wide varieties of hu-

man opinion ; and the representatives of the world may
appear before the organized tribunal, and in the name of

the Master recognised by it, they may sue out their right

to receive the gospel at our hands. Every church Session,

every Presbytery, Synod, General Assembly, Association,

Convention, or bench of Bishops, sitting for the govern-

ment of the Church of Christ, must necessarily annul its

own authority if it refuses to preach the gospel to every

creature. \--.r ..,,• •..•';.:;/ ' ,r^- ::" •

But while ecclesiastical authority of every form, pro-

fessing to be based upon the Saviour's ascending command,
implies missionary duty upon those that exercise it ; and,

as we believe implies, that this duty should be carried on
in an ecclesiastical capacity ; we claim that in a peculiar

manner the Presbyterian form of government is of a diffu-

sive spirit, may more easily be established than any other,

and is eminently calculated to awaken public interest,

whenever it is associated with the preaching of the

gospel.

If it is in full consistency with our views of efficacious

grace to urge that the views by which the grace influ-

ences the minds of men should be adapted, in divine and
infinite wisdom, to effect its ends. And thus we claim on
behalf of Presbyterianism, a peculiar adaptedness to awa-
ken new thoughts in the minds of the heathen, which will

arouse their minds, and prove in the end revolutionary in

moral and perhaps civil affairs. We say nothing of that

independence of the civil power, so essential to Calvinism
and the Presbyterian polity, and which teaches man the

infinite superiority of his spiritual over his temporal inte-

rests
;
nor assert now, what seems highly favorable, that

distinct from the support of the State, prelacy cannot long

exist without introducing, if not ministerial parity, yet

at least the Presbyterianism of lay delegation ; which
change has invaded the higher courts of the Protestant

Episcopal Church—has already caused a division among
the Methodists—and has recently renewed the assault in

their General Conference. But we say, let the missiona-

ries of a prelatic church estabUsh their congregations upon
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heathen soil, surrounded by the forms of absolute authori-

jty ; and in the government of these churches, the heathen
will see nothing different from the rule to which for ages
they have been accustomed. The rulers are so by divine

right; and the people are simply the governed. But let a
Presbyterian church be but organized among them, and a
lesson of individual rights and responsibilities is at once
taught, whose importance it is hard to overestimate. Eve-
ry such church is taught that while government is from
God, the ruler is of the people's choice. Before the eyes

of the heathen there is set the novel and spirit-stirring

example of a self-governing republic : the educated mis-

sionary admits the feeblest member of his flock to a voice

in choosing his spiritual guide and rulers ; and in the as-

semblies of the church, a direct influence may be exercised

by one who all his previous life has been passively obedi-

ent to rulers alike ignorant, rigorous and arbitrary. Such
lessons of the superior claims of piety, and of man's rights

and responsibilities, cannot be learned in vain. : . .

.

And if in these instructions Presbyterianism is superior

to Prelacy, it is free also from the dangerous tendency of

the Independent system towards lawlessness. Our Inde-

pendent brethren have, equally with us, separation from
the State, the parity of the ministry, and the recognized

rights and responsibilities of individuals. But they lack

that healthful control in government, which is especially

needful on the transition of a people long shrouded in

ignorance and bondage to the light and liberty of God's

people, and which does not cease to be necessary in the

most intelligent and best established churches. With us

there is the same perfect and simple organization at home
and abroad. The congregation of heathen is governed by
its own bench of elders ; in Presbytery and Synod those

elders have their seats, as in this land ; there is ever exer-

cised the power of review and control, which operates most
healthfully to deter from evil—which, as a preventive of

irregularities, is invaluable ; which, occurring statedly at

brief intervals, takes each rising difficulty before it, has

time to grow formidable ; and which, even in the monstrous
growth of crime or heresy, is efficient to vindicate the just

rule of the house of God.

For diff'usiveness, and for equality of energy wherever

vi
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diffused, Presbyterianism is remarkable. Every American
knows how easily and peacefully the government of the

United States is extended over territory after territory, of

our wide domain. It is but the gathering of a people

upon a newly settled soil ; the application for admission

into a voluntary union ; and the freedom and privileges of

the youngest State, are secured equally with the eldest.

Properly speaking, there is no centralization of power ; for

if necessarily there is a seat of government, yet the execu-

tive officers are substantially at the appointment of the

entire people, and the legislators are actual residents, by
an equal distribution, of all parts of the empire they gov-

ern. There is nothing to prevent the government of an
entire continent on these principles ; it is the self-control of

the several parts, and the voluntary union of the free

whole. Now, nearly analogous to this republican govern-

ment, is the government of the Presbyterian church : and
the only points where a contrast may be instituted, are in

favor of the church. The church has no separate execu-

tive or judicial officers seeking personal aggrandizement

;

no central point of authority. But her difliisiveness is like

the march of civilization betv/een our oceans. A single

church upon heathen ground is the germ of a Presbytery;

a iew widely scattered form a Synod
; and from their first

organization they are perfect, as free from extraneous con-

trol, as capable of participating in all the privileges, and
as much bound to engage in all the duties of a pious life,

as any church in the oldest Christian land. " From the

first," says the present Annual Report, p. 73, " the mission-

ary work has been conducted on the enlarged and com-
prehensive principles which mark the character of the

church at home. The same care to obtain an educated
ministry, and a well- instructed membership; the same
primitive and scriptural form of church government ; the

same pure and holy doctrines are as faithfully taught in

the mission churches, as in the churches at home." There
is indeed a need of pecuniary assistance arising from the

feebleness of the flocks thus gathered in the wilderness

;

but even in dispensing this, the church at large reposed a
just confidence in the ecclesiastical assemblies whose pro-

vince it is to take the personal oversight of the ground, and
who are best acquainted with its wants, In the expansion
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of the Presbyterian church, there is no increase ojf power
to any individual ; no lack of oversight to the most distant

and obscure of the frontier congregations, save the destitu-

tion arising from the scarcity of laborers ; no encourage-

ment to the disregard of lawful authority in any quarter;

no undue dependence of the several parts upon each other;

and no jealousy of superior prosperity in one or another

land. The formation of new Synods on the shores of the

Indian and Pacific oceans is matter of joy : and should a
General Assembly be formed in India or China, should it

separate itself from our General Assembly in every respect

except for the fraternal intercourse existing now between
us and the Scottish Assembly, not the slightest objection

would be made, as we believe, to such a step ; we would,

only be glad to see them able to stand without our help,

and to carry the gospel to others ; not a word of complaint

would be made that our power or our unity was injured
;

no blemishes would attach of ordination in the interchange

of our ministers ; and we rather look forward anxiously to

the glad day when such Assemblies shall exist in every

great empire of the world ; when the diffusive spirit of

Presbyterianism shall overspread the globe with ecclesias-

tical organizations, distinct as their respective civil govern-

ments, and only united in the same bond of faith, or the

breathings of the same spirit, and in vital connection with

the one supreme and living Head of the universal church,

the Lord Jesus Christ. ...
If the thoughts we thus express are just; and if, as we

confidently believe, they will gain rather than lose in

force, the more deeply they are pondered by intelligent

minds ; then should the Presbyterian church feel more than

ever her deep responsibilities, and be encouraged to go

forward to her duty. We may rejoice in the ground alrea-

dy gained. The present Annual Report of our Board is a
valuable document indeed. But there are some sentences

which arrest especial attention. " If the comparatively

few members of the church have been pei'mitted to do so

much, what might not the whole church do, if all her

members were to arise as one man to the Lord's work? p.

73. It is lamentable, that with all our means of efficiency

we do so Uttle. " It is a very sad thing to see one-third of

our church members with more than half our organized

I

.<r
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churches under the care of more than than five hundred
pastors and stated supplies, doing nothing for a whole year
for the benighted heathen." p. 7'4. The table shows 1404
churches and 67,183 nfiembers, as non-contributing, and
1260 churches, and 139,591 members, contributing. This
seems to take for granted that every member in a contri-

butmg church is also a contributor. If we had the means
of correcting this error, it might, and it in all likeUhood
would appear, that one half the membership of the Pres-

byterian church do nothing whatever for Foreign Missions.

To this matter we direct a few brief closing reflections.

In the first place, upon our system we are at no loss to

account for an apathy which we have no wish or power
to justify. It arises from the depravity of the heart, which
finds ever irksome the duties of faith and spirituality ; and
which, even in regenerate souls, exerts its power to war
against the law of the mind. When we consider that so

many in every church are but nominal professors, that

others are ignorant of the claims of the heathen, and that

the state of piety with yet others is low ; we are at no loss

to solve the sad problem of our remissness. But this solu-

tion is full of grief, and leaves upon us a load of guilt,

which we should not lightly bear.

In the next place, the first valuable step towards a bet-

ter state of things is to present more fully to our people the

claims of this great work. It certainly is not within the

range of possibility, that the claims of the heathen world
have occupied their due share of thought and time in the

pulpits of fourteen hundred churches
;
and that the officers

of these churches have offered to raise contributions in

them, and yet not one dollar be the result invariably of

fourteen hundred efforts. Our experience has som.etimes,

in a voluntary agency, brought us before some of the fee-

blest churches upon this subject ; and we never yet knew
acollecliori utterly fail.

In conclusion, we may here see upon whom comes the

special responsibility. If it is the duty of the church, as

such, to carry on this work, then the responsibihty of see-

ing that it is done, lies upon the Judicatories. Our higher

judicatories have done their part, at least so far that con-

tributions have been made in every Presbytery. But let

it be repeated—let those that are measurably delinquent
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be quickened to duty by it—and let those entirely delin-

quent be urged to their duty. " More than half of our

organized churches, under the care of more than five hun-
dred ministers of Christ's gospel have done nothing for a
whole year for the benighted heathen." Perhaps the ses-

sions of any one of these churches would immediately take

action, if a church member under their care was known to

be immoral. This is right. The accused is under their

jurisdiction. Let them vindicate the honor of the Saviour,

and the purity of His church ; and this, though it may cost

them many hours of patient investigation. But the gen-

eral cause of Christ and his honor suffers in another mat-
ter, which all having authority to teach or rule in his house
are bound to regard. Reproach is cast upon the benevo-

lence of the church ; every member of our Zion, by his

religious experience, and his solemn vows, and his views
of truth, and the imperative call of his Lord, is urged to

wipe it away ; and especially do six hundred miUions of

men, in all their misery, appear before the bar of every

Schurch ession to say, " Your Master bade you take care

of us :" and their urgent plea may be taken from the

charter of the church itself, " How can you expect as you
PREACH THE GOSPEL, that the Redeemer will be with
YOU, while you virtually strike out the clause, to every
CREATURE, wliich he inserted between the command and
the promise ? If the copula is dropped, your charter and
its blessings part company."
And so it is. He that watereth shall be watered.

Brethren, ministers of the gospel, and elders of the church,

you are undoing your authority, and marring your useful-

ness, while this great cause has so small a share of your

thoughts. But let every Session do its duty, and while

even then we do not suppose that every professed Christian

will do his, yet the most truly spiritual in all our churches

will awake, there will be something done in every congre-

gation, and as the light increases upon the duty of the

church, the discharge of duty will be more general.
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ARTICLE VI.

OUR ECCLESIASTICAL LITERATURE.*

Plans and Operations of the Board of Publication of the

Presbyterian Church in the United States of America.

Philadelphia : Published by the Board : 1847.

Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth, and Thirteenth—Annual Re-
ports of the Board of Publication : 7^0 1851.

The Roman empire was the largest of the four universal

monarchies of ancient history. Its pahiiiest day was du-

ring the reigns of Trajan and the Antonines, when Gib-

bon makes his splendid survey of its greatness. From
west to east, it stretched from the Atlantic ocean to the

river Euphrates, about 3000 miles. From north to south,

it lay between the northern limit of Dacia, and mount
Alias in Africa, about 2000 miles. The empire could

never keep northern Dacia for any length of time, and the

Danube soon became their northern border line. The
empire under Trajan was computed to contain about six-

teen hundred thousand square miles. That was a prodi-

gious expanse of territory to be ruled by the sceptre of a
single government. The empire of Charlemagne, or that

of Is'apoleon Buonaparte, was but an earldom, or a county,

compared to that of Trajan. The old thirteen United
States of America, which first set up independence, with

their territories, contained, we believe, a somewhat larger

geographical boundary than the Roman empire under
Trajan. After the acquisitions of Louisiana and Florida,

the Union and its dependencies contained 2,30li,000 square

miles. With the more recent acquisitions of Texas, New
Mexico, Utah and California, the territory of the Union is

* NoTR.— In inserting this article, the Editors do not wish to be understood
as expressing any want of confidence in those who manage our Ecclesiastical

Boards. The suggestions found in the following pages will no doubt receive

the attention of the parties especially concerned, and lead them to inquire

how far they can properly put forth an influence to accomplish the aims of
the writer, and how far the subject is beyond tneir control.

Eds. S. P. Rev.
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a little more than three millions of square miles ; that is,

nearly double the size of the grand Roman empire, in the

palmy days of Trajan and the Antonines. This is the

sober dictum of figures of arithmetic, not of those of rhe-

toric. It stands in chain and compass surveys, not in

metaphor and exaggeration., 'i ^.;.'--'/'A',i^' \)'MiM'.':k(i *'"^ UmYi .

The conduct of the Abolitionists in Congress, since the

passage of the recent Compromise measures, makes it cer-

tain that the Union cannot be of long continuance. That
basest of factions known to history, have never ceased

agitation on the subject of the Southern domestic institu-

tions
; and it is now plain that they never will cease agita-

tion, while Southern men are within earshot of their fana-

tic fury and insult. But while the Union lasts, it is the

grandest field for domestic missions that ever yet lay un-

der the sceptre of a single government. With slight ex-

ceptions, one language can be read all over it. It is bound
together by the cords of a single post-office establishment.

Freedom of religion is common to all its States and Terri-

tories. To conceive of the whole masses of its popula-

tion, as animated by the principles of a thorough and vivid

spirit of evangelical religion, is to conceive of the most
powerful source of influence over the world that ever yet

was in it ; the most copious fountain of good influences,

humanly speaking, that ever sent its streams abroad. So
that the motives to vigor, in the work of domestic missions,

are the strongest possible. The earthly glory of the Re-
deemer, the whole weight and worth of the salvation of

millions of souls, the influence of wholesome religion on
the future permanency of our free institutions, as direct

motives ; and then, as an indirect consequence, the provi-

ding, by evangelization at home, of a place to stand, from
which to move the world in the same happy direction.

Every motive which can affect a Christian man calls

aloud on the Presbyterian Church to use most diligently

the time during which the fell spirit of fanaticism may
leave the States in unbroken Union. And, indeed, if any-
thing can change the prospect, and repeal the seeming
destiny of the land, it is the thorough evangelization of

the country.

It is clear that the management of such Boards as those

of Domestic Missions, and of Publication, in our Church,
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requires practical talent, executive energy, and Christian

statesmanship of the highest order. The Board of Publi-

cation has, at the present time, (Sept. 1852,) we beheve,

no Corresponding Secretary, /mwc^m5 officio, but a Secreta-

ry elect, and undecided as to his acceptance of the office.

That of Domestic Missions has a Secretary, whose praise

is wide in the churches—a good and able man, working
earnestly, and loving the cause. He has presented reports

of a character very superior. But still there is room for

greater changes in this respect. The reports of our Boards
might be more terse, compact, and readable. There might
be less of the xoivr) dioCksxrri of slip-shod literature in them

;

less of mere exhortation and pious common-place ; more
of those calm, and clear, and masterly combinations of the-

ecclesiastical statesman which are so appropriate to the

subject, and would be so instructive and refreshing to the

Church. The subjects are not, and never can be, dull,

uninteresting ones to Christian ears. What is wanted is

simply that depth, and strength, and point, and power,

which statesriianhke study alone can impart to them. It

is a question well worthy of the Secretaries of our Boards,

to what extent the fault is their own, and is to be found
simply in the style of the writing, when those reports do
not command the attention of the whole Church ; and
how much of real good fails in their hands when they are

not so written.

It is, however, of the books and tracts which the Board
of Publication are issuing, that we wish to speak particu-

larly at this time. This Board has such a power for good
in the land, the sphere of its operations is one of such pe-

culiar importance for the times, and its work will be of so

blessed consequences if well done, that it would seem no
Christian heart that accepts the pure system of doctrine

which its publications embody, could be satisfied not to

pray for it, and pray fervently, and pray frequently, till its

power shall go forth mightily, and every impediment be

removed from the way of its chariot wheels.

The first ten years of the existence of this Board, as the

property of the whole Church, terminated in the spring of

1848. During the first nine years, ending in the spring of

1847; it issued two hundred and twenty-one volumes, to-

gether with a number of smaller publications, in the form
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of tracts. During the year ending March 31, 1848, it add-
ed to its catalogue twenty-one new books, amounting to

24,500 copies
; during the year ending March 31, 1849, it

added seventeen new books, amounting to 25,500 copies
;

during the year ending March 31, 1850, twenty-five new
books, amounting to 31,500 copies ; and during the year
ending March 31, 1851, the Board added to its catalogue

nineteen new books, amounting to 33,800 copies. The
Report for the year ending March 31, 1852, has not yet

been received by the writer. In addition to the above, the

Board have also issued a large number of Tracts and
Catechisms. Down to March, 1851, they had published

three hundred and three books. During the four years,

from that ending in March, 1848, to that ending March,
1851, inclusive, the whole number of copies of books pub-

lished was 115,300. And allowing about the same
amount of work to have been done during the nine years

previous to that period, the infancy of the Board, which is

probably about a fair estimate, we shall have, as the whole
work of the Board, in the book department, down to

March 31, 1851, about 230,000 copies of three hundred
and three different books. The aggregate number of

books and tracts to the present time, we suspect, is nearly

two millions. On surveying this vast mass of printed

testimony to the truth as it is in Jesus, scattered broad-

cast among such a people as ours, our first impulse is to

arise and give thanks to Almighty God that he put it into

the hearts of wise and valiant men to establish this Board,

in what he doubtless saw to be its due season. It propa-

gates a form of truth which the world never loved, and
never will love, until the earth shall be wrapped in the

glories of the niillenium of holiness. It wields a power
independent of the smile or frown of President, or Senate,

or Supreme Court, or Legislature ; it hangs not on the

sleeve of King, Emperor, Czar, Khan or Sultan. It asked

nothing of the powers of the world, in the beginning, but

leave to put forth into life its own vital energies. It asks

nothing of the pov^ers of the world now, but to be let

alone. We adopt with joy the language of the great Pu-
ritan Vates, of other days—poet, prophet, and sage, he
was—over the times when the printing of books was
about to be loosed from its shackles of star-chamber

Vol. VI.—No. 3. 28
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tyranriy : ''Now, once again, by all concurrence of signs,

and by the general instinct of holy and devout men, as

they daily and solemnly express their thoughts, God is

decreeing to begin some new and great period in his

Church. Behold, now, this vast city—a city of refuge,

the mansion house of liberty—encompassed and surround-

ed with His protection ; the shop of war hath not there

more anvils and hammers, waking to fashion out the

plates and instruments of beleaguered truth, than there be

pens and heads there, sitting by their studious lamps, mu-
sing, searching, revolving new notions and ideas, where-

with to present, as with their homage and fealty, the ap-

proaching reformation."*

We are sorry to lose the hallucination of this first joy-

ous impulse. But " wiser and sadder " we must awake
from it. Let us endeavor to look soberly at the facts.

Has the actual influence of our Board been such as might
have been expected from its three hundred published

works, and its two millions of copies* of them ? We be-

lieve decidedly that it has not. It has published much of

the rich wine of the old religious literature, such as Haly-
bnrton's Great Concern ; Vincent's Spirit of Prayer ; Char-
nock on the Attributes and on Regeneration ; Fleming's
Fulfilling of the Scriptures ; Goodwin's Return of Prayers

;

Bradbury's Mystery of Godliness ; Scott's Force of Truth

,

and Synod of Dort ; Owen on Justification, on In-dweUing
Sin, and on the Holy Spirit ; Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress

;

Sherlock's Trial of the Witnesses ; Guthrie's Trial of a
Saving Interest in Christ ; Baxter's Saint's Rest, and Call

to the Unconverted
;
Doddridge's Rise and Progress, with

some other works of the same description. And the Board
would not have been established in vain, if it had done
nothing but this. Yet, through reverence to the mighty
and gifted saints of other days, we must not disguise the

fact that much of the excellence of their works depended
on the pith and point with which they adapted them to

the times in which they were written. And while much
of their adaptation to the human soul, under the influence

of divine truth, must remain while the world stands, yet

many of those finer sensibilities which genius embodies

* Milton on the Liberty of Unlicensed Printing.
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in books, and on which their chance of being read mainly
depends, are lost to us in the works of the ancient mighty-

men of God. It is freely admitted that there are excep-
tions to this remark. But it is nevertheless firmly believed

to be a general truth, and one which a history of the re-

ception with which our books have metj^in the communi-
ty, would fully establish. Where then is the really power-
ful original book, among these two millions of copies of

three hundred different works ? -Of which book of our
Board have the reading and thinking men of the land felt

the attraction and the power? Where is the scholarlike,

finished, classic book—full of Christ and his cross ; full

of soimd learning, adapted to the American mind, so

written that men will not wilUngly let it die ; commanding
the attention of those who always love to be spectators of

the human mind engaged in heroic thought; alluring

wild and unsettled young men, by its exquisite taste and
finish ; winning its sweet way to the centre- tables of un-

godly young ladies, by its silver tones and its pure Chris-

tian sensibilities ; staring the very skeptics and scoffers

firmly in the face ; clad in the universal respect which it

has commanded ; alluring, winning, enticing, command-
ing, compelling many every way, at least to hear its re-

port ? We do not believe that such a book is an Impossi-

bility. But where is there a hook with the impress of the

Presbyterian Board of Publication which approaches this

description ? None that we know of. They have pub-

lished Dr. Alexander on Family Worship
;
Fairchild's

Great Supper ; Cumming's Christianity from God, and
Newman Hall's Christian Philosopher Triumphing over

Death." And we have heard of good influences from all

of these works. They have told upon society in some
measure. They have demonstrated the importance of

freshness, and adaptation to the times, as qualities of re-

ligious books. Neither of them, however, is on a suffi-

ciently broad ground to meet the description which has

been given of a really and extensively effective book.

And neither of them, so far as we know or believe, is any-

thing like such a book. We have no quarrel with the

Board of Publication—and can have none—unless it shall

set itself up as constitutionally exempt from searching

criticism, by virtue of its connection with the General As-

iii.!/!, liiiifiSf
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sembly—as if the control of the Assembly dispensed with
the necessity of discussion, and the spread of light, in the

whole body of the Church from which the Assembly is an-

nually chosen ! And even on this ground, to which the

Board of Publicatioii has been thought, in days long past,

to have a little inkling, it would be more appropriate to

stand amazed and silent at the fatuous'lapses of good and
wise men, than to quarrel with our own Board. Yet, we
do not think that tliis Board has already attained, either

is already perfect, or can count itself to have apprehended
that for which it was brought into existence by the Divine
Head of the Church. We pray that it may, in the due
sense of the words, forget those things which are behind,

and reach forth unto those things which are before

—

pressing toward the mark for that shining and glorious

prize of honor in extensive and durable well-doing, which
is within its reach.

There is not space in this article to review the opera-

tions of the Board in the work of colportage. We have
no fault to find of it, except that there is not an hundredth
part enough of it done ; no wish to express concerning it,

except that the spirit of God may send unto all Presbyte-

rian hearts in the land such a love for the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, that they may put an
hundred fold more of their money into this work ; no
other remark to make, except that this work of colportage

for ihe instruction and salvation of unenlightened classes

of the country, excellent as it is, does not release the Board
of Publication from the duty of providing a literature

fraught with good taste, with true refinement, and with
all that is good in genuine art and genius, for the higher
classes of society.

It is grievous to have heard it said, as we have, that the

Board looks, with an indiflference almost akin to hostility,

on any higher range of literature than that which is adapted
to the laboring classes of the country. That charge is not

intended to be brought against it here. It is freely admit-
ted that there are perplexing difficulties attending the

questions involved. The good and true men of the

Church, who have been managing this matter, have, no
doubt, done what they thought best for our Zion, and most
for the glory of her King. It was, no doubt, better in the
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beginning, to issue a plain Christian literature, breathing d
solid, and thorough, and sober gospel, coming fully down
to men's business and their bosoms, and intelligible to the

simplest reader, rather than fine-spun volumes of affected

and sickly rhetoric, full of vain philosophy, and science,

falsely so called. But what was well in the beginning,
will not answer the whole ends of the Board in time to

come. The work of providing a plain Christian literature

has been, we hope, well nigh accomplished. It has been
well done too. Whatever supplementary works may be
demanded, from time to time, by peculiar exigencies,

ought, of course, to be added, as they are presented to the

attention of the Publishing Committee. Ample room will

be left for supplying the wants of the higher thought of

the country. This can be done without hindering colpor-

tage, without restricting unduly the issue of a plain Chris-

tian literature—without, by any means, narrowing the

base of the pyramid while its apex is builded higher and
more beautiful. We should be sad to think that such a
cause needed to be much urged, especially among Presby-

terians, who have no rotund and rolling Liturgy, no fa-

natic ordinance, no doctrine fostering spiritual confidence

and impudence, with which to allure men to their banners
as a denomination

;
but who exist, humanly speaking,

simply by means of the cultivation of the human mind,
and by planting in it a thirst for higher attainments of

grace and knowledge than are to be found at the common
level.

" Philosophy, baptized

In the pure fountain of eternal love,

Has eyes indeed ; and viewing all she sees

As meant to indicate a God to man, .

Gives Am his praise, and forfeits not her own.
Learning has borne such fruit in other days
On all her branches; piety has found
Friends in the friends of science, and true prayer

Has flowed from lips wet with Castalian dews."

Those hallowed and often quoted words of the pious

poet speak mightily for us in the present argument, and
we hope that few readers will object to seeing them again,

though it may be for the twentieth time.

The question will have occurred to the reader before

this: "then what kind of books would you have the

t
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Board of Publication to issue, for what you style the high-

er intellect of the country ?" Some hints at an answer to

that question have already been given. But it is intended

to meet it more fully.

It is not certain to us that the right idea of a Christian

book for wide circulation, addressed to the more cultivated

minds of the country, has yet been clearly seen. And we
stop not to clear ourselves of the charge of arrogance,

which illiberal minds might be tempted to impute, while

we undertake to contribute some small share of sug-

gestion, to facilitate the production of so excellent and de-

sirable a work.

A book ought, in fact, to be a work of art, just as much
as is a marble statue of Washington, or a painting of the

Declaration of Independence. It must not only handle an
important subject, in in able and intelligent manner, with

sound doctrine, and in a pious spirit, but must so handle

that subject as to win favor with the reader, and array his

reason, his judgment, his conscience, his tastes, and even
his imagination, if possible, against sin, and in favor of

the cross of the Lord Jesus. It is of no avail how excel-

lent the matter may be, and how pious the spirit, if the

manner of the composition be not such that it will be read

and respected. A good book, coarsely, carelessly, loosely

written will not be much read, and will soon pass out of

notice ; while a bad book, replete with the charms of bold

and high intellectual processes, adorned with the elegances

of a rich and classic style, and coming down broadly to

the daily feelings and impulses of human nature, with
elegant and insidious falsehoods, will be read, and will do
manifold mischief We cannot think that a Board of

Publication, appointed to provide (at least a supplement to)

the religious literature of a people, is in the performance
of its whole duty, if it does not enter into a competition

with wicked books, for , influence over such minds as can
be influenced only by elegance and taste. It is much de-

sired by the writer that he may speak without dogmatism
on this point, and with submission to the judgments of

those who may be better acquainted than he, with the exi-

gencies of the country and of the times. But to him it

does seem that among the ruinous mistakes of the times,

concerning religious writing, is the opinion, that style, and
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manner, and maturity, and classic finish, are less to "be

regarded there than in other productions; the error of be-

ing in a great hurry in the production of a religious book,

of skimming off the mere froth of rehgious meditations,

convictions, and impulses, and calling the records of them
literature. It is not every thought of a strong mind, nor
every impulse of a pious heart, nor every conception of a
gifted imagination which is worth being recorded, or of

which the record is worth being read. Do not undertake
to serve me on the printed page, any more than in the

pulpit, with a strain of mere extempore thought, which
you have not yourvself deliberately examined and pondered,
to see whether it is indeed true, appropriate, and in good
taste. The great musician Haydn was a long time em-
ployed in the composition of his masterly Oratorio, the

"Creation." When some friends urged him to bring, it to

a conclusion, he replied :
" I spend a long time upon it,

because I intend it to last a long time." The same remark
will hold good in the production of a book. This is con-

ceded. It is true in the production of a religious book.

This is not so generally conceded. For it seems to be

thought that the soundness, the 'truthfulness, the piety of

a literary production will attract readers to it, let its artis-

tic merits be what they may. There would be a certain

propriety in this reliance, if all persons for whose perusal

religious books are designed, were lovers of soundness,

truth and piety. Even then there would not be a com-
plete propriety in it. For the more finished and beautiful

work would make a deeper impression on the minds of its

readers, while it continued extant ; and it would continue

extant a longer time to make that impression. And ac-

cording to this plan, the Board which issues books, irre-

spective of their artistic excellence, must suppose itself to

be publishing only, or mainly, for those who are already

pious. In other words, it must yield the aggressive and
missionary feature in its organization. There is little

propriety in such a rule, as applicable to persons not pious,

and not piously inclined. If we may suppose a crudely

and hastily written book, and a classic and elegant one,

to be published, side and side, by the same press, to be

bound in the same style, with the same soundness of mat-
ter, and to be borne through the country in the hands of
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agencies and colportage, with the same zeal and with

equal commendations, it is but a truism to say, that the

latter would be by far the more valuable of the two. And
as soon as the experience of perusal came out in relation

to them both, the value of the one would wax, and that of

the other wane, indefinitely to the end. We believe sol-

emnly that a majority of readers of all classes, and a vast

majority of irreligious readers, are now, and are to be in a
much greater degree hereafter, attracted to the perusal of

religious books by the taste, and elegance, and maturity

of finish, and power of thought, displayed in them. ••:^
i

We do not choose to place in doubt at all, in this place,

the ardent piety, the intellectual mightiness, the eagle-eyed

visions of the truth as it is in Jesus, of those men of other

days, whom the lying tongue of detraction has been com-
pelled by an over-ruling and Divine Nemesis, for once to

speak truth, in calling Puritans. They stamped their

greatness so deeply upon the things of earth and of time,

that the pen of malignant history has not been able to

murder their good names among men. And while God
shall dwell in immortality on high, and ''shall continue to

send out upon this earth from his loft}?^ throne, the messa-
ges of that Nemesis, to raise up the struggling truth, and
crush down to dust the crested lie, their memories wijl

continue to flourish among pious men on earth. On that

dependence their good name has long rested. There it

may safely still be left to rest. We do not acknowledge
any band, or any section of modern fanatics, to be their

legitimate successors, or their true spiritual children at all.

We shrink not from the duty—we claim the right—to cut

deeper their records on the crumbling stone, and to twine
their tombs with honors ever green. It is as much as

could have been expected of them, to uphold truth and
liberty against tyrants and Sadducees, in their generation,

as they did. Let that generation make light of them that

has done a greater work than they did, and has done it

more nobly. If they rest in peace till then, they will sleep

long in peace^. . r

'

But the Puritans did not see all things correctly.

It is not given to any generation of men to be free

from all error and mistake. Their great mistake was
an attempted separation of the spirit of pure religion
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I

from the spirit of the beautiful. We do not quarrel with
the Ironsides of Cromwell for breaking out the idol-

images of the Virgin and Son, from the cathedral win-
dows of England. For it was probably designed as

an insult to the Protestant feeling of the country, when
Laud and his semi-papists had them put there. Nor do
we quarrel with John Knox for such destruction of the

cathedrals in Scotland as was necessary to drive away
from their nests the lazy and iniquitous monks of that

day. But simply, we do dissent from all men who think

that there is sin in things beautiful, of themselves, and
when disconnected with superstition, with carnality, and
with pollution of manners. We say no word in favor of

the theatre, the circus, the mass, the gaudy and supersti-

tious procession on the days of the saints. Yet it is as-

tonishing how large a part such things as these continue

to bear, even in the literature of the present day, which is

devoured with greed by many of the people of the United
States. Mankind run after false beauty in literature,

for want of the proper exhibition of the true. Look,
then, into the Bible, and behold how beautifully the finger

of God has written it. Look, then, into the pages of the

visible creation, and behold how much that is beautiful

the hand of God has fashioned in it. Look, then, upon
the pages of the book of history and of Providence, and
see how many things noble and beautiful are in the re-

cords of the moral world, wherever the waves of sin have
been, in any degree, beaten back from its shores. If man
will never give me another book, in which pure religion

is mingled with the light of cheerful hope and sinless joy

;

in which not only have righteousness and peace kissed

each other, but truth and beauty have embraced in ever-

during wedlock—still I have one such book, at least, and
that book is the Word of my God. I have another such
a book, in fact. We may read solid and sacred truth

in the mountain and in the forest, on the earth and in the

sky, in the face of the day and in the face of the night.

And around them all there hang the wonderful robes of

beauty in which their Maker dressed them. The living

and holy God is no enemy of the beautiful. He stretched

the robes of glory over the work of his hands, and he
breathed into man the power to enjoy it. Most devoutly

*.

J If
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do we wish that our ecclesiastical literature might be fash-

ioned after such models as these. We believe it would be
one considerable step in advance towards the spread of a
sound and sober religion over the continent of America, if

we could make our ecclesiastical literature graceful and
elegant. ^

It would be another mighty step in the same direction,

if we could diffuse a broad light of cheerfulness over it.

Neither the piety of the Protestant world, nor the record

of that piety in religious biographies, is yet free from fa-

naticism. Men have not yet entirely escaped the influence

of the ancient mistake, that it is the nature of religion to

be sour and distressing. We do not seem yet to have
learned as effectually as it would be well to learn, that a
gloomy and morose temper of life, is not to be attributed

to the influence of the grace of God upon the soul of man,
but to a deficiency of that influence. That first great and
necessary effect of divine grace and truth upon the soul,

by which it is awakened to its own lost condition, and
convinced of the aggregated guilt of sin, of course marks
a gloomy period in the history of the soul. So far from
thinking that deep impressions of demerit in the sight of

God is a mark of fanaticism, as some ungodly writers, who
are enemies to the cross of Christ, use the word in modern
times, we believe that there can be no sound religion, ordi-

narily, but that which has its foundation in such a con-

viction. / was alive withiJut the law once, but when the

commandment came sin revived, and I died. And that

remarkable period in Christian life, ought to have a very
distinct and ample place of record, in a complete religious

literature. But the records of the soul, even at that time,

are not altogether gloomy. The darkness is intense, it is

true. The conflict is often severe. But the Lord Jesus is

at hand. The hideous forms of horror, which the law
sets upon the soul, stop their pursuit, and drop their mur-
derous implements, when the soul finds refuge in Him.
Every Christian probably looks back to that period with
deep, earnest, seriousness of feeling. But is it a feeling of

gloom and sorrow with which he looks back to that period

of his life ? Did any man in his senses ever sit down and
grieve over the fact that a knowledge of the divine law,

and knowledge of himself, had scourged him out of all
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self-dependence, and stripped him of his own miserahle

self-righteousness, and driven him, by fierce and relentless

pursuit, to take refuge in God's own appointed stronghold?

Certainly not. That period of Christian life is not gloomy
to subsequent contemplation. It is the foundation of the

Foul's eternal thanksgiving, the birth of eternal life, the

dawn of hope, the first of many days of ihp triumph of

victorious, sovereign, electing grace. m %* «faki^*i ^,. ;

r There are often periods of gloom in Christian life, it is

admitted, which are to be recorded in Christian biogra-

phies. But they are records of imperfectness, and ought
to be so treated. We have no right to describe such pe-

riods as patterns for the experience of others. A greater

portion of the sacred Scriptures is devoted to the comfort

of God's people than probably to any other single practi-

cal subject, except their duty to keep clear of sin. A
Christian life, therefore, which is gloomy, is either one
which does not rest with a proper faith upon the promises

of God, or it is one upon which there rests the guilt of

some undiscovered and unrepented sin, or it is owing to

some physical cause. Upon this deeply interesting point,

upon which we could wish to dwell for a greater space

than it is proper here to occupy, we could wish our eccle-

siastical literature not to take Jonathan Edwards, or David
Brainerd, or even Henry Martyn, for their models. They
are books, which, excellent in many respects as they are,

we never lay down without some gloom, for which we do
not think religion is responsible. We may not be able to

say exactly what that gloom is owing to. We think, how-
ever, that it is this : that such books leave with the reader

the impression that the struggle of the Church, to bring

this world to the allegiance of the Lord Jesus, is a more
hopeless and desperate struggle than the Scriptures repre-

sent it to be. There is not in them enough of the light of

assured hope, which the revealed purposes of God fully

justify. We could wish our Board rather to adopt, as its

models, the grand intellectual and spiritual joyousness of

John Howe, the earnest, glad, hearty piety of Samuel
Rutherford, and the wonderfully placid and happy genius

of John Bunyan. < *

Refreshing indeed it would be, to see among the issues

of our Board, now and then, at least once in a lustrum, or
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a decade, some sacred classic, as finished and elegant as

Hall's sermon on Modern Infidelity, as thoroughly religious

as Cecil's Remains, or Newton's Cardiphonia ; freely open-

ing itself to all the innocent emotions, all the sweet chari-

ties, on every side, which cluster, like a choir of Graces,

around social Christian life ; and employing with thank-

fulness, every ray of joy, spiritual or natural, which God
has made to shine upon the pious heart ;—a cheerful

book, without vanity or pride ;—a happy book, without

carnal sensuality ;—an attractive book, without reckless

and blaspheming ungodliness ;—a pious book, without fa-

naticism ;—a classic book, without a stoical or heathenish
spirit ; an American book, without crude and slip-shod

haste.

But you are setting up a mere ideal standard of perfec-

tion, to which the mind of man never did attain, and to

which it never can attain !—says some ever-ready oracle

of despondency. We do not believe this oracle of despon-

dency to be true. We believe that the oracle Philipizes,

as Demosthenes charged the oracle at Delphi with doing,

during the struggle between Athens and Macedon. We
believe that its tongue twists to the side of the strong des-

potism of common-place^ which is gathering the whole re-

public of religious fetters in its grasp ; and that it does not

speak from the inspiration of heavenly or of terrestrial

truth.

The American mind is not really imbecile, eflfete, or

worn out in any respect. With all the recklessness or

party rage, too often attributable to literal drunkenness,

which shows itself in the American congress, we still firm-

ly believe that there is as much of genuine intellect, in the

aggregate, in the two houses of that body, as there ever

was at any former period of our history. Speeches have
been delivered there during the session which has just

closed, which would have done honor to any session

which has been held since the formation of the Federal
constitution. Say not thou, What is the cause that the

former days were better than these 7 for thou dost not in-

quire wisely concerning this. Letter-writers go about at

the seat of government, to scrape up news for papers of all

descriptions, who are not specially opposed to the retail of

defamation, because that spicy article is admirable season-
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ing for one of the epistles in which their occupation con-

sists. Especially when one of these epistles is threatened

with that disease of vacuity, which nature and news-
mongers both abhor, they occupy the space, and blacken
the fair sheet, with lamentations over the follies of Con-
gress, and the degeneracy of the times. It is true that the

mighty men, whose light has been in those halls for forty

years, and who belonged, in fact, to a foregoing generation,

have nearly all passed away. The great Carolinian,

and the great Kentuckian, both sleep in the soil of the

States which so loved and honoured and cherished them
while living. And the great man of the North, their con-

temporary and their rival, who, like either of them, would
have been facile princeps of any other three men of the

times, yet lingers on the stage, obviously but for a short

time,* while they, in whose giant wars he has borne his

part, have nearly all passed by. One generation pa^seth
away and another generation cometh. Their successors,

we do not rashly say, their equals, have sprung up, and
are springing up, and will spring in the broad states.

There is not a single sign extant upon the horizon, that

the God of Nature intends to stint his gifts of wisdom and
of worth, to the generation which now is, or to those which
are to come, of the human race. Freedom of thought and
action is one thing which brings out strong minds, and
that we have. Objects of real magnitude and importance,

constitute another circumstance necessary for the develop-

ment of the highest mental gifts ; and they are here to an
extent which exaggerating rhetoric itself cannot hide from
view. And another circumstance adapted strongly to

contribute to the vigour of the human mind, is a natural

form of civilization, not encrusted with artificial distinc-

tions in society, or with the soulless traditions of a cere-

monial religion
; but one which sets the powers of man to

work with natural and real force, that he may strive, and
his strength may grow, from conflicts which necessarily

belong to the mystery of this life. These great elements

of a powerful literature are not wanting in this country.

When the era of emigration shall have, in a great measure,

passed by, and the intellect of the country shall have gone

4

* Gone ! before this sentence could be issued from the press.

—

Eds.
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steadily to work with the circumstances around it, it will

then be seen, if we mistake not, that these conditions of a
high mental development, are to be found here more than

they have ever been found elsewhere.

If the mind of any European race, or of all the Europe-

an races is effete, that is still not a reason to conclude that

the American mind is so at all. We employ the English

language chiefly, it is true. And our earliest colonies were
from that island. Yet we are not simply a scion of the

English stock. Nor are we a French race simply, even in

our Huguenot settlements. Nor are we a pure Scotch-

Irish race, even in western Pennsylvania and the valley

of Virginia. Nor are we a Dutch race, even on the Hud-
son river. Nor are we a Spanish race, even in Florida

and Texas. We are simply an American race—such a
mingling of all those races, as will secure us for many
generations to come, from either physical or mental degen-
eracy. We are rapidly losing all similarity to those who
remain in our aboriginal seats in Europe. We are fast

assimilating to each other, and assuming one or two defi-

nite types of character. The world has never witnessed

cirottmstances of this description, better adapted to, or

more requiring, high intellectual gifts, a high, pure, pow-
erful, evangelical literature.

When the habits, manners and customs of our people

become formed and settled, in a definite type, befitting the

institutions of the country, there must be about them, much
of that republican simplicity, in all the deed and speech
and thought of life, in which nature prevails and shows
itself, more than under other forms of civil government.
We have not got the ruined abbeys and the haunted cas-

tles, and the traditionary ghosts of the European countries.

We have, in our annals, no Montrose, no Dundee, no
Wallenstein, fighting for false principle, and embalming
the memory of corrupt superstitions, by a wild and pictur-

esque chivalry. We have, on the other hand, no Prince
of Orange, no Gustavus Adolphus, no Cromwell, main-
taining with sword and pike, the truth of God, at periods

of time picturesque beyond all others, in their outward
shows, and with a pious heroism worthy of eternal record.

Yet we have some history of our own, which is not mean
in heroes and heroic deeds, of which fourth-of-July ora-
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lions speak but too much, and of which there is not time

hefe to speak. Only it has not in it the worship of kings,

nobles, and bishops ; it gapes not after palaces and pomps,
abbeys, castles and cathedrals. That is, it is natural and
republican. And we have the hand of God's providence,

working its own wonders in human life, public and pri-

vate—showing nature at work in her eternal freshness,

and leading us more deeply into those wonders of human
nature which are really worthy of study, than we could

go under the antiquated and artificial systems of Europe.

And it is not crowns, coronets, ribbons, garters, or hoary
superstitions, which render the providence of God inte-

resting. It is how His hand leads the noblemen of his

own creating, with genuine piety, and true heroism, and
unsullied purity, through a life of wise and practical use-

fulness on earth, shining with many good and noble deeds,

to honorable and worthy closes of life, and a death of

real glory, and a sure entrance upon a happy immortality.

We trust that by and by we shall see such things record-

ed in graceful and classic books, full of the spirit of a
pure gospel, in an American language, addressing itself

warmly to American hearts. To this we may add the

hope that spiritual religion may get the start of the hie-

rarchical spirit, in consecrating to itself the scenery of our

country, by a classic literature, breathing its spirit around
cascade and cave, lake, bay, river, and mountain, and all

notable objects of the land
;
and the further hope that re-

ligious literature may not continue to neglect, as it has
done, the peculiar political phenomena of the country

;
but

that it may utter its voice of instruction and warning, sta-

ting the principles of Christian morality, irrespective of

political parties, which apply to presidential canvasses,

and all electioneering contests, and to the proceedings of

legislative bodies, and to the judgments of the judicial

bench, and to the deliberations of the executive cham-
ber, and to all the actions of man—his interests, his

duties, his hopes, and his fears—as the citizen of a free

republic on earth, and the subject of a sovereign God in

Heaven.

f I J!i:
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The memory of those who have been benefactors of

their race should not be forgotten. This is true, whether
they have been distinguished in the walks of literature

and science ; the mechanic arts ; the fields of a just and
patriotic war ; the benevolent enterprises of philanthropy

;

the pulpit, the bar, or the Senate. The good man, not un-

frequently, is a more successful teacher after death than

before it. His moral influence, relieved from the rivalries

and prejudices which impaired its power while he lived,

now glows with undimmed lustre, and like a summer's
sun emerging from behind a dense cloud which had long

obscured his rays, shines with redoubled radiance. For-

tunately for those who survive, death ordinarily seals the

lips of detraction ; and when the great and the good are

removed from earth, we are permitted, without the alloy

of passion or prejudice, to recall the lessons they have
taught us, and to admire and imitate the example of their

liv S. -. :•,..

It is a rare event that a man of any distinction passes

through life, with all his actions, opinions and motives

justly appreciated and impartially adjudged. Men do not

always from the same premises deduce the same conclu-

sions. The operations of the human mind are almost as

various as are the lineaments of the human face. Hence^
justly to appreciate the character of a man, it becomes
necessary, not only to see his actions, but to learn his mo-
tives—not only to know his opinions, but to understand
the reasons on which they are founded. In presenting a

sketch, therefore, of the life and character of the distin-

guished and eloquent Christian minister whose name
stands at the head of this article, the writer will endeavor
to furnish a truthful portrait—and if there seem to be any
striking peculiarity in his opinion, the reasons on which
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they were based, as far as they are known, shall be faith-

fully given.' •

--
\

%•• ' ^' ''^-'''^rrrmt'mm'?^:^''''^^^'^'''

It is to be regretted that very little is known of the

early life of this eminent minister of the gospel. The
writer had no acquaintance with him during his school-

boy days, nor nntil after he had commenced his minislerial

career. Yet we may well dispense with all note of his

early life, when we reflect that the Christian only begins
truly to live when he becomes the subject of regeneratmg
grace.

William Hampden Barr. the subject of this sketch, was
born in Rowan county, North Carolina, either on the sixth

or eighth day of August, 1778. In his baptism, as he
himself staled, he received only the name of William

;

but to distinguish himself from others of the same name,
he afterwards assumed the addition of Hampden—wheth-
er out of respect to his Alma Mater, or from admiration of

the character and principles of the great English patriot of

that name, is not known. He was the son of Mr. James
Barr, a highly respectable citizen of Rowan county, and
his mother was a sister of the late distinguished Dr. Mc-
Corkle. His near relations, both on the father and
mother's side, were remarkable for their piety, and were in

comfortable circumstances, though not wealthy. His fami-

ly removed to Iredell county when he was yet quite young,
and here he grew up to manhood. This fact probably
led to a mistake in the obituary notice of him, published

soon afcer his death, in which it was stated that he was
born in Iredell county. After acquiring the rudiments of

an English education in the common schools of his neigh-

borhood, he was entered as a pupil of the scientific school,

then taught bv that eminent servant of God, Rev. Dr.

James Hall. Here he made such progress in his studies

that he was qualified for and entered Hampden Sydney
College, in Virginia, and achieved his first degree in one

year. His diploma bears date, 24th April, 1801.

With such parents as his, and surrounded as he was in

early life, by so many religious influences, it might well

be expected that he would not long delay devoting himself

to the love and service of his Saviour. From his own ac-

count of himself he was a wild and mischievous, though
not a very wicked boy. The precise period at which he

Vol. VI.—No. 3. 29
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made a profession of religion is not known ; bnt it is be-

lieved to have been but a short time before he entered

college. Certain it is, however, that he did not commence
his classical education, with a view to the ministry.

Soon after his graduation, he devoted himself to theologi-

cal studies, and was taken under the care ofConcord Presby-

tery ; but his health being very infirm, he was not in a

condition to receive licensure until about five or six years

afterwards. He was licensed by that Presbytery, it is be-

lieved, in the year 1806. For a few years after his licen-

sure he was employed in missionary service, in various

parts of North and South Carolina. In the early part of

the year 1809, he located himself in Upper Long Cane
congregation, in Abbeville district, South Carolina ; and
having received and accepted a call from that church,

was ordained and became its pastor in the month of De-
cember, 1809. On the 18ih August, 1812, he intermar-

ried with Miss Rebecca Reid, youngest daughter of Mr.

Hugh Reid, who was then, and until his death continued

to be, a ruling elder in that church.

^ It is a curious fact, that at a very early period after the

Revolutionary war, the Presbyterians seem to have enter-

tained the idea that the whole, or nearly all, of the present

district of Abbeville, was to be and continue Presbyterian

territory. A general meeting of delegates from the differ-

ent "settlements," avS they were then called, was held, at

which a large extent of country, embracing a considerable

portion of the district, was formally, and with very precise

boundaries, divided between some three or four Presbyte-

rian churches. A paper containing this adjustment of

boundaries once existed amongst the records of Upper
Long Cane church, and probably still exists. What par-

ticular object the actors in this partition of territory had in

view, is not very apparent at this day
;

yet, beyond doubt
it was the consequence of, and indicates the fact, that the

first inhabitants of that district were largely, indeed al-

most universally, Presbyterian. It is also a fact, and one

which has in later times caused some difficulty and an-

noyance, that immediately after the division of territory

just mentioned, the annual stipend, or salary, of the minis-

ter of Long Cane (and it is probable in the other churches
too) was formally, and with an air at least of perpetuity,
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established at one hundred pounds^ sterling. If the

church had only a portion of the minister's time and ser-

vices, they paid him only the due proportion of that sum.
Under this law, just enough, perhaps, when it was

enacted, but grossly unjust after the changes which rapid-

ly took place in the condition of society. Doctor Barr took

charge of one of the largest and most intelligent congre-
gations in the State—occupied their pulpit every Sabbath
but one in each month—for the first thirty years of his

pastorate never disappointed his people in the performance
of divine service hut twice—and all this, until a few years

before his death, he performed for the pitiful compensation
of seventy-five pounds^ equal to about three hundred and
twenty-two dollars, per annum! This compensation for

his time and labor being obviously insufficient for the

rearing, maintenance, and education of a growing family,

he was, of necessity, compelled to resort to auxiliary

means for accomplishing these ends. To the business of

teaching a school, the common resource of many pastors,

similarly situated, he had an insuperable aversion ; and
having a small patrimony of his own, and receiving some
assistance from his father-in-law, he was able to purchase

a farm of moderate extent and value. On this farm he
settled himself soon after his marriage—and here, too. he
terminated his life. Until his first sons attained stifficient

age and experience to relieve him from it, much of his

own time and labor were necessarily bestowed upon his

farm ; and to the same extent was his congregation de-

prived of his private pastoral services. But he was a good
economist, and being blessed wiih a wife who was a bet-

ter still, he was enabled to rear and educate a family of

six children—four sons and two daughters—all of whom
are now grown up and respectably provided for.

Doctor Barr was a thorough and accurate scholar, ma-
king due allowance lor the limited means of instruction

in his dciy; and most deservedly did he receive from the

authorities of Franklin Coljege, Georgia, the honorary de-

gree of "Doctor in Divinity."

The life of a retired country pastor seldom affords in-

cidents of a striking or thrilling character. A quiet and
unobtrusive walk in the routine of his sacred duties, has
everything in it to excite the love of his friends, and little

•I
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to provoke the enmity of others. Such was the life of

Dr. Barr. The people of his charge were profoundly at-

tached to him. and estimated, in the highest possible de-

gree, his pulpit ministrations. A few years before his

death, they raised his salary to six hundred dollars—at

that time, and in that locality, a tolerably respectable sti-

pend. For a number of years before his death, his consti-

tution, at all times delicate, began sensibly to decline. He
was much afflicted with rheumatism, and endured, with

exemplary patience, much bodily suffering. At length,

on the 9lh day of January, 1843, in the sixty-fifth year of

his age, he died, in the faiih of Jesus, Christ, and as it is

believed, at peace with God and all mankind.

' Person and Character.

' In the remaining portion of this article, the reader will

please excuse the use of the pronoun, in the first person,

singular. It is more convenient than the usual forms of

pariphrase in such cases, and at the hazard of egotism, I

shall adopt it.

In person. Dr. Barr was tall and exceedingly lean. His
complexion was dark, and rather sallow—almost cadave-

rous. His gait and manners were awkward ; and with all

the training in the world, he could never have become a
Chesterfield. His voice was harsh and grating; and not-

withstanding his excellent education and powerful intel-

lect, he retained to the last many of the improprieties of

speech and pronunciation of his earlier years. Yet when
he preached, the hearer never thought of noticing all

this.

I shall never forget the impression made upon me by the

first sermon I heard him preach. I had but little, if any,

personal acquaintance with him before I heard him from
the pulpit ; and his general appearance—the tones of his

vdice—and his antiquated pronunciation were little calcu-

lated to inspire lofty expectations of his rhetorical powers.

In person, and voice, and manner, he was altogether pecu-

liar. Although I had heard him spoken of as an eloquent

preacher, I had made up my mind that il; was a vulgar
mistake. When he began the services, my attention was
powerfully arrested. In his prayer before the sermon
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there was a comprehensiveness, a fervor, a deep^loned
piety, a lofty eloquence, a something in the voice and
manner that almost seemed unearthly. I began to feel

that I was in the presence of an intellectual man. He
began his sermon. There was no halting or stumbling

—

no straining for words or ideas—but an uninterrupted
and unhesitating flow of pure and classical language.
His subject, if 1 recollect right, had reference to the awful
doom of the finally impenitent. His personal appearance,
and the sepulchral tones of his voice, doubtless added
something to the effect of his fervid eloquence—but when
he superadded to the force of his own powerful language
quotations from some of the most thrilling passages of

Milton and Young, my hair almost stood on end
;
and

when he closed his discourse, 1 no longer doubted of his

eloquence as a preacher.

To show that 1 was not alone.in being thus intensely

impressed by the eloquence of this eminent preacher, I

take the liberty of mentioning an incident related to me
by a respectable and intelligent gentleman, now residing

in Alabama, but who, at the time of its occurrence, lived

in Lincoln county, Georgia. Dr. Barr had gone over into

that county to assist one of his brethren on a sacramental

occasion. The communion service had been protracted

long, and it was getting quite late in the evening, when
Dr. Barr arose in the pulpit to preach the usual closing

sermon. The gentleman, my informant, resided a good
many miles from the church, and he was rendered very

uneasy by the unexpected claim upon him to hear another

sermon. But while he was debating with himself wheth-

er he should be guilty of the rudeness of rising and going

out with his family while the services were progressing, or

remain, and thus be obliged to travel part of his way home
in the dark, the words of the preacher arrested his atten-

tion ;
the debate in his mind was forgotten ; the place and

circumstances were forgotten
;
everything but the preach-

er and his subject was forgotten—and to use his own
words, '' he might have preached on until it was pitch

dark, and 1 should never have thought of moving."

As a preacher Dr. Barr had few superiors. I am not

sure that I have ever heard his equal. But his style of

preaching was so unique—so unlike that of the best edu-
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cated divines of the present day, that it is impossible justly

to compare him with them. His sermons varied very lit-

tle in length—occupying from thirty to thirty-five minutes

in the delivery. They were well studied, but not written

out—and he was, without exception, the most perfectly

correct extemporaneous speaker I have ever heard. Hav-
ing attended his church regularly for twenty-five years, I

do not think 1 ever heard him ntler an ungramniatical

sentence, or hesitate an instant for a word or an expres-

sion. His sentences were short—never complex and in-

volved. But his pronunciation was sometimes awful. As
an instance—he frequently used the word "satiety," and
invariably pronounced it '^ sash-ity J^ But although he

always used the mo.si appropriate and expressive language,

he cared less for words and their pronunciation, than for

thought and sentiment.

His power of condensation, that rarest talent in public

speakers, was very great. And although his sermons were

so very short, it was a common remark of his intelligent

hearers, that he seemed always to have exhausted his

subject. He possessed a rare talent for eviscerating his

text. Perceiving, intuitively, the strong points of his sub-

ject, he addressed himself to them; and never wasted the

powers of his body, or the energies of his mind, on unim-
portant topics. His definitions were peculiarly precise and
satisfactory

; and his illustrations of obscure passages of

scripture from the habits, manners and practices of the

ancient Greeks and Romans were always pertinent and
interesting. His sermons were, most generally, of a doc-

trinal character. It seemed to be his cherished aim to

make his people intelligent Christians. He stood, with
the hundred eyes of Argus, at the portals of orthodoxy

—

and his arm never wearied in belaboring error, whether it

proceeded from those of his own faith, or the oppqnents
of his creed. Yet, in this species of combat, his weapons
were aimed, not at his foes, but their principles. He taught

the doctrines of Calvin, without assailing Arminians. As
illustrative of this trait, I mention the fact that about the

time that the Presbyterian church became seriously agi-

tated by the New-school doctrines and practices, he
preached a series of sermons to his congregation at Long
Cane, in which he hicidly exposed the errors of those
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doctrines, and triumphantly vindicated those of the "old-

school." and yet few of his hearers were aware that

he had been assailing the errors of a portion of their

own church. In short, in his faith, his doctrines, and his

practice, he was a thorough-going, old fashioned Presby-
terian. He was not a Calvinist in theory, and an Armin-
ian in practice; but, out-and-out, a whole-souled, old-

school, Calvinistic Presbyterian, in theory and in practice.

Having adopted the confession of faith of that church, he
interpreted and received its doctrines as they were under-
stood by the earlier Fathers, without hesitation or mental
reservation.

He was furiously and irreconcilably opposed to dancing;
indeed, his hostility to this species of amusement almost

amounted to a monomania. As sure as there was, in the

village near which his church was situated, either a pub-
lic ball or a private dancing party, so sure was he, the

very next Sabbath, to bear his testimony against it. He
found a positive denunciation in the New Testament
against this amusement in the word translated "revel-

lings." The original word, he said, was "komoi," and
was taken from the feasts of Comus. Whether he was
correct in this criticism or not, it is not important to in-

quire—he was a foe to dancing, and deemed it a sin per
se ; and at an early period of his ministry he had resolved

that, whatever else he might do, " he would never preach
to a dancing congregation." The following anecdote is so

characteristic of the man, that although it may be thought

somewhat ludicrous, and therefore out of place, I cannot

refrain from relating it. On a certain occasion there had
been a ball in the village, and a lady from the country

who had been present reported, as she believed, but false-

ly, as the fact was, that another lady residing in the vil-

lage, a member of the Doctor's church, and one whom he
greatly esteemed, had been at the ball. The Doctor, with
his heart full of sorrow, instantly mounted his horse and
rode to her residence. He was invited to take a seat in

the parlour, and the lady sat before him. It was a strict

confessional, for none else was present. The Doctor's

face, never short, seemed to be longer than usual. He
groaned audibly, and began—"Well, S., I have heard

something about you that has pained me to the heart, and
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I have come down to talk to you about it." Here the lady-

found herself trembling all over, for she thought something
very dreadful was about to happen. "Please inform me
what it is," said she. After considerable twisting and
wriggling on his chair, the Doctor brought it out—"Ihave
been told that you were at the ball, the other night."

—

" Then you have been told what is not true," she replied.

" What !" said he, his countenance lighting up, and his

face recovering its usual longitude, "is it indeed true that

you were not there ?" " It is true" said she, " that I was
not there, and never had a thought of being there."

—

" Well, I am truly rejoiced—you have lifted a load off my
heart," replied he, "and 1 shall go home satisfied." The
lady then requested to know the name of his informer, but

he steadily refused to give it—saying, it would do her no
good to know it, and that she had better remain in ignor-

ance on that point. He was a man of peace. The name
of his informer, however, was afterwards disclosed by his

wife. ^3= Preachers ought to he very careful how they

confide secrets to their wives.

Some have expressed surprise and regret that no Sab-
bath-school was ever organized in his church, and he has
been supposed to have been unfriendly to that beneficent

instUution. It is true, that in the form in which such
schools are now organized, none ever existed in his church.

But it is not true, so far as 1 know or believe, that he was
ever opposed to the principle and substance of the institu-

tion. His was a very large, country congregation, cover-

ing more than ten miles square of territory. It would have
been, therefore, exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to

assemble any large portion of the children and youth, for

instruction, as is practised in the Sabbath schools of the

present day. Beside this, the population within his bounds
was almost wholly Presbyterian; and generally, the chil-

dren received faithful parental instruction at home. He
was almost extreme in his regard for the sanctity of the

Sabbath ; and where an absolute necessity did not exist

for it, he was probably averse to appropriating the day to

mere literary instruction. No such necessity existed in

his congregation. The people were mostly able to educate
their children

; and if not, the State had established a sys-

tem of free schools, which afforded abundant means for
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educating the children of the poor. But although there

yas no Sabbath-school, eo nomine^ in his church, the reli-

gious instruction of the young was by no means neglected.

In the spring and summer months, from May till October,

the Doctor instructed a class in McDowell's Bible, ques-

tions, and a more advanced Bible class, every Sabbath,
before the morning service. These exercises, particularly

the last, were very instructive and interesting—so much
so, that the attention of the whole congregation, old and
young, was attracted to them.

In a previous part of this sketch it has been stated that

the people of Dr. Barr's charge were much attached to

him. As proof of this attachment, and the respect they

evinced for him, I take occasion in this connection, to

record an incident which occurred several years before his

death, and in which his congregation spontaneously re-

sented a real or supposed contempt shewn to their pastor.

The American Sunday-school Union had dispatched an
agent to the South, whose business it was to enlighten the

minds of the peopk? on the subject, and to organize Sab-

bath-schools m the various churches throughout the coun-

try. Long before he reached Dr. Barr's church he had
been told by persons (perhaps over officious) that it would
be labor lost to attempt his enterprise in that church—that

Dr. Barr would not suffer the establishment of such a
school within his congregation, or something to that effect.

The agent being, perhaps, a little vain of his oratorical

powers, (for even good men are sometimes vain,) boasted

that if the Doctor would only give him the use of his pul-

pit and the ears of his people, he would ask no more, and
would soon shew him whether a Sabbath-school would be

organized in his church or not. He came—and as it hap-

pened that the next Sabbath after his arrival was the Doc-
tor's day to preach at another church of which he had
charge, his pulpit at Long Cane was cheerfully yielded to

the agent. It is proper to state here, that I do not, by any
means, affirm that the agent alkided to did, in fact, make
the boast above stated

; but I do affirm, that it was so re-

ported, and that the report was generally known to the

people. There was a large attendance of the congrega-

tion. The agent took the pulpit, and delivered one of the

best and most eloquent sermons it has ever been my for-
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tune to listen to. After the sermon, he presented a paper,

to be signed by those who were in favor of organizing a
Sabbath-school there. A gentleman of distinction and in-

fluence, now dead, was called up to the front of the pulpit,

and the paper put in his hands. He invited the people to

come forward and affix their signatures, but no man left

his seat. After a painful silence of a few minutes—as

painful, no doubt, to the people as it obviously was to the

agent, he dismissed the congregation and left the house,

most deeply mortified. Now, in all this, both parties were
probably in the wrong. There was an unchristian spirit

on both sides. Many of the people, I know, deeply re-

gretted that a profound and merited respect for their pas-

tor, in their opinion, demanded at their hands such a mor-
tifying rebuke to a supercilious agent. And, possibly, af-

ter all, he may not have been guilty of the arrogance im-

puted to him. The incident is only mentioned here to

show the attachment of the people to their pastor, and how
sensitive they were when, as they believed, his honor was
in question.

But there is yet another topic, which a just regard for

the ministerial character of this distinguished preacher

renders it necessary for me to notice at some length. By
some he has been blamed for his supposed opposition to

what are commonly called revivals^ and revival preach-

ing. To what extent he was justly obnoxious to this im-
putation, will be seen from the following statements—the

truth of which will hardly be questioned by those whose
intercourse with him was, in any degree, intimate, or who
were in the habit of hearina: frequently his pulpit minis-

trations. And if it were necessary to account for his very
stringent views on this subject, by any consideration out-

side of the rational convictions of his judgment and con-

science, guided by an intelligent apprehension of the Cal-

vinistic doctrines of his church, his experience of the ex-

cesses and unmitigated evils of what has been called "^Ae
great revival " of the first few years of the present centu-

ry, might be cited as a cause well calculated to produce
such views. By this strange work—this wonderful con-
vulsion of the moral and religious elements of society, un-
paralleled in modern times—he, as well as all other pru-

dent and thinking men, was painfully convinced of the
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dreadful extremes to which the human mind may be car-

ried under the influence of fanaticism inflamed by mere
animal excitement. He knows little of the philosophy of

the passions, and the waywardness of the human heart,

who is willing to trust the interests of our holy religion to

the unchecked influence of mere excitement and passion.

That there can be no genuine religion without feeling

—

often strong and overpowering feeling—is true
;
yet it is

not less true, that there may be much feeling and high ex-

citement where there is not a particle of religion. That
the extraordinary work alluded to was, in some sort, con-

nected with religious feeling ; and that there were some,

possibly many, genuine conversions during its progress, no
one ever doubted. But that the cause of true religion was
greatly retarded, if not seriously injured by it, few, if any,

good and reflecting men, in the enu, hfad any doubts. In-

dependent of the loss to the Presbyterian church of that

large body which now goes by the name of a seceding

Presbytery, and which constitutes a new and distinct de-

nomination, a general coldness and spiritual apathy en-

shrouded the church for many years. Infidels scoffed and
became confirmed in their unbelief—while many weak-
minded professors became abandoned sinners, or avowed
infidels, for the want of that h:gh-strained excitement

which had afforded them a temporary enjoyment. Dr.

Barr himself, once told the writer, that to such excesses had
this maniac excitement led some very susceptible but un-
thinking men, that a whole church in North Carolina

abandoned the use of wine in the communion service, and
substituted in its place a tea made from what is familiarly

known by the name of the cross vine

!

—influenced,

doubtless, by a fancied likeness to the cross of our Saviour.

Familiar as he was with the mortifying excesses and ex-

travagancies of this great moral convulsion, it is not sur-

prising that he should, ever after, at least fear and doubt

the results of great excitement in religious exercises. But
it must not be understood that his views were based

wholly, or even mainly, upon his knowledge of these ex-

cesses ;
on the contrary, they were the calm and well-con-

sidered convictions of his judgment.

The intimate and cordial friendship which subsisted

between the Doctor and myself, from the commencement
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of our acquaintance to the day of his death, and the fre-

quent and unreserved conversations we have held on this

and other cognate subjects, enable me, I think, to present

his opinions on this point as they were entertained by
himself.

He believed that so far as the services of the pulpit are

concerned, and not discarding the other scriptural means
of grace, the faithful preaching of the sublime truths of

the gospel, with the fervent presentation of the motives

and sanctions of our holy religion, was all that was either

necessary or proper for the conversion of sinners. That
urging upon the impenitent any considerations or motives

not e pressly set forth in, or fairly deducible f om, the word
of God, was (to use a legal phrase) " travelling out of the

record," and improper. He was, therefore, most decidedly

opposed to what he 'was in the habit of calling " mechani-
cal means " to get up an excitement at religious meetings

—

and he seriously distrusted the genuineness of conversions

where such means were used, and followed by what he
deemed their natural result, mere physical excitement.

He was, therefore, not favorable to camp-meetings, where
he believed such objectionable means were but too apt to

be resorted to. But it is not true that he was opposed to

revivals. He only preferred, greatly preferred, a solemn,

deep and silent .work of grace, superinduced by the plain

but warm and heart-searching preaching of the gospel,

imder the blessing sf God, to that other work, called a re-

vival, where those objectionable means have been used,

and where there is often more apparent feeling, and more
numerous supposed conversions. To illustrate, in some
degree, his views and feelings On this point, I will relate

another incident of my free and familiar intercourse with
him:
We were riding together one day, when our conversa-

tion turned upon this subject. After giving his views very

fully and freely on the subject of revivals, (so called,) I

remarked to him that although he had never had any
great external exhibition of religions excitement in his

church, I did not think he had any cause for discourage-

ment
;
that I had been a close and somewhat interested

observer, and it seemed to me that he had had a steady

and not discouraging increase of his church membership
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over since he had been the pastor of that people. "Yes,"
cried he, with much warmth and animation, "since I have
preached to this congregation, now about twenty-five

years, there have been added to the churcii an average of

about fourteen new members every year ; we have had a

continued revival." And I will add, that I do not recol-

lect a single instance in which any of those who joined

his church during that time were ever subjected to church
discipline, or in the eyes of the chur h or the world, di •-

graced their profession by an ungodly walk. Of the

heart we cannot and dare not judge. It is proper here to

remark, that as the above conversation is related by me
from memory, after the lapse of many years, 1 may be
mistaken as to the number added to the church—or, as

the Doctor spoke from a mere general recollection, and on-

ly designed to approximate the number, as near as. might
be, from such recollection, that he made it a little over

what it should be. On examination of his Presbyterial

reports, for seventeen years, the average appears to be ten^

of those who were admitted on examination.
I have, thus, endeavored to furnish a sketch (imperfect,

as I feel it is,) of the life and character of the late Rev. Dr.

Barr. It may be unduly colored by the partiality of

friendship—but if so, I am unconscious of it. I have not

pretended to note his faults or his frailties. He had them,

for no man is without them. " Nil de mortals, nisi bo-

num " is not a* bad maxim, and I have thought it well to

follow it.

P. S. A portion of the foregoing article was written, in

the form of a letter, at the request of Dr. W. B. Sprague, of

Albany, N. Y., and forwarded to him several years ago, to

be inserted in a work which he is preparing for the press.

Dr. Sprague's work has not yet appeared—and the writer

of this article being requested to prepare a sketch of the

life and character of Dr. Barr for the Southern Presbyte-

rian Review, did not feel at liberty to decline it. This ex-

planation is deemed necessary to account for the identity

of language, in the two, if Dr. Sprague's work shall here-

after be published. '
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ARTICLE VIII.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. The Scots Worthies ; containing a brief historical account of

the most eminent Noblemen^ Gentlemen^ Ministers^ and others^

who testified or sufferedfor the cause of Reformation in Scot-

land,from the beginning of the sixteenth century to the year

1688. By John Howie, of Lochgoin. Illustrated. New
York : Robert Carter Sf Brothers. 8vo. pp. 632.

This " family piece " of the Scottish peasantry is exceedingly

welcome
;
especially in the handsome form in which the enter-

prising publishers have presented it. For the last three quarters

of a century, this book of noble traditions has nourished the

masses in Scotland with fascinating instruction—and next to the

Bible, and the Confession of Faith, has done more than any other

book, to dijQfuse intelligence, vigor, patriotism, and attachment to

Presbytery—for which they are so much distinguished in the

front rank of Christian civilization. It is rich biography ;
it is

authentic martyrology ; and being the production of a moorland

farmer, a man of extraordinary genius and piety, who, without

the advantage of a liberal education, mingled all his life with

the common people, it has a charm for them, like that of the

Pilgrim's Progress, which a more cautious and profound erudi-

tion might only have marred. Yet the extensive research, the

dignified style, and the copious allusion which characterize the

work, make it entertaining and profitable to the most cultivated

reader.

We commend it to all that delight in this delightful species of

literature
;
and especially to those who would see how nobly the

Presbyterian Faith has witnessed for God, triumphed over bit-

ter persecution, and bequeathed a legacy of truth, freedom and

honor, to all that are so happy as to bear its name, and labor for

its propagation.

;

t' ',
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2. Daughters of China ; or Sketches of Domestic Life in the

Celestial Empire. By Eliza J. Gillett Bridgman. New
York : Robert Carter ^ Brothers^ 285 Broadway. 1853.

pp. 234. . ; .
. • ,

This is a sprightly and instructive picture of female life and

character in China. We are led here to estimate the superla-

tive value of Christianity, in social life, and to thelot of wonian.

Bondage and degradation betide her, in the best forms of civili-

zation that were ever attained, without the Bible. The book is

got up in beautiful style—the free and inartificial manner in

which it is written gives much entertainment—and we hope the

object will be accomplished—to awaken more interest among the

pious females of our country, in missions to China, and bring

home to them personally the question of duty. The jealous ex-

clusion of male missionaries, from intercourse with the families

of China, renders large reinforcements of female laborers indis-

pensable to the successful establishment of the gospel there.

••nvf :^"

3. The Spring Time of Life ; or Advice to Youth. By Rev.

David Magie, D. D., Elizabethtown, N. J. New York: Rob-

ert Carter Sf Brothers, No. 285 Broadway. 1853. pp. 328.

We thank the venerable author, for this ripe and excellent

contribution, to the supply of a need, which is always fresh, in

the rapid succession of our youthful generations. Every decade

of human life, in these days of change and progress, demands

new counsels, appropriate to the new evils, new disguises of

temptation, and new responsibilities of the rising race. These

are best given by such men as the writer of this book. God has

ordained it, that the parental style—grave, chaste, solemn, ear-

nest, and benevolent—shall be blessed the most, in benefitting

the young. We have too much of the piquant, in sermons and

addresses to young men, at the present day—which seems to aim

at the captivatiou and excitement of youth, as if these alone

^
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were sufficient to gain and guide them in the way of safety. We
would rather have the mellow blessings of age, after a well-spent

life, and listen, for our sons, to men who, like "Moses before his

death," uttered words of paternal advice and expostulation

—

which were none the less potent because they were dignified and

tender. " My doctrine shall drop as the rain
;
my speech shall

distil as the dew, as the small rain upon the tender herb, and

as the showers upon the grass."

4. Daily Commentary : a Practical Exposition of Select Por-

tions of Scripture^ for every morning and evening through-

out the year. Being a compendium to Family Worship.

By one hundred and eighty Clergymen of the Church of

Scotland. New York: Robert Carter- Sf Brothers. 1853.

dtvo.^pp. 968.
,; ,. - ,-

This book is a portion of a work issued in Scotland, to pro-

mote and aid the good old custom which has been the honor of

Presbyterian Scotland since the Reformation. It brings to our

memory Burns' description in his " Cotter's Saturday Night.''

" The cheerful supper done, wi' serious face,
^

They round the ingle form a circle wide

;

The sire turns o'er, wi' patriarchal grace,

The big Ha' Bible, once his father's pride

—

The priest-like father reads the sacred page,

How Abram was the pride of God on high
;

Or Moses bade eternal warfare wage

With Amalek's ungracious progeny;

—

Then kneeling down to heaven's eternal King,

The saint, the father, and the husband prays

;

Hope "springs exulting on triumphant wing,"

That thus they all shall meet in future days."

This custom to Niebuhr was ineffably distressing. " There is

no nation," says he, " that can be compared to the Scotch for

piety
; they not only go to church every Sunday, but to both the
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services ; and all, high and low, conclude the day of rest with

prayer and singing." The book before us is a portion of a larger

work, embracing prayers for every morning and evening through-

out the year, each prayer being accompanied by a brief<5omment

on some portion of Scripture. The prayers have been issued by

the Carters separately. To complete the work, the comments

are now issued in a uniform volume. Although Niebuhr said of

the ministers of the Church of Scotland, " The clergy in gene-

ral are not good for much," we are of a very different opinion.

The volume before us is a favorable specimen of their intelli-

gence and piety. Would that Germany could show us such a

volume coming from the pens of her living ministry. Among
the one hundred and eighty clergymen are some of the most

distinguished names of the Church of Scotland. The concep-

tion of the bopk is happy, and the volume is equally adapted to

the purposes of family worship and private devotion. If it errs

at all, it is in the length of the passages selected from the Scrip-

tures and of the comments upon them.

y>Uh^' g^<

Ancient Christiinity Exemplified in the private^ doinestix)^

social^ and civic life of the primitive Christians, and in tJie

original institutions, offices, ordinances, and rites of the

Church. By Lyman Coleman. Philadelphia : Lippincott^

Gramho ^ Co. 1852. pp. 645. 8fO.

This is a new and greatly improved edition of a valuable book,

in a department of knowledge in which English literature has

not much abounded, the department of Ecclesiastical Archasolo-

gy. We have the " Primitive Christianity," " Apostolical Anti-

quities," and " Primitive Fathers " of Cave ;
the " Ecclesiastical

Antiquities " of Bingham, a work viginti annorum, of great re-

search, but ill digested, confounding all chronology, and which

represents the prelatical form of Church government, which did

not show itself till the latter part of the second century, as the

earliest form qf Christianity. There is also the work of Lord

Vol. VI.—No. 3. 30
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King on "the Primitive Church," which Dr. Coleman appears to

have overlooked—a work of no great extent, but, in its compara-

tively liniited compass, replete with learning. The German

scholars of the present century have followed in the footsteps of

their predecessors, the Magdeburg Centuriators—who did such

service in the cause of the Reformation—with the enthusiasm of

learned research, though not with the same sound evangelical

spirit. Dr. Coleman has availed himself of the labors of these

men, incorporating also the results of his own studies, so that it

is a far more independent work than its parent volume, which

was issued by him in 1841, as a translation from Augusti, with

additions from Kheinwald, Siegel, and others. The portion on

infant baptism is one which has received material improvement

;

that also on Presbyters
;
and in various other places there are

marks of the maturer studies of the author. For this he was

prepared by his intermediate work " The Apostolic and Primi-

tive Church," published in 1844. The book is still susceptible of

improvement. There is perhaps too great a leaning on the au-

thority of Planck, Augusti, Neander,Boehmer, and other German

Archaeologists, whose labors have furnished the chief materials

wrought over. We doubt, for instance, whether it be true that

in the earliest Church there was no distinction between clergy-

men and laymen. The name clergy, xkripog, may not have

been applied
; but there certainly was from the beginning a

distinction between the teachers and the taught, the rulers and

the ruled. Even when in a church many were endowed with mi-

raculous gifts, and while exercising them were, for the time being,

distinguished from the rest ; in the midst of these there were

permanent teachers who had the Xoyog (focpias and the Xoyof

yvwfl'swf, word of wisdom, and the word of knowledge permanent

x\)^spvr}(fsig governments and permanent avliXrj-^sis helps. And
however it may have been the duty of all the members to spread

the gospel, they never were authorized to usurp these offices.

And although the converts of one city formed one church, and al-

though they were in a measure independent of any foreign power,

and competent to transact their own ecclesiastical business, yet

it is impossible that in such a city as Jerusalem the many thou-
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sand converts should have formed one congregation, worshipped

under one and the same pastor, and been under the supervision of

absolutely the same church officers. In other words, these conside-

rations destroy the principle of absolute independency of individu-

al churches, and render it necessary to infer Presbyterian govern-

ment, in which alone. Prelacy being out of the question, the 07ie-

Tiess of the church of any large metropolitan city, such as Jerusa-

lem, can be found. It is very desirable in an Archaeological

book like this, that reference should be had always to chronology

in giving the condition of the Church. This is one of the great-

est faults in Bingham. He mixes authorities of the fourth and

fifth centuries confusedly with those of the first and second.

However this may do for those anxious at all hazards to main-

tain the Prelacy, it is not for the interests of Presbyterians. We
are glad to see the pains taken by the author, in this particular,

in many parts of the volume, and only wish it had been uniform

throughout.

We hail the appearance of such works as this with pleasure.

History is often the best refutation of error. If the rites and

formalism of the Papacy and Puseyism are ^ncient, truth is

more ancient. When you have shown the rise of the Papacy,

you have refuted it. When you have shown that Peter and

Paul, Apollos and Barnabas, know nothing of the sign of the

cross in baptism
; of the worship of Mary ; of bowings and

genuflexions ; of the sacrifice of mass and purgatory ; of waxed

tapers and the holy Chrism ; of stoles, albs, chasubles, mitres

and crosiers ; of auricular confession and extreme unction, and

have shown when man's folly gave birth to these purilities, you

have destroyed the whole ground-work of Popery, in the Komish

Church and out of it.

'm

6. The Bible the Book of the Lord^ or the Divine Authority of

the Sacred Scriptures ; Addressed especially to the Young.

Presbyterian Board of Publication, pp. 48.

This appears to be a valuable little book, and is written with

the simplicity and condensation which are suited to the object.
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Yet, the utility of such publications may be somewhat questioned.

Apologetic Christianity is never introduced into the nursery

with much advantage. Occasionally, a lad may stumble on a

doubt, and be staggered with the objections of infidelity ; but, in

the great majority of cases, argument on this subject, in a for-

mal way, does more to perplex than relieve a child. A score of

doubts may be started while one is removed, by this process of

formal reasoning. It is better that the watchful parent or teacher

be ready, in familiar conversation, and a manner suited to each

particular case, to answer the difficulty or objection. Let the

internal evidence beam on the mind, from a memory well stored

with the letter of God's Book, before the external evidence is

argued ; and then it is felt with a force and fulness of convic-

tion, which requires but little polemical pains.

f

7. Daily Bladings. Passages of Scripture selected for Social

Reading, ivith applications. By Caroline Fhy. Philadel-

phia : Presbyterian Board of Publication, pp. 288.

There is much vivacity and comprehensive brevity, in the re-

flections with which these scripture readings are accompanied.

They do not profess to be commentary—and yet, in most in-

stances, they present the main thought with great justice and

beauty.

8. A Manual on the Christian Sabbath. By John Holmes Ag-

NEW. With an Introductory Essay, by the Eev. S. Miller,

D. D. Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publica-

tion. 2T- ^98.

This little book is replete with important argument and ex-

hortation—in which we have a judicious condensation of the
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usual proof, that the Sabbath is of moral and perpetual obliga-

tion
;
that the day has been changed with divine approbation, &c-

—along with seasonable and pertinent reprehension of certain

violations of this consecrated lime, which are legalized in our

country. It is well adapted for general reading
;
and the Intro-

ductory Essay itself, gives it value enough to be eagerly desired

by every family in the Presbyterian Church.

9. Evidences for Heaven. Written in the year 1650. By
Mrs. Thomasen Head, for the benefit of her children. Phila-

delphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication, pp. 101.

An excellent manual, for aid, in the great duty of self-exami-

nation, as well as the way to attain eminent holiness. Occa-

sioned by the distresses in which the authoress, the widow of a

minister, was involved by the " Irish Massacre," it exhibits unu-

sual excitement of mind, in recounting the " Evidences for Hea-

ven ;" but, on that very account, the pages are more interesting

and instructive.

10, Me9noirs of the Lives of Robert Haldane^ of Airthrey^ and of

his brother., James Alexander Haldane. By Alexander Hal-

DANE, Esq., of the Lunar Temple. Barrister at Law. New
York: Robert Carter Sf Brothers. 1853. ^vo..,pp. 604.

The name of Haldane has long been dear to us, as of those

bound to us by house-hold ties. Familiar as we were witji the

outline of their religious history, and conversant with the wri-

tings of at least one of them in exposition and defence of the

sacred Scriptures, it has been refreshing to peruse these extended

memoirs, from the pen of one intimate enough to give the full

details of biography. Exemplifying in their own persons the
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power of divine grace, and singularly blessed in their efforts to

revive true religion, both in England and on the continent, the

book has a peculiar spiritual flavor to all who relish devotional

reading. As the brothers were largely engaged through a Jong

tract of years, and in many enterprises of Christian benevolence,

with the purest and strongest men of their age, these memoirs

possess attractions for the general reader, beyond most religious

biographies. The American religious public are brought under

obligation to the Messrs. Carter, for adding this book to our re-

ligious literature, in the American edition they have produced.

Its circulation and perusal cannot fail to inspire with zeal and

animate with hope, all who engage in labors for the extension of

Christ's kingdom.

'

11. The Well-Watered Plains^ or Instructive Lessons from the

History of Lot. i^^/H. N. Brinsmade, D. D. Philadelphia:

Presbyterian Board of Publication, ji?p. 93.

An interesting and instructive topic—well handled, by a sound,

discriminating, and benevolent mind.

12. Romanism as it is. An Oration, delivered by the Rev. John

Gumming, J). J)., of London, ivith au Appendix, by the Edi-

tor. Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication,

pp. 70.

We are glad to see this eloquent tract, by one of the ablest

champions against Popery, of this or any other age. The editor,

with his usual good judgment, has given body to this pamphlet,

by adding certain documents of an extraordinary character, and

of great interest to American Ptotestants, viz : The bold avow-
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al of intolerance by a Roman Catholic paper, at St. Louis, "The

Shepherd of the Valley," with elaborate justification of it; and

the reasons given by the Rev. Pierce Connelly for his renuncia-

tion of Popery, and return to the Protestant Church. It is a

valuable service, to preserve for us, in this way, such papers.

13. The True Source of National Happiness : a Sermon^ by Rev.

H. B. CcjNNiNGHAM, of North Carolina. Delivered on Sab-

bath, July ith, 1852, and published by request.
, ,,. , ,,,..,,.

This is a well-written and very appropriate discourse. It is

manifestly the product of an original and vigorous mind. . The

author is bold enough to advocate the claims of Presbyterianism,

and to maintain its republican tendency; and has shown a

knowledge of historical details amply sufficient to enable him to

execute the work in an admirable and masterly manner. No
occasion or locality would be more suitable than the anniversary

of our national existence, or the place where the first formal

declaration was made, for a full exhibition of the powerful influ-

ence which the Presbyterian Church exerted in promoting the

Revolution, and securing American independence. May these

sacred principles of political and religious liberty be preserved

by the embalming grace of our heavenly King, to bless the

coming generations, and save our government from the fate of

former republics. S. C. P.

1 4. Robert and Harold, or the Young Marooners on the Florida

Coast. By F. R. Gtoulding. Philadelphia: William S.

Martin. 1852. pp. 422, 18mo.

We recommend this to our youthful friends as a most instruc-

tive and fascinating book. It describes the fortunes, misfortunes,
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courage, perseverance and ingenuity, of the children of a family

residing temporarily on the Florida coast, who had embarked on

board a boat for a marooning party, and who, ere their parents

had joined them, were carried out to sea by a devil-fish, which

had tripped their anchor by catching its cable chain under one of

its flippers, and holding on, o.ccording to the known habits of the

monster, with a deadly grasp. At length they made the coast in

a dangerous part of that unfrequented shore, where they laid

some months, thrown entirely on their own resurces, far away

from human beings, amid the ferocious beasts of the woods. Our

children read it as they read Robinson Crusoe, only with more

sympathy in the adventures of the young heroes, and are not

contented with a single perusal. Mr. Goulding has been most

successful in this department of juvenile literature, and has

abundant encouragement to try his pen again.

We have received from the Presbyterian Board of Publication

the following works

:

,^;.y :i;':C)i'R-

1. Pictorial Scenes, illustrative of Christian Missions.

2. My Own Hymn Book.

3. Grandmother''s Parable: or the Young Pilgrims.

4. A Forest Floiver, or a Memorial of Daniel McKillican, who
died in ilie fourteenth year of his age. By Rev. James

Drummond, Missionary of ilie Free Church^ of Scotland

Madrad.

5. The YoutKs Gleaner^ or Ripe F'uits of Piety.

These publications are designed for the benefit of the young
;

and in this department of literature the Board has been most

eminently successful.

We have also received from Robert Carter & Brothers an ex-

quisite edition of Gray's Poems. We could not have had a

richer treat. To praise Gray is like carrying coals to New-
Castle. The edition in question is beautifully printed, and

adorned with numerous engravings.
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CONSCIENCE—ITS NATURE, OFFICE AND AUTHORITY.

I. Moral Science. By A. Alexander, D. D.

II. Dick^s Theology. Lecture LXXVII.

III. McCosh on Divine Government. Book III: Chap-
ters 14-2. ,
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IV. Paley^s Moral Philosophy. - .:

V. Lectures on the Philosophy of the Human Mind. By
Thomas Brown, M. D. Lectures LXXIIL and
LXXXIL

Has man a conscience ? This is one of the most impor-

tant enquiries in mental and moral science. It is not only

a question respecting all moral duty, but concerning the

nature of man himself. Man possessed of a conscience is

certainly a very different being from man considered as

destitute of such a faculty. Subtract from human nature

the reason, and substitute in its stead mere brute intelli-

gence or instinct, and how completely has man lost his

character ! So, if the conscience be obliterated from the

list of mentar faculties, an intellectual and social being

may be left,. but one utterly incapable of every moral act.

This question then, affects the very nature of man, and
Vol. VI.—No. 4. 31
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affects that nature too, where it rises highest in the scale

of being, and by its capacity for virtue approximates

nearest to Divinity.

Those who have objected to the existence of such a
mental faculty as conscience, have done so on what may
be termed subjective and objective grounds. They have
considered it difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish the

exercises of what is termed conscience, from other mental

operations. This objection, however, proceeds upon the

supposition that, to exist at all, conscience must have a
simple existence,—that is, that it must be one definite

mental faculty, exercising one specific office. But this is

applying a rule to the conscience which is demanded for

no other mental faculty. What we caU reason, or the

understanding, perceives, compares, judges, generalizes,

argues, etc ; and yet we designate this faculty,, with all its

diversified operations, simply as the reason. The same is

true of the will, of memory, and of the imagination. The
truth is, that if we should ascribe every species of mental
operation to some definite faculty, our metaphysical nom-
enclature would become cumbersome and unwieldy, and
the science of mind would be rendered even more unintel-

ligible than it now is.

But it has also been alleged, that the decisions of con-

science concerning moral actions have not only been vari-

ous, but contradictory. Admitting, for the present, the

whole force of this objection, still it does by no means
prove the non-existence of such a faculty as conscience.

The same objection may be raised against the reason, the

will, the emotions
;
and, indeed, against the very appetites

and tastes of mankind. All these, in many respects, ope-

rate variously in different ages and nations, and among
different individuals; yet who, on a ground like this,

would divest men of these essential characteristics of their

being?
By conscience is meant that faculty or power of the

human soul by which it perceives the difference between
right and wrong, approving the one and condemning the

other. In this definition, two things are to be observed

:

first, that conscience is a mental power or faculty, the

same as the reason, the will, or the memory. Paley
speaks of it as an " instinct." Butler calls it " a princi-
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pie"—"a law"—"a determinate rule"— "a sentiment of

the understanding, and a perception of the heart."

—

McCosh designates it as " a law,—a faculty, and a senti-

ment." Dr. Brown terms it " the moral principle." Lan-
guage of this sort, whatever may be the soundness of an
author's creed, is well calculated to mystify the very exist-

ence of conscience, and thus unnecessarily to lead men into

error. It must also be observed, that conscience, like the

will, is not a simple, but a complex, faculty. The will is

the faculty of choice : but in order to its exercise, there

must be an antecedent exercise of the reason. The ob-

jects from which a choice is to be made must be perceived

and compared, before the will can choose. So it is with
the conscience. The moral actions concerning which it is

to be employed must be first perceived ; then compared
with the rule of duty ; a judgment is next formed concern-

ing them ; and the feeling of approbation, or of disappro-

bation, results last of all. It is true, that this is accom-
plished by the mind so rapidly as to seem but one act.

Such, however, it is not, but a rapid succession of different

mental acts. Some philosophers, wishing to indicate what
is peculiar to the will and the conscience in such exerci-

ses, consider simply 'preference or choice to be the province

of the will, and the exercise of moral approbation or dis-

approbation as that of the conscience. Dr. Brown main-
tains this ground strongly as to the conscience ; nor does

Dr. Alexander differ but little from his opinion. "The
moral part of this compound, says the former, is the emo-
tion, and the emotion only^ "So far," says the latter,

"therefore, as conscience is a judgment respecting any
moral subject, so far it is an exercise of the understanding.

We have not one faculty by which we discern physical

truths, another by which we judge of mathematical theo-

rems, and another for matters of taste; but all these are

the one and the same understanding, exercised on different

objects." The truth is, the faculties of the mind, like the

colours of the rainbow, may be said to run into each other.

For the most part, whenever one acts, there is a concur-

rence of all ; some being more prominent, others more
obscure, but all efficient. The duty of the philosopher is

simply to designate that peculiar action which belongs to

any one faculty, and marks its specific character.

'i
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That man possesses a conscience, that is, a mental

facuhy that judges of right and wrong, approving of the

one and condemning the other, may be fully proved from

the four following considerations

:

1. The existence of moral distinctions, which none can
deny, supposes a facuhy or power in the mind by which
they are perceived and estimated. That there is an adap-

tation of physical nature to the physical constitution of

man, all must admit. Light is suited to the eye, sound to

the ear, and the whole arrangement of nature to the laws
of the human understanding. Now, whether man were
created subservient to the external world, or the latter

created in subserviency to man, it matters not ; the har-

mony between them is apparent to all. Whether, then,

we argue from external nature to the human constitution,

or from the latter to the former, our conclusions are equally

legitimate. Now, as there is a harmony between external

physical nature and man's physical constitution, so is there

a like harmony between God's external moral government
and that moral constitution with which he has endowed
our species. If, then, the existence of an external moral
government be assumed as a fact, the existence of an
internal moral capacity to discern and appreciate that

government, must follow as a consequence. Those phi-

losophers, therefore, who have denied the existence of

conscience, upon the ground that its judgments are irregu-

lar, have yet given to us the fullest desirable data to prove
its existence, by admitting the reality of moral distinctions.

The one truth involves the other, since the onlv method
by which we can perceive and estimate moral distinctions

is some power or faculty in the mind to which they make
their appeal.

2. Without a conscience or moral faculty, man is utterly

unfit to be the subject of a moral government. Amoral
government is one based upon the distinctions of right and
Avrong. It supposes certain actions to be wrong, and
therefore forbids them ; and it supposes others to be right,

and therefore enjfins them. To the one class of actions

it attaches rewards ; to the other punishments. But in all

this, it supposes the creatures over whom such government
is established, to possess a nature to perceive these facts,
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and to appreciate these motives. Now, that part of the

human constitution which enables man to appreciate such
a government as this, is conscience, or the moral faculty.

Even brutes have a species of intelligence ; they also pos-

sess memory and will. But that which places them below
the grade of responsibility is the lack of conscience, or the

moral faculty. Nor will it do to say that simple reason

would fit man for such a government. Reason is not a
moral, but an intellectual faculty. Nor is it certain, that

mere reason would employ itself on moral subjects at all,

unless man possessed a moral nature or conscience, lead-

ing him to the contemplation of such subjects. Men sel-

dom or never employ their understandings about things

for which they have no taste or relish. The existence of

the moral faculty would seem necessary, therefore, to in-

duce the human reason to employ itself on moral subjects.

But suppose the reason, independent of any moral propen-

sity that way, should turn its attention to the objects of

morality.—What could it accomplish? Just as much,
and no more than it has accomplished in the kingdom of

nature : It might originate a system of philosophy—

a

system of practical morality^ or religion, it could never

introduce. Its discoveries would be facts ; but facts not

at all calculated to move the heart, determine the will, or

control the life. For the latter eifects, there must be a
constitutional moral basis in the mind itself, in the absence
of which the conclusions of reason would be mere dry and
heartless speculations.

But man's unfitness for a moral government in the

absence of the moral faculty becomes still more clear,

when we consider how completely the sanctions of such a
government would be overthrown under these circumstan-

ces. The very essence of punishment and reward consists

in the operations of a conscience or moral faculty. God
has so created us, that when we obey him, there arises up
in the mind a delightful sense of peace and joy ; and when
we disobey him, shame and remorse are the consequences.

This is our nature, and it harmonizes exactly with our

relations to our Greater. It is by a nature such as this,

that we are taught to place our highest happiness in vir-

tue ; that is, in obedience to the will of God. Now, if man
had no conscience, that is, no moral faculty to perceive

-J
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and appreciate the merit or demerit of his actions, it would
be impossible for him to exercise self-complacency when
dutiful, or self-torture when disobedient. And as these

are the primary and the most efficient methods by which
souls can be either rewarded or punished, the favor or

anger of God would become nugatory did they not exist.

3. Human consciousness, in all ages and countries, has
testified to the existence of a moral faculty in man. Cer-

tainly, if there be such a power as conscience in the human
soul, its operations must be a matter of positive knowledge
to the soul itself. A mental power that never acts, or that

acts so feebly as to awaken no sense of its exercises, can
exist only in name, and deserves, of course, no attention.

But we maintain that the human conscience is one of the

most active of our mental faculties, and that no other fac-

ulty announces its existence and office with even half the

force that this does. See the frantic madness of multitudes

in the early commission of crime, who even prefer death

to life, and are ready to sever every human tie for even
the possible re-possession of that peace which they have
lost :—yea, who would think annihilation itself a boon,

compared with an existence thus tormented by remorse !

"What other mental faculty can produce such pangs, such
despair, such absolute self-negation ?

Men have borne this testimony to the existence of con-

science, by the universal admission that certain actions,

intentionally performed, are right ; and others, of an oppo-

site character, are wrong. Among actions of the former

class, are the worship of the Deity, reverence for parents,

affection towards friends, justice to others, truthfulness,

and chastity. These, and other similar virtues, have re-

ceived the universal esteem of mankind. Evidence of this

exists in the following facts : parents have taught them to

their children
;
philosophers and legislators have inculca-

ted them by argument and appeal ; laws have been enact-

ed to enforce them ; and men have been considered good
or bad, honourable or base, as they have, or have not,

practised them. Now, if we wish to get at the real opin-

ions of a nation, we must not select individual instances,

but consider the institutions, laws and habits of the people,

as a whole. And in the application of this principle to all

mankind, of whom we have once heard, we hesitate not
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to affirm, that their uniform and consistent testimony is,

that there is such a thing as moral virtue, and that it is

both to be esteemed and practised. Nor is it any objection

to this to affirm, that the same specific acts have not been
universally considered as virtuous, in all ages and coun-
tries. The modes of religious worship, the manner in

which respect is exhibited to parents, and justice exercised

towards others, have been, various in different ages and
countries. These are matters of usage, of positive statutes,

and of circumstances. That in which men have agreed is

not in the form or manifestation of a particular virtue ; but

in the virtue itself. In America, patriotism prompts to the

defence and maintenance of republican institutions; in

Europe, to the advocacy of monarchy. Under an episco-

pal form of church government, the people defend bishops

;

under one more democratic, they maintain the parity of

the clergy. In all such cases the patriotic or religious

principle is the same ; its form or manifestation is differ-

ent. So the laws of different countries may define mur-
der, or theft, or falsehood, or blasphemy, variously ; and
yet be all agreed that such crimes should, when ascertain-

ed, be punished. Even the Atheism of France, during the

Revolution, is no exception to what is here affirmed. This
horrible creed was adopted by the bloody leaders of that

Revolution as a means to an end. Resolved to overthrow

every form of monarchy and aristocracy, the politicians of

that country struck a blow at the Catholic Hierarchy and
Priesthood, as either being themselves a sort of ecclesiasti-

cal royalty, or as interested to sustain the prerogatives of

the throne. Along with the priesthood, religion itself be-

came to them a matter of disgust, and they attempted in

their madness to abolish it altogether. But this was the

conduct of but a political junta in the State, and even they

hurried on by a storm of passion which it was impossible

to control. But when this unnatural outburst of a nation's

fury had subsided, we see that very people returning again

to the creed and the practices which they had abolished.

Conscience in France was overborne for a time ; but it

soon recovered its ascendancy and proceeded again to its

legitimate work. Thus is it true, that mankind, iu every

age and nation, have maintained a radical distinction be-

tween virtue and vice, religion and irreligion.
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4. It is to the faculty of conscience in man, that the

Christian doctrine of repentance is chiefly addressed.

—

That "God now commandeth all men every where to

repent," is the definite statement of the Apostle Paul. But
what is repentance? It is a strong and fixed conviction

in the mind of past ill doing, and a determination to for-

sake such evil course from a sense of its inherent demerit.

Now all this is the work of conscience. The charge of

guilt is pressed home upon the sinner, either by the Word,
or the preacher of the Word. To that charge there is a

response within—a full consciousness that the state of the

heart is as described, and that from it have proceeded

innumerable transgressions. These facts arouse the con-

science—a sense of guilt is felt—the soul tosses and heaves

under its burden, and seeks earnestly for relief. It was in

this way that thousands were "cut to the heart" under

the preaching of Peter, and that the jailer at Philippi "fell

down trembhng" with the question on his lips, "Sirs,

what must I do to be saved ?" Indeed, without a natural

conscience, or faculty of moral judgment, mankind would
be as incapable of repentance as the very brutes around
them.

It is amazing, in view of the facts stated above, that

Dr. Paley, in constructing a system of Moral Philosophy,

should have attempted to disprove, at the very outset, the

existence of a moral faculty. But this he does, and in the

most stoical language possible. " This celebrated ques-

tion, therefore, becomes in our system a question of pure

curiosity, and as such we dismiss it to the determination

of those who are more inquisitive than we are concerned
to be about the natural history and constitution of the

human species." Had this language fallen from the lips

of the infidel Hume, Paley's illustrious predecessor in

utilitarianism, it were consistent enough. But that a

Christian moralist and a preacher of the gospel, should

thus sarcastically entomb the conscience of mankind, is

wonderful indeed. And yet, there is a greater wonder—it

is this : that Christian colleges and schools, both in this

country and England, should, for so long a time, have
continued this Philosophy as a text-book for the young.
Nor is it any apology for such conduct, to announce, as

most professors and teachers do, that on this point and

,.'a.-..il:'';ia.i^ll:.'jii
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that, Dr. Paley is considered unsound. There are, we
will admit, many excellent things in Paley, but as a sys-

tem of morals, his work is rotten from beginning to end.

The difference between Paley and Hume consists simply
in this, that while the latter places the objects of selfish-

ness in this life, the former transfers them to the life to

come. Nor is the criticism of Dr. Brown on the Arch-
deacon at all too severe:—"This form of the selfish

system, which 'has been embraced by many theological

writers of undoubted piety and purity, is, notwithstanding,

I cannot but think, as degrading to the human character

as any other form of the doctrine of absolute selfishness
;

or rather, it is in li^eM the most degrading of all theforms
which the selfish system can assume ; because, while the

selfishness it maintains is as absolute and unremitting as

if the objects of personal gain were to be found in the

wealth or honors or sensual pleasures of the earth ; this

very selfishness is rendered more offensive by the noble

image of the Deity which is continually presented to our

mind, and presented in all his benevolence, not to he lovedj

but to be courted with a mockery of affection."

'The chief objection to Paley's system is not that it is

utilitarian, but that it is immoral. We do not mean by
this, that Paley discountenances virtue and inctilcates

vice : this is what no man may do and have a hearing.

But we mean, that he advocates the moral virtues upon
the ground of expediency and profit. Virtue and vice, in

his system, are as much articles of trafic as cotton and
grain in our ordinary markets. The great question for

every man to propose to himself when he contemplates a
certain course of conduct is, " What shall 1 gain or lose

by it?" Now, we deny positively, that virtue can exist in

a mind that makes such a calculation. There is some-

thing noble, certainly, in repentance ; but if you abstract

from that virtue all that is disinterested, and make it sim-

ply a price for procuring pardon, it becomes at once a base

and contemptible feeling.

That Paley's system should be immoral, was inevitable

frotn his rejection of the moral faculty. If man have no
conscience, he has no power of perceiving the intrinsic

excellence of virtue. Rightbecomes to him, of course, just

what Paley has defined it to be, " that which is expedi-
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ent." Now, a system of pretended morals, based upon
such a view of human nature as this, to have any success

at all, must address itself, not to a sense of moral obliga-

tion,—not to man's constitutional capacity to appreciate

virtue, as virtue,—but wholly to his interest in his own
welfare. And this is Paley's system. His definition of

virtue is, " the doing good to mankind, in obedience to the

will of God, and for the sake of everlasting happinessJ^

And, as if this were not plain enough, he announces it

distinctly, that ^^everlasting happiness is the motive of
human virtue." A beggar stands at the door of some
citizen, and asks a charity. The landlord gives him five

dollars, but induced thereto solely upon the consideration

that the government is to remunerate him the next day
with five hundred ! Is such a gift an act of benevolence ?

Nor does it matter a whit, whether it be a human or divine

government, that is to compensate the giver : the principle

is the same in both cases ; and we deny positively, that

there can be any virtue at all, where such a motive pre-

dominates. The whole tendency of such a doctrine is, to

make hypocrites and deceivers. It was precisely the reli-

gion of the Pharisees in the time of Christ, and is now that

of multitudes among the ascetics and devotees of the Pa-
pacy and Heathenism. Once make virtue or morality a
matter of barter, and it ceases to exist. Our own impres-

sion distinctly is, that a virtuous mind would do a virtu-

ous act, however greatly it should suffer for the deed.

At any rate, such a mind abhors all idea of reward as the

chief motive to the performance of virtuous actions.

Dr. Paley's system is equally subversive of morality in

his views of moral obligation. " Why am I obliged to

keep my word ?" he asks. The reply is, " Because I am
urged to do so by a violent motive resulting from the

command of another." The violent motive here alluded

to, he defines as " the expectation of being after this life

rewarded if I do, or punished for it if I do not." " This
solution," he continues, " goes to the bottom of the subject,

and no further question can reasonably be asked. There-
fore private happiness is our motive, and the will of God
our rule." Now, all this is legitimate enough, if the Doc-
tor's first principle be admitted, that man has no con-

science. Surely, if there be in man no nobler principle

1
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than self-love to control him, this, and this alone, must be
addressed. But if man have a moral faculty, the very
office of which is to perceive and appreciate the excellence

of moral virtue, and to practise it as something attractive

in its own nature, then we affirm, that this definition does
not " go to the bottom of the subject," but leaves the main
question, not only unsolved, but untouched. A virtuous

man feels bound to keep his word, not through a law of

compensation, but through a law of morality. He has no
eye whatever to what will be his gain, either in this world
or the next, by observing truth. He does so because it is

rights and he would do so, though he should be persuaded
that suffering, and not happiness, would be the result.

But we have another argument against Paley. It is

this: that if mere self-love, under the command of God,
becomes such an efficient motive to the exercise of obedi-

ence, how much stronger must be the motive, when that

command is addressed to an internal and constitutional

sense of moral obligation 7 Notwithstanding the " violent

motives" of which this author speaks, we are firmly per--;^^

suaded that no inducements whatever, as addressed to

human selfishness, are strong enough to keep men in a
state of obedience, apart from the office and exercises of a
sound conscience. Once admit that man has in his nature
a foundation for morality, and once implant upon that

foundation its inflexible principles, and you have a char-

acter as stern as adamant in the performance of duty.

But send forth the seller of rewards to buy up the allegi-

ance of a revolted race—let him offer considerations of

even the highest conceivable value to the multitudes

around him,—what will be the results of such a mission 1

Why, that amid the full flow of present earthly gratifica-

tion, the sinner will scarcely give the offer a moment's
attention ; or should he do so, he will approach it with
substantially the same feelings that he does a market or a
counting-house. But suppose the bargain to be made.
What ihen? Have you secured your man? Not at all.

He will sell himself to the next comer who offers what he
conceives to be a higher consideration, as cheerfully as he
did to you ! No ;

mere selfishness we affirm to be incapa-

ble of entertaining a motive strong enough to keep man in

the pursuit of virtue. Such a motive must address itself,

y
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not to the diversified interests of the heart, but to the radi-

cal and ineffaceable sentiments of an indwelling morality.

Then, and only then, can it be strong enough to keep

mankind in the paths of virtue and in allegiance to God.

Notwithstanding the length of these remarks, we beg
leave to lay before our readers the opinions of one, on the

doctrines of Paley, who must ever have weight in this

country, on the subjects both of theology and morality.

We mean the Rev. Dr. Alexander. In a recent and most
admirable work of his, on the science of morals, he ex-

presses himself thus :
—" According to this view, unless a

man is persuaded that he shall gain something by keeping

his word, he is under no obligation to do so. Even if God
should clearly make known his will, and lay upon him
his command, he is under no obligation to obey, unless

certain that he shall receive benefit by so doing. This- is

indeed to make virtue a mercenary thing, and to reduce

all motives to a level. And as self-love, or the desire of

happiness, is the only rational motive, the only conceivable

difference between the good and the bad consists in the

superior sagacity which the one has above the other to

discern what will most contribute to happiness." It is

evident that this system, in its practical operation, must
ever contravene that system, both of morality and religion,

taught in the Holy Scriptures. The great object of that

Book is to bring men off from the basis of selfishness, and
to place them upon a basis of virtue. Its great command
is, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,

and all thy soul, and all thy mind, and all thy strength."

Now, is it possible for a creature, who possesses such an
affection to the Deity as this, to serve him from the hope
of reward ? What need of such an expectation ? How
abhorrent the very idea of reward to a bosom filled with
such love ! This affection itself—(and it is the very soul

of all true morality and religion,)—prompts to obedience

;

it is the only principle that can prompt to obedience.

Now, to supplant this principle, as also that of love to

man,—lo supplant these, and substitute in their stead

supreme self-love^ is to overthrow both the teachings of

Christ and the principles of sound morality. And we
venture, moreover, to say, that the greatest conflict of the

pious, and of all generous minds in this life, is to separate

I
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from the true motive of morality and religion this very
element of self-regard. The feelings of self-esteem and
self interest are so strong in us all, that it requires great

effort and great grace to suppress their intrusions upon
even our best actions. They spring up unbidden, and
often poison with their moral malaria even the good deeds
we are attempting to perform. But according to Paley, we
should contend just the other way. We should not strive

to repel these intruders, but welcome them as guests, since

their presence and operation are essential to the virtue of

an action

!

We come now to what we consider the most difficult

part of this discussion ; and the more so, because we are .

compelled to diifer from some of those excellent Divines

with whom we have heretofore so heartily agreed. When
we speak of the authority of conscience, we are apt to be

misled by the language. Authority is exercised by kings,

magistrates, officers and parents. It supposes an intelli-

gent ruler, a system of laws, and rational subjects. But
when we apply this term to a mental faculty^ we must
certainly exclude from it all these accessory ideas of

regular human administration. And yet, even metaphy-
sicians, when discoursing upon the mere powers or capa-

cities of the human mind, employ a sort of court- language,

as if they were describing the administration of some great

monarch. This is a great fault, especially with Mr. Mc-
Cosh, whose vivid imagination seems always ready to

gi\''e a scenic representation to mental processes.

That the different mental faculties hate distinct offices,

and that each one either does or ought to predominate in

its specific sphere, will be readily admitted. Reason is

supreme in all abstract truth ; the will on all matters of

choice ; the emotions in all objects of affection ;
the imagi-

nation in the province of fancy; and the conscience in the

domain of morals. Now, each of these mental faculties

does and must take the lead in its particular field of ope-

ration. Yet, as our consciousness will testify, most of our

actions are the results of not one only, but of several of

these mental powers. Indeed, the relation between these

merftal faculties is so intimate, that in most cases the ac-

tion of the one must take place before the action of anoth-

er can exist. All then, that we can mean by the authority

•>.
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of a mental power, is simply its precedence over the rest

in any one action. And all that we can mean by the

obedience, or subjection of one mental faculty to another,

is simply the posteriority of its operation. Reason asserts

that a certain abstract proposition is true ; at once the will

and the heart concur in the conclusion. The proposition

was addressed to the reason, and its decision must be, of

course, that of the entire mind or soul. At another time,

an object may be presented to the emotion of love. The
point now to be decided is, shall such an object or person

be loved ? If the case be a doubtful one, the reason may
again be called upon to do its office : that is, to compare,

judge, decide, etc. In other cases, however, the heart

overleaps the tardy work of reason, and responds at once

to the object, as soon as presented. Shall a mother love

her babe ? It is not her intellect, but her heart that solves

that question. The same is true of the conscience.

—

"Where a question of morality admits of doubt, the reason

may be called in, and may be long employed in its inves-

tigations before the conscience is prepared to act. But in

all obvious cases, this faculty acts instantly^ and approves

or disapproves of a certain act as soon as perceived. There
are obviously then a precedence and a sequence in men-
tal operations. But when we transcend this beautiful or-

der in which the mental faculties operate, and establish •

within the soul a sort of spiritual administration, with all

the paraphernalia of courts and palaces, we evidently use

language very loosely, and are in danger of being misled

altogether in reference to the mind and its powers.

With these explanations, we proceed to consider the

question at issue : Is a man hound tofollow his conscience

when its judgments are erroneous 7 That the real point

of debate may be understood, we give the following quo-
tations from Drs. Dick and Alexander:—"An appeal"

says the former, "may always be made from its (con-

science') decisions to the word of God, and as soon as a
difference is discovered between its dictates and those of

Scripture, the sentence which it has pronounced is void.

Hence it is plain, that the plea of conscience will not be

admitted to e'xempt us from guilt and punishment. And
this, we may observe, is the unhappy situation of those

whose consciences are not suflSiciently enlightened ; that

\
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they sin, whatever they do ; in disregarding the'voice of
conscience^ and in obeying itP Dr. Alexander maintains
the same position :

—" It is true, if a man's conscience dic-

tates a certain action, he is morally bound to obey ; but if

that action be wrong, he commits sin in performing it ne-

vertheless. He who is under fundamental error, is in a
sad dilemma. Do what he will, he sins. If he disobey

conscience, he knowingly sins ; doing what he believes to

be wrong ; and if he obey conscience, performing an act

which is in itself wrong, he sins ; because he complies not

with the law under which he is placed." Now, as much
as we esteem the sentiments of the authors above quoted,

we must think they have both fallen into error on this

subject. This will appear from the fact, that they have
here introduced two opposite rules of conduct, each of

which the subject is bound at the same time to obey. The
law of God dictates one course ; and the law of conscience

another, directly opposite. To each of these laws a man
is morally bound to submit. Now, it is evident, that a

i man can no more obey two such opposite rules at the same

f time, than that he can occupy two places at the same time,

• or than he can both love and hate the same object at the

same time. The thing is impossible, and therefore cannot

be a matter of moral obligation. The same difficulty is

also seen when we consider the moral qualities of the

action: it is both right and wrong—worthy of reward and
also worthy of punishment ! Now, a human action cannot

possess two qualities so diametrically opposite. As the

same object cannot be white and black at the same time,

so the same moral act cannot be both virtuous and vi-

cious.

The errors in these statements, as we conceive, are two-

fold. The one consists in giving conscience a supremacy
which does not belong to it ; the other in blending two
distinct moral acts, and ascribing a common moral char-

acter to them, as if they were one. Conscience is neither

a moral governor, nor a moral law. It is a faculty of the

soul, fitting man for a moral government existing, not

within, but without him. God is our only true moral

governor, and his will is our only supreme moral law.

Our subjection then, is not to be a subjection to conscience,

(which, being a part of ourselves, would imply subjection

X
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to ourselves,) but a subjection to God, as our moral gover-

nor. The very moment we set up conscience as a sort of

rival to Jehovah, that moment we become idolaters, and
sacrifice our real liberty. The care is very much that of

the Papist, who is perfectly satisfied that when he has

heard his priest he has heard his God ; and that when he
stands well with his priest, he also stands well in the

court of Heaven. Now, to exalt the conscience into any
such high position, and to obey its dictates with the full

assurance that they must be right, is but to deify a faculty

of the human soul, and to fall down in worship to ourselves.

Man is a moral agent, possessed of certain mental faculties,

all of which are designed to aid him in the prosecution of

a virtuous course of conduct. But he is depraved ; and
there is not a mental faculty that is not erroneous in its

operations. The reason is more or less blind, the will is

perverse, the passions are deranged, and the conscience is

dull, inefficient and easily perverted. This condition of

the human soul is taught us by experience, observation

and scripture. For a man, then, to trust himself to the

dictates of any one of his faculties, or of all of them com-
bined, is necessarily to hazard the peace and well-being of

his soul. The decisions of conscience in many cases are

just as much to be held in doubt, as those of the reason.

And in attempting to ascertain our duty in such cases, we
are not to consult, but to instruct our consciences. We
must take the conscience itself to the revealed will of God,

and there, and there onZy, obtain that light which is to

guide us in the path of duty. Now, when this course is

honestly and faithfully pursued, it is next to impossible

that the conscience should be in "fundamental error."

To suppose so, is to suppose either that the Bible does not

adequately reveal the will of ^od, or that man is incapa-

ble of understanding that will when so revealed.

But our theologians will tell us, that the case supposed
is that of one who has done all this, and is still in error.

He has examined the Scriptures prayerfully and honestly,

and has conscienciously come to certain conclusions, both

as to its doctrines and precepts. Still those conclusions

are erroneous. Now, in such a case, we say without

hesitation, that such a man is bound to receive, as God's

revealed truth, that which, after such examination, he
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conceives to be such. But this is not subjection to con-
science, but to God. Faith is here placed, not in the de-

cisions merely of a mental faculty, but in the infallible

teachings of the Holy Ghost. That such a man should
err as to the essentials of the Gospel, is improbable in the

last degree ; that he should mistake on some of its minor
points, is very likely. We cannot conceive, however, that

such mistakes should vitiate his obedience. Errors in re-

ligion, when they arise from carelessness, prejudice, pride

of intellect, or any other like cause, are certainly criminal.

But those errors, which even the best men are liable to

make on this subject, and which arise from causes beyond
their control, can certainly never inculpate them in the

sight of God.
Another mistake, as we conceive, in these statements is,

that actions are blended that are entirely distinct. We
will illustrate our meaning by the following supposition

:

A man is on trial for his life. He is really an innocent

man, but is accused of murder. Evidence is adduced on
both sides ; but the jury incline to that which condemns
him. They bring in a verdict of " guilty." Now, if these

men are entirely honest and consciencious in such a sen-

tence, they certainly cannot be blamed for it, though it

consigns an innocent man to the gallows. Where then, is

the error? It consists in their not giving sufficient weiglit

to the exculpatory evidence. This is the error ; and it

becomes a crime, or not, just as it originated in good
or bad motives. If the jury were prejudiced against the

accused, or if they were bribed to bring in such a ver-

dict, we consider them as guilty in the highest degree.

But if the error arose from incapacity, misrepresentation,

or any like cause, it was certainly not criminal. How
would it sound in this case to say, that if the jury

should bring in a verdict of " guilty," they are criminal,

because the man is innocent; or, if they should pro-

nounce him " not guilty," they are equally criminal, be-

cause they have violated their consciences! Here are

certaitily two distinct acts—the one which considers and
examines the testimony; and the other which pronounces
the sentence. The verdict is evidently erroneous ; but it

is criminal only as it has been arrived at by honest or

dishonest means. In the days of Calvin, it was believed

Vol. VI.—No. 4. 32
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I

to be right to punish heretics with death. Such punish-

ments are now considered by most Christians, as altogeth-

er improper and wicked. Now, if the Reformers were
entirely honest and sincere in their belief and practice, we
may consider them as in error, very great error ; but cer-

tainly not as criminal. That which inculpates a very

large portion of mankind in obeying, as they allege, the

dictates of conscience, is not that they yield to honest con-

victions, honestly formed, but that " loving darkness rather

than light," they give themselves up to their evil prejudi-

ces and practices, without the use of those means of infor-

mation that niight easily rectify their conduct. It is in

this way that the great body of papists and of heathen
idolaters continue in sin. The one class refuse to employ
the Hght of nature for the correction of idolatry ; and the

other class, with equal pertinacity, reject the Scriptures, in

order to preserve their traditions. Such persons are guilty,

not only for their corrupt practices ; but for their perverted

consciences. What, then, is their duty ? To obey a mis-

guiding conscience, and continue in idolatry ? Evidently
not. Their first and chief obligation is to come to the

light, and to test their creed by whatever means God, in

his providence, may have afforded them. But such per-

sons, it is alleged, believe that they are already in the

light, and that all others are in darkness. We admit this
;

but deny still that they are morally boimd by either their

faith or consciences. In their own view, they are so

bound ; but such a view is erroneous, and might easily be
corrected were they disposed to use the proper and obvious
means for such correction. Their indisposition to do this

is their chief crime, and any creed they may form, and
any judgments of conscience they may make, in this state

of voluntary ignorance, is a nullity
;
yea, an impiety : and

they are in truth bound by them in no sense whatever.
All acts of worship, too, rendered to God under these cir-

cumstances, so far from being acceptable, can only meet
with his abhorrence.

We will close these remarks by a brief consideration of

the case of the Apostle Paul. Saul of Tarsus having been
educated " after the most strictest sect" of the Jewish reli-

gion, and at "the feet of Gamaliel," was of course a bigot-

ted Pharisee. So far then, as education and position are
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concerned, he was ill-situated to appreciate the facts and
evidences of Christianity. Still, the moral phenomena
that had taken place in Jerusalem for several years previ-

ously were very remarkable, and such as should have
called forth from him a candid examination. Instead,

however, of giving to the subject such attention, he be-

came exceedingly indignant, and continually " breathed
out slaughter and threatening" against the church. The
remarkable testimony and triumphant death of Stephen,
which he witnessed, made no impression on him whatever.
In fact, it seems to have quickened his false zeal, and to

have made him but the more active " in binding and de-

livering into prison both men and women." Now, upon
this conduct of his, the Apostle afterwards both pronoun-
ces a "reprobation and enters an apology. He declares

that "he is less than the least of all saints, and not wor-
thy to be called an Apostle, because he persecuted the

church of God." In another place, he designates himself,

on the same ground, as " the chief of sinners, a blasphe-

mer, a persecutor and injurious." Now, it is evident that

Paul's conversion had no effect whatever in changing the

moral character of the persecutions that took place before

that event. It changed his views of those persecutions,

taking them from a false, and placing them in a true light.

But the moral character of those acts were the same, both
before and after the Apostle's conversion. His conduct,

then, as a persecutor, was in truth criminal, in a very high
degree. Was he, then, bound to pursue such a course 1

What bound him ? Not truth and righteousness, for these

were on the other side of the question. Not the Scriptures,

for these predicted the coming of the Messiah. Not any
command from God, for he was persecuting and destroy-

ing his church. What bound him ? Hear his own testi-

mony—" For I verily thought with myself that I ought to

do many things contrary to the name of Jesus of Naza-
reth.", It is here stated, that his erroneous convictions led

him to persecute the church. This is the best certainly

that can be said of the case ; for it is certain from the

narrative, that along with such false views of duty there

existed great violence of passion and prejudice. The
amount of this explanation is, that the Apostle, at the time,

believed that he ought' to persecute the church ; there/ore,

* i.
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it was his duty to do. But this conclusion requires an-

other condition to make the justification complete. His
belief must have resulted from a careful and candid in-

vestigation of the whole subject. But he never instituted

such an investigation. He arrived at his conclusions from
ideas already existing in his mind, and took no pains to

inform himself on the subject of Christianity. Hence his

ignorance was criminal, and could be no justification of

his conduct. Still, however, as such ignorance did exist,

as to fact, and his persecutions were not in the highest

sense wilful^ he mentions it, not as an apology for his

crimes, but as somewhat mitigating their heinousness :

—

" But I obtained mercy, because I did it ignorantly in

unbelief." Here it is intimated, that had the Apostle acted

as he did, with a full knowledge of the facts, his sin "would

have beei^ strictly unpardonable. But his actual, though
criminal ignorance, somewhat abated the malignity of his

crimes, and "he obtained mercy." Will any one say
then, with these facts before him, that Saul of Tarsus was
morally bound to persecute the church ? That he believed

himself bound, he asserts. But was it so ? Were not his

views entirely erroneous ? And can error bind ? We be-

lieve firmly, that man has a conscience, and that there

are innumerable cases in which he is morally bound to

obey that conscience ; but we cannot persuade ourselves

that the same obligation exists where the conscience

prompts to acts of immorality and sin. An enlightened

and sound conscience never does this ; and it is only to

such a conscience that we consider a man morally bound
to submit. When a man is perfectly sure—(and this is

not always easy to be ascertained,)—but when a man is

perfectly sure, that he has used all possible methods with
absolute candor, to ascertain his duty, then his convictions

are legitimate, and although his intellect may be in error,

his conscience is sound, and its promptings are to be re-

garded. But there is an infinite difference between this

case, and that of one who suffers his conscience to be per-

verted through inattention, false education, prejudice or

passion.

But we must close
;
yet cannot do so, without recom-

mending most cordially to the public, and particularly to

the teachers of youth, the work of Dr. Alexander on Moral

\. >
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Science. If this little volume have defects, they are chiefly

these two, excessive brevity on the subjects treated of, and
the omission of many topics that might be introduced. It

is its practical character that gives si5ch weight to the
work of Paley. Nor is it likely that his book will be sup-
planted, until another, with sound principles, shall devel-
ope somewhat as he has done, the details of a moral
system. Yet it is better to inculcate sound principles,

apart from the practical, than to enforce the latter upon a
false basis. Truth is as necessary to sound morality as to

pure religion
; and if the practice of morality be enforced

upon false principles, the fruit must be like the tree, beau-
tiful without, but rotten within. -X.' .-^

>^

NotE.—Since penning the article above, the writer has
read in the Westminster Review, quite an able defence of

the utilitarian doctrine, as held by Jeremy Bentham. The
views of Bentham differ from those of Paley in this res-

pect, that while utility is applied by the latter chiefly to

the interests of the agent himself, the former gives it a
broader signification, by making it refer to others also.

The reviewer distinguishes between these two systems,

designating the one " The Happiness Theory of Morals,"

and the other, " The Theory of Motives, or the Selfish

System." "He (Bentham,) never dreamed of defining

nibrality to be the self-interest of the agent. His greatest

happiness, principle, was the greatest happiness of man-
kind, and of all sensitive beings." This theory is certain-

ly far less objectionable than that of Paley ; and did it but

extend itself beyond the limits of humanity and of all

" sensitive beings" on our earth, and refer also to God and
all his intelligent creatures, it would approach very nearly

to that of Edwards, in his treatise on "God's last end in

the creation." We subjoin, upon this theory, the two fol-

lowing observations. It errs, first, as we conceive, in a
mistaken view of the relation between utility and right.

There can be no doubt but that whatever is right is useful,

or that whatever is truly useful is right. Rectitude and
utility are inseparably connected; and the only question

is, which has precedence of the other—which are we to

consider as causal, and which as consequential. The
The defenders of independent morality, place rectitude or

\. >
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right in the foreground; the utilitarians place it in the

back-ground. The subject, it appears to us, is of easy-

explanation. Right, or rectitude, is the agreement of an
accountable agent's conduct with some moral rule previ-

ously existing. Both parties make this to be right; or

rather right to mean this. The only difference here is,

that the one class deduce the moral rule or law directly

from existing relations ; the other from such a law from

experience, upon the principle of deduction. When a cer-

tain relation is perceived to exist, the absolute morality

men either infer the rule of duty form it, or admit the jus-

tice of a rule already enacted. The utilitarian deduces
his rule from a great number of the general consequences
of an act, all tending the same way, viz : to the happiness

of mankind. Each, however, establishes his rule or law,

agreement with which is what is meant by the term right.

Take, for instance, the crime of murder. Both parties

have admitted it, as a rule, or principle, that murder is

wrong. But how have they reached this rule, or princi-

ple ? The advocate of absolute morality, by considering

the relation of man to man, and of all men to society and
to God. The utilitarian, by casting up the evil consequent

ces of permitted murder. Yet, with each murder is a
crime ; and agreement with the rule or law prohibiting it,

is a virtue.

Agreeing thus in the establishment of rules, and in the

nature of right, and also, for the most part, in external

morality, wherein do these men differ? As already stated,

in the relative position of right and utility. The one class

consider utility the cause, and right the effect ; thp other

maintain that right is the cause, and utility the effect.

With the latter it is that we agree. The subject may be

illustrated thus : In the family there exists a law requiring

children to obey their parents. Now, what is the basis of

this law? Is it that obedience to parents is useful in its

general consequences? or, is it the relation existing be-

tween parent and child ? Certainly it is the latter, and not

the former. Utihty follows as a consequence
; but it is

not the "foundation" of this filial morality. So in the

State ; there exists a rule that the subject shall obey the

sovereign. But what is the basis of this rule ? The rela-

tion between sovereign and subject, or the general good

\ "
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consequences of obedience 1 The former, unquestionably,

and not the latter. The peace and order which spring

from obedience to constitutional authority are the fruits of

such obedience—the virtue of the act consisting essentially

in the obedience itself The same result is attained, ifwe
proceed a step higher, and apply the principle to the Di-
vine government. The creature should honour, worship
and obey the Creator. But why ? Is it because the gen-
eral consequences of such reverence and obedience are

beneficial, or on account of the relationship between the

parties? Certainly it is the latter, and not the former.

Still we maintain that right and utility are inseparable..

Considering the relations between parent and child, sove-

reign and subject, Creator and creature, as so many fixed

conditions of things, it is impossible but that a law, har-

monizing with these relations, should be right ; or that

conduct, agreeing with such law, should be anything else

than useful. Right, however, both in every act of legisla-

tion, and also of obedience, has unquestionably a higher

place than utility, and should always claim from men su-,

perior regard.

Our second remark is, that the same objection may be
raised against the utilitarian scheme, as to its fickleness,

that has been advanced against the doctrine of absolute

morality. Both Bentham and Paley treat the subject of

conscience, as applied to morality, with ridicule. " One
man," the former says, " has a thing made on purpose to

tell him what is right and what is wrong, and that it is

called a moral sense ; and then he goes onto work at his

ease, and says, such a thing is right, and such a thing is

wrong. Why ? Because my moral sense tells me it is !"

It ought to be remarked here, that this objection lies not

against the legitimate exercise of conscience in matters of

truth and duty, but against its perverted exercise. We
must think that many absolute morality writers carry the

doctrine of conscience too far. As, however, we have
already discussed this subject, we need not allude to it

here. But are not the same objections available against

the advocates of utility ? Utility is by no means a matter

so palpable that all are agreed concerning it. Indeed,

there are quite as many debates and controversies on this

point as on that of right. And here too, every man has

iSti-j,;
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his notion, or opinion, or conviction, as in the other case.

Indeed, it could not be otherwise. How is utiUty perceiv-

ed ? By the understanding. And how are moral relations

and laws perceived? By the understanding. How is it,

then, that the understanding can be infallible in one of

these cases, and altogether erroneous in the other ? Are we
told that the general consequences of actions are more ob-

vious than the relations that mankind sustain to each

other ? This we deny. Are not the relations of parent

and child, sovereign and subject, as palpable to the under-

standing, as are the consequences that flow f^om obedience

or disobedience, oppression or protection ? Indeed, we con-

sider the relations as decidedly more clear than the utilities

arising from them. And if this be so, then is there likely

to he far more difl^erence of opinion among men, as to the

utility of laws and actions, than there can be as to their

essential morality. We do not then, consider the doctrine

of utility as answering its purpose, either in furnishing a

more obvious " external object" as the basis of morality,

or in harmonizing the diversified opinions of men. It

fails in both particulars ; relations being fully as palpable

to the mind as general consequences, and right creating

not more controversy certainly, than utility.

ARTICLE II.

UNiaUENESS AND SUPERIORITY OF OUR LORD'S TEACH-
ING.

The only panacea for our sin-disordered world is faith

in God through our Lord Jesus Christ. If religion is

worth anything, it is worth everything. So it has been
regarded by the wisest and greatest, best and happiest
men that have ever lived. The salvation of the soul is,

therefore, the highest personal concern of every man. It

is the great necessity of his nature. Even the trials and
sorrows of the world teach us that we need higher conso-
lation than this earth affords. The Gospel reveals to us
this higher consolation. It leads us to a Rock that is

V I*-
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higher than ourselves. It introduces to us the Great
Teacher, who is Himself the Way, the Truth, and the

Life.- .-'V; >^i;';^-r, ;. - > '
\::.;- jM'^t '"'^>
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For gaining confidence in God and the comfortable as-

surance of His good will, and that His government does

not overlook or neglect any of His creatures, there are two
great sources of information to be used. One is a close,

attentive,. inteUigent study of the works of nature and the

ways of Providence in nature and in human history ; and
the other and greater and more certain means is the read-

ing of the Bible. There is nothing to be compared to the

Bible as a source of consolation. In both the Old and
New Testament we see the general guidance of God and
the universal government of His Providence. And from
patiently considering the facts and examples of the Old
and New Testament, a religiously disposed mind gains

the deeply fixed and ineffaceable conviction, that even
the order of things under which we, ourselves, suffer, is

the most wisely appointed, and the most beneficial, not

only for the whole, but in consequence of that, for the suf-

1

ferer himself. " In the New Testament itself especially,

is there such a full predominance of the spiritual and the

moral—everything is so completely rested upon and car-

ried back to purity of mind, that whatever else external or

internal may happen to man, if he but strive earnestly and
eagerly after this, all the rest falls back into shadow."*

—

Misfortunes and sorrows thus lose their oppressiveness—at

least their bitterness.- The infinite mildness of the New
Testament doctrine, wMch figures God almost entirely on
the merciful side, and in which the self-sacrificing love of

Christ for the human race is everywhere brought forward,

joined with his own example, alleviates, like a healing

balsam, our every pain, both of mind and body.
" The tongue is a little member, but it boasteth' great

things." And, indeed, it hath done great things. The
success of the great Tempter in Paradise was owing in no
small degree to the persuasiveness of his eloquence. In
all ages, orators, generals, advocates, senators and preach-

ers, or public lecturers and expounders of science and
truth, have produced wonderful effects by their speeches.

Willhelm Von Humboldt. .-.v
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The prophets, apostles and first preachers of Christianity,

and the early Reformers, are all examples of the wonder-
ful power of the human voice when employed in preach-

ing truth and righteousness. There is, however, no seri-

ous-minded man, I am persuaded, who contrasts the

pulpit of modern times with the preaching of the Apostolic

age, who does not earnestly wish that the ministry was
now more effective. We are all ready to join in the pray-

er: Oh, that our preachers could pour more effectually

upon the minds of their hearers the light of eternal

truth, and throw around their hearts the cords of persua-

sion, and draw them from those seductions that threaten

their everlasting ruin! Happily for us, we have found
a Preacher equal to our highest conceptions and most
ardent wishes. All our demands are more than fully met
in Him, who was anointed by the Spirit of the Lord God
to preach good tidings unto the weak—to bind up the

broken-hearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and the

opening of the prison to them that are bound ; to proclaim

the acceptable year of the Lord, and the day of vengeance
of our God. God has in these last days spoken to us by
His Son. And never man spake like this man. ;,t^ ;>,%>/,

Jesus as a preacher is incomparably the greatest and
best the world has ever known. It is fit that in " all things

He may have the pre-eminence." As the Infinite source

of all that is excellent and admirable in the best of human
characters, it was to be expected that He would discover

infinite superiority in every character and office that He
might assume for our sakes. As ihe Redeemer, He is the

King of kings and the liOrd of lords, and his kingdom
ruleth over all. As a Priest, He is greater than Aaron.
Jesus offered himself as a sacrifice once for all—a sacrifice

that needed no repetition, like that of ordinary priests, but
was a propitiation for the sins of the whole world. As a
Prophet, Jesus is greater than Moses or Isaiah. God at

sundry times and in divers manners, spake in time past

unto the fathers by the prophets, but now hath spoken to

us by His own Son, who is greater than them all. None
of them ever spake as did the Son of God.
The uniqueness and superiority of our Lord's preach-

ing will appear by considering

—

1 . The Matter of His Preaching. Originality in the

\ r
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absolute sense of the term is not necessary to successful

teaching. It is, indeed, not given to many of our race to

have absolute originality in many and varied subjects.

There is such a flux and reflux of ideas by means of the

press, lecturing, and conversation, that it is impossible for a
mind somewhat enlarged to know what and how much of

its contents and furniture, ornamental and useful, is of

home manufacture or imported. It is impossible for the

most impartial and honest minds to draw definitely the

line between meum et tuum in relation to their stock of

ideas. In teaching others, the best method for an in-

structor is that of the bee, to extract the sweet from all

that comes in the way. '^^h: i*.^#^y ^ ^i

The matter of our Lord's sermons was, however, such
as became a teacher come from God. He revealed the

Divine character. In his discourses there is none of that

learned trifling which distinguished the teachings of the

Scribes, and Pharisees, and Rabbi of the Jews, and the

wise men of other ancient nations. It is not too much to

say that there is more of the true knowledge of God dis-

played in one single discourse of Jesus than in all the

volumes which heathen sages have ever produced.
Jesus Christ also gave the true explanation of what had

been communicated to man by the prophets in former ages.

God had spoken to the Patriarchs and Prophets. The ten

commandments were from heaven ; but the Jews failed to

give them their true spiritual meaning. Our Lord, in his

sermon on the Mount, and at other times, corrected their

mistakes concerning the law of Moses, and instructed them
in the nature of the worship God required. He taught

them that God required penitence, faith and charity,—that

'true religion was internal and external^—that it was love

to God and love to man.
Again, the Divine authority of our Lord as the great

Teacher, is shown in the fact that He was the grand
theme of all the Old Testament writers. The most im-

portant personages of antiquity were His types and fore-

runners. Enoch, the first who was exempted from death,

and Noah, the second Father of our race, and the prophets,

who were the organs by which the Divine will was made
known to men, were all preachers of righteousness and
types of Christ. The first preacher of the Gospel was Je-
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hovah himself. The text was, "and I will put enmity

between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and
her seed, and it shall bruise thy head, and thou shaft

bruise his heel."—Gen. 3 : 15. • ',*;-'-•
Paul also, tells us that " God preached the Gospel to

Abraham." And to him all the prophets give witness.

And tlie Apostles made Christ the great theme of all their

discourses and epistles. They regarded Him as the foun-

tain of truth and Head of all things for His church.

Again, Jesus Christ unveiled the invisible and eternal

world. This He did in regard to the economy of salva-

tion, and in regard to its coming realities, and the personal

concern that every one of us has in these realities, a part

of which every one of us must soon be and bear for him-

self Jesus Christ was himself a living manifestation of

the love of God to sinful men. He was the only begotten

Son of God, who came into our world to die for us. He
also declared himself to be " the Son of Man who came to

seek and to save that which was lost." " The Son of

Man is not come to be ministered unto, but to minister, and
to give his life a ransom for many." " Come unto me, all

ye that are weary and heavy laden, and I will give you
rest." — :-

. ,v. . ,• ;., ,.,..;- .>.;,

He brought life and immortality to light. The future

world which had been dimly disclosed to the patriarchs.

He brought out clearly and plainly. He taught His fol-

lowers not to fear them who can kill the body, but are not

able to kill the soul; but rather to "fear Him which is

able to destroy both the soul and body in hell." Thus
plainly did He teach the future existence of the soul and
the nature of the future world. How solemn, also, are our

Lord's descriptions of the general judgment, of the resur-

rection, of the last day, and the final separation of the

wicked from the righteous, as the tares are separated from
the wheat—the bad fish from the good—the wise from the

foolish virgins, and the eternal destiny of both.

2. The uniqueness and superiority of our Lord's char-

acter and teaching form one of the most strikingly original

attributes of the whole Gospel narrative.

The unique superiority of Christ's character is a very

strong evidence of the truth of His history. The term

unique, though scarcely a word that belongs to our lan-

>f
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guage, is used because I am not acquainted with any oth-

er one word that so exactly expresses the idea 1 wish to

cbnvey, namely : that the history of Christ is so unUke all

other histories, or biographies, that there is but one such in

all the world. The life of Christ, taken in connection with
his death, stands more completely apart from and above
and superior to all other narratives, than the sun in the

heavens does from all other created objects. We do indeed
conceive of other suns, and with the telescope even see

them in their vast orbits sweeping through the heavens of

their respective systems ; but there is no process by which
we can bring to light another Jesus, or show to the world
another such history. Whoever catches the true idea of

this Divine story, even in childhood, commences a career

of discovery, admiration and delight, that eternity itself

shall not be able to diminish. He feels in a higher degree

what we are sometimes conscious of on surveying a mag-
nificent pile of architecture,—it grows upon our admira-
tion the longer we view it, till we can scarcely refrain from
thinking that the object itself swells and acquires new
grandeur and new beauties with every step of the march
of time. The birth, life, miracles, death and resurrec-

tion of Christ are all unique, original and superior. And
it is certainly remarkable that we should find in Him the

attributes of perfection which a heathen sage considered

necessary to constitute his ideal perfect man. In the

bodyings forth of his almost Divine imagination, he de-

scribes a perfect man as one who should possess the very
attributes of character that the Evangelists have described

as existing in the Founder of Christianity. Now, the sim-

ple history, much more the conception of such a unique,

original and perfect human being as we have in the Evan-
gelists, is a strong proof of His Divinity and of their inspi-

ration. There is nothing sectarian, conventional, national

or temporary and capriciotis in the character of Christ as

drawn by the Evangelists. His character in itself and its

description is as unique, original and superior, as his doc-

trineis and maimer of life were infinite in excellence and
sublimity. We cannot conceive of a race of men, nor of a
college of writers in any age or nation that could segregate

themselves wholly from the prejudices of their education

and from their nationality, and go out of and beyond their

•s .
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own physical characteristics for their type of ideal perfec-

tion. For example, an Egyptian writer in the matter of

beauty of human form could never, by any mere abstrac-

tion, have generated a style of art, in which the color,

shape and features of his divinity, should be purely Euro-
pean. Nor could the Greek give to his hero the tawny
hue, narrow eyes and protruding lips of the Ethiopian

;

for each to the other would have seemed deformity, rather

than divine beauty. So, neither could the Evangelists,

nor the men of any age or nation, much less uneducated
fishermen of Galilee, have framed to themselves an ideal

type or canon of moral perfection, which arose not from
what to them seemed most beautiful and perfect. And if

it were possible for them to have risen so wholly above all

the impressions of early education and of nationality, as to

have faintly conceived of such a character, they could not

have executed it. Why have not our poets and fiction

writers, whose domain is the " wide, wide world," possible,

impossible, grotesque and supernatural, conceived an ori-

ginal, unique and perfect character like that of Jesus

Christ? Their characters are all copies. A Hindoo does

not conceive of his Brahmin saint otherwise than as pos-

sessing in perfection the silence, the abstemiousness, the

austerity, and the minute exactness in every trifling duty,

which he admires in his living model. Plato's Socrates,

the perfection of a philosophical character, is composed of

elements perfectly Greek, being a compound of all those

virtues which the teachings of his school deemed necessa-

ry to adorn a sage. The same principle is seen in the

pictures of Jesus Christ and of his blessed Mother, which
are used in Italy and Naples, and other parts of the old

world. The hair, features, complexion and tout ensemble
of the pictures are in exact accordance with the prevailing

tastes of the people. How comes it, then, that the Evan-
gelists have both conceived and executed the history of

such a life as that of Jesus Christ ? A life that not only
differs from, but is essentially opposed to, their types of

moral perfection. We have in the writings of the Rabbins
ample materials wherewith to construct a Jewish teacher.

We have the sayings and doings of Hillel, Gamaliel,

and Rabbi Samuel. And perhaps a large portion of their

teaching and precepts is imaginary, never having had an

s r
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existence ; but still all their sayings and doings bear the

impress of national ideas. The character of Jesus Christ

as drawn by the Evangelists is, however, not composed
out of Jewish elements. How comes it, then, that such
writers as Matthew and Mark, Luke and John, ignorant of
the school learning of Greece and Rome, and of the pro-

found teachings of the Rabbins, should represent a char-

acter absolutely inimitable,—a character perfect, and yet

wholly different from their national and natural types ?

—

How does it happen that they conceive and draw such a
character, in spite of their national customs and education,

and in contempt of their patriotism and religion ? And
what renders it still more difficult to consider such a char-

acter a mere human invention, is the fact that the Sacred
historians, while recording, each in his own way, the same
facts, and sometimes each one recording other and differ-

ent facts from his fellow-writer, yet still all agree in bring-

ing out the same Heavenly character. They go to work
and chisel out each for himself his statue, and when they

are presented at the exhibition, they are all alike, all

unique, original, absolutely perfect. How can we explain

this ? Here is the key. If four artists were employed in

different parts of the country, each to produce for the

Crystal Palace in New York, a form embodying their

ideas of perfect beauty,—and all four should exhibit at

the appointed time, figures, equally shaped upon types

and models differmg from all ever seen before in this coun-

try, and yet at the same time, each figure unique, original

and absolutely perfect, and perfect in their resemblance one
to another ; I am sure such a fact would be regarded as

incredible, except on the supposition that these four artists

had been educated by the same preceptor, and had all

copied the same original. This is precisely the case with
the Evangelists. They, each in his own way, copied

from the living model. Mathew's Gospel is not John's,

nor is Luke's that of Mark. The four Gospel narratives

are but one picture, and yet they are four distinct, unique,

original and perfect portraits. What then must have been
the perfection of their model ? Surely, He was not as oth-

er men, who was in the world, and yet infinitely above it.

In His character we find nothing sectarian or national.

—

The Evangelists have borrowed nothing from the Egyp-

N.V-
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tian, Judean, Greek or Roman types, and yet the character

they have drawn is the model of perfection for all nations

and ages. Jesus Christ is the One altogether lovely to

sinners of every hue and clime. Hebrews, Greeks, Ro-
mans, Europeans and savages of the desert and of the

wilderness have heard his voice in the forgiveness of sin,

and have followed Him in the regeneration, and have en-

tered the kingdom of Heaven. His love moves alike the

heart of the Hottentot and of the Islanders of the South
Seas. He is the Saviour of the prince and the sage, the

Redeemer of the slave and of the mighty of the earth.

—

"He is able to save to the uttermost all that will come to

God through Him. - v, •. v^-s,; -y v r ..^.v\-i;i

f ,-*

ARTICLE III.

'^iXf'M'''-

ON THE NATURE AND IMPORTANCE OF A CHRISTIAN
PROFESSION, AND ITS CONNEXION WITH MEMBER-
SHIP IN THE VISIBLE CHURCH.

What is a Christian profession ? What is implied in

membership in the visible Church ? These are solemn
and important questions ; but few, perhaps, have studied

them with the attention they deserve. To most of our

readers the views now to be presented will probably seem
novel and objectionable.* They have not, however, been
adopted hastily, or on slight grounds ; and whatever may

* From the days of Pres. Edwards till now, they have had little currency
in this country. That distinguished man, as is well known, contended that

none but those who give satisfactory evidence of true conversion should be
admitted to full communion in the visible Church ; and this view, which
caused his rejection by his people at Northampton, after having served them
faithfully for twenty-tnree years, though it met with strenuous opposition in

quarters hardly to be expected, has long prevailed in the Presbyterian Church
in the United States. The arguments of Edwards, in his " Enquiry con-
cerning qualifications for Communion," and in his reply to Williams, have
never yei been satisfactorily answered. The Church of Scotland, and th6

Presbyterian Church in Ireland, however, practice on a different principle,

and though dissenting from them, and the author of this article, it is but right

that we should allow the discussion as he has ingeniously conducted it, a
place on our pages.

—

Eds. So. Pres. Review.

V f
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be their merits, should the exhibition of them lead to tho-

rough investigation, we shall not have laboured in vain. '

As there will be frequent occasion to refer to the follow-

ing passages of Scripture, we deem it expedient to intro-

duce them here. . .^k :-- .

-

;. .. . >.,. t'-,:v.> '-^fh ^cm^^^^-"^-^--

Luke 12 : 8, 9.-^Also I say unto you. whosoever shall

confess me before men, him shall the Son of Man also

confess before the angels of God : but he that denieth me
before men, shall be denied before the angels of God.

—

^Romans 10: 8-10.—The word is nigh thee, even in thy
heart : that is, the word of faith, which we preach ; that

if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and
shall believe in thine heart that God hath raised him from
the dead, thou shalt be saved. For with the heart man
believeth unto righteousness, and with the mouth confes-

sion is made unto salvation. Hebrews, 1 : 23.—Let us

hold fast the profession of our faith without wavering

;

(for he is faithful that promised.) Mark, 16: 16.—He
that believeth, and is baptized, shall be saved ; but he that

believeth not shall be damned. Acts, 2 : 37-47.—Now,
when they heard this, they were pricked in their heart,

and said unto Peter and to the rest of the Apostles, Men
and brethren, what shall we do ? Then Peter said unto
them, Repent and be baptized, every one of you, in the

name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins ; and ye
shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost. For the promise
is unto you, and to your children, and to all that are afar

off, even as many as the Lord our God shall call. And
with many other words did he testify and exhort, saying,

Save yourselves from this untoward generation. Then
they that gladly received his word were baptized : and
the same day there were added unto them about three

thousand souls. And they continued steadfastly in the

Apostles' doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of

bread, and in prayers. And fear came upon every soul

:

and many wonders and signs were done by the Apostles.

And all that believed were together, and had all things

common ; and sold their possessions and goods, and part-

ed them to all men, as every man had need. And they,

continuing daily with one accord in the temple, and break-

ing bread from house to house, did eat their meat with

gladness and singleness of heart, praising God, and hav-

VoL. VI.—No. 4. 33
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ing favor with all the people. And the Lord added to the

Church daily such as should be saved. Matthew 28 : 19,

2b.—Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost ; teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I

have commanded you. Genesis 17 : 7.—And I will es-

tablish my covenant between me and thee, and thy seed

after thee, in their generations, for an everlasting covenant,

to be a God unto thee, and to thy seed after thee. Verses

9-11.—And God said unto Abraham, Thou shalt keep my
covenant, therefore, thou, and thy seed after thee in their

generations. This is my covenant, which ye shall keep,

between me and you, and thy seed after thee ; Every man-
child among you shall be circumcised. And ye shall cir-

cumcise the flesh of your foreskin
;
and it shall be the to-

ken of the covenant betwixt me and you. Exodus 12

:

48.—And when a stranger shall sojourn with thee, and
will keep the passover to the Lord, let all his males be cir-

cumcised, and then let him come near and keep it ; and
he shall be as one that is born in the land. Isaiah 56 : 6,

7.—Also the sons of the stranger, that join themselves to

the Lord, to serve him, and to love the name of the Lord,

to be his servants, every one that keepeth the Sabbath
from polluting it, and taketh hold of my covenant ; even
them will I bring to my holy mountain, and make them
joyful in my house of prayer ; their burnt oiferings and
their sacrifices shall be accepted upon mine altar : for

mine house shall be called an house of prayer for all

people.

From the first five of these passages we shall now de-

duce a series of observations, which will serve as a foun-

dation for much of our subsequent reasonings and to

which the careful attention of the reader is earnestly soli-

cited.

1. The confession of Christy enjoined in the first and
second of these texts, is evidently identical with the pro-

fession of our faithj mentioned in the third—and is that

Christian profession which we are to consider. This, it

is presumed, will be admitted without an argument.
2. The first of these passages teaches us that the con-

fession, or profession in question, is an infallible test, by
which to distinguish the heirs of salvation from the heirs

-N
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of perdition ; all who make it, belong to the former class
\

all who refuse^ to the latter.
'' **

'
f' ji *§i^ ^ ? ;i i

-

3. From the third of these texts it is evident that the

profession must be permanent. Though made, original-

Zy, by a single act, it must be adhered to, under all cir-

cumstances, to the end of life.
;

; ::".

4. In the case of persons not previously baptized, the

divinely appointed mode of making this profession is in

baptism. We are not representing confession and baptism
as the same thing. The one is the duty of which we
speak ; the other we affirm to be the divinely appointed

mode of performing that duty; and what would be the

effect of an involuntary mistake as to the mode, we are

not now inquiring. So explained, the truth of our obser-

vation is established by* a comparison of the second and
fourth of the texts quoted. In both, the terms of salvation

are professedly and formally stated ; and as there can be
no contradiction between them, it follows that in both the

same duties are enjoined. In the one, they are to believe

and confess ; in the other, to believe and be baptized. Of
course, the command to confess, and the command to be
baptized, relate to the same duty. A Baptist, we know,
would object to the limitation which we have mentioned.

That question need not be here discussed. If the observa-

tion is admitted as true of all the cases to which we have
applied it, our reasoning will not be invaMdated, even
though it be extended to others.

5. It is by baptism one becomes a member of the visible

Church. This is evident from the fifth of the passages

quoted. The last sentence in this passage, let it be ob-

served, relates to persons not previously mentioned. Here,

for the first time, is anything said about admission to the

Church; and here is not one word about baptism. If,

then, our observation be incorrect, the following conse-

quences will follow : On the one hand, we have no ac-

count of the admission of the three thousand into the

Church, though they evidently enjoyed all the privileges of

membership ; and on the other, as to those who are record-

ed to have been added to the Church, notwithstanding the

emphasis with which baptism was enjoined on others, we
have no evidence that they ever received that ordinance.

6. From the truths now stated, it follows that the pro-

V ^
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fession to which the promise of salvation is annexed, is

the same which an adult is divinely required to make in

baptism, and the same that he is divinely required to

make in becoming a member* of the visible Church.

Our materials are now collected, and we proceed to use

them. Our first position, then, is this :

I. A Christian profession does not consist, either wholly

or in part, in a declaration that he who makes it either iSj

or believes himself to be, a regenerate person.

That every unregenerate person is absolutely disquali-

fied for making that profession, is certain ; the reason for

this will be given hereafter. But there are those who be-

heve that, according to the will of God, the Church is to

consist solely of regenerate persons ; that her peculiar

privileges are designed exclusivelyfor edification—not at

all for conversion—and that should one of her members
be duly ascertained to be still unconverted, his connexion
with her ought, on that account alone, to be dissolved.

To these views we oppose

—

,, 1. Infant baptism. :-m .<^-^^<£'iM&:.x^i,^ii:,

y So far as external ordinances are concerned, our Saviour
has instituted but one baptism. It may, indeed, be ad-

ministered in different circumstances ; and these may va-

ry the consequences incidentally connected with it. But
to imagine a difference as to its primary design—its direct

meaning and effect, is to imagine a plurality of baptisms.

But an infant is not baptized in the character of a regene-

rate person. The reason for baptizing him rests not at all

on any supposition of his having experienced that change.
Of course, in the case of an adult receiving the same ordi-

nance, a declaration on that subject cannot be the direct

meaning and design.

The argument will appear still stronger, if we reflect on
the ecclesiastical effect of baptism. The party baptized,

whether infant or adult, is thereby constituted a member
of the Church. Is that relation intended solely for the

edification of believers, and not at all for the conversion of

sinners 1 Why, then, are infants admitted ? On this hy-
pothesis, it must be absolutely useless till they are convert-

ed. Why not wait, then, as in the case of those who are

born of unbelieving parents ? That an infant may be re-

generated, we have no doubt ; and in such a case, should

H >
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life be continued, the evidences of piety would be exhibi-

ted just as soon as the evidences of capacity for moral ac-

tion. But such instances are, at best, extremely rare;
and it surely will not be contended that God has established

the general law of infant baptism merely as a provision

for such rare exceptions. r .
'

': "*^V ^^ j
v^^

•'' C;

Besides, it will hardly be contended that, in all ordinary
cases, persons baptized in infancy ought to be excommu-
nicated as soon as they exhibit satisfactory evidence of

having arrived at years of discretion. A position so para-

doxical, so manifestly unsupported by the word of God,
and repugnant to the dictates of common sense, need not

be examined, unless it should be distinctly affirmed. But
if this idea be rejected, the doctrine we are opposing will

lead to another conclusion, equally strange and unreason-
able. It will require a distinction to be made in the ad-

ministration of ecclesiastical censures ; the delinquent, if

born of pious parents, must be dealt with on one principle

;

and if his connexion with the Church was formed by his

own act, on a different and harsher principle. .When this

conclusion shall have found an advocate, we shall be pre-

pared to discuss its merits.

2. The original Constitution of the Church. In com-
mon with Pedo-Baptists generally, we regard the cove-

nant with Abraham, (already cited,) as the charter under
which the Church exists at the present moment. The
token of the covenant has, indeed, been changed ; but it

by no means follows that the covenant itself has been ab-

rogated. , Paul expressly affirms that, hy circumcision^

Abraham became the father of all believers, whether cir-

cumcised or uncircumcised. See Romans 4 : 11, 12.

The terms of membership, no doubt, have been more
clearly illustrated since the time of Abraham ;

but to sup-

pose that they have been essentially altered, is to suppose

that the original charter has been revoked, and a new one
granted—which would be a surrender of the foundation

on which infant baptism rests. What, then, was necessa-

ry to constitute one who had been born of Gentile parents

a member of the Jewish Church ? Our quotations from
Genesis, Exodus, and Isaiah, are intended to throw light

on that question, and will be used for this purpose here-

after. At present our inquiry relates to a single point

:

HA
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Was such a person required, as a condition of admission,

to avow a persuasion that he was already in the enjoy-

ment of Jehovah's favor ? Let the reader examine the

texts which we have quoted, and judge for himself So
far as we now recollect, that idea has never yet found an
advocate.

The arguments hitherto offered, we are aware, would
have no weight with a Baptist ; the same is not true of

those which remain to be adduced.

3. The principle that Christian baptism is not to he

administered to the same person more than once. This
may be safely assumed; and we have only to inquire how
far it is consistent with the theory under discussion. Sup-
pose an adult baptized on a profession of faith. This, ac-

cording to the theory, is a public declaration that his sins

are pardoned, and his nature is renewed. It is afterwards

proved by sufficient evidence, and even declared by him-
self, that the fact is otherwise. As to the present argu-

ment, it is quite indifferent whether he deceived himself,

or intended to deceive others. We ask, does the effect of

his baptism continue ? Is he still to be numbered among
baptized persons? Answer in the affirmative, and you
have the singular assertion, that a claim which a man
has once set up in his own favor, remains in force after it

has been deliberately, publicly, and formally retracted.

Answer in the negative, and the conclusion is inevitable,

should he be truly converted at a subsequent period, there

will be precisely the same reason for declaring that fact

in baptism as if he never had been baptized. In short, if,

in the case of adults, to be baptized is to claim the charac-

ter of regenerate persons, then to retract the claim is to

nullify the ordinance ; and all who now disclaim the

character are, with respect to baptism, on the same level

—

whence it follows that, if on conversion, it becomes the

duty of any to be baptized, the same, in like circumstances,

becomes the duty of all, without any distinction between
those who have and those who have not been baptized at

an earher period.

IV. Apostolic teaching and practice in reference to bap-
tism.

The ordinance now in force was first administered on
the day of Pentecost ; and no instruction necessary to a

> ^
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proper reception of it, we may be assured, was omitted on
that occasion. Did Peter, then, require of his hearers a
persuasion that they were already in favor with God, as a
necessary qualification? Did he intimate that baptism
was an expression of such a persuasion ? Assuredly he
did not. The whole passage has already been quoted

;

and, in reference to this point, is now commended to the
careful examination of the reader. It is utterly impossi-

ble to gather from it that baptism is an avowal of any sen-

timent or state of mind not included in the repentance
with which it is connected. Repent and he baptized^ <^c.

Could the three thousand learn from this that before being
baptized they must receive an assurance, or entertain a
persuasion that their sins were already pardoned 7 Here
it may be proper to mention another passage in which the

qualifications for baptism, in the case of an adult, are for-

mally stated: Acts 8: 36-38. "And as they went on
their way, they came to a certain water : and the eunuch
said, see, here is water ; what doth hinder me to be bap-
tized ? and Philip said, if thou believest with all thine

heart, thou mayest. And he answered, and said, I believe

that Jesus Christ is the Son of God. And he commanded
the chariot to stand still ; and they went down both into

the water, both Philip and the eunuch, and he baptized

him." Here, it is evident, the profession made related

solely to the Lord Jesus ; the applicant expressed his

views and feelings in reference to him—but neither gave,

nor was required to give, any expression of opinion, as to

himself as a pardoned or unpardoned sinner. And we
may add, there is not an instance recorded in the New
Testament where a candidate for baptism was required to

express any opinion on that subject. The question, uni-

formly, is not what think ye of yourselves 7 but, what think

ye of Christ 7

Self-examination is the principal means for determining

whether our sins are forgiven or not ; and in this view it

is frequently enjoined in the New Testament. But the

injunction is uniformly addressed to those who are already

members of the Church. Nowhere is the candidate com-
manded to examine himself, in order that he may know
whether he is qualified for admission ; and in no instance

is it recorded that baptism was delayed in order to givo

>-
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opportunity for such self-examination. The danger of in-

considerate haste is, indeed, brought distinctly to view

;

but the remedy prescribed by the Redeemer is not examine
yourselves^ but count the cost. Consider the life you must
live, the^acrifices you will be required to make. When a

scribe proposed to follow him, he said not a word about

self-examination. His answer was of a different kind

:

" The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have nests
;

but the Son of man hath not where to lay his head."
" You propose to follow a Master who is poorer than birds

or foxes ; and the disciple is not above his Master. Will

you be my disciple on these terms." And the means he
employed for this purpose were uniformly of the same kind.

6. The require?nent of steadfastness in the Christian

profession.

When the Apostle says, Let us hold fast the profession

of our faith without waverings he surely does not mean
that we must, under all circumstances, persist in the decla-

ration that our sins are pardoned, and we are heirs of

glory. Such an interpretation is utterly irreconcilable

with the injunction : Examine yourselves, whether ye he

in the faith. It follows that the profession of our faith
does not include the declaration specified. There is not a
passage in the word of God which so much as seems to

suggest that the question, whether a man's connexion with
the Church shall be continued or dissolved, must be deci-

ded by self-examination. >

There are, we know, some who believe that a right to

membership in the Church necessarily involves a right to

the Lord's table ; and it is sometimes asserted that a mem-
ber of the Church who, in consequence of doubts as to his

own piety, abstains from the sacred supper, commits a
disciplinable offence, which, if persisted in. ought to draw
down upon him a sentence of excommunication. This
whole theory we unhesitatingly pronounce unfounded and
unscriptural. And a single text ought to dislodge it for-

ever from every Christian mind. 1 Cor. 11 : 26-29. "For
as often as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do
show the Lord's death till he come. Wherefore, whoso-
ever shall eat this bread, and drink this cup of the Lord,

unworthily, shall be guilty of the body and blood of the

Lord. But, let a man examine himself, and so let him

^
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eat of that bread, and drink of that cup. For he that eat-

eth and drinketh unworthily, eateth and drihketh damna-
tion to himself^ not discerning the Lord's body." .

>*v ; r;#

From this passage we learn that a spiritual qualifica-

tion is indispensable to an authorized approach to the

Lord's table—that the communicant not thus qualified in-

curs all the guilt of neglecting that ordinance, with the

additional guilt of profaning it—and that self-examination

is necessary, because to eat and drink unworthily is worse
than to abstain entirely. But when do we read of with-

drawing from the Church because self-examination has
detected the want of that spiritual qualification ? This
passage, assuredly, contains not a syllable that ingenuity

can torture into such a meaning. ; ;;
- ; : "^v:^^

•'^-'^'

If a member of the Church evinces by his otitWard

conduct that he is not qualified for an acceptable approach
to the Lord's table, the spiritual officers of the Church
ought to forbid his approach. But if, while his behavior

is in other respects such as becometh the Gospel, he re-

frains in consequence of apprehensions in his own mind
that he is unqualified, the matter lies between his own
conscience and his God ; and his fellow creatures may
not interfere, except by simply giving him such instruc-

tion as may aid in self-examination. For what purpose

can discipline be applied? To induce him to communi-
cate, without reference to the question whether, in his own
judgment, he is qualified or disqualified ? According to

the scripture just quoted, for him to do so, would be daring

impiety. Shall he be censured, merely because he judges

unfavorably of his own case—doubts his own piety ? How
is the remedy suited to the disease ? or where has God
prescribed it 1 The Scriptures, then, require a man to ex-

amine himself, in order to ascertain whether he is in the

faith, and whether he is qualified for the Lord's supper

;

but they do not require him to determine by self-examina-

tion whether he shall continue in the Church, or whether
he shall retain his Christian profession. Let the reader

draw his own conclusion.

6. The connexion between a Christian profession and
salvation. See Luke 12 : 8, 9—already quoted. Did the

Saviour make it a condition of salvation, that we should
declare before men that we are already heirs of salvation 1
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If not, the theory under discussion is irreconcilable with
this passage. ...-.• ..^' :•,.•:

.

..;•.;-:->..•;. m' ;,•"';-.
'.v^^^/v.

II. We proceed to state what we conceive to be the true

theory.

The Church is the visible kingdom of God, distin-

guished from every other society by this important cir-

cumstance, that all her members, and no others, are bound
by a solemn and public covenant to the evangelical service

of Jehovah. That obligation may be described in other

words, thus : They are bound by such a covenant^ to

trust and love, to serve and glorify the Mediator, in the

character in which 'he is revealed, as Lord and Saviour.

As it is by baptism one is made a member of the Church,
it is, of course, by that ordinance he is brought into this

covenant. And a Christian profession is simply a cordial

and open acknowledgement of the obligation which the

covenant imposes. By saying, the acknowledgement must
be cordial, we mean simply that it must be prompted by a
state of heart corresponding with it nature. It is not need-

ful to dwell on the distinction between entering into this

covenant by baptism, which, in the case of those not bap-
tized in infancy, is the prescribed mode of originally

making this profession, and the subsequent acts by which
the obligation of the covenant is recognised. There is

evidently no such diiference as can affect the nature of the

profession.

Hoping that this statement of our views will be found to

be sufficiently clear and explicit, we proceed to exhibit our
proofs.

Here we lay much stress on the connexion between a
Christian profession!, and salvation. Notice the first of

the passages quoted at the outset. (Luke 12 : 8, 9.) It

will, of course, be admitted that the confession here re-

quired must be cordial, that it must be connected with a
state of heart corresponding with its nature ; but this is

only saying in other words that it must spring from a
heart that recognises Christ as Saviour and Sovereign.

And such a recognition is the faith to which the promise
of eternal life is uniformly annexed. He that believeth on
the Son hath everlasting life. And as it is a living faith

that is required, the believer cannot, of course, be either

afraid or ashamed to acknowledge his obligation to the

^ ^

-ii^i ^MMiL.
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Redeemer. Understood as now explained, the text re-

ferred to is in full accordance with the uniform teachings

of the word of God ; but the same will not be true, if we
attach any other meaning to the term confess.

Let this passage be compared with the second which we
quoted. (Romans 10 : 8-10.) In the one, no duty is spe-

cified but confession ; in the other, both faith and confes-

sion. On our principle, the difference is easily explained.

It will not be imagined that a hypocritical profession will

meet the Redeemer's requirement ; but such is the nature

of the thing to be confessed, that without faith the confes-

sion cannot be sincere. The mention of faith in the latter

text, therefore, explains the nature of the confession re-

quired. In the same paragraph which contains this latter

passage, faith is described by its immediate effect—callingf

on the name of the Lord. Whosoever shall call upon the

name of the Lord shall be saved. The state of heart in-

volved in a Christian profession is, therefore, identical

with that which is implied in a sincere application to

Christ for his salvation
;
and he who is qualified for the

latter is qualified for the former.

Our theory removes overy appearance of difficulty from
the inspired exhortation : Let us hold fast the profession

of our faith without wavering. Whether a man may
claim before his fellow men the character of an heir of

salvation, depends on the results of self-examination ; but

whether he shall recognise and acknowledge his obliga-

tion to trust, serve, and glorify the Lord Jesus, is a ques-

tion about which he may not hesitate for a single moment,
or under any circumstances ; and such is the duty to

which that exhortation relates.

Our next argument is drawn from the Saviour^s man-
ner of treating those who proposed to become his disci-

ples.

The general direction to count the cost, has already

been noticed. We have mentioned, too, his reply to the

scribe who proposed to follow him. One more passage

of the same class will suffice. Luke 14 : 25-27. " And
there went great multitudes with him ;

and he turned and
said unto them : If any man come to me, and hate not his

father, and mother, and wife, and children, and brethren,

and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my

;,»

>. -*
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disciple. And whosoever doth not bear his cross, and
come after me, cannot be my disciple." « ; . f <

';

What means, then, did the Saviour employ to prevent

unsuitable persons from enrolling themselves among his

disciples ? Did he tell them to examine themselves ? Did
he require an account of their past religious experience?

Did he give a particular statement of what that expe-

rience ought to have been? Nothing of the kind. He
simply stated the terms of discipleship, and called on them
to decide whether they would be his disciples on these

terms. In other words, he set before them the obligation

of the covenant into which they proposed to enter, and de-

manded neither more nor less than their hearty consent to

that covenant.

• We have already promised to state the reason why every

unregenerate person is incapable of making a Christian

profession, and disqualified for uniting himself, by his own
act, with the Church of God. We now fulfil that propfiise :

No such person sincerely consents to God's covenant.

That covenant requires a cordial recognition of Jesus as

Lord and Saviour, in the sense in which these characters

are ascribed to him in the sacred volume. But, No man
can say that Jesus is the Lord, hut hy the Holy Ghost.

(1 Cor. 12 : 3.) If, then, a man heartily consents to this

covenant, it follows that the spirit of Christ dwells in him,

and, of course, that he is Christ's. (See Romans 8 : 9.)

But, let it be observed, his consent to the covenant is the

evidence of his Christian char&,cter—not his Christian

character the evidence of his consent to the covenant—and
he who can sincerely signify his consent to the covenant
is, therefore, qualified for admission into the Church—no
matter whether he has or has not drawn the delightful in-

ference that he is a child of God, and an heir of glory.

Our next argument is drawn from the original Consti-

tution of the Church—the Ahrahamic covenant.

At the outset, we quoted, from the seventeenth chapter

of Geilesis, the covenant, and the appointment of circum-

cision as its token. Here, for the first time, did Jehovah
authorize mortals to speak of him as the God of Abraham

;

and whenever this title is applied to Him, the reference is

to this covenant. In whatever sense, then, He is the God
of Abraham, in the same sense is He the God of all who

I
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are reckoned, according to the covenant, as the seed of

Abraham. This, however does not include ail who are

bound by the covenant, or whose visible relation it deter-

mines :
" For they are not all Israel which are of Israel

;

neither, because they are the seed of Abraham, are they
all children : but in Isaac shall thy seed be called. That
is, they which are the children of the flesh, these are not
the children of God : but the children of the promise are

counted for the seed." (Rom. 9 : 6 8.) The next passage
which we quoted, (Exodus 12 : 48,) provides for the ad-

mission of strangers (persons who were Gentiles by birth)

into this Church, or covenant relation ; and that, in the

case of males, was by circumcision. We have already re-

ferred to Romans 4: 11 and 12. Let the reader examine
it attentively, and he can hardly fail to perceive that

Abraham " received the sign of circumcision " in the spe-

cific character of a believer ; and furthermore, that cir-

cumcision constituted him the father of all believers,

whether circumcised or uncircumcised. But this latter

proposition is only expressed in terms slightly varied, when
we affirm, that Abraham was constituted the father of
believers, by the covenant of which circumcision was the

token ; and that is to say, it is by faith one becomes a
child of Abraham in the sense of the covenant. Of
course, every person included in that covenant, as to visi-

ble relation, is bound thereby to the exercise of a faith

like Abraham's—an evangelical, living, active, obedient

faith. .
, ,

If further information on this point be required, we have
only to refgr to the last of the passages quoted at the com-
mencement of this discussion. (Isaiah 66: 6 and 7.)

The last sentence, we conceive, contains a promise, the

fulfilment of which belongs to the Christian dispensation,

though the language is accommodated, as in many other

instances, to the dispensation then in force. The rest of

the passage announces a general principle, applicable, as

we think, to the Church, under all dispensations—certain-
ly applicable to the Jewish dispensation. The candidate

was required to enter into covenant with God; or, in the

emphatic language of inspiration, to " take hold of my
covenant,^'' The meaning is, he must heartily consent to

the covenant, and signify his consent in the prescribed
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form, which then was by circumcision. And the follow-

ing are specified as the duties to which he bound himself

by that act—to love the name of the Lord, to be his ser-

vant, and serve him, and to keep the Sabbath from pollu-

ting it. The Abrahamic covenant, then, bound all who
were comprehended under it to the evangelical service of

God ; and all who were prepared to enter into such an en-

gagement, (and, so far as adults were concerned, no others,)

were prepared for admission into the visible Church. That
the same principle is s^ll in force, is the precise doctrine

of this article. We proceed, then, to notice, as our next

argument,
The teachings of the New Testament in reference to

Christian baptism.

Among the texts which we quoted at the commence-
ment, is Matthew 28 : 19 and 20, to which the serious at-

tention of the reader is now requested. The nations are

to be baptised in (or into sk) the name of the Father^ and
of the Sonj and of the Holy Ghost—Xhu^ bought into

that visible family of which the Most High is the ac-

knowledged Father and Sovereign—and solemnly and
publicly devoted to his service. This view is corroborated

by the following words : Teaching them to observe all

things^ whatsoever I have commanded you. It is natural

to understand this direction in reference especially to per-

sons already baptized ; and the meaning will then be, " il-

lustrate, in all its extent, the obligation of the covenant
into which they have entered ; inculcate the duties in-

volved with the utmost zeal, and enforce obedience by all

the means which I have appointed." If this is the true

interpretation, (and to us it seems indisputable that it is,)

this passage establishes the proposition, that the party

baptized is thereby brought into a covenant with God, pre-

cisely similar to, or rather identical with, the Abrahamic
covenant already noticed

;
nor is it any objection that the

three Divine Persons are expressly mentioned in one pas-

sage, but not in the other
; in each, he is solemnly bound

to the evangelical service of the same God, and the cor-

responding blessings which he is authorized to expect are

the same.

Let us next turn to the passage which was quoted from
the second chapter of Acts. The clause most material to

^

'
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our purpose is, Itepent, and be baptized, &c^ Few will

need to be informed that the word translated repentj means
to change pae's mind ; and whether a general or a particu-

lar change* is meant, can be determined only by the con-

nexion. In this instance, as appears from the context, Pe-

ter was replying to an inquiry extorted from his hearers

by the overwhelming charge, made and proved against

them, that they had rejected Him whom God had made
both Lord and Christ, and had horribly signalized that

rejection by procuring his crucifixion. When in connex-
ion with this subject, Peter said, Repent, and be baptized,

every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ, what
could they understand but this : that they must so change
their minds, as to receive as Lord and Christ him whom
they had hitherto rejected, and, as a public acknowledge-
ment of him, must be baptized in his name ? So explained,

this text accords with all those passages which connect

faith with baptism, as saving faith consists in receiving

Christ. It receives him as both Deliverer and Sovereign

;

nor can he be received in either character, unless he is re-

ceived in both ; but it may be proper to observe that, in

this instance, the latter, but not the former, is expressly

mentioned. Such is a fair specimen of the uniform teach-

ing of the sacred writers. They represent Christian bap-

tism as an oath of allegiance—a solemn acknowledgement
of the supremacy of the mediatorial King. Hence the ob-

ligation to a holy life, which they connect with that ordi-

nance. How shall we, that are dead to sin, live any
longer therein ? Know ye not that so many of us as

were baptized into Jesus Christ were baptize^ into his

death ? Therefore we are buried with him by baptism
into death : that like as Christ was raised up from the

dead by the glory of the Father, even so, we also should

walk in newness of life.

Before leaving this part of the subject, it seems proper to

mention two additional considerations, which the reader

is at liberty to take for arguments, or not, according to his

own pleasure. One is, that

Our theory gives a clear and consistent view of the

meaning and effect of baptism, as administered to an
infant.

Whether it is administered to an adult, or to an infant.

.i4'^',i

.
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the rite is the same, and its symbolical meaning the same

;

moreover, it seals the same promises, and imposes the same
obligation. Of course, it is the same ordinance. The
difference is purely circumstantial, and it is tHis : In the

one case the person enters into this relation by his own
voluntary act ; in the other, he is brought into it through
his connexion with others. A foreigner arrives on our

shore, and in due time takes the oath of allegiance ; his

children born afterwards are born citizens—brought into

that relation, not by their own act, but through their con-

nexion with him—and are as strictly bound to all the du-

ties of allegiance, as if they had taken the obligation by
their own act. They are not, indeed, subjected to any
rite corresponding with the oath administered to their

father. But, though the parallel does not hold in every

particular, here is the principle upon which infant baptism
rests—the child brought into a covenant relation through
his connexion with his parent. We pass to the other con-

sideration :
*

Our theory suggests the reason why baptism may not

he repeated. That ordinance is designed to bring the sub-

ject under the obligation of God's covenant ; of course, it

is presupposed that he is not already under that obligation.

But, the relation once formed, the obligation is perpetual,

and can no more be canceled than the soul can be annihi-

lated.

But, we shall be asked, Would you retain a man in the

Church, when it is evident that, were he not already a
member, he must be judged utterly unqualified for admis-
sion? tjjidoubtedly. In taking an oath of allegiance, a
man ought to act sincerely and advisedly ; but he who
has taken it, no matter in what state of moral feeling, is

truly a citizen
;
nor can he be permitted to plead, in an-

swer to a charge of treason, that he took that oath rashly,

or in jest, or that at the moment of taking it he meditated
treasonable designs.

Thus we have endeavoured to explain the nature of a
Christian profession, and its connexion with membership
in the Church of God. Let us proceed to consider,

III. The importance of such a profession.

This the Son of God has exhibited in the strongest

light, in the memorable declaration: Whosoever shall

"

><.i
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confess me before men, him shall the Son of man also

confess before the angels of God ; but he that denieth me
before men, shall be denied before the angels of God.
In the case of those who have not been baptize'd already,

this confession, as we have seen, is required to be made
by connecting themselves with the Church of Christ ; of

persons who have been baptized in infancy is demanded
a cordial, solemn, and public recognition of the baptismal
obligation, to be given in the specific character of mem-
bers of the Church. To every reader who has not already

done so, we say : This is your duty
;
you are bound to

embrace the earliest opportunity for performing it ; and
for the consequences of neglecting it, you are referred to

the awful words of your final Judge, which have just

been quoted.

You ask, then, can no man be saved who does not place

himself in the condition of a communicant 1 Undoubt-
edly, if God, in his providence, denies him the opportuni-

ty. The opportunity being supposed, the question re-

solves itself into this : Whether any person, supremely de-

sirous to do the will of Christ, is ever left to mistake that

will in reference to this matter ? and this can never be a
practical question with any man, in reference to his own
case. The denunciation is leveled, not against invincible

ignorance, involuntary error, or a failure to do what Provi-

dence has rendered impracticable ; but against resisting

the Saviour's authority, and wilfully neglecting to render

him the honor which he claims. Every man shall be

saved who believes in Jesus with the faith that worketh
by love ; but where there is affectionate faith, there is sub-

mission to His authority—there is the spirit of uncondi-

tional obedience to all his known requirements.

The obligation rests on the revealed will of Christ.

—

Still the reasonableness of the requirement is, in seve-

ral views, exceedingly obvious ; and devout meditation on
this subject is both proper and profitable.

The Church is the kingdom of Christ—all without it,

the kingdom of the devil. If, then, you heartily submit to

Christ, can you wish to remain, formally and visibly, in

the kingdom of Satan 1

Piety, necessarily, spreads its influence over the whole
character of its possessor. It must control every part of

Vol. VI.—No. 4. 34
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your conduct—that which is open and visible, as well as

that which is secret. Now, if ashamed or afraid openly to

acknowledge Christ as your Lord, will you not be
ashamed or afraid openly to do His will in other respects ?

If a believer, you regard the Lord Jesus with supreme
reverence and love. But, entertaining these sentiments,

you cannot possibly be reluctant to honor Him, and ac-

knowledge your obligation to Him, in the boldest and
most open manner. ' "

.

Many of the most formidable difficulties that attend a
life of piety, arise from the influence of the ungodly.

Let it be known, then, that you belong to a different class

—are actuated by other motives, guided by opposite prin-

ciples, and bound by the most solemn vows to the service

of another Master. Nothing can tend more obviously to

diminish the number and force of the temptations arising

from that quarter, or to facilitate the work of resistance.

Intercourse with the pious, in the specific character of a
fellow-disciple, is a divinely appointed and most precious

means of grace ; and the same is true of that official su-

pervision, government, and discipline, which God has es-

tablished in his Church. But these you cannot enjoy,

unless you are connected with the Church.
God, only wise, has instituted the Church for the most

important of all ends—the glory of his own name, the

honor of his Son, the salvation of a lost world. To de-

cline connexion with the Church is, therefore, palpably

inconsistent with sincere attachment to these momentous
interests.

Say not, I doubt the reality of my own conversion.

You are not required to make any declaration on that sub-

ject
;
but you are required to declare, in sincerity and

truth, the following things : That you regard Jesus as the

only and all-sufficient Saviour of lost sinners, and there-

fore rely exclusively on his atoning blood, his perfect obe-

dience, his prevalent intercession, and his boundless mercy,
for your own salvation ; that you regard him as supreme
and rightful Lord of all—and therefore, relying on his

grace, are resolved to devote yourself henceforth to his

service. And the evidence on which all this is to be de-

clared, is your own consciousness. Dou you still refuse ?

Then observe the true nature of the controversy between
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the Redeemer and yourself. He' commands you to seek
assurance of his favor by doing his will ; and you answer
that you will not do his will, till assured of his favor.

Will you yield ? or do you think he will ?

Another excuse relates to the division of the Church
into various denominations. But can you find no particu-

lar society which you can conscientiously recognise as
really a Church of Christ, and whiclj does not require,

as a term of membership, anything that you deem sinful ?

If you can find one such society, your duty is plain ; if

more than one, it is still plain : form that connexion which '.

at present you judge to be most conducive to your spiritual

welfare
; and should you ever perceive it to be your duty

to transfer your membership to a Church of a diflferent de-

nomination, there can be no real difficulty in doing so. It

is better to he in any part of the kingdom of Christy than
in the kingdom of Satan. (Our views on this topic will

probably be more fully developed in a future article.)

IV. It cannot be expected that we should attempt to

develope all the consequences that flow from our doctrine

;

but on two subjects its bearings are too important to be
passed over in silence.

1. The duty of ecclesiastical officers as to receiving

persons into the coTnmunion of the Church.
There is a duty required of every hearer of the gospel,

to be performed by their assistance ; and the only ques-

tion for their consideration is, whether what the candidate

proposes to do is really the duty enjoined by Christ. Here
is no room for consulting either their own wishes, or the

dictates of human prudence. A definite profession is to

be made, and they have only to inquire whether the pro-

fession offered is such as the law requires. They may
not administer the oath of Christian allegiance to one who
does not understand its nature ; or who gives them reason

to think he is in sport, seeking to deceive ; or acting under

the influence of caprice or momentary excitement. But
these seem to be all the grounds on which they are au-

thorized to reject an applicant.

There are, in the opinion of many persons, serious ob-

jections against receiving very young persons into the

communion of the Church ; and ecclesiastical oflBicers,

there is reason to think, have often felt some difficulty on
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that subject. Let it be remembered, no one is required to

believe in Christ who is not Ukewise required to confess

him before men. Hence it cannot be consistently main-
tained concerning any human being, that he is too young
to become a communicant, unless it is maintained that he
is likwise too young to become an evangelical believer

;

and that the command to believe has, as yet, no applica-

tion to his case. A child, we know, is peculiarly prone to

act hastily. But it is not more difficult to distinguish a
deliberate act from a mere ebullition of excited feeling in

his case than in that of an older person. Nor is there

any peculiar difficulty in judging of his sincerity, or of
^ the degree of his religious knowledge.

But much may be said of the immaturity of judgment,
and unsteadiness of purpose, which mark that tender age.

We shall perhaps be reminded, that to become a commu-
nicant is a transaction of the utmost solemnity and im-
portance

; and that, according to the common sense of

mankind, a child is not competent to transact serious busi-

ness. We answer : As to maturity of judgment, a child

is capable of deciding, which is preferable, the service of

Christ, or the service of Satan. As to steadiness of pur-

pose, the perseverance of the oldest Christian depends sole-

ly on the grace of Christ ; and that grace is as sufficient

for a little child as for any other. Besides, it is in the

Church we enjoy those means which the Saviour has ap-

pointed for confirming the souls of the disciples ; hence
the more pressing the danger, the more urgent the necessi-

ty for such a connexion. And finally, the Redeemer's
command to believe in His name, and to confess Him be-

fore men, is attended with no limitation as to age. To de-

fer on this account, or to require or advise others to do so,

is, therefore, at once to question his wisdom, and to violate

his law.

2. The nature and proper grounds of exconwiunica-
tion.

A member of the Church is one who stands in the pub-
lic and visible relation of a servant of Christ. How far

he is an obedient servant, is a very different matter. He
is bound by the baptismal covenant ; and if capable of

acting for himself, acknowledges the obligation. Excom-
munication transfers his public and visible relation to the
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kingdom of Satan. It is the act described by Paul in the

awful phrase, to deliver such an one unto Satan. This
differs widely from mere suspension. The suspended
member is still regarded as a citizen of Christ's kingdom

;

but a disorderly citizen. He is still under ecclesiastical

government ; and the power of that government is exerted
for the special purpose of bringing him to repentance

;

therefore he is debarred from some of those privileges to

which, if an orderly citizen, he would be entitled. We
count him not as an enemy^ hut admonish him as a bro-

ther. Excommunication, on the contrary, is thus described

by our Saviour : Let him he unto thee as an heathen man
and a publican. The excommunicated person is an ene-

my, not a brother. To him, as to other sinners, the gospel

must be preached ; but he is not under ecclesiastical go-

vernment. He has assumed such an attitude of daring

rebellion, that, in this sense, the Church can interfere no
farther. She leaves the controversy to be settled between
the rebel and the eternal Sovereign whom he has defied.

He is without : and. What have I to do to judge them
also that are without 7 do not ye judge them that are

within 7 But them that are without God judgeth.

Therefore put away from among yourselves that wicked
person.

In view of these truths, we may easily discover what is

the only lawful ground of excommunication. It is that

the person concerned has renounced the baptismal cove-

nant ; in other words, has renounced his allegiance to the

Lord Jesus. This crime may be committed in various

ways ; it may be done either directly or indirectly ; but to

warrant the sentence in question, it must have been done
unequivocally. On no other ground can the sentence be

valid. He who has been brought into the baptismal cove-

nant, is still in the visible kingdom of Christ ; nor is it in

the power of creatures to transfer him to the visible king-

dom of Satan.

The covenant may be renounced by resisting ecclesias-

tical authority when properly exercised. This is evident

from Matthew 18 : 17. While the Church is doing only

what her Lord has required her to do, to resist her is to

rebel against him. Before proceeding on this ground,

however, it must be satisfactorily ascertained that the re^

! .

'
-
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sistance relates not to a doubtful matter, springs not from
involuntary error, or even from a momentary excitement

;

but can be rationally ascribed to nothing short of cpntempt
for the Redeemer's authority.

*
'

.
'

.

Suppose one not previously charged with any disciplina-

ble offence shall signify to the Session a wish to be re-

garded no longer as a member of the Church ;
how ought

such an application to be treated ? To this question, with

which many have been perplexed, our doctrine furnishes,

as we conceive, the true solution. All will agree that the

Session ought, in the first place, to satisfy themselves that

the application is made intelligently and deliberately.

The applicant ought to be carefully instructed in the true

nature of the step he proposes to take, and ample time af-

forded him for reflection. And we now add that if, after

this, his intentions remain unchanged, he must be excom-
municated. Excommunication is simply an official decla-

ration, that the party concerned has renounced the baptis-

mal covenant; and, in this case, the declaration is based,

not on an inference, but on the explicit avowal of the per-

son excommunicated.
Such an avowal places him Who makes it in the atti-

tude of an avowed enemy of God, and of his Son, and of

his Church—differing from other avowed enemies only in

this, that to the common guilt of daring impiety he super-

adds the peculiar aggravation of the basest perfidy. Be-

fore God, and angels, and men, he declares that, preferring

the service of Satan to the service of Christ, he will sub-

mit to no government administered in the name of the

latter. He is an apostate ; and, as to the nature of the

crime, it makes no essential difference whether he serves

the devil in the form of mere godlessness, or in some form
of Pagan idolatry. Against no other sin are the denun-
ciations of the word of God so awful as against this.

Now the just shall live by faith : hut if any man draw
back, my soul shall have no pleasure in him. If we sin

wilfully after that we have received the knowledge of the

truth, there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins, but a
certain fearful looking-for of judgm^ent and fiery indig-

nation which shall devour the adversaries. For it had
been betterfor them not to have known the way of right-

eousness, than, after they have known it, to turnfrom the

\
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holj/ commandment delivered unto them. But it is hap-
pened unto them according to the true proverb : The dog
is turned to his own vomit again ; and the sow that was
washed to her wallowing in the mire. The Scriptures

contain not a solitary intimation, that he who has once
been a member of the Church, can either withdraw, or

be lawfully excommunicated, without placing himself in

the condition these passages describe.
^

^

'^:M,
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ARTICLE IV.

THE UNPARDONABLE SIN.

The Gospel is a remedial scheme. The Father devised

it, the Son executed it, and the Spirit appUes it. Sin is the

disease, and it may be considered under a two-fold aspect,

to wit, in its guilt, and in its power. Its guilt is its desert

of God's wrath, and curse ; and apprehended under this

notion, produces a sense of ill-desert, and shame, and " a
fearful looking-for of judgement, and fiery indignation."

Its power is its dominion over the moral nature, by which
tlie faculties are perverted, the springs of action corrupted,

and the will enslaved
;
and apprehended under this notion

by the religious consciousness, it forces the believer to cry

out, " wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me from

the body of this death." The Gospel is a remedy for

sin in that it reveals to faith an all-sufficient atonement for

its guilt, and by the truth instrumentally, and the Spirit

of God efficiently, destroys its power.
The Gospel speaks of itself as a remedy for all sin, 1st.

indirectly, by teaching that no sinner, however numberless

and aggravated his crimes, is excluded from its blessings,

if he will comply with its terms ;
" The Son of Man was

lifted up, that whosoever believeth in Him might not per-

ish, but have eternal life," (Jno. 3 : 14, 15,) and by record-

ing examples of such desperate cases, in which it actually
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proved efficacious, as that of the thief upon the cross, and
that of Paul, the Apostle, (Luke 23: 39-43; 1st. Tim. 1:

13-16) : and, 2ndly., directly, by asserting the truth in so

many words, " the blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from

all sin," (1 Jno. 1 : 7.) To this universal efficacy of the

Gospel, however, there is one exception, expressly men-
tioned,—a sin which " hath never forgiveness, neither in

this world, neither in the world to come." It is proposed

in this article, to investigate the nature of this sin, the

only one in the list of crimes against God, which excludes

the sinner from all hope of pardon under the Gospel of

grace.

In this investigation, those passages of the word of God
which describe this sin with particularity, will be passed

in review, and subjected to a somewhat thorough exami-
nation. It is by searching out the mind 6f the Spirit, ex-

pressed by His own chosen organs, that we shall obtain a
just knowledge of this great sin against Him.

As the law is called the dispensation of condemnation
and death, in contrast with the Gospel, which is charac-

terized as the dispensation of the Spirit, it might be doubt-

ed whether this sin, which is denominated, by way of

eminence, the sin against the Holy Spirit, could be com-
mitted under the law. There are, nevertheless, obscure

intimations of the unpardonable sin in the Old Testament.
In the presumptuous sin, or sin with a high hand, men-
tioned in Numb. 15 : 30, 31, which admitted of no expia-

tion, and doomed the wretch who committed it to excision

from Israel, we see traces of that form of the unpardonable
sin, recorded in Matt., |2th chapter. In the sin of defec-

tion from the law, accompanied with a secret attempt to

entice others, described in Deut. 13 : 6-11, for which the

father was commanded not to spare even his own son. if

found guilty of it, we may trace a resemblance to that

form of the unpardonable sin described by Paul in the 6th

and 10th chapters of the epistle to the Hebrews. The
Old Testament, moreover, mentions the cases of individu-

als, in whose crimes some of the features of this sin occur,

as, for instance, those of Esau, Pharoah, and Saul. Esau,
selhng his birth-right for a mess of pottage, through a car-

nal contempt of its spiritual privileges and blessings, is a
type of these apostates, who deliberately barter away the
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inestimable blessings of the Gospel for the temporal good
of earth ; and between Pharoah attempting to throw dis-

credit on the miracles of Moses, and rejecting with proud
contempt the message of God, clearly proved to be such
by the most stupendous exhibitions of Divine power, and
the Pharisees, ascribing Christ's miracles to a satanic

agency, and contemptuously rejecting him, as the Messiah,
there is a manifest resemblance.

But while the Old Testament gives only obscure hints

in regard to this sin, the New describes it clearly. The
fullest and most explicit account of it is contained in Matt.

12 : 22-33, and in' the parallel places in Mark, and Luke,
It is to the account as given by Matthew, that our atten-

tion will be directed in the first place.

One possessed with a devil, blind, and dumb, was
brought to Christ to be healed. The devil was cast out,

and the man irtstantly recovered his lost sense, and the

power of speech. The people standing around were filled

with amazement at the miracle, and by a rapid process of

thought, a kind of intuitive logic, grounded on the great

national expectation, inferred from it that Christ was the

long looked for Messiah. Some of the Pharisees were
present, and saw the impression which was made. To
counteract it, they asserted in the ears of the crowd, per-

haps in an under-tone,* that Christ cast out devils by Beel-

zebub, the prince of devils. Whereupon Christ took them
up, shewing the groundlessness and malignity of their

reflection, and charging them with blasphemy against the

Holy Ghost.

Christ's discourse has a direct bearing on the sin com-
mitted by the Pharisees, and deserves a careful considera-

tion. He starts out with the self-evident truth, that a
kingdom, city, or house divided against itself, must come
to ruin, and consequently, if Satan cast out Satan, he was
divided against himself, and his kingdom could not stand.

In this part of his argument, Christ assumes that the

nature and tendency of his doctrine were such as to shew
an evident opposition between himself and Satan ; and

* In the 25th verse, it is said, "Jesus knew their thoughts," implpng that

He did not hear their words. They were probably restrained by a conscious-

ness of their wicked intention, from boldly speaking out their blasphemy.

—

See 9: 4. ..
'
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therefore, if Satan enabled Him to work miracles in attes-

tation of that doctrine, he was divided against himself.

Hence, he was either acting out of .character, or their as-

sertion was utterly devoid of even the slightest plausibili-

ty,—it was as senseless as it was malignant. He next

convicts them of gross impartiality in their judgement of

him. They ascribed the reputed power of their exorcists

to castout devils, to the Spirit of God ; on what principle,

then, did they ascribe his power to do the same thing to

the Prince of devils? If there was no mark evidently

stamped upon his miraculous work to manifest a Satanic

agency, their judgement in the case of their own exorcists

would prove them guilty of the grossest injustice in their

judgment of him. Assuming, in the third place, that they

must grant that he cast out devils by the Spirit of God, he
argues that these miracles were evidence that the king-

dom of God, i. e. the glorious dispensation of the Messiah,

had come nigh to them : in other words, that He, who per-

formed these miracles, was the promised Messiah, whose
advent they looked forward as the time for the introduction

of a new and glorious state of things. Building on the foun-

dation which He had laid, he goes on to shew, that the fact

that He could cast out devils from their strong-hold in the

human soul, clearly demonstrated that he was Satan's

superior ;
" or else how can one enter into a strong man's

house, and spoil his goods, except he first bind the strong

man ? and then he will spoil his house." He then asserts

that this contest with Satan admitted of no neutrality ; "he

that is not with me is against me, and he that gathereth

not with me, scattereth abroad." After this follow the
words in which he not obscurely tells them that their sin

in ascribing the dispossession of the demoniac just wrought
by him to a satanic agency, was the sin against the Holy
Ghost, " which shall not be forgiven, neither in this world,

neither in the world to come." He concludes by urging

them, as they could not deny that his life was holy, and
the tendency of his doctrine and works good, not to be

guilty of the gross inconsistency of asserting that he was
confederate with Beelzebub.

It is evident that Christ's discourse, from the 25th to the

30th verses, stands connected with the 31st and 32d ver-

ses, as the conclusion, which was in His mind from the

'
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beginning ;* we may therefore expect to find him dwelling
at least on the principal features of that sin, which he calls

the sin against the Holy Ghost, and declares to be, in its

very nature, unpardonable. ^ i > v iv >
' ^

Christ assumes that the casting out of devils was the

highest objective evidence of his Divine commission as the
Messiah, who was to introduce and establish that king-

dom, or dispensation of rehgion, predicted by the prophets,

foiifeshadowed by the types of the law, and anticipated and
longed for by the people of God. It is evident, however,
that though Christ speaks only of the casting out of de-

vils, he does not exclude as equally strong demonstration
of his divine commission, his other miracles, which no less

illustriously displayed his divine power. It is clear, more-
over, that the Pharisees would no more hesitate to ascribe

these last to the devil, than they did to ascribe that of

which they happened to be eye-witnesses.

It is necessary to consider more attentively the circum-

stances of this sin, as they may be gathered from the nar-

rative, and the address of our Saviour.

The Pharisees ascribed the miracle wrought on this

occasion, and in fact, in so many words, all miracles of a

like kind, to Satan working in and through him, not as a

passive instrument, but a conscious and willing agent; and
this constituted the overt act declared to be the sin against

the Holy Ghost. This assertion was made in violation of

all the principles of evidence. The casting out of a devil

from a human being, made manifest to the eyes of all by
instantaneous restoration to soundness of mind, or the re-

covery of some lost sense, or faculty, can produce but one
impression upon the minds of unprejudiced observers ;

and
that is, that he who does it, must be an enemy of Satan
and his kingdom. This was the impression produced

upon the minds of the people, who saw this miracle of

Christ. It is possible to conceive that Satan might enable

some agent or emissary of his to work an apparent mira-

* '' Propterea dico vobis."—lUatio hsec non ad proximum membrum re-

stringi debet, sed pendet ex toto contextu. Postquam eniin docuit Christus,

scribas non posse improbare, quod dsemones ejiceret, quin regnum Dei oppug-

nent, tandem concludit, non leve, nee tolerabile esse delictum, sed nefandum

crimen, quod scientes et volentes spiritum Dei contumilia afficiant.—Caly. in

Har. Pars Prior: p. '294. Berlin, 1833.
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cle, seemingly benevolent, and in opposition to his inter-

ests, on some principle of infernal policy. He migh^ do a
seeming good, to accomplish a real evil ; or forego a less,

to gain a greater advantage. But the Pharisees conld not

resort to such a subterfuge as this. All the miracles of

Christ, the whole tenor of his life, and tendency of his

teaching, were of a piece ; in perfect harmony with that

divine intention which appeared on the face of this mira-

cle, which impressed so deeply the common people. No
word, act, or work of the blessed Jesus, during his whole
previous career, could be detected by the most rigid scru-

tiny, which prejudice or envy could so torture as to afford

the slightest support to the charge, that he had any feel-

ing or aim in common with the Father of lies. His whole
previous course was of such a character, in all respects, as

to demonstrate triumphantly that he was the God-anointed
Messiah, sent to destroy the works of the devil ; and the

rays reflected in such abundance from it, were concentra-

ted in a luminous point on this miracle. The Pharisees,

then, in ascribing the miracle of Christ to the devil, not

only sinned against the evidence afforded by this solitary

act of Divine power, but against all that concentrated light

of evidence which streamed from his previous holy life,

divine teachings, and miraculous works.

Moreover, as the casting out of a devil proves opposition

to Satan and the kingdom of darkness, so it proves supe-

riority. " How can one enter into the house of a strong

man, and spoil his goods, except he first bind the strong

man? and then he will spoil his house." Viewing the

miracle wrought on this occasion as proving opposition to

Satan and his designs, it was absurd, as well as wicked,
to say that a spirit, so cunning and wise, would delegate

such a power to Christ; viewing it as demonstrating

superiority, it was as absurd to say that he could do it.

From the one point of view, it would argue inconceivable

folly in Satan to enable Christ to dispossess the unfortu-

nate beings subjected to him by the indwelling of a demon;
from the other, it would do violence to common sense, to

suppose that he was capable of doing it. Does the spoiler,

who has succeeded, by his own might, in entering the

house of the strong man, who has bound him hand and
foot, and who departs in triumph, loaded with his booty,

.
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need the aid of the being he has overcome and despoiled 1

As the miracle, then, wrought on this occasion, manifested

Christ's opposition, as well as superiority to Satan, as his

whole previous life, and his many works of divine power
as illustriously displayed the same, the Pharisees, in as-

cribing it to Satan working in and through Christ, sinned

against the clearest objective hght. And this, namely, the

clear objective light against which they sinned, constitu-

ted, in part, that crime which hath never forgiveness. *•

But, in the next place, when objective light is presented

to a rational being, it is followed by subjective light ; that

is, evidence presented to the mind produces a greater or

less degree of conviction. This is a law of the rational

nature. However fully a man may have convinced him-
self of the correctness of his erroneous belief, and wrong
course of conduct,—however set in his ways, he cannot

hear a cjiear refutation of his false creed, or an exposure of

his evil practices, without misgivings and doubts. The
calm of his long repose is disturbed, and a stormy scene of

internal strugghng and conflict succeeds. He cannot as-,

sume his old position without doing violence to his better

judgement, and stifling the voice of conscience. The
Pharisees were no exceptions to this law. The Saviour

takes it for granted, in what he said to them, that they

were the subjects of such internal convictions. The char-

acter of their attempt to make it appear that Christ was in

league with Satan, shews a state of mind in which, while

they had no reasonable ground for cavil or doubt as to

the source from whence Christ derived his miraculous

power, they were determined, at all risks, to invalidate his

work ; a state of mind in which they had resolved to pur-

sue a certain course, while in their hearts they were not

convinced that it was right. The thought to which the

people gave expression, moved by the evident display of

divine power and beneficence in the miracle, doubtless

darted into their souls like a flash of light, revealing

Christ's divine glory, and irradiating for a moment their

dark recesses, but was quickly repressed. The Pharisees,

then, sinned not only against the clear objective evidence

which was presented to them, but against internal light

or inward conviction ; and this constitutes another part of

their unpardonable blasphemy.
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It is moreover evident that this language was not forced

from the enemies of Christ by any sudden and transient

excitement of feeJing. The exclamation of the people,

and the feehng towards Christ which it indicated beyond
question, excited them, and was the occasion of their

blasphemy, but we must look deeper than any transient

excitement for its remote and efficient cause. The Phari-

sees were, from the first, predisposed to assume an attitude

of hostility to the Son of God ; all the elements of that

bitter prejudice and malignant enmity which manifested

themselves so soon after Christ began his public ministry,

already existed in a latent state within them ; and when
he made his public appearance, the independence of all

human authority which he assumed in his teaching,—the

pure morality illustrated by his holy life, which he incul-

cated,—his bold attacks on their traditionary system of

belief,—his fearless exposure of the hollowness of their

pretensions to a superior sanctity,—of their faithlessness,

selfishness and rapacity, developed them in all their inten-

sity and power. When they had once assumed their po-

sition, and given vent to their feelings, the miracles he
wrought—the more clearly they proved his mission to be
divine, and the deeper and more favorable an impression

they made upon the popular mind,—would the more con-

firm them in their stand, and impart a higher degree of

bitterness to their enmity. Whatever Christ did, or said,

the less the fault which could be detected in it, the more
clearly it manifested his excellency, the more it increased

his popularity, and strengthened his influence,—•'the more
it inflamed them. Hence, from the moment in which the

wrong bias of the Pharisees assumed an active form, their

enmity to the person of Christ, and their opposition to his

work, had been accumulating intensity and strength, and
needed but a slight occasion to call them out, and make
them manifest to all, in word, or deed. The miracle
wrought on the demoniac, afforded the occasion

; and the

bitter waters which had been so long pent up, burst

through all restraints. These feelings of enmity, conceiv-

ed against a Being infinitely lovely, and exasperated and
rendered more and more malignant by the very qualities

of character and actions that should have conciliated es-

teem and love, and under circumstances that should have
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disarmed the soul of all prejudice and hostility, constituted

no unimportant feature in this act of sin. ^
:

i _> •

From what has just been said, it follows that the sin of

the Pharisees was not committed through infirmity, or

under the influence of any surprising and overpowering
temptation. Men are often driven by passion, suddenly
aroused,—by mortal fear, in view of death,—by lust, and
appetite excited to a high degree by the presentation of

their objects, to commit acts which exceed in wickedness
the measure of their growth in depravity. We often hear
the remark in reference to a very wicked deed, " it was
not he {i. e. the sinner,) who did it," or, " he was not him-
self;" implying that it was out of character for the man to

commit such a deed ; and sins done under such circum-

stances are always followed by the bitterest regret, after

the flush of excitement is over, and the man returns to

cool reflection. Such, however, were not the circumstan-

ces under which the Pharisees committed this sin. The
miracle was an appeal, not to any infirmity of human na-

ture, but to the reason ; the inquiry of the people, spring-

ing as it did out of the spiritual consciousness nurtured by
prophecy, and excited by an exhibition of divine power,

while it did prove a temptation to them in their then mor-
,al state, was, nevertheless, not such really, and in its own
nature. Moreover, so far were the Pharisees from repent-

ing of this sin, that they continued to pursue Christ to the

end, with the same relentless malignity, though he was as

clearly witnessed to by the Holy Ghost, during his whole
after careflr, as at this time. Beyond this, a careful exam-
ination of the account, as given by the Evangelist, will

convince the mind that these words were spoken with
forethought and deliberation, and not under the influence

of any unpleasant surprise, produced by any circumstan-

ces connected with this transaction. The language used
was not uttered by one only of the Pharisees, and caught
up suddenly, and repeated in a spirit of temporary reck-

lessness, from mouth to mouth, by the rest. The record

reads, " When the Pharisees heard it, {i. e. the question

asked by the astonished people,) thej/ said, this fellow,"

etc., as if they had previously considered and determined

upon their mode of procedure, so soon as Christ, by the

performance of a miracle, should afibrd them an opportu-
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nity. This act of the Pharisees, then, did not exceed the

measure of their growth in evil : it was . not a sudden
outburst, following a momentary increase in malignity

;

it did not spring from any involuntary feelmg, or princi-

ple, unexpectedly excited ; and this circumstance must not

be lost sight of in judging of the nature of this sin.

The direction of this sin is revealed by its name, '• the

blasphemy against the Holy Ghost." All works of a mi-
raculous kind, in attestation of a Divine commission, or a
revelation from God, are wrought by him as a part of his

office-work in the economy of redemption; and, in general,

the work of conviction, and persuasion,—the work of pre-

senting evidence to the human mind in the matter of sal-

vation, is his. The miracle wrought by Christ on the one
possessed, was a visible and stupendous sign of the imme-
diate presence of the Holy Spirit. In reviling the miracle,

therefore, the Pharisees reviled the Holy Ghost. The or-

gan, it is true, in which the Spirit dwelt, and through
which he operated, was humble and mean ; but to excuse

themselves for their reviling language on this ground, was
vain. The darkness of the cloud gives a more dazzling

brilliancy to the lightning's flash ; and so the humility and
meapness of Christ's personal appearance were calculated

to jender more dazzling and overwhelming the blaze of

Divine glory which shone forth from the miracle. The
Pharisees could not plead ignorance of the authorship of

the miraculous operation ; in the miracles, real or pretend-

ed, of a like kind, wrought by their own exorcists, they
acknowledged the immediate agency of the Holy Ghost.

There was nothing in this work of power,—nothing in the

character, life, teaching, and deeds of Christ, to prove the

presence in him of any agency of another and opposite

kind. If they did not reason from the one case to the

other, and if therefore, the thought, clear and well-defined,

that the Holy Ghost was present, was not in their mind,
yet those feelings of awe,—those feelings which men have
under a lively impression of the Divine presence,—^which
were experienced by the people, when the dumb and blind

man spake and saw, at Christ's command, were not alto-

gether absent from their souls, and it required an effort to

repress them. If the Pharisees, then, were not conscious,

of the presence of the Holy Spirit, they were conscious of
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'

the presence of some supernatural power ; and if they
did not sin intentionally against him, they did sin inten-

tionally against the light of evidence reflected by him into

their souls/
''-''• :'.*.' '^'•?- • ^ • •-^:-'^'^--n'-'*^^'f?''v,-.>'V;^.,;. o.<v'r^?.i,
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The sin against the Holy Ghost is not so called because
it is committed against his essence, but because it is com-
mitted against him officially. He is the same in essence
with the Father, and the Son ; and a sin aimed against

him, in his essence, impinges equally against the other

persons of the Holy Trinity. But he performs in the work
of redemption different offices from the Father and the

Son, and hence the sin distinctly against the Holy Ghost
is a sin against him in some one or all of these offices.

It is not necessary in order to the commission of the un-
pardonable sin, that a man should know what offices the

Holy Ghost performs, or that he should be conscious, when
he is under his influences, that they are those of the Spirit

;

it is sufficient for the commission of this deed, that he
should actually sin against his operations, under certain

circumstances of great aggravation. Granting, then, that

the Pharisees were not conscious of the Spirit's presence

in Christ, and that the miracle was his distinctive work,
nevertheless their sin was actually committed against his

operations, and impinged directly against him in his offi-

cial character.

The immediate object of the Pharisees was to invalidate

the force of Christ's miracles as testimony in favor of his

divine mission. Miracles are the only sufficient evidence

of the divine mission of a messenger from God to his

contemporaries. He may utter predictions ; but as predic-

tions relate, for the most part, to events remotely future,

they are intended not for contemporaries, but for distant

generations. Internal evidence relates to the message
rather than the messenger. The messenger must have
his credentials, which shall entitle him to a hearing ; not

until he is heard can men weigh and examine his message,

in order to know whether it is divine. These credentials

are miracles. They are heaven's commission, and hea-

ven's seal ; they entitle a man to a hearing as a messen-
ger from God. Hence Christ says :

" the works which
the Father hath given me to finish, the same works that I

do, hear witness of me that the Father hath sent me."
Vol. VI.—No. 4. 35

V /'
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And in another place he demands the belief of the^Jews

on the ground of his works. "If I do not the works of

my Father, believe me not : But if I do, though ye believe

not me, believe the works, that ye may know and believe

that the Father is in me, and 1 in him." (John 5 : 36

—

10: 37, 38.) The Pharisees, in asserting that Christ's

miracles were wrought by the power of iSatan, intended

to make the impression on the minds of the people, that

heaven's commission and seal were forged in hell, to im-

pose upon and deceive them. They vh'tually closed up
the door of communication, which God had opened ;

" they

would not enter in themselves, and those that were enter-

ing in they hindered." In other words, the legitimate

tendency of their sin was to exclude God from all com-
munication with his apostate creatures, through his own
chosen messenger, and to shut out immortal souls from all

the benefits of the mission
;
and this consequence of their

deed, so far as Christ was concerned, was clearly in their

intention when they uttered their blasphemy.
Lastly. The Pharisees continued to shew to the end of

Christ's mission, and afterwards, when the apostles took

up the work where he had left it, an opposition continual-

ly increasing in malignity to the great truth, which this

and his other works of divine power proved beyond all

reasonable contradiction, to wit : that he was the Messiah,

to whom the law and the prophets pointed,—and as the

Messiah was by way of eminence the prophet like unto
Moses, to whom the people were to take heed, on the pen-

alty of excision from the commonwealth of Israel ; as he
was the divine logos, the great revealer of the nature and
will of God,—in malignantly opposing him as the Messiah,

they opposed his teaching as God's prophet, and his clear

revelations as the divine logos ; in other words, they set

themselves in malignant opposition to the revealed truth

of Jehovah. Opposition to the truth is of two kinds, so-

phistical and tyrannical ; in the one case, men oppose or

fight against the truth by argument, as is done by infidels
;

in the other they fight against it with the civil power, or

by the sword, as is done by persecuting rulers and govern-

ments. The Pharisees fought against the truth in both

ways. They combined together and assaulted Christ by
sophistical reasoning, endeavoring to silence and confound
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him before the people, or to involve him in contradictions.

They used unscrnpulously their spiritual authority as the

recognised expounders of the divine law, and religious in-

structors of the Jewish Church, to put him down, and to

prejudice the common people against his teaching. When
they found that argument and authority were vain, they
called in to their aid their power as rulers ; they framed
against him false charges of crime, committed against Mo-
ses and against Caesar ; they seized, tried, scourged and
crucified him. When Christ had disappeared from the

earth, and his apostles took up the great work of teaching

and propagating the truth, they used the same weapons
against them. Their war against the truth was one of

extermination, malignant, relentless, and persisted in to

the end. Such are some of the prominent features of that

sin commited by the Pharisees on this occasion. They
sinned against objective and subjective light, against evi-

dence presented from without, and conviction produced
within

;
their sin sprang from a fixed malignant state of

feeling, and was not committed under the influence of

sudden surprise, or fear, or through the presentation of any
overwhelming temptation

;
or to be more explicit, no force

except from within was brought to bear upon the reason,

and to extinguish its light ; they did what they did, not

with reluctance, but, as is said in common language, with

a will ; their crime impinged directly against the Holy
Ghost, in his official character in the work of redemption

;

its tendency was to invalidate the force of miracles as

evidence of a divine mission, and of the right of him who
works them to be heard as a messenger from God ;

and
lastly, it was persisted in, assuming the character of a

fixed and malignant opposition to the truth and cause of

God.
Having examined this passage, it will be necessary to

direct our attention to others which speak of an unpardon-

able sin. For since Christ explicitly asserts that all man-
ner of sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto men, but

blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, it is evident, when-
ever the scriptures speak of a sin as unpardonable, that

this must be the sin against the Holy Ghost. Hence,

in order to obtain a knowledge of the nature of this

sin, other passages of the word of God, which describe

/
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it, should be examined and compared with that in Mat-

thew.
The fullest description of this sin is contained in the

epistle to the Hebrews, ch. 6 : 4-6, and 10 : 26-29. John
(1st epistle, 6 : 16) mentions " a sin unto death," for the

forgiveness of which he intimates that Christians should

not pray, but enters into no details respecting it. Peter

(2d epistle, 2 : 20) describes certain persons, (the false

teachers spoken of in the previous part of the chapter,)

"that had escaped the pollutions of the world through the

knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and had
become again entangled therein, and overcome, whose lat-

ter end would be worse than their beginning ;" as, however,

every essential feature of the sin here described is brought

to view in the places in the epistle to the Hebrews, just re-

ferred to, we will confine our remarks to them.

The passages in Hebrews 6th and 10th, are strictly par-

allel, and describe the same class of persons. The former

brings to view the state of mind, the degree of spiritual en-

lightenment, and the measure of spiritual influences, of

which these apostates were the subjects ; the latter dwells

more at large upon the character of their sin, and its

dreadful consequences. In the passage contained in the

6th chapter, there are three principal and two subordinate

or amplifying clauses—the former connected in the origi-

nal by the conjunction, and the latter by the particle.*

The principal clauses assert of the persons described that

they were once enlightened, were made partakers of the

Holy Ghost, and had tasted of the good word of God ; the

subordinate, which amplify the thought in the first and
third principal clauses, teach that they had tasted of the

Heavenly gift, and the powers of the world to come. The
moral state here described was one of great subjective

light, or inward illumination, in connection with which
there was also a taste or perception of the objective light

of Christ, who is its source, resembling the spiritual relish

of the renewed—of participation of the Holy Ghost in his

miraculous influences, and common operations—and one
in which the subject had tasted, or had some impressions

1

See Tholuck's Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, on these

verses. Biblical Cabinet, No. 38. r*.
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of the preciousness of the divine promise,* and anticipa-

tions of that to which the divine promise referred, viz

:

the blessedness of the righteous in a future world. To
fall away from such a state, is to sin wilfully after having
received the knowledge of the truth ;" (10 : 26.) Of such
persons, it is said here, negatively, that it is impossible to

renew them again unto repentance ; and in the 10th chap-
ter, affirmatively, that " there remains for them a certain

fearful looking-for of judgement and fiery indignation,

which shall devour the adversaries," and a severer pun-
ishment than awaited him who sinned presumptuously,
or with a high hand, under the law. The deadly nature
of such falling away, or wilful sinning, arises out of the

fact, that it involves inwardly the crime of crucifying the

Son of God again, and the holding him up as an object of
contempt, as was done by the Jews, outwardly ; that such
persons count his atoning blood as a profane, or unclean
thing, and do despite to the Spirit of Grace, or in effect,

blaspheme Him.t Now, in this case, here described, as in

* KaXov ^ilfAa, if translated ^' good word," and referred to the Gospel,

would be but a repetition of the sentiment expressed by the words "Heaven-

ly gift." Hence, it is rather to be taken as equivalent to the Hebrew dabhar

tobh: Josh. 21 : 45; 23: 14; which may be rendered "the good promise of

God;" to wit, concerning the land of Canaan.

t The question which has greatly divided critics and theologians is, " Are

the persons here described true Christians, or those partially enlightened ?"

In favor of the opinion that the Apostle is speaking of true Christians, it is

argued, 1st, The,^postle addresses Christians. His object was not to keep

those who were merely awakened, from apostacy, but those who were by
profession, followers of Christ. The proper exhortation to those who were

merely awakened, and not truly converted, would be to become Christians,

not to warn them of the danger of falling away. To which it may be an-

swered, that it may be granted that the Apostle is addressing true Christians,

and yet it would not follow that he is not describing apostates from a partial

state of illumination. There is no inconsistency in his warning Christians

of apostacy, and citing the example of apostates to enforce his warning. In

a former part of this epistle, he earnestly exhorts believers not to come short

of the promised rest ; and to give force to his exhortation, dwells at large on

the case of the Jews, who perished in the wilderness, and came short of the

earthly Canaan.— (Chap. 3: 9, to the end; and 4: 1 seq.) It is argued,

2ndly, " How could the Apostle so solemnly warn those who were merepro-
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that which we have just considered, there was great ob-

jective Hght. These apostates were probably eye-witness-

es of " the signs and wonders, and divine miracles," by
which God bore testi;nony to the Apostles.—Heb. 2 : 3, 4.

They had been made partakers of the Holy Ghost in his

miraculous gifts ; and hence, not only saw, but wrought
miracles.

But, while in the case of the Pharisees, it is the objective

light which stands out most prominently to view, in the

fessors of Christianity, against defection and apostasy!" Defection from

what 1 From a graceless condition, and from a state of hypocrisy,"—Stu,

on Heb., exc. 12, —.) Ans: Those who hold that true Christians are not

described in vs. 4-6, are not driven to the necessity of holding that the Apos-

tle ** here solemnly warns Tuere professors of Christianity against defection

and apostasy." He describes the apostacy of those who were partially en-

lightened, and their miserable condition, and warns christians by their ex-

ample, 3rdly, It is said that none but true Christians can be renewed again

unto repentance, or by repentance, " How could he (the Apostle) speak of

being renewed again by repentance, if he did not address them as once hav-

ing been renewed by it ?"—Stu., as above. To which we reply, that the

word translated " to renew again" does not necessarily imply a former state

into which its subject is renewed. It is a frequentative form of avaxaivow,

which means, " to renovate," in the sense of "to emend," "to change from

a carnal to a Christian life
;"—(see Rob. sub voc.,) and such forms, according

to the grammarians, often scarce differ in force from the primitive forms.

—

" To beget again unto a lively hope," (1 Pet. 1 : 3,) does not imply that those

spoken of had before a lively hope, which they had lost, and to which they

were now again begotten. The meaning of the clause is, simply, " it is im-

possible so to renew them again as that they can exercise true repentance.

On the other side, to wit, that the Apostle describes here the case of per-

sons only partially enlightened, we argue 1st, from the fact that he seems

expressly to distinguish the case of these persons from that of true Chris-

tians , V. 9 :
" But, beloved, we are persuaded better things ofyou, and things

that accompany salvation, though we thus speak." And2ndly, that the whole

verse, with the single exception of miraculous gifts, very accurately describe

the case of many, even in our day. " They have knowledge, convictions,

fears, hopes, joys, and seasons of apparent earnestness and deep concern

about eternal things, and they are endued with such gifts as often make them

Acceptable and useful to others, but they are not truly humbled: they are not

spiritually-minded; religion is not their element and delight; they do not

cordially receive Christ in all his offices, or sincerely love the spiritual excel-

lency of his people, his ordinances and commandments."—Scott's Com. on

the Passage,
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present case, it is the subjective. These apostates were
"enUghtened," and, as a consequence, had certain exerci-

ses of soul resembling the actings of the gracious principle

in those renewed ; "they had tasted of the heavenly gift,

—

of the good promise of God, and of the powers of the world
to come." They renounced Judaism, and embraced Chris-
tianity by a public profession of faith in the Gospel ; thus
exposing themselves to much temporal evil, and subjecting

themselves to the obligations and discipline of the Chris-

tian religion. The earlier theologians distinguish the illu-

mination of the Spirit into four kinds, or degrees :* theoret-

ical, or instructing, which consists in illumination simply

;

coercing, by which men are induced to make eflforts at

reformation from grosser sins ; convincing, by which sin-

ners are convinced of the truth and goodness of the Gospel
proposed to them, and are urged by various motives to

embrace it ; and lastly, persuading, or converting, by which
men are brought'cordially and savingly to believe the

Gospel. A sinner simply convinced regards the Gospel,

not as a suitable and adequate, but only as a pleasant and
useful good. He apprehends the Gospel, and follows it

for a time, as some pleasant and savoury good, which, by
its novelty, sweetness and liberty, or a certain admirable-

ness in its doctrines, attracts the minds of men to it, and
pours into them an unusual pleasure,—whence such are

said to receive the word " with joy ;" (Matt. 13 : 20,) or he

regards it as some good, useful and convenient, which can
confer upon him in this life some remarkable benefit. But
he never rises to the notion of a true and saving good,

which consists in communion with God through holiness

and eternal happiness. Such, probably, was the degree

of illumination experienced by these apostates. Their

inward light, beyond question, far exceeded that of the

Pharisees ; it produced an assent of the understanding to

the truth of the Gospel, and ranged them by an external

profession on the side of Christ, a point which the latter

never reached.

The sin of these professed Christians was also charac-

terized, as in the case already considered, by a malignant

enmity of heart to Christ and the truth. They inwardly

* See Turretin's Theol. Vol. 1, Sec. 9 : Uuest. 14, l§ 7, 8.
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consented to the deed of the Jewish people, by which the

Son of God was nailed to the cross, and thus crucified

him afresh ; by apostasy to Judaism, they proclaimed him
to be an impostor, and worthy of his doom ; they counted
his bloodj shed to atone for sin, as profane ; and they treat-

ed with contempt the Spirit of Grace. The attitude they

assumed, which indicated inwardly, and proclaimed out-

wardly, so much, they continued to maintain. It is gen-

erally true that when an apostate from a former faith re-

turns to it again, he goes far beyond those who remain
steadfast in intemperate zeal for its dogmas and interests

;

and it is also true, that his hatred of the faith which he
deserts for his first belief, is far more bitter than that of

those who have always been its enemies. These two
classes of feelings operated in the case of these apostates,

and drove them beyond question to more extravagant

lengths in their malignant opposition to the Gospel than
they went who remained from the beginning its consistent

enemies. '' > .. ^ - .
. , .

'- -.:-., •:.", -^.-^ ,^:=.'.^;-. .^

It seems evident, moreover, that the persons here de-

scribed cannot be classed with the " lapsed," who, under
the influence of fear, denied Christ, and who afterwards

repented of their sin, at the head of whom stands Peter.

—

Having fallen away, they persisted in their spiritual trea-

son
;
shewing thereby that they acted, not from any tran-

tsient feelings, or sudden impulse, but from some perma-
nent internal principle, kept for a while in a state of

abeyance, and rendered more intense in its operation

afterwards, by the very cause that should have mortified

it. '
.

The sin of these apostates was committed against the

Holy Spirit in his official character, but rendered more
aggraved than that of the Pharisees by two circumstances.

In the first place, the latter sinned against the Holy Spirit

bearing witness to Christ by an external miraculous work

;

while the former sinned against him, not only as he bore

witness by an external work, but as he bore witness by
internal illumination. 2ndly, The Pharisees did not sin

consciously against the Holy Spirit, that is, knowing that

it was the third person of the Trinity against whom they

were lifting up their arm ; but the apostates did commit
their sin consciously. They knew there was a Holy Spi-
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rit, for they had heen baptized in his name,—they had
been made partakers of him by the laying on of the hands
of the Apostles,—they had wrought miracles through his

energy, and they had felt him in his gracious, though par-

tial operation on their natures. It seems evident from
these circumstances, that in sinning against the Holy
Ghost they did it knowingly.

There are these points of difference in these two cases,

of the unpardonable sin, to wit : The overt act in the one
<jase cpnsisted in the language uttered ; in the other, in

that final step by which the apostates ranged themselves

on'the side of Christ's revilers and murderers ; the sinners

occupied different stand-points—that of the one class was
the Jewish dispensation, just at the dawning of the Chris-

tian ; that of the other was the Christian dispensation, now
fully declared and established

;
in the one case, the blas-

phemy was uttered against a present and seen Christ in

his state of humiliation ; in the other, contempt was poured

upon a risen and exalted Christ, and invisible, though
manifested to the consciousness by the truth and the

Holy Spirit ; and lastly, the object of the Pharisees was
to maintain their authority and position ; that of the apos-

tates was to justify their desertion.

From this examination of the passages in the word of

God, which contain the clearest and fullest account of this

sin, we conclude that the circumstances necessary in order

to the commission of it are, great objective light, accompa-
nied by a certain and in most cases by a high degree of

inward conviction, and an intensely malignant enmity of

heart against the truth, conceived and developed under
circumstances calculated to conciliate love and esteem.

That it consists in some one act or series of acts, (commit-

ted not from human infirmity, or under the influence of

any surprising temptation,) such as blasphemy or aposta-

sy, which impinge against the Holy Spirit, in his official

character ; and that it draws after it, as its infalUble conse-

quence, not so much from the practical act of God, aban-
doning the soul, as from the very character of the sin it-

self, a permanent state of feeling, viz : a malignant oppo-

sition to the truth of God, expressed in word and deed,

and persisted in to the end.

The sin against the Holy Ghost is not final impenitency.
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All who commit it will die impenitent, since it is charac-

teristic of those who sin against the Holy Ghost, that they
cannot be renewed again unto repentance ; but all who
die impenitent do not commit the sin. The Scriptures

plainly distinguish this from all other sins, and teach that

the moment it is committed, it seals a man over to perdi-

tion, without remedy ; so that he must of necessity die in

impenitency because he has committed it, and not of ne-

cessity commit it because he dies in impenitency. They
seem, moreover, to imply that it is but rarely committed,
and this we infer from the fact that a conjunction of the

circumstances necessary to constitute a sin, the sin against

the Holy Ghost, can but rarely occur. But final impeni-

tency is by no means a rare thing.

The unpardonable nature of this sin does not arise out

of any want of efficacy in the blood of Christ to atone

for guilt, or any limit that exists in the freeness and large-

ness of God's grace—but out of the fact that it excludes

the conditions of pardon, which are repentance and faith.

" It is impossible to renew them again unto repentance."

God has established a certain order in the universe, within

and according to which he operates ; to go beyond that

order is to work a miracle : so he has established a certain

order in the economy of redemption, within and according

to which he puts forth his grace ; the sin against the

Holy Ghost puts a man, as it were, beyond the limits of

that order, and therefore beyond the reach of grace. Grace
must stretch itself, so to speak, beyond the original design

of the glorious God-head in devising the scheme of re-

demption, in order to lay hold of him who has committed
this sin. In the economy of redemption God the Son has
been set forth as the Mediator, on the ground of whose
atoning sacrifice sinners who have broken the law may
approach, and be reconciled to God, the Father, the giver

and upholder of law ;
God the Spirit has been purchased,

and sent forth to enlighten the understanding, convince of

sin and misery, and to lead to God the Son, the only Me-
diator between God and man. If the sinner despise the

offered reconciliation through Christ the Mediator, there is

the Holy Spirit to illuminate and convince
;
but if he does

despite to the Spirit of grace, he places himselfbeyond the

reach of mercy
; there remaineth only " a certain fearful

V
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looking-for of judgment and fiery indignation, which shall

devour the adversaries." '/m:-.i!^\ '»t^^ m'^mm^-'m^mm^mi^x
-''. There is a sorrow for sin which worketh death, and a
godly sorrow which is unto life, to which the apostle al-

ludes when he says, " it is impossible to renew them again
unto repentance.^^ This godly sorrow implies not only a
sinner, as its capable subject, and a gracious supernatural

influence, as its efficient cause
; but ordinarily an instru-

mentality, which, under the gospel, is the cross of Christ.

In other words, the cross of Christ is the grand centre of

motives and inducements to repentance. These three

things must co-exist, in order to a godly sorrow for sin.

But he who commits the sin against the Holy Ghost, while

he still remains a capable subject, places himself in such a
moral attitude to the instrumental and the efficient cause,

as to cut himself off" from the motives and inducements of

the one, and the influences of the other. He has dipped
his soul in a stygean pool, and rendered it invulnerable to

all the weapons in the spiritual armory of God. - > ^^
•

It is an interesting question, can this sin be committed
now 7 The age in which the particular cases which have
been considered occurred, was an age of miracles ; and the

sin must have been committed in every instance against

their objective light. This circumstance has given rise

to the opinion, that the unpardonable sin was confined ex-

clusively to the apostolical age.* It seems evident, how-
ever, that the question does not turn upon the particular

kind of evidence which accompanies the truth, but upon
the circumstance that the truth be presented with such

objective light—no matter in what way, whether by a
miracle, or by reasoning—as to produce a certain degree

of internal illumination ; can the Holy Spirit, then, bring

the soul face to face with the truth, by moral evidence, as

well as by that derived from a supernatural physical ope-

ration ? Can he now, and in any age, convince the mind
to that degree that it shall regard and embrace the gospel,

if not as a fit and adequate, yet as a pleasant and useful

good, and bring itself gladly under obligation to do many
things for its sake under this view ? Beyond question, if

* This seems to have been the opinion of Baxter, See Practical "Works,
volume 2, page 332, et infra. London edition, 1845. ,- ,i !

•\^
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the Spirit of God can illuminate the mind to the degree of

persuasion, which is the highest point of illumination,

without a miraculous work, he can do it to any degree

whatever lower in the scale. B^t, if great objective light,

accompanied by internal conviction, be one condition ne-

cessary to the commission of the unpardonable sin, and if

this be not peculiar to an age of miracles, but to every age,

then so far forth as this is concerned, this sin may be com-
mitted now, as it was in the apostolic age. • •

Moreover, it is evident that men may become as ma-
lignantly depraved, and conceive as bitter a hatred to the

truth of God in one age as in another, and that under cir-

cumstances favorable only to the growth of good in their

natures. And that men under the dominion of their ma-
lignant enmity to God and the truth, may be induced to

sin with a high hand against the light of inward convic-

tion, and that, as a consequence of their sin, their enmity
may assume the permanent form of a set and deadly op-

position to the doctrines, ordinances, and institutions of

Christianity, cannot, we think, be denied. The annals of

the Church exhibit deplorable cases of total and final apos-

tasy from the truth, attended by such marks and circum-

stances as leave little doubt on the mind, that the unfortu-

nate apostates did involve themselves in the guilt of this

fearful crime ; and he who is acquainted with the history

of French, English, and German infidelity, and considers

the malignant spirit of enmity against the truth of God,
that it breathes its utter contempt of persons and things

most sacred and venerable, and the wanton and horrid

blasphemies which constitute its familiar dialect, cannot
but fear that he who becomes thoroughly imbued with it,

under certain circumstances, has sinned beyond all hope
of pardon.

Extreme caution should be used in the discussion of

this subject, in applying the marks and circumstances of

the unpardonable sin to the case of individuals. We may
lawfully say, what is the sin against the Holy Ghost ; but

we may not lawfully say that such and such a man has
committed it. We may, in other words, discuss the sub-

ject in the abstract, but not in the concrete. The sin is

described in the Word, in all its marks and circumstances

;

yet it should be remembered that external marks are not

\
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infallible indications of internal states ; and as the gift of

discerning spirits has long since been withdrawn from the

Church, no mere man has a right to infer the existence of

the internal conditions of this sin, in a given individual,

from external marks of evidences.

In conclusion, let it be remembered that the commission;*

of this sin draws after it a total hardening of the heart

;

and therefore, in the words of Fuller, " No person, let his

crimes have been what they may, if he be grieved at

heart for having committed them, and sincerely ask for-

giveness in the name of Christ, needs to fear that he shall

be rejected. Such grief is itself a proof that he has not

committed the sin against the Holy Spirit, because it is a
mark of that sin to be accompanied with a hard, and im-

penitent heart. Such characters may feel the remorse of

a Cain, a Saul, or a Judas, but a tear of godly sorrow

never dropped from their eyes."
y
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ARTICLE V. *

MERCANTILE MORALS

;

>..., m.

Or, Thoughts for Young Men entering Mercantile

Life. By William Howard Van Doren, Pastor of
the Second Reformed Dutch Church of Piermont, N.
J. New York : Charles tScribner, 145 Nassau Street.

^ 1852. - . ' ..:.-.

The preface to this neat volume states that " the object

of the author has been to prepare a volume which might
be placed by every parent or employer in the hands ofeach
young man, as he enters mercantile life." Its character

will be sufficiently indicated by its table of contents. Ac-
cording to this, the subjects treated are as follows :

—

" Wealth not the chief end of life ;" " Mercantile morali-

ty;" "The young merchant in danger;" "The young
Merchant's guide;" "The young merchant in society;"
" Unsuccessful merchandise, or Sabbath desecration ;"

" The young merchant vending ardent spirits ;" " The

V (A-
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young merchant a skeptic;" "The young merchant a

novel-reader;" "Young man at the theatre." These va-

rious subjects are handled with ability and fidelity ; the

style is neat, and the language well chosen ;
illustrations

from history, science, and real life, are liberally used ; and
the whole volume forms a valuable contribution to the

literature, in this day so bountifully provided for the young
men of our country.

We believe that such topics as are discussed in this

volume, and which are often represented in the form of

discourses from the sacred desk, do not lie outside of the

appropriate sphere of the Christian minister. And if any
man thinks that he violates the proper decorum of religious

discourse by dwelling upon such subjects, we fear that he
has but partial or erroneous views of the nature of religion,

or the extent and comprehensiveness of her teachings.

There is a class of persons who seem to think that when-
ever any subject but those belonging to the essential truths

and doctrines of the Christian system, or the dogmas and
technicalities of theological science, is introduced into the

pulpit, it is a violation of propriety, deserving of severe

animadversion. But we cannot be satisfied that this is a
just view of the matter ; nay we are fully convinced of

its gross injustice. Religion is as much adapted to exalt

and embellish the earthly, as the heavenly, life. It sustains

a most important relation to all man's earthly pursuits and
interests ; teaches him the spirit of the relations of life

;

fits him to discharge all his duties to himself, to the three

great departments of human society—the family, the State,

and the Church ; and finally ripens him, after he has
faithfully served his generation by the will of God, for the

loftier life of the better world.

Such being the nature and influence of religion, who
shall limit the appropriate sphere of the religious teacher ?

If there be an individual in the world who can, with the

greatest propriety, use the language of the ancient poet,

" I am a man, and nothing that concerns men can be in-

different to me," that individual is the Christian minister.

There is no man on earth so bound to be interested in

what all men are doing. It is his great life-work to show
men that rehgion, or the highest life of the soul, has to do

with all the varied interests and pursuits of men ; that

I
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there is no avocation in which a man ought to engage, in

which religion cannot aid him; that Christianity has most
intimate and important relations to agriculture, to com-
merce, to professional and artistic pursuits, to political

economy, and the investigations of science ; in fine, to

everything in which man is interested and engaged, on
the busy crowded stage of human existence. The great

hope of the religious teacher lies in his addressing men
not always in masses, but often in classes ; an endea-

voring to show each class that religion has a special

adaptedness to them, and that they will be the better of

her presence and her aid. Does any man think that the

interest of the minister in his hearers clusters only around
the Sabbath, and the sanctuary where it is his province

and privilege to discourse to them on the themes of reli-

gion ? Does he think that when the Sabbath has depart-

ed, and its holy quiet given place to the hum of business,

that then the minister of religion is to seclude himself en-

tirely within the study, and find no sphere of interest and
of labor, as a Christian teacher, in the busy world? Oh,
no ! There is not a store on all the streets, there is not a
warehouse in the city, there is not a scene of life and ac-

tivity all through the noisy and dusty week of labor, in

which he feels not a personal interest. We had almost

said there is not a dray that passes through the streets,

there is not a whirling spindle in the factory, there is not a
vessel at the wharves, that does not admonish him of his

duty as a Christian teacher, and of the intimate relation

which Christianity sustains to all the varied and engross-

ing pursuits of life. - .

Let it not be said, then, that in calling attention to the

dangers and duties of men of business, the preacher is

travelling out of his proper sphere as a religious teacher.

It has been well said that there is great danger that the

pulpit, by excltiding such topics from its consideration,

may encourage the idea that there are no moral aspects or

features about business, or politics, or fashion, and that re-

ligion has nothing to do with them. But, "if the pulpit

be the expounder of man's duty, and his whole duty,"

then surely it becomes not only advisable but imperative,

that the peculiar temptations that surround the different

classes of men should be the object of its notice and warn-

i
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ing ; and that it should endeavor to stimulate them to the

faithful discharge of their peculiar duties and obligations.

Under the influence of these considerations, we desire to

address our readers on a subject suggested by the volume
referred to at the head of this article, and that subject is,

" the dangers and duties of men of business." And hy-

men of business we wish to be understood as referring

particularly to such as are occupied in trade and com-
merce. The great characteristic of our nation is that we
are a working people. Go where you will, throughout the

length and the breadth of our land, you will hear the

ceaseless hum of industry, and see the proofs of our devo-

tion to business. And we are likewise a trading people.

A better illustration of the remark of Adam Smith, that
" there is a certain propensity in human nature, to truck,

barter, and exchange one thing for another," could not be
furnished, than is presented by our whole country. It be-

comes, then, a matter of first rate importance, to ascertain

the moral aspects and tendencies of commercial life, and
endeavor to settle the moral principles by which its opera-

tions are to be controlled.

I. The first danger to which we would allude, as one
to which men of business are exposed, is ignorance or for-

getfulness of the fact that busiriess has any moral aspect^

or great moral end, whatever. Let the question be

asked of the great crowd of laboring men, What is the

end, the ultimate purpose of your toil ? and the answer
would be, support, or acquisition of property. This, in-

deed, seems to be the only end of all their toils and cares.

But this we hold to be a mistaken view. Had mere sus-

tenance been the only end of labor, it could have been ac-

quired in a simpler and easier manner than by trade and
commerce. The vast animal creation know nothing of

trade or business, yet they gain their support, and have all

that is requisite for their comfort. In order to ascertain

what the true end of business is, we must ask, what is the

true end of life ? For what was man made and endowed
with such splendid and wonderful physical and moral
machinery ? The examination of that machinery shows
that it was designed to be kept ever in operation. Labor
is evidentl^r God's great ordinance for the race, but it is

not the end for which the race was made. The factory

V'
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is built, and the machinery adjusted that it may be in

working condition ; but the revolution of the wheel, the

whirling of the spindle, and the action of the loom, are not
' the end. So life with man has an ultimate purpose be-

yond mere living. The business of life has an end be-

yond mere acquisition. Oh 1 it is a degrading thought,

that man was endowed with such magnificent powers, and
sent into this world to expend those powers in unremitting
labor to scrape up a portion of coin, that has no intrinsic,

value, and can only minister to the grosser wants of man.;
The great end of labor, of business in all its varied de-

•

partments, is the moral elevation of man. He was made
that he might reflect in the brightest manner the image of

God
; and as he was made to be a laboring man, so we

must conclude that in labor he was to find some of the

elements of a virtuous character, something that would
make him God-like, and fit him for association and com-
munion with God, both in this world and the world to

come. The teachings of the Bible, and of every religious

creed,, confirm this truth, and tell us that business has a
moral end and influence. They speak of life as a season

of probation, a school of discipline, of intellectual and
moral education, of training for a higher and holier life.

The lessons of this school are many ; its discipline is va-

ried ; trial, toil, care, business, all these are a part of the

great system of instruction in the school of life. If the

various occupations of men be designed by God, they can-

not be designed without a purpose to be accomplished by
them ; and the wisdom and the goodness of the Creator

alike demand that we connect with these his appoint-

ments for man, the accomplishment of the worthiest and
noblest ends.

But again. We are taught by the very nature of busi-

ness itself, that it has . a moral end and tendency. For,

though there are many who say of trafiic that its influence

is only to make men selfish, and trickish, and grasping,

and corrupt ; though it is contrasted by man very unfa-

vorably in its moral tendencies with agriculture or the me-
chanic arts

;
yet we firmly believe that just the opposite

may be true. We doubt not that there are many men
who do become mean, and extortionate, and deceitful in

the prosecution of business, but we are not at all certain

Vol. VL—No. L 36
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that this is to be charged to the account of trade itself.

They might have been of like character in any other pur-

suit, as agriculturists or mechanics. We believe that the

very loftiest virtues, the most honorable traits of character,

may be successfully cultivated in the walks of trade, and
that there may often be a peculiar adaptedness in the na-

ture of business to produce this result. A man of honesty

of soul, a man of a keen sense of honor and undeviating

integrity of purpose, a man of real dignity and nobleness

of spirit, could not enter a school whose discipline was
more fitted constantly to call for the manifestation of those

traits of character, and for their high cultivation, than the

school of traffic. The very fact that a man is constantly

called upon to balance the claims of different parties, of

whom himself is one. that a conflict between different

rights and interests is always pressing upon him, calling

for the nicest scrutiny and the most determined moral e&
fort, the fact that he may be often tempted to look only at

one side, and consider only his own selfish interests—all

this proves that there is a moral discipline in business, and
: that its legitimate, ultimate end and tendency should be
to foster and strengthen all that is honest, and upright,

and noble, in human character. Says a distinguised wri
ter,* on this subject, " I look upon business as one vast

scene of moral action. The thousand wheels of com-
merce, with all their swift and complicated revolutions, I

regard as an immense moral machinery. Meanness and
cunning may lurk amidst it, but it was not designed for

that degradation. That must be a noble scene of action,

where conscience is felt to be a law. And it is felt to be
a law of business ; its very violations prove it such. It is

enthroned sovereign of the plan ; disobedience and disloy-

alty give attestation to it. Nothing is too holy to connect
with it. There is a temple in one of the cities of Europe,
through which is the very passage to the market-place

;

and those who pass there often rest their burthens to turn
aside and kneel at the altar of prayer. So were it meet
that all men should enter upon their daily business. The
temple of Mammon should be the temple of God. The

Rev. Dr. Dewey, from whom the writer has derived valuable aid in this

essay.
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gates of trade should be as the entrance to the sanctuary!;,

of conscience. There is an eye of witnessing and search-
^

ing scrutiny fixed upon every one of its doings. The -,

presence of that All-seeing One, not confined, as some may\
imagine, to the silent church, or the solitary grove, the^.

presence of God. I think it not too solemn to say, is in.;

every counting-room and ware-house of the busy mart, and'|
ought to make it ' holy ground.'

"

^
But how many business men are there who take this'^:

elevated view of their daily avocations? How many aref
there who regard the end of business as anything beyond ;

the sustenance of their earthly life, or the acquisition of a
certain amount of silver and gold, which, when it is at- <

tained, is to relieve them of the drudgery of toil, and pur--,

chase for them all imaginable enjoyment. This is ther
great mistake to which business men are liable—a forget-

;

fulness of the moral relations of business. And one most
unhappy yet legitimate influence of this mistake, is most
distinctly visible. It makes the life of business men a ^

perfect thraldom. It presses most unrelentingly into the

service of Mammon, all the energies, faculties and affec-

tions of men; it makes toil a drudgery, and inspires the-

man to sacrifice everything else to business, during the?

best portion of his life, that he may then retire from the

strife and enjoy his accumulated gains. No man in busi-

ness lives in the present, but the future ; he is looking for-

ward to the day when he may retire, and live without la-

bor—live only for enjoyment. Enjoyment in the present

is a thing not to be thought of ; social happiness, the cul-

tivation of his intellectual nature, the enriching of the .

mind with useful and interesting knowledge, the develop-
,

ment and refinement of the moral sensibilities—all this is

sacrificed to business, and is to be attended to when its

great end, a future, is secured. But when at last the end
is gained, when the point is reached, what has the man
acquired ? He is worth a hundred thousand dollars. He
is an old man, perhaps prematurely old. He has no taste

for literary enjoyment, for the repose of domestic life, for

the fine arts, for quiet, rational enjoyment, because all his'

days have been spent in the whirl of business, in the;

crowded city, and there has been no suitable training to^

fit him to enjoy any other life. His moral tastes and sus-f
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ceptibilities are blunted and vitiated ; for never having had
any idea that there was any moral end in business, he has

not cultivated these, and though he has been a hard work-
ing man for the greater part of his life, yet he has not

really attained one great end of toil. He cannot even en-

joy the money he has accumulated, for it has been gained

by close economy and calculation, and the making of nice

points in his dealings with others, and has grown by little

and little, so that it has formed the habit of parsimonious

computation and restricted expenditure, which will remain
and become fixed for life, when the necessity for their ex-

ercise no longer exists. Now, we say no great end of

business has been attained by that man. It has not fos-

tered and strengthened the manly virtues ; it has not sub-

jected his moral nature to a healthful discipline ; it has not

fitted him for dignified retirement, or useful and honorable

leisure ; it has not even furnished him with the faculty of

properly using and enjoying the money for which he has
paid the best and brightest years of his life.

II. Another danger to which business men are pecuhar-

ly exposed, is to be regardless of the application of the

principles of morality and benevolence to the details of

traffic ; or, in other words, they are in danger of a supreme
and criminal selfishness in their business transactions.

We do not intend to advocate any romantic or Utopian
scheme for conducting the business of life, when we say
that the rule laid down by our Saviour, " Do unto others

as ye would that they should do unto you," should be a
fundamental principle in worldly business. This is a
general principle, and we only advocate its adoption as

such. Its application to specific cases is to be decided
with a sound practical wisdom, according to the circum-
stances of those cases. For instance, a man may wish
that another should sell him a piece of property at one
half its value. This wish is itself unreasonable and
wrong, and it would not bind the man to sell his own
property on the same terms. If a man chooses, from any
motive, to sell another goods at a price below their value,

he has no right to demand or expect that he shall do the

same in return. The principle which we advocate is, that

in the mutual dealings each shall practice that honor and
honesty which he would wish to see displayed by the
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other. Now there are many business men who make
" the common law " their standard and rule of duty in

their business transactions, and are satisfied with that

amount of honesty which it requires. But the ablest and
most candid expounders of the law will tell you that its

decisions are sometimes in conflict with equity and strict

moral principle ; and this is perhaps inseparable from any
system of human law. It is a general system—providing

genera] rules, and laying down broad principles for the

mass of men. " But general rules must sometimes bear

hard upon individuals ; the very law which secures jus-

tice in a thousand cases, may, and perhaps must, from the

very nature of human affairs and relationships, do injus-

tice in one." So the men who are guided in all their

business transactions only by the common law, must not

be confident that they are always practising moral honesty
because they practise legal honesty. Law may permit
things in trade which conscience will forbid, and the

verdict of an earthly court be reversed by the tribunal of

God!
We are far from asserting that all men must be put upon

a level in business, and that superior sagacity, prudence,

and industry ought not to be rewarded. Knowledge ob-

tained by close study of the laws of trade, the resources

of a community, the state of the world, is as much a part

of a man's own capital as his money, and he has a perfect

right to avail himself of it in conducting his business.

For instance, suppose that a merchant by close study of

the aspects' of the times, and the well established princi-

ples of trade, has become satisfied that a certain staple ar-

ticle will be in very much more than ordinary demand at

a certain time. He makes his plans accordingly, invests

his capital, and increases largely his stock of the article.

When the time arrives he finds his calculations were cor-

rect, and the price of the article being increased by the

scarcity, of course he makes a considerable profit. Now,
the question is, not whether he has done anything incon-

sistent with legal honesty, with common law—there is, of

course, no question at all about that—but, has he done
anything inconsistent with the principles of morality and
benevolence. We think not. Foresight and judgement,

and close attention to the principles of trade, and know-

•:l
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ledge acquired by fair and honest attention and investiga-

tion, are worthy of a premium ; and the man is not bound
by any principle of morality that we are acquainted with,

to scatter the information which he has thus acquired

among his less industrious and enterprising neighbors.

If he had made an error in his calculations, or made a
mistake in his judgement of the signs of the times, he
would have suffered loss, and must have borne it as he
best could

; and he is equally entitled to the fruits of his

diligence and sagacity, which are a legitimate and impor-

tant part of the capital of every business man.
But now suppose a different case. A merchant has a

piece of goods which is unsound and defective—but the

unsoundness is not apparent. The buyer asks no ques-

tions—relies on his own judgement, and is apparently satis-

fied by an inspection of the article that it is what he wants.

He therefore purchases it, at a price equivalent to the

value of the article in a sound condition. The seller has
done nothing contrary to the rules of legal honesty. If

the buyer had asked him with regard to the defect in the

goods, then legal honesty would have compelled him to an-

swer according to the facts in the case, and convicted him
of dishonesty if he had concealed the defect. But the

buyer asking no questions, but professing himself satisfied

with the goods, he is not bound to volunteer information

which was not asked ; the buyer stands on his own ground,

and he on his. Is he an honest man ? No ! Why ? Be-
cause he has violated the fundamental principle of trade,

which is that an equivalent is to be rendered for the thing

received ; and in this case no such equivalent was ren-

dered. It was the duty of the seller to have informed the

buyer of the defect in the article, and then have sold it at

a reduced price, or lost its sale entirely at the option of the

buyer.

Now, a man is entitled to take advantage of his own
skill, sagacity, or industry in his business, for these are

really his own, honestly acquired, and a valuable part of

his capital ; and further, by the general cultivation of these

qualities, society itself would be elevated and improved.

It would be neither right nor expedient to reduce the wise

and the ignorant, the shrewd and the simple, the enterpri-

sing and the sluggard, to the same level. But while this

^
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is true, yet no man has any right to take advantage of the

necessities of another, to buy from him his property at a

price below its value, or to sell him his goods because he
must have them, at a price above their value. The great

danger is in supposing that all is fair in trade ; in making
legal honesty the only standard of duty, and in yielding

to a spirit.of supreme and criminal selfishness, which re-

gards only its own profit, heedless whether it bestows a

fair equivalent in return for that which it receives.

III. Another danger to which men of business are ex-

posed, is the temptation to speculation. This is especial--

ly true of our own country. We are naturally a specula-

ting people. We like to do things in a hurry—to go, we
were about to say, 6y steam ; but that does not satisfy us

now

—

nothing less than lightning will do. A new
country, too, whose resources are but partially developed,

and into which myriads of population are swarming

—

where the popular mind is active, enquiring, and constant-

ly on the lookout for some new thing, affords facilities and
temptations to speculators which are not found in older,

more densely populated, and inert communities.

It is true that there is a sense in which all business par-

takes of the character of speculation. No man engages

in it but with the expectation of profit. He buys to sell

again at an advance ; and this advance is the reward of

his labor and shrewdness in conducting his business. But
regular, healthy business, such as the wants of society re-

quire, and such as they will sustain, is a very different

thing from a rash and adventurous spirit of wild specula-

tion, which trusts to fortunate hits and lucky chances,

rather than industry and prudence. There seems to be

about once in so many years a speculating epidemic pte-

vailing in our country, and infecting all classes. The
most visionary schemes are entered into, the steady gains

of regular industry are despised, and young beginners in

commercial life aspire to go far beyond their predecessors

in the boldness of their enterprises and the magnificence

of their projects. Then men expect to make fortunes in a

day, or by some lucky turn of the wheel ; and the old-fash-

ioned notions of thrift, and industry, and patience, are en-

tirely exploded. In proportion to the magnificence of the

schemes for acquisition, are the habits of expenditure ; for
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he that is accustomed to contemplate the golden visions of

the speculator will not be likely to feel the importance of

economy in his daily expenses. Like any other gambler,

one fortunate throw, or lucky deal, will pay all scores and
leave a handsome balance. '

.
- --- ^ ,.,;,.>

Now, speculation of this sort cannot be honest. It is

not morally honest to " engage in enterprises greater than

we can control, and which must depend rather upon for-

tunate chances than certain and reliable calculations.

But this is just what the speculator is ever doing. If he
only risked his own capital, the disastrous results would
not be so extensively ruinous, though the principle would
not be affected ; but connected as a community of busi-

ness men are—" woven together like threads in a fabric "

—

one man can hardly ruin himself without injuring others.

Speculators often have friends whom they have induced

to aid them in their schemes, and when the crash comes,

these must pay dearly for their friendly assistance. This
is what makes speculation dishonest, and a speculator but

another sort of gambler. Indeed, we see no difference in

the gambler on the stock exchange, or the cotton market,

and the gambler at the whist or faro-table. One plays

with cards, the other with property. Both have discarded

the legitimate course of business, both calculate upon
chances, both burn with feverish excitement, often both

madly stake their all upon a single cast without a scruple,

and both often in their ruin involve the blighted hopes and
broken hearts of kindred and friends.

No man can be a speculator and attain to the moral
end of business. There is none of that discipline of the

character which regular honest labor and foresight is adap-

ted to furnish. A man who has pursued an honest calling,

in an honest, straight-forward way, and has thus acquired

a fortune, is worthy of respect, not for the wealth he has

gained—for that in itself cannot claim respect—but because

we may be certain that he possesses valuable traits of

character, that have been cultivated and made strong by
his attention to business. But the rapid, exciting, and un-

certain game of speculation can exert little of this whole-

some discipline upon the character. It makes men visiona-

ry; it warps the judgment; it deadens the moral sensi-

bilities ;
it sears the conscience ; it enthrones wealth su-
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premely in his soul, and makes him the bond-slave of ava-
rice.

ly. Another danger to which men of business are ex-
posed, is to over-estimate wealth. .

-

A man engaged in active business, and forgetting its ul-

timate end, is likely to fasten all his attention and regards
upon the immediate end. Beholding not the real object of
the varied avocations of life, a disciplined character, an
elevated and purified moral nature, and a training for a
higher and holier life, he will consider that acquisition is

the grand object of endeavor, and come to place an un-
natural, yea, an idolatrous estimate upon property. It is

wonderful how " an insane and insatiable passion for ac-

cumulation " can seize upon the human mind, sway and
control its energies, put the strangling cord on its holier

aspirations, prostitute its intensest affections, and bring
down a being, made only a little lower than the angels, to

grovel in the dust before the shrine of Mammon. Oh

!

there is a deep meaning in that description of avarice

which you find in the Bible,—" The love of money is the

root of all evil." What a fruitful growth springs from
that root ! To what act of meanness, to what miserable

trick and piece of low cunning, to what a beggary of all

the nobler endowments of the soul, to what acts of crime
and villainy, has it not tempted men ! And even where
it does not induce man to turn aside from the paths of

honesty, yet how it claims the sacrifice of every moment
of time, every faculty of mind, every energy of body

!

How it makes a man toil and sweat, and wear out life's

brightest years ! How it takes him from social enjoyment,
makes him a stranger at his own fireside, and in every
scene of rational recreation

; how it beggars his intellect,

refusing to allow him to commune with the gifted minds
of the past or present ; and last, how it too often destroys

his soul and makes him an everlasting bankrupt

!

This is the great danger of men of traffic. Money is ,

ever before them, as the great object of all their schemes
and toils ; and they come to think that it is the end, and
not the means, the great end of life, and not the means of

living well.

It has been well said that " a man is not heart-rich be-

cause he is purse-rich." There are many things which
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money can buy—but a man may have them all, and yet

be poor. Does it do anything for the spend-thrift ? He
lavishes it with reckless prodigality upon worthless bau-
bles ; he scatters it freely among heartless parasites, who
regard him as the vulture does the carcass—something to

feed on ; he drives with headlong speed through all the

rounds of pleasure, and ends in weariness and disgust

;

until, his fortune squandered, his constitution ruined, his

temper soured, his heart eaten out as with a canker, he is

left like the swallow in the winter to shiver and starve,

with none to pity, to help or to mourn.
What does wealth do, on the other hand for the miser?

It dries up every fountain of kindly feeling in his nature

;

it withers every green thing in his heart; it withdraws
him from the sweet influences and charities of social life

;

makes him suspicious and morose, and as snappish as a

starved cur over his meagre bone. It extinguishes the

generous glow of soul from the eye, and lights up there

the fires of cunning and rapacity. It puts out the light of

love, or pity, or benevolent regard for others
;

it shuts him
out of the companionship of the noble and the lovely, and
sends him through life a withered and sapless trunk,

yielding no fruit, sheltering no traveller beneath its shade,

only a deformity on the fair face of nature, unlovely to

look upon, and unwept when seen no more, A miser ! a

crawling, disgusting reptile in a mine of God, is his type

and emblem !*

Set not your heart on wealth as an end. It has no in-

trinsic value. What can gold do for you, that you should

love it so well ? Mould it into an image like man, and
place it before you. It is a dumb, dead, passionless thing.

Speak to it, it answers not. Look upon it with aflection's

fondest glances, no answering glance comes back to move
and melt your soul. Clasp it to your heart in a passion-

ate embrace, you feel no returning pressure. What is such
a dead thing worth to you ? If you were on a desert

island, with nothing but that golden image by your side,

what a poverty would be yours ! How you would loathe

its brightness, and curse in bitterness of soul its mocking
splendors ! We are not railing at wealth, honorably

«r

• Rev. H. W. Beecher.
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gained, and properly used. Thus gained and used, it is

a blessing. "Taste seeks it, because by it may be had
whatever is beautiful, or refining, or instructive. Love
seeks it, to give to its object all that can minister to its im-
provement and enjoyment ; and benevolence seeks it, to

make it messenger of pity and relief to the children of

want and sorrow
;
and religion seeks it, to give to men

the knowledge of unfailing treasures, and a saviour from
eternal poverty and ruin." But we speak of that mad de-

votion to gold, which regards wealth always as a blessing,

and poverty always as a curse. This is not so. There is

a wealth—a proud, pampered, surfeited, selfish abundance,
which is ever a curse ; and then there is an industrious,

contented, independant, serene, useful poverty, that is a
blessing. This is no howling wilderness. " If a serene

age finds you in such poverty, it is such a wilderness as

that in which God led his chosen people, and on which
He rained every day a heavenly manna."
When a man begins to labor for wealth as the great end,

then his spiritual degradation begins. When he begins to

feel that he must have wealth—that he cannot be respecta-

ble, nor useful, nor happy, without riches—when he exalts

this above character, manly virtues, well-disciplined facul-

ties, and a consciousness of worth ; oh, then, the terrible

fact that the divine image has been blotted out from man
becomes fearfully apparent, and he sinks to the low level

of a mere earthly creature. Was it for this he was made
so wonderful and glorious a being? Were the resources

of Omnipotence, and the deep stores of Infinite wisdom
and love, taxed to send forth into the world a being who
should be the noblest work of God, to spend the untold

treasures of his intellectual and moral nature in scraping

up a little heap of coin, and then lying down and wallow-
ing in the gUttering dust ? Poverty ! what if you be poor ?

Can poverty rob you of the birth-right of a man ? Can
it blot out your mind, extinguish your soul, take the sun-

shine from your path, hush the harmonies of creation, rob

the lily of its beauty, the rose of its perfume ? Can it

shut you out from usefulness, aye, from honor? Let the

men who have made the deepest marks upon the human
race, and whose laurels grow greener when the diadems
of kings are in the dust, answer and tell you what poverty

V >'
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has done. I^et some poor astronomer, despised and re-

viled, all whose worldly wealth was his telescope, but who
revealed splendid worlds and systems all radiant with
light and beauty, to the wondering gaze of coming gene-

rations ; let a wandering sailor-boy, wKose noble spirit of

enterprise, and perseverance against the mightiest obsta-

cles, added a magnificent continent to the known and
civilized world

;
let a humble monk, who, in his student-

life, begged his bread from door to door, but who broke

down a mighty fabric of superstition and spiritual despo-

tism, and brought light and freedom to millions of be-

nighted and imprisoned minds ; let poets, and painters,

and sculptors, who have exalted the aspirations and re-

fined the tastes, and given a nobler impulse to the spirit-

life of men, but who labored in poverty and obscurity

—

let such as these bid you not fear poverty, or think that if

you have not wealth you cannot be a true man, a blessing

and an ornament to your race !
" What if you be poor

!

You may still walk through the world in freedom and in

joy
;
you may still tread the glorious path of virtue. You

may still win the bright prize of immortality. You may
still achieve purposes on earth that constitute all the glory

of earth, and ends in heaven that constitute all the glory

of heaven."* You may reach the noblest end of your be-

ing, for time and for eternity, without the aid of wealth.

Then let not men think that the great end of their

earthly endeavors should be to amass a fortune. It is idle

thus to think, because in the nature of things great wealth

cannot be the lot of the many. Let them not imagine
that riches can be the best inheritance they can leave their

children. Alas ! in too many cases it has been a curse.

Often the expectation of wealth has ruined a young man,
and its possession only put the finishing stroke to the

work of destruction. If by your devotion to business you
put it out of your power to give that personal attention to

the mental and moral culture of your children, which God
has connected with parental duty, it will be but a poor

recompense that you leave them wealth, which they know
not how to use, and which will only accelerate that work
of ruin which your neglect began. Oh ! we would that

* Dewey.
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some benignant power would break the spell which wealth
has cast upon the human soul ; that the tinsel and the

glare might be stripped from this glittering idol, that men
might see that it is not a God ! that noble minds and
generous hearts should not be sacrificed at its shrine so

constantly ; that men should not sell the noblest things

about a man for that which is dug out of the bowels of

the earth ; and with a folly more egregious than that of

the first-born of the ancient patriarch, barter their birth-

right to spiritual and eternal glories, for a mess of pottage

served in a dish of gold !

Here, in fine, is the greatest danger of the man of busi-

ness—that his devotion to it will cost him his soul. Reli-

gion, like everything else, is to be put off till the goal is

reached, till the prize is won. Conscience may sometimes
raise a note of warning ; the truth of God may for a mo-
ment arrest his attention

;
sickness or sorrow may break

in upon the charmed circle in which he ever moves—but

all these cannot turn him away from his great end. When
that is gained, then he will think of his spiritual interests.

How hopeless the prospect before that man ! In the first

place, not one in a hundred business-men are ever able to

retire and live upon their gains. The great mass must
toil on, and toil on, as long as life lasts, and then sink ex-

hausted in the grave, without even being remembered as

of the rich and prosperous in the commercial world. Then
the period of retirement never comes as early with men
as they hope and expect ; and when it does come, it brings

its own cares with it, and the man is now perhaps as

much troubled to secure his profits as he was to accumu-
late them. He has passed then the hopeful period of life,

as far as religion is concerned ; his habits are fixed ; he is

surrounded with the unfriendly influences of unsanctified

wealth, and his case is almost hopeless. " Wo unto you
that are rich," saith the voice of Holy Scripture, " for ye
have received your consolation." " Wo unto you that are

full, for ye shall hunger." What kind of hunger is that

wealth cannot feed ? The hunger of the mind, the star-

vation of the soul—that bitter, ceaseless poverty, whose
gnawings will be like " a worm that never dies—a fire

that never shall be quenchedP
Let men remember, then, that business is not necessari- f.

t
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ly contracting and corrupting ;
that its pursuit is not cal-

culated always to make men selfish and grasping. Let
them remember that it has a high moral end and noble

purpose ; that it may be a school of lofty virtues and man-
ly character

; that the spirit of honor and benevolence is

not inconsistent with its pursuit ; that wild speculation is

but a perversion of its legitimate design, and that acquisi-

tion, wealth, is not its great end. If they take not this

elevated view of business, its influence upon them will be
a demoralizing, degrading influence. If they consider it

but a scramble for gold, a contest of cunning, and selfish-

ness, and sordid avarice ; if they regard only the filling of

their cofiers while they prosecute its details, and are un-

mindful of the emptying of their souls ; let them be as-

sured that the great end of business will not be secured by
them ; they will win no lofty moral prizes in that school

of life. They may be successful in the attainment of the

end which they have proposed to themselves, but on the

balance sheet of eternity they will find that they have
done losing business. They will find on the one side a
fortune—call it a million ! possessed—we cannot say en*
joyed—for a few short years ; on the other a life of toil, of

weariness, of care, a beggared mind, a ruined soul. And
this is a hopeless and eternal bankruptcy

!

ARTICLE VI.

NECROLOGY.

REV. JOHN SIMPSON.

The subject of this brief sketch, although not distin-

guished by any one trait of character more prominent than

the rest, was yet fully possessed of that piety, and those

noble qualities and virtues, which entitle him to a place

in the memory of succeeding generations.

Mr. Simpson was born in the State of New Jersey, in

the year 1740. His parents were of Irish descent—strict

\
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Presbyterians—noted for their piety and the observance of
religious duties. His early years were thus blessed with
their guardianship, whose influence, in this forming period

of life, was felt even down to old age. His religious train-

ing, therefore, was strictly in compliance with the old

Presbyterian rule, or mode, of training up children. His
father endowed him with an English education, in com-
mon with the other children. After obtaining this, his

great desire was to advance further, and accomplish, if

possible, a classical education. This he gradually accom-
plished by teaching, and thus procured the means to ad-

vance by his own effort.
-.»,'

In the year 1765 he entered Princeton College. Some
time during this year he married Miss Mary Remer, a
young lady for whom he had for some time previous formed
a fond and endearing attachment. But this event by no
means impeded the progress of his studies. Having taken
a thorough course, he graduated with high honors in 1768.

Without delay he immediately entered upon the study of

divinity, under the care of a private minister, (there being

then no Theological Seminaries,) with whom he remained
some two years. In the year 1770 he was licensed* to

preach, by the Presbytery, at or near East Town, N. J.,

where he commenced and continued preaching for some
two years. In 1772 he removed his family, then consist-

ing of his wife and three children, to Philadelphia. There
he left them, and set out immediately in search of a new
home—trusting in Providence to direct his steps to a des-

tination where he might be most useful. He journeyed
South, occasionally preaching on his way, until he reached
the neighborhood of upper and lower Fishing Creek (af-

terward called Richardson) congregations. Here he was
induced to stop, in Chester county, S. C, (now Chester

district.) These Churches had been previously organized

by the Rev. William Richardson, who had preceded him
in the arduous labors of disseminating gospel light in that

wild and sparsely settled county. Here Mr. S. continued

to preach for nearly a year. Becoming attached to that

people, and pleased with the country, he determined to

make that his future home. Accordingly, he returned

* By the Presbytery of New Brunswick.
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back to Philadelphia, and immediately moved his family

there. He left Philadelphia on or about the 20th of Sept.

1773, and arrived at Fishing Creek on the 26th of Novem-
ber following,—being about seven weeks on the route.

Immediately on his arrival, he took charge of the two
churches, then known as upper and lower Fishing Creek,

preaching one half of his time to each, during the first

year. During which time, his humble and zealous labors

were blessed with the addition of many to the Church, in

hopeful conversion.

On the 6th of April, 1774, he was ordained* at Poplar

Tent church. North Carolina. Soon after this, his connec-

tion with lower Fishing Creek was dissolved.! He took

charge, then, partly of Bethesda church, near Col. Brat-

ton's, in York county, some ten miles from upper Fishing
Creek,—dividing his time between those two churches,

over which he presided for upwards of sixteen years,

occasionally preaching at other churches in aid of neigh-

boring ministers.

The first elders, ruling in upper Fishing Creek, (the

congregation where Mr. S. lived,) were Samuel Neely,

John Latta, and Robt. Lusk. The most active of these

was the first named elder. He was distinguished for his

piety, and the deep interest he manifested in the welfare

of the church,—never tiring, but always active in promo-
ting its interests in some way. In a word, they were all

undoubtedly " good men and true." During these sixteen

years, universal peace and harmony prevailed, with the

exception of the following circumstances which occasional-

ly created some little feeling,—and all growing out of that

well-known instinct in man, if I may so term it, of follow-

ing in the wake of the fathers. "As our fathers did, so do
we." It will not be amiss, perhaps, to mention some of

these incidents.

* By Orange Presbytery. From this Presbytery he was present as a
member at the Synod of New-York and Philadelphia, which met in Phila-
delphia, May 18, 1774.

t The tradition of the old people is that he continued to preach at Lower
Fishing Creek, if not as Pastor, at least as a supply, until the Revolution.
(See the Memoir of Jane Boyd.—Mrs. EUet's Women of the Revolution.)
A portion of this congregation took the Tory side, and when other denomi-
nations came, they joined the Baptist and Methodist churches, thus leaving
it a weakened church.

t
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When Mr. S. first settled at Fishing Creek, and for some
time after he commenced preaching there, the congrega-
tion were accustomed to use Rouse's old version, and none
other, in singing. It was not very long, however, until he
proposed to introduce Watts' hymns. This was met with
almost universal opposition. It created a general excite-

ment and panic through the whole congregation—all

clinging to the old version, and looking upon Watts as
they would upon an enemy in their midst, designed to

lead them astray. Hence, during his stay with that peo-

ple, of some eighteen years, Mr. S. only succeeded in using
Watts half the day.

Another fact peculiar to that people, was their strong

adherence to what was then called the " twelve old tunes.^*

About the time of the introduction of Watts' Hymns, an
attempt was made to introduce some new tunes. This
was also strongly opposed by the greater part of the con-

gregation—all rallying around the " old twelve,^' among*
which were Old Hundred, Dublin, Isle of White, London,
Mear, Bangor, and others of that class making the twelve.

So strong were their prejudices against any others being
used, that numbers frequently left the house when a new
tune was attempted to be sung. But, after a time, the

congregation gradually gave in to it, until all opposition

ceased, and other tunes were used at pleasure, ^^'-'-i''^*'^--:

It was also customary, among other things, to " line out

"

only one line at a time in singing. The attempt to change
this custom also met with strong opposition, and was not

finally overcome during Mr. S's. stay there.

Singing the different parts of the music was also object-

ed to for a long time, but this gradually crept in until but

few opposed it. These were some, or it might be said all,

the difficulties Mr. S. had to contend with during his stay

with that people. Except these, all was peace and har-

mony.
The order in which the communion was conducted by

the Churches in that day, was briefly as follows : First,

The Sabbath preceding communion Sabbath was appoint-

ed and observed as " preparation Sabbath ;" a preparation

sermon was preached in view of the approaching commu-
nion. The Thursday preceding was observed with fast-

ing, humiliation, and prayer by all the Church. A neigh-

VoL. VI.—No. 4. 37
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boring minister was always called to aid on these occa-

sions, who generally preached the forenoon sermon on
Saturday. On Saturday afternoon, candidates for admis-

sion into the Church were examined and received, public-

ly avowing their faith in Christ, and their adherence to

the doctrines laid down in the " Westminster Confession

of Faith." " Tokens " were then given to all Church-
members who intended communing on next day. This
rule was always strictly observed. These " tokens " (be-

ing pieces of copper) were used to prevent imposition, and
were evidences of the right of communion by those who
held them. They were collected again by the elders im-

mediately after communicants had taken their seats around
the table, and before the commencement of the table ser-

vice.

On Sabbath morning the " action sermon " was preached
by the pastor, who also, at the close of the sermon, then

introduced the table service, by briefly explaining its na-
ture, etc., and who were invited to come and partake.

The pastor also conducted the service at the first table

—

the assisting minister the second, who, with some remarks
to the congregation, then closed the service. On Sabbath
afternoon, sermon by the aiding minister. The Monday
succeeding the Sabbath was then observed as thanksgiv-

ing day. The congregation again met—a sermon for the

occasion was preached by the aiding minister, who was
followed by the pastor in an appropriate and feeling ad-

dress to Christians, which closed the meeting. These
communions were held twice a year.

The neighboring minister, whose services Mr. S. gene-
rally procured on these occasions, was the Rev. Mr. Alex-
ander,* of Turkey Creek congregation, on Broad River,

—

a man of great power in the pulpit, overwhelming in ar-

gument, eloquent in speech, having the happy faculty of

chaining his audience down, in noiseless and earnest at-

tention, while he spoke.

In the observance of all his pastoral duties, Mr. Simpson
was very strict, never neglecting them for any trivial

cause. It was an invariable rule with him to visit every

See letter of Alexander to Simpson, and other letters of Alexander to

the Presbytery.
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family and member of his Church during the year, as a'-

pastor. Having supplied the adult portion of the families

with certain written questions, his second visit would then
be to examine the adults upon these questions, and also

upon experimental religion, etc. To the children, he gave
catechetical instruction, in the longer and shorter chate-

chism, with brief explanations. For these examinations he
appointed regular places of meeting, in certain neighbor-

hoods, where all convenient to the place would meet, and
where all were examined. This religious training of the
children was continually urged upon the parents, who .

faithfully enforced the rule, in training their children in.,

the way they should go, etc., all which manifestly result-

ed in their adherence to those truths, which in their old

age they have not departed from,—for there are many
living evidences who can now trace back to their early

training, the ground-work of their present faith. They
were then early taught to respect and observe the Sabbath
day, and keep it holy; no recreations, running about, and
idling on that day. They had not then the blessings of a
Sunday-school—but parents then did their duty^ where-
in^ now they leave their duties to he performed by the

Sunday-school teacher ! Well might we exclaim " O temr
'

As to his manner of preparing for the pulpit, his usual

mode in reference to his sermons was, never to write them,

but make notes containing the heads of his subject, and
these were mostly in short-hand. From these briefs, or

heads, he generally preached about an hour. His custom
was to preach in the forenoon and lecture in the afternoon.

His sermons were mostly doctrinal, full of divinity, practi-

cally and clearly illustrated, pungent and impressive—so

that his subject was generally carried home to the heart

of the hearer. His manner of speaking was easy and
pleasing. He was fluent in speech—yet his tone was
solemn and deeply impressive, his voice clear and strong,

his pronunciation and words distinct and well-timed.

At times, when warmed with his subject, he would break

out with feeling bursts of eloquence, which, like an elec-

tric shock, never failed to move the hearts of his hear-

His ministerial labors were generally blessed in theers.

m

conversion of many under his preaching. His labors, in

vj.ji; •^-jj"; ';'jjs
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short, seemed never to be in vain. His faith was strong.

He was, physically, a strong, healthy man, about five feet

six inches in height, stoutly built, having a constitution,

mental and physical, just suitable for the arduous duties

of the day in which he lived. In personal intercourse he
was always agreeable, but by no means disposed to be
very talkative,—not often given to joking or fun, but more
inclined to be serious and quiet,—yet at times he would
freely participate in quite jovial conversation. He was a
kind and indulgent father, and an affectionate and tender

husband. Peace held its banner over all his house-hold

in undisturbed quietude. ;
r^^ >;;:->? '- r^-

?; ^';»:hs

During a portion of the time of which we have spoken,

it will be remembered that the people were deeply en-

gaged in the Revolutionary struggle.* As Mr. S. was a
zealous Christian, in this struggle for liberty he proved
himself to be no less a devoted patriot ; nor was he a small

sharer in the sufferings and privations of a camp life, and
in the loss of property. It was his misfortune to share

largely in both of these. Though the enemy had threat-

ened him, and sought to inflict their vengeance upon him,
yet dauntless and fearlessly did he march on in the van,

encouraging and urging his fellows to hasten to meet
their common enemy on the battle-field. He was in seve-

ral conflicts and skirmishes with the enemy. In some of

these contests he was regarded as the leader and adviser.
" He was with the band of heroes who so signally defeat-

ed the enemy at Beckhamville and Mobley's." This was
some time in 1780.t

In the campaign of 1780 Mr. S. was with General
Sumpter, who, after having taken a strong redoubt on the

Wateree, the day previous to the battle of Camden, and
on the next day, hearing of the fatal result of that

battle, instantly began his retreat from that quarter, and
after a rapid march, in a hot summer day, came to the

Catawba Ford. Believing that he was then safe in

his retreat. General Sumpter here halted, and allowed his

men to rest awhile during the heat of the day, for it was
then about twelve o'clock.

* See Memoir ofJane Boyd.—"Women of the Revolution," vol. 3, p. 2 17.

t See Memoir of Susannah Smart.—Ibid.
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Tarleton having heard of Sumptef's retreat, tmmedmte-

ly set out in pursuit ; making a forced march, he came up
with Sumpter, and found his men altogether unprepared
—no sentinels out, a great part of the men asleep, all ly-

ing about separate from their guns, their horses all unsad-
dled. Mr. Simpson had placed his gun at the side of a
tree, and at this moment was busily engaged in mending
his bridle. He had taken the bridle off, and was standing

by the side of his favorite mare when the alarm was given

that the enemy were upon them. Roused from their slum-

ber by this alarm, they attempted resistance—but there

was such a fearful panic and confusion among the men,
that but one company succeeded in forming, under com-
mand of Capt. John Maffit. He rallied his men, and, to-

gether with other parts of companies, made a desperate

resistance; but seeing that so great was the confusion

that but few could be brought to bear upon the enemy, the

struggle was but short. About half of the men were cap-

tured, numbering upwards of three hundred. They lost

one hundred and fifty, killed and wounded ; the balance

dispersed, but few getting their horses. All their stores

were taken, and also the British Captains recovered whom
they had taken previously.

In this struggle, Mr. Simpson narrowly escaped being

taken prisoner. The retreat was anything but in order

;

each man escaped as he could. Mr. S. fortunately got

hold of his mare, mounted her without bridle or saddle,

and by striking her on the side of the head, gave her the

direction he wished to go. She instantly started at almost

her utmost speed, in company with no one. Running a
short distance, he came to a brush-fence made around
a turnip-patch

; but scarcely halting at all, his noble

animal leaped the fence, ran through the patch, clear-

ed the other side, and made her way to a public road

a short distance beyond. As she was about taking that,

he discovered two British soldiers coming up the road,

armed with guns, who called on him to stop and sur-

render
; but his spirited animal, having the reins ofgov-

ernment in her own hands, heeded not the command,
but instantly, upon a slight touch on the side of her

head, sprang across the road, and was soon lost from the

British, in the thick foliage, and running on a short dis-

^»:
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tance further, he came to a branch : here his mare came
to a gradual halt, and in crossing the branch, a short

distance beyond, in the bushes, he was suddenly alarmed,

but was soon agreeably relieved by meeting two of his

fellow soldiers, who had likewise escaped thus far. Here
they held a consultation, the result of which was their

determination to return home, as there was no possible

chance then, for the forces thus scattered to re-assemble at

any point : yet it was more dangerous for them at home
than in the army, particularly to Mr. S., as the enemy had
sworn vengeance against the Presbyterian clergy in that

section. •

'-^'.'--'^'^ " :r?^:\-.^p''.^.K^' '.y..':i<r'<^^f;^ ^'vi>^o-v\*-vr\Kf#^:"-^^?i:?^.'

' Mr. S. remained but a short time at home, when he
again sallied out into some parts of North Carolina, with
some detachments. The enemy, from their first approach
to that part of the State, declared their avowed determi-

nation to punish Mr. S., and they were known to make
oft and diligent search for him. They visited his church
on the Sabbath, hoping to find him there ; and had it so

happened, they would have been met with a bitter rebuke,

for the congregations then worshipped with their arms
beside them, or stacked at the door. ' -- • :? .-. .

On one occasion, the 11th of June, 1780, on a bright

Sabbath morning, the enemy moved upon the church of

Mr. S., expecting to find him and his congregation there

:

but they werfe disappointed. Providence had otherwise

directed his steps. The ehurch was but a short distance

from the dwelling of Mr. S, They then marched to the

house. Mrs. S., seeing their approach, retired from the

house with her four children, and concealed herself in the

orchard, back of the house. " They rifled the house of

everything valuable, took out four feather-beds and ripped
them open in the yard, and gathering up all the clothing

and other articles that they fancied, they finally set fire to

the house, which Avas soon burned down.* They also set

fire to Mr. S's. study, contairiing a valuable library of

books, and important manuscripts. These were all con-
sumed, except what was saved by Mrs. S., who ran up
after the enemy left, and took out two aprons full—all she

could save. In doing this, she was very much burned,

* See Memoir of Jane Boyd.—Women of the Revolution, vol. iii. p. 217.
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and came near losing her life." She also succeeded in

saving enough feathers to make one bed. She then went
with her children to a neighbqring house, where she re-

mained until after her confinement, that day four weeks.
On her recovery, she went back to her own home, and
took up her residence in a small out-house that escaped
the fire. Here, with her five children, and a certain Miss
Neely, she contrived to live, assisted much by the devoted
people of her husband's charge. Having procured some
cloth, out of which to make clothing for her little ones, (for

they had not a change left them by the enemy,) she had
cut out their garments, and was proceeding to make them
up, when a company of tories came along and robbed her

of these. Upon her complaining, however, to the leader

of the party, they were ordered to be given up. Some of

this gang were dressed in Mr. Simpson's clothes. They
would exultingly strut before her, and ask her if they were
not better looking men than her husband ! at the same
time telling her that they would some day make her a
present of her husband's scalp. In this distressed situa-

tion, she awaited her husband's return.

This was indeed a sad picture for him to look upon, on
his return home. Although he might have been returning

with the glad tidings of peace and the triumphs of victory,

yet, what horror must have seized him on suddenly be-

holding his ruined, his desolated home ! But oh ! how
thankful to find his much-loved family safe. Faith and
hope bore him up, and carried him safely over all these

tempestuous billows. His heart was still buoyant with
the spirit of perseverance, and he continued to preach suc-

cessfully. It was not long after this event when peace was
declared. His houses were re-built, and he was again

comfortably fixed with his family at home, and at peace

with the enemy.
Mr. S. was a true patriot, ever zealous in his country's

cause. From the time the people in that part of the^coun-

try took up arms he continued in the service, until peace

was declared.

After peace was restored, Mr. S. commenced collecting

together his scattered flock, and administering to them the

bread of life. For several years he continued to preach at

Fishing Creek. In the spring of 1791, he received a call
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to Pendleton district, S. C, which was accepted ; and in

April of that year, he moved to Pendleton, and took charge
of Roberts and Goodhope churches. He settled on the

Savannah river, on a place called the Gave tract, just be-

low the junction of Seneca and Toogalo. This property

descended to his youngest son, David, who occupied it

until his death, about a year ago, and it is still the abode
of the widow and a portion of the family. .., .^ .

These two churches (lloberts and Goodhope,) were al-

ready organized before Mr. S. took charge of them. Here
he continued to preach until he finished his labors, and
entered into that rest where none can molest him more.

He died in October, 1807, having ministered to that

people about sixteen years, and laboured in all, about

thirty-seven years. The churches last under his charge
were also attended with great blessing and prosperity.

—

He still continued in the observance of the same rules in

regard to his pastoral visitings as at Fishing Creek.

The last sermon that Mr. S. preached was to the Good-
hope congregation, on the last Sabbath in October, 1807,..

His text was from Psalms, 32 : 6—first clause of the verse,

" For this shall every one that is godly pray unto thee, in

a time when thou mayst be found." The Monday follow-

ing, he was taken suddenly ill, with an attack of gravel.

For about twenty-four hours, his sufierings were excrucia-

ting and painful, almost beyond endurance. But after the

first paroxysm, he became easier, and thus lingered, with-

out any very excessive pain, for about three months, and
then resigned himself into the arms of death, without a
struggle. He was calm and sensible to the last. He was
fully aware of his approaching dissolution, and in view of

this, talked to his family and friends who were around
his bed-side, and bade them all farewell as quietly as though
he was merely starting on a journey, expecting to return.

His weakness toward the last forbade his talking much that

could be heard. He bade adieu and died aged sixty-eight

years, leaving those he left behind to exclaim—" let my
last end be like his." He was interred at Roberts burying
ground. His funeral sermon was preached by Rev. Moses
Waddel, at Goodhope, from the text, " Let me die the death
of the righteous," &c. ; and on the next Sabbath, by Rev.

Mr. Brown, at Roberts church, from the text, " Mark the
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perfect man, and behold the upright, for the last end of

that man is peace." A stone was reared to mark the spot

where he lies, simply bearing his name, birth and death,

with date of each.

One other characteristic in regard, to Mr. S., perhaps it

would be well to mention here. In the latter part of his

life, he became a great revivalist. He was in the midst
of those remarkable revivals that prevailed in that day.

—

He attended, with his family, all the camp-meetings with-

in his reach. The first camp-meeting held in S. Carolina

was on Tiger river, about seventy miles distant from his

home. He attended this, notwithstanding the distance.

It was a most extraordinary meeting. There seemed to

be a most signal out-pouring of the Spirit among the peo-

ple, who were there from a distance of more than fifty

miles around. There were between seven and eight hun-
dred wagons and carriages on the ground. The circum-

ference of the camp-ground was about a mile. Two stands

for preaching were erected and occupied at the same time,

as one could not supply the hearers. The tents were made
chiefly of brush,—here and there a cloth one. There were
about sixteen Presbyterian ministers, and as many Method-
ist and Baptist together, in attendance. The excitement
was unusually great, and in many cases singularly strange.

Some appeared to be suddenly stricken down as dead, and
would thus remain for hours, in a kind of comatose state

:

others lying prostrate, were differently affected and wrought
upon,—some shouting, and all more or less affected. The
whole woods seemed from morning till night, for a great

distance around the encampment, to be vocal with praises

and prayer. Numbers were happily converted, and still

more under deep conviction. In all these meetings, Mr.

Simpson took an active part in carrying on this great work.

Many other meetings of like character might be mentioned.

Mr. S. never seemed happier than when in their midst.

In 1811, about four years after the death of Mr. S., his

widow followed him to the grave, aged about fifty-eight*

years. Her tomb-stone simply bore her name, age, and the

date of her birth and death. She led a life ofpiety and true

I

* Here 58 must be a mistake—it must be 68.

1765.

See marriage, in the year

"$]
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Christian benevolence. She took it upon herself to begin
early in the instruction of her children in the chatechisms,

and indoctrinating them in all the truths of the Bible.

—

Every Sabbath, they all attended regularly to her pious

instruction. While on her death-bed, she was calm and
resigned. Among her last words were that she was wil-

ling to go, and her only regret was that she could not see

her youngest son settled in life. He was then unsettled.

She further remarked that she had often thought and en-

tertained fears that she could never be resigned to death.

The thought was terrible and frightful to her. "But
now," said she, " I am resigned. I have no fear of death.

All has vanished. Death comes with none of its hide-

ousne^s, its horrors, its stings. No, it has no sting, but

comes like a friend to provide me a happier home. AH is

peace. I await my time." Religion was all her theme
and delight during her sickness.

Her maiden name was Mary Remer. Her father died

when she was but a child. Her mother afterwards mar-
ried Christopher Strait, under whose kind parentage she
was reared, until she married Mr. Simpson, with whom
she lived in peace and love, till death called them apart.

They had seven sons and one daughter. Their names
were as follows : John, James, Leonard, Jane, William,
Allen, Archibald and David. James was the eldest, Da-
vid the youngest. Allen died in infancy. The others all

grew up, married, and lived to a good old age. Only
three are now living, Leonard, Archibald and Jane. They
all became members of the church early in life, before

their marriages, and thus lived orderly pious lives, demon-
strating the truth—as they were trained in youth, so they
lived in old age.
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ARTICLE VII.
m

MORMONISM.*

Exploration and Survey of the Valley of the Great Salt

Lake of Utah; by Howard Stansbury, ^c. Chap-
ter VII: 8 vo. pp. 487. Lippincott ^ Gramho. Phil,

1852. -.r • J • \v ;Af--iii

'9''%^'-'

History of the Mormons, or Latter-day Saints; ivi^ Me-
moirs of the Life and Death of Joseph Smith, the Ame-
rican Mahomet. Illustrated: 12?7io.,/?p. 399. Derby
^ Miller, Auburn, N. Y., 1852.

The Mormjons, or Latter-day Saints, in the Valley of the
Great Salt Lake : a history of their rise and progress,

peculiar doctrines, present condition and prospects, de-

rived from personal observation, during a residence

among them, ; by Lieut. J. W. Gunnison, of the Topo-
graphical Engineers. 12 mo., pp. 168. Lippincott ^
Grambo, Phil, 1852.

One of the most striking and significant events of the

present century, is the rise and spread of Mormonism.
All the chapters of its changeful history possess the inter-

est of the most stirring romance. The incidents thicken

so fast, the plot becomes so complex, and withal, the

developements are so vast and unexpected, that we hold

our breath in continual surprise, in threading our way
through the narrative of this singular delusion.

The world has long been familiar with Heresiarchs

who have gone off upon some perversion of Christian

doctrine : but the schools they have established claim still

a connection with the Church out of whose bosom they

spring ; and the leprous taint has not unfrequently extend-

ed from the branch and defiled the trunk. But since the

sixth century, no original impost^ had arisen, claiming

* Read as a Lecture before the Mercantile Library Association of Charles-
ton, Jan. 26, 1853 ; and now published at their request, with only such ver-

bal alterations as adapt it to the Review.
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immediate inspiration from God, and establishing a new-

dispensation of truth. To make this novelty more start-

ling, it was reserved for this age, and for this country, to

give birth to the new Prophet : an age advanced beyond
all others in the natural sciences, by which imposture may
be detected ; and a country having the most thoroughly

practical population upon the globe. We may, in the

sequel, perhaps, find in these very circumstances, which
excite our wonder, the elements from which to work out

the solution of this great social and religious problem.

—

But at the first glance, it strikes one with astonishment

that in the middle of the nineteenth century, and in this

enlightened. Christian land, so clumsy an imposture should

be attempted and succeed. That an obscure and illiterate

man, without position or character even in his own hum-
ble circle, should make the stupendous claim of inspiration

from God ; should travesty the sacred and antique dialect

of the Bible, and foist his wretched compositions upon the

world, with all the sanction of a new revelation ; and that

imauthenticated by any signs or wonders, such as have
always attested a divine Herald, he should be accepted

upon his own naked testimony as a true prophet,—these

are statements we must receive, however antecedently

improbable, simply because they are facts of contempora-
neous history. It may not surprise us that this upstart

religion, excommunicating the whole Christian church in

one sweeping anathema, and superseding her canonical

writings with its own tripping inspiration, should sufier

violence and persecution. But after enduring protracted

horrors, such as only the religious sentiment can outlive,

that the miserable refugees should assemble, at a concerted

signal, across a thousand miles of pathless desert, and in

three short revolving seasons, should plant fields, erect

mills, establish schools, build cities, and institute all the

arts of civilized life,—in a word, that they should lay the

foundation of a new empire, and with one hand upon the

articles of confederation, should with the other be almost
knocking for admission into this family of States : these

are achievements overtopping the fictions of Eastern ro-

mance ; at least, resernbling more the gorgeous dreams of

Arabian fancy, than the sober facts of real life. But the

cap-stone of this wonderful history, the climax of its mar-
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vels, is, that in a religion hot old to wear a beard, and in

an empire not yet out of swaddling clothes, we should be
presented with the only American State-church, and wit-

ness an effort partially successful to re-produce the Asiatic

type of civilization.

We have thus sketched the contour of Mormonism, and
sought to place the reader at a point from which he may
take in, at one view, both its pretensions and its achieve-

ments, in order, if possible, to abate his merriment when
we announce it as the theme of the present article. Per-

haps in uncasing this stupendous fraud, the moralist, the

divine, the statesman, and the political economist, may
each find, in his own department, material for profound
speculation.

It is never easy to form a correct estimate of religious

impostors. The deceit and falsehood which mark their

course, seem scarcely consistent with the religious senti-

ment that must underlie the character. The great contro-

versy, for example, whether Mohammed was a fanatic or

an impostor, proceeds upon the supposed incompatibility

of the two
;
yet, their co-existence is needed to solve the

facts of the case. We cannot explain the origin of a reli-

gious imposture, without supposing the religious element

to be awakened, however it may be afterwards debauched
and misdirected. The history of error abundantly shows
that the most vicious principles will often mingle with the

religious instincts of men, who are driven under this dou-

ble impulse into the most riotous excesses. The original

exciting cause may be slight enough ; but the hallucina-

tion once entertained of miraculous correspondence with
Heaven, an unscrupulous or ignorant conscience will not

long hesitate at fraud in accomplishing the holy mission

;

and when success shall have consecrated the cheat, the

impostor becomes fully ensnared in his own lie, and easily

credits to supernatural revelation the suggestions of his

own fancy. Joseph Smith, the founder of the Mormon
sect, is dogmatically pronounced an impostor by thousands

who do not stop to inquire how far he may also have been
an enthusiast ; or to solve the query whether it be possible

to control the religious convictions of our fellow men, with-

out a previous excitation of our own religious nature. The

fi il
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biography of this remarkable person opens with the ac-

count of his deep spiritual distress during an exciting

religious revival through which he passed while still a
youth. Perplexed in his choice between conflicting sects

and creeds, he was for a time in that state of indecision in

which multitudes vibrate between superstition and skepti-

cism. While perhaps upon the verge of infidelity, he
swung to the opposite pole, and conceived the project of

founding a church, whose comprehensive creed should

harmonize all sects, and swallow up dissent : and this

lively suggestion of his own mind, a heated imagination

may easily have coined into a vision of God. Seven years

however elapse, before this bold conception embodies itself

in a detailed scheme. While " the vision tarries," the nas-

cent Prophet relapses, if the story be true, into the vagrant
habits of his early life, which show him to be constitution-

ally of a deeply superstitious turn. By the aid of seer-

stones and hazel-rods, he had gained no small reputation

as a money-digger. Certainly, if he failed to track the

secret veins of silver, he did not fail to sound the depths of

human credulity. At the end of seven years, he is pre-

pared to enter upon prophetical functions, and announces
a new revelation, whose origin forms a curious record in

the annals of literary forgery. A disabled clergyman,

Mr. Spalding, residing in Ohio, amused the heavy hours

occasioned by chronic disease, and indulged a creative

fancy in penning a historical romance, entitled " the Man-
uscript found." Seizing on the familiar idea that the

North American Indians are lineal descendants of the lost

ten tribes of Israel, it purported to trace those tribes from
the time when history loses them, and to describe their

settlement on this continent, their division into existing

clans, with their wars and mode of living. As the fiction

was bold and lively, it was read in successive portions by
the author's friends, as rapidly as he composed. His pre-

mature death prevented its publication ; and it lay for

many years amongst dusty papers, almost forgotten. By
what legerdemain it came into the hands of Joseph Smith,

none but he could disclose, while it was his interest to

conceal. Too many witnesses, however, attest the sub-

stantial identity of the published book of Mormon with
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this manuscript, to admit a doubt of the plagiarism : and
the mysterious disappearance of the document from the

family archives, jaflfords presumption of the theft. • ^^

When the mind is quickened by enthusiasm, the slight-

est incidents become tributary to the one idea which fills

and masters it. The romance of Mr. Spalding gave to

Smith the key-note of his imposture. The golden plates

which he professed to dig by divine direction from the

hill -side at Cumorrah, taught that Christ, after his ascen-

sion into Heaven again, descended and planted his Church
among the lost tribes of Israel on this continent—that these

having forfeited his favour by their apostacy, they were
given up to be destroyed by their enemies,—and that by
the last of their prophets, these records were deposited in

the earth, to be brought forth in the fulness of time b^ a
Gentile. The favoured restorer of these ancient oracles is

the Mormon Prophet, who is divinely taught to translate the

same, and to restore the suspended animation of this long-

lost church. The first proselytes to this new faith were
the different members of his father's family ; who, how-
ever, did not render the service of two individuals, Pratt

and Rigdon, who were the next converts. With the as-

sistance of these, especially of the latter, the organization

of the sect is further matured, and the new doctrines ex-

tensively promulged. A temporary gathering of the early

converts is made at Kirtland, in Ohio ; though, from the

beginning, the policy seems to have been to settle his colo-

ny upon the frontiers of civilization. It would be the

repetition of a familiar tale to recite their settlement in

Missouri, or to detail the violence which drove them to

find a refuge in Illinois. The building of their city, Nau-'
voo, and the erection of a magnificent temple,—the murder
of their prophet, while under the sacred guardianship of

the law, by a perfidious mob—their expulsion from Nau-
voo—the virtual confiscation of their property—the de-

struction of their temple—the report of all this has long

since come to every ear. The death of Smith at this

juncture was not, perhaps, injurious to the Mormon interest.

It set the seal of martyrdom to a system which to many
might otherwise have been only a crazy superstition; it

released the prophet himself from the dizzy height to

which he had climbed—and which none after him was
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expected to reach—and it made room for the ascendancy
of a broader and more practical mind in Brigham Young,
the new President. Their successive expulsions from
Missouri and Illinois sufficiently proved, what might in-

deed have been demonstrated a priori, the impracticabili-

ty of two communities, organically different in their social

structure, living peaceably intermingled. Emigration to

a country where they should altogether escape the pressure

of a surrounding population, was now an established ne-

cessity. Never was an emigration better planned or con-

ducted. Explorers bring back an account of the great

Salt Lake Valley, in Utah, the locaUty precisely suited

for the " manifest destiny " before them. Situated mid-
way between the Mississippi and the great Pacific, they

woiild be far enough removed from both, yet sufficiently

nigh to connect their fortunes with the States that must
eventually skirt either ocean. A fertile territory capable,

when artificially irrigated, and under perfect culture, of

sustaining a population of four thousand to a square mile,

and large enough to embrace a million of souls, invited

their entrance. This valley, too, like that of the Abyssin-

ian Prince, is insulated at every point of the compass—if

not by walls of rock, at least by inhospitable, arid deserts,

and untimbered slopes—which might repress the advan-
cing tide of settlers, and leave the saints without restraint

to work out their high mission. From the moment that

emigration to this chosen spot was decided on, the deepest

practical wisdom marks all their movements, disclosing

the presiding genius of a master mind. A party of pio-

neers is first sent forward to occupy some portion of the

waste land westward of the States, with instructions to

put in a crop which might sustain the larger body soon to

take up the line of march. The same wise precaution

was used the following season, before arriving at their new
home, when the emigrants found a harvest waiting for

their sickles, the fruit of the toils of a similar advance-
guard. At once, a city is symmetrically laid out, a site

selected for the temple, a bowery erected for temporary
worship, fields measured off, and put under cultivation,

furnaces put in blast, mills built upon water courses, canals

dug for the circulation of water, and the whole industry

of a tried and liardy people supervised by one controlling
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mind. The effect of this concentrated and regulated la-

bor is told in the stupendous results already hinted— all

danger of famine is warded off, and a sufficient store pro-

vided for the saints who should obey the bugle-call of their

chieftain, bidding them from afar to this land of promise.

A chain of settlements is marked out, and cities founded,

as stepping-stones to the Pacific coast ; a Provisional go-

vernment is constituted, and Utah distinctly recognised as

a territory in the halls of Congress.

This rude outline of their fortunes and progress will per-

haps suffice to fix the reader's interest upon this people,

and prepare the way for such reflections as we may be
able to submit. .

-^^'^^ '':-''--'':'' "''^^--' '

The first fact which arrests the attention of one who
looks into the details of this imposture, is the close parallel

between the Mormon and the Arabian prophet. The re-

semblance, indeed, is so obvious that, in common parlance,

Smith is designated as " the American Mahomet :" though
this title may be assigned only upon the general ground
that both sought to found a new religion, and substantial-

ly by the same method ; both feigned to be inspired, and
both palmed upon the world a new revelation from heaven.

It would subserve no useful end to trace the minute coin-

cidences between the two
;
but we cannot, perhaps, better

exhibit the Mormon system than by running the parallel

in some of the more prominent points. .v--

I. Mormonism and Mohammedism are both clu7nsy at-

tempts to reconcile and unite conflicting creeds. This
idea is the seed from which the two religions unquestiona-

bly germinated. It has been already stated that Smith
conceived his project immediately after his Religious con-

victions were powerfully awakened, and when he was
sorely puzzled to make his election between churches,

which perhaps indecently canvassed for his favor. When
the angel announced to him that there was no true Church
upon earth, it was probably only the skeptical doubt of

his own mind putting on a fanatical disguise. The reli-

gious element was not, however, to be extinguished thus,

by placing it in the exhausted receiver of a negative infi-

delity. His very superstition drove him to fill the " aching
void " with a faith of some sort ; and his inventive genius

sought to compound existing systems, and to frame a
Vol. VI.—No. 4. 38
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Church which should present attractions to every sect.

He evidently jars as slightly against the branches of the

Christian Church, by which he was surrounded, as was
consistent with the exclusive claims arrogated to his own.
The mission of Christ is not denied. On the contrary, pre-

dictions were produced from the Nephitic records, in which
the Messiah is announced by name, as distinctly as was
the Persian Cyrus by Isaiah of old. The Church, as es-

tablished in the Apostolic age, is admitted to be pure, but

alleged to have so changed God's covenant, and corrupted

his ordinances, as to be now wholly apostate. The Bible

is recognised as " the foundation book "—only charged
with interpolations which the Mormon seer was commis-
sioned to detect. Its authority is not absolutely impugned,
but succeeding revelations must be admitted to an equal

share of its supremacy. More particular deference is

shown to it, in glossing certain passages of the prophetical

writings, especially of Ezekiel, to lend support to the new
revelation. Some of its peculiar doctrines, as the Millen-

nium, and the Resurrection, are incorporated into his creed,

though the former is pushed to the utmost extravagance
of Millenarian speculation, and the latter undertakes to de-

fine what are the properties of the spiritual body. The
sacraments of the New Testament, Baptism and the Lord's

Supper, are received, and the former practised according

to the views of the most rigid immersionists, as well as se-

curing infallibly the remission of sins. The evangelical

terms, faith, repentance, obedience, atonement, forgiveness,

are freely employed, though for the most part in an obscure

and mystical sense.

In another section will be exhibited the clear recogni-

tion of the Jewish Economy. Indeed, the effort is most
apparent to fuse the first and second dispensations into

one, and to present Mormonism as the amalgam of the

two. As a symbol of this, the spirits of Moses and Elias,

as representatives of the one, and the spirits of Peter,

James and John, as representatives of the other, lent the

sanction of their presence at his baptism, and covered the

necessaty irregularity of receiving it at the hands of the

NeOphyte, Cowdery. This eclectic system takes a wider
range, and smacks with the flavor of almost every Pagan
superstition and mystical school upon earth. Not wishing
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to anticipate what will be more appropriately noticed in |
another connection, it is sufficient here to glance at the f
Gnostic dogma of sBons in the Mormon "Principles of

Element," or matter—the Pantheism which, beginning
with making God a man, very consistently ends with ma-
king man a God—and the Persian idea of transmigration
of souls in accomplishing their probation. A simple refer-

ence to these heterogeneous opinions suffices to show that

Mormonism is truly an " Olla Podrida " of all the religions

and superstitions upon the globe.

Let us now turn back the shadow upon the dial-plate

of time at least twelve hundred years, and share the medi-
,

tations of the prophet of the sixth century, in his lonely

cave on Mt. Hera. He looks forth upon the tribes of Ara-

bia, whom a haughty spirit of independence, nourished
through centuries of personal and civil freedom, had made
the free-thinkers of their day. Some, wedded to the an-
cient Sabian idolatry, did homage to the hosts of heaven,
or to the angels and their images ; others bowed with Ma-
gian reverence before fire as the appropriate symbol of the

Deity. Every pious fraud must have its secret foundation

in some religious idea ; and Mohammed was enough in

contact with a purer faith, to seize the truth of God's es-

sential unity, against which all these systems impinged.

To his bold, reflecting mind, this fundamental truth loomed
up with a grandeur which frowned awfully upon the pal-

try superstitions of the idolater. His soul may have caught
fire, as the thought flashed upon him to reclaim these

wretched Polytheists to the great platform of all Natural
and Revealed Religion, the existence of one supreme and
spiritual God. If, on the other hand, he turned from the

idolatries of the Pagan, the dissensions and corruptions of

Christianity were little less repulsive. The mystery of

iniquity, predicted in Apostolic times, had already com-
menced to work; and in the sixth century, the concurrent

testimony of all historians represents the worship of saints

and images as carried already to the highest pitch—and it

is easy to see how a Pagan mind, looking at Christianity

through this medium, should misconceive even the doc-

trine of the Trinity, as contravening the essential unity of

the Divine nature. Not only so, the heresies and conflicts

of this period were so loud and bitter, fomented by bishops
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and emperors, and anathemas rung so fierce from councils,

as naturally to bewilder a mind not indoctrinated to per-

' ceive the shades of difference in theological opinion. This,

then, was doubtless the religious germ of the Arabian im-

posture. In the language of a learned writer, quoted in

Sale's Preliminary Discourse, " the general design of the

Koran seems to be to unite the professors of the three dif-

ferent religions then followed in the populous country of

Arabia, who, for the most part, lived promiscuously, and
wandered without guides, the far greater number being

idolaters, and the rest Jews and Christians mostly of er-

roneous and heterodox belief, in the worship of one eter-

nal, invisible God.
In all religions, true or false, there is one reigning idea,

the nucleus about which the different parts may crystal-

lize, in regular logical process. In the Mohammedan
i^cheme the dominant pretension is that of "replanting

the only true and ancient religion professed by Adam,
Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and all the prophets." The
supreme idea in the Mormon imposture seems to be the

restoration of the Church to its ancient apostolic powers

—

the gift of faith, discerning of spirits, prophecy, revelation,

visions, healings, tongues, interpretation of tongues—and
the recovery of certain lost ordinances,.such as the Priest-

hood with its sacrifices, and the laying on of hands with
the gift of the Holy Ghost. The Arabian, like the Ameri-
can prophet, recognised the mission of Moses and of

Christ, and compiled largely from the Christian and Jew-
ish Scriptures in framing his own revelation. Moses need
not leave his seat, nor Christ his throne, if only Moham-
med be admitted to their company, and he crowned as the

last of the prophets.

II. The second feature of resemblance between the two
systems is, that Judaism is assumed as mainly the basis

of both. Mohammed began his career with sentiments of

high considemtion for the Jews ; though his disappoint-

ment in gaining them as proselytes, through the proverbial

tenacity of their faith, eventually converted this regard

into rancour. It is possible that the heart of the Ishmael-

ite may have softened towards the children of Abraham,
as both recognised in their flesh the seal of an early bro-

therhood. The Jews too, whom the wild freedom of Ara-
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bia had flourished into consequence, were the great con-
fessors of that sublime truth which now filled the reason
and the fancy of the reformer. Judaism thus unquestion-
ably furnished the ground-doctrine of the Koran, and gave
to Islamism its rallying cry. Mohammed displayed great

wisdom in restricting his doctrinal articles within so nar-

row a compass. Only the thorny doctrine of absolute

predestination was likely to entice to metaphysical discus-

sion
; and it did give ample exercise to the dialectic ^kill

of future doctors. Easy credence was given to the simple

and fundamental postulate of the divine unity, while the

practical devotions of the Moslem were included in the

four particulars of prayer, fasting, alms and pilgrimages.

In all of these a remarkable resemblance is traced to Jew-
ish institutions, though it must be confessed to the institu-

tions of Rabbinical, much more than of primitive, Juda-
ism. Five times a day the Muezzim sound the hours of

prayer, when the Musselman bows with the same posture

of adoration towards Mecca, as the Jew towards the Holy
City. The purifications of the one, performed with scru-

pulous exactness, find their type in the ritual ablutions of

the other. The legal alms, being an exact per centage of

all the Mohammedan calls his own, bear a close affinity

to the tithes anciently paid into the hands of Levi. A
similar distinction of meats, and the same prohibition of

usury, occur in both religions. The same superstitious

value attached to excessive fasting, which met our Sa-

viour's rebuke among the Jews, marks this religious duty
as prescribed by Mohammed. The pilgrimage to Mecca,

though a relic of old Arabian Paganism, may, perhaps,

have been sanctioned in the impostor's mind, by the

solemn assemblages of Israel in the temple, at their great

feasts. It would be tedious to follow the parallel in the

Mohammedan notions of heaven, and their doctrine of

angels. Any one at all curious on this point, may easily

find guides who will conduct him through vast collections

of Jewish and Moslem legends, the analogy between the

two being apparent at every step in the comparison. '

Mormonism is a far more servile imitation of Judaism,

as it incorporates even those peculiar features which the

introduction of Christianity rendered obsolete. It was a
bold stroke of policy to reconstruct the old Jewish plai-

ts
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form, as the basis of the new imposture. By connecting

the North American Indians with the ancient Israel of

God, and inventing a history for them so full of dignity

and privilege as the Book of Mormon disclosed, he hoped
to flatter the pride of this simple people, who might be

thought easily persuaded to welcome their ancient, honor-

able, resuscitated Church. On the other hand, the Mor-
mon apostles take sufficient care that so handsome a com-
pliment to Judaism shaU not escape the notice of the Rab-
bles, the world over—an act of reverence that should sub-

due the prejudices of this hitherto invincible sect. Mean-
while, all Christendom was to be won by the distinct

testimony borne to the Messiahship of Jesus, and the revi-

val of those supernatural gifts which graced the Church
in Apostolic days.

The most prominent feature of Judaism, the Priesthood

of Aaron, is transferred to this new dispensation, and is

curiously coupled with the higher priesthood of Melchise-

dek. It is distinctly held that a priesthood is essential to

the being of a Church ; and one writer distinctly implies

that upon the completion of their temple, animal sacrifices

are to be renewed for the daily sins of the people. Tithes
are paid, as of old—the proselyte giving one tenth of his

entire substance, and ever after a tithe of his labor, time

and income, accumulating a fund for the advancement of

public interests. The temple built at Nauvoo, with its

baptistic laver, resting upon twelve oxen elaborately

carved of marble, sought to emulate the glory and splen-

dor of Solomon's. Their travels, painfully accomplished
through the desert to their western home, find a proto

type in the Exode from Egypt, and the long journey of the

Israelites, through the wilderness, to the land of promise.

The literal gathering of the scattered Jews to Palestine,

and the re-establishment of the ancient ritual in its splen-

dor—their conversion by the glorious manifestation of Je-

sus in the heavens—the assemblage of the latter-day

saints in the American Zion—the re-marriage of continents

and islands as at the creation, and the casting up of a

highway on the united earth, between the two Jerusalems

—their being caught up to heaven, while the earth shall

be purged by fire, to descend and remain forever on the

new earth—all these doctrines, firmly believed, abundant-

b\'-,^4ii
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ly indicate the leaven of Judaism pervading the New
Church creed, and confirm the position before taken, that

Judaism forms the chief basis of the Mormon Church.
III. ^ third parallelism is found in the claim urged

hy both, to progressive Revelation. Mohammed taught
that " God, in divers ages of the world, gave revelations of

his will in writing to several prophets "—to Adam, Seth,

Enoch, Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus, and himself. He
being the last, prophecy is henceforth sealed up, and no
further revelations are to be expected. Those which were
made to him came in parcels as exigencies arose—and if

one contradicted another, the first was considered abroga-

ted. The canon was complete at his death, and none of

the Caliphs who succeeded him ventured to assume his

prophetic mantle, or to re-open personal correspondence
with the Deity. "> i.^ t^ ^.^ k.i.

The claims of Smith are vastly more extravagant, and
development is represented as the peculiar glory of the lat-

ter-day Church. He did not, like his Arabian prototype,

prudently seal the prophetic roll at his own death ; but left

the sacred gift as the perpetual inheritance of the saints.

" New revelation," says Orson Pratt, one of the Mormon
Apostles, " is the very life and soul of the religion of Hea-
ven," and without it " there is an end to the very existence

of the Church of Christ on earth ; there is an end to sal-

vation in the celestial kingdom." Revelations are neces-

sary to the calling of officers, to instruction in the nature

of their duties—necessary to the conveyance of consola-

tion or reproof—to escape from judgments—and to the en-

tire edification of the saints. The sufficiency of all past

revelations for the guidance of the Church is stoutly de-

nied. In accordance with these views, Smith, like Mo-
hammed, to the end of his career extricated himself from
all dilemmas by a new disclosure of the Divine will. His
successor, Brigham Young, with the shrewdness which
marks his whole administration, is extremely chary of

these prophetic announcements. Not enjoying the pres-

tige, with Smith, of having opened this correspondence

with Deity, he prudently excuses the sluggishness of his

own vaticinations, upon the plea that the revelations of

the first prophet have cut out work for several years ahead.

The practical judgement of the first President would

j»
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doubtless close altogether this door to fanaticism, if it were
possible to contravene the will of the prophet. But a se-

cret, controlling Providence is manifest in Smith's leaving

that fatal gift, by which this gross imposture shall be made
finally to convict and stultify itself.

IV. A still more obvious resemblance is found in the

sensual element introduced into both. It needs few words
to establish this charge against the Arabian impostm*e.

The world knows that Mohammed practised, and that the

Koran sanctions, polygamy
;
yet it should be always

borne in mind that this social enormity existed before his

day, and prevailed generally throughout the East. All

that is fairly chargeable upon Islamism, is, that it sanc-^

tioned a plurality of wives. So far from originating it,

Mohammed recognised it as a permanent feature of East-

ern society, and rather restricted than expanded the privi-

lege to his followers. It was not lawful to exceed a given

number, though by special favor his own harem was en-

larged to the extent of his desires. From the charge, how-
ever, of ministering to the appetites, by providing a sen-

sual Paradise for the faithful after death, he cannot so

easily be acquitted. Delightful fruits, exquisite wines, the

richest apparel, a profusion of rubies and pearls, sumptu-
ous abodes, black-eyed maidens, and above all, perpetual

youth giving zest to enjoyments which no indulgence can
blunt; all these form, not the language of parable figuring

the inconceivable spiritual blessedness of the faithful, but
with offensive literalness, they minutely address every
sense and appetite, both of body and of soul. The influ-

ence of these sensual rewards, upon the warm blood and
quick fancy of oriental nations, can scarcely be measured

;

especially when obtained upon the easy condition of per-

fect devotion to the Prophet of Allah.

It was denied that polygamy formed one of the features

of Mormonism, as long as the infant sect was thought un-
able to sustain the shock of public indignation. A Church,
whose boast is development, may be expected to put forth

new traits, when the credulity of its devotees will warrant
the disclosure. But whether the spiritual-wife system is

a new revelation, or whether it was one of the esoteric

doctrines from the beginning, it is now avowed and de-

fended as an integral part of the scheme. No feature of
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this nevT dispensation appears so curious or adventurous,

as this attempt to disturb and to change the organic law
upon which all society with us is constructed. If there

be one exponent of Christian civilization, it is the position

of woman in the domestic and social circle. For ages her

melancholy doom was either to toil as a drudge for an in-

solent master, or, what was scarcely less repugnant to her

nature, to be the passive instrument of his pleasures. Du-
ring that middle age which marks the transition to mod-
ern civilization, she was sported as a toy ; but the veil of

seclusion was not yet drawn, nor did she walk with man,
his friend and equal, in the open paths of life. But where
the Bible blesses the marriage vow, it founds upon the

union of a single pair the constitution of a happy family.

The woman walks hand in hand with her lawful spouse,

the sole mistress of his heart, sharing his sorrow and his

joy ; they breast together the fortunes of life, and even in

death are still united in the affectionate remembrance of

grateful descendants. Mormonism impudently strives to

reproduce the Asiatic type of civilization. It scoffs at the

deference which the Christian world pays to the female

sex, and stigmatizes it as " Gentile gallantry ;" it teaches

that no woman can gain admission into the Heavenly
Kingdom, biit through the introduction of her husband

;

it " seals," to use its own cant phrase, as many wives to

one man as he may wish to maintain, and graduates a
man's rank in the celestial Paradise by the largeness of his

retinue. Like Mohammed, the Mormon advocate pleads

the example of ancient patriarchs—but more gross ' than
he, no restriction is placed upon this secret sealing, but the

ability to render a suitable provision for the multiplied

households.

V. The last comparison which we shall institute relates

to the union of civil and ecclesiastical power, in the two
systems. To elaborate the proof of this in regard to the

religion of Islam, would be to trifle with the patience, if

not with the intelligence, of the reader. After his flight to

Medina, Mohammed own his mission to be the propaga-

tion of the new faith by fire and sword. Drawing into

precedent the exterminating wars of Israel with the devo-

ted inhabitants of Canaan, " there is no God but Allah"

was transformed from the peaceful symbol of religious

i
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devotees into the battle-cry of an armed soldiery. Before

his death, nearly all the tribes of Arabia had sent em-
bassies of allegiance to the conqueror of Mecca, and idola-

try had given place to the deism of the Koran. The Ca-
liphs who succeeded to the enterprise were men born to

empire, possessed of rare courage, and inspired with the

patience and self-denial which belong to religious zeal.

The campaigns, planned with wonderful forecast, were
conducted with the precipitate intrepidity characteristic of

fanaticism. In the reign of Omar—we cite from Gibbon

—

ten years saw thirty-six thousand cities or castles disman-
tled, four thousand churches or temples demolished, and
fourteen hundred mosques erected. Within a century after

the Hegira, the young moon which lighted the exile in

his solitary flight, filled to a glorious orb
;
and the Crescent

waved in triumph over the plains of Syria, the steppes of

Persia, the sands of Africa, and the fertile deltas of Egypt.
The desolating flood of conquest swept on, and, washing
the Pillars of Hercules, passed from Asia into Europe,
soon covered the Spanish Peninsula, and finally broke its

fury at the foot of the Pyrennees, when the hardy German
race first breasted the mighty surge. . .,^...,

The Koran is not only the corner-stone of the Saracen
Empire, but its precepts constitute the fundamental part of

the civil law. The Caliph, as successor of Mohammed,
which the term indicates, unites in his person the royal

and sacerdotal functions. No higher evidence can be de-

manded of a Church-state than the union of the crosier

with the sceptre, the monarch and the priest.

In Mormonism the civil power is much more built into

the ecclesiastical ; nor is there the least inclination to

blink the union of the two. As the whole religion and
polity emanated from Joseph Smith, he was, during life,

the head of all power, and gave laws with the authority

of a dictator. The hierarchy of the latter-day Church
is very complex. It consists of a Presidency supported by
a cabinet of counsellors, called the High Council of the

Twelve. Next is the travelling Apostolic College of the

Twelve, after the New Testament model, who are wit-

nesses to Jew and Gentile, over all the world ; then the

Seventy, with a whole army of priests, elders, bishops,

teachers, deacons, &c.,—each order constituting a court,
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the higher having appellate jurisdiction over the lower.

The cope-stone of the entire structure is the Presidency of

the High Priesthood. He disburses the pubHc fund accu-

mulated from the payment of tithes ; his permission in

every case of " sealing " gains him access as a confiden-

tial adviser into every household ; and the new revelations

dispensed from heaven enable him always to speak with
" the nod and sanction of a God." It is hard to see how
more absolute power could be vested in any ruler. And
the wonderful results attained in the Salt Lake Valley, in

the short space of three years, are in evidence that the in-

fluence and power thus vested have been practically exert-

ed, and that the Presidency of Brigham Young does not

exist alone upon parchment.
In tracing this parallel, we are far from wishing to de-

grade Mohammed to the intellectual or moral level of Jo-

seph Smith. He was unquestionably cast in a far nobler

mould, and, impostor as he was, never descended to the

pitiful forgery of his modern rival. Bold, and even vicious,

as his religion was, it was still in advance of the idolatry

which it supplanted. So far as he reclaimed his country-

men from polytheism to the recognition of the invisible

and spiritual God, he was indisputably a reformer ; and
full of puerilities as the Koran may be, it never drivels in

the contemptible blasphemy of the "Book of Mormon."
As a statesman, too, he pushed his country forward, and
gave a dignity to her name, such as she never before en-

joyed. He found the tribes of Arabia rudely independent
and dissociated ; he gave them a bond of union, and
founded a compact and powerful empire, whose history is

illustrated with deeds of prowess equal to any recorded in

the annals of the most romantic chivalry. Viewed eithef

as a religious or political movement, Mohammedism was
a step in advance of the past ; one stage, at least so far

as Arabia was concerned, in the mighty march of the

race of man. Mormonism, on the contrary, is an open
apostacy from the highest type of civilization to that which
is beastly—a rejection of the most spiritual religion in fa-

vor of that which is most gross and material—a bold step,

taken backward, in defiance of all the lessons of history,

and in the face of a people the most intelligent and free

upon the globe.
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It is time noW to shift the scene, and to present Mor-
monism in its relations to the present, as well as in its re-

semblance to the past. All those enterprises which com-
bine numbers in their execution may be taken as Expo-

nents of the age in which they occur. However they

may be, in their origin, the mintage of a single brain, yet

the elective affinity, by which they attract adherents on
every side, must express some trait of the time.

1. Mormonism, for example, has borrowed from Chris-

tianity its aggressive feature, and sends its missionaries

likewise to gather proselytes from all parts of the earth.

Christianity is the first system of religion that sought to

propagate itself by the labors of evangelists travelling or

residing in foreign countries. Judaism was a stationary

system. Planted in the centre of the old world, its light

gleamed far and wide into the surrounding darkness.

Through its transparent symbols it held up the truth to the

gaze of the nations
;
but it went forth upon no mission of

propagation, and was anchored by its ordinances and rit-

ual to the land of Palestine. In hke manner, the various

systems of Polytheism were local, and animated with no
spirit of propagandism. Each country had its own divini-

ties
;
and as a miserable substitute for one, supreme omni-

present being, the number of local deities was so multi-

plied that Polytheism was likely to break down of its

weight. So far from excluding the Gods of a conquered ter-

ritory, conquest only served to enlarge the boundaries of

idolatry ; until, as in the Pantheon at Rome, thousands of

divinities were assembled in friendly embrace, representa-

tives of the diversified worship of mankind. But Chris-

tianity came forth, with her commission written on her

brow by her Divine founder :
" Go into all the world, and

disciple all nations." This makes her essentially an ag-

gressive body—carrying her faith by peaceful and persua-
sive means to every quarter of the globe. Her history is,

to a large extent, the record of her missionary labors ; and
those who breathe most largely her spirit, are most earnest

in seeking the fulfilment of this her great commission.
This feature, hitherto characteristic only of the Chris-

tian religion, has been engrafted upon the Mormon super-

stition
; and no fitter illustration can be afforded of the

despotic power of their rulers than is aflforded by the man-
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ner in which the missionaries are sent forth. Upon three

days' notice, often, they are called by the will of their su-

periors to leave their business and their families, and to go
forth without purse or scrip, ignorant even of the langua-
ges which they are to use, trusting to Providence for their

support. With a craftiness, as well as with a despotism,

worthy of Ignatius Loyola, the most ambitious and inqui-

sitive of the sect are chosen for this work ; who are not

only flattered into superior devotion by this signal mark of

confidence, but are confirmed the more in the Mormon
faith as they are compelled to defend it, and find abun-
dant labors in which to expend the superfluous energy
which it might not be so easy to check at home. It is al-

ready the boast of Mormonism, that brief and troubled as

its history has been, there are few prominent countries in

which its Gospel has not been proclaimed. In Germany,
Italy, France, Norway, Russia, and the Pacific Isles ; in

England, Scotland, Wales, and throughout the entire

length of this great confederacy ; it professes already to

number its proselytes by thousands, through the labors of

their evangelists, who are continually swelling the ranks,

and augmenting the resources of the great Zion in the

West.

It was not long since suggested to us by an intelligent

gentleman, that the rise of such an imposture as Mormon-
ism, characterized by such an active propagandism, was
proof of the weakness of the religious sentiment on the

part of our people. Precisely the reverse of this appears

the conclusion which should be reached. It is because
the religious convictions of our people are so earnest, and
the Christianity of our day is so aggressive, that it is bur-

lesqued by such a religious fraud. A living writer in our

own State, whose name is the synonyme of historic lore,

has said :
" There is no great working idea in history—no

impulse which passes on through whole masses, like a
heaving wave over the sea, that has not its own caricature

and distorted reflection along with it."*^- No religious

jnovement, for example, was ever more earnest than the

Reformation in the sixteenth century, and no movement

I:

it

* Dr. F. Lieber's address to the Graduating Claas of the S. C. College

of 1851.
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was ever more marked by the grimaces of fanaticism, or

travestied by the vagaries of enthusiasts. With this prin-

ciple in view, it may not be risking much to say, that no
age since that of the Apostles, could have given birth to

such an imposture, marked by so much of missionary zeal,

as the age which is most remarkable for the propagation

of the Christian faith over the earth. Mormo .ism, in its

propagandism, is truly an exponent of this age of Christian

missions.

2. A second feature of the Mormon scheme, reflecting in

a measure the age which gives it birth, is, the refined com-
munism lurking under its social structure, and the effort

to build up its power hy tneans of emigration. When the

ambition of Mohammed enlarged from that of a reformer

to the founder of an empire, he resorted to the only policy

which, in those times, could avail him. The sword alone

could open the path to glory and to power ; and in all the

empires of those rude and Avarlike ages, every stone was
cemented with human blood. Mohammed, in becoming a
military chieftain, simply yielded to the spirit of his coun-

trymen ; and Joseph Smith, equally unconscious of the

controlling influence of public sentiment, unwittingly be-

comes the exponent of his age. Colonization takes now
the place of conquest. The spirit of adventure, which
once clad the knight errant in his steel armor, now push-
es the emigrant forth to drive his plough through the

broad acres of waste territory which every where on this

continent invite his entrance. The tide of emigration

continually pouring from the older settlements, soon peo-

ples the wilderness, which begins to blossom under the

husbandman. Thus, State after State is added to the Con-
federation, with a rapidity which attests the truth that

empires are now built of colonies ; the plough and the

loom having supplanted the sword and the battle-axe. It

has been already stated that the first developement of the

Mormon scheme contemplated the founding of a colony,

embracing all the converts to the new faith. Joseph
Smith did not, it is true, cast his eye beyond the border?

of civilization ; which is shown from the tenacity with

which the sect clung to their early settlements in Missouri

and Illinois. But in every location, the same social organ-

ization is preserved ; and perhaps a more skilful and re-
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fined species of communism was never projected. The
rock upon which socialism usually splits, is the entire

denial of individual property. The destruction of this

great principle of cohesion disintegrates society, and cau-

ses it speedily to fall apart. Joseph Smith has adroitly

adjusted these opposite poles of individualism and com-
munism, so that they reciprocally act. A tenth of all pro-

perty, of time, of labor and of income, is paid into the gen-

eral treasury, and is expended upon such works as the

public interest may demand. Labor is a cardinal virtue

of the system ; and a drone is driven from the hive by the

pressure of universal contempt. While a strict general

supervision is exercised over the industry of all, room is

granted to individual enterprise by the recognition of indi-

vidual possessions. The most alluring rewards are held

out to the proselytes, particularly to those of the old world.

The offer of land for a sum that will cover the cost of

surveying and recording, is a powerful inducement to the

peasants of Europe; who are accustomed to look upon the

owners of the soil as a superior class, into whose privileges

they can scarcely hope to be admitted. This will serve

to explain in part the success of Mormon missionaries in

England and Wales ; where the converts are reputed as

being many thousands, waiting their opportunity to re-

move to the Canaan in the far west, which their fancy has

painted. No part of this scheme displays greater practical

wisdom than the formation of a colony in a country where
land may be had for the settling ; and the call made upon
the laborers, colUers, mechanics, and factory slaves of

over-crowded Europe to swarm to the new hive. It was
no rude device too, while the temporal advantages are

such as to attract adventurers in an age of emigration, to

exact such a per centage as should maintain the commu-
nity; as should bring the whole labor of all under a mea-
sure of control ; and make each citizen a share-holder in

the public wealth.

3. To a philosophic observer, probably the most striking

feature of Mormonism, is, the attempt to realize the con-

ception of a Theo-democratic government. It is a mista-

ken supposition that the ground-doctrine of every imposture

is necessarily false ; it is, on the contrary, oftentimes sub-

limely true. Indeed, it is this basis of truth which gives

$•
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to imposture its formal character,—that specious appear-

ance by which it is able to deceive. Fanaticism looks

through a dense medium of prejudice and passion, and
confounds the distorted image of truth with truth itself;

and totally miscarries in the attempt to embody the specu-

lative truth in a practical and tangible system. The fun-

damental postulate, for example, of the Fifth-Monarchy
men in the 17th century, that God is the true Governor of

nations, and the best administration is that which most
perfectly conforms with the Divine will, is one of the most
unquestionable and sublime truths ever enunciated. But
no sooner did they attempt to apply this doctrine to actual

life, and to realize the abstract idea in some concrete form,

than the grossest fanaticism disclosed itself. The State

must be entirely merged into the Church, the magistracy

destroyed, the validity of human laws denied ;
and wholly

mistaking the nature of spiritual liberty, they made it to

consist in the possession of an inward spirit, wholly irre-

sponsible to civil tribunals. The climax of fanaticism

was reached, when they assumed to be the vicegerents of

the Deity, and mistook their own lawless desires for " the

inspiration of the Almighty."

The doctrine of a Theocracy is nothing new in the his-

tory of opinions. Indeed, the Mormons claim to stand in

the same relations to God, as the Israelites under Moses.

The civil jurisdiction is in the hands of church officers,

from the inferior justice of the peace up to the governor.

—

The Justice is a bishop of a ward in a city, or of a precinct

in the country; the Judges on the bench are constituted

from the High-Priests, from the Seventies, or from the

Apostolic college ; and the highest functionary of the State

is the President of the Church, who rules by virtue of his

prophetic functions as the seer of the Lord.* It is the

revival of theocracy in our country which excites the

wonder of the curious. And who can say, but it may be

the reaction of mind against the avowed and boasted

atheism of our own government ? In the effort to put an
eternal divorce between church and state, we seem to have
fallen upon the other extreme. There is in our constitu-

tion a studied silence as to the providence and government

Gunnison's History of the Mormons, pp. 24, 25.
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of God. We do not mean to affirm that Joseph Smith ever

reasoned upon this singular defect in our political consti-

tution, and that he brought forward his theocratic doctrine

in formal rebuke and opposition to it. There are currents

and counter-currents in the opinions of men, the ebb and
flow of which may be sufficiently apparent, while their

reciprocal influence and inter-action may be wholly con-

cealed. Without taking the shape of a logical statement,

the religious sentiment may feel this want of recognition

of the Supreme Ruler. If, at a future day, these theocra-

tic pretensions of Mormonism should give trouble to our

government, serious persons will scarcely be able to avoid

the reflection that somewhat of rebuke, if not of retribu-

tion, is intended for practically ignoring the existence and
control of Almighty God. -^ >. v, .

i ^

But the impress of the age is most visible in the union

of democracy with theocracy ; a combination scarcely con-

ceivable, except by minds trained in the political schools

of this country. It is very singular that governments the

most absolute and despotic are often administered in the

most democratic spirit. Strong affinities may exist be-

tween rulers and subjects, when the class of the former is

continually recruited from the ranks of the latter. In the

Mormon scheme, the complexity of its polity and the num-
ber of offices open many doors for the admission and
elevation of ambitious men : and the absence of hereditary

rule prevents that wide interval of rank and intercourse,

which obtains in all countries where the government is

not elective. The democratic spirit thus pervades a Hie-

rarchy, which, in its essential constitution, is an unlimited

despotism. It is, however, an odd application of the

democratic principle, which could not have been dreamed
of, except in this democratic age and country, that by the

vote of his peers a man should be designated to the office

of a seer ; and thenceforward obeyed with absolute sub-

mission, as the oracle by which the decrees of Heaven are

infallibly conveyed.

4. Mormonism has been already represented as a relapse

into the old civilization of Asia, by the re-introduction of

Polygamy, and the consequent depression of the softer sex.

We should not omit to notice the bold effort to invigorate

that stiff, inert civilization^ by infusing the spirit of
Vol. VI.—No. 4. 39
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modern progress. Without wandering at will in the en-

ticing field of comparison between ancient and modern
civilization, the terms just employed express the distin-

guishing traits of the two. The former was stationary, the

latter is progressive : the one stereotyped, presenting at all

times the same leaden aspect, dull, monotonous and stiff

;

the. other, ever-changing, its elements in perpetual ferment,

and marked by new developements as the result of the

ceaseless struggle. In Mormonism, we discover at least

three influences which made Asiatic civilization so inert

and uniform. The first of these is the degradation of

woman ; for degraded she is, the moment she sinks from
the side of man as his friend and equal, and takes the veil

of seclusion in the harem of a master, the minister of his

pleasures. Mormonism stamps the brand of social inferi-

ority upon her, by merging her, even in the estimation of

the Deity, in the person of her husband, and giving her

no other consideration save (to use their own cant Ian-

language,) as she " raises up a holy seed to the Lord."

—

Thus, by a single stroke of the pen, does Mormonism
throw back half the race into a position from which it is

impossible to ascend : and to retard the intellectual and
moral advancement of those who are constituted by nature

the educators of mankind, all history shows is but to lock

the wheels of social progress.

The second influence at work in the Mormon scheme,
repressing its civilization, is, the merging of the individual

into the system ; making him, as one quaintly expresses

it, only a single spoke in a great wheel ; of no individual

value, save as he is a component part of a great whole.

—

We need not pause to show how clear a trait this is of

ancient civilization,—the glory and the liberty of the State

were the glory and liberty of the citizen : but he had no
existence, even in his own thoughts, independent of the

commonwealth. We have only now to examine the com-
plex polity of the Mormon government, to see how the ties

are multiplied, which bind together the units of society.

We have only cursorily to read the history of the sect, to

discover how the glory of the Latter-day Church is the

attracting power holding each atom to its place in the

great orb.

The third element of fixity in Mormon society, is its
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theocratic government. In all the past, wherever theoc-

racy prevails, society is benumbed as by the electric touch
of the torpedo. It necessarily draws the line of caste be-

tween the People and the Priests,—the subject and the

ruler. It moulds all classes and ranks after the same
artificial type; it represses all those counter-influences

which rufile the face of society, and prevent stagnation

;

and over-awes investigation necessary to progress, by
parading always before the mind its own Heavenly sanc-

tions. "A certain portion of truth," says Mr. Guizot on
this point, " is doled out to each, but no one is permitted

to help himself,—immobility is the character of its moral
life ; and to this condition are fallen most of the popula-

tions of Asia, in which theocratic government restrains the

advance of man." In Mormonism, this influence is ren-

dered more intense by its claim of progressive revelation.

Not content with crowning itself with the awful majesty
of a Divine origin, it asserts the high gift of perpetual in-

tercourse with the Deity. With all the avenues of private

judgement and personal discovery of truth thus efiectually

closed, the miserable victims of this pious fraud, "obedi-

entia fracti animi et abjecti et arbitrio carentis suo," yield

in passive submission to the assumptions of a crafty Priest-

hood, or to the stronger will of a single tyrant.

On the other hand. Mormonism has striven to engraft

upon this stationary and inert civilization of antiquity the

progress which so peculiarly distinguishes this age of dis-

covery. The most liberal arrangements are made for ed-

ucation. Besides the primary schools under public control

and inspection, the outline has already been drawn of a
thorough University course. All branches of knowledge
are to be taught ; all living spoken languages are to be
studied ; the natural sciences are to be diligently prosecu-

ted
;
practical astronomy, engineering, mechanics, the sci-

ence of agriculture,—in short, all that can be learnt,

whether for the purpose of ornament or use, are to be
embraced in the extensive curriculum of study. A new
feature of the system is the institution of a Parents' school

for heads of families; so that at no point in life is educa-

tion necessarily arrested. Even here, however, the fanati-

cism of the sect breaks forth. Scientific revelations from
Heaven are to be enjoyed, no less than religious : and by

V
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this means, as complete a revolution is to be accomplished
in the one kingdom as in the other. A new theory of

astronomy has already been announced ;
and the Newto-

nian theories of gravitation, attraction and repulsion, are

already said to be overthrown. In these efforts to suborn

and corrupt science into a lying witness for their religion,

we see a visible impress of the age upon the system. Here
then is Mormonism under a double set of influences: the

one setting it to spin and hum, like a boy's top, forever on
the same spot ; the other sending it forward upon a career

of improvement to which there is no goal. Which shall

finally be in the ascendant, their Prophet has not told us.

Philosophers say that the harmony of the material uni-

verse is due to the antagonism of forces ; and the adjust-

ment being the product of Divine wisdom, may never be

disturbed. But in a system which man has contrived, this

harmony cannot always be preserved. Certainly there

are warring elements in the Mormon imposture, which
must produce a dreadful catastrophe, whenever the bal-

ance shall once be destroyed. v i v ^Jifcui " v,uv

5. The last peculiarity in Mormonism which we shall

now mention is its transcendentalism ; though, to exhibit

this trait fully, would require a minute analysis of its

whole philosophy. As Smith never received a scholastic

education, and never enjoyed leisure for general reading,

this feature of his system would be utterly unaccountable,

if it were not for the silent and insensible diff'usion of

knowledge and opinion. Those speculations, which can
be originated only by minds of the highest order, percolate

through others of far inferior grade ; until at length the

lowest stratum becomes saturated with opinions, the source

and compass of which are but little known and apprecia-

ted. There are, in the Mormon belief, two self-existent

principles : to one of which is assigned the name of intel-

ligence ; and to the other, the name of element, or matter.

The origin of the universe is thus explained : in the far

eternity, two elementary particles of matter consulted

together and compared intelligences,—these called in a
third atom, and united in one will, became the first power.

From this intelligence, a God was begotten. This lays a

foundation for one of the prime articles of their creed in

regard to God, that he is not " a spirit without body, parts

VI
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or passions;" but on the contrary, that he is material,

having both body and parts. " It is impossible," says their

chief theologian, Orson Pratt, " to show the least difference

between the idea represented by nothings and the idea

represented by that which is unextended, indivisible, and
without parts, having no relation to space or time." Hav-
ing established this identity of definition, he adds, " there-

fore an immaterial God is a deified Nothing, and all his

worshippers are atheistical idolaters." He presents six

definitions, in exposition of his idea of nothing :
" Space

is magnitude susceptible of division : a point is the nega-
tion of space, or the zero where it begins and ends. Du-
ration is time susceptible of division,—an instant is the

negative, or zero of duration. Matter is that which occu-

pies space, between any two instants, is susceptible of

division and of removal. Nothing is the negative of space,

of duration and of matter, and is the zero of all existence."

We give this as a specimen of the transcendental reason-

ing of this school. " In thus identifying the Deity," says

the writer from whom these extracts are taken, "with
nothing, an instant and a point, the Mormon has reached
a conception of the most abstract being, and has made an
affirmation of which an Euclid or a Hegel might be
proud"—" of being in itself, which is the basis, the boun-
dary, the origin, and the terminus of all ; at once the zero

of all existence, and the plenum,—and has reached the

leading postulate of Hegel, that ^ being and 7iothing is the

sameJ "* The reader will not, of course, call upon us to

explain anything of all this : how, then, should it be tran-

scendental? It is enough that we call upon him to observe

how extremes meet : this untaught school of fanatics in

the wilds and fastnesses of the Rocky mountains joining

hands with the most unintelligible school of German meta-
physicians.

But, if God be material, and was generated, there is no
reason why he should not advance from lower to higher

degrees of perfection. The reader is perhaps prepared to

learn next that God, the Father, like Christ, was once a
man upon the earth,—that he died and rose again,—that

he worked out his kingdom, and advanced so far in his

Illustrated His. of the Mormons, pp. 372-374,
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faith, intelligence and power, as to become, in comparison
with us, the Infinite.* Further, if the Deity was genera-

ted, it does not shock us to learn that human souls were
not made, but begotten ; and that by the same obedience

and faith, they too will advance to higher perfection, and
at least possess the same dominion, property, power and
glory, now enjoyed by the Deity, whose dominion will be
proportionally increased: all which sounds very much
like the developement theory of a certain modern meta-
physico-religious school, only a little run mad.
'** Let us, however, go back for a moment to the seed of

all these transcendental notions, the eternal existence of

atoms which come together and compare intelligences

;

and we are thrown again upon the old whimsical theory

that the earth is a great animal, endued with life ;—only

Mormonism goes beyond this in absurdity, and makes it*

capable of knowledge ; and " the earth itself, even its min-
erals and metals, and all creation is alive."

The transcendental spirit of. this strange system is also

seen in their idea of faith, which they consider an attri-

bute of God as well as of men. It is "the will, the

principle of action, in all intelligent beings, exercised for

acquiring glory and accomplishing holy works." In the

Deity no less than in the creature, it is " the great govern-

ing principle, which has power, dominion and authority

over all things."

The next and last peculiar doctrine which I shall ad-

duce, not only illustrates the transcendental tendencies of

this superstition, but also the adroitness with which its

founder addresses it to the strongest affections and holiest

sentiments of the human heart. Starting with the postu-

late that things earthly are modelled after the pattern of

things celestial, he connects closely the two worlds. As
long as the probationary state shall continue on earth,

there is a corresponding probation afforded to spirits in the

other world. Upon this is founded their doctrine and
practice of baptism for the dead. The living become
proxies for the dead,—are baptized and fulfil all righteous-

ness in their stead. These are hereby admitted to salva-

tion, and are added to the house-hold of the surety at his

• Gunnison : Part i.—Chap. 4.

\u.
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resurrection, augmenting his train. Naturally, from this

view of probation in the spirit-world, flows the doctrine of

Metempsychosis, almost in the old Brahminical sense. As
the souls begotten of God had originally the. choice to

remain as they were, or to take a material body, and
ascend by obedience to greater glory and power ; so, if

they fail in the first probation, the soul takes a lower
tabernacle, pays the forfeit for its offences, and retraces its

steps to celestial glory. It is needless to show how this

doctrine takes possession of the sympathies of the soul, at

that moment when the rupture of earthly ties causes the

heart to bleed, and the remembrance 6i the dead is a holy

exercise of the soul.

We need not enlarge these remarks. Enough has been
said to show that Mormonism,,not content with the tran-

scendentalisms of its own age, has adopted all the strange

dreams of the mystics in past ages. We have the ancient

Hindoo myth respecting God and the universe, almost

literally re-produced
;
the gnostic theory of emanations is

given us in the generation of human souls
;
the Pythago-

rean dogma of transmigration is presented almost without

modification ; while the sympathy of living and departed

spirits, and the attendance of one upon the other, is but

the wild notion which underlies the spirit-rappings of the

present day. It is, in short, a strange composition of all

the pantheism and mysticism in all periods of the world,

with a strong tincture of the peculiar metaphysics of the

age which gave it birth.

It would not be wholly uninteresting now to scrutinize

the tortuous lines in the palm of this coarse imposture, and
prognosticate its future. But, apart from the peril that

attends all predictions, we are warned by the pages we
have already blotted, not to enter upon any new line of

thought. We cannot fail to glean, from the rapid survey
which this article has taken, the elements of decay which
must eventually work its overthrow. The liberal course

of education which they are projecting cannot but open
the eyes of the inquiring to the extravagance of their su-

perstitions : and the effort to corrupt science, and to push
their frauds into the kingdom of nature, must tumble the

whole crazy enterprize to the ground. The weakening,
too, of family ties, is in reality drawing away the very
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foundations and under-pinning of social order. History,

when challenged, can give no other testimony in regard to

polygamy than that it is a forcing-bed of vice. What in-

stitution CQuld Satan himself devise, a surer nursery of

crime, than a numerous house-hold, whose members are

not held together by ties of natural affection, but rather

estranged, by the most fierce and consuming jealousies

known to the human heart? Then consider the heteroge-

neous character of the population swarming to this great

western hive, from the dark lanes, and crowded factories,

and filthy collieries of the old world,—the sewerage and
drainings of European population. For a time, an out-

ward pressure will hold those elements in contact ; but no
sooner shall the difiiculties be overcome which attend the

subjugation of a new country, than the centrifugal force

will be disclosed, and we shall see only the "disjecta

membra" of this now rising empire. The consolidation

of power in the hands of the Presidency and Priesthood,

and the vast accumulation of wealth under their control,

cannot but corrupt the government. The absence, too, of

all constitutional checks to their power, and the fanatical

pretensions to the Divine favour, will render the tyranny
at last, only the more insolent and oppressive. It has
only to become intolerable, and the day of revolution is at

hand.
To these explosive elements within the system, add the

immensely powerful influence of this great Republic, in

assimilating all the parts, however extreme, over which it

obtains control. In this most remarkable and auspicious

power, lies the only hope of our government, in its rapidly

expanding jurisdiction. The statement was made in the

preceding number of this Review, that the United States,

with their territories and dependencies, cover an area

twice as large as that of the Roman empire, in its palmiest

days, under Trajan and the Antonines : and it may assist

us to apprehend the vastness of our territorial area, to

know that now the United States own not less than one

billion, three hundred and eighty-seven million, five hun-
dred and thirty-four thousand acres of public land, to be

thrown into market and in some way disposed of The
unwieldy bulk of the Roman empire was one of the many
causes of its dissolution ; but then Rome gained its empire
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s
by conquest, and held its distant possessions by the strong

hand of military occupancy and rule. America, on the

contrary, gains her empire by emigration and colonization.

New States form with a swelling population, and at once
take on a republican government, assimilated to the great

model which is before them, and very soon are incorpora-

ted into the same. The strength of this moral influence

cannot be measured, as it moulds all the comm-unities
which organize over the entire continent. Mormonism
will soon feel the pressure of this influence upon either

side—as soon as States shall form upon the Pacific coast

—

and insensibly will she catch the spirit, and take, the forms
of truly republican institutions.

We cannot cast our gaze beyond the Rocky Mountains,
and scrutinize the face of society collecting upon our ex-

treme western coast, without a measure of anxiety for the

unfolding future. Our country is certainly entering upon
one of the grandest experiments it has ever been called to

undertake, and is passing through the severest crisis it has
ever been made to know. We canriot fail to observe the

singular coincidence, that while a bold attempt is made by
Anglo-Saxons themselves to reproduce the old civilization

of Asia, and while a community has actually been founded
upon that basis, a strong and copious tide of really Asiatic

population has been pouring into our California territory.

Take, as an estimate the fact that within three months of

the past year seventeen thousand emigrants from China
have sailed from three of her ports, most of whom are dis-

charged upon our coast. What is to be the issue of this

commingling of races on this continent ? In the language
of an American Senator* on the floor of Congress, " the

reunion of the two civilizations which, having parted on
the plains of Asia four thousand years ago, and having
travelled ever afterwards in opposite directions around the

world, now meet again on the coasts and islands of the

Pacific ocean." Will the issue be in accordance with the

fond prediction of the same Senator, " the equalization of

the condition of society, and the restoration of the unity of

the human family ?" Time alone can declare—but we
cannot be insensible to the momentous crisis which is be-

-1

Mr. Seward.

K
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fore us, nor be indifFerent, as we see the elasticity of our
government subjected to severer tests than its framers ever

dreamed. If it shall succeed, by its immense moral power,
in moulding and casting to its own shape and form tha|

stubborn civilization of past centuries, which it now
touches so closely, it will discover a life which the history

of four thousand years denies of every other government
—and republicanism will come forth, amidst the acclama-
tions of the world, to receive the chaplet of triumph, which
shall forever adorn her brow.

ARTICLE VIII.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. Pastoral Theology: or the Theory of the Evangelical Min-

istry. By A. ViNET, Translated and Edited by Thomas II.

Skinner, D. D., Professor of Pastoral Theology in the Union

Tfieological Seminary of New York ; ivith Notes and an ad-

ditional cliapte)' by tlte Translator. 12 mo. pp. 387. New
York: Harper ^ Brothers. 1853.

The highest proof of interest in a book is that it compels a

second reading—the current sweeping the reader on too swiftly

for him to pause upon single passages, or to weigh fully the

statements which are put forth. Few reflecting persons will pe-

ruse this volume without at least marking many brilliant and

pregnant paragraphs to which they may recur. We mention as

a feature of this work, but not in this instance a defect, its frag-

mentary character—due partly to the writer's vivacity, which

gleams like a ray of the sun from topic to topic—but more fully

explained by the fact that the book is really a fasciculus of notes,

carefully prepared by the author as the basis of his instructions

in the Academy of Lausanne. Perhaps the subjects of Pastoral

Theology are better illustrated by these brief but suggestive

touches of a philosophical mind, than by elaborate and artificial

K',(
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disquisition. That offensive minuteness which dissects the pas-

tor's work in its smallest details—that digest of dry rules which

robs it of all its freedom, and running its wires through all the

joints and articulations of his work, makes the pastor less an

actor than an automaton—are both successfully avoided. The

great principles which should regulate an evangelical ministry

are stated in the pointed, apophthegmatic style, peculiar to the

best French writers, and which, with other excellencies, has per-

haps contributed to associate the name of A. Vinet with that of

Blaise Pascal. The circle of topics embraced in this volume is,

however, complete, and the references in the margin show that

the literature of this department has been fully mastered. Dr.

Skinner has done good service in placing this treatise in the

hands of English readers ; and the clergyman who will peruse

the sections on " the difl&culties of the evangelical ministry,"

" the signs of a true call," and " the care of souls applied to in-

dividuals," will not regret his outlay in the purchaee of the vol-

ume.

'I

11

2. Female Piety : or the Young Woman^s Friend and Guide

through life to immortality. By John Angell James, author

of " the Anxious Inquirer^'' " Christian Professorj" " Young

Man^s Friend,^^

Sf Brothers. 1853.

16 ma.fpp. 4:50. New York: Carter

This work belongs to that class of practical writings, for which

the author is so widely and favorably known. It consists of a

series of twelve monthly discourses, first delivered from the pul-

pit, and now presented in the same form to a larger audience

through the press. Some of the topics discussed are timely in

this age of female conventions ; and if fanatics and radicals did

not form the most hopeless class of fools, whom it were useless

even to " bray in a mortar with a pestle," we would recommend

the third of these discourses, on Woman's Mission, to those petti-

coat reformers brawling in their Jacobin Clubs about Woman's

Rights. Could these noisy tom-boys hush their clatter long

enough to hear this grave pastor in one short sentence, " Wo-

X
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man's position and mission is summed up in two words—humili-

ty and love,"—they might retire to the modest seclusion of their

homes. It were well, if they could attain to that " conscious-

ness of subordination without any sense of degradation," which

we think the author truly represents as pervading the female

sex, " an instinct confirmed by reason ;" " a law of nature written

on her heart, coinciding with the law of God, written on the page

of revelation."

Beautiful portraitures of Scripture female characters, such as

Rebecca, Mary and Martha, of Bethany, are interspersed through-

out the volume, illustrating its more didactick portions.

3. 77ie Diplomacy of the RevoliUion : an Historical Study.

By William Henry Trescotp. 12 mo. pp. 169, New York:

Appleton Sf Co. 1853.

We have read with much interest this little volume, which we

were induced to take up not only from the intrinsic importance

of the subject, but because it is the production of a compatriot,

who we are glad to know, has recently been honored with the

appointment of Secretary of Legation to the Court of St. James.

In commencing what the author modestly terms " an historical

essay," he first vindicates the study of diplomatic correspondence,

as forming an important part of the material of national history.

He then characterizes the distinguishing principles of European

diplomacy, at the period of the American Revolution ; notes the

influence which this event exerted upon all the powers of Europe,

in their respective positions
;
sketches briefly but clearly the ne-

gotiations with France, with Spain, and with Holland—and con-

cludes by tracing the diplomatic steps by which England her-

self came to recognise the great fact of American Indepen-

dence.

We have always thought the current American histories par-

ticularly barren and defective on these topics
;
the foreign work
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of Botta being the only one which even professes to treat them

with any distinctness. There was a gap to be filled ;
and we are

glad that Mr. Trescott has perceived it, and that with such dili-

gent research in the highest sources of information, he has been

able to supplement the deficiency. We hope that this admirable

little volume is only the first-fruits of contributions he has yet

to make to our national literature.

4. The complete works of Samuel Taylor. Coleridge. With

an Introductory Essay upon his Theological and Philosophi-

cal opinions. Edited by Professor Shedd. In seven volumes.

12 mo.^ vols. 1 and 2, pp. ASiand 551. New York: Harper

4- Brothers. 1853.

This is presented as the first complete edition of Coleridge's

works. Did the Harpers imitate the German style in getting

up these volumes, as a symbol of the German cast of metaphy-

sics to be found within ? The first of these volumes contains

" the aids to Reflection " and " the Statesman's Manual," to-

gether with Dr. Marsh's Preliminary Essay, preceded by the

general introductory criticism of Professor Shedd, the editor.

The second volume embraces the essays, styled " the Friend."

It is too late in the day to pass the writings of Coleridge under

review. No modern author has been more sternly arraigned be-

fore the bar of public criticism, or has assigned to him a more

unchallenged position as one of the great lights of his age. He
has exerted too mighty an influence upon the literature and phi-

losophy of the day not to have earned for himself a shelf in every

well appointed library. Beyond this claim to regard upon the

ground of historic justice, Coleridge's writings possess a psycho-

logical interest above any author we can name. Most works give

only the matured, concrete results of the author's studies
;
but

the writings of Coleridge give the history of his mind, and con-

duct us through his processes of thought, while yet in their form-

ing state. Contradictory as he thus condemns himself to appear,

"i I
- I

\
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and transcendental as many of his views must seem to sober,

English minds, it is a worthy study to trace the action of a great

mind working its way to profound results. Coleridge certainly

has the merit of a great and original thinker ; and his produc-

tions, whether or not they satisfy with their teachings, at least

stimulate thought on the part of the reader. Upon every ground

therefore, we are happy to see this handsome and uniform collec-

tion of his writings given to the public. We shall look with inte-

rest for the remaining five volumes of the series.

5. On the Lessons in Proverbs ; being the substance of Lectures

delivered to Young Meri's Societies at Portsmouth and else-

where. By Richard Chenevix Trench, B. D,, author of
" the Study of Wbrds,''^ etc.

Redfeld. 1853.

12 mo., pp. 140. Niew York :

.A.k'iii'^t

Archdeacon Trench is a scholar even in his sports—touching

nothing that he does not adorn—exhibiting the same finish and

accuracy in his lighter productions which mark his graver. The

antiquarian turn which impelled him to " the Study of Words "

finds scope now in " the Lessons of Proverbs ;"' and the quaint-

ness of the theme, quickened by the freshness of his own taste,

imparts a relish to the book. We were most interested in the

second lecture, designed to illustrate the remark of Lord Bacon's,

that " the genius, wit, and spirit of a nation, are discovered in its

proverbs." By comparison of Spanish, Italian, Egyptian, as

well as Grrecian, Koman and English proverbs, he shows " the

innermost heart of every nation speaks out to us." In the three

last lectures upon the poetry, wit and wisdom, the morality, and

the theology of proverbs, the author's discriminating comments

open oftentimes a hidden meaning which superficial thinkers

would never detect. It is an interesting fact upon which the

author largely insists, that amidst all the duplicity and selfish-

ness of mankind, the immutable distinctions of- morality are

preserved and imbedded in the proverbial utterances of the race

fd
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—the universal mind and heart of man declaring, often to their

own ridicule and shame, for truth, and virtue, and justice.

6. A Stranger Here ; the Memorial of one to whom to live was

Christy and to die gain. By the Rev. Horatius Bonar, Kd.

so. IS m>o.,pp. 411. New York: Carter ^ Brothers. 1853.

A lively sketch of a young female, of great artlessness yet

earnestness of character, who at first threw all her soul into the

gaieties of the world, and afterwards with even greater intense-

ness into the service of Christ. The peculiar merits of this biog-

raphy are the simjnicity which pervades the correspondence and

conversation of this pious young woman, and the dramatic style

in which the biographer continually presents. It is not a suc-

cession of tableaux in which the heroine appears in motionless

attitude—^but moving up and down, breath out an active and

ardent piety, in language always naive and characteristic,

7. Letters on Clerical Manners and Habits; addressed to a

Student in the Theological Seminary^ at Princeton^ N. J.

By Samuel Miller, D. D. A new edition revised. \2mo.^

pp. 384.

8. iMters from a Father to his Sons in College. By Samuel

Miller, D. D., Professor in the Theological Seminary^

Princeton, N. /. . 12 mo., pp. 240. Presbyterian Board of

Publication.

We hail with pleasure the re-print, by the Board of Publica-

tion, of these valuable letters of Dr. Miller. The letters on

Clerical Manners were first published in 1827, and were, read

with much profit by those for whom they were especially pre-

pared, and by others who had entered upon the duties of the min-

O .' I
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istry. The wise counsels they contain are equally valuable and

necessary now. The Letters to Sons in College are also marked

by that delicacy of taste and good ju'idgement for which the

venerable author was so much distinguished. They should be

put by parents into the hands of their sons, whom with trembling

solicitude they are committing to the discipline and perils of

College life. They will suggest those counsels which are so

much needed in that critical period when they leave the parental

roof, and enter, with their passions strong and their experience

limited, upon the severe trial of principle and virtue to which

they are subjected.
.

'
'

9. Historic Doubts relative to Napoleon Buonaparte^ and Histo-

ric Certainties respecting the Early History of America.

New York: Robert Carter Sf Brothers. ISmo.jpp. 184. 1853.

^ The ingenious author of this little book, understood to he

Archbishop Whately, has applied the principles of historic evi-

dence laid down by Hume in his Essay on Miracles, and by

Strauss in his Life of Jesus, to the case of Napoleon Buona-

parte. He reasons with all the plausibility of the Mythic inter-

preters, and the entire sceptical school, against the reality of the

existence of Napoleon, and the wonderful stories which are told

of his victories and his defeats. The whole is accompanied with

the entire apparatus of learned notes which corresponding argu-

ments against the truth of Scripture, by the modern sceptics of

Germany, exhibit. The last portion of the book, " Histmic Cer-

tainties respecting the Early History of America^ by the Rev.

Aristarchus Newlight, Philadelphia," &c., is significally dedi-

cated to Dr. W. M. Leberecht De Wette, Dr. D. F. Strauss, and

Mr. F. W. Newman. The book furnishes amusing proof that if

the principles upon which these authors attack the historic truth

of the Bible are right, Napoleon Buonaparte is but a mythic per-

sonage, and never existed. The same line of argument has been

taken up by Casuar to prove the non-existence of Martin Luther,

and by Schmucker to show that William Shakspeaie is but a myth-
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ARTICLE I.

The Principles of Moral and Political Economy.—By
William Paley, D. D,

Dr. Paley's system of Moral Philosophy, like most
other modern treatises upon the subject, is divided into

two general parts. The first discusses the theory of

morals, the other comprises the rules of life ; the first is

speculaime^ and the other practical. His design, in the

theoretical or speculative part, is to determine tne nature
and criterion of right, to trace moral distinctions to their

source, and evolve a principle which shall enable us to

settle our duty in all the circumstances in which we may
be placed. W ith him, accordingly, the theory of morals
bears very much the same relation to practice as subsists

between theory and practice in other sciences. His rules

are all applications of his speculative principles, and his

speculative principles have evidently been adjusted with
a view to their practical results.

There are obviously three questions which every com-
plete system of moral philosophy must undertake to

answer. 1. How we come to be possessed of the notions

of right and wrong?—whether by that faculty which
perceives the distinction betwixt truth and falsehood, or

by a peculiar power of perception, which is incapable

01 any further analysis? 2. In what the distinctions

betwixt right and wrong essentially consist ?—or what is

the quality, or qualities, in consequence of which we
pronounce some things to be right and others wrong?

Vol. vu.—Ko. 1. 1
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3. What are the actions that are right,—^the things that

must be done or avoided?
The two first questions exhaust the subject of theoreti-

cal morals ; the last comprises the whole province of

practical duty. The first two questions Dr. Palej an-

swers in the first two books of his treatise. The remain-

ing three are devoted to the third. In the first two he
unfolds the science^ in the other three the art^ of a virtu-

ous life. , /

The method pursued in the speculative part is, after a

definition of Moral Philosophy, first, to show the neces-

sity of some scientific system, in order to ascertain an
adequate and perfect rule of life, and then, from the

phenomena of our moral nature, to deduce and consPruct

such a system. The end which Dr. Paley has steadily

in view is the discovery of a perfect rule of life / and
the only claim which, in his judgment, can commend
moral philosophy to our attention, is the claim to teach

us our duty, our whole duty, and the reasons of it. If it

cannot discharge this office, it is, in his eyes, nothing
worth. Philosophy, as a reflective exercise of reason

upon the phenomena of consciousness,—an effort to re-

duce our knowledge to unity by seizing upon the princi-

ples and avolving the laws which regulate it,—seems to

be entirely ignored by him. Philosophy with him as-

pires to no more exalted function than to explain the

theory upon which practical rules depend. It is simply
the antithesis of art. Hence his definition—"Moral
Philosophy is that science which teaches men their duty
and the reasons of it."* It is related to life, as the sci-

ence of agriculture to the business of the farmer, or the

science of navigation to the business of a sailor. It

prescribes rules, and tells us why they should be observ-

ed.

Its end or office being thus exclusively practical, he
proceeds to show the importance of such a science, by
exposing the inadequacy of the rules that men are likely

to adopt for the regulation of their conduct, if not in-

structed by philosophy. This is done in the first five

chapters of the first book. These rules he makes to be

* Book I, chap. i.
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the law of honour, the law of the land, and the Scrip-

tures. To these maj be added conscience; for, although
Dr. Paley does not formally mention it as a rule, in

connection with the others, it is clear, from his chapter
upon it, that he contemplated it in that light, and re-

garded it as no less defective than the laws of honour, of
the land, and of the Scriptures. There are certainly

men who profess to be governed by the dictates of con-

science ; and if these dictates are an adequate and per-

fect rule of life, there is no use, according to Dr. Paley's
conception of its office, of such a science as Moral Phi-
losophy. Ilis vindication, accordingly, of the science

which he proposes to expound, implies that, without it,

there are no means of arriving to a complete standard of

duty. We shall be left to guides that are unsatisfactory

and uncertain. The practical tendencies of his niind are

here very conspicuously displayed. Instead of attempt-
ing to prove, from the nature of the case, that science

must furnish the rules of art, and that no art can be
considered as perfect until the theory of its operations is

understood and developed, he takes a survey of human
life, notes the laws which different classes profess to

obey, and exposes their incompetency to answer the

ends of human existence. His argument is briefly this

:

We need and must have a science of morals ; because
experience shows that, independently of it, men are

liable to serious mistakes in regard to their duty. 'No

rule, not derived from it, has ever yet been perfect.

He then assumes that the rules already mentioned
exhaust the expedients of man in settling the way of

life.

The vindication of moral philosophy, upon the ground
that all other means of compassing a perfect rule of life

are defective, most evidently takes for granted, that it

can supply the defect,—that it can teach us, and teach

us with at least comparative completeness, the whole
duty of man. In the second book, accordingly, Dr. Pa-
ley undertakes to evince its competency to this end, by
evolving a principle from which an adequate and satis-

factory solution of all moral questions may be extracted.

It is here that he determines the great problems of spec-

ulative morals, concerning the nature and origin of our
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moral cognitions. Here, then, we must look for his sys-

tem of moral philosophy.

From this general view it will be seen that the first

book is an answer to the question, do we need a science

of morals ? The second book an answer to the question,

is the need which is felt supplied by such a science ? If

this be, however, the order of thought, the discussions of

the first book should have closed with the fifth chapter.

The sixth and seventh chapters of that book are out of

their logical order. The seventh chapter should have
concluded the discussions of the second book, and the

sixth chapter, in its present form, should have been
omitted altogether, as naving no conceivable connection
with aught that precedes or loUows. That a man should
make the tendency to promote happiness the very es-

sence of virtue, and a corresponding tendency to pro-

mote misery the very essence of vice, and then gravely

conclude, after an enumeration of the various elements
that constitute happiness, "that vice has no advantage
over virtue,"* even on the score of expediency, is a real

curiosity in the history of literature. Dr. Paley's whole
system proceeds on the assumption that happiness is the

chief good of man. Virtue and vice are respectively

determined to be such by their relations to tnis as an
end. A discussion, then, of happiness, which should
have been in harmony with the rest of his system, ought
to have included such an enumeration of its elements as

would show, at a glance, that it was the privilege of the

virtuous only. As being the end of virtue, its tendencies

to that end should have been made conspicuous and
manifest. But nothing of this sort has been attempted.
The chapter contains little more than judicious and
wholesome reflections, preceded by low and degrading
views of the comparative worth and dignity of pleasures,

upon the best methods of getting through life with toler-

able comfort. It adds nothing to the work, and might
be subtracted from it without the slightest diminution of

its integrity, as a scientific treatise. It is a mere inter-

polation.

Having settled, in the second book, his speculative

* Book I, chap, vi., sub. fin.
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doctrines, Dr. Paley proceeds to a classification and
detailed consideration of human duties, which occupies

the remainder of his treatise. Tliese he divides, in con-

formity with prevailing usage, into three general heads

:

1. Duties to our neighbor, or relative duties. 2. Duties
to ourselves; and, 3. Duties to God. Relative duties

he again subdivides into three classes ; 1. Those which
are determinate, and are consequently embraced under
the category of justice ; 2. Those which are indetermin-

ate, and are embraced under the category of benevo-
lence ; and, 3. Those which spring from the constitution

of the sexes.

Having given this general outline of his treatise,

what I now propose is to subject his theory of morals to

a critical examination, and then make some remarks
upon what seems to be objectionable in some of the de-

tails of the work.
The fundamental principle of his system is contained

in the answer to the question, what is that quality in

consequence of which we pronounce an action to be
right ? This he makes to be utility,, or its tendency to

promote happiness. " Whatever is expedient is right."

The process by which he is conducted to this conclusion

is brief and simple. He begins with an analysis of

moral obligation, and in order that his account of it may
be exact and discriminating, he first inquires into the

essence of obligation in general, and then proceeds to

expound moral obligation in particular.

Obligation, in general, he resolves into a strong sense

of interest, prompting obedience to the commands of a
superior. "We can be obliged to nothing,"* he openly
avows, " but what we ourselves are to gain or lose some-
thing by ; for nothing else can be a violent motive to us.

As we should not be obliged to obey the laws of the

magistrate, unless rewards or punishments, pleasure or

pain, somehow or other, depended on our obedience;
so neither should we, without the same reason, be obliged

to do what is right, to practice virtue, or to obey the

commands of God." A strong sense of interest, then,

which Dr. Paley denominates "a violent motive," is

r

Book II., chap. ii.

\
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essential to obligation. But is every appeal to our hopes
and fears, every prospect of advantage, or every appre-

hension of calamity, to be considered as creating an ob-

ligation ? Are obligation and inducement, in other words,
synonymous terms? Dr. Paley answers that they are

generically the same, but specifically different. Obliga-

tion is a particular species of inducement—that species

which results from the command of a superior, or of one
who is able to curse or to bless. This circumstance, that

it results from command, or is the expression of authori-

ty, is what differences duty from every other form of

interest. Hence his articulate definition of obligation in

general postulates inducement as the genus, and the

command of a superior as the specific difference. "A
man is said to be obliged, when he is urged by a violent

motive resulting from the command of another."*

The peculiarity of moral obligation, as contradistin-

guished from obligation in general, consists in the person
who prescribes the command, and the nature of the

motive to obey. In this case. He who commands is God,
and the motive to obedience is drawn from the future

world,—the hope of everlasting happiness, or the dread
of everlasting misery. Moral obligation may, accord-

ingly, be defined as that strong sense of interest, or
" violent motive," prompting us to obey the commands
of God, and arising from a conviction of endless retribu-

tions beyond the grave.

The doctrine of a future state of rewards and punish-

ments is consequently fundamental in Dr. Paley's sys-

tem. There can be prudence, but no virtue, without it.

An action becomes right onl}^ by its relation to our fu-

ture interests. What hinds^ what presses as a violent

motive, what creates the sense of duty, is the hope of

heaven or the fear of hell. "They w^ho would establish,"

says our author,f "a system of morality, independent
of a future state, must look out for some different idea of

moral obligation, unless they can show that virtue con-

ducts the possessor to certain happiness in this life, or to

a much greater share of it than he could attain by a dif-

ferent behaviour."

* Book II., chap, ii. tBook II., chap. iii.

\
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From this analysis of moral obligation, it appears that

the will of God is the matter, and the retributions of a
future state the form of it; that is, the will of God
determines what we are bound to do, and our everlasting

interests why we are bound ; or, as Dr. Paley expresses

it, " private happiness is our motive, and the will of God
our rule."

The will of God being the standard or measure of right,

the question naturally arises, how is the will of God to

be ascertained? The answer is, by inquiring into the

tendency of an action to promote or diminish tne general

happiness. Utility is the exponent of the Divine will, as

the Divine will is the exponent of right. Whatever is

expedient God commands, and whatever God commands
is morally obligatory. Dr. Paley regards his doctrine of

expediency as only the statement, in another form, of

the Divine benevolence. To say that* God wills the

happiness of his creatures, is, with him, equivalent to

sa^nng that whatever is expedient is right ; and, accord-

ingly, the only proof which he alleges of this fundamen-
tal doctrine of his theory, is his proof of the benevolence
of God. " The method," says he,'^ " of coming at the

will of God, concerning any action, by the light of

nature, is to inquire into the tendency of the action to

promote or diminish the general happiness. This rule

proceeds upon the presumption that God Almighty wills

and wishes the happiness of his creatures, and conse-

quently that those actions which promote that will and
wish must be agreeable to him,—and the contrary."

—

Too much praise can hardly be awarded to his vindica-

tion of the benevolence of God ; it is neat, clear, con-

clusive, presented in two different forms, in neither of

which can it fail to produce conviction.

f

From this brief analysis. Dr. Paley's whole theory of

morals may be compendiously compressed in a single

syllogism. Whatever God commands is right or obliga-

tory. Whatever is expedient God commands. There-

fore, whatever is expedient is right. The major propo-

sition rests upon his analysis of moral obligation—^the

minor upon the proof of the Divine benevolence, and

I

* Book II., chap iv. + Book II., chap. v.
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the substance of all is given in his remarkable definition

of virtue, which, logically, should have followed the

exposition of expediency. " Yirtue is the doing good to

mankind, in obedience to the will of God, and for the

sake of everlasting happiness."* The matter of virtue

is expediency, which becomes right or obligatory, be-

cause it is commanded by God, and supported by the

awful sanctions of the future world.

In estimating the merits of Dr. Paley's theory, two
points must be particularly attended to, as these are the

cardinal points of his argument,—his analysis of moral
obligation, as yielding the result that the will or com-
mand of God is the sole measure of rectitude,—and his

vindication of expediency, as an universal measure of

the Divine will from the Divine benevolence. Upon his

success or failure here depends the success or failure of

his treatise.

Is an action, then, right, simply because God com-
mands it, and that upon pain of eternal death ? Is it the

commcmd which makes it to be right, or is its being
right the cause of the command ? According to Dr. Pa-
ley, it is right, hecause commanded. According to the

common sense of mankind, it is commanded because it

is right. If it is the will of God which creates the dis-

tinction between right and wrong, the difiiculty which
Dr. Paley felt, and which he has endeavored to obviate,f

would manifestly embarrass all our judgments in regard

to the moral character of the Divine administrations.
" It would be an identical proposition to say of God that

He acts right ;"—a contradiction in terms to say that He
could, by any possibility, act wrong. We cannot escape

the conviction—it is forced upon us by the constitution

of our nature—that there is a rectitude in actions, ante-

cedently to any determinations of will, and that this

rectituae is the formal cause of their authoritative in-

junction upon the part of God. To this eternal standard

we appeal when we vindicate the ways of God to man.
We do not mean, as Dr. Paley suggests, when we pro-

nounce the dispensations of Providence to be right, that

they are merely consistent with themselves,—for that is

Book I., chap. vii. t Book II., chap. ix.
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the substance of his explanation,—but that they are con-

sistent with a law which we feel to be co-extensive with
intelligent existence. Right and wrong are not the crea-

tures of arbitrary choice. They are not made by the will^

but siDring essentially from the nature of God. He is

holy, and therefore his volitions are just and good.
According to Dr. Paley, a different arrangement of

the adaptations of the universe would have changed the

applications of all moral phraseology, and made that to

be right which is now wrong, and that to be wrong which
is now right. There is no other diiference in the proper-

ties expressed by these words than the relation in which
they stand to our own happiness. For aught that ap-

pears, God 7mght command falsehood, perjury, murder
and impiety,—and then they would be entitled to all the

commendations of the opposite virtues. Actions and
dispositions are nothing in themselves; they are abso-

lutely without any moral character,—without any moral
difference, until some expression of the Divine will is

interposed. It is not till God enjoins it, and it becomes
connected with everlasting happiness or misery, that an
action or disposition acquires moral significancy. Such
sentiments contradict the intuitive convictions of the

race ; and he grievously errs who imagines that he is

exalting the will of the Supreme Being, or reflecting a
higher glory upon the character of God, by representing

all moral distinctions as the accidental creatures of arbi-

trary choice. If no other account can be given of the

excellence and dignity of virtue, than that God haj^ened
to choose it, and to take it under His patronage and fa-

vour, we may call vice unfortunate^ but we can never

condemn it as l)ase.

We must, consequently, go beyond the Divine com-
mand for the true foundation of the moral differences of

things,—but, as we cannot ascend beyond the Deity
himself, we must stop at the perfections of the Divine

character. It is because God is what he is, that he
chooses virtue and condemns vice ; and it is because he
is what he is necessa7'ily^ that the distinctions betwixt

right and wrong are eternal and immutable. His will

is determined by his nature, and his nature is as neces-

sary as his being. His will, consequently, has a law in

Vol. vii.-~-]>ro. 1. 2
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the essential holiness of his character; and that essen-

tial holiness is the ultimate ground, the fons et origo of

all moral distinctions.

But while it is denied that the will of God creates the

difterences betwixt riglit and wrong, it is not maintained
that his will does not adequately express the rule of duty.

If Dr. Paley had asserted nothing more than that the

Divine command was a perfect measure of human obli-

gation, no exception could have been taken to his state-

ment. But he obviously meant much more than this

;

he meant to affirm, in the most unequivocal manner, that

the sole distinction betwixt virtue and vice was the arbi-

trary product of will. It is true that he subsequently

insists upon their respective tendencies, but these cannot

be regarded as the ultimate reasons of the Divine voli-

tions. All beings are from God, and all the adaptations

and adjustments which obtain among them, by virtue of

which some are useful and others hurtful, are as much
the offspring of His will, as their individual existence.

Utility finds its standard in His determinations. It is

because He has chosen to invest things with such and
such properties, and to fix them in such and such rela-

tions to each other, that any place is found for a differ-

ence of tendencies. A different order and a different

constitution would have comj)letely reversed the present

economy. Will, therefore, as mere arbitrary, absolute

choice, is the sole cause why things are as they are,

—

why some things are useful and others hurtful,—some
right and others wrong.

Still this eiTor in the analysis of moral obligation does
not materially affect the argument. Dr. Paley could have
been conducted to his favourite dogma of expediency
as well by maintaining that the will of God is the meas-
ure of duty, as by maintaining that it is the source or

ultimate principle of all moral distinctions. What his

case needed was simply the proposition that we are

bound to do all that God requires, and that nothing but
what he requires can be imperative upon us. His will

—

no matter what determines it, or whether it is determined
by anything out of itself,—His will is our law. To this

proposition no reasonable exception can be taken—and
hencB it may be cheerfully admitted, " that to inquire
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what is our duty, or what we are obliged to do in any
instance, is, in effect, to inquire, what is the will of God
in that instance ?"

It is in the solution of this inquiry that we encounter
the central principle of Dr. Paley's theory. If his rea-

soning here be conclusive, however we may object to his

analysis of obligation, we are shut up to the adoption of
his favourite maxim—that whatever is expedient is right.

The only argument which he pretends to allege in vindi-

cation of this sweeping dogma, is drawn from the be-

nevolence of God ; and yet that argument—though I do
not know that the blunder has ever been articulately

exposed—is a logical fallacy, an illicit process of the

minor term. What he had proved in his chapter on
Divine benevolence is, that God wills the haj)pines8 of

his creatures. What he has collected from his analysis

of obligation is, that whatever God wills is right. Put
these premises together, and they yield a syllogism in

the third figure, from which Dr. Paley's conclusion can
by no means be drawn.
Whatever God wills is expedient.

Whatever God wills is right.

Therefore, says Dr. Paley, whatever is expedient is

right,—an illicit process of the minor term. Therefore,

is the true conclusion, soms things that are expedient are

right,—the third figm'e always concluding particularly.

The secret of Dr. Paley's blunder is easily detected.

He confounded the original proposition, which his proof

of the Divine benevolence had yielded, with its simple

converse, and was consequently led to treat the latter as

exactly equipollent to the former. What he had proved
was, that God wills the happiness of his creatures. This

is all that can be collected from benevolence. It simply
settles the question, that whatever may be the number
and variety of the things that constitute the objects of

the Divine volition, they are all characterized by the

quality—^^that they contribute, in some way, to the public

good. They are all conceived in kindness and executed
in love. God, in other words, never wills anything that

is essentially hurtful or prejudicial to the highest inter-

ests of his creatures. Whatever He commands is condu-

cive to their welfare. But to say that whatw&r He wUU
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is conducive to the general happiness, is a very different

thing from saying that whate'veT conduces to the general

happiness He wills. It may be true that He wills no-

thing which is not expedient, and yet false that He wills

everything which is expedient. The truth of the con-

verse, in universal affinnative propositions, is seldom
implied in the original dictum without limitation. Here
was Dr. Paley's slip. Because God wills nothing that is

not for our good, he took it for granted that He must will

everything which is for our good. The proper converse

of the proposition, that whatever God wills conduces to

the general happiness, is the baiTen statement that some
things which are expedient are willed by Him; or, in

other words, that soms things that are expedient are

•nght. It is very remarkable that a portentous system
of philosophy, which is distinguished by nothing more
prominently than its open and flagrant contradictions to

the common sense of the race, and its glaring falsifica-

tions of the characteristic phenomena of our moral na-

ture, should lay its foundations in a palpable violation of

the laws of thought. It begins in a blunder and ends in

a lie. The benevolence of God is only a guarantee as to

the nature and tendencies of whatever He may choose to

effect or to enjoin upon us, but it is not a standard by
which to determine beforehand upon what pa/rticular

things His will shall pitch. In the boundless range of
conceivable and possible good, there may be things

characterized by the quality of expediency, which yet,

on other accounts, are excluded from the Divine scheme.
To be the benevolent ruler of the w^orld implies no more
than that the economy of Providence, which has been
actually instituted, and is daily carried on, excludes all

laws which are inconsistent with the highest interests of
the subject, and includes a system of fixed and definite

means, adapted to promote them. If God has a plan,

the very conception of it involves the notion of rejection

and choice. All the reasons, in one case or the other,

can never be known to us. Some of the things rejected

might have been turned to a good account. But how
many soever of this class have been rejected, as not fall-

ing within the plan, the Divine benevolence renders it

certain that the plan itself is good^ and that all its ar-
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rangemente, if properly observed and heeded, tend to

promote our happiness. Given a Divine volition, the

argument of benevolence vindicates its usefulness
;
giv-

en expediency, the argument, does not show that it is

willed. Hence it is much safer to try expediency by the
Divine will than to try the Divine will by expediency.
God commands it—therefore it is good, is, materially
considered, a sounder syllogism than It is good—there-

fore God commands it.

The argument from benevolence, however, is the only
one which any advocate of expediency has ever been
able to adduce. The fallacy in question is not a solitary

blunder of the Arch-deacon of Carlisle. Amon^ those

who assume it as a fundamental principle that the happi-
ness of the universe is the final cause of its existence—

a

principle, however, which never has been, and never can
be established,—it has been uniformly taken for granted,

that whatever is conducive to that happiness, must be an
object of Divine Volition. With them, to will its happi-

ness is not simply to reject and prohibit what is incon-

sistent with it, and to institute a series of laws and
means suited to promote it, but absolutely to aim at the

production of everything that bears the impress of public

good. How, upon this doctrine, the universe ccm be a
whole, it is impossible to comprehend. If benevolence
is obliged to achieve every thing by which the happiness
of any creature can be promoted, it would lose itself in

the infinite region of possible good. If it is to have no
discretion, no right to discriminate, to choose or reject,

—

if every candidate who can bring credentials of utility

and convenience must be received into favour, the notion

of a plan—a scheme—a governments—must at once be
abandoned. Upon what an ocean would this doctrine

set us afloat ? If benevolence is the sole measure and
standard of the Divine will—the greatest happiness of

the greatest number the only end of universal being

—

why have not more creatures been made? Why have
not other orders been introduced? These additions to

the stock of being would certainly enlarge the domain of

happiness. Eeflections of this sort should convince us,

that whenever we undertake to speculate upon the con-

stitution of nature, independently of the guidance of
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experience,—when we undertake to pronounce dogmati-

cally npon the whole end and aim of the Divine dispen-

sation,—we get beyond our cjepth. We may confound

a crotchet with a principle—^inistake a cloud for a Di-

vinity. It is palpable to common sense that all which
we can legitimately make from the benevolence of God
is a security against mischief and malice in his govern-

ment. He will choose only the expedient ; but what
expedient things, must be left to His own wisdom. He
comprehends His own plan ; and only those things, how-
ever useful, which fall in with the harmony of the whole^

will be selected and adopted. "When, therefore, the

question is asked, What does God will ? we cannot an-

swer it, from considerations of expediency. We cannot
say. He wills this or that, because this or that is fitted

to promote the happiness of His creatures. There may
be reasons why the things in question should be rejected

or prohibited, notwithstanding their utility. Benevo-
lence does not supersede the other perfections of the

Divine nature, and if it is limited and conditioned by
wisdom, justice, truth, or other attributes of God, then it

is clear that it never can be taken as a complete and
adequate exponent of the Divine will. To condition its

manifestations, in any manner or degree, is to limit the

proposition, that whatever is expedient is willed.

If the distinction had been observed—a distinction

obvious in itself, and resulting from the very laws of

thought,—betwixt what the benevolence of God really

implies, and what the advocates of expediency have
assumed it to imply,—betwixt the original proposition

and its simple converse,—this ill-omened theory never
could have been ventilated. It assumes that the benev-
olence of God is a bare, single, exclusive disposition to

produce happiness,

—

\t proves that this is one of the dis-

positions which enter into and characterize the Divine
Administration ; it assumes that benevolence is simple
and absolute, the only principle which reigns in the

universe,—it proves that God is good, and never can
inflict gratuitous mischief upon his creatures ; it assumes
that God wills nothing but the happiness of his crea-

tures—it proves that whatever God wills shall contribute

to their good ; it assumes, in short, that whatever is

;
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expedient is right,—it proves that whatever is right is

expedient.

That benevolence is the absolute principle of the Di-
vine nature—as it cannot be proved inductively from
the manifestations of goodness in the universe, so it

cannot be demonstrated from any necessary laws of
belief Induction gives us the result, that God is good

;

but limits, modifies, and conditions the exercise of his

goodness, by laws and arrangements that clearly indicate

the existence of other attributes, and other attributes by
no means subordinate to goodness. We see that happi-

ness is not dispensed without regard to character and
conduct. Nature speaks as loudly of justice as of love.

Neither, again, is there any process by which we can
reduce the manifestations of other attributes to the

simple principle of love. We cannot see how this^ as

absolute, implies them,—we cannot comprehend how
they are developed from it. There is no law of thought
which can reduce to the unity of a single appearance
these various phenomena. Accordingly, we are not

warranted in asserting that simple, absolute benevolence
is the only character of the Author of Nature. To our
observation, it is neither simple nor absolute, since it is

limited and conditioned. The assumption, consequently,

upon which the entire fabric of expediency depends, not
only has not been proved, but from the nature of the

case, never can be proved. If it were even true in itself,

it belongs to a sphere of knowledge lying beyond the

reach of our faculties ; and to us, therefore, it must al-

ways be as if it were false.

But more than this—the scheme of expediency, in any
and every aspect of it, involves a complete falsification

of the moral phenomena of human nature. It does not

explain, but contradicts them ; it is not the philosophy

of what actually passes, but of what might be conceived

to pass within us,—^not the philosophy of man as he is,

but of man as its advocates would have him to be. The
point at issue, in this aspect of the case, is whether that

which constitutes the rightness of an action,—which
makes us feel it to be obligatory and approve it as

praiseworthy,—be its tendency to promote public hap-

piness, so that, inde^^endently of the perception of this

1'
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tendency, we should experience none of those emotions

with which we contemplate virtue and duty.

1. This, as a question of fact, must be settled by an
appeal to consciousness ; and we confidently aver that

the true state of the case is precisely the reverse of that

which is here assumed. Il^is not utility which suggests

the sense of duty ; it is the sense of duty which creates

the conviction of utility. The connection betwixt virtue

and happiness is only the statement, in another form, of

that profound impression of moral government, which is

stamped upon all men by the operations of conscience.

It is the articulate enunciation of the sense of responsi-

bility. The dictates of conscience are always felt to be
commcmds of God. They address us in the language of

authority and law. But a law without sanctions is a

contradiction in terms. Conscience, consequently, must
have its sanctions, and these sanctions, accordingly, are

both implicitly suggested and explicitly revealed ; impli-

citly suggested, in that sense of security which results

from the consciousness of having pleased the lawgiver, or

that uneasiness and restless anxiety which result from
the consciousness of contradicting his will ; explicitly

revealed, in the sense of good or ill desert, which is an
insei^arable element of every moral judgment. This

sense of good and ill desert is a declaration of God that

he will reward the righteous and punish the wicked—it

is an immediate manifestation to consciousness of the

fact of moral government. Antecedently to any calcula-

tions of utility, to any enlarged views oi the good of the

race, or to any inductions from the consequences of ac-

tions, without being able to comprehend why or how, we
all feel an irresistible conviction that it shall, upon the
whole, be well with the righteous and ill with the wick-
ed, because we carry in our bosoms a revelation to this

efi'ect from the Author of our being. Yirtue is pro-

nounced to be expedient, because we are the subjects of

a government of which virtue is the law. Our nature is

a cheat—^the conviction of merit and demerit a gross

delusion, unless the consequence^ of obedience and diso-

bedience are answerable to the expectations we are led

to frame. Hence we associate, from the very dawn of

reason, virtue and happiness, vice and misery. As soon

\
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as the feeling is developed that we are under law, that

we are responsible creatures, the conviction is awakened
that we shall be rewarded or punished according to our

behaviour,—that the consequences, in other words, of

virtue must be good, and the consequences of vice disas-

trous. Our nature leads us, nay, compels us, to predict

favourably of an upright course, and to augur evil of a

life of transgression. Our appeal is to human experi-

ence. To perceive that an action is right, what is it but

to feel that it is our duty to do it ? To be conscious that

we have done what is right, what is it but to feel that

we have pleased the law-giver, and are entitled to his

favour ? What means the sense of merit, if it is not the

promise of God that the obedient shall be rewarded?
and a promise of this sort, what is it but a declara-

tion from our Maker that virtue is the highest expedi-

ency? We do not object, therefore, to the close and
intimate connection which the utilitarian makes to subsist

betwixt virtue and happiness. We could not, without

ignoring or absolutely denying all moral government, be
blind to the fact that God has so constituted man and
the universe, that he alone shall be finally and perma-
nentlv happy, who makes righteousness bis law, and
faithfully discharges his duties. Conscience explicitly

declares that the path of rectitude is the path of life.

But what we object to is the order in which the utilitarian

arranges these convictions. He makes the perception,

or rather the feeling of duty, consequent upon the per-

ception of expediency ; whereas the belief oi expediency
is the natural oiFspring of the operations of conscience.

It is a revelation of God through the structure of the

soul.

From this account of the matter, it will be easy to

obviate an argument upon which utilitarians are accus-

tomed to rely, drawn from the circumstance, that, when
pressed as to the reasons of a moral judgment in any
given case, we are prone to enlarge upon the benefits of
the action, or its tendencies to promote the public good.
When we have exhibited its advantages, we feel that

we have satisfied doubt, and confirmed our conclusion.

Now, in all this there is nothiog but the> natural pro-

pensity to seek, in experience, for what a law of belief

VOL. vu.—No. 1. 3
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I

indicates beforehand that we must find. Is a given
action right ? Then it is entitled to reward. We conse-

quently expect that the consequences of it will be good :

and what more natural than the effort to yerifj this

expectation by an appeal to events ? But that our con-

viction is not dependent upon experience appears from
this : that when experience returns an unfavourable an-

swer, as it often does in this life, we do not doubt the

veracity of our conscience. We still feel that virtue

must and will be rewarded, though we may not be able

to tell how or where.
2. Another consideration which confirms the foregoing

view, is the early age at which moral distinctions are re-

cognised, and praise or blame awarded to human actions.

Upon the hypothesis of the utilitarian, the conception of

general happiness must precede, in the order of nature,

the conviction of right; and as this conception can only

be collected from a large survey of human life, as it re-

quires no little experience and sagacity to perfect it,

moral discriminations could not be made until the reason

had been expanded and matured. Yet we know that

children, long before they are capable of comprehending
what is meant by the good of the universe, pronounce
confidently upon the excellence or meanness of actions,

and the merit or demerit of the agents. They manifest

the same symptoms of indignation or approval, and utter

the same language of praise or censure, which obtain

among their superiors in years. They manifest the same
sense of obligation, exult in the same consciousness of

right, and are tortured with the same agony of remorse.

It is clear that they apprehend the right, long before

they can appreciate the expedient.

3. If the perception of utility, or beneficial tendency,

is that which, in every instance, produces moral appro-

bation, no reason can be given why this species of emo-
tion is restricted exclusively to the principles and acts of

voluntary agents. These, surely, are not the only things

which are suited to produce benefit or harm. Many-
animals are possessed of instincts and capabilities which
render them eminently subservient to the interests of

man : The dog guards his dwelling—the labour of the ox

unfolds the fertility of his fields—the ass bears his bur-

V *
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dens—and the horse aids him in his journeys. Inani-

mate objects, too,—especially the contrivances ofmechani-
cal skill and ingenuity,—may be of the highest impor-

tance to the progress and well-being of society. The
printing press, the mariner's compass, the steam engine,

the cotton gin,—it is enough to niention these to show that

utility is not restricted to the voluntary acts of rational

beings. Now, if moral approbation is nothing but the

pleasure with which we contemplate the useful,—if what
we mean by merit and demerit is simply the conviction

of convenience or inconvenience,—it follows that we attri-

bute to a horse or mule, a steamboat or a railway, the

same praise which we attribute to the benevolent deeds
of a man. They are as truly virtuous—they as really

promote the general good of mankind. The printing

press, on this hypothesis, is entitled to as much praise as

Pericles or Washington—an earthquake or tornado should

be held as equally guilty with a Borgia or a Catiline.

The absurdity of the conclusion is a sufficient proof of

the falsehood of the premises. Virtue and vice are terms

exclusively restricted to the actions or active principles of

intelligent and voluntary agents ; and the emotions with
which we contemplate virtuous or vicious conduct, are

essentially different from those which are excited by an
unintelligent instrument of good or mischief. Hume saw
and felt the force of this objection, but his attempt to rebut

it is only an additional proof of its strength. He does not

deny that inanimate objects may be useful, nor that their

utility is a legitimate ground of approbation. What he
affirms is, that the approbation attendant upon utility in

the one case is accompanied or mixed with other affections,

terminating exclusively on persons, while in the other case

it is not. But the question is whether utility, as utility,

is in- each case the parent of a similar emotion. That
being admitted, the emotions or affections excited by acci-

dental adjuncts are wholly irrelevant. His illustration

from colour and proportions is extremely unfortunate for

his purpose. It is evident that colour and proportions are

instruments of pleasure, whether found in a statue or a
man. But in the latter case, beside the pleasure which
they themselves give, they awaken other feelings of which
they are not the proper objects. But still we call colour

m
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and proportion by the same name, wherever they are

found. Hume has confounded concomitant feehngs with

the emotions proper to utiUty as such. But that is to

evade the point at issue. If utiUty, in itself considered, is

the essence of virtue, we approve it, whether in man, beast

or machine,—though the Sentiment of approbation proper

to the UtiUty may be largely modified by other properties

of the objects in which it is perceived to exist.

The foregoing considerations are fatal to the theory of

expediency in everi/ form. There are others which apply
more particularly to that form of it which Dr. Paley has
taken into favour. That his own principles may be
clearly understood, it is necessary to premise that the

patrons of the general doctrine of expediency may be

divided into two great classes, according as they make
the public good to be an ultimate end, or only a means of

promoting individual and private interest. These classes

are distinguished from each other by essential and radical

differences. The first, which may be called the school of

disinterested benevolence, admits the existence of a moral
sense, and ascribes to it our perceptions of the beauty and
excellence of benevolence, and our conviction of the obli-

gation of it, as the all-pervading rule of life. Man, ac-

according to this scheme, is so constituted as to rejoice in

the happiness of all sentient beings, o?i its own account^

independently of any considerations of personal advantage
or reward. He has a moral nature which teaches him
that to do good is the end of his being, and under the

guidance and direction of this nature he condemns or

approves actions, dispositions and habits, according to the

degree in which they hinder or promote the happiness of

all. Virtue is, accordingly, restricted to a disinterested

regard for the welfare of the universe.

The other, which may be called the selfish school,

while it maintains that beneficial tendency is the criterion

of the rectitude of actions, maintains as strenuously that

the ground of the obligation to promote the public good
is a regard to individual interest and advantage. A man
is to seek the happiness of all, because, in seeking that,

he secures his own. '*-

This school has no occasion for a moral sense. All

that it postulates in order to account for the peculiar

V
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phenomena of our moral nature is a susceptibility of

pleasure and pain, and those faculties by which we are

rendered capable of experience. That is good which
pleases—that is evil which offends—and he who can
foresee what, upon the whole, shall give satisfaction, and
what pain and misery, is furnished with all that is neces-

sary for the discovery of moral rules. Moral reasoning is

nothing but a calculation of personal consequences ;
the

data of the calculation are the facts of experience. Given
a being, therefore, who is, capable of pleasure and pain,

who desires the one and revolts from the other, who is

able to compute the consequences oi actions from the

phenomena of experience,—a being, in other words, who
can feel and calculate, and you. have all that is requisite

to a moral agent. Virtue, in this school, is simply that

which shall secure the greatest amount of satisfaction to

the possessor,—vice that which shall be attended with
more inconvenience than pleasure ; and as it so happens
that doing good to mankind is found to be the most
effectual method of doing good to ourselves, virtue, mate-
rially considered, consists in promoting the happiness of

the race. It is benevolence sanctified by selfishness. Ob-
bligation, accordingly, is only a strong conviction of inter-

est, arising from the fear of superior power. A right to

command is nothing but ability to curse or bless. Hence
right is the necessary companion of might, and duty and
interest are one and the same. Self is the supreme end
of existence to every sentient being.

That this school falsifies the phenomena of our moral

nature, in every essential point, the slightest examination
will abundantly show.

1. If the principles which it postulates are all that are

necessary to a moral agent, brutes would be as truly mor-
al agents as men. They are susceptible of pleasure and
pain, of hope and fear. They can foresee, to some extent,

the consequences of their actions. They can be trained

and disciplined to particular qualities and habits. The
government which man exercises over them is conducted

upon the same principles with which, according to the

selfish philosophers, the government of God is administer-

ed over man. It exactly answers to Dr. Paley's definition

of a moral government,—except that he restricts it to rea-

V
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sonable creatures, without any necessity from the nature

of the case,—"any dispensation whose object is to influ-

ence the conduct of reasonable creatures." A system of

intimidation, coaxing and persuasion,—a discipline exclu-

sively relying upon hope and fear,—this the horse can be

subject to that fears the spur—the dog that cringes from a

kick—any beast that can be trained by the whip. These
animals obey their master from the same motive from

which Dr. Paley would have a good man obey his God.

Now, is there no peculiarity ia our moral emotions but

that which arises from hope and fear? Is there nothing

that man feels, when he acknowledges the authority of

law, which the brute does not also feel when he shrinks

from the lash, or is allured by caresses? Is there not

something which the desire of pleasure and the reluctation

against pain, as mere physical conditions, are utterly in-

adequate to explain ? We all feel that the brute differs

from the man, and differs pre-eminently in this very cir-

cumstance, that though capable of being influenced by
motives addressed to his hopes and fears, he is incapable

of the notion of duty, of crime, or of moral obligation. He
is a physical, but not a moral agent.

2. This theory, in the next place, contradicts the moral

convictions of mankind, in making no distinction betwixt

interest and duty, betwixt authority and might. Nothing
can be obligatory, according to the articulate confession of

Dr. Paley, but what we are to gain or lose by ; and the

only question I am to ask, in order to determine whether
I am bound by the command of another, is whether he

can hurt or bless me. His right depends upon his power,

and my duty turns upon my weakness and dependence.

If the devil, according to the case supposed in the Recog-
nitions of Saint Clement, transformed into an angel of

light, should promise to men more pleasing rewards than

those propined to them by God, and should convince them
of his power and willingness to bestow them, they would,

upon Paley's principles, be under a moral obligation to

serve the devil. If any being but their Creator could

impart to them more desirable rewards than Himself,

they would be bound to transfer their affections and alle-

giance from Him to the new god. The child whose pa-

rents are unable to distinguish him with wealth, and
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prosperity, and honours, is under a moral obligation to

forsake the father that begat him, and the mother that

bore him, and to transfer his filial duties to any rich fool

that might be willing to adopt him. If interest is duty,

and power is right, natural ties, whether of blood or affec-

tion, considerations of justice and humanity, relations,

original or adventitious, are all to be discarded, and every
moral problem becomes only a frigid calculation of loss

and gain. No elements are to be permitted to enter into

its solution, which shall disturb the coolness of the math-
ematical computation. All moral reasoning is reduced to

arithmetic, and a man's duty is determined by the suni at

the foot of the account. •
> ^

Now, if there be any two things about which the con-

sciousness ofmankind is clear and distinct, it is that there

is a marked and radical difference betwixt interest and
duty, right and might. The distinction obtains in all

languages, and pervades every species of epithets, by
which praise or blame is awarded to human actions.-^

The man who cannot distinguish in his own breast betwixt

a sense of duty and a sense of interest, who regards all

arguments addressed to the one as equally addressed to

the other, who treats them as only different expressions of

one and the same feeling, has either so enlarged his views
that self-love operates in him in exact accordance with the

laws of moral government,—that is, his conviction of the

ultimate success and triumph of virtue is so firmly rooted

and established, that the temporary successes of vice pro-

duce no effect upon his mind, in which state it might be

difficult to discern between the influence of interest and
conscience, exactly coinciding as they do in their results,—

or he has corrupted and perverted sentiments which exist

in every other heart, and without which the short-sighted

views of interest that men are accustomed to take in this

sublunary world would often eventuate in the most disas-

trous results. The common experience certainly is, that

in appealing to interest and duty, I am appealing to dif-

ferent principles of action, of which one is superior in

dignity, though it may be inferior in strength.

The distinction betwixt right and might, betwixt unjust

usurpation and lawful authority, is manifestly something
far deeper than the distinction betwixt a lower and high-
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er interest. It is not the sword which justifies the magis-

trate—it is the magistrate which justifies the sword. The
successful usurper, upon the principles of Dr. Paley, who
is able to maintain his position, is to be obeyed as a just

and lawful ruler. His power to injure or to bless brings

the subjects under a moral obligation to submit to him

—

and as right and obligation are reciprocal, he must have a
corresponding right to exact obedience. Unsuccessful re-

sistance becomes, consequently, always treason or rebel-

lion. The mere statement of these propositions is a suffi-

cient eviction of their absurdity. All men feel that the

right to command is one thing, the power to hurt anoth-

er,—that there can be no obligation to obey, although it

may be the dictate of policy, where /orce is the only basis

of authority. The language of all men marks the differ-

ence betwixt the usurper and the lawful ruler, the tyrant

and the just magistrate; and any system which ignores

or explains away this natural and necessary distinction,

contradicts the moral phenomena of our nature.

3. The theory of Paley is liable to still further excep-

tion, as taking no account of the conviction of good and
ill desert, and the peculiar emotions which constitute and
spring from the consciousness of guilt, or accompany the

consciousness of right. The slightest attention to the

operations of his own mind must satisfy every one that

the approbation of virtue and the disapprobation of vice

include much more than a simple sensation of pleasure,

analogous to that which arises from the congruity of an
object to an appetite, affection or desire. It is more than
the pleasure which springs from the perception of utility,

or of the fitness of means to accomplish an end. It is a
peculiar emotion—an emotion which we are not likely to

confound with any other phenomenon of our nature. It

is a feeling that the agent, in a virtuous action, deserves
to be rewarded, accompanied with the desire to see him
rewarded, and the expectation that he will be rewarded.
The agent in a vicious action, on the contrary, we feel is

deserving of punishment, and we confidently expect that,

sooner or later, he will receive his due. When we are

conscious of well-doing in ourselves, we have a sense of
security and peace, arising from the conviction that we
are entitled to favor ; and when conscious of wrong, we

% k
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condemn ourselves as worthy of punishment, and tremble
at the apprehension that it will and must be inflicted.

The agony of remorse consists in the consciousness that
we have done wrong—that therefore we ought to be
punished, and that therefore we shall be punished.

—

The sense of demerit, which involves the sense of the
righteousness of punishment, is the pregnant source of
of all its horrors. It is this which distinguishes it from
simple regret. Take away the conviction of merit and
demerit, and there can be no such thing as rewards in

contradistinction from good fortune,—no such thing as

punishment in contradistinction to adversity. The foun-

dation of justice is demolished. The penal code is an
arbitrary dictate of policy,—crimes are converted into fol-

lies, and virtue into sagacity and cunning. A theory which
annihilates the distinction between rewards and favours,

between punishment and misfortune, is at war with the

fundamental dictates of our nature. It sweeps away that

very characteristic by which we are rendered capable of

government
J
as distinct from discipline. It confounds re-

morse with simple regret, and the approbation of conscious

rectitude with the pleasure which springs from the grati-

fication of any otfier feeling or desire. It denies, in other

words, that in any just and proper sense of the terms we
can be denominated moral agents. The very element in

the phenomenon which makes a judgment to be moral is

left out or overlooked.

These objections are fatal to the system. That can
neither be an adequate nor a true philosophy which omits

some, and distorts others, of the phenomena which it pro-

poses to explain. He that stumbles in his account of obhga-
tion—the great central fact of our moral nature—divests

his speculations of all pretensions to the dignity of science.

4. But it deserves further to be remarked, that the the-

ory in question, especially as expounded by Dr. Paley,

makes no manner of difference, as to their general nature,

betwixt the obligation to virtue and a temptation to vice.

There is nothing in either case but a strong inducement,

derived from appearances of good. A violent motive, we
are told, is the genus and the command of a superior, the

specific difference of obligation. The violent motive, the

genus, is found in temptation ; the specific difference is

Vol. vn.—Ko. 1. 4

*'
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wanting. Hence, temptation is clearly a species co-ordin-

ate with duty. The bad man is enticed by his lusts, and
yields to those passions which promise him enjoyment,

—

his end is pleasure. The good man is allured by compu-
tations which put this same pleasure at the foot of the

account. They are consequently governed by the same
general motive, and the only difference betwixt them is

that the one has a sounder judgment than the other.

—

They have equally obeyed the same law of pleasure, but

have formed a different estimate of the pursuits and ob-

jects that shall yield the largest amount of gratification.

Temptation, accordingly, may be called an obligation to

vice, and duty a temptation to virtue.* Who does not feel

that the difference is more than accidental betwixt these

states of the mind; that the motives to virtue and the

seductions of sin operate upon principles entirely distinct,

and have nothing in common but the circumstance of

their appeal to our active nature. They are essentially

different states of mind, and the theory which co-ordinates

them under the same genus prevaricates with conscious-

ness in Its clearest manifestations.

6. The last general objection which I shall notice to

Dr. Paley's system, is its impracticability. His funda-
mental principle cannot be employed as the criterion of

duty, from the obvious impossibility of estimating the

collected consequences of any given action. The theory
is, that morality depends upon results; the circumstance
which determines an action to be right is its being upon
the whole productive of more happiness than misery. It

must, consequently, be traced in its entire history, through
time and eternity, before any moral judgment can be con-
fidently affirmed in regard to it. What human faculties

are competent for such calculations? What mind but that
of God can declare the end from the beginning, and from
ancient times the things that are not yet done? The
government of God, both natural and moral, is one vast
complicated system; the relations of its parts are so mul-
tifarious and minute—the connections of events so numer-
ous and hidden—that only the mind which planned the
scheme can adequately compass it. He knows nothing

See Brown's Lectures, Lecture 79.
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of it, as Bishop Butler has remarked, "who is not sensible

of his ignorance in it." To be able to estimate all the

consequences of any given action, is to be master of the

entire system of the universe, not merely in the general

principles which govern it, but in all the details of every
single event. It is to have the knowledge of the Almigh-
ty. It is manifestly impossible, therefore, to apply the

principle in practice. He that should wait, until his judg-
ment could be assured in the method contemplated by the

rule, would be like the rustic upon the banks of the river,

expecting the stream to run dry, that he might pass over

dry-shod.
Labilur el labetur in mnne volvMlis mvii/in.

But as the exigencies of human life require action, and
not unfrequently prompt and decisive action, the calcula-

tions of consequences would behove to be made from
limited and partial views. The effects of this procedure

would be obviously to destroy any steady standard of

virtue and vice. "For since," as Bishop Berkeley has
remarked,* " the measure and rule of every good man's
actions is supposed to be nothing else but his own private,

disinterested opinion of what makes most for the public

good at that juncture; and since this opinion must una-

voidably, in different men, from their particular views and
circumstances, be very different, it is impossible to know
whether any one instance of parricide or perjury, for ex-

ample, be criminal. The man may have had his reasons

for it ; and that which, in me, would have been a heinous

sin, may be in him a duty. Every man's particular rule

is buried in his own breast, invisible to all but himself;

who, therefore, can only tell whether he observes it or no.

And since that rule is fitted to particular occasions, it

must ever change as they do ; and hence it is not only
various in different men, but in one and the same man at

different times. From all which it follows, there can be

no harmony or agreement between the actions of good

men, no apparent steadiness or consistency of one man
with himself, no adhering to principles; the best actions

may be condemned, and the most villainous meet with

applause. In a word, there ensues the most horrible con-

T

* Sf.rm. on Pass. Ob"cd»
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fusion of vice and virtue, sin and duty, that can possibly

be imagined." The conclusion is inevitable, that this

cannot be the principle upon which the moral govern-

ment of the world is carried on.

Its impracticability is, indeed, so obvious, that the

attempt has never been made, in. any moral system, to

use it as an actual test of the righteousness or wicked-

ness of actions. Dr. Paleyno sooner announces, and, as

he supposed, demonstrates it, than he abandons it, and,

imperceptibly to himself, introduces a standard of mo-
rality of a very different nature. His distinction be-

tween general and particular consequences, and his in-

culcation of the necessity of general rules, are a virtual

surrender of the principle, that the morality of an action

depends exclusively upon the sum total of its consequen-

ces. What he calls general consequences, are not the

consequences of any given act, but the consequences of

a multitude of acts, agreeing in some prominent circum-

stances. A single action can have nothing but particular

consequences ; these are the only ones which flow from
it,—the only ones w^ith which it is strictly and properly

chargeable. If, for example, I wish to determine wheth-
er, in a particular case, I may lawfully lie ; if the moral-

ity of the act is to depend upon the predominant charac-

ter of the results, I must trace that particular lie through
all the stages of its history, and admit nothing into the

computation, that does not legitimately spring from it.

I cannot take into the account the consequences of other

lies ; these consequences belong to them., and determine
their character. Hence, the rigid application of the test

precludes the possibility of general rules. Each case

must stand or fall upon its own merits. To introduce

general rules, is to shift the ground of the morality of

actions, and to make it depend, not upon their conse-

quences, but upon their conformity or non-conformity
with the rule. It is singular that Paley did not notice

the distinction, as Berkeley had so clearly pointed it out

in the discourse from which I have already extracted.'^'

"The well-being of mankind must necessarily be carried

on one of these two ways : either, first, without the in-

* See alsro Whewell, Lect, Hist. Mor. Phil., Lect. x.
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junction of any certain universal rules of morality, only

by obliging every one, upon each particular occasion, to

consult the public good, and always to do that which to

him shall seem, in the present time and circumstances,
most to conduce to it. Or, secondly, by enjoining the
observation of some determinate, established laws, which,
if universally practised, have, from the nature of things,

an essential fitness to procure the well-being of mankind,
though in their particular application they are some-
times, through untoward accidents and the perverse ir-

regularity of human wills, the occasions of great suffer-

ings and misfortunes, it may be, to very good men."

—

Dr. Paley himself, admits that there are instances in

which the only mischief resulting from an action is the

violation of a general rule, which is equivalent to saying,

that if the action were measured by its own proper con-

sequences it would be lawful,—which, again, is equiva-

lent to saying, that actions must be judged by some oth-

er standard than their own individual expediency.

ISTeither are these general rules inductions from parti-

cular consequences, though Dr. Paley has, strangely

enough, represented them in that light. They are not

classifications of actions grouped according to the results

which have been perceived to flow from them, which is

the only way of generalizing from consequences, but
grouped according to some circumstance which charac-

terizes the action as a phenomenon of will. The ground
of comparison, in other words, is not in the effects, but
in the cause. Take the case which Dr. Paley has sup-

posed :
" The present possessor of some great estate em-

ploys his influence and fortune to annoy, corrupt, or

oppress all about him. His estate would devolve by his

death to a successor of an opposite character. It is use-

ful, therefore, to despatch such an one as soon as possible

out of the way, as the neighborhood will exchange there-

by a pernicious tyrant for a wise and generous benefac-

tor." But, says Dr. Paley, though the immediate conse-

quences in this case may be good, the general conse-

quences would be disastrous,—that is, the consequences
ensuing from the violation of a general rule. But what
general rule ? The rule, he answers, which prohibits the

destruction of human life at private discretion. Now, it

I
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is manifest that such a rule could never be collected

from any number of cases like the one supposed. The
true induction from them would be, that whenever the
like circumstances concurred, the action would always
be lawful. In the same circumstances, the same antece-

dents will always be followed by the same consequents.

The question is not, whether it is lawful to kill a man
upon imaginary pretexts, but whether, when his death
will be obviously a public benefit, it is right to destroy

him ; and the general rule, as determined by consequen-
ces, must be in the affirmative. But when you lay down
the law that human life shall not be sacrificed to private

discretion, you are prohibiting actions, not according
to their consequences^ but according to another circum-
stance, the source or authority whence they proceed. No
induction of the consequences of particular actions could
ever yield this rule with anything like the universality

which attaches to it.

But is not the general rule itself recommended by its

utility? There can be no doubt of the importance of
general rules, and of the comparative facility of estima-

ting the consequences connected with their violation or

observance. Their evident fitness to promote the inter-

ests of society suggests itself spontaneously to the mind,
as soon as the nature of social relations is competently
understood. But that it was not their utility which first

led to the recognition of their authority, is manifest from
what has been already said. If a man were introduced
into the world with no other means of determining the

moral character of actions but from the nature of their

consequences, he would proceed to arrange under one
class those whose consequences were obviously good, and
under another those whose consequences were opposite.

He might go on to discriminate among them, making
subordinate classes of each kind ; but no circumstance in

which any actions of both kinds were found to agree
could ever be made the principle of classification. As
in the case supposed, if it should be found that some
instances, in which human life was taken without the

sanction of public authority, were productive of good,
this principle could never be made the distinctive feature

of a class. No such rule could ever emerge, as that life
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must never be taken by private individuals. The same
process of reasoning might be carried out in reference to

all general rules. They cannot, therefore, be the off-

spring of experience, as an inductive comparison of con-

sequences. Paley's theory of the morality of actions

could yield no other general rules but such as are deno-

minated general facts. It could do nothing but group,
and arrange under different heads, the various actions

which were found productive of the same effects. It

could create genera and species, but it could not origin-

ate laws, by which the character of the action was deter-

mined. An action must belong to the class, because it

has such a character. Hence, to say that its own conse-

quences were good, but that it does not belong to the

class of good actions, would be a contradiction in terms,

equivalent to saying that the individual has not the pro-

perties of the species.

Berkeley saw the impossibility of reaching general

rules in this way, and hence discarded the whole system,

which measures morality by the individual consequences
of actions. His rules are inferences of reason from the

very structure and constitution of society. It is their

fitness to promote its ends, their evident congruity with
the relations it implies, that recommends them to our

minds. Society being given and its elements understood,

these rules follow, as necessary means of preserving and
perfecting it. They are not the educts of experience, but
necessary truths ; not the results of observation, but the

dictates of reason. They must be, if society is to be
maintained. They belong to the nature of demonstrative

and a priori truths, rather than of empirical deductions.

Ingenious and plausible as this hypothesis appears to

be, it may well be questioned whether any man ever

arrived at the laws of morality from the previous consid-

eration of the structure of society. It is one thing to

perceive the fitness of means, when they have once been
clearly pointed out ; it is quite another thing to discover

it in the first instance. Any man may understand the

mechanism of a watch ; few could have invented it. So-

ciety is a complicated thing, and if men were to have no
moral rules until they were able to understand its struc-

ture, and to comprehend its manifold relations,—if they
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Avere to wait until their knowledge was sufficiently en-

larged and their reasoning powers sufficiently developed
to enable them to draw just conclusions upon so nice

and delicate a subject,—many would die without having
reached the period of moral agency. The early age at

which moral judgments are pronounced by children,

when they could not have reflected upon the fitness of

means to an end, is conclusive proof that moral rules do
not come to us, in the first instance, as the results of

reasoning. They are comprehended long before society

is analysed. It is probable, too, that if they had to be
reasoned out, there would be far greater diversity of

opinion in regard to them than actually obtains. We
should have as many theories of morals as of politics.

But still, after they have been announced, it is not

difficult to trace their beneficial effects, and no doubt
this obviousness aftei' discovery has been confounded
Avith obviousness iefore discovery, and led to the mis-

take in question. What is so plain when suggested,

we think, could not miss of occurring of itself to our
own thoughts. We forget how long it was before the

law of gravity was settled, or the circulation of the blood
was discovered.

In Dr. Paley's admission of general consequences, and
the importance of general rules, we see a departure from
the scientific rigour of his fundamental j^rinciple, which
we cannot but construe into the tacit acknowledgment,
that man's moral cognitions have another source than
experience. It is an unwilling homage to the scheme
which he professedly repudiates. His heart was bet-

ter than his head. He gives us laws which he could

never deduce from his principle, and imagines that

he has deduced them only because he felt Siem to be
true.

The incompatibility betwixt a S3'stem of general rules

and one founded upon individual consequences, is some-
times painfully manifested by Dr. Paley, in his vacil-

lations between the two standards. At one time he
makes the rule supreme, as in the case of the assassin;

at another, the consequences, as in the exceptions to the

general law of veracity. Now, one or the other must be
absolutely supreme, or if they reign by turn,s, we should
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have some means of determining which, at any time, is

sovereign.

Upon the whole, how much soever we respect the

memory of Dr. Paley, as a man, we are constrained to

say that his book has no just pretensions to the title

of Moral Philosophy, except in the sense that the sci-

ence of contraries is one. There is no cautious elimi-

nation of first principles, no accurate analysis of the

data of consciousness, and no rigorous deductions from
primary truths. His fundamental doctrine is a sophism,
and the superstructure is wood, hay and stubble. In-

deed, the building rests on a double foundation, and is,

therefore, a house divided against itself, which, accord-

ing to the highest authority, cannot stand. One of the

most amazing phenomena in the history of literature is

the eminence which has been given to this treatise.

—

That it has held its ground so steadily and long, is a

humiliating proof of the low ebb to which moral specu-

lations have sunk. It has neither sentiment nor logic,

poetry nor science; it has nothing on earth to recom-
mend it, but the vigour and transjDarent clearness of

the style; occasionally coarse and vulgar in its judg-

ments—as where all pleasures are put upon a footing

as to dignity and worth—generally degrading in its ten-

dencies—always distorting the moral phenomena of our
nature—dogmatic and confident, and yet at the same
time superficial and shallow in the extreme,—it is hard
to understand how it could ever have gained, and having
gained, how it could continue to maintain its ascendancy
in the public mind. It is a problem, hardly less curi-

ous, how so good a man as Dr. Paley, and so vigorous a

thinker, could have written so bad a book.

We come, in the next place, to consider the details of

the work, and in noticing them, we shall restrict our-

selves to those which are liable to exceptions upon other

grounds beside an unfortunate consistency with the fun-

damental principle of the system. This principle, of

course, vitiates his speculations in all his attempts to

explain the ground of the obligation in particular duties.

A radical and pervading vice, it is unnecessary to call

attention to it, in the special instances of its occurrence,

Vol. VII.—No. 1. 5
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after what has already been said of the general doctrine

of expediency.

1. On opening the book, one is astounded with the

want of discrimination which makes " Moral Philoso-

phy, Morality, Ethics, Casuistry, and Natural Law, mean
all the same thing." These terms, though each of them
may be occasionally employed to designate the science,

are by no means synonymous. They have distinctive

meanings of their own. Morality is applied to actions,

and expresses their conformity with the standard of

right. Ethicks generally denote a collection of moral
precepts, digested into order, without the processes by
which they have been evolved. It is the practical, in

contradistinction from the speculative part of moral phi-

losophy. It answers the question, what is to be done,

but not why. Cogan, however, in his treatise of the

Passions, uses ethicks as the distinctive appellation of

the science, and morality in the sense which has just

been attributed to ethicks. It must also be confessed

that it is becoming quite common to employ ethicks in

the sense of Cogan, from the prominence, perhaps, which,

in most moral treatises, is given to the elimination of

rules. As moral speculations terminate in practice, it is

not strange that they should be distinguished by a title

which indicates the fact. The design of casuistry is

evidently to determine duty in cases of apparently con-

flicting obligations. . It discusses and resolves what are

called cases of conscience. In the Romish Church, it

constitutes, in consequence of the practice of auricular

confession, and the power and influence awarded to spi-

ritual guides, a most important branch of sacerdotal

learning ; and perhaps nothing has contributed so much
to foster corruption and to sanctify evil, as the countless

distinctions which have been invented to reconcile sin to

the conscience. There are, no doubt, cases of real per-

plexity, but it will generally be found that an honest
heart and a simple understanding are the best casuists.

"But this I shall advertise," says Taylor,*^ "that the

preachers may retrench an infinite number of cases of

conscience, if they will more earnestly preach and exhort

Ductor. Dub. Introd.
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to simplicity and love ; for the want of these is the great
multiplier of cases." " I have myself had," says Bishop
Ileber,* " sufficient experience of what are generally
called scruples, to be convinced that the greater propor-
tion of those which are submitted to a spiritual guide
are nothing more than artifices, by which men seek to

justify themselves^in what they know to be wrong ; and
I am convinced that the- most efficacious manner of
easing a doubtful conscience is, for the most part, to

recall the professed penitent from distinctions to gener-
als,—from the peculiarities of his private concerns, to

the simple words of the commandment. If we are too

curious, we only muddy the stream; but the clearest

truth is, in morals, always on the surface." As the du-

ties of the confessional imposed upon the priest the regu-

lation of the conscience in all doubtful cases, and its

instruction in cases of ignorance, the business of casuis-

try took a wide scope, and embraced the whole domain
of practical morality. It was cultivated co-ordinately

with natural jurisprudence. The distinction between
them is thus happily stated by Smith :f

" Those who
write upon the principles of jurisprudence, consider only
what the person to whom the obligation is due ought to

think himself entitled to exact by force,—what every
impartial spectator would approve of him for exacting,

—

or what a judge or arbiter, to whom he had submitted
his case, and who had undertaken to do him justice,

ought to oblige the other person to suffer or perform.

—

The casuists, on the other hand, do not so much ex-

amine what it is that might be properly exacted by
force, as what it is that the person who owes the obliga-

tion ought to think himself bound to perform from the

most sacred and scrupulous regard to the general rules

of justice, and from the most conscientious dread, either

of wronging his neighbour, or of violating the integrity

of his own character. It is the end of jurisprudence to

prescribe rules for the decisions of judges and arbiters.

It is the end of casuistry to prescribe rules for the con-

duct of a good man. By observing all the rules of juris-

prudence, supposing them ever so perfect, we should

I: i

/
Life of Taylor. t Moral Sent., part 7, § 4.
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deserve nothing but to be free from external punishment.
By observing those of casuistry, supposing them such as

they ought to be, we should be entitled to considerable

praise by the exact and scrupulous delicacy of our beha-
viour." '

Natural law, in its widest sense, i}&x, naturcB^ is ap-

plied to those rules of duty which spring from the nature

and constitution of man. There are those who maintain
that the distinctions of right and wrong are the arbitrary

creatures of positive institutions—" that things honoura-
ble, and things just, admit of such vast difference and
uncertainty, that they seem to exist by statute only, and
not in the nature of things." In opposition to this theo-

ry, it is maintained that the moral differences of things

are eternal and indestructible, and that the knowledge of

them, in their great primordial principles, is an essential

part of the original furniture of the mind. Man is a law
to himself; from his very make and structure, he is a

moral and responsible being, and those rules, which, in

the progress and developement of his moral faculties, he
is led to apprehend as data of conscience, together with
the conclusions which legitimately flow from them, are

denominated laws of nature. They belong to inherent,

essential morality, in contradistinction to what is positive

and instituted. The complement of these rules is called

riglit reason, practical reason, and by Jeremy Taylor,

legislative reason. Hence that of Cicero : ''''Est qmdem
vera lex recta ratio, naturce congruens, diffusa in omnes,
constans, sempiterna, quce vocet ad officiumjuhendo, ve-

tando afraiide deterreat, quce tamen neque probosfrustra
jubet ant vetat, tiec improbos jubendo aut vetando movet.
Huic legi nee obrogari fa^ est, neque derogari ex hac
al'iquid licet, neque tola abrogari potest : nee vera aut per
senatu?n aut per populum solvi hac legepossumus ; neque
est qucerendus explanator aut interpres alius ejus ; nee
erit alia lex Romce, alia Athenis, alia nunc, alia posthac ;

sed et onmes gentes et omni tempore una lex et sempiterna
et immutabilis continebit, unusque erit communis quasi
onagister et imperator omnium deus ; ille legis hitjus in-

ventor, disceptator, lator, cui qui nonparebit, ipse sefugiet
ac naturam hominis aspernatus hoc ipso luet Tnaximas
poena^, etiam si caetera supplicia, quce putantur, effu-
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gerit^'' JS'oble as this passage is, a much greater than
Cicero has declared that man is a law unto himself, and
that those who are destitute of an external communica-
tion from heaven, have yet an internal teacher to instruct

them in the will of God. The dictates of conscience are

denominated laws^ from the authority with which they
are felt to speak • they are manifested in consciousness

as commands, and not as speculative perceptions ; they
are laws of nature^ because they are founded in the na-

ture of things, and are enounced through the wa^wre of

the mind.
In a narrower sense, natural law {jus naturoe) denotes

the body of rights which belong to man as man, which
spring from his constitution as a social and responsi-

ble being, and which consequently attach to all men
in the same relations and circumstances. In this sense

it coincides with natural jurisprudence, as distinguish-

ed from the municipal regulations of States and na-

tions.

In a still narrower sense, natural law is restricted to

those principles or rules which should determine the du-

ties of men in times of revolution, or under oppressive

and tyrannical governments, or regulate the intercourse of

independent States and nations. In none of these senses

does natural law coincide precisely with moral philoso-

phy. In the first sense, it may be said that the concl'w-

sions of moral philosophy are natiu'al laws ; they are the

results of its investigations, the end of its inquiries. In
the second sense, the view of human nature is too limited

for a complete philosophy of the moral constitution.

—

" Right and duty," as Dr. Reid }ias remarked,* " are

things different, and have even a kind of opposition
;
yet

they are so related that one cannot even be conceived

without the other ; and he that understands the one must
understand the other." Hence it happens, that although

the inquiries of natural jurisprudence begin at a differ-

ent point from those of the moral philosopher, they even-

tually traverse the same ground, and meet in the same
practical conclusions. Still, natural jurisprudence is on-

ly one branch of moral ijivestigations ; and it has only

(tjj

i/f.

* Atjt Powers, chap. iii.
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been by an unwarrantable extension of its terms, that it

has been made to cover almost the entire domain of du-
ties to our fellow men.

Dr. Paley's blunder in the nomenclature of his science

would hardly be deserving of attention, if it did not indi-

cate an entire misconception of the nature and scope of

philosophy. This misconception is rendered still more
glaring by his articulate statement, that the use of such
a department of knowledge as moral philosophy depends
upon its competency to furnish a perfect rule of life.

—

This, indeed, is not the least of its advantages, that it

authenticates the laws which, in the progress of intelli-

gence, we have been led to adopt, and enables us to dis-

criminate betwixt legitimate maxims and the offspring of

prejudice. It supplies a valuable touch-stone in cases of

difficulty and perplexity. But, though moral philosophy
reacts upon our rules, and authenticates or annuls them,
moral rules must evidently precede philosophy. It is

their existence and authority which give rise to it. Its

office is to show whence they come, how they are form-

ed, upon what grounds of certainty they rest. It is, in

short, the science of our knowledge of moral distinctions.

It is the creature of reflection upon all those spontaneous
processes of the soul which are occupied with good and
evil, with right and wrong. Man finds himself with
certain moral convictions, with rules which he feels to

be authoritative ; and when he begins to reflect upon
these phenomena, and to seek for their laws, he be-

gins the work of the moral philosopher. There may be
ethicks without philosophy,—a classification of all the

duties of human life:; there may be natural jurispru-

dence, or a systematic exhibition of the essential rights

of humanity ; there may be religion, or a profound know-
ledge and reverence of the w^ill and perfections of God.
It is not until the question is asked, how we know these

things, and thought returns upon itself to investigate the

laws and conditions of consciousness, that philosophy
takes its rise. The mere classification of objective phe-

nomena is not philosophy, though an important organ of

philosophy. The aim of philosophy is to verify human
knowledge, or to show how it comes to be knowledge.

—

In this, the true view of it. Dr. Paley, it needs not to be
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said, not only makes no pretensions to it, but had no
conception of it. Human consciousness is a territory

which he never enters ; the moral faculties he has abso-

lutely ignored ; and what he has given us is rather a

special application of arithmetic, from data suggested by
experience, than the evolution and analysis of indestruc-

tible elements of the human soul. There is not a single

problem of the science which he has grappled with in a

philosophic spirit ; and there cannot be a more egregious

misnomer than to apply the title Philosophy to? a scheme
which aims no higher than to show how, with no other

faculties but those of apprehension, and the susceptibili-

ty to pleasure and pain, an animal might be drilled into

a particular line of conduct. Dr. Paley set out with a

determination to seek for rules^ and his treatise is only

a special plea, upon what seemed to him a plausible

ground, for those which he saw to be necessary. Many
of his rules are right enough, and no one would have
thought of questioning them, if the defence of them had
not been so weak.

2. The chapter on the Law of Honour, is calculated

to mislead, not because it contains anything positively

false,—(it is, on the contrary, a faithful account of a fac-

titious rule of life, introduced by free-thinking into the

higher circles of English society,)—but because it may
convey the implication, that honour itself, is a factitious

principle of action. It notices an abuse, without vindi-

cating the just claims of what had been perverted and
misapplied. That Dr. Paley has not exaggerated the

abuse, requires no proof to those who are conversant
with the history of the times. The licentious specula-

tions of the Infidel philosophers of the eighteenth centu-

ry,—which were greedily embraced by the frivolous,

profligate and vain, and passed into a sort of badge of

distinction, as if the admirers of them were the only

men of intelligence and spirit,—undertook to compensate
morality and religion for the loss of God, conscience and
moral government, by introducing a sentiment of Awi-
our^ which, apart from any interested motives,—^the fear

of punishment, the hope of reward, the approbation of

the wise and good, or the sense of duty,—could maintain
the cause of virtue in the world. This honour appears
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to have been an exclusive admiration of the beauty of
virtue. But it is easy to see that when this sense of

beauty became the only criterion of right and wrong, all

would soon come to be felt as beautiful which was felt

to be desirable. Virtue would be reduced to the narrow
proportions to which Dr. Paley's Law of Honour assign-

ed it. Substantially the same account is given by Bish-

op Berkeley in the Minute Philosopher.

The very abuse, however, shows that there was some-
thing re?^,—the counterfeit proves the genuine. There
must have been a foundation of stone, or the superstruc-

ture of wood, hay and stubble could ^^ot have stood for a
moment. Hutcheson and Dr. Reid made honour syno-

nymous with conscience, and a sense of honour with a

sense of duty. They were misled by the Latin term
honestum^ to which they supposed that our honour ex-

actly corresponds.

General usage, however, restricts the term to two sig-

nifications, one of which may be called its objective, the

other its subjective sense. In the first sense, it is the

esteem or praise which is awarded to a man by others,

on account of his actions, considered as praiseworthy.

—

Any external expressions of this inward feeling are called

honours. In the other sense, it is that principle of our
nature which leads us to act in such a way as to deserve

the commendation of our fellow men. It prompts us to

perform virtuous actions, not only because they are right

and pronounced to be obligatory by the conscience, but
because they contribute to our dignity, and are felt to be
intrinsically laudable. They are seen to become us—that

condecency in virtue with the excellence of human na-

ture is what is meant by its beauty. It is lovely in

itself, and adorns all its possessors. This beauty elicits

admiration, and secures, among the wise and good,

esteem and commendation to all who are graced with it.

Honour, then, as a principle of action, is only another
name for self-respect, or for that pride of character which
preserves from what is base, or mean, or shameful in

conduct. It is subsidiary to conscience. That must pre-

scribe the standard of virtue, and this comes in as an
additional sanction, to secure conformity with it. Hon-
our is distinguished from vanity in this, that honour aims
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at hQmg praiseworthy^ and vanity simply at heing prais-
ed. The one is consequently an inseparable ally of con-
science, the other the shadow of public opinion.

Opposed to honour, in both its objective and subject-

ive senses, is shame, which is either the contempt of
others manifested in some external expressions, or the
fear, on our part, of doing that which shall justly expose
us to disgrace. It proceeds from the feeling, that there
is in vice, a deformity or filthiness corresponding to the
beauty of virtue. Apart from the horrours of conscience
or the naked workings of remorse, there is in every guil-

ty breast a profound conviction of meanness and degra-

dation. The transgressor loses his sense of self-respect.

He is lik*; a man who, unconsciously having come na-

ked or ^ith. filthy apparel into polite and refined society,

awakes suddenly to a just sense of his condition.

3. Dr. Paley's representation of the inadequacy of the

Scriptures as a rule of practice, should not be allowed to

pass without notice. It is true, they pre-suppose a moral
nature in us, but they are not wanting in the facilities

which they furnish for guiding that nature into all duty.

It is not necessary to the perfection of a rule that all the

instances and occasions of its application should be
minutely described. If none could be perfect that failed

in this condition, moral philosophy itself would be as in-

competent as the Scriptures. Tliat cannot specify all the

cases in which men may be called to act ; and if the

Scriptures are to be condemned for not doing this, why
should it receive a milder treatment. All that we want,
practically, is sound general rules; prudence and com-*

mon sense must apply them. The Scriptures give us

such rules, and he who faithfully obeys their teachings

will find himself perfect, thoroughly furnished unto every

good work. But the Scriptures are not a philosophv.

They do not show how the commands of God are deeply

founded in the principles of consciousness and reason.

The reflective process they have left to human specula-

tion, and here philosophy comes in.

4. The most exceptionable part of Dr. Paley's book is

that in which he treats of conscience. If he had been
successful in his attempt to construct a moral system, in-

dependently of the aid of a moral faculty in man, his

Vol. vn.—Ko. 1. 6
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success would have rendered unphilosophical the as-

sumption of any such faculty. The law of parsimony
forbids the unnecessary multiplication of causes, and
"where phenomena can be explained without postulating

a new original principle, such a principle is not to be
granted. But the failure of Dr. Paley's effort is any-

thing but encouraging to those who would dispense with
conscience. And as his general system fails to obviate

the necessity of such a principle, so his special and ar-

ticulate arguments fail to invalidate the proof of its exis-

tence.

In order to apprehend fully the weakness and incon-

sistency of Dr. Paley's discussion of this subject, it is

necessary to bear in mind the real condition of the con-

troversy. There are obviously two general questions in

relation to conscience—one having reference to its exis-

tence, or the reality of moral phenomena, and the other

to its origin. The first question is, whether or not there

is a class of judgments and emotions, specifically differ-

ent from all others which we denominate moral? Is

there a distinction made by the human mind betwixt
right and wrong, a duty and a crime ? Is there such a
thing as a sense of duty and a conviction of guilt ? That
such moral phenomena exist cannot be doubted. It is a
matter of universal experience—and hence no philoso-

pher has ever thought of calling them into question.

jN^ow, to the cause or causes of these phenomena we may
give the name of conscience, without presuming to de-

termine the nature of the cause, or the mode of its oper-

ation. In this sense, the question whether • or not con-

science exists, must be answered by all philosophers in

the affirmative. Then the question arises, what is its

nature and origin? Whence are our moral cognitions

and sentiments derived ? It is in the answer to this

question that philosophers split into sects. All the pos-

sible answers may be reduced to three. 1. The opinion

of those who maintain that our moral judgments are

purely adventitious—that conscience is the creature of
prejudice, authority, custom and education,—that there

is no uniform law by which it is acquired, and that it

will consequently be one thing at Rome, another thing

at Athens. These men admit that conscience is natural,
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in the sense that all men will form a conscience,—but
they deny that there will be uniformity in the conscience

thus formed. The character of its judgments and senti-

ments is altogether contingent, and it, itself, is a facti-

tious principle, or complement of principles. 2. The
opinion of those who maintain that it is natural, but not
original. These men represent it as a necessary product
of nature, but not as a primary gift of nature. It is an
acquired faculty, or combination of faculties, but it is

acquired in obedience to laws of the human constitution,

which not only necessitate its acquisition, but determine
the elements of which it shall be composed. It is con-

sequently the same in all men. Their nature being what
it is, and operating as it does, conscience must be gene-

rated, and generated alike, in all who have this nature.

It is therefore natural, in the same sense that the ac-

quired judgments of sight and hearing are natural. It

springs from nature, though it is not given as a part of

nature. 3. The opinion of those who maintain that con-

science is not only natural, but original^—that it is a

simple element of our being,—that no analysis can re-

solve it into constituent principles,—that its cognitions

are primitive and necessary, and its sentiments peculiar

and marked.
1. This being the state of the question, the first thing

that strikes us in Dr. Paley's articulate discussion of it

is, that the conclusion which he seeks to establish is

inconsistent with the scope and tenor of his general sys-

tem. The very conception of a philosophy of morals
implies that there is a foundation laid in nature for the

distinctions betwixt right and wrong. If these distinc-

tions were determined by no law,—if they were absolute-

ly arbitrary and capricious, the inquest of a principle

which should furnish a perfect and adequate rule of life,

would be as idle and chimerical as the dreams of the

alchemists. But if morals can be reduced to a system,

then our moral judgments must depend upon steady and
uniform principles. They must spring from our nature

;

and though they may not be original, they are not whol-
ly adventitious. But in the chapter before us. Dr. Paley
not only denies that our moral judgments are original

;

he denies that they are natural ; he denies that they are
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acquired by any constant or uniform law. He makes
them as variable and fluctuating as the circumstances,

education and caprices of men. This is equivalent to

saying that there can be no such science as Moral Philo-

sophy. The general conclusion of his book is, that con-

science is the necessary result, in beings constituted as

we are, of the perception of what is useful in character

and conduct, conjoined with a sensibility to pleasure and
pain. It is an acquired faculty, or combination of facul-

ties, but the process by which it is acquired is natural

and inevitable in the progress and education of the mind.
The conclusion of the present chapter is, that it depends
altagether upon accident what actions a man shall ap-

prove or condemn, and what rule he adopts for the regu-

lation of his conduct. Dr. Paley has been betrayed into

this inconsistency, by inattention to the distinction be-

twixt what is natural and original. The point which he
aimed to combat was the originality of conscience—that

it is a principle which we bring with us into the world

—

like the capacity of perceiving truth, or the sensibility to

pleasure and pain. He need not have gone any farther.

To have been consistent with himself, he ought to have
adopted the opinion which Sir Jas. Mcintosh subsequent-
ly elaborated, concerning the method by which con-

science, as a derivative and secondary faculty, or rather

habit, is acquired. But, in his zeal to refute the origin-

ality, he aims a blow at the naturalness of conscience.

—

What is natural, under the circumstances favourable to

its developement, must be as universal and uniform as

what is original ; and hence, in maintaining the capri-

ciousness of moral distinctions. Dr. Paley demolishes his

own book, as triumphantly as he refutes the hypothesis
of an innate power. To say that conscience is a comple-
ment of prejudices and arbitrary judgments, is to say
that moral philosophy is impossible. To say that it is

natural, whether original or acquired, is to say that there
may be such a science.

2. In the next place. Dr. Paley is mistaken in the cri-

terion by which he distinguishes the original from the
adventitious. That criterion, according to him, is not
simply unimrsality^ but maturity. It is not enough that

the thing in question be found in all men who have had
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the opportunity of developing it, but that it should be
actually developed in every man, without respect to his

circumstances, the general expansion of his powers, or
the degree of his experience and education. Now, our
original faculties are not all unfolded at once, and none
arrive at maturity without time and experience. There
is an order in their developcment ; some precede others,

as the condition of their operations. When, therefore,

we inquire whether the manifestations of a power are

universal, we restrict our researches to those who are in

the condition in which they ought to be found, if they
exist at all. The child cannot comprehend a complica-
ted argument ; but does it follow that the faculty of rea-

soning is not original and universal ? And so the savage
supposed by Dr. Paley, or the wild boy caught in the

woods of Hanover, having had no opportunities of exer-

cising his moral faculties, might be incapable, at first, of

manifesting their existence. They are in him in the

same state in which they would be in an infant. If we
wish to know whether moral judgments are universal, we
must look among those from whom Dr. Paley precludes

us ; w^e must loot among those who have had the oppor-

tunity, by social intercourse, of unfolding their moral
nature ; and if we find, among such men, that moral dis-

tinctions universally obtain, we are sure, at least, that

they are natural. We should no more look for a maturi-

ty of moral knowledge among infants, and those who, in

regard to education, are no better than infants, than we
should look among them for the maturity of the specula-

tive understanding.

Dr. Paley seems to think that education is something
contradictory to nature, and that whatever has been ef-

fected by education is, on that account, factitious and
unnatural. On the contrary, a sound education is but
the improvement of nature ; it is nature in its progress to

perfection. It is among the educated, in the proper

sense of the term, that we must look for the justest exhi-

bitions of what is original and natural. It is in man's
nature as matured^ that we may best study the faculties

and capacities of man. A perverse education may do
violence to nature ; but these distortions will be local

and accidental, and should not authorize the summary
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conclusion that education is the re-constitution of the

man.
The test, therefore, by which Dr. Paley would deter-

mine the question of the originality of conscience, is

simply absurd. He might just as reasonably propose his

case to an infant hanging upon its mother's breast, as to

one whose moral faculties, from the very nature of the

case, never could have been exercised. " Did it ever

enter into the mind of the wildest theorist," says Dugald
Stewart, " to imagine that the sense of seeing would en-

able a man, brought up from the moment of his birth in

utter darkness, to form a conception of light and colours ?

But would it not be equally rash to conclude, from the

extravagance of such a supposition, that the sense of

seeing is not an original part of the human frame ?" The
true test of the question is, whether the manifestations of

conscience are universal among all who have had the

opportunity of exercising it, and whether these manifes-

tations can be resolved into any other principles of our
nature. The universality of manifestation is a proof of

naturalness, the simplicity of originality. To these two
questions Dr. Paley should have confined himself Do
all men who have a snfiicient degree of intelligence make
a distinction betwixt right and wrong ? Can you explain

thesejudgments without an ultimate principle ?

3. Having made the maturity of a power the criterion

of its originality. Dr. Paley's next blunder is not to be
wondered at. He has not favoured us with a distinct

statement of what he understood to be the doctrine of an
original conscience, but it may be collected from the

general tenor of his argument, that he apprehended it to

include two things : 1. A habit of rules, applicable to

every possible variety of cases, lying unconsciously con-

cealed in the recesses of the soul, ready to be manifested
in consciousness whenever an occasion should demand

;

and 2, an instinct by which the rule to be applied to any
given case was instantaneously and infallibly suggested.

An original conscience, with him, could mean nothing
less than a perfect knowledge of ethicks in its laws, and
their applications. It was equivalent to an infallible

directory of duty. With this notion in his mind, we are

able to explain why he has grouped together, as different
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statements ofthe same thing, systems ofphilosophy which
have nothing in common but their advocacy ol the prim-

itive character of our moral cognitions, it was to him
an unimportant question whether the faculty to which
these cognitions pertained were held to be reason with
Clarke and Cudworth, or a distinct and separate princi-

ple with Hutcheson,—whether its rules existed in the

mind in the form of knowledges, developed (innate max-
ims,) or undeveloped,—or whether they were determined
by sentiment or feeling, operating either as a blind in-

instinct, or a refined sensibility to the presence of its

appropriate qualities (moral taste) ; all these were unim-
portant points, compared with the general doctrine of an
original ability of some sort, to distinguish betwixt right

and wrong. This ability, if mature and adequate, as it

must be, according to him, if original, must be tantamount
to a perfect knowledge of duty on all the occasions of

life. Hence, all these theories, in his judgment, coincided

in this result. They amounted to the same thing.

But no such doctrine of conscience ever has been seri-

ously maintained by any man deserving the name of a
philosopher. The primitive cognitions of morality are

like all other primitive cognitions. They exist, in the

first instance, as necessities or laws of conscience, and
are evolved into distinct propositions by a process of re-

flection. Experience furnishes the occasions on which
they are developed, and when developed they become
the standard by which we judge of all moral truth.

—

They stand in the same relation to the moral faculty in

which the laws of thought stand to the faculty of specu-

lative truth. Hence, they do not supersede, but suppose
reflection. The germs and elements of morality, they
require culture as much as any other principles of our
nature. What are called the laws of thought are all

given in consciousness, and constitute the ultimate stand-

ard of truth ; but they require reflection to elicit them
into distinct and formal propositions, and to guide their

application to the complicated problems suggested by
experience. So there is a two-fold office of the under-

standing in the case of our primitive moral cognitions

—

one to eliminate them in consciousness, to reduce to

explicit enunciations what is implicitly given in a spon-

V 1
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taneoTis operation,—the other to apply the rules thus

eliminated to the various exigencies of real life. Much
error arises from the misapplication of laws which are

just and proper in themselves. It is the function of the

understanding to analyze the cases which are. brought
before it, and to determine which of the primary princi-

ples should be applied to them. Conscience gives us the

elements—thought and reflection, the combination and
uses of these elements. Conscience gives us implicit-

ly—the understanding explicitly—the fundamental laws

of morality.

This view of conscience, as containing, implicitly and
undeveloped, the primary rules of right,—as furnishing

the criterion., but not the knowledge of what things are

right, completely obviates the objections of Dr. Paley to

the existence of such a faculty, founded on the supposi-

tion that it must act instinctively, instantaneously and
infallibly. On the contrary, it begins, like all our other

powers, as a feeble germ ; it is strengthened by repeated

and proper exercise, and brought to maturity by judi-

cious culture and education,—this education imperatively

demanding the aid of reason and reflection.

4. The only argument which Dr. Paley alleges against

the originality of conscience, is founded oii the diversity

which is said to obtain in the moral judgments of man-
kind. This argument is, of course, a complete disproof

of any sxich conscience as he supposed to be assertea. If

the moral faculty implies an instantaneous, unreflecting,

instinctive discrimination of the right and just, in every
possible case, any instances of the absence or want of

such a power in man, would be conclusive against it.

—

But the argument has no force agairist the true doctrine

of conscience, unless it can be shown that there is a dif-

ference among men as to the primary principles of right.

Those laws which are implicitly given, in every sponta-

neous operation of conscience, if they are contradictory

among men, there is an end of the dispute. But nothing
can be concluded against them from any amount of dis-

crepancy in their actual application. Men may reason
badly upon them, and yet admit them with an absolute

faith,—^just as all men necessarily acknowledge the laws
of thought,—and yet, in a multitude of cases, misapply

\
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them, and fall into error. Speculative error is as much
an argument against the primitive cognitions of thu

understanding as moral error against the primitive judg-
ments of conscience, to be accounted for in the same
way ; and in both it will be found that there is at bottom
a tacit recognition of first principles. The very mistakes
of men are confessions of the truth. We have no hesita-

tion in asserting that the primary laws of morality are

essentially the same in every human mind, and that, ex-

cept in cases of grievous, manifest and monstrous per-

version, no instance can be found, among those whose
minds are sufficiently matured, of a direct contradiction

to them. They answer the condition, quod senvper^ quod
uhique, quod ah omnibus.
The discrepancies upon which so much stress has been

laid are all to be ascribed, neft to the denial, but to an
ill-judged application of these laws. The conscience

was right, but the understanding was wrong. The hea-

then who murders his aged parents, professes to be act-

ing on the same law of filial reverence and piety, which
prompts the Christian to nurse their declining days.

—

The heathen father who exposed-his tender babe, was
taking it away, in a spirit of mistaken tenderness and
kindness, from the evils to come. The Spartan con-

demned theft, but encouraged dexterity and skill. There
are some instances in which atrocious vices were prac-

tised, whose history and origin we are not able to explain.

But it does not follow that they who practised them
denied the fundamental rules of right. It may be that

they did not really approve them—that they condemned
in their consciences what they practised in their lives

—

or that they had some ingenious sophism, by which they

extricated these vices from the jurisdiction of the rule.

The Jesuits' have not called directly into question any
primary truth,—but they have contrived a system of

casuistry, which, upon given occasions, eviscerates them
of all authority and power.
The truth is, when we consider the wickedness of man,

and the ingenuity of a corrupt heart in devising excuses,

extenuations ana shifts, the wonder is, not that there is

so much, but so little diversity in the practical judg-

YoL. VII.—No. 1. 7
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ments of men. It is an unanswerable proof that there

are laws enthroned supremely in the conscience, which
make themselves heard amid all the tumult, confusion and
uproar ofpassion, interest, superstition and power. These
laws are the anchors of the moral system of the world.

Whatever diversity obtains in the judgments of men,
may, perhaps, be reduced to four causes: 1. Where the

relations which are presupposed in a moral judgment are

not developed among a people, they cannot be expected
to exhibit, or even to understand that judgment. There
are savage tribes which cannot enter into our condem-
nation of theft, because the notion of property is not

definitely unfolded among them. Let this relation be as

perfect with them as with us, and the moral judgment
would undoubtedly be the same. 2. The weakness and
debility of the intellectual faculties which are to eliminate

and apply the general principles of conscience, are the

most prolific source of moral confusion and error. There
is an incompetency in some men to comprehend the cases

which are submitted to them; they connot distinguish

and discriminate, and hence they are exposed to perpe-

tual blunders. 3. The influence of passion, interest, self-

ishness, to pervert the moral reasoning, covers a multi-

tude of cases. Men contrive evasions to escape from
the jurisdiction of principles whose general authority they
acknowledge. They multiply exceptions to the rule.^

—

The sophistry of a corrupt heart suborns the understand-
ing to silence the conscience. 4. The difference in the

moral import of the same action, as performed in differ-

ent ages, or among different people, must also be taken
into consideration. An action may be right to-day which
is wrong to-morrow, because in the two cases its signifi-

cancy is entirely different. It expresses a different prin-

ciple, like a word that has changed its meaning ; not that

the rules of morality are mutable-—but relations are mu-
table ; and with these shifting relations, the same material
action may change its moral import. What would be
incest with us, was lawful and necessary in the family of
the first man. Usury was once universally condemned
by Jew and Gentile, because it was 'then synonymous
with oppression of the poor ; it is now as universally ap-
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proved, because, in the changes of society, it is, the life

and soul of commerce.*
These four considerations seem to relieve the subject of

^11 embarrassment, by accounting for whatever discrepan-

cy prevails in the moral judgments of mankind, without
prejudice to the universality of our primitive cognitions.

5. It remains only to consider the explanation which
Dr. Paley has mven of the genesis of our moral senti-

ments. He reiers them to the law of association, making
conscience a secondary principle or habit, like avarice

or the love of money for itself. The sentiments of appro-

bation or disapprobation, which are immediately excited

by the contemplation of virtuous or of vicious actions,

were, in the first instance, awakened by the utility or

hurtfulness of the actions ; and this pleasure and pain,

arising primarily from its quality, becomes firmly as-

sociated with the action itself,—and hence the very men-
tion of the action is suflficient to reproduce it. The appro-
bation of virtue and the disapprobation of V4ce are, conse-

quently, the pleasure and pain of utility or hurtfulness,

transferred from the qualities to the action in which the

qualities are found. But to this hypothesis there is one
insuperable objection. Association can transfer senti-

ments, but cannot create them. IS^ow, the approbation
of virtue and the disapprobation of vice, are feelings dif-

ferent in kind,—not the same feelings directed to a dif-

ferent object, but feelings specifically distinct from the

pleasure and pain of convenience or inconvenience. They
are a class of feelings by themselves. The question is,

how are they to be accounted for? Association may
transfer them to associated objects, supposing them to

be in existence, but association cannot originate them.

—

If they were the same^ with the approbation of what is

useful, or the condemnation of what is hurtful. Dr. Pa-
ley's theory might be admitted ; but being dififerent, it is

altogether unsatisfactory. Sir Jas. Mcintosh, who agrees

with Paley in the general doctrine of utility, as the cri-

terion of right, while he contends that our moral judg-

ments are secondary and acquired, admits the originality

of our moral emotions. He saw that they were peculiar

* Vide Stewart.—Phil. Act. & Mor. Pow., chap. 3.
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and unique, and could only be explained by an original

susceptibility.

•These are the special points, apart from the general

proportions of the system, to which we have thought it

necessary to call attention in Dr. Paley's book. These,

however, are not the only things which are exceptiona-

ble. His notions of the origin of property are narrow
and superficial, drawn from the objective rather than the

subjective,—from the crude appearance of things, rather

than the analysis of human nature. His resolution of

the obligation of veracity into the obligation of promises,

is a singular instance of confusion ol ideas,—as if the

obligation of a promise did not pre-suppose that of vera-

city. But we have said enough to put the merits and
defects of the system in a fair light. We have endea-
voured to neutralize its power of doing harm,—and if we
have been successful, it is all that we desired.

AETICLE n.
'

^

ORTHODOXY IN NEW-ENGLAND.

A Rerrhonstrance^ addressed to the Trustees of Phillips
Academy^ Andover^ on the state of the Theological Se-

minary under their care. By Daniel Dana, D. D.
Boston : Grocher <& Brewster : 1853.

The author of this earnest and dignified paper, is one
of the oldest and most venerable of the clergy of JSTew-

England, whose long life of piety and labour in the cause
of his Divine Master, is now drawing to a close. For
nearly fifty years Dr. Dana has been a member of the

Board to whom he addresses his Remonstrance, and he
has always been one of the most faithful and devoted
guardians and friends of the important institution under
their care.

This " Remonstrance" was presented to the Board in

1849. After two years a Report was made upon it, and
accepted, the nature of which was highly unsatisfactory
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to the friends of truth and orthodoxy ; and, inasmuch as

the considerations and suggestions contained in the Re-
monstrance have been followed by no corresponding ac-

tion on the part of the Trustees, Dr. Dana has felt called

on to make this public appeal to the Christian public

;

and such is the history of the present publication.

It may be safely assumed, that when a man of Dr. Da-
na's age, and character for piety and wisdom, with the

prospect of very soon meeting his Master, and rendering
up an account of his stewardship, feels himself constrain-

eu, in this public and emphatic manner, to raise his voice

in remonstrance against beloved and respected brethren,

with whom he has been associated for nearly half a
century, he is influenced by no slight considerations of

duty, and that his words are worthy of serious and can-

did attention. For ourselves, we are entirely convinced,

that the very grave and alarming nature of the matters
against which the remonstrance is directed, do not only
fully justify its author in the course which he has adopt-

ed, but that no other course was open to him, as an
honest man, in defence of what he firmly believed to be
the great principles of sound doctrine, which were dear
to the Fathers of lN"ew England, and for the dissemina-

tion and defence of which this their Theological school

was established and commended to the prayers, confi-

dence, and support of the churches.

We have been aware, for some years past, of two
things in relation to this subject. The first is, that the

instruction now, and of late given in the Theological

Seminary at Andover, was in direct opposition, on se-

several fundamental points, to the received standards of

sound doctrine, especially to the "Westminster Assem-
bly's Catechism, and that this teaching was calculated

to produce an influence upon the cause of vital godliness

in New England, which was of the most deplorable

character.

The other fact is, that although many of the younger
ministers, and multitudes of Christians, have been daz-

zled and impressed by the splendour of the rhetoric, and
the brilliant drapery of learning and talent which has

been thrown around this erroneous teaching, and have
failed in some cases to detect it, and in others justly to
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estimate its dangerous tendencj; yet there have been
those, and these among the soundest and best men in the

land, who were not only fully aware of the facts, but
were filled with sad forebodings and sorrowful anticipa-

tions of the result, and were determined to bear their tes-

timony, like faithful men, against these grievous depar-

tures from " the faith once delivered to the saints." We
rejoice to see this class well represented by this vener-

able servant of God, who, standing as he does on the

border line of eternity, has little occasion unduly to re-

gard the plaudits or the anathemas of men, but is doubt-

less concerned only to discharge what remains to him of

duty in such a manner as to secure the approbation of

his God.
Dr. Dana indulges in no bitterness of reproach or in-

vective. He writes in calm and impressive style, with

simple dignitv, and with great earnestness. He writes

like a man who feels impelled by considerations which
he cannot resist or neglect, to discharge an important

though unpleasant duty ; and his entire aim seems to be
to bear his honest testimony to the truth in a Christian

spirit, and in the " more excellent way." He evidently

feels the solemnity of his position and the importance of

the interests at stake, and for his own high character,

and for the nature of his cause, he deserves to be heard.

The principal point in the Eemonstrance appears to be
that the instruction given by the Professor of Theology
in the Seminary is in direct opposition to what is requir-

ed by the leading provisions of its constitution and sta-

tutes. According to him, "The Constitution provides

that every Professor in the Seminary, shall be a man of

sound and orthodox principles, according to the system
of doctrines denominated the Westminster Assembly's
Shorter Catechism. Every Professor must, on the day of

his inauguration, publicly make and subscribe a solemn
declaration of his faith in Divine Revelation, and in the

doctrines of the Assembly's Catechism. He must so-

lemnly promise to defend and inculcate the Christain

faith as thus expressed, in opposition to all contrary

doctrines and heresies. He must repeat the declaration

and promise at the close of every five years ; and should

he refuse this, or should he teach or embrace any of the
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proscribed heresies or errors, he shall be forthwith re-

moved from office."

"With these unequivocal and excellent provisions of

the constitution of the Seminary, those of the '' Asso-

ciate Statutes" are in perfect accordance. And the lan-

guage of both these instruments most plainly and satis-

factorily proves, that the venerable founders of the In-

stitution designed that the great doctrines of Grace, so

clearly presented in the invaluable formulary of the

Westminster Assembly, should be always maintained,
taught and defended by those who were called to fill the

chairs of instruction.

Tins plain and manifest design on the part of the

Founders of the Seminary, as expressed in its constitu-

tion and statutes. Dr. Dana, who nas been familiar with
the details of its history for forty-nine years, now dis-

tinctly declares is violated by the sentiments entertained,

and the instruction given by the present " Professor of

Christian Theology," and this too in the face of his so-

lemn declaration and subscription of the doctrines of the

Assembly's Catechism. And he. gives us specific doc-

trines, which he declares are denied by the Professor, if

not in a formal repudiation, yet virtually in the char-

acter of his instruction. ^

The doctrine of original sin, as fully recognized by the

Catechism, is thus denied.

The teaching on this point is, that our nature is not

sinful, and that original sm is not sin.

In respect to Regenerat/lon, which, according to the

Catechism, involves a real and radical renovation by
the Holy Ghost, and a restoration of the Divine image in

man, the views presented are, that Kegeneration consists

in a cha/nge in the halance of the susceptibilities ; or in

a change from sinful action to holy action ; or, (which is

the utmost which is allowed,) in a change from a nature

not sinful, inclining to sinful acts,—to a nature not holy,

inclining to holy acts.

In respect to the Covenant, by which Adam was con-

stituted and regarded as the federal head and represent-

ative of all his race, which has always been regarded as

a fundamental doctrine in theology, it is declared that

this whole doctrine is exploded, and that there is no

I:
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evidence of any covenant of works between God and
Adam, as the head of the race, or with Adam, as inclu-

ding his posterity.

In respect to the great doctrine of the Atonement.^ by
which a full satisfaction was made by Christ to the bro-

ken law and outraged justice of God, which teaches that

the Eedeemer suffered under the wrath of God, and the

cursed death of the Cross, the Professor is understood to

maintain " that it cannot be said that Christ's passive

obedience frees us from punishment ; and that in the

case of the penitent, the demands of the law are evaded
or wawed.

In respect to the doctrine that we are justified by the

ionputation of the righteousness of Christ.^ received by
faith, the Professor is understood to maintain that Christ

needed obedience for himself, and could not perform a

work of supererogation for others ; that if Christ obeyed
the law for us, we need not obey it for ourselves, inas-

much as the law does not require two obediences ; nei-

ther, in this case, is there any grace in our pardon ; and
that the doctrine of the imputation of Christ's obedience
to us involves a double absurdity.

Such are the doctrines which the venerable author of

the " Remonstrance" solemnly declares are taught in the

Andover Theological Seminary. These are points ac-

knowledged to be of a radical and fundamental charac-

ter. And if such be the character of the teaching in this

institution, then the act of subscription to its constitu-

tion, expressing, as it does, a hearty belief in the doc-

trines of the Assembly's Catechism, must be a meaning-
less farce, or a piece of Jesuitism, unworthy of any honest

man.
But there are other important points of doctrine in

regard to which the sentiments of the Professor re-

ferred to are lamentably unsound. Dr. Dana declares

that such as the following have come to his know-
ledge :

—

" That there was a period when Christ hegan to be the

Son of God ; that if he was a man, and if he was a holy
man, he must have had ability to sin; that temporal
death makes no part of the penalty of the law,—nor is it
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properly the punishment of sin; and that it is in the

power of human beings to hinder the execution of some
parts of the Divine decrees."

"Assertions such as these," says Dr. D., "I must de-

clare,—begging the Professor's pardon,—are very reck-

less, and very dangerous."

—

[Remonstrance^ p. 10.)

We would add here, that if any doubts are entertained

as to the peculiar and unsound views of the Professor,

his celebrated Sermon before- the Convention of Congre-
gational Ministers, on " The Theology of the intellect^

and the Theology of the feelings^'^ and the discussion

with Dr. Hodge, in the Princeton Review, to which that

Sermon gave rise, furnishes the most abundant and deci-

sive testimony.

We have, then, the melancholy and alarming specta-

cle held up faithfully to view in this " Remonstrance,"
of a Christian institution, established at a vast expense,

whose foundations were laid in prayer by some of the

best and soundest men in our country, and which was
intended to be a great means of maintaining, defending
and disseminating the cardinal doctrines of pure Christi-

anity, becoming instead, an organ of destructive errors,

which tend inevitably to sap the very foundations of

orthodox faith and Godly practice. We have the as-

tounding spectacle of a Professor of Christian Theology,

of fine talents, elegant learning, and uncommon rhetori-

cal and oratorical powers, in his chair of instruction, and
in the pulpit, directly attacking, and endeavouring to

destroy those very doctrines, to which at his inaugura-

tion he solemnly declared and subscribed his cordial

assent, and instilling into the minds of the sons of the

church, who are soon to go out to fill her pulpits, senti-

ments and doctrines which are at war with the plain

teachings of the Bible, as well as with the views of the

best and ablest Divines of every age and country.

We behold an aged and venerable Father, whose
praise is in all the churches, after having privately re-

monstrated with his brethren of the Board of Trustees as

to the grave evils alluded to, but without effect, now
obliged, in order to ease his own conscience, in the dis-

charge of his duty, as a pledged guardian of the interests

V OL. VII.—No. 1. 8
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of the Seminary, and the designs and wishes of its pious

founders, to appeal to the Christian public, and bear his

sorrowful, but honest testimony, against these alarming

evils. These are sad and humiliating spectacles. The
seeds of evil which have been sown in this Institution,

are springing up, not only in New-England, but all over

the land. The preaching of the young men who come
out from its halls, is, in a great degree, vitiated by the

instruction they have received. The great cardinal doc-

trines of Religion, do not distinctly and thoroughly per-

vade their sermons. The doctrines of human dej)ravity,

unconditional decrees, spiritual regeneration, the atone-

ment, the imputation of Christ's righteousness, justifica-

tion by faith, and the true nature of experimental piety,

are not held foi'th clearly, and fully, as they stand in the

formularies of the church. And under such preaching,

the spiritual life of Christians must be feeble and inefti-

cient ; while a spirit of pride, self-reliance, and procras-

tination, must tend to place impenitent sinners in a dan-

gerous and appalling position.

The language of Dr. Dana himself, will best describe

the disastrous results which are now flowing, and must
continue to flow, from the nature of the instruction given
in the Seminary. He asks

—

"Has the orthodox character which for many of its

first years, it maintained, been subsequently preserved?

Have the preachers whom, in recent times, it has sent

forth, been signalized and acknowledged as champions
of the doctrines of the Cross ? Have their sermons em-
braced the great principles of the creed of the Seminary ?

Have they presented distinct and lucid exhibitions of

human depravity, of regeneration, of the atonement, of

justification by faith, of the nature of experimental and
saving religion? That numbers have thus preached, is

cheerfully conceded. But they are in the minority.

—

And this minority has been still decreasing from year to

year. This is familiarly declared by the most judicious

members of our churches. Nor is it uncommon for spi-

ritual Christians to complain that, under the preaching
referred to, they are not -fed with the pure truths of the

Gospel." ,
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Op this subject, he adds-

" I am constrained to bear an unwilling personal testi-

mony. As a member of the Presbyteries of Londonder-
ry and ISTewburyport, I have been called to take part in

the examination of some scores of candidates, educated
in the Seminary. Many of these have appeared well,

but the greater part have failed in some essential points

;

particularly that of native depravity. And you know,
my Brethren, that this is a point so vital and pervading,

in the Gospel scheme, and in experimental religion, that

the minister, the Christian, who essentially fails here,

can scarcely be right any where."

—

{Remonstrance^ pjp.

6,7.) •-
: '

Such is the sad picture drawn by a venerable clergy-

man of New England, of the state of things in one of her

prominent Theological Seminaries. His words are words
of truth and soberness. They are spoken deliberately,

solemnly, and in view of the judgment day. They come
to our ears with gloomy and impressive weight. For we
think we see in the very fact, that after two years of pa-

tient waiting for the effect of private remonstrance,

Dr. Dana has been forced to appeal publicly to the

churches in regard to these alarming evils,—an evidence
that the remedy is difficult of access, if not entirely inac-

cessible. We greatly doubt whether, under the congre-

gational polity, a check can be effectually given to the

progress of error in this Institution. It seems to us that

between the Scylla of Bushnellism in Connecticut, and
the Charybdis of Andoverian Theology in Massachusetts,
Congregationalism, as a system of church government, is

in danger of being wrecked. Sound and good men may
remonstrate, and protest, and mourn over the grievous
defections of ministers and professors, but to put the

strong hand of authority upon their errors, and rescue

the churches from their disastrous influence, seems to be
beyond their power. Congregationalism, in these days,

is being tested as it never has been before, and it seems
to us to display its inherent weakness in these emergen-
cies. And we have reason to believe that some of the
best and soundest of our New England brethren are

a
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beginning to feel that the polity of the Presbyterian

Church is wiser, safer, and better adapted to guard and
maintain the cause of truth and Godliness, to lift up
an effectual standard against error, and to preserve, in

its purity and simplicity, "the faith once delivered to

the saints."

We assure such, of our affectionate sympathy with

them, in the trying position in which they are now
placed, in the conflict between their views of truth and
duty, and a natural reluctance to sever bonds in which
they have been long and pleasantly united with their

brethren. We pray that God will give them wisdom to

see clearly their duty, and strength to discharge it faith-

fully. We would encourage them in every effort to bear
testimony to the truth, and remind them that

" Truth crushed to earth, will rise again

;

The eternal years of God, are her's

;

But Error, wounded, writhes in pain,

And dies, amid her worshippers."

AKTICLE III.

THE NECESSITY AND IMPORTANCE OF CONTROVERSY.

The capacity, extent, and province of reason, in refer-

ence to religious truths,—the design and authority of

the Word of God, as the standard of doctrine,—the

nature, character and purposes of God,—the trinity of

persons in the one eternal Godhead,—the deity, offices

and work of the Lord Jesus Christ,—the Divinity and
work of the Holy Ghost,—the nature and necessity of

the atonement,—these are subjects, which lie at the very
foundation of all religion': the pillars and ground of all

religious truth. The view we take of these doctrines

makes us deists or believers,— rationalists or Chris-

tians,—the only true worshippers of the " true God, and
our Saviour," or blasphemous idolaters. These truths

underlie the very " first principles" of all piety, namely,
the relation in which man stands to God, and God to

r
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man, the independence or absolute helplessness of the

creature, the way of salvation, and the whole manner
and matter of acceptable worship. They lead 'to two
systems of belief, separated by a chasm of impassable
depth, and " contrary, the one to the other."

And yet both exist, and both claim the name, the au-

thority, and the sanctions of Christianity. Both are

found amonff us. Both have their ministry, their ordin-

ances, and their worshippers, and both hold forth their

claims to the allegiance of ourselves and our children.

"What course, then, are we to pursue ? Both cannot be
true. One or the other must be false, and if false, dan-

gerous, delusive, and destructive. What are we to do ?

Above all things, says the world, do not controvert, do
not quarrel. ^ Peace is more important than opinion.

For modes of faith, let graceless zealots fight,

He can't be wrong whose life is in the right.

Just similar was the condition in which the primitive

believers were placed when the Apostle Jude wrote to

them his epistle.

The object of God, in this epistle, was to warn Chris-

tians of the existence of false and heretical teachers, from
whose cunning guile they were in imminent danger,—to

assure them of the Divine judgments to which such
teachers, and all who gave heed to their seducing errors,

were exposed,—and to ur^e upon them the duty of stren-

uously maintaining and defending the truth and puritv

of the Gospel. The design of the epistle is practical. It

proceeded from the love cherished towards those who
professed to be the disciples of Christ. Their spiritual

welfare deeply affected the Apostle's heart. Their sal-

vation, and that salvation which was " the common"
ground of hope and joy to all believers, was at stake.

—

For the Gospel is the power of God to salvation only
when it is understood in its purity, and received in its

simplicity, and in Godly sincerity. He felt, therefore,

under a pressing necessity to write unto them, because
others were using efforts to pervert them. "For," says

he, " there are certain men, crept in unawares, who were
of old ordained to this condemnation, ungodly men, turn-

M
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ing the grace of our God into lasciviousness, and denying
the only Lord God, and our Lord Jesus Christ."

The Apostle, therefore, at once, and with earnest im-
portunity, calls upon those endangered believers to real-

ize the imminent peril of their condition. All error is

pernicious in its effects, ]^ut it is destructive in propor-

tion as it affects those doctrines which relate to the

Author and the way of salvation. And when men rep-

resent God as so gracious that they may continue to

indulge the lusts of the eyes, and the pride of life,—and
when they deny the essential Deity, and omnipotent,
omnipresent power, and vicarious atonement of "the
only Lord God, and our Lord Jesus Christ,"—then, as

the Apostle Peter declares, they introduce " damnable
heresies",—" pernicious ways,"—and bring upon them-
selves swift destruction.—(2 Pet. 2:1.) This is what
the Apostle Paul also taught, when he calls upon the

Roman Christians to " mark them who caused heresies

among them, contrary to the doctrine which they had
learned."—(Rom. 16, 17.) The Apostle John goes still

further. He makes the acknowledgment of the coming
of Christ, as implying an antecedent divinity, and an
assumed humanity the criterion of one who "is of God."
" Every one professing to expound the Gospel, (says the

Apostle,) who does not teach that Jesus was a man,—not,

however, as was affirmed by the Docetse, in wppearance
(mly^ but in reality^ and yet, that he was not merely a

man, united, as the Cerinthians alleged, to some super-

angelic being,—is not of God, but is that spirit of anti-

christ whereof ye have heard that it should come, and
even now already is it in the world.—John, 4 : 3. That
teacher only, therefore, is of God, who confesses that He
' who was in the beginning with God,' and who ' was
God,' 'was made flesh,' and became the word of God
incarnate, ' God manifest in the flesh.'

"*

The Apostle, therefore, under the guidance of inspira-

tion, felt that any departure from " the truth as it is in

Jesus," and, especially as it concerned the person, char-

acter, and work of Christ, endangered the salvation of

immortal souls.

* See Horslev'p Tracte.
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They knew, also, that all religious error is traceable,

ultimately, to the malign influence of that seducing spir-

it, who is denominated " the father of lies."—Matt. 13 :

41.* To him the Apostle Peter expressly ascribes the
fraud and hypocrisy of Ananias.—Acts, 5 : 3. The
Apostle Paul warns the Corinthians that " the serpent
who beguiled Eve, through his subtilty, would also cor-

rupt their minds from the simplicity that is in Christ, by
transforming himself into an angel of light, and in the
character of a minister of Christ," preaching another
Jesus whom he had not preached, and another gospel

which had not been originally proclaimed.—2 Cor. 11

:

3, 4 ; Eph. 6 : 11. And Christ himself warns the church
of Thyatira against false doctrines, which he denominates
" the depths of Satan."—Rev. 2 : 24.

But how does Satan accomplish these hellish purpo-
ses ? ]N^ot singly, but by iiistigating " false Christs,"

"false prophets," and "false teachers," "false apostles,"
" deceitful workers," to transform themselves into the

ministers of righteousness. Such being the case,—such
being the sleight and cunning craftiness with which false

teachers, under a pretence of liberty, with feigned words
make merchandize of souls, the Apostle calls upon be-

lievers to be on their guard. Not merely human elo-

quence and sophistry, and philosophy, he in effect tells

them,—^not merely apparent zeal for God, and for the

dignity and happiness of man, are employed to pervert,

and, if possible, to deceive the very elect,—but princi-

palities and powers, and spiritual wickedness in high
places, are also leagued for the seduction and overthrow
of believers. And it is only by taking to themselves the

whole armour of God, and fighting the good fight of

faith, that Christians can hope to stand firm and true

against the wiles of the devil.

The Apostle knew also that there is in every one of us

an evil heart of unbelief leading us to depart from the

living God, to hold the truth in unrighteousness, and to

build upon the foundation of God's word, the hay, wood
and stubble of man's teaching. There is, in the very best

of men, a corrupt principle which, unrestrained by the

'i

* Matt 13: 19. Mark, 4: 15. Luke, 8: 12.
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grace of God, will lead to error in judgment, and impie-

ty in practice. And when error is flattering to human
pride, compliant to human infirmity, and tolerant to

human opinions, practices, and fashions, and when it

promises heaven and happiness without holiness, self-

denial, regeneration and zeal for good works, it is far

more congenial than that truth which teaches that " ex-

cept a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of

God,"—that "without holiness no man shall see the

Lord,"—that if any man will come after Christ, he must
deny himself, take up his cross and follow him,"—come
out from the world and be separated,—and that, " deny-
ing uhgodliness and worldly lusts, he must live soberly,

righteously and Godly, in this present evil world, look-

ing for the coming of the great God, and our Saviour
Jesus Christ."

Believers, therefore, are vehemently and with great

earnestness, exhorted to remember these things,—to con-

sider their danger, corruption within, temptation with-

out,—and to cleave with full purpose of heart unto the

Lord, and to the word of His testimony. The great trust

committed to every Christian is the truth—" the faith,"

as it is here called,—the faith which has God for its

author, Christ for its object, sanctification for its evi-

dence, and salvation for its end. It is by the hearing of

the Gospel, this faith is produced. It is by the truth we
are sanctified. And this Gospel, when accompanied by
God's spirit, is "the power of God unto salvation."

—

This faith God has delivered to believers in his word by
holy men of God, who spake as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost. God's word alone can tell us what God
is—what God wills—what God requires of man to be-

lieve, and to do, in order to salvation. All other lights

are false lights, which lead only to precipices ana to

perdition. This alone is the true light shining in a dark
place, to which we do well that we take heed. The
world by wisdom knew not God, and it never entered
into the heart of man to conceive the things now reveal-

ed, the mystery hid for ages.

And as Christ, the sum and substance of this faith,

was " ofifered once to bear the sins of many," (Heb. 9

:

28,) so this faith has been "once" for all, that \^^ fully

^
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finally and authoritatively^ "delivered" in the Scrvp-

tu/res. It endureth for ever. It is the everlasting Gos-*

pel. It has been delivered once, and no more. It is the

same yesterday, to-day and forever. ]^o other founda-
tion for our faith and hope can any man lay, than that

which is laid. As a testament^ the Gospel contains the

whole will of Christ. As a rule^ it contains the whole
law of Ghrist. As a creed^ it contains the whole doctrine

of Christ. As a guide^ it is able to make wise unto sal-

vation. And as the means of salvation, it is perfect,

converting the soul.

This, then, was the common salvation,—" the faith,"

—

about which the Apostle gave all diligence to write, and
earnestly and vehemently to exhort. And as this was
the faith once and always delivered unto the saints, in

divers manners, and in divers measures, from Adam
until Christ, so it is the faith, the only faith, and the

whole faith, now delivered unto the saints. And as in

the Apostles' days, and from the days of Cain until

then, this faith was assailed and corrupted and derided,

and another gospel, which was not another, was, with
cunning and persuasive craftiness, urged upon man's
acceptance, so also is it, in these last days, and so will it

be. :'•.,... ., .
,

,,.• ;- -^
'. •. ; u.

What then, we again ask, are we to do ?

We appeal to common sense. If the faith is that in

which our hope for everlasting life is founded,—-if it is

by the truth, as it is in Jesus, we are made free,—if it is

through God's truth we are sanctified,—if it is the truth

which purifies the heart,—if the truth is the source,and
motive to godliness,—if the truth is a part of the Chris-

tian armour, by which every Christian is to stand,—if

this truth is to be believed, to be obeyed, to be manifest-

ed, and to dwell in the saints for ever,—if we are bound
to love the truth, to speak the truth, to judge according
to the truth, to rejoice in the truth, to deal in the truth,

to buy the truth and sell it not, to abide, in the truth, and
to contend earnestly for it,—if the church is to be the

pillar and ground of the truth, and has received a banner
that she may be the preserver, the defender, and the

propagator of the truth,—if God is the author of the

truth, and the truth is the truth of God,—if Christ is the

Vol. vii.—'No. 1. 9
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truth, and the truth is the truth as it is in Jesus,—if the

Holy Ghost is the inspirer of truth—if He guides only

into truth, and along the way of truth,—if He sanctifies

and saves only by the truth, and is emphatically the

Spirit of Truth,—if the Gospel is truth, and nothing

but the Gospel is truth,—if it is as the truth, and only as

the truth, the Gospel is the power of God to the salvation

of them that believe,—if it is the great end and aim, and
commission of the church, and of every individual mem-
ber of that church, to endeavour to convert those who err

from the truth, and to bring them into the way of truth,

—

and, not to multiply these statements, which are all in

the language of Scripture, if the enemies of Christ are

represented as they who are devoid of the truth, who sell

the truth, who speak not the truth, who love it not, and
obey it not, who resist the truth, turn away from it, hold

the truth in unrighteousness, change it into a lie, preach

another gospel, and confess not that Christ is the sove-

reign Lord and Jehovah, God manifest in the flesh,—if

I say these things are so, then what else can any lover of

the truth do, than contend earnestly for it, whenever,
wherever, and by whomsoever it is gainsayed.

We appeal to the common experience and conduct of

men in regard to every other kind of truth than religious

truth, and in reference to every other privilege and
blessing, which they hold dear. Let the truth of civil

and religious freedom, as involving the right of free in-

quiry, freedom of speech, freedom of action, and freedom
of religious worship, be assailed,—let the constitutional

rights and privileges secured by the charter of our na-

tional government to every member of the confederacy,

be endangered or denied,—let the rights and privileges

of any citizen, or any class of citizens, in any one of our
communities be infringed upon, by our municipal autho-

rities,—'Or in any other way, let personal and social

rights be interfered with,—and how sharp, and long, and
loud, and earnest, and costly, and if needs be, even unto
blood, will be the controversy, the disputes, the appeal
to public opinion, to judicial investigation, and to the
true interpretation of our constitution. In regard to civil

liberty, temporal rights, and all personal and social

blessings, no man would hesitate to contend ea/rncstly
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and as often^ and as long^ as necessity might demand.
This freedom of debate and controversy is the main-
spring and essential conservator and guardian of free

constitutions, repaying for its many incidental evils by
activity, energy, knowledge and personal interest in the

common weal, awakened by it in every bosom. And
just as surely, just as necessarily, and just as profitably

will the momentous truths and blessings of the Gospel
appear of unspeakable value to every believer, agitate

their understandings, inflame their spirits, enkindle their

devotion, and when assailed, and denied, excite to con-

troversy and earnest contention.

From the very nature of the case, we conclude that

this must be so. What man loves^ he clings to and de-

fends ; for where the treasure is, there will the heart be
also. "What is worth proclaiming, is worth preserving,

and what we feel it our duty to believe, we feel it our
duty to defend. What we value we will maintain and
earnestly contend for, against all who would defraud us

of it. Things must become the subjects of contention in

proportion to their importance, and religion and religious

truth being unspeakably the most important things in

the world, no man can be either seriously or sincerely a

Christian, who will not contend earnestly for his faith,

and hope, against all opposers. The cause of such con-

tention is not in religion, any more than it is in science

or liberty, or social rights. The fault, in every case of

controversy, is in the different understandings, tempers,

interests, passions, and prejudices of mankind, incitea

by the great enemy of all peace. As long as these lead

to opinions and practices contrary to the truth in science,

liberty, or religion, there must be, as the Apostles say,

divisions, and contendings and defendings. ho long as,

on whatever plea, the citadel of truth is assailed, the

sentinel must give warning, the garrison must appear
under arms, and that citadel must be defended ; and he
that acts otherwise will and must be a traitor to science,

to his country, and to his God.
We appeal to the very nature of the Gospel itself.

What is the Gospel ? It is the revelation of God's plan of

mercy and salvation to guilty, sinful and perishing man.
In reference to Girti, it diffclgses Gtjd's everlasting pui^

M
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pose and plan for blessing ns with all spiritual blessings in

neavenlj places in Christ,—^the grace of onr Lord Jesus

Christ, who for onr sakes became poor, that we, through
his poverty, his blood, his righteousness, might become
rich,—the love and condescension ofthe ever blessed Spi-

rit, who saves us by the washing of regeneration, and by
His renewing, sanctifying and comforting influences. In-

to the name, that is, the belief, worship and service of the

Father, Son, and the Holy Ghost, every one is to be dis-

cipled, and in all that pertains to their divinity, offices

and services, all are to be indoctrinated. In reference to

MAN, the Gospel reveals to us that he is " bom in sin,"

" an heir of wrath," " desperately wicked," " dead in

trespasses and sins," " already condemned," and incapa-

ble, without being born again, of entering the kingdom
of God.

In reference to the woeld, the Gospel reveals that the

whole world lieth in wickedness, being led captive by
Satan, who is the god of this world,—that all that is in

the world, is not of the Father,—that the whole world
is guilty before God, under his wrath and curse, and in

the broad way that leadeth to destruction,—that it is

commanded to repent and believe the Gospel, in the as-

surance that he that believeth shall be saved, and he
that believeth not shall be damned.
The Gospel, therefore, in its doctrines and duties, its

mysteries and its threatenings, is a scandal to some, and
foolishness to others. It is everywhere spoken against,

and in every way opposed, or else modified and moulded
into conformity to the views and wishes of man's darken-

ed understanding and depraved heart. " I came not"
therefore says Christ, " to bring peace on earth, but a

sword." In itself, the Gospel is the tidings of peace and
good will to man. But as it throws light into the dark
hearty and dark and evil ways of sinful men, men will

oppose, resist and contemn it, and thus make that Gospel
to be, as it is called, God's sword, which, in itself, is

God's embassv of love. The alternative, therefore, is

the Gospel with controversy, or no gospel at all. The
Gospel is itself a standing controversy, with the cavils,

the objections, the doubts, and the blasphemies of men.
There is not a truth in the Gospel, nor in the Bibk, nor
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even in natural religion, that is not controverted by the

sceptical, unbelieving, proud, and self-conceited wis-

domof foolish man. The Atheist denies the very; being
of God,—the Pantheist his personality,—the Deist his

word,—the sceptic his providence,—the errorist his mor-
al government, his holmess, justice and severity,—and
multitudes deny the authority, the claims, the obliga-

tions, and the unspeakable worth of the salvation and
eanctification to which the Gospel calls. Let us, then,

attempt to limit the doctrines to be enforced from the

pulpit to those truths which are undisputed^ and we are

at once brought, not to the abandonment of the Gospel
merely, with all its high mysteries, butTTto everlasting

silence upon every truth, natural or Divine. ^'^/-^.^^,^

So it has ever been, and so it will ever be. Truth, in

this world, and among the men of this world, is like Ish-

mael among his enemies. Its hand is against every man,
because every man's hand is against it. It must either

conquer opposition or die. It is a testimony for God and
his truth, against man and his lies ; against the devil and
his wiles. From the very beginning of man's apostacy,

until now, there has been enmity between the serpent

and the woman, between the sons of God and the sons of

men, between righteous Abel and a Christ-denying Cain,

between the church and the world, between the word of

God, and the traditions and philosophy and wisdom of

men. The whole of religion is styled repeatedly " Jeho-

vah's controversy."—Hos. 4:1; Micah, 6 : 2 ; Jer. 25,

81. The Scriptures are controversial writings. The whole
book of Job is a controversy. The prophets were wit-

nesses for God, and his truth, and contenders for the

faith. John the Baptist was a firm and vehement and
bold contender and martyr for the truth. The ministry

of our blessed Lord was a perpetual controversy, and the

Gospels a record of it. The Apostles were left to arrive

at truth in many things by " much disputing among
themselves," (Acts, 15 : 7,) and they convinced Jews and
Gentiles by much disputing with both.

The early Christians contended against the Jews,
Pagans and heresiarchs, of their day, and it was only

against the power of the sword, in the face of infamy and
death, and with the sacrifice of millions of human lives

\ C
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from age to age, that the truth prevailed and conquered.

When the whole power of the Roman empire and of

Yandal fury were leagued to destroy and exterminate

that very orthodoxy for which we now contend, it was
only by controversy and patient endurance that the

priceless truth, as it is in Jesus, was preserved and per-

petuated, and heresy overthrown.
When the truth had again been perverted by the man

of sin, it was by controversy and faithful contending,

even unto blood, that Luther and Calvin, and our fathers

in Scotland, and in Ireland, and in France, rescued the

truth, and again unfurled its banner to the breeze of

Heaven. And it is only by controversy, and contending

earnestly, that the truth, in all its purity and power, can

ever be maintained and handed down to our posterity,

and disseminated throughout the world. The church
will remain a living church, and the church of the living

God, only so long as she remains the pillar and the

ground of the truth,—the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, ia- .•^/' ^:r •^: ?' ,5;;^;^ u <

)

But if these arguments are insufficient, let us further

remind you that controversy and contending is made an
imperative duty by God himself. Ministers must defend
as well di^jpreaeh the truth, and drive away the wolf, as

well as protect the sheep. The mouths of deceivers are

to be stopped, and gain-sayers must be convinced, who
subvert whole houses. If there are damnable heresies,

there may be a damnable silence, and a cursed patience,

on the part of that watchman who giveth not warning.

Woe is unto him, if he do not keep the truth and hold
fast the faithful word, and speak the word which becom-
eth sound doctrine. Nor is this woe limited in its effects

to their own souls. For it is only when they have de-

clared all the counsel of God that they can feel pure from
the blood of other souls crying out for vengeance upon
their unfaithfulness. And it is in view of this fact that

many corrupt the word of God, and handle it deceitfully,

that all ministers are charged before God and the Lord
Jes)is Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead at

his appearing, to reprove, rebuke, exhort with all long
suffering and doctrine, seeing that the time will come
when men will not endure sound doctrine, but after their

\ t
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own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, and
they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and be
turned unto fables. Every minister, therefore, is set for

the defence of the Gospel, and not merely for its jyroda-

mation. ' ^. - •

..•.,:'%"• 'J-'^^''^'" -^^/'^^'^

Not only ministers, however, but every Christian is a
wa/rrior, under the Captain of his salvation, and under
obligation to contend earnestly for the faith, and not to

sell it. They must hold it fast, and neither give it away
nor sufter it to be taken from them. They must keep it

in their heads^ by being well established in the faith,—in

their hearts, by being filled with the love of the truth,

—

and in their hands, by being ready to give a reason for

it to every one that asketh. They must hold it fast, by
persevering devotion to it, and by a zealous defence of it,

lest, "being led away by the error of the wicked, they

fall from their steadfastness, and at last lose their crown.
For he that is content to be a looker-on, while his fellow

Christians contend earnestly for the faith, shall never be
more than a looker-on when they are crowned with that

diadem which is laid up for them who have " kept the

faith."

Objections to religious^ntroversy cannot therefore be
religious. They- are in evident contrariety to the princi-

ples of common sense,—to the invariable conduct of

mankind in reference to all other truth,—^to the necessity

of the case,—to the very nature and genius of the Gos-

pel,—to the way in which the truth has, from the begin-

ning until now, been professed and perpetuated,—to the

nature and design of the church, and the ministry,—and
to the plain and positive commands of God. From what-
ever motives such opposition to controversy arises, it in-

volves, therefore, the spirit of disobedience, unfaithful-

ness, and that cowardly timidity and "fear ofman which
bringeth a snare." For what is controversy ? It is either

an oral or written discussion of whatever is controverte^d

as error. Now, to controvert or dispute a point, is only

to agitate a question, and sift and weigh its evidence so

as to obtain clear and satisfactory ideas of it. And can
any man attain to a real personal and assured belief

without controversy ? It is impossible. Neither can any
man mamtaim^ his belief, or defend it, but by continually

.. k^^^.
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controverting, discussing and weighing all that is pre-

sented to his mind, for and against his faith. : : .. ,.

Aversion to controversy, when it is based upon a pro-

fessed regard for the interests of religion, is founded
upon misapprehension and mistake, it confounds con-

troversy with contention, and contending with conten-

tiousness, and disputation with a disputatious spirit. It

does not distinguish between controversy and the temper
in which it may be conducted. Religion demands and
necessitates controversy^ but it denounces a coni/roversial

spwit. The principles which are upheld, the purpose in

which it originates, the object for which it is employed,
and the spirit in which it is conducted, characterizes any
particular controversy as good or evil. If it spring from
a mere spirit of contention, from a desire of victory, or a

love of display,—from personal animosity, and not from
love of the truth, Christianity will not acknowledge it as

her own. If employed on questions unnecessary or un-

important,—if it is made the vehicle of personal maligni-

ty, and is carried on in a spirit that rends asunder the

bonds of charity and peace, it is equally unchristian.

But these evils now not from the use^ but from the ahuse^

of controversy,—not from the truth, but from the evil

heart of its defenders,—and are not therefore inseparable

from it, nor a prohibition of its use. And these evils,

however great, are not worthy to be compared to the

evil and guilt of allowing the truth to be lost through
indifference, or endangered through our pusillanimity.

And all that the Apostle enjoins, is not that spirit, of

contentiousness, " but that open, manly, unflinching,

continuous effort, towards the furtherance of the truth,

in all circumstances, and in the face of all opposition,

which the truth demands at the hands of those who have
honestly received it ; and which it will undoubtedly
recewe^ from every man who is deeply and thoroughly
convinced that it is the truth, and that all else is but
vanity,—yea, worse than vanity,—delusion ; delusion and
and a lie."

But while many, through misa^pprehension and mis-

tahe^ are opposed to religious controversy, njany, it is to

be feared, are opposed to it, because they are indifferent

to, or opposed to the truth itself. They condemn the
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contending earnestly for the faith, because they contemn
the faith itself. Some artfully deny controversy, and
hold up its abuses and its incidental evils, in order to

destroy free inquiry, which would endanger their estab-

lished errors, and their blinded votaries. Others are so

inflated with the idea of their own infallibility, that their

insuiferable arrogance cannot bear to have oracular dec-

larations, which of course are the voice of God, called in

question. Others, again, oppose controversy, but it is

only controversy for, and in defence of, the truth ; while
they are to be freely permitted to controvert against the
truth. Laziness, pride, intolerance, impiety, indifference

to all religious truth, and above all, a secret feeling that

the stirring of the waters of controversy may arouse their

slumbering but imeasy consciences : these, it is to be fear-

ed, constitute the prevailing motives with too many of

those who, under the pretence of peace and charity, and
the glory of God and the good of souls, cry out against

all controversy, unless it be about the paltry questions of

some municipal election, or the beggarly elements of

mere earthly things.

And when some even good and pious people affirm

that controversy is of no use, we would reply, in the lan-

guage of Dr. Beecher, " It is nearer the truth to say, that

no great advance has ever been made in science, religion

or politics, without controversy. And certain it is, that

no era of powerful theological discussion has ever past

away, without an abiding effect in favour of truth. The
discussions of Augustine, of Luther, and of Calvin, are

felt to this day ; and the controversial writings of Ed-
wards, have been to error, what the mounds and dykes
of Holland have been to the sea."

Contending earnestly for the faith, is, therefore, an
imperative and all-important Christian duty. "Stand
fast in one spirit with one mind, striving together (wrest-

ling together) for the faith of the Gospel, and in nothing

terrified by your adversaries." " Why halt ye between
two opinions ?" When God's truth is at stake, neutrality

must be criminal, and indifference to the truth is, of all

others, the enemy most to be dreaded.

Only let our zeal for the truth be combined with chari-

ty for the persons of all who oppose it. This discrimina-

YoL. VII.—No. 1. 10
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tion between our accountability for holding and defend-

ing the truth, and the accountability of every man only
to God, and not to man, for his religious opinions, is the

true secret by which we may " speak the truth in love,"

and so defend it as to maintain peace and charity, even
towards it assailants. This will enable us to honour the

truth, without dishonouring ourselves,—to be firm and
calm,—and with a warm heart to preserve a cool head,

and a graceful tongue. . ,v

i ARTICLE IV.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE.

'
- »

Inquiries into the philosophy of vital existence neces-

sarily involve great perplexity and doubt. It is a subject

which embraces both the most enlarged and comprehen-
sive views of nature, and the minutest, investigations of

the most simple and palpable elements and laws of the

material world.

How inorganic substances are combined, and trans-

formed into organisms of perfect symmetry and beauty

;

and what laws govern the wonderful changes ofmatter, in

the production of life, are problems of the greatest inter-

est to the student of nature. Their consideration has
confounded the wisest minds of ancient and modern
times, and they still remain, and perhaps will ever be, a
fruitful source of speculation and controversy. The most
beautiful theories have been woven in the closets of sage
philosophers, and have had ardent admirers and support-

ers, until the lights of science have dissipated them into

empty air, and left us still groping in confusion and ig-

norance, in search of the mysterious agents which are

constantly in operation around us.

After all, we can only exclaim with the poet,

—

" Full nature swarms with life, one wondrous mass
Of animals or atoms organized,

Waiting the vital breath, when parent Heaven
Shall bid his spirit blow."
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Every element and every being is in a condition of
constant and unceasing change. Mutation is the law of

nature, and when a body is decomppsed, its constituents

in a moment seek new arrangements and form diiferent

compounds. Chemical laws are always in action, and
under the influence of various agencies, produce some of

the most astounding phenomena in creation. The ap-

pearance of the earth before life began, when there exist-

ed neither herb nor plant, nor flower, nor tree, when no
living being, either animal or vegetable, exhibited the
handiwork of the Creator,—when all was as yet one vast,

unbounded, dreary waste, impressed with the awful still-

ness of the grave, presents to the imagination of man
some of the most a}>palling scenes upon which his mind
can ponder. How long this state of things continued,

we cannot hazard even a conjectural opinion. But at

length these dismal appearances commenced, as if by
magic, to fade away. Ihe God of nature spoke, and the

face of the earth began to smile with life. It is certain

that all matter was primarily in a state of unorganiza-

tion ; but by the developement of a principle, denomi-
\nated mtal., and by the concomitant action of appropriate

excitants, the dead mass assumed a living appearance,

chemical laws yielded to vital powers, and the earth,

which before presented only scenes of barrenness and
deformity, was beautified and ornamented with the rich-

est treasures of organization.

It will thus be perceived, that we indissolubly connect
living with organic phenomena. And although the great

Hunter asserts, that " life and organization do not in the

least depend on each other; and that organization may
arise out of living parts and produce action, but that life

can never arise out of, or produce organization," we
must think, from natural observation, that they cannot
be separated, even in idea. Hunter strenuously advoca-

ted this bold opinion, to sustain an hypothesis of life,

which will, by and by, be noticed. Whether life is

necessarily the result of germination., or whether it may,
under some circumstances, occasionally spring up with-

out it, is a question which cannot be satisfactorily deter-

mined at present. It seems reasonable, however, to

suppose, that, as the work of creation is still probably
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progressing, there maj possibly be spontaneous genera-

tion.*

In fact, numerous experiments aftbrd strong confirma-

tion of the theory. What produces this wonderful meta-
morphosis of matter? What subdues chemical affinities,

and clothes inert, bodies with vital properties ? Is it a

principle sui gene^^s, or is it the resultant arising from
the concurrent action of suitable and peculiar excitants ?

This is a problem, which the combined wisdom of ages

has not been able to solve.

Speculation has followed speculation, and theories have
been advanced, resting on abstract reasoning, time after

time, to account for the singular phenomena of vitality
;

but as often have they proved unsatisfactory and ab-

surd.

On this, as on all subjects of an abstruse and mysteri-

ous character, men, upon whom nature has lavished her
most precious gifts, have devoted years of toil and unsur-

passed mental efforts in vain. Being lost in the intricate

mazes of speculative reasoning, they have taken flight

upon the wings of their imaginations, and promulged
theories equally contradictory to the dictates of reason
and the truths of Divine revelation. The inability to

detect the fugitive principle of life, induced Magendie,
and a respectable portion of the French school, to deny
its existence as an entity. Thus, according to their

views, ignorance of the essential nature of a causative

power, even with a knowledge of its effects, proves posi-

tively that it does not exist. They make vital phenome-
na independent of a primordial cause. They build a
gigantic structure without a foundation. But a sufficient

evidence of their sophistry is, that they never speak of
vital existence without referring to the vital principle.

They frequently expatiate upon the totality of powers,
the totality of properties, etc ; and thus deduce positive

and infallible conclusions from premises which are really

negative and contradictory. We believe that a vital

principle exists
;
yet we as firmly believe, that it can

never be absolutely detected. Like other great natural

* We suppose the writer does not use this term in the sense in which it

was used by the old advocates of "spontaneous generation."

—

Ed?.. 8. P.
Rev.
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agents, as heat, light and electricity, the elementitself is

not hnown^ though its action, general laws and results,

are palpable to the most careless observer. By a poste-

rlm^i reasoning, which is by far the soundest, we con-

clude analogically as to the primary cause. The princi-

ple, before excitation by suitable stimuli, is in a negative
or quiescent state ; and the same remark is applicable
to other principles. How the vital force acts upon inor-

ganic matter, we shall not attempt to explain. But it

evidently acts upon ultimate atoms ; makes new corpus-

cular arrangements, and imparts entirely difterent pro-

perties to it. The evidence of the fact, is a sufficient

ground for beUef, without an intricate examination into

its process of operation. -
y.

Having preniised the existence and action of a vital

principle, a brief review or analysis of some of the most
popuhir theories of life may not prove uninteresting, and
is perliaps necessary.

The doctrine of Aristoxenus; a distinguished Grecian
physician, w^ill be first noticed. He taught that there is

a consent of action in the different organs of the animal
frame, and that harmonious action, w^hich constitutes

health, results from the proper and united functions of

these organs, as harmony in music arises from the due
tone of the musical chords. This he called the theory of

Harmony. This plausible and ingenious hypothesis was
zealously opposed by the Epicureans, and finally over-

thrown by them, on the ground that it was founded on
the gratuitous assumption, that perfect life could only
arise from consent of vital action. Its falsity was fully

shown by Lucretius, who clearly proved that the mind
may be diseased, and the corporeal functions remain
unimpaired, and mce 'i^ersa. But even granting the truth

of the theory, to its fullest extent, the essential principle

of life is unrevealed by it. Another hypothesis, which
was heartily embraced by the Greeks and Eomans, and
likewise the Jews, was, that "the life of all flesh is the

blood thereof," or, in other words, that the blood itself is

the principle of life. This theory, ajDj^arently strength-

ened by the Mosaic writings, and endorsed by the ritual

of the patriarchs, was considered a satisfactory exposition

of the chief elements of life. Even the poets of antiqui-
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ty seemed enamohred with it, and immortalized it in

verse. After having flourished a long time, it paled be-

fore the investigations of medical philosophers. It thus
remained until the names of Ilarvey, Iloifman and
Hunter, raised it again to the zenith of its popularity.

—

Harvey, from the brilliancy of the discovery of the cir-

culation, was easily led to the adoption of uWra views,

with respect to the important functions of the blood.

—

Huxhani, an enthusiastic advocate of the theory, believed
that he had traced the principle of life to its ultimate

seat in the blood, and contended that the red globules

were its receptacles. Hunter pursued the subject with
unsurpassed perseverance and accuracy ; and, although
ne did not succeed in establishing his premises, he shed
great light upon the physiological uses of the blood. He
proved, beyond cavil, that tho blood is vitalized and
subject to the fundamental laws of living bodies. But
the slightest glance into the operations ot nature shows
the fallacy of his reasoning upon the general subject of

life and organization. " We invariably find" says Good,
" that organization is the ordinary, perhaps only, means
by which life is transmitted ; and that whenever life

appears, its tendency, if not actual result, is nothing else

than organization." But Hunter's reasoning fell far short

of the mark ; for it neither detected the essential princi-

ple, nor illustrated its action on the blood in vitalization.

Leaving this beautiful, though imperfect, theory of vital

essence, we will briefly examine another, which was first

suggested by the Epicurean school, and afterwards de-

veloped by the researches of chemical experimenters. It

teaches that the vital principle is a fine, invisible and
subtle gas or aura, which reaches the most remote atom
of vitalized matter, and conspiring with other important
natural agents, forms, according to Lucretius, the soul

itself. Several gases and fluids were supposed by their

discoverers to be so nearly assimilated to the vital prin-

ciple, that a line of distinction could not be drawn be-

tween them. Caloric, oxygen and voltaic electricity

were each successively assigned as the chief element of

of vital existence. That caloric is essential to life, no
one can deny. That it exercises great influence on the

preservation and growth of living bodies, is likewise

;
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indisputable ; and, in all probability, it is impossible for

vital manifestations to take place without it. Yet the

bare enunciation of the proposition, that " heat is life,"

involves the monstrous absurdity, that there is no such
thing as inorganic matter. For, if it is true, (and it un-
doubtedly is,) that every thing material is calorified,

their reasoning would lead to the preposterous conclu-

sion, that every thing is infused with the principle of

life, or, in plain terms, lives. This hypothesis was sup-

ported by a celebrated Empiric in this country, and is

still in vogue with his followers, some ofwhom have been
bold enough to assert, that the distinguished Dr. Hush
partially subscribed to it. This is utterly false and un-

grounded, as in his writings can only be found the opin-

ion, that heat is requisite for the production and main-
tainance of life. To Thomson alone is due the credit of
having invented a theory so fraught with ignorance and
folly. When Lavoisier demonstrated the important ofii-

ces of oxygen in both animal and vegetable life, it was
supposed to be the ultimate source of vital existence.

—

The equal importance of other gases in the animal, as

well as vegetable kingdoms, will, I presume, be a suffi-

cient refutation of this theory. From the interesting

experiments of Galvani and other chemists, the proba-

bility was thought to be reduced almost to a certainty,

that life originated from electricity ; or that the vital

principle was the electric fluid, so modified by peculiar

circumstances, as to produce all the phenomena of life.

Wilson Phihp, who was a strong advocate of this opin-

ion, with great confidence in its correctness says, " the

identity o± galvaic electricity and nervous influence is

established by experiment." -
,

^

In these experiments, however, to which he alludes,

the phenomena have since been proved not vital, but

purely electrical. Even after death, the muscular fibre

shows contractibility under the influence of galvanism.

The action, in this instance, is simply electrical and me-
chanical. The curative effect of this fluid, in many dis-

eases, nevertheless, evinces a controlling influence over

life. It is an interesting fact, that the human body is

possessed of magnetic influence, and at times exhibits

magnetic phenomena. Are these properties owing to

i
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nervous influence, or electricity ? From the quantity of

ferruginous matter in the hlood, we are inclined to attri-

bute tliem almost entirely to the latter. That there is

an intimate connection, however, between the two fluids,

is illustrated in Mesmeric experiments, in which there is

both a transfer of sensation, and an exhibition of mag-
netic influence. All agree, I believe, that life is produced
and continued by the action of some powerful agent or

agents. " Life" says Dr. Brown, " is a forced state."

—

This opinion was flrst announced by Cullen, who after-

wards renounced it. Eush also, antecedently to Brown,
intimated the same view, and so expressed himself in

his able lectures on the causes of animal life. This opin-

ion is plausible, and probably correct ; for, although vi-

tal actions appear harmonious, yet it is very evident

that they must be the resultants of forcible powers.

—

Dr. Eush advances one step farther, and says that ani-

mal life commences with respiration. After speaking
of demonstrable physiological evidences, he refers to va-

rious expositions of Scripture, and proves conclusively

the truth of the proposition.

From the writings of this eminent physician, we un-

derstand that he regarded life as the direct result of

stimuli, without a primordial cause. A peculiar suscep-

tibility of I'eceiving impressions, he denominates sensi-

hility^ and the capability of transmitting impressions

from the brain to the muscles, so as to produce motion,

excitability. It will be unnecessary and tedious to re-

iterate and detail the diff'erent excitants mentioned by
Eush. They have been beautifully arranged and classi-

fied by him, according to the various parts of the body,
upon which they act. Those which excite the internal

parts are termed internal., and those acting externally, ex-

ternal stimuli. Now, when these act with proper force,

and within due bounds, they produce perfect health ; but
when they fall below the normal grade, or exceed their

usual action, disease immediately commences its ravages.

There seems to be an equilibrium between the excite-

ment produced by stimuli and excitability. They are in

inverse proportion to each other. If stimuli are sudden-
ly abstracted, there will be no extitement, but an accu-

mulation of excitability, which denotes di/rect debility.
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But if, on the other hand, stimuli act too violently,

great excitement is the consequence, and there is a de-

crease of excitability, causing vndi/rect debility. One
fact worthy of remark is, that the absence of one stimu-

lant may be, in a great measure, supplied by another.

All these facts are, I think, reconcilable with the exist-

ence of a vital principle. I cannot conceive in what
manner the phenomena of life can be explained by parity

of reasoning, without supposing the existence of a pri-

mordial cause. We do not, however, recognize the vita;l

principle in such unlimited scope, as was taught by Py-
thagoras, who supposed that it was essentially active,

and moreover, that the soul was in a continued state of

transmigration ; or Epicurus, who thought the universe

pervaded and inspired by an '•''anima mundi^'' which is

"Through the whole system's utmost depth diffused,

And lives as soul of e'en the soul itself,"

but as passive, latent and disguised, until rendered ac-

tive, free and discoverable by the requisite excitants.

An enumeration of the various appearances which
distinguish living from dead matter, would prolong this

article to too great a length. Besides, they are so plain,

that a repetition is scarcely necessary.

A living being is called an animal when it is endowed
with heat, motion, sensation and thought. Beings may
be so partially gifted with these, that they cannot with
certainty be placed in an animalized class. However,
in their more perfect states, the distinctions are "well de-

fined and evident. Life is not restricted to the narrow
compass of animality.

The vital principle is diffused through the vegetable

kingdom also. And as a slight comparison between the

animal and vegetable worlds may not be foreign to the

subject, a few words will be devoted to their parallelisms

and resemblances. In all the various forms of creation,

we observe a unity of design ; and, although not cast in

the same mould, there are evidences of the wisdom of

the Supreme in all his works. At the first glance, there

seems to be no similarity between animals and vegeta-

bles ; but when we examine the structures of both, wit-

ness their homogeneous natures, and remember, that

Vol. VII.—ISfo. 1. 11
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some able physiologists have bestowed even sensation

and thought on the vegetable kingdoni, we must infer

that an intimate relation exists between them. Look at

the re-production of a plant. The pollen of the male
flower falls upon the stigma of the female, is conducted
by the style to the germe, which it stimulates to growth,

and, in a manner resembling, in a striking degree, the

generation of an animal, a new plant is formed. Both
are enclosed in suitable receptacles in the formative

stage. In structure the analogy is as close. Both are

composed of tissues, adducent and reducent vessels, and
lymphatics. Yalves are placed in the vessels of both, to

prevent a reflux of their contents. .

A circulation in plants, like that of animals, has been
established by direct experiment ; and plants, in all pro-

bability, are possessed of nervous energy, as we invaria-

bly find vital phenomena accompanying, perhaps depen-
dent upon, nervous influence. The parallelism is still

further carried out in the allotted time of existence, in

some species of both kingdoms. Some plants bloom and
wither in a few hours ; and, on the other hand, some
animals arrive at a perfect state of their existence in as

short a space of time, and as soon die. The slips of

plants may be productive, and also buds and bulbs ; but
this only indicates a closer resemblance, as the hirudo
viridis and hydra^ are produced by lateral sections, and
zoophytic worms by buds and layers. Plants gradually
rise in the scale of organization, till it is difficult to dis-

tinguish them from the lowest order of animals. There
are, however, some clear and well-defined differences.

—

A plant generally possesses only irritability and con-

tractibility ; is confined to one spot ; and draws susten-

ance from the gases, earths, and minerals. Whereas, in

the last distinction, animals, (besides diff'erences men-
tioned before,) are nourished by animal and vegetable
substances almost entirely. So, it seems that the vege-
table kingdom, by a process of assimilation, renders
inert and indigestible, substances subject to animal nu-
trition.

Having thus shown resemblances between the two
kingdoms in some particulars, we must not conclude
that the endowment of such low orders of beings with
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something more than mere vital existence, is at all de-

rogatory to the majesty of man. He is gifted with pro-

perties, which distinguish him from all other living crea-

tures. To him belongs the supremacy of reason, and he
alone is possessed of those jprosjpecime faculties, which
enable him to penetrate the dim vista of the future, and
look beyond the destructive and vain desires of this

world, to the glorious enjoyments of another. ^ ., ,

As a particular detail of vital phenomena would de-

mand unnecessary space and attention, we will confine

our views to the more important facts. A remarkable
property of a living body, is its recuperatwe energy^ or,

in other words, its capability of resisting the deleterious

influence of disease, and restoring the system to a heal-

thy state. What this is owing to, is not certainly known

;

but the action of a "'y^s medicafrix naturae''' is deduced
from a variety of circumstances. What is reaction, but
an effort of the system to overcome the disease, and
restore its functions? Does not the body exhibit a pro-

tective principle, in resisting excessive heat and cold ?

And does not the inflammation succeeding irritation

appear to be an energetic effort of nature to remove the

irritating body ? Some suppose the fever consequent
upon a chill to be the result of this defensive principle of

vitality, which, acting with too great violence, leaves the

system in a state of debility, and thus renders it more
susceptible of a recurrent attack. Medical teachers ad-

vise us to assist nature by remedial agents. Assist her

in doing what ? Must we not infer that she is striving,

by her own powers, to remove the evil ? In supposing
that nature possesses curative powers, we reject, as pre-

sumptuous aud untenable, the " rational souV^ of Stahl.

For, to suppose, for a single moment, that the mind can
solely avert the influence of baneful agents, would at

once concede the possession of the rational soul^ or mind,
to all organized bodies manifesting recuperative proper-

ties. No doubt the mind exercises considerable influence

over health
;
yet we must carefully distinguish between

the mind and life. They are too distinct entities, though
often co-existent and dependent.

We should not Ix^ surprised at the curative efforts of

^ i
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nature, when we consider that life is in equilihrio, and
that disease destroys the halance of health ; and, moreo-

ver that some curative effort is requisite te restore it.

How it acts, we cannot explain ; but suppose the impulse

to be communicated through the nervous centres. The
nerves are placed as sentinels to give the alarm at the

approach of the enemy. When this is done, the recu-

perative energies of the system are roused ; every resist-

ance is made to its attack, and the invader may be re-

pulsed. If, however, the protective powers of the system
are over-matched and prostrated, disease commences its

ravages upon the weakest and most assailable points, the

whole body partakes of the evil by sympathy, and even-

tually death waves his banner in triumph oyer the de-

serted fabrick. ^
^

We can observe, that even when death commences,
the remaining powers of the system, however feeble,

exert their fruitless efforts to overcome the disease, which
is denoted by the accompanying fever, and extreme ner-

vousness of the patient. It really seems impossible, as

we view the subject, to account for the removal of dis-

ease, and the restoration of health, without conceding
defensive properties to living bodies. Having thus no-

ticed imperfectly the primordial cause of life ; its exci-

tants, and some of its chief phenomena, let us take a
glimpse at animate nature. How wonderful the thought
that all space is filled with habitable matter, and that

the universe is teeming with living creatures ! And it is

a legitimate inference, from daily observation, that myri-
ads of beings are in existence around us, though they,

concealed

"By the kind art of forming Heaven, escape

The grosser eye of man."

The globe itself seems alive, and every thing is joyous
with life. "No doubt," observes a distinguished natu-

ralist, "there are gradations of existence below the small-

est animalcules, which our nicest instruments have not
brought to light." Even in a single drop of water, mil-

lions of living, moving creatures exist. However ephe-
meral their existence, there is reason to believe that they
enjoy, to the fullest extent, the pleasures of life.
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** Each crawling insect holds a rank ,v ,

Important in the plan of Him, who framed
This scale of beings ; holds a rank, which lost

"Would break the chain, and leave a gap,

That nature's self would rue I" / \
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Man is, however, the master-piece of life. His anato-

mical structure is more complicated, his characteristics

more striking, and his existence more glorious than any
other creatures. His traits are more striking, from the

fact that he is created after the image of his Maker.
Rational pursuits afford him alone enjoyment, and the

prospects of eternity give to him an unbounded field for

contemplation. Yet, no matter how brilliant his hopes,

or lofty his aspirations, they must be eclipsed and pros-

trated by the hand of Death. He is at last triumphant,

and claims the trophies of his victory. "We yield " to his

own strong arm," in the belief, and with the hope, that

"the life to come" will more than compensate for the

momentary pangs of dissolution.

''
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ARTICLE Y.

THE RELATION OF JUSTICE TO BENEVOLENCE IN THE CON-
- DUCT OF SOCIETY.

The two virtues which stand at the head of this article

are usually put into a sort of antagonism with each oth-

er. It may be seriously questioned, however, whether,
in essence, they are not the same, and that it is only the

varying conditions under which the generic virtue is

exercised, that causes it to be called by the one or the

other name. What is justice ? It is that principle which
regulates our conduct towards others, according to the

relations existing between us. What is benevolence ? It

is the same principle, associating itself with hearty good-
will to others, and adapting itself to any circumstances
of need or suffering into which they may have fallen.

—

Thus, justice approaches its object in the way of right

;

benevolence in the way of love. The former demands
a claim ; the latter an occasion. Still, the generic prin-

9
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ciple is the same ; and our Saviour announced as much
the law of benevolence as of justice, when he said

—

" Whatsoever ye would th^ men should do unto you,
do ye even so to them, for this is the law and the pro-

phets."

This union of two seemingly contradictory elements is

not peculiar to morality, but is often realized in the
investigations of science. Previously to the days of

Franklin, it was believed that there were two kinds of

electricity,—the vitreous, and the resinous. That philo-

sopher proved, however, that there was but one ; and
that what created the difference was, the excess or defect

of this element in any one body, or set of bodies. So,

at the present time, some persons are beginning to con-

jecture, that the forces which carry the heavenly bodies

arouiid their centres, are not two adverse agents, but the

same agent, acting under different conditions.

Now, it must be evident, that if this common nature

of justice and benevolence be maintained, the injury

done to the one, must be equally inflicted upon the oth-

er. He who strikes a man upon the head, may not, it is

true, with the same blow, strike also his foot. But the

foot suffers as well as the head; and a death-wound
inflicted upon the latter member, will as surely carry the

foot to the grave as the head : it kills the man^ including

both members. Wherever, then, the doctrines or prac-

tices of men have exalted one of these cardinal virtues at

the expense of the other, they have as essentially injured

their favourite as their foe. To invade justice, is to in-

vade benevolence, and to harm benevolence, is to harm
justice. Whenever justice transcends the line of benev-
olence, it becomes itself unjust ; and whenever benevo-
lence oversteps the bounds of justice, it is itself unkind.
Thus, if we consider these virtues as having a sort of

two-fold personality, but a common nature, the one keeps
the other in perpetual check ; and each has fixed bounds
beyond which it cannot pass.

There is no i^erfect adjustment of these virtues, pro-

bably, but in God himself. In Him, justice and benev-
olence are so harmoniously linked together, that he never
can perform an act of benevolence that is not just, or an
a<jt of justice that is not benevolence. And in propor-
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tioii as men and angels approximate in character to Him
who is the All-Perfect, in the same proportion will their

acts and conduct be under the control of the two-fold,

yet ever-perfectly adjusted dominion of these noble vir-

tues. On earth, among men, we perceive the wildest

irregularity on this subject. Here, on the one side, we
see a class of men, the vigorous adherents of justice.

All they demand, in any case whatever, is, the rule, the
law, the claim, the decision of the court. All virtue,

with them, after this, consists in the unmitigated exe-

cution of the sentence pronounced. The rights of hu-

manity, and the sympathies of a common nature, must
be hushed to the sterner voice of justice and law. Now,
these men are as unjust as cruel. They are invading the

territory of justice, as savagely as they are that of bene-

volence. On the other side, we see a different class of

men,—men who, nauseated at the inhumanities of past

ages, and of present despots, are almost ready to con-

clude, that government is a curse, and well-regulated

society a burden too heavy to be borne ! The contrast

here alluded to, is well exemplified in the present con-

dition of continental Europe. On the side of govern-

ment in that country, there is a vast preponderance
given to what is meant to be justice. But Americans,
who look at these acts of legislation across the Atlantic,

and from the bosom ofa very different kind of civil govern-

ment, see clearly that the governments in Europe are,

for the most part, tyrannizing over their subjects. On
the contrary, this very tyranny seems to find a justifica-

tion in the fact, that just so soon as kings and statesmen
yield, the people are disposed to run into such excesses

as to threaten all Europe with absolute ruin. It is easy
to see the proper remedy for evils of this kind. It con-\

sists in a spirit of mutual concession and confidence

between sovereigns and subjects. But how is this to be
effected % We answer, without hesitation, the entire mo-
rality of Europe must he placed upon a different hasis.

The Bible must be opened to her millions, and preachers,

teachers, and Sabbath-schools must be scattered abroad
in every hamlet and neighbourhood. IS^othing else will

ever deliver these mighty governments from the perpe-

t
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tual alternations of tyranny and revolution, oppression

and radicalism.

In our country, the tendency, with one solitary excep-

tion, is more to liheralism than tyranny. The exception

to which we refer, is the politico-ecclesiastical govern-

ment of the Papal church. That government is now,
and ever has been, of the most absolute kind. And
although in this land, it does not as yet control the great-

er masses of the nation, so far as it does go, it is as des-

potic as that of Turkey or Japan. The great sin of this

rower is, its withholding a free Bible Irom the people.

By thus depriving its subjects of the only means that can
either enlighten or christianize them, it consigns to abso-

lute ignorance and oppression, some two or three millions

of American citizens ! And if this work should go on,

and the Bible be taken from the people of the IJnited

States, as in Italy and South America, no wisdom or

device of man will ever be able to rescue our vast popu-
lation from the same alternating changes from tyranny
to radicalism, and radicalism to tyranny, that are now
devastating both Europe and South America, as with the
" besom of destruction." Apart, however, from this Un-
Saxon, Un-Republican element, the general tendency of

the American mind is to laUtudma/ria/nism. The power
in this land is now, and, in one form or another, ever

must be, in the hands of the people. And, so long as

this is the case, we may expect a more or less leaning

of the laws to the personal and immediate good of indi-

viduals. The great and abiding principles of govern-

ment will be made to succumb to expediency, and a
system of utilitarianism will succeed to that of even-

handed justice.

We see the tendency here referred to, in the political

opinions of our countrymen. There can be no doubt,

but that an over-ruling Providence has been preparing
our race, through scores of generations past, for wiser

and better systems of government than now exist upon
the earth. This preparation, however, can only be ef-

fected by severe experiences and protracted discipline.

Society does not, and cannot, leap from barbarism to

civilization at once. Nor can any great error that has
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found its way into a political system be soon eradicated.

Time, changes, instruction, circumstances, must all com-
bine to effect tbese moral and social revolutions. The
forms which the existing governments of our world have
assumed, are the work, not only of centuries, but of

thousands of years. To imagine that such institutions

can be soon changed by the agencies now in operation

for that purpose, or that even the powerful influence of

our government can, at any early period, produce essen-

tial ameliorations in their condition, is to exhibit utter

ignorance of man's past history, and of his nature, as a
social being. No ; national opinions, usages and laws,

like the mountains and valleys, the rivers and lakes, that

indent the surface of a country, are not things to be re-

moved by the mere breathings of philanthropy, or the

impulsive action of well-meaning charity. Yet, the opin-

ion is exceedingly prevalent in this country, that man
can be happy and useful only under free institutions, and
that the great mission of our government is to propagate
civil liberty throughout the earth. There is a sort of sick-

ly compassion felt for every stranger who happens to have
been born under the dominion oi a crown, or who hap-
pens, in any way, not to possess the general freedom of
the great American Kepublic. Such an one, particular-

ly ifopposed, is welcomed to our shores bv a thousand
hands, while hundreds of pens are calling for the sword,

possibly to redress his country's wrongs ! Yea, we go
further than this. We need but the slightest offence,

—

the weakest occasion, to call forth our battalions to

invade the provinces of a sister countrv. The justifica-

tion here is, not that we have receivea a righteous call

to war, but that our neighbour manages her people and
provinces so illy, that it were far better for us to take

them under wiser and better control ! Now, if the histo-

ry of the past teaches any thing, it teaches this, that a
spirit of this sort, if pampered and gratified in its cupidi-

ty for foreign conquest, will next seek that which is do-

mestic, and will as exultingly triumph in the destruction

of its country's institutions, as it once did in the invasion

of those that belonged to strangers.

We see this tendency to set a spurious benevolence

against justice, in the spirit and action of many of the

Vol. vii.^No. 1. 12
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voluntary Societies of the present age. These Societies

are all based upon the principle that the laws and usages

of nations are to be reached and altered by means of the

people. To a very ^ood degree this principle is correct.

But where it so addresses the people as to set them
against existing institutions,—as to alienate them from

their authorized rulers,—as to incite them to rebellion

and revolt, '' evil, and only evil" can result. Should the

people, who may have been the down-trodden serfs of

centuries,—should they so unite as to get the power into

their own hands,—what then ? What ! but such scenes

as revolutionary France witnessed, under the bloody

reign of terror and the guillotine ! And having swept
away all the higher and better classes ofmen, who, then,

is left to control the dashing and heaving elements of the

political chaos that remains ? J^o one : until some great

and daring spirit, far more oppressive and arbitrary than

the " powers that were^^ comes forth, like a Csesar, or a

Buonaparte, to hush the storm and re-establish tyranny !

Or, suj)pose, what is far more likely, that the efforts of

the people at revolution should fail. What then ? What,
but a series of bloody executions, shocking to humanity,
followed by an iron yoke of bondage, far heavier than
ever pressed the necks of the people before ! Such must
inevitably be the results of all injudicious attempts,

through a false spirit of benevolence, to mitigate the evils

which men suffer under their various systems of social

order.

Modern Abolition Societies furnish apt illustrations

on this subject. It is an amazing fact, that while these

Societies exist wholly in States whose constitutions re-

cognize no such relation as that of master and slave, their

chief object is to operate upon territory where that rela-

tion has been recognized by the laws for centuries past

!

Is such a course wise ? Is it modest ! Can any sensi-

ble man suppose for a moment, that human nature can
be so down-trodden as tamely to submit to such dicta-

tion ? It is absolute madness to conceive of such a thing

;

and so the result has proved. For some twenty years
the moral batteries of the world have been turned loose

upon the slavery that exists in our Southern States. Ar-
gument, appeal, wit, ridicule, local excommunication,
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church anathemas, books, pamphlets, political speeches,

and even legislation, have all been nsed, adfurorem^ to

despatch this monstrous evil ! What is the issue ? A
calm and thorough investigation of the whole subject of
slavery by Southern Theologians and Statesmen, and a
firm conviction, from all the lights that history, philoso-

phy and revelation furnish, that the relation of master
and slave is a lawful one, and that there are many cir-

cumstances in which men may exist in a state of servi-

tude, in a far ha|)pier condition, than in the possession

of that nominal freedom, that is not inconsistent with
almost every species of oppression, from the laws and
usages of the higher ranks in life. Yea, at this moment,
the South is willing to challenge the whole worlds to ex-

hibit a labouring class less burdened, better provided for,

or who enjoy more real happiness, than the Africans who
are, in the course of Providence, held as slaves by her
laws ! What, then, has been gained by this foreign as-

sault upon the domestic usages of other States? Two
things—the permanent lodgement of slavery as a fixed

element in our government, and a vast amount of hatred
and opposition between the Northern and Southern sec-

tions of our country ! ' . " ,:..,:.,-

We see the tendency, here referred to, in a very pre-

valent disposition to sejjaratejyunishmentfrom crime^hy
considering transgressors as unfortunate, and needing
pity, rather than as guilty and deserving the penalty of

the laws. ISTow, the difference between misfortune and
crime, is like that between Heaven and earth,—light and
darkness. The one we are to hate and avoid ; the other

we are to compassionate and welcome to our bosoms.

—

For the one, we are to provide the means of punishment

;

the other, if borne with a right spirit, exalts to honour
and admiration. The sufiering martyr becomes, in after

ages, the object of universal esteem ; but the traitor goes

down from age to age, accursed by all, hated by all.

—

And yet, notwithstanding this absolute opposition of

nature between misfortune and crime, multitudes there

are who profess to see no difference between them, and
who call u23on others to sympathize with the vile and
abandoned, as heartily as they do, to render aid to the

virtuous and pure in tiieir afflictions. True, crime does
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not ordinarily place a man beyond the reach of human
sympathy and aid. In all else, save his crime^ the crim-

inal should be treated with humanity. Efforts should

also be made to reclaim guilty persons from the ruin to

which they are hastening. But, through a false charity,

to extend not only to the men, but also to their misdeeds^

the hand of friendship, is to annihilate moral distinctions

of the most permanent and unalterable kind. And what
must be the result of such a course? What? but the

almost indefinite increase of criminals,—the destruction

of law and order,—the banishment from society of all

virtue, and the total extinction, at last,, of all the hopes
and joys of the human species.

The false benevolence, here alluded to, has taken un-

der its charge, specially, the care of all debtors, murder-
ers and sinners. Justice requires that all pecuniary
liabilities, voluntarily assumed by men, should be met in

good faith, and settled when they become due ; and also

that, should the debtor be unwilling to meet the claims

against him, there should be some power in the law to

compel payment. The sickly charity, however, to which
we allude, has provided so many subterfuges in the law
itself, for a dishonest debtor, and the usages of society

have supplied so many others, that in a great many in-

stances he is permitted to set his creditor at defiance,

and though " dressed in purple and fine linen, and faring

sumptuously every day," to trample upon the rights of

his neighbour, and even to insult him, after having rob-

bed him of his goods ! The patronage extended to mur-
derers is still more bare-faced. That Wisdom that can-

not err, has declared from Heaven, " whosoever sheddeth
man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed." This law
is both just and necessary. It is just, for there is no
equivalent by which a murderer can expiate his crime
but his own life. It is necessary ; for were such punish-
ment abolished, murderers would so be increased, that

no man's life would be safe. But these pseudo-philan-

thropists, far wiser than their Maker, seem to imagine
that murder is simply a crime against the State, and that

when one man has irreparably been put out of the way,
it becomes the State to settle with the survivor on the

mildest terms possible ! Wonderful legislators, these !

—
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"Wiser than Solon, Solomon, or even Jehovah ! But
these opinions extend themselves to another world. God
has said, " the soul that sinneth, it shall die ;" and our
Saviour has declared, " He that believeth not, shall be
damned." Our good-natured theologians, however, have
undertaken to qualify this harsh language of the Almigh-
ty, and after abating much of its meaning, to limit the
penalty, whatever it be, to the present life ! No matter
how much a man sins,—no matter how much' he con-

temns the mercy of God offered in Christ, he is to be
saved any how ; for it is impossible to conceive that a
benevolent God should punish men in hell for the sins

committed in this life

!

xii^ .>:ra:

A tendency to Sacialism^ both in this country and Eu-
rope, by certain classes of persons, is also prooi of the

existence of this spurious benevolence. This manifesta-

tion of the evil is, m many respects, the worst of all. It

seeks the absolute submission of political and social

institutions, that have been ordained by God himself,

and that, in one form or another, have been observed by
all nations. The rights of propertv and marriage are to

be abrogated,—all classes in society are to sink to a

common level, and men and women, who can scarcely

live peaceably when scores of miles apart, are to be
placed in the juxtaposition of a united brotherhood ! A
state of things like this might have occurred to the

dreamy imagination of a maniac, but how it ever took

possession of an intellect entirely sane, is a mystery that

even philosophy must labour to solve.

Such are some of the more definite forms of that spu-

rious benevolence which seems to be leading so many
otherwise sensible persons astray in the present age.

—

Besides these more marked manifestations of the evil,

however, there is what may be termed a diffusion of it

into the universal heart and mind of the existing genera-

tion of mankind. The present is considered, par excel-

lence^ the age of benevolence. Efforts are made to turn

almost every thing in that direction. Now, if the bene-

volence here referred to were pure benevolence,—if no
false zeal,—-no revolutionary spirit,—no wild fanati-

cism,—no selfish ends, were associated with it; then,

such praise might be just. But perfectly sure are we,
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tliat a very large amount of the sympathy and action of
the present age, is wholly spurious. In many cases this

is perfectly manifest ; but it is to be feared that it often

exists where least suspected, and often produces its crojp

where even the seeds were not known to have been plant-

ed ! '

We shall now proceed to specify some of the causes
that have dissociated justice from benevolence, giving to

the latter, in almost every instance, an unbecoming pre-

ponderance over the former. And the first cause we
name is, a corrupted theology. Many political econo-

mists may see but little connexion between the teachings

of the pulpit and the debates of the legislature. They
may imagine that theology and jurisprudence are entire-

ly distinct sciences, and that their connexion, if existing

at all, must be extremely remote. But in this they are

mistaken. Every man has his theological opinions, de-

rived too, mainly, from those religious teachings to which
he has been subject from infancy. These opinions are

not mere loose speculations, exercising no control upon
the understanding and the life. True, they may not
realize to every man "the good hope through grace"
that the true Christian enjoys. Still, their influence is

great, and they associate themselves with the views the

mind takes on almost all subjects. Hence, we see the

phase of their theology spread over the face of the civil

code of all nations, ancient and modern. Men's religious

opinions are, lor the most part, the mat/rices of their

political tenets. Now, a very large portion of the theol-

ogy of the present age seeks to magnify the benevolence
of God, at the expense of his justice. .The inherent guilt

and malignity of sin have been mitigated,—the absolute-

ness of human depravity has been qualified,—the heredi-

tary impotency of the human will to virtuous acts has
been disputed,—the definite character of the atonement
has been denied,—the sole agency of the Spirit in regen-

eration has been controverted,—and the whole system of

Cln-istian theology, divesting itself of the sterner features

of immaculate justice, has been lowered, for the accom-
modation of reluctant and sceptical humanity ! Others,

again, transcending even these alarming boundaries,

have plunged into positive heresy, substituting human

V
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goodness for Divine grace,—the merit of repentance for

the merit of Christ's blood, and denying all the doctrines

that constitute the essence of Christianity, as a remedial
system for the ruin of man ! Now, to all these various

classes of Divines, together with their disciples, the

sterner features of the Divine character and government
are obnoxious. Justice, that original virtue, without
which no other can exists—justice, that eternal pedestal

on which rests the Throne of God, and the scheme of

Redemption,—this virtue of virtues, is underrated by
them,—is supposed to be kept by the Deity, far in the

back-ground of his other attributes,—and is only to be
called forth when some Sodom is to be sunk, or some
Judas to be executed ! Surely, there is a most remarka-
ble resemblance between these good-natured publishers

of "glad-tidings," and those "false prophets," that were
so much in the way of Isaiah and Jeremiah. It is really

amazing, what heterogeneous classes of mankind, these

kind-hearted preachers have gathered into the covenant
and promises of God ! Is a man idolatrous,—is he im-

moral? It matters not ; receive him ; hh ignorance will

atone for all that. Again, is a man unregenerate,—is he
a stranger to an inner, divine life ? This matters not

;

receive nim,—his honesty and morality will compensate
for all that ! And so, these heralds of " smooth things"

go on, making out their catalogues for Heaven from
men, whom the Scriptures, again and again, doom to a
dreadful condemnation. Oh, what clerical quackery is

this! And so these "false apostles" will find it, when
they stand at the Bar of an insulted Saviour, and shall

there be accused by those whom they now deceive, of

being the authors of their perdition ?

Another source of the prevalence of this pseudo-phi-

lanthropy, is to be found in utilitarian philosophy^ that

is so popular in our colleges and schools. There is an
intimate connexion between theology and ethics : indeed,

the latter may be considered as the outward expression

of the former. Where Paganism is the prevalent creed

in religion, the morality of the people will correspond
;

and the theology being low, the morality will also be
debased. On the contrary, where a sound orthodoxy

prevails, and the great truths of Revelation are cordially

\

V
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embraced, the moral system of a peoplfe will be high,

and vice and sin will be frowned upon with severity.

—

There is a strong affinity, indeed, a very close relation-

ship, between Pelagianism, in its various forms, and the

Utilitarian philosophy. Both of these systems proceed
upon the same principle—the exaltation of benevolence
at the expense of justice. The great point to be reached
under this philosophy, is the utile. Governments, church-

es, associations, and societies of every kind, must form
all their plans, and direct all their action to the promotion
of certain henevolent ends previously agreed upon. The
usefulness of these ends are of course to be judged of by
their governments, societies and associations, themselves.

Others may take a very different view of the subject.

They may consider as exceedingly pernicious, the very
ends to be accomplished by these champions of benevo-

lence. To interpose a doubt here, however, is to interfere

with the rights of conscience ; it is to deny human liber-

ty. You must, therefore, permit these men to determine
this primary matter for themselves. If they agree that

a certain part of the constitution is pernicious, and ought
to be changed; or, if they conceive that a certain social

custom is harmful, and ought to be abolished, you must
nbt interfere, but bid them " God-speed" forthwith upon
their mission of love. As to the mea/ns to be used, for

the accomplishment of these ends, they are to employ
any and all that will promise a favourable issue. If

petitions are necessary, then they must be raised to such
a number, that, like the locusts of Egypt, they shall

darken the very heavens. If eloquent statesmen are to

be employed to effect these purposes, committees must
be appointed, and addresses and appeals made, to secure

these services. If the press, the pulpit, or the stump,
will promote the objects, why, any or all must be used,

as circumstances shall direct. And such is apt to be
the zeal of these disinterested partizans of benevolence,

that often, when a question arises as to tlx^e lawfulness

and propriety of certain means, they are ready at once
to decide it, by simply considering its connexion with
the end,—" Will it accomplish our purpose ?" This is

the question—" If so, adopt it—the end is good, at anj

rate-'' Thus, deciding upon their own ends, and selecting
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their own means, in each of which they are not always
scrupulous, these modern reformers go forth " conquer-

,

ing and to conquer." The histories of modern Revival- ^
ists, of modern Abolitionists, and of the modern Propa- /

gandists of liberty, all furnish lamentable examples of J
the facts here stated. By all these, and many others

like them, the stablest principles of society have been
shaken,—long and established usages have been assail-

ed,—good men have been maligned,—^sound doctrine

has been ridiculed,—^and all to give place to some up-
start Luther, pressing forward by " might and main"
some wa^^ward and fictitious reformation. The philoso-

phy of Hume and Paley, may not, it is true, be charge-

able with all this folly ; but certain it is, that to a large

degree, they have opened the flood-gates through which
these bitter waters have proceeded. The prevalence of

these systems of ethics has corrupted the consciences of

men ; and have furnished them with moral rules, that, if

carried out, can only lead to the very worst consequen-
ces. Fix, for instance, in the creed of some hot-headed,

restless spirit, that maxim of Paley—" whatever is expe-

dient is right,"—and you give him an instrument of

tremendous power, which he is ready to apply in all

cases, and to press forward with all possible zeal. It

renders him bold, rash and daring ; and, if at the head
of some of those numerous associations so prevalent in

our country, he is never at a loss to fix his point of

expediency, or to lead forward his zealous adherents to

its attainment.

The injktence^ too^ of our free institutions upon the

public mind^ is another source of the evil we are here

considering. This effect is produced in two ways : by
imparting false notions as to the nature and value of civil

liberty, and by furnishing the people with every sort of

privilege and opportunity for expressing and propaga-

ting their opinions. In estimating the freedom of gov-

ernments, that is usually considered the freest that allows

to individuals the greatest amount of personal liberty

consistent with public safety. Any degree of personal

liberty that would endanger or harm the government in

any way, must be dangerous ; and any restrictions placed

upon a people, above what is necessary to their proper

Vol. VII.—No. 1. 13
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control, must be oppressive. Here, however, arises a

nice point in legislation, whicli it is exceedingly difficult

to determine. Indeed, it is a point whicli must vary its

position according to tlie character of the peoj^le to be
governed, and of the government under which they live.

In a country like ours, where the government originated

with the i^eople, and was made for the people,—and
where, too, the people themselves are sober, calculating

and moral, this point may descend far down the scale

towards personal freedom. Hence, as a matter of fact,

North Americans are the freest people on the globe.

But where the character of the people is not such as to

make the possession of a large amount of personal free-

dom consistent with the public welfare ; where, too, the

people are ignorant and immoral, and have always been
accustomed to strong government,—there, the point of

f
equipoise between liberty and power must approximate
much nearer to the latter. Now, it is evident, since

these things are so, that if any nation is to enjoy a large

degree of freedom, it must first pass through a long and
tedious probation. Many of our upstart politicians seem
to imagine, that our liberty as a nation, began with our

Revolution. But tliis is by no means true. It was then

consummated. Tlie freedom of this country began with

Magna Charta,—was forwarded by Hampden's refusing

to pay ship-money,—was heralded by the May-Flower,
and was established by the victory that followed our liev-

olution. It was of long and difficult growth ; and if its

trunk now appears large, and its branches far-extended,

and its immense foliage rich and luxuriant, it is because
it is the Tree of ages, and the frosts of centuries have
rested on its bouglis. Now, what has happened with us,

> can happen again to no nation on the globe. True, since

the establishment of our Federal Republic, we have seen

many bold attempts in various nations, to imitate our
example. France revolutionized,—Greece revolted, and
Mexico and South-America conquered. But, what has

been the result? The first has an Emperor,—the second
a king, and the rest are perpetually tossed between anar-

chy on the one hand, and the Dictatorship on the other

!

No ; there are millions on millions of men, living in our
world, who are no more fit for freedom than children or

\' V
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brute animals, l^ow, the greatest evil that could possi-

bly be done to these immense masses of human beings,

would be to increase largely their amount of personal X
liberty. The axe and the spade, the shop and the field,

industry and frugality, would soon all be laid aside,

while a vagrant and half-stai-ved population would go
forth to revel on the honestly-acquired possessions of their

more worthy neighbours. Americans should not, there-

fore, be under the delusion, that what is suitable to them, y
is suitable to all men, and that what is a blessing to them,
must also be a , blessing to all men. Indeed, our own
great Republic has not as yet endured all the tests that

\

are to demonstrate its permanence and security. TJn-

combined, as yet they may be, but floating all around
us, are disorganizing elements, that, at some future day,

may make an onset upon American Freedom, sucli as

G-reece never knew,—Rome never exj^erienced. Let us,

then, not boast, either too soon, or too loud. A quiet,

self-sustaining policy, is that which suits us best.

But, if our far-extended personal freedom is calculated

to give us erroneous notions as to the nature and value

of civil liberty, it also grants us every conceivable op-

portunity for expressing and propagating those notions.

There never has been a country in which the powers of

thought, of speech, and of the press, are as free as in

these United States. Has a man, then, some new theory

to propose,—some new Society to organize,—some new
ends to accomplish,—there is th^ pen, the lecture-room,

the printer's ofiice, the steam-car,—all at his bidding.

—

True, he may not go so far as to shock decency and
morality, or the mob will put him down ; and he may
not advance doctrines subversive of social order and do-

mestic quiet, or the police will arraign him. But, any
where this side these boundaries, he may write, or speak,

or publish, as he pleases. All idea of checking, restrain-

ing, or defeating such a man, save in the use of the same
privileges he enjoys, would be considered, on all hands,

as tyrannical and anti-republican. jN^ow, it is easy to

perceive, that a nation like ours, enjoying the greatest

amount of freedom that any people ever enjoyed ; valiant

and successful in the establishment and defence of their

own institutions ; full of energy and zeal for the happi-

it'!

\i
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ness of all mankind ; abounding in schemes and plans

for the amelioration of human suffering every where,—it

is easy to perceive, that such a nation, wholly unfettered

in all these things by law and authority,—may often go
further on the mission of benevolence than either pru-

dence or justice would warrant. And such we find to be
the fact. Sometimes evils exceedingly small are mag-
nified by us. Others, again, that are remote, and which
do not lie within our jurisdiction, are assumed by us,

nevertheless,—means not at all calculated to accomplish
our ends are employed ; and numerous blunders and
mistakes are made, all going to prove, that we have be-

fun to work without counting the cost, and that we
ave entered upon a warfare without estimating our for-

ces.

The last source of the spurious benevolence we are here

discussing, is to be found in what is termed, by way of

eminence, ^Hhs sph'it of the ageP There can be no
doubt, but that there have been epochs in the history of

our world, distinguished by certain great features from
all others. There have been colonizing ages, martial

ages, ages of philosophy and discovery, ages of monasti-

cism and ignorance, ages of revolution and change, ages

of despotism and of liberty. What is meant in the pre-

sent instance by " the spirit of the age," we suppose to

f
be, that ours is the epoch of benevolent action. That
Charity, which has been slumbering for centuries, has
now gone forth with her numerous ministers and attend-

ants, and is summoning all mankind to the universal and
pleasant work of disenthralling the nations, and of uni-

ting them together in one great and glorious kingdom of

love and good-will. The picture is a splendid one, and
every benevolent heart in heaven and on earth, must pray
for its accomplishment. But good hath its evil ; and
althougli this conception originated in the purest love,

yea, in the love of God himself,—and although we are

assured in the Scriptures, that it is no prophetic dream,
but a Divinely decreed result, yet, there are thousands of

hearts in our world in which this first peal of the trump
of earth's universal jubilee, has produced but an irregu-

lar and unhealthful action. Such persons see the noon
^ at day-break, and seek to realize the end at the begin-

> f
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ning. Every thing with them must be placed imder a
system of high-pressure, and the church is to be marched )(^

into the Millennium in far less time than it took the Isra-

elites to travel from Egypt to Canaan. Such a spirit

manifested itself in the days of Christ. On one occasion
" the people thought that the kingdom of God was im-

mediately to appear;" and James and John were so sure

of it, on another, that they began to petition their Master
for " the places at his right nand and at his left hand.'^

Now, if such men as the Apostles, and enjoying as they
did the daily instructions of Him, who is emphatically
the Prophet of God,—the great Eevealer of the Father to

mankind,—if the Apostles could thus err, we may cer-

tainly expect that at this day of feverish excitement
about the world's conversion, many would fall into vari-

ous hallucinations, and even be led by " spirits that are

not of God." Hence, as there were " false Christs," and
"false signs," in the days of our Lord, so are there now y^
false Millenniums, and false Reformers, springing up in

many parts of the earth. These, however, are but the

scum and froth that the deep inward agitation of the

heart of the universal church has cast upon the shore.

It is not to these that we chiefly allude. It is to a far

better class,—men of standing,—men of thought,—men
of the best intentions. Even these are liable, so to be
intoxicated with the magnificence of the picture before

them,—so to be touched by the glorious out-gush of so

much munificence and joy,—so to be captivated by the

promises and prophecies that secure such results,—as to

lose their just equipoise, and to select modes of accom-
plishing these ends that are neither scriptural nor prac-

tical, ^o doubt a mighty moral, and even political rev- "Zj.

olution, has begun upon our globe. The materials of this

revolution have been gathering for ages, and Providence
is evidently beginning now to put them together. The
work is in progress ; this we cannot, do not doubt. But
what is any man's specific portion of this work,—what field

he is to occupy and what instruments he is to use,—how far

he is to go, and where he is to stop,—these and many more,

avQ practical questions, which every man must decide

for himself!, and in the decision of which he needs not only

the light of a sound understanding, but also the teachings

I
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of that " wisdom which cometh from above, and whicli is

first pure, then peaceable, easy to be entreated, without
partiality, and without hypocrisy." . -> •;

Thus have we considered the causes of that spurious

benevolence, which has deluged our country^ and which
is seeking to deluge the world. Of pure philanthropy, of

genuine benevolence, there cannot be too great a display

;

but the hase co^mterfeit of these virtues, which we have
been here exposing, is evil in its nature, evil in its ac-

tion, evil in its results. Its prevalence in society can
have no other tendency than to subvert, revolutionize

and destroy.' It is emphatically an Abaddon—a De-
stroyer. It regards neither right nor wrong, peace nor
war, order nor confusion, God nor man. It has one ulti-

mate object to accomplish, and that is the only idea in

the universe that is worth any thing! From such a

Monster may a merciful God ever protect our Eepublic
and our people ! As a nation, we have certainly been
raised up for some great and noble ends. But, if our

highest privileges as a free people shall be employed on-

ly for sell-annoyance, and the disturbance of our neigh-

bours,—if a spirit of fanaticism shall be allowed to sup-

plant that of true philanthropy,—if prejudice shall be
substituted for reason, and impulsive action for well-

premeditated progress,—if, instead of seekiug those great

and commanding destinies which are so obviously before

us in the future, we turn aside to petty evils and petty

controversies,—then may our sun go down in obscurity,

and the zenith of our glory become the nadir of our dis-

grace. To rescue ourselves trom a gulf like this, it is

necessary that we return more closely to the principles of

eternal justice. Benevolence is not every thing, after all

;

yea, if there must be pre-eminence, we should rather con-

cede it to justice than benevolence. At any rate, justice

is the anterior virtue ; and wherever an attempt is made
at being benevolent, in default ofjustice, the benevolence
is always spurious and worthless. God himself, is at

infinite pains, so to speak, to demonstrate to the universe

that his benevolence to men is based upon the most
immaculate justice. Grace never destroys right, or for-

giveness law, under his administration. Is the sinner

saved ? then Christ must die ! Is justice trampled upon,
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even in the gospel ? then, the fires of an eternal hell must
hurn. No ; we find none of this' sickly, base, and fanati-

cal charity displaying itself in the government of God.
Not only " are clouds and darkness round about Him

;

but judgment and justice are the habitation of His
throne." And so must it be on earth, if human institu-

tions are to answer any valuable purposes, and human
society attain any desirable end. .^,. /',?, n < -i; ,fi f?M:;

'H'» f''i f iH/
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Al^TICLE VI.

THE SECONDARY AND COLLATERAL INFLUENCES OF. THE SA-
CRED SCRIPTURES. ..

•:>
./:

Society is the result of varied influences. As we Ibok

more carefully upon it, we perceive that the manifold
wants of men bring and keep them together, and that as

they are thus associated, there are complex forces at work
to restrain, guide and control social organizations in their

outward form and their inward spirit. As we examine
more narrowly, we find all society to be developed from
the family relation,—that the first family on earth was
also the nrst civil and ecclesiastical association, and that

all others have resulted (more or less) from the exj)ansion

of this original germ of the Church and the State. The
warm afiections of the soul, exhibited in filial or fraternal

love, become modified into the aifection of friendship,

respect, or reverence, towards our fellow men, according
to the relations thej^ sustain to us. But the most impor-
tant of all our original instincts, if so it may be called, is

that of conscience, which makes us cognizant of a higher
law, of a superior tribunal, of an after reckoning, and
prepares us to receive whatever intimations, even though
they be mere hints, and whatever fuller teachings may
from any quarter reach us, of the existence and presence!

of a supreme and all-wise Creator, to whom we are also

bound, and who binds us through himself and by his

retributions, to our fellow men.
Civilization is a term difficult to define. Civility.^ in
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in its old English sense, borrowed from the Latin Oivili-

tas^ had reference to those manners, and that character,

which fitted men to live with the greatest advantage to

themselves and others in civitate, in the state ; and civil-

isation describes that process by which this is accom-
plished. It seems, by its very form, to be a word imply-
ing change, and we know not how better to explain it

than as the improvement of a community of men in all

that tends to the public good, and also of the individuals

that compose it, in all tliat truly adorns mankind, and
enhances their well-being, both in their individual and
social state. It implies that man, either by his misfor-

tune, or his fault, is far below that excellence which he
is capable of attaining, and from this inferior state it

aims to raise him. As we look forth upon the nations,

we see an unspeakable difference in the degree in which
it exists among them. The African is far inferior to the

European, and one nation of Africans far below another,

in the arts of life, expansion of views, and intellectual

endowments. The civilization of the nations of the earth

who have risen to the highest points of culture, how
characteristically different! The Chinese, how different

from the European, and the Hindostanese from the Per-
sian!

.

-

But what we desire especially to present before you, is

the fact that in each of these more prominent nations

there are sacred books, which are the earliest monuments
of literature extant, and which have stood forth their

cloudy and their fiery ^^illar, to guide them in whatever
course of advancement they have subsequently pursued.

Such, in historic times, has been the Koran of the Mo-
hamedans, such were the Zend writings to the ancient

Persians, the Vedas to the Hindoos, and the Chou-King
and Writings of Confucius to the Chinese. These were,
it is true, the results of a preceding civilization, in part

also embracing the fragments of an ancient revelation,

which the process of tradition has enfeebled and per-

verted, but, with this slight exception, the mere product
of human ingenuity and toil. But appealing, as they do
in some sense, to the conscience of men, and its forebo-

ding of a future retribution, they have had power enough
to arrest, temporarily, the descent of these nations to
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entire barbarism, and to awaken among tbem, to some
extent, a redeeming spirit.

As far above them in power as tbe infinite from the

finite, is the Book of God, which, though dictated to

different men in other generations, through the lapse of

fifteen hundred years, and portraying in its costume the
manners of those times when it was written, is no result

of cultivated mind, but is of Divine origin, spoken by
the lips of various Prophets since the world began, and
at last by God's own Son ; and to beg that you would
regard it, not only as teaching the way to live forever

—

a spiritual, religious, and God-like life ; but as exerting

a marvellous influence on social and individual improve-
ment for this present world. . N - '

We leave to the Christian heart all its enrapturing
anticipations of immortality and spiritual perfection,—

a

perfection for which we ought all to strive,—and confine

our view now, to the secondary and collateral influences

which have resulted to us from the Divine revelation.

There are to us, we would here remark, three sources

of knowledge,—sense, reason, and faith. The first two
constitute the field which can be cultivated and occupied
by man's unaided powers, and will be so occupied more
and more, according to the diligence and resolvedness

of his research. They suggest the true and appropriate

province of human science and philosophy. But revela-

tion makes known to us truths which lie beyond the

reach of sense, and the deductions of reason. Other
truths we believe, because we discover them, and step by
step infer them from the evidences of their existence

around us. And yet, of those things which belong to

the region of sense, we ourselves know some things only
on the testimony of other men, or by the inference of

reason. London, for example, some of us have never
seen. But we have seen manv who have visited it, read
many books that were printed there, seen pictorial rep-

resentations of its scenes of wealth and glory, and had in

possession products of human art wrought in the shops
of its artisans, or sold in the ware-houses of its merchants.

Nor do we less believe in its existence that its thronged
streets and towering pinnacles were never seen with
these eyes, and that these ears never drank in the min-

VoL. vn.—Ko. 1. 14
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gled sounds that issue from the occupations and voices of

its busy people. And so do we believe, though our eye

has never looked through the telescope of Herschel, or

the microscope of Ehrenberff, that there are unnumbered
worlds and systems of worlds filling the infinity of space,

and in a drop of water societies of living creatures,

equalling in number and surpassing in variety of form
and habits the Whole family of man. And the more
inclined are we to believe it, because we find the same
laws of matter, or of life and reproduction, prevailing

throughout this extent, that prevail around us on every
side. These things I receive on the faith I repose in men,
as things however, which, though not the objects of sense

to me, are the objects of sense to them.
Again, we watch our own thoughts and actions, and

tliere opens to us a new world,—the world of mind ; we
ascertain under what circumstances its acts and states

are repeated, and thus discover what we call its laws.

—

And amidst them we find this moral sense, to which we
have before alluded, a conscience—a foreboding of some
day of reckoning—a sense of responsibility to some tri-

bunal.

All those things of sense have concerned us in our

present state, which is at best but fieeting. After forty

years at most, of active labour, the toiling scholar and
the patient philosopher must pass away, and Bacon,
!N^ewton, Cuvier and Davy, cease from their wandering
among the stars,—their researches among the relics of

buried tribes, or in the laboratory of science, to occupy
the grave.

And is there no higher destiny for man ? Are there

no sublimer truths,—no more permanent and long-lived

pursuits ? These men in their researches have discovered

often, gaps which they could not fill, and have required

an agency beyond nature, the agency of some infinite

Being, from whom nature itself proceeded, and who is

the true and efficient cause of all those changes taking

place around us. They have required this, and this great

cause of causes, and complement of what is wanting in

material things, they have found in the infinite Crea-

tor, on whose revelation of himself in the Scriptures they

have rested with confiding faith. And just as we believe
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in things cognizable by sense, on the testimony of our

fellow-men, they have felt themselves called upon to

believe in the existence of thin^ not cognizable by our

senses, on the testimony ofGod. And what this God has
declared in his Word, they have believed themselves to

know on his testimony, as they know that other class of

objects of thought, on the testimony of man.
These higher objects of Faith, exist by the side of the

objects of sense, and the products of reason, and not
without effect upon these other realms of human thought.

Our subject, we have said, is the secondary and collat-

eral influence of Divine Revelation. And we shall con-

sider, in the first place,— \;-i ^-v:r-'^Mwm^m^ m^tm^^
I. Its relation to science^ and its influence upon it.—

Our first remark is that the Scriptures are beyond sci-

ence,—that what is peculiar to them, is in advance of all

the discoveries of reason. Such, at least in its certainty
.,

is the doctrine of immortality ; such are the rewards of

the future state ; such is the mode of God's existence,

and his attributes of perfect justice, love and mercy;
such is the account given us, (no memory of man extend-

ing back so far,) of the way in which sin has entered the

world, and we are brougnt under condemnation ; and
such is the revelation it makes of our way of recovery to

the Divine favour. It is by faith, too, that we believe

that the worlds were made out of nothing by the Word
of God ; that after the human race had become corrupt,

a flood destroyed them from the face of the earth ; that

both the antediluvian world and the present, numerous
and diverse as are the varieties of men, all came of one
common stock ; that there is yet to be a resurrection of
the dead, and a final judgment; that through the whole
course of human affairs, God interferes, ordering all

things by his wise and holy providence ; that there have
been times when this interference has been marked and
miraculous, so as at once to betray the Divine hand ; and
that in the closing up of the present order of things, pre-

paratory to another, the earth itself, and all that is there-

in, will be burned up.

Now, these great and sublin^ revelations have an im-
portant connection with science. In the first place, they
arouse the mind by their very greatness, like the sound
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of a trumpet. The intellectual energy which is thus

brought into action, extends itself with great effect to

every department of lerentific research, and each is in

some measure stimulated and set forward by the great

and satisfying discoveries which revelation makes. The
stagnant poof of human thought and interest, is put in

motion by them, as by the frefih and resistless breath

of early spring, and is disinfected of its slimy poison, and
filled with vitality and health.

Again, the Author of nature and revelation is the

same, a^d a perfect harmony must needs reign through
both. Kothing can exist in true science inconsistent

with the Scriptures, nor in the Scriptures, rightly inter-

preted, inconsistent with true science. If the Scriptures

are proved, beyond mistake, the word of God, the deduc-
tions of the philosopher, when they impugn them, must
be made from a too limited circle offacts. He has need
to retrace his steps and review his ground. Or, if his

conclusions are indisputable, because founded on a know-
ledge of all facts, the theologian must reconsider his in-

terpretation of God's word, and see if he has not misun-
derstood it, and if its fair and unperverted teachings do
not conspire with those of science. And what will be,

and has been, the result? That revelation and science go
hand in hand, each contributing its share to the materi-

als of human knowledge, and giving greater compass
and certainty to it. Kevelation does but go beyond
science, never counter to it. The same God, speaking in

his works, furnishes the materials of science, and speak-
ing in his word additional truths, which are supplemen-
tary to the others, and teach relations and things of the

unseen and eternal world. And, all together, embrace
that whole of knowledge, which man is permitted to

attain below the skies.

The processes of reasoning, too, are common to theolo-

gy and to physical science. The theologian and the

student of nature must, both, in the first place, notice

and collect all the facts which relate to their points of

inquiry. These they must classify, assign them to their

causes, and deduce from them those general principles

which regulate all. The result of this process is the dis-

covery of truth. Truth in science, and truth in theology.
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And truth can iiever be inconsistent with truth, any
more than one hand of the same person can war against

the other. .>• -.nv^^ .••:-;. y:..;^'v.vv^ 'i-vu^.' ^x^^t »%imm^^^i

The youngest of the sciences, Geologyy long thought to

be at variance with the word of God, in its latest re-

searches is confirniing it in many points. The Scriptures

tell us of the creation of man and beast, and every thing

that hath life, as well as the fabric of the earth itself.

—

Geology demands the interference of a Creator, to bring
into existence, at stated periods, those creatures which
appear in the strata of the earth, for whom no progeni-

tors can be found. The Bible challenges our belief in

the supernatural and miraculous, and Geology does the

same. It demands miracles of power, and this not the

unintelligent power of mechanical or chemical agents,

but of One all-wise. The Bible speaks of a special provi-

dence, and so do the leaves of that book which are cora-

f)Osed of the rocky strata beneath our feet. The Bible

eads us to believe that man has lived on the earth but
some six thousand years, and Geology does the same.

—

That the earth, once destroyed by water, is to be de-

stroyed by fire, at the close of the present state of things

;

and natural science sees in the air above, and the earth

and sea beneath, materials reserved in store for this final

conflagration. Yea, the fires which are to destroy the

earth, are sleeping around us, even now. And he who
considers rightly, may share in the astonishment of the

ancient philosopher Pliny, that even a day passes with-

out a general conflagration.

Again, in giving us a revelation of what is unseen and
eternal, God has given it in connection with a history of
thejpdst^ brief indeed, but of priceless value. The first

ten chapters of Genesis, are more truly satisfying, and
solve more enigmas, than all the many volumes of pro-

fane historians. Is language a human invention ? The
philologist may treat it so, but every man learns it from
his mother, up to Adam ; and the Bible tells us Adam
learned it from God. The languages of the earth have
striking afiinities to each other, and Ethnology, the sci-

ence of national descent, is now studied by tracing these

aflSnities, which are most surprisingly found where they

were least expected ; and the Bible tells us there was a

t i
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time when all the earth was of one language and one
speech. Again, the philologist is filled with perplexity,

lie meets with other tongues, so different in materials

and structure, that they refuse to acknowledge any re-

lationship to those w^hich he has concluded to be of the

same stock, and has grouped together. And the Bible

tells US there was a time when God interfered and con-

founded the language of all the earth, and scattered

men who had lived together, abroad upon the face of the

globe. Wherever we find man, he is erect of form ; has
dominion over the beasts ; has the same duration of life,

and period of youth, manhood, and old age ; is subject to

the same diseases ; has the same memory of the past and
anticipations of the future ; has the same passions, hopes
and fears ; is susceptible of the same emotions ; and has

the same religious dread and anticipation of coming
judgment ; and though of different complexion, and dif-

ferent cast of features
;
yet, if we meet him alone, on a

desolate island, we should consort with him, and call

him brother, thotigh he were in the form of the most
degraded African, rather than with wolves, tygers and
reptiles. Science goes far to establish the unity of all

the race. And where she fails to do so, if the facts were
more ample, if they covered over every period, how-
ever small of time, as well as all possible circumstances,

in which man has been placed, her proof would be per-

fect ; but the Bible tells us plainly that we all, whatever
be our hue, came originally from the same womb, and
were begotten by the same father ; and that, as through
the sin of that one, the many became guilty, so by the

obedience of one, who also shares our nature, shall many
become righteous.

On that interesting question, the tnigration and filia-

tion of nations^ the 10th chapter of Genesis, which seems
to most but a catalogue of names, the Ludim, the Ana-
mim, the Lehabim, and the Pathrusim, is a more satis-

factory document, and more confirmed by historic facts,

than all the volumes of profane antiquity.

But, not only does the Bible shed a concurrent light

with that emanating from the outward world; in the

dim night which mocks us, it holds the lantern before our
footst&ps. It indicates what i^s true, and then we see the
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proofs in the works of God, of what in his word he has
spoken. In the things which are made, His eternal

power and Godhead are clearly seen, when, with the

presumption of his existence, we are looking for them.

—

The immortality of the soul may be substantiated by
reason, now we know it exists forever. And the Deist
can make out a tolerably consistent argument to prove
his creed, and one somewhat free from the absurdities of

Paganism, when the rays which shine from the side-

lights of revelation illumine his path. Yes, in the midst
of a Christian land, he can do great things, and put forth

a show of complacent moralities, even as the companions
of Columbus could make the egg stand erect, when he
had shewn them the way to do it. •? •

, .:;; ^vi^iMi ,«v.;t ^

II. If we turn our attention now to the influence of

the Scriptures upon Law and Jurisprudence^ we shall

find new illustrations of the secondary and collateral in-

fluence of the word of God. We suppose it will be grant-

ed that Law is founded upon morality^ and that amid
the defects of human legislation, it always aspires to be
ju^t And even when selfish motives have influenced

men in the framing of laws, they have always imparted
to them the show at least of justice. Now, there are

two ways in which the Scriptures touch the question of

morals. The Law of God is the teacher of men and na-

tions, as to the great pri/nciples ofhuma/n duty. It holds

up before us the just and holy character of our Creator,

to which each man and people must be conformed

;

and then^ it points its finger to that final tribunal before

which each of us must stand for trial, and waves its hand
towards those mighty retributions of transcendent hap-

piness and infinite shame which lie beyond it. And
thus, with truth it has been said, by the immortal Hook-
er, that " of Law there can be no less acknowledged,
than that her seat is the bosom of God, her voice the

harmony of the world ; all things in heaven and earth do
her homage, the very least as feeling her care, and the

greatest as not exempted from her power."
Apply all this now to the governments which exist

among men. God has instituted three communities, the

Family, the Church, and the State ; the two last devel-

oped from the first, and the first underlying, as a foun-
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dation, the rest. The family extended becomes the tribe,

and tribes associated still, for the most part, by the fami-

ly bond, become the State. And now, to the State, thus

constituted by God, and existing as a necessary society,

there are Rulers, Tribunals, and Laws. And the man-
date of the Scriptures is, " Let every soul be subject

unto the higher powers. For there is no power but of

God : the powers that be are ordained of God. Whoso-
ever, therefore, resisteth the power, resisteth the ordin-

ance of God : and they that resist shall receive to them-
selves damnation. "Wherefore, ye must needs be subject,

not only for wrath, but also for conscience sake. For
this cause pay ye tribute also : for they are God's min-
isters, attending continually upon this very thing. Ren-
der therefore to all their dues : tribute to whom tribute

is due ; custom to whom custom ; fear to whom fear

;

honour to whom honour. Submit yourselves to every
ordinance of man for the Lord's sake."

With such tremendous force and commanding autho-

rity does the Bible sustain law and order ; and rest on an
impregnable basis, the stability of the State. Thus, by
the authority of the Eternal Wisdom, do kings reign and
princes decree justice ; and, from the supreme tribunals

which adorn and rule our land, down to the justice's

court of some local precinct, does the Divine word add
force to law, and authority to judgment ; inspire with
life, and power of control, a few characters traced on a
strip of harmless paper, and contribute its immense
weight to the perceptions of natural justice, to give secu-

rity to our persons, our hearths and estates.

Even in the laws of Pagan nations, there may be ma-
ny influences which have come down as the reminiscen-

ces of a day when all men were under the immediate
teachings of God. But to these influences of the Divine
word, all Christian nations have been subjected for four-

teen hundred years, and law and precedent have grown
up beneath them. Even the Roman Law, as now trans-

mitted to us in the Theodosian code and the Pandects
of Justinian, was modified greatly by the prevalence of

Christianity in the imperial court, and was rendered
more exact, discriminating and humane.
Under such a government as our own, where the inde-

!
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pendence of the individual man is so liable to be driven

to extremes, where there is such impatience of restraint,

such tendency to revolution and change, and where the

government itself is so quickly responsive to the popular
will which is often swayed by prejudice and passion, ra-

ther than by right, how priceless to us is the influence of

the Scriptures, how often does it serve as a break-water
against the waves of popular fury ; and when there are

omens of evil, "signs in the sun, and in the moon, and
in the stars," to the terrified imaginations of men ; on
" the earth distress of nations, with perplexity ; the sea

and the waves roaring ; men's hearts tailing them for

fear ; and for looking after those things which are com-
ing on the earth ;" how do we sometimes seem to hear
the majestic voice of this clear word rising above the

storm, and saying to the winds and waves " Peace ! Be
still !"

We have been passing through such scenes as these.

A lying spirit of disobedience has gone abroad, and as-

suming the specious garb of philanthropy, a false phi-

lanthropy, an unmerciful mercy, and a pitiless compas-
sion, has dissolved their allegiance to government on the

part of some, and their respect for religion ; has stormed
around our courts of justice, and our halls of legislation

;

and has provoked a mad resistance to this insane fury on
the part of others. The robber, murderer, burglar, assassin

and pirate, has been pitied rathet than condemned ; in-

stead of being frowned on as guilty, he has been apolo-

gised for as unfortunate. Instead of being thought wor-
thy of the gallows, he has been thought to be the victim

of an ill-shaped head, the fault has been put on his brain-

pan and not charged on his heart, flung back on his

Creator, and not pressed home upon himself. Pity has
been expended on the criminal, and his suffering victim,

the widowed wife and orphaned children of the murdered
one, have been forgotten. And States have been persua-

ded to abolish the death-penalty from their civil codes !

But above all the fallacies of human sophistry, the

Word of the Eternal has been heard, " Whoso sheddeth
man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed !" The voice

of the pulpit has been true to the voice of revelation, and
with noble energy has plead the cause of justice, coinci-

YoL, VII.—No. 1. 16
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dent, as in this case it is, with the voice of humanity.
Providence itself interfered in a city where this poison

was working, and over-ruling man's sin, to check man's
presumption and to vindicate his once vilified law, allow-

ed a horrid murder to be committed by an intelligent

man, on the person of his best friend,—a murder which
electrified the world, and put to flight in that place, for

a time, at least, the short-sighted legislation of unbeliev-

ing men. "Wo be to them who live in a State from which
the death-penalty is abolished !

Thankful are we for the Bible! And when we look

back thirty-two centuries, to the land of Palestine, and
see the cities of refuge in different quarters provided,

plain and wide highways made to them from every point

when other highways were almost unknown, at every
divaricating path a guide-post erected with legible letters,

*'To THE City of Refuge ;" when we see the nomicide in

rapid flight, and the Goel, the nearest kinsman of the slain,

the blood-avenger, in hot pursuit, every eye through the

country strained, every finger pointing to the palpitating

fugitive his course, and see him safely housed in the hos-,

pitable city, till the exact degree of his guilt is ascertain-

ed, we see both the goodness and severity, the discri-

minating mercy and justice of law,—a mercy and justice

which is reached in our trials by jury, and our confront-

ing of witnesses ; in the delays and cautious proceedings
of law at the present day. ^

,

•And the same spirit has been interfering with interests

especially dear to us ; aiming a death-blow at the whole
organization of society here

;
projecting changes which

cannot take place without the utter destruction of our
industry and our wealth, without the ruin of our fortunes,

the overthrow of peace, order and public virtue, and the
imperiling of our lives. Sorry are we that any men of

our own profession have lent their influence to such
madness, tnat they have so misread or wrested the Scrip-

tures, so mistaken their whole tenor and spirit, so forgot-

ten the example of Christ and the teaching of the Apos-
tles ; that some have even counselled insurrection, have
advised the fugitive from labour to steal whatever he
may choose from the wealth of his master, and to imbrue
his hands, if overtaken, if need be, to secul'e escape, in
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his master's.blood. That there are possibly some misgui-

ded men among them, who practice robbery, and convey
away those servants from us, who are bom in our house,

or bought with our money, and whose services are neces-

sary to us. That there are some who recommend the

violation of our national compact, and profess their rea-

diness to lay down their lives as a forfeit, rather than be
instrumental in the rendition of the fugitive.

In the midst of these times of confusion, the Scriptures

come forward to rebuke the madness of these prophets,

and to extend their powerful protection over us. To the

servant they say, "Let every man abide in the same
calling wherein he was called. Art thou called, being

a servant? Care not for it. Brethren, let every man
wherein he is called, therein abide with God." "Be
subject to your masters with all fear, not only to the good
and gentle, but also to the froward,"—"not with eye-

service, as man-pleasers, but as the servants of Christ,"

—

" not answering again, nor purloining, but showing all

good fidelity." While they enjoin upon the master to

give to his servants what is juat and equal, they speak of

them still as property, and as having a pecuniary value.

And we need not question that the Bible, and the fearless

inculcation of its unambiguous teachings from a thousand
pulpits in our land, has exercised a powerful influence in

arresting the tide of fanaticism and misrule during the

months which have only recently passed ; and that to

this, and to the hold it still has on the moral sense of

our people, are we indebted, in no small degree, for that

measure of quiet and safety which we now enjoy.

Were any confirmation of this wanting, the mad defi-

ance which is hurled against the ministry, the church,

and the Scriptures, b}'' the extremest advocates of the

opinions we now condemn, is a sufficient proof that they
regard these principles, drawn by the pulpit from the

Divine word, as the chief obstacle in their path.

But this benignant influence enters more deeply into

our domestic relations. Behold elsewhere trembling wo-
man, the humble servitor of man, his suffering, patient

toiling drudge, not his companion and his best counsel-

lor, but the victim of his caprice. Notwithstanding the

influence of Scripture, the spirit of the East was not
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friendly to her true and highest advancement on Asiatic

shores. Kome did something to raise her, and the free

German something, and feudal institutions, where the

Baron, confined to the precincts of his castle, and with-

out other companions, was forced to seek his society in

the bosom of his family, did more. But the Scriptures,

by rendering permanent the marriage bond, and allowing

but of a single lawful ground of divorce ; and by their

teachings as to the tender and considerate treatment due
to her, have returned her to her proper place, by the side

of man. Even Edmund Burke says, that " Nothing is

more certain, than that our manners, our civilization,

and all the good things which are connected with man-
ners, and with civilization, have, in this European world
of ours, depended for ages upon two principles, and were
indeed the result of both combined ; I mean the spirit of
a gentleman^ and the spirit of religion.'''''*' We might,
perhaps, show that the spirit of a gentleman itself, iias

proceeded, in no small part, from the spirit of religion,

but accept the testimony of the English statesman, as it

is. And Gibbon affirms that the dignity of marriage
was restored to the Roman women by the Christians, and
that the Christian princes were the first who specified the

just causes of divorce, that before, passion, interest, or

caprice suggested daily motives for the dissolution of

marriage; a word, a sign, a letter, the mandate of a
freedman declared the separation. And Seneca, the phi-

losopher, speaks of those Roman ladies^ who counted
their years not by the number of the reigning consuls,

but by the number of their husbands ! Behold what a
change the Scripture, mildly shining over woman's path,

has wrought out for her; what peace, purity and refine-

ment has it brought to our hearth-stones ; and how should
we detest and loathe those Pagan and disorganizing

doctrines, at every turn of afi'airs arising in our land,

tending to thrust her forth from her appropriate sphere,

into the walks appropriate to man, or to render her posi-

tion insecure as the presiding genius in that little sanctu-

ary which we hasten to flee to from the troubles that

distract us,—the sanctuary of home !

* Reflect, on French Revolution.
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III. Is it needful now, after what we have said, to

point out the influence of the Bible in the cwilisation of
nations. The system of truths embraced in revelation,

arranged in logical order, and connected together in sci-

entific form, give birth to a distinct science, that of The-
ology. And the believers in these truths, have them
dwelling in their souls, as an inward life, and become
thus by their opinions, and especially by their personal

.faith in a personal Redeemer, associated into a new com-
munity within the State, to wit, the Church. This church
has its laws and order, and its rulers and officers, as well
as the State. At times, it has been connected with the

State, and at times has asserted its independence of it,

but always has acted an important part m the advance-
ment of civilization. It has emancipated from thraldonj

the inferior orders in society ; even when an imparity in

the ministry arose, to whatever height the aspiring ec-

clesiastic attained, the principle of equality was still in

this acknowledged, that he constituted with his associ-

ates no hereditary nobility, but the same offices were
open to the meanest peasant, so that the clergy were
most often raised from the body of the people. For
a lonff period, from the fifth century and onward, the

church took the lead in civilization. Ancient Pagan
philosophy gave way before the more modern and the

Christian philosophy. And as, in our own country, the

church has originated and sustained most of our high-

schools and colleges, so, from that time onward, has it

been, to a large extent, the founder of institutions of

learning, and the guide of youth, among all the nations

which Christianity enlightened. While yet the civil lit-

erature of the Roman empire, in its declining age, was
cultivated independent of the church, it was servile,

tame and spiritless, when that of the church was instinct

with vigour and freedom. And after the invasion of the

barbarians in the fifth century, from which time Christian

civil society commenced, the church abounded in philo-

sophers, politicians, and orators. Ecclesiastical men em-
ployed themselves with all q^estions which concerned

the public good, and whether by their own spirit of usur-

pation, or what is equally probable, because of the confi-

dence reposed in them, and because they were invited to
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those stations by civij rulers, they became, to no small

extent, the statesmen of Europe. They were invested,

also, with judicial powers. At their tribunals, all causes

peculiarly connected with conscience came to be tried,

and their ambition was thus stimulated, until they ex-

tended their jurisdiction over the entire field of civil liti-

gation. A striking proof of this, which the sight of any
Honourable judge in his robes of office affords, is the fact

that those robes are the very canonical dress of his Ec-
clesiastical predecessors. Much as the church was secu-

larised, and lost in spiritual power, by thus transcending

her peculiar province, in many more respects than we
have mentioned, did jurisprudence become Christianized,

while in the intercourse of nations, wars were rendered
less frequent, and far less sanguinary, and between sove-

reigns and people, the clergy intervened as a third es-

tate, to mitigate the despotism of the one, and protect

the rights of the other. '

Those who take little interest in religious disputes, are

not aware what an influence these discussions nave had
in arousing and cultivating the intellect of nations. The-
ology embraces in its wide compass all other sciences,

for all others treat of the works of that God, or the inter-

ests of those moral beings created by Him, of whose
attributes, character and purposes, or of whose duties

Theology speaks. In the view of the Theologian, truth

is all-important, and error dangerous to men ; and this

truth is not to be retained merely by those who receive

it, but propagated in the earth for the moral renovation

of nations. And the time has been when Theology was
regarded as the queen of sciences, and when its truths

and discussions occupied the attention of imperial courts,

and emperors presided in Ecclesiastical councils. What
commotions did tlie Arian heresy occasion throughout
the Koman Europe, Asia and Africa! What the he-

resy of Pelagius ! What the movements of the Monk of

Wittemberg at the era of the Reformation ! What vast in-

intellectual labour was bestowed on these engrossing dis-

cussions, and what revolutions were the result ! A great,

powerful doctrine, put forth in religion, is a great, power-
ful event. It stirs up the fountains of feeling, and sways
the hearts of men as the trees of the forest are moved by

* r
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the breath of the tempest. And thus it has been the fact

that the civilization of Europe, as Giiizot, a master upon
this topic, has taught, has been eminently theological. To
the debates and opinions of the Puritans of the common- /

wealth in England, during the days ofCromwell, does Eng-
lish liberty, for the most part, owe its existence, and espe-

cially that civil freedom and those equal rights which
adorn and bless our native land, are traceable to this.

—

The spirit of independence, the cherished rigbt of private

judgment, the habit of covenanting with each other, the

principle of federation, the bold and fearless testifying

which these discussions engendered, have been marked
in all our history, -and are interwoven in the very fabric of

our republican government. . .;; .^t; \.. -
> "-n : '

;

IV. We turn now to consider for a moment the influ-

ence of the Bible on Literature and Taste. It would
weary the patience of our readers, if we should attempt
to recount the various departments of literature and taste

which pay their homage to the Sacred Scriptures. The
immortal Milton, the tender and unassuming Cowper, the

impassioned Dante, all caught no small part of tneir in-

spiration from these sources. The Bible is said to have
been one of the four volumes always lying on the table

of Byron. To it Shakspeare is indebted for not a few
suggestions, and some of the prominent traits of his

most strongly marked characters. Gesner and Klopstock,

among the Germans, and Corneille and Racine among the

French, have drawn their subjects and inspiration from
the Scriptures. Rembrant, Rubens, Poussin, Yandyke,
Guido, and Raffaele, and West and Alston, have em-
ployed their pencils too on the same. The subjects

presented in the Bible struck their imaginations more
strongly than others, were more rich in materials of

thought, feeling, and fancy, and were more worthy the

labours of those months and years of toil which they
bestowed upon them. From the simplicity and inno-

cence of the garden of Eden, down to the magnificent

revelations of the Apocalypse of John, all is instinct with

poetic beauty. From the creation of the world, when
the Almighty spake, and it was done, through the terri-

fic, dismaying scenes of the Deluge, the plagues of Egypt,
the passage of the Red Sea, the awful moment when
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preternatural darkness invested the land of Jndea, as the

Son of God expired on the Cross beneath the mysterious
niglit, down to that day when the trump of God shall

sound, the dead be raised, and the living changed in a

moment, in the twinkling of an eye, the heavens be roll-

ed together as a scroll, and pass away with a great noise,

the earth and all things therein be burned up, and the

elements melt with fervent heat ; all is of surpassing

grandeur, beneath which the loftiest imaginings of Pa-
^an poetry sink almost into anile weakness. If Jehovah
IS described to us. He is no cloud-compelling Jove, but is

seated on a throne high and lifted up, surrounded by the

six-winged Seraphim, who cry in alternate song. Holy

!

holy ! holy ! is the Lord of Hosts ; the whole earth is full

of his glory ! And the posts of the door are moved at

the voice of him that cried, and the house is filled with
smoke. The heavens are unclean in his sight, and his

angels chargeable with folly. He looketh upon the

earth, and it trembleth. lie toucheth the mountains
and they smoke. He removeth mountains in a moment,
and overturneth them in his wrath. He shaketh the

earth out of her place, and the pillars thereof tremble.

The pillars of heaven tremble, and are astonished at his

reproof He commandeth the sun, and it riseth not

;

and sealeth up the stars. He alone spreadeth out the

heavens, and walketh upon the towering waves of the

sea. He maketh Arcturus, Orion and Pleiades, and the

chambers of the south. He sendeth forth his command-
ment upon earth. His word runneth very swiftly. He
giveth snow like wool. He scattereth the hoar-frost like

ashes. He casteth forth his ice like morsels, and who
can stand before his cold ! He stretcheth out the north
over the empty f)lace, and hangeth the earth upon no-

thing !" Does he make progress through his magnificent

domain, there is no harnessmg of the horses of the sun,

and no puny charioteer, but a cherubic chariot is pro-

vided, with wheels full of eyes, whose fearful circles,

while they roll on the earth, are bathed in the clouds of

heaven; upon its shining axles are cherubic forms of

dazzling glory ; their wings with a noise like the noise of

great waters, as the voice of the Almighty, the voice of

speech, the noise of an embattled host aiding their rapid
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flight ; sustained by them is a sapphire firmament, and
upon the firmament the likeness of a throne, and on this

the semblance of Deity encircled by a brightness like the

appearance of the bow that is in the cloud in the day of

rain. As he moves on to the rescue of his saints, the

earth quakes and trembles, the foundations of the hills

are moved because he is wroth. There goes up a smoke
out of his nostrils, and a fire out of his mouth devours.

He bows the heavens and comes down, and darkness is

under his feet. He rides upon the cherub, and flies, yea,

he flies on the wings of the wind. He makes darkness
his secret place, his pavilion round about him are dark
waters and thick clouds of the skies. He thunders in the

heavens, the Highest gives forth his voice. Hail-stones

and coals of fire ! He sends out his arrows and scatters

them. He shoots out lightnings and discomfits thena.

The channels of waters are seen, the foundations of the

world are discovered at thy rebuke, O Lord ! At the

blast of the breath of thy nostrils. He sends from above.

He takes his endangered servant out of many waters,

out the hands of his strong enemy, and brings him forth

into a large and gladsome place ! The whole material

universe, from the stars of heaven to the subterranean
abode of the dead, and all its striking objects and won-
ders of power and skill ; and all animated nature, from
the ants which are exceeding wise, the conies of the
rocks, the spider which taketh hold with her hands,
and is in the palaces of kings, to the war-horse whose
neck is clothed with thunder, the glory of whose nostrils

is terrible, which paweth in the valley, and rejoiceth in

his strength, who mocketh at fear and tumeth not back
from the quiver rattling against him, the glittering spear
and the shield, wl^o swalloweth the ground with fierce-

ness and rage, and saith among the trumpets. Ha ! Ha

!

who smelleth the battle afar on, the thunder of the cap-

tains and the shouting ; to behemoth, whose strength is

in his loins and his force in his navel, which moveth his

tail like a cedar, and whose bones are like bars of iron,

which drinketh up a river and hasteth not, and trusteth

that he can draw up Jordan into his mouth, through the

whole circle of animal life, every thing is tributary to

the poet's power. In all there is wonderful variety and
YoL. VII.—Ka 1
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exhaustless wealth. There are the quiet scenes of pasto-

ral life, the flock in the green pastures, an^ by the still

waters ; and there is the measured tramp and clanging

armour of the soldier, the mustering of hosts in hot haste,

the prancing of horsemen and the ringing hoofs of their

steeds, the crash of iron chariots, the shock of rushing

and meeting hosts, the glancing of the spear and shield,

garments rolled in blood, and the death-struggles of the

smitten soldier, as he bites the dust. There is the peace-

ful, smiling cot, and the secure valley ; and there is the be-

sieged city, the table spread by the delicate mother, to

give a short-lived vigour to the panting breast of the war-

rior father, with the sodden flesh of their tender babe.

There is woman's tenderness, and the sweet morning of

youthful love, when the bride-groom triumphs over the

bride, and there is the plaintive cry of the suffering fa-

ther. Oh, my son Absalom, my son, my son Absalom

!

would God I had died for thee, oh Absalom, my son, my
son ! There is Solomon, in all his glory, the king of Tyre,
full of wisdom and perfect in beauty, who, in tne poet's

fancy, had been in Eden, the garden of God ; every pre-

cious stone his covering, the anointed Cherub upon the
holy mountain, walking up and down amidst the stones

of nre, and now cast out in indignation from the mount
of God ; there is the king of Babylon, exalting his throne
above the stars of God, and resolving to be like the Most
High, but he is suddenly brought down to the sides of

the pit. Hell, from beneath, is moved to meet him at

his coming, his pomp. is brought down to the grave and
the noise of his viols. The worm is spread beneath him,
and the maggot is his covering. How art thou fallen

from Heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning ! How art

thou cut down to the ground, who didst prostrate the

nations

!

Are you oppressed with sadness, and stung by the un-
kindness of mends ? Listen to the elegiac strains of Jere-

miah, or the murmuring harp of David. Do you live in

the world of dreamy visions ? Walk with Ezekiel by the

river Chebar, with Zechariah by the walls of Jerusalem,
or with John on his sea-girt Patmos. Does your heart

glow with deep emotion and fraternal love ? Listen to

^e same John, as he describes his adorable Master, or
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says, " Little children, love one another !" Do you ad-

mire vivid and poetical conceptions, and various and
luxuriant imagery ? Read over and oyer the epistle of

James. "Would you see described the planetary heavens,

and this our earth enveloped in devouring flames, hear
the groans of an expiring world, and the crash of nature

trembling into universal ruin ; the original from which
Shakspeare has drawn his sublime passage in Richard
the Second

:

the baseless fabric of this vision

The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces,

- ' The solemn temples ; the great globe itself,

—

,/ • Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve ; vi • • .'

And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,

Leave not a rack behind

:

Then read it in the epistles of the majestic, noble, Vehe-

ment and fiery Peter. "Would you see examples of the

highest Demosthenian eloquence, and skillful rhetorical

grouping? Find them in the Apostle Paul, in his high-soul-

ed address to king Agrippa, in his noble, manly disclaim-

er, " I am not mad, most noble Festus, but speak forth

the words of truth and soberness :" In his reply to

Agrippa's " Almost thou persuadest me to be a Chris-

tian," "I would to God, that not only thou, but also all

that hear me this day, were both almost, and altogether

such as I am, except these bonds." Behold him then,

mark his words and his gesture as he lifts his manacles
on high, and you behold the noble Roman, -the noble Is-

raelite, the fearless, true Christian, the prototype of the

old Puritan, a man more sublimely noble than Julius

Caesar, or the Roman Cato, the highest style, without a
doubt, of our fallen humanity.
To the Bible therefore, we are constrained to turn,

with affection, not merely as the fountain of our religious

hopes, but as those whose life has been spent in the re-

tirement of the scholar, for the pleasure it affords to taste,

and as those who love their country and their race, for

the manifold benefits of a temporal nature which it has
showered on man.
V. The last topic which will occupy us is the influence

of the Bible upon social happiness and individual virtue.

Already have some of our remarks anticipated this. We

\

*
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have spoken of its influence in placing woman in her
true position in which she was created, and in endowing
her with those virtues which so much adorn her, and in

making her the presiding spirit in the domestic circle.

We might have shewn how the teachings of Scripture

accord with those of nature, as to filial and parental ties

;

how the honour due to parents is inculcated on the child,

and tender love and discriminating discipline enjoined

on the parent. If, in Christian countries, infanticide,

exposure of infants, and disowning of children ; or cruel

neglect of parents on the part of children have occurred,

this has been in the case of those whose vices have ren-

dered them insensible to shame; but in Pagan lands,

over at least a wide extent of the earth, they are the

daily and tolerated acts of all men, regarded rather as

meritorious deeds, entailing certainly upon their perpe-

trators no disgrace. It is impossible for any of us to say,

how much we are indebted for that training which fits

us to be men, to the general influence of revealed reli-

gion. This we know, that the New Testament tells us

every man we meet is our neighbour, and that we should
love our neighbour as ourselves. The Old Testament
says. Thou shalt not oppress a stranger, for ye know the

heart of a stranger. That the Scriptures teach us that

God hath made of one blood all nations of men, and thus

restore again the brotherhood of the human race. That
the very worship of God to which they summon us, incul-

cates the same great lesson. The rich and the poor meet
together : the Lord is the Maker of them all. To us all,

the same Scriptures, while they debar us from vain
and demoralizing enjoyments, open a life of innocent
pleasure. The first duty of man is represented to be, to

fear God and keep his commandments, and yet the same
pen which traced that line, tells us that a man hath no
better thing under the sun, than to eat, and to drink, and
to be merry, and enjoy the good of all his labour,—it is

the gift of God. Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy,

and drink thy wine with a merry heart ; for God now
accepteth thy works. Let thy garments be always white

;

and thy head lack no ointment. Live joyfully with the

wife whom thou lovest all the days of the life of thy van-
ity, which he hath given thee under the sun^ for that is

hi
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thy portion. And thus the Scriptures inculcate a happy,
joyful, social, but a religious life, as remote from the

empty merriment and sensual indulgence offools, as from
the gloomy asceticism of the anchorite. ^^^ '>f? .i-wtii^dw

But more especially do they aid public virtue, and as-

sist the private individual to form that character of in-

tegrity of such priceless value to himself, and to society

at large. In a mercantile community, all must feel the

importance of this. The whole conduct of business rests

on the faith which those who engage in it repose in one
another. It is the pride of the merchant to maintain an
unsullied reputation, for truth, honesty and integrity. It

is this which he claims of all his companions in business,

and this is what they one and all claim from him. Con-
fidence between man and man furnishes the sinews of
trade far more than the command of extensive capital

itself. No man of business can afford to be dishonest.

It will take the bread from the mouths of his children,

and make him shortly a starving beggar. And it is

wonderful to what an extent confidence is reposed by
man in his fellow man. There are men of business, who
are entrusting to the care of persons whom they have
never seen, between whom and themselves an ocean
intervenes, more than the whole amount of their entire

fortunes. We will not say that in many cases this hon-

esty is a business principle, and not a habit arising out

of the choice of the soul, but we ha/ve reason to fear that

self-interest is the real cause, in many instances, of this

commercial integrity of character. When, however, there

is added to it a spirit of com]>assion and generosity, which
are sometimes dissociated from it, a spirit too, of justice

and truth, there is a combined character which deserv-

edly wins the confidence and attracts the admiration of

all men. There are some who have made loud profes-

sions of their faith in the Scriptures, who have at one
time or another failed in these common virtues. It is

impossible to say how far the influence of a defective

education may modify the character of an otherwise

good man. Nor how far one may fall under the influ-

ence of overpowering temptations. But of most of these

instances, the Christian will say, " they went out from us,

because they were not of us."

^i
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;^Now, in what communities do these commercial vir-

tues thrive the most, in Pagan or in Christian countries,

and of Christian, where ? In semi-infidel, or in strongly-

religious nations. Where would you feel your property
the safest ? In Italy, Turkey, Egypt, and Greece, or in

Holland, Germany, England or Scotland? Ah, it is

where the Bible is the best known and most honoured,
that man is most to be trusted, and property the safest.

It is where these words are ever sounding, "Whatsoever
things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever
things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever
things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report

;

if there be any virtue, if there be any praise, think on
these things." "He that is faithful in that which is

least, is faithful also in much ; and he that is unjust in

the least, is unjust also in much." " Just balances, just

weights, a just ephah, and ajust hin, shall ye have : I

am the Lord your God." " lie that walketh righteously

and speaketh uprightly ; he that despiseth the gain of

oppressions, that shaketh his hands from the holding of

bribes, he shall dwell on high : his place of defence shall

be the munitions of rocks : bread shall be given him ; his

waters shall be sure." " Therefore all things whatsoever
ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to

them."
This word of God of which we have thus spoken, has

defied for more than thirty centuries the attacks of scep-

tics. It is no more manly to thrust it aside, and remain
in ignorance of its contents, than it is to thrust with the

shoulder the father who begat you, and to ignore the

mot;her who gave you being. The wonderful book was
written by nearly forty different writers ; the last living

more than fifteen hundred years later than the first, ex-

hibiting every possible diversity of style, but breathing

one and the self-same spirit, and unfolding one uniform
and consistent system of truth. Its teachings are coinci-

dent with true science. It presents to the mind the no-

blest subjects of thou^t, and has brought into existence

that institution, the Churcli, which has excited such a
commanding influence over the world. The godliness

which it teaches is profitable for this life, and for that

which is to come, and while it shows you the only way of
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peace, it sheds inestimable blessings upon you even bere.

Antiquarian and geographical research never finds it at

fault. Science only illustrates and confirms its truths.

It has enkindled the fire of genius in many a mind, and
called forth the dormant powers of painter, sculptor, ora-

tor and poet ; it has shed its influence over our courts of

law, and has united the earth in one great brotherhood
of nations. It has trophies still more glorious to win.
It has spread civilization over this continent. It is to

spread it in connection with our forms of faith over Asia,

Africa, and the islands of the sea. Already it is trans-

lated into two hundred languages and dialects of earth.

It will yet be read in all the families of man, as it is now
read here. What surprising changes it will work, how
the down-trodden nations wfll spring erect from the dust,

how the earth will be covered with cities and crowded
marts, how industry will be stimulated, and wealth in-

creased, the poets have sung, and rapt prophets predict-

ed. In the midst of all, will rise the Church of God,
itself the centre of all these benefits, and the honoured of

all hearts, its many pinnacles glittering in the morning
sun, its stones laid in fair colours, and its foundation witn
sapphires, its battlements of ruby, and all its borders of

precious stones.

AETICLE VII.

THE FINAL DESTINY OF OUR GLOBE.

This is a legitimate subject of enquiry : one in which
we all have an interest. This little earth, " hung upon
nothing," among so many vast orbs in the wide space of

Jehovah's empire, is the only portion of matter, with
which, during our brief sojourn here, we can be much
conversant. We know not the chemistry of the stars

that glow in the darkness of the night ; we lift our eyes

on high and behold them, but can e?;amine them by no
other sense than sight. The various substances present-

ed to us here, are the only ones upon which we caji ope-
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rate.* This is our birth-place, and as such, we naturally

feel a strong attachment to it ; the scene of our joys and
our sorrows, our labours and our sufferings : we are our-

selves a part of its substance; we employ its material

to nourish us. And after using awhile that small portion

of matter we more properly call our own, we return it

again to its source, and make the earth our tomb. Nor
is this all ; we are to return again to the spot of sacred

deposit, to take up that portion of dust, by which we
become related to the world of matter, to retain it forev-

er. If, then, we are to have a portion of the earth so

attached to us, as forever to constitute a part of ourselves,

we must feel some interest in knowing what destiny

awaits the globe itself And in relation to this, several

questions may be asked. Is it to remain as now, with
the same great laws of nature in operation, without any
prospect of a termination, " all things continuing as they
were from the beginning of the world," as infidels con-

tend ? Is it to be annihilated, and cease to fill a place in

our family of planets, as well as among the myriads of

worlds that people space, vanishing away like smoke?—

•

Is it to be given up to the ravages of eternal fire, and
made the prison of the lost, the great penitentiary, the

common receptacle of the otfscouring of the universe ?

—

Or, is it not only to be renovated and purified from all

trace of evil and marks of sin, but also to be fitted up
with more than pristine beauty and splendour, and made
the future residence of the saints, tne great palace of

Light, the Throne of God and the Lamb ? There is no
other question that we need here to consider. And with

regard to the first, we have every reason to believe that

the present course of nature will at length be arrested

;

that the afiairs of the world will be wound up ; that the

period will come when the great Author of all will say
to the waves of evil, '* hitherto have 3'e come, but no
further." That there will not be an infinite succession

of beings and generations, according to the course of this

* "Over the physical constitution of every planet, except our own, there

hangs a deep obscurity. We may be able to weigh them, and to measure
their volumes ; but this is nearly the sum of our knowledge concerning

them. Here, however, we find ourselves in contact with matter; it covirts

and compels our attention."

—

Harris Pre-Adamite Earth, p. 80.

'•j'^.%
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world ; and Adam's children without an end. This fact

is abundantly established in the Bible.

And as to the second, though it may be the popular

.

belief that the earth is to be "burned up," in the great
conflagration, disappear, and never more be found, yet,

while we admit that all creatures continue in being by
the will of Him " for whose pleasure they are and were
created," we may remark : '

" •;^- -4 vi . /• -^ '

1. That we and all the world combined cannot annihi-

late aparticle of matter. ' :,' . - ' •;

2. That while, by the operation of those natural laws
that are only expressions of the will of God, we see mat-
ter undergoing a great variety of changes around us, from
solids to fluids and gases, and vice versa, yet we know of
no case where matter ceases to exist. There is a cease-

less play of active energies and aflinities which are the

causes of these changes. "We take the diamond, the
hardest known substance, and by uniting it with another
element, a gas, we convert it into thin air ; but it is by
our knowledge of the affinity between the two, and we
know that, though in a different form, the same substan-

ces exist as before. This may-serve as an example of the

many cases of the kind that we see. It is probable that

the instances most relied on to prove, by way of analogy,

the entire destruction of the earth by fire, are the ap-

pearapces and disappearances of stars in the heavens.

Many phenomena ot this kind are reported by astrono-

mers. Mrs. Sommerville says,* " Many stars have van-

ished from the heavens : the star 42 Virginis, seems
to be of this number, having been missed by Sir John
Herschell, on the 9th ofMay, 1828, and not again found,

though he frequently had occasion to observe that part

of the heavens. Sometimes stars have all at once ap-

peared, shone with a bright light, and vanished. Seve-

ral instances of these temporary stars are on record : a
remarkable instance occurred in the year 125, which is

said to have induced Hipparchus to form the first cata-

logue of stars. Another star appeared suddenly near a
Aquilae, in the year 389, which vanished after remain-

ing for three weeks, as bright as Venus. On the 10th of

* Con. Physical Sciences, p. 363.

YoL. VII.—No. 1. 17
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October, 1604, a brilliant star burst forth in the constel-

lation Serpentarius, which continued visible for a year

;

and a more recent case occurred in the year 1670, when
a new star was discovered in the head of the Swan, which,

after becoming invisible, reappeared, and liaving under-

gone many variations in light, vanished after two years,

and has never since been seen. In 1572, a star was dis-

covered in Cassiopeia, which rapidly increased in bright-

ness, till it even surpassed that of Jupiter ; it then gradu-

ally diminished in splendour, and having exhibited all

the variety of tints that indicate the changes of combus-
tiou, vanished sixteen months after its discovery, without

altering its position.

It is impossible to imagine anything more tremendous
than a conflagration that could be visible at such a dis-

tance."* In such cases as these, Yince, in his ''Com-
plete System of Astronomy," says, "The disappearance
of some stars may be the destruction of that system at

the time appointed by the Deity for the probation of its

inhabitants ; and the appearance of new stars, may be
the formation of new systems for new races of beings

then called into existence to adore the works of their

Creator."

The late Dr. Mason Good seemed to indulge in a sim-

ilar opinion. "Worlds and systems of worlds are not
only perpetually creating, but also perpetually disap-

pearing. It is an extraordinary fact that within the

period of the last century, not less than thirteen stars, in

different constellations, seem to have totally perished^

and ten new ones to have been created. In many in-

stances, it is unquestionable that the stars themselves,
the supposed habitation of other kinds or orders of intel-

ligent beings, together with the different planets, by
which it is probable they were surrounded, have alto-

gether va/nished^ and the spots which they occupied in

the heavens have become blanks. What has befallen

other systems will assuredly befall ours. Of the time
and manner we know nothing, but the fact is incontro-

* Certain stars have disappeared from the firmament ; a fact proclaim-
ing, at least, that the laws on which their visibility depended are no longer
in operation in relation to them, but have been overborne by some coun-
tervailing power."

—

Harris' Pre-Adamite Earth, p. 96.

t*.
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vertible ; it is foretold by revelation ; it is inscribed in

the heavens; it is felt throughout the earth"* .'*«sii;i

But these conclusions, drawn from such phenomena,
that these stars are annihilated, and that by analogy our
planet vrill be, by no means necessarily follow. Even
though it were a case of real combustion in the body of

the stai^, of which there is great doubt, it need not be
totally destroyed. The appearances can be accounted
for in other ways. It is more probable that they are
variable stars, that either revolve about their own cen-
tres, or that have opake bodies revolving around them,
by which their light is hid for a time from us : or some
other supposition can be made more highly probable
than that the matter of these stars is annihilated : the

same is true of the earth. .
'

3. And so far as the Scriptures give any countenance
to the opinion that our planet is entirely to disappear,
the impression is derived from such passages as the fol-

lowing : Ps. 102 : 35-27., quoted in Heb. 1 : 10, 11, "Of
old hast thou laid the foundations of the earth, and the

r heavens are the work of thy hands. They shall perish,

but thou shalt endure; yea, all of them shall wax old

like a garment ; as a vesture shalt thou change them, and
they shall be changed." Matt. 24 : 35.—"Heaven and
earth shall pass away, but my word shall not pass away."
Rev. 21 : 1.—" For the first heaven and the first earth

were passed away, and there was no more sea." 10 :

11.—" The earth and the heaven fled away, and there

was no place found for them." 2 Pet. 3 : 7.—" But the

heavens and the earth which are now, are by the same
word kept in store, reserved unto fire ;"—'lO.- "the hea-

vens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements
shall melt with fervent heat ; the eart]j also, and the

works that are therein, shall be burnt up."
But such passages only imply the transientness of the

present state of things ; or in many cases they assert

nothing on the point, but serve to confirm the certainty

of the Divine promises : and something will be found in

connection implying this, as in Ps. 102 : 25, 26. Isa. 51

:

6 ; 54 : 10. Matt. 24 : 35. These great physical chan-

* Quoted by Dr. Dick. Sid. Heavens, p. 88.
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ges will occur sooner than the word of God would fail.

In other places also, as in Peter, and in Revelation, there

are other expressions in connection that imply, not a de-

struction of the substance of the earth, but a change in

its qualities, and its continued existence in another form.

And further, if there are places in the Scriptures that

speak of the heavens and the earth vanishing away like

smoke, growing old like a garment, dissolving, burning

up, perishing, passing away ; so, on the other hand, there

are those that speak of it as abiding forever.—Ps. 119 :

90. Eccl. 1 : 4.

4. While God upholds all things by the word of his

power, and can create^ and can destroy^ we cannot infer

from either what he has said^ or what he has done^ any
intention to destroy the earth. In fact, we are led to in-

fer that our planet, as it was when man was introduced,

was among the last and best of iiis works. That he had
expended great care, skill, wisdom and goodness in gar-

nishing and preparing it. To destroy it, then, in conse-

quence of the introduction of sin, might seem to give the

author of sin cause of triumph, that he had marred the

handy-work of the Divine architect, and provoked Him
to destroy it.

. Though the elements melt, then, the earth will abide,

and that indefinitely long. And for what end ? Is it to

have the bad pre-eminence, to be the abode of the Devil
and his angels, together with the spirits of lost men ? Is

here to be the fire that never shall be quenched ? Such is

the opinion of the venerable President Edwards : he
says,* "Here shall all the persecutors of the Church of

God burn in everlasting fire, who had before burned the

saints at the stake. And here the bodies of the wicked
shall burn and be tormented to all eternity. This world,

which used to be the place of the Devil's kingdom, shall

now be the place of his complete punishment."
But, notwithstanding the opinion of so great a man, we

are disposed to think that God will reserve the earth for

a far nobler purpose. For, if it is to continue, for what
object is it more reasonable to conclude that it will be
preserved, than to be made the residence of the saints ?

«;h

* Hist, of Redemption.

!'! I
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There seems to be, throughout the Bible, an important
relation between man and his interests, and this material

world. It was made for him, not he for the world. Isa.

45 : 12.^" I have made the earth and created man upon
it

;"—18. " God himself, that formed the earth and made
it ; he created it not in vain ; he formed it to be inhabit-

ed." Ps. 115: 16.—"The earth hath he given to the

children of men."—Gen: 1 : 27, 28. Now though the

bodies of the saints are to be spiritual, (1 Cor. 15 : 44,)

yet they are real corporeal bodies, like Christ's after his

resurrection.—Phil. 3 : 21. They must then have a local

habitation ; they must be related to time, and space, and
the material universe, in a different manner from disem-

bodied spirits. To what part of the universe then, to

what world, is it so likely that Christ will gather in his

elect, and make of them one family of God, as that he
should bring them to their old home, refitted and replen-

ished for their residence ? We must suppose them placed

in some world in the bounds of space, and what one so

appropriate as this ?

-^' He, too, who m*epares mansions for them, is called the

second Adam. There must, then, be, in many respects,

a correspondence between him and the first Adam. If

the first Adam had stood, he would have inherited the

earth, and his posterity would have possessed it. Why,
then, will not the second Adam reinstate those whom he
has redeemed in the rights and privileges that the first

Adam should have secured to his descendants, when he
lost Paradise, and introduced death into the world ?

—

Christ hath abolished death, and promised Paradise, only

in a more exalted sense, to those who follow him, and in

whose hearts he hath destroyed the works of the Devil.

As, then, the territory and dominion of the first Adam
was in this earth, why may not the eternal kingd9m of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ have its seat here ?

The second Adam reigning in a new earth purified by
fire, over those whose souls he has renewed, and whose
bodies he has fashioned like unto his own glorious body,
there would be a fitness in such an arrangement.

" He that sat upon the throne said, Behold I make all

things new." And if Christ is with his people, that is

heaven : " Thou shalt be with me in Paradise," was the
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best promise he could give. And Paul esteems it the

height of his joy to depart and be with Christ. AVTien

all sin is removed, and the wicked cease from troubling,

and they see God as he is, the happiness of heaven can
just as well be enjoyed Jiere.^ as in any other part of the

universe. If Adam and Eve, in a state of innocence,

could be happy here, as the earth then was, much more
will the saints in the new earth, with Christ their head.

For at the same time that we are told that the earth and
the things that are therein shall be burned up ; that all

these things shall be dissolved ; that the elements shall

melt with fervent heat, we also learn that this is to be
succeeded by " a new heaven and a new earth, wherein
dwelleth righteousness."—2 Pet. 3 : 10-13. The expec-

tation of this is according to a Divine promise. Now,
righteousness must belong to moral agents ; abstractly, it

cannot be said to dwell anywhere. We must understand
then, that the new earth is to be inhabited by men who
universally and spontaneously do justice and equity. It

is a well-known Hebrew idiom to employ the abstract for

the concrete noun, as in Isa. 1 : 21 :
" How is the faith-

ful city become a harlot ! It was full ofjudgment ; right-

eousness lodged in it, but now murderers." None but

holy men are to dwell here ; nothing that defieth will

enter ; the wicked will be cut off ; the transgressors will

be rooted out of it. Perfect love will prevan, according

to the requirements of the Divine law. The Apostle

sums up all in one expression, "wherein dwelleth right-

eousness." According to his statement, this earth is to

pass away by the agency of fire, and to be replaced by
one vastly superior ; and better adapted to reflect the

rays of the glory of Grod, and not to be left empty and
void, but to be the residence of the saints, of righteous-

ness itself.

The Apostle seems here to refer to the prophecy of

Isaiah, (65 : 17-25,) but to apply it in a different way
from what it must primarily be understood ; for it evi-

dently belongs to some period of the Church's prosperity,

yet future, but on the present earth. The slightest in-

spection of the passage shows this. But the Apostle uses

it in reference to the new earth after the final conflagra-

tion, and the former things have passed away. What
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the prophet describes is emblematical of that more glori-

ous state spoken of by the Apostle, and who includes in

that one brief expression above mentioned, the details of

the prophet in verses 19 to 23. The palmiest days of

Zion, in her earthly pilgrimage, faintly prefigures her
reign in glory. Other passages in the Old Testament
are quoted in the same way in the New. See Isa. 64 : 4

;

iCor. 2: 9; Ezk. 47: 12; Rev. 22 : 2. Wefindthesame
order of things in the descriptions of the beloved disci-

ple : Rev. 21: 11. The heavens and earth fled away
before the face of him that sat upon the throne, when he
was revealed from heaven in flaming fire : (2 Thess. 1 : 8)

;

then came the general resurrection, and general judg-

ment ; the doom of the wicked, and the appearance of

the new heavens and the new earth. " For the first hea-

vens and the first earth were passed away, and therewm
no more sea:''''—Rev. 22 : 1 ; which would have no signi-

ficancy here, except on the supposition that the change
from old to new, as in Ps. 102: 26, was upon the present

earth
;
just as an article of gold may be re-cast, in a dif-

ferent shape, but the substance unchanged. Then the

new Jerusalem descends from God out ol Heaven, upon
the new earth, of course, and the announcement is made,
with a loud voice from Heaven, " Behold, the tabernacle

of God is with men, and he will dwell with them, aud
they shall be his people, and God himself shall be with
them, and be their God."
Then what follows in detail (in verses 4-7,) is in precise

accordance with what the Apostle had said, that right-

eousness shall dwell here ; and \here are the fruits of

righteousness, quietness and assurance forever. All in-

justice, oppression, sin and consequent misery, have pass-

ed away ; there is a total change. Paradise, that was
removed to a purer sphere when man fell, is now restored.

Now, under Christ, the second Adam, the sons of the

first Adam " redeemed, regenerated, disenthralled from
the bondage of corruption ;" raised from the dead spirit-

ually, and bodily, '
' inherit all things." " They are made

kings and priests unto God, and reign on the earth^''

(Rev. 5 : 10,) which they inherit under Christ, according

to Matt. 5 : 6 ; Ps. 37: 9; 11 : 22. And though such
passages might originally refer to the literal land of Ca-

'M
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naan, yet that prefigured a sure inheritance in the hea-

venly rest.

The Apostle's course of argument, (2 Pet. 3 : 5, 6, &c.)

in relation to the analogy of the flood, and the final de-

struction of the earth by fire, tends to the same point.

—

The earth being overflowed with water, perished, (a'rwXsTo,

a very strong word,) yet was only purihed and prepared
to be inhabited by a new race. The very cataclysm that

the same Apostle had before made the figure, to which
baptism is the antytype.—1 Pet. 3 : 20, 21. As then,

the earth was only changed on its surface, and washed
from the stains of blood and violence which had been
committed on it, and inhabited again ; so in the future

purification by fire, its substance, though melted, will

come forth as gold, unto glory and honour, and made the

abode of the holy and the happy. It is a plain inference

that this is what the Apostle intended to teach.

What Paul informs us in the 8th chapter of Romans,
favours the same idea. He represents the whole crea-

tion, evidently the same as " the heavens and the earth,"

in other places, as waiting and longing for some great

change, by which it is to be relieved from a heavy
burden, to which it is now subjected involuntarily, and
by which change it is to be glorified in connection with
the children of God. This is, indeed, a bold figure, but
the earth was cursed for the sin of man ; and it is often

spoken of as sympathising with the moral condition of its

inhabitants. 'Ps. 97 : 11, 12; 108: 8; 148 : 3-10. Isa.

55 : 12. Hab. 3 : 16. Isa. 49 : 13. Ps. 98 : 4-6, and in

a multitude of other places.

The sins and crimes and miseries of men are a burden
and a cause of mourning to the very earth itself, as well

as to the inferior animals. This is the most natural sense

in which to understand the xTiVif, creation, of the Apostle,

as the earth, " the heavens and the earth," this material

frame-work, and only incidentally, if at all, of the inferi-

or races of animals. Whatever it is that is figuratively

waiting in earnest expectation, for "the manifestations

of the sons of God," and the glory that is to follow, must
of course be something that will itself survive that great
change, continue to subsist, and share in what it waits

lor. But this cannot be said of the inferior tribes, and
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therefore they are not included: they are not to exist

hereafter. -
*''. '^'^ y^^-^'^ f'''^ 1^^":>

That creation is something distinct from men : for, 1, it

cannot be said of the wicked that they are waitine for

the manifestation of the sons of God in hope of deliver-

ance, for then they know their misery will increase, after

the resurrection of their bodies. It will bring no joy to

them. And 2, the Apostle makes an express distinction

between that xriVi?, and " we ourselves, who have the
first fruits of the Spirit." They share in the general
groan of the whole creation, as well as in its earnest ex-

pectation : they have a joint interest in the same things,

but the parties are distmct. And we may perhaps be
able to see an exact correspondence between the burdens
and the groans of Christians, and of the whole creation

that so deeply sympathises with them ; as well as between
their hopes and expectations. And here are two parts :

1, what they and it are to be deliveredfrom^ " the bond-
age of corruption," and (7 : 24,) " this body of death."

—

1 Cor. 5: 1-4. "For we that are in this tabernacle do
groan, being burdened." And 2, what both they and it

(to keep the phraseology of the Apostle,) are to be deli-

vered into: "the glorious liberty of the children of God,"
"the manifestation of the sons of God," "the adoption,

to wit, the redemption of our body," " a building of God,
a house not made with hands," " to be clothed upon that

mortality might be swallowed up of life." For there is,

we conceive, an important connection between the pas-

sage in Romans, and in Corinthians : and between the
" creation" and " body" in one, and the " earthly house
of this tabernacle," and " a house not made with hands"
in the other.

\
. r -

.
•

Both the creation and the Apostle, and all Christians,

as Calvin has it, are not in the agonies of death a/nd dis-

solution only, but while undergoing these, hy hope they

become also the pains of child-birth. They both die, are

in a state of vanity, dissolution, transientness ; we groan,

and are in the agony of death, dying daily, while bear-

ing about this body of death ; so it is with this material

earth ; it is in pangs all the time till now, from the time
of the first sin, bearing a great body of death ; and will

continue in this state the same length of time that the

Vol. VII.—No. 1. .18
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Church continues on it ; but, at the same time, with re-

gard to both, it is a passage through the pangs of death,

as if of childrbirth^ towards and? into a new life; these

are endured, while waiting for, and in hope of, that house
which is from heaven ; the manifestation of the sons of

God, in new and glorious bodies like Christ's ; and the

new heavens and new earth wherein dwelleth righteous-

There is a correspondence throughout between theness.

creation and those who have the first fruits of the Spirit.

It is burnt up, dissolved, but rises like a phoenix from its

ashes, like a pure metal from its oxide ; so this taberna-

cle is dissolved, but is replaced by another, not made
with hands, fashioned like unto Christ's glorious body.

They die in order to live in a higher degree^—a more
exalted state. Death is repugnant to every creature ; it

tends to preserve itself; but it yields even to death,

through Him who hath subjected the same in hope of

deliverance and a better condition : a regeneration, as in

Matt. 19 : 28 ; or restitution, Acts 3 : 21.

But the question recurs, what reason is there for draw-
ing this parallel between the present human body of

Christians and the earth ?—what proprietv in speaking
of the physical earth as in the pangs of child-birth, and
" travailing in pain together?"

1. We replv that it is a forcible figure of speech to

make deeper impression upon men, with regard to the
great evil of their own sins, which produce ruin and dis-

order even in the material universe.

2. As man was made out of the dust of the earth, it is

often called the common mother of us all; and as such,

has been worshipped among almost all nations.

3. All return to the earth ; its very mass, to a great
depth, is composed of the remains of animals, at least in

many places. Some have hazarded the opinion that
almost its entire mass has been through the laboratory
of animal life.* It was, then, the realm of death, before
man came upon the stage. But it is in relation to him
that we now speak. And since his creation ; since Death
began his ravings among the human race, how many
human bodies have been laid in the grave to see corrup-

* Mantell's Wonders of Geology, vol. 2, p. 6'JO.
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tion ; not there to remain, but as a sacred trust to be
restored, at the coramand of Him " who has the keys of
Hell and Death." ,:;. fi.vt .^^i^ ns^if\'ii^J.\\m^m^''Mji:'^^'^

The Bible representation on the subject is, that the

earth is a mother^ in whose teeming womb all the mil-

lions of the dead are waiting the period of her gestation
" to come forth." In reference to this, the whole crea-

tion is travailing in pain together. We see the Scripture

phraseology in such passages as Ps. 139 : 15, where the

womb of the mother is figuratively " the lowest part of
the earth," the grave, as in Isa. 44 : 23 ; Ezk. 26 : 30

;

31 : 14, &c. The embryo in the forming state in the

womb of the mother, is analogous to the dead in the

grave. That dark, hollow cavity, Hades, the unseen
place, of which the ancients had the idea, as containing

all the dead, is by metonomy the womb of the earth;

and, as above, a mother's womb.
As all come into being in the same way, and from the

same place, and all go out of the world in the same way,
to the same state of the dead, they came to speak of both
alike. Job 38 : 8 ; Prov. 30 : 16.

^.. The Jews were familiar with this idea. Job 1 : 21.

—

" Naked came I out of my mother's womb, and naked
shall I,return thither^'' That is, into the womb of the

common mother of all. Eccl. 5 : 15.—" As he came
forth of his mother's womb, naked shall he return to go
as he came : in all points as he came., so shall he goP
Eccl, 11 : 5, 6, the analogy of the growth of the foetus in

the womb of the mother, and the germinating of the seed
in the earth is spoken of : see this same figure applied to

the resurrection of the body, John 12 : 24 ; 1 Cor. 16 :

37, by both Paul and Christ. In Ecclesiasticus, also, we
read, (40 : 1,) " a heavy yoke is upon the sons of Adam,
from the day that they go out of their mother's womb,
till they return to the mother of all things." In the

Apocryphal Book of Enock,* 50 : 1, we are told that at

the last day, " The Earth shall deliver up from her womb,
and Hades shall deliver up from her's." Rev. 20 : 13.

This idea is further elucidated by the language of inspi-

* Supposed to have been written after the Destruction of Jerusalem by
the Romans.

—

Am, Bib. Rep. Jan. 1840.
UiJ
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ration concerning the burial and resurrection of Christ

:

Matt. 12 : 40 ; he wiis laid in " the heart of the earth ;"

but Ps. 16 : 8-11, he was not left in the grave, for, Acts
2 : 24 :

" God raised him up, having loosed the pains of

death." And this is more forcible when we compare the

words in the original, in Rom. 8 : 22 ; and Acts 2 : 24,

See also Rev. 12: 2. - ' '^'
-

,

•

If, then, this is the correct understanding of the pas-

sage before us ; if the earth is waiting with anxious ex-

pectation the period of her deliverance from this mass
of death, at the general resurrection, how sublime the

thought 1 Her capacious womb is crowded with the re-

mains of those who Were once, like ourselves, busy and
active : to our sight and senses, they are now destitute

of life ; but there is, in each, a germ of life ; a living

seed : they are all embryos ; the earth beneath is preg-

nant with living men : the very dust we tread is poten-

tially more full of life, than the living themselves. The
great mother groans to carry ^er burden. In this sense
" all live unto God."

" Go, if you will, and traverse the ten thousand battle-

fields that have been the vast slaughtering places of men
from Nimrod to Bonaparte ; and all is silence and soli-

tude over the graves of these millions. But how changed
the scene on the resurrection morning I Then, not less

than one thousand millions of human beings shall start

up from these battle-fields, and crowd upwards to the

judgment-seat. What vast multitudes, too, shall ascend
from the site of such ancient cities as Xineveh, and Ba-
bylon, and Thebes, and Palmyra, and a hundred other

great centres of population, now the seat of solitude and
desolation. Think of Jerusalem, which, for more than
two thousand years, has been the great central slaughter-

house of the world ; where human relics, and comminu-
ted dwellings have accumulated on the surface, to the

depth of forty or fifty feet; and the whole has been soak-

ed a thousand times in blood.

Oh, think of the scene, when the millions that lie

buried there, shall start into life, at the shout of the

descending Judge, and the Arch-angel's voice! From
the sea's broad surface, too, what multitudes shall be
seen, ascending to be judged according to the deeds done
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in the body. Indeed, when we remember that probably
as many as ten billions of human beings have already

dwelt upon this elobe, reasonably may we inquire, from
what portion of its surface, will not myriads start into

life at the final summons?"* We may simply add that

the names of a long list of eminent interpreters, in this

country, and in Europe, can be brought, m favor of the

renovation of the earth being taught in this passage in

Komans ; as well as in Peter. We need not occupy
space by repeating their names. It was also the opinion

of many of the older interpreters, snch as Chrysostom,
Theodoret, Hieronymus, Augustin, &c.t "^i^^ i-^cf-^^^^^g^-

And that the earth is to survive this great revolution

on its surface ; and not only continue on its course, but
in a state of splendour and perfection far surpassing the

present, is in accordance with what is revealed of its past

history in the science of Geology. Dr. Hitchcock says,
" It appears that there have been upon the globe several

distinct periods of organized existence, in which particu-

lar groups of animals and plants, exactly adapted to the

varying condition of the globe, have been created, and
successively passed away. If we take only those larger

groups of animals and plants, whose almost entire dis-

tinctness from one another has been established beyond
all doubt, we shall still find at least^e nearly complete
organic revolutions on the globe, viz: 1. The existing

species. 2. Those in the tertiary strata. 3. Those in the

cretaceous and oolitic systems. 4. Those in the upper
new red sand-stone group. 5. Those below the new red

sand-stone."

Comparative anatomy teaches us that the animals and
plants in these different groups could not have lived in

the same physical circumstances. The same author re-

marks that, " if only the greater part of the species have
been changed several times, it establishes the inference,"

* Phenomena in the Seasons Spiritualized : by Dr. Hitchcock : pages

34, 35.

f "A spacious eternal heaven shall spring forth in the midst of the an-

gels. The former heaven shall depart and pass away : a new heaven shall

appear: and all the celestial powers shine with sevenfold splendour for-

ever. Afterwards likewise there shall be many weeks, which shall eter-

nally exist in goodness and in righteousness. Neither shall sin be named
th^re forever a#4 ever."

—

Book €^ Enoch, ch. 92: 1ft
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that is, that there have been several distinct periods of

organized existence on the globe. "And these have been
essentially changed as many as six times. And there-

fore, (he continues,) I prefer to speak of seven distinct

periods of organic life on the globe, rather than fwe.
Eut from the next remark, it appears that five entirely

distinct periods can be made out

:

-

Hemark 2. It appears from the following quotation by
Dr. Smith, that Deshayes, an eminent palaeontologist, is

able to make out five distinct periods of organized exist-

ence besides that now passing on the globe. " M. De-
shayes has lately announced that he had discovered, in

surveying the entire series of fossil animal remains, j^-ye

great groups^ so completely independent^ that no species

whatever isfound in more than one of them?'^ -

Objection. Perhaps the deposits containing these differ-

ent organic groups, may have been going on at the same
time in different countries, or in different parts of the

same country.

Answer. Although all the rocks composing thege dif-

ferent systems are not found piled one upon another, in

any one place, they are all found so connected at differ-

ent points, as to prove that they were formed successive-

ly. Yet where any are wanting in the series, as the

wealden, for instance, in North America, the interval

during which these were forming in particular localities,

may have been occupied by a prolonged deposition of

the next older, or by an earlier commencement of the

next newer rock. Most probably, however, the same
formation was begun and completed in different places

about the same period ; otherwise the climate would have
varied so much as to produce a marked change in the

organic remains."*
" It appears that every successive general change that

has taken place on the earth's surface, has been an im-

provement of its condition." "Animals and plants of a

higher organization have been multiplied with every
change, until at last the earth was prepared for the ex-

isting races ; with man at their head, the most generally

perfect of all."f And why may we not anticipate some-

* Hitchcock's Geology: Revised edition, pp. 166, 167.

f Ibidem, p. 171.
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thing of the same kind in the future ? That after man,
and the present inhabitants, have occupied the surface

for a cycle of ages, another change shall occur, that im-

provement shall advance to another, a final, a perfect

stage? The number seven is a perfect one in the Bible:

as shown above from the records written in the solid ta-

bles of stone in the earth, by God's own finger, Ji/ve stages

have preceded us ; we are in the sixth ; one more only is

wanting to introduce the great consummation. Here the

two great lines of truth, that from physical science, and
that from inspiration, meet in the same point. They lead

us to expect something better than the present " bound
and fettered condition of all nature." 'pmimm^rw^
The remarks of a foreign, most eloquent writer, are

here so apposite, that I cannot carry out this thought
better than by quoting from him : »

" We learn that the dynasty of man in the mixed state

is not the final one ; but that there is to be yet another

creation, or, more properly, re-creation, known theologi-

cally, as the resurrection, which shall be connected in its

physical components, by bonds of mysterious paternity,

with the dynasty which now reigns, and be bound tp it

mentally by the chain of identity, conscious and actual

;

but which, in all that constitute superiority, shall be as

vastly its superior as the dynasty of responsible man is

superior to even the lowest of the preliminary dynasties,

we are further taught that at the commencement of this

last of the dynasties, there will be a re-creation of not

only elevated, but also of degraded beings,—a re-creation

of the lost. We are taught, yet further, that though the

present dynasty be that of a lapsed race, which at their

first introduction were jjlaced on higher ground than that

on which they now stand, and sank by their own act, it

was yet part of the original design, from the beginning
of all things, that they should occupy the existing plat-

form ; and that redemption is thus no after-thought, ren-

dered necessary by the fall, but, on the contrary, part of

a general scheme, for which provision had been made
from the beginning; so that the Divine man, through
whom the work of restoration has been effected, was in

reality, in reference to the purposes of the Eternal, what

'I
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he is designated in the remarkable text, "the Lamb
slain from the foundation of the world." Slain from the
foundation of the world ! Could the assertors of the sto-

ney science ask for language mbre express ? By piecing

the two records together,—^that revealed in Scripture,

and that revealed in the rocks,—records which, however
widely geologists may mistake the one, or commentators
misunderstand the other, have emanated from the same
great Author ;—we learn that in slow and solemn majes-

ty has period succeeded period, each, in succession, ush-

ering in a higher scene of existence ; that fish, reptiles,

mammiferous quadrupeds, have reigned in turn ; that

responsible man, 'made in the image of God,' and with
dominion over all creatures, ultimately entered into a

world lipened for his reception; but further, that this

passing scene in which he forms the prominent figure, is

not the final one in the long series, but merely the last of

the preliminary scenes ; and that that period to which
the by-gone ages, incalculable in amount, with all their

well-proportioned gradations of being, form the imposing
vestibule, shall have perfection for its occupant, and
eternity for its duration. I know not how it may appear
to others, but for my own part, I cannot ayoid thinking

that there would be a lack of proportion in the series of

being, were the period of perfect and glorified humanity
abruptly connected, without the introduction of an inter-

mediate creation of responsible imperfection with that of

the dying, irresponsible brute. That scene of things in

which God became man, and suffered, seems^ as it no
doubt ^«, a necessary link in the chain."*

We stand upon the graves of a series of departed
worlds, and we look upward and forward to the " world
to come," which will be perfect, permanent, immovable.
When the great cycle of changes will end. The great

terminus ad quern, of the faith and hope of the church
in all ages. Abraham, by faith, became "Ae^r of the

world ;^\iQ looked for a city that had foundations," pre-

pared of God. A kingdom that cannot be moved, though
the present material frame-work be taken down, shaken

* Foot PrintB of the Creator, by Hugh Miller.
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to pieces.—Heb. 12 : 27. This immobility is taught even
in the emblems by which the residence jof Him who is

King in Zion, "the tabernacle of God," is shadowed forth.

For the Holy of Holies in the tabernacle of Moses was a
cube : the oracle in Solomon's temple was of the same
form.*—1 K. 6 : 20. Both of these were constructed

after a pattern furnished by God himself. Ex. 25 : 9-40

;

1 Chron. 28 : 12 ; Heb. 8 : 5. And that pattern was ta-

ken from the original into which Christ entered when he
ascended on high ; for in Heb. 9 : 23, we read that, " It

was necessary that \\iq patterns of things in the hea/vens

should be purified with these, but the heavenly things

themselves with better sacrifices than these." "For
Christ is not entered into the holy places made with
hands, which a/re the figures of the 1/rue ; but into hea-

ven itself" 9: 8, "the first tabernacle," "was a figure

for the time then present." But the holy place into

which Christ entered was " a greater and more perfect

tabernacle," (9 : 12,) which, in 8 : 2, the Apostle calls

" the sanctuary and the true tabernacle, which the Lord
hath pitched, and not man." (8 : 5.^ The earthly things

were " the example and shadow of the heavenly," that

is, their copy and likeness, by which they were adum-
brated.

Now, that great structure which was shown in vision

to the holy seer " descendi/ng out of heaven from Gody"^

was either the original into which Christ is said to have
entered, and from which miniature models were taken for

Moses and David, or a more enlarged copy of the same

:

a visionary emblem of what is real, and substantial, "the
tabernacle of God with men." And it was of the same
form, for Kev. 21 : 16 :

" The length, and the breadth,

and the height of it are equal." Every thing about the

description of this wonderful "house not made with
hands eternal in the heavens," is intended to convey
some spiritual truth ; but it is with the shape that we
are now concerned. And there must be some peculiar

reason in the Divine mind, why, in relation to his own

* It may be worth mentioning that the fundamental form of all crystals

is a cube. And that some writers of late attempt to show that the earth

itself is not a sphere, but a great octohedroli, the next primary form to the

cube.

—

Silliman's Jotir., March 1862.

Vol. vn.—No. 1. 19
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dwelling.) he is so tenacious of the form of a cube. Al-

most every work of his hands, all the heavenly bodies

are globular, and revolve in orbits nearly circular, so far

as we know anything of their makes or their motions ; all

organisms in general on the earth, are bounded by curve

lines. But from Paradise, at the beginning of the pre-

sent earth, to that which succeeds its close, " the habita-

tion of the God of Jacob," in every instance, built by
his own direction, for his visible manifestation, (except

God manifest in the flesh,) has been of a cubical form.

This is true, also, of the symbolical temple, (Ezek. 41 : 4,)

which was surrounded with a square enclosure of five

hundred reeds on a side* and located within a quadran-

gular portion of the holy land, of twenty-five thousand
reeds on a side ; in another portion of which was situa-

ted the city that with its suburbs was a square of five

thousand reeds. . " >

Lowth observes that " a square figure is the emblem
of perpetuity, strength, and solidity. A great part of

the wisdom of the eastern nations was wrapped/ up in

hierofflyphical emblems. This method God nath made
use ol to discover some mysterious truths in his word

;

such as perhaps he thinks not convenient to be more
clearly revealed till the proper time or season ; intending

by such hints to encourage man's searching into the more
obscure parts of Scripture." To this we will add a re-

mark or two

:

.

1. Though it may seem to some a mere fanciful con-

ceit, yet we will mention that there may be a connection

between this shape and that " righteousness" or equity,

that the Apostle says is to dwell in the new earth. Mo-
ral qualities are often expressed in language derived from
the senses : from physical objects. The just man follows

the line of the law, &c. The shape and structure of this

city, the centre and seat of the K.ing who is to reign in

righteousness, over righteous men, keeps this great truth

emblematically before their minds. It is perfect and

* Solomon's temple appears to have been surrounded with a similar

court—Josephus, Ant viii : 8-9. So also the temple of Herod.—Ant xv

:

11 : 3. Rev. U : 2.
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equal in all its dimensions. A perfect city and common*
wealth. Isa. 60 : 21 ; Matt. 13 : 43 ; Rev. 21 : 27.

2. Stability, or immobility, is indicated by this form.

There is to be no further progress or change. Just as a
cube is least adapted for motion ; in direct contrast with
all the heavenly bodies, that with a globular shape move
with almost inconceivable velocity through space, so this

city, or polity, has reached a point of perfection and of
rest. It is built of living stones : a habitation of God
through the Spirit :

" For the Lord hath chosen Zion, he
hath desired it for his habitation. This is my rest for-

ever : here will I dwell : for I have desired it." He
takes up his abode here, and never departs, as he did'

from Eden. "} "^m^tt-'^^--: :,";>.•>? .v'f ';i^M:s^'im'^Mim'P^iiW^^^:

Now, then, if this is the case with the new Jerusalem,
as indicated by its very form ; if that great polity, which
it symbolizes, has reached a perfect, unchanging state,

the same must be true of the earth, from which " the

nations bring glory and honour into it."—Rev. 21 : 26.

But perhaps, in endeamourina to show that the future

and eternal home of the saints is to be a real, solid, ma-
terial earth, as much so as the present, we shall shock
the prejudices, and incur the reproaches of those who
say " you are making out a Mohammedan Paradise."

—

But we have endeavoured to follow the mind of the Spi-

rit, and to show that the teachings of science exactly mil
in with and confirm inspiration.

Such men cannot entertain any idea concerning that

state of rest, but one entirely spiritual. They are like

some of the ancients who believed matter the source of
evil ; and that the only way to holiness and happiness

was to separate their souls from all contact with it, or

influence from it.* But God created the earth and all

things in it, and pronounced it ^'very goodP Adam and
Eve were holy and happy while in a material world.

—

But these persons conceive of heaven as some etherial

r^ion in the clouds, where they will spend eternity in

solemn assembly, in the midst of the music of seraphs

;

in exstatic and rapturous delight, where no opportuni-

ty is aiforded for the play of the active principles of

* The Gnostics, Mosheim'a Ch. Hist. pp. '73, Ac, 109, &C. vol. i.
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human nature, but a perpetual sameness. But unless

essentially changed in our mental constitution, this would
not in the end satisfy us. Says Dr. Chalmers, " a great

step is gained, simply by dissolving the alliance that ex-

ists in the minds of many between the two ideas of sin

and materialism ; or proving that when once sin is done
away, it consists with all we know of God's administra-

tion, that materialism shall be perpetuated in the full

bloom and vigour of immortality. It altogether holds

out a warmer and more alluring picture of the elysium
that awaits us, when told that there will be beauty to

delight the eye; and music to regale the ear; and the

comfort that springs from all the charities of intercourse

between man and man : holding converse as they do on
earth ; and gladdening each other with the benignant
smiles that play on the human countenance. >.

^

There is much to affect and elevate the heart in the

scenes and the contemplations of materialism ; and we
hail the information of the word of God, that after the

dissolution of its present frame-work, it will again be va-

ried, and decked out anew in all the graces of its unfa-

ding verdure, and of its unbounded variety ; that in

addition to our direct and personal view of the Deity,
when he comes down to tabernacle with men, we shall

also have a reflection of him in a lovely mirror of his

own workmanship ; and that, instead of being transport-

ed to some abode of dimness and of mystery, so remote
from human experience, as to be beyond all comprehen-
sion, we shall walk forever in a land replenished with
those sensible delights, and those sensible glories, which,
we doubt not, will lie most profusely scattered over the
new heavens, and the new earth, wherein dwelleth righ-

teousness."*

Another forcible writer remarks

—

" Let us try to persuade ourselves that the future and
unseen world, with all its momentous transitions, is as

simply natural and true, as is this world of land and
water, trees and houses, with which we now have to do."—Physical Theory of Another Life^ p. 191.

* Astro. Dis. Sermon on new Heavens and new Earth.
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Another objection made to the saints' residing on this

earth is the want of sufficient room. And it is said some-
times in the pulpit, when speaking on the subject of the

general resurrection and final judgment, that this earth

could not contain all the dead that will be raised. But
a very few figures will show that such statements are far

from the truth : for if, without being very exact, we al-

low the present population of the globe to be 800,000,000

;

and that it has always been the same, and will continue

the same to the end of 7,000 years from the creation: and
further, that three generations leave the stage in a cen-

tury; there will then have lived at the final judgment,
two hundred and ten generations, amounting to 168,000,-

000,000. Now, the State of North Carolina is put down
as containing 50,000 square miles : this amounts to 154,-

880,000,000 square yards ; so that nearly the whole po-

pulation that will have then been upon the earth, could

find a square yard to stand upon in that State, which is

a very small part of the world. If the description of

New Jerusalem is to be regarded as conveying any idea

of the reality, we may see from its dimensions that it

affords ample space ; being 12,000 furlongs, or 1500 miles

on a side, which would give an area of 2,250,000 square

rods. Mr. Lowman, however, understands the 1500 miles

of the compass of the city; making it only 375 miles on
a side : and it seems to have been more especially intend-

ed as a temple for worship.

But in regard to the above stated objection, we may
remark

:

.1 That there is to be " no more sea^ And if this is

to be understood literally, the habitable parts of the earth

will be much enlarged. " In the present surface of our

planet, the area of the solid to the fluid parts is as one
to two and four-fifths : according to Rigand, as 100

:

270."* So tnat the sea at present occupies more than
twice the space of the land.

2. That though we cannot tell the proportion of the

saved to the lost, but as to the past, we have great rea-

son to fear, thoifew out of the whole number have been
saved. In the future we expect a greater proportion will

X

* Cofimos, vol. i., p. 288.
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belong to Christ. But we are not to account for more
space than is sufficient for those whom Christ will gather
in.

3. That less space will suffice for the same number
of people than now. But some parts of the earth are

densely populated at present. Belgium, the most dense-

ly peopled country in the world, has 864 inhabitants to

a square mile. /
"

- i
^:^:; >-

- i4. That though this is their home and the seat of go-

vernment, yet we need not suppose them all confined to

the limits of this world : but tnat a communication may
be opened with other worlds in the same empire. For
Christ is made head over all things, " and he shall feed

them, and lead them to living fountains of waters :" In
his Father's house are many mansions, already prepared
for his people. And as God fills immensity as well as

inhabits eternity, who can tell but that every star may
be one of those mansions, and that the saints will have
permission to traverse the length and breadth of creation,

and to range throughout the whole universe, while the

wicked will feel the galling chains of confinement in their

prison of despair. The glorious liberty of the children

of God, will be the freedom, not of one city or province,

but of the wide realm, in which they have a joint inter-

est and ownership with their King and Head.

ARTICLE YIII.

CORRESPONDENCE.

We give place to the following communication of the author of

an article in our last number, " On the Nature and importance of

a Christian Profession, and its connexion with Memberehip in the

visible Church."

—

Eds. S. P. Rev.

To the Editors of the Southern Presbyterian Review

:

Gentlemen,—In looking over the note which you have added

to my article in your last number, (on the Nature of a Christian

Profession, (fee.) it seems to me that you have materially misap-
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prehended my meaning ; and I trust you will not be displeased

with the liberty I take in offering a word of explanation, which of

course I place entirely at your disposal. If you have done me
injustice, I know that it was unintentional, and you will do what-

ever may be necessary to correct the mistake, as soon as you are

convinced that you have made one.

" Full communion in the visible church," I suppose is universal-

ly understood to include all those ecclesiastical rights which are

common to all those members of the church who are regarded as

converted persons,—for example, and especially, a right to the

Lord's table. And if so, nothing could be further from my
thoughts than that any unconverted person can be lawfully enti-

tled to such communion.

As I do not know on which of my positions your inference is

founded, allow me to recapitulate such of them as bear the nearest

relation to this subject.

1. Infant-baptism and its ecclesiastical consequences. I cor-

dially approve of the two following sentences, found in the Con-

stitution of the Presbyterian Church :
" Not only those that do

actually profess faith in, and obedience unto the Church, but also

the infants of one or both believing parents are to be baptized."

"All baptized persons are members of the Church, are under its

care, and subject to its government and discipline," &c.

Fellow-membership in a Society, does not imply that there is

no distinction as to the privileges enjoyed in connexion with that

Society. If, for example, the Constitution of a State requires a

free-hold qualification for the right of suffrage, it by no means

follows that none but free-holders are citizens. In perfect consis-

tency, then, with the doctrine just stated, I maintain that no man
who does not give satisfactory evidence of true conversion, may
be admitted to the Lord's table,—nor is he eligible to ecclesiastical

office, or entitled to vote in any election to such office, or in any

way take part in managing the oflBces of the church. Still, it

does not follow that he may not be " a member of the church,"

" under its care," and subject to its government and discipline,

—

"bound" (by covenant) "to perform all the duties of a church

member."
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2. The want of piety does not, of itself, infer excommunication.

If the propositions quoted from the Constitution of our Church are

correct, it follows that many must be recognized as members of

the Church, who are not to be regarded or treated as converted

persons. How is it consistent with this to infer excommunication

from mere destitution of true piety ? If such destitution is disco-

vered in one hitherto esteemed regenerate, the proper conclusion

seems to be simply this, that he must fall back to the level of

those baptized persons who never were regarded as pious,—he

must be recognised as a church member, but not a communicant.

3. As to the nature of that Christian profession which every

hearer of the Gospel is required to make, and which, in the case

of unbaptized adults, is to be made by entering into the commu-

nion of the Church. I maintain that it resolves itself into a

declaration of one's hearty consent to God's covenant,—it is a

solemn and public entrance into that covenant, or a solemn an4

public recognition of the covenant obligation by which he is alrea-

dy bound. He who does heartily consent to that covenant is a

regenerate person. He who pretends to make the profession

while his heart does not really consent to the covenant, is guilty

of gross impiety in tlie act. On the part of the Church, any rea-

sonable doubt as to the question whether he is a regenerate person,

in other words, whether he does heartily consent to the covenant,

ought to ensure his rejection. But every baptized person is really

bound by the covenant, no matter whether he was brought into it

by his own act, or in infancy, by the act of his parents,—no mat-

ter whether any profession of consent he may have made was sin-

cere or hypocritical. ...

Yours sincerely,

J. G. Shepperson.

Bedford Co. (Va.) April 28, 1853.
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While the sheets of Article V. were passing through the Press,

the mail brought us news of the death of its estimable author.

—

Worn out with pain and disease, his unconquerable soul struggling

onward ever with vehement desires to be employed in the service

of his Master, resorting to his pen, when he could no longer use

his voice in proclaiming the Gospel, he closed his useful life on

the 15th of June, in the city of Savannah. Few preachers in his

native State, have been so universally acceptable, or so successful

in winning souls to Christ. His memory will live in the hearts of

many affectionate friends, by whom also, what frailties he may
have had, will be buried in oblivion. We are tempted to give, as

an explanation of the motives which impelled him to write so

much in these closing days of his hfe, the last letter but one re-

ceived from him by us.

—

Eds. S. P. Rev.

"Savannah, April 20, 1853.

Rev. mud Dear Brother^—I am gratified that there is a prospect

of having another article published. Not that I desire to appear

so often before the public, but because I am so shut out of life by

infirmity. Ah, my Brother, few know my daily sufferings. As

the Apostle said, "/ die dailyP The 'pen is the almost only

means of a little diversion from bodily pain. Whenever I can be

so absorbed in thought as to forget the body, I have ease, some-

times exhilaration. But, for the most part, I only struggle and

struggle with the decays of my frail tabernacle. But I should not

thus speak, lest I seem to murmur,—for I can feebly testify, that

in all my afflictions, no good word of God has failed. For the

past week, I have been much afflicted ; and yesterday, fell

sick, and is very sick to-day. Oh, how such things should make

us value that good Land, where thorns and thistles grow not,

tears are not shed, and sin has no existence

!

You will find the article hastily written, and of course disfigured

by bad-spelling, bad punctuation, and bad grammar, it may be.

—

Anything of this kind you may see, please correct, as if it were

your own. I have had to erase much for the same reason. Please

see tbat the proofs are correct.

Yours in the Gospel, and in the hope of a blessed immortality.

S. J* CA68£LB.

Vol. vn.—Ko. 1. 20
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' Again he says, under date of April 12, 1853 :

* * * " How little did I think the evening you were here, that

before you had been well seated in your chair at home, I should

have another article for your Review ! ! But it is even so, and my
"prolific pen" is really seeming to become ambitious of new off-

spring ! I have no desire, I am sure, to be prominent in your Re-

view, or anywhere el^e. True, the pen is all I can use, in the way

of public usefulness ; and it is also necessary, yea essential, to re-

lieve my bodily and mental sufferings. Still I dislike to be t'o/w-

mmows, or anything else of the kind." * * *
.

. .;'<>..' • "t' fi i f

ARTICLE IX.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. History of the Reformation of the Sixteenth Century, Volume

Five. By J. H. Merle D'Aubigne, D. D., President of the

Theological School of Geneva, and Vice-President of the Soci-

ete Evangelique. Translated hg H. White ; Translation care-

fully revised by Dr. Merle D'Aubigne. 618 pp. 12 mo.

Robert Carter <& Brothers, New-York. 1853.

The immense popularity of the preceding volumes of this Hig^.^

tory, while it whetted the public expectation, rendered the issue of

the present volume all the more dangerous to the author's reputa-

tion. All that he might hope to accomplish was simply to sustain

the interest he had already excited ; to surpass it, was beyond the

reach of the most sanguine desire. The dramatic interest of this

volume seems to us below that of the earlier volumes : but whether

this be due to the absence of that freshness and novelty which

characterized those ; or whether it may not be that the scenes were

less thrilling, and less within the dramatic range, we will not here

undertake to decide.

This criticism touches, however, only the incidental merits of

this volume, and not in the least affects its substantial value. It is

still a truthful and graphic picture of the English Reformation,
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bearing the stamp of the author's penetration and vivacity. His

skill, in grouping the characters of his history, as well as in con-

necting the subtle links in the chain of events, is revealed in every

line. Dr. Merle has clearly established the Divine and spiritual

character of the English Keformation,—that it was not, as has

often been affirmed, the work of politicians and statesmen. He
proves it to have had a truly Bible origin, and must be ascribed

to the remarkable diffusion of the sacred Scriptures among the

people. Another point, brought out in the boldest relief in this

work, is the diplomacy between the English and the Papal courts.

The Pope is seen disgracefully hanging between England and Spain,

fearing to offend either, yet unable to propitiate both. It is need-

less to advise the perusal of a book which has been so long and so

anxiously looked for, and which has, to English and American

Christians, the additional interest of recording the Reformation

which gave to them the Gospel, and the salvation of God.

2. The Bible in the Counting House : A Course ofLectures to Mer-

chants. By H. A. BoARDMAN, D. D. IA;^incott (& Grambo:

Philad. 420 pp., 12 mo. 1853. r

We have read this book with deeper interest than most of those

which issue from the teeming press of the present day. These

Lectures are written in a graceful and polished style ; and what is

far better, with that freshness and point which always characterize

the productions of an earnest thinker. We are pleased too, with

the tone of moderation which pervades the volume. In exposing

the temptations and errors of a particular class of men, the ten-

dency is always to exaggerated and one-sided views. Dr. Board-

man, however, with due caution, discriminates between the mal-

practices of commercial sharpers and gamesters, and the incidental

errors into which the most honourable merchant may fall. He
holds the probe with the steady hand of a surgeon, who fully

knows the nature of the wound, and is confident of his own skill.

It is surprising how the author, amidst the retirement of the cler-

gyman and the scholar, has been able to gather up such minute

information of the inner life, and the secret operations, of the Mer-
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chant. The same powers of tact and observation are displayed in

the facility with which the author explains the results of his varied

reading in the illustration of his topics.

Without attempting in any case to settle the grounds of Chris-

tian morality, he has successfully applied its ascertained principles

to an important class of our fellow-citizens, with a pungency and

fidelity every way worthy of a Christian Minister. We trust that

this work will contribute to the revival in all our pulpits, of that

Christian casuistry which so richly distinguished the ministrations

of a former age.

3. The Grace of Christ ; or Sinners saved by Unmerited Kind-

ness. By Wm. S. Plumer, D. D. 454 pp., 12 mo.

4. The Doctrinal Differences which have agitated and divided the

Presbyterian Church ; w old and new Theology. By James

Wood, D. D. 290 pp., 12 mo.

5. Presbyterian Tracts^ Vol. VIII. — pp., 12 mo.

6. Letters to a Recent Convert : By a Pastor. 91 pp., 16 mo.

7. Bible Rhymes ; or Scripture History in Verse. 132 pp., 16 mo.

8. The Short Prayer and the Text ofEasy Words. 64 pp., 24 mo.

9. The Child^s Catechism of Scripture History. Parts 1, 2, 3, 4.

2 vols., 18 mo., pp. 64, and 138.

10. ^ Plain and Scriptural View of Baptism. By Rev. Daniel

Baker, D. D., of Texas. 134 pp., 16 mo.

The above are the latest issues which have reached us from the

industrious press of our Board of Publication. "The Grace of

Christ," by Dr. Plumer, carries the reader through the great doc-

trines of Salvation, which are faithfully, plainly, and often forcibly

presented. It is a book to put into the hands of a sinful man,

to guide him to Christ ; or into the hands of a believer, to assist

him in the review of those doctrines on which his hopes for eter-

nity rest. Dr. Plumer never allows himself to construct long sen-

tences, and seeks not so much for harmony and flow of style, as

for terseness and directness. Many of his expressions have the

point of an epigram, and the quaintness of a proverb. The illus-

trations from history are frequent and appropriate, and his own
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views he fortifies abundantly by the sayings of those wise and good

men whona the men of faith of this generation revere.

With the " Old and New Theology," by Dr. James Wood, our

readers are acquainted. It now appears in a third and enlarged

edition. Its re-issue is appropriate, and those who read the vo-

lume recently prepared by a committee of the New School Synod

of New York and New Jersey, giving a history of our divisions,

should have this in hand, and compare both sides of the question.

The seventh volume of Presbyterian Tracts, embraces, like its

predecessors, brief treatises on many subjects interesting to the

Christian.

The " Letters to a Recent Convert," were written for the bene-

fit of the class of persons to whom they are addressed, during a

season of religious revival. The volumes designed for children are

increasing the variety of juvenile books suited for Sabbath-school

libraries, and family reading. We shall ere long cease to be de-

pendent on other supplies than our Board furnishes, for this spe-

cies of juvenile literature.

We have had many treatises on Baptism, but they have been

mostly produced by studious men in the retirement of the study.

" The Plain and Scriptural View of Baptism," by Dr. Baker, is an

argument by one of our most successful preachers, who has been

engaged for years in an itinerant ministry, which has been follow-

ed in a measure almost unexampled by revivals of religion. In

the South and South-west, and of late years in Texas, in daily

preaching of the word, in journeyings oft, and in frequent perils

on the frontiers of American civilization, he has found time to

prepare this little book, which commends itself by easy simplicity,

as well as by the weight of its reasoning, to the minds and hearts

of the people. It is an excellent book for popular distribution.

—

We find, in the preface, the following words, which will not be

without their effect upon the minds of at least the wide circle of

his friends

:

" I am now an old disciple ; my locks are silvery. Full three-

score years have rolled over my head, and more than thirty-six

years have I preached with some success, I hope, the glorious gos-

ple of the blessed God. My sun of life must soon go down ; even

now the shades of evening are lengthening around me. With
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much love for my brethren who in the matter of baptism differ

fi'om me, (and yet with many of whom I have often taken sweet

counsel, and gone to the house of God in company,) I now hand

over to my family, to the church of God and the world at large,

in this little book, my testimony in favour of doctrines and prac-

tices which I verily believe to be both scriptural and true ; and

all I request of the reader is, with a prayerful spirit to read, ex-

amine and compare; bringing everything to the test of God's

blessed word, withal remembering, that as neither circumcision

availeth anything, nor uncircumcision, but a new creature, even

so neither will water baptism, however administered, avail any-

thing without the washing of regeneration, and the renewing of

the Holy Ghost."

11. The Old and New Schools: An Exhibit of the most Important

differences in their Doctrines and Church Polity. By Rev. N.

L. Rice, D. p. Second Edition. Cincinnati: 1853; pp.133,

16 mo. '.^M

The old school Presbyterian Church may thank God and take

courage, when she sees how signally she has been prospered since

the painful separations of 1837, '38. How she has disappointed

the predictions of those who found in the new school all the active

elements of progress, and who derided the old, as those who held

that "their strength is to sit still." But while we have abode by

the doctrines of the Apostles, the blessing of God has rested upon

us, till we have lengthened our cords and enlarged our tent, far

beyond the measure attained by those who departed from us.

—

Dr. Rice's little book points out the original differences existing

between us on Imputation, Atonement, Justification, Regeneration,

Ability, and on Voluntary and Ecclesiastical Boards, on the ex-ani-

7)10 adoption of our Standards, and the Plan of Union. The revi-

val of these things, as matters of information, is timely. While

we welcome, on their part, all true approaches to us, founded on

a renunciation of those points of difference on which we separated,

we should never lose sight of the fact, that these differences were

real and important.
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12. Question Book on the Topics in the Assembly's Shorter Cate-

chism,for Families, Sabbath-schools, Maternal Associations, and

Pastor's Catechetical Classes. By A. R. Baker. Boston. Vols.

L, II. <& III. pp. 90, 108, 116 : 16 mo.

These little volumes, issued by Rev. A. R. Baker, Pastor of the

Central Church, Lynn, Mass., are designed to lead children to a

more correct understanding of the Assembly's Catechism. The

method adopted is that of Socratic question and disputation, awa-

kening the reasoning powers of children, and leading them to work

out for themselves an explanation of the several answers in the

Catechism, which we oblige them to commit to memory. "We

have tried the experiment successfully upon our own children, and

we have no doubt that a skilful and ingenious parent or teacher,

may be much aided by these volumes, in his catechetical exercises.

We are especially glad to see our Congregational brethren re-

turning to the time-honoured Catechism of the Westminster As-

sembly, and to hear of the revival of its too much neglected doc-

trines on their soil.

13. The Translators Revived : A Biographical Memoir of the Au-

thors of the English version of the Holy Bible. By K. W.
McClure. 250 pp., 12 mo. Charles Scribner, N. York'. 1853.

About one-third of this volume is a narrative of the different

English vei*sions of the Bible ; the remainder consists of the bio-

gi'aphical sketches suggested in the title. Some of these are full

and satisfactory; others extremely meagre, exciting deep regret

that so few memorials should exist of men who were so highly

valued in their own day. The work is timely,—appearing at a

juncture when a flippant sectarianism undertakes to flout the

learning of the most earnest and theological age England ever

knew. Nothing will better rebuke the coxcombry of these scio-

lists than to measure their own learning with that of the men to

whom this grave task of translating the Scriptures was committed

in the l7th centuiy.
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14. A Commentary on the Song of Solomon. By the Rev. George

BuRROWES, Professor in LaFayette College^ JEaston, Pa. Phil-

adelphia: William S. Martien : 1853 : pp. 527 : 12 mo.

We are glad to see a Comraentaiy on " the Song of Songs,

—

which is Solomon's," free from the doubts and indelicacies which

the unbelieving minds and prurient imaginations of so many cri-

tics and commentators have found in it. The obscenities of a Gro-

tius are distant toto coslo, from the spiritual view taken of this book

by Leighton, Pres'dt. Edwards, Rutherford and McCheyne. In

proportion as men become spiritually-minded, are they able to

enjoy the soul-ravishing views this book presents of Jesus and his

love, under the mystic veil of allegory. The relation existing be-

tween the believer and the Object of his faith, and the intercourse

passing between them, is illustrated in the Scriptures by the relation

subsisting between husband and wife. We were cast forth in our

pollution into the open field to die. Our Redeemer passed by, and

it was the time of love. And so of the Redeemed Church, and

each sanctified soul, is it true "her Maker is her husband, the Lord

of Hosts is his name." The Church is " the bride, the wife of the

Lamb." He rejoiceth over her " as the bride-groom rejoiceth over

the bride." That " a man leave his father and mother, and be

joined unto his wife, and they two be one flesh, is [represents] a

great mystery," " concerning Christ and the Church." That the

Song of Songs represents this mystery, the book before us attempts

successfully to show, and will render more profitable and sweet to

the soul, a portion of Scripture which may be abused by the unli-

censed imagination to its own injury, but is full of delightful fruits

to those to whom Jesus is precious. The whole commentary is

enlivened by appropriate classical and oriental illustrations, which

the reading of its author enables him abundantly to command.

V

[Other Critical Notices are excluded by the fulness of our pre-

ding pages.]
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AKTICLE I.

THE REFORMATION IN ENGLAND.

'History of the ReformaHon in the Sixteenth Century.

,

Volume Fifth. By J. PI. Merle D'Aubigne, D. D.

"We have found the new volume of Dr. Merle to be
even a more readable one than either of the preceding
volumes. It contains some preliminary notices of the

early British Church,—its " oriento-apostolical forma-

,tion,"—its " national-papistical and royal-papistical cor-

ruption,"—the lingering of truth on the island of lona,

—

the teaching of St. Patrick, of Columba, of Oswald, and
of Aidan,—and the recognized equality of the office of,,

Bishop and Presbyter, . in those earlier and purer times,

which will doubtless be new and refreshing to maily. of

the thousands of readers which the volume will attract.

This volume only comes down to the death of Cardinal

i.iWolsey, in the year 1530. It will be apt to suggest to

many of its readers, who have also been readers of the

prmer volumes of the series, a comparison between the

eformation in England, and the Keformation in Ger-

many, France, Switzerland, and Scotland. How was it

that the results in England differed from the results in

all other countries ? We make use of the occasion of the

-appearajice of this volume, when the subject will be in

many minds, to present the solution of this question, as

;|t appears to us, without confining our view to the small

Vol. vil—No. 2. * .

.
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period of the strictly reforming era whicli the volume
covers.

Out of the glowing furnace of the Reformation, there

came, generally speaking, one single unique stamp of

personal character, and one single unique stamp of view
and practice on the fundamental principles of Church
government. This is a general, not a universal remark.

There is apparently a very prominent exception in the

Keformation in the Kingdom of England. It is an ex-

ception, not as to the stamp of the theological doctrine,

nor as to the stamp of personal character, but as to the

fundamental principles of church-government. A Cal-

vinistic theology, was the universal theology of the Re-
formation. Intense activity, and yet a thorough depend-
ence on God, was the universal type of personal charac-

ter at the time of the Reformation. And the equality of

the Christian clergy, in rank and order, was the univer-

sal principle of the Reformation,—Church-government,
without any exception that we know of, save that which
is to be found in the kingdom of England.
Now, if we will correctly conceive of the state of

things as it was in the sixteenth century,—that the word
of God had been long buried,—that it then had an exten-

sive, if not general, resurrection,—that it struck upon
the hearts and consciences of men with a sharpness, a
novelty, a freshness of impression, unknown in Protestant

Christendom in our day,—that there were then among
Protestants, no such historical roots of bitterness as there

are now, lying backward in the struggles and the princi-

ples of their ecclesiastical ancestry, among the heats and
the quarrels of former times, as sources of perpetual

division,—but that the spiritual men of that day were a

company of new-born sons of the Spirit of God, co-

temporary brethren in Jesus Christ, owning obedience
to his sovereign w^ord, and owing it to nothing else,—we
shall see that there was then the best chance which has
occurred in the Church since the days of the Apostles,

for " simple conviction," for upright conscience and un-

biassed judgment on the great matters of Christianity,

about which men have been, ever since, so prone to

differ and divide. The harmony of theological opinion
among the children of God in England, and his children
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elsewhere at that time, and the harmony of that noble

personal character exhibited in England, with the noble

spirits of other lands, towards all of whom the Christian

reader's heart must go out in deep veneration and ardent

affection, are things which may well set us to look into

the ci cumstances of the English Keformation, to find

the cause of the variation which did arise on the other

subject of church-government. If there ever was a gen-

eration of uninspired men whose names deserve to have
weight as authorities on party questions, it is the gener-

ation of the Reformers of the sixteenth century ; from
the absence of sinister motives, the freedom from tradi-

tionary causes of quarrel, the freshness ofthe word ofGod
to their minds, and the deep and faithful subjection with
which they yielded themselves to the Divine guidance.

Looking at the Reformation from this point of view,

we have an unbroken testimony to what has subsequent-

ly been called, from the name of the greatest thinker

among them, a Calvinistic theology. In this sense of

the word, Luther was a Calvinist,—Zuingle was a Cal-

vinist,—Cranmer was a Calvinist,—Knox was a Calvin-

ist ;—Farel and Yiret were Calvinists,—Melancthon and
Gualtier were Calvinists,—Melville and Buchanan were
Calvinists,—Hooper, Bradford, Jewel and Parker were
Calvinists. Tlie only alleged exception to the remark is

old Father Latimer, a good man and a good preacher, of

popular talents as an orator, but no great thinker ;—^the

George Whitefield of that day,—of whom the most that

can be said is, that he left a doubt upon the question

whether he was a Calvinist or not,—wnich none of the

other Reformers did.
•'* Looking at the Reformation from this point of view,

we also get an unbroken testimony to the gi*eat practical

truth that the doctrine of the Divine Sovereignty is not

the same thing as fatalism ;—that it does not legitimately

produce a lazy and indolent character, or an inactive life,

or a guilty tempting of Providence by waiting for his

sovereignty to accomplish its purposes without human
agency and the diligent appliance of human instrumen-
talities. Luther trusted in God's sovereignty,—we may
almost say that he uUerly trusted in God,—yet, Luther
was a diligent and incessant worker, an earnest employer

i V *
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of all human means and appliances. So also did Calvin

trust in God and work. So also did Zuingle trust and
work. So did Knox. So did Granmer. So did Hooper.
And so did Jewel. So, indeed, have all men of any
note, from the days of the Apostle Paul to the moment
of the present writing, refuted the great calumny of fa-

talism brought against the doctrines of Grace, by the

shining actions of their lives, speaking louder far, than

by the professions of their tongues. Looking, for further

example, at the Jives of such men as Jonathan Edwards,
and John Witherspoon, and George Whitefield, and
Samuel Davies, men who were as much alike in the
deep and earnest labour of their lives as they were in

thorough trust in the sovereign power and purpose of

God, and the charge against Calvinism of being the pa-

rent of an inert fanaticism is crisped and consumed as

thoroughly as the other unveracities of time and earth

will be, by the searchings of the final day. There was
no variation, either of sentiment or of practice, on this

subject, worth speaking of, during the times of the Re-
formation.

The question very naturally arises, then, did the Word
speak with a forked tongue on the other subject,—the

subject of church-government and the kindred topics,

—

in the ears of the jfeeformers ? In their honest investiga-

tions, and with their faithful consciences, how came they

to be divided on this subject, any more than on the

others ? How did it happen that the Church of England
parted company with the churches of other countries on
the subject of church-government, as they came out of

the furnace of the E-eformation ? Some investigation of

that question is proposed in the j^resent article ; and a

consequent vindication of the word of God, and the

English Reformers, from the charges, respectively, of

not having given, and not having received, impressions,

homogeneous with those of reformation in other lands.

If we shall be successful in this undertaking, we submit
whether the result will not be one of the most signal of

all proofs which the course of human events has furnish-

ed, in the flight of time, of the right which the sceptre of

Jesus Christ (that is, his word,) possesses, to rule the

opinions and to bind the consciences of men,—in the

- '."'s^ t';-^> '.v'v.
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fact that nations far apart, speaking different languages,

of different national habits, starting under different cir-

cumstances, and with different traditions, yet all looking

into the Eternal word, with unbiassed judgments and
faithful hearts, drew from thence the same stamp of the-

ological doctrine, the same type of practical character,

ana the same fundamental principles of church-govern-
ment.
Three things came out of the Reformation in England

which did not come out of it in other countries.

I. The Royal Supremacy ; that is, the principle that

the king or queen Of England is the head of the Church
of En^and.

II. The Episcopal Order of Ministers ; that is, the

principle that important power of government and disci-

pline are exclusively vested in an upper and superior

rank of Pastors, to whom other Pastors of the Church
are subject and inferior in rank, order and office. ^

III. The Legislative power on earth ; that is, the

doctrine that the Church of Christ has the right to de-

cree and enact rites and ceremonies for itself, which are

not to be found in the word of God ; and this doctrine so

put into practice as to resolve itself into the other and
still more flagrant doctrine that the ciml legislature has
the right to make such decrees and enactments for the

Church of Chri8t.t;Ky>* •^Uf^ . i^''T :• m ^ ^''^T^^^'^'^%:m^m^:^'i

ifjThese three things mainly distinguish the Reformation,^

in England from the Reformation in other countries.

Our purpose is to show that the newly uttered voice oti

the word of God did not produce either of these peculi-

arities of the English Reformation ;—that the Divine
word really spoke to the Reformers in that kingdom on
these points, with the same sound and voice with which
it spoke to the other Reformers,—that it was actually

; heard and understood by them as it was by the others,

—

that the causes of the variations of that Church are to be
looked for entirely apart from the consciences of the

chief servants of Jesus Christ at the time,—that the tes-

timony of the men of that time is, in fact, one, single,

and simple, on all the points mentioned,—and that we
have, indeed, as we might suppose we would have under
the circumstances, the unanimous voice, the homoge-*;
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neous view8 of all the men of that great era, in all coun-

tries, and with all their various antecedents, to certain

great principles of faith and practice drawn from the

word of the living God. And if ever that fond vision of

many good, but enthusiastic, men of modern times,—the

union of Protestant Christendom into one really pure
and truly Catholic communion,—shall ever assume any
shape of probability worth attention, it is hard to see a

more eligible basis of such union than is to be found in

the general consent of those wise and holy men, the Ke-
formers of the sixteenth century.

It is obvious that we must distinguish, at the outset,

1:)etween the will of the Reformers, and the Acts of

Church construction ; between what those men would
have done who consulted the word of God, and put
themselves under its guidance, and what those men did

do who set up the English Church ; between what the

judgments and consciences of the spiritual men dictated,

and what the civil authorities decreed and established in

the Church.
I. The Royal Supremacy, which was established in

the English Church at the time of the Reformation, and
continues in it to this day, being at once a great ecclesi-

astical blunder, and a great hindrance to the correction

of ecclesiastical blunders, comes first to be looked at.

It was about the year 1521, the year on which Luther
was arraigned at the great diet of Worms, that king
Henry YIII. of England, being a very zealous Papist, and
a special admirer of the angelical doctor and eagle of

divines, Thomas Aquinas, hearing that Dr. Luther was
exciting a great ferment in Germany, and that, among
other strange things, the heretical Doctor was hotly as-

sailing his favourite Aquinas, wrote, with his own Royal
hand, a book against Martin Luther, entitled "The Se-

ven Sacraments," sent an elegantly bound copy of that

book to Pope Leo X., as a proof of his Royal^eal for

holy mother Church, and in reward for the zeal and the

book, and, in compliment to his right Royal and ortho-

dox wisdom, received from Pope Leo that title of De-
fender OF THE Fafth, which his successors on the great

heretical throne of Europe have ever since proudly
worn. ;. (-

"i •
,
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But about the year 1527, there appeared, for the se-

cond time, among the maids of honour of queen Catha-

rine, a young woman of remarkable beauty, who had
be6n, for five or six years previously to that time, receiv- -

ing her education and accomplishments in the city of

Paris, and in the retinue of queen Claude of France.^

She was the daughter of Sir Thomas Boleyn, afterwards

Earl of Wiltshire, grand daughter of the Duke of Nor-
folk, and great grand daughter of the Earl of Ormond,
and of Sir Geoftry Boleyn, Lord Mayor of London. She
had been a short while at the English Court, five years

before this time, and had then been contracted in mar-
riage to young Percy, son of the Earl of Northumber-
land; but Wolsey, in whose train Percy was then a fol-

lower, broke oft' the engagement ; and as Percy was very
soon married to Mary Talbot, Anne did not find England
a pleasant place, and returned again to the French court.

By all accounts, queen Catharine was one of the most
charming women of her day. She had been the wife of

the short-lived Prince Arthur. Henry had been married
to her for eighteen years. But with the young and beau-
tiful Anne Boleyn, who was to be the mother of a great

queen, and of a great revolution, he now fell very sud-

denly and very violently in love. It is a question which
has never yet been settled, to the satisfaction of observ-

ing minds, acquainted with royal human nature, whether
king Henry VIII. had already begun to have scruples

about the lawfulness of his marriage with his brother's,/

widow before the year 1527, or whether those scruples

did not originate exactly cotemporaneously with the

appearance at the English court, of Anne feoleyn, the

the great aristocratic beauty, with the bright eyes, and
the Parisian accomplishments. If we are to believe the

word of the proud, jealous and uxorious Defender of the

Faith, and author of the " Seven Sacraments" himself,

some scruples had arisen in his mind before this time.

But if we credit the sternest probabilities, especially

those drawn from what he afterwards proved himself to

be, then we cannot quite give implicit credence to the

Defender of the Faith on that point. At least we must
allow, that though his scruples about the lawfulness of
his marriage with his brotner's widow had previously

s'.'i
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grown veiy slowly, and been very manageable, tbrongh
a wedded life of eighteen years, that tliey now grew
very rapidly, in the sight of the sweet face, and the

bright eyes, and the Parisian accomplishments of the

aristocratic beauty, and came quickly to maturity iu, a
few months, /'y\l,d^.\.:4.-,kfi'j.^,f,] ,i)/|.+:,i,((rf ij*<^>i«>;':;^4»jtA<^'

In the year 1528, on application of the Defender of

the Faith, the Pope sent Cardinal Campeggio into Eng-
land, there to be joined in commission with Cardinal

Wolsey, as legates of the Holy See, to try the cause of

the king's divorce from Catharine of Arragon. But Ca-

tharine of Arragon was the aunt of the great emperor
Charles V., and was therefore strongly befriended in

Europe ; and so the Pope directed Campeggio to avoid

an issue of the cause, and to seek delay above all things

;

and finally, after long temporizing, recalled Cardinal

Campeggio from England. During the sluggish length

of time, when the king of England was knocking as a

suppliant at the door of the rope of Rome, the Royal
Tudor was heard occasionally to drop threats which
might have alarmed any other Pope than one who had
the terrible fear of Charles V. before his eyes: that "he
would do what he wished of his own authority. ^^—" We
must prosecute the affair in Migla^d.^^ " No other than
God shall take her (Anne Boleyn,) from me." If I am
not allowed to have my way in that affair, then England
shall no longer remain a Popish country." But the

Pope could not bring himself, to believe that there was
danger of the Defender of the Faith himself turning he-

retic ; and so, to please Charles Y., he issued an avoca-

tion of the cause of the divorce to the pontifical court,

and cited Henry and Catharine to appear in person or by
proxy at Home, that the cause might be tried. This was
a great blunder of the Pope of Rome, for Henry VIII.
had already begun to dislike the idea of a heaa of the

English Church, or of any thing else English having to

be sought for out of England, or, indeed, out of the dou-
blet and hose of the Royal Tudor himself. iV, ii» >«

In the month of July, 1529, king Henry, wearied and
fretted with the unending trickery and manceuvring of

the court of Rome, rode out of London for a summer air-

ing in the country, attended by Gardiner, afterwards
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Bishop of Winchester, and Fox, afterwards Bishop of
Hereford ; and when he stopped for the night, these two
courtiers were quartered with a Mr. Cressy, at Waltham
Abbey. This Mr. Cressy had two sons of an age to be
getting an education, and so there was a younff scholar..,

from Cambridge, a relative of the family, domiciliated in;

Mr. Cressy 's house at the time, as tutor to his two sons.

'

This young Cambridge man had been diligently study-

ing the newly printed Scriptures, like Tyndale, and
Frith, and Barnes, and Stafford, and Bilney, and Lati-

mer. He was to return to the University. He was only
absent from there now on account of a severe sickness

prevailing about Cambridge. He was always a rather

timid man—this Doctor Cranmer. Fox, Gardiner, and
Cranmer, sat together to supper at Mr. Cressy's hospita-

ble board, and the conversation turned upon the king's

divorce, the all-absorbing subject in England at that

time. On being politely askea his opinion, Mr. Cran-
mer replied that he saw no end to the Papal negotiations

touching that matter,—that the real question was, what
does the word of God say about it,—and he did not see

why that question could not be solved as well by the

learned men of the English Universities, as by the Pope
and his councellors. When the two courtiers re-joined

the king, they of course at once reported to him the

novel suggestion of the Cambridge man ; and the king
instantly cried out, in the true Tudor dialect :

" Where
is this Dr. Cranmer, for I perceive that he has the right

sow by the ear." Dr. Cranmer had made his fortune by^'

this suggestion. He was immediately sent for to Lon-
don, located in the house of the Earl of Wiltshire, the

father of the fair Helen, and directed to write out his

opinion concerning the divorce. Then came the sudden
fall from his dizzy height, of that once great son of for-

tune Cardinal Wolsey, who , . , . , , ,. .i^ ,>,. ..., ;^ ;.

,\i /•', ;,;•(

" At last with easy roads did come to Leicester,

Lodged in the abbey, where the reverend Abbot,

With all his convent, honourably received him

;

To whom he gave these words: O, Father Abbot,
'] An old man, broken with the storms of State,

-' Is come to lay his weary bones among ye. f

;; Give him a little earth for charity

!

•
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%" py Thomas Cranmer now became the king's favourite

adviser, instead of "Wolsey ; and not long afterwards was
made Archbishop of Canterbiiry, and Primate of all

England. .:.,>-.,--;vav>' .^j. \y'Y '^^

Now, let us mark the course of events, and what point

of reform it is which they signify. In the yea^ 1530, a
royal proclamation was issued, forbidding the introduc-

tion into, or publication in England, of any bull from
Rome, under pain of the royal displeasure, and of legal

penalties. In the year 1631, the clergy of England were
mdicted in a body, in the Court of King's ^ench, for

haying acknowledged the legantine authority of Wolsey
. in the affair of the divorce. In the year 1532, an act

of Parliament was passed, abolishing the payment of

annates, or first fruits to Rome. In the year 1633, Hen-
ry VIII. and Anne Boleyn were married at Whitehall,

and Cranmer was made Archbishop of Canterbury.

—

In 1533 -'4, acts of Parliament were passed, declaring it

to be no heresy to speak against the Bishop of Rome,
otherwise called the rope ; and that the Clergy of Eng-
land should hereafter be subject to the King's majesty,

and not the Pope;—that there should be no appeal
taken, thereafter, from England to Rome, under penalty

of a praemunire ;—that Bishops and Archbishops should
be elected under the king's letters patent, and not pre-

sented by the Pope, as formerly,—and that Peter's-

pence, and all other taxes hitherto paid to Rome, should

be abolished. In the session of Nov. 1834, the king was
confirmed, by the advice of Thomas Cromwell, in the

office and title of Supreme Head of the Church of Eng-
land on earth, with the sole right to reform and correct

aU heresies by his own authority,—and the first fruits,

and also a yearly tenth of all spiritual livings, were
made over to the crown. ' • ^ .si;:

This is the first chapter of the English Reformation,
8o far as it consists of those acts of public authority by
which the Church was constructed. It is very plain that

it was of the earth earthy,—almost simply and only, a re-

volt from a Pope at Rome to a Pope in England,—from
a priest pope to a king pope,—from a pope who might
not have any lawful wife at all. to a pope who would have
for wife whom he would have ror wile. It is equally plain

•^:
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that the doctrine of the king's supremacy in ecclesiasti-

cal matters, originated with the king and the parliament
and from the quarrel with Rome, and the supposed exi-

gencies of the times, and not from the word of God.
It is true that the under-cun*ent of a spiritual refor-

mation had begun to flow in England, by means of
Erasmus's Greek Testament, and Tyndale's English Bi-.

ble, and the teachings and expositions of Bilney, andi
Frith, and Stafford, and Latimer. But this true reform-
ing work of the Divine word and of the Divine Spirit,

had very little to do with those who were working out
the English visible Church. The two movements were
totally different things. They met only in Cranmer,
and in some of the laymen of the House of Commons.—

r

In the Session of Parliament of Nov. 1530, acts of Parlia-

ment were passed, leveled at the exactions of the Clergy,
for the probate of wills, mortuaries, non-residences, and
for their practice of beinff farmers of lands. But it was
with the laymen in the House of Commons, who were
believed to favour Luther's doctrine in their hearts, that

these bills originated. Tliey were strenuously opposed
by the spiritual peers in the House of Lords, and as

strenuously advocated by the temporal peers ; and the
king gave them his royal assent, much as a traveller in

the east threshes his valet, to sPnke terror into the Pope,
by letting him see what the Royal Tudor could do, if

the Royal Tudor should be driven to extremities. They
were as strenuously opposed by the Clergy out of Par^
liament, as they had been by the Clergy in Parliament.*

It was fourteen or fifteen years after this time before

any change was made in the Romish Common Prayer
Book of tne kingdom of England. The king retained

his papist convictions concerning other matters of reli^

gion besides the supremacy. And we have the authori-

ty of Bishop Short, in his History of the Church of Eng-
land,—his own Church,—for asserting that that Church
could not be called a Protestant Church at all, under
Henry VIIL, in any other respect than that the king was
the head of it, and not the Pope. In fact, the Church of

England, visibly considered, received its stamp much
, . , 4Mk-

'•'••,., '.
• '"'• ^ . \i " .1 *ii T"' t -i ;_'_<;''."'-.',»'

. .; .; * Burnet's Hist. Ref, vol. l, p. 134. /; ,
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more from the Royal mind, than from the word of God,
through the whole four reigns of the Reformation peri-

od. Henry YIII. was an English Roman-Catholic, and
so the Church of England was an English Roman-
Catholic church, under Henry YIII. Edward YI. was
a strong Protestant in inclination, and so the "Church of

England inclined strongly to Protestantism under Ed-
ward YI. Bloody Mary was thoroughly popish and
Romish, and so was the vast mass of the Church of

England in her day. Elizabeth was half popish and
half Protestant in heart, with the strong necessity, from
her political position, of taking the Protestant side, and
such also was the English Church under Elizabeth. In
fact, if queen Elizabeth had not been the daughter of

that Anne Boleyn, to find the way to whose arms the

king of England had quarrelled with the Pope of Rome,
so that both the splendours of the throne and the hon-
ours of legitimate birth, conspired with whatever of filial

affection she possessed, to throw her upon the English

side of that dispute, there is not wanting some good
ground to think, that, at one time during her reign, she

was willing to make the same sort of return to Rome
that her sister Mary made before her.

' The student may find at length in Burnet, (vol. i., p.

229 and 230,) the arguments by which the supremacy of

the king was attempted to be justified at the time when
it was established ; where he will be amused to find no
distinction made between the king's civil supremacy
over the ecclesiastics, and his ecclesiastical supremacy
over them ;—a total confusion of the rightful authority

of the king over them in civil cases, when they are

regarded as citizens of the country, with the king's au-

thority over them in spiritual matters, when they are

regarded as members of the Church of Jesus Christ.

—

One of the grossest abuses of Rome had been to deny
that churchmen could be punished by the civil authori-

ties of England, even for the most aggravated offences

against social good order and public morals. The ar-

guments for the royal supremacy do fairly meet that

assumption ; and fully refute that monstrous piece of

popish arrogance. They are totally irrelevant and im-

pertinent to prove that the king, or any one else, is, or

"^., '1
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can be, head of Christ's Church on earth, in spiritual

matters, and considered as a Church,—that great point

of spiritual freedom, which the Church of Scotland has,

in all ages, shown so much true valour, and won so much
true spiritual glory in vindicating. JSTor are Rome and
Scotland to be placed side by side, in the same condem-
nation, with any truth or justice, as was sometimes done
by the tame and sorry Erastianism of the . Via Media^
so called. Had Rome asserted that the word of God
was of higher authority in matters ecclesiastical than
the Parliament of England—as Scotland asserts,—then
Rome would have been right, as Scotland is right.

—

Rome claimed exemption from the civil laws for the

crimes and violence and outlawry of her hordes of sha-

ven myrmidons, as well as their religious independence.
Scotland claims freedom from the laws of man for the

consciences of her Christian men, in purely spiritual

matters, and under the guidance of the Divine word,
and the administration of her own constitutional reli-

gious tribunals. 'MlVI, ija :H^

The lower House of Convocation in England passed
the act of supremacy with a bad grace, and put in a

proviso : guantum per Christi legem licet,—as much as

may be hy the law <yf Christ. And if the authority of

Le Bas—a flaming Episcopalian—is to be taken, then

that cowardly good man, the reforming Archbishop
Cranmer himself in a speech on the subject of a general

council, delivered in the House of Lords in 'the year

1535, when Scriptural opinions had been making much
progress in his mind, distinctly asserted and maintained
that Christ had left no head of the Church on earth.*

—

The doctrine of the king's supremacy over the Church,
sprang from the king's divorce. It never did spring

from the word of God. It was never nurtured by the

word of God. It never will or can be. The doctrine

appears, indeed, in a very mitigated form, in the 37th

of the Articles, which were framed in the year 1562,

after the translated Bible had begun to teach the people

of England Spiritual truth. In fine, it is sufiicient to

make good the position that the royal supremacy grew

*Le Bas's Cranmer, vol. i., p. 88. , .
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riot from the word of God, to quote the admission on this

point of Richard Hooker himself,—one of the ablest

advocates with the pen that any church polity ever had,

and withal a most tnorough-going partizan of the Church
of England,—wheti.he says :

" As for supreme power in

ecclesiastical affairs, the word of God doth no where
appoint that all kings should have it, neither that any
should not have it ; for which cause it seemeth to stand

altogether by human right, that unto Christian kings

there is such dominion given."* The royal supremacy,
therefore, never could have been established by men
putting themselves solely under the guidance of the

Divine word. The other churches of the Reformation
required a positive warrant from Scripture for what they
set up, either in their polity or their worship ; but the

Church of England adopted the very different principle

that silence gives consent ; that they might do whatever
was not contrary to the word of God. On the same prin-

ciple, they might have introduced, as parts of church-

government or divine worship, a voyage with Gulliver

to Lilliput, or a slumber with Endymion in the Grecian
woods, or an aeronautic expedition to the moon, or any
thing else about which the Scriptures are totally silent,

and which they cannot therefore be said to forbiu.

II. We come now to consider the second variation of

the Reformation in England from the Reformation in

other countries, namely, the Episcopal order of Minis-
ters j or the principle that important powei'S of govern-

ment and discipline are exclusively vested in an upper
and superior rank of pastors, to whom other pastors of
the church are subject and inferior in rank and order.

The republican tendency of a church-government by
synods of clergy of equal rank, mingled with the rep-

resentatives ol the people, is admitted by every writer

and thinker of any account on such subjects in modern
times. It is admitted by David Hume, (Hist. Eng., Har-
per's edition, vol. iv., pp. 141, 385 and 572,)—an autho-

rity utterly worthless, indeed, on any religious question,

except where he praises, contrary to his own prejudices,

as in this case;—by Sir James Mcintosh, (Hist. Eng.,

* Eoc. ?ol., Book viii., chap. 2, sec. 5.

if
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vol. ii., p. 126,) a much higher and purer authority ;—^by

Macaulay, (Hist. Eng., vol. ii. p. 13, and many other
places.) It is constantly admitted, charged, and insisted

on, in that work of great research, and of a very impar-
tial bitterness towards all religion, the Pictorial History
of England, recently publishea under the auspices of the
Society for the diffusion of useful knowledge, (BookVii.,
chap. 2, pp. 461-464: et passim.) It is admitted by Ed-
mund Burke, (Policy of the Allies, Wk. vol. ii., p. 130,)
'—by bishop Short, in his History of the Church of Eng-
land, p. 223,—by Sir Walter Scott himself, (Old Mortal-
ity, p. 7,) who is probably the worst enemy to republican
liberty, and to spiritual religion of modem times, because
he is the most thoroughly prejudiced, the least fair, but
the most specious, the most tinselled with a coat of

affected and almost canting liberality, over a heart of

the crudest hatred to some of the noblest of his coun-
try's dead, and the most gifted and influential of mo-
dem romancers. The same thing was vociferated by
king James I., at the Hampton Court Conference, in his

famous saying : "No bishop no king." And the same
view of church-government is well known to have been
entertained by an English civilian of far higher and
nobler name than even the high and noble names of

Burke, Macintosh and Macaulay,—the highest and no-

blest name, indeed, in all the manifold lustre of the Bri-

tish annals,

—

John Hampden, who declared when dying,

and dying on a battle-field fought for republican liberty

in Church and State, that though he thought the doc-

trines of the Church of England, in greater part, con-

formable to the word of Goa, yet he " could not away
with (tolerate) the governance of the Church by bish-

ops."

—

Picto. Hist, Eng.^ Book 6, chap. 1, li^j?

Now, it is very easy to see why such a church-govern-

ment should not have been adopted, scriptural or un-

scriptural, in England, in the sixteenth century, under
the sceptres of Tudors, and those sceptres invested with

supremacy in affairs ecclesiastical. A Tudor king, and
his daughter, a Tudor queen, the two most despotic

monarchs of England since William the Conqueror, with
servile parliaments at their heels, amid the sunset rays

of medieval Europe, in a kingdom having an aristocratic

-;r
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rknk in the civil state, set to work to make a church to

suit their own tastes, to lit in beneath the throne, and to

correspond with the civil state, and finding an aristocra-

tic order of preachers. Lord Bishops, ready made to their

hand in the Roman Catholic Church, where it had natu-

rally grown up, amid the monarchical and feudal insti-

tutions of the middle ages, they simply permit it to

remain untouched in their English establishment. It

'Vas not even intended to throw out the Roman incum-
bents of the bishopricks, if they would take tlie oath of

the Royal supremacy. Many of them did so, with a

ready facility. We actually iind such a wretch as Bish-

op Bohner, taking the oath of supremacy, and taking

out a new commission for his bishoprick, from Hen-
ry YIII !

!—And of Kitchen, of Llandaft*,—a ver^ pro-

minent Dugald Dalgetty of the English Reformation,-*-

it was remarked that he always believed according to

the last act of parliament ;—English Catholic under
Henry YHI.,—Protestant under Edward YI.,—Papist
under bloody Mary,—Semi-Protestant under Elizabeth,

he kept his place through all the changes, and died bish-

op of Llandaff', in the sixth year of Elizabeth !

But where were the truly spiritual men of England on
this subject all this time? Did the work of God speak a

language to them on this point difterent from what it

spoke to the other renewed souls of the Reformation ?

—

Let us see. Columba, upholding the early Christianity

on the island of lona, had taught that "Bishops and
presbyters are equal."

—

D^Aubigne^ vol. v., p. 27. John
Wickliife, in another day and time, drew his reforming
doctrines simply from the living word of God ; and John
Wicklifte declared it to be his opinion, that by the insti-

tution of Christ, " priests and bishops were all one."—
LeBas's WiokUfe^ p. 300. In the latter part of the

reign of Henry YIIL, the more spiritually-minded bish-

ops published a book, entitled " The Institution of a
Christian Man," designed for the instruction of the peo-

ple, in which it is declared that bishops and priests are

the same order, and that diocesans are of human ap-

pointment.

—

Shorty p 83. A revised and enlarged edi-

tion of this work was published soon afterwards, with a

somewhat different title, but it contained the same state- Ac,

*r
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ment on this subject.

—

Burnet I., 686. There was a
celebrated brief confession, which Burnet says that^
had seen, (I., 585,) signed by Cromwell and the two
Archbishops, by eleven Bishops, and twenty divines and
canonists, containing the same declaration that bishops
and priests are the same order. Cranmer's opinion to

the same effect is admitted by Bishop Short, and might
be very easily proven if it were not. In a celebrated

sermon delivered in the year 1588, on a public occasion,

Dr. Bancroft undertook to maintain, for the first time, so

far as is known, from the mouth of a spiritual man in

Protestant England, that bishops were of a different

order by divine right from ordinary pastors ;—but this

was too good news to Archbishop Whitgift to be at once
received, and that prelate remarked that he "rather
wished than believed it to be true." It did not so well

please others of the clergy and laity ; and Dr. Kaignolds,
trofessor of Divinity in Oxford, came out with strictures

upon it as follows :
" All that have laboured in reform-

ing the Church for five hundred years past, have taught
that all pastors, be they entitled bishops or priests, have
equal authority and power by God's word ; as first the

w aldenses, next Marsilius Petavinus, then Wickliffe and
his disciples ; afterwards Huss and the Hussites ; and
last of all. Luther, Calvin, Brentius, Bullinger, and Mus-
cuius. Among ourselves, we have Bishops, the queen's

Professors of Divinity, and other learned men, as Brad-
ford, Lambert, Jewel, Pilkington, Humphreys and Fulke,

who all agree in this matter ; and so do all Divines be-

yond sea that I ever read, and doubtless many more
whom I never read. But why do I speak of particular

persons ? It is the common judgment of the Keformed
Churches of Helvetia, Savoy, France, Scotland, Germa-
ny, Hungary, Poland, the low countries and our own.''''

So speaks an Oxford Professor of Divinity, about the

year 1588, in the thirtieth year of the reign of queen
Elizabeth. And he settles the question, as to the views

of the spiritual of his own, and other countries, and this

vexed point of church-government. Among others, he
sweeps away, in his full train, the supposed great Angli-

can champion, Bishop Jewel. But we will not delay

on this point ; as it is a subject usually attended by much
Vol. VII.—No. 2. 23
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more of warmth than of doubt,—of doubt, there is just

none at all ;—-of warmth, yet much : On this subject the

word of God made no different impression on spiritual

minds in England from what it made on such minds in

other lands.

Two parties were speedily formed in the Church of

England, as might have been expected; the one the

party of Court l)ivines, who took their impulses from
the civil authorities, and consequently were stout up-

holders of what the Royal will had set up ;—the other

party was the party of the Puritans, who insisted on
further reformation, in obedience to the word of God;
and they were unquestionably, as a general remark, the

men who, of all their generation, imbibed most deeply

the love of the word of God. These two parties grappled
in dire soniiict for a round hundred years from this ser-

mon of Dr. Bancroft. Star-Chamber and High-Commis-
sion were swept away, as the small devourings of the

coming power. The head of king and prelate rolled in

the dust. Throne and Cathedral vanished like the base-

less fabric of a vision. The whole moral world trembled
with the power of the rising spirit, even as a fig-tree

casteth her untimely figs when she is shaken of a mighty
wind. It is true that hypocrites from elsewhere crept in,

and put on puritanism as a cloak, and thereby defiled

the good name of that sacred cause
;
just as baseness

and hypocrisy are often seen to render a very solemn
homage to truth and righteousness by borrowing some of

the most awful of their robes. Yet still, out of that

mighty struggle for freedom and purity in Church and
State, blessings have descended to the Anglo-Saxon
race,:—the dominant race of the modern world,—for

which that race will never cease, while they are free and
sane and wise, to give thanks to Almighty God, and
under God, to the Hampdens, Cromwells, and Vanes,
puritan, covenanter, republican, and all the circle of
strong men, who stood up for truth and freedom in those

grand old days. Out of the furnace of the Reformation
in England, came just what came from it in other lands,

on the subject of the Christian ministry. The word of
God spoke with no forked tongue on this subject, any
where, to spiritually-minded men. *

?.,.;
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III. The third and last variation of the Church of Eng-
land which we have to consider, is its claim of legislative

power on earth : that is, that the Church has a right to

establish rites and ceremonies not found in the word of

God ; and this doctrine so put into practice as to resolve

itself into the other and more errant doctrine still, that

the civil legislature has the right to make these decrees

for the Church of Christ.

The first clause of the twentieth Article of the Church
of England, which asserts that " the Church hath power
to decree rites and ceremonies, and authority in contro-

versies of Faith,"—is a piece of palpable Eomanism. It

certainly was not to be found in the original draft of the

Articles, as signed by the Bishops and Archbishops, in

1562,—'but it is said to have been added to the Article

by the right of the Royal supremacy, and, indeed, by the

very hand of Elizabeth. It is hardly necessary to waste
time to show, what is to be met with in all books on the

subject worth reading, that the taste of Elizabeth ran
very strongly in favour of a gaudy, and splendid, and
strilcing religious service ; and that she followed her own
taste, without much reference to the question whether
such things as she desired to have set up had any Scrip-

ture warrant or not. In fact, she had about as strong a

taste as any character known in history for gay and gau-,

dy sights of every kind ;—that fond passion for pictures,

painted, carved or acted, which is the characteristic of

the immature years of the life either of an individual or

a nalion,—in reference to which, the reader of Scott's

Romance of Kenilworth will see what excessive pomps
the great favourite, the Earl of Leicester, employed to

please his royal mistress,—and which peculiarity of taste

made her the most fitting mother of a religion of pomp,
and show, and of the holiness of dress and attitude, that

has been seen in a Protestant church in any age. The
silence of Scripture was made to serve as good a purpose

as the warrant of Scripture. In the third Book of Hook-
er's Ecclesiastical Polity, the student may find a bold

and frank and manly defence of the right which that

very zealous partizan, and very able man, thought the

Church possessed to establish rites and ceremonies for

herself, without warrant of Scripture. The necessities of
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Elizabeth's position made her a Protestant. She was the

daughtar oi Anne Boleyn, of the divorce, and of her

father's quarrel with the Pope. So she gave effective

aid to the Reformation in Scotland. She championed
Protestantism in Europe almost as gallantly as Oliver

Cromwell and William of Nassau did after her. But at

the same time, she kept enough of popery in the chapel

in which she personally worshipped ; she never did be-

come reconciled to the marriage of the clergy ; and was
as imperious as Henry VIII., or William the Conqueror
himself. She once issued an ecclesiastical mandate to

Cox of Ely, which that prelate hesitated to obey,—and
she sent him a short note thus :

" Proud prelate, you
know what you were, before I made you what you are

;

if you do not immediately comply with my request, by
G—d, I will unfrock you." We tremble to indicate by
consonants the awful oath which was customary in the

mouth of the Head of the English Church. If this "good
queen Bess" were now alive, she would be apt to be
tnought the queen, of Yiragoes, without "a particle of

what Protestants call religion, very little of what ladies

call refinement, and about as little^of regard for the word
of God as either.

The protest of the word of God against the garments
and the pomps of the English Reformation, haa already

commenced before "good queen Bess" came to the

throne. It was as early as the year 1550, during the

brief reign of Edward VI., that Dr. John Hooper, one of

the ablest and most evangelical men of that day, on be-

ing elected to the see of Gloucester, refused for a long
time to take upon him " the feathers of the mass"—as

he called the vestments and ceremonies of consecration.

Much has been written about this man's (so-called) ob-

stinacy, in scrupling to submit to things admitted to be
indifferent. But such arguments prove, with treble force,

the usurping guilt of the tribunals, in changing the na-

ture of things indifferent into things indispensable ;—and
Hooper himself, spoke in true prophetic strain on the

subject, when he said: "*/* these things a/re hejpt in the

Church as indifferent things^ at length they will he main-
tained as necessary things.'''' The political authorities

thought it very strange that Hooper should plead con-

i'<t^.^Ai!t*if,i.-A ..,.,,.;/; .:\,...
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science about things indifferent; while Hooper's position

was that of the Scriptures; and what he scrupled was •

the change of things indifferent into things necessary.

Hooper, with better reason, thought it strange that the *.;

civil authorities should admit such things to be indiffer- .,

ent^ and yet so pertinaciously insist upon them. After
years, which are the best witnesses, have shown that

llooper was right, and that such things do come to be
maintained with more tenacity, when once brought in,

than far more important things about which Scripture is

not silent. With Hooper agreed the no less famous and
excellent Bishop Jewel :

" They tell us" says he, " of a
golden mediocrity, I wish it may not prove a leaden
one." "They hoped" he says again, "to strike the eyes

of the people with those ridiculous trifles. These are the

relics of the Amorites : that cannot be denied." He
wishes that, at some time or other, all these things may _ .

be "taken away and extirpated to the very devest
roots."

—

Burnet^ iii., 434. JPilkington, Bishop of Dur-
ham, was of the same mind. You can almost hear him
groan, when in writing to Gualtier of Zurich, he says :

"I confess we suffer many things against our hearts,

groaning under them. We cannot take them away,
though we were ever so much set on it. We are under
authority, and can innovate nothing without the queen

;

nor can we alter the laws. The only thing left to our
choice is, whether we will bear these things, or break
the peace of the Church."

—

Burnet^ iii., 475. Jewel
even went so far as to say that "in the days of queen
Mary, Christ was kept out by his enemies, but in the

days of queen Elizabeth, he was kept out by his friends."^'

Life., p. 12. We love and honour these faithful men the

more, when Burnet tells us (vol. iii., p. 476,) that they
themselves acknowledged that it were better for the

Church that these ceremonies were laid aside : and af-

firmed that they (the bishops,) "had often moved Wr
Parliament that they might he taken a/way., that so the

Church might be more pure and less burdened." This
entirely unexceptionable testimony of Gilbert Burnet,
Lord Bishop of Salisbury, would of itself suffice for our
present purpose, to vindicate the pious men of the Eng-
lish Reformation. But there is much more to the same

,
' <.;
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purpose. The English Church very narrowly escaped a
reformation on this point, and a paring down to some-
thing like the Puritan model, at the hands even of a
convocation, in the year 1562, when forty-three of the

members present voted for such a reformation, and thirty-

iive against it ; but when the proxies were called, for and
counted, the vote was said to stand, fifty-eight for, and
fifty-nine against reformation.

—

Burnet^ iii., 455.

Then came the teachings of Thomas Cartwright, Pro-
fessor of Divinity at Cambridge ; boldly and ably advo-
cating simplicity in worship, until he was deprived of
his office by Cecil, the minister of queen Elizabeth, in

the year 1570.

In 1579, Mr. Strickland moved, in Parliament, for a
further reformation of the Church, boldly asserting that

some superstitious remains of Popery might be removed
without danger to religion. But ner majesty the queen
took this movement of Mr. Strickland s in such high
dudgeon, that she sent for him into the council, and
there severely reprimanded him, and forbade his future

attendance in Parliament,—in which purpose she would,
in all probability, have persisted, but that the Commons,
growing stout, and assuming for a time the tone of free-

men, took fire at this invasion of privilege ; and then, by
one of those tricks of policy by which she always yielded

when there was real danger, she very gracefully and
graciously set Mr. Strickland at liberty.

In 1582, the House of Commons, getting pretty full of

pious men, resolved to go to the Temple church, to open
its session with religious worship, and prayer for the Di-

vine guidance on their deliberations. This event warms
our hearts, as a type, through which we can see, at some
distance yet, the approaching era of 1643. The queen
heard of it, and sent her vice-chamberlain to express her
surprise to the Commons, that they should make such

an innovation as to hear preaching, and pray together,

without "her privity and pleasure first made known
unto them." The faithful Commons humbly acknow-
ledged their great fault, and humbly craved her gracious

majesty's forgiveness.

—

Pic. Hist. JEng. The time was
not yet come. 1581 could not be 1643. Kot a Stuart,

but a Tudor, was on the throne. John Pym w^as not to

A-.-..
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be born for yet three years. John Hampden's life was
thirteen years in the future. OUver Cromwell would
not be born for eighteen years ;—^nor Sir Harry Yane,
the younger, for twenty-seven years. The time was not

_„ come. .-i .4- 'v

So, then, this variation of the English Keformation,

—

its decreeing rites and ceremonies for itself without
warrant from Grod's word, does not lie at the door of the

spiritual men, any more than do the other variations.

—

They would gladly have complied with the word of God
on this point, but were not at liberty to do so. The Di-

vine word spoke with no forked tongue on any of the

subjects which have been named \ it spoke in the same
accents, and was heard with homogeneous impressions,

as a general remark, by men every where, at the great

forming era of the Reformation. Every where there

came out of the furnace of the Reformation, more or less

clearly developed in the minds of spiritual men, that

doctrine which is the very corner-stone of religious free-

i dom, that Christ alone is Head of the Church,—that

other doctrine dreaded as the hammer of despotism eve-

ry where, that all Pastors dre of equal rank and autho-

rity under Him,—and that other doctrine still, which

fuards the purity of his prerogative that He alone is

law-giver in Zion, and is to be worshipped as is pre-

scribed in his own word.

We have already seen how universally a Calvinistic

stamp of doctrine came out of the Reformation ; and how
as universally, no man then waited for the Divine sove-

reignty to accomplish its purposes without the use of

means, and the diligent appliance of all human instru-

mentalities.
' --'''' '-:,'.''

,,;., :r-:..iV.i«,':\iV,;''A:;

And if the present attempt has been successful, then
we have the authority, on all the j^ovnts mentioned, of
the most favourable period of time since the days of the

Apostles, for "simple conviction" and unbiassed judg-
ment. We have the unanimous voice, the homogeneous
testimony of all the men of that remarkable era, in all

countries, under all circumstances, and with all their

various antecedents and traditionary influences. We
submit whether this result does not furnish one of the

most signal of all the proofs which human events have
-^•.„--.
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any where exhibited, in all the flight of time, of the
right which the sceptre of Jesus Christ (which is his

word,) possesses, to rule the opinions, and to bind the

consciences, of men.
In our humble sphere, it has long seemed to us that

such a vindication as is faintly shadowed forth in the

foregoing pages, was due to the spiritual men of the

English Keformation, that we might see how thoroughly
one in spirit were all the principal men among the new-
born sons of God at that great era ; and that we might
still deeply cherish the memory of the noble-spirited

children of God in that nation, at that time, even when
we are compelled to feel so little of real respect for the

Reformation as it went on in divoi'ces, royal edicts, acts

of parliament, star-chamber sentences, and high-commis-
sion fines and imprisonments. No better or purer spe-

cimens of individual piety were exhibited in any coun-

try, than in England, at the time of the Reformation.

—

There are no purer or holier names on the modern rolls

of spiritual honour, than the names of Bilney, Tyndale,
Stafford, Latimer, Hooper, Bradford, Ridley, Jewel and
Cartwright. There are no more refreshing records of

deep faith and holiness, in the whole of modern religious

annals, than those which contain the personal history of

the English Reformers, when the word of God first beam-
ed upon their minds, and the Spirit from on high was
first poured upon their hearts. They are not the ecclesi-

astical ancestors of such men as Sand and Sacheverel and
Pusey. We see them stand deservedly at the head of

those rolls whereon are inscribed, lower down, the clear

and venerable names of Owen, Baxter, Howe, Bates,

Oharnoch, Flavel, Alleine and Bunyan. They are ours.

We will not give them up.

i

) -t^ '>»"- ^ - -».'.'-. r
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ARTICLE II.

ACTION AND RE-ACTION OF MIND AND BODY AS AFFECTING
INSANITY.

"Sana mens, in sano corpore," is the embodyment of
that condition denominated health : and every deviation

on the part of either body or mind, is attended with a
corresponding change of the other.

The manifestation of mind being dependent on the
brain, it is to this medium of communication, little as

we know of its nature, that we must look for an explana-
tion of the influence of the physical on the mental organ-
ization.

And, since the brain is the source of that supply, which
is requisite to a proper discharge of the functions of the

different organs, we can readily conceive how this "sme
qua nan''' of human existence may be modified by the

conditions of the mind.
But as to what portions of the craneal contents we are

to assign the various psychical operations of man, very
little is satisfactorily determined. The brain, however,
is considered as the sole instrument of intelligence, and
the cineritious envelop or cortical portion of the cerebral

hemispheres, has been fixed upon, by the most eminent
investigators of this subject, as the immediate source of

the intellectual faculties. The other class of phenomena,
with which our inquiry is concerned, seeming less ration-

al, have, by some, been denied a resting place in this

upper chamber. Ranking them with the functions of

the organic nervous system, one set of wi'iters have cho-

sen the epigastric centre for their emanation. Being con-

sidered, by an other, of a refiex character, the spinal cord
has been looked to as their origin. And by Carpenter,

an author of more recent date, a new division of the

nervous system has been proposed for the special loca-

tion of the emotions and passions. This distinguished

physiologist, thinking them similar to the instincts of
animals, supposes "we may reasonably localize the cen-

tre in that chain of ganglionic masses, which only occu-

y

X.
'

' :,
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pies the centre of the hase of the brain in man, but
which, in the lower vertebrata, possesses an aggregate

dimension far exceeding that of the cerebral hemis-

pheres."

While Carpenter considers their channel alike distinct

from that of the voluntary movements, and from that of

reflex operations, (in which category they are placed by
Marshall Hall,) he avoids the dangerous deductions into

which Bichat and Broussais were led, by their specula-

tions on this subject. '-•;''";*«'« >>*;

The extremes to which the inquiries on this subject

have led, should make us guarded in localizing the men-
tal faculties.

As to the dependence of the mind upon the physical

organization, in the sense which Gall and Spursheim
have undertaken to demonstrate, I would say, once for

all, that it is not concerned in the present investigation.

Neither is it necessary, that we should attempt to fathom
the abstruse nature of the soul ; and I accordingly leave

this matter to Divine revelation. But it is our privilege

and our duty, to examine into those elements of our con-

stitution, which are available to our scrutiny : and while

a knowledge of the intimate relationship of body and
mind, renders us more competent to administer a balm
to their disturbances, it cannot fail to increase our ven-

eration for that Being, by whom man is so strangely and
yet so completely made.

Without any vain speculation concerning the epigas-

tric centre, the pineal gland, or any other part of the

corporeal fabric, we may safely regard the brain as the

instrument of the mind : and with the nervous system
setting out from the base of the brain, and extending its

ramifications to the most remote, as well as neighbouring
organs, we have an electro-telegraphic communication of

the metropolis with all its dependencies.
Of the real essence of mind, our senses are unable to

judge; but the phenomena which indicate its activity

are numerous, and of great variety. By observing these,

a distinction is recognised between the purely intellectu-

al faculties, and others, modified by the temperament of

the individual, constituting the emotions and passions.

For wise purposes^ the exercise of the intellectual fa-

#
^'f i
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culties affects the physical organism much less than the

emotional class. The latter are more immediately con-

cerned in the wants, and for the preservation of the spe-

cies ; and hence we find them in intimate relationship

with the body. Moderate exertion of the intellectual

faculties undoubtedly extends a benign influence through-
out the system. Mental occupation, like bodily exercise,

prepares the system for its returning wants. And if the
individual, who has nothing to call forth the powers of
his mind, takes no more physical exercise than the stu-

dent, he will doubtless manifest much more decidedly
the injurious effects of sedentary habits. It would, in-

deed, seem, that a corrective, to some extent, is supplied

by intellectual activity, and that the mind performs a
vicarious oflice.

There certainly is something pertaining to exercise of

the mind, which bestows an increased power of endur-

ance on the physical organism. We do not feel the loss
,,

of an accustomed meal so sensibly, when the mind is ac-

tively employed, and it is said of Sir Isaac Newton, that

in his philosophic devotion his dinner was sometimes
neglected, and he was even at a loss, on such occasions,

to tell whether he had received his usual repast or not.

Every one must have noticed the absence of that languor'

and faintness, under such circumstances, which, without
the mental excitement, would have resulted. The nerves,

in this case, must be operated upon in such a manner as

to supply the stimulus of food; and may not, in like,

manner, exercise of the intellectual faculties so influ-

ence the general system, as to enable it the better to

dispense with physical exercise. Notwithstanding the'

inactivity of the body, which attends long continued in-

tellectual labours, history presents a long list of hoary
heads, honoured for their acquirements, showing a good
influence of the mind. But the stimulus of mental exer-

tion, like all things of this class, is followed by a depres-

sion, proportionate to the excitement ; and although the

want of food is not felt during the excitement of mind,
there is a waste of material, an outlay of nerve power,
which requires to be replaced by rest and nourishment, f

Every student must perceive, when he ceases from?
intellectual labour, and his mind become^ freed from'
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thought, that his digestive functions have been vigorous-
' ly perfonned ; and that there is an urgent demand for

sustenance. ''::vtm'i',v^f^-'^''?^^^^ ^''.

While the mental activity is continued, the individu-

al is not conscious of the consumption that is going
on in his system ; but when it is suspended, his appe-

tite draws his attention to the matter of replenishing

his stomach, and he eats with a relish equal to that of

the grubber or ditcher.

As an individual under the influence of mental excite-

/ ment will accomplish the most arduous physical labour

without a sense of fatigue, so there is an absence of

hunger under the same circumstances
;
yet, both alike,

succeed to such exertion.

, In this case, the physical energies are taxed, and un-

dergo a waste which requires more rest and food than
would be necessary under other circumstances, and yet

the individual is not conscious of this increased demand,
until composure is restored to body and mind, '^f^-^'i^^^^-

Thus, we see, that mental excitement abstracts the at-

tention from the physical wants, and yet renders the

necessity more urgent for a supply of those wants.

There is plainly a giving-out ot energy from the ner-

vous system, in tne performance of the operations of the

mind, which not only requires a cessation from the intel-

lectual exercise, but makes it incumbent, that a fresh

supply of nourishment be received by the corporeal or-

ganization.

An inexplicable •power of the brain, is brought into

activity, in every thought we are capable of. There is

not an idea passes through the mind, without this tax

upon the resources of the brain, and, through it, upon the

general nervous system, with all the various organs and
parts of the body.

Thus, there is an influence, (though we may not be
conscious of it, at the time,) extending to the entire

physical organization, from our slightest and most casual

thought, which is attended with a consumption of the

nerve-power of the system. Under certain conditions it

is salutary, and should be indulged. But, at the same
time, it should be recollected that the waste is going on,

and must be repaired. • .^^.'^:'^\.-:;'<-'--^r:.,^^,--^.'

;*i^^'j:ife^-;,iiii*,>-:W.. '.;.'*: ».'„" ::^i:.o..'-::-:\A-t.l .^^-'V^v.-ii^Al.
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Mental, like muscular effort, causes an acceleration of

absorption and secretion in the various organs of the

body, and gives rise to increased demands for food.

—

Bristed says, " Young ladies sometimes picture to them-
selves students as delicate, pale youths, who live on
toast and tea. ITever was there a greater mistake. Men
who study in earnest, eat in earnest. A senior wrangler
sat opposite me, one summer, at the scholar's table, and
to see that man perform on a round of beef was a curio-

sity." The explanation of this fact is found in the prin-

ples, so ably illustrated by Liebig, in his Animal Che-
mistry : That the manifestations of vital force in a living

part, and of course in the whole body, are determined by
a certain form of that part, and by a certain arrangement
of its elementary particles,—that the production of vital

force in the system, bears a fixed relation to the chemi-
cal changes in the tissues,—that as these changes are

effected by voluntary and involuntary muscular motions,

so, where nerves are not found, motion does not occur,

—

and that each thought, each emotion, is attended with a
corresponding change in the matter of the system, and
of course, in the expenditure as well as the production of

vital force. Hence we conclude, that incessant changes
in the matter of the organs are essential to a healthy
equilibrium; and that these changes are induced by
mental, as well as by muscular efforts. A judicious

combination of the two, is, doubtless, most conducive to

health and longevity.

It is all-important, therefore, that we should try to un-

derstand the reciprocal influence of body and mind,

—

their normal relation to each other, and the action of

each upon the other in their mutual derangements.
'

' Affections of the mind," remarks Pereira, " influence
the corporal functions, favour or oppose the action of
morbific causes on the system, and modify the progress of

diseases."—And hence, he concludes that "An important
part of the treatment of mental affections, as well as of
many corporal derangements, is the removal of all moral
or mental circumstances which either have produced, or

keep up the morbid condition." He further adds, that

" emotions and passions of the mind have a most power-
ful influence upon the disorders of the body." And I

A
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tinist, in tlie following pages, to be able to show, that they
are the prime cause, in many instances, of such disorders,

while, in other instances, the more agreeable class im-
part a healthy tone to the system. Although the purely
intellectual faculties are not without effect, yet the phy-
sical organism is more especially under the influence of

the emotions and passions.

That intense application of the mind is frequently at-

tended with wasting of flesh, is, perhaps, owing rather to

the passions involved, than to the mere concentration of

the intellectual faculties. Dr. Armstrong says :

T is not thought,

/ Tib painful thinking, that corrodes our clay."
'y

And we notice that the constitution is impaired sooner,

if the subject which engages the attention be of an ex-

citing nature. Political lite, for instance, is so beset with

anxiety, that the mind labours almost incessantly under
the load of tumultuous action ; and we accordingly find

our most prominent statesmen often fall a prey to their

patriotic zeal. Those, on the other hand, " who are oc-

cupied in abstract speculations, and in whom the pas-

sions are seldom called into unusual activity, as astrono-

mers, metaphysicians, mathematicians, etc., rarely exhi-

bit intellectual disorders ; and, as a class, are remarkably
exempt from physical diseases."

;
,

- . ,, =
:

" ^ ->;

, The exercise of the purely intellectual faculties, does

not, therefore, seem necessaril}^ to induce a morbid condi-

tion of body, and we are warranted in concluding that the

intellect is rarely, if ever, the source of disturbance to

the healthy performance of the functions.

But, the manifestation ofmind, is very generally attend-

ed with the modification of those lights and shades which
give all the strength and colour of our lives.

" Love, hope and joy, fair pleasures smiling train,

• Hate, fear and grief, the family of pain,"

are inextricably interwoven with all the motions of the

mind, and a propitious or baneful influence is extended
to the corporeal organism, as one or another predomi-
nates. "The brain°' savs Combe, "is the fountain of

nervous energy to the wnole body, and different modifi-

cations of that energy appear to take place, according to

» ^1

.; r\.V-
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the mode in which the faculties and organs are affected.

When misfortune and disgrace impend over us, an im-
paired or positively noxious nervous influence is trans-

mitted to the heart, stomach, intestines, and thence to

the rest of the system. The pulse becomes feeble and
irregular, digestion is deranged, and the whole corporeal

frame wastes. When, on the other hand, the cerebral

organs are agreeably affected, a benign and vivyfving
nervous influence pervades the frame, and all the func-

tions of the body are performed with more pleasure and
completeness."

It is, in fact, a matter of familiar observation, that the
physical state is most happy when the mind enjoys a
moderate degree of gaiety, and, on the other hand, that

the body is consumed by sadness. " Compare the man"
says Bichat, "whose days are marked by grief, to one
whose time is passed in peace of heart and tranquility of

mind, and you will see the difference which distinguishes

the nutrition of the one from the other."

The history of mankind goes farther to substantiate

such a distinction of the effects of different conditions of

the mind. The comparative endurance of armies, when
encouraged by hope, or when a gloomy aspect leaves

nothing but gloomy forebodings and the harrowing of

despair, proves the former decidedly most salutary.

—

The extraordinary healthfulness of the Philadelphia mi-
litia, after the victory of Trenton, although subjected

to great exposure, is attributed by Dr. Rush to the new
life inspired by such a glorious achievement. The de-

structive tendency, on the other hand, of depressing

mental agencies, has perhaps never been more striking-

ly exemplified than in the memorable instance of the

French conscripts. v^j^^rt!i^K^;r^ :%'-

In the hygienic regulations on sea, great stress is some-
times laid on the state of mind with which the crew set

out ; and it is remarked by a writer on this subject, that

cheerfulness contributes more to keep a ship's crew heal-

thy, than any precaution that can be adopted.
^^ The prospect of a naval engagement is said to check
the progress of scuiTy, from the anticipation of a glorious

day; and an army, in triumphing over their political

enemy, become superior to their social pest, disease.

:ui;v>
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These diversified eifects are not surprising, when we
consider the remarkable elation of joy, and the equally
striking depression of sorrow. The whole being seems
involved in emotional excitement, and the frame is agi-

tated throughout by violent passion.

Whatever view we may entertain of the primary ac-

tion of different passions, pleasant or painful, stimulant

or sedative, it is a well ascertained fact, that sudden and
violent mental agitation of any kind may be productive

of the most serious consequences. All are acquainted

with the case of the door-keej)er of Congress, who was
overwhelmed by joy. Hunter was a victim to a fit of

anger. Loss of speech, palsy, and epilepsy, are by no
means unfrequent from fright, while Sir Astley Cooper,
and others, give us cases that were actually " scared to

death."

Like all those things which ordinarily contribute to

our health and enjoyment, but are yet capable of beco-

ming destructive agents, so "what composes man, can
man destroy,"—the mental emotions may send disease

throughout the frame. Hope and joy, even, are not

exempt from this transformation ; and love, which some
would regard an habitual rapture, is known to be pro-

ductive of the most baleful consequences.

If passions or emotions of much intensity have sway
for a length of time, the nerves fail to perform their life-

giving functions as usual, the springs of health wear
away, and the whole corporeal system becomes involved
in decay. •'. '^ ;^-'" ' ''^ ^: ''^\.:-^:^'- •- o- / p:-\;->r^'$^^

While a properly regulated exercise of the mind ex-

tends a benign influence throughout the system, intellec-

tual effort may be so intense or protracted as to become
detrimental to the health and vigour of the individual.

As food which is suited to nourish may be taken in

excess, and cause a surfeit,—as physical exertion, which
imparts strength and tone, may oe kept up until fatigue

ana prostration ensue,—so the operations of the mind,
which are ordinarily salutary, may be so intense, or con-

tinued for such a length of time, as to impair the brain
and general nervous system, and thus prove injurious to

the well-being of the body. While we note the propi-

tious influence of mental exercise, when kept within pro-

»y
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per limits ; it is of equal, if not greater consequence, to

consider the bad effects of over-exertion of the mind
upon the performance of the physical functions.

Of the various organs of the body, which are under
the sway of our moral and intellectual nature, the heart

and lungs are frequently adduced, as illustrating the

direct influence of emotional excitement. Every one
has noticed the hurried respiration from fright or timidi-

ty, and the deep-drawn sighs of those, who are weighed
down by grief. The action of the heart is modified, in

like manner, and comparatively trivial circumstances
sometimes induce syncope. Even the sight of blood is

sufiicient in some individuals.

In the truly remarkable case of Col. Townsend, the

heart seems to have been under the power of volition

;

and suspension of all the vital powers could be induced
by an effort of his will. This was the effect of a morbid
condition of his system, and may, perhaps, be regarded
as an instance of " organic sensibility" becoming " ani-

mal sensibility."

The digestive apparatus is no less certainly affected*

by the states of the mind. And when we consider the

intimate sympathy of the brain with the stomach and
the adjacent viscera, it would appear creditable to the

insight of those who, in former times, gave a name to

certain mental perversions, distinctive of their connec-

tion with derangement of these parts. But what was
then regarded entirely causative is now known to be,

in many instances, an effect.

The vagaries of hypochondraism are connected with

malperformance of the functions of these organs, yet the

origmal disturbance is in most cases referable to the

mind. The mental discomfort travelling along " the sil-

very pneumogastric conductors," imparts a vitiated tone

to the nerves of the stomach and intestines, and these, in

their turn, may reflect a pernicious influence on the brain.

Thus, " the reciprocal action and re-action of the two
systems of organs on each other, produce a host of ef-

fects, moral as well as physical, by which the temper is

changed and the health impaired." The prime source

of disturbance is, however, the mental perturbation, and
it is to this, much oftener than to physical causes, that

26
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derangements of the digestive functions owe their origin.
" The operation of physical causes," observes Dr. Jas.

Johnson, " numerons as these are, dwindles into complete
insignificance, when compared with that of anxiety or.

tribulation of mind.^—Mental anxiety, not only arrests or

disturbs the digestive process in the stomach, by inter-

rupting or weakening the nervous influence on which it

depends, and thereby leaving the materials of food open
to the chemical laws which would act on them out of the

body : but, in a remarkable manner, vitiates or impaii*s

the biliary secretion, thereby adding a new and powerful
source of irritation to the delicate nerves of the duode-
num and small intestines."

"We have the equally high authority of Dr. Chapman,
in attestation of the important share which the mental
condition has in deranging the stomach. Not only does

functional disturbance supervene from excitation kept
up in the mind, but in organic lesions of this organ, he
is disposed to think that "griefs, anxieties, mortifica-

tions, and such like influences, are not the least opera-

tive."
J;

The functions of the liver are sometimes influenced in

a striking manner, by mental excitement. Jaundice is

by no means an unfrequent result. Fear, says Dr. Dick-
son, has been often known to produce it suddenly, but
grief, of all the passions, seems the most adapted to oc-

casion it. Chapman mentions two cases occasioned by
excessive grief, and further remarks, that either vehe-

ment rage or terror has excited it, and it has resulted

from petulance, anxiety, and other irritating or depress-

ing moral influences. The case mentioned by Cooke, of

a physician who uniformly became icterose, if annoyed
by a dangerous and perplexing case of disease, is a good
illustration of the extension of the mental condition to

thephysical organism.

The popular belief that the spleen is prominently in-

volved in depressing affections of the mind, is perhaps
not without foundation, as scenes which interest the

attention and cheer the mind, contribute very much to

relieve the derangements of this organ.

Various affections might be adverted to, which are

influenced by the emotions and passions. Hysteria re-
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suits, in some instances, from this source, and it would
seem that the susceptibility to this protean malady, is

very frequently connected with the sensitiveness, origi-

jiating in particular trains of thought and emotional ex-

citement. /, .

Enough, though, has been said, to show the influence

of an improper action of the emotions and passions, in

deranging the functions of the body,—that the corporeal

organization deeply sympathizes in the operation of this

class of mental phenomena.
Constituted as man is, a knowledge of the influence of

the mind is of essential consequence to him, who would
correct the morbid states of his organism. It cannot but
strike the medical observer, that the moral part of man
is, in many instances, wofully neglected in the treatment
of disease. Books of practice abound with formularies

of nauseous drugs, and long prescriptions for particular

conditions,—which are all, doubtless, sufficiently proper

;

yet, the powerful and direct action of the mental condi-

tion on the organic functions, requires special attention,

sui proclivitatis. ^

^ A sick man should surely claim a little more attention

than a sick horse or dog. The means that would cure

the latter, would be totally insufficient to bring about the

restoration of the former ; and while the materia medica
is taxed, and the lancet unsheathed, those means which
are calculated to soothe the mind should not be over-

looked.

If the various bearings of the mind are closely investi-

gated, perhaps we may avert the undue excitement pro-

pagated from wayward passion or restless anxiety, and
intercept the access of a sickly morbidness of unmeaning
melancholy.
To counteract such an influence lies within the sphere

of the physician, in like manner, as combating a perni-

cious influence from any other source ; and may we not

anticipate a more propitious application of the healing
art, when these things are given the attention, which
their share in predisposition, causation, and complica-
tion of bodily ills demands ? /

The influence reflected upon the mind, from physical

disorders, may be diminished by medicine
;
yet follow-

''S^'
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ing the fundamental principle, to remove the cause, we
would be directed in numerous instances to the mental
condition, as the source of maladies, and it is of no small

moment to effect a proper regulation of the transmission

from this source.

As the therapeutic applications of the mind cannot be
appreciated until we understand its counterpart, I now
proceed to consider the influence of the body on the mind.

If we carry out the principle of comparative anatomy,
and descend to the brute creation, we may observe a
striking analogy in the correspondence of the disposition

to the physical conformation. "We see the huge lion, with
his rough and shaggy mane, his large head and mouth,
with indications of power in every part of his body, and
does not his disposition to attack and destroy, to be furi-

ous and unyielding when pressed upon by man or beast,

seem well fitted to such an organization ?

We see the wild boar, with terror depicted in his ivory

tusks, and in every bristle of his coarse envelop ; and
where could we better look for the embodiment of all

that is monstrous and terrific in disposition ?

Contrast with these the wild horse, or the deer, ani-

mals of equal or greater size and activity, and what
physical characteristics are presented ! Beauty and grace

in every part,—the neatly turned body and limbs, with
muscles adapted to render them agile and speedy ! Do
we find the nature of the lion or boar, the hyena or tyger,

associated with this conformation ? By no means. Timi-
dity and playfulness, combined with an instinctive pride

of their fine proportions, are harmoniously blended with
this structure.

Again, view the squirrel or the hare, in all their wild-

ness, and do we not observe a correspondence of their

physical organizations to their natures and habits ? Look-
ing throughout the round of animated beings, we find the

disposition, the character of the mind, (if we may so

speak,) fitted to the structure of the body. We never

see the gentleness of the dove associated with that con-

formation, which indicates the bird of prey. And, on
the contrary, we do not observe the destructive, devour-
ing nature, connected with such proportions as those of

the linnet or sparrow.
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There is a correspondence between the disposition and
the structure of animals ; and I would hope to make it

appear that there is a similar relation between the body
and mind of man. .

'

'
- > / --

'

It may appear that the foregoing remarks have little

bearing upon this subject ; but, when we consider how
near the intelligent principle of some animals, approach-

es the mind of man, it will strengthen the analogy. If

we take an individual of the human species of the lowest

grade of intelligence, and compare with the highest or-

der of the brute creation, we will not have much cause

to congratulate our race upon their pre-eminence. By
attention and training, the capacity of animals seems to

become enlarged and elevated; and we have facts in

reference to the elephant, the horse, the dog, and other

quadrupeds, which would imply ratiocination on their

part,—widely different in degree, it is true, but not per-

haps in kind, from the same faculty in the human being.

feut our business is at present with man, and if we
study closely the connection between the varying condi-

tion of his body, and the associated states of his mind, at

different periods of his existence, and under different

circumstances, we will have sufficient to- illustrate the

influence of the body on the mind. Yiew the tender

nursling in its mother's arms, dependent upon her care

and attention for its subsistence,—mark its helpless con-

dition,—examine its body from head to foot, the flaccidi-

ty of fibre, the softness of bone, the weakness in every
part; and then ascertain what intelligence it has. Do
we see those giant powers of intellect which characterize

the full development of the physical organism ? No. It

is almost a blank. "We scarcely find a presage of that

lofty and commanding mind, which will manifest itself

with the growth and maturity of the body.
All our ideas are acquired originally through the

medium of the senses. The physical organization, the

nerves and brain, are the prime source of every impres-

sion of pleasure or pain,—the channel of every thought
and impulse ; and is it at all strange that, in a frame
unfitted for conveying such impressions, we should fail

to find any exhibition of mind ?

But, let us cast a glance beyond this period, and ob-

%..
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serve the merry prattling of that boy or girl, who has
felt the genial fflow of five or six summers, and note the

change m bocfy and mind. The downy softness of the

tender babe, has given place to compafctness of parts,

'and we now see the germ of intellect beginning to bud.
It is now that we may begin " to teach the young idea

how to shoot." ' Previous to this period, any attempt at

education would have been futile, and proved as pearls

thrown before swine. That element upon whicn the

mind depends, has heretofore been too small to sustain ^

the intellectual capacity, and even now, we observe most
prominent, the lesser part of mind—the memory. This

is a point not sufiiciently noticed. Logic is not innate to

man, and a child is very little qualified for deducing
conclusions from premises. But such things as are

adapted to the memory, are well suited to this age, and
it seems remarkable that facts which are treasured up at

this early period of life, are in many instances the last

to be eradicated from the mind.
Let us leave this period, and turn oiir eyes to the pic-

ture again, when a dozen years have passed away. Now
we behold a figure buoyant with youthful vigour. "We
look upon that embodiment of youth and beauty, and
wonder if a mere image could seem so much like life.

—

Can this be a statue ? No. I see a ray of light flit o'er

the scene—the brilliant light of mind. The imagination
reigneth here,—a jewel suited to the casket.

Our attention is next attracted by that stately and
compact structure, which indicates the maturity of the

physical being. Every part and particle has now arri-

ved at that stage which is best adapted to display the

physical powers in strength and activity, and in endur-

ance of exposure and fatigue. We now see a correct

type of the maturity of the race, and every feature and
limb bears that outline and proportion, which the great

Architect intended it should wear.

Do we find the intellectual principle aft'ected in a cor-

responding ratio ?—Yes. Now, if ever, the mind will be
found competent to any task. We find now, not only

the memory and imagination, but that more lofty and
commanding feature, the judgment, in full activity and
strength ; and the individual stands forth a gityit in body
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and mind. Here we behold all the grandeur of human-
ity. In one harmonious whole, we view the consumma-
tion of nature's work—the master-piece of God. 2 ' |f^? 4>

Tupper has said that "a perfect form of human grace

would captivate the world." But when we view this in

connection with that high and ennobling principle, the

intellect, how much more beautiful is the image ! When
we consider the finish of the body, as indicating a polish

of the mind, then it becomes truly attractive. But in

how many instances, alas ! we find that the mind falls

short of the completeness of the body! I would not

have it supposed, that I view the mere outline or form,

however perfect, as indicative of the development of the

mind ; and least of all, that personal beauty is any pre-

sumption of mental refinement.

But, in the main, we find a correspondence between
the physical and intellectual development, which justi-

fies the position I have taken. Although weeds may
grow up and choke the grain, the soil furnishes the same
fertilizing principle, to nourish and suj^port the plant.

—

The progress of the physical, is accompanied by a cor-

responding advancement of the intellectual part.

In tracing the changes which are impressed upon the

mind by the progressive advancement of the body, if it

has failed to appear that the condition of the physical

organism has a share in fashioning the intellectual ele-

ment, 1 would advance a step further in our inquiry.

Is it claimed that man has an innate faculty of mind,
or that the intellect has an isolated, independent exist-

ence? Then, mark well its state in adult life,—in the

prime of man's existence,—and look down the dim vista

of time, and view the same person a quarter of a century
after. What has become of that brilliancy of intellect?

Where are those resources in argument and illustration ?

Where is that shrewdness and wit, which enlivened the

circle around. They have sunk almost to nothingness

;

and we behold with the wreck of the body, a lamentable
failing of the mental powers.

I grant that in some instances this decay of mind does
not take place in an exact ratio with the decline of the

functions of the body. We occasionally see the aged
valetudinarian, who manifests a vigour of mind but little

%
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diminished from his palmiest days. But such strike

every one as being remarkable, and must be viewed as

exceptions to a general rule. "We most frequently ob-

serve a striking deterioration of the faculties of the mind
as the physical powers give way. And that element
which develops itself first in childhood, is found to de-

cline before others. The memory is remarked to fail be-

fore the impairment of other faculties ; and old persons

will recall the scenes of their youth, and recollect the

minor incidents of life at that period, with more pre-

cision than such as have transpired but a day or a

week.
May not future investigation throw such light upon

this subject, as to enable us to stay the decline of intel-

lect in persons who are tending to the grave ? May not

some article be discovered which shall exercise such a

controlling influence on man's organization, as to secure

the full vigour of the intellectual faculties during his

three score years and ten,—yea, during a longer sojourn

upon earth ; and thus render the aged, monuments of

wisdom, to teach and direct the rising generation in the

ways of truth and rectitude?

My object now, is not to suggest a remedy, but sim-

ply to adduce the fact as illustrating the point before

me : and with this a posteriori proof, in confirmation of

the apriori reasoning previously presented, I think no
one will deny the general proposition with which I set

out.

I have, though, additional testimony : and previous to

any inferences, I will briefly allude to the difference in

corporeal and mental constitution of the male and female
of tne human race. When we consider the contrast in

their physical organization, and a mental constitution in

accordance with this respectively, it must be considered
as bearing upon the subject before us.

The athletic, robust frame ofman, is found associated

with a stern, decisive spirit. We see the mind of man
grappling with difficulties and engaging in disputes and
controversies. We see it aspiring to gain the renown
and applause of his fellows. We see his disposition lead
him to the field as a soldier, or to the chase as a hunts-

man. In a word, all those pursuits which require energy
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and decision, devolve upon man, and from his physical

constitution, conjoined with a heroic spirit, he is compe-
tent for the undertaking. ;v- ;^ i^* ?;>;?$' ;^r a

On the other hand, we find woman fashioned in a dif-

ferent mould, as to body and mind. Her beauty and
grace of person—her gentleness and modesty of feeling,

are well adapted to each other. One seems to flow as a
natural sequence from the other. If we could suppose
the mind of woman connected with such a frame as that

of man, it would surely appear like a scion transplanted

from its native soil. There is an incongruity in the very
thought of the disposition, impulses, intellect, etc., of the

female, being associated with the physical organization

of the male. And again, it would seem equally out of

place to see the sternness of man's mental character,

connected with the fragile body of tender woman.
Woman's body must have woman's mind, else she is

no longer that ornament to society, which virtue and
chastity have ever made her.

We occasionally meet with a configuration of the fe-

male of the masculine semblance, and do we not invari-

ably find in such cases, that the mind similates that of

man ? The woman loses the distinguishing traits of her
sex, giving additional and striking confirmation of the

influence of the physical on the mental being.

The train of reasoning pursued thus far, may not prove
anything more than that certain conditions of body have
corresponding conditions of mind associated with them,
and it may not appear that the former is in any sense

the cause of the latter. But I would suggest tnat the

connection of particular features of the mmd^ with cer-

tain corporeal developments, is so uniform as to afford a
distinction of temperaments, which is very generally

recognised among men.
The division into Lymphatic, Sanguineous, Bilious,

and Nervous, may be regarded as somewhat arbitrary
;

yet, it conveys an idea o± the disposition associated with
these several orders of animal constitutions.

The Lymphatic, in which the secreting glands are the

most active portion of the system, is indicated by a. soft

and abundant flesh, languor of the pulse, and of all the

corporeal and mental functions ; by a dull, ease-seekingj

Vol. VII.—No. 2. 27
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inefficient, indolent disposition, and an aversion to cor-

poreal and intellectual effort.

The Sanguine, in which the arterial system, and the

organs which circulate the various fluids, particularly

the blood, are most active ; is connected with light and
sandy hair, fair skin, a fresh and florid complexion, light

or blue eyes, a strong and rapid pulse, strong animal

passions, and more ardour, enthusiasm, activity, and
zeal, than power of mind or body. • -

The Bilious, in which the muscular portion of the sys-

tem predominates in activity, is characterized by a more
athletic form ; by strong bones and muscles, black hair,

a dark skin and dark eyes ; a strong and steady pulse

;

hardness, strength, and power of body, accompanied
with considerable force and energy of mind and charac-

ter.

The Nervous, in which the brain and the nervous sys-

tem are much more active than the other parts of the

body, gives rise to the highest degree of excitability and
activity of the corporeal and mental powers ; vividness

and intensity of emotion ; clearness and rapidity of

thought and perception ; sprightliness of mind and bo-

dy ; and is associated with light, flne, thin hair ; a fair,

clear, and delicate skin.

These temperaments are generally compounded : the

nervous-sanguine gives the highest degree of activity

and intensity of thought and feeling: the nervous-bilious

gives activity, accompanied with power and endurance,
constituting one of the most favourable temperaments,
especially when united with a little of the sanguine : the
bilious-lymphatic gives mental and corporeal indolence,

with power under strong excitement : the sanguine-lym-
phatic is less favourable to intellectual ^than to corporeal
manifestations.

Independent of those elements which go to make up
the temperaments, the eye and countenance give an in-

sight to the mind of an individual. We insensibly asso-

ciate a disposition and character with the apj^earance of
the person, whicli supposes the influence of the body on
the mind.

In fact, whoever will attentively observe the various
casts of the body, and the ditf'erent phases of the mind.
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must find a confirmation of this view. It is not this or

that part of the body ; neither is it the manner or posi-

tion of the individual,—nor yet is it the expression of the

face, that gives out an impression as to the mind or dis-

position ; but the general appearance, bespeaks the cha-

racter associated with it. 1 would remark that such a

correspondence, being so uniformly observed, is strong

presumption of cause and eifect. And I will now adduce
the positive evidence illustrating the influence of the
body on the mind.
The difi^erent states of mind, in health and in disease

of the body, afford an exemplification of this influence.

—

When all the physical functions are performed regularly,

and healthfully, we find the faculties of the mind acting

harmoniously and energetically. But when disease in-

vades the system, with those " ills to which flesh is heir,"

we find the mind wavering and fiagging ; and with the

prostration of the body, we observe incapacity for intel-

lectual exertion. When the corporeal system is just

emerging from illness, how impotent is the mind ! In
cases of extreme emaciation and debility, resulting from
long protracted disease, this condition approaches almost
to imbecility. , :- w-
Under these circumstances, we cannot consider the

state of the mind otherwise than as the result of the

condition of the body. The mental weakness is the effect

of the physical prostration. In some diseases, however,
we observe a directly contrary influence. All the facul-

ties of the mind seem exalted, and the naturally dull and
morose become keen and lively.

Our medical books contain instances of facts long past

and forgotten being recalled under the influence of dis-

ease ; and every physician has witnessed scenes that go
to illustrate the remarkable imaginative power, which is

bestowed by the feverish excitement of the body. Things
are conceived which have no foundation in fact, and the

train of reasoning from such false premises, is generally

correct and logical. Presuming the reality, their con-

duct is such as circumstances would warrant, and in

accordance with the fairest principles of deduction. If

the imagination shadows forth some image of beauty
and loveliness, it is attractive and pleasing to the indivi-
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idual,— if some loathsome and disagreeable object is

presented, disgust is manifested ; and if the creative

fancy thrusts some monster of hideous proportions be-

fore the distempered imagination, we beholu the indivi-

diial shrink in terror and alarm from the dread object.

That such disturbances of the mind, result from the

condition of the body, is proved by their disappearance

under the use of remedies, addressed to the physical

organism. The delirium of fever is found to yield to a

free blood-letting ; the wild vagaries of hypochondriasis

give place to correct ideas under the use of purges and
reduced diet ; and even the reckless fancy of the som-
nambulist is modified, if not entirely controlled by pro-

per regimen.
That the mind is thus aiFected by the changes of the

body, affords no just ground for the humiliating conclu-

sion, that all will be obliterated with the material part

•of man. The analogy presented throughout nature of

changes fi'om one state of existence to another more
exalted, is a strong presumption that such a change will

take place with us. And, as many facts illustrate the

pre-eminence of the soul, we should rest satisfied, with
the Divine assurance of its immortality, in a world of

spirits beyond the grave.

Having, in a general way, portrayed the action and
re-action of body and mind, it only remains to make the

-application to that state of the cerebral functions consti-

tuting insanity.

To describe the various forms of this abnormal state of
the mind, is not necessary for my present purpose. It is

sufficient to understand, that it consists in a derange-
ment of one or more of the faculties of the mind, accom-
panied with corresponding conduct on the part of the
individual.

The causes of this derangement are as various as the

individuals affected, but referable to two general divis-

ions,—those which have a direct influence on the mind,
and those which operate through the body.

The immediate source of all mental derangement, is

an abnormal condition of the brain. It may be an idio-

pathic condition of this great centre of the nervous sys-

tem, or dependant upon undue exercise of the mind ; and

X
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again it may be a sympathetic irritation connected with
improper performance of the functions of some other

organ of the body. .1^7 ^^'.it*.]mr'-m ":>-:''

^

The nicely adjusted balance of body and mind, hangs,

as it were, upon the brain, as a pivot ; and, either being
disturbed, or receiving an impression, it must be felt at

this connecting point, as well as by the other. From the

slightest prick of a pin, to the prostrating disease, we
observe more or less sympathy of the mind with all the
parts of the body. And the blush of modesty, in like

manner with the strongest emotion, displays the sympa-
thy of the body with the impressions on the mind. Ihe
brain is the connecting link, and brings the external, into

communication with the internal, of this human Leyden
jar. "Without its important office, they might i*emain in

juxta-position for anf length of time, and give no mani-
festation of power ; but, as soon as it is brought to bear
upon the body and the mind, we see the spark of life

evolved. This is exemplified in oppression of the brain,

and in some lesions of this organ, when no other parts

are diseased, but lose their power from their connection

with the brain. Remove the difficulty, as by the tre-

phine, and all the offices of the parts are performed as

usual. It will be readily perceived, then, with such
intimate relations to the body and the mind, how the

brain becomes involved in their mutual workings, and
insanity is the result of a disturbance of the equilibrium

between them.
Under such circumstances, an erethism is established

in the brain secondarily ; and the prime cause of the de-

rangement is referable to some mental disturbance, or to

some physical disorder. Hence the great importance of

a full history of the commencement of the insanity,

whether connected primarily with mental disquietude,

bodily disease, or local inflammation of the brain,—with
or without hereditarv predisposition.

The application of means of relief must have reference

to the cause : and, in the first case, moral means, or

those calculated to divert the thoughts ; in the second,

medical treatment ; in the third, local measures ; and in

the fourth, regimen, will be found most advantageous.

Lunacy is very generally connected with bodily de-
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rangement
;
yet, in many instanceR, tlie functional dis-

turbance of the organs succeeds tlie depraved state of

the mind, and arises from this source. The influence

reflected upon the mind from the pliysical system may
be relieved by medical treatment; yet, following the

fundamental principle, to remove the cause, we will be
directed, in numerous instances, to the mental condition,

as the source of these maladies. •: -
/'

That the mind is capable of therapeutic management,
is abundantly proven by the happy results, which, in

latter years, have been obtained in the treatment of this

class of patients. It was once considered indispensable

for the control of this unfortunate class of beings, that

coercion sliould be resorted to. But it has been ascer-

tained, that in many instances, confinement only exaspe-

rates the lunatic, and instead of the straight-jacket and
iron l)ar8, a less revolting means has been found benefi-

cial. The maniac is now allowed to seek a balm for his

distempered mind in the grove and garden ; and, instead

of the harrowing spectacle, which, in former times, kept
his awful situation constantly preying u2)on tlie remnant
of right reason he might possess, scenes are presented
which are calculated to cfispel his hallucinations, and
any trace of lucid thought is seized upon and wielded so

as to lead him from the darkness which enshrouds his

mind. The least ray of returning hope is watched with
care ; and happily the light has been made to widen and
extend itself, until the individual stands again, as it were,

in the open day.

In those violent outbreaks which attend a paroxysm of

maniac desperation, other measures are of course de-

manded, and restraint becomes indispensable. But when
the cruel barbarity with which the insane were some-
times treated in by-gone days, even to using the lash as

a therapeutic agent, is contrasted with the humane at-

tention which is bestowed upon a similar class at the

present day, it reflects honour upon those w^lio have been
instrumental in carrying out this benevolent design, and
must be looked upon as a bright era in medical history.

The known efiicacy of a steady look, the power of the

voice, and the influence of determined expression of

countenance on the part of him who would controul the
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madman, illustrate the efficacy of impressions conveyed
through the medium of the mind. It is of great conse-

quence that the immediate keeper of the insane should
have dignity of character, with great firmness and decis-

ion. His authority must he recognised, or his influence

will he lost. He should, at the same time, be a good
judge of human nature, in the ordinary acceptation of

the term, and adapt his bearing to the various disposi-

tions of his subjects.

The accommodations, as to rooms and grounds, should
be ample, and indulgence of natural taste carried to as

great an extent as compatible with safety.

By due attention to these things, the necessary medi-
cal treatment will be greatly assisted, while, perhaps,
there are but few cases in which it can be dispensed
with entirely.

The bodily functions become disturbed, either prima-
rily, or secondarily, and the treatment must correspond
to the organ aifected, and the nature of the diseased ac-

tion.

Practical measures of greater efficacy than any hereto-

fore devised for the relief of the insane, are demanded
by the rapid increase of mental disorders ; and this essay

is submitted to the public, with a hope that it may sug-

gest some improvement in the treatment of this atflicted

portion of our race.

JS'ote.—In connection with this subject, I would refer

to the proj)osed measure of removing the Asylum for the

insane, which is now located in Columbia, to some point

beyond the limits of the town.

If the views which have been presented in this paper
he correct, it must be evident that the crowding together

of persons in different states of mental derangement,
will have a pernicious influence. Those of the most de-

licate sensibilities, being associated with the most hide-

ous and outrageous maniacs, any remnant of reason is

harrowed, until "madness rules the hour" alike with all.

A separation of the patients is, therefore, of great conse-

quence, in the treatment of the insane ; and the former
habits of life, with the particular form of mental derange-
ment, should be considered in classifying the patients.

^1
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..In the present establishment, with hut one contracted

yard for male lunatics, and a similar enclosure for fe-

males, there is no opportunity afforded for such salutary

arrangement. And the only resort is, to confine the

violent and dangerous to their cells; while the more
manageable compose one promiscuous maniac gang ; and
a few, in their lucid state, are allowed to go into a front

enclosure of small dimensions, or to stroll on the streets

with a keeper. Under such circumstances, there is ne-

cessarily a constant restraint upon the inmates of the in-

stitution, which operates injuriously upon the deranged,

and more especially upon those who are recovering their

faculties. The proximity of the town presents another

source of aggravation to the inmates ; as spectators so

frequently indulge their curiosity, by ascending to the

summit of the building, and thus excite the distracted

minds of those in the yard beneath.

The position and the arrangement of the institution at

present, fail in several other radical points of the ob-

jects in view : and now, when some change is contem-
plated, it has been proposed to look beyond the limits of

Columbia for a location, where the various classes of

patients can be better provided for. Such a course is

demanded by the increase in numbers recently admitted
to the establishment, and the inefficiency of the present

arrangements.
The safety, comfort, and permanent relief of this un-

fortunate class, should be considered, independently of

the interests of the citizens of Columbia, and it must be
an advantage in their treatment to be removed to a more
retired and commodious situation.

The position which is thought most available being
near the Charlotte and South Carolina Eail Koad, and a
few miles from town, would afford facilities for the treat-

ment of the insane, which no extension of the present
structure could supply. A space of the desired extent

could be secured, and the more manageable patients

might then have more indulgence than would be com-
patible with safety for the desperate and vicious. A
building, distinct from the other structure, could be
made as a strong-hold for the latter class, where all the
necessary means of coercion and restraint might be
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exercised. As a resort for those recovering their facul-

ties, and for any during their hicid intervals, a third

department might be provided, entirely separate from
the others. This might have an extent of outline, and a

diversity of scene, which would allow a sense of freedom
on the part of the individual, at the same time that a
proper watch could be maintained by the keepers.

Under such a plan there would be no risk to the pub-
lic welfare, and yet the inmates of the institution might
enjoy all the relaxation compatible with their condition.

That exercise which is requisite for the proper perform-
ance of the functions of the body, could be granted with
entire safety ; and those scenes adapted to cheer and
enliven the mind, would be presented in nature's varied

works around the rural spot. Thus the mind and the

body would be ministered to ; and the subject of mental
disorder have a better prospect of restoration to a proper
exercise of the rational faculties.

I have thought proper to advert in this general way to

a matter intimately connected with the practical appli-

cation of my subject ; and without reference to the wish-

es of the people, or the opinions of those concerned in

the management of the institution, I have attempted to

show the propriety of a removal of this institution from
the town of Columbia, on account of the benefit likely to

accrue to such as require its protection and regimen.
I have only to add, that the subject of insanity audits

proper management, is one of growing importance, and
it is high time that improvements in the institutions for

the insane should be adopted.

ARTICLE III.

WHO ARE MEMBERS OF THE VISIBLE CHURCH?—OR INFANT
BAPTISM.

According to the revealed will of God, who are entitled

to membership in the visible church ? Two answers to

'this question deserve attention. The first is, helievers

28
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only 'j the second, 'believers and thew children. As it

will not be needful to prove what is common to both

theories, our remarks will relate solely to the children of

believers.

It may safely be assumed, as a principle held in com-
mon by all who are interested in this cliscussion, that a

right to membership in the church and a right to baptism,

are inseparably connected, and reciprocally imply each

other. The doctrine of infant church-membership, and
the doctrine of infant baptism, are the same doctrine,

expressed in varied language: and it is of no consequence
to which of these forms of the doctrine an argument
directly applies; whatever tends to prove or disprove

either, equally tends to prove or disprove both.

It is unquestionably true, that in the New Testament,

infants are not expressly mentioned in immediate con-

nexion with baptism. But what if they are expressly

mentioned in immediate connexion with membership in

the church ? We are not here asserting that the fact is

so ; we merely allude to the hypothesis for the purpose

of putting a question. "What would be the consequence
of such a fact, should it be found to exist ? An unequi-

vocal assertion of church-membership, it is certain, can

be made without the aid of the word hapUse, or haptism.

Suppose we should find such an assertion in the word of

God, in reference to infants ; ought we to disregard it,

because nothing was said about baptism ? No doubt, it

will be admitted that, in such a case, they ought to be

received as members of the church. But if so received,

ought they not to be baptized ? None, we believe, who
regard baptism as an ordinance now obligatory, would
answer in the negative. It follows that we have no right

to demand an explicit warrant for the baptism of infants

;

if there is found in the word of God decisive evidence of

their membership in the church, that is enough.
Under the Mosaic dispensation, the feast of weeks was

certainly a positive ordinance ; and no where in the law
of Moses is the proselyte mentioned in connexion with
that ordinance. But Moses said of him, " he shall be as

one that is born in the land ;" and in another place, gave
the general command: "Three times in a year shall

all thy males appear before the Lord thy God in the
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place which he shall choose ;" and mentioned the feast of

weeks as one of the occasions meant. A comparison of

,

these passages decided the duty of the proselyte. His
right was fully made out to a positive religious ordin-

ance, though he was nowhere described in immediate
connexion with that ordinance,—made out, not by an
explicit warrant, but by an inference necessarily arising

out of a comparison of different passages. And all that

we here claim is, that if a similar and equally forcible

proof can be made out, in favour of the right of another
class of human beings—infants,—to another positive or-

dinance—baj)tism, it shall be admitted as equally deci-

sive.

We wish the principle applied impartially to both
sides of the question. If it can be made out from Scrip-

ture, as a law admitting of no exception, that no human
being is to be recognized as a member of the church, till

he has given credible evidence of vital piety, the argu-

ment is at an eild, and infant baptism is unlawful. If,

on the other hand, it can be shown to be a law admit-
ting of no exception, that none but believers are to be
baptized, then, the church-membership of the children of

believers, as such^ is unlawful. Whether either of these

things can be done, we now proceed to inquire.

If the position relates directly to membership in the

church, the most plausible argument in its favor is sug-

gested by the manner in which particular churches are

addressed in the New Testament. For example, Paul
describes his brethren at Ephesus, as chosen in Christ,

redeemed, forgiven, adopted, raised from spiritual death,

sealed with the Holy Spirit. But the explanation is easy.

When a collective body of people is described, it is by
no means implied that the description applies to every

individual member. We feel no hesitation in saying

that the people of the United States are strongly attach-

ed to a republican form of government ; but yet, there

may not improbably be found individuals who would
prefer a monarchy ; and there are assuredly many human
beings among us who are incapable of forming an opin-

ion on the subject. The description given by Paul was
true of every member of the church whose character was
such as the covenant, by which he was bound, required.
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Infants, of course, were not addressed ; and no adult

could become a member of tbe church,—in other words,

no one could become a member of it by his own act,

—

who did not give good evidence of possessing that char-

acter : and if there were adults who gave no evidence of

possessing it, but who were connected with the church
in consequence of having been baptized in infancy, they
were held to be, for want of piety, disqualified for im-

portant ecclesiastical privileges. On Pedo-baptist prin-

ciples, then, there were stronger reasons for addressing
the members of the church, collectively, as believers,

than there now are for speaking of the people of the

United States, collectively, as republicans. This is sure-

ly sufficient.

We turn to the other form of the proposition. Leaving
out of view, for the present, what may be said in reply
to the arguments adduced in favour of the baptism of
infants, do the Scriptures furnish evidence against it, by
teaching that faith is, in every instance, an indispensable

prerequisite to that ordinance ? We think there is not
one text which, taken in its most obvious and natural

signification, gives even the least appearance of support
to that idea. Much stress is sometimes laid on the apos-

tolic commission, as recorded by Matthew : ''''Go ye^

therefore^ and teach all nations^ hamtizing them in the

name of the Father^ and of the Son, a/nd of the Holy
Ghost : teaching them to ohserve all things whatsoever I
have commanded you?'' The word translated teach, it is

well known, signifies to make disciples. It is supposed,
then, that in this passage three duties are enjoined,

which must be performed in the precise order in which
they are here enumerated : first, to make disciples of all

nations ; second, to baptize them ; third, to teach them
to observe all things, etc. "The several parts of the

commission," we are told, " are to be observed in the

order in which they are enjoined. The order is plainly

as imperative as the commands themselves. A violation

of the order is, indeed, a violation of the commands."*
The argument, then, is, that since making disciples is

mentioned before baptizing, it follows that none may be

* See Howell on "The Evils of Infant Baptism," chap, ii., pp. 19, 20.
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mbaptized who have not ah'eady become disciples,

every instance, one must become a disciple first, and be
baptized afterwards. Here it is assumed, as an inviola-

ble rule, that when a verb is followed by a participle, (as

in this passage, the verb teach is follawed by the partici-

ple baptizing,) both expressive of acts of the same agents,

the action expressed by the verb must be understood to

be done, or required to be done, before the action ex-

pressed by the participle. Thus only is it concluded
from the passage before us, that ministers nmst teach

first, and baptize afterwards, because the word teach oc-

curs before the word baptizing. Let us, then, apply the

same rule to another passage. Luke vi : 1.—"And it

came to pass, on the second sabbath after the first, that

he went through the corn-fields ; and his disciples pluck-

ed the ears of corn, and did eat, rubbing them in their

hands." Here the verb did eat comes before the parti-

ciple rubbing. And if it be maintained that, in the

passage under consideration, the order in which the

words stand, proves that men must become disciples

first, and be baptized afterwards ; this passage furnishes

precisely equal reason for maintaining, that the disciples

ate the ears of corn first, and rubbed them in their hands
afterwards. If any are of opinion that an imperative
sentence would afibrd a more appropriate test, they shall

be gratified. '''Masters, give unto your sei'vants that

which is just and equal j knowing, that ye also have a
Master in Heaven^— Col. iv : 1. Here, we find^ the
verb give, comes before the participle knowing. Hence,
according to the rule of interpretation which we are test-

ing, masters must first give to their servants that which
is just and equal ; and afterwards,—it would be wrong
to do it before the duty signified by the verb is comple-
ted,

—

afterwa/rds consider their own responsibility to

their Master in Heaven. As to the apostolic commis-
sion, we think the relation of its several parts exceeding-
ly obvious. The verb teach, (or make disciples,) express-

es the end to be pursued; the participles, baptizing,

teaching, express the means to be employed. The apos-
tles, and other ministers of the gospel, are here directed
to make men disciples by baptizing and teaching them.
And it may not be amiss to observe, that in emimerating

4'M
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the means of making disciples, the Saviour mentions
haptizing first. We do not mention this as an argument
in favour of infant baptism ; but merely as showing the

futility of the attempt to derive an argument against

infant baptism from the mere order in which the words
stand in this passage.

Let us now turn to the corresponding passage in Mark

:

''''Go ye into all the world and jpu'eacK the gospel to every

creature. He that helieveth and is ha/pi/ized shall he

saved J hut he that helieveth not shall he damned.'''' The
whole question, so far as this passage is concerned, turns

on the clause, he that helieveth and is hajptized shall he

saved. Does it mean that every person must be baptized

after he has become a believer? or does it mean, simply,

that if we would be saved, we must both believe and be
baptized ? If the latter be the meaning, it implies no-

thing inconsistent with infant baptism ; if the former,

then, should one who has been baptized on a profession

of faith, afterwards discover that ne had deceived him-
self, and become a true convert, it would be necessary

for him to be re-baptized, before he could claim the bene-

fit of this promise. Certainly, when the Saviour requires

us to heheve, he does not mean simply that we must
profess to believe. He does not mean that everv one
who professes faith and is baptized shall be saved. If,

then, it be, according to the true meaning of this passage,

indispensable, in all cases, that one be baptized after he
has believed, it is perfectly evident, that in the case now
supposed, the ordinance must be repeated.

JBy many it seems to be taken for granted that, at the

moment of commissioning his aj^ostles to baptize in his

name, our Redeemer must, of course, have specified the

qualifications for the reception of that ordinance, and
answered the question, who shall be baptized? The ac-

tual record does not accord with this assumption. I^or

need we be surprised. It is, surely, conceivable that the

apostles may have been already possessed of an amount
of knowledge that would preclude the necessity of special

direction on that head ; and certain that, under the gui-

dance of the promised Spirit of truth, they were in no
danger of mistaking in this matter. If we turn our

thoughts from the apostles to ourselves, a somewhat
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similar remark may be made. We must take it for

granted that the Bible contains information entirely suf-

ficient to determine the question, who ought to be bap-

tized ? but in what part of the Sacred volume that infor-

mation ought to be found, or how it ought to be conveyed,
we are not competent to determine beforehand. We
must search the Scriptures, and thus learn what they
actually contain.

We have now seen, that there is nothing inconsistent

with infant baptism, in the apostolic commission. Nor
is there, in the recorded practice of inspired men. One
of the passages most frequently quoted is Acts viii : 36,

37. "And the eunuch said. See, here is water; what
doth hinder me to be baptized ? And Philip said. If thou
believest with all thine heart, thou mayest. And he an-

swered and said, I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son
of God." Let it be observed, there is nothing here that

bears even the appearance of an answer to the general
question, who may be baptized ? The question propound-
ed, and the answer returned, both relate directly to a
single individual ; and that individual was an adult.

—

An adult applied for baptism, and was required, before

his request could be granted, to profess faith in Christ.

This certainly involves nothing inconsistent with Pedo-
baptist principles. Philip did nothing that a Pede-
baptist minister would not have done in like circumstan-
ces. When the eunuch asked, " what doth hinder me
to be baptized ? we are not surprised that nothing is said

about infants in the answer.
But we must attend to another passage in the same

chapter, (verse 12.) "But when they (the people of
Samaria,) believed Philip, preaching the things concern-
ing the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ,

they were baptized, both men and women." We are
often asked, " why are not infants mentioned here, if

infant baptism was practised by inspired men?" We
answer, a little attention to the connexion will show.

—

The subject of the paragraph is the destruction of the

influence of Simon the sorcerer, by the preaching of the

gospel. By being baptized, men and women openly
renounced the character of disciples of Simon, for that of

disciples of Jesus. Infants had never been of the num-
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ber of those who gave heed to Simon, saying, "This
man is the great power of God ;" and therefore, tlie

mention of their baptism would not have been relevant

to the subject of the subject of the paragraph.
The observations which have now been made, seem to

warrant the conclusion, that the Scriptures contain no-

thing positively inconsistent with the membership of

infants in the visible church. We are far from regarding

this as sufficient for its justification. If God has not

appointed it, it is wrong. We fully acknowledge the

obligation we are under, either to renounce infant bap-
tism as sinful, or to adduce such evidence of its Divine
origin as, when duly considered, ought to be satisfactory

to reflecting and conscientious men. But we think it

already apparent, that it must be given up, if at all,

simj^ly for want of evidence,—not because there is in-

dependent evidence against it. The judicious inquirer

will, of course, examine whatever considerations in its

support may be drawn from the word of God,—studying
each of these attentively, candidly, patiently, and in

connexion with all the objections to which it may be
liable. But should these considerations, when thus col-

lected and examined, seem satisfactory, there are none
of a contrary nature to disturb or impair his conclusion.

We are far from expecting to exhaust the subject in this

article. The utmost for which we can hope is, to present

such a specimen of the evidence as may be, to some
extent, useful in exciting and directing inquiry. We
proceed, then, to mention some of the arguments that

prove the membership of infants in the visible church.

I. Du7'ing our Saviour's j^erscmal ministinj, the visible

church existed, and infants were inemhers of it, hy Di-
vine a^oint'inent.

We say the church existed. Matt, xviii : 17.—"And if

he shall neglect to hear them, tell it unto the church

:

but if he neglect to hear the church, let him be unto
thee as an heathen man and a publican." What is

meant by the church, in this passage ? An institution

which has ceased to exist; or with which we, as believ-

ers under the Christian dispensation, have no connexion?
If so, this direction is inapplicable and useless to us,—

a

conclusion which pious people would be slow to adopt

;
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and to which the context assuredly lends no support. It

will hardly be imagined, for example, that the promise
immediately following, (verse 18,) is confined to the

Jewish dispensation. ' ...';<.---

Or, did the Saviour, in speaking of ^A^ churchy in this

instance, mean an institution which, as yet, had no exist-

ence ? Then the direction could not possibly be obeyed,
and had no application to any case that could possibly

arise, till after the dispensation under which it was given
had passed away ; and of this prophetic reference no
intimation was given !—a circumstance the more aston-

ishing, as the case for which it was intended to provide,

is by no means limited to any particular dispensation,

but must be of frequent occurrence, wherever men but
partially sanctified are found. The Saviour evidently

intended that this precept should be in force from the

moment it was given, to the end of time. And from this

it irresistibly follows, that the same church which exists

now, existed then.

Let us examine another passage. Matt, xxi; 43.

—

" Therefore say I unto you, The kingdom of God shall be
taken from you, and given to a nation bringing forth the

fruits thereof" Thus the Saviour addressed the chief

priests and Pharisees. These, therefore, were then in
" the kingdom of God :" but in what sense ? Certainly

not in the sense in which that is confined to the truly

pious ; for such was not their character. The reference,

therefore, cannot be to their spiritual state. But, on the
other hand, it cannot be to any thing common to the

whole human race; such, for example, as the general

obligation to serve God, which must necessarily bind
every moral creature. For it i& clearly intimated that

men who were then without that kingdom were to be
brought in ; while men who were then in it, were to be
expelled. The reference, then, must be to their relation

to God, as his covenant people,—bound, as such, to

serve him, and enjoying precious advantages for secur-

ing his favour. The other "nation" mentioned,—the
Gentiles,—were to be brought into the same kingdom in

which the chief priests and Pharisees then were. This,

as we have seen, must refer to visible relation ; and, as it

is fulfilled by the Gentiles being made members of the

Vol. vn.—No. 2. 29
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church, it follows that the chief priests and Pharisees

were at that time members of the same church.

Having thus shown that the church existed during the

personal ministry of our Saviour, we now proceed to

prove that infants were members by Divine appoint-

ment. Here we appeal to the memorable declaration,

^''^Of such is the kingdom of God^'' or " the hingdom of
Hea/cen?'' Let the several places in which it occurs be
carefully examined. They are Matt, xix : 13-15 ; Mark
X : 13-16 ; and Luke xviii : 15-17.

The first point that demands attention is, the age of

the children that were brought to Christ, and to whom
the words under consideration primarily referred. Luke
calls them ^pi<p»], (infants,) and the following, we believe,

are all the other passages in the New Testament where
the same word occurs. Luke i : 41, 44.—" The hoibe leap-

ed in her womb,"—" The habe leaped in my womb for

joy." Luke ii : 12, 16.—" Ye shall find the lahe wrapped
in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger."—" They came
with haste, and found Mary and Joseph, and the hahe

lying in a manger." Acts vii : 19.—" So that they cast

out their ymimg ohildven^ to the end they might not live
:"

(which compare with Exod. i : 22.) 1 Peter, ii : 2.—"As
new-born hdbes^ desire the sincere milk of the word ; that

ye may grow thereby." 2 Tim. iii : 15.—"And that from
a child tnou hast known the holy Scriptures." In refer-

ence to this last passage, we observe that it would not be
thought extravagant or improper, to say of one whose
case was like that of Timothy, that he had been familiar

with the Scriptures from infancy ; and similar expres-

sions, no doubt, are common in all languages. The term
in question, then, is correctly represented by the English
word, infants.^

Lifants were brought to Christ ; and concerning them
he said, ^'Of such is the kingdom of God." But what
are we to understand by the word such^ in this connex-
ion ?

—

little children^ (that is, infants^ or those who re-

semble them ? On looking into the original, we find that

* For the sake of readers who have no knowledge of Greek, we have, in
every instance, italicised the Englisli words representing tlie Greek term
in question.
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the pronoun in question, (toioutwVj suoh^ is here used

with the article, marking a reference to something, (in

this instance -raKJia, little children^) already mentioned.

1^0w, wherever this pronoun is used in this manner, its

meaning includes what it thus refers to, as already men-
tioned. It is here stated, then, that "

ojf^ little child/ren—
infants—is the kingdom of Heaven ; and the idea intend-

ed cannot possibly be, ''^ of those who are lihe little chil-

d/ren in some respects^^^—of those whopossess a child-like

disposition. To confirm what has now been asserted,

let us notice some other passages, where the pronoun in

question is used in the same manner. 1 Cor. v : 5, " To
deliver such an one^'' (the reference is to the incestuous

person,) " unto Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that

the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus."

If the view we are opposing is correct, the Corinthians

would have been obeying this charge, had they excom-
municated, not the incestuous person, but some one who,
in some respects not specified, resembled him. Yerse 11,
" But now I have written unto you not to keep company,
if any man that is called a brother be a fornicator, or

covetous, or an idolater, or a railer, or a drunkard, or an
extortioner

; with such an one no not to eat." Can this

possibly mean that the Corinthians must withdraw from
the society, not of the persons described, but of other

people who might happen to be in some respects like

them ? Gal. v : 19-21.—" Now the works of the flesh are

manifest, which are these : adultery, fornication, unclean-

ness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, vari-

ance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, envy-
ings, murders, drunkenness, revilings, and such like : of

which I tell you before, as I have also told you in times
past, that they which do such things shall not inherit the

kingdom of God." If the view we oppose be correct,

then, it is allowable to understand this passage as con-

demning, not the works of the flesh, but some other

works, not specified, but which bear some resemblance
to these. 1 Tim. vi : 5.—" Perverse disputings of men
of corrupt minds, and destitute of the truth, supposing
that gain is godliness : from such withdraw thyself."

—

Now, whatever evidence the first of these passages af-

fords, that the incestuous person was to be " delivered
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unto Satan,"-—and the second, that the Corinthians were
forbidden to keep company with immoral professors of

Christianity,—whatever evidence the third affords that

those who practise the works of the flesh shall not inhe-

rit the kingdom of God,—whatever evidence the fourth

affords that those who are described as men of cormpt
minds were the persons from whom Timothy was to

withdraw himself,—the passage under consideration af-

fords just the same evidence, that of those who were
styled by our Saviour little children^ and by Luke, in-

fants^ is the kingdom of God.
And what are we to understand by " the kingdom of

God," in this connection ? Certainly not the blessedness

of the heavenly world. Our Saviour is speaking of liv-

ing children—not of dead ones. He is telling what their

condition actually is—not what would be the consequence
of dying in infancy. His language points to a state of

things actually existing in the case of those concerning

whom he says, " Suffer them to come unto me." Nor
could the reference be to their spiritual state. From the

displeasure which he expressed at the conduct of his

disciples, it is plain that the truth declared in the words,
" of such is the kingdom of God," was one with which
they ought to have been previously familiar; but if

these were regenerate infants, the disciples had had no
means of ascertaining that fact. We are compelled,

therefore, to understand it of outward, visible relation.

The kingdom of God is the visible church. That the

phrase is often used in this sense, is indisputable ; and
in this instance, the connexion forbids it to be underatood
in any other.

Here, then, we have from the Saviour himself, a direct

declaration of the membership of infants in his church.

And as a right to church-membership necessarily implies

a right to baptism, we might safely rest on this argument
as decisive of the whole question. But we have further

evidence to offer. We argue,

II. From the Abrahamic Covenant.

In developing this argument, there will be use for se-

veral portions of Scripture which are too extensive for

transcription : these the reader is requested to examine
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carefully, that he may judge correctly of the comments
which we propose to oner. •»

*

The covenant referred to, is recorded in Genesis, xvii

:

1-14. We propose to prove that this is the covenant
under which the church now exists. If this can be es-

tablished, the conclusion which we have in view is inevi-

table. Infants were certainly included in that covenant

;

hence it follows that they were, and still are, by Divine
appointment, members of the church.

The promises of the covenant are as follows : 1. "A
father of many nations have I made thee." 2. " To be a
God unto thee, and to thy seed after thee." 3. To give

unto Abraham and to his seed the land of Canaan. f*

As to the first of these promises, we deny that it re-

lates solely to the lineal descendants of Abraham, and
maintain that it includes all the followers of his faith.

—

The second we regard as a promise of spiritual blessings,

the chief and sum of which is everlasting life through
Jesus Christ. In the third, Canaan is promised as a
type of heavenly rest : of course, in making such a pro-

mise, the antitype was the object mainly in view.—In
short, we maintain that the covenant of which circum-
cision was formerly the token, is the same covenant into

which, under the Christian dispensation, human beings
are introduced by baptism. »

'

For the confirmation of these views, we rely on other

portions of Scripture, (found chiefly in the New Testa-

ment,) which explain the effects of circumcision, and the

nature of the Abrahamic covenant. Heb. xi : 14-16.

—

" For they that say such things, declare plainly that they
seek a country. And truly, if they had been mindful of
that country from fwhence they come out, they might
have had opportunity to have returned : but now they
desire a better country, that is, an heavenly : wherefore
God is not ashamed to be called their God : for he hath
prepared for them a city." Here is evidently a refer-

ence to the covenant we are considering. It is in conse-

quence of that covenant, Jehovah is known as the "God
of Abraham, and of Isaac, and of Jacob." There is no
other transaction recorded, in which this title can be
supposed to have originated ; or that can impart to it

any other meaning than that intended when God said to
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Abraham, " I will be a God unto thee, and to thy seed

after thee." The reason, then, why God is not ashamed
to be called their God,—the foundation of the title,—is

that he hath prepared for them " an heavenly country,"

—a " city,"—" a city which hath foundations, whose
builder and maker is God," (verse 10.) If there is in

this passage an allusion to the promise oi Canaan, (and

we think it clear that there is,) Canaan is regarded, as

we have represented it, merely as a type of Heaven. In

the same epistle, the promise of Canaan is called " the

gospel," and identified with the gospel which we enjoy

under the Christian dispensation. "To whom sware he

that they should not enter into his rest, but to them that

believed not?" "So we see that they could not enter in,

because of unbelief. Let us therefore fear, lest a prom-
ise being left us of entering into his rest, any of you
should seem to come short of it. For unto us was the

gospel preached, as well as unto them : but the word
preached did not profit them, not being mixed with faith

in them that heard it."—Ileb. iii : 18, 19, and iv : 1, 2.

Now, if Canaan was promised as a type of Heaven ; that

promise, of course, comprehended a promise of Heaven

;

and there is no diflSculty in understanding why it is

called the gospel. But on no other hypothesis is there

any propriety in the remark, " Unto us was the gospel

preached, as well as unto them."* We think it has now
been proved that the second promise in the covenant is

a promise of eternal life ; and that in the third, Canaan
is promised as a type of Heaven. As we pursue our

investigations, we shall find much additional evidence of

* A different rendering of this passage has been proposed :
" Unto us

were glad tidings proclaimed, as well as unto them." It" the intention is

merely to substitute a definition for the term defined, the question is

purely one of taste ; but if it is to get rid of the idea that Paul identifies

what was preached to the Jews with what was preached to "us," the mat-
ter is one of serious importance. According to this interpretation, the

whole meaning of the sentence is, "what was proclaimed to the Jews re-

sembled what was proclaimed to us in being adapted to excite gladness;"

and the sum of the argument, "Things adapted to excite gladness have
sometimes been heard without profit ; therefore, since the gospel is adajot-

ed to excite gladness, let us be careful that we do not hear it without
profit." There may possibly exist men weak enough to write nonsense at

this rate, even when serious
; but Paul, even apart from his inspiration,

was a very difierent man.
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the same truths ; for it would be impossible to keep the

discussion of the several points that will claim our atten-

tion sepa/rate^ without incurring an amount of repetition,

and extending our remarks to a length which we are

anxious to avoid. • . .

In the New Testament, it is taken for granted, that the

everlasting favour of God is promised to the children of

Abraham as such/ but the doctrine is earnestly inculca-

ted, that mere lineal descent from that Patriarch will not

prove an interest in the promise. For example, John
the Baptist said to the Pharisees and Sadducees, " Bring
forth therefore fruits meet for repentance. And think

not to say within yourselves, "We have Abraham to our

father : for I say unto you that God is able of these stones

to raise up children unto Abraham." Now, where is the

promise alluded to in this passage, on which John's

hearers were in danger of presuming, and which implied

that if they were rejected, others should be raised up as

children of Abraham ? We find it in the covenant of

which circumcision was the token: "To be a God unto

thee, and to thy seed after thee." A promise of essen-

tially the same import, as we think, had indeed been
made twenty-four years earlier :

" In thee shall all fami-

lies of the earth be blessed."—Gen. xii : 3. But the

immediate reference cannot be to this passage, because
those who are to be blessed are not here described as the

children of Abraham, but in general terms, as families of

the earth.

Let us now examine the second, third and fourth chap-

ters of the epistle to the Komans. Here is a connected
train of reasoning, intended to prove that the way of

justification by faith in Jesus is needful and applicable

to Jews and Gentiles without distinction,—in opposition

to the notion that the Jews, being circumcised descend-

ants of Abraham, might obtain the favour of God in a

different way.—(See chap, iii : verse 1.) Now, if the cov-

enant of circumcision related solely to tefnporal blessings,

to prove that fact would have been the obvious, direct,

and only appropriate, method of refuting the error in

question. But let us analyze Paul's argument. From
the first verse of the second chapter to the eighth of the
third, he is proving that God, being a righteous judge.
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with whom is no respect of persons, cannot permit sin to

go unpunished, because committed by a circumcised

person, but must deal with the same character in the

same manner, whether it be found in Jew or Gentile.

—

And this implies that the true end of circumcision is

gained, an interest in the promises of the covenant is

enjoined, by none who are not spiritually qualified.

—

Ch. ii : vs. 28, 29. His second position is, that the Jews,
being sinners, no less than the Gentiles, cannot be justi-

fied by works.—Ch. iii : vs. 9-20. The next, that the

way of justification by faith in Christ, is of Divine ap-

pointment, suited to sinners as ^uch, and, therefore, ap-

plicable alike to Jews and Gentiles.—(Ys. 21-31.) He
proves, in the last place, (ch. iv.,) that the Abrahamic
covenant was made with distinct reference to this mode
of justification, so that the promises of the covenant ex-

tend to all believers, and to believers only. He insists

that Abraham was justified, not by works, but by faith,

(vs. 1-8,)—that he was justified first, and afterwards re-

ceived circumcision in the specific character of one alrea-

dy justified by faith, (vs. 9-11,)—and that by being thus

circumcised he became the fatner of all believers, in such
sense that they are interested in the promise made to

him, and this includes the imputation of righteousness,

(vs. 11-16.) "We beg the special attention of our readers

to the verses last refeiTed to. The connexion between
the 12th and 13th verses, proves that the promise in

question is the promise to which circumcision was an-

nexed. Paul then asserts that hy Gircumcision Abraham
became the father of all believers ; in other words, that

they are his seed, in the sense of the covenant,—that

accordingly they are interested in the promise of the
covenant; that the blessing promised is bestowed by
grace, received by faith, is sure to all believers, and
includes the imputation of righteousness.

It is evident^ then^ that this covenant is still inforce^
and contains apromise of God^s everlastingfa/vour; and
that all believers are interested in it, as chuaren of Ahra-
ham. }

Let us turn to the ninth, tenth and eleventh chapters
of the same epistle. At the beginning of chapter 9th,

Paul expresses his sorrow for the Jews, in view of the
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i fact that they were under condemnation
,
(vs. 1-5.) This

fact, however, he declares, is not inconsistent with God's
promise to Abraham ; since lineal descent from that Pa-
triarch, and visible relation to the covenant, do not ne-

cessarily imply a personal interest in the promise. " iN'ot

as though the word of God hath taken none effect. For
they are not all Israel, which are of Israel ; neither be-

cause they are the seed of Abraham, are they all chil-

dren : but, in Isaac shall thy seed be called. That is,

they which are the children of the flesh, these are not the

children of God : but the children of the promise are

counted for the seed," (vs. 6-8.) And on the sovereignty

of God, as implied in this statement, he dwells at consi-

derable length. He then shows (vs. 22-30,) that God is

accomplishing his purpose as formerly announced by the

prophets, when he rejects multitudes of Jews, and saves

a chosen people, consisting partly of Jews and partly of

Gentiles. He then proceeds to show, (verse 30, and on-

ward to the close of the next chapter,) that the condem-
nation of the Jews is owing to their unbelief,—that the

only way of salvation is by faith in Jesus Christ,—^that

this way is open alike to Jews and Gentiles,—^and that,

therefore, since faith cometh by hearing, it is reasonable
that the gospel should be preached to the Gentiles, and
God has distinctly announced his will that this should
be done. In proceeding to notice chapter the 11th, we
must bear in mind the distinction, mentioned at the

commencement of this part of the epistle, between a
visible relation to the covenant, and a saving interest in

its promise. The promise does secure that many, hut

not all^ who stand in that relation, shall be saved,—and
saved by that means. Actual salvation is certain^
referred to in verses 5-7 ; but to explain the breaking off,

mentioned verse IT, in the same manner, would imply
that all the Jews who were rejected,—the great mass of

the Jews of that generation,—had once been truly pious.

Paul, then, teaches that some who formerly stood in

that relation, in consequence of lineal descent from
Abraham, have been cut off* from it, while others still

retain it, and have been brought into a state of salvation

by means of it, (vs. 1-10,)—^that by means of the rejec-

tion of a part. Gentiles have been brought into the same '4'

.;:f,j.
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relation from whicli they fell, (verses 11-22,)—and that

reason, (vs. 22-24,) prophecy, (vs. 25-27,) and especially,

the original promise made to the patriarchs of the Jew-
ish nation, (verses 28, 29,) prove that a time will come,
when the great body of that nation shall be restored to

that relation from which their fathers fell. Thus it is

evident that the relation—the church—from which the

unbelieving Jews were broken off, is the same into which
believing Gentiles are introduced, and to which believing

Jews are hereafter to be restored. But one question

remains : Is the promise which is represented in this

portion of the epistle ^s securing the salvation of the

seed of Abraham, the same to which circumcision was
annexed ? On this point we cannot doubt, if we remem-
ber how Paul speaks of circumcision in a passage already

noticed.—Kom. iv : 11-16. Moreover, in the commence-
ment of this portion of the epistle, Paul identifies the

promise in: question, as that to which God alluded, when
he said to Abraham, "In Isaac shall thy seed be called."

And there can be no possible difiiculty in determining

what promise that was.
There is another circumstance which may be mention-

ed in this connexion, as confirming the conclusion to

which this portion of Scripture naturally conducts us.

—

The most terrible spiritual evils are represented as hav-

ing been formerly consequent on the fact of being imci/r-

cumcised—Gentiles ; and these, we are informed, are

removed,—that is, we are brought into the same relation

to God in which the Jews formerly stood,—by admission
into the Christian church. " Wherefore remember, that

ye, being in time past Gentiles in the flesh, who are

called uncircumcision by that which is called the cir-

cumcision in the flesh made by hands ; that at that time
ye were without Christ, being aliens from the common-
wealth of Israel, and strangers from the covenants of

promise, having no hope, and without God in the world.

But now, in Christ Jesus, ye who sometimes were far

off, are made nigh by the blood of Christ."—^Eph. ii

:

11-13.
,

-'
^ .

-•. " ' ^- ' ''- '''^-

The same subject is more fully explained in the second
chapter of the epistle to the Oolossians. The immediate
design of this whole chapter is to guard the people

;j
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addressed against the influence of Judaizinff teachers.

The amount of the argument is this: Christ is a perfect

Saviour. In him " are hid all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge." Hence, his religion, instead of being
improved, would he corrupted, by the addition of either

tlie inventions of men, or the abrogated rites of a former
dispensation. These false teachers laid great stress onv'
circumcision ; as, in their view, that ordinance brought >

along with it an obligation to observe all the ceremonies
of the Mosaic law. On that subject, therefore, Paul
expresses himself thus : "And ye are complete in him,
which is the head of all principality and power: in

whom also ye are circumcised with the circumcision

made without hands, in putting off the body of the sins >

of the flesh by the circumcision of Christ : buried with '':

him in baptism, wherein also ye are risen with him
through the faith of the operation of God, who hath , .

raised him from the dead. And you, being dead in yom*
sins and the uncircumcision of your flesh, hath he quick-

ened together with him, having forgiven you all trespass-

es."— Verses 10-13.

"We, of course, remark on this passage only, so far as

to indicate its bearings on our argument. The Colos-

sians, then, according to this representation, were for-

merly unpardoned and dead in their sins, and these evils

were intimately connected with the imd/rcumcision of
their flesh. But now, they are circumcised with the

circumcision made without hands, buried and risen with
Christ in baptism, quickened and pardoned ; therefore,

they have now no need of literal circumcision. That is,

,

as ha^tized believers, under the Christian dispensation,

they are in possession of all the spiritual blessings which
were enjoyed by circumcised believers as such, under
the former dispensation ; and, therefore, they need not -

be circumcised. Thus we are taught that baptism, under
the Christian dispensation, is connected with the same
spiritual blessings with which circumcision was connect-

ed under the former dispensation. And in asserting thLJs

proposition, its converse is of course implied. «s •-,

This consideration suggests another. As circumcision

was formerly connected with the same blessings with
which baptism is now connected ; so the connection, in
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fcotli cases, is of the same kind,—^, covenant connexion;
and as those blessings were then, as now, to be obtained

"by faith, it follows that the covenant is the same. In
other words, baptism is now connected with the same
covenant with which circumcision was formerly connect-

ed,—the Abrahamic covenant. But we have other evi-

dence to oifer in proof of the same proposition. The
sum of the Abrahamic covenant, we have seen, was, /
will he a God vm,to thee, cmd to thy seed after thee. Of
the two other promises, one relates to a type of the prin-

cipal blessing comprehended in this, and the other to the

number that should enjoy the blessings promised. Let
us now pass to the other term of the comparison. Bap-
tism into a person, or into his name, is a method of

devoting one as a disciple, follower, servant or subject

of that person, and brings along with it all the rights

and obligations implied in such relation. (As examples
confirmatory of this statement, see 1 Cor. i : 13 and 15,

and 1 Cor. x : 2.) Now, compare the baptismal formu-
la,

—

Into the name of the Fattier, and of the Son, and of
the Holy Ghost,—with the promise in the Abrahamic
covenant, and you will perceive that they denote pre-

cisely the same relation. In the one passage, you see

Jehovah assuming the public relation of the God of a
particular people. In the other, you find a command
that human beings should be publicly devoted to the

triune Jehovah as their God—their Father, Redeemer,
and Sanctifier. The identity of the relation proves the

identity of the covenant. -.
, > w:;,

;
. As nirther evidence on the same point, we are about

to quote a passage from the third chapter of the epistle

to the Galations; but, in order to judge of the pertinence

of the quotation, the reader will nnd it necessary to pay
some attention to the train of reasoning that runs through
the whole chapter. Paul, then, is refuting the errors in

relation to the obligation of the ceremonial law into

which the Galations had been led by Judaizing teach-

ers. He argues, that the salvation of believing Gentiles

is secured by the promise of God to Abraham,—that the

law subsequently given could not rescind that promise,

and must not be understood in any sense inconsistent

with it,—that it did not reveal another way in which

.

".:;*.. . fi-^^^iitl-!^
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salvation could be attained, but was designed for a tem-

porary purpose, in subordination to the promise made to

Abraham. Now, before quoting the passage to which
we have alluded, it will be necessary to identify the pro-

mise on which this whole argument is founded. This is

not difficult. In a passage already quoted, (Rom. iv

:

11-16,) we are unequivocally taught that it was by cir-

cumcision Abraham became "the father of all them that

believe," and that the promise to which circumcision

was annexed secures the salvation of believing Gentiles,

in the specific character of the seed of Abraham. This
is decisive ; but to cut off an objection, we must notice

verses 7th and 8th of the chapter under review. "Know
ye, therefore, that they which are of faith, the same are

the children of Abraham. And the Scripture, foreseeing

that Grod would justify the heathen through faith, preach-

ed before the gospel unto Abraham, saying. In thee shall

all nations be blessed." The objection is, that Paul here
quotes from the 12th of Genesis, and not from the 17th,

which contains the appointment of circumcision. The ,

obvious answer is, that he quotes this in illustration of

the promise alluded to in the sentence inunediately pre-

ceding. He had reminded his brethren that, they who
are of faith are the children of Abraham ; but the sen-

tence quoted immediately after, if taken alone, would
not prove that proposition, for it contains no mention of

the children of Abraham. Our interpretation removes
the difficulty. Alluding (in verse 7,) to the promise of

Jehovah, to be a God to Abraham and his seed, he affirms

that believing Gentiles are children of Abraham in the

sense of that promise ; and to prove it, he quotes a pas-

sage in which the same thing is promised, but not in the

same words, the heirs of the promise being described as

all nations^ or allfa/milies of the ea/rth. The way is now
prepared for the following quotations :

" For as many of

you as have been baptized into Christ, have put on
Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither

bond nor free, there is neither male nor female : for ye
are all one in Christ Jesus. And if ye be Christ's, then
are ye Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the pro-

mise."—Ys. 27-29. It will not be denied that the ex-

pressions to put on Christy and to he Chrisfs^ denote the

,\- .,v:
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same relation. In verse 27th, this relation is declared to

be connected with baptism ; in verse 29th, the conse-

quences of that relation are declared to be, that we " are

Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the promise," to

which circumcision was annexed. Thus it is evident

that baptism is now connected with the Abrahamic cov-

enant,—the same covenant with which circumcision was
formerly connected. > n v > - f' • ^ . - ,r v. i?*;^ ,yvv. ^.

The church is the covenant people of God. A mem-
ber of the visible church is one who, as to visible relation,

is under that covenant; and the identity ofthe church de-

pends upon the identity of the covenant. The covenant

under which the church now exists comprehends God's

promise to bestow eternal life on believers through Jesus

Christ, and binds all who are under it to the obedience of

faith. Now, so strongly does this description apply to the

Abrahamic covenant, that if any of the lineal descend-

ant's of Abraham fall short of eternal life, the Scriptures,

as we have seen, explain the fact, by inforaiing us that

they are not Abraham's seed in the sense of the cove-

nant. Had we no further proof, this would be sufficient

to establish the identity of the church now existing with

the society which was instituted in the family of Abra-
ham. From the consideration just mentioned, we would
naturally infer that believers, of whatever nation, are

children of Abraham in the sense of the promise ; and
such, the Scriptures assure us, is the fact.

What change, as to the membership of the church,

took place at the introduction of the Christian dispensa-

tion ? Unbelieving Jews were cut off from that visible

relation in which they had stood, but believing Jews
were retained in that relation, and converts from among
the Gentiles were admitted to the same relation. "Who,
then, can doubt that the church, in the Apostolic age,

was the same church that had existed from the time of

Abraham ; and retained the same relation to God %

In further confirmation of the same truth, we have
seen that, previously to the introduction of the Chris-

tian dispensation, uncircumcision was connected with
deplorable evils, and that these evils are, under the

Christian dispensation, removed by embracing the gos-

pel,—that baptized believers, as such^ ©njoy, under the
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Christian dispensation, the same spiritual blessings that

Gv^cumcised believers, as such^ enjoyed under the tbrmer
dispensation. And, as the church is the human party to

the baptismal covenant, we have s4en that the baptismal

covenant is identical with the covenant which was made
with Abraham, and of which, till the introduction of the

Christian dispensation, circumcision was the token. To
determine, then, who are members of the church, accord-

ing to the will of God, we have only to turn to the Abra-
hamic covenant, and ascertain whom it includes ; and as

it clearly includes infants with their parents, here is a

Divine warrant for the membership of infants in the visi-

ble church. 4 •

, One of the most plausible objections to the arguments
which have now been presented, is drawn from the fact

that there are some passages of Scripture that seem to

refer the origin of the church to a later date than that

which we have indicated. Thus, Daniel represents it as

still future, when he says, "And in the days of these

kings shall the God of ELeaven set up a kingdom, which
shall never be destroyed ;" and our Saviour, when he
says, "Upon this rock I will build my church." But if

this objection is to prevail, we shall be driven to the

conclusion that the church had no existence in any part

of the Apostolic age ; and, indeed, that its commence-
ment is still future. John tells us, "And I heard a loud
voice saying in Heaven, Now is come salvation, and
strength, and the hmgdom of our God^ and the power of

his Christ ; for the accuser of our brethren is cast down,
which accused them before our God day and night."

—

Eev. xii : 10. Without attempting to say to what event
this passage relates, we may safely take it for granted
that the event was still future, when this book was writ-

ten. Shall we infer that the church

—

the kingdom ofou/r

God^—had as yet no existence ? Paul tells us that the

Lord Jesus Christ "shall judge the quick and the dead
at his appearing and his Kingdom.''''—2 Tim. iv : 1. The
event here mentioned is still future : shall we infer that

the church—the kingdom of Christ—does not yet exist ?

To explain these passages is to explain those on which
the objection is founded ; nor is the explanation difficult.

A wonderful increase in the glory of the church is, by
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an obvious figure, represented as her beginning ; and it

would be easy to show that the sacred writers frequently

apply figurative expressions of the same kind to other

subjects.

Another objection is drawn fi'om the prediction of a
new covenant, uttered by Jeremiah, and quoted by Paul.

(See Jer. xxxi : 31-34 ; and Heb. viii : 8-12.) This new
covenant, let it be observed, is contrasted, not with the

Abrahamic covenant, but with that which was made at

Sinai. The Abrahamic covenant, we have seen, is still

in force; but the covenant at Sinai was a temporary
arrangement, made for the purpose of carrying into

effect, in part, the provisions ot that covenant. This

subordinate arrangement has been superseded by the

Christian dispensation—the covenant described by Jere-

miah and Paul—^under which God is still more signally

performing what he promised to Abraham. According-
ly, a little attention to this latter covenant will convince
us, that it is identical with the covenant of which cir-

cumcision was the token. The sum of what was promis-

ed to Abraham was, to he a God unto thee^ omd to thy

seed after thee. In the new covenant, Jehovah says, /
will he to them a God^ and they shall he to me a people ;
and with this is intimately connected every other prom-
ise that it contains.

As to the objection sometimes brought against our

doctrine, that it "engrafts Judaism on the gospel of

Christ,"—it is sufficient to say, that the Abrahamic cov-

enant is distinct from the Mosaic dispensation, and exist-

ed hundreds of years before it; and that the interest of

believine Gentiles in that covenant,—the very principle

for which we are contending,—is the foundation of Paul's

argument against engrafting Judaism on the gospel of

Chrat,—as has been already proved firom the third chap-
ter of the epistle to the Galations.

Various points of dissimilarity have sometimes been
specified between circumcision and baptism. These we
need not examine in detail. In but one respect does our

argument require the substitution of baptism for circum-
cision—that it is a token of the same covenant. Females,
we know, were not circumcised ; but they, no less than
males, were included in the covenant. This proves theti'

''.*»
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right to church-membership ; and with a right to church:^

membership, whether in male or female, a right to baj^
tism is inseparably connected under the Christian dia^!

pensation. '
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It is sometimes argued, that the covenant of which
circumcision was the token, must have been, abrogated
with the ceremonies of the Mosaic law, because our Sa-

viour said to the Jews, Moses^ therefore^ ga/oe unto you
cmcumcision^ (John vii : 22.) The whole meaning evi-

dently is, that the law of circumcision was found m the
writings of Moses ; and, therefore, the Jews, being pro-

fessed disciples of Moses, acknowledged their obligation

to observe it : that our Saviour did not intend to class it

with the things originating in the law of Moses, is evi--

dent from the words immediately following—"Not be-^

cause it is of Moses, but of the fathers." It is evident,

therefore, that what our Saviour here says of the law of

circumcision is equally true of every precept of the deca-

logue ; and if this passage proves that the Abrahamic
covenant is not now in force—if it even proves, what
may easily be demonstrated from other portions of Scrip-

ture, that the rite of circumcision is not now obligatory,

—

then, on just the same grounds, it may be proved that

the whole moral law is abrogated. ^ > . ; 4 <,cT' ^'^v-

It is further objected, that even in the case of adults,

piety was not prerequisite to circumcision ; and that this

is proved by the fact that servants were, by Divine com-
mand, circumcised simply as property. Both parts of

this statement are, we conceive, erroneous in point of

fact. As to the former part of the statement, it is obvi-

ously inconsistent with the statement of Paul, in Rom.
ii : 28, 29, already referred to ; and, at present, we shall

mention but one passage more. It will, of course, be
admitted that no man can lawfully enter into covenant
with God by his own act, without a state of heart corres-

ponding with the obligation which he takes on himself.

This is only saying that, in every transaction with God,
sincerity is indispensable. The engagement involved in

circumcision, then, is described in £aiah Ivi : 6, 7. Let
the reader examine it, and judge for himself, whether
any man could enter heartily into that covenant, without
piety. The other part of the objection we deem equally

Vol. vil—No. 2. 31
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erroneous. God did, indeed, say to Abraham, " He that

is born in thy house, and he that is bought with thy

money, must needs be circumcised." The question is,

how did this apply to Abraham's adult servants ? Was it

a command to their master to circumcise them, or com-
pel them to be circumcised? Or, was it a message sent

to them through their master, to enter into covenant
with God,—heartily, of course,—by circumcision ? From
verse the 14th, we learn that the penalty of uncircumcis-

ion fell on the uncircumcised person himself, and consist-

ed in excision from the covenant people of God, priva-

tion of the advantages and blessings of the covenant.

This is decisive. The benefits of the covenant were
offered to Abraham's servants, and they were command-
ed to accept the offer, and signify their consent to the

covenant by circumcision. Had they refused, the con-

troversy would have been, not between them and their

master, but between them and God ; but, of course, they

could not have been regarded by themselves, or recog-

nised by others, as having any interest in the covenant,

or title to its benefits.

"We notice but one objection more. Circumcision, we
are told, is sometimes mentioned in the New Testament,
in a manner quite inconsistent with the doctrine here

advocated. Thus we read, "Behold, I, Paul, say unto
yon, that if ye be circumcised, Christ shall profit you
nothing. For I testify again to every man that is cir-

cumcised, that he is a debtor to do the whole law."

—

Gal. V : 2, 3. The answer is easy. Paul here speaks of

circumcision, not in reference to what it really was, as

an ordinance of God, but in reference to the false ideas

of its nature, inculcated by Judaizing teachers, and
adopted by their followers. Circumcision was insisted

on, as the token of a covenant of works. No attempt
had been made to impose it on Gentile converts, in any-

other view ; and Paul declares that to receive it with
this view is to renounce Christ ; because a man cannot
be in Christ, and under a covenant of works, at the same
time. That this must be his meaning is certain ; since,

otlferwise, it would follow from his assertion that Abra-
ham had no saving interest in Christ. And we may add,

M
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that in no other view can this passage be reconciled withi:

Kom. iv: 11-16. '^

This suggests the true answer to a question that is

often asked :
" How shall we account ror it, on Pedo-I

baptist principles, that, in the discussion on circumcision,

recorded in the 15th chapter of Acts, nothing is said

about baptism as a substitute for that rite?" Circumcis-
ion was insisted on, by the false teachers, as a token of a
covenant of works. Hence, to argue against them, that

baptism has come in the place of circumcision, would
have tended to betray men into the error of regarding

-

baptism as the token of a covenant of works. The apos-

tles, therefore, employed an argument far more appro-
priate, as it reached the radical error, and was not likely'

to suggest any false conclusion ; and it is the same argu-

ment that they uniformly employ, when discussing the

same subject :
" The blessings supposed to be connected

with circumcision and the observance of the law, God
has promised to bestow, and does actually bestow, on
Gentile converts, without any such condition ; hence,

such converts could derive no possible benefit from cir-

cumcision."

Here we close our second argument, which was deri-

ved from the Abrahamic covenant. We argue, '^'-y
:*;<;'

.-w.

HI. From household hwpUsm^ as practised hy inspired
men.
We shall mention but one example. Acts xvi : 14, 15.

" And a certain woman named Lydia, a seller of purple,

of the city of Thyatira, which worshipped God, heard us

;

whose heart the Lord opened, that she attended unto the

things which were spoken of Paul. And when she was
baptized, and her household, she besought us, saying, If

ye have judged me to be faithful to the Lord, come into

my house, and ^bide there." The bearing of this pas-

sage on our subject depends on a single question : "Were
the members of Lydia's family baptized as believers ?"

In support of the affirmative, an appeal is sometimes
made to verse 40th, "And they went out of. prison, and
entered into the house of Lydia, and when they had seen

the brethren, they comforted them and departed." Here,
it is said, the members of Lydia's household are callea
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brethren. But how does the fact that Paul and Silas

met certain persons at Lydia's house, prove those persons

to have been members of Lydia's family ? Till this point

shall have been established, the appeal cannot be sus-

tained.

In support of the negative, we do not rely on the mere
fact that the conversion of Lydia's household is not re-

corded. Here, in a continuous narrative, occupying a

very short paragraph, two closely connected facts are

recorded. One person only is mentioned as concerned
in the first ; and, in the next sentence, she and others

are mentioned as concerned in the second. We say,

such a structure of the narrative proves it to have been
inconsistent with the writer's intention to convey the

idea, that all who were concerned in the second fact were
likewise concerned in the first. The sacred writer tells

us, (we are not quoting his words,) that Lydia believed,

and she and her household were baptized. This is a
very different thing from saying, that she and her house-

hold believed, and were baptized. And if this latter

was true, the distinction drawn between Lydia and her

household tends to deceive us, and admits of no explan-

ation. This is not all. The baptism of Lydia and her

family, instead of being distinctly recorded, is only allu-

ded to incidentally, as connected in point of time with
Lydia's inviting Paul and his companions to her house.

!Now, this, on Pedobaptist principles, requires no expla-

nation. The baptism of herself and family is just what
we would have expected after hearing of her conversion

;

and hence, there was no need for ^ formal statement on
the subject. But on the other hj^^pothesis, here is an in-

explicable difiiculty. The idea intended to be conveyed
is, that all the members of a family were converted and
baptized ; and the method adopted for conveying that

idea is this : Ttie conversion of the head of the family is

recorded very distinctly, in the first place ; and then, in

passing to a different subject, the writer makes an inci-

dental allusion to the fact that she and her household
were baptized. Can any one show an instance in which
a Baptist minister, recording the labours of another Bap-
tist minister, has constructed his narrative after this fash-

ion ? We need not ask the question. So far as we have
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ever heard, no man ever wrote a passage like that before

us, when he intended to convey the idea that all the

members of a family had become believers and been
baptized, and should any one do so, we are confident he
would forfeit his reputation for common sense. This
single passage, then, establishes the following position

:

There are human beings who are to be baptized, not as

believers, but as members of believers' families.

It has sometimes been said that this argument, if it

proves anything, proves too much,—proves that every
one who happens to be a member of a believer's family,

ought to be baptized, no matter what his age or charac-

ter. We adhere firmly to the argument ; and acknow-
ledge the obligation, either to admit the conclusion here

specified, or to show that, in reference to baptism, or

membership in the church, there is a scriptural distinc-

tion between the infants of believers and unbelieving
adults.

It ought to be borne in mind, that the light which this

passage throws on the law of baptism is incidental. To
illustrate that subject was no part of the end had direct-

ly in view by the sacred writer. It was not the primary
object of the passage. The law of baptism is presumed
to be familiar to the reader, and to him it belongs to avail

himself of that knowledge in interpreting the record. If,

therefore, any distinction between infants and adults is

implied in those passages of Scripture from which we
have hitherto argued, it is our duty to avail ourselves of

that distinction in interpreting this passage. And, if

there are texts, (such as Acts viii : 36, 37, for example,)

which, while they have no bearing on the case of infants,

represent faith as prerequisite to baptism in the case of

adults, the baptism of households must be understood in

a manner consistent with that principle. We see then,

in the first place, that there are human beings who are

to be baptized, not as believers, but as members of be-

lievers' families ; and, in the second place, thatm adults^

faith is required as a qualification for baptism. Let the

reader draw his own conclusion.

Let us now review the ground over which we have
travelled. All who acknowledge the obligation of bap-
tism as an ordinance now in force, agree in regarding a

\'
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right to baptism, and a right to membership in the visi-i

ble church, as inseparably connected. Hence, we have
not felt called on to prove this connexion. We have
seen that nothing is said in Scripture about the church,

inconsistent with the membership of infants ; and that

neither the Apostolic commission, nor the recorded prac-

tice of inspired men, implies such a connexion between
faith and baptism, as would exclude infants from bap-

tism. Having thus prepared the way for exhibiting

evidence in favour of what we deem the true doctrine,

we proceeded to show, that the membership of infants in

the church was directly asserted by the Saviour himself
"We next saw that, in this instance, he simply affirmed a

principle which had been in actual operation two thou-

sand years. That the church at this moment stands on
the Abrahamic covenant,—that baptism is a token of the

same covenant of which circumcision was formerly a
token,—we saw to be a doctrine which is taught clearly,

in various forms, and in numerous passages of the word
of God ; and, in some instances, made by the sacred

writers the foundation of extended trains of reasoning

;

and that infants were included in the Abrahamic cove-

nant, is undisputed. And finally, though the Scriptures

plainly teach that, in the case of adults^ faith is prerequi-

site to baptism, we have found an instance in which
certain human beings were baptized by inspired men,
not as believers, but as members of a believer's house-

hold. We have not undertaken to present all the evi-

dence which the Scriptures afford for the church-mem-
bership, or baptism of infants. But to us, at least, the

proofs which have been mentioned seem quite sufficient

to place the question beyond the reach of reasonable

doubt or debate.

This article has grown to a tedious length, but we must
beg the patience of the reader for a moment longer. We
wish to point out, in a few sentences, the connexion of

the subject discussed with another of much importance.

There are two theories, as to what constitutes the radical

idea of church-membership. According to the one, it is

a claim to personal piety, judged credible by competent
ecclesiastical authority ; and of course, no one can right-
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fully continue a member of the church any longer than
such a claim exists. According to the other, it is a visi-

ble covenant relation to God; and the reason why an
unconverted person may not, by his own act, become a
member of the church is, that he does not heartily con-

sent to God's covenant. , ^^.<^ f ;;^ ^^^ -v^ ;^r;;.yM;.«.

.

In a former article, these theories were contrasted ; and
although a few of our arguments were based on distinct-

ively Pedobaptist principles, yet, independently of these,

it was, we trust, satisfactorily shown, that the latter the-

ory, as contradistinguished from the former, is supported
by numerous passages of Scripture, taken in their most
natural and obvious construction. Now, the fact cannot
be overlooked without very strange inattention, that the

argument for infant baptism, drawn from the Abrahamic
covenant, necessarily contemplates church-membership
as purely a covenant relation. Moreover, if the other

theory be true, the church-membership of an infant is a
gross absurdity ; because the radical idea of the relation

has no application to his case ; he cannot be a member
of the church, for he can make no claim to piety, and
exhibit no evidence of that quality.

Hence, whatever evidence the Scriptures afford for

infant baptism, tends equally to establish the leading

doctrine of our former article ; and no Pedopaptist can
consistently maintain that the want of piety, of itself^

infers the loss of membership in the church. Its proper
effect evidently is, to place the party in the same ecclesi-

astical position with those baptized persons who have
never professed to be pious. A brief indication of our
views as to what that position is, has already been given
to the public. • ••'' < -^ ;

But if, as we believe, church-membership is a cove-

nant relation, then, in infant baptism there is nothing
even apparently unreasonable. It is merely the applica-

tion to this subject of the principle that the public rela-

tion of the child is determined by the public relation of

the parent,—a principle which, in many of its applica-

tions, is admitted by all mankind ; and which is distinct-

ly recognised in the laws of every civilized nation. And
when we look into the Bible, we find the same principle

recognised in every federal transaction there recorded to
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Lave taken place between God and man. That the

church covenant should exhibit the solitary exception, is

before-hand highly improbable. And though this consi-

deration would not, of itself constitute a warrant for

infant baptism, it might well awaken surprise, if, on du^
search, no such warrant could be found.

[/X',\':], ARTICLE lY. .: /';v;::,

:

THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE SCRIPTURES—THE PHARISEES AND
SADDUCEES—RATIONALISM AND TRADITIONALISM.

^

The incarnate "Word, during his personal ministry on
earth, was accustomed to warn his disciples against the

*' leaven of the Pharisees and of the Sadducees," and the

warning has been left upon record for our learning, upon
whom tne ends of the world are come. The wneel of

error, like that of fortune, is perpetually revolving, and
ever and anon, delusions which we hoped were long ago
exploded, and which we had begun to contemplate only

as the mummied memorials of influences once terrible to

mankind, have re-appeared with almost the vitality and
energy of eternal truth. Serpents, which Christianity

had strangled in her cradle, have again and again revived

after the torpor of ages, and assailed her in her maturity,

with a deadlier venom and a sharper sting. The Phari-

sees and Sadducees have survived innumerable transmi-

grations, and, at this very time, are exalting themselves
against the righteousness of God, as they did in the days
ot their youthful freshness and vigour. Scriptural Chris-

tianity, over which is the superscription written,—" The
Bible, and the Bible alone our Religion,"—is still crucified

between the two thieves of ecclesiastical rationalism and
ecclesiastical traditionalism.

A full enumeration of the points of resemblance be-

tween the ancient and modern Pharisees and Sadducees,
would obviously transcend the limits of a single article

;

and we shall, therefore, confine ourselves to the single

point announced at the beginning, and signalize the two
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treat forms of en'or in regard to the Scriptures as a suf-

cient Rule of Faith and Practice.

The following general account of these ancient sects

has been drawn up by an able hand, and will aid us in

forming some adequate conception of their relative posi-

tion and influence in Church and State: t^^; '''f - !.•
,

- " The Sadducees exerted their influence over the San-
hedrim, the Temple and the Priesthood : and the Phari-
sees had obtained the principal direction of the schools,

the pulpits of the synagogues, and the prejudices of the

populace. The Sadducees were supportea by the most
opulent of the inhabitants. Since the days of Hyrcanus,
who united in his own person^ the supreme ecclesiastical

power, with the civil and the military, and who was, be-

sides, an intolerant Sadducee, the influence of the coun-
cil of Elders, and of the great body of the Priests, had
been employed in favour of this sect.* During the reign
of JannaBus, the Sanhedrim, with the exception of a soli-

tary individual, consisted altogether of Sadducees. An-
nas and Caiphas, well known in ecclesiastical history,

belonged also to the same sect. The Sadducees rejected

the doctrines of a special providence, of the immortality
of the soul, and of a future state. With such sentiments,

the Jewish Priesthood, supported by their tithes, and by
their learning, the wealth and the power of Judea, pre-

sented a formidable opposition to the progress of the

gospel. They combined irreligion with a profession of
the established system, which, on account of its emolu-
ments, they did not hesitate to subscribe : a combination
which, however pernicious, is, alas ! far from being un-

common in other nations."
'

" The Pharisees had, upon their' side, by far the great-

er part of the common people. Assisted by the scribes,

they engrossed, in a great measure, the ministry of the

synagogues. Animated with a superstitious zeal, making
pretensions to an extraordinary piety, they contrived to

inflame the minds of their hearers witlj a spurious devo-

tion, by their discourses from the pulpits, and their un-

wearied efibrts to disseminate their sentiments by private

conversation. They accommodated themselves to the

^"

* Joseph. Antq. 1. 13 : c. 11 ; and de Bel. Jud. 1. 1 : c. 3, 4.

32

A
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ignorance of the lower classes ; they adapted their doc-

trines to the gross conceptions, the prejudices and the

passions of the multitude ; they imposed upon the credu-

lity, and succeeded in ensnaring the consciences of vast

numbers in their own delusions. The Pharisees profess-

ed a strict adherence to the ceremonial law, an accurate

observance of the traditions of the elders, and a patriotic

attachment to the liberties and independence of the

country; and while they urged the doctrine of a future

state, they taught that salvation was secured to the Jews,

upon the sole condition of obedience to these external

rites, which they uniformly represented as entitling them
to covenanted mercy."* /r-i^r^qjivfu ?'ar,;u^h >UiUi i;^*,;^^.

Who does not recognise this £is a gfajphic picture of the

two great forms of delusion which now curse the church ?

Differing in the details, in attitude, in distribution of

light and shade, the grand outlines and leading features

are the same. The resemblance between the peculiar

type of rationalism prevailing among the Sadducees, and
begotten by their connection with an established religion,

and the modern rationalism of the German and English

Establishments, is well worthy of remark. The Saddu-
cees, to maintain their status in the church and enjoy the

emoluments of place, must not utterly repudiate the

canon of Divine revelation : they must hold tne Law and
the Prophets, or they cannot hold the fat offices in the

kingdom.f The most insidious and most dangerous form
of rationalism, in modern times, has been begotten in

the same way : the child of unbelief by avarice, or cu-

pidity. There was something bold, manly, thoroughly
consistent, in the old English rationalism ; and qualities

resembling these, can be found even in that monstrous
birth which reached its maturity in the French Encyclo-
paedia : but the Wolfenbiittel fragments stole into the
world after their author's death, who was, perhaps, too

timid, or too honest to publish them ; and his principles

have been promulgatecf by pastors and professors, who
must, by all means, retain the loaves and fishes, while

!f !^

* Mason's Christian's Magazine, vol. iii: pp. 33, 84. ; :. • " h i-

tThe notion that the Sadducees recognised only the books of Moses as

ivine authority, is, we believe, now generally abandoned.
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they deny the miracle ; and whose inventive faculty,

aroused by necessity, has furnished the world with a
critical machinery worthy of all admiration : an appara-

,

tus which will leave you the Gospels entire, after all

supernatural salvation is gone; or, by its mysterious
alchymy, transform the historical Jesus into a mythologi-
cal Hercules,—an imaginary wonder-worker,—conqueror
of Hades, and restorer of a lost Paradise : in a word,
i^which will give you the residuum (yea, cafut mm'tuum^
rof the play of Hamlet, with Hamlet's part left out. In

,

both cases, it is the Church Establishments which have ,

fiven rise to that peculiar form of infidelity, which we
ave called Ecclesiastical rationalism, and which will

live and thrive, not only in its native air, but wherever
,,

men can be found who would rather play the hypocrite,

even at the risk of making merchandize of souls, than
forego the profits of the merchandize. It is not for no-

thing, that the Apostles so often speak of " filthy lucre"

and the " wages of unrighteousness" in connection with
false teachers. Let us add, however, that charity com-
pels us to think, that in some cases, those who are guilty

of this madness know not what they say, nor whereof
they affirm. They are not the followers of Balaam, but
the reverse : they curse while they desire to bless the

people of God.
Every neophyte in the philosophy of religion is now

longing to be God, and is filled with sadness because he
is not. The giants of former generations, who have given

laws to philosophical investigation, whose glowing anti-

cipations of the progress of human knowledge and of the

beneficent practical results to mankind of that progress,

seem to us more like the visions of prophecy than the

conjectures of uninspired sagacity, received, with the

simplicity of children, the " book-revelation" from God.
Conscious of the limited range of the human faculties,

and of the feebleness of those faculties within their range,

they were thankful for any light from the unknown
sphere beyond,—for any valid testimony, and especially

any Divine testimony in regard to things which the eye

could not see, nor the ear hear, and which could not

enter into the heart of man : which were revealed neither

through sense, nor reflection, nor the primitive judgments
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of the mind : they were thankful for any testimony which
might explain the phenomena which could he, to a cer-

tain extent, cognized by their faculties, or teach them
that these phenomena were, for the present at least, in-

explicable. '''Franciscus de Verulamio sic cogitavity

The giants of the present generation are walking in their

steps. ^'JVosoendo ignoratur, ignorando cognoscitm' :"

—

'^Sltpia confessio ignm^anticB magis guam temeraria pro-

fessio scienticB^''''—these are the utterances of the greatest

thinker of the fourth century, endorsed by the greatest

critic and the profoundest thinker of the nineteenth.*

—

"All the true philosophy is learned ignorance," is the

judgment of the metaphysical monarch of Scotland and
of Europe. But our modern Sadducees have exhausted
all the contents of the " logical revelation ;" they have
explored and mastered all the worlds of thought opened
to them in the Bible : they weep whole volumes, because
there are no more fields for conquest,—and, as was said

of Byron, "wipe their eyes with the public." They tell

the world in books, how vain a thing is all " book-revela-

tion ;" that the "earnest," "inquiring" spirit can never
be satisfied with such tangible realities; that it is ever
longing to gaze upon and be absorbed into the Infinite.

f

* See Sir Wm. Hamilton's Discussions, <fec. Philosoph, Appendix, B.

f The folly of this cant about an "external," "logical "book-revela-

tion," is ridiculed with proper severity and extraordinary felicity in the

"Eclipse of Faith," asenbed to Henry Rogers, Esq., the author of "Rea-
son and Faith," and other admirable contributions to the Edinburgh Re-
view. We cannot account for the little notice which has been taken of

this book, unless it be the not very happy selection of a title. We know
of some instances in which it has been purchased under the impression

that it belonged to the same class with the "Phases of Faith," and other
effusions of the Martineau school. This is unfortunate. No book deserves
to be more generally read. No book is better adapted to open the eyes of

young men of certain constitutional susceptibilities, who have been bam-
boozled by the inflated nonsense and devotional atheism of the "spiritual"

writers of the Westminster Review. It is thorough, and, at tne same
time, elegant and sprightly. Considered merely as a composition, it is

worthy of all praise. We are glad to see that so popular a journal as

"Harper's Monthly," has taken a decided stand on the right side. See the
Editor's Table in the number for March last: though we cannot but think
that the editor, in the article referred to, should have acknowledged his

acquaintance with the " Eclipse of Faith."

If the Newman Brothers started from the same principles, and pursued
the same method, they furnish another curious illustration of the " law of

development/' which one of them wrote a book to expound: a develop-
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So far are they from recognising the perfection of the

Scriptures as a Rule of Faith, that they, with very great

difficulty, conceal tl;ieir contempt for tnem. The faculty

of intuition is the only efficient organon in the acquisi-

tion of spiritual truth, and the Scriptures, as the record

of other men's intuitions, only furnish an aid to private

and individual inspiration. These men are not infidels,

hut rational Christians : they have too much of the aes-

thetic to relish the ribaldry of Paine,—too much faith

for the Pyrrhonism of Hume,—too much knowledge for

the blundering ignorance of Voltaire. They sustain a
relation to all these, somewhat analogous to that which
the Sadducean Herod bore to the Pagan Pontius Pilate,

and, like those worthies, will be ready to become friends,

when the "Amen, the Faithful and True Witness," is to

be insulted and crucified.—Luke xxiii : 12. ^: , «?

In support of the view which we have taken of the

text referred to in the first sentence of this article, we
cite, without apology, the following passage from an
elaborate disquisition on Matt, xxii : 29, in a previous

number of this Journal, (April 1851.)

"This little scene at Jerusalem, (that recorded in

Matt, xxii : 23-33,) in which the great founder of Christi-

tf :

'>i*>:;>t -':i.iA-vV:,ii^'^: ti.',

ment something like that of the oriental doctrine of the depravity of mat-
ter in the Syrian and Alexandrian Gnostics respectively : leading, in the
one, to asceticism, and, in the other, to abandoned sensualism. So, in this

case, the Via Media has led to Rome, and is leading to Stockholm. But
here, as elsewhere, extremes meet, and infidelity is conterminous with
drivelling superstition. The intuitional men are at one with the slaves of

Rome: they both look for "certitude" (see Morell, Theodore Parker, <fec.)

to the catholic sentiments of mankind. They both hold to the rule of

Vincentius Lirurensis, "quod semper, quod ubique, quod ah omnibus,"
though differing as to where the universal consent is to be found, the one
taking the whole human race as the basis of the induction, the other con-
fining themselves to the area of the church. It is also a curious thing in

the vagaries of the human understanding, that the Unitarians, who, fifty

years ago, were materialists and swore by Priestly, should now, for the
most part, be transcendental idealists. It is a history worthy of being
traced by some competent hand. What a chasm between the chemist of
Birmingham and the Pantheist of Boston

!

We have spoken of the devotional atheism of these writers. Comp. Ci-

cero's remark (De Nat. Deortim): "At etiam de sanctitate, depietate adver-
sus Deos libros scripsit Epicurus,"—^It is no new thing under the sun.

—

Robespierre and his confreres had a good deal of aesthetic piety after their
fashion : they made offerings of flowers as well as blood to their divinity.

ccecas hominum mentes

!

'y.
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anity vindicates the fundamental doctrine of all religion,

whether natural or revealed, from the ignorant and cap-

tious objections of a conceited and arrogant group of

skepticks, may be taken as a type, or miniature picture

of all the great battles which revelation has had to fight

from that day to this, and of those other battles through
which it must yet pass until the final triumph of the Son
of Man. It is true, the Sadducees did not professedly

reject revelation,—they admitted the Divine authority of

irfoses and the Prophets,—they conceded the inspiration

of the whole Jewish canon. But there is no diiference

in principle betwixt rejecting a revelation wholly and
absolutely on the groimd of objectionable doctrines, and
denying that such doctrines can by possibility be taught

in an admitted revelation. It is precisely the same thmg
to say, the Book is Divine, and therefore the doctrine

cannot be there, and to say, the doctrine is there, and
therefore the book cannot be Divine. He who would
exclude the doctrine upon the ground that, from its in-

trinsic incredibility it cannot be revealed, would exclude

the revelation which professedly contained it. The Sad-
. ducees may, accordingly, be taken as the type of all who
deny the possibility of any revelation, or the possibility

; that any particular doctrines are revealed, from measures
of natural probability. They are, alike, the representa-

tives of rationalists in the church, who admit the Divine
authority of the Bible in general, while they deny the

Divine authority of every thing in it which makes it of

real value, and of rationalists out of the church, who
treat all claims to inspiration as contradictory and ab-

surd, and look upon prophets and apostles in the same
light in which Festus contemplated Paul."

We turn now to the Pharisees. The other sect, as we
have seen, was supported by the most opulent of the in-

inhabitants : they exerted their influence over the San-
hedrim, the Temple and the Priesthood. And so with
their modern antitypes. The common people, busily

employed in the solution of the three great questions,

—

AVhat shall we eat, and what shall we drink, and where-
withal shall we be clothed, have no leisure for fine-spun

speculations. Absorbed in matters of fact, and weighed
down by J;he pressure of the dull realities of life, they
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are unable to sublimate tliemselves into the ether, the

congenial element of our spiritual seers : they know more
of the wheel of Ixion than of the wings of Icarus : and
the only response to such preachers is, " Ye bring cer-

tain strange things to our ears." The cloisters of univer-

sities and seminaries, the favourite abodes of melancholy
musing, the secret cells in which the soul, shut out from
the din and bustle of mankind, can sink back upon itself

and down into the absolute, are much more promising
fields for our subjective apostles, than the material and
objective walks and work-shops of a week-day world.

Hence the necessity for the Pharisees—men whose reli-

gion is altogether outward and tangible,—demanding for

its comprehension no mysterious faculty, no earnest ga-

zing into the region of dimness and shadows, no Platonic

longing after the beautiful and the good, but only eyes
and ears, hands and mouth, nerves and muscle, a home-
ly Socratic religion, come down from Heaven to men.
"Ze^ nerfs voila tout Vhommfie^'' said the sensational ide-

ologists of France, and so say the Pharisees, ancient and
modern. Bodily exercise profiteth much, and he who
can fast the longest, and flog himself the hardest, and
make the most painful pilgrimages, and show the largest

tale of prayers, and wear the roughest and longest coat,

and boast the loudest of the multitude who cry—" The
temple of the Lord, the temple of the Lord are we,"—all

of which obviously require only very strong nerves,—is

the holiest man. Let us look at some of the particulars

in which the Pharisees of old, and our ecclesiastical tra-

ditionalists resemble each other. They say and do not,

binding heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, and
lay them on men's shoulders ; but they, themselves, will

not move them with one of their fingers :^' all their works
they do for to be seen of men, making broad their phy-
lacteries, and enlarging the borders of their garments,
loving the uppermost rooms at feasts and the chief seats

in the synagogues, and greetings in the markets, and to

* The common people fasting during Lent, for example : wliile the Bish-
ops and other clergy, Roman Procurators, feast on terrapin dinners : the
common people paying for masses, which the Priests, doubtless, are pre-

vented from saying, &e. &c. ,

«*••,' J- >. X\7S:VJBS3iWt?p
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be called of men Eabbi, Kabbi,* and Father. They shut

up the kingdom of Heaven against men, neither going in

themselves, nor suifering them that are entering to go in.

They devour widows' houses, and, for a jjretence, make
long prayers : they compass sea and land to make one
proselyte, and when he is made, they make him two-fold

more the children of hell than themselves.f They tithe

the mint, anise and cummin, and omit the weightier

matters of the law : straining out a gnat and swallowing
a camel : making clean the outside of the cup and the

platter, but within full of extortion and excess : whited
sepulchres, which indeed appear beautiful outward, but
within full of dead men's bones, and of all uncleanness ^?

building the tombs of the prophets, and garnishing the

sepulchres of the righteous, while walking in the steps of

those who slew them.

J

These particulars have been drawn mainly from the

twenty-third chapter of Matthew's gospel. But the prin-

cipal point still remains, the fundamental falsehood in

in which they agree, and from which, as a fountain, flow
- those streams of desolation and death, and that is, their

corruption of the Eule of Faith and Practice. " Then
the Pharisees and scribes asked him. Why walk not thy
disciples according to the tradition of the elders, but eat

bread with unwashen hands? He answered and said

unto them. Well hath Esaias prophesied of you, hypo-
crites, as it is written : this people honoureth me with
their lips, but their heart is far from me. Howbeit, in

vain do they worship me, teaching, for doctrines, the

commandments of men. For laying aside the command-
ment of G-od, ye hold the tradition of men, as the wash-
ing of pots and cups, and many other such like things ye
do. And he said unto them. Full well ye reject the

commandment of God, that ye may keep your own tra-

dition * * * making the word of God of none effect

* Witness Cardinal Wiseman going into a Church in England, with two
sons of gentlemen (oh, shame!) carrying his scarlet train. Loving to be
called Rabbi, we fear, is not confined to the Pharisees, though we believe

the title of " Lord Bishop" is.

f Often make them editors of their public journals.—Witness "Free-
man's Journal," " Catholic Herald," "Brownson's Review."

\ Canonizing Augustine, and persecuting the Jansenists.

\.:i^'^
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through your tradition, which ye have delivered : and
many such like things do ye."—Mark vii : 5-13. These
traditions, originally delivered orally to Moses, had been
handed down from generation to generation, and spring-

ing from the same source with the written word, were of

equal authority with it, or to use the language of Trent,

were to be received, ''''^ari pietatis affectu ao reverentia.'''^

How admirably these traditions harmonized with the
Law and the Prophets, was made manifest when their

most eminent guardians and expounders took the lead in

bringing to the shame and agony of the cross, the Incar-

nate Word, of whom " Moses in the Law and the Pro-
phets did write." They were developements, no doubt,

from the seminal principles of the law, in what the au-

thor of Tract No. 90 would call a " non-natural" sense, a

sense in which a scorpion might be developed from the

Qgg of a dove,—a wolf from the embryonic vesicle of a
lamb, or a cancerous tumour from the normal constitu-

tion of the physical frame. So, also, their modern imi-

tators are the chosen custodians and interpreters of

the traditions of Christ and his Apostles, and act as if

they had a plenipotentiary commission to "rise, kill and
eat" every thing common or unclean, that is, beyond the

pale of covenanted mercy, within the four corners of the

globe. They abafain, with Levitical preciseness, from
meats which God hath created to be received with thanks-

giving of them which believe and know the truth, and
devour without scruple the body, blood and divinity of

the Son of God in the sacrifice of the mass, besides giv-

ing to the fowls of heaven and the worms of earth thou-

sands of those whose only crime it was that they loved

Christ too well.* The controversy between will-woi*ship

^9:

* Macrobius (Saturn, cited by Trench in his "Star of the Wise Men,")

has preserved the following sarcasm of Augustus upon Herod the Great,

who could sometimes "strain out a gnat," as well as " swallow a camel,"

—

" Quum audisset (Augustus) inter pueros, quos in Syria Herodes rex Judse-

orum intra bimatum jussit interfici, filium quoque ejus occisum ; ait, me-
lius est Herodis porcum (uv) quam filium (ii»ov)." This sanglant pun, as

Trench calls it, is not altogether out of place here. A man had better be
a swine in Lent, than a heretical son at any time.

" The mother of Dominick, it is said, dreamt, before his birth, that she

was to be delivered of a wolf with a torch in his mouth:" an augury abun-

dantly realized in the founder of the Inquisition, and the " acts of faith."

Vol. VII.—No. 2. 33
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and a worship regulated by the will of God, begun in

Cain and Abel, and continuing through all the periods

of Jewish history, has been marked, on one side, by
deeds of violence and blood, and, on the other, by a
meek and steadfast testimony for truth and righteous-

ness, even unto death. The Father of Lies has been a
murderer from the beginning, and will be unto the end

:

and as the Saviour concluded his denunciations of the

Pharisees of old, by warning them that upon them should

come all the righteous blood shed upon the earth, from the

blood of righteous Abel unto the blood of Zacharias, son

Barachias, whom they slew between the temple and the

altar; so when He shall come the second time without
sin unto salvation to vindicate his cause, and to reward
those who have been with him in his temptations, the

same crushing burden of "righteous blood" will sink'the

modern successors of the Pharisees like a mill-stone in

the mighty waters. The curse of Cain shall then be
branded upon them all, and they shall be "wanderers"
from the " presence of the Lord" for ever and ever.—

2

Thess. i : 9-2 : 8. The controversy will then be settled,

and the enemies of God shall know whose word shall

stand, His or their's, the Bible or tradition.*

* We cannot refrain from noticing one other point of resemblance be-
tween the ancient and modern Traditionalists, alluded to in the extract
from the Christian's Magazine: it is their anxiety to get control of the
"schools" of the public education of the country. The Reformation, which
did so much for the common mind, not only took religion out of the hands
of mercenary priests, but knowledge also. Its tendency, and, in a great
degree, its aim was to convert the mass of the people from a race of slaves,
thinking, praying, worshipping by proxy, into a race of men, conscious of
their dignity and their individual responsibility, as the intellectual oflF-

sprixig of God : to remove all barriers erected by the avarice and ambition
of unprincipled churchmen, and to bring the soul into immediate contact
with the Father of mercies and the Father of lights. The traditionalists,
from that time to this, have been educating in self-defence : it is Hobson's
choice with them now : either a free Protestant education, or a Popish
mockery of it. We have no time now to discuss the movement they are
making in concert all over the country, to obtain a portion of the public
school-fund, nor is it necessary. The unparalleled absurdity and impu-
dence of the claim, upon every consideration of reason and justice, have
been amply exposed. We would only remind our countrymen that "per-
petual vigilance is the price of liberty," that the leading organs of the
Hierarchy in this country now openly avow, what they have been deny-
ing for twenty years, that they are, on principle, a persecuting church,
the legitimate successors of the men who deluged the valleys of Piedmont

11
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While denying absolutely and most emphatically the

claim of Tradition to constitute any part of the Rule of

^ Faith and Practice, and repudiating with horror the the-

ory of the Developement of Doctrine as held by I^ewman
and others, we hold that there is a Developement of Scrip-

and the plains of Languedoc with blood : that thev have defended the
Duke of Tuscany in his barbarous cruelty to the Madiai in the year of our
Lord 1853, and declared their intention to destroy heretics on this Ameri-
can soil when they get the power, which, of course, will be as soon as pos-

sible. In short, let us say, the question which will have to be decided is,

whether they shall rule us or we rule them. Let those Protestants who are

thoughtless enough to send their children to Roman Catholic schools, think
of these things, and ask themselves whether they are willing to entrust

their children to men who have placed the greatest masters of thought
and style, not to say the Bible itself, in their Index Purgatorius, and will

cramp the minds, as well as destroy the souls of the victims of their ambi-
tion. Let them ask, as has been pertinently asked before, why the priests

and nuns who are too holy to have children of their own, should exhibit

such inordinate anxiety to have charge of the children of other people.

—

Let them remember, finally, that a sense of personal responsibility, which
is always strengthened under the ministry of the only true Priest, the Son
of God, in our nature, and always impaired under the ministry of every
other priest, lies at the very foundation of our government, both in theory
and practice.

Since writing the above, we have seen a paragraph from one of the Me-
tropolitan Popish Journals, rejoicing in the passage of a Bill by the Legis-

lature of California to allow the Papists a portion of the public school-fund.

If the statement be true, (and we cannot believe it till we have other

testimony,) it is only another example of the folly of wasting the time of

the people in speecH'-making, and then hurrying important measures
through at the heel of the session." If the law be not speedily repealed,

the young Samson of the West will find, when he awakes, that he is in the
hand of the Philistines, and that all his strength is gone. The Papists are

putting his eyes out, and the next thing will be, the grinding in the mill.

These enemies of God and man, will not allow American citizens the rights

of public worship when they have the power ; they are not satisfied to be
on an equal footing in this country with Protestants : and, as we said be-

fore, one or the other must be supreme : either they must rule us or we
them. Under the operation of the California law, Protestants will sustain

Roman Catholic schools, for it is notorious that the latter pay only an
infinitisimal proportion of the taxes. Let the Californians crown this wise
and equitable legislation with another act, vesting the whole property of

that church in the person of the Bishop, and they will soon be nearer the

Mexicans, socially and politically, than they are geographically. If the

American people endure such diabolical treachery to all that constitutes

their peculiar glory as a nation, they Reserve to be slaves. The signs of

the times seem to indicate that the great question will be finally submitted
to the arbitration of the sword. Hughes has his military companies in

New York, it is said ; and a German Catholic company is about to be
formed in Baltimore. The clouds are gathering : let every man who loves

his God and his country prepare himself for the storm.

-^'\
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ture, and cordially subscribe to the views presented in

Mr. Trench's fifth Hulsean Lecture for 1845, (entitled

" The Past Developement of Scripture,") the purpose of

,

which is to show " how this Treasure of Divine Truth,

once given, has only gradually revealed itself; how the

history of the church, the difficulties, the trials, the strug-

gles, the temptations in which it has been involved, have
interpreted to it its own records, brought out their latent

significance, and caused it to discover all which in them
it had ; how there was much written for it there as in

sympathetic ink, invisible for a season, yet ready to flash

out in lines and characters of light, whenever the ap-

pointed day and hour had arrived. So that, in this way,
the Scripture has been to the church as their garments to

the children of Israel, which, during all the years of their

pilgrimage, in the desert, waxed not old
;
yea, according

to rabbinical tradition, kept pace and measure with their

bodies, growing with their growth, fitting the man as

they had fitted the child, and this, until the forty years

of their sojourn in the wilderness had expired. Or, to

use another comparison, which may help to illustrate our

meaning: Holy Scripture thus progressively unfolding

what it contains, might be likened fitly to some magnifi-

cent landscape, on which the sun is gradually rising, and
ever as it rises, is bringing out one head-land into light

and prominence, and then another ; anon kindling the

glory-smitten summit of some far mountain, and present-

ly lighting up the recesses of some near valley which had
hitherto abided in gloom ; and so, travelling on, till no-

thing remains in shadow, no nook nor corner hid from
the light and heat of it, but the whole prospect stands

out in the clearness and splendour of the highest noon."
And again, he says, " the true idea of Scriptural devel-

opements is this, that the church, informed and quickened
by the Spirit of God, more and more discovers what in

Holy Scripture is given her ; but it is Twt this, that she
unfolds by an independent power any thing further

therefrom. She has always possessed what she now
possesses of doctrine and truth, only not always with the

same distinctness of consciousness. She has not added
to her wealth, but she has become more and more aware
af that wealth ; her dowry has remained always the same.
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but that dowry was so rich, and so rare, that only little

by little she has counted over and taken stock and inven-

tory of her jewels. She has consolidated her doctrine,

compelled thereto by the provocation of enemies, or in-

duced to it by the growing sense of her own needs. She
has brought together utterances in Holy Writ, and those

which, apart, were comparatively barren, when thus
married, when each had thus found its complement in

the other, have been fruitful to her. Those which, apart,

meant little to her, have been seen to mean much, when
thus brought together, and read each by the light of the

other. In these senses, she has enlarged her dominion,
her dominion having become larger to her." |iir :

It is obvious, from this view of the case, that the true
" developement" is only a " developement" in the know-
ledge of Scripture, the written word, and differs from the

Eoman and Anglican theory, as widely as the " West-
minster Confession of Faith" differs from the "Decrees
and Canons of Trent," or the "Anglican Prayer-Book."
There has been a progress in the knowledge of the church
somewhat analogous to that which takes place in the

individual Christian ; heresies, persecutions, social and
political convulsions, as well as the calm studies of phi-

lologists and the researches of travellers, have contribu-

ted to it. Wilkinson and ChampoUion, Young and Ro-
sellini, Layard and Laborde, have all been elements in

it. As to the distinctive doctrines of the Gospel, they
have always been learned most rapidly and effectually in

the furaace ; its flames have brought out, to use the figure

of Trench, " the characters in sympathetic ink," and re-

vealed the presence of the Son of God in the midst. In
this way apostate Babylon has been of more service to

the saints in the developement ofdoctrine, than by all her

infallible decisions of popes and councils. Thousands
have written upon her dungeon-walls sentences from the

Bible, which the place itself eloquently expounded, and
which the eye of infidel curiosity has been compelled to

read. Thousands will be thankful, for ever, for the dra-

gonades of Louis XIY., and the hell-hounds of Olaver-

house, as the means by which, in the providence of God,
and under the illumination of his Spirit, they have grown
in practical appreciation of the preciousness of the pro-

\
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mises, and of the comfort to be derived from knowing
that there is an avenging judge. We know more, and
more accurately, of the doctrine of the Trinity, for the

controversies of Arius and Socinus : more of the doctrine

of grace, for the heresies of Pelagius, and the aberrations

of Arminius ; more of the true nature of ecclesiastical

power, for the usurping ambition of a Hildebrand : more
of the true marks of the church of Jesus Christ, for the

misrepresentations of Bellarmine : more of the morality

of the Bible, for the detestable casuistry of the Jesuits

:

more of the value of a personal God, for the fancies of

Swedenborg and the visions of Theodore Parker. There
has been a great developement of Bible knowledge, by
the favour of its enemies, and we doubt not, the devel-

opement will go 9n, till the church militant shall throw
on her armour at the coming of her Lord, and rejoice in

her millennial glory. "And as it was at the Keforma-
tion"—(I quote again from Trench)—" with the Pauline
Epistles, as it is now with the Gospels, so, I cannot doubt,

a day will come, when all the significance of the Apoca-
lypse for the church of God, will be apparent, which
hitherto it can scarcely be said to have been :—that a

time will arrive when it will be plainly shewn how costly

a gift,—yea, rather, how necessary an armour was this

for the church of the redeemed. Then, when the last

things are about to be, and the trumpet of the last angel

to sound,—when the great drama is hastening with ever

briefer pauses to its catastrophe,—then, in one unlocked
for way or another, the veil will be lifted up from this

wondrous Book, and it will be to the church collect-

ively, what, even partially understood, it has been alrea-

dy to tens of thousands of her children,—strength in the

fires, giving her 'songs in the night,' songs of joy and
deliverance in that darkest night of her trial, which shall

precede the break of her everlasting day ; and enabling
her, even when the triumph of Antichrist is at the high-

est, to look securely on to his near doom, and her own
perfect victory."

How difterent a theory is this from that "which, refu-

sing the Scriptures as, first and last, authoritative in and
limitary of the Truth, assumes that in the course of ages

there was intended to be, not only the discovery of the
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Truth whicli is there, but also, by independent accretion

and addition, the further growth of doctrine, besides what
is there ; which recognizes such accretions, when they fall

in with its own notions, for legitimate outgrowths, and
not, as indeed they are, for noxious misgrowths, of doc-

trine : and which thus makes the church from time to

time the creator of new Truth, and not merely the guar-

dian and definfer and drawer out of the old."
" Ye make the word of God of none effect by your tra-

ditions !" What a load of guilt, and what a crushing

doom, are contained in this terrible utterance of the In-

carnate Word ! Well may he who places himself in the

throne of the Eternal, and claims to thunder with a voice

like Him, be called the " Man of Sin," and " Son of

Perdition." The stroke which shall transfix the " Law-
less One" at the coming of the Son of Man, will be no
" hrutumfulmen^'' but a lightning-bolt whose flash shall

be seen from one end of Heaven to the other, and which,

while it sinks its victim in the bottomless abyss of hell,

shall awaken among the morning stars and the sons of

God, that song of exultation and triumph :
" Rejoice over

her, thou Heaven, and ye holy Apostles and Prophets,

for God hath avenged you on her." " Let the heavens
rejoice, and let the earth be glad ; let the sea roar, and
the fulness thereof. Let the field be joyful, and all that

is therein : then shall all the trees of the wood rejoice

before the Lord : for he cometh, for he cometh to judge
the earth : He shall judge the world with righteousness,

and the people with His truth." (

These two gigantic forms of error formally impugn the

sufficiency of the Scriptures as a Rule ; but as they both
spring from the darkened understandings and alienated

hearts of apostate men, and are " mysteries of iniquity,"

the leaven is often working unconsciously in those who
truly love God, and cordially abhor any system which
dishonours His name, if they know that it does so. Our
Saviour warns us against the Hea/oen^'' the silent, insen-

sible, gradual influence of such principles. What is it

but rationalism to say, as good men have often allowed
themselves, under the excitement of partisan zeal and
theological debate, to say, that if the .Bible teaches this

or that doctrine, it ought to be burnt, or thrown away ?

vt-a«
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What is it but traditionalism in the root to say, as good
men, in their anxiety to make some innovation in wor-
ship, or to carry some measure of reform, have allowed
themselves to say, that whatever is expedient is right ?

"Whence all the fierce opposition to the doctrines of grace,

as contrary to reason, and the intemperate denunciation
of those whose conscience will not let them approve of

human inventions in the house of God ? Are these things

of Him that called us ? Are they the oftspring of Eus
Spirit, who said, "My sheep hear my voice, and the

voice of a stranger will they not follow, for they know
not the voice of strangers ?" Whence the gross depar-

tures from Presbyterian and j3rimitive simplicity in our

meeting-houses, and our forms of worship ? Why have
we gone back to the middle ages for models of ecclesias-

tical architecture ? Is there anything in the history of

the old cathedrals, designed in sin, founded in iniquity,

cemented with the tears and blood of the living temples
of Christ, the monuments of idolatry and tyranny, dark
and gloomy, chilly and fear-inspiring, to commend them
to us who rejoice in the liberty and light of the Gospel?
Is there anything in the notes of an organ, which has

been so often used to celebrate the Te Deum and the

Gloria in Excelsis over the slaughtered bodies of the true

witnesses of Christ, to commend it to us, who profess "to

sing with the spirit and the understanding also?" Why
do we abuse the Papists, and then imitate them ? Why
do we denounce the Epicurean morality which teaches

"that the end justifies the means," that "evil may be
done that good may come," and then act so inconsistent-

ly ? How do we diifer practically, except in the extent

to which the principle is carried ? Building churches by
lottery, or paying for them by raffling, (which, in plain

English, is garrwling^)—holding fairs and concerts, and,

in other ways, converting the house of God into a house
of merchandise, (and, must we add, in some instances,

into "a den of thieves?")—or a fashionable musical hall

:

ought not such things to be left to those who are without

hope and without God in the world ? What strange in-

fatuation has seized us ! May we not ask, with Luther,

is God dead? Is there no living Saviour, who has said,

"Lo! I am with you always"? "Because I live, ye shall

^ ..
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live also" ? " Of all that the Father hath given me, I will

lose nothing, but will raise it up at the last day"? Is

there no Holy Ghost to give efficacy to his own ordinan-

ces ? Is there no God and Father of all, who is mindful
of his covenant? Why, then, should our "faith stand in

the wisdom of man"? O, that God would write in char-

acters of fire on the hearts of his people, those pregnant
words, " that your faith should not stand in the wisdom
of men, but in the power of God."*

* See 1 Cor. ii : 6. The confusion of thought which exists, even among
intelligent men, in regard to the real nature of Christian expediency, is

ailmost incredible. We once heard, in a debate in one of the largest Sy-
nods in this country, one of the leading debaters contend that a resolution

which he was defending, and which made total abstinence from intoxica-

ting drinks a term of communion in the churches of the Synod, was not at

all inconsistent with the action of the General Assembly of 1848, which
made the whole matter of total abstinence an affair of Christian liberty.

The argument was, that it was not expedient to drink ; therefore it was a
sin to drink ; and, therefore, a church-member should be disciplined for

drinking. It never seemed to occur to him and the gentlemen on his eide,

that the Scriptures never spoke of expediency except in regard to things,

the lawfulness of which had been previously, and upon independent
grounds, established. "All things are lawful for me," says Paul, "but all

things (evidently, all lawful things,) are not expedient." The Scriptures

know man too well, to allow him to judge of what is expedient in such
matters, much less to make his notion of expediency the rule of duty : and
the history of his attempts, in this kind, justify their caution abundantly.

Many, too, are led into error, by too generous an interpretation of the

words in the Confession of Faith, (c i.,) about circumstances which are

common to human actions and societies, and to the church. The cii'cum-

stances here referred to, are the necessary adjuncts of human actions, such
as time and place, decency and order. If there is to be social worship, the

worshippers must agree upon the time and place : if there be a delibera-

tive body, its proceedings require an organization, a presiding officer, etc.

If any man can prove that instrumental music is a necessary adjunct of

singing, then its lawfulness will be established : till then, it must be deem-
ed and taken for an abomination. The l-tth chapter of First Corinthians,

which is argued mainly upon the acknowledged principles of common
sense, wears a very unfavom-able aspect towards these inventions for ma-
king the simple, spiritual worship of the Gospel more attractive to the

carnal heart. Considered merely in the light of^expediency, such measures
are to be condemned. They are fostering a taste which Rome alone can
fully gratify : and, by virtue of the connexion which God has ordained
between the forms of worship and the doctrinal character of the dispensa-

tions of religion to which they belong, an innovation in worship is sure to

lead, sooner or later, to a corruption of doctrine. Splendid churches,

which sprung from corruption, will lead back to it. There must be a cor-

respondence between architecture and the inner life of man, and the wor-
shippers will be led gradually to ignore the "true tabernacle which the

Lord pitched and not man," and the boldness of their access into the holi-

est of all, and come again under that yoke of bondage from which they
were delivered. But this i» a tempting subject, and we must forbear.

34
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Against all these delusions, we oppose the word of
God, which liveth and abideth for ever. The credibility

of the Scriptures once established, their sufficiency as a
Rule follows by inevitable necessitj^ ; for they claim to

be sufficient. They pronounce a curse upon the Saddu-
cees who take away, and upon the Pharisees who add,
any thing. " For I testify unto every man that heareth
the words of the prophecy of this book"—says the last of
the prophets, in closing the canon of Revelation,—" if

any man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto
him the plagues that are written in this book : and ifany
man shall take away from the words of the book of this

prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book
of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things
which are written in this book." And again, " I have
heard what the prophets said, that prophesy lies in my
name, saying I have dreamed, I have dreamed. How
long shall this be in the heart of the prophets that pro-

phesy lies ? Yea, they are prophets of the deceit of their

own heart ; which think to cause my people to forget my
name by their dreams which they tell every man to his

neighbour, as their fathers have forgotten my name for

Baal. The prophet that hath a dream, let him tell a
dream ; and he that hath my word, let him speak my
word faithfully. What is the chaff to the wheat ? saith

the Lord. Is not my word like as a fire ? saith the Lord

;

and like a hammer that breaketh the rock in pieces?

Therefore, behold, I am against the prophets, saith the

Lord, that steal my words every one from his neighbour.

Behold, I am against the prophets, saith the Lord, that

use their tongues, and say, He saith. Behold, I am
against them that prophesy false dreams, saith the Lord,

and do tell them, and cause my people to err by their

lies, and by their lightness
;
yet I sent them not, nor

commanded them: tnerefore they shall not profit this

people at all, saith the Lord."—Jer. xxiii. And again,
" Your kerchiefs also will I tear, and deliver my people

out of your hand, and they shall be no more in your
hand to be hunted; and ye shall know that I am the

Lord. Because with lies ye have made the heart of the

righteous sad, whom I have not made sad ; and strength-

ened the hands of the wicked, that he should not return
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from his wicked way, by promising him life : therefore

ye shall see no more vanity, nor divine divinations : for

I will deliver my people out of your hand : and ye shall

know that I am the Lord."—Ezek. xiii : 21-23. "We do
not deny the possibility of some future revelation ; but
if it should ever be, it will be in entire harmony with all

that has gone before: it wilL neither "make the right-

eous sad," nor " strengthen the hands of the wicked by
promising him life," which are the characteristics of the

visions and traditions of the day : and it will be authen-

ticated by the signs of prophets and apostles. Let their

soi-disant successors perform real miracles, raise the dead
and cast out devils, and we will believe them : but let

not their mighty works be impostures of Jannes and Jani*^

bres, the enchantments of the chemist or the legerdemain
of the juggler, whose only effect is to withstand the pro-

phet and resist the truth of God.
^

But to the law and the testimony again : "All Scrip-

ture is given by inspiration of God ; and it is profitable

for teaching, for refutation, for correction, for instruction

in righteousness, that the man of God may be perfect,

thoroughly furnished unto all good works."—2 Tim. iii

:

16, 17. This is a testimony covering the whole ground,
and annihilating all the pretensions of rationalism and
traditionalism

; the utterance of that Spirit who sees the
end from the beginning, who has numbered and labelled,

in his omniscience, all the poisonous delusions which can
ever threaten the health or vitality of the church, and
has reposited in his word the antidote appropriate to

each. It is full of instruction. It teaches us, among
others, the following things :

First^ that the written Bible has been given by inspi-

ration of God. The inspiration is not predicated of the

man, but of the writing : not of the instrument, but of the

product. So that all disputes touching degrees of inspi-

ration, whether plenary or partial, ad verbum or ad sen-

sum, of superintendence, of direction, of elevation, con-

troul or suggestion ; all disputes touching the " modus
operandi" of the Spirit upon the souls of men selected to

be his organs ; all nice distinctions between revelation

and inspiration, (distinctions which we believe to be real,

and in their proper places valuable,) all are beside the

If?
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mark and impertinent, in tlie discussion of tlie Bible as

an authoritative Rule of Faith and Practice. The whole
record is from God, every word of it : every word rests

upon the same authority. The salutations of Paul, his

message to Timothy about his cloak, all the little episto-

lary details which so beautifully illustrate the spirit of

Christianity, in the mutual affection, the common inter-

ests, sufferings and perils of the followers of the Lamb,
speak to us in tones as imperative, as the incomprehen-
sible statements concerning the Being and Personality of

God, the mystery of the Incarnation, or the all-compre-

hending relations of the sacrifice on the cross. In the

shallows in which a lamb may wade, in the depths in

which an elephant may swim ; at the base of the burning
mount with the carnal men of Israel, or on the summit
in the midst of blackness, darkness and tempest with the

favoured prophet of the Lord : instructed by the homely
wisdom of James, or entranced by "rapt Isaiah's fire";

while contemplating the history of the church under the

law, or, with the apostle in the Isle of Patmos, gazing
upon the church of Christ, as scene after scene of "the
high and stately tragedy" is brought before the eye, the

baptisms of blood and martyrdoms of fire, the conflicts

and the victory : wherever we are in the Bible, it is the

voice of God that meets the ear. It is the low view
men take of the inspiration of the Bible, the perverse and
unwarranted application of the law of parsimony, which
has given rise to the vanity and folly of rationalism : or

the rationalists have framed their theory to meet the ne-

cessities of their creed. It matters not which.
Second^ it teaches us that the Scriptures are sufficient

" for all good works" : that for every exercise of the ac-

tive powers of man, for every exercise of his intellectual

faculties, in the business of religion, or in the relations

which he sustains to the Object of all worship, and in

the relations which he sustains to his fellow-men, so far

as moral obligation is involved, he is fully equipped and
furnished in the Word of God. There is nothing which
a minister of religion needs to teach,—there is nothing
which a Christian man needs to learn,—no good work to

which the one ought to exhort, or which the other oujght

to perform, which is not expressly set down here, or ne-
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cessarily involved in wliat is set down. But the particu-

lars are stated : ,rv';:.':>'&\--.',.v.>'v-;

1. It is profitable for "doctrine" or "teaching," and
for " refutation" : for the positive inculcation of truth,

and for the refutation of error : for didactic and polemic
theology. We do not mean that it contains an encyclo-

pedia of all knowledges that it will make men astrono-

mers, geologists or chemists : though we protest against

the notion of a Dualism in doctrine ; that what is theolo-

gically true may be philosophically or scientifically false,

and vice-versa, the author of the Constitution and Course
of Nature, and the author of the Bible being the same.*
And so, also, for "refutation," the only weapon needed
is the sword of the Spirit. Both of these, didactics and
polemics, are necessary in our present state, in which we
are to be educated in the lessons of faith, in the midst of

prevailing error and unbelief. We are to be witnesses

for the one, and against the other : for the Father of

Lights and against the Father of Lies.

2. It is profitable for "correction" and for "instruc-

tion in righteousness " : the whole sum of human duty is

here contained, and the contrary sins are rebuked : the

positive and negative moral education of men are amply
provided for, their reformation and their edification,

—

both which are necessary to a fallen man.
In conclusion, it may be added, that the method by

which the Bible teaches is as admirable as the matter of

its teaching. He who, to the Jews, the trustees of the

oracles of God and the students of prophecy, presented

Himself as " the Root and the offspring of David" ; who,
to the Gentiles from the East, in possession, it may be,

* We cannot sympathize with those of our brethren whose sensitiveness

has led them to acknowledge the validity of the present theory of geology,

and to interpret the Bible in harmony with it. The discovery of a single

fossil may compel them to abandon their position, or to turn infidels. Let
us wait till Geology understands itself: the votaries of it have "run too

fast," to use Bacon's image, (Wisdom of the Ancients, under Prometheus,)
" and extinguished their torch." The author of the " Vestiges" made a
triumphaut use of Geology, and men began to think that they had sprung
from a tadpole or an " acarus crossii " : but Hugh Miller's Asterolepis ex-

tinguished the theory, and restored the race of men to their self-compla-

cency. Before the end of this year, the current theory may be as dead as

those which have already passed away. Have faith in the Word, and it

will take care of itself; or rather, have faith in God—who spake it.

:: '^:<..:
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of some hereditary knowledge of the " Star" of Gentile

prophecy, but, at any rate, accustomed to associate the

changes in the heavens with the movements and occur-

rences of earth, presented Himself as "the Bright and
Morning Star" ; and who, to the G-entiles from the West,
(John xii : 20-24,) accustomed to contemplate the pro-

cesses of vegetable life, as in some sort, the symbols of

laws in the spiritual constitution of man, and especially

to celebrate the joyous bursting of spring, after the long
and dreary desolation of the winter's night, as an adum-
bration of the final restoration of a lost life to man,—pre-

sented Himself as a " corn of wheat," which must die in

order to be fruitful : He, who clothes himself in all the

names which suggest the sweet and tender sympathies of

life, in order to attract us to Himself, the fountain and
complement of them all, has made provision in his word
for all diversities of mind and taste and vocation,—has

become all things to all men, if, by any means. He might
save some. To the logical. He has become a Reasoner

:

to the fanciful, a Poet : to the grave and practical, an
Utterer of Proverbs : to the curious about the future, a
Prophet : to the curious about the past, a Historian. To
the refined and educated, He speaks in the exquisite

diction of Isaiah : to the rude and uncultivated. He
speaks the language of Amos. The ardent are justified

by the fiery zeal and impetuous thinking of Paul : the

gentle and loving have their sympathies enchained by
the calm and affectionate style of John. Human in-

struments all,—all musical with the breath of the same
Spirit, all uttering the same tune, and alive, as it were,

with the same melody. " Glory to God in the Highest,"

but ranging in the character of the sound, from the

sweetness of "the flute and soft recorder" to the terrible-

ness of the trumpet's blast.* Like the drops of the

morning-dew, they all reflect and refract the rays of the

same Sun, but with the varied and beautiful colours of

the spectrum. When man makes a Manual of Faith or

Dut}^, (unless he borrows from the Bible,) it is a repulsive

mass of dry bones, a Loyola's " Spiritual Exercises "

:

m

* See Gaussen's Tliopneusty and Hamilton's Lamp and Lantern, for some
beautiful illustrations of the variety of Scripture.
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when God presents us with one, it lives and breathes and
smiles : it combines, like the Word of whom it testifies,

the attractions of humanity with the awe-compelling
majesty of God. : -'^^^ :-^^^^^^^,nv u-^,v.^:.\:\

,. r. .,.«,*, ,,i

AETICLE Y.

ADDRESS TO THE SOCIETY OF ALUMNI OF UNION THEOLOGI-
CAL SEMINARY, VA * ^

'
}. Permit me, dear Brethren, to oifer you my hearty con-

gratulations upon this re-union of our Society, and the

enjoyment of another year of mercies and of happy
labours. A member of any of the successive classes

which have issued hence, in an assemblage gathered
from all those classes, meets some to whom he is a stran-

fer in person, though a child of the same Alma Mater.
ut there is no distance between our aims and our hearts.

While we meet our own fellow-students with peculiar

delight, we meet all as fellow-labourers. I need not

suggest how much the enjoyment of each of us would be
enhanced, could we gather around us all who studied and
prayed with us here ; for, doubtless, the busy thought of

each one has already surrounded him with the familiar

band. Probably, such a meeting would be as impossible

for all of us, as it would be for me. Some of those whom
I here learned to love, I can see at no anniversary, till

we meet the general Assembly and Church of the first-

bom in Jerusalem, the mother of us all. What stronger

evidence of the noble and holy influence of these annual
gatherings, than that fact, of which, I doubt not, every
eart has already been conscious ; that they do not fail

to carry our thoughts upward to that glorious re-union ?

Let it be our aim to make this momentary resting point

in our warfare, as like as possible to that eternal rest.

But we are reminded that we have not yet entered into

that rest, fo-morrow we return again to the struggle.

* Deliyered at the Annual Meeting, June 1853. -

•II
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And, therefore, the appropriate mode of observing this

season, will be to make it such as God has made those

Sabbaths, which are his type of the eternal rest ; a sea-

son for sharpening our weapons, and girding om' loins

afresh for the contest.

I have thought anxiously in what way I could best

contribute to this purpose. And it has seemed that,

perhaps, as appropriate a topic as any whose discussion

the times demand, would be simplicity and directness of
pulint style. Many share with me the conviction, that

the renewed discussion of this topic is needful. Unless
I am greatly deceived, a comparison of much that is now
heard from educated clergymen with the pure standards

of classic English, will prove that the vice is far gone.

—

Our ears have become viciously accustomed to a degree
of wordiness, complexity, and ornament, which would
have been called bombast, by Addison, Swift or Pope.
Even Dr. Samuel Johnson, the proverb of his day for his

love of the os rotwidum^ seems simple and natural beside

us. But let us compare ourselves with the great ancient

masters of style, as to the length and structure of senten-

ces, the employment of useless epithet, and the mode of

using figurative ornament. Let us compare ourselves,

for example, with Horace, as distinguished for the spark-

ling beauty of his language, as for the hatefulness of his

morals, and we shall comprehend something of the excess

of our fault.

The profusion of reading matter among us, and the

careless speed with which men write and read, must na-

turally tend to the same vice. Perhaps, after all the

rules for style that may be laid down, the real source of

transparency and beauty is the possession of the sterling

ore of thought and feeling. He who has the most nu-

merous, just, and weighty ideas, in most natural order,

and wl\ose own soul is most fully possessed and penetra-

ted with them, usually has the finest style. It is only

when the sentiment so fills and fires the soul of the

speaker, that he looks wholly at the thought, and not at

all at the words in which it clothes itself, that the per-

fection of eloquence is approached. Hence, as the art of

writing much with small materials is extended, wordi-

ness and complexity must increase. The hurried and
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sliallow author continually strives to outdo his rivals,

and his own previous exploits, by tricking out his pro-

ductions more and more with these ornaments, which
are so much cheaper than great or sparkling thoughts.

History shows also, that an artificial and luxurious

mode of living surely affects the literary taste of a nation.

The simplicity of thought is banished. The manliness of

soul, which proceeds from labour, struggles with difficul-

ty, and intercourse with nature becomes rare. The mawk-
ish mind of such a people, demands the same tawdry
profusion and frippery in literature, which it loves in its

bodily enjoyments. We know how the manly eloquence
of republican Rome faded away, as the people were cor-

rupted by luxury, into the feeble bombast of the Byzan-
tine literature. If the rapid increase of luxury can give
any ground for expecting a similar result now, that

ground surely exists among us.

Hence, the impression has grown strong with me, that^.

we need to be recalled to what would seem, to our exag-

gerated tastes, a severe simplicity. When one so young
as myself, and so little entitled by his own skill to teach

on this subject, offers his humble contribution towards
this reform, he should do it with great modesty. And
you will please receive what I shall offer, not as dogmat-
ical, but suggestive. I do not dictate anything to you,

but only offer, as subjects of your more thorough and
wise reflection, those ideas by which I have attempted
the repression of my own faults.

Permit me also to say, at the outset, that when I ad-

vocate a severe simplicity, I am waging no war against

Rhetoric. I am not presuming to impugn that argument,
by which I know I should be met, that since it is our
duty to do our utmost for the salvation of souls, that

Christian minister is faulty, who does not avail himself
of every innocent aid or ornament, by which the truth

can be commended. I only question, whether anything
which violates a natural simplicity and directness of

speech is ornament, and has any efficacy in commending
truth. Let rhetoric be truly defined, as " the art of per-

suasion,"—the art of so addressing the human under-
standing, conscience and affections, as best to enforce

our views, and I heartily shake hands with it. I will

YoL. viL—No. 2. 35
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say, let us have as much true rhetoric as possible. My
objection to all meretricious aid is, that it is not orna-

ment, but deformity.

Indeed, throughout this discussion, it is on the princi-

ples of a sound rhetoric itself, that I would ground all

the considerations to enforce siniplicity. The truest art

is that which is most natural. The finest statue is that

on which the strokes of the chisel are unseen ; and the

marble is most like native flesh. The finest painting is

that in which the beholder is not for a moment reminded
of the cunning union of lights and shades, but seems to

see the living and breathing man, standing forth from
the canvas. And so, considering our profession of pub-
lic speaking as an art merely, he is most perfect in the

art, in whom the hearer perceives no art, but seems to

hear nature pouring forth her voice in her own sponta-

neous simplicity. I have seen somewhere an incident

which well illustrates this proposition. A simple coun-

tryman was taken by his friends in London, to see

Garrick act in Hamlet. He seemed to be intensely

interested in the performance. But at his return, when
his friends examined the effect of the scene upon his

mind, they were astonished to find him perfectly silent

concerning the great tragedian. He seemed to have
made no impression on him, while he was loud in

his praise of all the subordinate actors. "When they
asked directly, what he thought of Hamlet, ih.Qj learned

the explanation. "Oh I" he answered, "as to the man
whose father had been so basely murdered, it was no-

thing strange that he should feel and act as he did. No
son could help it. But as to those other people, who
were only making believe, their imitations were wonder-
ful." So true to nature, and so unaffected had been
Garrick's manner, that the countryman had utterly over-

looked the fact that Garrick was acting ! But this was
he whom the cultivated taste of Britain decided to be the

prince of theatrical eloquence. One of the most just

objections therefore, which can be urged against artificial

ornament is, that it is a sin against art. Much tiuit is

now heard from the pulpit with admiration, would be as

explicitly condemned by rhetoric, by Hamlet's instruc-

tions to the players, or by Horace's EjMstle to tlie Pi.sos,

as by Christian feeling and princij)le.
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But let U8 introduce the more direct discussion, by
reminding you of the topics and aims of our public ad-

dresses. Our subject is the most august that can fill and
fire the human soul—the perfect holiness of the Divine
law, redemption from eternal ruin, and the winning of

eternal happiness. Our aim is to persuade men to em-
brace this redemption for the salvation of their souls. It

is an established rule, that the grandest subjects should
be treated with most sparing ornament. The greatness

of the topic commends itself sufiiciently without such
aids. Laboured attempts to give it adventitious force,

seem to be a confession that the subject does not itself

possess weight enough to command the heart. Orna-
ments which might be graceful and appropriate when
connected with a lighter topic, would seem meretricious,

when applied to a grand one. We do not surround the

majestic temple with the same tracery, which would be
in i^lace upon the graceful pavilion.

Again, we observe that man's nature is such that all

powerful operations of the soul are simple and one.

—

Complexity of the afiections enfeebles all. Multiplicity

of figure distracts the attention, and by distracting,

weakens. It is the single, mighty, rushing wind, which
raises the billows of the great deep : while a variety of

cross-breezes only roughen its sumce with trifling rip-

ples. A moment's thought will 8h0w us, that a multi-

plication of ornaments or epithets must disappoint its

own object. The minds of men cannot attend effectually

to a large number of impressions in rapid succession.

—

Although thought is rapid, yet a certain lapse of time is

necessary, to allow the mind to receive, and become pos-

sessed with the idea presented to it. Hence, he who
listens to the verbose speaker, is compelled to allow

many of the words which fall upon his ear, to pass

through his mind without impression. The mind of the

listener cannot fully weigh and feel each phrase address-

ed to it in so rapid and complex a stream ; and, conse-

quently, it suffers them all to pass through it lightly. It

cannot do otherwise, though there was, at the outset, a
sincere effort of attention. Every writer or speaker,

therefore, who indulges himself in heaping up useless

epithets, or in the multiplication of adjectives not dis-

I
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tinct and strongly descriptive, or in any other luxuriance

of language, snould remember that he is himself com-
pelling his reader or hearer, to practice the habit of list-

less attention. And, then, there is an end of all vigorous

impression. The speaker can no longer hope to infuse a

strong sentiment into the soul of his audience. Hence
the maxim so strongly enforced by Campbell, that " the

fewer the words are, provided neither perspicuity nor

propriety be violated, the expression is always the more
vivid." To admit into our discourse any word, phrase,

or figure, which has not its essential use as a vehicle of

our idea, is a sacrifice of effect. The effort which the

mind of the hearer is called to make towards these unes-

sential phrases, in the acts of sensation and perception,

is just so much taken from the force with which it re-

ceives the main idea. The highest species of eloquence

is that which is suggestive, where clear and vigorous

phrases not only convey to the hearer's mind distinct

ideas, but point it to tracts of light which lead it along

to higher conceptions of its own. But such phrases must
be brief Our language should, therefore, be pruned,

till every word is an essential part of the clearly defined

idea, which the sentence holds up, like a strong picture,

to the mind of the hearer. If we wish to strike a blow
which shall be felt, We will not take up a bough laden
with foliage. We will use a naked club.

I suspect that the correctness of these views is confess-

ed, even by the consciousness of persons of the most per-

verted taste. However they may laud their literary idol,

they cannot conceal it from themselves, that their list-

lessness grows more and more dreary under the most
brilliant sparklings of his rhetorical fire-works ; that the

more his sparks are multiplied, the more feebly they
strike. There is, indeed, a large class of listeners, whose
minds are so utterly shallow, and who are so thoroughly
unconscious of the real nature and aims of eloquence,

that they are pleased with the mere lingual and gram-
matical dexterity with which surprising strings of fine

words are rolled forth. Their idea of fine speaking seems
to be, that it is a sort of vocal legerdemain,—like that of

the juggler, who can twirl a plate on the end of a rattan

as no one else can,—an art in which the perfection of

^

.
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skill consists in connecting the largest quantity of a cer-

tain style of words, with the greatest fluency, so that

they shall have the semblance of meaning and melody.
"With minds so childish, of course he who can carry this

verbiage to the greatest length, will be the greatest ora-

tor. But none here, surely, are capable of so base an
ambition, as to desire this low and ignorant applause.

There are still stronger considerations, drawn from the

nature of the preacher's subject, and of his purpose, in

addressing his fellow men. All must admit that appro-
priateness is the very first element of good taste, in every
6iij* ^ It is needless to argue this. Now, if we consider

what the preacher of the gospel professes to be, and what
is the topic on which he addresses his fellow men, we
shall feel how utterly inappropriate every artificial orna-

ment is. Every minister professes to be actuated by the

love of souls, and by a strong sense of their danger with-

out the gospel. He professes to be a man who is speak-

ing, not to amuse, nor to gain money, nor to display his

talent, but to do good. Even if he is so lost to the feel-

ings proper to his high office, as to harbour these ignoble

motives, as a mere matter of taste he must conceal them

;

for their display in connexion with a subject so awful,

cannot but be loathsome to all hearers. His motive,

then, must be benevolent sympathy, and love to the Sa-

viour. And his subject combines all that should awe
the mind into sincerity, all that should unseal the foun-

tains of tenderness, and all that should fire the soul with

warm and ennobling emotions. His themes are the at-

tributes of an infinite and jealous God, and his perfect

law, that fatal lapse which "brought death into the

world and all our woe," the immortal soul, with its des-

tiny of endless bliss or pain, the tomb, the resurrection

trump, the righteous Judge, the glories of Heaven, and
the gloom of hell, the gospel's cheering sound, the tears

of Gethsemane, the blood of Calvary, and the sweet and
awful breathings of the Holy Ghost. His mission is to

lay hold of his fellow men, as they hang over the pit, and
draw them from perdition by the love of the Redeemer.
How unspeakably inappropriate is every artifice here,

which glances at self-laudation ! And, how utterly un-

natural is all complexity of figure ! If ever man should
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earnestly feel, lie who presents these themes, from the

motives which the preacher professes, should be instinct

with earnestness. But who is there, that does not know
that the eloquence of native emotion is always simple ?

When the wail of the bereaved mother rises from the

bedside of her dying child, ah ! there is no art there !—
We have heard it, my brethren ; and we know that our

art cannot equal the power of its simplicity. When the

story of his wrongs bursts from the heart of the indignant

patriot, and he consecrates himself upon the altar of his

country, it is in simple words. When the almost de-

spairing soul raises to the Saviour the cry, "God be
merciful to me, a sinner," he speaks unaifectedly. So
should the preacher speak. Let me urge it, then, with

all the emphasis which language can convey, that the

very first dictates of good taste and propriety, for him
who speaks of the Gospel, are unaffectedness and direct-

ness of style. To turn away the mind's eye, for one
moment, from these overpowering realities, towards the

mere accessories of rhetoric, is the most heinous sin

against rhetoric. It is as though the man who desired

to rouse his sleeping neighbour from a burning house,

should bethink himself of the melody of his tones, while

he cries fire. It is as though the champion, fighting for

his hearth-stone and his house-hold, should waste his

thoughts on the grace of his attitudes, and the beauty of

his limbs. 'j;..

Do I advocate, then, a directness and simplicity so

bald as to exclude every figure? By no means. A cer-

tain class of figures is the very language of nature. Such
we should use in their proper place. They are those

figures which, every one sees, are used to set forth the

subject and not the speaker. They are those figures

which the mind spontaneously seizes when enlarged
and strengthened by the earnestness of its emotions, and
welds, by the heat of its action, into the very substance
of its topic. Such ornaments are distinguished at a
glance from the epithets, tropes and similes which the

artificial mind gathers up, with an eye turned all the

time upon the meed of praise it is to receive. Within
the strict bounds of this directness and simplicity, there

is ample scope for the exercise of genius and imagina-
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tion. Indeed, it is when a vigorous logic, and a truly

original imagination are stimulated by the most intense

heat of emotion, that the most absolute simplicity of lan-

guage, and at the same time, the grandest heights of
eloquence are reached. ; [

, - • v =
• !:>:. :.!5i v,

There is no stronger conviction with me, than that the

preacher should never attempt to rescue his discourse

from baldness or tameness, by those supposed rhetorical

ornaments which are collected with deliberate design.

—

The moment an ornament is felt to be introduced " with
malice prepense," it becomes a deformity. It is always
a futile and degrading resort. There is a rule of archi-

tecture propounded for some styles by the greatest mas-
ter, which speakers might profitably adopt. It is, that

while every essential member of the structure shall be so

proportioned as to be an ornament, no ornament shall be
admitted which is not also an element of construction :

no column which has nothing to support,—^no bracket
which has nothing to strengthen. Next to the possession

of native genius, the proper sources of literary ornament
are in the warmth of an honest, earnest emotion, co-

operating with a clear and logical comprehension of the

thing discussed. Unless our ornaments come spontane-

ously from this, their proper mint, they will inevitably

be counterfeit. When, therefore, the preacher, after he
has done all in the preparation of his subject, which clear

definition, just arrangement, and sound logic can efiect,

feels that his work is still too tame to take hold on the

people, it is worse than useless for him to seek, in cold

blood, for ornament. He should seek feeling. He needs
to sacrifice, not at the shrine of Calliope, but at the altar

of the Holy Ghost.

Let us remember that all men have a native percep-

tion of consistency and appropriateness. And all men
instinctively judge whether the tones, countenance and
language of the person speaking to them, are spontane-

ous or artificial. The cultivated do not surpass the igno-

rant and the young, in the strength of these perceptions

;

for they are the direct result of intuitive capacities, which
are often perverted by the habits of a faulty cultivation.

Not even does dramatic eloquence oifer any exception to

the statement that all artificial speaking is inevitably
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felt, by all hearers, to be artificial, and therefore naught.

For I am sure, that there never has been, and never will

be a good actor, whether on the stage, at the bar, or in

the forum, who did not become eloquent, by so palpably

conceiving the emotions proper to the part he was acting,

as to merge his personality, for the time, in the part, and
to become sincerely inspired with its feelings. Let us,

then, remember, that the prompt and spontaneous per-

ception of every hearer decides absolutely, whether our

manner seems to him artificial or hearty ; and if it de-

cides us to be artificial, it has forthwith, with equal cer-

tainty, the feeling of our inconsistency. But what is

worse than this, the chief motive which the world will

naturally impute to us, for this insincerity of manner, is

the desire of self-display. We may plead that if there is

an error of manner, it has arisen from a well-meaning
mistake, in our disinterested eflPort to impress the truth.

The world will not be so charitable as to credit us. It

will say that the natural language of disinterestedness is

simplicity, and that the natural language of self-display

is artifice ; and it will persist in imputing the latter as

our motive. v^ . r.,

It is very important to observe here, also, that if, from
our perverted training, an artificial manner has become
second nature to us, this will not prevent the mischief
To the instinctive perceptions of the hearer, it still seems
artificial ; and he naturally concludes it is purposely such.

It is not sufiicient, therefore, for the speaker to say, that

it is "his manner,"—that to him it is not artificial; that

in speaking thus, he is giving free course to his disposi-

tions. He should inquire how it became his manner

;

whether through the promptings of an ingenuous, hum-
ble, and self-devoting love for souls, or through the itch-

ings of conceit, literary vanity, and servile imitation, in

the days of his inexperience.

But where the native perceptions of the hearers receive

from our manner this impression of artifice, what reason
is so dull as not to draw the inference, that the preacher,

if he really believed what he proclaimed of the sinner's

risk, and if he really felt that generous compassion which
is . his ostensible motive, could have neither time nor
lieart to bestow one thought on selfdisplay ? When men
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listen to one who preaches of their dread ruin and its

sacred remedy, with deliberate and intentional artifice,

they are driven to one of two alternatives. They must
conclude, "either this man does not believe his own
words, when he tells me of ray hanging over eternal

fires, and of Heaven stooping to my rescue ; or, if he
does believe them, he must have almost the heart of a

fiend, to be capable of vanity and selfish artifice, in the

presence of truths so sacred and dire." And, indeed, my
Brethren, what must be the callous selfishness of that

man, who, believing in the reality of the gospel themes,
can desecrate them to the tricking forth of his own rhe-

torical fame

!

^- Grecian story tells us that when the painter Parrhasius
was engaged upon a great picture, representing Prome-
theus, as he lay chained to the crags of mount Caucasus,
and eternally consumed by a ravenous vulture, he bought
an old man from among the Olynthian captives, sold by
Philip of Macedon, and tortured him to death beside his

easel ; in order that he might transfer to his canvas the

traits of the last struggle, in their native reality. Does
not the heart grow sick at the devilish ambition of this

Pagan, as he steels his soul against the cry of agony, and
coolly wrings out the life of a helpless and harmless
fellow man, to win fame for himself, by throwing into

his master-piece the lineaments of a living death

!

But, is this instance strong enough to express the cruel

and impious vanity of that man, who can deliberately

trafiic in the terrors of eternity, and the glories of God,
merely to deck his own oratory ? He brings the ever-

lasting woes of his brother man, and gathers the gloom
and the groans of their perdition, and coolly dips his

pencil in the blackness of their despair, to make of them
materials for self-display ! Nay, he even dares to lay his

hand upon the awful glories of the Cross, and those sa-

cred pangs of Calvary, at which redeemed sinners should

only shudder and weep, and weaves them into a garland

for his own vanity. iNow, the impenitent man can hard-

ly believe that the minister, who shows in all his social

life, the sympathies and virtues of an amiable character,

is thus savagely and profanely selfish. And, therefore,

the alternative which he must embrace is, to believe, or,

36
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if he does not consciously believe, to do what is prac-

tically more ruinous, to feel half consciously, that the

minister is not in earnest ; that his preaching is not real-

ly prompted by a settled belief of the sinner's ruin and
the Redeemer's love ; but by the desire to further his

own reputation and earn his bread. For, is not this pa-

rade of self-display just in character with such a purpose?
And when the lover of sin and godlessness thus feels

that the appointed ambassador of eternity does not him-
self believe, of course he will allow himself to doubt.

—

Let this, then, be the great and final objection to all arti-

fice of manner in the pulpit, that it most surely sows
broadcast the seeds of skepticism. -v >)ri;;'7; v -

And, in truth, dear Brethren, does not our proneness
to such manner,—does not the fact that we can be capa-

ble of it, proceed from the weakness of our faith ? The
true cure of the vice is to feel the powers of the world to

come. The reason that Davies, Tennent and Whitefield,

Paul and Peter, and above all. He that spolse as never
man spake, displayed such directness and power, was
that their souls saw heaven and hell with the vision of

faith. The more we can feel the love of Christ, and the

nearer we can draw to the cross, the judgment, and the

eternal world, the more we shall feel that all else than
native simplicity and directness is out of place, and that

all else is unnecessary.

ARTICLE VI.

THE PROVINCE OF REASON, ESPECIALLY IN MATTERS OF RE-
RELIGION.

1 These, Y: 21.—1 Peter, III: Ih.—Matthew, VI: 23.

Lahe, XI: 34=.—Bom. I: 22.

In the first of these passages of Scripture, we are taught
not to receive inypUcitly as the true doctrines of God,
what may be inculcated even by the ministers of God.
"We are to listen to them with reverence, but not with
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unthinking acquiescence. We are, ourselves, to search

the Scriptures, to become familiar with their truths ; and
having thus proved that what is taught is scriptural, and
therefore true, we are to hold it fast as "good," to lay it

up in our hearts, and to practise it in our lives. In ac-

cordance with this general precept, our Saviour, on more
than one occasion, called upon his hearers to judge,—not

of the truth or reasonableness ofwhat he taught,—(for how
could they believe in heavenly things whose nature tran-

scended their finite capacities,)—but to judge of the

evidences which he gave, that He was an infallible teach-

er, and that all, therefore, that he said, was indubitable

truth.* The Apostles, also, in enforcing any duty, do
not hesitate to appeal to the reason and conscience of

men, and to characterize the whole of piety, both as it is

" the obedience of faith," and as it is the obedience of

the life, a "reasonable service."!

In the second passage we have quoted. Christians are

exhorted, in view of the opposition and hatred to which
they and their holy religion are exposed, to see that their

knowledge of God is an experimental, saving and sanc-

tifying knowledge, that they may be ever ready to give
to every one that asketh it, a reason of the glorious hope
that is in them, both as it regards the irresistible strength

of the external evidences of the gospel, and of the un-

speakable peace and power of its internal working to

the salvation of all who believe.

In the third passage, our Saviour compares the reason

of man to the eye. If the eye is prevented from a clear

aiTd perfect vision by any film or impediment, or by
want of sufiicient light, then, just as surely as we attempt
to use it, will it mislead and injure us. But, if the eye
be in itself sound, and the light by which it sees be pure,

then will its perceptions be correct, and our steps well

ordered. In like manner, reason may be vitiated,—or

its present light may be obscure,—or it may be wholly
incapable of judging of the truth before it, by reason of
its spiritual and supernatural grandeur ; and if, in such

circumstances, it is made the judge and standard of truth,

^ John V : 3 1 ; and x : 37, 38 ; and xxi ; 25.

flCor. x: 16. Rom. xii: 1.

1 John, iv : L

^.sJ-
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it will, and must, lead ns into error. But, when reason

is in itself perfect, and the evidence before it is sufficient

and capable of being fully appreciated and understood,

then it will lead us to right and proper conclusions, both

as to truth and duty.

In the last passage quoted, we are informed that such
is the present vitiated a'nd perverted state of human rea-

son, that even those who have made the most pompous
professions of their love of wisdom, and have claimed to

be wise above all others, have proved themselves to be
vain and 'foolish,—have darkened their own hearts, and
the hearts of others,—have obscured the knowledge of

God, and of duty, preserved to them by primitive tradi-

tionary revelation,—and, not liking to retain this know-
ledge of God, have been involved in inextricable doubts
and difficulties, both as it regards God and the chief

good, and everlasting life. " Having the understanding
dai-kened, being alienated from the life of God, through
the ignorance that was in them, because of the blindness

of their hearts." '.^^, -,]> i''y^. •:.':
'tx-^ : .i,^-i::^-.

.'''.

We are thus brought to the subject of the present dis-

course, namely, the province of reason in matters of reli-

gion. It has been asserted, and is still maintained, the-

oretioally by Deists, and Unitarians, and by thousands
j^actically^ that reason is a sufficient, and the only ne-

cessary guide in matters of religion, and that revelation

is either unnecessary and useless, and therefore untrue,

or that, being to some extent, and for some purposes,

necessary, reason is the standard by which its doctrines

and ifs duties are to be judged. "Whatever opinion
agrees not with reason, (says Smalcius, one of the fa-

thers of modern Unitarianism,) is inadmissible in theolo-

gy, and to admit such doctrines, we neither can, nor
ought to, be induced, even by the express words of the

Spirit of God himself."* According to Dr. Beard, one of

the most recent and very learned defenders of Unitarian-

i8m,f "The fundamental peculiarity ofthe anti-trinitarian

movement is the deference paid to human intelligence as

* See his words quoted at length in Smith's Testimony to the Messiah,

vol. i., pp. 75, Ve.

\ Historical and Artistic lUust. of the Trinity, by J. R. Beard, D. D. Lon-
don. 1846: p. 196.
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the yw6?^6, though not the 56>'wrc6 of religious truth." The
same author says,* "As witnesses^ihQ Apostles and primi-

tive Christians are invaluable ; as authorities^ they are re-

volutionary." " We may be excused, (he continues,) if

we think that these expounders of Christianity did not al-

ways rigidly adhere to its sole and perfect type, as found
in the mind of the Lord Jesus himself."f He also adds,

"Let it not be supposed that, therefore, the writer holds
every part of Scripture to be of equal authority. Such
an idea is a gross and pernicious error. All Scripture is

in some way profitable, but all is not alike valid."

Similar affirmations we might adduce from various

acknowledged writers of this denomination of " rational

believers," as they proudly call themselves. But this is

needless, as it has been affirmed among ourselves that
'^ "the religious element in man received a new stimulus and

direction at the coming of the Son of Man, and the pro-

mulgation of his holy religion. Yet its chief and most po-

tent manifestations are still characterized by much that is

arbitrary, wayward, contradictory and inconsistent."

—

" Grod, in the mean time," it is added, " gives us reason to

examine, to defend, to coeeect, to improye, or to forsake
these accompanying errors." Reason^ therefore, and not
any written revelation, it is affirmed, is the source, or at

least the arbiter and judge of religious truth. Is it so?

This question, it may be perceived, lies at the foundation

of all inquiries into religious doctrine, and determines at

once, whether God, in His Word, or reason in each in-

dividual HEART, is to be the standard and judge of reli-

gious truth.

To come to a proper conclusion on this subject, we
must, in the first place, understand what reason is, and
secondly, what are its capacity, limits, and present con-

dition, and this will at once point out its province in

matters of religion.

What, then, is reason ? Eeason, derived from the La-

tin verb to think, is the power or faculty of thinking.

—

"It is (says Locke,) that faculty in man whereby he is

supposed to be distinguished from the beasts, and where-

in it is evident he much surpasses them." " It denotes

* Hist, and Art. lUust. of the Trinity, p. 1. f Ditto, p. 7.
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that power by which we distinguish truth from falsehood,

and right from wrong, and by which we are enabled to

combine means for the attainment of particular ends,"

and " to deduce (adds Webster^ inferences from facts or

propositions." " Reason (says Isaac Taylor,) is the mind
acting upon its own ideas."* " It is distinguished from
instinct by the knowledge of relations,—or cause and
effect."! To have reason is, therefore, to be a rational,

moral, and accountable being, that is, to be a man. But
while all men are thus rational^ it must be remembered
that he only is reasonable who acts according to the prin-

ciples of right reason.

Reason, then, is that sublime spiritual or intellectual

nature, by which man is enabled to know truth, and
to obey it,—to examine the validity of the testimony
brought before it,—to separate the false from the true,

—

give assent according to the evidence, and thus arrive at

the certainty of knowledge when the evidence for truth

is unexceptionable,—at prohability when the evidence
for the truth outweighs objections or difficulties,—and at

conviction offalsehood when iherQ is a plain and positive

disagreement.

To receive nothing as truth but what is thus made
certain by sufficient evidence, to judge and act only upon
such rational grounds, to believe and do nothing but
what he is convinced by the proper use of his reason,

and the full, candid and impartial examination of evi-

dence, he ought to believe aiid to do, is to act as a ra-

tional being, and to be, in fact, a reasonable being.

Man is commonly spoken of as made up of distinct

and separate faculties, each independent in its power of

action from the rest. But while such a division may be
necessary and important for general purposes, it is most
delusive, regarded as any thing more than an abstract

classification of the various exercises, attributes, faculties

and powers,—call them what we may,—of the one ra-

tional mind. With a capacity to discern relations, cau-

ses, and effects, to deduce conclusions, to act from mo-

* See Elements of Thought, by Isaac Taylor, p. 184, and Brown's Phi-

losophy, p. 813, 1 vol. ed.

f Ditto p. 102.
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tives drawn from the past, the present, and the future,

and to arrive at convictions of the existence and reality

of invisible, spiritual and everlasting things,—this rea-

son or MIND of man, is just that intelligent, moral and
accountable nature which God has given him. And, al-

though common language ascribes a variety of faculties

to the soul, imputing one action to the blindness of pas-

sion, another to the evil of our tempers, another to the

heat of imagination, and another to the calmness of our

reason, yet, in reality, the soul is one, and every thing

that is done, is done by man under the active and con-

trolling power of this rational and responsible nature.

—

The body, with its animal spirits, desires, and propensi-

ties, and its nervous and physical energy, is made to be
subject to the soul, to be its servant and helper, to co-

operate in the furtherance of every good word and work,
and to be restrained from every thing that is evil in

thought, word and deed. The body, except for the preser-

vation of animal life, cannot act except as it is acted

upon. Passion is passive until it receives power from
the will, and permission from the reason. Emotions can
only suggest^ they can not determine our conduct. The
impulses of our nature can only be gratified when the

soul, the mind, the reason of the intelligent man concurs

in allowing their indulgence, and in securing the means
necessary for it. They are intended to be as absolutely

under the controul of reason as are the hand, the feet, the

eyes, and the other senses.

It is on this account that man is capable ofvice and vir-

tue, morality and immorality, purity and impurity, sin

and holiness. He possesses, and the hrutes do not, a
knowledge of God, of God's law, God's will, and of his

own duty, and of all that is required and prohibited under
the penalty of God's wrath and curse. But all this know-
ledge man possesses by his reason, which is, we have
seen, that intelligent nature which distinguishes him
from the brutes. The same actions which in brutes have
no moral character, in man become morally right or

wrong. It follows, therefore, that since the actions of
men are only regarded as right or wrong, blamable or

commendable, when they proceed from one who is con-

sidered to be in the full possession of his reason,—that
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every thing that is imprudence, baseness, villany or sin,

in man, however it may require the co-operation of the

body, must be the act of his rational nature, otherwise it

would have no moral character whatever.

I do not mean to condemn the language which speaks
of the several faculties and passions of the soul as if they
were as distinct and independent as the governor, officers

and citizens of a commonwealth. These distinctions are

necessary for mental analysis and general comprehen-
sion,—give life and beauty to all language and discour-

ses,—and indicate the particular motive and medium by
which, in every action, the intelligent nature of man is

induced to judge and to act as it does.

Considered, however, in this light,—that is, as a facul-

ty of thinking and judging,—reason has no moral char-

acter. It is neither good nor evil, proud nor humble,
presumptuous nor vain. It is merely a faculty or power,
and only becomes moral when regarded as under the

direction of the intelligent moral nature of man, actuated

by motives, arriving at certain ends, subject to the moral
law of God, and guided by certain principles. Morally
speaking, reason is just what man is. Man is under au-

thority to God's law as the rule of duty,—to God's will

as the supreme and final judge,—to God's testimony^—in

whatever way imparted,—as the ultimate, final, and in-

fallible evidence of what is true or false, good or evil.

—

Reason, therefore, becomes morally good or evil, holy or

unholy, humble or proud, presumptuous or vain, just as

it is employed in faithfully ascertaining God's law, God's
testimony, and God's will, and in implicitly obeying
them,—or, on the other hand, as it follows the desires

and devices of a wicked heart, and under its influences

will not come to the light, lest its deeds should be re-

proved.

We proceed to remark that this ratipnal nature, and
of course this faculty or power of judging, is limited.

—

All men, in distinction from the brutes, are by nature
intelligent and rational beings, by which^ and not by
instinct, they discover what is right or wrong, good and
evil.

Not that all men are alike in their intellectual, any
more than in their physical, nature. There is, in both
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respects, perfect individuality and endless variety, and
yet, at the same time, one and the same general na-

ture. ^

'-'^^^'

This intelligent and rational nature of man, however
exalted it may be in its highest manifestations, it is ne-

vertheless inferior to that of angels^ both in its capacity

of thought, and in the extent of its knowledge, and it is

infinitely inferior to the reason and knowledge of God.
Man is endowed with that degree of reason, and that

capacity of knowledge, which was proper and necessary

for his condition here and hereafter. His glory, there-

fore, must be to act in accordance with the order and
perfection of his being. And to sink Mow it, and pros-

titute his powers to earthly, sensual, or devilish pur-

suits,—or, on the other hand, to attempt to exceed the

powers bestowed upon him,—is equally irrational and
sinful. The one is self-destruction, the other presump-
tion, folly and rebellion. There is a line which no crea-

ted imderstanding can pass, and that line is fixed to

every class of beings according to their own order, even
as there is one glory of the sun, and another of the moon,
and another of the stars.

And, as there are doubtless many beings superior to

ourselves, who are able to discover more truths than we
can do, so it is reserved for God alone, to have a perfect

and universal comprehension of all possible truths.
" When, therefore, reason refuses to submit to God's

guidance, or assent to what has all the inward and ex-

ternal marks of God's infallible testimony ;—when it will

deny, only because it cannot comprehend and fathom
the depths of God with its own short line,—or, when it

attempts to give reasons, and account for things which
God has not thought fitting to explain,—then it trans-

gresses the bound of duty, and, instead of a guide, be-

comes a deceiver and destroyer of those who follow its

directions." It is the light of a candle employed to dis-

cover that which is irradiated by the light of the sun. It

is arrogant profaneness, a wanton encroachment upon
the prerogatives of Heaven, and an impious challenge to

our Maker, why he has made us as he has. Reason, in

such a case, is the ignis fatuus which leads its bewilder-
ed follower into fatal paths ; or, it is like the lightning

Vol. VII.—IsTo. 2.
^

37
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flash to the lost traveller, which only discovers the im-

mensity of the trackless waste before him.

But further, human reason is as certainly limited in

\t% field of observation^ as in its capacity to judge. We
inhabit but a spot in the creation of God. By our con-

nection with the body, and the subjection of our reason

to the senses as the inlets of all our original perceptions,

the mind cannot go beyond the conclusions drawn from
what it is capable of observing. -^ v

Reason, in its popular acceptation, is nothing but a

faculty. It is not knowledge, but only the capacity or

power of obtaining it. AVhen observation, instruction

and education are denied, this power lies dormant.

—

When that observation and instruction are erroneous,

reason only confirms us in ignorance and error. Reason,^

in and of itself, is therefore insufficient to discover and
practise what is necessary for the ordinary duties even
of the present life.

As our Saviour has taught us, reason or understanding
is, spiritually, what the eye is physically. The one is ca-

pable of seeing, and the other of knowing. But the eye
cannot see without light, nor reason without instruction.

Reason is not the light, but the organ which acts by the

light imparted to it. Even in reference to the world
around it, reason knows infinitely less than it is ignorant

of; and the little it does know, is known as the result of

close observation, diligent study, and ages of experience
and discovery.

The relations and dependencies of the system of our
globe, not to speak of our planetary system, and that of

the visible universe, are almost entirely beyond our ob-

servation and knowledge. So are all the essences oT

things. How much more certainly and necessarily,

therefore, must this be the case, in reference to every
thing that is beyond the visible world,—all that is invisi-

ble and incapable of observation,—all that is supernatu-
ral and infinitely removed from the sphere and capacity
of our finite and limited reason.

Whatever we can know b;7 the use of our faculties of

observation and understanding^ is properly within the

bounds of reason. Whatever objects are beyond these^

must either remain unknown, or become known only by
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clear and sufficient testimony, in which case they reason-

ably claim and secure the approbation of our reason. In

reference to such objects, the testimony must be super-

natural, and the evidence must be Divine, in order to be
infallible. Reason perceives the truth and certainty of

the testimony, in whatever way it is revealed, just as it

perceives God's testimony to what is true in all the phe-

nomena of nature,—and knowing that God will not de-

ceive and cannot lie, it regards the evidence as infallible,

and arrives at a most rational assurance of the truth.—

•

This is FAITH, that is, knowledge founded, not upon ob-

servation or intuition, but upon testimony, ^v•=-n-^*^^-^^'^

The things which are objects of this knowledge, that

is, which are above and beyond reason, were by the an-

cients included under that part of knowledge termed
metaphysical^ that is, after or above what is physical.

" In this class, Plato ranges the contemplation of all

Divine things ; such as, the first being or cause,—the

origin of things,—the wonders of providence,—the wor-
ship of God,—the mysteries of religion,—the immortality

of the soul,—and a future state. He never pretended
one of these to be discoverable by reason, but always
ingenuously confesses them to be learned by traditions

brought from the Barbarians, viz: the Jews, &c. They
were frequently termed wonderful things, as being nei-

ther discoverable nor demonstrable by reason."

Such is the nature and limits of human reason, consi-

dered apart from any moral obliquity that may attach to

it,—clear, and upright, and ever ready to approve and
follow that which is good. But such is not its present

character. Man was, indeed, "made upright," but he
has become " corrupt." As men are now, " they have
no understanding." They have "corrupt minds." Their
"foolish heart is darkened." "Having the understand-
ing darkened through the ignorance that is in them^ be-

cause of the blindness of their heart." Man's reason,

therefore, is now clouded as well as limited. It is de-

based by servitude to tlie lusts of the flesh and the lusts

of the eyes. It is enfeebled by moral disease. It is

manacled by prejudices. The eye of reason is vitiated.

It cannot bear the light. It loveth darkness rather than
light, and because it will not come to the light and re-

<
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ceive the trutli in the love of it, it stumbleth, even at

noon-day. Such is the testimony of " the Father of our

spirits."—" the Light who enlighteneth every man that

Cometh into the world," and who " knoweth what is in

man.
And such, also, is the testimony of observation and

experience. Even in reference to purely intellectual and
philosophical pursuits, the father of philosophy found it

necessary to caution against the idols of the mind. The
art of reasoning is but the science of exposing and guard-

ing against the weakness, perversity and sophistry of the

human mind. Imperfection, contradiction, change have
characterized all the efforts of genius. STo theory has

been too absurd to find advocates and disciples, while

rival sects,—from those who believe every thing, to those

who believe nothing, however true,—have filled up the

history of philosophy. There is no single truth, from the

existence of an external world to the existence of an
eternal God, which has not been denied and darkened.

Reason has, in all ages, rendered man shamefully unrea-

sonable. Philosophy has been the guide to all the errors

under the sun. What right reason itself is,—what the

chiefgood is,—what right and wrong are,—what is the na-

ture, ground, and authority of morality,—what man is,

—

what the soul is,—what God is,—what man's destiny-

is,—human reason never has discovered or determined,

with any fixed or authoritative certainty. There have
been as naany opinions as philosophers in the world, and
among them, there have been opinions merely, but no
certain knowledge. "When in the right, they disputed

themselves wrong, and left every thing in confusion and
doubt. Socrates, the wisest of men, professed to know
only one thing with certainty, and that was his ignorance
of every thing, and the ignorance of all who pretended
to know any more. Plato, again and again, reminded
his hearers that he could give them probability, and not
proof, for what he taught. Both Socrates and Plato re-

buked the pride and ignorance of philosophers as the

fruitful source of every error."^ Aristotle condemned all

* Plato brings in Socrates in his Alcibiades, thus philosophizing : "Thou
knowest that errors in practice come from this ignorance, that men think
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his predecessors as foolish and vain-glorious, and in re-

gard to all things Divine, said little, and helieved less.

And, not to name the skeptics who doubted and disputed

every thing, the opinion of Tully may be given as that

of all who have ever earnestly inquired after truth, with-

out the light of revelation, namely, " that all things are

surrounded and concealed by so thick a darkness, that

no strength of mind can penetrate them."* v^ •^H.f^'i"

they know, what they do not" Then he adds, When men are conscious

of their own ignorance, they are willing to be taught by others. Again,
Believe me and the famous Delphic oracle, Know thyself. This Plato, in

his Charmides, speaks, Many have erred from their scope by trusting to

their own opinion without judgment. Again, It is a great piece of tem-
perance for a man to know himself^ It would be a great advantage if none
would act beyond their knowledge and strength. We seem to know^
things, but indeed we are ignorant of every thing. It is an absurd thing

to philosophize of things we know not ; when any attempts a thing above
his strength, he greatly err& Thus Plato, out of what he had learnt from
his master, Socrates. So, again, in his Legib. 5, Plato discoursing of self-

love : From this, says he, proceeds this great error, that all men esteem
their ignorance to be wisdom, whence, knowing nothing, we think we
know all things. Thence, not permitting ourselves to be taught what we
are ignorant of, we fall into great errors. We have, indeed, a great saying

in his Epinom. p. 980, shewing that we can get no true knowledge of God,
but by dependence on, and prayer to him. His words are, "l&usting in

the Gods, pray unto them, that thou mayest have right notions of the

Gods, ITius it shall be, if God as a Guide, shall shew us the way ; only
help thou with thy prayers.

Lastly, Plato, Legib. 4, tells us. That he who is humble and modest will

adhere to Divine justice. But he that is lifted up in his own proud con-

fidences, as though he wanted no Guide or Governor, he is deserted by
God ; and being deserted, disturbs others ; and, although he may for awhile

seem some body, yet at last he is sufficiently punished by Divine justice.

—

See the original, given in Gale's Court of the Gentiles, vol. 3., pp. 15, 16.

* The early fathers who had been disciples of Plato, and the other phi-

losophers, speak very strongly of their weakness and folly.

You will adduce, says Justin Martyr to the Greeks, the wise men and
the philosophers, for, to these, as to a strong-hoM, you are wont to make
your escape, whenever, concerning the Gods, any one twits you with the

opinion oi the poets. Wlierefore, since it is fitting to begin with the first

and the most ancient, commencing with them I will shew : that the specu-

lation of each philosopher is still more ridiculous, than even the theology

of the poets. (1)

He then proceeds in regular succession, through the several opinions of

Thales, Anaximander, Anaxiraenes, Heraelitus, Anaxagoras, Archelaus,

Pythagoras, Epicurus, Empedocles, Plato, and Aristotle, for the purpose of

convicting them all of manifest and indisputable folly. With respect to

Plato, in particular, nothing can be more contemptuous than Justin s sneer

at him.

(1) Justin ad Graec. Cohort. Oper. p. 3.
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But man was made to jpractise as well as to Jcnow / and

reason was intended to guide into right actions as well

as into right opinions. To know and choose to do what
is good is moral goodness, and to know and choose to do

what is contrary to right, is moral evil. What, then, is

the character of human reason, as seen in human con-

duct? All that we commonly call the weakness, blind-

ness and disorder of our passions, is, in reality, the weak-

ness, disorder and blindness of our reason, to whom those

passions are in subjection, and without whose sanction

they could neither desire, will, nor act. All the tempers

Plato, forsooth, is as sure that the Supreme Deity exists in a fiery sub-

stance, as if he had come down from above, and had accurately learned

and seen all the things that are in Heaven. (1)

Since, continues he to the Greeks, it is impossible to learn from your
teachers any thing true respecting piety towards God, inasmuch as their

very difference of opinion is a plain proof of their ignorance ; I deem it an
obvious consequence, that "we should return to our own forefathers ; who
are of much higher antiquity than any of your teachers ; who have taught

us nothing from their own mere phantasy ; who, among themselves, have
no discrepancies ; and who attempt not mutually to the opinion of each
other, but who, without wrangling and disputation, communicate to us

that knowledge which they have received from God. For, neither by na-

ture nor by human intellect, is it possible for men to attain the knowledge
of such gi-eat and Divine matters ; but only by the gift which descends

from above upon holy men, who needed not the arts of eloquence or the

faculty of subtle disputation, but who judged it solely necessary to pre-

serve themselves pure for the efficacious energy of the Divine Spirit.

For the authors of our theology, says he, we have the Apostles of the

Lord : who not even themselves arbitrarily chose what they would intro-

duce ; but who faithfully delivered to the nations that discipline which they
had received from Christ Finally heresies themselves are suborned from
PHILOSOPHY. Thence spring those fables and endless genealogies and un-
fruitful questions and discourses, creeping like a gangrene : from which the
Apostles would rein us back, by charging us, even in so many words, to

beware of philosophy. What, then, is there in common between Athens
and Jerusalem, between the Academy and the Church, between Heretics
and Christians ? Our institution is from the porch of Solomon : who him-
self has admonished us to seek the Lord in simplicity of heart. Let those
persons see to it, who have brought forward a Stoical, or a Platonic, or a
Dialectic Christianity.

From the Prophets and from Christ we are instructed in regard to God.
Not from the Philosophers or from Epicurus.

God hath chosen the foolish things of the world that he might confound
the wise. Through this simplicity of the truth, directly contrary to sub-

tiloquence and philosophy, we can savour nothing perverse, (2)

(1) Justin. Cohort. Oper., p. 4.

(2) See also TertuUian to the same same effect, adv. hrer. § 2, 3 ; and adv.
Marcion lib. ii., § 13, and lib. v. § 40.
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and passions of the heart, all the prejudices and idols of

the mind, all the numerous faculties of the soul, are, as

we have said, but the varioiis acts and operations of one
and the same rational principle which, in its union with
the physical nature, constitutes man, and they only re-

ceive different names, according to the object on which
this reason is employed, and the,manner in which it acts.

Reason, therefore, as it is the only principle of virtue, so

it is the only cause of all that is base, horrid and shame-
ful in human nature. Reason alone can discern truth,

and reason alone can lead into the grossest errors, both
in speculation and in practice, and hence men are held
accountable for all the evil they do, because they do it

knowingly, and willingly, that is, in the exercise of rea-

son.

Such, then, as is human nature, such is human reason.

And as human nature is every where, and in all ages

and places mistrusted, deceitful, and desperately wicked
in its unrestrained developements, it follows that though
all men are rational, they are not reasonable / since rea-,;

son itself is darkened by sin, " so that the natural man re-

ceiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, either as to

doctrine, spirit or duty, for they are foolishness unto him,
because they are spiritually discerned."

Reason, in man's present condition, is not what it ori-

ginally was. That light, therefore, which at first was
sufficient to preserve man from falling, and to lead him
in the way of truth, is not sufficient to restore him, now
that he has fallen, and to bring him back to God. "Not
(says the Apostle,) that we are sufficient of ourselves, to

think anything as of ourselves, but our sufficiency is of

God," who alone can "give us an understanding that we
may know Him that is true, and be guided into all truth,

and be preserved from all error."

This brings us once more, therefore, to the main ques-

tion before us, namely, whether reason,—the reason of

every individual man, or the collective reason of all men,
or the particular opinions each man has happened to take

up, with or without examination,—whether this reason

is the standard and judge of truth. It is not a ques-

tion now in dispute, whether all men have the right and
are under a solemn obligation, to judge and act accord-

^ 1
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ing to their own reason. This is as clear to our mind as

that every man has a right to see, and can see only with

his own eyes, and hear with his own ears. This is a

matter of duty and of necessity, since man, as a rational

being, can only act from reason, and can only really be-

lieve what his own reason has assured him is proved by
sufficient evidence. To act from the principle of reason

and choice, or will, is as necessary to man as his being

what he is. This is not the privilege of the philosopher,

but is as essential to human nature as self-consciousness,

personal identity and conscience are. - .' ; .
,

In this controversy, we maintain, therefore, the abso-

lute necessity of reason to every opinion which man
holds, and to every action man perfonns. This we do
against fanatics on the one hand, and Romanists on the

other. Both these classes of errorists agree in den/nig
the use of reason. The fanatic "substitutes in place of

the sober deductions of reason, the extravagant fancies

of a disordered imagination, and considers these fancies

as the immediate illumination of the Spirit of God." He
puts out the light, and then follows the vagaries of his

own bewildered imagination, forgetting that God never
commands, but he convinces also ; that men cannot obey
without believing, nor believe without sufficient evidence

of the truth or duty. They who deny, therefore, the use
of reason, in order to the belief of any doctrine or duty,

destroy the only means God has given us to convince of

the reasonableness and obligation of truth and duty, and
instead of a rational worship, have fallen into all the de-

lusions of madness and superstition.

The Romanist allows religion to be a reasonable ser-

vice only so far as it enables the enquirer to discover

that the Romish Church is the infallible testifier, in

God's stead, to all that is truth, and to all that is duty.

Having done this, its office ceases, except so far as to

hear what she. inculcates, and obey what she coi^imands.

In other words, man, in becoming a Romanist, ceases to

be a rational being, and to hold any direct relation or

responsibility to God. He believes and does what the

church enforces, and this is the sum and substance of the

Romish religion. It is not belief in God, in Christ, in a

Holy Spirit, or in any one or all of the doctrines of the
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Gospel. It is belief in the Church of Koine, not in the

Bible, not in our own senses, reason, or faculties. This,

however, is as contrary to the necessity of our being, as

it is to the word of God, which requires us to search the

Scriptures, whether what the church teaches be true, to

prove all her teachings by that word, and to be always
ready, in reference to every doctrine and duty, to give a

reason to every one that asketh.

The question, then, now before us, is not as to the use

of reason, in reference to all testimony, and all evidence,

and its absolute necessity to all belief, but whether every
man's reason is to guide him in his inquiries after truth,

and in his reception of the truth by its own light merely^

by the amount of its present knowledge merely^ or by
that it conceives to be the general opinion of mankind
m&t'ely^ or whether in all matters that relate to God and
things spiritual and divine, it is to be guided by the light

which God has been pleased to impart in his word.

Here we encounter the ahuae of reason, and contend
against Deists, Rationalists and Unitarians, for the insuf-

ficiency of reason, as a guide or judge in matters of reli-

gion,—for its true nature, office and function,—and for

the necessity, both of the Divind Word, and the Divine
Spirit, as a standard, and as a guide to truth. And from

7 what we have said, this controversy may, we think, be
summarily ended.

Reason, we have seen, is finite, limited, and imperfect,

and in reference to all Spiritual and Divine things, weak-
ened and darkened. Reason, too, is only a faculty, a

capacity of knowledge. It is not knowledge. Whatever
man knows, he knows by observation, experience, in-

struction, through the processes of his own reason, his

intuitive beliefs, his original suggestions, his sense of

right and wrong, with all other attributes and powers
which together constitute his reason, and make him an
intelligent, moral and accountable being. Now, what
the reason of a child is, compared with the reason of an
educated man, the reason of the most highly gifted and
informed mind is to that of angels ; and the reason and
knowledge of angels is no more than a single ray of light

compared to the noontide brilliance of the sun, when
coutranted with the infinite reason and perfect compre'

38
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hension of Him that knoweth all things past, present and
future,—whether material or immaterial, natural or di-

vine. And since it is the very nature and irresistible

tendency of reason to obtain whatever assistance, guid-

ance and instruction, it has the means and opportunity

of securing, in order to develope its powers and enlarge

its sphere of knowledge ;—since, without such light and
guidance, it would know nothing, even of things on earth,

it is at once evident that human reason only acts ration-

ally when in reference to all things divine, and which
are, by their very nature, beyond its observation and
comprehension, it submits itself implicitly to the teaching

and guidance of revelation. Revelation, that is, the tes-

timony and instruction of God, in reference to the nature
of things spiritual^ supernatural, and divine, is to reason

just what nature, observation and instruction, the testi-

mony provided by God, is in reference to things natural.

Deists, and Rationalists, and Unitarians, might just as

reasonably reject all use of these means of obtaining and
judging of the truth and certainty and real nature of

natural things, as to reject the light and guidance of

revelation in things supernatural. God can give his

testimony as to what is true in regard to things divine

by revelation, as well as give it as to things natural by
his works, and by the senses, faculties, observation and
experience of men. And it is the same exercise of

reason when it employs itself in finding out what God's
testimony w, and believing what God testifies to be true^

in regard to what God makes known by revelation, and
what he makes known by observation, experience and
argument. Christians, therefore, no more submit their

reason to authority and to subjection, in receiving impli-

citly as true, without comprehending it, what God testifies

in his word, than in receiving implicitly what God testi-

fies in his works. In both cases, God's testimony is the

ground of our belief.—In both cases, we rely upon the

infallibility of those powers of knowing that it is his tes-

timony which God, who will not, and cannot deceive, has
given us.—In both cases we gladly avail ourselves of all

the light and knowledge God is pleased to impart to us.

—

In both cases, we comprehend nothing at all of the real

essence of things, but only what God is pleased to mani-
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fest concerning them.—And in both cases, when we as-

certain with certainty what God has made., what God has

done., and what God has said, we ascertain what is the

truth, and all that we can know of the truth. Reason,
therefore, has precisely the same office, and the sarrie

province, in regard to all truth. The only difference is

in regard to the nature of the evidence by which truth is

testified, and thus brought before it. In things natural,

the testimony is found in nature, and the evidence of

what that nature in fact is^ is brought before it by the

observation of the senses, by the perceptions of the mind,
by education and information, conveying to it upon tes-

timony the experience of others. It is in this way rea-

son acts, and acquires all it knows, all it can know, of

natural things. On the other hand, in things supernatu-

ral, that is, in things beyond the reach of our senses, this

testimony is found in the revelation of God, and what
God does reveal, is brought before the mind by the evi-

dence of prophecy, of miracles, and all the other external,

internal, and experimental evidences by which what
claims to be God's word, is proved to be indeed such.

—

By education and instruction, the mind becomes ac-

quainted with these evidences. By its intuitions and
inferences, the mind is led to the conviction of the truth

and inspiration of the Bible. And being thus assured

that all Scripture is given by inspiration, and was writ-

ten by holy men of God as they were moved by the Ho-
ly Ghost, reason receives what the Bible contains as

infallible truth, although, of necessity, all that it reveals

is above its comprehension, and can only be known so

far as it has pleased God to reveal it. For reason to

judge of the truth of doctrines thus certainly revealed, is

as absurd and irrational, as for reason to judge of the

truth of the facts revealed in nature. All that reason

can do in either case is to ascertain what are/acts^ and
then to believe in them, however incomprehensible, and
however apparently contrary to other facts, and to its

own preconceived opinions, they may be, and in point of

fact are, in regard to much of our natural knowledge.

—

Reason is unreasonable whenever it attempts more than
this, since to refuse to believe on sufficient evidence what
is incomprehensible or contrary to preconceived opinions,

'S
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is a direct violation of all reason. The truth and com-
prehension of a fact in nature, or of a doctrine in revela-

tion, is not the province of reason, but only the ascer-

taining of the testimony and the determination of the

evidence by which they are proved to be facts in nature

or doctrines of revelation.

Let us, then, learn the true nature and condition of

man. Let us be humble. Reason is exalted when it is

abased, when it is teachable, conscious of its weakness,

imperfection and liability to mistakes. The greatest

minds have been the humblest, and the most extensive

knowledge has ever been the result of the most docile

and patient research. And what we object to in Deists

and Rationalistic Christians is, not that they reason^ but
that they reason ill^—not that they claim a right to form
and to hold fast their own opinions, but that they claim

the right to hold wrong opinions, which is self-contradic-

tory,—not that they thus investigate by reason the evi-

dence of what is true, but that they attempt, by the finite

line of reason, to fathom the depth of what is infinitely

helow^ to measure the height of what is infinitely above,

and to comprehend the nature of what is infinitely beyond
their reason.

" Matters of pure revelation are immediately from the

instruction of God, therefore most reasonable to be be-

lieved, because most certainly true ; but cannot be be-

lieved, otherwise than He has proposed them, either in

manner or degree. From the insumciency of reason to

guide us in all matters relating to our final good, appears
the necessity of revelation against the cavils of those who
would so exalt nature as to render it altogether needless.

And the evidence of its coming from God, manifests the

obligation we are under to receive and obey it, against

the atheistical objections of those who would" attempt
by reason to judge, to comprehend and to reject it, "re-

present it as a superstitious contrivance or invention of

men. When, therefore, reason refuses to submit to God's
guidance, or assent to what has all the inward and exter-

nal marks of truth and infallible testimony; when it will

deny, only because it cannot comprehend and fathom
the depths of God with its own short line ; or attempts
to give reasons, and accounts for things which God has

^
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not thought fitting to explain ; then it transgresses the

bounds of duty, and instead of a guide becomes a deceiv-

er and destroyer of those who follow its directions."
" It is this arrogance, self-sufficiency, and exalting rea-

son to an independency upon God, that has been the

source of all fatal error and impiety, and tempted men
to revolt from religion and from God. Such oracles of
vain reasoning have all the doubters and disputers against

religion been, since the world began. The more men
have depended upon reason for the measure of Divine
things, the further always have they erred from the

truth. And what this is owing to, we may learn from
the confessions of a noble author, Lord Shaftesbury, in

the first class among the despisers of revelation. "There
is (says he) a certain perverse humanity in us, which
inwardly resists the Divine commission, though ever so

plainly revealed."

H''r^ifi:<, 'r

ARTICLE yn.

CRITICAL NOTICES,

1. Discoveries among the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon^ with

Travels in Armenia^ Kurdistan and the Desert : being the re-

sult of a second Expedition undertaken for the Trustees of the

British Museum. By Austen H. Layard, M. P., Author of

Nineveh and its Remains. New York : G. P. Putnam <fr Co,

1853. pp. 664, 8 vo.

Those who have enjoyed the pleasure of reading the two former

volumes containing Mr. Layard's researches amid the ruins of

Nineveh, will require little persuasion to open these records of his

second expedition. As a traveller, Mr. Layard conducts his read-

ers over a tract of country possessing all the interest which the

most ancient historical associations can impart. The peculiarities

of Eastern scenery are gracefully depicted, whilst the usages of a

people of patriarchal simplicity lend a freshness to his narrative
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not often characterizing the itinerary of the tourist. These sketch-

es of travel are commingled with his severer descriptions, showing

admirable discretion in the author.
'

He is to us the most genial companion, who has the earnest,

healthy tone of a man feeling he has a great purpose to work out,

yet not wholly insensible to the poetry of life. Mr. Layard fulfils

both these conditions—always sensible and practical, he is in sym-

pathy with a working world
;
yet the enthusiasm of his character,

continually breaking through, gives a mellow lustre to his thoughts.

There is true poetry in a man who will stand for hours in the cold

moon-light, surveying the colossal bulls at Nimroud, that were

next day to be dislodged and conveyed to England, and could

then write in his journal :
" it seemed a sacrilege to tear them

from their old haunts, to make them a mere wonder-stock to the

busy crowd of a new world. They were better suited to the deso-

lation around them—for they had guarded the palace in its glory,

and it was for them to watch over it in its ruin. I stood speech-

less in the deserted portal, until the shadows began again to creep

over its hoary guardians."—P. 202. Standing again in the de-

sert, and viewing with the setting sun more than two hundred

mounds, he writes :
" the great tide of civilization has long since

ebbed, leaving these scattered wrecks on the solitary shore. Are

these watei-s to flow again, bearing back the seeds of knowledge

and of wealth that they have wafted to the West ? We wander-

ers were seeking what they had left behind, as children gather up

the coloured shells on the deserted sands. At my feet there was

a busy scene, making more lonely the unbroken solitude which

reigned in the vast plain around, where the only things having

life or motion were the shadows of the lofty mounds, as they

lengthened before the declining sun."—P. 245. Here is a man
too earnest to talk sentiment, except in the gloaming ; never, like

Lamartine, right in the glare of noon.

It is however the antiquarian character of this volume, which

gives it its chief value. We are always delighted with the re-

mains of ancient genius, which the industry of modern research

has disinterred. Whether in the streets of buried Herculaneum,

or amidst the columns and porticoes of Balbec and Palmyra, or in
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the gloomy tombs of Egypt, or in the temples of Central Ameri-

ca, or in the recently exhumed palaces of Nineveh, it is deeply im-

pressive, through their shattered works, to be brought face to face

with extinct races. No historical record of their exploits, or of

their usages, gives such a lively portraiture, as these sculptured

walls and carved symbols. The Biblical student will be especially

interested in the frequent illustrations of Bible customs, and the

frequent confirmations of Bible facts, which the researches of Mr.

Layard disclose. As an example of the former, may be mentioned

the recurrence in almost every battle scene of a heap of heads

piled up before the conqueror, illustrating 2 Kings, 10: 1-8
; and

of the latter, the inscriptions on the bulls at Kouyunjik, descri-

bing so minutely Sennacherib's invasion of Syria, his siege of

Lachish, and the tribute extorted from Hezekiah, confirming the

record in the second book of Kings. - ' • - vsw.s*

Mr. Layard speaks always, in the most handsome terms, of the

American Missionaries, and of their influence upon the Nestorians

;

and without naming them refers, in language of strong repro-

bation, to the course of Mr. Southgate and others, in rousing the

prejudices of the bishops of that ancient church, and embittering

their minds against the influence and labors of evangelical men,

whose only crime was that of not belonging to a Prelatical Com-

munion. . ,
- .

.

We were pleased to observe in a recent newspaper, the report

that an Associatioii was about being formed in England, to pro-

vide means for Mr. Layard, by which he may prosecute researches

so auspiciously begun. The Christian, as well as the scientific,

world, has an interest in labours of this kind. And, Mr. Layard

may continue his work of excavating those tombs of ancient His-

tory and Art, cheered by the good wishes of thousands whom his

writings have instructed.

2. The Parables of Spring^ by Gaussen. Translated from the

French by the Rev. Phillip Berry. New York : Robert Car-

ter (& Brothers, 1853. pp. 103, 16 mo.

Two sermons of the author of the lively and valuable treatise on

the Inbpiration of the Scriptures. How various are t^e gifts of
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God's ministers. These discourses are characterized by a lively

and elegant simplicity, by sound doctrine and religious fervour.

Spring is made to speak to the simple congregation of the Swiss

pastor, amid the rural scenery of an Alpine valley, and in beauti-

ful parables of the spiritual regeneration of the soul, and the phy-

sical regeneration of the body, whose dust shall be reanimated at

the resurrection of the just. There is more than one way to

preach the gospel of Christ. And in all ways in which it is faith-

fully preached is it precious to the believing soul.

r'f

3. A Defence of Luther ttnd the Heformation. By John Bach-

man, D. B.J L. L. D.J against the Charges of John Bellin-

ger, M. D., and others, to which are appended various Commu-

nications of other Protestant and Roman Catholic writers^ who

engaged in the controversy. Charleston : Published by William

H Y. Paxton : 1863 : pp. 620.

4

The occasion of this contribution to our Theological literature,

by one whose published researches as a Naturalist have given him

a world-wide reputation, was the visit of the Ex-Monk Leahey, to

the city of Charleston. The advertisement of L., that he would

lecture on the Confessional, enraged the Roman Catholics, and by

mob violence they prevented his addressing the public. He ap-

pealed to the City Council for protection, but that body were, on

the contrary, persuaded by John Bellinger, M. D., (one of their

number, a Roman Catholic,) to "caution all persons against at-

tending" the proposed Lectures, and to " declare that the Corpo-

ration would hold itself not responsible for any damages" which

might be done by the said mob, in case Leahey should proceed

with his Lecture ! ! Dr. B. subsequently published, over his own

name, an account of his speech before the Council,—a pedantic

and an audacious document,—in the course of which he referred

to Luther's " immoral practices," the " sanction for which is extant

in his published writings." The Rev. B. Gildersleeve, Editor of

the Watchman and Observer, having called on Dr. Bellinger to

prove his charges against Luther, is answered by him, at some
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length. In the meanwhile Dr. Bachman, who is minister of a

Lutheran congregation in Charleston, takes up the Reformer's de-

fence in a series of letters to Dr. Bellinger. The controversy be-

gan in March, 1852, and is continued in the Evening News of

Charleston all through the summer and autumn months. At

length the publisher of the News sees proper to collect together the

various articles thus elicited from a number of different parties, and

publishes them all in the volume whose title we have given above.

On the Roman Catholic side, besides Dr. Bellinger's two pieces

above referred to, we have several communications from the Rev.

Dr. Lynch, and some anonymous writers. The Roman Catholic

Miscellany also kept up a continual fire upon Dr. Bachman, week-

ly pouring forth the characteristic venom and gall of its anony-

mous editor. On the side of Luther there are two letters fi^m

Mr. Gildersleeve, (one of them particularly able,) and several from

sundry other writera ; but the chief part of the volume consists of

Dr. Bachman's very minute and thorough examination of all the

charges brought against the Reformer. Considering the circum-

stances of inevitable haste under which he wrote, and the variety

of assailants he had to repel, we think Dr. Bachman acquitted

himself very creditably, in a literary point of view ; but, looking

at his eflFort as a defence of Luther against this new edition of old

slanders, we deliberately pronounce it complete and unanswerably?

He has done good service to the cause of historic justice and Pro^-^

testant truth. K some things are brought to the light which shock

every refined mind, the blame belongs not to him, but to the revi-

lers of the mighty dead. The results of the whole controversy we

know to have been highly favorable to the Protestants, and highly

unfavorable to the Roman Catholic cause in Charleston. Dr. Bel-

linger, who after his letter to Mr. G. kept a profound silence all the

summer, at length published that a discreet friend had advised

him he must reply ; and accordingly he announced, on the 26th

October, his intention to answer Dr. Bachman. His bookseller, we

have been told, has imported largely for him from Europe. We
believe in free discussion, and impatiently await his reply to our

venerable friend. .^.i^ik
*

fi
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4. The Student of Philology, Annual Oration^ delivered before

the Literary Societies of the South Carolina College, in the

College Chapel, Columbia, December 1th, 1852. By Rev. J.W.
Miles, Prof, of Hist, of Phil, and Hist, of Gr. Lit. in the

College of Charleston, pp. 51, 8 vo. Charleston, 1853.

Professor Miles shows himself to have entered that field of study,

Comparative Philology, in which the Adelungs, Niebuhrs, Pri-

chards, Von Humboldts, Von Schlegels, Balbis, Bopps, Cole-

brookes and Rosens, of Europe, have rendered themselves so dis-

tinguished. Though he speaks with the modesty of a novitiate,

he has carried his studies so far in this department that there are

few in this practical country of ours prepared to follow him. In

his description of the isolation, want of sympathy, and manifold

discouragements which beset one addicting himself to these pur-

suits, we could well appreciate the feelings of one who was proba-

bly portraying liis own individual experiences and sufferings.

The noble fruits which these studies in the end bear, and especially

in their connections with the great questions of man's origin and

filiation taught in the Scriptures, we readily acknowledge. But

let us beware of our philosophy, and not mistake analogy for

identity. There are some analogies which are parallel, and may
meet together, throughout, like two planes brought into contact

;

there are others which touch only as a plane and a sphere in a

single point. Some seeming analogies do not even so much as

that. We see little resemblance, for instance, between " the em-

bryonic sac," from which living beings proceed, and any principle

in man giving birth to language. All that can be said of man is,

that he has a capacity in his organs of speech for all manner of

vocal sounds, and in his mind for all manner of reasonings, judg-

ments and associations, which belong to the laws of thought.

But the "language faculty " we have never yet discovered. It

belongs not among the properties of matter, unorganized or or-

ganized. It is not found among the powers of the mind itself.

The man has not yet been found who originated a language. Au-

thentic history does not speak of its commencement, save in the
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single instance Gen. 2 : 20. It is a gift, and not a power. Once

given, it undergoes perpetual changes, till connection between the

jarring tongues of earth can no more be traced. If within the

period of time included in a few centuries past, the word wig has

been derived from the Latin pilus, as we suppose can easily be

shown, and those root words, too, may have had a connexion with

each other in ages past which now have no letter nor syllable in

common. Language originally must have been the direct gift of

God. But the stimulating effect of Professor Miles' Address upon

the youthful scholar, notwithstanding these remarks, we gratefully

acknowledge. ;" '' ''
> :; r r. •> .'fw;*; k./ !fr.< -•

5. A Letter to the Rev. Daniel Dana, D. D., rni Prof. Park's

Theology of New England. By Nathan Lord, President of

w Dartmouth College, pp. 54, 8 vo.

6. The Value and Sacredness of Divine Truth. Address before

the Society for Inquiry, in the Theological Institute of Con-

necticut, East Windsor Hill. By Edwin Hall, Pastor of the

First Church in Norwalk, Conn. pp. 32, 8 vo.

7. A Tract f(yr the Times, or Elemental Contrast between the Re-

ligion of Forms and of the Spirit. By S. J. Schmuker, D. D.,

Professor of Christian Theology in the Theological Seminary

at Gettysburg, pp. 58, 8 vo.

8. Spiritual Religion and Ceremonial Contrasted : being the sub-

stance of a Discourse delivered in the Presbyterian Church, Bar-

boursville, Va. By the Rev. J. H. Bocock. pp. 29, 8 vo.

These are all pamphlets called forth by the Theological tenden-

cies of our times and country. The first of them, by Dr. Nathan

Lord, is characterized by great vigour of style, discrimination of

thought, and power of imagination. It gives a more gloomy pic-

ture of the aberrations of the New England Theology from " the

old paths " than we have ever before seen from the pen of a New
England man, and brings sad proof that this is not the mere ima-
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gining of a morbid fancy. It traces it to the period when their

"theology was /directed into a speculative channel, when its

learned teachers began to light their torch at the altar of the ima-

ginative reason, and, in their circuits after divine knowledge, went

up to Alexandria and Athens rather than to Jerusalem." The ad-

dress of Mr. Hall touches on the same points.

The discourses of Dr. Schmuker and Mr. Bocock are directed

against the formalism of Rome and Oxford ; in the former dis-

tinctly announced—in the other more covertly alluded to. No
doubt each designed to have his remarks bear upon formalism

and ritualism, in whatever church they may show themselves.

Dr. Schmuker exhibits his usual learning, and both are timely and

able discourses.

9. The Christian Traveller. A Discourse delivered in the First

Presbyterian Church, in Augusta, Georgia, on Sunday, May
15, 1853. By Rev. E. P. Rogers, pp. 22, 8 vo. ; .. ,^

I

A discourse prepared, the author tells us, under the pressure of

parochial duties incident to a large congregation, and without any

reference to its publication. It seetns to have produced the effect

designed, of awakening those members of the congregation who

are in the habit of travelling in various directions during the sum-

mer season, to some sense of their responsibilities and duties, and

some view pf the temptations to which they are exposed. Hence,

and that it may have this effect still more when read by them-

selves and others, has it been given to the press. The topics of

discourse commend themselves to all Christian hearts, and will

remind them of duties forgotten, and temptations which assail

them with peculiar power during those seasons devoted to the re-

laxation of travel.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR OPINIONS. :;
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TA^ Edvpse ofFaith' a Visit to a Beligious Skmi/iG.—
TM/rd Ed/it/ion, Boston: Crosby N^ichols (& Co.^ Ill
Washington-street: 1853.

Reason ami Faith^ a/nd other Misoellcmies of Henry Ro-
gers^ author of Eclirpse of Fa/ith. Boston: Crosby Nia-.

chols (Sa Co. New- York: ChaHes /S, Framds & (7oi'
;

;

The last named of these two volumes is made up of
contributions to the Edinburgh Review, by one of its

ablest recent writers. These essays are all valuable, and
it is a great convenience to have them thus collected into

a volume. That on the " Vanity and Glory of Litera-

ture," is worthy of the fine scholarship of the author, and
presents to scholars many important lessons, both ofhope
and humility. The essays on the " Genius and Writings
of Pascal," and on "Reason and Faith, their claims and
conflicts," may, in this day, when Christianity has to

meet her adversaries on a new arena, be read with ad-

vantage by all students of the Evidences. And the arti-

cles on "Luther's correspondence and character," is lust

such a tribute to the grandeur and nobleness of the Re-
former's mind and life as we like to see. The author's

views are produced in the form of an examination of
Hallam's Critique upon Luther's intellect and writings.

We think he demonstrates that Hallam's "excellent and
well-practised judgment deserted him in this instance."

Vol. VII.—No. 3. 40
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Luther's deficiencies in different respects are admitted
and pointed out, and still he is exhibited as "not far

behind any of those who have played illustrious parts in

this world's affairs ; and as leaving behind him a name,
than which few have greater claims on the gratitude of

mankind,—nay, Mr. Rogers well says, that even "Rome
owes him thanks ; for whatever ameliorations have since

taken place in her system, have been owing far more to

him than to herself"

But it is the first named volume which we would
especially recommend to the reader's attention. Though
published anonymously, it is ascribed to Henry Rogers,
and, we have no doubt, correctly. The style, the modes
of thought, the illustrations, the allusions to Strauss, to

Pascal, to Butler,—all the internal characteristics of the

book, unite to show that one and the same pen wrote
this work and the articles aforenamed, on "Reason and
Faith." At one time, indeed, we suspected that some
travelling countryman of our own might be the writer of

this book,—-and that was when we stumbled on the

wov^9,profcmity and realize^ both used, (see pp. 31, 67,

and 102,) as English critics assert that only Americans
use them. But, besides the book's allusions to England,
as the author's native land, there is unquestionable proof

that the work is English in its treatment of the subject of

slavery. No American writer of such breadth of mind
as is displayed in the Eclipse of Faith, could have in-

dicted, at the present period of that discussion in our
country, so shallow a defence of the Apostles and their

Master, against the charge of sanctioning slavery, as

that, forsooth, they dared not condemn it for fear of ruin

to their own cause.

But, whoever the author, we are certainly indebted to

him for making, in this work, a most vigorous and well-

sustained onset upon some of the latest risen enemies of

Christianity. He writes with elegance and ease, and
exhibits all the freshness and fulness which belong only

to a disputant completely master of his subject. The
plan of the work is such as to admit largely of the

dramatic element in its conduct and developement. It

npons with a letter from one Brother, residing in Eng-
],!•!'. to rriM^h'M', lonfr ji Missionary in the South Seas, in
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which is given a sketch of the progress, in their native

land, of the Oxford party, and of the rise there of the

'''' S^iiAialists^''—propagandists of a subtle infidelity, far

more dangerous than Eomanism, in the judgment of the

author. This sublimation of Christianity is so exquisite,

that "when you have ceased to believe all that is special-

ly characteristic of the New Testament,—'its history, its

miracles, its peculiar doctrines,—you may still be a gen-
uine Christian." Mr. Francis Newman, brother to the

quondam Oxford Professor of that name, appears to be
the chief leader of this new school of unbelief. His
views have been published in his works on the " Soul,"

and the "Phases of Faith." He rejects the rationalism

of Paulus, and all the rest of the so-called Natv/ralists^

who account for the supernatural occurrences mentioned
in Scripture on the ground of misjudged natural pheno-
mena. Nor does his school altogether harmonize with
the rationalism of Strauss, which declares the supernatu-

ral in Christianity to be, not illusion, but myth. They
are neither naturalists nor rationalists, but spiritualists,

and talk much of insight into God, the oracle within, the

religious instinct, and the intuitional consciousness ; nay,
they adopt and continually use a scriptural phrase-

ology. "The letter killeth, but the spirit givetn life."

"The natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit

of God, because they are spiritually discerned." "The
fruit of the Spirit is joy, love, peace." These texts they
are constantly quoting. They aifect a very "unctuous
way of talking." And yet, under all this gosamer dis-

guise of New Testament phrases, and spiritual preten-

sions, this new doctrine is but a bastard Deism. They
reject all the supernatural narratives of Christianity.

All the distinguishing doctrines of the system, too, are

cast aside,—as the Trinity, the Atonement, the Resurrec-
tion, the Judgment. "Christianity is not so much a
system as a discipline,—not a creed, but a life,—in short,

a Divine philosophy." They reject, indeed, all creeds,

and pour contempt on all discussions, as to dogma, and
all examinations of evidence. They hold, in the language
of Theodore Parker, (their American brother,) to the

"absolute religion" which is found imbedded in every
religious creed. "Their faith includes a belief in one

I

'%
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'

'

Supreme God, who is a Divine Personality ; in the duty

of reverencing, loving, and obeying Him,—whether we
know how that is to be done or not ; that we must repent

of our sins,—if, indeed, we duly know what things are

sins in Plis sight ; that He will certainly forgive, to any
extent, on such repentance, without any mediation ; that

perhaps there is a heaven hereafter ; but that is very

doubtful, if there are any punishments." And thus,

" with the exception of the immortality of the soul, on

which Lord Herbert has the advantage of speaking a

little more firmly," the Deists and these Spiritualists ap-

pear to be tolerably identical.

It is against this modern Deism our author chiefly

employs his strength. But his attack is not so much
from the side of Christianity as of Atheism. He turns

the enemy's flank, and then makes as brilliant and effect-

ive a descent upon him as ever was accomplished by a

troop of dragoons in full charge. The chief of the drcu-

mahs personarum is Harrington, nephew to the two
Brothers. After graduating at an English college, he
epends three years abroad. The spectacle of the inter-

minable controversies which occupy the mind of Ger-
many, throws him into doubts extending to the whole
field of Theology. And " not contented with one-sided

theories, or inconsequential reasonings, he pursues the

argument to its logwal termination," and is landed in

complete skepticism. But " he is an impa/rtial doubter

j

he doubts whether Christianity be true ; but he also

doubts whether it be false / and either from his impa-
tience of the theories which infidelity proposes in its

place, as inspiring yet stronger doubts ; or, in revenge
lor the peace of which he has been robbed, he never
seems more at home than in ridiculing the confidence

and conceit of that internal oracle, which professes to

solve the problems which it seems Christianity leaves in

darkness ; and in pushing the principles on which infidel-

ity rejects the New Testament to their legitimate conclu-

sion." A college friend of Harrington's is introduced,

now a disciple of the Spiritualists, and in their discus-

sions we have Christianity defended by the skeptic, or

Atheist, against the Deist. It is the conversations of

these two mdividuals, and sundry others, who occasion-

'i'
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ally enter on the stage, and of Harrington's uncle, which
make up the volume ; and the whole is presented to us

in the form of a journal kept by the Brother in England
for the one abroad.

It will thus be seen, that our author undertook a ra-

ther unusual task. He aimed not so much to produce a
positive. Christian argument against the new Deism,
as to turn the Anti-Christian weapons of Deists against

themselves. In the language of the preface to the

American edition :
" He adopts the Platonic method,

and exhibits a dialectic skill in confounding by objec-

tions, when objections can be made to do service as ar-

fuments." He himself states one end he aimed at, to

e the setting forth :
" how easily an impartial doubter

can retort with interest the deistical arguments against

Christianity, and how little merely insoluble ohjecUons

can avail against anything."
The reader will find two important subjects especially

discussed in this work, viz: Miracles and Inspiration.

The impossibility of God's giving to his creatures a book-

revelation or a lip-revelation ; and the impossibility of a
miracle's being wrought, or, if wrought, the impossibility

of its being proved ;—each of these three impossibilities

being asserted and strenuously maintained by Mr. New-
man and the new spiritual Deists, our new ally, the skep-

tic is allowed to propose a few of his doubts on these

points, and his Platonic skill shortly involves in difficul-

ties inextricable, thes^ seekers of a Via Media between
Atheism and the Gospel.

There is yet another subject repeatedly referred to by
our author, on which we :feel inclined to offer some ob-

servations. It is the question of human responsibility

for opinions. Many shallow thinkers maintain that si/n-

cerity is the chief point in religion,—far more important
than t/ruth^—and tnat it is no matter what a man's reli-

gious opinions may be, if he is only sincere in maintain-

ing them. In fact this saying has passed into a maxim
with multitudes of these loose reasoners. And some, too,

who generally are neither shallow thinkers, nor loose rea-

soners, assert that actions only are the subject matter of

responsibility, and that mere opinions are not properly
the objects of moral approbation or disapprobation. Sir
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James Mcintosh gave it as his judgment that the es-

tablishment of the doctrine of our irresponsibility for

opinions is desirable, as the only thing which can eradi-

cate the evils of controversy and persecution. The spirit

of the age is latitudinarian. It says with Pope,

"For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight,

He can't be wrong whose life is in the right."

It holds all religious opinions matters of indifference.

Whosoever so commits himself to any set of doctrines

that he will not countenance the very opposite, it calls a
bigot,—a harsh name, indeed, and designed to be re-

proachful, but expressing, actually, the age's sense of

that very man's uncommon firmness, earnestness and
consistency. And surely, as Burke said, it must be a
very easy thing, and a thing deserving no praise, that

those should tolerate all opinions who deem no opinions

of any special value or importance. We are, however,
of those, on the contrary, who hold with the author of

the work we have been noticing, that a man's creed may
be his crime. We hold the latitudinarian spirit to be
that of treachery to all truth. We hold that principles

of no description, whether religious, moral, political or

scientific, are worth having, except to maintain and act

upon them. We agree, of course, with Lord Brougham,
that it is, or ought to be, "no offence against the law
to entertain any religious, or any political principles,

neither to discuss them, with decency and propriety."

—

We look upon religious and political discussion as a
matter to be regulated just as httle as comports with the

best good of all concerned. Bestraints upon free discus-

sion, like those upon free trade, ought to be few,—only
such as public morals and decency demand. We also

agree witli Lord Brougham, that "man should render no
account to man for his belief." But we cannot admit his

Lordship's broad assertion, that man "has no control

over his own belief," and that " man deserves no praise

and no blame for his belief, which he can no more change
than he can the hue of his skin, or the height of his

stature." We hold that man, even in his present fallen

state, has some control over his own belief, and that to

his Maker he is perfectly and entirely responsible for that
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belief; and, moreover, that while society has, indeed, no
right to inflict pains and penalties upon his person, or

property, for the errors of his creed, she must, she ought,

and she always will, measure out to him, while he lives,

yea, and long after he is dead and buried, her praise or

her blame, her honour or her contempt, her love or her
hatred, according to the hue and complexion of his and
of her religious and moral opinions.

We are free to admit that the question of human re-

sponsibility for beliefhas its difficulties. Here is a child

receiving a distinctive religious training from his parents,

and almost sure, we might say, to believe whatever he is

taught. How can that child* help believing its father's

creed ? Well, he very often does not helieve it. Here is

a Heathen, involved in Pagan darkness,—how can he
help believing in the idol? Well, he very often does not

believe in it. Not only did Heathen philosophers of old

rise above the popular superstitions of their country and
time, but even amongst the common people, in every
Pagan land, and in every age, there have been, and
there are, those who have no confidence at all in their

own religion. But, admitting that the child does gener-

ally believe what he is taught, and that the Heathen do
generally confide in their native religion,—and admitting
their irresponsibiHty to us, and also the impossibility of
ou/r deciding in what degree each individual is responsi-

ble to God for what he believes, we can have no hesita-

tion whatever in adopting the general principle that they
are justly responsible to &od, and will be judged by the
Creator for their religious opinions.

In reference to any of the affairs of life, the maxim
referred to is never allowed to operate. For example,
no man feels that it is indifferent what his friend be-

lieves about him, provided that friend is only sincere.

Every one holds his friend responsible for his abstractest

and most secret opinions of him. It is the most secret

and most abstract opinions respecting us, which others

in general hold, that we most highly appreciate. How,
then, can any man cherish the notion that we, responsi-

ble creatures, may entertain all sorts of opinions about
our Father and our God, and about his revealed tnith,

without being held to account by Him ?
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Take another example. No man feels that any ab-

solute government should regard with indifference the

disloyal opinions of its internal foes, however secret or

abstract. It is true, under absolute governments that are

in any degree just and liberal, actions only are taken
cognizance of. But this is because all human govern-

ments are necessarily incapable of judging anything but
the conduct of men. But, if there was a government
possessed of the power to judge the hearts of men, and
having also the indisputable right of rewarding or pun-
ishing their sentiments, every man must admit, not only
the justice, but also the necessity and duty of that gov-

ernment's holding its subjects responsible for the ab-

stractest disloyalty. JtTow, such is the government of

God. The Divine Ruler has both the power and the
right of judging our opinions. How, then, can any man
entertain the idea ol God's being indifferent,—^much
more, how can any man gravely maintain that he ought
to he indifferent to the religious opinions and feelings of

his moral and responsible subjects ?

Take another example, from our own free government.
At every important juncture in our nation's history, all

men of sense and patriotism are expected to have an
opinion respecting public affairs. But in any very criti-

cal period, when the most vital interests of the country
are manifestly at stake, whoever holds an opinion which
puts in jeopardy those interests, all men feel that the
country has a right to hold that man responsible for that
opinion. No matter how he comes by such an opinion,

we blame him for it. We may do no more, but at least

we blame him for it. But if he proceeds to act out his

unpatriotic opinions, all agree that he deserves the ex-

tremest penalty. And how, then, can any reasonable
man for a moment imagine, that in religion, where so

many and such vast interests are at stake, it should be
indifferent what are a man's opinions ? But, if it should
still be held by any, that in religion, opinions are matters
of indifference, how could the inference be avoided that

to act in accordance with wrong opinions is quite harm-
less, and indeed praiseworthy, because it evidences sin-

cerity ? The maxim in question, therefore, leads directly

to the most deplorable moral consequences. It sanctions
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every wicked opinion, and, in fact, requires, for the sake
of consistency, and as a proof and mark of sincerity, it

requires all the wicked acts which flow from it.

The true doctrine on this subject was well set forth by
the late venerable Dp, Alexander, of Princeton, in re-

viewing, some years ago, in the Biblical Repertory, two
volumes of essays by an English writer, on the forma-
tion and publication of opinions. He says, "It m^y be
summed up in the following particular;s : >.4>^)i>Vv >>^i.^

.
-

i 1st. Those truths which are self-emdent^ or the proof
of which is demonstrative and perfectly clear, are believ-

ed by necessity; that is, the constitution of our minds is

such, that we eannot do otherwise than believe them.

—

"We cannot disbelieve them by any effort. In regard to

such truths as these, there can be no merit in believing,

nor is there any moral quality in assent thus given.

2nd. There are other truths, the evidence of which is

not so obvious and convincing as to place them beyond
, the reach of doubt or contradiction ; and yet these, A^w-
in^ no relation to duty^ men may differ about them, and
be equally innocent. In such a case also, our opinions

are not the proper objects of moral approbation or disap-

probation.

3rd; There may be truths which Jiave an important
relation to human duty, which, however, are so situated,

as to their evidences, in relation to some persons, that,

although they may be diligent and honest in the search

of truth, they may not he able to discaoe^ theifn. As for

example, if a man in the centre of China, or Thibet, who
had never heard of the Eible, should be sincerely desi-

rous to know whether the great Creator had ever made
any revelation of His will to men, he might not be able,

by all the industry which he could usie, and all the in-

quiries he could make, to satisfy himself on this impor-
tant point. But, sujpjposing this, to he the Btate of the

facts^ it is evident that his doubt, or disbelief, although
inconsistent with the truth, would be no obJQCt of moral
disapprobation. ,1.- . ,y...h \^\.^^\\\\^, ^'

\

4:tn. Again, there is a large class of praxjtical truths,

so situated, as to evidence, that the knowledge of them
is fairly attainable by the diligent and impartial inquirer;

41
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while they will he almost certainly hid from the view of

men who are strongly under the influence of pride, ava-

rice, or the predominant love of pleasure. In regard to

this whole class,—and it is a numerous one,—men are

responsible for their erroneous belief, if they are for any
thing."

—

BibUoal Repertory, 1SS2, ^. 4:05.

According to this statement of the case, there are only

some classes ofopinions which can be regarded as proper

objects of moral approbation or disapprobation. And,
moreover, in relation to these very classes of opinions,

there are certain circumstances which must co-exist, in

order to give a moral quality to the belief of them. Kot
only must the truths in question concern human duty,

but the individual in question must have opportunity to

see, capacity to understand, and evidence to convince

him of the truth. God is just and righteous. He will

judge every man according to the particular degree of

light which he enjoys. The Heathen man acts under a

responsibility of his own, and shall give account, as well

of his moral and religious opinions, as of his conduct, to

the God who made him, and endowed him with reason,

and bestowed on him the gift of a measure of illumina-

tion. But, as for such a people as inhabits this land,

they shall be judged by a very different rule. Favoured
more than all the nations of men that are around us on
the globe, and beyond all the generations of men that

have preceded us on the earth, it is the plain dictate of

justice that we shall have to give a stricter account than
all other men, for the actions we perform, the words we
speak, and the thoughts and opinions we entertain.

To prove the responsibility of every human being for

his moral and religious opinions, we think an argument
may be derived from the very nature of God, cmd of the

Kwrrum soul as God created it.

God is a Spirit, and man, his creature, is also an invis-

ible and an immortal spirit, sojourning in a clay taber-

nacle. May we not infer from thence the importance
and value in God's sight of the abstract and the moral,

together with the probabiHty of his making us responsi-

ble as well for opinions as for conduct ?

"There is" (says one who has risen of late to shine, a
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star of first magnitude among Christian Philosophers,)*

"there is at least one other thing, which has as certain an
existence as matter, and that is the mind which contem-
plates matter. What can be nobler, it may be asked,

than the physical universe? We answer, the mind, which
contemplates that universe. What can penetrate deeper
than chemistry, which shews us the very elements of

bodies ; or than those beautiful microscopical observa-
tions with polarized light, which enable us to look into

the very interior of matter ? We answer, the mind, which
has penetrated that far, and can comprehend all this.

—

There is something larger than the law of gravitation,

and that is the capacity of thought which discovered,

and can take in that law. We reckon the mind of New-
ton a grander object in itself than all the discoveries

made by it. What, it is asked, can penetrate farther

into space than the telescope ? We answer, the imagina-
tion,—which, when you have taken it to the farthest

point to which Lord Rosse's instrument can reach, launch-

es forth into an infinite space beyond. What can carrv^r.

us farther back than G-eology ? We answer, the mind^*
which, when you have conducted it to the beginning of

the creation, declares, there must have been an eternity

before this."

Now, this mind of man, which the Professor describes

in such eloquent terms,—this human mind, has no rela-

tions so noble or so grand in its Creator's eye, as those it

sustains to Truth, to Morals, to Duty. This human mind
is of kin with all those grand, original and fundamental
principles, which lie at the foundation of every species

of investigation, but for none has it a closer aflSnity than

for those which underlie the science of morals. The
peculiar distinction of man is, that he can appreciate

Erinciples ; but, as no class of principles is so worthy of

is investigation, so no class is more adapted to his na-

ture, than the moral or religious class. There is a world
without and beneath us, which we may, and must in-

vestigate. There is a world within us, the " Realm of

Thought," an "Intellectual Domain,"—^this we may also

investigate, and so, as the same author expresses it,

* Dr. McCosh, in his Inaugural Address at Queen's College, Belfast.
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"inspect that eye which inspects all other things."

But there is also within ns, and around us, a moral
world. We have moral as well as intellectual intuitions

and capacities. God, himself moral and spiritual, has

made us moral and spiritual. He made us not only to

see visible things and their visible and physical rela-

tions,—not only to contemplate intellectual questions,

—

but also to look at moral truths, and apprehend moral
'

relations. We were created not merely for the natural

world, and not merely for external actions, but for the

moral world, and for feeling and believing internally. '

i

And when the human spirit receives,^anything as true,— •

when it adopts any moral opinion, that spirit as truly

performs cm act for which it is respons'ihle^ as when by
volition it moves the limbs of its bod}^ Man is an agent,

no more in the world about him, than he is in the world
within him. His activity is no more real in its external

developements than in its external exercise8,-^no more
real or responsible in its intellectual than in its moral
operations. For the soul of man doing

.^
is no more an

act than willing to do; nor is willing to do^ any more an
act than Relieving it ought to do.

God, then, being what He is, and man being what
God has constituted him, a moral as well as intellectual

and phy^cal agent, the Creator can not but hold us re-

sponsible for our belief. Whoever denies it, must deny
God's and his own spiritual and moral nature, or he
nmst deny the superiority of moral truth to every other

kind of truth- The man who would choose either of

these two consequences rather than admit our responsi-

bility for opinions, never felt the beauty and the force of

Dr. Johnson's fine saying—"Whatever withdraws us
from the power of the senses, whatever makes the past,

the distant, or the future predominate over the present,

advances us in the dignity of thinking beings." For
ourselves, belonging as we do to a school of Theology
which has never been addicted to the flattery of our
fallen nature, we should nevertheless feel ourselves to be
guilty of degrading the moral constitution of humanity,
as well as guilty of degrading morality, of degrading
truth, and of dishonouring God himself, if we were to
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admit the idea that no moral quality attaches to.human
belief or unbelief. >' '% ,;f'^;/! . t-^i'^-i '^ hj

^

In the next place, we think an argument for the re-

sponsibility under consideration may be derived from the

nature omdj^ower of moral opinions

.

Those who deny our responsibility for belief, admit our
responsibility for conduct. Actions, say they, involve

merit or demerit, but not opinions. Thus they would
separate opinions and conduct,—they would abstract the

former, in order to deprive them of any moral charaC'

ter. .v»-H".'!U: .\''hr 1
: U ?-/' J-i' >'U-.-;.Uf:'^iO'^ 'V;|.^

Kow, we are of those who maintain the importance
and power of the most abstract principles. Action is

individual, local and transitory ; but principle is general,

it is permanent. The human agent himself is transient,

he must die ; and while he lives, he must be circum-

scribed in his influence and power. But set afloat a
principle, and its influence and power are not to be-
circumscribed. Principles are the seeds of things. A •

principle is a portion of eternal truth and right. Jrrinci- >

pies are statements of universal truths. They are the-i

ultimate results of all science. Borrowing the phraseolo- •-

gy of some modern philosophers, we might say they are

the only real, the only absolute, the only unconditional,

besides the Almighty himself. ]S"ext to God, we place >

Truth.

There are abstract principles of science which have no
relation to human duty. And see what power and value
these have ! The mariner ploughs the deep and connects '•

distant nations by regarding formulas, which are the ;

bare, naked 'results of astronomical calculations. The
miner sinks his shaft, and brings up various treasures '

from the earth's bosom by following the generalized

investigations of geology. Our garments are woven by •

machinery built according to the abstract principles of

one science, and dyed by substances employed according
to the abstract principles and general laws of another
science. We make our journeys from land to land, and
we get our news from distant nations by the employment
of powers and agencies which scientific men, abstracted

from all the concerns of practical life, first brought to

light and taught lis how to employ and control. Indeed,
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all the great discoveries and improvements in the arts

which are now being made, and the benefits of which we
all enjoy, are bnt so many applications of principles,

—

of principles discovered towards the close of the last

century,—all results of the abstractions of science. And
thus it is, that while those who know but little of scien-

tific matters are priding themselves upon the superior

> wisdom and skill of the age we live in, the highest

scientific authorities tell us, that with all the show of

progress in this age, it is only living on the age immedi-
ately preceding ; it is operating entirely upon capital

borrowed from that age, and is making no further disco-

veries of abstract and primary principles, for others who
come after us to apply, and so roll on the tide of human
improvement.* It is principles, new principles, we must
have discovered and brought out, before we can make
any real advance of science. The great things, the

mighty things, the things which operate and have con-

trolling influence in the whole range of material things,

and in all the domain of mind, are principles, abstract

principles. But if, in the physical and intellectual world,

abstract principles have so much value, can they be un-
important in the moral world ? Would it not be strange
if there were no analogy in this respect, between the

Constitution and Course of Nature and Religion, natural

and revealed ?

Strictly speaking, however, there is no moral principle

which you can call an dbst/ract principle, in distinction

from a jpracUcal one. Moral truths, and religious truths,

are all practical. Every doctrine of natural or revealed
religion was given in order to influence the heart and
life of man. Accordingly, the Scriptures themselves are
silent on very many subjects, of very great and very
natural interest to mankind. Every doctrine points, and
was given that it might point, to some duty ; and what-
soever was in this respect unnecessary, was withheld.

Thus, the very nature of God^ abstracted from his com-
mands to us,—the nature and ^personal qualities of Jeho-
vah, in whatever light creation or the Bible may present
them, have a certain influence proper to them, and which

* Prof. Agassiz, at the Literarj Conversation Club, Charleston, S. C.

;
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Bhould be felt by us. In fact, there is no abstract light

in which we can view man as contemplating moral truth.

Every such truth must, from the nature of things, regard
man as related either to God, or to others, or to himself;
and there is no moral question which can be submitted
to his belief, but it has a bearing upon his duties in one
or another of these relations.

And yet, owing to the ignorance, not to say wicked-
ness, of mankind, many moral truths come to be regarded
by them as abstract ideas. They see not, and feel not,

the practical bearing of these truths, and so thQj practi-

cally constitute and declare them abstract. But have
we not all observed how the practical recognition of these

so-called abstract principles always commands respect?
• Have we not all seen how it sometimes awakens, in the
common mind, the profoundest veneration for the man
who thus perceives and thus renders homage to truth ?

—

It is this makes the Christian martyr glorious.* He dies

for a divinely revealed principle. It is this ennobles the
' political hero. Hampden refused to pay ship-money,
' because of his regard for a mere abstract idea, as it

might be called ; and this has made his name deathless.

Mrs. Motte, ofthis State, was a heroine, because, out of re-

gard to the abstract idea that a Briton's right to be repre-

sented accompanies a Briton's duty to pay taxes, she set

fire, by means of lighted and burning arrows, to her own
house, then a castle for the invading English. But for

this abstract idea^ to which she was therein paying such
costly, yet such glorious homage, her act had constituted

her a mad-woman. In fact, it has been well and truth-

fully said, that the seven years' war, with which our rev-

olutionary forefathers resisted successfully the attempt
on the part of the English government to exercise over
their colonies an unconstitutional power, was a struggle,

not of desperate necessity, or of excited passion, but of

pure, in one sense, almost of speculative, principle.f

—

"Millions for defence, not a cent for tribute!"—No one

* "At the time when the Church flourished most, it was not purple, gold
and
wasi
to the 81th Psalm.

f Hugh Legare's Works, vol. il., p. 268.

precious stones which imparted to her the splendour in which she

I invested,—but it was the blood of the Martyrs."

—

Calvin's Introduction
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of us but feels the power of this sentiment. But certain-

ly, to us, at this time, it is only the power of an abstract

principle. And is that not a mere abstract idea, (so far

as our country is concerned,) to which, with so much
effect in some sections of the land, a distinguished Hun-
garian not long since appealed? And in the case of

multitudes whose passions have all been roused by it,

is not that a mere abstract idea, which has endangered
and still endangers the permanency of this Union ? ;

It has been often said, and well said, that public virtue

and public intelligence are the safeguards of popular
institutions. Men of observation and experience all

agree, that the preservation of our government depends,
not on party tactics of any kind, but on the school, the

press, and the pulpit. But what power have these ?

None but the power of certain abstract principles. They
only present to the mind of the people certain moral or

spiritual and eternal relations, quite abstracted, it may
be, from the material and the concrete.

Somebody has said that "no external foe, or public

danger, can be half so threatening or formidable as the

prejudices, the passions, the corrupt tendencies of de-

moralized communities. Every se&sh, base desire, or

feeling, or sentiment, is as anti-republican as it is anti-

christian. Every act of private injustice, violence, op-

pression, proscription, or bad faith, is an injuiy done to

tree institutions. They are wronged, and, to, a ce^rt^in

extent, weakened, by all private acts of this character;

and, only let a sufficient number of citizens pursue such
a course, and our system of government would fall as the

republics of Greece and Rome did, for want oi the sus-

.taining power of private virtue."

If, then, moral principles, whether true or false, are

from the nature of things always practical, and if they
have so much power for good or for evil, how can any
reasonable man imagine that the Divine Ruler could
neglect to hold us responsible for our use and manage-
ment of them ? Surely, no man can maintain that belief

is in such cases devoid of all moral quality, unless he
totally leaves out of view the intimate connection be-

tween principles and conduct. Does not the. principle

on which an act is performed always give character to
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that act ? Let a man treat you with ever so much kind-

ness, do you value it, except you believe it comes from
his heart ? You shed the blood of a fellow-man,—if done
from one principle, you become an atrocious murderer

;

if from another, it constitutes you, in one case, an inno-

cent defender of your own life ; in another, the proper
executioner of public justice; and, in yet another, a
patriot-hero, ridding your country of a bloddy tyrant !

—

Can it be morally wrong to act in accordance with an
innocent opinion ; or, can it be morally right to act in

accordance with a wicked opinion ? Is not the man who
invents a false moral theory, and sets forth a false moral
principle, responsible, in a certain sense, for all the

wickea conduct which flows from it? And, in every
individual man, are not the moral principles he holds,

antecedent to, and decisive of, his conduct? Now, is it

reasonable to suppose that God would give all his atten-

tion, as our G-overnor and Judge, to the effect^ regardless

of the cause f Would He regard the stream, and not re-

gard the fountain? Shall we be held responsible for

conduct, and our opinions, which control, and should
control it, not come in for their share of praise or blame ?

Is it not manifest, that if the general responsibility of

man is acknowledged, his specific responsibility for mo-
ral opinions must also be acknowledged ?—and that, on
the other hand, the denial of this specific responsibility,

is the denial of all responsibility whatever? If these

things be so, then the immorality of the notion we are

combating is evident. It tends to the release of man-
kind from the sense of any responsibility whatsoever.

A third argument in favour of our responsibility for

belief may be drawn, as it appears to us, from the moral
character which belongs essentially to the very act of

believing. What is belief? John Locke says it is the

admitting any proposition for true upon arguments or

proof.—(Essay Book iv., ch. 15.) To believe, is, there-

lore, to yield to offered testimony. It is an act, in which
man sits as a judge, and weighs the proofs submitted to

him upon any question. But in all religious and moral
questions, it is undoubtedly God himself who stands in

the witness-box, and himself directly, or else indirectly,

through his messengers, gives evidence before his crea-

VOL. VII.—No. 3. 42
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ture, man ; man, in the meanwhile, taking his high seat

of judgment, hearing what God testifies, and deciding

the case for himself. And, surely, by how much more

noble the faculty is, which we employ in this process,

beyond those which we exercise in the larger part of all

our actings, by so much the more are we responsible to

the Creator, for the manner in which we make use of it.

By how much the more God has elevated and dignified

us, in giving us such a judicial seat and ofiice, beyond
what he has done for us, in constituting us his mere
workmen and servants, surely, by so much will he exact

from us a stricter account of our discharge of this high

and honourable function.

And now that man sits before the reader on that seat

of justice to which God has exalted him, let it be sup-

posed that he should be seen admitting a number of

individuals there upon his bench, all openly striving to

sway and bias his decisions ! What ! sitting there to

decide impartially upon the testimony offered by God
himself, does man allow other parties to influence his

decision by private considerations whispered in his ear?

Does he even suffer them to draw away his attention, in

the slightest degree, from the testimony to which he
should be listening ? Surely, this would be a most respon-

sible line of procedure. But is this a real, or only a
supposable case ? Does man, in his capacity as judge,

actually, and in fact, so conduct his investigations? He*
does. His private passions, and his private aftections,

are suffered to warp his judgment and control his decis-

ions. This is the source of most of his errors of opinion.

He thinks wrongly, because he feels wrongly. He easily

believes sometimes what he wishes were true, and some-
times what he wishes were not true,—and so, hope and
fear, by turns, blind and deceive him. He is frequently

in a mood not to be convinced, and then you cannot
convince him,—for

"A man convinced against his will,

Is of the same opinion still."

Lord Bacon very justly says, "lies come into favour,
among men, not only through the difficulty and labour of
finding out the truth, nor, again, because, when the truth
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is found, it imposes on men's thoughts, but very much
through the natural, corrupt love of the lie itself." By
reason of the evil tendencies, the sinful prejudices, the
wrong feelings, the wicked desires and passions of man,
he rejects the truth, and accepts the error. And thus he
abuses his trust, dishonours his office, and lays himself
open to the condemnation of that Supreme Judge, by
whom he was so highly privileged and honoured.
Now, how could there be framed any good and suffi-

cient answer to the charge of sinfulness against such a
prostitution of his gifts and honours on the part of man?
Let us suppose the plea entered that the evidence sub-

mitted to man in favour of Christianity is not sufficient,

and therefore man is not responsible for any lack of con-

formity of his opinions to the Scriptures. Why, then,

the ground taken must be either that God's testimony is

not enough for man, or that the Bible is not God's testi-

mony. And this, in either form of it, is the ground of

an Infidel. Here,.then, if the opposers of the doctrine of

human responsibility for belief are content, we might
leave them in the infidel positions to which they have
been driven, it being then to be understood on all hands
that infidelity is the legitimate and final landing place

of those who defend the maxim, " no matter what a man
believes if he is sincere."

It appears to us, however, that no person who really

believes the maxim in question, accepting with it all that

it involves, can be content to take the position of an in-

fidel ; for, unless one admits the Scripture to be true,

what possible room is there for this maxim? For, how
can any man know, except as taught by Scripture, that

God prefers sincerity to insincerity? Or, how else does

any man know that God is a pitiful and gracious God, so

as to hope and believe he will not punish us for sins of

ignorance ? How does any man know, except as taught

by the Bible, that God may not be an arbitrary tyrant,

reaping where he sowed not, gathering where he strewed

not, and exacting the very same measures of knowledge
and belief from those who have not, as from those who
have light. It is not from bald and naked infidelity,

therefore, that we so naturally meet with opposition to

the doctrine of our responsibility for belief,—it flows ra-

> i
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ther from a spurious Christianity. It is the legitimate

progeny of a false charity. The infidel plea, therefore,

we will dismiss, with the full consent, no doubt, of all

who have any respect for Christianity, or who allow in-

sincerity, or any other immorality, to be properly the

subject-matter of responsibility. And we wait now for a
second and a better answer to the charge of sinfulness

which we bring against man whenever seated high on a

judicial seat, with God himself condescending to stand

before him as a witness : he makes God a liar by reject-

ing His truth.

W ill it then be argued by any, that we are not justly

accountable for our errors of belief, because of the fact

of our native corruption ?—a corruption existing in the

deepest recesses of human nature,—in the first springs of

human conduct,—in the feelings and desires oi the hu-

man heart. Let this plea be boldly carried out, then, to

its legitimate results, and let us say, that the fact of hu-

man corruption excuses the vilest conduct of the worst
man that ever lived. The plea is as good in the one
case as in the other. It is good for nothing in either

case. Do we ever find men reasoning thus in the afl[:airs

of common life? The man who wilfully injures us do
we ever pardon, on the ground that he is a man of evil

dispositions ? Is the drunkard justified because he has a
raging thirst, or a passionate man because he has an
ungovernable spirit? Never I And so the man who forms
wrong opinions, when he has the opportunity of forming
right ones, is not excusable because he naturally inclines

to error. If this inclination towards evil be an excuse
for wicked opinions, it is, of course, so much the more an
excuse the stronger it is, and thence must follow this

absurd conclusion that the most fiendish dispositions will

finally involve the lightest condemnation.

But, truly, man is under a responsibility which is uni-

versal. It begins at the fountain head, the first springs

of conduct,—^his feelings and desires ; but we shall search
in vain to find any part of his constitution to which this

responsibility does not extend. Man is bound to feel

right, and think right, and do right. God will condemn,
and has a right to condemn sin wherever it exists, and
in whatsoever form it presents itself before him. Who-
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ever is conscious that he has wicked feelings which he
cannot subdue, is always conscious of this too, that the

more he cannot subdue these wicked feelings, the more
sinful and miserable he is. The more opposed any man's
heart is to right, the guiltier he is for that. And we shall

find that all our objections and difficulties will give us no
relief from the responsibilty under which our Creator
has placed us, as judges of truth. If we are prone to be
unfair judges, it is our sin that we are so,—^and the

greater this proneness, the greater our sin before God.
If we are disposed to give a dishonest judgment from
that high seat where God placed us, when he undertook
to submit his truth to our examination, and commend it

Himself to our belief, a dreadful, and a lamentable fact

indeed it is, and we should feel it to be such. Responsi-
ble we are, and responsible we shall forever continue to

be, in every part of our constitution, and at every period
of our being. Responsible, not only when we act, but
when we will to actf not only when we will to act, but
when we yield to those motives which determine us so to

will ; not only when we yield to these motives, but when
we form opi/nions^ and cherish feelings which make us

capable oi being influenced by those motives.

There is a fourth argument, weightier far than any we
have yet presented, and it shall be our last. It is derived

from the general representation of Scripture, and from
the specific nature of Christianity.

How often do the Scriptures represent Jesus Christ as

perceiving and condemning the thoughts of the hearts of

those around him ! And if, while He was yet in our form,

as a servant, he observed and condemned opinions, how
much more must he now notice,—how much more will

he, at last, condemn them from his eternal throne I

"But of the heart (said Jesus Christ) proceed evil

thoughts," that is, in the original reasoni/ngs or opinions
that a/re wicked. And what other evils does He describe

as associated with, as issuing from, and as indicating this

wicked character of the heart's reasonings ? "Why " mur-
der," adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness, blas-

phemies. These are the fruits of that tree, the streams
from that fountain.

The Apostle Paul charges it against the Heathen, as
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one of their sins, that they became vain in their imagina-
tions, (or reasonings,) and had their foolish hearts dark-

ened."—Rom. i. 21. .

When Simon, the sorcerer, thought the ffift of God's
Spirit might be purchased with money, the Apostle Peter
pronounced that thought, or opinion, a wicked one

;

thought it was, no doubt, as deliberately formed and as

sincerely held, as it was frankly avowed. The Apostle
tells him, moreover, that he is in danger of perishing for

that opinion, and he exhorts him to repent of that wick-

edness, and pray God, if, perhaps, that thought of his

heart might be forgiven him.:^- «• r,*!'^ v>v :•.,;.;:-

In like manner, with reference to those that opposed
themselves to the doctrines of the gospel, Paul says, (2

Tim. ii. 25,) we must, "in meekness, instruct them, if per-

adventure God will give them repentance to the acknowl-
edging of the truth," which shews that not acknowledging
the truth is sinful, even in those cases in which it arises

partly from ignorance and the want of instruction. Again
the same Apostle (2 Tim. iii. 8,) speaks of those who
" resist the truth, as men of corrupt minds, reprobate

concerning the faith." .

Thus it is, also, that we find the beloved Apostle John
giving commandment (2 John, 10 and 11,) not to receive

nor to salute any man who holds a certain "doctrine,"

which he names, and the ground of the commandment
is that whoso wishes that man well, is partaker of his

^''evil deeda^ The inference seems unavoidable, that in

John's mind it is an eml deed to hold a wicked doctrine.

But when we leave these general representations of the

word of God, and come to consider the specific nature of
Christianity, we see still more plainly that man must be
responsible to God for his belief. "He that believeth

shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall be damned."
The most prominent feature of the gospel is its demand
upon our faith. The very foundations of the Christian

religion, as a scheme of doctrine and as a personal life

and experience, are laid in belief. And to deny our
responsibility for religious opinions, plainly, therefore,

tends towards a total denial of Christianity.

Such being our views of human responsibility for

belief, we, of course, maintain that great dignity belongs
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to the office of the preacher; nay, of every teacher,

whether more or less directly engaged in tlie communi-
cation of moral and religious instruction. It is in this

aspect we see, how truly venerable is every mother with
her young charge sitting at her feet. And meditating on
these things, we feel how much it becomes all persons,

both preacners and hearers, teachers and pupils, parents

and cnildren, in fine the whole human race, to beware
how they handle truth, how they deal with principles,

those most delicate, most sacred, most precious, most
mighty of all things outside of God's eternal throne! />>

We think such impressions very wholesome ones to be
cherished, by beings constituted and situated as are man-
kind. And these very impressions will be made, of

necessity, upon every mind which acknowledges the

responsibility we have been maintaining. And every
such mind will, moreover, be impressed with the duty of

rousing itself to earnest and honest inquiry and search

after the truth ; and with the necessity of controlling the

passions, instead of allowing them to control the under-
standing, the will, and the life. Every such mind must
also be sensible of the importance of cultivating right

feelings on every subject, with a view to obtaining right

opinions on that subject; and will strive to cherish a deep
conviction of its own liability and proneness to error,

with a view both to the exercise of charity towards others,

and to an humble seeking of Divine guidance for itself.

We say charity towards others,—but far be it, forever,

from us, to appeal to that hollow, that false charity which
is so general in this age. Upon that, we trust, we have
learned to set its true value. Every good thing has its

counterfeit, and why should there not be a counterfeit

charity? The early Christians cultivated charity in all

things, and allowed liberty in things indifterent, but they
insisted, as we would always be found insisting, upon
unity and orthodoxy in things essential. There are men,
and there are churches in this day, (Mr. Newman and
the Spiritualists are, perhaps, the latest found specimens,)

who insist on wearing the Christian name, while they
deny all the fundamental truths of Christianity. And
yet, holding a totally different scheme as being the true

Christian scheme, they are found as liberal towards us as
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they are towards each other I What a dreadful duplicity

and treachery there is in all their charity ! We would
love the persons, but hate and abjure the errors of such.

We would ever remember that truth stands next to God
himself; and God helping us,we mean that it shall always
stand next to him in our practical regards.

In opposition, then, to Sir J. Mackintosh's declaration

quoted m the early part of this article, we hold the estab-

lishment of the doctrine, that men are responsible for

belief, to be in every point of view most desirable,—and
are unable to perceive how any benefits could flow to the

human family from destroying their sense of accounta-

bility for abuse of evidence, and for rejection of truth.

Intimate as the connection is between opinions, and con-

duct, and necessary as restraint is to beings constituted

like us, would it not be a dreadful calamity to reli^on
and virtue, if the race of man were persuaded to believe

all religious and moral opinions matters of indifference ?

Would it not be a monstrous thing for us all to become
so indifferent to truth, as to feel the very same feelings

towards those who sympathize with our most cherished

and sacred opinions, and those who sympathize not ? If

all men were once persuaded that truth is not the most
sacred and precious of all things, there might, indeed,

be, as Sir James says there would be, less persecution

and controversy, but we should have no more patriots, or

martyrs. We should no longer be able to appreciate the

very best lessons of history. We should never more be
stirred to noble deeds, or to heroic endurance, by any
fresh examples of a tried soul yielding life, rather than
to yield truth.

Such would be the deplorable, practical influences of

the doctrine we are opposing. But what of the doctrine

itself? It seems to us that nothing can exceed the folly

and absurdity of it as embodied in the maxim, that " it

is no matter what a man believes if he is only sincere."

This maxim, of course, can only apply to those who hold
false opinions. But how can such a man, according to

this maxim itself, ever do right, or escape censure ? If he
act out his wrong opinions, his conduct mtist be wrong,
of course, and he is condemned as an evil doer ; but, if

he does not act them out, he must be insincere, and is

set down for a hypocrite.
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ARTICLE II.

THE BIBLE, AND NOT REASON, THE ONLY CERTAIN AND AU-
THORITATIVE SOURCE OF OUR KNOWLEDGE, EVEN OF THE
EXISTENCE OF GOD.

" We have also" says the Apostle Peter, " a more sure
word of prophecy, whereunto ye do well that ye take
heed as unto a light that shineth in a dark place, until

the day dawn, and the day-star arise in your hearts."—

•

Without entering into the discussion of the various shades
of interpretation to which this passage of Scripture has
given rise, I would present what appears to be implied
as true in them all. The Apostle had adduced the mira-
cle of the transfiguration, of which he was an eye-witness,

as an irrefragable proof of the divinity and glory of

Christ and his gospel, and of the assurance of future and
everlasting blessedness. Of all this, the glory with which
Christ was transfigured,—the testimony given to him by
Moses and Elias,—and the voice of God openly declaring

him to be his Son, and authoritatively requiring all men
implicitly to receive and obey his teachings,—are irre-

sistible proofs. But, adds the Apostle, strong as is this

testimony, and infallible as is this evidence of the truth

and certainty of the things in which we have believed,

we have the very word of God conveyed to us through
the instrumentality of holy men of God in every age of

the Church, in those Scriptures which are filled with
prophetical and inspired truths. The allusion is there-

fore to the entire Scriptures, both of the old and new
Testaments. These Scriptures were " all given by in-

spiration," as is attested by miraculous and prophetical

evidences, that is, by a supernatural power, and a super-

natural wisdom and foreknowledge, which imply omnis-

cience, and omnipotence, and omnipresence. They are

not, therefore, the result of private or uninspired dis-

closure, impulse or discovery. They did not origin-

ate from the intuitive or rational powers of the human
mind. The Prophets were, as Bishop Horsley states

it, necessary agents, acting under the irresistible influ-

ence of the omniscient Spirit, who made the faculties

43
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and the organs of those holy men the instruments for

conveying to mankind some portion of the treasures of

his own knowledge." All the information, both as to

doctrine and duty, contained in the Scriptures, is the

result of supernatural or divine influence, and is, there-

fore, as indisputably the Word of God, as the voice from
" the excellent glory heard upon the holy mount."
To those Scriptures, therefore, we are required to " take

heed," as bein^k all "profitable for" the infallible com-
munication of " doctrine" and knowledge of duty. In
the midst of that obscurity and darkness which envelope
the limited range of human reason, and the ignorance

and inability to comprehend divine things, even when
revealed, in which sin has involved the understandings
of men, revelation shines as a light in a dark place, to

instruct and guide, and is completely fitted to direct into

all truth and all duty, the otherwise bewildered inquirer.

While he who trusts to his own^ or to humcm reason,

is like the mariner without chart, compass or anchor,

driven about by every wind of doctrine, and " never in

one stay," he who takes heed to this divine light, pos-

sesses both a divine compass, chart and anchor, which
are " sure and steadfast," and by which he is made
" wise unto salvation."

And what is more : the evidences by which the Scrip-

tures are found to be the only and infallible rule of faith

and practice, bright, and burning as they now are, are

ever increasing. Events which, at the time the Scrip-

tures were in their several parts written, were in the

womb of time, have many of them come forth, and many
more shall yet be brought into existence, giving by their

testimony increasing magnitude and effulgence to this

radiant light of Divine truth. Monuments silent for

ages, and ruins buried for thousands of years from the

notice of mankind, are now vocal, and coming forth from
the tomb of their supposed oblivion, are proclaiming, as

with the united voices of all past generations, the truth,

and certainty, and inspiration of the Scriptures. Even
now, the day has but begun to dawn, and the day-star to

arise upon our hearts, and this evidence and attestation

to the Scriptures, as the word of God, shall shine more
and more, until the unclouded blaze of perfect conviction
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shines with noon-tide brilliance on every darkened mind
of man.

It is thus that the Psalmist also, describes the word of
God,—fully developed in the gospel of his Son,—as being
the true light imaged by the light of the natural sun.

—

Like the sun, it is intended for all men, adapted to all,

and -to be communicated to all. It is the only source of
real, certain, and infallible truth, on all subjects super-

human and divine. There is no speecix nor language,
where its voice is not, or is not to be heard. In its light

alone, we see light, and destitute of it, millions " sit as

in the region and shadow of death," and "perish for lack

of knowledge." This word of God is, and it alone is,

perfect to restore the soul from error to truth, from sin to

righteousness, from doubt to certainty. It alone convin-

ces of sin, holds forth a Saviour, is the means of grace, a

rule of conduct, a standard of faith, a source of wisdom,
unveiling to the darkened vision of reason the wonderful
nature, and works, and ways, and will, and worship, and
purposes, and mercy, of God, and thus enlightening the

eyes.

To be a Christian, then, is to believe that Mosbs and
the prophets, Christ and his Apostles, were endued
with di/vi^e authority to teach all that they taught, and
enforce all that they enjoined, and that God will verify

in this world, and in the world to come, all that they

have foretold,—it is, in short, cordiallv and with our

hearts, to believe and act upon the truth that the Scrip-

tures are the only rule of our faith and practice, of our

hopes and fears, and that to add to, or take from, to mo-
dify or exchange any of their truths, is to endanger the

only " foundation which God has laid in Zion."

In what relation, then, does reason stand to Scripture

and Scripture to reason ? To perceive this with clearness,

let us remember what has been determined concerning

reason. Reason is that intelligent nature by which man
is capable of thinking,—of discerning the relation of

cause and eifect,—of receiving and distijiguishing testi-

mony,—of weighing evidence,—of forming opinions,—of

attaining knowledge,—of becoming acquainted with what
is duty,—and of acting upon it under a sense of deep and
solemn responsibility. This reason, we have seen, is

.X
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limited in its cajpacity^ by its owii finite nature, and in

ii^ field of ohservaUon and experience by the senses, to

which, as inlets of sensation and organs of perception, it

is at present allied. What is beyond this sphere, reason

can only know by testimony, or remain ignorant of alto-

gether, as is the case in reference to a great ^a/rt of the

things by which it is surrounded, and universally^ as it

regards their essences. Of course, this must be much
more evidently ^nd necessarily the case, as it relates to

all things spiritual, supernatural and divine. This is an
unknown region, which, like the terra incognita of earth,

can only be surmised and conjectured, but of which we
can have certain knowledge only so far as our actual ob-

servation and discovery in the one case, and actual testi-

mony in the other, really extend. Both may be, to a

certain extent, comprehensible by reason, when the

means of judging of their existence and attributes is

brought within its r6ach. In both, there will be much
to be helieved^ as, for instance, the essense of things,

which, with its present capacity, it never can corwpre-

hend. The belief, in regard to both, of all that is proved
to be true, is most reasonable, and the attempt to explain

or to dogmatize upon what is not proved or revealed, or

comprehensible, is most unreasonable and absurd, yea,

most sinful and impious.

But reason is not only limited. It is imperfect. It is

not infallible. It is not omniscient, nor are its bodily

organs absolutely perfect. It is, therefore, liable to mis-

apprehension, perversion and mistake. To err is human.
Inlallibility is the prerogative only of Divinity. This
imperfect and limited nature characterizes man as a
creature " made a little lower than the angels," and not
merely as a fallen and sinful creature. Adam, in Para-
dise, needed, and received, and rejoiced in, the instruc-

tion, guidance and holiness, imparted to him by his all-

gracious and merciful Creator.

But now, man is a fallen and sinful, as well as a limit-

ed and imperfect being, and the Divine communion,
holiness, and guidance, originally imparted to him, are,

by his own sin, withdrawn. As it was in God's light

man's reason saw perfectly, holily and wisely, so, when
that light is withheld, reason is left to its own feeble
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imperfection, and sees but dimly. A disordered heart
ever enveloping it in a misty haze, it is seduced into

error, mistakes truth for falsehood and falsehood for truth,

regards evidence with attention or inattention, and in-

vestigates it thoroughly or imperfectly, according to the

wishes of the heart. The understanding is itself darken-
ed, and it will not come unto the light. v , .

.

-
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• Precedes the will to think, and error Uvea •
;

' > ;

Ere reason can be born. Reason, the power .: >;

To guess at right and wrong, the twinkling lamp^ -
,

Of wand'ring life, that winks and wakes by turns '
^ ;

' '

'"

Fooling the follower betwixt shade and shining. '^>
" f. -'"'^ii

. While this limited, imperfect and perverted character

of human reason has been manifested in every depart-

ment of knowledge, it has been most lamentably exhibit-

ed in all inquiries into things divine. This was to be
expected. These things lie beyond the field of sensible

observation, experience and proof. We know not what
life is, or what the soul is, or what spirit is, or how these

act upon matter. And if thus ignorant concerning our-

selves, and of what is within us, and constitutes our-

selves, how can we know or comprehend that great Spi-

rit who is infinite, eternal, omniscient, omnipresent, and
omnipotent ! How God, thus infinite, can be good, and
yet man evil,—how God can be gracious, ana yet man
miserable,—how man can be free, and yet absolutely

dependent,—how all things past, present and to come,
can be present to God's knowledge, power, wisdom, and
government, and yet the liberty of second causes remain
unhindered,—these are difficulties, arising, not from rev-

elation, but from the nature of things as they exist, and
which, independently of revelation, reason has found to

be incomprehensible, and the source of endless specula-

tions and contradictory theories.

In thoughts more elevate sages have reasoned high

Of Providence, foreknowledge, will, of fate,

—

Fixed fate, free will, foreknowledge absolute

;

And found no end in wandering mazes lost.

Whether human reason hy its own uncdded powers
could ever have attained to the knowledge of God's being,

attributes, or providence, or of man's future destiny in a

k
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world to come, or of the true origin of man's present con-

trarieties of feeling, character and judgment, or of the

way in which the fears of death, and of evil after death,

and of evil during life from some invisible and unknown
powers, could be appeased or removed,—this I say is a
question which cannot possibly be determined in the af-

nrmative, and must, I would think, be decided in the

negative. It cannot be proved that human reason unas-
sisted^ could discover the truth on these points, and for

this simple reason, that human reason never has been
without assistance. In the beginning it had the instruc-

tion given by God, actual communion with God, and
knowledge of Him, of itself, and of its relations to Him.
From the first moment of man's fall, reason was assisted

and instructed by the remembrance of what was already

known, and by a present and permanent revelation of

God's purposes and plans for man's redemption,—the ne-

cessity ana nature oi divine worship,—a coming Saviour,

and of the salvation and everlasting life to be obtained
through Him. And at sundry times and in divers man-
ners, God has replenished and renewed, and increased

the light and knowledge thus originally, and always en-

joyed. The traditionary rays of this light shining amid
the darkness of human ignorance ever increasing as sin

obscured what existed, have been preserved by every
nation and kindred, and tongue, and tribe, and people,

under the whole heavens. To many there was super-

added the direct or indirect light of a positive and present

revelation. And to all there were " the invisible things of

God clearly understood by the things that are made,"
when—with the knowledge of God and the disposition to

know of God—these were carefully examined. It was
with all this light and assistance, and with more or less

knowledge of the Hebrew Scriptures that the ancient

philosophers and sages wrote and spoke what they did

on these points. In all that was dark, contradictory and
obscure, we see the imperfections, vanity, and perversions

of human reason, and in all, in them that was accordant

to the truth, we see the reflected light of an existing, or

of a traditionary revelation.

Any true, certain and assured knowledge on these sub-

jects, the world by all its wisdom never has attained.

,
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What God is, was the question which, the longer "the
wisdom of this world" took to answer, the more impossi-

ble the answer became. All that philosophers could
discover with certainty was what Socrates, the wisest of

them, avouched as the great attainment ofhuman wisdom,
that Grod was incomprehensible and that man knew
nothing. They all confessed and lamented their ignor-

ance of these things. Plato was sensible of the depravi-
ty of human nature, acknowledged the want of a divine

guide and earnestly desired such assistance to lead him to

the truth. He compared the present condition of the

soul to the statue of the sea-god Glaucus, which was
partly broken with the waves, and almost covered with
shells and stones and weeds. The mind at present, he
says, " knows things but as in a dream, and m reality is

ignorant of every thing;" and he affirms that he never
met with a man who knew what virtue was. The an-

cients, too, referred all their original knowledge of divine

things to the Gods, and to a primitive revelation from
them. And when the Athenians inquired of Apollo, as

Cicero informs us, what religion they should profess and
hold, the oracle answered, "That of their forefathers."

And since these were contradictory and various, they

inquired again, which, and were answered, " The best."

Even when Thales, Plato, and others, imported among
them the purer ideas they had derived from their inter-

course with nations in contact with the Jews, reason

could not even receive, understand and conform to them..

It heard the words, but attached to them no clear and
certain ideas. Even Plato, therefore, represents himself
as wandering upon the sea of truth, having no certain

port to which to steer, no pilot to guide him, and ever

tossed about like the waves. And thus we find even in

the days of the Apostles, when Paul visited Athens, one
of the most prominent objects was a statue " to the un-

known God."
" The whole voice of antiquity agrees in this, that the

knowledge of the first cause is a gift of the gods to men."
Even Celsus concluded "That a divine Spirit descended
to acquaint the ancient sages with those divine truths

they taught the world." And Jamblichus asserts, " That
our weak and frail nature possesses nothing of this know-
ledge as natural to it."
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This one thing is certain, that the ea/rlier we go in our

inquiries into the notions of a God among any nation,

the dea/rer they are found, because nearer, we believe, to

the original light and purer reflection of revelation. The
invariable efiect of philosophy and human reason there-

fore, has been to confuse these ideas and to bring men
into a state of practical atheism, or at least of scepticism.

Even the more profound thinkers of the Alexandrian
school frankly acknowledged the impossibility of a proper
proof of the existence of God.*

Such was the result to which human reason among the

most intellectual and refined nation of the ancient world,

and aided too, by all that genius, philosophy, the tradi-

tions of primitive revelation and scintillations from ex-

isting revelation, could attain. "The world by all its

wisdom knew not God."
If from the ancient we turn to the modern world, we

find, just as surely as philosophers discard the light

of divine revelation,—though their minds are brightened
by its influence and their moral code is deduced from its

pages,—that nevertheless they run into all the vagaries of

rationalism, of transcendantalism, of pantheism, of the

worship of genius, or on the other hand, into the depths
of superstition, f

* See Hagenbach's Hist of Doctr. vol. i. p. 90, and Clem, of Alex., Strom.

V. 12, p. 695; ib. in calce et. 696 ; Strom, iv. 25, p. 635 ; Likewise Origen
contra als. viii, 42; (opp- T. J. p. 725,) maintains, in reference to the saymg
of Plato, that it is difficult to find God. Even the notions of the heathen,

concerning the immortality of the soul, were founded on tradition and
corrupted by philosophy, as may be seen in Leland's Necessity of Divine
Rev. vol. ii, pt. 2, ch. 7, p. 107.

f Dr. Marehold, the celebrated antagonist of Strauss, in his treatise on
Vaticination § 4, remarks, after enumerating the various points in which
all religions coincide with one another and with revelation,—" I say, we
are constrained, without reference to the holy volume, to adopt the senti-

ment that the supposition, prevalent for better than a century, of a natu-

ral religion, so called, is utterly false, and that all religions have proceeded
from a common fountain, viz: 'from the name of the Lord,' which, when
forgotten, righteous Abraham proclaimed again, and therefore as the hu-
man race manifests such harmonious doctrines, sages, and customs, as we
have shown above, it likewise follows that, whenever in these doctrines,

sages and customs appear irrational to subjective reason, when torn from
mediate experience, has to be acknowledged as rational, because there
exists no function in the human mind capable of producing from itself the

same religious representations and figures in all ages, all localities, and
among all nations. The great minds among the heathen have, at least in

1^}%
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Even as to the existence of God, it is a question of
ffreat doubt, whether reason, entirely 'wnas8%8ted^ could
demonstrate this great truth with any certainty. We
see, it is true, in all the works of God, evidences of order,
wisdom, and design, from which, by an intuitive principle
or power of mind, we infer that there must be a wise and
intelligent Being who ordered and designed them all.

The events of life, the providence and protection mani-
fested towards all creatures, also lead the mind to the
contemplation of a Being "distinct from nature, who
conducts and determines what seems to us accidental,"
and who is a Governor as well as an Architect. The
consciousness of a something within us, which thinks,

feels, reasons, plans, desires, and loves, leads us still fur-

ther to believe that there must be a conscious, personal,
benevolent, and all-wise God. The sense in man of right

and wrong, of the evil of the one and the propriety of the
other, of their desert of approbation or disapprobation,
rewards or punishments, and the consequent emotions of
self condemnation, or approval, of hope, and fear, joy or
sorrow, these feelings in our nature also lead us, irresisti-

bly, to believe in a God who is the Governor and Judge
of men, and who, as He has the power^ has also the will

part, felt, and humbly laid hold of this truth, that all the talk of subjective

reason leads to no result. They therefore adhered to tradition, i. e. to

what had been given them, though it had become ever so dim and im-
perfect. Hence Socrates says, in the Gorgias of Plato, that he did believe

the sages of a spiritual world from tradition alone ; and in Cicero's work,
De natura Deorum, lib. M cap. 17, Cotta answers another philosopher,

who had undertaken to demonstrate to him the existence of the gods by-

arguments drawn from reason ;
" This single argument suffices me that

our ancestors have delivered to us the faith in the immortal gods.

Thus the individual idea, " God," which we meet with among most na-

tions of the earth, does not yet permit us to prove the real existence of

God, and to infer hence the rationality of the idea, as the ancient philoso-

phers, an Aristotle, a Plato, a Cicero, and others, believed ; but this histori-

cal proof of the existence of God, derived from the unanimous assent of all

nations, has in later times been almost unanimously rejected, since we have
become better acquainted with the earth and its inhabitants than the an-

cients were. In this article we agree with our modern philosophers, inas-

much as the idea of God was very indefinite in antiquity, and only admit-

ted the adoption of something higher than man. But the view changes

materially, if we consider this general belief of nations as some original

revelation, which we shall have to do, so soon as we reflect on the further

connection of their other religious traditions and views with our biblical

revelation.— Whitaker^s Southern Magazine, Aug. 1862, p. 122.

Vol. VII.—No. 3. 44
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to punish or reward, according to the actions of His crea-

tures.

Such are the sources from which human reason, guided

by all the light which science, education and revelation,

can throw around it, derives its proofs of the existence

of God. And undoubtedly, the premises are sound, and
the conclusions most rational. But at the same time, it

must be admitted, that these arguments require for their

appreciation, a very close and rigid analysis, a very
candid and impartial inquiry, and a perfect freedom from
prajudice and disinclination to the truth.

There are also, it must be admitted, many difficulties,

doubts and objections, which present themselves to every

one of these conclusions,—" doubts and perplexities

which," it is admitted, by one of the ablest reasoners upon
the subject,* "the muxdLnhust entertain but which it feels

that it cannot solve.'*'' "When," he adds, " the mind is

fixed on any one of these groups of arguments, to the ex-

clusion of the others, the conception becomes limited,

partial, and so far, erroneous."!

Beliefs which invariably exist, are those which both
rationally and of necessity, we must adopt as primary
and fundamental facts, and when it is impossible for us
to conceive the negative of such beliefs, we have the

highest evidence that they do, and must invariably,

exist.:]: Such truths we must regard as the necessary re-

sult of the operation of the human mind in its relation to

the external world, and to all impressions made upon it

from whatever source.§

Now, if, as we may assume, this is the only certain

criterion of a belief which is universal j^nd necessary to

the human mind, then it will follow that the existence of

a God is not such. It is not universal, since nations have

* Dr. McCosh on the Div. Govt., p. 12. f Do. Do.

\ If there be, as Mr. Mill holds, certain absolute uniformities in nature

;

if these uniformities produce, as they must, absolute uniformities in our
experience ; and if, as he shows, these absolute uniformities in our ex-

perience disable us from conceiving the negations of them ; then answer-
ing to each absolute uniformity in nature which we can cognize, there

must exist in us a belief of which the negation is inconceivable, and
which is absolutelv true.

§See Art on the Universal Postulate, in the Westminster Review,
Oct. 1868.
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been found so sunk in barbaric ignorance as not to pos-

sess it ; since it is only found to prevail in so far as a good
degree of general intelligence and traditional knowledge
are found to exist ; and since when it is found to exist it is

not manifested in any uniform belief, as is the reality of

the existence of an external world, but in many various

modes. And as we can easily conceive of the negation of

such a belief, and many philosophers have rejected, and
do now reject this belief, we have the most assured evi-

dence that this belief is not universal, or one which the hu-
man mind must logically, or of necessity, admit, by any
inherent and uninstructed power within itself. In other
words, the belief in the existence of a God is not found-
ed upon a priori, but upon a posteriori, evidence.

It is further to be remarked, that the predominating
character of the present philosophy in France and Ger-
many, and, to some extent, in all ages and countries, is

and has been atheistical, either resolving itself into Pan-
theism, that is, making nature God and God nature, or

denying God altogether, and reducing all events to fate,

or to unalterable mechanical laws.

In Germany philosophy has either utterly scouted rev-

elation, or it has rejected as a mere form, the text of

Scripture, and aimed at creating a new Christianity, a new
religion, by its own power. In it, tlierefore, we see what
the human mind is capable of when left to itself, even
under the guidance of genius. "What had thej^ been
doing for twenty years? They had attacked with a sort

of phrenzy all the principles on which rest religion, mo-
rality, the family, the State, the civil law. Kot only had
they abandoned Christianity in their audacious theories,

they had denied the existence of the living God, man's
liberty and responsibility, the irtunortality of the soul,

and preached the most hideous pantheism with all its

consequences." Even now, the prevailing philosophy

is a pantheistic perversion of the terms of Christianity.

It is, therefore, very doubtful, whether human reason,

if left entirely unassisted, could ever have arrived at any
definite, fixed, or certain knowledge even, of the exis-

tence of God.
The existence of atheism, says John Randolph, in his

celebrated letters to H. St. G. Tucker, Esq., published in
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the Washington Union, by Septimus Tustin, has been

denied, but I was an honest atheist. Hume began, and

Hobbes finished me. I read Spinoza and all the tribe.

Surely I fell by no ignoble hand. And the very man
( ) who gave me Hume's " Essay upon Nature" to

read, administered " Beattie upon Truth," as the an-

tidote—Yenice treacle against arsenic and the essential

oil of bitter almonds—bread and. milk poultice for the
" bite of the cobra capello." <-'' "

Had I remained a successful political leader, I might
never have been a Christian. But it pleased God that

my pride should be mortified ; that by death and deser-

tion I should lose my friends ; that, except in the veins

of a maniac, and he too, possessed " of a child by a deaf

and dumb spirit," there should not run one drop of my
father's blood in any living creature besides myself. The
death of Tudor finished my humiliation. I had tried all

things but the refuge to Christ, and to that, with pa-

rental stripes, was I driven. Often did I cry out with

the father of that wretched boy, " Lord! I believe—help

thou mine unbelief;" and the gracious mercy of our Lord
to this wavering faith, staggering under the force of the

hard heart of unbelief, I humbly hoped would, in his

good time, be extended to me also,—St. Mark, vii : 17-29.

"Throw Kevelation aside, and I can drive any man by
irresistible induction to atheism. John Marshall could
not resist me. When I say any man, I mean a man ca-

pable of logical and consequential reasoning. Deism is

the refuge of those that startle at atheism, and can't be-

lieve Revelation : and my
,
(may God have forgiven

us both,) and myself used, with Diderot & Co., to laugh
at the deistical bigots who must have milk, not being
able to digest meat. All theism is derived from Bevela-
tioU'—that of the laws confessedly. Our own is from
the same source—so is the false revelation of Mahomet

;

and I can't much blame the Turks for considering the

Franks and Greeks to be idolaters. Every other idea of

one God that floats in the world is derived from the tra-

dition of the sons of Noah handed down to their pos-

terity."^

Mr, Charles Rosenkrantz, a distinguished disciple of Hegel, has publish-

ed two books, ojie entitled " The System of Science," and the other " My
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So much for the question of the existence of God, a
truth which, while it is most agreeable to human reason,

requires the light of revelation to present it clear and
evident to the eye of reason, and to enable that eye to

see the invisible things of God, " even his eternal power
and God-head, by the things that are made."

Nature, and time, and earth, and skies,
s

'

" God's heavenly skill proclaim

;

- • '
',

-

;
,

What shall we do to make us wise v' ^ /'-, .

y .. But learn to read thy name

!

., ., ,.

To fear thy power, to trust thy grace, ' ': .••'

? Is our divinest skill

:

^ ,- .• a
And he's the wisest of our race

, /> ,
^~

That best obeys thy will.

But we may bring this question to the test of experi-

ment. As all the knowledge of God found among men
may be accounted for by an original divine teaching and
communicated knowledge, to which even language itself

must, in all probability, be ascribed, this knowledge is

no certain proof of what unassisted human reason can
attain.

But there are and have been human beings who, by
the want of the powers of speech and hearing, have been
cut off from the instruction of their fellow men, and left

to the powers of their own natural understanding.

—

What, then, I ask, is the fact in relation to them ?

We will present an account sent by Mr. Fellebien to

the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and printed in their

Memoirs, by which is fully evinced the absolute incapa-

city of man, uninstructed, for making or thinking of any
religion."'^ The son of a tradesman in Chartres, who had
been deaf from his birth, and consequently dumb, when
he was about twenty-three or twenty-four years of age,

began on a sudden to speak, without its being known
that he had ever heard. This event drew the attention

of every one, and many believed it to be miraculous.

—

Reform of Hegel's Philosophy." He admits that the opinions of his mas-

ter, interpreted by ignorant or rash scholars, have favoured the material-

ist tendencies of our age. He avows also, that Hegel errs in trying to

form an idea by the mere force of human intelligence, of the Infinite and
the finite, God, man and the universe.

* See The Scholar Armed, vol. i : p. 180, 181.
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The young man, however, gave a plain and rational

account, by which it appeared to proceed from natural

causes. He said, that about four months before, he was
surprised by a new and pleasing sensation, which he
afterwards discovered to arise from a ring of bells : that

as yet, he heard only with one ear, but afterwards a
kind of water came from his left ear, and then he could
hear distinctly with both ; that from this time he listened,

with the utmost curiosity and attention, to the sounds
which accompany those motions of the lips, which he
had before remarked to convey ideas from one person to

another. In short, he was able to understand them, by
noting the thing to which they related, and the action

they produced. And after repeated attempts to imitate

them when alone, at the end of four months he thought
himself able to talk. He therefore, without having inti-

mated what had happened, began at once to speak, and
afi*ected to join in conversation, though with much more
imperfection than he was aware of
Many Divines immediately visited him, and question-

ed him about God, and the soul, moral good and evil,

and many other subjects of the same kind ; but of all

this, they found him totally ignorant, though he had
been used to go to mass, and had been instructed in all

the externals of devotion, and making the sign of the

cross, looking upwards, kneeling at proper seasons, and
using gestures of penitence and prayer. Of death itself,

which may be considered as a sensible object, he had
very confused and imperfect ideas, nor did it appear that

he had ever reflected upon it. His life was little more:
than animal and sensitive. He seemed to be content

with the simple perception of such objects as he could

perceive, and did not compare his ideas with each other,

nor draw inferences, as might have been expected from
him. It appeared, however, that his understanding was
vigorous, and his apprehension quick ; so that his intel-

lectual defects must have been caused, not by the bar-

renness of the soil, but merely by the want of necessary

cultivation.

The case of this young man was not peculiar. What,
was true of him is true of every human being bom in his

circumstances. An individual who is cut off by total
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deafness and speechlessness from all instruction, is desti-

tute of the knowledge of Grod, and incapable, by any
exercise of his own reason, even with all the phenomena
of the heavens and the earth before him, of finding out

God. His mind is a blank, in reference to all things

supernatural and divine. The power of consciousness,

the principle of causation, and tne faculty of judgment,
fail to lead him up from "the things that are made," to

" the invisible things, even the eternal power and God-
head" of Him that made them. It is only when, by the

wonderful genius of modern philanthropy, he is brought
into communication with other minds, with the fact of

the existence of God, and with the evidences by which
that fact is proved, that his mind is aroused to the deep
and powerful conviction of this truth. Such is the inva^

liable and universal fact.*

Here then is a test, and the only test, we believe, of

the real, intuitive, unaided, and uninstructed ability of

human reason, to arrive at the certain knowledge of the

existence of God. The inference from it, therefore, is,

that while this truth commends itself to the intuitive

powers ofhuman reason, when brought, with its evidence

before them, that, nevertheless, reason alone, unaided
and uninstructed, is incapable of arriving at the sublime

* The following communication is from Dr. Howe, the celebrated Teach-
er of Laura Bridgman, the deaf, dumb and blind mute, written in reply to

my inquiries on this subject

:

"Boston, Feb. 26, 1853.

Dear Sir,—I send you such of our Reports as I can find which mention
the case of Laura Bridgman. You know it was laid down by Blackstone,
and generally received as true, that a person born deaf and blind must
necessarily be an idiot Laura Bridgman was the first person who found
her way out of the dreary isolation into the light of knowledge, and into

communion with her fellows. By the way she came, others have follow-

ed ; but it may safely be said that deaf and blind children would remain
in idiocy, and of course in ignorance of the existence and attributes of

God, unless their faculties are developed by special instruction. Laura's
case proved very clearly the innateness of the capacity for religious ideas

;

for, without such capacitv deeply seated in the moral nature, our instruc-

tions might have as well been given to a dog.

You will find some remarks germane to the subject of your inquiry, in

some of the accompanying Reports.

If I can be of the slightest use to you in any way, please count upon my
readiness. Faithfully yours,

S. G. HOWE.
Rev. Dr. Smyth."

r.'
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truth, that there is a God, who is a Spirit, infinite, eter-

nal and unchangeable in his being, wisdom, power, holi-

ness, justice, goodness, and truth.

J^ay, more. We may venture to bring this question

to the standard of reason, even in Christian lands. For,

in the very bosom of Christendom, how many are there,

in the lanes and alleys of our cities, in our woods and
forests, in mines and cellars, and among the young, igno-

rant and vicious every where, who are "without God,"
and "atheists in the world." "Talk" says Locke, "but
with the country people, almost of any age, and with
young people, almost of any condition, and you shall find

that though the name of God be frequently in their

mouths, yet the notions they apply this name to, are so

odd, low and pitiful, that no body can imagine they were
taught by a rational man."* Man, with all his search-

ing, cannot find out his own spirit which is in him : and
how then can he find out the Great Spirit, who is infinite-

ly above and beyond, in His invisible and unapproacha-
ble greatness ! He needs that one should teach him
wherein be the first principles of the oracles of God.

—

He is a babe, and has need of milk. His reason, there-

fore, should be employed,—not in the vain attempts to

penetrate the clouds and darkness which are round about
the Deity, but, renouncing all imaginations of his own,
in following that light which has shone forth from God's
shrouded glory, and which alone reveals any part of His
ways.
Such has, we may venture to say, been the prevailing

doctrine among the ablest writers in the Christian church.

These have ever maintained that the great principles of

what is called natural religion, could never have been
represented to the human mind, nor known by man, if

God himself had not first taught them, and if they
had not been preserved by a traditional, or an existing

written revelation. This is perfectly consistent with the

fact, which they also believed, that reason is an innate,

natural faculty, for knowing the truth, and distinguishing

truth from error, when that truth and its evidences are

fairly and fully brought before it. The existence of God,

Essay L. 1; c. 4: § 16,
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like all other truths of natural religion, when thus repre-

sented to the human mind, is rationally demonstrable
and intuitively believed, and can be proved to the/ in-

tellect and become a part of its intuitive inherent beliefs.

But, until thus represented to the mind, we only main-
tain the approved sentiment of Christendom, in maintain-
ing that man has not and cannot find out for, and by
himself, any truth which respects things supernatural
and divine. And if any parties should object to this

conclusion, it ought not to be the Unitarians, since it was
held by the fathers of their theology. Socinus says,*

" that to man naturally, and by his own reason or mind,
there is no rooted, settled, or self-originated opinion of
the Deity." Ostodorus, his fellow believer, says also,

" what men know of God they do not derive from nature,

neither from the consideration of the creation, but from
instruction, since from the beginning God communicated
the knowledge of himself to men."*
The question then recurs, what is the relation of hu-

man reason to the scriptures? In this controversy, it is

not my business to prove the inspiration and amthority

of the Scriptures. I have said enough to show the neces-

sity of revelation to the discovery and knowledge of di-

vine things. But, as I am arguing with professed Chris-

tians, I may, at present, assume that the Bible is proved
by the evidence of miracles, of prophecy, of history, and
of traditions, by its own nature and claims, and by its

own self-commending power for the salvation of every
one that believeth, to be the testimony of God, that

IS, INSPIEED TRUTH.

To perceive then, at once, what I apprehend to be the

ofiice of reason in reference to the Scriptures, I will in-

troduce the following parable :f

A king sends one of his officers to a j^rovince, with

authority to govern it in his name. After a time, this

Governor allows himself to be ensnared and perverted

by a faction. Hence the affairs of the province are very

badly administered, and all things are thrown into con-

fusion. The sovereign being well apprised of all that

* Socinus Prselect, c. 2 ; Ostodorus Instit. pp. 1 and 10, quoted on De
Gols' Vindec. p. 361.

\ From Werenfils, a German writer, in Smith's Messiah, vol: i : p. 88.

45
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had happened, and perceiving that the governor had not

the wisdom and firmness, the exertion and authority re-

quisite for remedying the disorders of the province and
restoring it to peace, sends a deputy extraordinary, and
gives orders to the governor to submit himself entirely,

to this deputy, and to take no measures without his di-

rection. The governor's first duty is to ascertain wheth-
er the superior minister be really sent by the king; for,

unless he have satisfactory evidence of this, he would be
guilty of treason in yielding to the st/ra/nqe/r the authority

whicn his sovereign had committed to him. But when
he sees the sign manual, and the other unquestionable
attestations of the royal commission, he immediately de-

livers up all his own powe/rs to the deputy^ and submits,

in all respects, to his arrangements and decisions. Now,
if I should ask, from whom does the deputy hold his au-

thority over the premises ? From the king, who sent

him, and whose commission, signed and sealed, he has
in his hand, or from the governor, who, on the produc-

tion of those documents, received him with due honor
and acknowledgement ? Every man of common sense

will say, from the king, surely ; for, to suppose the other

would be absurd.

Tlie application of this parable is plain. The gracious

and almighty God has given reason to man for the guide

of his conduct through life. But reason has submitted

to be corrupted by sin, and man, therefore, is fallen into

a state of extreme misery. God, of his infinite goodness,

has had mercy upon man, and, seeing the insufficiency

of reason to restore him from his fallen state, and to de-

liver him from his misery, has sent revelation, and has

given orders to reason to yield obedience, and to take no
part in directing the conduct of man, except what reve-

lation may assign. What then, has reason to do in this

case? First of all, she must examine whether this, which
claims to be a revelation from God, is, indeed, such ; for,

if she have not satisfactory evidence of this, she cannot,

without criminal rashness, surrender her own authority,

which the Creator had invested her with for the govern-
ment and guidance of man. But, as soon as she is sat-

isfied, from indubitable proofs, that this is, indeed, a di-

vine revelation, she yields without delay, and if reason
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be indeed, rational^ submits berself entirely, to the Word

Against Fanatics, Komanists and Deists, we contend
therefore, for the full and proper use of reason, in refer-

ence to all revealed, just as necessarily as in regard to

all unrevealed, truth. The right and duty of judging for

one's self is far more important and imperative in religion,

than in anything beside. All the life, and power, and
personal benefit of religion, consist in that inward con-

viction, and full persuasion of mind, which can arise

only from examination, and the blessing of God, sought
and obtained by prayer. It is to the understanding of

every man the Bible addresses its proofs. Faith in the

Word of God, is the assent of the understanding to the

testimony of God upon the ground of His veracity, and
wrought in us by the assistance of His holy Spirit,

whose office it is to guide into all that is truth. Faith,

therefore, is more certain than every other kind of belief,

because the testimony of God in Scripture, is more cer-

tainly true than the conclusions of imperfect reason,

founded upon the fallible evidence of our own observa-

tion, or the equally fallible testimony of man. Faith
and the convictions of mere reason, are not, therefore,

opposite, but the same, the one beine produced by the

infallible testimony of God brought Lome to the mind
by the infallible Spirit of God, and the other being pro-

duced by the testimony of our own senses and the ob-

servation of our fellow-men, brought home to the mind
by its own exertion, or by instructions from others.

Faith, therefore, as it is the highest reason, is also the

highest duty, because, as submission to the testimony of

God in his word, is as reasonable as submission to the

testimony of God in his works, and as God never re-

quires faith without sufficient evidence that the testi-

mony on which it is to rest is really his, unbelief is in-

excusable impiety, since it makes God a liar, and his

word untrue.

Whatever God says is, and must be, true : this is the

principle of faith, and this is the principle of all reason.

No reason can make us doubt God's veracity, whether
we find him leading us to the knowledge of what is true

by the senses he has given, by the reason he has im-

m
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planted in us, by the intuitive and necessary beliefs to

which that reason impels us, by the things he has placed

around us, or by things he has been pleased to reveal to

us. The office of reason, therefore, is to call to its aid

all the powers of mind, and all the evidences within its

reach, and thus to assure itself that God speaks, and to

understand what God has spoken. Being satisfied by
those evidences of miracles, prophecy, and the power of

its truth, that the Bible, and that every part of the Bible,

is the testimony of God, conveying to us, by whatsoever

way inspired, his truth, then reason is called upon to

apply to that human language, in which God has spoken
the Jaws of interpretation applied to all other human
languages, and by their honest and faithful application

to interpret the Bible. In this way reason discovers

what the sacred writers really meant to declare as true.

Keason having the evidence before her of what is really

the truth God testifies, is bound by her own necessary
and intuitive belief to acquiesce in that testimony, and
to receive that truth, without presuming to call in ques-

tion the propriety of the words in which it is delivered.

;' Here the office of reason ends, except so far as to ex-

plain, illustrate, vindicate, and contend earnestly for the

truth. Reason is, therefore, the inteepeeter, and not

the legislator or judge of the Bible, as she is of all truth.

She is^ indeed, a judge, so far as to know what the evi-

dence proves to be testified as true, but not further.

This would be intolerable temerity, since whatever is

from God must be certainly true, and whatever God
commands must be infallibly right, and our duty. This

surely, is the true office, use, and dignity of reason.

Is not this all that reason does, or can do, in regard to

the truth of God, in nature? It is but few of the facts

or truths in nature, wjbose operation it can comprehend.
What it does comprehend is the qualities or attributes

by which things are distinguished and arranged.

Innumerable things are, however, believed in as true

and real, which are, in their nature, purpose, and laws,

altogether incomprehensible. The fixed principles and
classifications of science, are constantly modified by new
discoveries, which prove the fallaciousness of pre-existent

theories. Many things also, which are exceptions to
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general laws, and therefore, apparently, in contrariety to

what is true, are, nevertheless, believed to be true. And
thus, even in hiathematical science, the same principles

of reasoning require us to believe that two lines not par-

allel must, ultimately, form an angle, and yet, that in

the curve called the asymptote, its lines are ever ap-
proximating, and yet, will never meet. Incomprehen-
sibility, therefore, and apparent contrariety to other
truths, or to what may be regarded by us as truths, is no
test of what is really true.

;
How much more must thj.s be the case in the whole

region of things supernatural, in all that relates to God,
and the relations between God and man, time and eter-

nity ? God himself, is the most incomprehensible of all

things. His being and nature, are as high above our
possible comprehension as are the heavens above the
earth. God's providence and procedure being founded
upon his own omniscient and eternal knowledge of all

things, and of all that would follow from every kind of

creation, every kind of providence, and every action of
every creature, including the free agency of men, is

founded, evidently, upon reasons infinitely beyond our
possible comprehension. These things are not only un-

known, but they are beyond the possibility of being
known by us. They imply for their knowledge the

same eternity, omniscience, omnipresence, and infinite

almightiness, which can order and direct them. In all

his dealings with man, God must also, of necessity, have
regard to the whole duration of human things, the whole
race of mankind, the whole order of human changes
and events, the whole combination of all the causes of

human tempers, all the actions of free agents, and all

the consequences of his own action upon all the inter-

ests of every portion of the universe, in all the eternity

that is to come.
A child, therefore, might as reasonably attempt to

grasp the knowledge, and perform the functions of an
arch-angel, as for finite reason to discover, comprehend,
or judge the truth or reasonableness of anything that

pertains to the nature, character, or doings of the infinite

and omniscient reason. And that man, who, without
God's revelation, would endeavor by searching, to find

'1 4
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out God, or determine the propriety of God's conrse of

procedure, or who, having a revelation, endeavours by
the rush-light of his glimmering reason, to mould and
fashion its teaching into conformity to vi^hat he thinks

reasonable and proper, and true, is as great a visionary

as the man who, without the organs of sense, and with-

out any instruction from others, snould undertake to dis-

course of the true nature of the external, visible crea-

tion. In a moral point of view, such conduct can only

be likened to the daring impiety of the Titans attempt-

ing to scale the heavens, or of the angels in that rebel-

lion which sunk them to perdition, or to the pride and
arrogance, and impiety of our first progenitors in at-

tempting to become " wise as God.'''' The very object

of revelation is to make known what could not be known
at all, except so far as it is revealed. In the more com-
mon Scripture sense of the word, all that is contained

in revelation is mystery, inasmuch as it was before hid-

den and unknown, and it all remains, and must rema-in

mystery, except so far as it is now made known and un-

veiled. To do any thing else than receive this revela-

tion gratefully and humbly, to interpret it conscientious-

ly, candidly, and according to the established principles

of all rational interpretation, and then, in implicit rever-

ence and submission, to believe and obey its truths and
precepts, is virt/aall/y^ even when it is not openly and
avowedly, to reject that revelation. To add to, or take

from the Scriptures by tradition on the one hand, or by
vain philosophy and rationalistic pride on the other, is

to incur the curse and the woe with which God, in his

book, threatens every such impious audacity.

Does reason then, affect to be self-sufficient, she is an
impotent usurper ; but if she act in a state of depend-
ance she is a valuable servant. Does she pretend to be
our light in matters of a spiritual and heavenlv nature ?

She is then a despicable dotard, or an igms fatuus.
Does she kindle her torch at the fire of revelation? She
may then be a discerner of doctrines, and we will call

her " The candle of the Lord." Submitting to her di-

vine author and learning at the feet of omniscience, she

is reason in her senses, presuming to be equal with the

All-wise ; undertaking to comprehend his words, or dar-
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ring to dispute his word, she is reason run mad. In this

quality we disclaim and cashier her ; in the other, we
cherisn and employ her." "The prerogative of God,
(says Lord Bacon,) comprehends the whole man ; and is

extended as well to the reason^ as to the will of man

:

that is, that man renounce himself wholly, and draw
near to God. Wherefore, as we are to obey his law,

though we find a reluctation in our willj so we are to

believe His word, though we find a reluctation in our
reason : for., if we believe only that which is agreeable
to our reason, we give assent to the matter^ not to the

a/athor^ which is no more than we would do towards a
siosjpected and discredited witness. Theology is grounded
on, and must be deduced from the oracles of God ; and
not from the light of nature, or the dictates of reason."

"We only add the testimony of Locke. "Revelation,

where God has been pleased to give it, must carry it

against the probable conjectures of reason, because the

mind, not being certain of the truth of that it does not

evidently know, but only yielding to the probability that

appears in it, is bound to give up its assent to such a
testimony, which it is satisfied comes from Q](ie who can
not err, and will not deceive." ' '• -"

" There is nothing more required of a Christian, but

that he receive all the parts oi Divine revelation with a
docility and disposition prepared to embrace and assent

to all truths coming from God, and submit his mind to

whatsoever shall appear to him to bear that character."

-,»

ARTICLE IIL

THE OBSTACLES TO MINISTERIAL PIETY.

"We propose in this article to consider the difiiculties

in the way of eminent ministerial piety. "We shall not

spend any time in attempting to demonstrate the desira-

bleness of eminent piety m a minister of the Gospel. By
common consent, this is considered the first essential ele-

ment for his work. Talent, learning, aptness to teach,
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zeal, industry and knowledge of human nature, all essen-

tial and valuable qualifications, are, and must ever be,

subordinate to piety. This only can fit him for his work

—

can make him happy and successful in it. Greatly to be
pitied is that man who undertakes its toils and sacrifices,

who engages in its endless and endlessly diversified la-

bours, and expects to meet its many trials, without deep,

sincere and earnest piety. Though he " speak with the

tongues of men and of angels, and have not charity,"

love to God and men, which is the essence of piety, he is

but " sounding brass, and a tinkling cymbal." No one
will dispute the general proposition, that a minister of
religion ought to be a truly pious man.
But while this is true, and is never disputed, it is no

less true, that eminent piety in a minister is a most dif-

ficult attainment. "We are even inclined to believe and
maintain that it is a more difiicult attainment in the

minister than in any other man. We are aware that this

will sound strangely, and almost paradoxically, in the

ears of most, if not all, of our readers. Men generally

imagine that it is easier for a minister to be a good man
than for others ; that he perpetually breathes an atmos-
phere which is redolent of sanctity ; that he is removed
from those exclusively worldly and distracting influences

which beset men in secular life, and that all his pursuits

are of a character peculiarly favorable to the cultivation

of piety. They think that his temptations to worldliness

are much fewer in number, and of a much less aggrava-
ted character, than those which lie in the daily path of
other men, and that there is a sort of ex-ofiicio sanctity

thrown around him, which ensures him a more elevated
tone of piety and devotedness than that to which men in

ordinary liie can expect to attmn. With these views,
sustained by such plausible reasoning, men expect of
ministers a higher style of piety than they expect from
others; and probably no proposition relating to the
subject under consideration, would excite more general
surprise, or be received with greater incredulity, than
that which we advance, and shall endeavour to demon-
strate, that eminent holiness in a minister of the Oospel.^

is a greater attainment than in any other man who endea-
vours to cultivate real piety.
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In support of this proposition, we remark— - '
'.

I. That the minister is exposed to the same obstacles

to piety with other men, growing out of the depravity of

our common nature. ^

:'\'
^:---:i%::--^ '..:?. ;:.':^h'<^r'^

It is a fact which none will presume to question,

though at times it seems strangely forgotten, that minis-

ters, in common with all men, are by nature totally de-

praved. Descended from one and the same sinful pro-

genitor, they inherit the same nature, with all its moral
disabilities. They are sinners of a sinful race; "by
nature children of wrath, even as others." They have
the same " carnal mind," which " is enmity against God,
for it is not subject to the law of God, neither indeed can
be." They, like others, are by nature "dead in trespass-

es and sins ;" their hearts are " deceitful above all things

and desperately wicked ;" their love for the world and
sensual delights is just as strong and imperious as in

other men ; tney desire not the knowledge of God's ways,
and are in all respects naturally like all their sinful fel-

low ipen. The earthen vessel which is honoured by be-

ing made the receptacle of the Divine treasure of the

Gospel, was framed out of apostate clay, and though by^

the renewing grace of God, it has been made a " vessel

of mercy, prepared unto glory," it was originally a "ves-*

sel of wrath, fitted for destruction." » .
• • /;

To shake off the yoke of sin—to " crucify the flesh

with the affections and lusts"—to resist the promptings
of natural inclination—to agonize to enter in at the strait

gate, requires as desperate and determined effort in his,

as in the case of any sinner who ever attempted to "work
out his own salvation," and " make his calling and elec-

tion sure." He wept the same bitter tears oi repentance
at the cross ; he suffered under the same sense of the

anger of God ; he trembled under the anathema of the

same inexorable law ; he went through the same process

of conviction, repentance, self-renunciation, faith and
submission, by which all men find forgiveness and justi-

fication at the hands of God. And the song which he
sings is the same which all God's redeemed ones sing

—

" Not unto us ! not unto us ! By the grace of God, I am
what I am." *

It is then obvious that ministers of the Gospel have no
Vol. VII.—ISTo. 3. 46

,"'<;
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original advantages over their fellow men in commencing
a Christian life. By nature, they occupy the same posi-

tion, and are the children of wrath, even as others. Nor
are they more free from hindrances to the subsequent
cultivation of piety growing out of their common nature,

with all its infirmities and indwelling sins. They, like

other men, when they join the army of Christ, carry to

the unending and truceless warfare with sin energies

freatly weakened by past devotion to the world. The
isabilities, and the loss of moral power consequent upon

their former unholy lives, are as many and as lamentable
as in the case of others who joined with them the hosts

of God. It is the case with them equally with others,

that they do not bring to the service of the Lord Christ,

hearts which have always throbbed with love to Him,
and hands which have always been true to His cause.

They have not the vantage ground which an angel would
occupy, or in which our great forefather stood, before he
fell and lost that spotless image in which he was created.

Their natures are out partially sanctified ; they are yet

susceptible to every form of temptation ; there is not a
sin to which the depraved heart is inclined, which does
not find still something to appeal to within them ; they
have an intense and intelligent sympathy with that most
distinguished of their number, who exclaimed in the

bitterness of the conflict between the two natures which
struggle within the Christian on earth—" Oh, wretched
man that I am ! who shall deliver me from the body of
this death ;" and their only hope that they shall at last

be made conquerors, and more than conquerors, over all

their spiritual foes, is just where the hope of all the

struggling and tempted people of God reposes, in the

grace of Him " who loved them and gave himself for

mem." This is their humble, yet joyful confidence ; a
confidence which the most obscure believer may equally

indulge with the most distinguished Apostle, that " nei-

ther death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor
powers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor
height nor depth, nor any other creature, Bhall be able

to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ

Jesus, our L6rd."
If, then, we consider the fact, that ministers of Christ
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are men of like passions with others ; that thej have the

same depraved nature and liability to tem}>tation which
characterizes our race, and that they are still the subjects

of the open or insidious attacks of indwelling sin and
remaining corruption, it is obvious that the minister

enters upon the Christian life with equal disadvantages
with others, and cannot, any more than they, rise above
the necessary and lamentable disabilities of a common
depravity. There is, then, no warrant, so far as his na-

ture is concerned, for the expectation that he will attain

to a type of piety more distinguished and exalted than
that of his fellow Christians. " .:..v^ ;

'^^ '-^ ^ ^^^^^^^^

II. The profession of the minister is one which exposes
him to peculiar temptations, which are not favourable to

the cultivation of eminent piety. „:..>;.
Its temptations to jpride are peculiarly great. It is an

honourable profession. It has always been so consider-

ed. Even among the rudest and most untutored races of

men, it has been recognised and regarded even with
superstitious reverence. In all civilized and "Christian

countries it is respected and honoured. There may be
individuals who affect to scoff at and despise it, but the

most enlightened public sentiment of every country has
always recognized its title to profound respect. The
spectacle which is presented on every Sabbath day, all

over Christendom, of thousands of assemblies, including

the best and wisest men of all classes, submitting them-
selves to the instruction of the ministers of religion, re-

ceiving their counsels and exhortations with respectful

attention, and testifying in the most unequivocal manner
to their reverence for their office, affords a conclusive

test of its honourable character. Here, then, is an open-

.ing for the subtle advances of professional pride. Unless

the minister have both wisdom and grace enough to ena-

ble and incline him to distinguish between things that

differ, he will be liable to confound the ofiice with the

man, and claim for the person that consideration which
legitimately belongs only to the station. This may lead

and has led to clerical assumptions which were neither

manifestations of, nor helps to, clerical piety. This snare

is not peculiar to him ; it appertains to all exalted sta-

tions. But, in his case, the approach of the temptation is

X

•.is"

•:v;s,a
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most insidious. For the office is confessedly sacred,

more so than any other, more honoured by God and
more essential to the welfare of man. A glorious trea-

sure is committed to it, and it is not always easy for the

incumbent to remember that the repository of this trea-

sure is humble clay. The deference paid to the station

may, unconsciously, be appropriated by the individual

;

and who that knows anything of the deceitfulness of the

human heart, and the intricacies and windings through

which temptation reaches its citadel, cannot see in this

an influence always, yet often unconsciously, at work,

which is very unfavourable to the cultivation of that gen-

uine humility which is a distinguished element of emi-

nent piety.

Again. The vntellectual temptaPlons of the minister

are peculiarly great. They are greater than those of

other classes, because they are more constant and unre-

mitting. Called on regularly and constantly to give out

the fruits of intellectual toil, and before minds of the

highest order, he is in great danger of forgetting the

preacher of the Gospel, in the attempted powerful logi-

cian, the profound scholar, or the accomplished literary

essayist. His study may become, and unconsciously too,

the place where he is to prepare himself, not to reach
the consciences of his hearers, with the simple, pungent
truths of the Gospel, but to impress their intellect with
a show of learning, or charm their ear with the beauties

of rhetoric and the graces of oratory. It may be more
redolent of communion with the minds of earth, than
with the infinite mind of God ; a place where a champion
is to equip himself for the mental arena, rather than a
place where God's ambassador to men is to seek for the

message which he is to bring to dying sinners. Cut off

by the necessities and proprieties of his office from the
sphere occupied by other public speakers, the stump,
the forum, or the legislative hall, he may be tempted to

make the pulpit the scene for the triumph of the man,
and not of the truth ; and be more solicitous to preach
*' great sermons" than to warn, convince and win the
souls of men ; so that the sacred desk shall at last come
to be a place for the exhibition, not of Christ crucified^

but of t£e preacher glorified ! And this melancholy re-
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suit may come very uncottsciously upon the minister.

For he must study if he would be faithful to God's truth

and the souls of men. The doctrines of the Bible must
be investigated, and clearly, symmetrically and power-
fully presented. The pulpit cannot accomplish its work
by empty declamation, or warm and pious exhortation.

The word of truth is to be rightly divided, and a portion

given to every man "in due season." Men are to be
instructed before they can be reclaimed; and a preacher
of the Gospel who could successfully accomplish his

great work without study and learning, would be as

truly a miracle as that which occurred in the da^^s of

Balaam. So you will notice in Paul's admirable charge
to Timothy, on the duties of the ministry, that he directs

him to " give attendance to reading^ to exTwrtation^ to

doctrine.'^'' The mission of the Protestant Church, too,

is one of teaching. Were she merely a ritual church,
her ministers need know but little more than the details

of the ceremonial at the altar. But she is a teaching
church, and her ministers are not priests, but teachers,

who cannot do their work, except they be themselves
" scribes well instructed in the things of the kingdom."
Thus there is danger that the minister of Christ may,

unconsciously, be unduly influenced by the intellectual

relations of his work,—that these may seduce him before

he is aware from its spiritual aspects and duties. He
may study his Bible more as a student and less as a
Christian ; more for the accumulation of knowledge than
for his increase in spirituality. Other Christians have
not this temptation. They read the word of God, not as

students, but as believing men, desiring to know more
of the life of God in the soul, to feed in the green pas-

tures, and repose by the still waters so richly provided
in the Scriptures.

The prevailing taste of the age also contributes to en-

danger the minister of Christ in respect to an undue re-

gard to the intellectualities of his profession. That taste

demands novelties in religion; it calls for "new themes,"

exciting topics ; it prates much about originality and in-

dividuality
;

it looks to the pulpit to keep up the excite-

ment which the railroad and telegraph stimulate through
the Week, and is impatient of the simplicity and triteness

)' 1
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of the great doctrines of Christianity. That sermon is

the best which is the most '^ striking," " most up to the
times," most " original," while all that is according to

godly simplicity is " tame," " humdrum," and " behind
the age." This conduces to add strength to the tempta-
tion before the minister to concern himself more with
the intellectual than the spiritual relations of his work,
to keep his mind ever on the stretch after novelties,

either of thought, or of expression, and even though he
knows it not, to propose as the great object of all his

labor, to make a striking sermon, rather than to bring

the simple truth of God into direct contact with the sin-

ner's soul.

From all these sources the temptation to intellectual

?ride is one which is very prone to assail the minister,

b be a great man, rather than a good man ; to be no-

ticed and applauded, and run after as a great preacher

;

to be praised for his talents and learning, and eloquence,

—this may come to be his great object, and the end of

all his labore. How unfavourable this is to the cultiva-

tion of eminent piety, we need not stop to demonstrate.

This is a giant temptation, and if not resisted, its influ-

ence on the minister's spirituality and growth in grace,

must ever be most disastrous.

Again, the minister's temptations to amhition are pe-

culiar and great, and the danger to the cultivation of

eminent piety from this source are much to be depreca-

ted.

It is true, that the ordinary paths in which ambition

loves to stride are not open to him. He cannot aspire to

the influence which great wealth gives its possessor.

His profession dooms him at best to genteel poverty,

and he can never expect any consideration " on change,"
or among the financiers, or merchant princes of the land.

In fact, there is a general unfavorable estimate of the

abilities of the clergy to conduct business operations

successfully, especially in matters of finance ; which may
account in part, for the universal fact that so little in the

way of funds is entrusted to them. The paths of politics

and diplomacy are not, ordinarily, accessible to them.
They cannot expect the influence which office gives, nor
make themselves felt in the legislative arena. And
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though they have sometimes essayed to tread these paths,

and have trodden them with some success, it has gener-
ally been at the expense of the higher and n^ore sacred
profession.

But there are still avenues by which that imperial
passion ambition, may stalk into the minister's heart.

To be a ereat man among his brethren, to be esteemed
by the churches as one of the shining lights, to be fol-

lowed by admiring and flattering crowds, to fill posts of

prominence in the church, to be foremost in Presbyteries
and Synods, and General Assemblies ; ail this may in-

flame the minister's soul with an ambition as truly un-

hallowed as that which inspires the political aspirant, or

nerves the warrior for the bloody field. It may fill his

mind with envy, crowd his heart with jealousy, lead to

selfish intrigue and management, and tempt him from
the path of unbending Christian integrity. It is a great

mistake to suppose that ministers are not exposed to the

attacks of this lordly passion. And how unfavorable it

is to the cultivation of piety, need not be said. How,
few, how very few Christians, who aspire to place and
power, are able to maintain an unblemished Christian

reputation. There are brilliant exceptions, but their

brilliance is a proof of that general darkness amid which
they shine. i

III. The fact that the minister is constantly absorbed
and pressed with thought and labor for others, may be
unfavorable to the cultivation of eminent personal piety.

We suppose every real and intelligent Christian will

acknowledge that he is greatly indebted, under God, for

his spiritual instruction, and progress in comfort and
usefulness, to the faithful labors of the ministry. This,

indeed, must be the case, because this is God's great in-

strument, not only in the conversion of sinners, but in

the perfecting of saints. Thus, the apostle declares that
" He gave some apostles, and some prophets, and some
evangelists, and some pastors and teachers, for the per-

fecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for

the edifying of the body of Christ."* This is the great

means of increasing the piety, the comfort, the efliiciency

*Ephe8ian8, 4: 11, 12.

».
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of the church. Often the faithful preaching of the word
has revealed to the unconscious and startled Christian

his favorite sin, and led him to watchfulness and prayer,

and effort, which has resulted in his greatly increased

purity, spirituality and usefulness in his Master's ser-

vice. Often light has been thrown upon a perplexing

subject, or a doubtful question of duty, which has clear-

ed up his darkness and removed his indecision. Often
has the Christian gone to the house of God in a dull, or

desponding, or sorrowful state of mind, clouds oyer his

sky, his hopes darkened, his faith wavering, his whole
spiritual life feeble and dying ; and there the minister of

God was so directed in his preaching that that Christian,

as he listened, found light, and comfort and joy, coming
back to his soul, his faith rallying again under the

spoken promises of the word proclaimed with hew pow-
er by the preacher, his zeal enkindled anew, and his

whole inner man refreshed and cheered ; and has gone
away with a blessing on the minister, who seemed to

have been sent with a special message from God to his

soul on that day. ^w-^:;-,,,- i.v^f^;;-:fr::,'^; :-^y.^\^,i-p'>-*v..

Sometimes he has come to the house of prayer in the

depths of affliction. God has laid his hand heavily on
him. He has hushed the music of his dwelling. He has

quenched the brightness of his fireside. He has changed
the countenance of one that he loves, and sent him away.
Bowed down with sorrow, in desolation and loneliness,

he comes to the sanctuary. The theme of the preacher
is adapted to his case. His prayers go up earnestly for

him. The truths, the promises, the hopes, the anticipa-

tions which he needs most, are set before him ; and when
he goes away to his house of sorrow, he goes with his

burden lightened, and his heart comforted, and the light

of heaven shining round him, sajdng, "I shall go to

him, but he shall not return to me," "The Lord gave,

and the Lord hath taken away, blessed be the name of

the Lord." The minister has been a son of consolation

to that afflicted soul.

To offices like these, in behalf of others, the minister

is constantly called. This is his life-work. In public

and in private, his mind, his sympathies, his affections,

his time, are constantly and absorbingly taxed for others.
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But in the hours of his necessity, who is to perform these

offices for him? Who is to minister to him spiritual in-

struction, rebuke, encouragement or consolation ? Do
you not see that he is cut off from those means of com-
fort and usefulness which are so valuable to the Chris-

tian ? When his mind is in darkness, who is to enlight-

en it ? When he is unconsciously yielding to the prompt-
ings of sinful inclination, who is to rebuke him with af-

fectionate fidelity ? Who is to minister to the longings
of his soul in its hours of despondency and spiritual

abandonment ? Who is to pray for him, to preach to

him, to encourage him, to stimulate him to duty, to warn
him from sin, to comfort him in sorrow, to make him a
better man, and more ripe for Heaven ? Has he no ig-

norance to be enlightened, no depravity to be subdued,
no unbelief to be nelped, no backsliding to be healed,

no infirmity to be strengthened, no varied and clamorous
spiritual necessities to be supplied ? Often does the min-
ister come to his pulpit weak in body and in soul, feel-

ing that he needs instruction and reproof and consola-

tion, more than any of those whom it is his office to in-

struct, reprove and console ; and longing to pause in the

pews beneath and wait as a worshipper on the ministra-

tions of the pulpit, if haply they may be blessed to his

own soul. But alas I this privilege is denied him, and
he must go with a heart perhaps cold and worldly, with
a faith weak and wavering, and affections all tending
earthward, to labor to inspire other hearts with pious

fervor, to strengthen faith in others, and point their af-

fections to that upward path in which he is too acutely

sensible that his own in vain essay to travel. Oh ! this

is a great temptation to the minister I He can scarcely

avoid becoming at times, purely official in the discharge

of his duties. He cannot always be in an exalted reli-

gious state of mind. He cannot always rise above the

influences of the world. He cannot always enjoy free

and uninterrupted communion with God. He is but a

man, frail in body, sinful in soul, harrassed by tempta-

tion, vexed by the great adversary, partially sanctified

at best : in a word, he is just like all other Christians,

and how then can he always be in the Spirit, and always

maintain that frame of mind which is essential to the
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discharge of his solemn duties. The wonder to one who
reflects on these things is not that ministers have so little

piety, but that they nave so much, that they are able,

m spite of all their temptations, to maintain as much
uniformity and consistency of Christian character as

people in general are willing to accord to them.

These considerations are greatly strengthened when we
reflect that certain scenes and influence* which are only

occasional, and, therefore, powerful with other Chris-

tians, lie in the minister's daily path, and by their famili-

arity are apt to lose their power.
We refer now, particularly to those dispensations of

Providence, which, by teaching us the vanity of earthly

things, and calling forth also our tender sympathies, are

calculated to edify the Christian and exalt the standard

of his piety.

Though sickness and death are constantly occurring

around us, yet it is only occasionally, that most men
are specially concerned with individual dispensations of

God's providence, or brought into immediate personal

connection with them. Then they may be to them very
profitable seasons. The lessons which they are adapted
to teach come in a startling and impressive form, and
are spoken in tones of more than ordinary depth and so-

lemnity. Therefore, it is declared in the word of God,
that " it is better to go to the house of mourning than to

the house of feasting," and that " sorrow is better than
laughter, for by the sadness of the countenance, the

heart is made better."* The experience of many Chris-

tians is in accordance with these declarations. They
have found their occasional visits to the house of mourn-
ing, or to the grave, profitable to them, and have return-

ed from them wiser and better men. The awakening of

tender and pious sympathy for others, has been a bless-

ing to their own souls, in its subduing and chastening
innuences.

But the profitable influence of such seasons is due, in

a great degree, to the fact that they are only occasional.

For it is a law of our bein^, that may operate in spirit-

ual, as well as in natural thmgs, that familiarity wim an

* Eccleaiastes, 7: 2, 3.
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object weakens its power. Familiarity with death ren-

ders the soldier reckless and callous amid scenes which
would excite every sensibility of our nature in the case

of others. But the scenes of sickness and sorrow are

those which lie in the minister's daily path. He be-

comes familiarized with death, habituated to the sad
sights and sounds of the house of mourning. His offi-

cial duties and obligations summon him there as regu-

larly as those whose vocation it is to attend to the gloomy
details of death and burial. And the danger is, for such
is the law of his nature, that he will become so steeled

to the sight that no profitable influence will be exerted

upon himself. The discharge of the appropriate duties

of the occasion obliges him to repress any outbreak of

natural emotion, which is permitted to others. And
thus the springs of feeling may be dried up within him
by his constant familiarity with scenes of sorrow. His
nature is not an infinite one, there must be a limit to its

resources ; he cannot always pour out freely of his best

life without drying up the fountain, and so it may come
to pass that he goes to the scenes of mourning and death
as to his official duties, and feels no reproving, or subdu-
ing, or elevating influences on his own heart, from his

contact with the solemn dispensations of the providence
of God. .

Does it not then appear that in respect to all those or-

dinary offices and ministrations which Christians in gen-

eral depend on, for spiritual instruction, edification and
comfort, the minister of the Gospel labors under greater

disadvantages than his hearers ; and so far as the cultiva-

tion of piety is dependent on these means, which it is in

a very important degree, he is not permitted to avail

himself of them ? He provides them for others, but his

own vineyard cannot know their fertilizing influence.

This consideration enhances the difficulty in his case of

the attainment of eminent piety.

IV. The treatment which ministers sometimes receive,

is unfavorable to the attainment of eminent piety.

It would be much pleasanter for us to dwell only on
the " sunny side" of ministerial life, but fidelity to our

subject, and to the truth, forbids us to overlook its

" shady side." We remark, then, that a minister's posi-
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>
tion exposes him to constant criticism, and sometimes to

that which is neither discriminating, candid or just.

Probably no man in the community is the object of such

constant observation, of such close scrutiny, of such in-

veterate gossip. This is, doubtless, a tribute to the im-

portance of his oflBce, and a means of promoting his

own vigilance and fidelity in the discharge of his duties.

And If it were confined to its legitimate sphere, there

could be no reasonable ground of complaint. The Chris-

tian public, doubtless, nas a right to demand that the

clergy shall be faithful to the solemn obligations which
they have assumed ; that they be men who have a good
reputation with them that are without, and that they

give no ground even for suspicion that they are not true

and devoted men. But when criticism leaves this, its

legitimate sphere, and assumes the regulation of the

mmister's private affairs, declares to him how he shall

live, how regulate his family, how appropriate his wordly
means, what shall be his style of dress, or equipage, how
often he shall replenish his wardrobe or his library, what
his literary, or social, or recreative indulgencies shall be,

and a host of minor matters which are often the staple

of remark and review, then criticism becomes imperti-

nent, and deserves rebuke in the minister's case as much
as in that of any other man. There are some people

who really appear to think that the pastoral tie binds

over the minister, body, mind and soul, wife, children,

servants and domestic animals, to the ownership and
control of the parish, as if he had no rights or feelings

as a man and a citizen ; and if he presumes to think and
act for himself in matters personal, and in regard to

which he is the best and only judge, they look upon it as

an invasion of their rights, and a breach of his duty de-

serving of severe reprobation. These criticisms may or

may not reach his ear, they may or may not have any
influence on his course of conduct, but his exposure to

them is by no means favourable to the cultivation of emi-

nent piety. They are calculated rather to vex, to an-

noy, to lead to resentful or contemptuous feelings, or

words ; which, however they may be deserved, are not

lovely in themselves, nor attractive exhibitions of the

spirit of Christ, whether made by ministers or by other
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men. In all the respects to which we have alluded, min-
isters stand on the same ground with other men,—^they

have the same personal rights, and the same feelings
;

yet is it a fact that these rights are always allowed, and
these feelings always respected? Our candidates for po-

litical office are indeed, during the period of their candi-

dateship the subjects of criticism, invective and abuse
on both sides ; but no man presumes to exercise that spi-

rit of dictation or review in relation to purely private and
personal matters, which the minister must be prepared
to meet so long as he retains his office. The incumbent
of office in the State may console himself in the absence
of higher considerations with the honors or the spoils of

his station ; but the minister is not entitled " His Excel-

le/ncy^'^ or " the honorcMe meniber^^^ still less has he the

substantial solace of '''eight dolla/rs a da/yP ,.-..

In regard to this last item, we are almost ashamed to

speak. For the simple, naked truth on this subject, al-

most seems incredible. If there were no other reason

for the difficulty of eminent ministerial piety, the injus-

tice, the meanness, the downright cruelty, with wnich
they are sometimes treated, furnishes reasons amply suf-

ficient. We do not know of a minister in the Presbyte-

rian Church whose salary is more than sufficient for his

reasonable support, or who in the longest and most pros-

perous pastorate has been able to leave anything from
that source for a dependent family. But how many
there are who do not receive even a support. There is

no use in denying the facts, or concealing them in regard
to this matter. If a minister who is shut from all oppor-

tunity of creating an income other than by his profes-

sional labors,—who is obliged to purchase everything he
consumes, and at the top of the market,—who must shun,

like a pestilence, the reproach of closeness, or being

shrewd at a bargain,—who must respond to the almost

daily calls made by the needy, who come always jwst
to his door, and be always ready to entertain strangers,

and all this on a salary often far below that received bv
a clerk in a counting room, or a conductor on a railroad,

sometimes is unable to avoid debt and embarrassment,

this is a great reproach and scandal, and is often the oc-

casion of severe censure and lasting injury to his useful-
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ness. For a minister to be in debt is worse than for

other men, in general estimation. But who censures

those Churches, and there are many such, who having
solemnly pledged themselves to a salary, inadequate at

best, systematically and regularly violate these pledges,

and are constantly in debt—and for years together—to

their ministers ? Where is the censure for them ? And
yet this is a breach of common honesty, which, occurring

in other relations, would subject the delinquent party to

the pains and penalties of the law. Now, how can a

minister who is in this predicament, be expected to at-

tain to eminent piety? Wounded by a sense of gross

injustice,—unable to redeem pledges made on the faith

of those made to him,—embarrassed and humiliated by
his irksome position,—how can he rise so superior to hu-

man nature as not to be in danger of exercising indigna-

tion which may not be always holy, and of violating the

admonition "not to let the sun go down upon his wrath?"
Let those who expect of ministers that they excel other

men in piety, see to it that they put no such hindrances
in their way. It may be said that an excess of worldly

means is unfavourable to a minister's spirituality, but our
church members do not appear to thin\ that poverty and
embarrassment are necessary to their spirituality. And
as Dr. Mason well said, " It is a poor way to provide for

a minister's spirituality by robbing him of his bread."

We will not dwell on this subject, but will only add, that

if the simple facts in relation to what ministers are often

exposed to in this respect, were fully made known to the

world, there would, at least, be less surprise that those

who have so much to bear, are not always able to exhibit

any extraordinary degree of piety.

V . The piety of the minister is in danger, both from
the indiscriminate praise of friends, and the unjust cen-

sure of foes.

It is a universal feature of prominent public position

that it enlists a partizan spirit and surrounds its incum-
bent with friends and foes, both apt to be influenced by
mere personal considerations in their adherence or their

opposition. Even the minister of Christ is not always
able to avoid this exposure. Even if he be so happy as

to command the respect and affection of the particular
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congregation to which he ministers, there is still, espe-

cially in large communities, a wide outside field where
his influence is more or less felt and his character criti-

cised, and parties are found for or against him. But
even within his own particular charge, embracing, as it

does, minds of all kinds, men with very diverse tastes,

afiinities, and standards, it is scarcely possible that any
one man can combine in his person all the varied quali-

ties which can suit the taste of each. We think but lit-

tle of that minister's good sense, or knowledge either of

himself or of human nature, who imagines that he can

please equally all his hearers. And we think little of his

wisdom, or his self-respect, who attempts to do it. Hu-
man nature will be human nature, and there is just as

much of it in churches as anywhere else. Men will form,

their likings or dislikings according to their own stand-

ards of taste or opinion, or according to association and
habit ; and that which may especially commend a minis-

ter to one man, may equally render him unacceptable to

another. We cannot complain of this. We have our

tastes, and they may be as exacting as those of others,

and we like to have them gratified full as well as others

do. And there is probably no relation in which this

diversity of taste has more scope and room for exercise

than the pastoral relation. For it is of an intimate char-

acter ; it brings the minister into constant contact with

the minds, the hearts, the families, the every-day life of

his people. If he be unacceptable to them, there are

many ways and occasions in which this fact is presented

to their consciousness, until it becomes irksome and op-

pressive, and they become blinded to anything that is

good about him, and utterly unwilling, if not actually

unable, to do him justice. On the other hand, if he be
acceptable to another portion, his relations, necessarily

intimate, will be naturally rendered more so, until, in

the warmth of personal attachment and the zeal of parti-

zanship, they become blinded to his faults and imperfec-

tions, and inclined unduly and partially to estimate and
applaud him. Thus, between Scylla and Charybdis, be-

tween the adulation of friends and the denunciations of
foes, the minister finds it difficult to steer with safety to

his piety. Wounded, vexed and angered by censure

m
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which he feels is excessive and unjust, he is tempted to

angry and resentful feelings, or to contempt and aver-

sion towards those who oppose. Flattered by his equal-

ly indiscriminating friends, soothed by their praises, and
almost suffocated with their incense, he is in danger of

pride and self-complacency, and forgetfulness of his ma-
ny imperfections ; which cannot be favourable to the

watchfulness, humility and constant labour for advance-

ment, which are essential to growth in grace and emi-

nence in piety.

It is, probably, a very rare thing for a minister to re-

ceive discriminating, candid, faithful and affectionate

criticism. There are not very many who are able to

give it. The minister's position is so peculiar, and he is

obliged to labour for the best good of so large a number,
that very few are competent always to give him the best

advice. It by no means follows that those who are the

most ready are the best able to do so. In most cases he
is obliged to follow the dictates of his own judgment, and
it is best that he should. For the ultimate responsibility

is his, and he must bear it. But could he enjoy the ben-

efit of kind and candid criticism, equally removed from
a blind and partial partizaBship on the one hand, and a

stubborn, prejudiced and unreasonable opposition on the

other, it would be a blessing for which many a minister

has sighed in vain. It would do much to correct his

faults, to confirm his virtues, and to aid him essentially

in the cultivation of a deeper and more spiritual piety.

We might mention other reasons why eminent piety

in a minister is a difficult attainment, but time forbids.

Enough has surely been said to show that the profession

has its own peculiar trials and temptations, and that a
minister cannot secure a more than ordinary degree of

piety without the most earnest and constant effort. No-
thing that has been said excuses him from such effort, or

extenuates his short-comings and sins. It is his duty to

aim at higher attainments, and a more exalted type of

piety, and in proportion as he by the grace of God sur-

mounts the obstacles and overcomes the temptations
which lie in his way, and grows in grace and knowledge
and holiness, so he will more abundantly glorify God,
and be a richer blessing to the church.
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But our subject admonishes the church to be reasona-
ble in her expectations in regard to her ministers, and
not demand of them a type of piety unwarranted by the
snares and trials incident to their calling. Let her ever
remember that her ministers are but men, of like pas-
sions with others, of a common depraved nature, and
surrounded by uncommon temptations. Let her not
criticise their failings too severely, as if they were things
not to be reasonably expected, as in the case of other
men. Let her be tender of their reputation

;
give them

more of her sympathies and prayers, and beware lest she
bruises and shatters and finally destroys by her rough
handling the frail and imperfect vessel, in which the
priceless treasure of the Gospel is conveyed to frail and
imperfect men.

m
4

- ARTICLE IV. o
THE PRIMITIVE STATE, CHARACTER AND HAPPINESS OF MAN.
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All uninspired narratives of the creation are incredi-

ble, and many of them exceedingly burlesque. The
pagan philosophers of antiquity could neither distinct-

ly comprehend nor perfectly elucidate the momentous
theme ; but each of them theorized according to the pe-

culiar structure of his own intellect, and after exhaustmg
their resources, left the subject entirely unsettled. None
but a Divine wisdom could impart a certain and an au-

thoritative knowledge of so recondite a topic ; and the

account contained in the Scriptures is in full accordance
with the earth itself, is such as to exhibit the glory of
the Supreme Architect, and also to commend itself to

the intelligence of the human mind. No description can
be more natural and probable than that which Moses
gives of the wonder-working power of God in creating

the boundless universe as the theatre of His operations.

Every step in the colossal and majestic work is worthy of

silent wonder and devout contemplation. But in vain

should God have displayed the wonders of His wisdom
YoL. VII.—No. 3. 48
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and omnipotence, had no being been formed and fitted

for such contemplation, and for offering up the just tri-

bute of honour and praise. His works glorify Him by
manifesting His excellencies to intelligences who are

capable of perceiving the tokens of His presence, and
feeling the impressions which these are adapted to pro-

duce. A wild solitude, or a world inhabited only by
animals possessed of no higher powers than mere in-

stincts and external senses, would have existed to no
purpose worthy of its Maker ; and the art displayed in

the arrangement of its countless departments of being,

would have seemed to be a useless prodigality of skill.

The earth would have been clothed with beauty, the

landscape unfolded its delightful scenes, the sky spread
its magnificent curtains, the sun travelled in tne great-

ness ot his strength, the moon and stars solemnly exhi-

bited the glorious wisdom of their Author, without an
eye of intelligence to gaze, or a heart of gratitude to

adore. It would appear, however, to be an achievement
worthy of an all-wise God, to furnish the world with in-

habitants of a higher and nobler order, who should con-

template Him in surrounding objects, and be led by the

gifts of His bounty, to love and adore the Giver. Ac-
cordingly, when the earth was prepared by the hand of

the Almighty, adorned with its sublime and beautiful*'

scenery, and enriched by the most munificent liberality,

we are informed that an extraordinary being was intro-

duced into it as his dwelling, and placed at the head of

all the denizens of the land, the air and the sea. This
was man, the last work and the master-piece of all ter-

restrial existence. The divine Artificer was God, yet not
the Father, but the Son ; for it is plainly declared that

all things were created by Jesus Christ.

Man is presented to us in his compound character.

His material, animal body, was formed of the dust of the
ground, as is expressly asserted, and also intimated by
the name Adam, which signifies red earth. It is re-

markable, that even in l^e account of the creation of his

body, an expression isEmployed which is not used in

reference to mere animal beings. Whilst on the other
days nothing is heard but the simple and majestic com-
mand which was instantly obeyed, on this occasion there
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is incontrovertible evidence of deliberation and cdiinset,

and a special preparation for the crowning act as if it

were of solemn and superior importance. There was
about to be formed a person of a nobler species, and des-

tined to a higher purpose. God was now to complete
the silver chain of creation, and bind it to his crystal

throne by adding a golden link. The earth having been
fashioned and furnished, he determined to bring forward
the last and best of his sublunary works. He said, " Let
us make man after our image," from which form of ad-

dress we are at liberty to conclude that all the persons
of the Trinity were concerned in the transaction. The
human body is a wonderful and sublime exhibition of

divine skill. No description can do ample justice to its

surprising mechanism. Whether we consider the form
ancl articulation of the bones, or the muscles by which
they are moved, or the nerves which convey feeling and
activity to every limb, or the circulation of the blood, or

the multifarious organs of secretion and digestion, or the

action of the lungs, or the senses by which it communi-
cates with the surrounding world, or its external symme-
try and features, we must pronounce it to be, in every re-

gard, worthy of its divine Author, and fitted to subserve

the varied interests and purposes of the sentient and in-

telligent being to whom it belongs. In the opinion of

some learned theologians, the prominent idea in the

creation of man is that of a potter who forms upon his

wheel the vase of peculiar elegance and worth. Wheth-
er this be true or not, it is universally conceded (even by
infidelity itself,) that we are " fearfully and wonderfully

made." The formation of the human frame from the

ground, is well adapted to awaken interesting and so-

lemn reflections. Our origin is in the dust. However
proud and careful we may be of our bodies, they are but

modified earth. They are merely tabernacles reared for

a temporary purpose, and are rapidly returning to their

original elements. They are speedily declining and
mouldering away. The prophets, do tney live forever ?

The fathers, where are they ? Alas ! now mingling with

their native earth. We are strangers and pilgrims as

well as they. Our days are but a shadow. The night of

death will soon cover us with the mantle of darkness, and
draw the curtain over the scene of life. What a lesson

t I]
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of humility should the certain knowledge of this fact

impress upon our minds !

Man is also presented to us in the spirituality and dig-

nity of his soul.

The interesting casket we have been describing was
to be only the case of a precious and costly jewel,

—

the house of a celestial inhabitant. Man became a

living soul. The Lord breathed into his nostrils the

breath of lives, as the Hebrew is, denoting material life,

but especially, the immortal thinking principle within.

Thus possessed of an earth-wrought frame and a heaven-

descended spirit, man may be said to have filled up the

wondrous chasm of existence betwixt the angelic hie-

rarchy and the animal creatioh. He was not brought into

the world in an imbecile and infantile state of mind, but

was endowed with all necessary knowledge, and with

faculties resembling the divine attributes in his percep-

tive, reflective and moral powers, and feelings. He was
created upright, not so much as to his erect posture, the

OS suhlime of the poet, as to the character of his moral
nature. It is expressly declared that God formed him
in his own image and after his own likeness. Now,
since God is a pure spirit, no configuration of matter
could constitute the impress of his image. This image
consisted in his immortality, in the spiritual essence of

his soul, in his knowledge, in his holy life, in the au-

thority with which he was invested, and also in disposi-

tions and qualities similar to the communicable perfec-

tions of his Maker. Man was a being worthy of his

Author, the fair image of his excellencies, a mirror from
which the purity of the divine nature was reflected.

How complkate, how wonderful is man

!

How passing wonder He who made him such I

Who centred in our make such strange extremes,
From different natures, marvellously mixed,
Connexion exquisite of distant worlds 1

Distinguished link in being's endless chain

!

Midway from nothing to the Deity,

Dim miniature of greatness absolute.

An heir of glory J a fraildbild of dustJ
Helpless immortal ! Insect Infinite

!

A worm I a God I I tremble at myself,

And in myself am lost. An angel's arm
Can't snatch me from the grave.

Legions of angels can't confine va.% there.
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Let us proceed to consider the place prepared for the

reception of man. The province in which he was loca-

ted is called Eden. There is scarcely any part of the

world in which it has not been sought, in Asia, Africa,

Europe, America, Tartary, on the banks of the Ganges,
in the Indies, in China, in the Island of Ceylon, in Ar-
menia, under the Equator, in Mesopotamia, in Syria, in

Persia, in Babylonia, in Arabia, in Palestine, in Ethio-

pia, among the mountains of the Moon, near the moun-
tains Li.banus, Antilibanus, and Damascus. Huet and
Bochart place it on the margin of the river, produced
by the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates. Other in-

telligent archaeologists witn more probability, have placed
it in Armenia, between the sources of the rivers Tigris

or Hiddekel, Araxes or G-ihon, Phasis or Pison, and the

Euphrates. It may be inferred from a number of cir-

cumstances that it was located on a mountain, or, at

least, in a region diversified by hills, because only such
a country could supply the springs necessary to form
four heads of rivers, and because all sources of rivers

rise in hills, from which their rushing waters descend to

the sea. The name Eden, is very expressive and appro-

priate. In its primary acceptation, it signifies pleasure

and delight, and is often used by writers of the old Testa-

ment to denote places which are either more remarkably
fruitful in their soil, or pleasant in their situation. In
the septuagint it is rendered Paradise, a park or an en-

closure of trees, and conveys the idea of uninterrupted

enjoyment. What a becoming and delightful region for

the residence of man ! Being perfectly holy, he enjoy-

ed all the felicity which was suitable to his nature and
circumstances. His body contained no sefeds of disease,

and was not subject to languor or pain. All terrestrial

objects, arrayed in the freshness of youth, and beautified

by the hand of the Creator, were calculated to delight

and regale the senses. Work was prescribed to him,
but it was of the easiest kind, and served merely as an
agreeable recreation. He was not only placed in Eden,
but in its choicest garden, where nature appeared in all

her loveliness, and whose atmosphere was life and puri-

ty, where the earth was embellished with smiling and
ambrosial flowers, where there was an extensive variety,
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an overflowing abundance of every means to afford in-

nocent pleasure, and those too, of the most delicious

character ; a garden which God himself had planted,

and in which flourished every tree which was pleasant

to the sight and agreeable for food. But two of those

trees are especially alluded to. The tree of life appears
to have been the sign and pledge between Grod and
Adam of the continuance of his life in bliss. Partaking
of this, he would ever be reminded of his felicity and
immortality. The tree of the knowledge of good and
evil, or as it evidently means, the tree by which the dif-

ference between evil and good might be known : from
the fruit of this our first parents were prohibited. Here,
and here only, was his accountability exhibited. This
was the only visible exponent of his moral responsibility.

This was to be the grand test of his obedience.

Having obtained a cursory glance at man's primeval
locality and princely domain, we shall briefly describe

the enjoyments which arose from his situation and char-

acter.

First, he was invested with superior dignity and au-

thority. God constituted him his vicegerent upon earth.

Read the extensive charter ratified by the mouth of Je-

hovah. By that instrument he was authorized and com-
manded to subdue the earth, and to exercise dominion
over the fish of the sea, the fowls of the air, and every
living thing that moved on the face of the earth. Thus
did he obtain the right and title to make all terrestrial

beings contribute to his own advantage, to the supply of

his wants, and to the convenience of his life. He also

possessed the skill and the power to compel them to that

submission and service to which their nature is adapted.

In other language, God has placed man as lord at the

head of all the animate creation,—made him in his im-

age upon the earth, a representative of the Deity. . The
irrational tribes whose knowledge cannot extend beyond
what they can recognise by their senses, can conceive of

nothing superior to man. Of God and spiritual things,

they know nothing, and, therefore, can have no duties

to perform to him. Their business is to submit to man
as their lord and ruler, and God has given him the

means and the skill to force them to render this obedi-
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ence for which they were made. Never was there, and
there never will be, an earthly monarch who can be said

to possess more dignity and authority than Adam enjoy-

ed. The whole earth was his, and he had dominion over
every creatm*e. If adventitious circumstances and ex-

ternal advantages of this nature, impart satisfaction and
pleasure to a temporal prince, how unparalleled and in-

describable the enjoyment which Adam felt in being
monarch of all he surveyed, and having undivided sway
over every species of animal existence. But this was
not all. In the midst of abundance he experienced no
present want, and betrayed no anxiety or fear respecting

the future. Unconscious of guilt, he looked upward
with confident expectation to the goodness of his Maker,
and forward to a confirmed state of felicity and glory.

He was peaceful within, and safe without. Although he
was encircled by ever living beauty and magnificence,

and breathed an atmosphere impregnated with life, and
strolled along streams in which life flowed, and wander-
ed among fruits in which life bloomed and ripened, yet

this happmess was chiefly derived from the intimate fel-

lowship with the Creator to which he was admitted. He
rejoiced in His glory, which his illuminated eye contem-
plated in the splendour of the heavens, and the diversi-

fied scenerv of the earth. He rejoiced in a sense of His
favour, and in a feeling of His love ; and assured of His
friendship, he reposed without suspicion upon His wis-

dom and benevolence. He was happy now, and he
knew he should be happy always, if he continued to

perform the easy service which was enjoined upon him.
Easy it may be justly denominated, since it consisted

in yielding to the bent of his own will, which was in-

clined only to good, and in exercising the holy faculties

with whicn he was endowed. Obedience was natural to

him, and whatever is conformable to nature is attended
with pleasure. How delightful must have been the

emotions of the first man while employed in admiring,

loving, praising, and executing the orders of that adora-

ble Being who had recently called him into existence and
showered upon him innumerable blessings. His facul-

ties brilliantly reflected the glory of God. His affections

were ever burning with sacred love, like flames of holy

f
;»,

4
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fire. His conscience was transparent and unrufiled. No
anxiety or fear disquieted his bosom. No tears of sor-

row trickled down his cheek. How tranquil and happy I

His life was like that of holy angels. But he was not

left alone. He w^as blessed with the sweet society of

heaven's last, best gift to man. A more delicate and
beautiful form was united in the woma/n to a mind pos-

sessing gentler and lovelier affections, a more refined

taste, and more elegant sentiments, and manners. In

each, the other was mtended to find that which was felt

to be wanting, while in their reciprocations of tender-

ness and good will, admiration, and love, they beheld
every blessing greatly enhanced and intensely endeared.

Another source of pleasure to Ada'm was the confident

belief that he would pass the period of his probation

without transgression, and thus acquire a title to immor-
tal felicity. He felt strong and powerful. He did not

fear to stand the test. A voice within him whispered,
Thou shalt never die. Celestial voices hymned it to

his soul. According harps, touched by angel fingers,

sounded forth the song of his great immortality. Thick
clustering orbs, and his own fair domain, the tall, dark
mountains, and the deep-toned waters, join in this sol-

emn, universal song. Listen ye. Drink it in from all

the air. It breathed in the winds, flowed in the streams,

ripened in the fruits, and exhaled from the flowers.

'Twas in the gentle moonlight. 'Twas floating in the

setting glories of the day.

Mgnt wrapped in her sable robe, with silent step came
to his moss-covered couch, and breathed it in his ears.

Night and the dawn, bright day, and thoughtful eve,

all time, all bounds, the limitless expanse, as one vast

mystic instrument, are touched by an unseen, living

hand, and conscious chords quiver with joy, in the great

lubilee,—Man thou art immortal, thou shalt never die.

The responsive notes of this long and loud paean, rever-

berating along the azure vault, carried with them a thrill

of rapture as they penetrated his heart.

Add to this, the enjoyment which Adam derived from
celestial and divine communion with those sons of God,
who rent the air with shouts of delight when the radiant

stars of the morning sang in concert. The bright angels
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of glory visited him. They were his companions and
friends. See how they open up new and interesting

views of Divine wisdom and power to his enraptured
mind. He drank in the knowledge they communicated.
His intellect was constantly expanding and enlarging.

They sung the same songs of praise. They rejoiced in

the goodness and love ol the same God. With him, his

beloved Father, he enjoyed sweet and unbroken fellow-

ship. To Him his affections and praises rose more sweet
than the incense of the morning, and made no unhappy
harmony with the loftier music of Heaven. He was the
High Priest of this great world, and offered the morning
and evening sacrifice of thanksgiving for the whole earth-

ly creation. May we not, then, justly exclaim. Truly the
glory and bliss of our first parents were perfect.

How glorious this world was when created ! Every-

thing was beautiful and complete. All was very good.
"We can compare it to nothing save one vast temple,

in which every living thing is doing homage to the

great and unsearchable Deity. May we not be led from
nature up to nature's God, and say with our first parents,

in the language of Milton— - . •-,:'::/. ';

• These are thy glorious works, Parent of good
Almighty ! thine this universal frame,

Thus wondrous fair I Thyself how wondrouB
Thou, unspeakable.

How abundant the goodness of God to man ! Although
he is lower than the angels, and small when compared
with the sun and moon, and stars, yet God was mind-
ful of him, and visited him.
We may also learn the preciousness and value of the

soul. It is the breath of Jehovah. Let us care for its

welfare, and seek its restoration to the image of God.

The same Christ who gave immortal life and youth,

spiritual knowledge, refined aflfections, and spotless holi-

ness to our first parents, can also communicate them to

us. By creating them at first, He has proved that He is

able ; by becoming incarnate, living and dying for our

sakes, he has proved that he is willing. He who created

Paradise at first, has prepared a more blessed and glori-

ous one for all believers. Tliere the tree of life blossoms

and beai-8 anew. There immortality flows again in the

49
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pure river of the water of life. There the sun no more

foes down; neither does the moon withdraw itself; for

ehovah is their everlasting light, and this God their

flory. From that delightful world the Redeemer cries,

ehold, I come (juickly, and my reward is with me

!
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THE BIBLE.

Sixty years ago, a man, clad in the plainest manner
and with a musty book under his arm, met in the streets

of Paris several of the most celebrated savans of France.

They were wise in the wisdom of this world, but " the

wisdom of God was foolishness unto them ^" they disbe-

lieved the Bible, denied the being of God^ and the exist-

ence of virtue. Though they had no reverence for all

that the Christian holds sacred, thej^ paid the most
marked respect to the unpretending individual with the

old book under his arm, for Benjamin Franklin had even
then a world-wide reputation. " I have stumbled upon
a rare old poem. Messieurs, would you like to hear some
stanzas ?" asked Franklin. " Certainly," answered they.

The Doctor then began that most sublime of all poems

:

" God came from Teman and the Holy One from Mount
Paran," &c. " 'Tis divine," exclaimed they, when the

reading was over, " no mortal ever wrote anything so

sublime." "That has long been my own opinion," re-

plied Franklin, " I have just read the third chapter of

the book of Habakkuk, one of the Prophets of the Old
Testament."

There are doubtless many like the French 8awam,s : the

plan of salvation, the wondrous story of God's love to

man, are abhorrent to the corrupt heart, whilst the re-

fined intellect will readily perceive a beauty and sub-

limity in the Scriptures, which prove their author to be
God.
To this class of persons, we propose to address a few
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lines, in order to show the indebtedness to the Bible, of

poets, orators, statesmen and wamors, for their noblest

conceptions, sublimest sentiments, and most memorable
sayings. •.,, ..;.v.. ..,--y-;.^.'^

In sadness of heart, the great Caledonian bard sighed

forth, '' Sorrow is knowledge" : but 2700 years before he
was born, the Son of Siracn sang "In much wisdom is

much grief, and he that increaseth knowledge increaseth

sorrow."

How many, too, have admired the same gir0^t bard's

beautiful lyric, beginning with
; <,;i

" She walks in beauty like the night

Of cloudless climes and starry skies."
.;.c-.

Who never reflected that more than 3300 years ago,

Job, the Arabian poet, wrote

" If I beheld the sun when it shined,

Or the moon walking in briffhtness."

In fact, a carefully compiled concordance of Byron,
compared with Cruden's Concordance of the Bible, would
show that the poet drew his finest images from " the

Book of books." c^; jv r^ k

"We will refer, however, to but two more pieces, to

prove how much he borrowed from the poetry of the

Bible.

The Ode on Darkness, is but a paraphrase of the 23d
verse and the three following verses of the 4th chapter of

Jeremiah. The Prophet writes

" I beheld the earth and it was without form and void,

And the heavens, and they had no light," <Sec.

The poet paraphrases

"The bright sun was extinguished and the stars

Did wander darkling in the eternal space
Rayless and pathless, and the icy earth
Swung blind and black'ning in the moonless air."

Who has not admired the Ode on Napoleon Bona-
parte ?

" 'Tis done—but yesterday a King
And now thou art a nameless thing

—

So abject—yet alive I

la this the man of thousand thrones

Who strew'd our earth with hostile bones f
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¥ ''

Since he miscall'd the Morning Star -: - > •
, .

Nor man nor fiend hath fallen 60 far I ,

* * * * * *

But who would soar the solar height
'

'
<

.

To set in such a starless night ?"
.

-^
> -

Isaiah, in his Ode on the King of Babylon, more than
1500 years before tlie fall of Napoleon, broke forth into

this strain

:

"How art thou fallen, Lucifer, son of the morning!********
/« thii the man that made the earth to tremhle

—

That did shake kingdoms?
That made the world as a wilderness
And destroyed the cities thereof?********
Thou art cast out of the grave like an abominable branch
* * * * as a carcass trodden under feet"

Wilberforce said of Southey's "Curse of Kehama,"
that all the finest parts were taken from the Bible. The
same remark may be made of " Thalaba the Destroyer,"
and " Joan of Arc," by the same author. His minor
pieces also, contain numerous paraphrases of texts of

Scripture. ., •^-^'t' r^- "':vr = .v ^'•^:M•^'>^-\|:,:;r v^ 'V-^'^

" He felt the cheering power of Spring,

It made him whistle, it made him sing

;

His heart was mirthful to excess,

But the Ravel's mirth was wickedness." [Southey.

"The tender mercies of the wicked are cruel." [Proverbs.

"Casteth fire-brands, arrows and death, and saith.

Am I not in sport" [Proverbs.

"Happy those

Who in the after days shall live, when Time
Hath spoken, and the multitude of years

Taught wisdom to mankind." [Southey.

"Days should speak, and multitude ofyears

Should teach wisdom." [Job.

" There is a path
The eagle hath not marked it, the young wolf
Knows not its hidden windings : I have trod

That path, and found a melancholy den,

Fit place for penitence and hopeless woe." [Southey.

" There is a path which nofowl knowetfi,

And which the vulture's eye hath not seen ;

The lion*s whelps have not trodden it,

I^or theferce lion passed by it." [Job,
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"And whatso He commands, that I must speak,
.

And whatso is His will, that I must do ; ,

,

-. , : -- ' c,
.

And I must put away all fear of man
Lest He in wrath confound me." [Maid of Orleans.

"Speak unto them all that I command thee,

Be not dismayed at their fears

Lest 1 confound thee before them." r , - •
, :,

[Jeremiah.

; H
'

.^ , "Will not God ,'..;/",;
' ' In sunder smite the unmerciful, and break |''.

The sceptre of the wicked ?" [Maid of Orleans.

"The Lord hath broken the staflf of the wicked
And the sceptre of the rulers,

He who snaote the people in wrath." ;
.'

,!• "i .. . ? [Isaiah.

The Alpine Hymn of Coleridge, and "The Earth with
her thousand voices praises God," of Longfellow, are but
paraphrases of the 19th and 148th Psalms. They are

universally admired because they are faithful copies of

the originals.
,

:

How beautifully Coleridge alludes to the separation

of friends, by the whispering words of the venomous
slander; .»

i:V:'v'
^'; '^-^^^

;-'
. . .

" Alas 1 they had been friends in youthy
' " But whispering tongues can poison truth

; , ^ .-

And constancy lives in realms above,

', And life is thorny, and youth is vain,

And to be wroth with one we love

Doth work like madness in the brain."

The first two lines are plainly taken from Proverbs
and Romans.
Solomon says, " a whisperer separateth chief friends.".

Paul describes slanderers as having " the poison of asps

under their lips."

When Marlborough returned to England after the glo-

rious victory of Blenheim, Addison passed a noble eulo-

gy upon him, concluding it by comparing him to the an-

gel of the tempest,

" Who pleased the Almighty's orders to perform,

Rides in the whirlwind and directs the storm."

The English people were excessive in their laudation

of the poet for this sublime figure. The pulpit, the press,

the forum, the theatre, the social circle resounded his

praise almost as much as those of the warrior.

>: r.

X
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Alison in his recent " Life of Marlborough," speaks

of this tribute of the poet as a more enduring monument
than the splendid palace of Blenheim designed and built

by Vanbrugh as a testimonial of a nation's gratitude to

the greatest captain of his age.

All must concede that Addison's figure cannot be sur-

passed in sublimity, but who will not at a glance, per-

ceive that it is borrowed from the first chapter ofNahum?

" The Lord hath his way in the whirlwind and in the storm.

And the clouds are the dust of his feet"

How touchingly Moore describes the unchanging, un-

changeable nature of true love, whether req^uited or unre-

quited, fostered or neglected,

" Oh I the heart that has truly loved never foi^ets,

But as truly loves on to the close,

As the sunflower turns on her God when he sets,

The same look she turned when he rose."

It is well known that Moore was a diligent student of

the Bible, not that he might be " made wise unto salva-

tion," but that he might find beautiful images with which
to embellish his poems.

Job has condensed the noble sentiment above into a
single line.

"Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him."

Habakkuk too, has described the confiding love of the
true servant of God, even under the afflictive dispensa-

tions of his hand,

" Although the fig-tree shall not blossom,

Neither shall fruit be in the vine.

The labor of the olive shall fail

And the fields shall yield no meat,

The flock shall be cut off from the fold

And there shall be no herd in the stall.

Yet will I rejoice in the Lord,

And joy in the God of my salvation."

The sentiment of Moore is the same as that of Job and
the Prophet : his language is not identical with theirs,

but no one who has read Willis' account of the adroitness

with which Moore could appropriate the thoughts of an-

other and clothe them in his own language, will be at a
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loss to ascertain the source from which he borrowed the

sentiment embodied in the sweet lines just quoted, iv^

Every candid reader will admit that the piece, begin-

ning with, " This world is all a fleeting show," &c., is

but a paraphrase of the 24th verse and part of the 26th
of the 1st Chapter of Ist Peter.

Wearied with the din and bustle about him, Cowper
exclaimed,

" Oh I for a lodge in some vast wilderness,

Some boundless contiguity of shade."
-^

Hundreds of years before Cowper was bom, Jeremiah,
mourning over the abominations of his people and kija-

dred, cried out
""

"

" Oh that my head were waters and mine eyes a fountain of tears.************
Oh that I had in the wilderness a lodging place." ^

Dante's vision of Hell has been translated into all ci-

vilized tongues.

The inscription, which the genius of the poet has placed

over the entrance to the gloomy regions of the damned

" Abandon hope, ye who enter here,"

has been more quoted and more admired than all the

rest of the epic put together.

Was this inscription an original conception of Dante ?

We think not. We read in Luke that Abraham replied

unto the rich man in Hell :
" Besides all this, between

us and you, there is a great gulf fixed ; so that they,

which would pass from hence to you cannot ; neither can
they pass to us that would come from thence."

Shakspeare is more indebted to the Bible than any
poet who ever lived. Many able writers have pointed

out the numerous instances in which he boh-owed from
the Bible, the task therefore, does not devolve upon us,

but we will refer to two passages, which we think have
generally been passed over in the comparison,

" Like the sweet south breathing upon a bank of violets

Stealing and giving odor." [Shakspeare,

" Awake, North wind, and come thou South,

And blow upon my garden
That the spices thereof may flow out" [SoUyimrCs Songs.
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" The quality of mercy is not strained, it gently distilleth like the dew."

> [Shakspeare.

"My speech shall distill as the dew,

As the small rain upon the tender herb,

And as the shower upon the grass."

[Song of Moses.

How frequently does Lope de Yega, the one great

Spanish poet, use the figure "Light of my eyes," as a

term of endearment.
We scarcely need say that the expression is borrowed

literally, from the sweet singer of Israel.
,

.

Coleridge had felt the purifying influence of trouble

and misfortune when he wrote ;; '

" There are woes ill-bartered for the garishness of joy."

The sentiment is not new, the language scarcely so.

"Sorrow is better than laughter: for by the sadness of the countenance

the heart is made better." [JEcclesiastes, vii: 3.

Shakspeare is more universally read than any other

poet. Milton holds the second place with the reading

world, and Dante the third. We hesitate not to ascribe

the extraordinary popularity of those writers to the fact

that their pages are so deeply imbued with biblical truth.

There is scarcely va nation under the sun not familiar

with the name of William Shakspeare. This is the best

possible proof of the wonderful truthfulness to nature of

his writings, and well may they be faithful to nature,

since they contain so much of the book of the God of

nature.

Milton was probably the most learned man of his day,

but " with all his gettings, he had gotten understanding,"

and the bible was the book most prized and the book
whose spirit and sentiments most pervaded all his wri-

tings. We ask the most enthusiastic admirer of Dante,
if he believes that the name of the poet would ever have
been known beyond his native land, had not the Bible

thrown a fearful interest around the awful subject of his

poem ?

There is much that is heathenish and Popish in the

Infierno, but the poet represents every lost spirit as be-

ing punished according to the nature and measure of his
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sin upon earth. Gross as are many of the details in the

execution of the plan formed in the mind of the great

Italian, the plan itself is based upon immutable truth. '

" God is not mocked : for whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also

reap." [Qal. vi: 7.

'Tis an indisputable fact that no poetry in moderli
times, has been universally admired, which was not
deeply imbued with religious truth. Why Las France
produced no poet whose reputation is as high in other

countries as in his own ? The songs of Beranger, the
plays of Moliere and Racine, familiar to every peasant in

France, are scarcely known elsewhere. For the simple
reason that they are all French^ and seem unnatural to a
less mercurial people. Passages, in these authors that

appear to be the loftiest flight of the sublime to French-
men, seem ridiculous twaddle to their less inflammable
neighbors, the English, and the most arrant nonsense to

the phlegmatic Dutch.
Shakspeare, Milton, Pope, Addison, yea, even Byron

and Moore, took the Bible as their model, the Book of

the God of Nature to be their guide in depicting scenes

and characters in nature, and as a natural consequence,

there is a truthfulness and life-like^iess about all their

portraits and descriptions, that give them a place in the

affections, not merely of the English, but of every en-

lightened nation under the sun.

Is it not a well-known fact that the German poets and
philosophers are beiiig less read, just in proportion to

their abandonment of the Bible, and their wrapping
themselves up in mist and darkness? ?

The poet who most closely imitates the Bible, must
obviously succeed the best in gaining a general reputa-

tion ; for this wonderful book is full of exquisite touches

so true to nature that all feel their beauty and power at

the first glance, but their richness and depth of colouring

can only be fully perceived by those who have made .

them their study, or who have been placed in peculiar O
circumstances. Who, but he who has expended fruit-

lessly, every remedy upon some beloved friend, can feel

the full force of the Psalmist's prayer ? " Give us help

from trouble, f(yr vam is the heljp of ma/n.^^ Gan any
Vol. VII.—No. 3. 50
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other than he who has languished for months upon a bed
of sickness, fully understand Job ? " I am made to pos-

sess months of vanity, and wearisome nights are appoint-

ed unto me." The invalid burning with fever, and toss-

ing to and fro upon his sleeplg^s couch, can alone appre-

ciate David when he says, " My soul waiteth for the

Lord more than they that watch for the morning.''^

But w^hile the influence of the Bible is so marked in

producing a correct poetic taste, this influence has been

equally felt in all the departments of life. The Anglo-
Saxon race have studied the Bible more than any other

people in the world, and they have excelled all others, in

all the arts of war and peace, with the single exception

of Music, Painting, Sculpture and Architecture, which
have been aptly called the four Evangelists of the Church
of Rome. But these four great arts nave been exercised

mainly upon religious subjects, and the power of the Bi-

ble over the conceptions of genius, are just as manifest

here as in the glowing lines of the poet. In proof of

this, we need only refer, in Painting, to the " Deluge,"
"Death on the Pale Horse," the "Crucifixion," &c.; in

Architecture to St. Peters at Rome, the Madeleine in

Paris, the Cathedral at Rouen, &c.; in Music, to the Re-
quiem of Mozart, and the masterly Oratorio of Haydn,
the "Creation," &c.; in Sculpture, to "Adam," "Eve,"
and the adornments of St. Peters and Westminster Ab-
bey. The exceptions then to Anglo-Saxon preeminence
establish rather than militate against our position, that

the Bible must be the basis of excellence in all the pur-

suits and arts of life.

The Pope, at one period, divided the new world be-

tween Portugal and Spain, the most powerful nations

then in Europe. But the Inquisition closed the Bible
throughout these mighty kingdoms and they sank into

bestiality, ignorance and imbecility. The closed Bible

shut up the commerce of the "Mistress of the Adriatic,"

and the greatness of Yenice exists but in song,

France, in abandoning the Bible, abandoned the word
and the sentiment of dut/y taught on every one of its

holy pages, and substituted glory in its stead. The des-

patches of Napoleon may be read from beginning to

end, and the word duty be not once found. The orders
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of Wellington and his addresses to his troops may be
carefully examined, and the word glory never once be
seen. Trace back the history of the two nations to the

days of Marlborough and Louis XIY, the same remark-
able difference will be observed in the appeals made to

the soldiery. The soldier taught to fear God and that
" England expected him to do his duty" would of course

perform less dazzling feats in the face of open day, than
the soldier taught " to love the praise of men more than
the praise of God," but in a long obstinate contest, all

would anticipate that the stern adherent to duty would con-

quer the seeker ofempty glory. What have been the facts ?

Since the battle of Hastings, no hostile French foot

has rested upon the English soil ;
" but British troops

have twice taken the French Capital; a British King
was crowned in Paris; a French King rode captive

through London ; a French Emperor died in English
captivity, and his remains were surrendered by English
generosity. All the great disasters and days of mourn-
ing for France—Cressy, Poitiers, Azincour, Blenheim,
Oudenarde, Mindon, Quebec, Salamanca, Waterloo

—

were gained by English Generals and won for the most
part by English troops." i -^.r^.^'-.-'r^.-i-.f-y.^^^^.-

HkQ readers of the Bible have ever been distinguished

for soberness of thought, fixedness of purpose and stabil-

ity of character, and have evinced these traits alike,

amid the din of the battle-field, and in the calm cultiva-

tion of Literature and Science. None but Anglo-Saxon
soldiers could have stood, as did the British at Waterloo,

passive all day in their serried squares, against which the

French Cavalry dashed in vain, as the waves fume and
fret and idly beat against some huge rock of Ocean.
The Anglo-Saxon is more deeply imbued with a sense of

duty, as it is taught in the Bible, than the soldier of any
other nation, and he has consequently given higher

proofs of heroic endurance and unconquerable fortitude

under overwhelming difficulties. The American child

need not be told that the calmest, most confident and
most unflinching men in the dark days of '76 were the

descendants of tliose, who had sacrificed all for the privi-

lege of reading and interpreting the Bible according to

the dictates of their own conscience.

J-
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But while the Bible has imparted steadiness and firm-

ness of character in the perilous times of war, its influ-

ence has been no less remarkable in chastening the im-

agination and repressing extravagant fancies in the de-

votees of Literature and Science. Before Bacon intro-

duced the inductive method of reasoning, Philosophers

projected the most insane theories and endeavored to ac-

commodate the facts of science to their vagaries. An
ingenious writer has shown that in the age of Bacon,

none but a Bible-reading Protestant could have pursued

truth in preference to the jpha/ntoms of the imagination.

We think that the writer is not extravagant in attribu-

ting the inductive method to the sobering influence of the

Bible, for 'tis an indisputable fact that the wisest philo-

sophers, without this influence, have rushed into the wild-

est excesses of fancy.

Descartes rejected the Bible, and set up a Theory of

Creation in opposition to the Mosaic account. Mighty
as was the genius of the great Philosopher, he abandon-
ed all sober thought in abandoning the Bible and launch-

ed out upon a sea of wild and foolish speculation. The
vortices of Descartes are now remembered but with deri-

sion. Laplace was the profoundest Astronomer of his

age. His Mecauique Celeste was translated by Bow-
ditch, the most original and practical Mathematician
this Continent has produced. In reference to the diffi-

culties of the translation, Bowditch said that whenever
he encountered the phrase "it is plain to see," that it

took him at least two days, to see the point at all. But
Laplace with " all his gettings had not gotten under-
standing," he gloried in his contempt for the Bible, and
by his Nebular Theory, endeavoured to weaken our faith

in the inspired character of the book of Genesis. Lord
Kosse's telescope exposed the fallacy of the theory, and
we only wonder now that any man of common sense, let

alone a Philosopher, could for a moment have enter-

tained any fancy so supremely ridiculous.
" Hume," say his admirers, " lived and died a Philo-

sopher." Yea, verily, too great a Philosopher to credit

Moses, and withal modest enough to give us his philo-

sophical views on the subject of Creation. He supposed
that there were an infinite number of moulds or models
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floating through the boundless regions of space, and that

matter somehow or by some means forced itself through
these moulds and came out men, monkeys, toads, lizards,

and so forth. The Sapient Philosopher forgot to tell us

who made the moulds, who made the matter, and who
forced the matter through the moulds. The whole theo-

ry is very like that of the Indian, the world resting upon
tne back of a tortoise as big as the moon and the tortoise

resting upon nothing.

The theories of the high Dutch, short-pipe Philoso-

phers, " wise above that which is written," have beea too

recently shown up at the University of Virginia, to re-

quire any notice at this time. But we submit the ques-

tion, ought not every true lover of Science to rejoice that

there is a book to restrain the lawless riotings of the im-

agination and to impart a sound healthy tone to thought?
We come now to the second division of our subject,

the indebtedness of Orators and Statesmen to the Bible.

And here we might anticipate that a book, full of the

sublimest conceptions, most melting sentiments and most
glowing imagery, would be frequently consulted by all

who wished to touch the chords of the heart or to dazzle

the imagination. 'r-\. ':\''-r
'

" Let there be light and there was light," Longinus con-

sidered the sublimest sentence ever written. Robert
Hall was wont to quote the prayer of David, " Deliver
mine eyes from tears, my feet from falling and my soul

from death," as the most eloquent passage in any lan-

guage. John Randolph thought a line in Childe Ha-
rold, " the blue rushing of the arrowy Rhone," the finest

specimen of descriptive poetry to be found either among
ancient or modern poets. Does it not fall far below
Isaiah's description of Egypt? "The land shadowing
with wings, which is beyond the rivers of Ethiopia."

The facts correspond to our anticipations. Kot only

have Orators and Statesmen borrowed freely from the

Bible, but they have studied it to acquire elevation of

sentiment preparatory to making a great speech. It is

well known that when the illustrious Chatham had any
mighty effort to make in Parliament, he shut himself up
in his study and devoted hours to the reading of Isaiah

as the best preparation for his task. Wilberforce and

J
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Chief Justice Hale were devoted students of the Bible

and most scrupulous observers of the Sabbath. Both
have ascribed all their success in life to their keeping
holy the day which God has especially set apart for

himself. The purest patriot and greatest Statesman the

Creator has vouchsafed to mankind, John C. Calhoun, of

South Carolina, was a diligent reader of the Bible, and
doubtless the loftiness and purity of his character were
due to the teachings of G-od's Holy Book. All remem-
ber an expression of the illustrious Senator, " masterly

inactivity," which was so much commented upon a few
years ago, and which did so much to save our country
irom the horrors of war. Beyond all question, the ex-

pression is borrowed from Isaiah's admonition to the

children of Israel :
" Your strength is to sit still."

Robert Y. Hayne, the Champion of Southern Eights,

was fond of em bellishing his speeches wish the gorgeous
imagery of the Bible. The admirers of the noble South-

ron will remember the happy allusions to the waters of

Marah, in one of his most eloquent efforts in the Senate.

John Randolph frequently rebuked hypocritical pro-

fessions of friendship in the language of the Prophet :

—

"This people draw nigh unto me with their mouths and
honour me with their lips, but their heart is far from

Mme.
We remember the electrifying influence once produced

by a quotation from the eloquent Bossuet :
" Man propo-

ses, but God disposes." Burns has a similar thought.

—

Have not the Orator and Poet borrowed from Solomon ?

" The heart of man deviseth his way, but the Lord di-

rects his steps ?"

JSTo more eloquent man ever appeared in the Councils

of the N^ation, than George McDuffie, of South Carolina.

Few or none of his speeches are devoid of quotations

from Shakspeare, the great imitator of the style of the

Bible ; many of his happiest efforts contain extracts from
the Bible itself, and owe much of their beauty and pow-
er to the judiciousness of those selections. The most
eloquent passage in his celebrated speech upon the cor-

ruption of the Government is the allusion to a section of

the Lord's Prayer :
" Lead us not into temptation."

Patrick Henry lamented a few years before his death
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that he had not made the Bible his study throughout life,

and said that "it contained more than all the books that

were ever written." The most touching incident in his

whole public career derives its pathos from two quota-
tions from the Bible. When age and disease had im-
paired his faculties, so strongly was he impressed with
the belief that the Resolutions of '98 were about to in-

volve his native State in all the horrors of a war of rebel-

lion, that, notwithstanding his frailty and suffering, he
tottered forth to stay, if possible, the torrent of ruin and
desolation. Crowds followed him wherever he went, and
listened to him with the most unbounded enthusiasm.

—

"Why," said a caviller, "do you follow Mr. Henry, he
is not a god." "No," replied he, "I am a poor worm
of the dust, fleeting and unsubstantial as the clouds,

which pass over your fields and are remembered no
more." Those familiar with the Bible, will recognize

these figures as being taken, the first from David, and
the second from James. " I am a worm and no man."
" For what is your life ? It is even a vapor that appear^

eth for a little time and then vanisheth away." '^-^-.'-'-'i^-

How graphic is Webster's description of the boundless

extent of the British Empire :
" a power, whose morning

drum-beat following the sun and keeping company with

the hours, circles the earth with one continuous and un-

broken strain of the martial airs of England." Here is

an omnipresent Being, whose first manifestation is at

dawn in the East, but from which there can be no escape

even in the dark hours of the night, in the remotest re-

gions of the West. It is palpable that the figure is taken

from the 139th Psalm. " If I take the wings of the

morning and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea,

even there shall thy hand lead me and thy right hand
shall hold me."

It has been said that the grandest exhibition of cou-

rage ever witnessed upon earth was that of Luther at the

Diet of Worms, when standing alone amid his fierce and

blood-thirsty enemies he calmly replied to the threat of

a lingering death of torture unless he recanted and swore

obedience to the Pope, "I can do no otherwise, may
God be my help."

Was not the reply of the Reformer moulded by that of

'v.
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Peter and John, when arraigned before wretches as ruth-

less and sanguinary as the minions of Rome? " Whether
it be right in the sight of God to obey you rather than
God, judge ye, for we cannot but speak the things which
we have seen and heard."

The answer of the Hebrew youth to the Assyrian king
when presented the alternative of worshipping his golden
image or being cast into a fiery furnace, is of precisely

the same import. Luther must have been familiar with
the heroic replies of the Apostles and the Hebrew Cap-
tives, and they doubtless stimulated his courage and
shaped the character of his defence.

The last division of our subject is the indebtedness of

warriors to the Bible.

The time has been when Oliver Cromwell was regard-

ed by almost the whole world as a cold-blooded canting

hypocrite. But Carlyle, D'Aubigne and Macauley have
disabused the minds of all candid men, and few now can
be found, who are not ready to accord to the Protector,

purity of character, warmth of heart, and true zeal in the

service of the living God. He early discovered that raw,
untrained troops, could not contend against the veterans

of the king, unless their want of discipline was supplied

by religious enthusiasm. He taught them, therefore, to

fear God, and to have no other fear ; he led them in

prayer, instructed them in the truths of the Scriptures,

and succeeded in so deeply imbuing their minds with
religious feeling, that often, by a single quotation from
the Bible, he raised their courage so high that nothing
could stand before it. Under such admirable teachings,

the soldiers of Cromwell became men.

"Who sat with open Bibles around the Council Board, and answered a
King's missive with a stern— ' Thus saith the Lord.'

"

Macauley says of them that in war, the foe never saw
their backs, and in peace they never broke a law of the

land. Cromwell, in his private letters to his wife and
family, (which he could not have expected to become
public,) as well as in those to Parliament, invariably

ascribed all his success to the Lord of Hosts. At Dun-
bar, he recalled his troops from the slaughter of pursuit

to sing the 107th Psalm, and to give glory to Him "who
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ruleth in the armies of Heaven, and among the inhabi-

tants of earth." Every thought, word and action of this

wonderful man seem to have been dictated by the Bible.

A devout Calvinist, he was no fatalist, and profoundly
felt the force of the apostohc injunction to employ every
means, " because^ it is God which worketh in you to will

and to do of his good pleasure." We find him accord-

ingly directing his troops " to trust in God and keep
their powder dry." In this, he followed the example of

Nehemiah, who whilst rebuilding the walls of Jerusa-
lem stoutly resisted the opposition of the Arabians and
Ammonites, and with his followers '''"made thew prayer
to God and set a watch against them day and nighty
In the long list of military heroes and naval Com-

manders with which the English history has been adorn-

ed, the names of Marlborough and Selson are promi-
nent above all others. The warrior and sailor were emi-
nently religious in their character. Marlborough had
religious service performed in his Camp every morning,
partook of the Lord's Supper before battle, and gave
God all the glory of victory. In reference to the Capitu-

lation of Dendermonde he wrote, " that place could nev-

er have been taken but b}'^ the hand of God." During
the memorable siege of Lille, in the same spirit of reliance

upon the Most High, we find him addressing the Prime
Minister ;

" if God continue on our side, we have no-

thing to fear." Just before he breathed his last, his

wife asked him whether he heard the prayers offered at

his bed-side. He replied " Yes, and I joined them."
These were his last words.

]N^el8on, says the Historian Alison, was distinguished

for his manly piety. The first great wish of his heart

was to honour God and serve riis country. The last

French flag had scarcely been struck and the smoke had
scarcely rolled away from the shattered rigging and
blood-stained decks of the hostile fleets at the mouth of

the Nile, when Nelson ordered all his gallant sailors to

join him in thanksgiving to Almighty God. The cap-

tured French had expected to hear the insulting shouts

of victory, and with amazement witnessed the solemn
scene. One of them wrote that it was not strange that

men, who gave God the glory of success, should be vic-

VoL. VII.—No. 3. 51
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torious. A few minutes before the first shot was fired in

the terrible battle of Trafalgar, Nelson retired to bis

cabin and wrote a prayer, which is still preserved. He
returned to the deck calm and cheerful, and mused a few
moments as to what should be the signal for the day.

The hero in whose mind, duty as taught in the Bible,

was ever uppermost, could not long hesitate, but soon

ran up to the mast-head the signal, which beyond all

doubt, decided the contest that day, and which will be

remembered as long as the English language is spoken

:

''^ Engla/ad expects e'very ma/n to do his dui/yP

He fell mortally wounded early in the action, but lin-

gered until victory was no longer doubtful. His last

words were, "Thank God, I have done my duty."

Brief as has been our glance at the Bible and its in-

fluence upon national character, we have seen enough
to endorse the tribute of admiration reluctantly extorted

from the infidel Rousseau

:

"I will confess to you that the majesty of the Scrip-

tures strikes me with admiration. * * * Peruse the

works of our Philosophers with all their pomp of dic-

tion ; how mean, how contemptible are they compared
with the Scriptures ? Is it possible that a book at once
80 simple and sublime should be merely the work of

man ? Is it possible that the sacred Personage, whose
history it contains should be himself a mere man ? * * *

Such a supposition, in fact, only shifts the difiiculty with-

out obviating it: it is more inconceivMe that a number
of jpersons should agree to write such a history^ than that

one shouldfv/rnish the subject of it.^^

ARTICLE VI.

CONSOLATION.

Philosophers tell us, that at different depths in the
ocean different currents flow ; beneath the flood of the

gulf stream ebbs a southward tide ; thus the balance and
level of the waters is maintained. So in the air, we see

.V" X
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the clouds that float at different elevations drifted in op-

posite directions. And it is not wonderful, therefore, if

we find cross currents of truth and reason in this world
of providence where we dwell. He who looks at the
surface only, finds certain tendencies in the facts,—they
seem to draw him to one set of conclusions : he who
goes a little deeper is carried elsewhere by his reason-

ings, while the mind and thought of God may seem to

set all human speculation and conclusion at defiance,

and write " folly" on our profoundest wisdom.
And the reason of this plainly is, not that truth is ever

really inconsistent with itself, but that one conclusion

may be, practically, far more valuable than another.

Your argument may be ever so perfect, showing that

this or that advantage is attainable in your way ; but an-

other argument may show better fruit attainable other-

wise : while, in the sight of God, each may be alike idle,

because of the riches, both of glory and bliss, that his

way will reach. It was true, e. g. that if Peter, when
he had toiled all night and taken nothing, should come
ashore at once, he would get the rest he needed ; but it

was also true that if, " at Christ's word," he should cast

his net on the right side of the ship, he would "find"

what would overpay his labor.

Now, it is plain, that just in proportion as we reason

clearly and well upon the premises we see and realize,

and as we rely confidently on the demonstrations we
make, just in that measure we shall be indisposed to

look farther, or to consult other authority. And thus it

continually happens that knowledge, which escapes the

eye of the wise and prudent,—bent down to scan the

earth and its laws,—sinks into the open heart of the

feeble and unlearned, and brings unutterable strength

and comfort there.

Therefore it is, that sorrows overwhelm the strong of

this world, while the weak and tender bear the same
burden steadfastly for years. Therefore it is, that some
of whom we hardly expected fortitude are sustained,

while those on whom they thought to lean, become de-

pendent on them for support. For the strong will walk
by sight, while the weak, taught of God, consent to walk
by faith. By sight, we reach man's conclusions, and are

/ V
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overruled and disappointed ; by faith, we lay hold of

God's conclusions, and are safe. Oh, how secure and

happy to meet surprise, and trouble, and calamity, with

Christ's welcome on our lips and in our hearts,—" even

80, Father ! for so it seemed good in thy sight." I pro-

fess not to understand thy wisdom ; thy ways are past

finding out ; but what thou thinkest is truth, and what
thou doest is goodness.

There is no other way than this to square our hopes

and wills with our actual histories. There is no other

eternal wisdom or consolation for man but faith. We
propose, in a few words, to show that the Christian's is

the only right groundfor content in 1/rovblej and to draw
some inference from that truth.

And first, let us state the Christian's position fully.

He is in trouble in some way. Losses have befallen him
where he looked for gains. Reproach and misrepute are

on him, in their exceeding bitterness. Death has made
vacant some little chair, and gloom sits down at his fire-

side. His body is racked with pains, or his mind with

perplexities, or his heart with sorrow.

]Now, we are but dust, as other men, and the first

onset of a great grief affects us all very much alike. We
are simply "bowed down," in David's emphatic phrase

—crushed, and as it were stunned, by the terrible blow.

A few never recover from that state ; the broken facul-

ties never knit up into reason again—as that mother we
have read of, who, having occasion to get some water
from the little lake on whose shore she lived, saw sostte

white cloth floating there, drew it, with its burden, to

her feet, and found her only daughter in it, drowned.
Still, when she has her way, she sits by some water's

edge, and searches wearily for her dead child.

But of the unbelieving who revive after this stupor,

some awake to passionate and frantic grief, which at last

exhausts itself Others go without this intermediate

stage, into a profound and weary gloom, that seeks soli-

tude, not as finding pleasure in it, but as less bitter than
society. There it feeds upon its woe—defies consola-

tion—rebels against God. It may wear away slowly,

and the interest of life return ; or it may draw a black

curtain over the soul to the end of life—to be itself im-

yT
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palled and buried in death. Others seek diversion, fly

early to pleasures, or gains, or duties, to drown the so-

lemn voice of sorrow, and the sterner voice of awakened
conscience, in the noisy cares and joys of carnal life.

Others take refuge in a fatalist philosophy—things could

not be otherwise than they are, and it is idle to mourn
about what could not be avoided. Or, perhaps, it is a

deistical philosophy; it recognizes a God, but a God all

mel'cy, a mere giver, and no governor. It ignores sin

and its demerit entirely ; holds that our having suffered

establishes a claim upon him, and that he must make
compensation to us somewhere for the tears we have shed.

We are not ready yet, of course, to discuss these views

;

they are stated here merely to set off the Christian posi-

tion, and make it more distinct, by contrast. Remem-
ber, however, that it is not every Christian that takes

right ground at once, in trouble, far from it. Sad and
shameful is it, but true. You may find the children of

God, at one time or other, in every false position, but
they return at last to the truth, and are comforted. Oh,
how subtle, how tenacious, how .victorious a thing is

G^d's free grace ! '^*'*^''*'^i ''^'"^^•^^r'^^
•^"'•

The true hearted man of God in sorrow says :
" I

have earned all this, and more, by my sins. Since I be-

gan to be, I have continually offended God. His law,

the shield and glory of all the good, I have dishonored

:

for years I cast it away utterly. Even now, sin dwell^th

in me ; my passions insult God ; my heart forsakes him
;

my faith fails me ; my life annuls my resolutions, and
grieves the Holy Spirit. If this affliction came in mere
justice, I could not complain. Shall not the Judge of all

the earth do right? I confess " that thou art clear. when
thou art judged."

" But it is not justice that smites me—I thank thee,

O Christ, for that relief! If it were, I might be silenced,

but not consoled. A guilty outcast, just beginning to

bear the penalty of the law, would find in God's justice

no peace, or hope, or pity ; nothing but terror and de-

spair. It is not justice that smites me ! My Father—my
Heavenly Father—hath many mighty works in hand.

He is redeeming me ; and to that end he purifies me by
sorrow, by privilege, by toil, by prayer, by bounty.

X.
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" He has linked me in with vast histories. My life,

with its various incidents and deeds, touches everywhere
the life of man. The thing I mourn and suffer by, brings

safety, or justice, or deliverance, or happiness, some-
where. It accomplishes some worthy end—yea, many
ends. It is a cutting from my humble vine; but the

great Husbandman will plant it, and find fruit in it.

Some one will yet rise up to call me blessed in my sor-

row, or rich in my poverty, or happy in bereavement.
God, in his goodness, is making me a blessing.

" This world is a labyrinth. We come, we know not

whence ; and Omniscience only knows whither, or how,
we go. Of one thing only am I sure : I am in his hand,
whose name is love. If, instead of leaving me, by many
toils and through many errors, painfully to work out my
salvation and arrive at home, he has taken the piloting

upon himself, and kindly constrained me along the near
and narrow way, shall I not thank him, and be content ?

He knows best the way to his own glory ; and the thing

that makes him glorious, must make me, his son or

daughter, happy. " When my spirit was overwhelmed
within me, then thou knewest my path."

"Howsoever I consider it, I am content. My share

directly in it is discipline—and Heaven. God's king-

dom is blessed by it through his providence ; and is not

that a joy for Heaven? God himself finds glory in it;

without which there could be no Heaven. All is well;

this world fades like the field-flowers ; but Heaven opens
on my sight, with all my treasures and God's victory

!

All is well!"

Having thus shown, in the first place, what the Chris-

tian position is, we affirm secondly^ that it contains all

the elements—and shall then show thirdly, that it aloTie

has the elements of true consolation. In other words,

that the Christian, as an immortal being, can be com-
forted in sorrow, and that the sinner never can.

It is plain that only three things can ever reconcile us

to a loss : either, first, it must put us in a better condi-

tion for our future prospects ; or, secondly, it must assure

some leal good to us itself; or, thirdly, it must bring cor-

responding advantages to those we love, and whose love

we desire. A young man pays willingly for education,

' \
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because it puts the means of fortune, respectability, and
happiness, in his hands. No one grieves over the burn-

ing of a building he owns, if the insurance not only cov-

ers the loss, but pays him for the trouble and expense of
building a better one. All purchase and sale proceeds

on the surrender of something we possess, to acquire

something more valuable to us. And every day we see

parents expending toil or money for their children's benefit.

Now the Christian knows, certmnly^ that in one or

other of these ways, if not in all of them, his losses will

be made up to him. In which way, or by what process,

he may never know in this life ; he may, often does ; but
that does not aifect the argument. His certainty de-

pends not at all on that knowledge. It is built wpon the

charoGte/r of God. Because that is sure, he is safe. He
has the most delightful prospect, supported by the most
unassailable evidence. And when, in these following

paragraphs, we say "m^ty," it is not because there is a

shadow of doubt about the rich and perfect compensa-
tion, but because man cannot always divine the silent

process. >
-

We may be repaid for our griefs by the improvement
in our spiritual condition ; in ouf eflSciency, our know-
ledge, or our holiness. It is the perfection of Christian

excellence to know the truth about God, and Christ, and
Heaven, with a clear, intelligent mind, and to love it

with all the heart. It is the beauty of a spotless life, to

do all for love's sake. It gives assured hope and promise

to our coming years, that we have been " tried and found

faithful" through God's grace.

Sorrow patiently borne, and with a Godward look upon
the troubled face, gives us insight into the Bible. Some
of us know how Jacob felt when he mourned for Joseph
and feared for Benjamin. How often the darkened and
grieving heart echoes David's word—^" I had fainted un-

less I had believed to see the goodness of the Lord in the

land of the living!" When at last we have conquered

the passionate and unbelieving will, how gladly we cry,

as Job did, " though he slay me, yet will I trust in him."

But the understanding of these words is not shut up to

them; they cast their light on many other words ; they

illuminate for us the whole Bible.
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But we get insist, too, into God's character and feel-

ing toward us. We know each other by the looks we
wear, the things we do, and the spirit we show in them.
And shall not these close and terrible dealings with the

Lord, followed, too, by reconcilement and blessing, give

us profound acquaintance with him ?

The principles on which we live and act through such
times of crisis, are strengthened by the strife. We have
bent the stubborn knee in acquiescence; we have sur-

rendered back the gift to the giver ; we have quelled re-

pining for our dear Father's sake. Now, therefore, love

ts king in usi he has won a great battle, and received

the throne.

Thus, with a larger heart full of the Bible, standing

nearer our God, and more fully feeling " the powers of

the world to come;" having the right principle enthroned
within us, disaffection silenced and destroyed; Christ

shining out upon us, our sun and shield ; we have been
borne along, farther from our old state of sin and death,

nearer to heaven, our home. Is it not a recompense ?

But there is another ; our eternal reward is shaped, in-

sured, enriched, by sorrow here. The heart, enlarged

by trial, can contain more bliss, and it shall be full. The
experience of battles fought and won, of danger and de-

liverance, of prayer and answer,—what stores of wisdom
and bright recollection are here ! Strengthened by these

events, we shall be ready for greater thoughts, for swifter

flight upon God's messages of love, for nobler ventures

amid his unfolding plans, for higher knowledge, and
sweeter praise of Jesus our "Saviour, Brother, Friend."

Doubt not, afflicted ones, that in simply being faithful,

patient, huijible, we are laying uptreasure in Heaven.
There are joys and riches tidere, for which language has
not yet a name, nor fancy an image of delight. Sug-

festions of rest, and peace, and triumph, she gives us,

orrowed from Scripture promises. But her utmost is

to say that all we lack here shall be given us, and what
we never thought of shall be poured on us, even unto
" fulness of joy." Have you ever thought of how much
happiness, even now, you are capable? How, under cir-

cumstances you can conceive, the sweetest transient thrill

of pleasure you ever felt might swell out into an unfail-
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ing flood ? Double that, quadruple it, yea, multiply to

your little utmost, and yet you will have fallen short of

the truth. "This light affliction, which is but for a mo-
ment, worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal

weight of glory."

But do you reply here, that it is abhorrent to your feel-

ings that another,—your child or friend,—should suffer

and die to make you better and happfer ? Do you re-

fuse such cons6lation as unworthy of a generous heart,

and declare that you had rather have lost all this gain
we have spoken of, than that such terrible things should
befall those you love? I answer first, and in passing,

that we have hitherto spoken only of your direct and
personal relation to the matter. IN^obody pretends, e. g.

that the friend you have lost, sickened and died solely

for your spiritual good, only that that is involved in the

other reasons why it should be so, and that therefore,

you may extract hope and comfort for yourself from that

(when done by God's sovereign hand,) which you would
rather have died a thousand times than do. But se-

condly, we remark, that if such is your feeling, you are

ready for the purest and sweetest ot all consolations, the

good acGTwrng to others from your affliction. / -i

Our figures of speech often mislead us, cheat us into

inferences that are false, or at least, partial. When e. ^.

we speak of a chain of events linked together by Provi-

dence and drawing on a result, we are apt to fancy each
event as a link in one chain only^ binding the nearest

cause to the nearest consequence, and exhausted of its

effects when that is done. A far truer idea is obtained

by comparing the ai*rangement of events to the air, or

tne sea, where every shock and every motion propagates

itself, and is felt everywhere- Each footfall on the earth

affects each particular atom. Every utterance of every

voice goes out ceaselessly upon the air ; its bland, elastic

volume is filled with these tremors and impulses, and is

affected bytheir play. And though our faculties fail us

at once, if we would follow any single sound or motion
through those countless combinations, yet we know that

God will read them all at a glance at any instant in eter-

nity. Nothing is lost. The fall of yonder pebble in the

sea wakes gentle music on some distant shore. The out-

VoL. VII.—No. 3. 62
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cry of that bruised heart goes out upon the winds, and
past the clouds, and is heard at Heaven's gate. Though
it were uttered a thousand years ago, it rocks yet upon
the breeze, and sweeps in the gale ; and it will not cease

its work fore'Der !

But do you exclaim that your grief or affliction is lost

in insignificance in such a view of the vast universe.

"We answer ag^, nothing is los% not a sparrow, not a

ripple on the water. To us, one grief, one* life, one death,

does seem to be a mere atom among the hosts that think,

feel, weep, rejoice, and that forever. But nothing is

really smaller because comparison with immensity makes
it look small. If your grief is large and heavy to you,

then will the " over payment of delight" be large to you,

though among the immensities it seemed a trifle. Our
earth is large enough for us, though it is but a grain of

mustard seed beside the sun.

In bearing your affliction faithfully and humbly, as the

child of God, you have made your contribution to the

universal welfare. You have laid your little all of trea-

sure in his hand, and said " since such is thy will, O
Father, lay this out in blessing to my fellow-creatures,

and in glory to thyself." And shall we doubt that he
has employed it well? In teaching us, by the parable of

the talents, what we should do, has he not told us plain-

ly what he will do? To the utmost of his wisdom, it

shall tell on the joy and safety of his people, and the

praise and love he receives. Are we not repaid?

But it would be injustice to the subject, and to our-

selves, not to consider another point. It is not merely
the believing these things, that it is to cheer us in our

woe ; it is the believing them on such evidence and for

such reasons as we do. The proof is better and dearer

than the thing proved. The heart of God is greater than

even his deed.

Yes, friends ! Our faith sees that when the Lord does

anything with us, especially if he afflicts us, he has com-
mitted himself. He has entered on a course, whose end
we may not be able to calculate, but whose object we
can surely divine. Something in us wnderstands him

;

and knowing him, it knows his purpose to bless, to train,

to redeem. But the knowing him is the true joy and
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victory ; the sympathy with perfect love ; the hungering
for righteousness that comprehends his holiness ; that is

balm for the deepest of our wounds. . .

' -^

Said we not rightly, that we have the most unassaila-

ble evidence of the most delightful truths?

We are to show now, thirdly, that the impenitent has
not one of the elements of true consolation in his reach;
he may direct others to them, but he must not taste them
himself. Perhaps we ought to make one exception. It

must be a relief, when he can think that others have
been benefitted and blessed by his loss, as that the friend

or child is gone to heaven. But after all, how slender a
consolation, how poor and slight a relief can that thought
be to one who must follow it up, as he must, with
thoughts of self-accusation and dismay ! He must look

up, as the loved and ransomed spirit takes its flight, and
say, " Farewell, perhaps forever ! I have made no pre-

paration for following thee, thou wilt not come back to

me, and I may never, never, go to thee !" Small and
sad, then, is his only comfort, " they are safe, but I am
left to my doom : they have taken the life-boat and are

rescued ; but I must starve upon the wreck."
For the rest, it is plain that, so long as he remains in

sin, no improvement of his spiritual state com, take place.

To improve, in these matters, is to become more accessi-

ble to motive, to draw nearer to God, to purify the heart,

to abound in prayer, to gain vividness of faith. But the

very fact that he continues unrepentant in the face of an
angry God, a dark future, and a rebuking conscience,

cuts off all hope of these things. He has not been per-

suaded by these terrible appeals ; he has either refused,

or evaded. Pain and fear, without repentance, ccmnot

hut repel man from God, and as we ny from heaven's

light, the deeds, and the powers of darkness seize on us.

So far from being taught of God, we contend against

him. Our hearts cry out aloud against his decrees. We
refuse to see bare justice in them, much less goodness.

Ah, the blow that does not break the heart hardens it.

Affliction to the obstinate sinner is like lightning; it

scathes the tree, blights its verdure, dries up its fruitful

juices, and leaves it, hardened and blasted, to wither up
and die

!
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Neither can affliction work out a reward for him, here,

or hereafter. Of not one solitary event in life can the

sinner show, while he is a sinner, that it is a mercy ; not

even the prolonging of his life ; for if he is to die in sin,

the sooner he dies the less awful will be his woe. Bless-

ings abused add fuel to the eternal fires; how much
more these closest, most personal dealings of God with
us, if they are neglected I

But will the thought of saints made happy and God
glorified by these sorrows of ours, bring any comfort to

the sinner? Will the contrast between their peace and
our perdition relieve us % Not a particle. God has more
righMy read our hearts, ^Hhere will he weeping (Mid

gnashing of teeth^ when ye see Abraham and Isaac, and
Jacob, in the kingdom of Heaven, and ye yourselves cast

out." Ah, remember, unbelieving reader, remember!
The thought of God's love and holiness has. given you no
pleasure in this world of hope, and will his glory bring

you happiness when you are shut up in despair? Dream
not of it, it will only add torment to your pains

!

But will any say " this is cruel language, it cuts me
oiF from all comfort in my time of trouble?" Would to

God it were the sharp remedy for all your sorrows ! It

might well be. This very day you might decide that

there is no resource for the suffering, the sinful, the

weary, like a covenant with God. To make peace there,

is to be at peace forever. To refuse that hope is to bid
a long farewell to all hope. What purpose will delu-

sions and self-flattery serve? Suppose you could con-

vince yourself that affliction would bring every benefit

to you that it brings to the Christian, what would it pro-

fit you unless it was i/ruef

Have we then, misstated your case at all ? Does re-

fusing to serve God prepare you to serve him ? Will
discontent with his providence teach you faith, patience,

and resignation ? Can unbelief ripen into love, or self-

will sympathize with his grace and pity? Can a man
be scourged by terror and despair into peace and joy in

the Holy Ghost ? If not, then you will not grow better

by sufi*ering, till you give God your heart. How is it

with you to-day? Disappointment or misfortune has
visited you ; are you ready now^ to give God that heart ?
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Come then, come to him straightway, confess your sins,

take Christ for your redeemer, and be forgiven ! Do
you hesitate and drawback ? Are your thoughts drawn
away by grief, or are you buisy repairing your losses,

and Almighty God, your jealous, tremendous judge,
must wait until you have a convenient season ? Then
confess, at least, that sorrow has not softened or blessed

you, for you "refuse him that speaketh from heaven."
There is a terrible omen and foreshadowing of the

end, in this excuse for not repenting now. Fears, doubts,

perplexities, then, are reasons for Twt coming to God ; in-

stead of sending us to his feet where all trouble finds its

cure, they drive us away ! Oh, lost sinner ! What will

you do in the day of desolation ? When sorrows multi-

ply, when life flashes in the socket and expires, when
death and hell lay hold upon you, will repentance be
plain and escape easy ? Look down into the pit, and
learn of those ruined thousands the worth of a death-bed
repentance ! But now, while life endures in the land of

pardons, when God's insulted Spirit has not yet taken
his everlasting flight ; now Heaven's gate is open, and
"whosoever will," may enter in and dwell there. Oh
come, dear, dying friend, come and trust in Jesus Christ

!

His blood cleanseth from all sin ! Let those arms enfold

you once, and you are safe

!

Let us, in conclusion, afi^ectionately remind all sor-

rowing Christians, that they have a " God to glorify" in

the fires. You have professed before men in other days,

that you esteem him as infinitely wise and good; that

you take his will to be your will, and renounce every
other allegiance. Now is the time to prove that you
meant what you said. Now is the sharp test-time of

your professions. If you consent not now, in heart as

well as word, to what he has done, you not only annul
your own professions, but you cast a shadow of doubt on
the vows of all who have promised as you did, but have
not yet been tried. You reduce the value of the Christian

name, and diminish the power of the church. Whereas,
if your faith stands this trial, being proved much more
precious than gold, men are compelled to acknowledge
God as your helper, and your great physician. That
shadowy after-world, of which they hear so much and

i :-.,
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realize so little, grows palpable and solemn to them, as

its powers encompass and sustain you. The Gospel is

preached, not now by a plausible tongue, but by a pa-

tient, consistent, peaceful life. Conscience is roused, and
does her work of warning faithfully. If it "profit a
man" nothing " to gain the whole world and lose his own
soul," will it not be a happy barter to have lost some
one, or many, of this world's comforts or delights, and
saved a soul?

Let us not forget that we hold all life's possessions by
the same tenure, God's will, and that we must interpret

all its history by the same rule, God's character. If the

question were, why you were born in a land of prayer
and grace, or why you were not cut off in infancy, or in

the impenitent years that followed, why you were not
richer, poorer, happier, sadder, wiser, weaker, than you
are : yea, when you have entered heaven, and sat down
at the right hand of the majesty on high, if it should be
asked why you were there and others cast away, you
could give but one answer. And that same answer will

content you now, if your heart be right with God. The
hope may be blightea, the friend departed, the heart torn,

and sick, and bleeding, but the meek eye seeks Heaven.
The body will be bowed down, but the believing spirit

will look up even from the dust, and renew its strength

from God's treasury of might. "Wiping away the blind-

ing tear, hushing the sob of agony, lifting the marred
and stricken face to the cross, you whisper " even so,

Eather, for so it seemed good in thy sight."
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ARTICLE YII.

LETTER TO GOVERNOR MANNING. *

South Carolina College,

Kovember, 1853.

To His Excellency Gm&rnor Mcmnvng:

I ask the favour of presenting to your Excellency a few
reflections upon the suhject of Public Instruction in

South Carolma. As I feel that I am addressing one
whose interest and zeal in the prosperity of letters will

induce him to weigh with candour, to estimate with
charity, and even to invest with disproportionate value,

the crudest hints which spring from the desire to in-

crease the educational facilities of the State, I shall dis-

miss all apprehensions of being suspected of an oflBcious

obtrusion upon your notice. You are the man, above
all others, to whom the head of this Institution should
look with confidence, to give fresh impulse to the gen-

eral cause of education ; and you will excuse me for say-

ing, that if the suggestions which shall fall from me, or

the maturer recommendations which shall come from
yourself, shall terminate auspiciously to the wishes of us

both, there will be furnished a beautiful instance of Provi-

dential retribution, in connecting the name of the first

conspicuous benefactor of the South Carolina College

with the establishment of an adequate system of com-
mon schools. A proud distinction in itself to be the

friend and patron of learning, the honour is increased in

your case, in that it has been preeminently your care, in

its higher and lower culture, to dispense its blessings to

the poor. Apart from fellowship with God, there can-

not be a sweeter satisfaction than that which arises from
the consciousness of being a father to the fatherless ; and

* This document, from the pen of one of the Editors of this Periodical,

and recently published at the expense of the State, is deemed by those

associated with the author in the Editorial control of the Review, worthy
of a still wider circulation. The subject discussed in it is one which stirs

deeply the public mind, both in Church and State, and is, in fact, the

great question of the age. This will be deemed by our readers a sufficient

reason for its re-publication in our pages.

u
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if the ends which I know are dear to your heart can
only be achieved, every indigent child in the State, look-

ing upon you as its real father, may address you in the

modest and glowing terms which the genius of Milton
has cannonized, as fit expressions of gratitude for the

noblest of all gifts.

At tibi, chare pater, postquam non sequa merenti
Posse referre datur, nee dona rependere factis,

Sit tnemorasse satis, repetitaque munera grate

Percensere animo, fidseque reponere menti.

I am not insensible to the dangers and difiiculties

which attend the discussion of this subject. It is so se-

ductive to the fancy that the temptation is almost irre-

sistible to indulge in schemes and visionary projects.

In the eiFort to realize the conception of a perfect educa-
tion, we are apt to forget that there is no such thing as

absolute perfection in the matter, that all excellence is

relative, and that the highest recommendation of any
plan is, that it is at once practicable and adjusted to the

wants and condition of those for whom it is provided.

A system of public instruction, like the form of govern-
ment, must spring from the manners, maxims, habits and
associations of the people. It must penetrate their char-

acter, constitute an element of their national existence,

be a portion of themselves, if it would not be suspected

as an alien, or distrusted as a spy. The success of the

Prussian scheme is ascribed by Cousin to the circum-

stance, that it existed in the manners and customs of the

country before it was enacted into law. It was not a
foreign graft, but the natural oiishoot of popular opinion

and practice. It is an easy thing to construct a theory,

when nothing is to be done but to trace the coherences

and dependencies of thought ; but it is not so easy to make
thought correspond to reality, or to devise a plan which
shall overlook none of the difficulties and obstructions in

the way of successful application. In the suggestions

which I have to olFer, I shall endeavour to keep steadily

in view the real wants of the citizens of this com-
monwealth, and avoiding all crotchets and metaphysical

abstractions, shall aim exclusively at what experience,

or the nature of the case, demonstrates to be practica-

ble. I have no new principles to ventilate, but I shall
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think myself happy if I can succeed in setting in a

clearer light, or vindicating from prejudice and miscon-
struction, the principles which have already been em-
bodied in our laws. It is, perhaps, not generally known
that the legislation of South Carolina contemplates a
scheme of public instruction as perfect in its conception

of the end, as it is defective in its povision of the means.
The order, too, in which the attention of tlie Legislature

has been turned to the various branches of the subject,

though not the most popular or the most obvious, is pre-

cisely the order of tneir relative importance. It began
where it ought to have begun, but unfortunately stopped
where it ought not to have stopped. To defend what it

has already done, and stimulate it to repentance for what
it has not done, is the principal motive of this commu-
nication.

Permit me, in pursuance of this design, to direct the

attention of your Excellency to the nature, operation and
defects of the system among us. This system consists

of the South Carolina College, established in 1801, of

the Free Schools, established in 1811, and of the Ai*senal

and Citadel Academies, which have crept into existence

by the connivance, without any statute, of the Legisla-

ture, defining their end and aim. This series of institu-

tions is evidently adjusted without, perhaps, any con-

scious purpose of doing so, to the three-fold division of

education, in so far as it depends upon instruction, into

liberal, elementary and professional. The College is to

furnish the means of liberal, the Free Schools of elemen-
tary, and the Arsenal and Citadel Academies of that de-

partment of professional education which looks to the

arts of practical life, especially those of the soldier. For
the liberal or learned professions, those of law, physic

and divinity, no provision has been made. The College

undertakes to give the same kind of instruction which is

given by the Faculty of Arts and Philosophy in the Uni-

versities of Europe. Our Military Academies, with a
slight change in their organization, might be converted

into scientific schools ; and free schools are, or were de-

signed to be, substantially the same as the elementary

and grammar schools of England. The scheme, as here

developed, though far from fulfilling the logical require-

53
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ments of a complete system of public instruction, is am-
ply suflScient, it adequately carried out, to meet the real

wants of our people. The kind and degree of education,

for which there is any serious or extensive demand, is

what is provided for. To make the system logically com-
plete, there would have to be a succession of institutions,

individually perfect, and yet harmoniously cooperating

to a general result, which, taking the man at the very
dawn of his powers, shall be able to carry him up to the

highest point of their expansion, and fit him for any em-
ployment in which intelligence and thought are the con-

ditions of success. It should supply the means to every
individual in the community of becoming trained and
prepared for bis own peculiar destiny—it should overlook

no class—it should neglect no pursuit. It may be doubt-

ed whether a scheme so comprehensive in its plan is de-

sirable—it is quite certain that it is not practicable. The
Legislature has done wisely in confining its arrange-

ments to liberal and elementary education. It has aim-

ed, by a preliminary discipline, to put the individual in

a condition to educate himself for the business of his life,

except where his calling involves an application of scien-

tific knowledge which does not enter into the curriculum

of general instruction. In that case it has made a spe-

cial provision. I see then no improvement that can be
made in the general features of our scheme—it is as per-

fect in its conception as the wants and condition of our
people will justify. All that the Legislature should aim
at is the adjustment of the details, and the better adap-
tation of them to the end in view.

I. The first in the order of establishment, as well as

the first in the order of importance, is the College. De-
voted to the interests of general, in contradistinction

from professional education, its design is to cultivate the

mind without reference to any ulterior pursuits. "The
student is considered as an end to himself; his perfec-

tion, as a man simply, being the aim of his education."

The culture of the mind, however, for itself, contributes

to its perfection as an instrui^ent, so that general educa-

tion, while it directly prepares and qualifies for no spe-

cial destination, indirectly trains for every vocation in

which success is dependent upon intellectual exertion.
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It has taught the mind the use of its powers, and im-
parted those habits without which its powers would be
useless. It makes men, and consequently promotes every
enterprise in which men are to act.

General education being the design of a College, the

fundamental principles of its organization are easily de-

duced.

1. The selection of studies must be made, not with
reference to the comparative importance of their matter,

or the practical value of the knowledge, but with refer-

ence to their influence in unfolding and strengthening
the powers of the mind ; as the end is to improve mind,
fihe fitness for the end is the prime consideration. " As
knowledge," says Sir "Wm. Hamilton,* ("man being
now considered as an end to himself,) is only valuable

as it exercises, and by its exercise, develops and invig-

orates the mind ; so a university, in its liberal faculty,

should especially prefer those objects of study which
call forth the strongest and most unexclusive energy of

thought, and so teach them too, that this energy shall be
most fully elicited in the student. For speculative know-
ledge, of whatever kind, is only profitable to the student,

in his liberal cultivation, inasmuch as it supplies him
with the object and occasion of exerting his faculties

;

since powers are only developed in proportion as they

are exercised ; that is, put forth into energy. The mere
possession of scientific truths is, for its own sake, value-

less ; and education is only education, inasmuch as it at

once determines and enables the student to educate him-

self." Hence the introduction of studies upon the ground
of their practical utility is, ^o tomto^ subversive of the

College. It is not its office to make planters, mechanics,

lawyers, physicians or divines. It has nothing directly

to do with the uses of knowledge. Its business is with

minds, and it employs science only as an instrument for

the improvement and perfection of mind. With it the

habit of sound thinking is more than a thousand thoughts.

When, therefore, the question is asked, as it often is ask-

ed by ignorance and empiricism, what is the use of cer-

tain departments of the College curriculum, the answer

* Discussions on Philosophy, &c., p. 677.
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should turn, not upon the benefits which, in after life,

may be reaped from these pursuits, but upon their im-

mediate subjective influence upon the cultivation of the

human faculties. They are selected in preference to

others, because they better train the mind. It cannot be

too earnestly inculcated that knowledge is not the prin-

cipal end of College instruction, but habits. The acqui-

sition of knowledge is the necessary result of those ex-

ercises which terminate in habits, and the maturity of

the habit is measured by the degree and accuracy of

the knowledge. But still the habits are the main thing.

2. In the next place it is equally important that the

whole course of studies be rigidly exacted of every stu-

dent. Their value as a discipline depends altogether

upon their heing studied, and every college is detective

in its arrangements which fails to secure, as far as legis-

lation can secure it, this indispensable condition of suc-

cess. Whatever may be the case in Europe, it is found
from experience in this country, that nothing will avail

without the authority of law. The curriculum must be
compulsory, or the majority of students will neglect it.

All must be subjected to catechetical examinations in the

lecture room, and all must undergo the regular examina-
tions of their classes, as the condition of their residence

in College. The moment they are exempted from the

stringency of this rule, all other means lose their power
upon the mass of pupils. Much may be accomplished
by rewards, and by stimulating the spirit of competition,

and great reliance should be placed upon them to secure

a high standard of attainment; but in most men, the

love of ease is stronger than ambition, and indolence a
greater luxury than thought. " For, whilst mental ef-

fort is the one condition of all mental improvement, yet

this effort is at first and for a time painful
;
positively

painful, in proportion as it is intense, and comparative-
ly painful, as it abstracts from other and positively plea-

surable activities. It is painful because its energy is im-
perfect, difficult, forced. But, as the effort is gradually
perfected, gradually facilitated, it becomes gradually

pleasing; and when, finally perfected, that is, when the

power is fully developed, and the effort changed into a

spontaneity, becomes an exertion absolutely easy, it re-
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mains purely, intensely and alone unsatiably pleasura-
ble. For pleasure is nothing but the concomitant or re-

flex of the unforced and unimpeded energy of a natural
faculty or acquired habit ; the degree and permanence
of pleasure being also in proportion to the intensity and
purity of the mental energy. The great postulate in ed-

ucation is, therefore, to induce the pupil to enter and
persevere in such a course of effort, good in its result

and delectable, but primarily and in itself irksome.*"
The argument of necessity helps to reconcile him to the
weariness of study—what he feels that he must do he
will endeavor to do with grace, and as there is no alter-

native, he will be more open to the generous and manly
influences which the rewards and distinctions of the Col-
lege are suited to exert. There are always causes at
work, apart from the repulsiveness of intellectual labor,

to seduce the student from his books ; and before his

habits are yet formed and the love of study grounded
into his nature, it is of the utmost consequence to keep
these causes in check. No other motives will be suffi-

cient without the compulsion of law. Cooperating with
this, there are many others which, if they do not posi-

tively sweeten his toil, may help to mitigate the agony
of thought.

I have insisted upon this point, because it is the point in

regard to which the most dangerous innovations are to be
apprehended. Two changes have at different times been
proposed, one of which would be absolutely fatal, and
the other seriously detrimental, to the interests of the

College as a place of liberal education. The first is to

convert it into a collection of independent schools, each
of which shall be complete in itself, it being left to the

choice of the student what schools he shall enter. The
other is to remit the obligation of the whole course in

reference to a certain class of students, and allow them
to pursue such parts of it as they may choose. In rela-

tion to the first, young men are incompetent to pro-

nounce beforehand what studies are subjectively the

most beneficial. It requires those who have experienced

the disciplinary power of different studies to determine

* Hamilton's Discussions, p. 676.
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their relative value. Only a scholar can say what will

make a scholar. The experience of the world has settled

down upon a certain class and order of studies, and the

verdict of ages and generations is not to be set aside by
the caprices, whims, or prejudices of those who are not

even able to comprehend the main end of education. In
the next place, if our undergraduates were competent to

form a judgment, their natural love of indolence and ease

would, in the majority of cases, lead them to exclude
those very studies which are the most improving, pre-

cisely because they are so ; that is, because, in themselves
and in the method of teaching them, they involve a de-

gree and intensity of mental exercise, which is positively

painful. Self-denial is not natural to man ; and he man-
ifests but little acquaintance with human nature, who
presumes as a matter of course, that the will will choose
what the judgment commends. Yideo meliorajprohoque
deteriora sequor^ is more preeminently true of the young
than the old. They are the creatures of impulse. Per-
mit them to select their own studies, and the majority
will select those that are thought to be the easiest. The
principle of choice will be the very opposite of that upon
which the efficiency of a study depends. Experience is

decisive on this point. What creates more trouble in

the interior management of our Colleges than the con-

stant desire of the pupils to evade recitation ? And is it

not universally found that the Departments which are

the most popular, are those which least task the energies

of the student ? I do not say that the Professors who
fill these Departments are themselves most respected.

That will depend upon their merits, and in matters of
this sort the judgments of the young are generally right.

But easy exercises are preferred, simply because they do
not tax the mind. The practical problem with the mass
of students is—the least work and easiest done. Is it

easy, is it short, these are the questions which are first

asked about a lesson. I must, therefore, consider any
attempt to relax the compulsory feature of the College

course, as an infallible expedient for degrading educa-

tion. The College will cease to tradn. It may be a
place for literary triflers, but a place for students it can-

not be.
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There is mucli in a name, and the change here con-

demned is delusively sought to be insinuated under the

pretext of converting the College into a University.

This latter title sounds more imposingly, and carries the

appearance of greater dignity. But the truth is, there is

hardly a more equivocal word in the language. " In its

proper and origmal meaning," as Sir Wm. Hamilton *

has satisfactorily shown, " it denotes simply the whole
members of a hody (generally incorporated body,) of per-
sons teaching and lea/rning one or more departmnents of
knowledge.'''' In its ordinary acceptation in this country
it is either synonymous with College, as an institution of

higher education—and in this sense we are already a

University—or it denotes a College with Professional

schools attached. It is clear, however, that the intro-

duction of the Faculties of Law, Medicine and Theology,
necessitates no change in the Faculty of Philosophy and
Arts. It is not necessary to make general education vol-

untary, in order to provide for professional instruction.

There is consequently nothing in the name, or in the na-

ture of the case, which demands a fundamental change
in the system, in order that the South Carolina College

may become the South Carolina University. For my-

* Discussions, p. 479. To the quotation in the text may be added the

following passage from the same page :
'* The word universitas, in the

common language of Rome, is equally applicable to persons and to things.

In the technical language of the civil law, it was, in like manner, ap-

plied to both. In the former signification, (convertible with collegium,)

it denoted a plurality of persons associated for a continued purpose, ana
may be inadequately rendered, by society, company, corporation; in the

latter, it denoted a certain totality of individual things, constituted either

by the mutual relation to a certain common end, [universitas facti,) or by
a mere legal fiction, [universitas juris.) In the language oi the middle

ages, it was applied either loosely to any understood class of persons, or

strictly (in the acceptation of the Roman law) to a public incorporation,

more especially (as equivalent with communitas) to the members of a mu-
nicipality, or to the members of a 'general study.' In this last applica-

tion it was, however, not uniformly of the same amount; and its meaning
was, for a considerable period, determined by the words with which it

was connected. Thus it was used to denote either (and this was its more
usual meaning) the whole body of teachers and learners, or the whole
body of learners, or the whole body of teachers and learners divide^

either by faculty or by country, or by both together. But no one instance

can, we are confident, be adduced, in which (we mean until its original

and proper signification had been forgotten) it is employed for a school

teaching, or privileged to teach, and grant degrees, in all the faculties."
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self, I am content with our present title, and if it promi-

ses less, I am sure that it will accomplish more, than the

new title with the corresponding change. As to the ex-

pediency of adding the Faculties of taw and Medicine
(Theology is out of the question) to the present organiza-

tion, I nave only to say, that it will multiply and com-
plicate the difficulties of the internal management of the

Institution, without securing any increased proficiency

in these departments of knowledge ; that is, if there is to

be any real connection between the Faculty of Arts and
those of Law and Medicine. I dread the experiment.

I think it better that the Professions should be left to

provide for themselves, than that a multitude of in-

experienced young men should be brought together,

many of whom are comparatively free from the restraints

of discipline, and yet have an easy and ready access to

those who are more under law. The very liberty of

the resident would be a temptation to the under-gradu-

ates. I have no objection, however, to the founding of

Professional Schools by the State. All that I am anxious

for is that they should not be so connected with the Col-

lege as that the members of all the schools should reside

together. To be under a common government is impos-

sible, to be under a different government would breed
Interminable confusion and disorder. That sort of nomi-
nal connection which requires that all medical and law
degrees should be conferred by the authorities of the

College, and which is perfectly consistent with the law
and medical schools being established in a different place,

would, of course, be harmless. But this difficulty might
arise ; the College would be unwilling to confer a/ny de-

gree without a liberal education—it could not, without
abjuring the very j)rinciples of its existence, grant its

honours upon mere professional attainment.

With respect to the other change, that of allowing
students, under certain circumstances, to pursue a partial

course, it is evidently contradictory to the fundamental
end of the College. These students are not seeking know-
ledge for the sake of discipline, but with reference to ulteri-

or uses. They come not to be trained to thinh^ but to learn

to act in definite departments of exertion. It is pi^ofes-

sional^ not liheral education which they want. The want
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I acknowledge ought to be gratified—it ts a demand"
which should be supplied. But the College is not the

place to do it. That was founded for other purposes,

and it is simply preposterous to abrogate its constitution

out of concessions to a necessity, because the necessity

happens to be real. What, therefore, ought to be done
is not to change the nature of the College, but, leaving
that untouched to do its own work, to organize schools

with special reference to this class of wants. We have
the elements of such air organization in the Arsenal and
Citadel Academies. Let these be converted into semi-

naries of special education—which will only be an ex-

tension of their present plan—and they will lorm that in-'

termediate class of schools betwixt the elementary and
the College, which the circumstances of every civilized

community, in proportion to the complication of its in-

terests, demand. '-
"

.

These changes in the College have been favoured on
the ground that they will increase its numbers. But the

success of the College is not to be estimated by the num-
bers in attendance, but by the numbers educated. It

should never include more than those who are seeking
a liberal education, and if it includes all of these, whether
they be fifty or two hundred, it is doing the whole of its

appropriate work. No doubt, by the changes in queis-

tion, our catalogue might be increased two or three fold,

but we should not educate a single individual more than
we educate now. Numbers in themselves are nothing,

unless they represent those who are really devoted to

the business of the place. What real advantage would
it be to have four or five hundred pupils matriculated

here, if some remained only a few months, others re-

mained longer in idleness, and out of the whole number,
only four or five applied for a degree. That four or five

would be the true criterion of success. The real ques-

tion, I insist, is how many graduate. That is the deci-

sive point. As long as we receive the whole number of

young men in the State, who are to be liberally educa-

ted, whether that number be greater or smaller, we are

doing all that we were appointed to do, or that we can

be legitimately expected to do; and a decline in num-
bers is not a necessary proof of the declension of the

Vol. vii.—No. 3. 54
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College, it m^y be only a proof that the demand is

ceasing for higher instruction. The work, however, to

be done loses none of its importance in consequence of

the failure to appreciate its value ; and the remedy is not

to give it up and yield to empirical innovations, but to

persevere, in faith and patience, relying upon time as the

great teacher of wisdom. ,

3. Another cardinal principle in the organization of

the College is the independence of its teachers. They
should be raised above all tem|)tation of "catering for

popularity, of degrading the standard of education for

the sake of the loaves and fishes. They should be pre-

pared to officiate as Priests in the temple of learning, in

pure vestments, and with hands unstained with a bribe.

It has been suggested that if the stipends of the Profess-

ors were made dependent upon the number of pupils,

the strong motive of personal mterest, added to the nigher

incentives which they are expected to feel, would in-

crease their efficiency, by stimulating their zeal and ac-

tivity. They would be anxious to achieve a reputation

for the College which would enable it to command stu-

dents. This argument proceeds upon a hypothesis which,

I am ashamed to say, my own experience pronounces to

be false. In the state oi things in this country there is

a constant conflict between the government of the Col-

lege and the candidates for its privileges, the one attempt-

ing to raise, and the other to lower, the standard of ad-

mission, and every efibrt of the Faculty in the right di-

rection is met with a determined resistance. It is not to

be presumed that young men, at the age of our under-

graduates generally, should have any steady and precise

notions of the nature of education. A College is a Col-

lege, and when they are debating the question, whither
they shall go, the most important items in the calcula-

tion are, not the efficiency, but the cheapness of the place,

and the shortness of the time within which a degree may
be obtained. The consequence is that no College can
resist the current, unless its teachers are independent.

In that case they may stand their ground—and though
they can never hope to equal feebler institutions in num-
bers, they will still accomplish a great work, and confer

a lasting benefit on society. The South Carolina College
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has raised her standard. She has proclaimed her pur-
pose to be, TO EDUCATE WEI^L, and I should deplore
any measure that might remotely tend to drive her from
this position. The true security for the ability of the pro-

fessional corps is not to be sought in starving them, or in

making them scramble for a livelihood, but in the com-
petency, zeal and integrity of the body that appoints
them, and in the strict responsibility to which they are
held. An imj)artial Board of overseers, to elect faithful

and turn out incompetent men, a Board that has the
nerve to do its duty, will be a stronger check upon in-

dolence and inefficiency, than an empty larder. The
motive of necessity may lead them to degrade instruc-

tion to increase their fees ; the motive of responsibility

to a body that can appreciate their labours, will always
operate in the right direction.

"Let this ground, therefore," says Bacon,* "be laid

that all works are overcome by amplitude of reward, by
soundness of direction, and by the conjunction of la-

bours. The first rnultiplieth endeavour, the second pre-

venteth error, and the third supplieth the frailty of man*'
But the principal of these is direction." So far as the

under-graduates are concerned I think that all these con-

ditions of success are measurably fulfilled in the present

arrangements of the College ; as much so as the general
state of education will allow. No changes in this respect

are desirable. But the interests of higher education de-

mand something more than that culture "in passage,"
as Bacon expresses it, which is all that is contemplated
in provisions for under-graduates. Our work stops with
the degree. We have no foundations upon which schol-

ars may be placed, " tending to quietness and private-

ness of life, and discharge of cares and troubles." "We
are wanting in facilities for "conjunctions" of learned

men ; and consequently the only persons whose business

it is to keep pace with the higher intelligence of the age,

are the few professors who are employed in the work of

instruction. With only such means we must fall behind
in the march of improvement. There must be more com-
petition, more leisure, more freedom from distracting

* Bacon's Works, vol. 2nd, p. 90. Montagu's Edition.
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cares. " This I take to be*," says the great writer from
whom I love to quote,* " a great cause that hath hinder-

ed the profession of learning, because these fundamen-
tal knowledges have been studied but in passage. For
if you will have a tree bear more fruit than it hath used
to do, it is not anything you can do to the boughs, but it

is the stirring of the earth, and putting new mould about
the roots, that must work it."

I do not look to the Legislature to supply this defi-

ciency. Other demands more immediate and urgent

must be met, and to meet them adequately will make a
heavy draft upon its resources. But I do look to private

liberality. Many of the foundations in Oxford ana Cam-
bridge have arisen from this source. The Northern Col-

leges are indebted for the largest part of their funds to

the same cause. Why should not some portion of the

Southern wealth take the same direction ? Are we want-
ing in the love of knowledge, in the spirit of charity, and
in zeal for the honour and prosperity of the State ? I

cannot account for the remissness and apathy of our rich

planters and merchants, and professional men, in any
other way, than that this form of generosity has not been
the habit of the country. I had hoped that your exam-
ple, and the example of Col. Hampton would have given

an impetus to this matter, and I shall not despair until

I see the result of the festival which is proposed to be
celebrated in honour of the 50th anniversary of the Col-

lege. A body of learned men, devoted to the pursuit of

fundamental knowledges, is what more than everything

else is now needed, to complete our system. There is

wealth enough in private coffers, and liberality enough
in the hearts of our citizens, to supply the want, if pub-
lic interest could only be elicited in the subject. There
prevails an impression that the annual appropriations of

the Legislature are amply sufficient for all the ends of a
College—it is forgotten that these appropriations con-

template it entirely as a place of teaching, and not the

residence of scholars. In this latter aspect we are whol-
ly dependent upon private generosity.

The advantages to the College, and to the State, and

* Bacon's Works, vol. 2nd, p. 98. Mental's Edition.
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to the whole country, of such a body of resident scholars

cannot be estimated. They might, in various ways, as*-

sist in the businesses discipline and instruction—they

would furnish a constant supply of materials for new
professors—they would ffive tone and impulse to the as-

pirations and efforts of the young men gathered around
them, and diffuse an influence; which, silently and im-

perceptibly concurring in the formation of that powerful
and mysterious combination of separate elements called

public opinion, would tell upon every hamlet in the land.
" For, if men judge that learning should be referred to

action, they judge well ; but in this they fall into the

error described in the ancient fable, in which the other

parts of the body did suppose the stomach had been idle,

because it neither performed the office of motion, as the

limbs do, nor of sense, as the head doth ; but yet, not-

withstanding, it is the stomach that digesteth and dis-

tributeth to all the rest ; so if any man think philosophy
and universality to be idle studies, he doth not consider

that all professions are from thence served and sup-

plied."* This homely illustration sets the question of

utility in its true light, and if I could impress upon the

community, as it exists in my own mind, the deep and
earnest sense of the importance of this feature in the or-

ganization of the College, the lack of means would soon
cease to be an impediment in keeping pace with the high-

est culture of the age. It would soon be found that

wealth has no more tendency to contract the mind in

South Carolina, than in Massachusetts and New York,
and that there are merchant princes in Charleston as well

as in Boston. Who will begin the work? Who shall

set the first example of a foundation of ten or twenty
thousand dollars, devoted to the support of genius in re-

flecting light and glory upon the State ? It is devoutly
to be hoped that something more substantial than echo
will answer who.
But as there are those who admit, in general, the ad-

vantages of a high standard of liberal education, and the

consequent importance of such institutions as the College,

and yet doubt the wisdom of the policy which directly

'1.
1 . .3
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* Bacon's Works, vol. 2nd, p. 93, Montagu's Edition.
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connects them with the State, a more distinct considera-

tion of this question will not be out of place here. The
grounds of doubt are twofold. ^

1. The College, it is said, is for the benefit of the few,

and therefore, should not be supported by the taxes of
the many—what comes from all should be for all. What
is for a class should be by a class. This is the substance
of the clamour, by which, ignorance and vulgar ambi-
tion, and above all, a pretended regard for the rights and
interests of the masses, *are constantly endeavouring to

steal away the hearts of the people from what, justly

considerea, is the bulwark of their liberties, and the

strongest safeguard of their honour and respectability.

Hence the cry that the College is an aristocratic institu-

tion ; a resort for the rich, exclusive of the poor.

The other ground is, that education, in its very nature,

belongs to the church, or to private enterprise—that it

includes elements which lie beyond the jurisdiction of

the State, and that, therefore, the State has no right to

interfere with it. These objections, I think, embod}^ the

strength of whatever opposition is expressed or felt to

the College as a public foundation.

In reference to the first, let it be admitted that the

number of those who participate in the privileges of the

College is, and must necessarily be, limited. It is, of
course, impracticable, even if it were desirable, that every

young man in the State should receive a liberal educa-

tion. Some must be excluded. The very notion of their

being excluded implies that they do not share in the im-

mediate advantages of the College. But then the ques-

tion arises, what is the jprindple of exclusion, so far as

the College is concerned? If that principle is directly

based upon difference in fortune, then there is ground of

complaint; otherwise none. Does the College reject any
because they are poor ; does it admit any because they

are rich % Does it recognize any distinction between rich

and poor? Who will venture upon such an allegation?

And yet it is only by making wealth the ground of ad-

mission, and poverty the ground of exclusion, that the

College can be. justly charged with aristocratic tenden-

cies. It is notorious that the only question which the

College asks, as the qualification for admission to its im-
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miinities, is in relation to the fitness of tlie candidates to

enter upon its pursuits. All who are prepared to com-
ply with its requisitions are w^elcome to its halls, whether
rich or poor. Poverty may, indeed, be a remote and ac-

cidental cause of exclusion, as it incapacitates for acqui-

ring the fitness which the College exacts, and which is

absolutely indispensable to the ends it has in view. But
in these cases, it is not the jpoverty which the College

considers, but the ignorance and want of preparatory

training. There are also expenses incident to a College

course which put it out of the power of those who are

absolutely without funds to pursue it. A man must be
fed and clothed and warmed ; and the comforts of life do
not usually come without money ; and if he cannot af-

ford the necessary expenses himself, and his friends will

not afford them for him, all that can be said is, that

Providence has cut him off from a liberal education. He
is not in a condition to reap the advantages of personal

residence within the College walls. But the principle of

exclusion, so far as the College is concerned, is not a
class principle, but, one which necessarily results from
the nature and end of its institution. It is founded ex-

clusively for a certain kind and degree of education, and
it opens its doors to all, without exception, who are prepar-

ed tor its instructions, and can sustain the expenses neces-

sarily incident to a residence from home. It shuts its

doors upon none, but upon those who shut them upon
themselves, or against whom Providence has closed them.

A free College means a College absolutely without ex-

pense. We must wait for the realization of such a dream
until the manifestation of that state in which our bodies

shall cease to be flesh and blood, and such homely arti-

cles as food, raiment and fuel, be no longer needed. But
if an institution is not, ijpso facto^ aristocratic, because
the members of it have to pay for their victuals and
clothes, then the South Carolina College is not an aristo-

cratic or class institution. It might not be improper to

inquire whether in those institutions, whose glory it is to

be par eminence institutions for the vulgar, it is pretend-

ed tnat the pupils have absolutely nothing to pay. Can
a stark beggar get through them without help? If not,

poverty and wealth have the same remote and indirect

m
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influence in determining who shall participate in their

privileges, as they have m the South Carolina College. '

From a somewhat careful inquiry, too, I am inclined

to the opinion, that none, however poor, ever fail to get

through College, who have been enabled, either by their

own exertions or the assistance of others, to prepare for

College. I am sure the number is very small. Hence
of all charges that the imagination can conceive, that of

educating only the rich is the most idle and ridiculous.

Most of our students, as a matter of fact, are from fami-

lies in moderate circumstances ; many are absolutely

poor, either expending their whole living upon their

minds, or toiling in vacations to acquire the means of de-

fraying their expenses, or sustained by the eleemosynary
foundations of the College, or by the assistance of the

College Societies, or by private liberality. The public

sentiment of the students speaks volumes upon this point.

If there were anything in the genius or organization of

the Institution which distinguished it as the College of

the rich^ there would be a corresponding pride of aris-

tocracy among the young men, and the poor would be
avoided, insulted or shunned as a jprojanum vulgus.

They would be branded by public opinion as men who
were out of their place ; as upstarts, who were aspiring

to the privileges of their betters. This would be neces-

sitated as the common feeling by the organic principle of

the body. But what is the truth ? I have no hesitation

in affirming, that if there be a place more than any other

where the poor are honoured and respected, where indi-

gence, if coupled with any degree of merit, is an infalli-

ble passport to favour, that place is the South Carolina

College. It may be preeminently called the poor man's
College in the sense that poverty is no reproach within

its walls—no bar to its highest honours and most tempt-

ing rewards, either among professors or students. On
the contrary, if there is a prejudice at all, it is against

the rich; and from long observation and experience, I

am prepared to affirm, that no spirit receives a sterner,

stronger, more indignant rebuke within these walls than
the pride and vanity of wealth. Let any young man
presume upon his fortune and undertake to put on airs,

and the whole College pounces down upon him with as
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little mercy and as much avidity, as the jackdaws in the

fable, upon their aspiring fellow, who was decked in the

peacock's feathers. - S):^m ^:ff^ «*'mdi 'i^i\dA ;> ?

No doubt there are many whose circumstances pre-

clude them from the first steps of a liberal education,

and who, yet, have the capacity to receive it, and who,
if educated, might reflect lasting honour upon the State.

But, unfortunately, from the imperfect and inefficient

condition of the free schools, these poor children can
never be distinguished. One advantage of a more ade-

quate scheme of public instruction will be that of bring-

ing indigent merit to the light. For such cases there

ought to be the most ample pi ovision. "This," in the

words of Cousin, " is a sacred duty we owe to talent—

a

duty which must be fulfilled, even at the risk of being
sometimes mistaken." The State should either endow
saholarships, or extemporize appropriations to meet the

cases of those who, when public schools shall have been
established, shall be reported as worthy of a liberal edu-

cation by their earlier teachers. And beyond this, as

the same writer observes, it -is not desirable that it should

provide for the higher instruction of the poor.

So much for the limitation of the immediate benefits

of the College. They cure confined to comparatively a
few, simply because it is comparatively a lew that are

in a condition to receive them. But then the important
point is—and it is a point which ought never to be for-

gotten, though it is systematically overlooked by those

who are accustomed to decry the College—rthat these

benefits are imparted, not for the sake of the few, but for

the interest of the many—the good of the State at large.

Those who are educated, are educated not for themselves,

but for the advantage of the Commonwealth as a whole.

Every scholar is regarded as a blessing—a great public

benefit—and for the sake of the general influence that

he is qualified to exert, the State makes provisions for

his training. It is because "the proper education of

youth contributes greatly to the prosperity of society,"

that it "ought to be an object of legislative attention."

The many, therefore, are not taxed tor the few, but the

few are trained for exalted usefulness and extensive good
to the many. If the Legislature had in view only the
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interests of those who are educated, and expended its

funds in reference to their good, considered simply as in-

dividuals, there would be just ground of complaint; but
when it is really aiming at the prosperity of the whole
community, and uses these individuals as means to an
end, there is nothing limited or partial in its measures.
It is great weakness to suppose that nothing can contri-

bute to the general good, the immediate ends of which
are not realized in the case of every individual. Are
light-houses constructed only for the safety of the be-

nighted mariners who may be actually guided by their

lamps ? or are they reared for the security of navigation,

the interests ofcommerce, and through these, the interests

of society at large.

There is no way of evading the force of this argument
but by flatly denying that an educated class is a public

s good. If there are any among us who are prepared to

take this ground, and to become open advocates of bar-

barism, I have nothing to say to them ; but, for the sake

of those who may be seduced by a sophistry which they
cannot disentangle, I offer a.few reflections.

In the first place, the educated men, in every commu-
nity, are the real elements of steady and consistent pro-

gress. They are generally in advance of their generation

;

light decends from them to their inferiors, and by a grad-

ual and imperceptible influence emanating from the soli-

tary speculations, it may be, of their secret hours, the

whole texture of society is modified, a wider scope is

fiven to its views and a loftier end to its measures.

—

hey are the men who sustain and carry forward the

complicated movements of a refined civilization—the re-

al authors of the changes which constitute epochs in the

social elevation of the race. Pitt could not understand,

and Fox refused to read the masterly speculations of

Adam Smith upon the Wealth of Nations. He was
ahead of his age. The truth gradually worked its way,
however, into the minds of statesmen and legislators,

and now, no one is held to be fit for any public employ-
ment, who is not imbued with the principles of Politi-

cal Economy. The thoughts of a retired thinker, once

set in motion, if they have truth in them, have a princi-

ple of life which can never be extinguished,—they may,
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for a season, be repressed and confined, but they, finally,

like disengaged gases, acquire an intensity and power
which defy all opposition. They spread through society,

leavening first its leading members, and extending m
the shape of results, or maxims, or practical conclusions,

to every fireside in the land. The solitary scholar wields

a lever which raises the whole mass of society. It is a
high general education which shapes the minds and con-

trols the opinions of the guiding spirits of the age ; it is

this which keeps up the general tone of society—it is at

once conservative and progressive.

The conservative tendency requires to be a little more
distinctly pointed out. The case is this—the universal

activity which general intelligence imparts to mind, must
be prolific in schemes and theories, and these are likely

to be sound or hurtful, according to the completeness of

the inductions or the narrowness of the views, on which
they are founded. A half truth, or a truth partially ap-

prehended, always has the effect of a lie. A high order

of culture, with occasional exceptions, (for profound
thinkers are sometimes eccentric,) is a security against

the ill-digested plans and visionary projects, which they

are peculiarly tempted to originate, whose vision is con-

fined to a contracted horizon, and who are deceived, sim-

ply because they do not perceive the bearings of a prin-

ciple in all its applications. An educated class expands
the field of vision, and serves as a check to the irregular

impulses and the impetuous innovations of minds, equal-

ly active, but less enlarged. It protects from rashness,

from false maxims, from partial knowledge. It is a se-

curity for public order which can hardly be over-estima-

ted—it is the regulator of the great clock of society.

General intelligence, without high culture to keep it m
check, will exemplify the maxim of Pope

—

"A little learning is a dangerous thing,"

and will prove a greater curse to the State than absolute

ignorance. It is not ignorance, but half-knowledge, that

is full of whims and crotchets, the prey of impulse and
fanaticism, and the parent of restless agitation and cease-

less change. It is in the constant play of antagonist

forces, the action and re-action of the higher and lower
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culture, that the life, health and vigour of society consists

General intelligence checks the stagnation of ignorance,

and a thorough education, the rashness of empiricism.

Where these prevail there is all the inspiration without

the contortions of the Sibyl.*

In the next place it should not be omitted that general

education is the true source of the elevation of the mass-

es, and of the demand for popular instruction. Every
educated man is a centre of light, and his example and

influence create the consciousness of ignorance and the

sense of need, from which elementary schools have

sprung. Defective culture is never conscious of itself

until it is brought into contact with superior power.

There may be a conviction of ignorance in reference to

special things, and a desire of knowledge as the means
of accomplishing particular ends. But the need of in-

tellectual improvement on its own account never is awa-

kened spontaneously. We never lament our inferiority

to angels. The reason is, we are not brought into con-

tact with them, and are consequently not sensible of the

disparity that exits. If we had examples before us of

angelic amplitude of mind, the contrast would force upon
us a lively impression of the lowness of our intellectual

level. If we had never been accustomed to any other

light but that of the stars, we should never have dream-

ed of the sun, nor felt the absence of his rays as any
real evil. The positive in the order of thought is before

the privative. We must know the good in order to un-

derstand the evil ; we must be familiar with day to com-
prehend night and darkness. Hence it is that civiliza-

tion never has been and never can be of spontaneous
growth among a people. It has always been an inherit-

ance or an importation. If men had been originally

created savages, they would all haye been savages to-

day. Those ingenious theories which undertake, from
principles of human nature, to explain the history of

man's progress from barbarism to rennement, are nothing
better than speculative romances. They are contradict-

ed by experience, as well as by the laws of the human

* See some excellent remarks on this subject in President Walker's In-
augural Discourse. ^ .

, ,
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mind. Philosbphy coincides with the Bible, man was
created in the image of God, and the rudeness and coarse-

ness of uncivilized commimities are states of degration

into which he has apostatized and simk^ and not his

primitive and original condition. Civilization has migra-

ted from one centre to another, has found its way among
.

barbarians and savages, and restored them to something
of their forfeited inheritance, but, in every such instance,

it has been introduced from without, it has never devel-

oped itself from within. Where all is darkness, whence
is the light to spring ? What planet is the source of the

rays that shine on it? Hence it is knowledge which
creates the demand for knowledge—which causes ignor*

ance to be felt as an evil, and hence it is the education^

in the first instance, of the few, which has awakened the

strong desire for the illumination of the many. Let
knowledge, however, become stagnant—let no provision

be made for the constant activity of the highest order of

minds in the highest spheres of speculation, and the tor-

por would be communicated downwards, until the whole
community was benumbed. The thinkers in the most
abstract departments of speculation keep the whole of

society in motion, and upon its motion depends its pro-

gress. Scholars, therefore, are the real benefactors of the

people—and he does more for popular education who
founds a University, than he who institutes a complete

and adequate machinery of common schools. The reason

is obvious^—the most potent element of public opinion is

wanting where only a low form of culture obtains—the

common schools having no example of any thing higher

before them, would soon degenerate and impart only a

mechanical culture—if they did not, which I am inclined

to think would be the case, from their want of life, if they

did not permit the people to relapse into barbarism. Col-

leges, on the other hand, will create the demand for low-

er culture, and private enterprise under the stimulus im-

parted would not be backward in providing for it. The
college will diffuse the education of principles, of maxims,
a tone of thinking and feeling which are of the last im-

portance, without the schools—the schools could never

do it without the college. If we must dispense with one
or the other, I have no hesitation in saying, that on the

-.-.'^v'
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score of public good alone, it were wiser to dispense with

the schools. One sun is better than a thousand stars.

There never was, therefore, a more grievous error than

that the college is in antagonism to the interests of the

people. Precisely the opposite is the truth—and be-

cause it is preeminently a public good, operating direct-

ly or indirectly to the benefit of every citizen in the

State, the Legislature was originally justified in found-

ing, and in still sustaining, this noble- institution. It has

made South Carolina what she is—it has made her peo-

ple what they are—and from her mountains to her sea-

board there is not a nook or corner of the State that has
not shared in its healthful influence. The very cries

which are coming up from all quarters for the direct in-

struction of the people, cries which none should think of

resisting, are only echoes from the college walls. "We
should never have heard of them, if the state of things

had continued among us, which existed when the college

was founded. The low country would still have sent its

sons to Europe or the North, and the up-country would
have been content with its fertile lands and invigorating

hills. -''--'^

The second ground of objection does not deny or di-

minish the importance of the College, or the general ad-

vantages of higher education. It only afiirms that the

State is not the proper body for dispensing them. The
advocates of this negative opinion divide themselves into

two classes, one maintaining that Colleges should sup-

port themselves—the other that they should be support-

ed by endowments under the control of private or eccle-

siastical corporations. The first was the doctrine of

Adam Smith, who may be reckoned among the ablest

opponents of the policy of public education in the higher
branches of learning. He lays down the thesis, that the

demand will infallibly create the supply—that in science,

literature and the arts, as in the commodities which min-
ister to the physical comfort and conveniences of man,
what is wanted will be procured. The double operation

of private interest, on the one hand to obtain, on the

other to furnish, will present inducements enough to

originate all the schools that may be needed to teach all

the arts that may be desired. This ingenious reasoner

•ik^
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forgot that, in the matter of education, as Sir Wm. Ham-
ilton justly remarks,* "demand and supply are necessa-

,

rily coexistent and coextensive—that it is education
which creates the want which education only can satisfy.

Those again," says the same writer, " who, conceding all

this, contend that the creation and supply of this demand
should be abandoned by the State to private intelligence

and philanthropy are contradicted both by reasoning and
fact." The expensiveness of the machinery which is ne-

cessary to put in motion a higher seminary of learning,

renders it hopelessly impossible to make such institutions

self-supporting bodies, and the attempt to do so would .

have no other effect than to degrade them into profes-
'

sional or scientific schools, in w^ich knowledge is the

end, and not the instrument. Hence there is not a Col-

lege or University worthy of the name, either in Europe
or America, that is capable of sustaining, much less of

having founded, its various departments of instruction

by the patronage it receives. Education has always lived

on charity. Foundations and endowments, partly from
individuals, partly from the State, have always been its

reliances to supply the apparatus with which the ma-
chinery is kept in motion.

As to private corporations, it is certain that the degree

of interest which is taken in learning for itself, will never

be adequate to meet the exigencies of higher education.

There must be some stronger principle at work, an im-

pulse more general and pervading, in order to touch the

chords of private liberality and awaken a responsive

thrill. There may be extraordinary efforts of single men,
but these spasmodic contributions will be too rare, be-

sides that they may be hampered by unwise restrictions

and limitations, to answer the ends of a College. The
only principle which has vitality and power enough to

keep the stream of private charity steadily turned in the

direction of education is the principle of religion. And
hence the true and only question is, does education be-

long to the Church or State. Into the hands of one or

the other, it must fall or perish. This, too, is the great prac-

tical question among us. The most formidable war against

yf.
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the College will be tliat waged on the principle of its ex-

istence. ,:?•>:);
.

' ''.[ri V''' 'v;>*^;w*?i i(>M*tt!s\>!'ir.'\/-r'-wj»«->*'-iw:'!i;|'rt^ki'j^^^^

I respect the feeling ont of which the jealousy of State

institutions has grown. A godless education is worse
than none ; and I rejoice that the sentiment is well-nigh

universal in this country, that a system which excludes

the highest and most commanding, the eternal interests

of man, must be radically defective, whether reference

be had to the culture of the individual, or to his pros^

perity and influence in life. Man is essentially a reli-

gious being, and to make no provision for this noblest

element of his nature, to ignore and preclude it from any
distinct consideration, is to leave him but half-educated.

The Ancients were accustomed to regard theology as the

first philosophy, and there is not a people under the sun,

whose religion has not been the chief inspiration of their

literature. Take away the influence which this subject

has exerted upon the human mind, destroy its contribu-

tions to the cause of letters, the impulse it has given to

the speculations of philosophy, and what will be left

after these subtractions will be comparatively small in

quantity and feeble in life and spirit. We must have
religion, if we would reach the highest forms of educa-

tion. This is the atmosphere which must surround the

mind and permeate all its activities, in order that its de-

velopement may be free, healthful and vigorous. Sci-

ence languishes, letters pine, refinement is lost, wherever
and whenever the genius of religion is excluded. Expe-
rience has demonstrated that, in some form or other, it

must enter into every College and pervade every depart-

ment of instruction. No institution has been able to live

without it. But what right, it is asked, has the State to

introduce it? What right, we might ask in return, has
the State to exclude it? The difficulty lies in confound-
ing the dogmatic peculiarities of sects with the spirit of

religion. The State as such knows nothing of sects, but
to protect them, but it does not follow that the State must
be necessarily godless ; and so a College knows nothing
of denominations except as a feature in the history of the

human race, but it does not follow that a College must
be necessarily atheistic or unchristian. What is wanted
is the pervading influence of religion as a life; the habit-

J:^iir:;k"
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ual sense of responsibility to God and of the true worth
and destiny of the soul, which shall give tone to the
character, and regulate all the pursuits of the place. The
example, temper, and habitual deportment of the teach-
ers, cooperating with the dogmatic instructions which
have been received at the fireside and in the church, and
coupled with the obligatory observance, except in cases
of conscientious scruple, of the peculiar duties of the
Lord's day, will be found to do more in maintaining the

power of religion than the constant recitation of the

catechism, or the ceaseless inculcation of sectarian pecu-
liarities. The difficulty of introducing religion is, indeed,
rather speculative than practical. W hen we propose to

teach religion as a science, and undertake by precise

boundaries and exact statutory provisions, to define what
shall and what shall not be taught, when by written

schemes we endeavor to avoid all the peculiarities of sect

and opinion without sacrificing the essential interests of
religion, the task is impossible. The residuum, after our
nice distinctions, is zero. But why introduce religion as
a science f Let it come in the character of the Profess-

ors, let it come in the stated worship of the Sanctuary,
and let it come in the vindication of those immortal re-

cords which constitute the basis of our faith. >
'

Leave creeds and confessions to the fireside and church,

the home and the pulpit. Have godly teachers and you
will have comparatively a godly College. But what se-

curity have we that a State College will pay any atten-

tion to the religious character of its teachers? The secu-

rity of public opinion, which, in proportion as the vari-

ous religious denominations do their duty in their own
spheres, will become absolutely irresistible. Let all the

sects combine to support the State College, and they can
soon create a sentiment which, with the terrible certain-

ty of fate, shall tolerate nothing unholy or unclean in

its walls. They can make it religious without being sec-

tarian. The true power of the church over these institu-

tions is not that of direct control, but of moral influence,

arising from her direct work upon the hearts and con-

sciences of all the members of the community. Is it al-

leged that experience presents us with mournful exam-
ples of State institutions degenerating into hot-beds of

YoL. VII.—No. 3. 66
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atheism and impiety? It may be promptly replied that

the same experience presents lis with equally mournful

examples of church institutions degenerating into hot-

beds of the vilest heresy and infidelity. And what is

more to the point, a sound public opinion has never fail-

ed to bring these State institutions back to their proper

moorings, while the church institutions have, not unfre-

quently, carried their sects with them and rendered re-

lovm impossible. In the case of State institutions, the

seeurity for religion lies in the public opinion of the

whole community ; in the case of church institutions, in

the public opinion of a single denomination, and as the

smaller body can more easily become corrupt than a

larger, as there is a constant play of antagonisms which
preserves the health in the one case, while they are want-
ing in the other, it seems clear that a State College, upon
the whole, and in the long run, must be safer tnan any
sectarian institution. As long as the people presei-ve

their respect for religion, the College can be kept free

from danger. hiy:^(Mmti^^^M^:^:- ;<j%€^;!kU-iiMJrt^.3^ai:ti1*fii*?',^iiJ-.

*irThe principle, too, on which the argument for church
supervision is founded, proves too much. It is assumed
that wherever a religious influence becomes a matter of
primary importance, there the church has legitimate ju-

risdiction. " Tliis," it has been well said,* " puts an end
to society itself, and makes the church the only power
that can exist ; since all that is necessary is for any officer

or any power to be capable of moral effects, or influences,
in order to put it under the dominion of the church.
The moral influence of governors, judges, presidents,
nay, even sheriffs, coroners, or constables, is as real and
may be far more extensive than that of school-masters.
The moral influence of wealth, manners, taste, is im-
mense; that of domestic habits, nay, even personal hab-
its, often decisive." The truth is, this species of argu-
ment would reduce every interest under the sun to the
control of the church. It is just the principle on which

* Southern Presbyterian Review, vol. 3, The article from which3, p. 6.

this extract is taken was written by Dr. R. J. Breckinridge, and is the
most complete refutation of the manifold assumptions on which the theory
of church education proceeds, that I have ever seen. It sets the question
af. rAfrtV' ; ( i ,•
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the authority of the Pope over Kings and States has been '
.;

assumed and defended. The ar2;ument, moreover, is one -^

which can be very easily retorted. If, because education
has a religious element, it must fall within the jurisdic*

tion of the church, a /artiori, because it has multiplied
secular elements, it must fall within the jurisdiction of
the State. The church is a distinct corporation—with
distinct rights and authority. She has direct control

over nothing that is not spiritual in its matter and con^

nected with our relations to Jesus Christ. She is His
Kingdom, and her functions are limited to His work as
the mediator of the covenant and the saviour of the lost

5

and if education, in its secular aspects, is not a function '

of ^race, but of nature, if it belongs to man, not as a
christian, but simply as a man, then it no more falls with-

in the jurisdiction of the church, than any other secular

work. "The duties of the State are civil, not sacred:
the duties of the church are sacred, not civil. To exclude ^fZXL ?
the church from the control of general education, and to ^
exenipt it from the duty of providing the means thereof,

it must be shown that education is o^ the nature of reli-

gious things, and that the duty of superintending it is, in

its nature, spiritual. Is not a man bound to educate him-
self as an individual person ? Is not every family bound
to educate each other, and the head of the family pecu-

liarly bound to educate the members ? If so, are these

obligations which arise out of our individual personality

and out of our family relations, in any degree at all, or

do they spring solely and chiefly, out of our obligations

as members of Christ? Is a christian more bound, or is

he chiefly bound, or is he exclusively bound—they are

three degrees of the same proposition—to acquire and to

impart knowledge, which has nothing to do with reli-

gion, but much to do with temporal success, and tem*

poral usefulness; all the positive sciences, for example;
simply or mainly as a christian, or because he is a chris*

tian? Or is he bound chiefly, or at all to do so, from

any considerations drawn from his individual position, or

his relations to his family or his country ? These are

considerations, and there are many more like them, that

require to be deeply pondered before we arrive at the

sweeping generalities which assume and assert that de-

I! .
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nominational education is the only safe and true conclui

sion of this ' high argument.' "* -^

Apart from the principle involved, I have other objec-

tions to sectarian education. I say sectarian education,

for the church as catholic and one, in the present condi-

tion of things, is not visible and corporate. What she

does can only be done through the agency of one or more
of the various fragments into which she has been suffer-

ed to split. In the first place, it is evident, from the fee-

bleness of the sects, that these Colleges cannot be very

largely endowed. In the next place, they are likely to

be numerous. From these causes will result a strenuous

competition for patronage; and from this, two effects may
be expected to follow. First, the depression of the stand-

ard ol general education, so as to allure students to their

halls; and next, the preference of what is ostentatious

and attractive in education to what is solid and substan-

tial. It is true that there can be no lofty flight, as Bacon
has suggested, " without some feathers of ostentation ;"

but it is equally true that there can be no flight at all,

where there are not bone, muscle and sinew to sustain

the feathers. >

It is also a serious evil that the State should be habit^

ually denounced as profane and infidel. To think and
speak of it in that light is the sure way to make it so

;

and yet, this is the uniform representation of the advo-

cates of church education. They will not permit the

State to touch the subject, because its fingers are un-

clean. Can there be a more certain method to uproot

the sentiments of patriotism, and to make us feel that

the government of the country is an enormous evil to

which we are to submit, not out of love, but for con-

science sake ? Will not something like this be the inevi-

table effect of the declamation and mvective which bigots

and zealots feel authorized to vent against the Common-
wealth that protects them, in order that they may suc-

ceed in their narrow schemes? Instead of clinging

around the State, as they would cling to the bosom of a
beloved parent, and concentrating upon her the highest
and holiest influences which they are capable of exert-

* Southern Presbyterian Review, vol. 8, p. 8, Dr. Breckenridge's ftrticle.
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ing ; instead of teaching their children to love her, as the

ordinance of God for good, to bless her for her manifold

benefits, and to obey her with even a religious venera-

tion, they repel her to a cold and cheerless distance, and
brand her with the stigma of Divine reprobation. The
result must be bad. "The fanaticism which despises the

State, and the infidelity which contemns the church, are

both alike the product of ignorance and folly. God has

established both the church and the State. It is as clear-

ly our duty to be loyal and enlightened citizens, as to be
faithful and earnest christians."

I think, too, that the tendency of sectarian Colleges to

perpetuate the strife of sects, to fix whatever is heteroge-

neous in the elements of national character, and to alien-

ate the citizens from each other, is a consideration not to

be overlooked. There ought surely to be some common
ground on which the members of the same State may
meet together and feel that they are brothers—some
common ground on which their children may mingle
without confusion or discord, and bury every narrow and
selfish interest in the sublime sentiment that they belong
to the same family. Nothing is so powerful as a com-
mon education, and the thousand sweet associations

which spring from it and cluster around it, to cherish the

holy brotherhood of men. Those who have walked to-

gether in the same paths of science, and taken sweet

counsel in the same halls of learning, who went arm in

arm in that hallowed season of life when the foundations

of all excellence are laid, who have wept with the same
sorrows, or laughed with the same joys, who have been
fired with the same ambition,, lured with the same hopes,

and grieved at the same disappointments, these are not
the men, in aftei' years, to stir up animosities, or foment
intestine feuds. Their college life is a bond of union,

which nothing can break ; a Divine poetry of existence

which nothing is allowed to profane. Who can forget

his college days, and his college companions, and even
his college dreams? Would you make any Common-
wealth a unit, educate its sons together. This is the se-

cret of the harmony which has so remarkably character-

ized our State. It was not the influence of a single mind,
great as that mind was—it was no tame submission to

i
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anthoritative dictation. It was the community of thought,

feeling and character, achieved by a common education

within these walls. Here it was that heart was knit to

heart, mind to mind, and that a common character was
formed. All these advantages must be lost, if the sec-

tarian scheme prevails. South Carolina will no longer

be a unit, nor her citizens brothers. We shall have sect

against sect, school against school, and college against

college; and he knows but little of the past who has not

observed that the most formidable dangers to any State

are those which spring from divisions in its own bosom,
and that these divisions are terrible in proportion to the

degree in which the religious element enters into them.

1 shall say no more upon the College. I have spoken
of its end, its organization and its defects ; and have vin-

dicated the policy upon which it was founded. What
I have said I believe to be true, and I am sure that it is

seasonable. And nothing would delight me more, as a

man, a Christian, and a patriot, than to see all jealousies

jaid aside, all sectarian schemes abandoned, and the

whole State, as one man, rally to its support. It would
find ample employment for all the funds which private

liberality is pouring into the coffers of other institutions

;

and when charity had done its utmost, and the govern-

ment still more freely unlocked its treasury, we should

have a splendid institution, beyond doubt, but one which
was still not perfect. Education is a vast and complica-

ted interest, and it requires the legacies of ages and gen-

erations past, as well as the steady contributions of the

living, to keep the stream from subsiding. Let it roll

among us like a mighty river, whose ceaseless flow is

maintained by the springs of charity and the great foun-

tain of public munificence. Let us have a College which
is worthy of the name—to which we can invite the schol-

ars of Europe with an honest pride, and to which our

children may repair from all our borders, as the States of

Greece to their Olympia, or the chosen tribes to Mount
Zion. How beautiful it is for brethren to dwell together

in unity I

II. The next part of our system in the order of Legis-

lation ia the Free Schools. And here I am sorry to say
that the law is not only inadequate, but there is a very

fc' iMtAr
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extraordinary discrepancy between the law and the prac-

tice, which increases the difficulty and has added to the

inefficiency of the standing appropriation. It is clear

from the face of it that the Act of 1811 was designed as

the first step towards the establishment of a system of

Common Scnools, that should bring the means oi* elemen-
tary education within the reach of every child in the

State. It was not intended to be a provision for pern-

pers. Throughout our statutes JF'ree Schools mean I^uh-

lic Schools, or schools which are open to every citizen.

The first act in which I find the expression is that of the

8th of April, 1710, entitled an act for the founding and
erecting of a Free School for the use of the inhabitants

of South Carolina. This act created and incorporated a

Board of Trustees for the purpose of taking charge of

such funds as had already been contributed, or might af-

terwards be contributed for public instruction in the

Province. In it the epithet free is synonymous, not with

pauji^er^ hxxi public^ or common. The same is the case in

the act of the 7th June, 1712, entitled an act for the en-

couragement of learning. Although the School was a

Free School, every pupil was required to pay for his

tuition. But the meaning of the phrase is made still

clearer by the extended act of the 12th December of the

same year. There the School was manifestly open to all.

Special inducements were held out to patronize and en-

courage it, and provisions made for educating a certain

number free of expense. The act of 1811, which is the

basis of our present system, is so clear and explicit as to

the kind of Schools to be founded, that I am utterly un-

able to account for the partial and exclusive interpreta-

tion which has been put upon its words. The third sec-

tion provides, " that every citizen of this State shall be
entitled io send his or her child or children, ward or

wards, to any Free School in the District where he or

she may reside, free from any expense whatever on ac-

count of tuition ; and where more children shall apply
for admission at any one School, than can be convenient-

ly educated therein, a preference shall always be given

to poor orphans and tne children of indigent and ne-

cessitous parents." "

; ^ ^
. s V

I have no doubt that if this act had been executed
'M
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according to its true intent and meaning, and Public
Schools had been established in every District of the

State corresponding to the number of members in the

House of Representatives, the advantages would have
been so conspicuous that the Legislature could not have
stopped until the means of instruction had been afforded

to every neighborhood, to every family, and to every
child. The law was wise—it was strictly tentative and
provisional, but its benevolent intention has been defeat-

ed by a singular misconception of its meaning. As a
provisional law, it was defective in unity of plan. The
Commissioners in each District were absolutely indepen-
dent and irresponsible. There was no central power
which could correct mistakes and which could infuse a
common spirit and a common life into the whole scheme.
The consequence is that, after all our legislation and all

our expenditures, we have not even the elements in

Practical operation of a system of Public Schools. We
ave the whole work to begin anew.
#You will permit me to suggest a few reasons why we
should begin it heartily and at once, and then to intimate

the nature and extent of our incipient efforts. ^ r ^'•/.%

1. In the first place, it is the duty of the State to pro-

vide for the education of its citizens. Even Adam Smith,

who, we have seen, was opposed to the direct interfer-

ence of the government in higher, or liberal education,

is constrained to admit that the education of the common
people forms an exception to his principle. He makes
it the care of the government upon the same general

ground with the cultivation of a martial spirit. "We
should be as solicitous that our citizens should not be
ignorant as that they should not be cowards. The whole
passage is so striking that you will excuse me for quoting
it in full. " But a coward, a "man incapable either of

defending or revenging himself, evidently wants one of

the most essential parts of the character of a man. He
is as much mutilated and deformed in his mind as ano-

ther is in his body, who is either deprived of some of

his most essential members, or has lost the use of them.
He is evidently the more wretched and miserable of the

two ; because happiness and misery, which reside alto-

gether in the mind, must necessarily depend more upon
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the healthful or unhealthful, the mutilated or entire state

of the mind, than upon that of the body. Even though
the martial spirit oi the people were of no use towards
the defence of the society, yet to prevent that sort of

mental mutilation, deformity and ^yretchedness, which
cowardice necessarily involves in it, from spreading
themselves through the great body of the people, would
still deserve the most serious attention of government;
in the same manner as it would deserve its most serious

attention to prevent a leprosy, or any other loathsome
and oifensive disease, from spreading itself among them;
though perhaps, no other public good might result from
such attention besides the prevention of so great a public

evil.

"The same thing may be said of the gross ignorance
and stupidity which, in a civilized society, seem so fre-

quently to benumb the understandings of all the inferior

ranks of people. A man without the proper use of the

intellectual faculties of a man is, if possible, more con-

temptible than even a coward, and seems to be mutilated
and deformed in a still more essential part of the char-

acter of human nature. Though the State was to derive

no advantage from the instruction of the inferior ranks
of the people, it would still deserve its attention that they

should not be altogether uninstructed. The State, how-
ever, derives no inconsiderable advantage from their in-

struction. The more they are instructed, the less liable

they are to the delusions of enthusiasm and superstition,

which, among ignorant nations, frequently occasion the

most dreadful disorders. An instructed and intelligent

people, besides, are always more decent and orderly than

an Ignorant and stupid one. They feel themselves, each
individually, more respectable, and more likely to obtain

the respect of their lawful superiors, and they are, there-

fore, more disposed to respect those superiors. They are

more disposed to examine, and more capable of seeing

through, the interested complaints of faction and sedi-

tion ; and they are, upon that account, less apt to be mis-

led into any wanton or unnecessary opposition to the

measures of government. In free countries, where the

safety of government depends very much upon the fa-

vourable judgment whicn the people may form of its

57
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conduct, it inuet surely be of the highest importance
that they should not be disposed to judge rashly or ca-

priciously concerning it." r

"If the community wish to have the benefit of more
knowledge and intelligence in the labouring classes,"

says Say, " it must dispense it at the public charge. This

object may be obtained by the establishment of primary
schools, of reading, writing and arithmetic. These are

the groundwork of all knowledge, and are quite suflScient

for the civilization of the lower classes. In fact, one can-

not call a nation civilized, nor consequently possessed of

the benefits of civilization, until the people at large be
instructed in these three particulars : till then it will be
but partially reclaimed from barbarism."

I might multiply authorities to an indefinite extent,

showing that it is the general opinion of political philoso-

phers, tnat popular instruction is one of the most sacred

duties of the Commonwealth. The opinion obviously

rests upon two grounds—the importance of education in

itself and in its relations to the State, and the impossi-

bility ofadequately providing for it without the assistance

of Legislature. The alternative is, either that the edu-

cation of the people must be abandoned as hopeless, or

the government must embark in the work. Surely, if

this be really the state of the case. South Carolina can-

not hesitate a moment as to which branch of the propo-

sition she will choose. "When it is remembered that ed-

ucation makes the citizen as well as the man—that it is

precisely what fits a human being to be a living member
of a Commonwealth, we cannot hesitate as to whether
our people shall be cyphers or men.
And that this is the alternative, is clear, both from the

nature of the case, and from fact. Whoever considers

what it is to provide an adequate system of instruction

for all the children of a country, the amount of funds
necessary to erect school-houses, to found libraries, to

procure the needful apparatus, to pay teachers, and to

keep the machinery, once set in motion, in steady and
successful operation, will perceive the folly of entrusting

such a task to the disjointed efibrts of individuals, or the

conflicting efibrts of religious denominations. In either

case, there will be no unity of plan, no competency of

V;'',
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means—what is done must be done partially, and
cause partially, must be done amiss. "All experience," '

'

says Sir William Hamilton, " demonstrates the necessity ,

,'

j

of State interference. ;N"o countries present a more re-

markable contrast in this respect (in regard to popular
education) than England and Germany. In the former
the State nas done nothing for the education of the peo-

ple, and private benevolence more than has been attempt-
'

ed elsewhere; in the latter, the Government has done
everj'-thing, and left to private benevolence almost no-

thing to effect. The English people are, however, the

lowest, the German people the highest, in the scale of

knowledge. All that Scotland enjoys of popular educa-
.

tion above the other kingdoms of the British Empire,
she owes to the State ; and among the principalities of ^
Germany, from Russia down to Hesse Cassel, education /rt'Vi«&i'^

is uniformly found to prosper exactly in proportion to

the extent of interference, and to the unremitted watch-
fulness of Government. * * * The experience of the -^

last half century in Germany, has, indeed, completely
set at rest the question. For thirty years no German
has been found to maintain the doctrine of Smith. In ;-^ ;

their generous rivalry, the Governments of that country ^ '

have practically shown what a benevolent and prudent
policy could effect for the university as for the school;

and knowing what they have done, who is there now to

maintain, that for education as for trade, the State can
prevent evil, but cannot originate good."

There are those among us who admit that no complete

system of popular education can be instituted without

the intervention of the State, and yet maintain that the

true method of intervention is simply to supplement in-

dividual exertions ; that is, they would have those who
are able to do so educate their children in schools sus-

tained by themselves, and solicit the aid of the Legisla-

ture only for paupers. It is obvious, in the first place,

that in this there is no system at all; the schools are de-

tached and independent ; they have no common life, and
the State knows nothing of the influences which may be
exerted within them. Education is too complicated an
interest, and touches the prosperity of the Common-
wealth in too many points to be left, in reference to the

.<»
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most important class of its subjects, absolutely without

responsibility to the Government. The homogeneousness
of the population can only be sustained by a general sys-

tem of public schools. In the next place, the scheme is

invidious. It makes a reproachful distinction betwixt

the children of the Commonwealth ; and in the last place,

it must, from this very circumstance, be inefficient
;
pa-

rents will scorn a favour rather than permit their cnil-

dren to be stigmatized as the condition of receiving it.

The true policy of the State is to recognize no distinction

betwixt the rich and the poor; to put them all upon the

same footing ; to treat them simply as so many minds,

whose capacities are to be unfolded, and whose energies

are to be directed. The rich and the poor, in the school-

house, as in the house of God, should meet together upon
the ground of their common relations, and the conse-

quences of this promiscuous elementary training would
soon be felt in harmonizing and smoothing all the uneven-
ness, harshness and inequalities of social life.

2. In the second place, the State should make some
speedy provisions for popular education in consequence
of the unusual demand which, in some form or other, is

indicated as existing in every section of the country.

There never was a greater cry for schools ; the people are

beginning to appreciate their importance, and at no pe-

riod within my recollection have such strenuous efforts

been made to establish and support them. The extraor-

dinary exertions of the various sects—exertions, too,

which deserve all praise considered as attempts to satisfy

an acknowledged public want—and the success which
has attended them, are proofs that public opinion is ripe

in South Carolina for the interference of the Legislature

;

and if it should not speedily interfere, this great and
mighty interest will pass completely out of its hands, and
be beyond its regulation or control. It is a critical pe-

riod with us in the history of education. The people are

calling for schools and teachers ; and if the State will

not listen to their cries, they will be justified in adopting
the best expedients they can, and in acceding to the pro-

visions which religious zeal proposes to their acceptance.

Our people are not, as a body, in favour of sectarian edu-

cation. They prefer a general and unexclusive system

;
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and if they adopt the narrower, it will be because their

own Government has been inattentive to their interests.

I sincerely hope that the Legislature may be duly sensi-

ble of the delicate posture of this subject. To my mind,
it is clear as the noon-day sun, that if any thing is to be
done, it must be done at once. Now or never is the real

state of the problem.
3. In the third place, the State should take the subject

in hand, because this is the only way by which consist-

ency and coherence can be secured in the different de-

partments of instruction. Education is a connected work,

and its Various sub-divisions should be so arranged, that

while each is a whole in itself, it should be, at the same
time, a part of a still greater whole. The lower element-

ary education should, for example, be complete for those

who aspire to nothing more ; it should likewise be natu-

rally introductory to a higher culture. It should be a
perfect whole for the one class, and a properly adjusted

part for the other. So also, the higher elementary edu-

cation, that of the grammar school, should be complete
for those who are not looking to a liberal education, and
yet, in relation to others, subsidiary to the College or the

scientific school. This unity in the midst of variety can-

not be secured without a common centre of impulse and
of action. There must be one presiding spirit, one head,

one heart. Education will become a disjointed and frag-

mentary process, if it is left to individuals, to private

corporations and religious sects. Each will have his

tongue and his psalm, and we shall have as many crotch-

ets and experiments as there are controlling bodies. The
competition excited will be a competition, not for effi-

ciency in instruction, but for numbers ; each will esti-

mate success by the hosts that can be paraded at its

annual festivals, or the pomp and pretension of a theat-

rical pageant, played off under the name of an examina-
tion. This is not the language of reproach ; it is a result

which, from the principles of human nature, will be
inevitably necessitated, by the condition in which the

schools shall find themselves placed.

Let me add, in this place, that Public Education is

recommended by considerations of economy. Absolute-

ly, it is the cheapest of all systems. It saves the enor-

¥ »,
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mous expense of boarding schools, or the still heavier

expense of domestic tutors, one of which must be en-

countered where it is left to private enterprise to supply
the means of education. If the amount which is annu-

ally expended in South Carolina upon the instruction of

that portion of her children who are looking to a liberal

education, could be collected into one sum, we should be
amazed at the prodigality of means in comparison with

the poverty of the result. The same sum judiciously dis-

tributed \^ould go very far towards supplying every neigh-

borhood with a competent teacher, f'rom the want of

system there is no security that, with all this lavish ex-

penditure, efficient instructors shall be procured. Those
who employ the teachers are not always competent to

judge of their qualifications ; and the consequence is that

time and money are both not unfrequently squandered
in learning what has afterwards to be unlearned. The
dangers, too, of sending children from home at an early

age, the evil of exemption from parental influence and
discipline, are not to be lightly hazarded. The State

should see to it that the family is preserved in its integ-

rity, and enabled to exert all its mighty power in shaping
the character of the future citizens of the Commonwealth.
Comparatively, Public Education is cheap ; as general

intelligence contributes to general virtue, and general

virtue diminishes expenditures for crime. It is cheap,

as it developes the resources of the country and increases

the mass of its wealth. It is not labour, but intelligence,

that creates new values, and Public Education is an out-

lay of capital t^at returns to the cofiers of the State with
an enormous ^terest. J^ot a dollar, therefore, that is

judiciously appropriated to the instruction of the people,

will ever be lost. The five talents will gain other five,

and the two talents other two, while to neglect this great

department of duty is to wrap the talent in a napkin and
bury it in the bowels of the earth.

2. But, after all, the practical question is one of real

difficulty. What shall the State do ? This is a point of

great delicacy, and demands consummate wisdom. No-
thing should be done abruptly and violently, no measures
should be adopted that are not likely to recommend them-
selves, no attempts made to force an acquiescence into
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any provisions, however salutary they may have proved
elsewhere, which are not founded in the habits and pre-

.

dilections of the people, or obviously indispensable to

elevate and improve them. The public mind should be
prepared for every great movement, before it is begun. ;

Jpopular enthusiasm should, if possible, be awakened by
addresses and disputations—which, like pioneers, pre-

pare the way for the law, by making rough places plain,

and the crooked straight. Above all we should guard
against attempting to make our system too perfect at the

outset. The words of Cousin are as applicable to us now,
as they were to France at the time he wrote them. " God
grant that we may be wise enough to see that any law
on primary instruction passed now must be a provision- '

al, and not a definitive law ; that it must of necessity be
re-constructed at the end of ten years, and that the only
thing now is to supply the most urgent wants, and to give £-,

legal sanction to some incontestible points;" Festnialente TtsCL-n
contains a caution which it becomes States ag~well as in-

dividuals to respect.

What we first need is a collection of the facts from O ;

which the data of a proper system may be drawn. We
must know the number of children in the State, of the

ages at which children are usually sent to school, the

kmd and degree of education demanded, the relative

distances of the residence of parents, the points at which
school houses may be most conveniently erected, the

number of buildings required, the number of teachers,

and the salaries which different localities make necessary
to a competent support. Facts of this sort must constitute

the groundwork. In possession of these, we may then •

proceed to compare different systems, adopting from
among them that which seems to be best adapted to our
own circumstances, or originating a new one, if all should

prove unsatisfactory. All, therefore, that in my judg-

ment the Legislature should undertake at present, is to

acquire this preliminary information, including the ac-

cumulation of facts, the comparison of different Common
School systems, and the digest of a plan suited to the

wants of our own people. This can be done by the ap-

pointment of a minister of public instruction, who shall

be regarded as an officer of the government, compensa-

ii
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ted by a large salary, and who shall give himself unre-

servedly to this great interest. Let him be required to

traverse the State, to inspect the condition of every

neighborhood, and from personal observation and authen-

tic testimony let him become acquainted with the num-
ber, (^e extent^- and the circumstances of the children.

Let him be prepared to say where school houses can be
most conveniently erected, the distances at which they
should be removed from each other, the kind of teacher

needed in each neighborhood, and let him indicate what
sections of the State are unprepared for Schools in conse-

quence of the dispersion of tneir inhabitants. Let him
be able to give some probable estimate of the expense in-

cident to the successful operation of an adequate scheme.
In the next place, it should be his duty to master the ex-

isting systems, whether in this country or Europe, and to

lay before the Legislature a succinct account of their

fundamental provisions. J<et him propose the scheme
which he thinks ought to be adopted here, and let his

report be referred to an able and learned Commission,
charged with the final preparation of such a scheme as

we may be ready to enact into law

:

I shall not disguise from your Excellencj^ that upon
many points connected with the details of any and every
scheme, my own opinion has long ago been definitely

settled. The extent or degree of elementary education

—

the best mode of securing competent teachers—the prin-

ciples which should regulate their salaries—the introduc-

tion of religion into the schools—these and many other

similar topics I have investigated to my own satisfaction.

But in the present condition of the whole subject, it

would be obviously premature to express the opinions

of any individual. The Minister of rublic Instruction

should have the whole subject before him, and whatever
discussions may take place upon details, should be con-

sequent upon, and not prior to his report. All, there-

fore, that I would now press upon your Excellency is to

have Public Instruction erected into a department of the

government. That is the first, and an indispensable step,

and until that is done, there never can be a plan, ade-

quate, consistent, successful. I have only to add here,

that this is substantially the recommendation which I
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had the honour to make in concert with the Bishop of

Georgia, some fourteen or fifteen years ago, and time and
observation have onlj strengthened my convictions of

the wisdom and necessity of the measure. -
•

'

3. The third and last part of our system is the milita-

ry schools. What I have to suggest in regard to them,
is that they be made to supply a want which is constant-

ly increasing, as the country advances in trade and the

arts. It is a great evil that there should be nothing in-

termediate between the Grammar School and the Col-

lege, and that all who wish to acquire nothing more than
the principles of physical science, on account of their

application to various branches of industry, should be
compelled to purchase this privilege by bearing what to

them is the heavy burden of a liberal education. They
do not want Latin, Greek and Philosophy, and it is hard
that they cannot be permitted to get a little chemistry, a

little engineering, or a little natural philosophy, without
going through Homer and Yirgil, Aristotle and Locke.
"Two great evils," I use the words of Cousin, who is de-

ploring a similar state of things in France, "two great

evils are the consequence. In general these boys, who
know that they are not destined to any very distinguish-

ed career, go through their studies in a negligent man-
ner; they never get beyond mediocrity; when, at about
eighteen, they go back to the habits and the business of

their fathers, as there is nothing in their ordinary life to

recall or to keep up their studies, a few years obliterate

every trace of the little classical learning they acquired.

On the other hand, these young men often contract tastes

and acquaintances at College which render it difiicult,

nay, almost impossible, for tnem to return to the humble
way of life to which they were born ; hence a race of

men, restless, discontented with their position, with others

and with themselves ; enemies of a state of society in

which they feel themselves out of place, and with some
acquirements, some real or imagined talent, and unbri-

bridled ambition, ready to rush into any career of ser-

vility or revolt. * * * Our Colleges ought, without

doubt, to remain open to all who can pay the expense of

them : but we ought by no means to force the lower

classes into them; yet this is the inevitable effect of hav-

VoL. VII.—No. 3. 58
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inff on intermediate establishments between the primary
scnools and the Colleges." The remedy, as I have al-

ready shown, is not to change the constitution of the

College, but to employ the elements which we confessed-

ly have, and which are essentially suited to the purpose.

I shall trespass upon the patience of your Excellency

no longer. In all that I have said I have had an eye to

the prosperity and glory of my native State. Small in"

territory and feeble in numbers, the only means by which
she can maintain her dignity and importance is by the

patronage of letters. A mere speck, compared with se-

veral other States in the Union, her reliance for the pro-

tection of her rights, and her full and equal influence in

Federal legislation, must be upon the genius of her states-

men and the character of her people. Let her give her-

self to the rearing of a noble race of men, and she will

make up in moral power what she wants in votes. Pub-
lic education is the cheap expedient for uniting us among
ourselves, and rendering us terrible abroad. Mind after

all must be felt, and I am anxious to see my beloved
Carolina preeminently distinguished for the learning,

eloquence and patriotism of her sons. Let us endeavour
to make her in general intelligence what she is in digni-

tv and independence of character, the brightest star in

the American constellation. God grant that the time
may soon come when not an individual born within our
borders shall be permitted to reach maturity without
having mastered the elements of knowledge.

1 am, with considerations of the highest respect,

J. H. Thoenwbll.
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ARTICLE YIII.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. Consolation : in discourses on select topics addressed to the suf-

fering people of God. By James W. Alexander, D. D., New
York: Charles Scribner, 1853. pp. 448, 8vo.

2. TJumghts on the death of Little Children. By Samuel Ir^-

NKUS Prime. With an Appendix selected from various Authors.

Fmirth JEditicm. New York: A. D. F. Randolph, 1853:

pp. 164, 12 mo.
u>i-:

The above named volumes are addressed by their respective au-

thors to the bereaved and suffering children of God. In this

world, stricken by sin, and the domain of death, this class of per-

sons is numerous indeed ; and all must successively feel the pain

of bereavement, drink the cup of sorrow, and travel onward, now

rejoicing and now weeping, to the tomb. Books of this class

will, therefore, find many who will enquire for them, who will

anxiously search their pages for lessons of instruction or topics of

consolation. And he who can skilfully suggest the one and adminis-

ter the other, will be sure to speak to interested and tender learn-

ers. The first of these books has already been read by hundreds

of afflicted ones, and the other, first published during 1852, has

now reached its fourth edition. Dr. Alexander, in his beautiful

and more elaborate volume, has opened those sources of consola-

tion which are found in the attributes and providence of God, in

the example and sympathy of Christ, in the promises which are

ordered in all things and sure, and in the example of those who

have suffered for righteousness sake, " of whom the world was not

worthy." He has proved himself in truth, a " Son of Consola-

tion." Nor are these pages filled with mere parenetic common-

places. They are rich and remunerating in instruction, easy and

often extremely happy in expression. Several of the discourses,

certainly, we regard as fine models of pulpit style, carrying the

satisfied mind onward by easy transitions, gratifying it by grace-

'

1
M
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ful expressions, surprising it with images of beauty, while they

speak comfort to the bleeding heart.

The smaller, unpretending volume, is from the pen of a favorite

religious journalist, whose writings are always read with pleasure.

It is not a book to be criticised, but a dear friend, to be heard and

confided in. Stricken by the universal sorrow,—called, as almost ^

every parent is, to lay his best loved child in the grave, Mr. Prime

has brought forth " sweetness" from the " strong" Devourer, Death,

for many aching hearts. He has sought the true consolation for

God's suffering people, which is found in administering consolation.

For sympathy is that subtle spiritual anaesthetic, which, while the

suffering physician gives, he insensibly breathes it, and is comforted.

Comfort in sorrow, and joy in religion, are the flowers upon the

tree of Christian life, of which the roots are doctrine, and the

fruit goodness. Mr. P. has therefore, not undertaken to establish

those great generalizations from which, by processes of heart and

reason, we get relief: he has easily, confidently, inferred their con-

sequence of hope and resignation, and not jarred upon the heart

he meant to heal by theological discussion. The only exception

proves the wisdom of the rule, we allude to the reasonings (pp. 30,

31,) about the laws of spiritual existence, and their freedom from

all relation to time and space. True or not, they fall coldly on

the troubled ear, and break in upon the otherwise continuous

sweetness of the consolation.

This excepted, the book is one of the kindest in the world. Its

tone is just what the subject demands; the style simple, and gen-

erally chaste and correct. It would not be difficult to point out

little defects, which no one is more abundantly able to correct than

Mr. Prime—such as " we love to think," &c. But as we have

said, criticism is out of place here. We prefer to give one little

extract, one of several passages of melody and pathos, among

which we can hardly choose : on the association of the lost one

with our idea of heaven

:

" Yes, blessed Saviour ; in thy bosom nestles the lamb from our

fold. We cannot look at Thee, without beholding him. We can-

not think of him without remembering thy sweet words, ' Suffer

little children to come unto me.'
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It is not then the illusion of fancy, it is the dictate of Christian

faith, to look toward the holy city, and within its gates of pearl

to see the little one that has been taken from us, now a pure, beau-

tiful spirit, robed in celestial beauty, with a crown on his head,

and a harp in his hand, beckoning us to come up thither."'—p. 49.

In the appendix are collected a number of the most beautiful

tributes paid by poetry to bereavement. Some few might be

spared and their place well supplied from Prof. Wilson, Ebenezer

ElHot, or Willis. It is a sad reflection that so few names appear

from among the truly evangelical—as if poetry had been given

over to be the handmaid of that amiable, but most meagre, " nat-

ural religion," from which the vital essence of Christian doctrine

is all exhaled. All, however, is beautiful, and much is due to

Scripture and our own religious experience.

Having thus paid our debt of gratitude to this excellent little

work, let us indulge the thought and feelings it awakens, begin-

ning with that inspired word with which it closes
—" Even so

Father! Thy will be done !"
. .

'^

3. Infidelity : Its Aspects, Causes, and Agencies : being the prize

essay of the British Organization of the Evangelical Alliance.

By the Rev. Thomas Pearson, Eyemouth, Scotland. New
York: Robert Carter & Brothers, 1854. pp. 620, 8 vo.

This work is a faithful exhibition of the aspects of modem Infi-

delity, as it has either sprung into existence during the present

century, or has brought back exploded errors of ancient times.

It treats of the Atheism, Pantheism, Materialism, Pseudo-Spiritu-

alism, Indifferentism, and Formalism now so prevalent in Europe

and this country. It finds the general cause of all these errors in

the corruption of man's will, and the specific in the false systems

of speculative philosophy prevalent ; in social disaffection, which

makes the hope of happiness depend on remodelling the present

order of things, coupling these changes with the Christian name,

and exalting man to the place of a Divinity ; in the corruptions

of Christianity, as those of Rome and Oxford ; in religious intol-
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erance, whether exhibited towards the pursuits and conclusions of

science, or towards different forms, rites, and ceremonies ; in the

disunion of the Church by the violent and unrelenting oppugna-

tion of sect. It then treats of the various agencies which Infi-

delity employs, the mighty agency of the press ; the agency of

infidel and socialist clubs; the agency of the schools and univer-

sities, of England, Scotland, Germany, France, Holland, and

Switzerland ; and finally, the influence of the pulpit, employed in

pomoting formalism, pantheism, rationalism, and other errors

which end at last in blank infidelity. To the theologian coming

on the stage of action, it reveals the various phases of scepticism

now current in the world, with which he will often find himself

brought in contact, and against which the old defensive arguments

in favour of vital Christianity will not avail. The ground of at-

tack is shifted, and the line of defence must be changed to meet

it

4. Septem Contra Thebas, a tragedy of Aeschylus. Edited with

English notes,for the use of Colleges, by Augustus Sachtleben,

Principal of a Classical School in Charleston, S. C. Munroe

& Co., Boston and Cambridge, 1853: 12 mo. pp. 166.

6. De Porphyrii Studiis Homericis Capitum Trias. Commenta-

tio quam ad summos in philosophia honores rite impetrandos

scripsit Basilius Lannavius Gildersleeve. Americanus,

< Gottingae, 1853 : pp. 40.

These publications claim our attention, not only for their intrin-

sic merit, but as first essays of their respective authors, and as, in

some sense, the product of our own soil.

The author of the first is a native of Germany, who, impelled

by youthful enterprise and love of liberty, has made his home in

our midst, and identified himself with us by family and social ties.

Uniting with the highest personal worth, the thorough education

and the accomplishments of German institutions, he has devoted

himself to Classical pursuits, and is known in his adopted city no

less as a finished sdiolar than as a laborious and successful teach-

t

fetife-
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er. The edition above mentioned of the " Septem Contra The-

bas," is the first fruits of his scholarship and industry : nor could

he have made a more auspicious beginning than with this noble

master-piece of Aeschylus. The text (that of Dindorf, the late

edition of Ritschel from Hermann's recension not having then ap-

peared,) is preceded by a brief, but pertinent and tasteful preface,

and followed by ninety-two pages of notes. These have been

prepared under the wholesome " conviction that nothing is more

injurious to the cause of Classical learning than the system of in-

discriminate annotation and translation, which leaves no room for

the student's own exertions." The notes therefore, critical and

exegetical, are nowhere superfluous, and evince throughout accu-

rate, fresh and independent scholarship. They are followed by an

ample metrical key. The style of typographical execution is the

same with the select Greek tragedies edited by Prof's. Woolsey

and Felton, to which this is every way a fit companion. We
trust that it may find its way into extensive use as a text-book^

and may give to its author the position as a rising scholar, to

which his modesty no less than his merit entitles him.

The other monogram, on the Homeric Studies of Porphyry, in-

troduces to us a native of our own State, and a son of one

of our most useful Ministers, who, to the best advantages of his

native country assiduously improved, has added three years of

enthusiastic and laborious industry in the Universities of Germa-

ny. Classical Philology was his chosen and exclusive pursuit,

prosecuted with such success, as to elicit (his fellow-students tell

us,) very high encomiums fi-om his German masters. His Disser-

tation as candidate for the Doctorate of Philosophy (more especial-

ly Philology,) affords ample evidence of ripe scholarship, and a

rare talent for philological criticism and research. We look with

high expectations to his future labours in this rich and inviting

field.

In the lamentable dearth of learned enterprise in this section of

our country, we hail with unfeigned pleasure these first buddings

of the coming fruit, even though it be exotic or ingrafted. Scho-

lars there are, and that in our very midst, who need not shrink

from comparison with the best this country has reared ; but whe-
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ther through lack of literary ambition, of external stimulus, of

facilities for publication, or all combined, their stores are never

unlocked for the public good, or their own reputation. Still more

do we lack an appreciative public, " a brotherhood of scholars," to

sympathize with, incite and reward scholarly ambition. We long

to see the day when the seeds of a far higher classical culture than

our country has yet seen, shall be more thickly sown, and shall

germinate into a rich harvest of solid and independent learning.

We trust that the time is not far distant, when no small pro-

portion of the American mind shall be devoted with character-

istic energy and enterprise to the pursuit of Classical Philology ;

—

Philology in its highest and true sense,—the profound and philo-

sophical study of language in and for itself, as concrete Philosophy,

" an applied Logic and Psychology," and as the medium of a

comprehensive knowledge of Antiquity in its spirit, literature, his-

tory, institutions, usages and laws,—believing that, thus interpret-

ed, it comprehends a field of knowledge than which none is more

fruitful, and judging, with Sir Wm. Hamilton, that " if properly

directed, it is absolutely the best mean toward a harmonious de-

velopment of the faculties."

6. The Christian Father's Present to his Children. By J. A.

James. From the Seventeenth London Edition, New Yorh :

Carters, pp. 416, 12 mo.

John Angell James, is a name dear to many, vv^hora he has ben-

efitted by his faithful and benig^^ant instructions and reproofs.

From his writings merely, we judge that the family rela-

tions are to him peculiarly attractive, that his thoughts hover

much around the domestic hearth, and that he is especially con-

scientious in discharging the duties of social life. We hear him

here giving utterance to his own parental longings for the right

culture of his children, now addressed to other than his own off-

spring. The volume is designed for the use of youth over the

age of fourteen, and may be an acceptable present from other

Christian fathers to th^ir children. ' '
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f7. Jacqueline JPascal : or a glimpse of Convent Life at Port Royal.

>v From the French of M. Victor Cousin, M. Prosper Faugere^

' M. Vinet, and other sources. Translated hy H. N., with cm

mtroduction by W. R. William^, D. D. New York : Oae-
' TERS, 1864. pp. 318, 12 mo.

If ever there was truth of doctrine, accompanied with sincere

and self-denying piety within the pale of the Papal church, it was

to be found in the Convent of Port Royal, and in the family of

the Pascals. Blaise, the brother of Jacquejine, is renowned a»

one of the greatest min^s which has adorned any communion,

and one of the purest men. His sister, Jacqueline, is here pre-

sented to our view, if not endowed with equal talent, yet as pos-

sessed of powers by no means despicable, and of distinguished

resolution and courage. The Jansenists acknowledged allegiance

to the Pope, practised the rites, and conformed to the usages of

the Romish communion. But they believed and strenuously

maintained the doctrines of grace as they were held by Augustine,

and preached, independently of them, by LutKer, Calvin, and

Knox.

That the Pope disowned them, that the corrupt confederation

which acknowledges him as its head, united in casting them down

and trampling them in the dust, shows its incurable apostacy from

the doctrines of Christ, far more strikingly than its opposition to

the German Reformer who waged an open warfare with the See

of Rome.

^

8. History of the Westminster Assembly of Divine*. By Rer.

W. M. Hetherington, Author of the History of the Church of

Scotland, &c. 311 pp., 12 mo. Robert Carter ife Brothers.

: Mew York: 1863.

, Though it is several years since we first read this volume, our

remembrance of the pleasure then experienced is still lively apd

fresh. Few councils have wielded a greater or more wholesome

influence ,ov^r .t|^e ohur^h, than this whose dgdngs .are hene deitai^-
'

'

' "" '
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ed. So long as the great standards of Christian doctrine and wor-

ship, prepared by this assembly, continue to be cherished in the

Presbyterian Church, will the history of those men and of those

times, excite a hvely interest, ^nd command the attention of numer-

ous readers. We are rejoiced to see this work again brought

out under the auspices of the Carters, and wish it an extended cir-

culation.

9. A complete Analysis of the Holy Bible, containing the whole

of the Old and New Testaments, collected and arranged system-

atically in thirty books (based on the work of the learned Tal-

bot,) together with an Introduction, and three different tables of

contents prefixed, and a general Index subjoined, so arranged in

alphabetical order as to direct at once to any subject required.

By Rev. Nathaniel West, D. D : 1 vol.. Royal 8 vo., about

1100 pages. Charles Scribner. New York: 1863.

10. The Law and the Testimony. By the author of ^^the Wide,

Wide World.^^ 8 vo., pp. 840. Robert Carter <fe Brothers :

New York: 1853.

It is rather a singular coincidence that two such works as the

above should be issued from the press, nearly side by side. A
slight comparison will show that they do not necessarily conflict

;

though no hesitation can be felt as to which of the two the palm

of superiority should be awarded.

The Analysis of Dr. West, like the concordance of Druden, is

the ^^ne plus ultrd'^ of excellence in works of this kind. No one

will attempt to improve upon it, or to supersede it. The arrange-

ment is complete and scientific ; the passages of Scripture being

distributed in nearly three hundred chapters and more than one

thousand sections. This minute classification of texts, making the

book almost to answer the ends of a concordance, shows the hand

of a Divine and a logician. All the scattered testimonies relating

to any single subject are grouped together, so that the eye ranges

easily over the whole. For example, the eleventh book, devoted

to the Jews, comprises thirteen chapters, in which a complete out-
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line of their history is given under the following hieads : their

origin—Jews in Egypt—Out of Egypt—Wilderness—into Ca-

naan—Numbers—their Polity—Jerusalem—Meridian state'—Cap-

tivity—to be restored—Restoration—Catastrophe. Thus, in the

compass of forty-seven pages and in one hundred and sixty sec-

tions, all the passages, prophetical and historic, relating to this

singular people are set down.
' •-

- -

i

The second work mentioned above, " The Law and the Testimo-

ny," makes less claim to critical analysis and theological discrimi-

nation ; as it comprises a vast array of Scripture passages and

only thirty-one divisions. These are necessarily so comprehensive,

that the relevancy of many of the proofs does not immediately

appear. Yet the copiousness of the references may be deemed a

sufficient compensation for this defeat. The author's plan is to

select her subject, (for example, the nature of God,) and to search

successively all the books of the Old and New Testaments, which,

in any degree, illustrate it. The particular words, in which the

proof lies, are indicated by being printed in German text, a very

material aid to the common reader. In some instances also, the

passages are collated which explain each other, as for instance, the

first verse in Genesis, " In the beginning God created the heavens

and the earth," is placed in juxtaposition with John's testimony,

"in the beginning was the Word, all things were made by him,"

in order to establish the divinity of Christ. This collation of texts

is not so prominent a feature of the work, as its general plan

might admit. On the whole, though far less valuable to the criti-

cal student than Dr. West's analysis, it will be greatly useful in

conducting to a more general and accurate acquaintance with the

sacred volume. It adds not a little to the interest of this work

that it proceeds from a female author, who has already won for

herself a brilliant reputation in the department of graceful and

easy fiction.

11. Scotia's Bards, Illustrated. Robert Carter & Brothers.

N'ew York. pp. 658, 8 vo.

A beautiful volume, beautifully illustrated, and comprising

choice specimens of the exquisite poetry of the land of song.
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12. Abbeokuta: or Sunrise within the Tropics: an outline of the

origin and progress of the Yoruba Mission. By Miss Tucker,

Author of the Rainbow in the North : New York ; Carters,

1863. pp. 278, 16 mo.

An interesting description of a successful missionary effort by

the Church Missionary Society of England, in benighted Africa.

Like the "sunrise within the tropics," "where there is none of the

lengthened dawn of our more Northern clime, which is so weary-

ing to those who watch for the morning," has the Sun of Right-

eousness arisen, almost without premonitory notice of his coming,

upon at least, that tribe among whom this mission has been plant-

ed. Abbeokuta, the chief seat of the mission, thirty years ago, was

a robber's cave. In 1853 it had a population of 80 to 100,000 in-

habitants, the remnants of one hundred and thirty towns broken

up by the incursions of Fellatahs, in their inroads to obtain plun-

der and slaves. In six years and a half since the mission was

commenced, two hundred and thirty-three have been admitted to

the table of the Lord, and many have been baptized. There are

now, three hundred and thirty-three candidates for baptism, and

three hundred and fifty adults are in attendance upon the Sabbath

Schools.

13. An Exposition of the Epistle of Paul the Apostle, to the Oala-

tians. By John Brown, D, i>.. Professor of Exegetical The-

ology to the united Presbyterian Church, <kc. 8 vo., pp. 451.

Robert Carter L Brothers. New York: 1853.

14. The Sufferings and Glories of the Messiah: an Exposition of

Psalm 18, and Isaiah 52: 13; 53: 12. By John Brown,

D. 1). 8 vo., pp. 352. Robert Carter & Brothers. New
York: 1853.

In the preface to the former of these books, it is stated that

the accumulated treasures of many studious years are poured forth

in these expository works, which succeed each other so rapidly

from the pen of Dr. Brown. It is not surprising, therefore, to find

what we discover in these volumes, a thorough acquaintance with
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all the literature touching these portions of Scripture, and that an

author has fairly availed himself of the labours of his predeces-

sors. It is a very rare achievement to imbue a critical exegetical

work with the spirit and life of the gospel. Dr. Brown has to a

great extent attained this excellency. He intermingles many
practical observations with the more purely critical passages, and

ranges with a free discursive pen over the many topics which are

started in the course of his exegesis, and succeeds often in catch-

ing the glow of feeling which they are suited to inspire. He thus

presents to his readers much more than the dry bones of mere in-

terpretation ; and we rise from the perusal of these books better

as well as wiser men. This practical advantage makes amends

for his great diffuseness, of which, otherwise, we might justly

complain. These books are, undoubtedly, valuable additions to

the exegetical literature of the age. The value of the first book

is considerably enhanced by the full analysis which is prefixed,

rendering it easy to refer to any given passage in the Epistle.

','?:.-''' i ii.i i.<.<;-/iu*. .; -\\ : ».;-. '.Ill;
' 'U

16. English Grammar: A simple^ concise^ and comprehensive

Manual of the English Language. Designed for the use of

Schools, Academies, and as a book for general reference in the

Language. In Four Parts. By Rev. R. W. Bailey, A. M.
Second Edition. Philadelphia: Clark <k Hesser, 1863. pp.

240, 12 mo. ,

,

It gives us pleasure to recommend this book to parents and

teachers of youth, as one of the best, in important respects, the

very best elementary treatise on English Grammar, which has

come under our notice. It is systematically and philosophically

arranged, at least when the wants and capacities of youthful learn-

ers are taken into view ; it is perspicuous, direct, simple and con-

cise in explanation and definition ; it commences with the simple

f^cts of the language simply and graphically stated, and advances

by an easy progress to tho^e views and principles which require

greater knowledge and enlargement of mind to comprehend. The

chapter on Idioms ia worthy the attention of the most advanced
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students. We do not know elsewhere an equal amount of knowl-

edge repeating our noble mother tongue expressed in so few words,

or with equal judgment.

16. Water from the Well-Spring, for the Sabbath hours of af-

flicted believers ; being a complete course of rnorning and evening

meditations for every Sunday in the year. By Edward Henry

BicKERSTiTH. 16 mo., pp. 254. Robert Carter & Brothers.

New York: 1853.

This title indicates a pious but fragmentary volume. The medi-

tations are brief and disconnected ; but have a special interest in

having been originally written for a sister in affliction, and design-

ed to set before her "the richest cordials of Scripture." The chil-

dren of sorrow are so many in this world of sin and deception,

and their characters and trials are so diverse, that books of consola-

tion can scarcely be multiplied beyond the demand. Happy is he

who can " bind up the broken hearted," and discover a fountain to

those who faint in the desert!

17. The Powers of the World to Come, and the ChurcKs Stew-

ardship as invested with them. By George B. Cheever, D, D.

New York: Car kks, 1853. pp. 384, 12 mo.

A book on a mighty subject, by one who has written much and

written well.

18.-4 Discourse on Church Extension in Cities. Preached by

appointment in the 2d Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, on

Wednesday evening, April 6, 1853. By Rev. William Ed-

ward Schenck, Superintendent of Church Extension, pp.

32, 8 vo.

An able discourse, full of important considerations, as to the
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influence of cities, and of startling facts as to the moral destitu-

tions and vice prevailing in them, and the rapid increase of their

population without a corresponding increase in Church accommo-

dations, and in the application of the means of grace to their spi-

ritual necessities. The Christian population of our cities do well

' to be anxious, and to awake to redoubled efforts for the salvation

of those who are gathering around them.

i

19. The Infant Reader: or Easy Lessons for Little Boys and Girls.

Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication, pp. 107.

We are glad to see the Board of Publication bestowing a share

of their attention in providing an appropriate and Christian litera-

ture for children.

The following pamphlets have reached us during the few months

past. For want of space, we can barely name their titles. Seve-

ral of them should have received, at least, this measure of atten-

tion much earlier:
'

20. Inaugural Address : Delivered at his inauguration as Pro-

fessor of Theology in the Classical and Theological Seminary of

the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of South Carolina, at Lexing-

ton. By Rev. L. Eichelberger, 1853. pp. 23, 8 vo.

21. Colportage in Virginia and North Carolina for 1843. pp.

24, 8 vo.

22. Baccalaureate Address : Delivered on Commencement of

Washington College, Lexington, Va. By George Junkin, D.

D., President of the College, pp. 19,8 vo.

23. The Importance of Knowledge to the Soul of Man : An Ed-

ucational Discourse. By Robert H. Chapman, A. M. pp. 20,

8 vo.

24. Christian Patriotism, or, the True Duties which Christians

owe their country. By Robt. H. Chapman, A. M. pp. 24, 8 vo.

26. A Tract on the Best Mode of Evangelizing the Slaves of the

Southj in accordance with Ihe policy of the Presbyterian Church.
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-!'-By a member of the Synod of Georgia, (supposbd the Me Rev.

S. J. Cassels. pp. 16, 8 ^Q^^^'mhrn y:iw^\wii^^^^-, htf» -^»-.!

26, A Discourse on the Life and Character cf t)aniel Webster.

j By H. A. BoARDMAN, D. D. pp. 64, 8 vo. ^ '
<»''

27: Eulogy on Daniel Webster. By Rev. C. Van Rensellaer. pp.

•»f"i40, 8 vo. - '' "'iv^'' L. ['!);!'[ v-! ('t.-'! -' im-Iji!'; ..j-oi-r . -, •-!

28. History of the Cedar Grove Presbyterian Church and Con-

gregation of East Earl Township, Lancaster County, Pa. By

Rev. John Leaman, M. D. pp. 43.

29. Thanksgiving Discourse: Delivered before the Governor,

State House Officers, Legislature of Georgia, and the Churches

of Milledgeville, at the request of the JoiVit Commiilee of the

two Houses, on the 24th of November, 185^^y, Samuel K.

Talmage, D. D., President of Oglethorpe University, pp. 16.

d(i. The Two Plans: Remarks on a resolution of tj^eGen^K^l

Assembly. By Rev. John G. Shepperson. pp. 39.

.31. A Proper Early Training and its Priceless Value: A
^,j,^j)iscourse delivered in the Chapel of the Greensbor.^ugh F^-

./j^.'jnale College, June 23, 1863. By Samuel ||C. Tauu-i^p, p. D.

pp. 24. ..,
1

32. A Discourse upon Governments, Divine and Human : Pre-

pared by appointment of the Presbytery of ilatmony^ atid. d<)-

livered before that body during its sessions at Indian Town
Church, Williamsburg District, S. C„ April :1863. By the Rev.

J. C. CoiT, and published by request of the Pr^bytery. pp^ 47.

33. The Incomprehensibility of God^s ligature and Wtiys^ JBiy

Rev. Wm. S. Plumer, D. D. pp. 24.

v34. The Low Value set upon Human Life in the United States:

A Discourse delivered on Thanksgiving Day, Novembei' 24,

1853. By H. A. Boai?,dman, D. D. pp.32.. : ..(*

85. The Claims of Medicine to be regarded a Science : An Intro-

ductory Lecture, delivered at the opening of the third session

in the Medical Department of the University of Nashville, ^31
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AKTICLE I.

THE BIBLE, AND NOT REASON, THE ONLY AUTHORITATIVE
SOURCE AND STANDARD OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE NA-
TURE OF GOD—WHAT IT TEACHES CONCERNING THE UNITY
OF GOD.

In the teaching of God's infallible word we have an
emphatic corroboration of all that we have previously

taught,* as to the nature, powers, and province ofhuman
reason in reference to God and things divine. "It is a

perilous mistake," says a leading Unitarian Divine, " to

call reason a proud faculty in human nature." The
mistake, however, is with him who would make reason

a faculty, independent in its character and action of that

intelligent and moral nature of which it is only a mani-
festation or power. This writer compares reason to the

eye. Now we often speak of a fierce, loving, lustful,

envious, jealous, or proud eye, by which we mean, not

that the eye is any one of these, but that the eye ex-

presses these several states or dispositions of the mind,
and gives character to the individual. And just so it is

that we attribute to reason, when considered as the fac-

ulty of reasoning, pride, presumption, weakness, impie-

ty, and unreasonableness, by wnich we mean, not that

the faculty is any of these, but that the mind which uses

it in any of these ways, and thus perverts and abuses it,

is so. Strictly and properly speaking, the intelligent

and moral being man, thinks, perceives, judges, exam-

* See on the Province of Reason and Knowledge of God's Existence, in

Nos. 1 and 2 of this volume.
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ines, believes, and feels in doing so, either proud or

humble, presumptuous or teachable, impious or pious,

and in the present state of human nature we affirm that

the natural man, unrenewed and unenlightened by the

Spirit of God, is "compassed about with pride,"—that

"through pride he will not seek after God," and "will

not come to the light," and that on this account he " errs

from the truth."* This is the case in reference to all

truth so far as it comes in conflict with the wishes and
desires, and selfish sensual interests of the heart.

A man convinced against his will

Is of the same opinion still.

But preeminently is this the case in reference to God
and all that pertains to God. " For vain man would be
wise, though man is born like a wild ass's colt." Their

foolish heart is blinded," their "understanding is dark-

ened," their "wisdom is foolishness with God," and
" by all their wisdom they know not God."—(Job xi, 4-12.)

Man—human nature—human reason—is here as it is

often elsewhere in the Bible, called " vain" or empty.
It is empty of that with which it should be filled, and
filled with that of which it should be empty. It is empty
of all that is humble, holy and heavenly. This empty
and vain human reason, " would be wise," not for the

sake of "getting wisdom which is the best thing," but
for the sake of being thought wiser than others ; not in

things comprehensible by it and profitable for it, but in

things above and beyond its capacity and its limits, and
in things which only engender " foolish questions" and
" damnable heresies." Yea, so vain and empty is hu-
man reason, that it seeks after what is false, forbidden,

and irrational, seven times more earnestly because it is

so. By this very proud and presumptuous desire to at-

tain to improper and forbidden knowledge, sin entered

into our world, and by sin death, and all our woes. It

was not wisdom to know God nor "the wisdom of God,"
but the desire to be as knowing as God, which the devil

promised and apostate man impiously desired. So it

* On the effect of pride in corrupting human philosophy and primitive

truth, see full account in Gale's Court of the Gentiles, vol. 3, pp. 9-12. See
also, the rebuke of Socrates and Plato, in ibid. p. 15.
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has ever been with human reason, and so it is now.
Yain man would still be " wise above that which is writ-

ten," and instead of "searching what is commanded,
and thinking thereon with reverence, would search the

things that are above his strength."—(Eccl. iii: 21.)

There is a drunkenness of the understanding as well as

of the body, and we are therefore exhorted to " be wise

unto sobriety."—(Eom. xii : 3.)

Thus has human reason become *' more brutish than a

man and lower than the understanding of a {perfect and
unfalien) man."—(Prov. xxx : 2.) *"So foolish and
ignorant is it that it is as a beast before God," (Psalm
Ixxiii : 22,) even "as the horse and the mule which have
no understanding." Man's "understanding is like the

beasts that perish," yea, like the " wild ass's colt," the

most beastly of beasts.

And what is the illustration and proof given of this

proud and presumptuous ignorance of vain and empty
man in the passage quoted from the book of Job ? It

is the attempt made from the beginning until now " by
searching to find out God," and thus to make God's na-

ture, character, purposes and word, square with the

reason, the opinions, and the wishes of the human heart.

God, and his w^ord, and his worship, and his truth, and
his requirements, must be that, and only that, which
human reason can approve and sanction, and to which
human passion and human fashion will submit, else vain

man " will not have God to reign over him."
The world by its wisdom, its reason, its philosophy,

its science, and its literature, has searched and thought,

and written much on the subject of God, but it has only
like the dove, surveyed an ocean of angry and discord-

ant elements, one theory and one superstition dashing
against another in endless confusion. The being of God,
the manner of his being, the attributes of his being, these

by all its wisdom and searching, human reason never

knew and never can know, until it can compass iulinity,

comprehend eternity, fill immensity, and attain unto

^Literally, the words would read

:

Surely more ignorant I am than a man.
I neither possess the understanding of a man,
Nor have I learned wisdom,
And the knowledge of the Holy Ones I should know.
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omniscience, omnipresence, and omnipotence. " Canst

thou by searching find out God ? Canst thou find out

the Almighty unto perfection ? It is as high as Heaven

;

what canst thou do? deeper than hell;- what canst thou

know ? The measure thereof is longer than the earth

and broader than the sea."

Almighty Former of this wondrous plan,

Faintly reflected in thine image, man

—

Holy and just—the Greatness of whose name
Fills and supports this universal frame,

Diffus'd throughout th' infinitude of space,

Who art thyself thine own vast dwelling place

;

Soul of our soul, whom yet no sense of ours

Discerns, eluding our most active pow'rs;

Encircling shades attend thine awful throne.

That veil thy face, and keep thee still unknown

;

Unknown, though dwelling in our inmost part

Lord of the thoughts, and Sov'reign of the heart

!

Madame Chiyon.

When Hiero asked the philosopher of his day, what is

God, he asked time to reflect. When urged to an answer,

he requested from time to time, still further delay, and
at last confessed his ignorant inability to answer. And
well he might, for when holy Augustine pondered by
the sea-side the same absorbing question, he heard a

voice calling upon him to empty the ocean into a cockle

shell. An ignorant man might imagine that were he
possessed of the towering height and power of genius,

he could find out God, even as ne might think that from
the top of earth's loftiest peak, he could reach the

Heavens, but he would find that even there, the unscale-

able heights, and unfathomable depths of this unsearch-
able subject were still above and beyond him.
We cannot by all our vain searching find out God.

This is "a thing too high" for human reason, since
" God is higher than the Heavens, whom the Heaven of

Heavens cannot contain," and whom "eye hath not

seen, nor ear heard, nor the heart of man conceived."
" Oh ! the depths of the wisdom of God. How un-
searchable are his judgments, and his ways past finding

out."

God, thou bottomless abyss,

Thee to perfection who can know?
height immense! what words suffice

Thy countless attributes to show

!
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But while we cannot by all our Mo/rohing find out

God, God may be found by his own revelation of himself

to us.

We have but faith : we cannot know

;

For knowledge is of things we see

;

And yet we trust it comes from thee,

A beam in darkness: let it grow.

Let knowledge grow from more to more,

^ But more of reverence in us dwell

;

That mind and soul, according well.

May make one music, as before.

The knowledge of God cometh down from God. We
know him only when he makes himself known to us.

There are but two in the universe who know God
by their own unaided knowledge. " The Spirit search-

eth all things, even the deep things of God," and
" no man knoweth the Father but the Son, and he to

whom THE Son shall reveal him." Would we then be
made to know him in knowledge of whom standeth eter-

nal life ? " If any man lack wisdom let him ask of God
who giveth liberally and upbraideth not," and then shall

"he be able to compehend with all saints what is the

length and breadth, and heighth, and depth of the love

of God as it is in Christ Jesus."

When reason fails with all her powers,

Then faith prevails and love adores.

The foundation on which all religion rests is the exist-

ence, character, attributes, and government of an infin-

nitely wise and perfect God. The word religious em-
phatically expresses our bond or obligation, as created

beings, to God as our creator, preserver, governor and
judge. It implies in the very term

—

a rehgando*—the

*It is a controversy of long standing, whether the word religio comes
from religere, to reconsider, or from religare, to rebind. Cicero is the

patron of the former; Lactantius advocates the latter. Linguistically,

Cicero's derivation is the preferable ; by no known process of etymology
can religio be deduced from religare. As respects the meaning, both are

correct, religion is the re-consideration of our obligations to God, and our
re-union to him. But may not the true etymon after all be re-eligere,

thus making religio equivalent to re-eligio, a re-choice ? Religion is so in

point of fact; objectively, God's re-choice of us; subjectively, our re-

choice of God. I may observe, that this etymology has the merit of ac-

counting for the re in religio being long; a fact which has been strangely

overlooked by writers on this matter.

—

Alexander's Oonnex. 0. andN. Test,
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rupture of this bond by sin, and our return to God by

penitence, faith, and obedience,—by godliness or piety

tOwar48 Him,—by receiving, believing and obeying his

word,—by observing his worship ana fulfilling all his

commands,—by seeking and serving him only in the

way of his own appointment,—^by looking forward to a

state of rewards and punishments in the life to come,

—

and by recognising our duties and obligations to each

other as fellow creatures of the same Goa.
Our ideas of God therefore determine our ideas of re-

ligion, and the whole character of our rehgion.

What then do we know of God besides what he makes
us know of himself in Ijia word?

Before answering this question we woiild remark that

there is an essential and important difference between

receiving and holding certain opinions as both true and
reasonable, and the ability of reason to discover them by
its own unaided light. Almost the entire body of every

man's knowledge which he believes and holds as reason-

able and true, is what he has acquired by education, and
the information and instruction of others. The amount
of knowledge which has been discovered by the greatest

genius is as a drop of water to the ocean, or a grain of

sand to the Sea-shore.

It is also to be borne in mind that the amount of truth

or knowledge which may be acquired by man is im-

measurably greater than the compass of reason, and our

powers of comprehension. The most exalted of human
mtellects know as little as the feeblest,—that is, they
comprehend nothing at all^ of the essence, cause, and
operations even of natural things,—nothing whatever of

immaterial things—nothing of the infinite relations of

the boundless universe. The existence of innumerable
things as facts, and the invariable antecedence and con-

sequence of causes and effects we do know, but of their

nature and mode of operation we do and can know no-

thing.

We are, therefore, very careful to distinguish between
the existence of God, and the nature and character of
God. The one is a simple fact, the other is an essence
and being. And as we have just seen that the essence,
being, and mode of operation of any one phenomenon
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in nature^ is incomprehensible to us, and beyond the

range of our intellects, this must be infinitely more the

case as it regards him who is a Spirit invisible, illimita-

ble, and " past finding out."

This we have seen to be true, even as it regards the

EXISTENCE of God. Bcyoud revelation there never has

been any fixed, clear, certain, or authoritative belief in

the existence of a personal and infinite God. The ideas

which have been found to prevail ,on this point may all

be referred to an original, primitive revelation, or to the

reflected and honoured light of an existing revelation.

These ideas have, also, been speculative, confused, con-

tradictory, atheistic, pantheistic, or sceptical, in propor-

tion as we recede from primitive revelation, and philoso-

phy and barbarism usurp its place.

When we proceed from the existence of God to in-

quire into the nature of God, including his unity of

being, and his essential attributes, taking unenlightened
and unassisted human reason as our guide, we are

plunged into the very midst of a sea of uncertainty, and
driven about with every possible wind of wild and way-
ward conjecture. Here more emphatically than in ref-

erence to the existence of God, the wisdom of man was
foolishness. What was originally known as true was
not retained. Philosophers were the great corrupters of

the ancient traditionary belief in one true God.* Poly-

theism and idolatiy universally prevailed where atheistic

scepticism and doubt had not utterly expelled all faith

in God. " The world by wisdom knew not God," and
the wisdom of the world was finally led, under the teach-

ings of a better guide, to conclude, in the language at-

tributed to Tertullian that "of God all that is compre-
hensible is that he is incomprehensible." '^ We have,

says Plotinus, " no knowledge nor understanding of

God." " We speak of God," says Parmenides and JDio-

nysius, " only by negatives and relations." The Pytha-

goreans denominated the Deity " darkness" and a " sub-

terranean profundity .f" The Egyptians employed the

terms "thrice unknown darkness," in their most mystical

* See Leland's Necessity of Div. Rev^l. vol. 1, ch. xii, p. 24*7, and oh.

XX. On their Polytheism, see do. chs. xiv, xv, xvi.

t Taylor's Plato, vol. 3, p. 25. 4 to.
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invocations of the first God.* Proclus says of God,
that he is more ineffable than all silence.f Damascus
says " God is truly an imcomprehensible and inaccessi-

ble light,:j: upon which, the more attentively you look

the more you will be darkened and blinded."

"When we speak," says Plato, in his Timaeus, "of the

nature of God, and the creation of the universe, we
ought to be content if what we offer be but probable

;

for more than that is pot to be required ; for it must be
remembered that I who speak and you who are hearers,

are but men, and if we can only attain some probable

fable or tradition of these things we may not inquire

farther about them."

A Plato's mind, ere Christ appeared in flesh

By nature's and tradition's fitful blaze,

Faint though it be, saw something of God.
But who believed him ?

Yes, nature's light is darkness, and deprived
Of Heaven's irradiating beams, man roved
From shade to deeper shade, until he lost

All knowledge of Jehovah ; and bow'd down
To stocks and stones, and things of carved work,
Form'd after fancy's portraiture ; or paid
Blind homage to the sun or starry host.

And though at times a philosophic mind
O'er the dark welkin shed a meteor blaze,

'Twas b^it a meteor blaze, too weak to last,

Too weak to light him in the search of God.

Our understanding of God was compared by the an-

cient philosophers, to the eyes of an owl, as contrasted

with the light of the sun. And in the days of Jamblichus,
the last age of the ancient philosophy, it was generally

admitted that " human nature can neither reason nor
speak of God, nor perform any divine works without
God."§ This is exactly in accordance with the whole
spirit and teaching of the Scriptures. Such was the

doctrine of revelation in the days of Job as has been

* Taylor's Plato, p. 26. f lb., p. 2. % lb., p. 28.

§ It will be a reproach to us, says Howe, " if we shall need to be taught
reverence of God by pagans ; or that such a document should need to be
given us for our admonition, as that very ancient inscription in one of

the Egyptian temples, " I am whatsoever was, is, or shall be, and who is

he that shall draw aside my vail ?" (1)

(1) The Temple of Isis. See Plutarch de Iside, 59. >
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proved. Such it was in the time of Moses, wlio desired

to become acquainted with the properties and perfec-

tions of God and was told " my presence thou canst not
see, no living man can see me." The apostle Paul lays

it down, therefore, as a fundamental position which we
need not confirm by numerous other pass'Hges, that God
is absolutely " invisible," that is, that no finite being can
ever attain to an intuitive knowledge of Plim.

Nor is reason now any stronger, nor any the less limit-

ed in its capacity and its sphere of knowledge. We are,

it has been said, but a few steps more advanced than
the primitive world. All that even we can possibly

know of God is by analogy, that is, by ascribing to God,
properties resembling tnose found in ourselves. The
whole system of natural religion rests on analogy. What
God is in Himself we can neither know, nor define, nor
describe. What, or what kind, the nature of God is, in

itself, we have no possible means of determining. What
God's attributes are, in themselves, we know not. How
God exists in, and of himself, none can tell. To do this

would require an immediate participation of his own in-

finite nature. God dwelleth in light inaccessible. Him
none of men hath beheld or can behold." God can only

reveal himself, and be understood by us, through the

medium of language, which is, however, adapted only to

our own nature. What God is in himself, must be,

therefore, infinitely remote from what human language
could describe, or finite comprehension grasp. It must
be literally among " the unutterable things which it is

not possible for mar^ to utter,"—" the secret things wnich
God hath reserved unto himself."

Who shall sing Thee fully? Thou art high
Above all height, exalted far above
All praise and blessing of created things.

Who shall declare Thee fully? Thou art low,

Beneath all depth ; beneath the utmost hell

;

In whose dark howling caverns too. Thou reign'st,.

Although thy smiling presence is not there,

To cheer the dismal horrors of their gloom.

Who shall declare thee fully ? Thou art wide
Beyond all width ; beyond the universe.

Beyond the stretch of thought, unlimited,

Inhnite,—not the tongue of finite things

;

Not man ; not angels ; not ten thousand worlds

;

For they but see a little part of Thee,

Which little part they sing,—the all they know,
The all they can know. Ineffable ! Incomprehensible."

—

Ragg.

61
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God's nature—God's mode of existence—and every

attribute of God, are unfathomable mysteries to ns. All

that we know is that he exists, and that he is^ and will

be, all that the Scriptures reveal as necessary for our

everlasting welfare, and that he must be infinitely differ-

ent from ourselves, and infinitely above and beyond our

present comprehension.
Even now, therefore, human reason is unable to de-

Tnonstrate from any premises which are intuitive or self-

originated, the existence, and much less the unity of

God. These truths human reason can know and distin-

guish from error, when the premises from which it is to

reason are given to it. But it cannot discover, or by
its own powers, demonstrate them. The great, and
the only argument upon which the Unity of God is

based by human reason, is the unity of design found
throughout the works of nature.* But were we not en-

lightened by revelation and thus enabled to obviate all

difficulties, it would be easy to reply that after all it is

but a small part of the universe we are acquainted with,

and that that part may be under the separate dominion
of one presiding Deity, but that were we able to investi-

gate the whole, we might find its various regions under
the dominion of various Deities. It might be replied

secondly, that eveii in that part of the universe which
we are able to examine, unity of design, as even Paley,
the great reasoner on Natural Theology admits, goes no
further than to prove a unity of counsel^ and not of being,

since there might be unity of counsel among many per-

fect beings as well as with one. And thirdly^ it might
be replied, that there are even in this world, mixtures of

good and evil, misery and happiness, goodness and se-

verity, apparent contrarieties, interruptions and break-

ings up of what would seem to be wise and good plans

and operations, such as to have forced upon the mind of

a large portion of our race, the belief in two or more dis-

tinct eternal and opposing beings to whose sway all sub-

lunary things were subjected. And thus it will be per-

ceived how that even in this advanced and enlightened

* " We maintain that man has not found out {invente) for himself what
he ought to believe, and what he ought to do. These two points granted,

we leave to Reason all it$ powers, all its prerogations."—M. Bonnetti Uni-

versite Catholique,

f Nftt TheoL ch. 26.
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period of humanity, it would be inipossible, on princi-

ples of human reason alone, to establish any certain,

AUTHORITATIVE and 'abiding convictions resi^ecting the
NATURE, and especially, the Unity of God.

If Hume be cleared from the charge of Atheism, it is

only to fall under another scarcely less creditable—in

some respects, considering his circumstances, more odi-

ous—the charge of Polytheism. In the face of all prob-
ability and evidence, he defends Polytheism as the most
ancient faith, and professes that the belief in the Divine
unity was an after-thought of the vulgar. He argues,

that under Polytheism the worshipper has the advan-
tage of feeling more at his ease, and that to believe tliat

the gods are but a little way removed from us, is there-

fore more favourable to devotion. His friend, Diderot,
held the same opinion, and considered Polytheism more
consistent with modern philosophy than the belief in one
God! One would be ready to doubt whether men claim-

ing the possession of reason, not to speak of philosophy,

could be in earnest in such professed belief; but an an-

ecdote recorded of Hume seems to establish his Poly-
theistic leaning. Revising the lectures of the late Mr.
Bruce, Professor of Logic in tlie University of Edin-
burgh—when he came to the division of the course

headed "Proof of the Unity of the Deity," Hume is said

to have exclaimed, " Stop, John, who told you whether
there were one or more?"
Vain man would be wise, but by all his searchings he

cannot find out God unto perfection. "The things of

God knoweth no man but the Spirit of God." And as

all Scnpture was given by holy men of God who spake
as they were moved by the Holy Ghost, " we are brought
to the law and to the testimony to know, as far as man can
know, which is but as in a glass darkly, what God's
nature and unity really are."

Beneath a sable veil and shadows deep
Of inaecesaible and dimming light,

In silence ebon clouds more black than night,

The world's great Mind his secrets hid doth keep
Through those thick mists when any mortal wight

Aspires, with halting pace, and eyes that weep
To pry, and in his mysteries to creep.

With tliunders he, and lightnings, blasts their sight.

O Sun invisible, that dost abide

'fil
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Within thy bright abysmes, most fair, most dark,

Where with thy proper rays, thou dost thee hide,

O ever shining, never full seen mark)
To guide me in life's night, thy light me shew

;

The more I search of thee the less I know.

—

Drummond.

"What, saith the Scriptures, is, therefore, our inquiry,

and to any "cavils of reason we nrmst say, be dumb and
open not your mouth," for " what canst thou know."
The only people who, in ancient times, possessed any

certain knowledge of the nature and unity of God, was
the Jews and their patriarchal ancestors,—a people an-

tecedent to the very existence of any other nation whose
records have reached us, and by whom, as is attested

by their Scriptures, this knowledge was attributed ex-

clusively to a divine and supernatural communication.
Now what that communication was, and what it taught
in reference to the unity of God, is in no way affected

by the present opinion of the Jewish people. We have
in our hands, all the means of ascertaining the real truth

of the Old Testament Scriptures, and the opinions of the

earliest Jewish commentators and writers, which they
have. Many most learned men among Christians, and
among the Jews who have become Christians, have de-

voted themselves to an examination of these writings.

From this examination, as we shall see, there is ample
reason to conclude that believing Jews among the an-

cient people of God,—that the writers of the Apocryphal
books,—that Philo in the Apostolic days,—that the early

Targumists and Commentators,—that the Cabbalists,

—

the Yohantes,—that the Zaruschites and others,—have
more or less clearly believed and taught the plurality

and tri-unity of the one ever blessed Godhead. Such
also, is the testimony of the many learned converted
Jews, who have from age to age become Christians, and
of the ten thousand such, now in the Christian Church,
and who are, to a man, Trinitarians.

And as it regards any alleged moral disposition of the

Jews now to examine into the truth, and to receive what
is truth in the love of it, we know that even in Christ's

day they had destroyed the Scriptures by their tradi-

tions—that they would not come to the light— that they
were cut ott* because of their unbelief— and that there is

now a veil of darkening prejudice before their eyes until
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the time of their restoration shall be brought about.

The rejection of the doctrine of the Trinity by the Jews,
is therefore, a presumption in favour of the Scriptural

character of this doctrine and not against it.

That the Scriptures both of the Old and the New Tes-

tament, undoubtedly teach that there is a sense, and a

most important sense, in which God is one—only one—
and THE ONLY God, we strenuously maintain. In oppo-
sition to all idolatrous and polytheistic systems of reli-

gion introduced by the proud, perverted, and corrupt

reason of man, God is one. In every sense in which
unity is a perfection, God is one. But in every sense in

which it is not a perfection, God is not one. God is not

one as man spiritually is one. We say spiritually^ for

in fact, man as a compound being is a tri-unity, being
composed of a body, soul, and spirit, a physical, an ani-

mal, and a spiritual nature, and yet all united so as to

form one person. God is not one as any finite being is

one, because the nature and essence of God must be in-

finitely above, and beyond, and diff*erent from, what
finite natures are, or finite minds even comprehend, or

human languages can express.

To make our nature God's measure, and our idea of

God the limit of what he is, is to make "God such an
one as ourselves." It is " by our vain searching, to find

out the Almighty to perfection." It is in the earnest

language of Scriptural rebuke, to " collect the winds in

the hollow of our hands—to bind the waters in a gar-

ment—to ascend into the Heavens and descend into

hell. What is Plis name and what is the name of His
son. For knowest thou ?"—Pro v. xxx : 4.* Such a unity

* It is to do that which is absolutely impossible to our present capaci-

ty of reason, and therefore, the inspired writer, after having in v. 3.,

alluded to "the knowledge of the holy ones," in order to bring man's
capacity to the test, asks "what is the name of his Son if thou know."

—

Prov. xxx: 1-5. (1)

(1) On this passage, as tinderstood by the Jews themselves, as referring

to God, see Dr. McCaul, on the Eternal Sonship of the Messiah.—London,

1838, p. 3, and pp. 30-55, from which, we make the following extracts:

Aben Ezra, by "Holy Ones," understood God, as he translates it by
Grod; and he conceived the general sense of the passage to be, "The
knowledge of God is unattainable by the efforts of unassisted human
wisdom—to know God we must search in the Word of God alone, and be-

ware of adding anything to it." "In this," says Dr. McCaul, "I agree
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therefore, as God hath not claimed, such as is arbitrarily

ascribed to him by our bold and adventurous intruders

into the deep and most profound arcana of the Divine
nature ; such as can never be proved to belong to him,
or to be any real perfection ; such as would prove an im-

perfection and a blemish, would render the divine Ma-

ture less intelligible, more impossible to be so far con-

ceived as requisite ; or such as is manifestly unrecon-

cileable with his plain affirmations concerning himself;
" we ought not," says Howe, " to impose it upon our-

selves, or be so far imposed upon, as to ascribe to him
such simplicity."

The system of Unitarianism, as it is miscalled, for they
only are truly Unitarian, who believe in the revealed

doctrine of God's Unity—this system is based upon two
assumptions, both of which are unfounded, ilrst^ that

they who believe that God's Unity is a Tri-tlnity, be-

lieve, and must believe, in three Gods ;—and secondly

^

that to be truly one or a Unity, God must be absolutely

one person. As to the first point, however, it is mani-
fest that the very term trinity, itself demonstrates that

we believe God to be so revealed as to be a Trinity in

Unity, and a Unity in Trinity

—

one in such a sense as to

be THREE, and three in such a sense as to be one. And
as to the second point, we believe that Scripture no-

where, or in any manner, teaches that God is absolutely

one person, but that in the eternal Godhead there are

three, to each of whom belong all the attributes and per-

fections of the one divine essence.

Every term employed on this subject is necessarily

human, and therefore analagous, imperfect, and oaly

with him, and shall, therefore, offer some observations in confirmation of

this interpretation,"
" The scope of the passage evidently is, that there is a certain knowl-

edge not attainable by unassisted human reason, but which is revealed in

the Word of God ; the question then is, what knowledge is that ? What
ia the great subject of the Divine Word? Is it not the revelation of the

NAiURB and WILL of God I"********
"Having ascertained the general sense, the next question is, what is the

sense of the questions, "Who hath ascended into Heaven? who hath
gathered?" <fec. For what purpose are these questions put, and of whom
do they speak ? Abeii Ezra and the Berlin Commentator, take these ques-

tiooa as a proof of maa's incapacity, and as forixuuag the u«xua between
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suggestive of the fact that the Unity of the divine na-

ture admits of, and requires for, its own perfect and in-

expressible beatitude, three hypostases, subjects, per-

sons, or distinctions which we therefore call a Trinity.

God's Unity is, therefore, a Trinity of persons in one
Godhead.

If God is spoken of in Scripture as one he also speaks
of himself in Scripture in plural terms as more than one,

and he emphatically attributes every quality, attribute

and work by which his Deity can be distinguished, not

only to the Godhead, which is in essence one, but also,

to the Father, to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost, who
are personally distinct. Hear O Israel Jehov^ah our

Gods {the Hebrew term is in the plv/ral and not as might
ha/ve been in the singular,) is one God."—(Deut. vi : 4.)

" The Gods," {the sameplural noun elohim.) " The Gods
said unto Moses, I am that which I am."

Unity and plurality are here, and as we shall hereaf-

ter show, in many other passages, asserted of God—not

the confession of ignorance, and the direction to the Word of God as the

only source of information. Agar first states the thing to be proved, "I
cannot attain to the knowledge of the Holy Ones;" then he gives his

proof, "who hath ascended up into Heaven?" &c; and then draws his

corollary. If so, then we must betake ourselves to the Word of God."

"The whole passage may be thus paraphrased: With my limited un-

derstanding I cannot attain the knowledge of God ; for to know God is

to know him who is omnipresent, filling heaven and earth ; it is to know
him who is omnipotent, ruling over the winds and the waters, the most
unstable of all elements ; it is to know him who created all things ; it is

to know his name, and the name of his Son. But this knowledge can be
attained only by revelation ; and he that would attain to it, even from
revelation, .- must not pass over any one word as insignificant, for every
word is purified like silver ; neither must he add to Divine revelation, or

he will be sure to go astray."********
"Having interpreted Agur's assertion and his proof taken from God's

name, there remains but one inquiry, and that is, who is intended by his

Son? The Yalkut, in the passage already referred to, answers with the

words, " Israel is my first born." But this answer does not agree with
the context. Agur is speaking, not of Israel, but of the knowledge of

God. The name of Israel is no part of that knowledge. The Son of God
here intended must be a being, whose name can be ascertained only by
revelation, and a knowledge of whose name constitutes a part of the

knowledge of God. He must, therefore, be a Divine person, himself one
of the Holy Ones, of whom Agur had been speaking. The old Testament
teaches that a knowledge of God's name is an essential part of the know-
ledge of God. Agur teaches that a knowledge of the name of the Son of

God is an essential part of the knowledge of God, so that both the general
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an absolute and personal Unity, nor an absolute plurali-

ty, but a plurality of persons in the essential Unity of

the infinite and incomprehensible Jehovah. And thus

we find that in one of the very few passages in the Bible

in which the Unity of God is pointedly enforced the

Son is united with the Father. "Thus saith the Lord
the King of Israel, and his Redeemer the Lord of Hosts;
I am the first and I am the last, and beside me there is

no God."—(Mai. ii: 10.) And thus, when the Apostle
declares that to us *' there is one God the Father from
whom are all things," in contra distinction to "the Gods
many and Lords many" of the heathen, he immediately
adds, "and one Lord" {a most eTrhjohatic designation

among these heathen of their greatest Gods,) "Jesus
Christ, through whom are all things and we through
him," thus attributing to the Son as Lord or Jehovah,*
the identical unity and dominion over all things attribu-

ted to the Father*.—(1 Cor. viii : 16.)f
What we affirm therefore, is, that the Scriptures no-

analogy of Scripture and the particular scope of the passage under con-

sideration, compel us to conclude that the Son here spoken of, is a Divine
person, that is, the passage teaches us that God has a Son, and that this

Son is very God."
* ' * * * * *

" The Old Testament, therefore, speaks of a Being who is, in a peculiar

sense, the Son of God. Thus, in the Book of Proverbs, Agur, the Son of

Jakeh, asks, " Wlio hath ascended up into heaven, or descended ? Who
hath gathered the wind in his fists if Who hath bound the waters in a
garment? Who hath established all the ends of the earth? What is his

name, and what is his Son's name ?" There can be no doubt that God is

he who bound the waters in a garment, and who established all the ends
of the earth. From this passage, then, we learn that thero, is a Being
who stands to God in the relation of Son, and that the knowledge of this

Son's name is as great a mystery as the knowledge of God himself, and
cannot be learned, except by immediate revelation. Agur had complain-

ed, in the preceding verses, that he did not possess human knowledge,
and from this ignorance argues, how then, should I have the knowledge
of the Holy Ones; that is, how should I have the knowledge of God?
You will observe that, instead of the usual word for God, he employs a
plural adjective, The Holy Ones, and then shows in what sense he under-

stood this plurality, by speaking of God, and of his Son. Agur, then,

considered the knowledge of God's Son as a part of the knowledge of

God, and thereby manifests his belief in the existence and Deity of the

Son of God."

—

Dr. McCaul on the Eternal Sonship of the Messiah, see pp.
3, 38, 39, 41, 42, 46, 56.

*See Smith's Messiah, vol. 3. p. 131.

f Lord is the rendering of the Septuagint for the term Jehovah.
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where teach, either in the Old or New Testament, that

God is metaphysically, absolutely or personally one.

The Unity of God is taught, and only taught, in order

to show that our God is the true and only real God, in

opposition to the variety of imaginary Gods worshipped
by the heathen. And whereas. Unitarians would lead

us to believe that the Scriptures are full of passages in-

culcating the doctrine of the absolute Divine unity in the

clearest manner, the fact is that the passages which lean

directly on the unity of God are very few, and far fewer
than those in which the plurality of God, and the Deity
of the Son, and the Deity of the Holy Ghost are taught,

—and of this fact any reader of the Bible can at once
satisfy himself by taking any one of the passages and
referring to all the texts alluded to as proofs in the mar-
gin. It will thus be seen, that all the passages which
declare God's unity, do so only as that unity is opposed
to the many Gods of heathenism,—but that in the very
words themsel\^es, and in several other passages of Scrip-

ture, as found in the original Hebrew, God, in calling

himself one, speaks of himself as being also a plurality.*

And in the forms of benediction as found, both in the

Old and New Testament—in the threefold forms of lan-

guage—used in application to God,—in the initiatory

sacrament of baptism in which all who become disciples

of Christianity, are baptised into the belief, worship, and
service of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost—in these we
say, and in the Scriptural proofs of the Supreme Deity
of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, God limits this in-

comprehensible plurality of his one Godhead to three

persons, each having ascribed to it the divine attributes,

and all inhering in one and the same essence.

The Divine unity, therefore, as taught in Scripture,

has no relation to number, or to any kind of unity that

is comprehensible by the human mind, as even Jewish
writers have taught,f but is exclusively employed in

opposition to all human notions of a plurality of inde-

pendent and separate Gods.

* See Owen's Works, vol. 10, p. 474, 22 vol. ed.

f See quoted in Oxlee's Christian Doctrines of the Trinity, and in vol. 1,

pp. 109-13.

YoL. VII.—No. 4. 62
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This oneness, to use the language of Owen,* this one-

ness can respect nothing but the" nature, being, sub-

stance, or essence of God. God is one in this respect.

Some of these words are not, indeed, used in the Scrip-

ture ; but whereas, they are of the same importance and
signification, and none of them include anything of im-
perfection, they are properly used in the declaration of

the unity of the Godhead. There is mention in the

Scripture of the Godhead of God.—Kom. i : 20. " His
eternal power and Godhead." And of his nature, by
excluding them from being objects of our worship, who
are not Gods by nature.—Gab iv : 8. Now this natural

Godhead of God, is, his substance or essence with all

the holy divine excellencies which naturally and neces-

sarily ap]3ertain thereunto. Such are eternity, immensi-
ty, omnipotency, life, infinite holiness, goodness, and the

like. This one nature, substance, or essence, being the

nature, substance, or essence of God, as God is the na-

ture, essence, and substance of the Father, Son, and
Spirit, one and the same absolutely in and unto each
one of them. For none can be God as they are reveal-

ed to be, but by virtue of this divine nature or being.

Herein consists the unity of the Godhead.
This unity in Trinity is, undoubtedly, mysterious and

incomprehensible. But it is not unreasonable. It is

above and beyond the capacity and limits of reason to

discover or comprehend. But so is all that relates to

God and things supernatural and divine. Reason, we
have seen, by all its searching can know nothing of the
nature and essence of any material object or of the hu-

man soul, much less of God. It never could, and never
did, prove the absolute unity of God. This, as may be
seen in Plato's Parmenides, was the bottomless and fath-

omless gulf to human reason. Reason has proved as it

thought, and practised upon the belief of a plurality of

Gods, and by a corruption of primitive revelation hu-

man reason has believed in a trinity of Supreme Gods.
Reason therefore, now humbly and gladly receives that

teaching whicli Socrates and Plato sought and even ex-

pected, and rejoices to believe that there are three persons

* Owen's Works, vol. 10, p. 504, 22 vol. ed.
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in the adorable Godhead, and that these three are one.*

"Ye lofty minds, whose maxims some e'en now
Pretend to follow, true philosophers,

Who sought whatever ye could find of God,
How would yoxcr hearts have bounded to the voice
Of God in flesh made manifest ! whom they
Who follow up your systems hold in scorn

;

And tuning o'er the first part of the strain

Of angels, which, as though from Heaven t'were caught
By inspiration, ye divinely sang,

The closing numbers jarring discords deem
But ye were witnesses of darker times;
And shall in judgment 'gainst your followers

Of these bright days of revelation rise,

As well as those who in your twilight hour
Denied or hated the fair truths ye taught."

—

Ragg.

* Among the Fathers, says Hagenbach, in his History of Doetrines,*vo],

1, pp. 93-7, " The more profound thinkers, however, were well aware that

it is not sufficient to demonstrate the mere numerical vmity of the Divine
Being, and accordingly placed the transcendental unity far above the
mathematical monas.
The idea of a revealed religion implied that so much of the nature of

God should be made manifest to man as would be necessary to the know-
ledge of salvation. The Church, therefore, has ever cultivated the Xoroc:

•Jirs^j %Zw (theology.) On the other hand, the insufficiency of human ideas

was always acknowledged, (in opposition to the pride of speculation,) and
the character of the Divine Being was admitted to be past finding out

;

some even entertained doubts about the propriety of giving God any
name. Much of what the Church designated by the term mystery (sacra-

ment,) is founded partly on a sense of the insufficiency of our ideas and
the inaptitude of our language, and partly on the necessity of employing
certain ideas and expressions to communicate our religious thoughts and
opinions.

When the martyr Attains, in the persecution of the Galilean Christians,

imder Marcus Aurelius, was asked by hisjudges what the name of God was,

he replied "o ^£og ovofjia oux zyz^ w? av^^WTTo^," Euseb. v. i. (edit.Heinich-

en. T. ii, p. 29, CDmp. the note.) Such was also, the opinion of Justin M. Apol-

ogy, ii : 6 ; whatever name may be given to God, he who has given a

name to a thing must always be anterior to it. He therefore draws a dis-

tinction between appellatives and names. The predicates itaTr}^^ ^sog^

xvpjoc:, (5s(J''7roT7)c;, are only appellatives. God is not only above all names, but
also above all existence. Miuuc. Fel. c. 18. Hie (Deus) nee videri potest,

visu clarior est, nee comprehendi, tactu purior est, nee aestimari, sensibus

major est, infinitus, imenensus et soli sibi tantus quantus est, notus, nobis

vero ad intellectum pectus angustxam est, et ideo sic oum digne aestima-

mus, dum inaestiraabilem dicimus. Eloquar, quemadinodum sentio : mag-
nitudinem Dei, qxii se putat nosse minit, qui non vult ininere, non novit,

nee nomen Deo quaeras: DEUS nomen est. lllic vocabiilis opus est, quum
per singulos propriis appellationem insignibus multitii<lo dirimeuda est.

Deo qui solus est, Dei vocabulum totum est. Quem si patrom dixero, ter-

I'enum opineris; si regem, carnalem suspiceris, si dominr.s, intelliges utique

mortalem, aufer addiltamenta nominum, et perspicies ejus claritatem.

(•I
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That the Scriptures are the word of God is, in this

controversy, assumed. But if they are, then we know as

assuredly that they would be so worded as to guard in
every way against that idolatry which they everywhere
and in all its forms, condemn. The plain, obvious, and
necessary teaching of Scripture that God is in one sense

one, and in another sense three, and that while there is

but one divine Godhead there are three persons, to each
of whom, Scripture attributes this Godhead with all

divine honour and prerogatives pertaining to it, makes
the doctrine of the Tei-unity or Trinity of the divine na-

ture the teaching of God himself, concerning his own in-

effable nature. And surely, to use the language of E-ob-

ert^Hall, this is the true way of contemplating the doc-

trines peculiar to revelation, "to consider them as facts,

believed on the authorit}^ of the Supreme Being, not to

be proved by reason; since their truth does not result

from any perceptible relations in our ideas, but they

owe their existence entirely to the will and counsel of

the Almighty Potentate. Let the fair grammatical im-
port of Scripture language be investigated, and whatever
propositions are, by an easy and natural interpretation,

deducible from thence, let them be received as the dic-

tates of Infinite Wisdom, whatever aspect they bear, or,

whatever difficulties they present. Repugnant to reason

they can never be, because they spring from the Author
of it; but superior to reason, whose limits they infinite-

ly surpass, we must expect to find them. The facts

which we have become acquainted with in the natural

world, would appear stupendous were they communica-
ted merely on the evidence of testimony ; they fail to

astonish us, chiefly because they have been arrived at

step by step, by means of their analogy to some prece-

ding one. We have climbed the eminence by a slow
progression, and our prospect has insensibly widened as

we advanced, instead of being transported thither in-

stantaneously by a supreme power. Revelation con-

ducts us to the path at once, without previous training,

without any intellectual process preceding, without con-

descending to afford other proof than what results from
the veracity and wisdom of the Creator ; and when we
consider that this truth respects much sublimer relations
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and concerns than those which subsist in the material
world, that it regards the existence and nature of an in-

finite and incomprehensible God, the ways and coun-

sels of God respecting man's eternal destiny, is it sur-

prising that it should embrace what greatly surpassed
our previous conjectures, and even transcends our per-

fect comprehension?"
To question or deny this doctrine of the tki-unity of

God, although admitted to be taught by the language
of Scripture, plainly and naturally interpreted, because
it is incomprehensible, is to destroy all certain assu-

rance that the Scriptures are the word of God, or that

there is one God, or indeed, as we have seen, a God at

all. To disprove the doctrine of Scripture, that while
the divine essence, nature, or Godhead, is numerically
one, there is a real distinction between the Father, the

Son, and the Holy Ghost, to whom this essence and all

divine attributes are severally and equally applied, we
must be able to prove from our actual knowledge of

God's nature that such distinctions cannot possibly ex-

ist in the divine nature, and which is, we have seen, an
impossibility. Apart from what God reveals concerning
himself, no finite reason can tell what is God's nature,

what is proper or impossible to that nature, what the

unity of this nature is, or what a personal distinction in

that nature is. " It is a clear point, I think," says Prof.

Stuart,* " that the unity of God cannot be proved with-

out revelation. It may, perhaps, be rendered faintly

probable. Then you depend upon Scripture proof, for

the establishment of this doctrine. But have the Scrip-

tures anywhere, told us what the divine unity is? Will

you produce the passage? The oneness of God they as-

sert. But this they assert always in opposition to the

idols of the heathen^ the, polytheism of the gentiles—the

Gods superior and inferior, which they worshipped. In

no other sense have the Scriptures defined the oneness

of the Deity. What then is oneness^ in the uncreated,

infinite, eternal Being ? In created and finite objects,

we have a distinct perception of what we mean by it;

but can created objects be just and adequate representa-

* Letters to Dr. Channing, pp. 45-6.

I
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tives of the tmcreated one ? Familiar as the assertion is,

in your conversations and in your sermons, that God is

ONE, can you give me any definition of this oneness^ ex-

cept a negative one ? That is, you deny the plurality of

it
;
you say God is but one, and not two, or more. Still,

in what, I ask, does the divine unity consist? Has not

God different and various faculties, and powers ? Is he
not almighty, omniscient, omnipresent, holy, just, and
good? Does he not act differently, i. 6., variously, in

the natural and in the moral world? Does his union
consist, then, appropriately in his essence? But what is

the essence of God? And how can you assert that his

unity consists appropriately in this, unless you know
what his essence is, and whether oneness can be any bet-

ter predicated of this, than of his attributes?

Your answer to all this is, the nature of God is be-

yond my reach ; I cannot define it, I approach to a defi-

nition of the divine unity, only by negatives. That is,

you deny the negative plurality of God ; or you say there

are not two or more essences, omnisciencies, omnipoten-
cies, &c. But here all investigation is at an end. Is it

possible to show what constitutes the internal nature of

the divine essence, or attributes ; or how they are related

to each other ; or what internal distinctions exist ? About
all this, revelation says not one word ; certainly the book
of nature gives no instruction concerning it. The asser-

tion then, that God is one^ can never be fully understood
as meaning anything more than that he is numerically
one ; i. <3., it simply denies polytheism, and can never
reach beyond this. But how does this prove, or how
can it prove, that there may not be, or that there are

not distinctions in the Godhead, either in regard to at-

tributes, or essence, the nature of which is unknown to

us, and the existence of which is to be proved by the

authorities of the Scriptures only?"

When Unitarians, therefore, inquire what that distinc-

tion in the Godhead is, in which we believe, we answer
that we do not profess to understand what it is ; wx do
not undertake to define affirmatively. We can approxi-

mate to a definition of it, only by negatives. We deny
that the Father is in all respects, the same as the Son

;

and that the Holy Spirit is in all respects, the same
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as either the Father or the Son. "We rest the fact^ that

a distinction exists, solely upon the basis of Revelation.

In principle then, what more difficulty lies in the way
of believing in a threefold distinction of the Godhead
than in believing in the divine unity?

llie unity of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, is,

indeed, a mystery, a fact clearly revealed, yet suggesting

questions which no analogy of consciousness, no walk
of human experience, enables us to solve. " Doth this

offend" us? Shall we deny the fact? Shall we, in our
pride of intellect, assume the one God must be as one
man—his unity shall be as one of our unities—that he
cannot contaiu, in his own essential nature, the element
of love, the object of love, and the manifestation of love

;

that the human definition of God must be the true defi-

nition ; that if the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost
be God, there must be three Gods, and not one, even
though the Scriptures teach us that God as revealed in

the Scriptures—-Father, Son, and Holy Spirit—is " the

only living and true God?" Rather let us acknowledge,
for assuredly it well becomes us, that as " no man know-
eth the things of a man but the spirit of man which
is in him, even so the things of God knoweth no man,
but the Spirit of God. For the whole subject is at an
infinite distance from us, and wholly foreign to us, nor

is it revealed to us, for it even surpasses the apprehen-
sion of angels.*

Concerning this most excellent and holy Trinity, we
cannot find any suitable words in which we might speak
of it, and yet we must express this supernatural incom-
prehensible Trinity in words. If we therefore, attempt
to speak of it, it is as impossible to do it properly as to

reach the sky with one's head. For all that we can say

or think of it is a thousand times less proportionate to

it than the point of a needle is to heaven and earth,

yea, a hundred thousand times less. We might talk to

a wonderful amount, and yet we could neither express

nor understand how the distinction of the persons can

exist in the supernatural unity.

* Stowell ou the Work of the Spirit, pp. 81, 406.
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thou Eternal One ! whoee presence bright
All space doth occupy, all motion guide

;

Unchanged through time's all-devastating flight;

Thou only God ! There is no God beside.

Being above all beings! Thkee in OneI
Whom none can comprehend, and none explore,

Who fill'st existence with Thyself alone, •

Embracing all, supporting, ruling o'er,

Being whom we call God and know no more.
As far beyond the starry walls of Heaven,
As is the loftiest of the planets seven,

Sequestered from this earth in purest light

Out-shining ours, as ours doth sable night,

Thou all-sufficient, omnipotent.
Thou Ever Glorious, Most Excellent

God, various in names, in essence one.

High art installed on golden throne.

Out-stretching Heaven's wide-bespangled vault,

Transcending all the circles of our thought

;

With diamantine sceptre in thy hand.

There thou giv'st laws, and dost this world command.
Drummond.

But on this subject of the unity of God, as an objec-

tion to the Scriptural proof of the Trinity, we propose to

make some further observations in a future number.

ARTICLE 11.

REPORT ON COLLEGIATE EDUCATION,

Made to the Trustees of tlie University of Alaha/ma^
July^ 1852. By Rev. Basil Manly, D. Di, Presi-

dent of the University.

There is no subject which, of late years, has more in-

tensely engaged the attention of the educators of youth,

on both sides of the Atlantic, than that of Collegiate

education. During the last half century the enlarge-

ment of the circle of the sciences has been more rapid

than during any equal portion of time within the authen-

tic records of our race. Throughout this period, the in-

vestigation, discoveries and inventions in the physical

sciences have been beyond all parallel. In these^ of
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course, the greatest advance has been made. In the

moral and mental sciences, which are necessarily limited

bj the law of their nature, the advance has been more,
in the fuller developement of old, than in the discovery
of new principles. The same may be said of mathe-
matics. But to physical science, which is in its very na-

ture experimental and progressive, there is—there ca/n

he no absolute limit within the powers of the human
mind. Yet it is undoubtedly true, that within the period
above stated, learned men everywhere have bestowed
their labours on every branch of science, with a fresh-

ness and zeal, more characteristic of amateurs in a new,
than professors of an old philosophy. And while the
study of nature, under all the lights of modern philoso-

phy, has developed arcana before unknown, and given
the form and substance of science to facts and observa-

tions never before classified and arranged, every other

department of human learning has been progressing with
the accelerated pace of this busy age. Text books have
been improved and multiplied—expedients to facilitate

the acquisition of scientific knowledge have been de-

vised—principles have been simplified—in short, every

practicable effort has been made to render learning

easy ; and yet the complaint is as just as it is universal,

that the ordinary College curriculum of four years is too

short to embrace all that it is desirable should be taught
in a thorough course. If this were the only difiiculty,

the complamt might be met by an easy remedy, as we
shall presently see. But there is another demand, of

late years importunately pressed upon our Colleges, of

graver importance and infinitely more embarrassing than
this. We live in a stirring age. The masses—in our
country, the controlling masses^ feel that they have un-

satisfied wants, the existence of which were unknown,
because unfelt fifty years ago. They begin to aspire to

more elevated positions in the intellectual world. They
feel that if the school master is not he ought to be abroad.

Wearing the sovereignty of the State as an every-day

garment, their just pride demands that their toilet shall

be completed gracefullj^ and in good taste. In short, it

is supposed they demand a participation in the benefits

of the University, established at their expense, if not for
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their especial use. If unable, from the want of pecunia-

ry means, to pursue the full course of instruction, they

claim to be admitted to the benel^ts of a part. If there

be any branch of science taught,-' which is appropriate to

their peculiar business or employment, they demand to

be instructed in that. Such* are the popular demands,
real or supposed, which have rivetted the attention of

the educators of youth, and others interested in the sub-

ject, both in Europe and America, almost cotemporane-
ously, and with great anxiety, on the subject of reforms

in dollegiate education.

To these demands, the comparatively youthful Uni-
versity of Alabama has not" been insensible. Year after

year, the mutterings of discontent have been heard by
the Trustees and Faculty with a mortification and regret,

greatly enhanced by the cj3nviction perfectly clear to

them, although scarcely thought of by the complainers,

that there are difficulties of immense magnitude, if not

insuperable, in the way of the desired reforms. With a

very proper desire to proceed in this matter cautiously,

the Trustees, at their annual meeting in July, 1851, pass-

ed a resolution requesting the President of the Universi-

ty to make* inquiry and report fco them, "whether any
changes in the system of education pursued in the Uni-
versity are necessary and proper, in order to extend the

benefits of the institution to a greater number of 1:he

citizens of the State." In compliance with this request,

the "Report" at the head of this .article was presented
to the Trustees, at their next meetmg in July, 1852, and
was ordered by them to be printed. We propose to

make this report the basis for a few remarks of our own,
intended more to bring the information on this difficult

subject contained in the Report itself, to the public at-

tention, than to attempt to throw any light ourselves on
a subject of so much and so deserved importance. But
before we proceed, it is due to the learned and talented

author of the Report to state, that the time allowed him
to collect its facts was limited, mainly, to the college va-

cation of less than three months, and its composition was
efi'ected at such short intervals as he could snatch from
his very laborious routine of duties, and was only com-
pleted a few hours before it was presented to the Board.

»>-v*-{?
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And even then, was presented in the form of its first

rough draft, with all the erasures and interlineations

common to a hastily prepared paper,—and in this state

was committed to the press. If, therefore, any faults of

style or diction shall be discovered by any who may
read it, they will, of course, be ascribed to the proper
cause. Our present purpose has nothing to do with
these faults, it they exist.

It is a great mistake, common to the young and the

uneducated, to suj>pose that all the learning for which
they have any use is to be acquired during the Academic
and Collegiate courses. Indeed, there is a very general

misapprehension of the true meaning of the term educor

Uon. As the term itself imports, it is the process of

d/rawmgforth the faculties of the mind,—training, culti-

vating, and by proper exercise, invigorating them. To
perform its appropriate functions, it must cultivate all^

not some of the mental faculties. In a word, its oflSce is

to teach the art of thinking, and improve the faculty of

remembering and applying,—and when it has taught us

how to study and how to learn, it has laid the founda-

tion on which we may erect a temple of what magnitude
and proportions we choose. This, of education in its

general sense. *'The proper object of Collegiate educa-

tion," as Dr. Manly justly remarks, in the report before

us, " the knowledge oipr'inciples cmd causes^ rather than

offacts, which belongs to a specific or professional edu-

cation. The one is fundamental to the other. If the

foundation be broad, deep and substantial, the super-

structure, whatever its specific designation, is secure.

Professional education, commencing its adventurous ca-

reer at the point where the College curriculum has com-
pleted its functions, can be rendered as specific and defi-

nite as we wish, and efficient to some purpose. And
here is the true point of divergence."

As it is obviously impossible within the short period

of the College course to acquire a thorough knowledge
of all the departments of human learning, the most that

can be done, and all that should be aimed at in a judi-

cious system of College instruction, is the inculcation of

tlie general principles of each science, with such a tho-

rough knowledge of their rudiments, that the student
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may be able, if he chooses, in after life, to prosecute to

advantage the further study of any or all of them.
But we are detaining the reader too long from the im-

portant subjects discussed in the Report before us.- The
whole investigation may be resolved into the two follow-

ing questions—first, what efi'ectual means may most
safelv be adopted, without sacrificirig a reasonable tho-

roughness, to embrace the greatly enlarged circle of the

sciences within the ordinary curriculum of four years?

And second, how are those best to be provided for who
desire only to pursue a partial course of study ? To give

to these questions, ^s difficult as they are important, a
thorough discussion, would require more time and space
than we can at present claim ; and is more than Dr.
Manly, in the Report before us, professes to accomplish.

And we choose, at this point, to take occasion to say,

that if our opinions difi'er at all from those of our learn-

ed author on the subjects discussed, it is only on a single

point

—

the study of the dead languages.^—and we imagine
we do not differ essentially, even on this. Learned men
and profound thinkers, have long been divided in opin-

ion as to the degree of importance which ought to be as-

signed, in a thorough and systematic course of educa-
tion, to the study of these languages. It is an old, and
even at the present day, a common complaint, that too

much time is consumed ('i^^sfecZ, say many,) during the

short College period of four years, in the study of Latin

and Greek. Speaking of the course of instruction at

present pursued in the English Universities, Dr. Lyon
rlayfair quotes approvingly from Eothen, the following

passages on this subject,—the aspirations of our youth
towards science "are quenched by freezing drenches of

scholastic lore,"—"You feel so keenly the delights of

early knowledge—you learn the ways of the planets and
transcend their narrow limits, and ask for the end of

space
;
you vex the electric cylinder till it yields you,

for your toy to play with, that subtle fire in which our

earth was forged. -J^- * * "What more will you ever

learn? Yet the dismal change is ordained; and then

thin meagre Latin (the same for every body,) with small

shreds and patches of Greek, is thrown, like a pauper's

pall over all your early lore ;—instead, of sweet knowl-
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edge, vile, monkish, doggrel grammars and graduses, dic-

tionaries and lexicons, and horrible odds and ends of

dead languages, are given you for your portion, and down
you fall from Roman story to a three-inch scrap of Scrip-

tores Romcmi^ from Greek poetry down to the cold ra-

tions of Poeta Graci cut up by commentators and serv-

ed out by schoolmasters !" And Dr. Playfair adds, " is

this horrible quenching of all our youthful, innate love

of God's truth, the education f(fe the youth of a nation,

depending for its progress on then* developement ? How
is it possible that dead literature can be the parent of

living science and of active industry?* All this may be
as true, as it is severe and sarcastic. We have no doubt,

from the criticisms of their own Reviews, that the Eng-
lish Universities stand in great need of reform. Yet
we would not go quite so far. With Dr. Mainly, we
have a higher appreciation of the value of the dead lan-

guages, and WB concur most heartily in the following

sentiments of the Report

:

" The main features of the Collegiate system appear
to be—^a substratum, required alike of all, formed by the

contemporaneous study of the ancient classics (the Latin

and the Greek languages and their literature) and of

mathematics, to which a provision is made for adding,

with some variety, according to circumstances, a knowl-
edge of the sciences successively developed, and of their

application to the useful purposes of life. Of the impor-
tance of mathematics, not only as a means of cultivating

a capacity for profound consecutive investigation, for close

conclusive reasoning, but also as fundamental to much of

our most important knowledge and business, less doubt
seems to be entertained than with respect to the ancient

classics, on which the severest assault has been made.
As no satisfactory attainment can be made in this branch
of knowledge withjQU-t much and long continued labor,

the time for the acc^uisition of dead languages, which are

the exclusive repositories of no science, is regarded by
some as thrown away, for all purposes of practical utili-

ty. To this it is replied, that these languages are the

most finished aad refined ever spoke or written ; that

* ^ortht BtdiiiBb E«mew,, AmieitifQaa edition, volume xii ; No. 11,
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they are fountains of eloquence never surpassed, seldom
equalled ; that if it be one of the highest attainments of

a man of action and thought to reason, instruct, convince

and persuade, the knowledge of such an instrument as

these afford cannot be dispensed with, but gives him a

double advantage, that of the mastery of language, and
of sharpening his own powers by intercourse with the

master-minds of the wp;i:M. These languages have been
deemed indispensable4|4> a thorough education for the

last thousand years, in every clime, under all govern-

ments, and by every fraternity of learned men. •»*****

So large a part of our own language, especially in the

term inology ofthe learned professions and ofthe sciences,

is derived from the ancient classics, that we cannot be
masters of our own language without them. These, too,

are the basis of the living tongues, the languages of

commerce and of modern science; insomuch that the

full mastery of these will be, even most economically,

made through the intervention of the classics."

The objection is, that time is unprofitably appropria-

ted, during the usual College course, to the study of tnese

languages, and the question to be answered is^ how is

time to be gained to admit the increased demand for

scientific attainments ? It is very clear, that if the pre-

sent course of studies be continued, either the College

curriculum must be lengthened, or the branches taught
must continue to be imperfectly learned. There is no
known process by which the natural capacity of the stu-

dent can be increased. We think it scarcely admits of

a doubt that, in this covnt/py at least^ the customary pe-

riod of four years for the College course cannot safely

be extended. Ours are not only a stirring and ambi-
tious, but an impatient, people. Whatever they do,

must be done quickly, and this impatience is almost
every day evinced by the evident anxiety of those who
enter our Colleges to be admitted to higher classes than
they are prepared for, and their chagrin and dissatisfac-

tion when they fail. Few young men here are willing,

and very many cannot afford, to delay the commence-
ment of their professional education beyond the age of

twenty years. If four years, then, be too short a period

in the present state of scientific literature for a full Col-

i''?ii
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lege course, and the period cannot be extended, what is

to be done? It seems to us plain, that the remedy, and
the only remedy is, to throw back on the preparatory

schools some of the branches now embraced in the Col-

lege course. What these should be, it is presumed there

can be no difficult}^ in determining. They must be the

dead languages, portions of pure mathematics, and such
other studies as may be as well pursued in a good Acad-
emy as in a College. Far be it from us to undervalue
the study of the ancient classics, as a part of a finished

education. We believe that no education is finished
without them. We would only change their position in

the course. It is, we believe, a universally conceded
fact, that as our mother tongue is the first acquirement
of the infant mind, so all languages may be more easily

acquired in early life than any other kind of knowledge.
Languages indeed, seem* to be the appropriate study of

the youthful mind. The early part of the educational

course is, therefore, their proper position. We can per-

ceive no sensible reason why the study of the dead lan-

guages should encumber the College curriculum, when
they may be as well studied in the grammar school.

Experience teaches that while it is often extremely dif-

ficult to procure a competent Professor in the higher de-

partments of mathematics and philosophy, it is compara-
tively easy to find one in the department of languages.

We do not say that, at ^resent^ attention to the Latin

and Greek languages should be altogether excluded from
the College programme,—enough to enable the student

to retain his previously acquired knowledge might be
retained. Yet we do not see why, if their place be need-

ed for other and higher departments of learning, they
may not, ultimately, be entirely displaced, ^ut we con-

cur with Dr. Manly in the sentiment, that this should
" be done by easy and gradual steps." We turn again

to the Report. On this subject the Doctor remarks:

"The College course has become crowded, perhaps

excessively, by adding on new subjects as each comes
forward to claim fellowship in the sisterhood of the

sciences. Colleges cannot refuse to give these place,

so far, at least, as to acquaint students with their prin-

ciples, and impart some good general knowledge of them.
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But as they may be soon burdened with more than can
be accomplished in four years, this involves the necessi-

ty, that while new sciences are crowding on at one end,

we should be crowding off at the other, to an equal ex-

tent. It is believed that the raising of requisitions for

entrance is, even now, become expedient on this ground.

We cannot lengthen the period which young men will

spend in College; but we may accomplish the result

which such a measure would aim at, by raising the grade
at which they shall commence. If this were done by
easy and gradual steps, it would ^create no considerable

revulsion, and would be compensated by an after train-

ing more extended and thorough, meanwhile more in-

teresting and attractive, because of the more complete
mastery of all they attempt. And in the event of a spe-

cial school being established in our neighborhood by
authority of the Trustees, it is submitted whether it may
not be practicable and best, to have d large part, if not
the whole of the Freshmen studies accomplished there,

and before reaching the College classes. Incidentally,

this arrangement would exert a beneficial influence on
the schools, by making their instruction more extended
and important, and by keeping students a longer time
in them, (of course, in the nearer neighborhood of their

parents,) it would bring them to the College more ma-
tured in mind, in body, and in habits, and better fitted

to encounter its critical responsibilities."

We turn now to the second and most diflScult question
proposed to be discussed, viz: How are those best to be
provided for who desire only to pursue a partial course
of study ? On the general subject of changes and inno-

vations in the organization and methods of Collegi^ri^e in-

stitutions, t^e Report contains some remarks which are so

just and so^happily expressed, that we cannot forbear to

copy them

:

" It has been charged on Colleges," says the Report,
"that while every thing else is progressive, they are im-
movable

; conservative, indeed—but of knowledge else-

where forgotten or useless—opposed to what is intelligi-

ble, practical and popular. This is a serious charge, if

true. It is admitted that they do not consider every
change an improvement ; that they do not reject or aban-
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don methods because they are old ; and that they are

more disposed to repair, than to overturn. If the College
system of this country, maintaining a remarkable simi-

larity, notwithstanding varieties and changes, were origi-

nally the result of intelligent consideration, as is fair to

be presumed, this is a becoming spirit. In any well

considered scheme, changes must grow.^ and gradually
incorjporate thertiselves into the original structure /—nor
should the conceit of superior or exclusive wisdom, in

succeeding generations of managers, be suffered to oblit-

erate the labours of predecessors. Everything we enjoy
is, in some decree, inherited. Of an institution of learn-

ing, its strength and efficiency, in part, are derived from its

stability,—former generations setting a standard, which
successors are ashamed to fall below,—and thus, an insti-

tution, like an individual, acquires a character stronger

and more influential from its long-settled habitudes and
well-tried developements. The graduates, not less than
the oflicers, of the past, from their consecrated heights

and well-established positions, shed a sympathetic influ-

ence on the new-comers ; and by inspiring an ambition
to acquit themselves as well, transfer to them a portion

of their strength and dignity. Men trained, successive-

ly, in this way, are conservative of what is old and ven-

erable :—when specious projects and immature theories

threaten to overturn the acquirements of centuries, these

are the reliable men of the occasion, whose single voice

will outweigh the confident clamor of the entire public

beside ; and without whose conservative power, it is not

readily seen how any institutions , domestic, civil, or lit-

erary, can subsist."

To have a perfect comprehension of what is the ques-

tion before us, we must see what are the supposed de-

fects in our Collegiate system which are complained of,

and we state them, briefly, in the language of the Ee-
port: "The complaint still is," says Dr. M., "that edu-

cation is not sufiiciently practical,—that dead languages

are taught, not the languages of commerce,—that sci-

ences are taught in general principles, not in their ap-

plications to the useful arts ; that our Colleges do not

accommodate or aid the working men of the country."

In other words, that our Colleges are not so organized

YoL. VII.—No. 4. 64
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that the applied sciences may be learned in connection

with the industrial arts with which they are connected,

—

a demand which, with all deference, we submit is simply

impossible, unless we subvert the whole system, and
substitute an entirely new organization. As Dr. Manly
very pertinently and forcibly remarks, "It is easy to de-

claim on such a topic, but to lay down a working scheme^

satisfactory to even the loudest declaimers, may not be
so easy. No scheme can secure the approbation of any
sound educator which does not provide a basis of general

culture, and a thorough ground-work in the theory of the

particular science taught. While none can do less than

this, is it in the power of any to do more? To enable a

student to step out of a College into the business he must.
folloM^, and find his preparation useful and adequate,

would require the College to comprise every actual trade,

business, calling and profession, in full and successful

experiment,—involving the indefinite command of capi-

tal, and an ample allowance of time. Such a union of

science and labour is the very highest and most difficult

achievement of life, and could it be carried out, would
convert all educators into Fellenburgs, and all pupils

into the great philosophers,—the Bowd itches, the John-
stons, the Liebigs of the age."

To gratify this popular demand, by furnishing the

means of acquiring some knowledge of the sciences

taught, to those who do not wish to attempt the acqui-

sition of all, most of our American Colleges have resort-

ed to the expedient of what is usually termed "the par-

tial course." Students have been admitted, in some in-

stances with almost unlimited freedom of choice, to

pursue such studies as they conceive will be of the great-

est utility to them in after life. What has been the les-

son taught by the experiment, is made very apparent by
the details on that subject in the Report before us. It

is not saying too much to afiirm that it has proved a de-

cided and mortifying failure. Students of this descrip-

tion have, necessarily, much more of their time unoccu-
pied by useful employment, and are, consequently, more
liable to' fall into habits of idleness, dissipation, and all

the vices resulting from a state of idleness. They have
been found, by experience, to be harder to govern,—and
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whatever of laudable ambition they may have had at

first, is almost sure to be mortified, and finally extin-

guished by the comparison they cannot fail to draw be-

tween themselves and the better prepared and more tho-

roughly educated students with whom they are assoeia-^

ted.

" If pupils of unequal attainments," justly observes
Dr. Manly, " are thrown together in the same classes,

the instructor will be under an invariable tendency to

adapt his instruction to the weaker portion ; and if his

compensation is made to depend on the numbers attract-

ed and retained under his instruction," (a feature in the

partial course system of some of our Colleges,) " the ef-

fect is inevitable. Thus the grade of attainment will be
insei^sibly lowered, to the injury of the better prepared
portion, and the detriment of the general interests of
learning. Without such adaptation or depression in the

style and quality of instruction, the association in the

same tasks of parties materially unequal, either retards

the advance of the better qualified portion, or infiicts

the evil of superficial, confused, and unsatisfactory at-

tainments on the less qualified." * * * * "Students
pursuing a voluntary and partial course in connexion
with regular classes, though they have less to do, usual-

ly have a lower standing in the same studies, than those

who take the full course. It is a universal and incon-

testible principle that the labour of young men and boys
will be regulated by the standard adopted. If that be
high, (provided it be practicable, and do not overtask

them,) the majority of students will work up to it. If

the standard be low, the majority will aim at nothing

more than to reach it ; and thus, not being sufificient to

engender the habit, or the love, of study, nor to elicit and
reward that power of severe, patient, continuous appli-

cation, which is one of the most important of all the

lessons in life, the main end of Collegiate training is not

answered as to them. They aim at but little; and they

do far less than if they had aimed at more. If they take

but one study, as adapted to their taste or the measure

of their ability or application, that presently swells into

a burden to their languid spirits, and they sink into in-

anity. What can excite such ? The stimulus of a diplo-
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ma, of competition, of generous culture, of the conscious-

ness of achievement, of power,—are all absent; and be-

ing in a state of mind, or a condition, to render a partial

course welcome, the liberty of selection is exercised in

choosing a little of what is easiest, and for that reason

least neoessa/ry to them, and they do that little worst.

The partial course humbles a man with the conscious-

ness of his deficiency when he enters it: it affords him
but little of encouragement or animation while he is in

it; and it brands him with a palpable mark of defi-

ciency and inferiority when he comes out. What pa-

rent, what student, likes this?"

Thelleport passes in review the experience of most of

the American Colleges in reference to the partial course

experiment, and the result is just such as might be ex-

pected from the a priori reasoning of Dr. Manly on the

subject. The fear of protra6ting this article to an incon-

venient length forbids the introduction here of all the

information that has been derived from this source. We
must content ourselves with stating little more than the

general conclusion in each case.

In the University of Georgia, the experiment is thus

spoken of by one of the Professors :
" Our partial or

irregular course is but little patronized by the people,

and but little favoured by the faculty. On an average,

four, or five, perhaps, may be included in this class ; but
of these, not one a year completes the course. -5^ * * ^

We have been much dissatisfied with the trial we have
made of irregulars. They are not so studious, or ambi-
tious, or attentive, as others. They are more disorderly

and vicious. Their standing in the class is almost always
low. They seldom stay over a year; but that is about
the average period of residence, as few go away earlier."

In answer to the inquiry, whether the College or the

State is materially benefitted by the arrangement, the

Professor says :
" To this I would give a decided nega-

tive. All of the Faculty agree in discouraging the en-

trance of irregulars into College ; and whenever it is

practicable, we induce those who do enter, to prepare for

the full and regular course."

In the North Carolina University, in 1851, only about
four per cent, of the whole number of students were
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in the partial course. In Yale College, in 1849-50 and
1850-51, the per cent, was about seven.

"In the Miami University," says the Report, "the par-

tial course has been regularly provided for since 1839.

That class of students are allowed to study what they
please ; and are furnished with a certificate, on their com-
pletion of the course undertaken. It was stated, very
emphatically, in a public meeting at Cleveland, Ohio,

by the superintendent of public instruction for the State

of Ohio, Samuel Galloway, Esq., that the system had
not worked well ; that such pupils take but few studies,

and those the easiest to themselves; and that they make,
comparatively^, little proficiency in what they do take.

At the same time, the President, Dr. Anderson, declared

his conviction that Colleges, on the old plan, are doing
all that is practicable, consistently with sound scholar-

ship, to educate men to their peculiar pursuits. ^ Let
them alone^ added he, ' efforts to reform may ruin what
we ha/oe without a/ny adequate compensation.'' "

In Georgetown College, Kentucky, where every in-

ducement has been offered within its power, to make the

position of that class of students agreeable and advan-
tageous, the last catalogue shows forty per cent, in the

partial course.

"Amherst College, Massachusetts, made the experi-

ment of free admission to the partial course, several

years ago. Whatever were the motives or the nature of

the experiment, it is sufficient to know that it was tried

OMd abandoned

P

"In the University of Vermont, at Burlington, in

1829, under the auspices of the venerable President,

Dr. James Marsh, who wrote an able pamphlet on the

subject, a provision w^as made for entire freedom of

choice, as to the studies they would pursue, in those

who did not wish to be candidates for a degree. *****
The desire of increased income, as well as usefulness,

had had much to do in the origination of the experiment,

and the authorities were sanguine that a strong demand
would soon be developed by the promise of a supply

—

that numbers would come in and avail themselves of the

liberal and inviting arrangements. The expectation was
vain. They but found that they were preparing, with
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increased expense and labor, to meet a demand that did

not exist, and has not since existed, in that part of the

country. ^ * * * Although they have retained that fea-

ture of their organization ever since. President Smith as-

serts that neither the University nor the public would
lose anything were it stricken out."

The experience of Harvard College, Cambridge, un-

der various modifications of the partial course experi-

ment, has not resulted more favourably. "In 1826 the

College was made open to persons who are not candi-

dates for a degree, and who desire to study in particular

departments only. This scheme, judged so promising
at the time, was carried into effect and continued for

twenty years. Every department was thrown open, and
full liberty of selection was given to students; full in-

struction was afforded them wherever they located them-
selves, and certificates of actual proficiency were given.

During twenty years forty-eight students only, applied

for the privilege thus tendered to them, and these were
mostly such as had failed on application for entrance

upon the regular course. The scheme was abandoned,
as providing for a demand which did not exist." Va-
rious changes and modifications, as we learn from the

Report, were subsequently tried, with results by no means
satisfactory.

To meet the supposed demands of the people for par-

ticipation in the benefits of Collegiate institutions, other

modifications have been attempted, the success of which
remains, to some extent, an unsettled question. In our
own country, the most distinguished examples of these

modifications are to be found in the Yirginia Uni-
versity, and Brown University, Rhode Island. Of the

first we need say but little. Being a Southern institu-

tion, and patronized to some extent, by most of the

Southern States, its character and prospects are known
to most of our readers. It was the favorite project of

Mr. Jefferson, who devoted himself, most assiduously,

during the last years of his life, to its establishment and
organization. While great credit is due to this distin-

guished philosopher and patriot for the self-denying ef-

forts he made in behalf of this noble institution of learn-

ing, we trust we may, without disrespect to his memory,
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rejoice that he failed in excluding from it, altogether,

those Christian influences, without which the highest

attainments in science are often a curse, instead of a
blessing. This University was, at the first, organized
somewhat after the model of the Continental Universi-

ties. It was thrown into departments—the regular Col-

lege classes were dispensed with—and the utmost lati-

tude of choice was permitted to the students in the se-

lection of their studies. The programme of instruction

is very comprehensive; and its chairs have been, and
continue to be, filled by learned and able Professors.

Although it has had a fair degree of success, it may well

be doubted whether it has accomplished a greater amount
of good than it would have done, had it been organized
on the old plan. It has cost the State and the people of

the State a very large sum of money; and if it has been
successful, to the extent hoped for by its founders, must
have returned a very considerable amount of intellectu-

al profits. Whether the one has been commensurate
with the other, we have no means of determining. Cer-

tain it is, that but a few years after the formation of the

Yirginia University, Washington College, in the same
State, followed the example, of which she became hearti-

ly tired in a very few years, and soon returned to her

original organization. In regard to Brown University,

we quote from the Report as follows

:

" The present organization ofBrown University, Provi-

dence, Rhode Island, had its origin, partly in a necessi-

ty for additional pecuniary resources, to enable it to

maintain its high grade of educational facilities without

encroachment on its capital, and ultimate bankruptcy.
The entire reasons which led to this organization are dis-

closed in a report presented to the corporation, March
28, 1850, and its leading features are sucn as—'1. To en-

able a student to pursue to the best advantage, any sin-

gle course which he may choose. 2. To enable a stu-

dent to pursue for a single term, a single year, or any
other portion of time, such studies as he may believe to

bo. for his advantage. 3. To allow students who are can-

didates for degrees to pursue the studies necessary for a

degree, in a longer or shorter time, as their age, ability,

or pecuniary circumstances may render convenient to
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themselves,—the Faculty, however, having the right to

direct the studies of such students, in such manner as

may prevent idleness on the one hand, or superficial

haste on the other.' In conformity with these general

principles, the old arrangement of four College classes

is abolished,—the institution is thrown into departments,

—and the three degrees of Master of Arts, Bachelor

of Arts, and Bachelor of Philosophy, are held out as

the directing goal, in view of which students are sup-

posed to elect their Collegiate course. The degree of

m

Master of Arts, in course, or as a consequence of the

lapse of time, or the attainment of a profession is abol-

ished ; and is here placed at the successful termination

of a certain course of under-graduate study. The course

for this degree embraces all that elsewhere belongs to a

liberal education—the ancient classics, one modern "lan-

guage (at least,) beside the English, mathematics, natu-

ral philosophy, rhetoric, logic, chemistry, physiology,

history, political economy, intellectual and moral phi-

losophy and the evidences of Christianity ; but admits

of some diversity in allowing certain equivalents, to a

limited extent, to be taken from the departments of math-
ematics, ancient or modern languages—to suit the views

of parties. Tlie whole course is such as may be accom-
plished in four years.

"For the other two degrees the course is so arranged
that it may be accomplished in three years. That of

Bachelor of Arts requires the student to have been a
proficient in nine courses of one year each ; of which two
must have been in an ancient language, one in mathemat-
ics, one in the English language and in rhetoric, and
the course in moral philosophy and the evidences of

Christianity,—the remaining four to be selected by the

candidate from the regular courses.

"The degree of Bachelor of Philosophy requires the

student to have been a proficient in nine courses of one
year each ; of which one must have been in a modern
language, (not the English,) one in mathematics, one in

English literature, one in history and political economy,
one in moral philosophy and the evidences of Christiani-

ty,—the remaining four to be such of the regular courses

as he is fitted to pursue, at his own option. To be ad-
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mitted as a candidate for either of these degrees, the

student undergoes a rigid preliminary examination on
elementary and fundamental studies, such as suit the

course he takes ;—the whole adjusted to a high Col-

legiate rank in the studies which constitute his particu-

lar course; and no one is permitted to enter on any
course, without first evincing adequate preparation to

pursue it with advantage to himself, and without detri-

ment to the grade of instruction maintained in the Uni-
versity."

Beside the institutions already noticed, the Report gives

a particular account of the organization of others of sitrti-

lar character, but differing considerably in the details

;

yet all having the same object in view—adapting the

course of instruction to the supposed wants of the peo-

ple, making it more practical, and thus drawing to them
more extended patronage. Of this description are, the

University of Rochester, in New York, opened in 1850,
and a new University, very recently founded at Cleve-

land, in the State of Ohio.

From this brief sketch of ah effort so general—almost

universal—^amongst our American Colleges, to adapt
their course of instruction to every imaginable desire of

the people, we should naturally conclude that there real-

ly exists, in our country, a well-defined and concurrent

demand for such radical changes of the old systems of

College instruction. Of the existence of such a demand,
at least to the extent supposed by many, we have seen

no reliable evidence. The experience of those Colleges

where such changes have been ttied, is far from being
conclusive in th eir favour. That there have been clamors,

in the case of State Universities and Colleges, itnporting

that their benefits are not equally distributed—that they
are institutions for the wealthy classes, and that the poor
are excluded from their benefits,—that the outlav of

money for their support is out of all proportion to the

advantages which the State derives from them—these,

and such like clamors and complaints, we have often and
painfully heard. But, we apprehend, they issue, gener-

ally, from the mouths of interested demagogues,—not
from the hearts of the people. The poorest and most
ignorant of our people know that wealth confers advan-

65
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tages, not only in this, but in every other business of

life; and they are not weak enough (if left to themselves)

to complain of what they know is unavoidable. Few of

them are insensible to the importance of learning—they

see that it gives elevation, character, and distinction,

—

that a single learned, great and good man often confers

benefits on the State which more than counterbalance

the expenditures of years,—and they are thus stimulated

to noble exertions to reach a position from which they

may be able to confer on their children the blessings

and advantages which flow from education and refine-

ment. We believe it would be unwise to jeopard the

interests of learning, by so far yielding to such clamors

as to make radical innovations on the long-established

and long-tried organization ofour Colleges. Minor modi-

fications and changes, to meet the ever-varying exigen-

cies of the times, are proper, and are everywhere prompt-
ly made. Great changes should never be attempted, but

upon the clearest proof of a great and well-dejmed neces-

nty.

But there is another phase of this subject, to which
we would, very briefly, call the attention of our readers.

We refer to that invaluable class of literary and scien-

tific institutions, sometimes called high schools^ scientific

schools^ schools of a/rts and manufactures., and the like.

In their proper place—and by this we mean, where the

exigencies of the community demand them—these are

of the very highest value. They are the handmaids of

advancing civilization. Without them, arts and manu-
factures make but small progress, or ingloriously perish.

In our view, they furnish the only true and legitimate

answer to the demand, of which we have been treating.

To England, perhaps the very greatest benefit de-

rived from her great exhibition of 1851, was the discove-

ry, that in some of her most important manufactures, in

which, until then, she had never doubted her decided
superiority over all others, she was rivalled, if not abso-

lutely excelled by France,—and that this was the result

of the cultivation of scientific knowledge, through her
industrial Colleges, in France; while similar eflPorts were
neglected in England. Her wise men and scholars had
long foreseen, and warned the government of this result.

rm'
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But, with his characteristic self-esteem and obstinacy,

John Bull would not believe them. His eyes are now
opened—and if Prince Albert and his able coadjutors

shall carry out (as we doubt not they will,) their great

project of " an industrial College of arts and manufac-
tures," they will have achieved for Great Britain more
of real honor, and wealth, and power, and glory, than
she has won by all her wars since the days of Elizabeth.

The nett proceeds of the great exhibition being set apart,

as the basis of its endowment (about $700,000) and
with such patronage as it will command, the successful

achievement of this great enterprise is not to be doubted.
In no country of Europe have greater efforts been

made for the advancement of arts and manufactures by
the cultivation of the physical and mathematical sci-

ences, than in France, l^ot only her scientific men, but

her government, have long been alive to the importance
of this subject. Amongst a great number of institutions,

having this object in view, her central school of a/rts and
mcmufactures^ established in 1829, stands preeminently,

a model institution. The object of this school will be
seen by a brief quotation which we make from an article

in the North British Review :

—

" The central school is destined specially to form civil

engineers, directors of workshops, superintendents of

mamifactories,—to foster the industry of men capable of

bringing into the direction of these establishments, and
of great public works, the lights furnished by the physi-

cal and mathematical sciences, not only when studied in

their more important and general doctrines, but above
all, when considered in reference to their practical ap-

plication." IS^o less than twenty learned Professors are

employed in giving instruction during the three years of

the regular course, and their instructions embrace every

science which may be applied to any of the industrial

arts. We would gladly furnish the reader with a de-

tailed account of the various branches of knowledge
taught in this model institution ; but the length to which
this article has already grown, warns us to forbear. We
refer those who desire further information, to the num-
ber of the i^orth British Eeview for August, 1852.

In our own country, a number of scientific schools
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have, of late years, been established, in many respects

similar to the great European schools to which we have
referred, and which we deem the proper means, as we
have before i-emarked, of filling the hiatus which is sup-

posed to exist in our systems of education. Of these,

the most distinguished and influential kfiown to us, are

tJie Central High School of Philadelphia^ tJie New York
Free Academy^ and the Lawrence ScientijiG School^ at

Cambridge, Massachusetts. Each of these schools em-
braces quite a large circle of scientific instruction. With;
such modifications as might easily be made, by throw-
ing off' some studies, and thus aff'ording enlarged oppor-

tunities for the acquisition of more extended and tho-

rough attainments in others, they might be made the

means (to those who desire it) of prosecuting a course of

scientific instruction after the College has performed its

functions, and still answer the purpose of preparing those

who expect to devote themselves to any of the industrial

arts, for the highest achievements of their several trades

or professions. Indeed, they are so used at present..

These two ends being accomplished, everything has been
done that schools and Colleges can do.

We have already anticipated our conclusion. We re-

peat it. We would touch the old organization of our
Colleges with chary hands. What has stood the test of

so many ages, with so little disapprobation, cannot be
very faulty. We are so far conservatives, that we would,

at all times, rather amend than destroy,—and we are al-

most—not altogether—prepared to say of our Colleges,

with Dr. Anderson, "let them alone—efforts to reform

may ruin what we have, without any adequate compen-
sation." We think that the establishment of scientific

schools, of the highest attainable grade, either in con-

nection with our Colleges, or as separate and independ-

ent institutions, is the best expedient to remedy the de-

fects complained of—and that these, with such modifica-

tions of the old College plans a$ experience and change
of circumstances may suggest, will give us as near a per-

fect system of education as is attainable in the present

condition of our race. At the same time, we are free

to state our belief, that the demand for scientific schools,

of the highest grade, i§ not yet so great in tiie Southern

%
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portion of our confederacy, as it is in the NortHem. The
almost exclusive devotion of our people to agricultural

pursuits—the comparative sparseness of our white popu-

lation—and- the small demand for scientific artisans

amongst us, would probably forbid an amount of patron-

age, commensurate with the heavy expenses of such es-

tablishments. When a demand for them is created, the

supply will follow, as a matter of course. Sooner than

this, it would be tolly to establish them.

ARTICLE III.

NOTICE OF THE DEAD SEA.

In many respects, this sheet of water, called by the

Arabs Bahr Lut, the Sea of Lot, and known among uS'

as the Lak^ Asphaltites, or the Dead Sea, is, even inde-

pendently of its historical and biblical associations, one
of the most extraordinary localities in the known world.

On the south-eastern borders of Palestine, and separa-

ted from the vine-covered, and the olive-bearing hills of

Judea^ by a range of bare sterile hills, mostly of lime-
ston^r, the surface of which is diversified by deep clefts,

and pi*ofound gorges^ or wadys, alternately with steep

hills, which, towards tbe east, tower into lofty moun-
tains, constituting altogether, the wilderness of Judea,

—

lies the lake of Asphaltites. According to Schwartz,*
this singular sheet of water is about 70 miles in length,

and from 15 to 20 in breadth. Dr. Kobinsonf estimates

its length from l^orth to South, at 38 or 40 geographical

miles, and its breadth at 10 or 12 English miles. Lieut.

Lynch's map shows a length of about 50 miles, and a

breadth of from 3 or 4 in its narrowest, to about 10 miles

in its broadest part. This does not greatly vary from
the proportions given in the map of Mons. DeSaulcy.;]:

Into this lake, at the North-eastern extremity, flows

* Geography of Palestine, p. 42.

j- Biblical Researches, vol. ii, p. 217.

; Voyage aux Villes Maudites. Pa. M. F. DeSaulcy. Paris, 1853.
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the river Jordan, a muddy, rapid stream, about the size

of the Warrior river, at Tuskaloosa, Alabama, or of the

Passaic, at Belleville, a little above Newark, IS'. J. The
Jordan rises among the hills around Mount Hermon, and
when swollen by the rains of winter, and by the melt-

ing snows in spring, it brings down a large body of

water. But, although the Dead Sea has no visible out-

let, its waters do not seem to be greatly elevated, for any
long time, above the ordinary level.

The whole valley of the Jordan, as well as the Dead
Sea at its southern extremity, is a vast elongated basin,

shut in by lofty mountains on the east and on the west.

The Dead Sea itself, is a little over 1300 feet lower than

the level of the Mediterranean.* Lieut. Symonds of

the British Royal Engineers, estimates it also, as about
1312 feet lower than the level of the Mediterranean.*!-

Nay, even the Sea of Galilee, distant, perhaps, 190 miles to

the North, is estimated at about 330 feet lower than that

great inland Sea.J At its narrow northern extremity the

Dead Sea is bordered by the plain of the Jordan valley,

which falls by a short and gradual descent of a few feet

only, to the water's edge. On the east and the w^est,

this Sea is shut in by high rugged hills, perfectly bare,

which rise, for a long extent on each side, almost per-

pendicularly from the water. On the south the shore is

almost a plain, rising gradually to a ridge, of no great

elevation, which separates the Dead Sea from the great

Wady Arabah, that extends, with a very gradual slope,

(interrupted by one ridge, of no great height,) to the

Gulf of Akabah, the eastern arm of the Red Sea ;

—

into which, I cannot but think, the waters from the

Ghor, i. e. the valley of the Jordan, may once have
found their way. This idea, however. Dr. Robinson re-

jects.

§

On the eastern side, and at about three fourths of the

entire length of the sea, from the north, a peninsula, in

shape like the foot of a man's boot, and having the toe

pointing towards the north, projects into the sea, more
than half-way across. It extends to more than one fourth

* Lynch's Expeditioa to the Dead Sea, p. 640.

f Wilson's Lands of the Bible, vol. ii. p. 24.

—

X ^^' i- 285.
8 Bib. Res. ii. 60.
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the length of the Sea, towards the north. The waters of

the Dead Sea are exceedingly heavy and disagreeable to

the taste, being thoroughly saturated with salt, magnesia,
sulphur, and bituminous and earthy matter.* It is

nauseous, and very acrid : one cannot, without difficul-

ty, retain in the mouth, even a small quantity, beyond
a few moments ; and if attempted, the nauseous taste

will remain for nearly an hour. Lieut. Lynch found
that the spray from the waves in a gale, evaporating as

it fell, left incrustations of salt upon the clothes, hands
and face, conveying a prickly sensation wherever it

touched the skin,—and being, above all, exceedingly
painful to the eyes.—(Page 268.)

So buoyant is this water, that it is next to impossible
to sink in it ; a fact I saw abundantly illustrated on the

north-western corner of this Sea in March last, (1853.)

Dr. Robinson says, (Bib. Res. ii : p. 213,) "Two of us
bathed in this sea ; and although I could never swim be-

fore, either in fresh or salt water, yet here I could sit,

stand, lie, or swim in the water without difficulty."

Lynch found that his boats lay, at least, one inch higher

out of the water when floating on this sea, than in the

Jordan, with the same load.—{Page 377.) He declares

also, that in a gale which met him in the Dead Sea, "i^

seemed^from the densii/y of the water., that the hoats were
encountering the sledge-hammers of the Titans.^ rather

thani the ojpposing wa/ves of an angry sea?''—(Page 268.)

In the waters of this lake, no fish, .no molusk, no shell-

fish, no insect, even, is found living. Lynch says, " this

water alone^ of all the worlcs of Us Maker
.^
contains no

living thing within it.''"'—(Page 311.) In the water
brought by him from the Dead Sea, and which was sub-

jected to a powerful microscope, no animalculae, and no
vestige of animal matter could be detected.—(Page 377,

note.) To the same effect is the remark of Dr. Robin-

son :
" According to the testimony of all antiquity, and of

most modern travellers, there exists within the waters

of the Dead Sea, no living thing; no trace, indeed, of

animal or vegetable life.—(Bib. Res. vol. ii., p. 226.)

I myself sought, with close attention, to discover some

*See Analysis, Lynch 509: Bib. Res. vol. ii, pp. 224, 225.
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sl^ell, molusk, or insect in these waters ; but I could de-

tect nothing. 1 did, indeed, pick up a small shell, on a

heap of broken sticks and reeds thrown upon the north-

ern head, not far from the little gravelly island ; but it

was a helix, a land shell, that must have been brought

down by the waters of the Jordan.
Along the borders of this sea, and to a considerable

distance from its waters, vegetation is dead ; and the

few shrubs and branches of trees occasionally met with,

floating upon its waters, or cast upon the beach, are

usually covered with a salty incrustation.

!Now the question presents itself, where were situated

the cities destroyed by the vengeance of Heaven ? and
where stood the little city of Zoar, the place of refuge to

Lot and his fugitive family,—and which, for his sake,

was spared ?

All authorities, ancient and modern, agree in assign-

ing them to this locality, or its immediate vicinity. It

. has, indeed, been generally supposed, that these cities

were situated on the southern part of the ancient plain,

or vale of Siddim ; and that, when overthrown by the

vengeance of Heaven, in '-'•the raining down off/re and
hrimst(me upon them^ from the Lord^ out of Ilea/ven^

they were, in that terrible catastrophe, (which may pro-

bably have been accompanied by an earthquake and
volcanic eruptions, of which this locality shows abun-
dant indications,) sunk down, by a subsidence of the

ground on which they stood, and covered by the salt

waters of the Lake, which then, either first appeared, or

at least extended further to the South than it had done
aneiently.''*"

* Lieut. Lynch says, "The inference from the Bible, that this entire

chasm was a plain, sunk, and "overwhelmed" by the wrath of God, seems
to be sustained by the extraordinary character of our soundings. The
bottom of this sea consists of two submerged plains, an elevated, and a de-

pressed one: the former averaging thirteen feet, the latter about thirteen

hundredfeet, below the surface.(?) Between the Jabok and this sea, we
unexpectedly found a sudden break-down in the bed of the Jordan. If

there be a similar break-down in water courses to the South of the sea,

accompanied with like volcanic characters, there can scarce be a doubt,

that the whole Ghor has sunk, from some extraordinary convulsion, pre-

ceded, most probably by an eruption of fire, and a general conflagration

of the bitumen which abounded in the plain."—See, also, Robinson's Bib.

Res. vol. ii., p. 602: Lynch's Exped'n. pp. 378, 379.
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It has, therefore, been generally supposed, that the

site of these destroyed cities is now covered by the wa-
ters of the shallow bay of the Dead Sea, to the south of

the peninsula above mentioned. While in the sea north

of this peninsula, the depth of water is 1300 feet, it aver-

ages, in this southern portion, only 13 feet ; the bottom
here being a soft mud, mixed with sulphur and salt; in

this portion, also, the waters yield large quantities of

bitumen. All search for the ruins of these doomed cities

was, therefore, deemed hopeless ; unless it might be Zoar,

somewhere on the south-eastern coast, among the moun-
tain ranges of Moab, where the tribes, descended from
the incestuous daughters of Lot, are known to reside to

this day,—the Moabites and the Ammonites. But the

fierce hostility of these tribes has long deterred travel-

lers from attempting extensive explorations on the shores

of the Dead Sea, excepting along its northern and north-

western borders, which I visited in March last, (1853.)

Various enterprizing travellers have attempted to ex-

plore this sea and its shores, but with little success.*

About 1806, Seetzen published the results of his visit

to this region. In 1818, Irby and Mangles also, traveled

here.—(Robinson ii., p. 484.) Another party, Costigan
and Molyneaux, British explorers, succeeded, to some
extent, but the chief officers of this party, and most of

the men, died soon after leaving this dreary region, from
the hardships and the sickness that met them on this

Sea of the Dead. Whatever discoveries they may have
made perished with them. The grave of the second in

command, in this ill-fated expedition, I saw at Jerusa-

salem. Even Lieut. Lynch's company, at one time, ex-

hibited alarming symptoms of exhaustion and commen-
cing sickness.—(Pages 335, 336, 338.)

* Lieut. Lynch says,- "There is a tradition among the Arabs, that no
one can venture upon this sea and live. Repeatedly the fate of Costigan

and Molyneaux, two English explorers, had been cited, to deter us. These
gallant Englishmen lost their lives in attempting to explore this sea.

—

(Page 311.) The first one spent a few days, the last one about 20 hours,

and returned to the place from whence he had embarked, without land-

ing upon its shores. One was found dying upon its shores, and the other

expired in November last, immediately after his return, of fever contract-

ed upon its waters."—^Lynch's Exped'n. p. 369. Sickness invaded also,

Lynch's party, (p. 338,) and Mr. Dale, one of the party, died near Beirout,

of fever, contracted here.—(Pages 502, 507.]

YoL. VII.—]S"o. 4. . 66
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To the honor of this western Republic it can be said,

that Lieut. Lynch of the U. S. Navy, and to a certain

extent, under the patronage of the American Govern-

ment, first succeeded, 1847 and 1848, in the attempt to

enter the Dead Sea by descending the Jordan. With
two boats constructed expressly for the purpose, he ex-

plored every part of the Dead Sea; he took and record-

ed the soundings of its depths in every direction,—he
landed at many points, both on the eastern and western

coasts, and he has furnished to the world, a fuller, more
minute, and more accurate account of this dismal lake,

and of its dismal coasts, than is found in any other work
as yet published.

To the accuracy of the statements .given by Lieut.

Lynch, I can bear cheerful testimony, although to a very

limited extent along the northern and north-western

coasts. The hostility and thievish rapacity of the tribes

on the eastern and southern coasts of the Dead Sea, ren-

der explorations in those regions, dangerous and difficult.

The sleepless vigilance and undaunted courage of Lieut.

Lynch alone, saved his party, numerous and well-armed
though they were, from the treacherous designs of the

Arab around Kerak, on the eastern coast.—(Pages 364,

366.) Even in our own case, short though the sojourn

we contemplated in this locality, and though we went,

a numerous company, and well armed, yet a strong escort

of Arabs, engaged by agents, sent out from Jerusalem
to accompany us, was deemed necessary for our safety,

and we could see, as we journeyed, detachments of these,

our guard, passing from one mountain-height to another,

to descry in the distance, and give timely notice of any
approaching, hostile, or suspicious-looking body of men.
One gentleman of our party, more adventurous than

the rest, made a compact with one of the most powerful
of these marauding Sheikhs, to conduct him in safety to

Gebel Sdoum, or Usdum, the mountain of salt, near the

south-west coast of the Dead Sea, and which has by
some been held to be the site of ancient Sodom. I part-

ed with this gentleman, (Mr. Beaumont,) at Jerusalem,
before he set out on the expedition, and I saw him at

Damascus after his return. He assured me in general

terms, of his success, but with the particulars I was not

made acquainted.
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In the narrative of Lieut. Lynch, there is one singular

statement, which has excited a good deal of interest,

and which is likely to produce still more, and lead to no
little discussion from the fact, that a recent French ex-

ploring party, conducted by DeSaulcy, deny its truth.

Lieut. Lynch shared in the current belief that the

southern waters of this sea cover the guilty cities.

—

(Page 307.) But while carefully cruising along the south-

western coast, a little south from the extreme northern

end of Gebel Usdum, he saw, to his amazement, at the

head of a deep, narrow, and abrupt chasm in this moun-
tain of salt, a lofty, round pillar, standing apparently,

detached from the general mass of the mountains.
This column he saw from his boat. He landed and

examined it, in company with Dr. Anderson. The beach
was a soft, slimy mud, incrusted with salt, and a short

distance from the water, it was covered with saline frag-

ments and cakes of bitumen. He found this pillar to be
of solid salt, capped with carbonate of lime, cylindrical

in front, and pyramidical behind. It was about forty

feet high, and was connected with the mountain behind,

by a sort of post, or buttress. It stands on a kind of

oval pedestal, about 60 feet above the level of the waters.

Josephus, in his antiquities, Clemens Romanus, and
also, Irenaeus of the Second century, all mention such a

pillar as existing somewhere in this region.

But now, in a work entitled " Yoga^e aux Yilles Mau-
dites," Paris, 1852, by A. S. DeSaulcy, describing the

visit of DeSaulcy and his companions to the accursed

cities, about a year before my visit to these regions, the

lively writer seeks to throw discredit on the work of the

American explorer. He mercilessly ridicules the entire

account given by Lieut. Lynch, respecting the pillar of

salt, and attributes the story " to the imagination of the

American officer," insinuating that he has ventured on

a pretended verification of the statement found in cer-

tain ancient authors.

Now, independently of the insolent tone in which this

insinuation is conveyed,—the denial and the insinuation

itself, are unworthy of the French savant who has pub-

lished them, and unworthy of his nation!

DeSaulcy and his companions traveled by land, around
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the southern shores of the Dead Sea, diverging at times,

necessarily, from the beach and from the coast.

Now, the sketch furnished by Lynch, of the ravine in

the side of Mt. Usdum, vrhere he found this pillar stand-

ing, and his account in the text, of the manner in which
he came in view of it, at 9 o'clock, A. M., April 26th,

1848, (p. 307,) clearly show that a person skirting these

shores by land, must necessarily pass on the inland side
,

of this bold ravine, which stands at the sea-ward foot of

this mountain of salt. DeSaulcy's party could not have
come in view of this pillar of salt, nor even of the ravine

in which it stands, unless they had been coasting in a

boat, which they did not possess, or unless they had been
travelling on the beach itself, between the water and
the mountain, which the deep slime here prevailing, ren-

ders impossible. The difficulty of moving on the beach,

in front of the ravine, has already been noticed ; and for

some distance below, it is the same. Just opposite to

the cave in Usdum, described by Robinson, Lieut. Lynch
says, (p. 209,) "Mr. Dale landed, to observe for the lati-

tude. His feet sunk, lirst, through a layer of slimy
mud, a foot deep, then through a crust of salt, then
through another foot of mud, before reaching a firm bot-

tom. The beach was so hot as to blister the feet. From
the water's edge he made his way, with difficulty, for

more than a hundred yards, over black mud, coated with
salt and bitumen." rlain it is, then, that DeSaulcy's
party, traveling on horseback, could not by any possi-

bility, have passed either by water, or on the beach at

the foot of the cliffs, whence alone, they could have ob-

tained a view of this pillar of salt. And yet, because
DeSaulcy did not see that, which, traveling in the man-
ner he did, h£ could not have seen, he boldly denies its

existence altogether, and with an insulting air of supe-
riority over this "Monsieur le Capitaine American," he
virtually charges a gallant and accomplished officer of

the American Navy, with fabricating and deliberately

publishing a lie! and that too, in a narrative officially

reported,—a narrative that exhibits on every page, the
characteristic impress of modesty and candor! Such
littleness of national prejudice, or of personal vanity, is

unworthy a scholar and a man.

d-K

C<-''%
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The sneering remarks of Monsieur Edouard Delessert,

the chronicler of the discoveries in DeSanlcy's expedi-

tion, "Quelle gloire pour an musee National que de
posseder la statue de la femme de Loth ! Mais cette

gloire leur sera refusee a tous, je vous garantie," (p. 80,)—" What gloryfor a national museum to possess the stor

tue ofLofs wife : But this glory will he denied to them
(the Americans,) hy all^ Ipledge you my word^''—betrays

the operation of an unworthy motive, and is redolent of

a supercilious vanity.*

* The entire narrative of De Saulcj^'s Expedition, evinces the same self-

conceit, and contempt for the American explorers. Thus, after coming
upon extensive ranges of foundation walls, and angles, indicating former
rectangular superstructures, on the western slope of Usdum, the moun-
tain of salt,—he remarks, " Nous avons constate une grande quantite de
ces angles, si important pui^que ils attestent la presence d'une ville, et de
quelle ville : de Sodome 1 La conviction acquise que Sodome etait la 1 Non
pas sous les eaux, comme seplait a le penser le publique intelligent qui

ne croit que ce quid veut, biencroire,—comme Va affirme tres legerement

Vexpedition conduite par le Gapitaine Lynch; cette conviction, des Je, nous
semble la premiere recompense de nos fatigues : ce n'etait, du reste, que
le commencement, mais nous connaissons Sodome, Sdoum comme le de-

saiens nos Arabes, pres de la montagne qui porte son nom, Djebel Sdoum

:

il n'y avait pas la a douter 1 Voyage aux yilles Maudetes," (page 78.)

—

'

We have traced a great number of these angles, so important, because
they show the presence of a city ;—and of what city ?

—

of Sodom ! The
conviction thus obtained, that Sodom was there, and not under the water,

as the wise public chooses to think; that public which believes only as it

chooses to believe,

—

and as the expedition conducted by Capt. Lynch has

very inconsiderately, (very lightly,) affirmed it to he,—this conviction, I

say, seems to us the first recompense of our fatigues : as to the rest, this

was but the commencement ;—but we have found Sodom, Sdoum, as our
Arabs call it, near to the mountain which bears its name, " JDjebel Sdoum.'*

There was no room here for doubt.
^

This mountain, Usdum, or Gebel Sdoum, has been known for ages ; its

name has been known ; that it is one mass of salt has been known ; and
that ruins were in its vicinity has been knojvn. And yet these French
travellers, be«au8e they came upon some of these ruins, and because their

Arab attendants repeat the name Sdoum, which is given to the mountain
in memory of the dread catastrophe it seems to commemorate, and there-

fore given to the ruins that may be upon, or near it, speak of their achieve-

ments as of an original discovery, (see the remarks on p. 79, respecting the

salt of this mountain ;) and they treat the opinion of other travellers, in

reality neither less learned, less observant, nor less adventurous than them-

selves, with sovereign contempt.—(Comp. Rob. Bib. Res. v. ii. p. 483, 484.)

A little further on, (p. 79,) our French explorer continues: "Nousne
pouvions pas revenir de notre etonnement a la vue de ce singulier rocher

de nouvelte composition,—(and yet Robinson has more fully described this

same mountain of salt. Bib. Res. ii., 482-486 ;) and Lynch also mentions

its composition, (p, 307,) isole' ainsi au milieu de tant de montagnes en-
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And yet this same DeSaulcy, or his chronicler, Mon-
sieur Edonard Delessert, professes to have disco \^ered the

ruins of the city of Sodom in extensive foundations of

walls of houses and other edifices, on the northern slope

of this very mountain of salt, (Voyage, &c. p. Y7 : 78,)

"and not far frojin its base. The Arabs give to these ru-

ins, as well as to the mountain on which they stand, the

virontes, et toutes sortes de souvenirs bibliques venaient nous assailler

;

mais jai moins d'imagination que le Capitaine Lynch, et si cet habile

explorateur a pu voir la statue de la femme de Loth, et aller jus qu'a en
donner un dessein, Je ne pourrai, moi, ni vous en attester la presence, ni

vous en fourner la representation : car Je ne I'ai pas vue, et, qui plus est,

Je crains fort, qu'on ne puisse pas le voir ; le Capitaine Lynch c est pent

etre autorise' de certains vers de TertuUien, qui donne des details tres

preces sur cette pretendue statue,—ou d'oeuvres d'autres ecrivains, plus

credules encore, ou plus * * # * inexacts: mais dans ce casil aurait

du lire la fin de tons les passages ou il en est question, et ou I'auteur que
parle, a soin d'ajouter

—

'Je ne Vaipas vue, rCy etanspas alle'—Nous aurions

biens voulu leur donner raison a tous. Quelle gloire pour un Musee Na-
tional que de posseder," <fec. (fee, as above cited in the text I

—"We could

not recover from our astonishment at the sight of this singular rock of

novel composition (salt,) thus isolated amid so many surrounding moun-
tains ; and all sorts of Biblical reminiscences began to crowd in upon us.

But, J have less imagination than has Captain Lynch ; and if this skilful

explorer has been able to gain a sight of the statue of Lot's wife, and even
to go so Tar as to give a sketch of it,—for myself, at least, I could neither

certify to its presence, nor furnish you with a representation of it ; for I

have not seen it : and what is more, / greatly fear it is not to be seen I—
Captain Lynch may, perhaps, fortify himself by reference to certain lines

of Tertullian, who gives very precise details respecting this pretended sta-

tus,—or to the works of other writers, more credulous still, or more * *

inexact: but, in this case, he should have read to the close of all those
passages in which it is mentioned, and where the author who speaks, has
the precaution to add, ' / have not seen it, not having myself been on the

spot. We should alwavs cheerfully render to all their due. * What glory
for a national museum, "

(fee. <fec.. as above.

Now the whole of the above passages are disingenuous and unjust: they
leave the impression that the writer and his party first discovered this

locality, and first ascertained the material of Djebel Usdum to be salt

;

whereas Dr. Robinson and several others have minutely described it be-
fore them.

They also leave the reader to infer that Lynch represents his discovery
as being precisely that of the very statue of Lofs wife : whereas Lynch
simply states the fact of his finding, in a ravine iu Usdum, a pillar 40 feet

high, rising from a knoll, or oval pedestal, 60 feet high, above the level of

the water; the pillar and the pedestal being, like the whole mountain at

whose base it stands, composed of rock salt, (p. 307.) Lynch says nothing
about a statue of Lot's wife,—but he leaves his readers to draw their own
inferences, from a comparison with the Bible story.—Gen. xix. 26.

The modesty of the American, and the dogmatic confidence of the
Frenchman, are here in striking contrast!
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name Sdoum, or Usdum, i. e. Sodom ; and the mountain
itself, they sometimes call, Djebel el Melehh^ " the movmr
tain of salt.^^

About three or three and a half miles, a little to the

north of west from these ruins, Mons. DeSaulcy thinks,

he discovered the site of Zoar.—(Page 173.) This is the

Zoweir, or Zuweirah of the Arabs and of Robinson.

—

Bib. Res. vol. ii: pp. 480, 661, 662.

At a rugged point in the same chain of mountains,
hut considerably more to the west, and a little northerly,

the same author came upon a spot which his guide told

him, was once a considerable city, Ouadi el Thameh,
which God destroyed for its wickedness. From this one
circumstance of the slight resemblance in the sound of

the names, (for he does not speak of any considerable

ruins yet visible there,) Mons. DeSaulcy concludes this

must have been the ancient Admah.—(Page 181, and
note 12.

Zeboim, our French explorer, thinks he finds, in ruins

on the eastern coast, among the mountains directly op-

posite to the middle of the neck of the peninsula, and
not very far from Kerak, the capital of Moab. l^erak

is a strongly fortified place, where dwell a few Christians,

but which is ruled by a powerful sheikh of the hostile

Arab tribes of the Eastern coast.—" Yoyage aux Yilles

Maudites," p. 164, and note 10.

Gomorrah, the other one of the five doomed cities,

Mons. DeSaulcy locates among the mountains on the

north-western coast of this Dead Sea, and within a day's

journey of the Convent of Bar.—(Saba, see his map.)
Now, it may be said that the narrative in Genesis does

not absolutely require us to suppose that all the cities

except Zoar, must now be submerged beneath the wa-
ters of the Dead Sea ; but yet the devastation, judging
from that narrative itself, seems to have been confined

to the plain: Thus

—

''Jle overthrew those cities and all

the plain, and all the inhabitants of the cities, and that

wh%ch grew uj^on the jplaiM^—Gen. xix : 25. Compare
this with Gen. xiv : 2, 3, where these five cities are men-
tioned as joined together, in the vale of Siddim, which
is the Salt jSea.^^ The specification of the place, "vale
of Siddim," seems here to designate the locality of the
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cities, rather than the spot where a league was agreed
to; and this spot is described as being, in the writer's

time, a Salt Sea—" The vale of Siddim^ which is the

Salt Sea,^^ a designation perfectly appropriate to the lake

Asphaltites.

And that the ancient vale of Siddim, is now the .bot-

tom of this lake, the nature of the locality shows. There
is here no other vale. The mountains rise directly from
the water's edge on nearly all sides. The narrow beach
occasionally found between the water and the mountain's
base, is a deep mud, mixed with salt and bitumen. On
the south there is an open extent of land, for some dis-

tance from the sea, but, both DeSaulcy and Lynch, de-

scribe it as a deep, salt-slime, a mere quag-mire, almost

impassable.

The party accompanying DeSaulcy, had the utmost
difficulty in getting round the outer-edge of this quag.
Their horses, even on its border, sank in mire up to the

saddle-girths. One horse they lost, suffocated in the

mire.—(See DeSaulcy's description of the quag-mire
plain, la Sabkhah, pp. 169, 174.)

On the western coast also, around the base of Usdum,
and not far indeed, from the ruins, he regards as Sodom,
"The soil," he tells ns, "is a strange compound of salt,

with a little earth, and so soft that the feet of the horses

left deep indentations. There it was that the party had
to make a considerable circuit, in order to avoid a spot

where, only a year previously, (in 1850,) a loaded camel
instantly disappeared, in a gulf that opened suddenly,

beneath it to a depth of 80 feet."—(Yoyage, &c., p. 77.)

So exactly does this southern shore—the small remain-

ing rim of the ancient vale of Siddim, correspond to the

account given by Moses, who sa^^s, (Gen. xiv : 10,) " The
vale of Siddim was full of slime pits^^\ insomuch that

two of thef/ve confederate kings, or sheikhs, in the hasty

flight after their defeat, ^'fell thereP

A comparison of the 19th and 14th Chapters of Gen-
esis, leads to the conclusion that the idea generally cur-

rent, is correct, viz : that the doomed cities were on the

plain, i. 6., in the vale of Siddim," which is now on the

Salt Sea,^^ and that they are therefore, now covered by
its waters. This supposition, so naturally awakened by

I; I
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the narrative, in Genesis, is unsparingly ridiculed by the

narrator of Mons. DeSaulcy, "Yoyage aux Villes Mau-
dites."

.
And yet the appearance of the locality at this

day confirms this supposition, from the rugged charac-

ter of the surrounding mountains, and their utter ste-

rility.

Mons. DeSaulcy himself declares that the whole of

Djebel Usdum, On which stand the substructions which
he calls the ruins of Sodom, is one vast mass of good,

line salt, only variously coloured ; it is 300 feet high, and
twelve French kidometres, or about 13,124 yards across.

Now, Mons. DeSaulcy demands, if these substruc-

tions be not the remains of ancient Sodom, of what city

can they be the ruins? The buildings of which they
show the foundation, must have been standing there he-

ore the eatcbstrophe of Sodom^—because no city could
have been built there afterwards. There are here no
natural streams of pure water ; and cisterns could not

hare been excavated, in a mass of pure salt, for holding
water. On such ground no man could live,—much less

the inhabitants of a large city. The rock beneath their

feet, and for thousands of yards, on all sides of them,
being pure salt, a supply of water would have been im-

possible, and the city must have perished of thirst

!

The learned Frenchman does not seem to be aware
that this circumstance would be equally fatal to the

hypothesis, that this was one of the doomed cities, for

no inhabitant could have lived there! Unless, indeed,

we be prepared to admit, that not only were these cities

destroyed by volcanic action, and by earthquake, so that

all the evil inhabitants perished, but also, tnat the whole
TTiountain on which Sodom stood, whatever may have
been the original material of the mountain, was changed
miraculously^ into a vast mass of pure saltj and yet so

gently and so skilfully was the change effected, that the

rectangular substructions, the foundation walls of Sod-

om's buildings, remained in their original position, and
remained still stone., unchanged., the regularity of the

lines and angles continuing unbroken. Ihis would be a
miracle not recorded by Moses, but equal to any miracle

recorded in the Bible

!

The triumphant demand of DeSaulcy, "What city

67
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could this have heen if it was not Sodom ?—What people

could, after the catastrophe of the Pentapolis, have had
the incredible idea of establishing, far from all drinkable

water, a city on a soil of salt, in which it became from
that time, impossible to dig cisterns?"—(Yoyage, &c.,

p. 201, note 4,)—remaining as it must, unanswered, fur-

nishes no ground for concluding that this is the site of

the ancient Sodom ! It would lead us, rather to infer

that these substructions mark the site of some military

work, some strong fortress, not that of a city. A garri-

son, located in one place, for a time only, and subject to

be removed, and followed by fresh troops, may submit
to iuQonveniences of position, that would be fatal to a
city, whose population are permanent residents of the

spot. For a garrison, other means of securing a supply
of water might be provided, besides cisterns excavated
in the rock, on which their citadel may have been built.

Artificial cisterns constructed above ground, and filled

by rain conducted into them from the roofs of the build-

ings, might have been in use here, as with us now, in

many places, where deleterious ingredients in the soil

prevent the possibility of a supply of water by means
of wells,—moreover, fresh water might have been brought
from regions beyond the limits of the salt mountain,
just as the town of Suez is at this day supplied with wa-
ter, brought on camels from a distance.

At the distance of about three and a half miles from
the above ruins, to the west, a little northerly, are found,

on the side of a hill, and not far from the crater of an
extinct volcano, ruins of some extent, but less considera-

ble than those of Sdoum. These ruins are named by
the Arabs Zouera, or Zuweira. In these ruins, Mons.
DeSaulcy recognizes Zoar, the little city to which Lot
was permitted to flee, and which was spared at Lot's in-

tercession.

This identity Mons. DeSaulcy argues on three distinct

grounds: first, the name; secondly, its proximity to

Sdoum ; and thirdly, its position, neither on the moun-
tain, nor on the plain.

First, then, Zouera, he contends, is Zoar, from the

similarity ofthe name. This argument is weak, at best,

—

conclusive it could not be ; and Dr. Kobinson affirms.
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that the Hebrew Zoar, and the Arabic Zuweira, are radi-

cally different,—the one cannot have been softened into

the other, since in Zoar is found the Hebrew «m, the

most incorrigible of all letters, which never falls away
in the middle of a word.—(Robinson's Bib. Res. ii : 480.)

But, secondly, the proximity of Zouera to Sdoum, he
argues, is strongly evincive that it must be Zoar. It is

above an hour's travel from Sdoum ; but as Lot left

Sodom when the day was breaking,—and as the sun was
just risen as he entered Zoar,—Zoar must have been about
an hour's distance from Sodom.—(Gen. xix : 15, comp. 23.)

But, if Zoar be on the eastern coast of the Dead Sea,

as Irby and Mangles supposed, and as Dr. Robinson
contends, (vol. ii : p. 481,) an interval of eight hours
would have been requisite to pass from Sodom to Zoar,

even if the sea did not then, as it now does, cover most
of the intervening space.

But now, as the resemblance of the names is not de-

cisive, so this second argument, based on the proximity
of the two places, is inconclusive. If the modern Sdoum
be not (as M. DeSaulcy contends it is,) the true site of
the ancient Sodom, then the argument in favour ofZouera,
as the true Zoar, based on the ground of the close prox-

imity of Zouera to Sdoum, is worthless,—and the objec-

tion against the location of Zoar on the eastern coast,

falls with it. If Usdum be not the ancient Sodorn, then

that city may have stood on some point of wliat is now
the bed of the Dead Sea, below the peninsula,—perhaps,
very near the mouth of the Wady Kerak, opening on
that peninsula, and where are ruins deemed by many,
as by Irby and Mangles, (Travels, p. 448,) to be the true

Zoar, and in this opinion Robinson coincides, (ii, p. 481.)

The third argument offered by M. DeSaulcy for his

location of the Zoar of the Bible is, that Zouera stands be-

tween Ouadi etThameh (Admah,) and Sdoum, (Sodom,)
two condemned cities, both of them on the mountain,
while Zouera is neither on the mountain^ noi^ on the

plain^ and that the sacred text speaks of a disaster which
affected all the plain and the mountain!—(Page 215,

close of note 12.) It is to be regretted that Mons. DeS.
did not quote, or give reference to the sacred texts.,

which represent the disaster of the condemned cities as
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affecting the mountain^ and all the plain. The narra-

tive in Genesis declares that the whole plain., with the

cities upon it., and all the inhabitants of these cities, and
all that grew upon the plain., were totally destroyed

!

but, instead of recording the destruction of the mountain
with the plain, the very reverse is impUed. The angel
charged Lot, " Escape for thy life, look not behind thee,

neither stay thou in all the plain., escape to the mountain
lest thou he con^sfamedP—(Gen. xix : 17.) Here the moun-
tain is pointed to as affording security from the coining

calamity ;—the plain,—the whole plain was to he over-

whelmed.,—and t\\ii plain only!
This argument for the identity of Zouera and Zoar is,

therefore, worthless. But, the overthrow of this argu-

ment sends a more devastating sweep still, over the

whole hypothesis of Mons. DeSaulcy, and over all his

boasted discoveries. He has found ancient ruins near
the Dead Sea, but these ruins are all., without exception,

among the mountains. The mountains were pronounced
by the angel visitor of Lot, safefrom the coming disaster.

The ruins discovered by Mons. DeSaulcy and his par-

ty, cannot, therefore, be the ruins of the doomed cities

destroyed by the vengeance of Heaven in the days ofLot

!

This circumstance would be fatal to the identity of all

these sites, with the ancient sites, unless it might be

that of Zoar. But for the location of Zoar on the east-

ern coast, there are other and cogent reasons. Zoar,

the immediate refuge of Lot, from the dread calamity,

must have been near the mountain-range to which he
removed afterwards, and where he dwelt,—and in that

mountain range, and the regions around it, his descend-

ants would probably settle.

But it is among the mountain ranges to the east of

the Dead Sea, that the Moabites, and Ammonites, the

descendants of Lot, are known to have dwelt in ancient

times, and there they still dwell.—(Lynch, p. 317.) That
country was anciently, and it is still called, the country

of Moab, and those are the mountains of Moab. There
is, therefore, strong historical evidence, for the location

of Zoar on the eastern, and not on the western coast.*

* It may be said, that if Zoar were on the eastern coast, then the salt

pillar seen by Lynch on the western coast, cannot be the pillar of salt into
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Had the modern Zuweirah been the the ancient Zoar,

as these French travellers contend,—then, when Lot
went and dwelt in the mountains,—(Gen. xix. 30,)—he
would not have either crossed 'the Salt Sea, nor passed
round by its slimy quag-mire southern shore, to reach

the mountains on the eastern coast, if the Dead Sea and
southern coast were left, after the catastrophe of Sodom,
as we now find them. He would have gone higher up,

among the mountains now constituting the desert of Ju-

dea, and his descendants would have been found occu-

pying southern Palestine, rather than the regions of

Moab, east and south-east of the Dead Sea.

But, whether he be right or wrong in his conjectures,

and in his alleged discoveries, Mons. DeSaulcy does, in

the facts stated, and the observations recorded in his

narrative respecting this Lake of Death, and its sur-

rounding region of frightful sterility,—just as truly as

Lynch, in his narrative, or as Robinson, in his research-

es,—lend confirmation, and confirmation only, to the

marvellous narrative in Genesis.

His theory may be forgotten, and his claim to impor-
tant original discovery be remembered only with a

smile, but the country, even as he describes it, is much
such as others have found it,—and such as the Bible
account might lead us to expect it would be found

!

What a wonderful book, then, is the Bible ! All its

statements become only the more convincingly confirm-

ed, the more minutely you can investigate them.
Here is a narrative, not written by an eye-witness,

—

and very brief,—recording a convulsion of nature, the

which Lot's wife was changed, Gen. xix. 26; because she was moving
towards the east,—and this pillar of salt, now on the western coast, was in

a totally different direction. This is true I We do not contend for the

identity of this pillar, although it may be that mysterious pillar of salt.

—

If 80, then, while Sodom was in the plain now submerged, Zoar must have
been on the west coast, and Lot, or his descendants, must afterwards have
passed round the southern extremity of the Dead Sea, to the eastern side,

where his posterity still are.

But, even in that case, DeSaulcy is no nearer to the truth. Zouera can-

not be the site of ancient Zoar,—for it is too far distant from any part
of the plain, to be reached in one hour, by persons moving in a direction

which would take them past the spot where the pillar of salt now stands.

And as to the other localities, they are all found among the mountains,

which were safe from the calamity that destroyed the whole plain.
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most wonderful the world ever saw,—and written by
one who had not been on the spot, (for Moses never en-

tered Palestine, and could hardly have had an opportu-

nity of examining, in his own person, this strange locali-

ty ; and yet, after the lapse of nearly 4000 years, the

locality is found to exhibit unmistakeable evidences of

some great convulsion, unusual and inexplicable, but

obviously much resembling what Moses so briefly hints

at ; and the effect of which was, to change the whole
aspect of the country, and leave it a scene of desolation,

fearful and unparalleled among all the marvels of our

world. Nay, the very traditions, still current among the

wild tribes of this region, fierce, intractable, ignorant of

the art of reading, and proverbially tenacious of old cus-

toms, and ancient traditions, all present dimly, but ob-

viously, the same fearful images of enormous guilt, vis-

ited by unparalleled vengeance from Heaven in this

dismal region, and all lend confirmation to the Mosaic
narrative,—while even the traditiona/ry names, still

borne by several of the most noted spots, although now
attached to vicinities, rather than to precise localities,

still echo back the Mosaic names, and corroborate the

Mosaic Record

!

Whence, then, this wonderful accuracy in a narrative

so brief, and respecting events so remote in antiquity, so

unexampled in history,—and respecting too, a region so

wild, and so long totally inaccessible to strangers ?

All this super-human accuracy clearly bespeaks the

guidance of unerring knowledge, the controlling power
of inspiration, over the mind and the hand of the pen-
man of this narrative ;—and it proclaims this ancient

story of primitive marvels, apart of the Record of Eter-

nal Truths a message from the mighty God of J^ature^

to His erring creatAire^ man I

Wi\
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AETICLE III.

THE UNITY OF THE CHURCH.

The unity of the Church is not merely a duty, but a
fact. There is but one true Church ol Christ ; there

never can be more. This general statement, it is pre-

sumed, will be admitted by all who are tolerably ac-

quainted with the New Testament. But in what does
this unity consist? The obvious answer is, In a common
relation to the same glorious Head. If the reference is

to the Church invisible, a man is proved a member of

that^ by the fact of standing in a certain spiritual rela-

tion to the Lord Jesus Christ ; and in no other way.

—

And, as all believers stand in the same spiritual relation

to Him, it follows that they are all members of the same
church. If the reference is to the visible church, the

answer must be modified, so far only as the difference of
reference requires. The proof of membership in the

visible church, is a certain visible relation to Christ.—

•

The relation meant is a covenant relation. All members
of the church stand in the same visible relation to Christ,

being bound by the same covenant. Hence, they are

members of the same church. The unity of the church
depends on the unity of the covenant.

The question is often debated, whether Abraham and
his family were members of the same visible church that

now exists ; in other words, whether the church was in-

stituted as early as the time of that Patriarch. Those
who maintain the affirmative, rely on the identity of the

covenant, alleging that the church now stands on the
covenant which was made with Abraham, and of which
circumcision was the token. That is, they infer the
unity of the church, from the unity of the covenant.

—

Those who hold the negative, deny the fact alleged, but
they never question the relevancy of the argument. So
far as this application of the principle is concerned, we
are not aware that any human being has ever denied it.

We have the concurrent voice of all Christendom in

favour of the position that the unity of the covenant, if
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it can he proved, will establish the unity of the church,—
establish it, after the lapse of almost four thousand
years,—establish it, after all the changes implied in the

transition from the Patriarchal dispensation to the Mo-
saic, and from the Mosaic dispensation to the Christian.

And, if this is true, we may safely infer that nothing

which is not incompatible with the unity of the covenant
can be incompatible with the unity of the church.

The following passage of Scripture contains not only

an explicit assertion of the unity of the church, but a

formal enumeration of the particulars comprehended in

that doctrine. " There is one body, and one spirit, even
as ye are called in one hope of your calling ; one Lord,

one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who
is above all, and through all, and in you all."—Eph. iv :

4-6.

In investigating the bearing of this passage on our

subject, the phrase " one haptism,^^ claims our first at-

tention. We conceive, baptism is here contemplated as

the token of the covenant ; and the unity asserted con-

sists in the unity of the covenant into which all baptized

persons are introduced. Baptized into the name of the

Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, they are

all brought under a covenant obligation to the service of

the triune Jehovah. The service demanded is the obe-

dience of faith, the rule of that obedience the Gospel,

the promise of the covenant (that is, the hope set before

us,) salvation—eternal life. As confirmatory of this

statement, the reader will please compare the following

passages : Matt, xxviii : 19, 20 ; 1 Cor. i : 12, 13 ; 1 Cor.

x: 2; Kom. vi : 1-4; Mark xvi : 16. If you substitute

any other name for the name of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost, or a difierent service for the

obedience of faith, or a different rule for the Gospel, or

a different hope for the hope of salvation, you have
another covenant ; and of course, another baptism. The
unity of the baptism, then, depends on the unity of the

covenant.

To return to the passage before us. If the word/aith,
here means an exercise of the human soul, it describes

the obligation. If it means the Gospel, (and the sacred

writers frequently use it in this sense,) it points out the
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rule of the service required. On either supposition, the
purport of the passage is the same. Paul, then, having
asserted the unity of the hody^ or church, proceeds to

specify six particulars in which that unity consists.

—

Five of these relate to the persons of the Godhead, faith

and hope. The remaining one relates to baptism. But
we have seen that the unity of the baptism depends on
the unity of the covenant, and this consists in unity as

to the other five particulars. Hence it follows, that the

unity of the covenant comprehends all that is included
in the unity of the church, and nothing more.
Mention is often made of a secret dispensation of

grace, or of salvation by uncovenanted mercy. "We allude

to this idea, for the purpose of introducing a single re-

mark : If any man is saved in that way, his title to sal-

vation cannot be proved from the Gospel. The Gospel
assures the salvation of no man, otherwise than by the

promise of the covenant. It says nothing about any
man being saved, who is not in covenant with God.—
Now, let it be remembered, the covenant referred to is

the covenant on which the church rests. We have,

then, no warrant to regard any man as an heir of salva-

tion, unless we have a right to regard him as under that

covenant; but to be visibly ana publicly under that

covenant is identical with being a member of the visible

church. Hence, if a man is not a member of the visible

church, we can regard him as an heir of salvation on no
other ground but this, that owing to ignorance or error

in him, or to something peculiar in God's providential

dealings with him, his public and visible relation mis-

represents the spiritual relation in which he stands to

God the Saviour. If a man is not a member of the

church, no matter for what cause, he stands before men
in the attitude of one who acknowledges no subjection

to the Lord Jesus, and has no interest in his promise of

salvation. This view leads to another.

The distinction between the Church Universal and a

particular church, is unequirocally recognised in Scrip-

ture, and quite too obvious to require illustration. Now,
it will be readily admitted, that one cannot be constitu-

ted a member of the former by union with a particular

society which has no just claim to be cowsidered as tke

YoL. VII.—No. 4. 68
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latter. But he who, as to public relation, is under that

covenant in which God promises salvation through Je-

sus Christ, is, as we have seen, a member of the visible

church. It follows that, if a society exists for church

purposes, its claim to be regarded as a true church of

Jesus Christ is not vitiated by any fault which, if found

in an individual, would not vitiate his claim to be re-

garded as a servant of Christ, or an heir of salvation.

—

In judging of an organized society, the test is, of course,

to be applied to what she has done in that capacity^ and
especially to the avowed principles of her organization.

The church is the kingdom of Christ ; and the visible

relation of any individual or society to Him, determines

the visible relation of such individual or society to her.

In Him, the kingly office and the priestly office are so

united, that a proper recognition of either necessarily

includes the recognition of both. That Jesus is ^Hhe

Christ., the Son of the living God^^ is the rock, on which
is built that Church, against which the gates of hell shall

not prevail. He, then, who cordially acknowledges Je-

sus, in the character signified by this phrase, ^Hhe Christy

the Son of the living God^'' is necessarily a member of

the Church invisible ; and if the fact is duly manifested,

he is necessarily a member of the visible church. And
precisely the same rule must be applied for determining
the relation of organized societies, claiming to be church-

es, to the visible church of Christ. Whether the ques-

tion relates to an individual or a society, a claim bearing,

at first view, an imposing aspect, may be nullified or

disproved, by the circumstances with which it is accom-
panied. For example, it may be acknowledged, in

words, that Jesus is the Messiah, and yet views may be
adopted and avowed absolutely incompatible with the

recognition of the idea which the Scriptures have taught
us to attach to that proposition. There are truths which,
if a man deny, we may not regard him as a disciple of

Christ ; on the other hand, there are questions, evident-

ly susceptible of being determined from Scripture, on
which a man may dissent from us, without thereby giv-

ing us any reasonable ground to doubt his Christian

character. There is constant occasion for applying this

principle to individuals. Ecclesiastical officers, for ex-
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ample, must apply it to every applicant for admission to

the Lord's table. In most cases, the application is qnite

evident ; in some, there is reasonable ground of doubt.

Now, if we can judge of the credibility of the claim

made by an individual, to the character of a disciple of

Christ; we may, by just the same rule, judge of the

credibility of the claim made by a society, to the charac-

ter of a church of Christ.

The unity of the church, then, consists in the common
relation of all the parts to the Lord Jesus Christ. If the

question relates to the Church invisible, membership is

proved by that hidden life which flows from spiritual

union with Him ; if to the visible church, by our visible

relation to Him, as his servants, bound, hy covena/nt^ to

serve him according to the Gospel. But in no sense,

does the unity of the church depend on a common subjec-

tion to one visible Head—to any mere man, or body of

mere men. This is only saying, in other words, that

Christ is sole Head of the Church. There are, it is ad-

mitted, functions of government in the church, which
must be performed hj mortals, acting in the name, and
by the authority of the Lord Jesus. So, in a State, eve-

ry county may have a distinct bench of magistrates ; this

is perfectly consistent with the unity of the States, be-

cause all the magistrates hold office under the same
sovereign authority.

Neither in the kingdoms of this world, nor in the

kingdom of Christ, does every particular violation of the

law necessarily destroy or disprove the relation of sub-

jects to their Sovereign. Ignorance or mistake, as to

the import of many of the Redeemer's precepts, may co-

exist with profound reverence for his authority ; nor can
any fault, thus originating, infer separation from the

church, unless it can be shown that Christ has so deci-

ded. This principle, which is irresistibly involved in

the identity of the church with the kingdom of Christ,

will enable us to judge correctly of several doctrines

which have been maintained on the subject now under
discussion.

Eoman Catholics believe that the Pope is " Christ's

vicar upon earth;" hence, the unity of the church de-

pends on the common subjection of all the parts to the

\

/
^
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Pope ; and no man can be a member of the church

while he is not subject to the Pope. Now the last of

these propositions does not necessarily follow from the

first. Suppose Christ has appointed the Pope his vicar,

it is certain that many whose sincerity cannot be rea-

sonably doubted, profess to revere the authority of

Christ, while they refuse subjection to the Pope, on the

around that Christ has never appointed him his vicar.

Here, by the supposition, is a mistake as to a question

of fact ; and nothing more. Does this mistake place

them beyond the pale of the church ? To support the

affirmative, it is not sufficient to prove that Christ has

made the appointment in question ; there must be pro-

duced some declaration of Christ, implying that ignor-

ance of this appointment, or (what amounts to the same
thing,) a misapprehension of its meaning, is incompati-

ble with membership in his kingdom.
"We do not believe such a declaration can be shown

;

but this is not all. We are confident the appointment
itself can never be proved. And, for a masterly and
satisfactory refutation of the arguments relied on for

that' purpose, we beg leave to refer our readers to Cal-

vin's Institutes, Book iv : chap. 6.

"We even think the appointment can be disproved.

Let the following considerations be fairly weighed

:

1. The silence of the sacred writers on the subject, in

connexions in which the mention of the appointment
would have been natural and even unavoidable, had
such an appointment been recognised. For example, a
passage already quoted, contains a formal enumeration
of the particulars in which unity belongs to the church.
Could the unity of the visible head have been omitted,

if that had been a part of Paul's doctrine? "Will it be
said that the first particular—the unity of the "5c»%"

—

necessarily implies the unity of the Head ? True ; but
the unity of the invisible Head satisfies the conditions

of the argument. In the same chapter, is an enumera-
tion of the classes of instructors given by Christ, "for
the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry,

for the edifying of the body of Christ." They are apos-

tles, prophets, evangelists, and j)astor8, and teachers.

—

(Eph. 4: 11, 12.) Did Paul know of an office superior
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to all these, admitting of but one incumbent at a time,

and conveying to that incumbent supreme power over

the whole church ? That he should have known it, and
yet not mentioned it, is absolutely incredible. Let it be
observed that the disparity between such aa office and
the apostleship simply considered, is quite as great as

the disparity between the apostleship and any other

office here mentioned. Of course, the difficulty is not
removed by saying that the Pope is included in the word
" apostlesy Here, then, are two lists, given by inspira-

tion, and each bearing every mark of being intended
for a complete list ; neither can be complete without the
mention of the Pope, if he is, indeed, Christ's vicar; and
yet he is mentioned in neither. This implies much more
than the mere want of Scripture testimony in favor of the

doctrine.

2. The end for which the Pope is alleged to have been
appointed, is represented in Scripture as fully accom-
plished in another way. What is meant, when the Pope
is called Christ's vicar? We think the following answer
correct, though the language is our own : The meaning
is, that since Christ is not now present in body with his

Church, as he was present with his disciples during the

timie of his personal ministry^ he has appointed the

Pope to act as his substitute, to an extent which that

fact must determine. To this doctrine, then, we oppose
the statement, that the vacancy occasioned by the de-

parture of Christ is completely filled by the Holy Spirit;

and, therefore, there is neither need nor room for a mor-
tal substitute. In confirmation of this statement, we ap-

peal to John xiv: 15, 18, and John xvi: T, 16.

Independently of any official services rendered by the

Pope, Christ fills his church the more completely, exe-

cutes his kingly functions the more fully, and bestows
the blessings of his reign the more largely, in consequence
of his exaltation. Indeed, he is exalted for these very

purposes. Hence, there can be no possible need for a
Pope, to act as his vicar.—(Eph. 4: 7, 10.)

3. It will be remembered that, according to the Koman
Catholic doctrine, Peter was tlie first Pope; and it is in

the character of his successor that any other Pope is to

be regarded as Christ's vicar. Now, our Saviour, du-
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ring his personal ministry, was visibly present with his

disciples, and evidently needed no vicar. Did Peter,

then, act in that capacity after our Lord's ascension?

This is the question to which, we think, an answer may
be deduced from the five following facts

:

First, Peter was present, as a member of an Ecclesi-

astical body, met for the authoritative decision of an im-

portant Ecclesiastical question ; but though he took part

in the deliberations of the body, he executed none of the

functions of a presiding officer, nor did any thing that

might involve a claim of authority, or official superiori-

ty over his brethren.—(See Acts xv: 6, 29.)

Second, Peter, when enforcing an exhortation by a

reference to his official character, claimed no title which
was not equally applicable to every other apostle, except

Judas. He simply styled himself "an elder, and a wit-

ness of the suiferinffs of Christ, and also a partaker of

the glory that shall be revealed."—(1 Peter v : 1.)

Third, Peter, when his conduct was thought objection-

able, was called to account by his brethren, and une-

quivocally admitted his responsibility to them, by ma-
king a formal defence.—^(See Acts xi: 1, 17.)

Fourth, Peter was openly rebuked by a fellow apostle,

and that in a manner which certainly implied neither

acknowledgment nor consciousness of inferiority.—(See

Gal. ii: 11,21.)
Fifth, Peter was sent on a mission by his fellow-apos-

tles.—(See Acts 8 : 14.)

All these facts tend to disprove the supremacy of Pe-
ter; so far as the record shows, neither the third nor the

fourth is true of any other apostle ; and the fifth is true

of none of the original twelve, except Peter and John

;

and the five facts, taken together, make up a greater

amount of circumstantial evidence against the suprema-
cy of Peter, than could be adduced against a similar

claim, if asserted in favor of any other apostle, except
Judas.
And now, in view of all the considerations which have

been urged, is it not the extreme of absurdity to assert,

not only that the Pope is Christ's vicar, but that the man
who refuses to acknowledge him in that character—no
matter what may be the grounds or circumstances of the
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refusal—does by that act necessarily forfeit his right to

be regarded as a citizen of the Redeemer's kingdom?
We concur with the Roman Catholics in the doctrine

that the Church is one. We concur with them in the

doctrine that her unity depends on the common subjec-

tion of all her members to one Head ; but according to

them, that Head is a mortal man ; according to us, that

Head is the Son of God.
We pass on to another topic. Suppose Episcopacy

—

we here use the term in the prelatical sense—is of Di-

vine appointment ; on that supposition, is it true that

there can be no church without a Bishop ? The affirma-

tive answer to this question constitutes the doctrine now
to be examined. We do not understand the doctrine as

resting on the assumption, that the want of Episcopacy
necessarily proves either intentional opposition to the

Redeemer's authority, or such spiritual blindness as is

morally equivalent to opposition to his authority. The
doctrine, therefore, cannot be legitimately made a mere
reference from the Divine appointment of Episcopacy,
unless it is contended that every mistake as to the will

of God necessarily infers separation from his church.

But this would carry us far beyond the infall'ihility of
the Churchy as held by Roman Catholics.

From the familiar truth that the church is the king-

dom of Christ, results this inevitable inference : What-
ever is not incompatible with allegiance to Christ can-

not infer separation from the church. Kow, there are

but two conceivable ways in which any thing can be
proved to have this effect; the one is by the nature of

the thing itself, as ascertained by common sense and the

general principles of the word ; the other, by a declara-

tion from the Lord Jesus, directly applicable to the thing

in question. That the doctrine we are considering can-

not be proved in the first of these ways, is clear without
an argument. Can it in the second? Where has Christ

declared that an error about Episcopacy—in whatever
cause originating—is equivalent to a renunciation of al-

legiance to himself? His word contains not a sentence
which even looks like such a declaration. If any man
denies this statement, on him it devolves to point out
such a sentence.
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It will hardly be denied that the church rests on the

promise of eternal life, in such a sense that every man
who is visibly under the covenant of which eternal life,

according to the Gospel, is the promise, is a member of

the visible church. Hence it follows that the Gospel does

not suspend membership in the church on any condition

on which it does not suspend the promise of salvation.

Let revelation be examined with the closest scrutiny,

not an exception to this remark can be found. Indeed,

we are not aware that any advocate for the doctrine now
under discussion has ever attempted to prove an excep-

tion. If, then, the doctrine be true, no one who, through
ignorance or mistake as to the will of God on the sub-

ject, rejects Episcopacy, has an interest in the promise
of salvation contained in the Gospel; the most favora-

ble view that can be taken of his case is, that he ma/y he

sa/ved hy uncovenanted mercy. We do not mean to in-

sinuate that all who hold the doctrine adopt this infer-

ence. But we say, they cannot consistently reject it. If

the doctrine be correct, the inference cannot be errone-

ous. . Nor do we make a charge of uncharitableness. If

this doctrine be true, charity requires that it be boldly

avowed and zealously propagated. But is it true? We
think it utterly irreconcilable with the following decla-

ration of the word of God :
" The kingdom of God is not

meat and drink, but righteousness, and peace, and joy
in the Holy Ghost."—(Kom. xiv : 17.) It seems impos-
sible to understand this passage in any sense which will

not imply that, wherever there are righteousness, and
geace, and joy in the Holy Ghost, there is a title to

Leaven,—whatever can co-exist with these qualifica-

tions, can co-exist with an interest in the promise. Will
it be said, that subjection to Episcopacy is included in

righteousnessV^ We reply. If so, it is clearly on the

ground of a positive law, as contradistinguished from a

moral law. But ignorance of such a law, and conse-

quent non-compliance with its requirements, are obvi-

ously compatible with righteousness, in all cases in

which they are compatible with a sincere desire to do
the will of God. Now, on these principles, even suppo-
sing a Divine appointment of Episcopacy, it is clearly

possible for a man to be ignorant of that appointment,
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and yet to possess all the knowledge which is indispen-

sable to an interest in the promise of salvation, and to

be actually interested in that promise. But, if so, it is

possible, as we have just seen, for him to be a member
of the visible church, and yet ignorant on the subject of

Episcopacy. And the argument from the case of an in-

dividual to the case of a society, is exceedingly obvious,

and has been already stated.

The two passages already cited from the 4th chapter

of the Epistle to the Ephesians, have important bearings

on our present inquiry. In one of them, (vs. 11 and 12,)

apostles, prophets, evangelists, and pastors, and teachers,

are declared to have been given " for the edifying of the

body of Christ"—the church. Hence it is evident, that

none of these offices are of the essence of the church,

since she existed before they were instituted. Hence,
the recognition of these offices cannot be, in itself es-

sential to membership in the church. Apostles and
prophets, it is true, were employed in communicating,
by inspiration of God, those great truths on which the

church rests ; and evangelists, pastors and teachers, were
appointed to make known these truths for the purpose
of gathering men into the church, and edifying those who
are already members. But, if the recognition of any of

these classes is necessary to membership in the church,

on any ground not implied in this statement, that neces-

sity must rest exclusively on some special appointment
of God on the subject. Now, it surely will not be con-

tended, that the office of Bishop is ecclesiastically more
important than the Apostolic office. Hence, if it be af-

firmed that there cannot be a church without a Bishop,

the assertion cannot be sustained without a distinct de-

claration from God to that effect ; and a Divine appoint-

ment of the office, supposing it to be produced, falls very

far short of such a declaration. In other words, the

Episcopal office, whether of Divine or human origin, is

not, in itself^ essential to the church. No matter oi how
many orders the ministry consists, we have access to the

truth for the sake of which the ministry was instituted.

We claim to have examined it attentively. "We claim

to believe it with the heart. But we are told that we
have misunderstood its teachings on the subject of Epi&-

69
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copacy. Suppose this is so ; does the mistake exclude

us from the kingdom of the Redeemer? Yes, if He has

so decided ; but not otherwise. And no such decision

can be found.

The other passage (vs. 4, 6,) will go far to confirm this

last remark. Here we find an enumeration of the par-

ticulars in which unity belongs to the church ; but not

one of these particulars relates to the Episcopal ojBSce

—

nor, indeed, to any other oftice held by mortals. The
most plausible reply, perhaps, is that this is included

when we are told of ''''one faithP Now there is record-

ed, in some instances, the profession required by inspired

men of those whom they were about to admit to mem-
bership in the church by baptism.—(See Acts viii : 36,

and 3y.) This was unquestionably a profession of the

onefaith^ here mentioned. But in not one instance, did

it include a single word about Episcopacy. It is evident,

then, that, so far as the government of the church is com-
mitted to mortals, her unity does not depend on agree-

ment as to the form of government. And we may add,

there is not a sentence in Scripture that so much as

seems to represent it as depending on this. Indeed, it

has much of the appearance of irreverence to the word
of God, to represent that unity as depending on anything
not included in the enumeration before us.

But admitting all this : may not Episcopal ordination

still be essential to the validity of ministerial functions?

To determine this point, let us go back to first principles.

The call to the ministry is from God. But to justify an
individual in acting on the assumption that he is thus
called, he needs some other evidence than a mere im-
pression, however strong, existing in his own mind, that

he is called; and the church must have some other evi-

dence on this point, besides his own declaration, before
she can be justified in receiving him as a minister. The
ordaining power is simply a provision to meet the neces-

sity here described. The man's pretensions to a Divine
call to the ministry must be examined by some person
or persons acting in behalf of the church; the decision,

if favorable, must be rendered with due publicity and
solemnity. This is the precise nature of ordination ; and
its whole effect is to place the party ordained, in refer-
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ence to the Church, in the relation of one called of God
to the ministry. Considered in reference to ihQ jparticvr

lar church, it is simply the induction of a man into

office in a society, on the ground of a certain fact sup-

posed to have been duly ascertained. And considered

merely in this lights it must be valid, if they, knowing
all the circumstances, recognise it as valid. He is cer-

tainly an officer in a society, who has been made so ac-

cording to the forms approved and in use in that society,

and is acknowledged as such by the society itself. This,

we admit, does not settle the question of validity, except
in a relative sense. Still, it would be extraordinary to

acknowledge a public society as a true church, and yet

to affirm that all the professedly ministerial services she

received were null and worthless—rendered so by a fault

in her organization.

Let us examine the matter a little more closely. An
act is valid, if it really is what it purports to be. If an
act is not valid, it is not what it purports to be, and can
have no effect corresponding with its name and design.

Thus, for example, a law imposes an obligation; but if

what purports to be law is null, it is not law, and conse-

quently can bind no one. Suppose, then, God has been
pleased to specify certain means which we must employ
for certain ends,—to command us to do certain acts with

a view to certain results ; it is asserted that what pur-

ports and seems to be a compliance with this appoint-

ment, is null : what does this assertion mean, and how
is its truth to be tested? Certainly it must mean more
than that the supposed compliance is attended with some
imperfection. It must mean that the thing done is not

obedience—is not even imperfect obedience to the com-
mand

; and that there can be no reasonable ground for

anticipating the result professedly sought; if that result

actually takes place in any instance, it must be ascribed to

some unusual interposition of God, such as mortals could

have no previous reason to hope for.

Let us apply these ideas to the case before us. The
ministerial commission, (see Mark xvi: 15 and 16,) spe-

cifies two functions—preaching and baptizing, and the

end to be sought by their exercise—the salvation of men.
Acts are done in professed fulfilment of this commission
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by men .who have not received Episcopal ordination.

But we are told, that the want of such ordination, no
other defect being supposed, destroys the validity of their

acts. IS'ow, what does this imply ? That the salvation

of men by means of such ministrations cannot be reason-

ably hoped for in any case. According to this hypothe-
sis, professedly ministerial functions, executed by per-

sons who have never received Episcopal ordination, are

essentially different from the means of salvation which
God has instituted ; of course, they are mere human in-

ventions, and in their own nature wicked inventions.

Now, to suppose that such inventions can supply the

place of Divine institutions, accords with the dictates of

neither reason nor piet3\ The question, then, resolves

itself into this :—Is it consistent with the teachings of

experience to maintain that Episcopal ordination is an
indispensable condition, in the absence of which, what-
ever else may be true of a professed minister of Jesus
Christ, there can be no reasonable hope of the salvation

of souls through his ministrations? And of this ques-

tion, we ask our readers to judge for themselves. The
test here proposed has the sanction of inspiration. It is

the test to which Paul appealed in vindication of his

-own ministerial pretensions.—(See 2 Cor. iii : 1-6.)

It is no part of our present undertaking to examine
the claims of Episcopacy to the sanction of a Divine ap-

pointment. If those claims can be established, it will

follow that there is something irregular and objectiona-

ble connected with the organization of every church
which is not Episcopal, and with every ordination which
is not performed by a Prelate ; but it is by no means a

necessary inference, that the society is not a church, or

that the ordination is not valid.

The next topic is suggested by the views of our Baptist

brethren. They maintain that Christian baptism, from
its very nature, cannot be administered to any other sub-

ject than a professed believer, nor in any other mode
than immersion ; and, therefore, Pedo-Baptists have not

received that ordinance. These positions bear no direct

relation to our subject; and we shall, therefore, reason

on the supposition that they are correct. But from these,

fioane have inferred that no Pedo-Baptist society can be
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truly a church of Christ ; and this inference constitutes

the doctrine which we are now about to examine.* •

On supposition that the premises are correct, it seems,

at first view, to be countenanced by the mention of

haptism as one of the particulars in which unity belongs

to the church. But, from other portions of Scripture,

we learn that baptism is the token of a cov^enant; and,

(what amounts to the same thing,) that, as administered

to adults, it is a Divinely appointed mode of confessing

Christ ; nor can there be a reasonable doubt that these

are the grounds of its introduction into the connexion
now alluded to. The unity of the baptism, then, con-

sists in the unity of the covenant or confession. By
baptism, one is brought into the covenant, and his rela-

tion to the covenant establishes his relation to the church.

The question then is, whether, on our present hypothesis,

Pedo-Baptists are out of the covenant ; for if they are
under the covenant, they are members of the church,

and the passage of Scripture alluded to suggests no ob-

jection to their being so regarded. It is not supposed
that their want of baptism is to be ascribed to any thing

incompatible with the character which the covenant
contemplates,—to any difference to the covenant, or

want of reverence for the authority by which its token is

appointed. Now, none of these things being supposed,
does the mere want of the token exclude them from the
covenant ? We answer in the negative. If any object to

the use of the word token^ in this connection, we do not
insist on it ; but it surely will not be afiirmed, that the

connexion between baptism and membership in the
church, is ever represented in Scripture as closer than
the connection between circumcision and an interest in

the covenant of which it was a token, as declared in the

following passage : "And the uncircumcised man-child,
whose flesh of his fore-skin is not circumcised, that soul

shall be cut off from his people ; he hath broken my
covenant." But Paul distinctly asserts, that he who
possesses the character contemplated in that covenant,
IS really under the covenant, and entitled to its promises,
even though he be not circumcised. "Therefore, if the

See Howell on Ihe Evils of Infant Baptism, page viiL (Preface.)
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uncircumcision keep the righteousness of the law, shall

not his uncircumcision be counted for circumcision?"

In fact, the Israelites omitted circumcision during the

forty years of their sojourn in the wilderness, (Josh, v

:

5) ; but God did not, on that account, cease to acknow-
ledge them as his covenant people. Now, let it be re-

membered, the doctrine we are examining rests not on
the degree of moral delinquency supposed to be implied

in the omission of baptism, but directly on the specific

connexion of that ordinance with membership in the

church. So contemplated, it relates to a ceremony sim-

ply as such ; and in that view, claims for it a higher re-

lative importance under the Christian dispensation than

belonged to the ceremony of circumcision, under the

Mosaic dispensation. The doctrine, then, must be erro-

neous, unless the spirit of the new dispensation is more
intensely ceremonial than was the spirit of the old dis-

pensation.

The Scriptures afford no ground for asserting that bap-

tism is a prerequisite to membership in the church, in a

higher sense than it is a prerequisite to salvation. The
former connexion is never exhibited in a stronger light,

than the latter is exhibited, in the following words : "He
;that believeth and is baptized, shall be saved ; but he
that believeth not, shall be damned." There is, then,

altogether as much ground for asserting that Pedo-Bap-
tists as such are excluded from the warranted hope of

Heaven, as that they are excluded from membership in

the visible church. But this former position is uniform-

ly disclaimed by those whose doctrine we are now consi-

dering. A comparison of the text last quoted with Rom.
X : 9, will ascertain the ground of the connexion between
baptism and salvation. It is, that baptism is a Divinely
appointed mode of confessing Christ. Now, this is pre-

cisely the ground on which those with whom we are rea-

soning place the connexion between baptism and mem-
bership in the church. If, then, Pedo-Baptists are to be
excluded from the right of church membership in conse-

quence of having failed to make the required confession,

how does it appeal' that they will not be excluded from
Heaven for the same reason ? In Luke xii : 8 and 9, our

Saviour says, " Whosoever shall confess me before men,
m..
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liim shall the Son of man also confess before the angels

of God. But he that denieth me before men, shall be
denied before the angels of God." I^ow, we ask, can a

Pedo-Baptist, continuing snch, have a title to salvation,

according to this promise ? If so, he can make a confes-

sion which Christ will treat as valid ; surely then, Christ

has not authorized his church to treat it as not valid.

—

But should any one answer in the negative, or represent

the matter as doubtful, to him we would address a sin-

gle reflection : Baptism, it will readily be admitted, is a
positive ordinance ; but, for reasons already alluded to,

and growing directly out of the nature of such an ordi-

nance, it is manifest that an involuntary mistake in re-

ference to it, cannot possibly exclude one from that

kingdom which is "righteousness, and peace, and joy in

the Holy Ghost." And, to imagine that such a mistake
can have that effect, is to betray a highly culpable for-

fetfulness of the essential nature of Christian piety.

—

'rue religion consists in a right state of heart ; but, from
the mere meaning of the terms, it is evident that neither

involuntary ignorance as to a religious ceremony, nor
any omission resulting from such ignorance, can prove
a wrong state of heart.

The cases now examined will serve to illustrate our
general position. We reject every restrictive theory.

—

We resist every exclusive claim. We maintain that the

test of a church state is relation to Christ ; and the unity
of the Church consists in the common subjection of all

her members to one Divine Head. If any man claim to

be a member of the church, or any society claim to be a
particular church, that claim cannot be set aside on ac-

count of any thing not incompatible with an intelligent

and cordial acknowledgment of Christ as Saviour and
Lord, in the sense in which these characters are ascribed

to him in the word of God. And if any society profess-

es to be the universal church, it behooves her to prove
that she numbers among her members " all that in eve-

ry place call upon the name of Jesus Christ our Lord."
Most cordially do we adopt the sentiment

—

" What think you of Christ ? is the test,

To try both your state and your scheme."
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But the unity of the church is a duty, as well as a

doctrine,—the term being used in different, but related

senses. Thus, we read of " endeavouring to keep the

unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace ;" and our Sa-

viour prays for his people, ''That they all may be one;

as thou. Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also

may be one in us : that the world may believe that thou
hast sent me." The duty is simply the cordial and
practical recognition of the doctrine. It consists in bro-

therly love, with the natural and appropriate exercises,

manifestations, and fruits of that affection. This includes

much more than that general benevolence which every
human being owes to every other. It is, we repeat,

brotherly love. It is based on the union which subsists

between all the members, in virtue of their common
union to the same living and life-giving Head. Some
of its manifestations shall now be specified.

Care to avoid angry and useless controversy.—This is

so frequently, and so emphatically enjoined in Scripture,

that there can be no necessity for referring to particular

texts. • But, let it be carefully observed, the censure

does not extend to the joint investigation of revealed

truth, provided it be conducted in the spirit of the Gos-
pel. This is not contention, in the sense in which the

the Bible condemns contention. It is a duty, not a sin,

—a work of love, not of enmity. It is simply an effort

to acquire, and to impart a more perfect knowledge of

God's truth.

Liberalit/y in supplying the bodily wants andpromo-
ting the temporal comfort of our brethren.—Here, too,

argument is unnecessary. The office of Deacon was in-

stituted with express reference to this very duty.

Effortsfor mutual edification., including thejoint wor-
ship of God.—"And let us consider one another, to pro-

voke unto love, and to good works : not forsaking the

assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of some
is ; but exhorting one another."—(Heb. x : 23, 24.)

—

" Wherefore, comfort yourselves together, and edify one
another, even as also ye do."—1 Thess, v : 11^

Joint efforts for the advancement of the Jxedeemer'^s

kingdom.—The people of God are appointed to show
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forth the praises af Him who hath called them out of

darkness, into his marvellous light. They are all com-
manded to hold forth the word of life. The chm'ch of

the living God, is " the pillar and the ground of the
truth.'* In labouring for the end here specified, a sacred
regard must be had to the unity of the church. The
whole of 1 Cor. xii., is devoted to the inculcation of this

principle. It follows that, in labov/ringfor the ad/ocmce-

ment of the Redeemer''s kingdom^ all needless separation

from any of our hrethren in the Lord^ is sinful.

As to those duties to our brethren which relate to po-

sitive external acts, the frequency and extent of their

performance must, of necessity, be varied by many cir-

cumstances not under our control ; but a disposition to

perform them ought to be cherished habitually, and in-

dulged as often as a suitable opportunity can be found.

That there should be, among true Christians, differ-

ences of opinion on some religious subjects, is no new
thing. It was true, in apostolic times. The sacred wri-

ters record the fact, and prescribe the course of conduct
to be pursued in reference to it. There must be no di-

minution of mutual love—no contempt—no indulgence
of a censorious spirit. Every member must act accord-

ing to his own conscientious convictions of duty, and
leave every other to act, without molestation, according

to his conscientious convictions. If separation be neces-

sary to this end, it must take place ; but it must be ex-

tended so far only as the object here specified requires.

In confirmation of these views, we ask our readers to

examine carefully Rom. ch. xiv : v. 1,—ch. xv. v. 6.

—

No separation made on these principles can possibly be
schismatical. The sin of schism consists.in the violation

of the law of brotherly love, and in nothing else. The
following text is as decisive on this point, as a formal

definition would be :
" That there should be no schism

in the body ; but that the members should have the

same care one of another. And whether one member
suffer, all the members suffer with it ; or one member be

honoured, all the members rejoice with it."—(1 Cor. xii

:

25, 26.) It is evident, then, that there may be separa-

tion founded on differences of religious opinion, where
there is no schism ; and that there may be—as sad ex-

YoL. VII.—No. 4. 70
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perience testilSes—scliism, where there is neither differ-

ence of religious opinion, nor visible separation.

We have already seen, that no error which can co-

exist with the due confession of Christ, infers separation

from the church ; and, within this limit no difference of

opinion is inconsistent with her unity. It is evident,

tnen, that among the members of the true church, there

may exist such differences of opinion as will demand a

distinction as to visible organization. So far as the go-

vernment of the church is committed to mortals, there

may be no one form of government, or no one body of
officers, to which they can all conscientiously submit ;

—

and it has been shown already that separation in matters

of this kind is not inconsistent with the unity of the

church. Now, using the word organization in the sense

just indicated, a distinction of organization, based on
differences of religious opinion, is precisely what we
mean by the division of the church into various denomi-
nations. It is demonstrable, then, that this division is

not, in itself^ inconsistent with the unity of the church.

It grows necessarily out of the application of the teach-

ings of inspiration to circumstances which now exist,

and the existence of which must necessarily be possible,

80 long as man is fallible. Christians were not unani-

mous on all religious subjects, in apostolic times ; they
are not so now. The differences now existing, it is true,

are not identical with those which existed then ; but
they are equally compatible with common subjection to

the same Lord. Hence, it is a matter of no material

importance, that the former do, but the latter did not,

require a distinction of organization for governmental
purposes.

We often hear vehement declamation about the num-
ber of sects ; and are asked. Which of all these rival

sects is the one true church of Jesus Christ? We an-

swer, No one of these sects is the whole church; but
every one of these sects that acknowledges Christ, in the

sense already explained, is part of the true church. So
long as they all confess Christ, the idea that their differ-

ences of opinion disprove their membership in the same
church, is an idle dream. So long as they all submit to

Christ, the idea that they are not members of the same
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church, because they do not submit to one common go-
vernment administered by mortals, is an idle dream.

—

Notwithstanding these diversities, not one particular,

included in the Scriptural idea of the unity of the church,
is wanting ; but to perceive this unity, you must recog-

nise the Lord Jesus as an actually living and reigning
Saviour.

But many think it astonishing that there should be
such a variety of opinions among Christians. Infidels

infer that the Bible is inconsistent with itself; and Eo-
man Catholics, that it is so obscure as to require an in-

fallible interpreter. Let us test the matter.

No book ought to be charged with contradictions or

obscurity, because men derive false and inconsistent

ideas from other sources. The inquiry, then, must be
confined to those who take the Bible for their only in-

fallible guide. We must leave out of view those who
add to the Bible—those who ascribe Divine authority to

tradition—those who claim the right of trying the doc-

trines of the Bible at the bar of human reason—and
those who pretend to inward illumination, in a sense
which supersedes, either wholly or partially, the necessi-

ty for the written word. This single principle throws
out of the case the most material differences of religious

opinion found among nominal Christians.

Further—A book which distinctly prescribes the man-
ner in which it requires to be studied, is not to be char-

ged with the errors, inconsistencies and absurdities of
tnose who study it in a different manner. The Bible is

such a book. It requires to be studied, diligently and
attentively,—with earnest prayer for spiritual illumina-

tion,—with a deep sense of our own ignorance and weak-
ness, and an unconditional submission of the understand-
ing to its dictates,—with constant reference to practice,

and a sincere disposition to obey its requirements,

—

systematically deferring the investigation of more dif-

ficult subjects, till we shall have gained some true

acquaintance with its more obvious doctrines. (For

these particulars, we refer to the following passages :

—

Prov. ii : 1-9
; Ps. cxix : 18 ; 2 Cor. iii : 18 ; Mark x : 15

;

James i : 21-23
;
John vii : 17 ; Heb." v : 11-14 ; 1 Cor. iii

:

1-2.) Now, the errors into which men may be betrayed
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by studying or reading the Bible in a different manner,
have obviously no bearing on the present question. But
on the authority of the Bible itself, we affirm, that all

who study it in this manner will be preserved from fatal

error, and led into all the truth the knowledge of which
is essential to their salvation. But even among those

whose mode of studying the Scriptures may reasonably

be supposed to be, in the main, correct, there is not per-

perfect unanimity on all religious subjects. Does this

prove that the Bible contains contradictions, or is faulti-

ly obscure ? We never heard either of these faults char-

ged on the Constitution of the United States. That
instrument was drawn up in our own country, and by
some of the wisest men in it, in our own language, and
within the memory of many persons still living. Are
there no differences of opinion as to its interpretation ?

Have no parties been formed on thut subject? Why not

call for an infallible interpreter of the Constitution ? On
the other hand, the Bible was written in ancient times

;

nearly eighteen centuries have elapsed since the work
was completed. It was written, too, in languages not

now spoken by any nation on earth, in lands far distant

from our own, and in a state of society of which we have
no experimental knowledge. But we shall not insist on
these particulars. Let the two documents be compared,
as to the amount of matter which they respectively con-

tain,—the nature and variety of the subjects of which
they treat,—and the extent of the influence which they
are intended to exert,—and if the variety of opinions as

to the interpretation of the Bible shall appear wonder-
ful, the variety of opinions as to the interpretation of the

Constitution will appear far more wonderful. And we
may add, as the latter will furnish no man with a valid

excuse for not being a good citizen
; so the former will

furnish no man with a valid excuse for not being a good
Christian. Let the subject be impartially and attentive-

ly considered—let due regard be had to the incurable
fallibility of man in the present state, and the diversity

of opinion which prevails on other subjects,—and we
shall cease to wonder at the diveisity of theological

opinion found among evangelical Christians,—we shall

wonder at the vast extent of their agreement.
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But it will be asked, is it not strange—is it not in-

credible, that the Redeemer should leave his people ex-

posed to such an evil as the one now under considera-

tion? As preliminary to our reply, let it be observed,

that the church is composed of members ; hence freedom
from all error, or freedom from all sin could be properly

ascribed to the church, on this condition only—that not

one of her members was in any degree infected with the

evil specified. We answer, then, that the evil of error,

religiously considered, consists solely in its connexion
with sin ; hence error in judgment is, in itself considered,

a less evil than sin. And, if it is strange and incredible

that the Eedeemer should not yet have given his church
an entire exemption from the former, it is still more
strange, and more incredible, that he should not yet have
given her entire exemption from the latter—that is, that

every member of the church should not, from the mo-
ment he becomes such, be absolutely perfect in holiness.

Both these blessings the church will certainly possess,

when she shall be presented faultless before God, with
exceeding joy ; till then, we conceive, she will possess

neither. And whether denominational distinctions will

entirely cease before that time, we are not prepared to

say ; nor do we deem the question of any material im-
portance. But a far nearer approximation to unanimity
than now exists, and a far more glorious manifestation

of her unity than is now exhibited, we do confidently

anticipate; and we rejoice to believe that the blessed

change is, at this moment, in rapid progress. The fol-

lowing are some of the means which, we think. Chris-

tians ought to employ for its acceleration :

Diligence in seeking to grow in grace. For this pur-

pose, they should seek to be brought more fully under
the inflence of those great truths which form the life and
soul of the Gospel, and in which all true followers of the

Saviour are agreed. "I press toward the mark for the

prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus. Let us,

therefore, as many as be perfect, be thus minded ; and
if in anything ye be otherwise (differently) minded, God
shall reveal even this unto you. Nevertheless, whereto

we have already attained, let us walk by the same rule,

let us mind the same thing."

'm
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Gcmdid cmd fraternal discussion. To this we attach

much importance—though by no means the first in im-

portance. Discussion of a different description we would
most earnestly deprecate. Controversy, conducted with
fierceness, presumptuous confidence, or party spirit, or-

dinarily places the parties at a greater distance from one
another than they were before, and both at a greater dis-

tance from the truth. All unkind feelings darken the

understanding, and grieve that Spirit to whom it belongs
to lead us into all the truth. But kind assistance mutu-
ally afforded, in seeking a more thorough and extensive

acquaintance with the truth as it is in Jesus, has a di-

rectly opposite tendency.

Cooperation in the work of the Lord. This has been
mentioned already, as one of the duties resulting from
the unity of the church. Its tendency to unanimity is

exceedingly obvious. Known differences of theological

sentiment are apt to excite prejudices which are very

unfavorable to the discovery of truth. United labor for

Christ makes the parties better known to one another,

promotes mutual respect and Christian love, and thus

removes the obstacle. But a consideration of higher im-

portance remains to be mentioned : It accords with the

revealed will of the Spirit of truth ^ and, therefore, we
may expect a larger measure of his sacred influence.

There are, it is readily admitted, duties which a Chris-

tian owes to the particular church of which he is a mem-
ber, and which must not be neglected or violated, for

the sake of cooperating with members of other churches,

whether of the same denomination or not. There are,

likewise, important enterprizes which, because of their

relation to ecclesiastical government, or to the distinctive

tenets of some one denomination, ought to be ecclesias-

tically or denominationally conducted. But we do not

hesitate to say, that every joint and public effort for the

advancement of the Redeemer's kingdom, ought to be
conducted by Christians, without regard to denomina-
tional distinctions, unless some positive and cogent rea-

son can be assigned for conducting it on a different prin-

ciple,
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ARTICLE Y.

THE METAPHYSICAL AND SCRIPTURAL ARGUMENT FOR THE
EXISTENCE OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT IN A CONSCIOUS IN-
TERMEDIATE STATE, BETWEEN DEATH AND THE RESUR-
RECTION.

IsA. Lvii : 1.— The righteous perisheth^ {ahhadh) is cut

off^ cmd no man layeth it to heanrt : cmd good men a/re

tahen awa/y^ {asepK)—gathered^—while none consider-

eth it: hut it is from calamity^ {the presence of evil,

Alexander) the righteous is taken ama/y.

2. He entereth into peace. {It is used of the spirit only y
the rest of the hody in the grame is expressed in the

following clause, Henderson.) They rest on their beds:

every one that walketh straight before him.^

INTRODUCTION.

There is great comfort in the act of turning one's atten-

tion to a topic without controversy; one upon which, in

the whole of Protestant Christendom, we may not hear

a discordant note. It affords something better than the

superficial, doubtful effect of oil upon waves. It is oil

lubricating the inmost machinery of the mind and heart

;

an oil of gladness, certainly, to every spirit that sincere-

ly mourns the divisions among Christian brethren, and
yet feels the necessity, sometimes, of contending earn-

estly for the faith.

Such a topic is this of an intermediate state between
Death and the Resm'rection. In a long life we have
come across no considerable controversy respecting it.

The Roman Catholic purgatory is, perhaps, an accretion

upon it ; one of the many sad errors by way of excess—
adding to God's word mischievously—which distinguish

and will destroy, that unhappy church. The true be-

liever, if absent from the body, with St. Paul, is taught

* Will not the two Hebrew verbs compared, snggest the idea of cutting

off, to gather i See the latter used absolutely. Num. xx: 26.
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by her to expect penal fires—almost in the presence of

his Saviour.f We must rejoice that no scintillation of this

doctrine is to be found in the Gospel of Jesus or Paul.

It has brought life and immortality to light without it

;

and this suniceth us.

But is it not as incumbent upon us to be wise up to

what is written, as to assume no wisdom beyond tnis?

Who, of living Christians, feels sufficiently his nearness

to the eternal world ? And, as we near it, shall we not,

and should we not, feel more warmly disposed to ex-

plore, at least, its confines ? When " Paul the aged"
warns and burns with immortal hope, it is at the pros-

pect which our subject presents—not merely of a final,

but an immediate presence with his Lord, at death. Yet,

how rarely is this subject presented distinctly, either

from the pulpit or the press

!

It is rich in hope and joy as it bears on the future of

the individual Christian's own lot. It is equally rich in

consolation as it bears on our sorrow for those who de-

part hence in the Lord. Is our loss "very great?" "It
demonstrates," in the language of the devout Wilber-
force, " that as yet the common, old consolation, is not,

and never can be worn out, that our loss is our friends"'

unspeakable [and immediate] gain :" and opening " a

clearer [and neai'er] prospect of the glories of the heaven-
ly world that it would be gross selfishness to wish to

recall them."
In these circumstances we have often been surprised

that our theme has received so little attention : and now
cast these seedlings of revolved thought upon it into the

garden of the church, in the humble nope that the Holy
Spirit's breath (as a north or south wind in the east,) may
make some of the spices of a Divine comfort to flow

out from them.

f The ancient Liturgies collected by Renaudet contain prayers for the

faithful, to God {"who received their souls) for a merciful pardon of their

sins." They ask '"rest and remission for" all who have slept in the faith

—

the peace of all their souls in the bosom of Abraham. Even the Virgin Ma-
ry is supposed to need these prayers—she is included expressly in such

as the above ; and in the face of all the idolatrous notions of this church
respecting her.

—

See Edgar's Variations.
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Part 1. The Metaphysical Argwment—
How wide the difference between the progress of

physical and of metaphysical science I Upon every de-

partment of the former much new light has been shed
in modern times! We have analyzed anew, and subsi-

dized to our immense aggrandizement, all the elements
of the material world ;—have decomposed to multiply
them, divided to rule—until we talk in the fiery stream

;

traverse without oar or sail, the mighty waters ; travel

by sea and land throughout the civilized world, by the
simplest union of fire and water, in steam, and at a rate

which really adds time where it is valued most, to the

busiest, if not the best engaged of human lives. Latter-

ly we have penetrated and marshalled on the roll of sci-

ence, all the strata of the solid earth and their contents;
not here to dwell on the wonderful demostrations of the

modern astronomy

!

But in metaphysical and moral science, what have
we done f Elicited what new truths—simplified what
old ones ? Produced what single brotherhood of origi-

nal thinkers, or clear elucidations of thought? Germany
pours forth much of pretence in this way ; France specu-

lates and presumes ; carries all her unsettled revolution-

ary and destructive propensities into this region, as into

the world of politics and civil relations; assuming to

conquer everything before her, but establishing no-

thing. England plods and reasons onward cautiously,

but with small efficiency. Scotland founds her new
schools of some repute but little power :—and we, on
this side of the Atlantic, follow now, on this great and
wide sea, in the wake of one gaily trimmed European
barque ; now in that of another ; but nothing, certainly

have we done^ explored no new region ; reached no un-

charted shore.

"What of new light has been shed, in particular, on

the application of metaphysics to morals ? What new
strength been developed, either in the attacks of this pre-

tentious school on religion, or in the defence of religion

by its aid ? We are compelled to reply to both ques-

tions (in so far as we have any claim to the appreciation

of light here)—just nothing, nothing!

Sir James Mcintosh, a happy union in this case of
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Scotchman and Englishman, (scholastically educated
as the one—self-educated, in two hemispheres, as the

other,) gave to the world upwards of twenty ye^rs ago,

an elaborate dissertation on the progress of ethical phi-

losophy during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

He has gone far enough into the doctrines, both of the

ancient and modern schools, to confirm all that we have
just remarked, as to the small progress that has been of

late made. He could even reject in his introduction,

the word metaphysics, as of no meaning to the ordinary

student; "pointing" our "attention to nothing"—alto-

gether " a wrong meaning name," which, even most tho-

roughly examined, "in the language in which its parts

are significant"—misleads us " into the pernicious error

of believing that it seeks something more than the in-

terpretation of nature

!

But how ? We do not see the force of this. The term
^nd the science have been much abused, but an effective

use of both is surely possible. Our use of the term, in

application to the present subject, will be found consis-

tent and pretty obvious, we trust, to any reflecting reader.

We cannot indeed find any other which is so appropri-

ate. By a "metaphysical argument," we mean that

which concerns itself entirely with something heyond
physics ; we begin with an event,—death, which termi-

nates man's present existence as a compound of soul and
body. We attend the latter, his physical part, to the
tomb, and leave it there ; and now as he clearly has
something beyond^ or behind that physical part, in life,

we inquire what is still behind and beyond it? " Man
dieth and wasteth away,—yea,"—in the strictly meta-
physical language of the oldest book of the Bible—" man
giveth up the ghost,"—(our excellent old Saxon word for

the spiritual part of him,) " and where is he ?" Where
in particular, and what is that spiritual part now?
What has it become and whither is its flight directed

—

immediately or remotely ? This portion of our enquiry
is confined to whether any, and what light can be thrown
upon the subject from the natural science of the mind?
If it is found, as we think it will be, to yield us nothing
direct and positive upon the subject,—nothing on which
a meditative mind can contentedly r^*^,—what does it
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teach indirectly, or by implication ? What does it hold
U8 ever to—and suggest to us to hold fast—as probable?
And does it amount to anything highly probable?

Sir James, the lucid historian of ethical science, to the

late period we have specified, and the more to be rehed
upon because he does not affect to be a discoverer here

—

arrives at a name, over a century old, that of Butler.,

whose single history, including its influence, would fill

an interesting volume. His great work on the analogy
of religion to the course of nature, is characterized by
our essayist, as " the most original and profound" treatise
" extant, in any language, on the philosophy of religion."

It sorely tries the patience of all blockheads; Mcintosh
says of Butler, afterwards, " no thinker so great, was ever

so bad a writer;" the late Mr. Pitt told his friend Wil-
berforce, that this work originated more doubts in his

mind than it settled. But is there any work whose hold

upon the higher order of English and American minds
has been at once so extensive and so permanent? It is

still a text book in universities and colleges of all grades,

where our language is spoken, and after the lapse of over

a century since its publication. To the cultivated fe-

male mind it may be made by a competent teacher, par-

ticularly acceptable and congenial. . Its great fault, the

intricacy of its style, only illustrates the power of thought
that is in it; and in the very charge to which it leads

—

" that this power was too much for his skill in language"
it demonstrates the value of a suggestiA)e treatise upon
such a subject, above all attempts to be exhaustive ; or

to accomplish, as a modern French Metaphysician,*

boasts, " the absolute explanation of every thing." But-

ler soothes by his modesty, when you come to feel what
he means, all the toil of understanding him. What wri-

ter half so profound, is so little pretentious ? Mr. Pitts'

difificulties were those of a head full of an unparalleled

national debt; and of a heart which could feel, at that

time, nothing religious. He declared to the same friend,

that he really could not understand from the pulpit the

plain-speaking Pichard Cecil.

* M. Cousin, or vide M. Comte, who entitles his " Catechime" the "Fon-

dateur de la Religion de rHnmanite."

'IB
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Butler's chiefrnerit is suggestion. His thoughts crowd
upon his powers of utterance and perplex them ; but if

you can think with him and up to him, you will think

beyond him, and be able to think more clearly than he
upon some points. His was one of the few minds that

compel thought, indefinitely, in the minds of others ; and
thus do, by percussion and " by rebound" (as Robt. Hall
said of Foster,) all their best and final good.

And now if, with any reasonable abatement, we may
still regard the "Analogy" as the best work extant on
the philosophy of Religion, it will satisfactorily answer
the metaphysical enquiries we have proposed,—to shew
that the chief arguments of Butler for a future life, gen-

erally, or at a period after death^ involve necessarily the

commencement of that period at death. This, then, is

our present object.

The amount of the early part of his argument is, that

the human soul has a natural immortality. It is indis-

cerptible, or indissoluble ; the body is only matter which
is wreign to it ; we live, as rational beings, not in a state

of sensation only, but in a state of reflection ; and there

is nothing that is essential to thought and reflection

which will be dissolved by death. He contends simply
for a continuance of our existing powers of thought and
reflection ; or that " the living agent" which each man
calls himself, and by which our author understands his

spiritual nature distinctively—Z^W5 6>?^ through that event.

Now, to the sincere or Bible-loving Christian—(and,

as Butler would not write for Atheists—but addresses

only or chiefly, those who fully admit the Being of God,
we write not for Deists, at this time—but chiefliy for the

consolation and encouragement of Christians,)—to the

sincere Christian we say, two difiSculties may here pre-

sent themselves in some force. 1st. If the soul is to be
regarded as naturally immortal,—must we not regard it

as, in so far, independent of God's disposal and God's
providence ? and 2d. If no reviviscence of the soul, but
simply a continuance of its existence, is contended for,

in what sense can the work of Christ, or His resurrec-

tion, be necessary to it, or be connected with it ? Do
you not detract from His glory, as our second and last

Adam?
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In reply to the first of these questions, we would dis-

tinguish between a natural and a necessary immortality

;

the latter alone is independent; and pertaineth, as we
conceive, to God only. He only hath life in himself

—

underived existence—^^entire exemption from death^ or

the possibility of dying. St. Paul places it among his

most distinguishing attributes. To all created intelli-

gences with which we are acquainted,—all creature spi-

rits^—immortality would seem natural ;* as to all corpo-

real existence, death seems the appointment of nature.

We can place no limit on the power of the Omnipotent
to create (on the one hand) such intelligences, the capa-

city and tendency of whose nature is to live on forever

;

nor, on the other hand, to His power (whatever be this

tendency) to destroy anything he has created. Who
shall speak of the reserved powers of Omnipotence ?—

•

But spiritual natures tend to life—as they love life.

Bishop Butler only argues (and it is the only argument
on the subject which we adopt,) that there is a " pre-

sumption" that the living powers of the soul will conti-

nue as we find they are, in the absence of all positive

reasons or known Divine arrangement to the contrary.

To the second difficulty (which will receive our fur-

ther attention,) Christ is emphatically the Resurrection

and the Life of the human soul and body, we reply, be-

cause both are, as we are assured, committed to Him, to

preserve for a final re-union. Upon this last predicted

event, philosophy yields no light ; has just nothing to

say or intimate—nothing for it, or against it. But that

which naturally has existence may be made additionally

secure or happy in such existence ; may have its charter

of life, 80 to speak, re-issued under higher auspices, and
for ends of peculiar weight and importance. And thus,

we conceive, is the conservation or preservation, resur-

rection and final judgment of all who die,—soul and
body,—committed unto Him that liveth and was dead.

But more of this, as we have said, will come before us.

Returning to the good Bishop, he establishes the pro-

* Luke XX. 36, may be worth considering here : we mean, the reason

assigned

:

" Neither can they die any more, for they are ICayyeXoj, like unto the
angels."

fi5
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bability of a future life on the sreat law of nature, and
of our human nature in particular,—that we continue to

be the same individuals in very different stages of exist-

ence, from the womb to the grave ;—on the lact that we
are conscious of certain capabilities of thought and ac-

tion, mental pleasure and mental pain, up to the moment
of death ; that we naturally presume on the continuance
of all things as they a/re^ respecting which we have no
knowledge that they will be altered ; and that any know-
ledge of this kind which would aifect the continuance of

our mental powers and capacities after death, must arise

either from the nature of their powers, and what we
know of death, or from the analogy of nature generally.

But no such knowledge is afforded from the nature of

our mental powers—thev undergo great changes without
destruction nere on earth ; are suspended on their exer-

cise by sleep and in a swoon, and remain undestroyed

;

while all that we know of death is in its effects on the

body, or the dissolution of so much flesh, skin and bones.

Nor does the analogy of nature afford us the slightest

presumption of a destruction of the mental powers at

this period. We can trace them no further ; but they

are often possessed in their greatest vividness, up to this

moment; there is a singular, almost a demonstrable
imity about them,

—

they cannot be dissolved ; at least

we cannot conceive of their dissolution. The matter of

the body is in no way essential to them.—" It is as easy
to conceive that they may exist out of our bodies as in

them."—All the bodily senses are but instruments of

perception, not percipient powers. Such is a meagre
outline of Butler's Chapt. Ist., devoted expressly to the

probability of a Future Life.

Perhaps we should note particularly, as closely con-

nected with our subject the suggestion—that, " for aught
we know, death may immediately, and in the natural

course of things, put us into a higher and more enlarged

state of life, as oitr hirth does y that those external organs
of sense upon which we now depend for the admission of

many ideas, may then be found to have been a kind of
" natural hindrance" to our existing " in a higher state

of reflection."—" Thus, when we go out of this world, we
may pass into new scenes and a new state of life and
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action, just as nai/wrally as we came into the present."

Our " notion of whatM natural" being always "enlarged

in proportion to our greater knowledge of the works of

God."
Yerj remarkably has geology, since Butler's time,

confirmed this naturalness of death—and given us the

proofs of successive creations ; or entire re-organizations

of the material world, arising after successive deaths of

whole species and genera of created beings : given us,

certainly "greater knowledge of the works of God." If

no part of this confirmation may be called demonstrative,

we reply—it is not produced as such. We only place it

beside the " probable reasoning" of this acknowledged
great Master of probable argument, and say with him,
we are all acUng upon far less probabilities every day.

While Butler's first chapter deals directly and in

terms with the Probability of a Future Life, the other

six chapters of his Part 1st. bear with almost equal
force on this momentous topic, especially his second and
third, on the Government of God as moral, and as a Go-
vernment of rewards and punishments.
He builds a beautiful structure of government hy

means—government by human agency ; a moral govern-

ment, in which the will and character of the Governor
are ever^^where present and obvious. As the outward
frame of Nature proves it to be the work of an Intelli-

gent Mind, so our own nature, to go no further, and the

manner in which virtue and vice are rewarded and pun-
ished as such, even in the present world, are proofs un-

answerable of a Supreme Moral Government and Go-
vernor over all. This government he proceeds afterwards

(chapter 7,) to shew, is a constituted system and scheme,

—as distinguished from a number of single, unconnected
acts ;—a scheme in which two leading features are clear:

That we have not faculties to comprehend the whole;

—

and that we are in the midst of its development : enough
being exhibited to demonstrate a just and wise scheme
hegun: enough held back, or held over to the future, to

demonstrate that it is only begun ; and to imply, in the

strongest way, by consequence, the probability, of its

conipletion.

He argues, as to punishments, that they do not follow
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vice immediately; that in proportion to their delay they

become terrible ; and that the opportunity of repairing

errors, or retrieving a natural or moral position, neglect-

ed to a certain degree^ is finally closed upon us. In the

natural course of things " there remains no place for re-

pentance."
That with respect to virtue ; we are all in a state of

probation for the trial, the improvement, the maturing
and strengthening it by habit, and by that wise and kind
admixture of temptations and satisfactions, which make
all true virtue progressive, and a moral qualification for

something higher and better.

Every part of this argument is germain to our pur-

pose. If the soul dies not with the body; if its natural

tendencies, capacities and enjoyments are to life and
to "live alway;" if there is an indissoluble unity about
its very nature ; if it is ever to be regarded as the true

seat of personal identity or what each man calls him-

self..,, if as our great analogist contends, there is the

highest amount of probable evidence that it must exist

in a future life, because it must live on after death, then

must it live on in that separate and intermediate state

between death and the Resurrection, which is the object

of our enquiry. It neither dies with the body, nor lives

in any farther connection with it for the time being. It

does not remain at all as the body does, under the pow-
er of the grave. Therefore must it live for the time be-

ing, in a separate and distinct life.

If, again, the possession of memory, judgment, all the

intellectual powers,—if conscience in a widely awakened
state ; and all our social and sacred aifections in the full

and brightest exercise being often found to distinguish

the mind up to the very moment of death—and never
more, even at the close of long and wasting diseases,

than at that moment—if all this is a strong presumptive
argument for the soul's future state, it is just the same
argument for the commencement of that state at death,

or for an immediate future state of undiminished, unin-

terrupted consciousness and power. The argument is,

the soul lives on unaltered^ for in the very moment of

the dissolution of the body we find it in its liveliest and
most characteristic exercises of life. In these circum-
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stances, and with such powers in the very dregs of life

qere below, we have a right to assume it lives on unal-

tered, because we know of nothing that will alter it.

Ov/r application of the argument only farther is, you
know of nothing to interrupt then its liveliest exercises;

therefore the presumption is they will not be interrupt-

ed. There is no reason to suppose that an interruption

or suspension of them equal to that of one night's, or

or one hour's, sound sleep, will take.place.

Again, the whole of Butler's argument being, that

there is no probable change in the living powers of the

soul at death, we only pursue this argument farther by
observing that no probable change is suppOsable heyond
that event ; for on no hypothesis or theory of another

life yet imagined, is there any kind of event like death,

beyond death, or between it and the resurrection.

The vigor of the mind in old age, is a collateral fact

that bears upon this argument. Moses will lead the

way with the lover of his Bible—the man of six score

years with his eye not dim nor his natural strength aba-

ted. But this may be regarded as an extraordinary in-

terposition of Heaven . Some of our best and sweetest

poets, however, have found a strange rejuvenescence

when at their calling. Dryden wrote his Alexander's

Feast, the most imaginative and lofty of his poems, in

his 66th year. Cowper was in the decline of life when
his first volume of poems was published ; and 63 or 54
years of age when he wrote the Task, and John Gilpin.

Wesley, it is said, when upwards of 80, made 30,-

000 people hear him distinctly in a favourable valley of

Wales ; and preached better (intellectually,) at four-score

than at thirty. The London Quarterly Review of July
last, mentions Dr. Routh, of Oxford, as having at 93
completed a new edition of a classical work, enriched

in the revision from the last sciences ; and as having re-

cently, at 97, re-edited a work of considerable labour

and research on English history. And in the United

States there yet lives Dr. James Murdock, who at 75

years of age has issued a Translation of the Peshito Sy-

riac New Testament, of high character. One loves to

look at the honourable wrinkles on the face ofhis portrait;

they are the lines of an impressive Epistle of God's

Vol. VII.—No. 4. 72
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providence to all aspirants at Biblical literature to "go
and do likewise."

Do we survive great changes and improve at every

change from birth to maturity—at least; and with re-

spect to the mind, our nobler part, and all the nobler

parts and exercises of that mind, even to the green old

age of such a man as Paul the aged ? Can his readiness

to depart and to be with Christ,—(we are writing for the

Christian metaphysician, we remind the reader,)—be for a

moment supposed to become unreadiness, unfitness,—or

his mental and moral strength depart from him, either

just at the moment, like Sampson, when he meets his

Greatest enemy, death ; or at that other moment imme-
iately succeeding, when he meets his Great and Adora-

ble Friend, that Saviour for whose presence his whole

life has been a school of preparation?

And then, as to the Divine government,—its essential

morality; its essential ^;Wi^^C6 in particular, and essential

wisdom. Mark here the consequences of an opposite

opinion. It will be sufiicient to establish the truth of all

for which we contend. If the soul does not immediately
resume its activity after death,—if we imagine it, with

Priestly* and others, to be in a state of torpor or sleep

until the resurrection of the body, we exclude it as ef-

fectually from the moral government of God during that

state of sleep or torpor, as if we imagined it to be ex-

tinct. It is to create, at the best, a tremendous gap in

its existence, in which it is nothing, and can do nothing;

*Tlie flippancy with which Dr. Priestly could speak on this grave
and interesting subject, as well as the kind of arguments that weighed
with hira, will appear in the following extract from a letter of his to

Bishop White:
" With respect to my state of mind in my last illness, I feel far more

satisfaction in the idea of shutting my eyes on the world and opening
them at the resurrection, than in that of passing into a state of what
the Scriptures give us no account at all (I) but which must be some-

where underground, where we cannot look for much convenience or

comfort, and where we must be entirely cut off from the living world.

As to the existence of such a state, the silence of our Saviour concern-

ing it in the interview with Martha and Mary, and of the Apostle when
he was writing to comfort his new converts on the death of their friends,

[he could not have read with comnion attention—2 Cor. v.,] weighs
more with me, than any argument from the supposed literal meaning
of any particular passages of Scripture."— Wilsons Memoirs of Bishop
White, 8 vo., p. 185.
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a gap, or " great gulf" of inanity, in which the virtu-

ous only (and some of the most virtuous and eminent
servants of God and man, as we shall shew,) suffer a
species of punishment for ages, and the vicious enjoy re-

pose. It is to give to the infidel his desperate hope,
that in that sleep of death (no) dreams may come. It

is to deny to the believer, for an indefinite period, that

great and noble desire of his daily prayers to do the will of
God " as it is done in Heaven." It is to exclude from
the active government of God all its best subjects, during
that period ; it is to grant relief, reprieve,—a welcome
and important, if limited, impunity, to the worst rebels

against that government.

Part. 2. The Sorvptural Argument—
"We have seen that the metaphysical or philosophical

argument terminates in a two-fold probability: i. e. that

of a future and an immediate existence of the soul after

death. The one is clearly, to the extent in which that

argument has been successfully pursued, contained in
the other. The soul dies not as, or with, the body ; there

is nothing (apparently) discerptible, or for a moment dis-

soluble or separable in its nature; the event which we
call death, is only the separation of the body from the

soul, which immediately lives on again;—continues its

glorious or ignoble career, as its character may have
been formed and disciplined in this life. It has only
cast off its corporeal integuments or clothing. As a soul,

therefore, or intellectual spirit, which is involved in the

very definition of it (as allowed on all hands,) it lives on
consciously^ in immediate and uninterrupted conscious-

ness. The probabilities of the argument to which we
have thus far attended, amount fully to this, or to nothing.

It should be conceded, perhaps, and this is the part of

our discussion where the concession is relevant, that the

man^ as a compound of soul and body, in all ordinary

cases,* dies—in strict language it might be said, the

whole man. By "man" we mean, generally, what the

record of his formation has defined him to be, "a living

* "We say " ordinary cases," in the recollection of some few exempt ones,

Enoch's, Moses' (perhaps,) and Elijah's.
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soul," or a soul living in a human body. I^ow that tie

between the soul and body, that relationship, is dissolv-

ed, and is thus far dead, altogether dead, in death. Man
is no more strictly and properly, man (notwithstanding

Butler's strong argument respecting the seat of identity,)

possessing only a human soul, apart and separate from
his body, than possessed, if the term be here allowable,

of a human body apart and separate from his soul. The
man does not go into the grave, but the body of the man
only. " The spirit" of the man, and not the entire man,
as yet—" returns," in death, '' to God who gave it." The
union of soul and body is, in other words, essential to

our humanity. The man, thus considered, dies and whol-

ly dies, just as in the case of married men, the husband
dies, whether he or his wife first descend into the grave.

The whole married man is dead, entirely dead, in either

case, for the marriage is dead; and from all the laws and
duties of it, one party is in either case as much, that is,

entirely, loosed, as is the other. It is thus, we conceive,

that to the first man death was threatened as a penalty,

arid thus that in the continuous execution of that threat

or penalty, "in Adam, all die." Thus, that in Christ,

the second man, and " last Adam," for he will never for-

feit his high relation to us, as the renovating Head of

human nature, " all will be made alive."

Our philosophical probabilities amount thus far, there-

fore, only to the continued existence of that important
part of man, his soul. Can they ever amount to more?
Metaphysics are beyond their sphere, as the very term
imports, when they venture a conjecture as to what shall

be a present or ultimate issue of death on the body.
They can have just nothing rational to say on the ques-
tion. In particular, they can neither affirm nor deny any
thing respecting the resurrection of the body ; or, in the

more scriptural phrase, the resurrection of the dead,

—

which very phrase, by the way, establishes our remark
as to the unity of man's nature. For while "the resur-

rection of the dead" [man] will be the resurrection of

the body, the Scriptures never make use of the latter,

and far less significant phrase, but of the former only,

(as Mr. Locke has long ago remarked,)^ the resurrection

of the dead.
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And now the way would seem prepared for inquiry

into the Scriptural argument in regard to our subject.

—

We are discussing in this essay, not the doctrine of a
future resurrection of the dead, (which must include the

re-union of soul and bodj^) nor the resurrection of the

body, as a distinct question, it should be remembered.
We know not why men should ever have thought it in-

credible that God should raise the dead entirely ; and
have no kind of doubt that He will. But with that

question we have nothing to do here. We have weigh-
ed the metaphysical probabilities, and are now to en-

quire into the Scripture teachings on the question—" Is

there an intermediate state of conscious existence for the

human spirit, between death and the resurrection?"

We cannot attempt to consider all the passages of

Scripture which bear on this important subject. A
passage or two from the Old Testament ; two or three

matters oi faot^ that are plainly revealed, and two or

three plain doctrinal statements of the New Testament,
will, we think, convert the probability of the Philosophi-

cal argument into demonsl/ration.

In the Jewish church it was 2^ proverb—"The wicked
is driven away in his wickedness, but the righteous hath

hope in his death." Can any one reasonably doubt that

both parts of this proverb bear on the state of man after

death,—that the hope of the righteous comes from yon
other side of the grave, and what he will be there ; or

that the hopelessness of the wicked, the terrible driving

him away described, is just as surely derived from that

quarter ? The two men arrive at the same outward and
literal event, or point in the road of their moral history.

The one is unwilling to go on, but he is driven on ; the

other goes forward cheerfully,—is attracted forward. In

his true character while here, each dies ; acts, or is acted

upon. " In his wickedness" he who lives, (and loves it

to the last,) dies ; does not quit that^ nor that him. It

is no mere clothing ; it has become a wicked nature

;

and now all means of persuasion, and all gentle measures
having been lost upon him,—he would not go to his ac-

count with a just God, but he must. His death is not a

departure, but an ejection from life. He refuses,—with-

stands to the utmost ; but Death takes no refusal ; drives

'i*!

:!|:J
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Lim on and " away" ! Few texts are more awful and
clear as to the portion of the wicked, their immediate
portion in another life.

The other passage of the Old Testament is that beau-
tiful lamentation of Isaiah (Ivii., 1, 2,) which we have
made our motto. The reader, interested in our topic,

will attentively consider it. Gesenius, after Javehi,

suggests an antithesis between the first two verses (of

Is. Ivii.,) which we have quoted, and the third,—" The'i/

shall rest on their beds,"—" but, ye, (or, as for you,)

draw near hither, ye sons of the sorceress, &c.

Exodus iii., 6 and 15, with our Lord's remarkable
comment on the phrase, "lam the God of Abraham,
and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob," partake of
the character both of fact and doctrine here. Indirectly

only, can they prove the complete resurrection of the

dead,—'but they silenced triumphantly, as three of the

Evangelists record, the heresy of the Sadducees, " that

there is no resurrection ;" and they especially assert and
prove, in the plainest language, an intermediate or sepa-

rate existence of the soul, after death. And this is all

in v^hich we are here concerned with them. " God -2^5,"

said the Saviour, in effect, " and declares he will be, "to

all generations," the God of these Patriarchs,—whom
you esteem entirely dead. " He is not a God of the

dead, but of the living, for they all live unto Him."

—

That is, these Patriarchs are now in as active existence,

and even in as close a covenant-relation to God, as ever
they were, or can be. They are dead and buried to the

outward eye, and their sepulchres are with us to this

day,"—but with Him they exist and have communion."
Our Lord speaks here, then, exactly upon the point

we have in view. Wherever we, or any of His crea-

tures live, and whatsoever we or they are,—^we live, in

one sense, " unto God." It is equally true of the en-

tirely living as of the dead. But the Saviour is here
speaking oi those whose dust had for ages been mingled
with its parent earth. Neither of what was, or what
shall hereafter only be true, respecting them : but of

what was then true, and was a matter of fact in their

personal history ; as much as the call of Abraham from
Chaldea, the birth of Isaac, or the death of Jacob in
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Egypt. It must be conceded, as we have said, that these

words prove nothing respecting the resurrection of the

body, or with regard to the future re-union of soul and
body, but by implication,

—

i. e., that as this most impor-

tant part ofman has been, in the case of these Patriarchs,

re-vivified, re-suscitated, or " raised up," from all conse-

quences of the momentary stroke of death,—so it ren-

ders highly probable that their bodies will be. But it

asserts as afaot^ the jpresent life of their spirits. That
death did not reduce them eitner to dust or to inaction.

This is quite plain—a matter that asks for no process

of reasoning or argument. It is a fact, asserted by the

last and final Prophet of His Church,—in His unmeas-
ured possession of the Spirit of truth and wisdom,—ha-

ving himself essential immortality and perfect know-
ledge of the life that now is, and of that which is to

come. Were there no other authentic communication
about the matter, this must be held, we submit, as final

and decisive. And as one fact is worth a hundred argu-

ments in such a case, this one must be allowed to take
its rank as to the separate existence of the soul, with
that other one of our Lord's own resurrection, as to the

final re-union of soul and body, or the complete resur-

rection of the dead. " I^ow is Christ risen, and become
the first fruits of them that slept." Now, have these

Patriarchs survived completely the stroke of death as to

their souls, have entered into that intermediate and se-

parate state of the soul for which we are contending ;

—

and their case is exhibited by Him who is the Truth, as

a specimen of the general state of '' the dead."
Did our Saviour exhibit it with the remarkable pre-

face—" That the dead are raised—Moses shews at the

bush;—or, as touching the resurrection of the dead,
have ye not read,"—thus, in fact, applying the term
"raised" and the doctrine of a resurrection to the dis-

embodied spirits of the Patriarchs? We see not how
this can be denied. "We take it, then, to be a con-

firmation of our doctrine of the unity of our nature.

—

The separation of soul and body was the natural death
of the man : the prolonged death and corruption of

the bodv ; the momentary—instantaneously conquered,
death of the spirit—as a human spirit. (For that only
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can be the subject of a resurrection which has been, in

some sense, clead.)"^ In so far, then, as in strict or po-

pular language—these men have died, these spirits have
been raised from the dead, for unto God, and with God,
they now live. Let wise men consider this interpreta-

tion of the doctrine of a resurrection, applied to their

souls ; but whether they agree with us in that interpre-

tation, or not, it will not affect the matter-of-fact proof
here afforded of the separate and happy existence of the

souls of these Patriarchs between death and the resurrec-

tion of the body ; and this is all we seek here to prove.

Another text, exhibiting a matter of fact on the sub-

ject, rather than any argument, or process of reasoning,

is found in the history of the Crucifixion of our Lord.

Two others, real malefactors, are nailed in company with
Him, to the opprobrious cross ! One of these becomes,
however rapidly, a convert to the grace of the Redeem-
er. He gives promptly and fully, the standard, practi-

cal evidence of conversion. He justifies God and man
in his condemnation ; he preaches in word and deed,

repentance toward God, and faith in our Lord Jesus

Christ. But the connection of his case with our argu-

ment is, in his prayer to Christ and its immediate an-

swer, " Lord, remember me when thou comest into thy

kingdom !"—" This day shalt thou be with me in Para-

dise." This prayer, then, is heard and answered, as

prayer addressed to Christ, personally, and answered
specifically, both as to time and place. Was it not an-

swered with a sincerity equal to that in which it was
offered,—with an equal, yea, surpassing truthfulness and
intelligence? In this ''hour and power of darkness,"

was there any incompetence in this King, either to dis-

pose of places in his kingdom, heretofore refused to dis-

ciples in very different circumstances, or to include
" Paradise" within its range ? We must bring our con-

* A portion of the Church, (1 Cor. xv. 61,) we cannot tell how large,

shall be alive and "remain unto the coming of the Lord." They shall

undergo a "change" equivalent to death,—for "in Adam all die : but
their bodies shall not remain for an instant, (or but for an inconceivable

moment,) under the power of death. So may these Patriarchs, and all

believers, be understood to have survived a similar change as to their

spirits,—and to be now therefore, JtfayysXoij like the angels, and " chil-

dren of the resurrection."

I
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struction of this memorable answer right up to a clear,

yea or nay—on the point

—

Was the promise it contains

fulfilledV^ If it was, then here again is a happy inter-

mediate state for the believer, commencing at death.

There was this believer on that awful day of his death

—

and, without the monstrous supposition of a reversal, of

his bliss by him who bestowed it, there he has been for

eighteen centuries and a half.

We would for a moment point at the majestic drapery
of circumstances closing the scene. This trophy of

Christ's power and grace must have witnessed all the

great miracles attending the Saviour's actual death—the

rending rocks, the quaking earth, the darkened sun!
Must have heard the thrilling cry of his final agony

—

the submissive committal of his soul to the hand that in-

flicted it, and in which he triumphed over it ;—the loud

voice " It is finished'^''—events that extorted from the

heathen Centurion a confession similar to that of this re-

deemed one—"Truly this was the Son of God !" What
alternations of faith and fear, exquisite pain and trium-

phant hope must they have awakened in his breast!

—

Crucijled with Christy literally and spiritually as he was,

beyond any other of his most distinguished disciples!

Let us remember the final shade-lines of the dark,

tragic scene ! His Lord and Master dies first, by a long

space of time to his sad experience—crowded as it might
be into a few fragments ol hours and minutes ; and the

stern executioners advance with their bars or hammers
to break his quivering limbs. Oh ! what intense interest

attaches now to that most definite and sworn-to promise,

the single rock of his faith—" Yerily—to-day—I say unto

thee—shalt thou be with me—in Paradise !" Its broad
points jut out, and he is landed safely through the last

rage of the storm.

Among the matter-of-fact revelations of the New Tes-

tament, on this subject, we feel warranted to include the

parable of the rich man and Lazarus. All these inimi-

table compositions must be held to teach i/ruth^ and if

their scope, or chief intention be duly regarded, they

will convey all the great truths of the Gospel to our

minds, and establish them in the truth,—just in propor-

tion to the humble patience with which it is wrought out

73
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of them. Our Saviour would rebuke the proud and rich

Pharisees, and shew them how soon their vain distinc-

tions, civil and religious, would be no more ; that at

death, the humblest piety should have its comforts, and
their good things be exchanged immediately for evil

things. As surely as a dead, rich man, would be "bu-
ried" by his friends and menials—angels should convey
a pious beggar, at his death, to Abraham's bosom. The
contrast with a former condition is, in each case, as de-

cided, and as irrevocable, as it is rapidly effected. The
rich man is at once delivered over to intolerable suffer-

ings ; the beggar to the embrace and fellowship of Abra-
ham. The soul of neither party perishes or is inactive

—

they are vividly conscious of their respective states

which are brought into animated discussion. Would
this parable teach the truth as to the issues of death if

the soul could be supposed, in either case, to have died

with the body, or to become in all other cases torpid

and unconscious for ages ! The parable is the more val-

uable as conveying the solemn truth of what is, as to

this world, the latter end of both the righteous and the

wicked.*
The leading doctrinal statement which we would pro-

duce on this interesting subject is found in 2 Cor. v : 1-

10. " We know that it our earthly house of this taber-

nacle were dissolved." "We assuredly know" (Boom-
field,) that

"i/""
i. e. when^ we leave our earthly bodies.

For the condition of the proposition must be supposed
in argument to be fulfilled

—

then " we have a building

#

* Perhaps, considering who is the speaker, and the manner in which He
introduces the first two asseverations, we ought to rank John v: 24, viii:

6, and xii : 26, among the matter-of-fact revelations of the New Testa-

ment, on this subject. We copy Tholuck's fine remark on the first of

these pages. "He intends to speak here to the circumstance that to him
who truly believes, there is no difference in point of fact between this

world and the world to come. The same communion with God which
the redeemed believer shall enjoy in the other world, he enjoys even
here ; only here it is imperfect through certain hindrances and limitations.

Now, in this respect, the Lord means to say the moral awakening of man
is so intimately connected with his future life that this awakening it-

self, may be regarded as the beginning of the great resurrection end
or period." Or, as he adds, more correctly, perhaps, on chap, viii : 5, " he
receives thereby in himself, the elements of a higher, an imperishable

existence."
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of God, a house not made with hands," &c. While this

second building or house, has been variously interpreted,

it is pretty generally agreed that the first or earthly

house is the body regarded as the temporal dwelling-

place of the mind. "If our house on earth—this of our
body," the Peshito Syriac reads.* We adopt Doddridge's
view of the second house, " I am inclinable to take it in

a general view as referring to the whole provision God
has made for the future happiness of his people ; and
which Christ represents as his father's house in which
are many mansions."f But, it is enough for our present

purpose, in quoting it, that the passage establishes an
immediate provision for the departed spirit's accommo-
dation, on its quitting this earthly body,—that we shall

not " then be found naked," destitute, or unaccommoda-
ted, although we shall have left our first abode.

Further on our Apostle is more explicit. "Knowing
that while we are at home in the body we are absent from
the Lord—we are willing rather to be absent from the

body and present with the Lord. Clearly, he would
here teach a distinct and separate existence of the spirit

of believers, that of those who would migrate {biSrni.r}(tai)

or travel out of the body, [in death] and who seek a new
liome^ IvfJinuLTjCai <rrpotf Tov Kupiov—thereafter or thereupon to

reside with the Lord.

When we consider upon what the prospect of this mi-
gration and its immediate result is made to bear—all the

weight of afflictions under which the Apostle and his

fellow-laborers "groaned;" (2d v.) all their arduous "la-

bours" and utmost amhition ((pjXoTjfAouiuLs^a)—9th v.—in

diffusing the Gospel ; all their courage or " confidence"

in the face of its bitterest enemies, (6 v.;) we shall feel

what a power of spiritual m^otive was attached by the

writer to this doctrine. It was truly " coming events

casting" not " their shadows," but their cheering light,

" before" them—light from the other side of the grave,

never equally needed by mere mortals.

And there is a point or two in the 9th and 10th verses

(compared,) that all the commentators with which we
are acquainted have overlooked. 1. It was enough of

%

* Vide Murdock. f Exposition, in Joe.
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stimulus and reward that the writer and his co-labourers

should be with the Lord and accepted of the Lord in that

anticipated separate state ; for here he speaks of no other

bliss of the future life. 2. Yet^ should that bliss and
those rewards bear upon the still future resurrection and
judgment of " all." It shall be a state, then, both of

ample rewards for the past, and of progressive holiness

and \\2k^^mQ^&—preparing us for the future great day of

account. ''^For we must all stand before the judgment
seat of Christ, that each may receive retribution ^n the

body for what he hath done in it."—(Syriacji

A corroborative text is Phil, i: 22, 23. The Apostle

was now three or four years nearer the blissful scene he
presents to us; and there is an evident transition and ex-

altation, both in his feelings and his statements. Before

writing to his Corinthian brethren, he was willing to de-

part and to be with Christ. Now he is eager ; has " a

c?mr^ to depart." Before it was a simple state-

ment of the fact—now to be with Christ " is far better,"

("TToXXw fxaXXov xpsrctfov)—by much more, better ; " better

beyond expression."—(Doddridge.) To live is Christ,

but to die is gain to him. It is in these later Epistles

of Paul, (Philip., 2 Tim., &c.,) that, as Neander observes,

we find passages " in which he expresses most decidedly,

the hope of a higher developement [of the Divine life,]

immediately consequent on death ; of a Divine life of

blessedness, in immediate communion with Christ."*

Add to this that he was now a prisoner for the Gospel,

at Bome; and had recently suffered some personal "af-

fliction," perhaps sickness, there, (chap, iv : 14,) and
additional interest will be given to this warm experi-

mental passage.

But this great writer supposes, in all his Epistles, the

distinct life,—and in some the separate action and glory

of the soul. He speaks of real "visions and revelations

of the Lord," which he had in the early part of this Chris-

tian course. According to Dr. Campbell, (Prelim. Dis.

vi : p. 2,) on 2 Cor. xii : 1-4, of more than one, chiefly

because he speaks distinctly of "the third Heaven" and
of " Paradise,"—a basis too narrow, surely, for this ar-

* Planting of the Churches, 8 vo., trans, by Ryland : pp. 262: Phil. 1846.
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gument. "All Christian antiquity" he says, however, is

with him, " except Origen." Be this as it may, the

Apostle is careful to say and to repeat, that " whether,"

in these "revelations of the Lord," he were "in the

body or out of the body," he knew not. He affirms,

however, that on either supposition, Christ was revealed

to him, and he was caught up, or caught away, into the

abode of the Saviour's glory, and a region of supreme
happiness,—whence he was distinctly conscious of re-

ceiving communications which he might not, and indeed

could not, utter on earth. The whole circumstauce,

Whitby very consistently regards as proof of St. Paul's

belief, " that the soul may have perception when out of

the body, and consequently have an independent exist-

ence." Bloomfield renders the app*)Ta p7)|u,a7a by " ineffa-

bly, inexpressibly sublime" [words,]—verba sacro digna
silentio (in a phrase of Horace) ; and the words follow-

ing—" which [if they were capable of being expressed]

it would not be lawful for me to communicate."
Perhaps it would be equally vague and unlawful to

indulge in much disquisition as to the locality of these

manifestations, or that of the abode of the happy spirits

whom we may scripturally expect to meet in the inter-

mediate state : but it is worthy of remark that the term
Paradise, by which the Jews always have expressed

their highest ideas of the happiness of a future life,

—

and which is used but three times at all in the New
Testament, is twice applied to that abode, i. e, here, and
in Luke xxiv : 43. We may add, our full conviction

with Jon. Edwards, that under whatever name we regard
this locality, it is the highest Heaven of which one can,

at jpfesent^ have any conception,—demonstrably such, as

the present abode of the glorified Redeemer. "What is

it but"—'Where He "hath ascended, far above all hea-

vens" ; where, therefore, our conversation, or " citizen-

ship" even now is (Phil, iii : 20) ; where the proto-martyr

Stephen, having "heaven opened to him, and a real

vision of his soul, prays by Him to be received,—and
where a large,—perhaps the larger part of the whole
family of God having already arrived, it has become the

new or Heavenly Jerusalem ; apd they are waiting for

.'ill I
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the present and future part of that family from the

earth, with them " to be ftiade perfect."

The book of the Revelation may supply us with anoth-

er text. To render us good service, it does not require

that we should form a specific opinion as to the period

of its fulfilment. It relates, like our subject generally,

to a state, rather than to any particular time,—the state

of the faithful martyrs to the Truth, early or late. " I

saw under the altar the souls of them that were slain for

the word of God, and for the testimony which they held."

They were the spirits of slain men, \^\)x°^^\ of those who
had been put to death for Christ, and who speak of
" them that dwell on the earth," as no longer of their

number.—Rev. vi : 9-11. Without attempting too de-

tailed an exposition of the truths here contained, the

psychology of the writer is to us, clearly, that of Paul,

and of the other parts of the New Testament. The souls

of these martyrs neither perished, nor slept in the grave
with their bodies : they are living, conscious, full of in-

terest in the friends, and of indignation at the foes of the

church on earth : they offer prayer, and are acknowledg-
ed of God, both in the purity of their characters and
the reasonableness of their plea.

We cannot conclude without suggesting a meditation
which, in truth, led us to the entire subject. The pro-

bable feelings of a redeemed spirit in a First Hour after

Death ! Is it not among the most important and attract-

ive of all hours upon which the eye of faith and a chas-

tened imagination can fix itself? Certainly the new
candidate for Heaven's rest will not hitherto have lived

through one equally interesting. Do we gaze upon and
ponder the new appearances of the bodies of our beloved
deceased friends ; apply ourselves, like Abraham, to

justifiable cares and honorable sacrifices, to bury our
" dead out of our sight"? We are engrossed, it may be,

far too much with what is mortal. For if the " living

agent" is not destroyed by death, then is not the living

believer, and Christian brother, and true younger bro-

ther of the Lord Jesus Christ. The benediction of the

voice from Heaven becoming at this hour first applica-

ble

—

Blessed a/re the dead wfio died in the Lord^ from
henceforth.
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"While, therefore, to make this interesting Hour, that

of full birth into an immortal state,—in any thing like

detail^ or too close inspection,—an object to dwell upon,

may be undesirable, if not impracticable,—it is scarcely

not too much to say, that the eye of Christian faith is

fixed upon it inclusively^ by all who believe life and im-
mortality to have been brought to light by the Gospel.

It may be like the sun—shining alone—too bright an
object for our direct and steady gaze ; but this does not

forbid our appreciation of its light, or our walking and
working and rejoicing in its brightness. Sir Isaac New-
ton is said to have inured his eyes to looking alternately

at the sun, until, when he directed liifi mind intensely to

accomplish it, he could command a spectrum of its disk

in the dark,—so that at last it would return, even at

midnight, " as often as he would meditate upon the phe-
nomena." Oh ! for such a spectrum of the Sun of Righ-
teousness, and of being with Ilim^ in the Hour we con-

template ! May it not be" brought profitably into some
of our dark earthly hours ?

In that first Hour after deaths the Christian spirit

shall be as entirely relieved from the burden of the flesh,

all the adjuncts and of mortality,—as at any future pe-

riod in all eternity ! Negatives have no degrees : and no
more sin, no more sorrow ; no more temptations to sin,

nor infirmity connected with sin, shall now annoy it. It

awakens to no mere existence, or a dull consciousness

and sluggishness of life, like

The fat weed
That rots itself in ease on Lethe's wharf,

but to a vigour, a liveliness and an enjoyment of life

hitherto known to it ! The work of the soul's redemption

\% practically complete; its purity complete ; its victory

after the good fight, and its rest after victory, complete.

It ascends, even in this blessed hour, the hill where, if

loftier heights and more extended prospects are before

it, the region of clouds and storms is left forever far be-

low. The Christian's death, like that of his Divine
Master, has rent " from top to bottom" the veil that

darkened the Holiest, and he has only, unobstructed, to

walk forward ! From thepresence of evil the righteous is
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taken away,, while few "consider" either where they
" rest" or where they walk.

We submit that such a profitable and highly consola-

tory regard may be fixed upon this Hour, as shall very
happily prepare ns for it ; as shall calm our fears, and
animate our hopes in approaching it ; shall draw from it

to the hour, aye, and to many hours, hefore death, most
welcome light and comfort. When fording with a car-

riage, a river of any considerable breadth and depth of

current, the strength of that current, if we gaze on it, will

sometimes beguile, through the eye, the whole head into

a dangerous dizziness ; whereas, if we cast our view right

across chiefly—on the debouchment or landing-place of

the ford, or on any object on the other side the strearn,

we shall more safely accomplish our passage.

The spirit, in the Hour we contemplate, has fully,

—

unscathed and uninjured, escaped the conflict, its last

conflict, with the great and " last enemy" of man's na-

ture, death. He may have scars, so to speak, but no
painful wound from that conflict,—scars, something like

" those on the risen Saviour's person,—not afi*ecting its or-

ganization or its proper functions of any kind. (Our
sins must forever leave, perhaps, scars ofshame upon us.)

He will have the pleasure of ease after pain, which at

once implies its absence and former presence, and heigh-

tens unspeakably the enjoyment of that ease. Astonish-

ment he may have at where and what he finds himself,

but no perplexity ; awe and wonder, but no terror ; the

absorption of a complete astonishment, without the inac-

tivity, the benurabedness appertaining to it on earth.

—

He is renewed, recreated, in the conflict just past, for

all the activities, mingled with all the enjoyments of a

new and " far better" sphere of exertion. He is even
now " wrought up to" (2 Cor. v : 5—Gr.) a perfect readi-

ness to every good work through an eternal series ; for

God himself has been the inimitable and special Work-
man in and upon him, to produce this readiness ; deli-

vering him from the action and the presence of every
obstacle, every diflSculty.

Let us glance at some of his accessory advantages.

—

We know who is his Sun of Righteousness still—of wis-

dom and delight and matchless glory. He has exchan-
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ged the conscious presence of His grace, for a totally

new consciousness of the presence of His glory. But
may not that Sun have its herald-light, its morning stars?

Nothing does he more readily or deeply feel than that

he has no longer any need of earth's beloved, but cir^

ciimscribed temples. The "Lamb is the temple," rising

in magnificent proportions before him. But shall it not

have its vestibule, and a kind extension of its outer

court?

The morning stars that sang together at the creation

shall now bestud the opening firmament. They are ex-

pressly said to herald the pious beggar to "the bosom of

Abraham." Withdrawn from visible attendance on our
steps below

—

they shall now renew their ministry. To
this his first awakening into a world of realities and un-

clouded light, that ministry may be in a thousand ways
essential. Milton consistently places our first parents
under their tutelage.

The spirits of the just made—throughout a long tract

of time,—^"perfect,** and in various grades of perfection,

shall welcome and encourage him» He shall be receiv-

ed as the last birth of a well ordered and kindly disposed

family on earth, is received ;—in which the most, for a

reasonable time, is always made of the youngest. We
have an unfeigned fear of ''intruding here, into the

things that are not seen,"—and have sometimes checked
the speculations of the sanguine on the doctrine of the

recognition of departed friends in Heaven-—lest we
should make a Heaven full of Christians the substitute

for a Heaven full of—Christ ! We believe, on the whole,

in that doctrine, but it shall be a recognition that leads

not from Christ, but to Christ. " We shall know each

other in another world," said one dying saint to us—"^/*

it will add to our happiness there." "I may be so en-

gaged with gazing on my Saviour," said another, "that

for a thousand years I may not desire to take my eyes

from oif A^m."
But hither may now come to greet the new candidate

for the heavenly presence, converging lines of the re-

deemed froui earth—the older and the later initiated

—

wisely and kindly intermixed. They are not the less

personal temples of the same blessed Spirit that on earth

ToL. vii.—No. 4. 74
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consecrated them to himself—because they are disen-

cumbered of " the body," nor because of the great tem-

ple, looming into distinctness from out its dazzling light,

to which they lead. Each may be regarded as a vesti-

bule of that temple, the " kind extension of its outward
courts," respecting which we ventured just now to put a

question.

The first faculty of his mind which shall be brought
into free exercise, or a new and glorious liberty of the

eons of God, is an intense personal consciousness. The
inward outline of its own being, never before so distinct-

ly marked and felt. Present to itself is that mind—pos-

sessed therefore of itself, as it never before was, or amidst
the distractions of earth. It is an image, if but a

shadow of the Great I am^ and consubstantial with him
as never before.

The next faculty may he that of happiest and liveliest

association with the known forms of created good.

—

Spirits familiar to his pilgrimage below may the king

depute to revive and re-instamp all his best impressions
' of those forms—the ministerial angel of God in conver-

sion for whom Galatian believers would, at one time,

have plucked out their own eyes, and whom they then
received " even as Christ Jesus ;"—portions of the church
of our first vows, first communion, or first public labours,

—below. Some of the last we should expect, first ; and
some of the first, last ! Those who have introduced us

to the fellowship of saints and, instrumentally, to the

Lord of saints, on earth—how well qualified now to in-

troduce us to the fellowship and Lord of Saints in Hea-
ven! If some have united the strongest and most inti-

mate affections of nature^ for us, with those of grace,

they shall be but the apter for this office

!

[For] if as holiest men have deemed, there be
A land of souls beyond that sable shore
To shame the doctrine of the Sadducee,
And sophists, madly vain of dubious lore

;

How sweet it were in concert to adore
With those who made our mortal labours light:

—

To hear each voice we feared to hear no more

!

Behold each lovely shade revealed to sight,

[The Prince of Teachers there]—and all who taught the right.

We leave our happy Spirit in this, his ji/i\'^t unquali-

'
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fiedly happy hour, without presuming to follow him fur-

ther. Up from the stream of death, deep only on this

side, he has advanced to firm footing on the golden sands
beyond. And as the last shallow ripplings of that stream
—noiseless and transparent—spread now into an imper-
ceptible ascent before him (mingling the waters and the
shore in gentless beauty,) so shall his holiness and his

happiness together, mingle and blend, and lead him up-
ward, until God in Christ receives, and delights, and ad-

vances him into all the unsearchable riches of His eternal

presence

!

ARTICLE YI.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE WEEKLY SABBATH.

The Sabbath was instituted in Paradise, and was one
of the first institutions which God gave to the world.

Of this, we have unmistakable evidence in the second

chapter of Genesis. " On the seventh day, God ended
his work which he had made, and he rested on the sev-

enth day from all his work which he had made. And
God hlessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because

that in it he had rested from all his work which God
created and made." By sanctifying this day of his rest

or Sabbath, we are to understand that God set it apa/rt

and consecrated it as a holy day, to be employed in the

special services of religion ; and in blessing it, he appoint-

ed that, to all who should observe it in a proper manner,

a blessing should follow. Here, then, we have a full

and formal institution of the Sabbath. It commenced
with the creation, and was among the first institutions

that were given to the new-made world.

In the fourth commandment, God refers back to the

original institution of the Sabbath, and urges the same
reason for observing it which had been assigned before.

" Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy. Six days

shalt thou labour and do all thy work ; but the seventh

day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God ; in it thou shalt
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not do any work, thow, nor thy son, nor thy daughter,

thy man servant, nor thy maid servant, nor thy cattle,

nov the stranger that is within thy gates : For in six

days the Lord made the heavens, the earth, and the sea,

and all that in them is, and rested the seventh day;

wherefore the Lord hlemd the Sabbath day, and hallow-

ed it."

The decalogue, in the midst of which this command-
ment stands, diifers from the other laws of Moses in two
respects : First, a& to the manner of its promulgation.
These ten commandments were not originally written,

like the rest, by Moses upon parchment, but were pro-

claimed, in an audible voice, from the top of Sinai to tlie

whole congregation, by God himself. Then they were
written, by the finger of God, upon tables of stone.

Secondly, these commandments, unlike many of the

Mosaic statutes, are of universal and perpetual ohliga-

tion. They were designed, not for the Jews only, but
for all men. As much as this is indicated in their be-

ing written originally upon stone. Parchment is a per-

ishable substance, but the rocks of nature are endnnng.
The universal obligation of the fourth commandment is.

further indicated in the reason assigned for its observ-

ance,—^^« creation of the world. The Jews were no^

more interested in the work of creation than the Gentiles.;

and how can it be supposed that a command, enforced

by s-uch a reason, was intended for the Jews alone? In-

deed, all the commands of the decalogue, unless; it be the

fourth, are confessedly of universal obligation; and it is

unaccountable that this should be inserted among the
nine, and be promulgated in the same way, unless the

same extent of obligation is to be ascribed to it.

But if the Sabbath was instituted in Paradise, and in-

tended for all men, there can be no doubt^hat it was
observed by our first parents, and their descendants, in

the first ages of the world. We have, indeed, no express-

mention of the Sabbath, in the brief history which re-

mains to us of that early period ; but we have a satis-

factory indication of its existence in the practice, which
we know prevailed, of dividing time into weeks of seven
days, "yet seven days^^ says God to Noa,h, " and I will

caitts« it to rain, «pon the earth." " And Noah stayed

'
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yet othei' severt daySy and again he sent forth the dove
out of the ark." "And he stayed yet other smen days^

and he sent forth the dove^ and she returned not again
to him any more." We learn from these passages, that

seven days was an important division of time with Noah,
as it had been, undoubtedly, with his ancestors, from the
first, ]N^ow, there are natural reasons why time should
be divided into years, and also into moons or months

\

but there is no natural reason why it should be divided
into weeks of seven days, except that it was divided by
God himself, as recorded in the second chapter of Gene-
sis

If the Sabbath was made for man, and given to him
at the creation, then we might expect to find some traces

of it among the heathen nations of antiquity ; and so, ia

fact, we do. The ancient heathen had their hebdomi-
nals, or weeks of seven days; and not only so, thej were
accustomed to regard the seventh as peculiarly a sacred
day. Of this, the learned Mr. Selden has collected ma-
ny proofs.* The following passages, occur in Homer

:

" The seveath arose, a sacred dmj,^''

"The seventh day came, when all thitigis a/ret Icdd
aside^

Eusebius represents Solon as proclaiming "the seventh
to be a holy- day?'' Clemens* Alexandrinus says :

" E^ot

only the Hebrews,, but also the Greeksi, regard the se-

venth day as saered,^''

The seventh day was also held sacred among the aa-

cient Tuscans and Eomans. Thus Dion says,, in his Ro-
maia history :

" The same Sabbath which was in use;

among the Jews, obtained also among the Greeks and
Romans ;" and Postell remarks, that " next to the Jews,
the Romans were the first observers of the Sabbath."

—

Josephus. very confidently asserts, that "there is not

any city of the Grecians, nor any of the barbarians,, nor
any nation whatsoever, whither our custom of resting on
the seventh day has not come."f
The day commonly set apart among the heathen was

the seventh of their week, or Saturn^s day^ from which
our word Saturday is derived. Thus Heraldus testifies

:

* De Jure et Nat. and Gentium.—Lib. iii., cap. 16.

|lr AgainAt ApioD^ Book ik, «ee 40L
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" The day of Saturn, which was the seventh, was conse-

crated to rest and ^eace^ not only among the Romans
and Greeks, but among all nations." Mr. Selden thinks

that "Saturn's day among the Romans was the same
with the Sabbath of the Jews, and that it was kept as a

day of rest." The following day, however, (the day of
the Sun, or Sunday,) seems to have been the more sacred

at Rhodes, where stood the famed Colossus, dedicated

to the sun.

The first mention of the Sabbath in the Old Testa-

ment, (after the record of its institution already referred

to,) occurs in the sixteenth chapter of Exodus. The
children of Israel were now in the desert, and manna
had been given for their support, with the injunction

that they were to secure only enough each day for their

daily necessities. But it came to pass on the sixth day
of their week, without any specific direction to this end,

that they gathered twice as much as on other days.

—

How came they to do this, unless they had been accus-

tomed to observe the seventh day, as one of rest ? How-
ever, " the rulers of the congregation came and told

Moses. And Moses said unto them : This is that which
the Lord hath said—To-morrow is the rest of the holy

Sabbath unto the Lord." The whole account proves

that here was not the origin of a new institution, but
only an incidental reference to one which had long been
observed. The introduction of the subject, shortly after,

in the fourth commandment, proves the same. ''Jie-

memher the Sabbath day to keep it holy" ;—implying
that the Sabbath was an institution already in existence,

which they were to remember and observe.

Subsequently, the Sabbath was recognised among the

political institutions of the Israelites, and received addi-

tions, which, as they did not pertain to the original in-

stitution, passed away with the dispensation which gave
them birth. Such were the laws prescribing the pecu-
liar manner in which the Sabbath was to be kept in Is-

rael, and the penalty for violating these laws. These
things were specifically Jewish, and did not survive the

economy to which they belonged.

The Sabbath of the Patriarchs was observed on the

seventh day from what is commonly called the creation
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of the world ; or on the first day after the creation of

man. It has been thought by some, that the original

Sabbath was changed by Moses ; that it was made to

occur one day earlier, in order to commemorate the de-

struction of Pharaoh, and the deliverance of the Israel-

ites from his hands. In proof of this, the following

passage has been relied upon :
" Remember that thou

wast a servant in the land of Egypt, and that the Lord
brought thee out thence, with a mighty hand, and by a
stretched out arm. Therefore^ the Lord thy God com-
manded thee to keep the Sabbath day."—Deut. v: 15.

As a new and peculiar reason is here assigned for the

observance of the Sabbath, it has been thought that

there may have been a change of the day.* This sup-

position may be regarded as highly probable, though we
have not now the means of verifying it conclusively.

—

Certain it is, that a change of the day would not change
the original and permanent institution, which only re-

quired that a seventh part of time should be set apart

for holy rest.

That the Sabbath was observed all along under the

Jewish dispensation, sometimes loosely and imperfectly,

and at other times with great strictness, we hardly need
say. For none of their sins were the Jews more sternly

rebuked by the Prophets, than for their frequent negli-

gence and unfaithfulness in regard to the Sabbath. This

was one of the reasons assigned for their long and terri-

ble captivity in Babylon, that their ]and might enjoy its

Sabbaths, which it could not do while they possessed it.

—2 Chron. xxxvi : 21.

As the Sabbath did not originate with the Jewish dis-

pensation, so it was not to cease with it, but was to be
perpetuated under the Gospel. Of this we have abun-
dant evidence. In proof of it, we might cite the institu-

tion of the Sabbath in Paradise ; its incorporation into

the decalogue ; the predictions of the Prophets and of

our Saviour ; and the practice of the Apostles and early

Christians. Isaiah speaks of the Sabbath as to exist in

Gospel times, and pronounces blessings upon those who
shall faithfully observe it. They " shall be brought to

God's holy mountain, and be made joyful in his house of

* See Jennings' Jewish Antiquities.
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prayer."—Chap. Ivi : T. Our Saviour, too, when pre-

dicting the destruction of Jerusalem, which was to be
accomplished under the new dispensation, directs his

disciples to pray that their "flight may not be in the

winter, neither on the Sabbath day,^^—a clear intimation

that he intended the Sabbath should exist, and be ob-

served, under the Gospel.—Matt, xxiv : 20.

But, although the Sabbath exists under the present

dispensation, it does not exist pi-ecisely as before. It

underwent circumstantial modiiications, adapting it to

the altered state of things. Every thing peculiarly Jew-
ish which had been attached to it by JiC)ses, or the Pha-
risees, passed away, and the institution was restored to

something like its original, patriarchal form. Its obser-

vance was also changed from the seventh to the first day
day of the week, that it might commemorate, not the

finishing of creation only, but the end of Christ's work
of humiliation and sufi'ering in his resurrection from the

dead.

Those who think that the Sabbath was changed by
Moses, in commemoration of the deliverance of the Isra-

elites from Egypt, are of the opinion that it was now
changed back ; that it reverted to its original, patriarch-

al day. However this may be, it is certain that the

Sabbath was changed at the introduction of the Gospel
dispensation. This change was indicated, not by any
express command, but rather by Apostolical example^ in

a way not to shock the prejudices of the Jews. The
change of the Sabbath was brought about much like the

other changes accomplished at that period. Circumcis-

ion and the Jewish law were not abolished by express

precept. They were gradually laid aside, and the Jew-
ish believers were weaned from them by instruction and
example. And so it was in regard to the Sabbath. In

those churches which contained any considerable num-
ber of Jewish believers, the seventh and the first days of

the week were both observed ; the former being called

the Sabbath, and the latter " the Lord's day." But in

churches composed almost entirely of Gentiles, only the

latter was observed.

If an}^ think that the change of day here spoken of

was a virtual abrogation of the fourth commandment,
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and of the weekly Sabbath, as founded thereon ; let them
consider that the Sabbath, as a Divine institution, pro-

perly consists of two parts : First, the appointing of one
day in seven to be kept holy to the Lord ; and, secondly,

the fixing upon a particular day to be observed. It is

the first of these points only, which is settled in the pri-

meval institution, and in the fourth commandment. The
second has been settled from time to time, by other inti-

mations of the Divine will. The Sabbath began on the

seventh day from the commencement of the creation, or

on the first day after the creation of man. In the church
of Israel, it was observed on the seventh day of the Jew-
ish week. Under the present dispensation, the Sabbath
is fixed, as has been said, on the first day of our Chris-

tian week. Still, although the day may have been
changed, perhaps more than once, the original institu-

tion, as established in the second chapter of Genesis, and
in the fourth commandment, remains unchanged, and
will remain forever.

The Apostles and primitive Christians uniformly as-

sembled, on the first day of the week, for solemn religious

purposes^and thus observed it as a Sabbath. In many
places, they observed also the seventh day, in accommo-
dation to the customs and feelings of the Jews. The
following passages, taken from the immediate successors

of the Apostles, represent the manner in which the two
Sabbaths were regarded in the early centuries. Igna-

tius, a companion of the Apostles, says :
" Let us no

longer observe Sabbaths^ (meaning Jewish Sabbaths,)
" but keep the Lord's day^ on which our Life arose."

—

In the epistle ascribed to Barnabas, it is said :
" "We

observe with gladness the eighth day^ on which Jesus

rose from the dead." Irenseus says :
" On the Lords

day^ every one of us keeps the Sabbath, meditating on
the law, and rejoicing in the works of God." The Coun-

cil of Laodicea, A. D. 360, decreed that " Christians

ought not to Judaize, or to rest on the seventh day, but

preferring the Lord'^s day^ they should rest as Chris-

tians.

Of the manner in which the Lord's day was observed

in the primitive church, Justin Martyr gives us the fol-

lowing account :
" On the day called Sunday, there is

75
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an assembly of all who live in the city or country, when
the memoirs of the Apostles and the writings of the

Prophets are read. When the reader stops, the pastor

makes an address, in which he recapitulates the glorious

things which have been read, and exhorts the people to

follow them. Then we all sto/ndup together,* and pray.

After prayer, bread and wine and water are brought in.

The pastor again prays, according to his ability, and
gives thanks, to which the people respond. After this,

the bread and the wine and water are distributed to

those present, and the deacons carry portions to such as

are necessarily absent. Then follows a contribution in

money, which is appropriated to the support of widows,
orphans, the sick, the poor, and whomsoever is in

want."
So long as the government of Rome continued Pagan,

and Christianity was persecuted, it could not be expect-

ed that there would be any legal recognition of the

Christian Sabbath. But no sooner was Rome governed
by a Christian emperor, than we find laws enacted for

its observance. So early as the year 321, Conetantine
" required the inhabitants of cities, and all mectianics to

suspend their business on the Lord's day." " No courts

of judicature were to be held on this day; no suits or

trials at law could be prosecuted. He required his ar-

mies to spend a portion of the day in devotional exerci-

ses." No labour was permitted, except what was re-

garded as of necessity or mercy.
These decrees of the first Christian emperor were con-

firmed and extended under his successors. "All public

shows, theatrical exhibitions, and vain amusements were
prohibited." The subject was considered in various

Councils of the church, whose canons " required a faith-

ful attendance upon public worship, and a strict obser-

vance of the day, by a suspension of all secular pursuits,

amusements, and recreations."

The following are the sentiments of Augustine of Hip-
po in regard to the Christian Sabbath : "The Apostles
and apostolic men determined that the Lord's day should

be observed with religious solemnity, because that upon

* Not sit down, as the manner of some now is.
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it our Bedeemer rose from the dead. It is called the

Lord's day for this reason, that abstaining upon it from
earthly avocations, and from the enticements of the
world, we should be occupied in Divine worship ; show-
ing honour and reverence to it on account of the hope of

our own resurrection, with which it is associated. For
as on it the Lord Jesus rose from the dead,, so we hope
to rise at the last day." Augustine proceeds to recount
several important events which took place on the Lord's
day, and thus proceeds :

" For these and other reasons,

the Lord's day is distinguished, and the holy fathers of
the church have decreed that all the glory of the Jewish
Sabbath is transferred to it. Let us, therefore, keep the
Lord's day, as the ancients were commanded to keep the
Sabbath." He further admonishes those to whom he is

writing, that " from evening to evening they should ab-

stain from their customary pursuits ; that they should
not spend the day in hunting, or in rural occupations,

but that they should attend devoutly the public worship
of God."*
As we pass down from this period into the middle and

dark ages, we find the Christian Sabbath still existing,

but encumbered with unscriptural observances, and mix-
ed up and confounded with the other festivals of the

church. It lost, during these ages, much of its peculiar

and sacred character, and in the multitude of external

rites, its spirit and purpose were forgotten. It contribu-

ted, with other things, to make up that system of dead
formalism which so extensively prevailed. The student

will search in vain for a proper Christian Sabbath,—

a

weekly recurring season of holy, spiritual rest,—in all

the middle ages. He will look in vain for such a Sab-
bath in all the Papal world at the present day. The
Council of Trent ordained that the Scriptures should be
explained on Sundays, and that all who have it in their

power should go to church, and hear the explanation.

—

Still, the idea of a festival was kept up, and this has

turned the greater portion of the Sabbath, throughout

the whole Papal world, into a season of recreation and
amusement. The people go to mass, perhaps, in the

* Works, Vol. X., p. 397.
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morning, and devote the rest of the day to visiting, to

pleasure, and carnal indulgence.

When the Keformers commenced their attack upon
the superstitions of Rome, they found the Sabbath in

this perverted, degraded state, burthened with rites of

human origin, and not at all to be distinguished, as to

any Divine authority, from the thousand other festivals

of the church. And what is greatly to be lamented,

where these Reformers found no distinction, they made
none. In their zeal against rites and outward observan-

ces, they discarded all together. Or, what of the sacred

days they retained, they kept merely in compliance with

public usage, or State regulation, and not at all as Di-

vine institutions. The fourth commandment, according

to Luther's exposition of it, " applied only to the Jews,

and not at all to Christians. Enlightened Christians

have no need of it, though for the common people it is

very well, as affording a grateful season of rest, and an
opportunity for religious instruction and devotion."

—

The Augsburg Confession classes the Lord's day in the

same category with Easter, Whitsuntide, and the like.

They are all no more than human ordinances, which
Christians are at liberty to receive, or reject, or reform,

at pleasure. " The Scriptures have abrogated the Sab-
bath, teaching that, under the dispensation of the Gos-
pel, the law of Moses may be omitted."

Thus, to the immense detriment of Northern and Cen-
tral Europe, the Sabbath was thrown aside by the Lu-
theran Reformers. Li Wittemburg itself, in the century
following the Reformation, the successors of Luther and
Melancthon held their lectures, their disputations, their

sessions of the Senate, &c., on Sunday, without offence.

JS^or did the Sabbath receive much better treatment
at the hands of Calvin. He lays it down as a funda-

mental position, that there should be no strict observ-

ance of days among Christians. lie admits that there

should be set times for public worship, but these may
best be designated by civil or ecclesiastical law. He
would by no means bind the church to the observance of

one day in seven ; nor would he censure those churches
which observed other days, more or less, provided they
did not degenerate into superstition. The entire scope
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of his reasoning on the subject goes to show, that he re-

garded the weekly Sabbath as abolished, and that Chris-

tians are left to consult their own edification in the mat-
ter of public worship, as best they may.*
With principles such as these inculcated by the great

leaders of the Protestant reformation, it cannot be sup-

posed that the churches organized under their influence

would be very strict observers of the Sabbath. And
yet we are assured that, for the next two hundred years,

their practice was rather in advance of their principles,

and that the importance of the Sabbath was better un-

derstood. It was the introduction of Neologism into

Germany, near the middle of the last century, which
contributed more than anything to break down and de-

strov what remained of the Christian Sabbath, in the

Lutheran and Reformed Churches. As might have been
expected, the Geological teachers commenced a vigor-

ous opposition to the Divine institution and authority of
the Lord's day. They insisted that it had no connexion
whatever, either with the Jewish Sabbath, or the moral
law. Both the pulpit and the press united in this un-

righteous work, and an ungodly world stood ready to

applaud and to cheer them on. The consequence was,
that all remaining notions of the sanctity of the Sabbath
soon passed away. Instead of a holy da/y^ it became a
holida/y^—a day of pastime and amusement.
And such, we are assured, with few exceptions, is the

Sabbath of the Protestant churches of Germany, at the

present time. It is put on a level with the other festi-

vals of the church, and is even held to be less sacred,

and is less strictly observed, than some of them. The
following testimony of a learned and pious Germanf on
the subject, is as unexceptionable as it is painful

:

" In direct opposition to the law and intent of the Sab-
bath, it is a season of worldliness and sin, with the ex-

ception of the hour or two spent in public worship. In
the cities and large towns, it is hardly distinguishable

from the other days of the week. There are the same
noise and bustle ; the same worldly and vain pursuits.

Even the public oflficers of State, from the highest to the

* See Institutes, vol. i, pp. 418, 425.

f Dr. liebetrut of Berlin, in 1888.
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lowest, almost without an exception, live in an open pro-

fanation of the day. The lower orders imitate the exam-
ple of their superiors; and the more readily, because by
this means they increase their gains. Musicians, rum-
sellers, mounte-banks, rope-dancers, all those whose busi-

ness it is to minister to the pleasures of men, depend on
Sunday as their most gainful day. Every kind of busi-

ness proceeds on this day, as on any other, unless sus-

pended that the people may participate in the public

amusements. The warehouses and stores are everywhere
open. The noise of the workshop, the rattling of ma-
chinery, the rumbling of mills, the strokes of the steam
engine with its hoarse and heavy respirations, unite to

disturb what ought to be the stillness of the sacred day.

In one place, you see the blacksmith at his forge; in an-

other, the teamster belaboring his weary beast, and toil-

ing at his load; while on every side are pleasure-car-

riages and post-coaches eagerly pressing forward on their

destined routes. At the sound of fife and drum, the peo-

ple are seen running together to a bear dance ; or the

the poor minstrel is wailing forth music on his hand-
organ; or criers are calling out at the top of their voices

to draw the greedy crowd to purchase their wares. To-

wards the close of the day, parties on foot, or in carriages,

or on horse-back, are seen hasting away in pursuit of

pleasure, each according to his inclination and ability.

The houses of amusement are all open, where, with cards,

and nine-pins, and dancing, and sports of every descrip-

tion, the Lord's day is celebrated.

"In the country, as well as in the city, the Sabbath
is profaned by secular pursuits and worldly pleasures of

every description. The noise of the teamster and la-

bourer breaks the slumbers of the morning. Mihtary
parades and public reviews, the clang of martial music,

and the roar of cannon, often mingle with and drown the

Sabbath bell. On your way to the house of God, you
meet here a Jew hawking his wares; there, the penny
post from the city, with a crowd about him

;
and a little

further on, the tradesman, huckstering to get off his goods.

"As the people retire from worship, they are met,

probably, by a company of musicians who, having wait-

ed for them, now boldly strike up their notes, and draw
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the idler8 around them ; while another portion, at the

call of drum, are hasting away to the exhibition of

some traveling caravan, or strolling play actors. In the

afternoon, much business of a secular nature is transact-

ed in the villages. The herdsmen, the watch, the school-

master, the field officers, are to be paid ; and this is

enough to set half the people in commotion. They bring

out their hay and their grain in paj^ment of their public

servants, and the distribution to them of their several

portions often ends in an angry quarrel. The noise and
tumult of the scene ends, at last, in drinking and carous-

ing. Thus, in every way, the sacred day is desecrated

and profaned, so that it is hardly possible for those who
are inclined, to remember it and keep it holy."

Such, theq, is the Sabbath in Germany, according to

the testimony of a devout, native German minister.*

And such are the results of departing from the law of

God, and disowning the authority of that sacred day
which he has appointed to be kept holy unto himself.

In view of what has been said, who can fail to look back,

with sorrow and wonder, to the error of those early and
excellent Reformers, who brake for us the bonds of

Popish superstition, and were the instruments under
God, of giving us the Gospel, but who neglected to honour
the Sabbath of the Most High, and enforce it upon the

world by his Divine authority ? How different had been
the state of Germany and the adjacent countries, for the

last three hundred years,—how different had been their

moral condition now, had Luther, Melancthon, Zuingle,

Calvin, and those who laboured and suffered with them,
understood aright, and urged aright, the obligation to re-

• the Sabbath ai '

'

mem I keep it holy

* A pious English traveller, lust returned from the continent of Europe,
writes as follows: "On returning from the morning service of the English

church at the old town of Heidelberg, I was shocked to observe tradesmen
of every degree busily engaged in taking down their shutters, and dis-

playing their wares; while after dinner, at my hotel, a party of gentle-

men withdrew into a window recess, and were speedily buried in tobacco

smoke and card playing. And in Protestant Geneva, the city of Calvin,

what did I behold? archery and rifle matches on the morning of the

Sabbath; barrel organs in the streets; drilling of troops; a real English

fair in one corner of the park, with whirligigs, and theatres of art,

and circusses decked out in their gayest paraphernalia; while in the

evening, the brilliant cafes were all crowded."

Ill
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In England, during the reigns of Henry YIII. and
Edward Yl., the Sabbath was regarded very mucb as it

had been in the Romish church. The reformation had
made but little progress, and had not affected this sub-

ject at all. But during the bloody reign of Mary, when
many of the English Protestants were in exile, a portion

of them felt constrained to push the reformation farther

than it had hitherto gone, and to aim at higher attain-

ments in godliness ; among other things they urged a

much stricter and more faithful observance of the Lord's

day. These were the Puritans of those times ; and to

the Puritans we are indebted, under God, not only for

our civil and religious freedom, but for our Sabbaths and
sanctuary enjoyments.

On the accession of Elizabeth, the Puritans returned
to their native land, carrying their peculiar notions of

religion with them. And though they were severely

persecuted during the whole of her long reign, and du-
ring the reigns of her immediate successors, still they
were not destroyed. They seemed rather to increase in

numbers and in strength.

The first man who inculcated the true doctrine of the

Sabbath in England from the press, was the Rev. Nicho-
las Pound, D. D. of Norton, in the county of Suffolk.

His "Sabbathnm Yeteris and Novi Testament," was
published about the year 1595, some eight years before

the death of Queen Elizabeth. In this book he main-
tained that the seventh part of our time ought to be de-

voted to God ; that Christians are as much bound to rest

on the Lord's day, as the Jews were on the Mosaic Sab-
bath

; and that it was sinful for persons to follow their

studies or worldly business on that day, or to use such
pleasures and recreations as are lawful on other days."*

This book was circulated with a wonderful rapidity.

The doctrines which it propounded called forth a ready
response from many hearts, and the result was a most
pleasing reformation in different parts of the kingdom.
"It is almost incredible," says Thomas Fuller, "how
taking this doctrine was, partly because of its own puri-

ty, and partly for the eminent piety of those who main-

*See Brooks' Lives of the Puritans, vol. 2, pp. 1*71, 172.
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tained it; so that the Lord's day, especially in corpora-

tions, began to be precisely kept; people becoming a

law unto themselves ; forbearing such sports as were
by the statute permitted, and even rejoicing at their

own restraints herein." The truth is, the Sabbath was
a needed institution, after which the church had for cen-

turies been sighing and groping. Pious men of every
age had felt the necessity oi a Divine warrant for sanc-

tifying the day. Their consciences had been in advance
of their reason on the subject. Practically they had
kept the Sabbath better than their principles required.

No opposition was at first manifested against the sen-

timents of Dr. Pound. No reply was attempted for

several years. As Fuller quaintly expresses it, "Not a

feather of a quill in print did wag against him." His
work was soon followed by several others, in support of

the same doctrine. The Puritans with one accord fell

in with it, and distinguished themselves by spending
the sacred day in public, family and private devotions.

Such an observance of the Sabbath on the part of the

Puritans was enough (were there no other cause) to ex-

cite the established clergy against it. They began to

exclaim against the new doctrine, as putting a restraint

upon Christian liberty ; as making too much of the Lord's

day, and thereby eclipsing the honour of the other festi-

vals. In the year 1699, Archbishop Whitgift suppress-

ed Dr. Pound's book, and ordered that it should not be
re-printed. In the year following, Chief Justice Popham
did the same. "These were good remedies," says the

amiable Dr. Heylin, "had they been soon enough ap-

plied
;
yet not so good as those which were formerly ap-

plied to Coppin and Thacker, who were hanged at Bury,
for spreading books against the church." In another

place, Heylin speaks of this doctrine of the Sabbath as

"the most bewitching error, and the most popular in-

fatuation, that was ever embraced by the people of Eng-
land."

But these efforts to suppress the dpetiiftcr^ftheSab-

bath only served to propagate itJbUe more extensively.
" The price of Pound's book, "says Fuller," began to be
doubled ; as books commonly/ then are most called

on^ when called in; and many who hear nothing of

YoL. VII.—No. 4. 76
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them when printed, inquire after them when prohibited.

Though the book's wings were clipped from flying

abroad in print, it ran—the faster in transcribed copies;

and the Lord's day, in most places, was strictly observ-
ed." Whitgift died in a few years after his vain attempt
to suppress Dr. Pound's book ; and then a new and en-

larged edition was published. From this time, the Sab-
bath became a principal topic of controversy for several
years in England.
The subject was called up again, in the reign of James

I., in consequence of his famous,—or rather infamous,

—

"Declaration for sports on the Lord's day." In this

Declaration, the king signified his pleasure, that after

Divine service, "his good people should not be disturb-

ed, letted, or discouraged from any lawful recreations,

such as dancing, archery, leaping, or vaulting ; neither
from having May-games, Whitsunales, or novice-dances,
or setting up of May-poles, or other sports therewith
used, 80 as the same be had in due and convenient times,

without impediment or let of Divine service." This
Declaration was ordered to be read in all the parish

churches; but many ministers refused to comply with
the injunction. Others complied, and then went over to

show the sinfulness of such sports on the Lord's day.

The moral sentiments of multitudes were shocked by this

authorized desecration of the Sabbath, and by that flood

of licentiousness which was likely hereby to be poured
in upon the land.

The persecutions of the friends of the Sabbath were
not so severe, however, in this reign, as in the next, un-

der the administration of Archbishop Laud. Chief Jus-

tice Richardson had published an order, suppressing
Sunday sports and revels, and requiring every minister

of the church to read it. Whereupon Laud persuaded
the king (Charles I.,) to reprimand the Chief Justice,

and to command that he revoke his order. And not

only so, he induced the king to republish his father's

declaration of sports, which was accordingly done, in the

year 1633. Many of the bishops and clergy united with

Laud in his endeavors to further these odious measures

;

while great numbers of the laity, magistrates and others,

exerted their influence to oppose them. And thus we
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are presented with the extraordinary spectacle of the

laity petitioning for a strict observance of the Sabbath,
and of the bishops and clergy pleading for its profana-

tion!

This was true, however, of only a portion of the clergy.

Many of the ministers refused to read the king's decla-

ration, in consequence of which they were suspended,
deposed, excommunicated, imprisoned, according to the

nature of their offence. We read of one in particular (Mr.

Snelling,) who was thrown into prison, and continued

there for years, for no other offence than that of consci-

entiously remembering the Sabbath day to keep it holy.

In spite of all opposition, however, the Scriptural doc-

trine of the Sabbath continued more and more to prevail.

The fury of Prelatical zeal against it gradually abated

;

opposition ceased ; and under the Protectorate of Crom-
well, the whole English nation received the Sabbath of

the Puritans as an institution of the Lord's appointment.
In the Westminster Confession of Faith and Catechism,
the fourth commandment is set forth as of perpetual ob-

ligation. Though the day of observance has been chan-

ged, the Sabbath remains, and the Christian is as really

bound to observe it, as the Jew.
These views of the Sabbath weVe early accepted in

Scotland, and were brought by the Pilgrims to New
England ; in both which countries they have prevailed,

with slight exceptions, to the present day.

The restoration of the second Charles, and the universal

corruption of morals that ensued, gave a check to the sa-

credness of the Sabbath in old England. But when
William and Mary came to the throne, the good sense

of the nation, on this subject, as on many others, return-

ed and prevailed. Accordingly, the observance of the

Sabbath has for many years been established in England,
both by the enactments of law, and the canons of the

established church. The following is the thirteenth

canon of the church :

"All manner of persons within the church of Eng-
land shall from henceforth celebrate and keep the Lord's

day, commonly called Sunday, and other holy days, ac-

cording to G-od's will and pleasure, and the orders of the

church i)rescribed in that behalf."
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It is well remarked by Judge Blackstone in his Com-
mentaries, Book lYth, that " besides the notorious inde-

cency and scandal of permitting any secular business to

be transacted on the Lord's day, in a country professing

Christianity, and the corruption of morals which usually

follows a profanation of it, the keeping of one day in

seven holy, as a time of relaxation and refreshment, as

well as for public worship, is of admirable service to a
State, considered merely as a civil institution. It hu-

manizes the manners of the lower classes ; it enables the

labourer to pursue his occupation in the ensuing week
with health and cheerfulness; it also imprints on the

minds of the people that sense of their duty to God,
without which they cannot be good citizens."

We conclude this brief historical sketch with two re-

marks :
-

1. The world owes more to the once despised and per-

secuted Puritans, than it is aware of. Mr. Hume testi-

fies,—much against his predilections,—that old England
is indebted to them for whatever of civil freedom she en-

joys. It is well understood, that they were the earliest

advocates, and for the most part the consistent patrons,

of religious liberty. And it now appears that the world
is indebted to them, under God, for the weekly Sabbath.
When the true doctrine on this subject had long been
obscured and exploded, both by Catholics and Protest-

ants, and the Sabbath was likely to be lost to the world,

the Puritans of England have the credit of restoring it.

They came to the knowledge of the truth themselves,

and they fearlessly published it, and practised accord-

ingly. And though often assailed with reproach and
persecution, they persisted in publishing what they be-

lieved to be the truth, until they had the satisfaction of

seeing it prevail and triumph.

2. We remark, secondly, on the high honour and privi-

lege of Great Britain and America, in being favored

with the Christian Sabbath. In the language of Mr.
Ooleman, from whom we have derived much assistance

in preparing the foregoing sketch,* " To a son of the

Pilgrims, who loves this day of the Lord, and who has

* See Coleman's Ancient Christianity, pp. 627, 638.
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long been saddened by every form of Sabbath profana-
tion in foreign lands, it is most refreshing to enjoy once
more the season of sacred-rest, as it is observed here at

home, or in that fair and happy island from which our
fathers came. Even in busy London, that vast metropo-
lis of the world, the suspension of secular business, the
repose and stillness of the sacred day, its hallowed asso-

ciations, its solemn rites, its Divine instructions enforced
by the devotions of the sanctuary,—Hhese all are a cor-

dial to his thirsty spirit. In the enjoyment of such a
Sabbath, he feels how blessed, above all other days, is

that which the Lord has made ; and how blessed is that

people which knows and observes it." Happy, indeed,
is the people which is in such a case ! Yea, happy is

that nation whose God is the Lord

!

AETicLE yn.

CRITICAL. NOTICES.

1. Kotes on the Gospels, Critical and Explanatory. By Me-

LANCTHON W. Jacobus, Professor of Biblical Literature in

the Western Theological Seminary. 2 vols. Matt^Luke.

New York : Robert Carter & Brothers. Eighth Edition.

The -rapid circulation of this work while the Notes of Mr.

Barnes were so accessible, is clear evidence of their adaptation to

the still existing wants of the church. This is found in the quali-

fications of the author as a critical scholar and a pastor,—in their

designed adaptation to supply the information needed by parents

and teachers in the use of the American Sunday School Question

Books, as well as those specially prepared,—in the new and feli-

citous method of combining the harmony of the Gospel, with the

events as they are recorded—and the maps, illustrations and other

information supplied.

The Catechetical Question Book, is by the same author

—

adapted to the " Notes" and with the Questions of the Sunday
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School Union as the general basis, incorporating, throughout, the

Questions of the Westminster Catechism.

This plan supplies a most important want. It brings out the

doctrine of the Gospel narratives. It studies the Gospel in a way

to adduce constant illustrations and proofs of the Catechism.

Youth who have learned the Catechism in childhood, are here

advanced to the second stage of instruction, and they have the

Questions and Answers of that excellent summary applied to the

Gospel itself, and studied with it. And a new method is thus se-

cured of training to the Westminster Catechism ; not as a separate

book, to be learned only by rote, but as growing out of the Scrip-

ture, and interwoven with its truths. A pleasing variety is also

had in the study of the Catechism, the Questions of which are in-

troduced out of their order, and are repeated^ time and again, in

the study of the Gospel.

Examples.

Matth. 1. 21.—Who announced the name He should bear, and what was it?

What is the meaning of this name, and why was it given?

Did God leave all mankind to perish in the estate of sin

and misery ?

What offices doth Christ execute as our Redeemer 1

Wherein did Christ's humiliation consist?

Matth. 1. 22.—^What prophecy was fulfilled by the birth of Christ?

What are the decrees of God, <fec. ?

Matth. 1. 23.—^What other name was given to Christ by a prophet?

What is the meaning of the word ImmanueU
How many persons are there in the Godhead ?

Who is the Redeemer of God's elect?

How did Christ, the Son of God, become man ?

2. The Mission of The Comforter: with Notes. By Julius

Charles Hare, M. A., Archdeacon of Lewes, Rector of Herst-

monceaux, and Late Fellow of Trinity College. From the Se-

cond London Revised Edition. Boston : Gould <fe Lincoln.

1854 : pp. 498, 12 mo.

This attractive volume consists of five Sermons, preached be-

fore the University of Cambridge in March, 1840, tp which is
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appended a large body of notes, which fill more than half the

pages. The book is not new to the English public, but has only

now been introduced by an American re-print to Cis-Atlantic

readers. There is a freshness, vigour, breadth, and vividness in

the Sermons which deeply interest the mind, while there is a ful-

ness of Scriptural knowledge, and a soundness of Theological in-

struction rarely met with. We, of course, except the few passages

in which there is a leaning to baptismal regeneration. The notes

are replete with learning, and will repay abundantly the studious

mind for the labour of their perusal.

3. Noah and his Times : Embracing the various Inquiries rela-

tive to the Antediluvian and earlier Postdiluvian Periods

:

with discussions of several of the leading questions of the present

day. By the Rev. J. Munson Olmstbad, M. A., author of
" Thoughts and Counsels for the Impenitent" " Our First

Mother^" i&c. 5osiow; Gould & Lincoln. 1864: pp.413,

12 mo. \

This volume reached us too late to be noticed in our last num-

ber. It discusses a very fruitful and important part of Scripture

history. The first ten chapters in Genesis embrace a larger scope

of subjects for profound research, and subjects more encompassed

with difficulties, than any equal number of chapters in the entire

Scriptures. To handle them well demands extensive reading, no

small share of knowledge in the several departments of science,

sound judgment and discrimination of mind. It is precisely here

that scientific and archaeological theories come into conflict with

the ordinary interpretations of the Divine Word. To harmonize

all, is a work of no small difiiculty. That it is well and popular-

ly done here, is not saying too much in praise of the book before

us. The results of many learned discussions are given in a clear

and forcible style, and the readers are but few, who will not find it

adding largely to their stores of knowledge, and giving them more

consistent views of Divine revelation.
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4. History of the Apostolic Churchy with a General Introduction

to Church History. By Philip Schaff, Professor in the

Theological Seminary at Mercersburg^ Pa. Translated by

Edward D. Yeomans. New York: Chares Scribner. 1853:

pp. 684, 8 vo.

6. The Life and Labors of St. Augustine. Translated from the

German of Dr. Philip Schaff, Professor of Theology at Mer-

cersburg, Pa. By the Rev. T. C. Porter. New York : J. C.

RiKER. 1854 : pp. 150, 12 mo.

The above are from the pen of an able and accomplished writer.

Both were first written in the German language, the vernacular

tongue of Dr. Schaff, and are now given to the English reader in

translations executed, the first at least, under the immediate su-

pervision of the author, and having all the ease and freedom of

English originals. The former was published in the retired vil-

lage of Mercersburg, Pa., in 1851, and, while in its original dress,

attracted the attention of scholars. It covers the Apostolic age,

or the period of the church from A. D. 30-100, and though it is

an independent and complete work in itself, it is to be followed,

if the author's plans are allowed to be accomplished, with other

volumes bringing the history down to modern times. The author

brings to his task peculiar qualifications for his work. The rich

literature of his own native country is spread out before him, and

the varied labours of her many scholars, illustrating now this, now

that, period of the church, and discussing with minute learning the

various events of ancient times, he shows himself to have mastered.

He has the power too, of concentration, of appropriate grouping,

and of life-like description, in an eminent degree. His style is

clear, his sketching rapid, his expression enlivened with a quick

and rich imagination ; his philosophic views of the causes and

issues of events often evidently happy. There is a charm in the

diction, a fulness of information, and a quick decision on so many

points on which the studious reader has himself, perhaps, bestow-

ed some measure of research, that we are carried on with pleasure

from page to page. If all the views of the writer which rule his

own thoughts and representations were true, it were possible to
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recommend this book without abatement. But there is a con-

founding too often of the church visible with the church invisi"

hie. When the author says "There are thousands of church

members, who are not vitally united to Christ, and who will, there-

fore, be finally lost," he utters what we all believe to be true, but

when he adds, " there are no Christians any where, who are not at

the same time, members of Christ's mystical body, and as such,

connected with some branch of his visible kingdom on earth" that

" church membership is not the principle of salvation,—which is

Christ alone,—but the necessary condition of it ; because it is the di-

vinely appointed means of bringing the man into contact with

Christ and all his benefits," we feel that the church visible is ex-

alted to a position which it does not hold in the Word of God.

The theory of church developement, so prominently presented by

the author as the master-thought of his entire history, appears to

us fraught with error. It is true, not of the church as it is visible,

that it " advances from one degi-ee of purity, knowledge, holiness,

to another,"—this is true of each believer, in his transit through

life from his militant to his triumphant state,—it is true of that

Church which is invisible in the individual members which com-

pose it. But all this may be, and the church visible, as it shall

exist on the earth at Christ's second advent, may be no more

pure and holy, than it was in the age of the Apostles. Nor can

we think it right to represent the growth of the church as " a

genesis" " an inward unfolding in doctrine, life, worship, govern-

ment," changing with changing times and increasing knowledge

;

and the several forms which it has assumed as springing from the

original germ which was planted by Christ. The doctrine, life,

worship, and government, were rather settled and presented com-

plete in the Apostolic age. Man is not allowed to carry out into

realization other forms. There is no genesis of other worship,

government, life, and doctrine, than then existed. The word still

is to us, " See thou make all things according to the pattern show-

ed thee in the mount," The mediaeval, and every other form of

the church, which has varied from the Apostolic, has been only

the developement, or spreading of that fomes peccandi, which

exists in the human heart. Nor do we hope for a new develope-

ment in which something being lost from both, the human and

77
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sinful being dropped out and something new evolved, Protestantism

and Catholicism shall coincide. The two systems are wholly op-

posed in all that renders them distinctive. The one stands on the

foundation of the Prophets and Apostles, and relies on the writ-

ten word. The other rests on tradition, called Apostolic, but

really of human birth.

In the Life and Labours of St. Augustine, whose title is given

above, and which we commend as a pleasant and beautiful biog-

raphy of that preeminent father of the church, after representing

him as " one of the chief creators of the Catholic theology," the

*' father of mediaeval scholasticism,^'' and the " author of mediaeval

mysticism,^'' and at the same time, as having "an evangelical

Protestant significance," being " the chief teacher of the whole

body of the Reformers of the Sixteenth Century," he speaks of

him as " a welcome witness and guaranty of the consoling thought,

that the diiferences and antagonisms of these two main branches"

[the Roman Catholic and the Protestant,] " of the Christian world

are not absolute and irreconcileable, and that we may pray and

hope, in the end, after a long and violent struggle, for the dawn

of a new age, when all the injustice and bitterness of strife will be

forgiven and forgotten, and all the discords of the past drowned

forever in the sweet harmonies of infinite love and peace." This

is, indeed, the gentle song of the Halcyon, building her nest on

the troubled waters. But what becomes of the Primacy of Peter,

of Papal Infallibility, of the Celibacy of the Clergy, of The Seven

Sacraments, of Transubstantiation, of Tradition, of Papal Intoler-

ance ? Will they all fall ? Then, indeed, will Rome have chan-

ged, and Protestantism have ceased to protest, at least, against these

errors, which will have run their race. But is this the doctrine of

developement, as intended by Dr. Schaflf?

6. Emblems, Divine and Moral. By Francis Quarles. New
York: Carters. 1854: pp. 323, 16 mo.

A new and good edition of an old book, the author of whom
flourished two hundred years ago, as cup-bearer to the Queen of
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Bohemia, Secretary to Archbishop Usher, Chronologer to the city

of London, and a warm and constant friend of Charles the First,

in the times of Cromwell. True piety, quaintness, ingenuity, and

odd pictorial illustrations are found in these pages. How much

of good taste, and how much of genuine poetry, we were never

able to determine. And yet the book will find readers, as it has

always done, whom it will interest and profit.

7. Genius and Faith : or Poetry and Religion in their mutual

relations. By Wm. C. Scott. 328 pp., 12 mo. Charles

ScRiBNER. New York: 1853.

The modest author of this volume first presented its substance,

if we mistake not, in a series of articles in the Southern Literary

Messenger ; which were received with such favour, as to warrant

their publication in a more permanent and independent form.

The book before us is thoroughly apologetic in its tone ; the first

part being a defence of Poetry against the prejudices and miscon-

ceptions of the utilitarian ; and the second, a vindication of Chris-

tianity from the charge of antagonism to Poetry. The writer

employs these terms in their largest sense : Poetry with him, com-

prehends the whole aesthetic department of literature ; and Chris-

tianity embraces not only systematic theology, but all the forms

in which its Divine spirit may manifest itself.

In the first division of the volume, he estabhshes the intellectu-

al dignity of Poetry, refutes the theory of Macauly that it neces-

sarily declines before the advancement of science and civilization,

and infers from the dignity of its nature and its perpetuity, its be-

nign influence upon man in refining his sensibilities and elevating

his aspirations. From these topics, the author proceeds in the

second division to exhibit the congeniality of true religion with

the spirit of true poetry. It is here the animus of the book is

found, as the writer, with the spirit both of a poet and a Christian,

seeks to reconcile these, whom the ignorance and folly of men have

sought to estrange.

The whole design is well conceived, and there are many passa-
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ges of great beauty showing the writer to be an accompUshed

scholar, competent to the high argument he has undertaken. The

comprehensive range of thought, the nice analysis of the pleasures

derived from true Poetry, and the felicity of diction, will recom-

mend this volume to all lovers of literature: while the Christian

spirit, breathing throughout its pages, will win the regard of reli-

gious readers. The author, known among his friends for his great

modesty and private worth, will be recognized in a larger circle

of those who know him only as a writer, as having made a rich

contribution to the religious literature of his age.

8. Homiletics : or, the Theory of Preaching. By A. Vinet, D. D.

Translated and Edited by Thomas H. Skinner, D. D., Pro-

fessor of Sacred Rhetoric and Pastoral Theology in the Union

Theological Seminary of New York. 524 pp., 12 mo. Ivi-

80N & Phinney. New York: 1854.

This work is properly the supplement of the author's treatise

on Pastoral Theology, noticed by us some time since. This dis-

cusses the work of the Preacher, while that makes the preacher

himself, and especially the Pastor, the subject of discourse. The

two together cover a wide range of topics, but do not wholly ex-

haust that branch of study known in our schools under the title

of Practical Theology. They do not cover the circle of subjects

in this department so fully as the work of Dr. Cannon ; which,

for this reason, is, perhaps, better adapted for use as a text-book

;

though on the particular topics lying in common between the two,

Vinet is more full, more fresh and more philosophical than the

other.

The complaint has of late, been loudly uttered against our

Theological Seminaries that they train theologians rather than

preachers. It is not, perhaps, sufficiently considered how much

easier it is to impart knowledge, than to bestow the ability to use

this knowledge when acquired. Much may be done by instruc-

tion in improving the taste, and in correcting positive vices of

manner : but to create an eflfective speaker is the work of po school.
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Where the gift of eloquence has not been bestowed, no training

can perfectly remedy the defect. However this may be, the issue

of such works as these from the American press, shows that the

Practical department is not so grossly neglected in our ^Theologi-

cal Seminaries as some have supposed : and that an open ear is

given to the complaint so constantly reiterated against the scho-

lastic habits of our young ministers, and some commendable ef-

forts are made to repair the error.

This work of Dr. Vinet is characterized by the same vigor of

conception, the same point of expression, the same philosophic

and suggestive tone, and the same flashes of genuine eloquence,

which we marked as the attributes of his previous book. While

the plan is sufficiently methodical, he is not purely didactic. His

thoughts flash upon the reader, waking him to feel and think.

It is this preeminently suggestive character of Vinet's mind which

renders his writings so attractive : and in the hands of a judicious

teacher, they would serve the purpose of class instruction better

than the lectures of one who simply plods, without enthusiasm,

through a mere routine of topics.

9. Connection of Sacred and Profane History. By D. David-

son. New York: Carters. 1854: pjp. 274, 12 mo.

The three volumes of this well-known compend, covering the

period from the close of the Old Testament canon to the establish-

ment of Christianity, are here printed in a single volume, and

form a convenient manual for the use of the general reader and

the student of theology.

10. Daily Bible Illustrations : Evening Series. The Apostles

and Early Church. New York: Carters, pp. 448, 12 mo.

We have so often expressed our opinion of this series, as issue

after issue hsa, made its appearance, that we have nothing further
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to say than to announce the publication of the closing volume.

It has been an interesting succession of explanatory essays on the

principal points of Scripture history, in which the author's oriental

travels a^^d long attention to those external aids by which the

Bible can be elucidated, have done good service. The present

volume covers that period, so important to us all, when the foun-

dations of the Christian church were laid.

11. History of the French Protestant Refugees from the Revoca-

tion of the Edict of Nantes to our own days. By M. Charles

Weiss, Professor of History in the Lycee Bonaparte. Trans-

latedfrom the French hy Henry W. Herbert : with an Ameri-

can Appendix hy a descendant of the Huguenots. 2 vols., 1

2

mo. Stringer & TowNSEND. New York: 1854.

These volumes have just fallen into our hands, and the only

judgement we can form of them is drawn from the table of con-

tents, and an occasional glance here and there upon the pages

within. The reader of general history is, however, sufficiently

aware of the momentous consequences flowing from the revoca-

tion of the Edict of Nantes, not to France alone, but to Europe

and the world. These results it is the aim of these volumes fully

to portray. In seven consecutive books the history of the French

Protestants is traced from the promulgation to the revocation of

this famous Edict, from A. D. 1598 to 1685 : then the fortunes

of the Refugees in the diff'erent States of Germany, in England,

in America, in Holland, in Switzerland, in Denmark, Sweden,

and Russia. The influence exerted by these pious exiles, the

apostles of civil liberty as well as of true religion, in all the coun-

tries whither they were driven ; the different mechanical arts and

manufacturing skill which they carried with them, and by which

they enriched their protectors ; the contributions which they made

everywhere to science and to letters :—all this is spread out in

the pages before us, promising an intellectual repast in our first

moment of leisure.

Although in their wide dispersion the lapse of time has greatly
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fused those exiles into the native populations of these respective

countries, their descendants are yet sufiSciently distinct to create

an interest in the volumes before us. And in no part of the world,

should these historical records possess a deeper relish than for the

citizens of this State; many of whose oldest and noblest families

still perpetuate the names scattered through these volumes.

Abundant guarantees are given by the publishers, both for the

truthfulness of the original work, and the accuracy of the trans-

lation : and the whole is enriched by an appendix containing the

principal documents necessary to substantiate .the history.

The freshness of these sketches, disentombed from the national

histories in which they have hitherto been buried, must certainly

attract the eyes of all readers of history : who will be grateful to

have in a correct and connected narrative the story of a people,

which hitherto has been inaccessible and fragmentary.

4 1^

12. Lectures on Female Scripture Characters. By Wm. Jay,

author of the '•'Morning and Evening Exercises" etc. New
York: Carters. 1854: pp., 351, 12 mo.

" While the last sheet of this work was passing through the

press, the venerable author was summoned to his rest. He died

on Tuesday, December 29, 1853, aged 84." Thus labouring to

the last for the Redeemer's kingdom, he passed to his everlasting

reward. He had turned many to righteousness, had assisted

many in their spiritual pilgrimage. Partially recovering from a

long illness, while yet unable to engage in any public service, the

aged author revised the manuscript Lectures delivered by him

forty-eight years before, on the remarkable female characters men-

tioned in Scripture, and prepared them for the press. His origi-

nal object was to be useful to the female members of his congre-

gation. He felt the difficulty of addressing them directly, but in

commenting on characters absent and removed so far back in the

past, he could commend the virtues or censure the faults which

might equally exist in the living.
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1 3. Morning and Evening Exercises fc/r April, May, and June.

By Wm. Jay. 601 pp., 12 mo. Rob't. Carter & Brothers.

New York: 1854.

The " Exercises" of William Jay need no " epistles of commen-

dation" from any, having been so long the closet companions of

so many saints. The volume before us embraces only one fourth

of the entire series ; which afford throughout the year, a medita-

tion for the morning and evening devotions of all who love, in

this way, to ponder God's precious Word.

14. Right of the Bible in our Public Schools. By George B.

Cheever, D. D. pp. 303, 16 mo. Carter <fe Brothers.

JVew York: 1864.

The title explains the book. It is an argument against the Ro-

manists who seek to exclude the Bible from the public schools, as

a sectarian book. The argument is well put for popular appre-

hension
;
being to a great extent, conducted by illustrations, and

consisting largely of the reductio ad ahsurdum.

16. Rome against the Bible, and the Bible against Rome', or

Pharisaism, Jewish and Papal. By W. S. Plumer, D. D. :

pp. 129, 18 mo. American Baptist Publication Society.

Philadelphia: 1854.

Another little work from the spicy pen of Dr. Plumer, having

the same general direction with the preceding. It however, covers

the wider ground of Papal hostiUty to the diffusion of the Scrip-

tures : and presents well the analogy between the Pharisees and

Papists in their common treatment of God's book.
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SOUTHERN PRESBYTERIAN REVIEW.

NUMBEE I.

JULY, MDCCCLIV.

AKTICLE I.

EEPORT OF A CONFERENCE BY PRESBYTERY, ON THE SUB-
JECT OF "THE ORGANIZATION, INSTRUCTION AND DISCIP-
LINE OF THE COLOURED PEOPLE."*

At the last meeting of Presbytery the subject of the

evangelization of the coloured people was discussed in

conference, under the several heads of organization, in-

struction and discipline. The present report is the re-

sult of a motion, by which a committee was appointed
to embody the views presented, and the various intelli-

gence furnished during that conference.

The question of the segregation of the blacks from the
whites in public worship, was not at that time consider-

ed, simply because the policy of Presbytery in that mat-
ter tiad already been settled and openly adopted. It

has been the almost universal practice of our ministers

for many years, to convene the coloured people into

separate congregations and dispense to them instruction

suited to their exigencies : and at the meeting of this

Presbytery at Barnwell, in April, 1847, a formal sanc-

tion was afforded to this practice by the extension of its

approval and patronage to a scheme contemplating the

establishment of a separate congregation of the blacks

of the 2d Presbyterian Church in Charleston.

The reasons for the collection of the coloured people

* This article is an abstract of a conference had in ^the Presbytery of

Charleston, on the methods to be pursued for the religious instruction of

our coloured population. It embraces no authorized deliverance of that

ecclesiastical body on this subject, but gives the individual views of the

speakers, some of whom have large experience in the matters discussed.

YOL. VIII.—So. 1. 1
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into distinct congregations have been ably stated by
Eev. J. B. Adger, in a sermon preached in Charleston,

May 9th, 1847, and by Kev. Dr. Thornwell, in a critical

notice of this discourse, published shortly after its deli-

very, in the Southern Presbyterian Review. The want
of room in all our church edifices, the necessity of a
style of instruction adapted to the capacities and attain-

ments of the coloured population, and their destitute

and neglected condition under the pressure of powerful
temptations, constitute cogent arguments in favour of

the erection of separate congregations for their benefit.

It cannot be denied that there are great advantages re-

sulting from the' union of masters and servants in the

solemn offices of religion,—advantages secured by the

conviction produced by this association, of a common
origin, a common relation to G'od, and a common inter-

est in the great scheme of redemption through the blood
of Christ. " But the question," as has been observed,
" was soon found to be partial separation or a partial

diffusion of the Gospel among the slaves, and an en-

larged philanthropy prevailed over sentiment." It ought
to be kept in mind that this separation into distinct con-

gregations does not amount to a compulsory or total ex-

clusion of the servants from access to the churches in

which their masters worship. They are at liberty to as-

sociate with them in worship whenever they will, while
these edifices and religious services, intended especially

for their benefit, are standing invitations to thqse among
them for whose welfare no man cares, to participate in

the blessings provided by the Gospel'. It is also to be
remembered that a complete separation cannot, and in

fact, does not, take place under this plan, inasmuch as it

contemplates the presence of some persons, a measure
indeed, made necessary by our civil statutes;. As, there-

fore, servants are not debarred from worshipping at

pleasure, with their masters ; as it is expected that in all

their assemblages, white persons should be present, and
as these congregations are served by white ministers,

themselves responsible to ecclesiastical courts represent-

ing respectively, large sections of the community, it is

next to impossible that a class worship^—as is fj'equent-

ly objected,—should be the result of the enforcement of
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this scheme, or that it should tend to foster feelings

of insubordination, and to aggravate the prejudices of
caste, by connecting them with the institutions of reli-

gion.

1. The topic first in order in the conference, was the

best method of organizing the coloured people, so as to

secure their spiritual weltare. This subject did not as-

sume the form of a discussion as to the constitutionality

of organizing them into distinct churches, containing

within themselves, the elements of self-government. It

was, however, assumed that such organizations would be
unconstitutional, and the opinion was advanced that it

was a principle recognised, even in the ancient church,
that no slave could be allowed to sustain the position of

a church-officer, whatever progress he might have made
in godliness, and in Christian knowledge. His social

position was regarded as a disqualification for the exer-

cise of the functions of government as well in the church
as in the State. It is obvious, that even were it consti-

tutional to elevate the slave to office in the church, the

introduction of such a measure would scarcely be prac-

ticable. The want of social sympathy between the two
races, the horror of any step which looks to their amal-
gamation, and the establishment of ecclesiastical rela-

tions between them utterly inconsistent with their social

habits, which such a measure implies, constitute difficul-

ties which cannot be removed, and the removal of which,

even were it possible, it would not be expedient to ef-

fect.

At this stage of the discussion, a question was suggest-

ed as to the propriety of permitting informal organiza-

tions among the coloured members of the church, and of

recognising in any way, officers elected by themselves.

On the one hand, if such privileges were granted, the

danger arises of their arrogating rights which do not be-

long to them, and of choosing, through lack of judg-

ment, incompetent spiritual advisers. On the other, if

not granted, too rigid a system might be adopted, the

efi*ect of which might be to impair the interest of the

blacks in our communion, and to drive them into other

denominations in which greater license and more immu-
nities are enjoyed.
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On this point the following views were presented by
one of the members of Presbytery

:

"The Scriptures (and our book of disciplpe,) distinct-

ly recognise all parts of the church as co-labourers.

They provide duties and religious enterprizes for both
officers and members, and it is impossible to keep a

church alive on any other terms, but'the providing°com-

mon objects, not only of interest, but of effort, because

,

the only self-sustaining interest is the active. But our

Book of Discipline does not recognise the coloured mem-
bers as a distinct class, because when it was made their

numbers were not sufficient to give the question impor-

tance. Now, Providence constrains us to take it up,

and the only thing we can do is to affix to the code we
have, the dispositions we need, and, as in heathen lands,

keep the power in the hands of intelligence, but dis-

tribute the duties to all according to their ability."

The speaker "next entered on the subject of the .ar-

rangements necessary to the proper care of the large

coloured congregations which belong to our country

churches, and referred to his own parish, to show what
difficulties in the way of miles and multitudes had to be
met. These people need not only instruction an(J dis-

cipline, but especially that third thing which cannot be
put under either of these heads

—

supervision. They
need to feel that there is an eye tlpon them always ; like

children they must be guarded continually, to preserve

them from bad habits, bad associates, and systematic

temptation. They need a referee upon questions and
differences that arise among themselves, a counsellor in

perplexity, a friend to warn and rebuke in those smaller

matters, which are not open to discipline, but prepare

the way for it. Now, it would be^ an immense benefit, if

the masters and their families, would undertake a larger

part of this work, if they would use their great personal

influence to impress prudence, morality, and piety upon
them. And it is a happy thing to be able to say, as we
can, that there is progress on this point : more masters

care for their people's souls in this way, than perhaps,

ever before. Responsibility ought to lie upon ihem ; it

must and will lie upon them for their servants' intelli-

gence and good character, and no department of family

^

^

V
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I'eligion needs more urgency than this. But it would be
very hurtful to establish a church relation between mas-
ter and servant, or constitute the owner a church-officer

for his people ; and you cannot, if you would, for fifty

reasons, of which this one is enough, that only a small

proportion of masters are connected with our church.

While, therefore, we would have the personal moral in-

fluence of the master as great and good as possible, it is

out of the question to employ them as the agency of the

church.

Can the Pastors and sessions meet this want? The
same remarks apply to the session (who are masters, of

course,) as to the masters generally. Can the Pastor?
Suppose a Parish to be of such size that several lines of

road in it are from 15 to 20 miles in length,—that from
the most central point you can attain, there are rides of

10, 12, 14 miles to the extreme points, that 40 or 50
plantations are found within it, and a population of 2000
or 2600, among whom 400 church-members are distribu-

ted, ranging from thirty on a plantation down to one

:

Can one man oversee, instruct, visit and discipline the

whole, besides writing his sermon or two every week,
and performing pastoral duty for the white congrega-
tion ? IS'o doubt, employing a missionary, if you could

get him, would help the matter greatly ; and such men
should be sought by inquiry and by prayer, that these

wastes may be built up. But notice first that a mission-

ary visiting a plantation once a month, a fortnight or

even a week, is exercising very little of that supervisory

care we have seen to be necessary. He spends his hour
or two in exhorting, catechizing, praying with the sick,

instructing candidates, rebuking known backsliders, &c.;

how shall he add to all this the " giving an eye" to the

church members generally ? How much supervision can

he really bestow ? But, secondly, every pastor and mis-

sionary knows that one of his greatest difficulties lies in

the moral and spiritual uncongeniality of the tmo races.

This results in unconquerable reserve towards the white

pastors generally, and provokes a most deplorable insin-

cerity as well as reticence in the people.

"From all which it follows," he concluded, "that you
must employ the most intelligent and generally respect-
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ed men of colour, as the pastor's assistants. Different

minds will portion out their duties differently, and the

distribution may be safely left with each church.

The arrangement which he preferred as the result of a

short experience is: Ist, to have a 'leader' or 'watch-

man,' on every plantation ; 2d, to have two or three

'helpers' not so locally attached, to assist and supervise

the 'leaders;' 3d, to form all these into a class, teach

them and receive their regular reports. The object of

the first is to get the necessary supervision, and also by
making a considerable number of leaders to prevent

much pride of office; that of the second is, to give them
the best possible advisers of their own sort, and to secure

a better knowledge of them and their behaviour, than

could otherwise be attained. The third needs no expla-

nation." •

The Pastor of the Walterborough Church, whoselong
experience and matured judgment entitle his opinion to

be received with great respect, remarked that " he had
introduced and continued the system of ' watchmen,' as

an important ingredient in the religious management of

the coloured population in our churches, and that he

considered that^ or something analogous to it, as indis-

pensable to the successful culture of this department of

labour, at any rate in our country churches." The Pas-

tor of the Edisto Island Church observed, "that in his

congregation they had no regularly authorized leaders

or watchmen, but expected that the older members on
a plantation should exercise a kind of supervision over
the younger." On this plan the older members on each
plantation sustain, virtually, the position of watchmen

;

the principal difference between them and those already
alluded to, being, that they are not formally appointed
and recognised as agents, responsible for the discharge of

a function to which they have been individually desig-

nated, and that it is not required of them at stated pe-

riods, to render a report to the pastor or missionary, of

the state of those over whom they exercise supervision.

The question of the appointment of watchmen, was at

one time, considered by the session of Wilton Church.
They were inclined to regard such an appointment as at-

tended with hazard, on account of the difficulty of secu-
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ring intelligent and trust-worthy men, and not feeling

prepared at the time, to adopt the measure, deemed it

expedient as a substitute, to request owners to report any
cases of delinquency on the part of their servants who
were members of the church. Information, too, they
supposed, could be obtained by the pastor in his visits,

by inquiries addressed to masters in relation to the con-

duct of their servants. This plan, however, is attended

with serious defects. The masters themselves might
not Be connected with the congregation, and if they were,

might not be disposed to inform a session of the miscon-
duct of their servants ; and the impression would be pro-

duced upon the minds of the servants themselves, that

they are under a sort of espionage from their masters,

which would engender feelings of bitterness and jealousy,

where confidence and cordiality should exist.

The plan adopted in the Anson-street congregation is,

to have several watchmen, to each of whom a book is

given, containing the names of a certain section of the

membership over whom he is expected to exercise a sort

of watch. They are required at stated periods, to meet
the minister and return their reports of those thus as-

signed in part, to their care,—to give notice of any who
may have been guilty of misdemeanors, which would
make it proper, either that they should be admonished
or disciplined, and to give information of any who may
be sick, and who may need the charity of the congrega-

tion. To meet these last mentioned cases, a collection

is taken up at every weekly prayer meeting and distrib-

uted to each as his necessities may demand. In this

point of view, the watchmen may be regarded as sus-

taining somewhat the position of an informal Board of

Deacons, assisting the missionary in the care of the poor

and needy members of the church; a duty which can
but inadequately be discharged by the Board of white

Deacons attached to the parent church. It may be in-

cidentally mentioned, that although these weekly collec-

tions are made up of driblets, they are found to meet the

expenses induced by the necessities of the congregation.

In this connection, the interesting fact may be stated,

that since the establishment of this enterprize, voluntary

societies which had previously existed, having for their
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end, provision for the wants of the sick and needy, have,

in a measure, been relinquished, and the church itself,

made the organ for the collection and distribution of a
charity fund.

On the whole, in view of the fact that there is, from

the nature of the case, a want of free and unreserved

communication in spiritual matters between the two
races, that there are times when, and situations in which
the blacks are inaccessible by the whites, and that their

circumstances and conduct can only be intimately known
by men of their own colour,—it appeared to be the gen-

eral judgment of Presbytery that a class of functionaries

should be chosen from among themselves, whose office

it shall be to assist the pastor or missionary in the dis-

charge of those duties which he cannot with propriety

or efficiency perform in person. These watchmen or as-

sistants, (by whatever name they may be called,) might
be appointed in such numbers, and distributed in such

relations to the body of the members, as to the sessions

and missionaries might seem advisable.

It deserves to be considered, whether the sessions of

the churches, or in the absence of organized churches,

the missionaries should not take the appointment of

these men entirely into their own hands. The most
godly and intelligent members of the coloured congre-

gation might be consulted as to the best persons to be
employed in this work, but their appointment should be
reserved for the sessions and missionaries. Thus weak,
ambitious, and designing men would, in a measure, be
prevented from attaining influence in a congregation,

and the watchmen be led to feel that they act not inde-

pendently, but in direct subordination to authority, and
under responsibility for the manner in which they fulfil

the important trust committed to them.
11. The topic of Instruction came next in order, in the

conference, and its consideration naturally arranged it-

self under the questions : who should be the organs^ and
what the mode^ of the instruction which should be im-
parted to the coloured people?

1. On the first of these points, it was urged "that no
one from abroad can understand the relation of master
and slave, can rightly know what the Scriptures teach

f
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on this subject, or appreciate the nice relations and
duties of the Christian master and Christain servant.

None but tioBe who are masters can rightly instruct the

servant."

It was also contended, "that it has . been regarded a

disqualification for ordination—and rightly so regard-

ed—if a man was himself, a slave. It was so in the an-

cient church. [Coleman Anc. Christianity, pp. 207.]

If a servant was prepared for ordination, it could not

take place but after an act of manumission. The slave

cannot be employed to instruct the slave, except in sub-

ordination to other teachers, themselves having the au-

thority and interests of freemen." This sprung the ques-

tion, how far the coloured people themselves, and espe-

cially the watchmen, should be permitted to take part

in religious services ? Should they be allowed to read
and explain the Scriptures and exhort their brethren, at

meetings held for their instruction? Upon this point,

the following views were presented. Our religious feel-

ings meet their full and legitimate scope alone through
the gratification and developement of our social consti-

tution ; and as it is a well known fact, that the coloured

race is eminently distinguished by strong . social im-

pulses, as well as by the possession of a large share of

the religious instincts of our nature, it would be unwise
to impose too severe restrictions upon the exercise of

these propensities. Accustomed, moreover, to feel the

pressure of authority in the ordinary duties of life, they
naturally expect to find somewhat more liberty in those

relations which are strictly of a religious character, and
will, consequently, seek those communions in which such
an expectation is not disappointed. Under certain con-

ditions and limitations therefore, they should be allowed
to meet and gratify their social impulses in the exercises

of religious worship, in praig^, prayer, and mutual exhor-

tation. At the same time it should never be forgotten,

that provided these restrictions are just and moderate,

they should be observed with firmness, lest a temperate

and regulated religious liberty should degenerate into a
licentiousness in worship, the prevention of which, our
church has ever sought to effect ; and which, when con-

nived at, too frequently perverts the services of religion
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into a poisonous aliment, maddening the spirits and pro-

ducing spasms of nervous excitement, where " peace
and joy in the Holy Ghost" should be the result. Es-

pecially should municipal regulations and the laws of

the State, be observed with care; thus will we, while at-

tempting to compass the highest religious well-being of

the slave, commend ourselves to the community in which
we live, as the lovers of law and order.

2. In regard to the second point, the mode of instruc-

tion, what was said assumed the form of a detailed ac-

count by the respective members of Presbytery, of the

plan actually employed by each, as well as a discussion

as to the method which should be adopted. It may be
interesting to note these details as they were furnished.

The Pastor of the Walterborough Church made the

following remarks: "That when a student at Andover,
he was greatly interested and encouraged by the perusal

of a document,—so much interested as to record it in his

memorandum book, for future use, which mentioned the

fact that in some of the Parishes of Ireland, at that time,

destitute of churches—of public worship, and almost of

the Scriptures, a band of devout Christians formed into

a kind of society, went out in little groups, gathering to-

gether the poor, illiterate, ungospelized, to read to them
the Scriptures, and to pray and sing with them; and
that the effort was by a gracious, covenant-keeping God,
crowned with most signal success. He then based upon
this interesting fact, the great importance, in the way of

religious instruction, of the simple, solemn reading of the

Word of God; and stated it as his sober conviction, that

even if nothing more than this were done in the way of

communicating Divine knowledge to the coloured peo-

ple, it would, with the blessing of God, issue in untold

good. He stated, that in his own experience, he could

testify to as fixed and solemn attention to the devout
reading of the Scriptures as to the preached Word, and
expressed the apprehension that this mode of instruc-

tion, is not adequately regarded by those who have the

management and instruction of the coloured race.

He then continued to say that if in the Providence of

God, he should be laid aside from the ordinary and
higher duties of the ministry, yet should retain the abil-
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ity to go and read the Holy Scriptutures to, and pray

and sing with, the coloured people, he would delight to

spend the remainder of his brief, mortal existence, in

such employment; and that, being incapable of doing

more than that, he would consider his life as not alto-

gether useless, confident that the Lord would graciously

accept and measurably bless even that partial effort to

do good. His mode of instructing the coloured people,

he proceeded to state, was, together with such catecheti-

cal information as he was able to give, to take up the

fundamental doctrines of the Gospel, and explain and
enforce them in as simple a manner as he could, em-
ploying such familiar illustrations as the subject would
admit, and as were calculated to strike the minds and
touch the consciences of the hearers ; and that he had
found the exposition of the Parables and the historical

parts of the I^ew Testament to afford matter of great in-

terest to the audience.

To that people, too, as a class amenable to authority

and to penalties in case of disobedience, and conscious

of such accountability and its results, he remarked, the

presentation of the very solemn matters connected with
the bar of God, can hardly be too gravely or too fre-

quently pressed; it is good to take them often up, with
all their dread responsibilities upon them, to the judg-

ment-seat of Christ, and make them feel., if possible,

their condition as prisoners for solemn trial."

The Pastor of the Edisto Island Church, spoke to the

following effect: "That almost at the commencement of

his ministr}' he had adopted the plan of preaching to the

coloured people attending at the church of M^hich he had
charge, apart from the white portion of the congrega-
tion. Those applying for church-membership, were par-

ticularly instructed and catechized, the doctrines and
duties of religion being explained in the most simple
language he could employ. From the time he took

charge of his church he had pursued the following

course : as soon as the whites of the congregation had
retired, he began a regular service for the coloured per-

sons, consisting of reading and explaining the Scriptures,

(principally the New Testament,) prayer, and singing,

i requently the psalm or hymn was explained before it
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was sung, and their attention called to the importance of

feeling, as well as understanding what they sung. He
observed their countenances closely, and if they appear-

ed not to comprehend his meaning, he repeated the idea

in plainer language, with some familiar illustration.

The applicants for membership, have been regularly as-

sembled about one hour before the morning service,

and orally taught, catechized from Jones' catechism,

to which, he added questions of a practical and experi-

mental nature. This course was continued for a year
or longer, until satisfaction as to their state, views, and
knowledge, was obtained.

At the commencement of the above course, a certifi-

cate of character, and permission from the owner to be
instructed, was required. When any were about to be
propounded to the session for admission, another certifi-

cate was required, stating (as far as the owner knew,
and was willing to declare,) whether the applicant's con-

duct and character were such as appeared to be consis-

tent with those of a Christian. The candidates for mem-
bership and the members also, have been encouraged to

visit the minister at his house, for instruction or advice,

whenever it could be done without a violation of the

rules of the plantation."

These narratives may serve as specimens to some ex-

tent, of the sort of work which has heretofore, been per-

formed by the Pastors of our churches, apart from the

duties which are demanded by the care of the white
congregations. It will be observed, that besides preach-
ing and other religious services, particular attention has

been paid to catec/ietiGal instruction^ especially of candi-

dates for admission into the church.

But, in addition to these labours of love in behalf of

the slave, some of the Pastors of our country churches

have been in the habit of going round to the plantations

in regular rotation, and there preaching the Gospel and
catechizing old and young. This plan is attended with

fatigue and exposure, as we have known some ministers

after the labours of the Sabbath, to be kept out on ac-

count of the distances to be travelled, until a late hour

of the night; but it is also accompanied with peculiar

advantages to the coloured people. By this means, the

.
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aged and infirm who are unable to reach the church, re-

ceive at their own doors, the precious consolations of the

Gospel ; the children are collected and instructed, and
as the white families almost always attend these meet-

ings, the relation between master and servant is ren-

dered more tender by association at home, in the ser-

vices of a common religion.

The accomplishment of the ends proposed by such a

plan must, however, be necessarily imperfect on account

of the multiplicity of duties, and duties too, of no ordi-

nary hardship, which are thus made to devolve on a

single man. Hence the . obvious necessity for the mis-

sionary exclusively devoted to this department of labour;

and would that all our planters would adopt the course,

generously pursued by not a few, of concentrating their

means, in order to secure the services bf men for this

work, in every community. The church at large, too, in

prosecuting the great purposes of Domestic Missions,

might do well to consider whether a fund should not be
raised to assist in the support of such men throughout
all her bounds. It is a subject well worth the attention

of our Presbyteries. The Methodist Church has long

acted on this plan, and no just reason can be urged why
our own church should not institute a similar scheme of

Missionary enterprise in the coloured field. We cannot
but be persuaded that if such effort be made, the requi-

site labourers will not be wanting. Let the church be
faithful in prayer to the Lord of the harvest to send forth

labourers into His harvest, and the waiving grain will

not long remain unreaped. It is not intended by these

remarks to disparage the past exertions of our church

;

in a great measure "she hath done what she could," and,

considering the number of her ministers, nobly done it

;

but it cannot be denied that a more effective scheme of

Missionary operations than that which now exists, is

needed to meet our growing light and increasing respon-

sibilities. In this connection, the fact has been men-
tioned by the Pastor of the John's Island Church, and
we hail it as an indication of an interest in this subject

which is beginning to be felt,—that the requisite amount
for the support of a Missionary to the blacks, within the

bounds of his congregation, has already been cheerfully
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Bubscribed, and that they have been able to secure the

services of an efficient labourer for this work.

There is one other important aspect in which this sub-

ject was considered ; and that is, the duty and responsi-

bility of masters and their families, in regard to the in-

Btruction of their servants at home. In reference to this

point, it was observed, "that the arrangements of the

Patriarchal period of the church were clothed with a

Divine sanction ; and when, as here, the state of society

nearly approaches to that, the spirit of these arrange-

ments ought to prevail ; that as these households were
trained in a knowledge of religion under the supervision

of the master, and the master was held responsible, so

should it be now. The Pastor is settled over congrega-

tions of families^ and as he strives to secure the reli-

gious educatiofi of children with the aid of parents, so

should he, when it can be done, by the aid of religious mas-
ters. He should stimulate them to the putting forth of

direct effort, wherever possible ; should reinforce their in-

fluence by and with his, and also, aim to supply their lack

of service. It appears to be practicable for the church
to train up its servants for God as it trains up its chil-

dren for God; it ought to aim at this; if she set about it

earnestly she might accomplish it; if it were done in the

faithfulness of Abraham, domestic slavery would have
fewer enemies, as it would be freed from almost all its

ills, and attended with much of good to its subjects. It

is the only way in which we can protect and rightly

train our own children., when we also train for God that

larger family, in the centre of which they and we are

placed." Doubtless, much might be accomplished in

this work if the Christian members of each family would
but do their duty. Let the mistress, as is often done,

collect the children on Sabbath and catechize them,

where access cannot be had to public religious services

;

let the servants be assembled, a hymn sung, a portion of

Scripture and a plain sermon be read, and God will bless

the almoners of so precious a charity. Much, too, de-

pends under God, on Pastors. If it would be injudi-

cious too frequently to insist on these points from the

pulpit, let them in their pastoral visits address inquii'ies

to Christian masters in regard to the measures which
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they have adopted for the religious training of their ser-

vants. It is a matter of devout thanksgiving to God,
that long established prejudices on this subject are

disappearing ; and that believing masters are gradually

coming up to their duty, in respect to the religious in-

struction of their servants at home.
III. The third and last branch of the subject, was

the exercise of discipline in relation to the coloured peo-

ple.

The opinion was expressed that the same general rules

should be observed in this department of church control

in reference to the coloured members as in reference to

the white; but at the same time, great embarrassment
was felt as to a question arising out of the contingency
attending the continuance of the marriage relation.

The difficulty is simply this. The law of God ac-

knowledges infidelity to the marriage covenant as the

only justifiable cause of the dissolution of the contract.

But slaves are sometimes separated by other causes

which lie beyond their control. The question is, what
order shall be taken by our sessions in regard to cases

in which a new marriage is contracted after such com-
pulsory separation? Abstractly, it is one which cannot

easily be decided, and great embarrassment was very
generally confessed by the members of Presbytery in

reference to the subject. Several, however, expressed

their judgment of the course which it is expedient to

pursue. It was remarked by one, "that in view of the

difficulties encompassing the subject, he had come to the

conclusion that each minister must, necessarily, act ac-

cording to his own sense of duty in each case, exerci-

sing all his wisdom and discretion with prayer to God
for Divine direction." Another observed, " that in his

church, parties who had been subjected by authority

which they could not control, to a separation which ap-

peared to be final, were regarded in the same light as if

they had been separated by death, and were allowed to

contract a fresh marriage. Such cases, however," he

said, "seldom occurred in the community of which he

was a member."
By another the subject was presented in a somewhat

difterent aspect. "The Methodists and some of our-
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selves," said he, " have wisely decided that such a sepa-

ration as the shipping a husband, or wife, or otherwise

hopelessly parting them, is a divorce hy the State^ because
done under State law and by powers it confers.

The church, therefore, should recognise the remailiing

party as in a state of widowhood, and permit another
marriage. On the other hand, partings for a short dis-

tance, and where they can meet at brief intervals and
regularly, cannot aft'ect matrimonial obligations. Be-
tween these two lie the difficult cases, and these must be
judged on their merits. If they could meet once a fort-

night, or even once a month, they should be lield to

their vows and taught to consider it a cross to be pa-

tiently borne, a test of social and Christian faithfulness.

But if they could not meet oftener than once in six

months or a year, with no rational prospect of improve-
ment, he would think he served the cause of morality
and family happiness by recognising them as divorced

;

but then, he would put the party who remained under
his pastoral care, on a probation, to save the church
from reproach for laxness and weak facility."

It appeared thus to be the judgment of some minds
that a compulsory separation is tantamount to a separa-

tion by death, and of others, to a divorce by the State

;

in either hypothesis, leaving the parties free to contract

a second marriage. Upon these suppositions, however,
it may be asked in what the difficulty as to the exercise

of discipline, lies? If either theory be correct, the only

point which may present some embarrassment, is merely
to determine the fact whether the nature of the separa-

tion in each particular case, would warrant its being as-

signed to one or the other of these categories. That be-

ing ascertained, no further perplexity exists. It only re-

mains to regard a second marriage as valid.

It is questionable whether the real difficulty is met by
this method of dealing with the subject. Are these theo-

ries themselves, in accordance with Scripture? Has
even the State a right to dissolve the marriage relation

on any other ground than the one specified by Christ?

The hypothesis has been advanced that the necessity to

which the slave is subjected, b}^ virtue of the providen-

tial constitution under which he lives, may place him
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under the general operation of the rule by which po-

lygamy was sanctioned in the ancient saints. But the

question still returns, is it right to grant a dispensation

n-om the strict construction of the New Testament rule ?

May it not be that the church ignores the solemn sanc-

tions of marriage imposed under the new Dispensation,

and winks at the violation of the Saviour's solemn in-

junction, " what God hath joined together, let not man
put asunder ?" The Committee would take leave to sug-

gest that there is one way in which the difficulties that

environ this subject may to some extent, and gradually^

be removed ; and that is by enforcing on Masters them-
selves, the obligation to adhere more rigidly to the Sa-

viour's command, and refrain from separating their mar-
ried servants, except in cases of criminal ofience which
would justly subject the offending party to a legal sen-

tence involving separation. In such cases, the servant

would be precisely in the position of any criminal who,
by disobedience to law, exposes himself to severance

from his family. In such cases too, the innocent party

must be content to bear the separation as a providential

discipline. "Whatever may be the difficulties in the case

of the slave—and they are great

—

the duty of Masters
is clear. Let that duty by Pastors in their private in-

tercourse with their people, and especially by our ohurch
cou/rts^ be insisted on temperately and affectionately, but
at the same time, firmly and perseveringly, and we may
hope for the gradual removal of the difficulties which
now create so much perplexity in the exercise of discip-

line. True, all masters are not Christian masters, and
the influence of the church can be directly exerted only

on the latter. But could the conduct of professing

Christians be made what it should, be in the premises,

an indirect impression would be exerted on the minds
of others, and in the process of time the whole commu-
nity might be leavened, and a powerful public sentiment

established, which would render instances of the forcible

separation of husband and wife comparatively rare.

Vol. VIII.—Ko. 1. 2
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AETICLE II.

THE UNJUST STEWARD.

Luke xvi : 1, 12 verses.

No one of the parables of our Lord has presented

greater difficulties to the general reader of the Scrip-

tures. Neither has any met with a greater variety of

interpretations. It has particularly J)erplexed that class

of interpreters who delight in particularizing, making
every incident mentioned in- the parable represent some
distinct truth. " In this," says Calvin, v^e perceive that

they philosophize foolishly, who in the parables scrupu

lously follow out (excutiunt) all the parts." Such are

compelled to say who is represented by the rich man

—

who by the steward—who by the debtors? Also, what
the accusation teaches—what the reckoning—what the

altering of the accounts—^what the commendation ? Ma-
ny of these interpretations are extremely fanciful, and
often they indicate great ingenuity in their authors.

Our object however, is not to give a history of opinions,

but rather to present to the reader the true interpreta-

tion of this parable.

In attempting to do this we shall aim not at originali-

ty, but at a brief statement and vindication of what ap-

pears to be the design of our Saviour in the use of the

passage before us.

We believe that the doctrine of the parable is, that

we should so use the gifts which God has committed to

us, as to secure our own everlasting welfare, or, if this

appear too general, that w^e should use our temperal pos-

sessions, which we hold as stewards of God, so that

when we die we may have friends in Heaven who shall

welcome us to their habitations. "The sum of this

parable is, that we should act humanely and kindly to-

wards our fellows, so that when we come before the

tribunal of God we may receive the fruit of our liber-

ality."

It is to be observed, that this parable is spoken to His
disciples. In the preceding chapter we have three, all
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of which were spoken to the Pharisees, and whose de-

sign was to vindicate his own conduct. " The Pharisees

and Scribes muvTriured saying^ this man receiveth sinners

and eateth with them^ and he sjpahe this parable wnto

them sayingP Then follow three parables in which his

own conduct is most triumphantly vindicated, and the

murmerers placed in a most unenviable light. Having
finished these, the historian adds, And he said unto his

disciples. The audience was the same ; but be now
ceased to direct his conversation to the Pharisees, and
turned to his disciples, thus indicating that what was to

follow was for their especial direction.

The case drawn is that of a man who finds himself in

a position desirable in itself; but he is soon to leave it.

He has been accused unto his Lord^ and he has said,

Give an account of thy stewardship^ for thou mayest he

no longer steward. He looks immediately to the period

which is to succeed his dismissal. He asks. What shall

I doyfor my Lord taheth away from me the stewa/rd-

ship. I cannot dig. To heg Iam ashamed f He has

no wealth of his own. He has never been accustomed
to labor. He cannot consent to become a beggar. His
case is truly perplexing. He quickly falls upon a de-

vice. He resolves so to use the time allowed him for

rendering his accounts, and to take such advantage of

his position, as to make the debtors of his Lord his own
obliged friends. So that when Iam put out of the stew-

ardship they may receive me into their houses. He then
proceeded to call up the different debtors—how many
we know not—gave them back their bills, (or notes of
obligation,) and permitted them to return new ones. In-

stead of one hundred meastores of oil^ one gave his note

for fifty. Instead of an hundred measures of wheat,

another gave his note for eighty. The conclusion of the

matter seems to have been, that the steward was re-

moved, and afterwards entertained at the expense of the

debtors of his Lord.

These facts afterwards came to the ears of the rich

man, and (he, the rich man, not Christ.) The Lord
commended the unjust steward because he had a/ited

{wisely^ prudently. The translation of this record we
regard as very unfortunate. The terms wisdom, wise,
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and wisely, are so repeatedly and unqualifiedly used in

the sacred Scriptures in a good sense, that the English

reader is always perplexed at the application of the

term wise to the conduct of the unjust steward. He
acted with worldly jprudence^ with policy and cunning,

and it was for these qualities that his former lord com-
mended him. " i^or," adds the Saviour, " the children

of this world^'' by whom he means, those who live for

tne world, and are ruled by its unholy precepts and
maxims, a/re wiser., more prudent •, study more closely

the means adapted to secure the end, and use them more
diligently in thei/r generation., or perhaps towards their

generation,—towards those upon whom their success de-

pends—than the children of the light. Men of the world
show more energy, skill, and consistency in the pursuit

of their chosen ends, than the children of the light., the

regenerate, do in the securing of heavenly rewards.

Then follows the application. Make to yourselves

friends of—by means of^

—

the mammon of tmrighteous-

ness, that when ye fail, die, or surrender your steward-

ship, they, the friends, may receive you into everlasting

habitations. The mammon of unrighteousness is the

same thing as unrighteous mammon.—Terse 11. Ma-
ny pious readers have here, been greatly perplexed, be-

cause they supposed that, by unrighteous mammon was
meant gain unlawfully gotten, and that Christ inculca-

ted the use of unlawful acquisitions to further our eternal

happiness. The enemies of Christianity, in searching for

proof that the religion of Jesus encouraged vice, have
rung the changes upon this passage again and again.

Romanists too, have countenanced the idea that eleemo-
synary gifts at the end of life, would make atonement
for years of transgression. None of these ideas, how-
ever, are really countenanced by the text. Christ never
encouraged fraud, and God says, I hate robbery for

burnt o&'ering. IJnlawfully gotten gain is to be given

hack to its real owners, if possible ! So did Zaccheus, the

Publican. We believe, and it is a significant and preg-

nant thought, that Christ uses the expressions mammon
of unrighteousness and unrighteous mammon, just as he
does the deceitfulness of riches, and as applicable to all

earthly possessions. "He calls them the mammon of
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unrighteousness, because lie wishes to render them sus-

pected to us, since thej for the most part, involve their

possessions in iniquity. And although the3^ are not evil

in themselves, still tliey are rarely acquired without
fraud or violence, or other immoral acts. They are rare-

ly possessed without pride, luxury, and other depraved
affections, and the force of the exhortation is in this, that

Christ urges us to use these things, so often the source

of evil, for ensuring to ourselves the Divine favor."

The remainder of the passage is an argument urging
faithfulness in the use of our temporal gifts, first by the

application of a common maxim to the matter in hand.
He that is faithftcl in that which is least^ is faithful
also^ in much^ and he that is unjust in the leasts is un-
just also^ in much. If then^ we prove ourselves unfaith-

ful in the use of the least, the {unrighteous mammon^)
who will com,mit unto us true riches or heavenly habita-

tions?

And if we have not heen faUhful in that which is

another'^s^ (God's,) the gifts which have been committed
to us as stewards, who shall give us that which is our

own, that is, the blessings of Heaven which will be
finally and permanently bestowed?
The point of the parable we make to be this, that

Christ inculcates the prudent, faithful, liberal use of our

earthly possessions, to the end that when we are called

upon to leave these, we may have friends in Heaven
who will joyfully welcome us to partake of their ever-

lasting blessings.

We are aware that this interpretation is embarrassed
with several difiiculties, to the consideration, and as far

as we are able, the removal of these, we now invite the

attention of the reader

:

1. Many persons find great difficulty in the fact, that

in the wicked conduct of the steward is found an exam-
ple for the imitation of the saints.

Here we remark, that in drawing his parables, Christ

took pictures from real life, not wholly good, but in

which there were always mingled shades of good and
e^il. In each parable there is some grand doctrine illus-

trated, and the particular application of the parable is

indicated by the context, or by the explanation of its
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Divine author. There may be some quality in an evil

course of conduct, which those who are in the pur-

suit of good ends may emulate,—for example,—energy,

determination, perseverance, or patience. Just as in

the parable of the "Hidden Treasure," Christ says,

"The kingdom of Heaven is like unto treasure hid in a
field, which, when a man hath found he hideth, and for

joy thereof, goeth and selleth all that he hath and buy-
eth that field." What we are to learn here is, that the

kingdom of Heaven is to be sought with all earnestness,

at every sacrifice. The honesty of the man is not pre-

sented for our consideration, but his anxiety to possess

the field; his willingness to make every sacrifice to at-

tain it. He doubtless did wrong in concealing from the

owner the fact that the treasure was hidden there, but
this fact but heightens our view of his eagerness to pos-

sess it. As that man sought an earthly possession with
energy, promptness, and by surrendering all his previ-

ous possessions, let us so esteem and so pursue the king-

dom of Heaven. The festive scene at the return of the

prodigal son does not teach that dancing is right, or

that they dance in Heaven, but it is a part of the descrip-

tion of real life in the east, and indicates the joy of the

family at the return of the son. So, here it is not the

duplicity or injustice of the steward, hut his prudence.
He saw the difiiculties of his position, he lived for the
world ; he was regardless of right; the question with him
was, "how shall I avoid the sufiering which will follow
my removal from ofiice ?" He solved the question, and
acted promptly. He secured the end. Like him we
are stewards. Like him we are soon to surrender our
places. Let us look to the future; let us ask what w^e

shall do when our Lord takes away the stewardship?
Let us have resources beyond that point. Like him, let

us have friends to whom w^e may look, and on whom we
dare depend. Let us make to ourselves friends of the
mammon of unrighteousness, that when we fail they
may receive us. Those friends are not secured by wick-
edness, but by goodness. By faithfulness in that which
is least, in the unrighteous mammon, we shall receive
the true riches. By the honest and upright use of what
has been lent for a time, {another^s^ we may hope to ob-
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tain what is our own^ in the sense that it shall be per-

petual.

2. Another, and perhaps a greater difficulty, is the

apparent countenance to the doctrine that Heaven may
be purchased by money, which is found in this place.

In reference to this, we remark in the first place, that

the difficulty is not with our interpretation, but attaches

inseparably to the passage. Make to yourselves friends

of the mammon of unrighteousness, that when ye fail

they may receive you into their houses.

There is no fair interpretation of the parable and its

application, which does not leave us to grapple with this

difficulty. How is it to be met? Is it intended to es-

tablish the doctrine of justification by the merit of

works, or are we to look upon this as contradicting those

passages which teach us that salvation is b}^ grace?
We answer, there are two classes of passages in the

Bible, each* having reference to the great question of

salvation, but to -different aspects of that question. The
questions are, what is the ground of justification? What
is the character of those who are justified ?

The just shall live by faith. By the deeds of the law
shall no flesh be justified.

" Whosoever believeth on me hath everlasting life."

In reference to the method of salvation, it is clear as the

noonday sun that we are saved by grace through faith.

Still, in reference to the character of the saved, the

Scriptures no less clearly teach, that their conduct is a

matter of infinite importance, and has direct connexion
with their eternal state.

The great design of God in the gift of his Son, was to

redeem us from iniquity, and purify unto himself, a pe-

culiar people, zealous of good works. The Saints are

created unto good works, that they should walk in them.

Holiness is salvation. We approach the New Jerusa-

lem as we become like its inhabitants.

Again, obedience is not only the end to which we are

called, but it is proof of our justification. Hence, when
the Psalmist declares who are the " blessed," he de-

scribes not the ground of their acceptance or religion

in its vital principle, but in its external manifestation.
" Blessed are the un defiled in the way, who walk in the
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law of the Lord. Blessed is the man that walketh not

in the counsel of the nngodlj, nor standeth in the way
of sinners." And Christ says, "Blessed are the pure in

heart, for theirs is the kingdom of God."
Still further, we remark, that the works of the Saints

will be brought into judgment, and these will be the

measure of their happiness. Whatsoever a man soweth
that shall he also reap. He that soweth to the flesh

shall of the flesh reap corruption ; he that soweth to the

spirit shall of the spirit reap life everlasting. See also,

the parable of the talents.

Once more we add, so numerous and so strong are the

passages which show the connection between our con-

duct here and our happiness hereafter, that if they were
taken by themselves they would teach that there is a

procuring merit in works, especially in works of benevo-
lence. "Blessed is the man that hath mercy on the

poor. He that giveth to a disciple a cup of cold water
in the name of a disciple, shall not lose a disciple's re-

ward. Go sell all that thou hast and give unto the poor

and thou shalt have treasure in Heaven. Blessed are

the merciful for they shall obtain mercy. Come ye
blessed of my father, inherit the kingdom prepared for

you from the foundation of the world. For I was a

hungered and ye gave me meat ; 1 was athirst and ye
gave me drink ; I was a stranger and ye took me in,

naked and ye clothed me, for " inasmuch as ye did it

unto one of the least of these, my brethren, ye did it

unto me."
These passages are the counterparts of that on which

we are commenting, and when we consider it in connex-

ion with them, and remember that it is spoken to the
" Disciples," those who acknowledge Christ as the Sa-

viour, we conclude that to " make friends by means of

the mammon of unrighteousness" \%^ first^ to "evidence
our discipleship by our present faithfulness ; and second,

to honour Christ in the person of his saints, so that we
may be welcomed to Heaven by both him and them,
saying, come ye blessed of ray Father.

3. The sense which we have aimed to establish may
be objected to, on the ground that it seems to encourage
selfishness. The doctrine is, that we use our present ad-
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vantages to secure our highest everlasting welfare. Our
answer is, that this is the selfishness everywhere incul-
cated in the sacred Scriptures. Man's chief end is to
glorify God, and to enjoy him forever, and this is se-

cured by one and the same course of conduct. The con-
fusion of ideas here, arises out of the nature of a stew-
ardship. In earthly affairs, the steward is bound to con-
sider the interest of his lord. In the parable the guilt
of the steward was, in violating his lord's rights,—his
prudence in providing for his own. Their interests were
not identical, and though " wise," he was unjust. But,
in our case, there is no such division of interests. Our
stewardship is of such a nature, that our Lord is most
honoured when our own interests are best secured, and
we do not incur his guilt when we emulate his prudence.
The wisdom of the Divine economy is still further illus-

trated when we consider that our own ultimate happi-
ness is intimately connected with our seeking the friend-
ship of others. The highest policy is the most extended
benevolence. The liberal soul is made fat, and they that
w^ater others, are themselves watered.

"This above all, to thine own self be true,

And it must follow as the night the day

;

Thou canst not then be false to any man,"

" It is more blessed to give than to receive."

Religion thus comes in to bind manlrind together in

one universal brotherhood.

We have gone too far now, to enter upon a discussion

of the metaphysical question here involved, i. €., whether
the essence of virtue is that we lose sight of our own
happiness. The Bible teaches otherwise, and while it

condemns all those acts of selfishness into which men
are led by the deceitfulness of riches, and the love of un-

righteous mammon, it teaches that uprightness, benevo-

lence, love, will not only be remembered in the present

high enjoyment of those who cultivate these feelings,

but that we shall reap in eternity the benefits of a faith-

ful use of our Lord's money.
The fatherhood of God ; the brotherhood of men, is

the great idea of the Gospel.

4. The last point on which we shall remark is, the
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question who are the friends that are to receive us into

their eternal habitations. "We have made them the per-

sons for whose benefit we have used our possessions.

Some have said God, and Christ, and the Angels, who
look with favor upon our benevolent deeds, and who
alone, have habitations into which to receive us.

This destroys the unity of the parable. It was to

the persons for whose benefit he conferred his lord's

goods, that the unjust steward looked for a reception

into their houses, and it seems to us, that the friends
whom we are to make by means of the mammon of un-

righteousness, are our brethren in tribulation. Many of

the saints whom we have it in our power to bless, will

go before us. They will enter into the everlasting habi-

tations. These will be "their own." And it is a plea-

sing thought that they will receive^ not by authority, but
by permission, and with joyful welcome, those that fol-

low after. In my Father's house are many mansions.
There is room in Heaven for all that shall come, and we
believe that the friendships of earth shall not be forgot-

ten there.

When the Christian pilgrim comes to the end of his

journey he stands on the confines of two worlds, in each
of which, he has friends. The friends of earth stand
round him, they minister to the suffering body, they
weep around the dying bed, they wrap the cold and
stiffened body in its shroud of white, and deposit it in \\\q

grave. Meanwhile the spirit has launched aw^ay. In
an instant it finds itself in new society. The loved and
the lost are there. Happy spirits beckon him upward,
and as the returning brother is welcomed and greeted at

home, so the stranger from earth finds himself at home
in Heaven. The Pastor there meets the lambs of his

flock; the Missionary those whom he has gathered
from among the heathen, and every one who has used
in faithfulness his earthly stewardship, will find he has
there, some friends to welcome him to their everlasting

habitations.

iikj

; 1
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ARTICLE III.

RELIGION AND MATHEMATICS.

'Tis a popular error that Scientific studies tend to

scepticism ; that the mathematician, accustomed to re-

ceive only demonstrated truths, cannot readily exercise
simple faith in matters of religion. There would he some
sense in the objection, so often and so confidently put
forth against mathematics, if faith and credulity were
synonymous terms, and if the Romish dogma were true
that "Ignorance is the Mother of Devotion." But how
foolish is the clamor against Science, if enlightened faith

must be based upon the conviction of the understanding,
and if the evidences of Christianity are supported by
precisely the same sort of reasoning that Euclid employs
in demonstrating geometrical propositions.

"We trust to be able to show that the study of mathe-
matics is an important auxiliary to a sound faith and
manly piety. This is our position, and to establish it we
will lay down several independent propositions.

Ist. The reasoning employed by writers on the Evi-

dences of Christianity, is essentially mathematical, and
can be best understood and best appreciated by the

mathematician.
Paley reasons in precisely the same way to prove the

existence of a God, that Euclid does to show that two rec-

tangles having the same base or equal bases are to each
other as their altitudes. Paley does not attempt to prove
directly the truth of his proposition ; but he shows the

innumerable absurdities and inconsistencies which sur-

round the contrary hypothesis. Euclid, in like manner,
attempts no direct proof, but demonstrates that the sup-

position of the rectangles not being to each other as their

altitudes, leads to a gross absurdity. The argument of

Paley was used long before the Christian era, and is as

old as the Science of Geometry itself. We once heard

a gentleman, who had occupied some of the most promi-

nent positions in our Republic, say that the argument of

Paley was not convincing to his mind. But he was as

ignorant of the elementary principles of Geometry as
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any rejected applicant for the honors and dignity of the

Freshman Class in College. We do not believe that

there is a mathematician living, vi^ho will not admit that

the reasoning of Paley is perfect.

Leslie's " Short Method with the Deists" is as fine a

specimen of mathematical demonstration as is to be
found in any language. The veriest Tyro in Geometry

'

knows that the reasoning is identical with that employed
on the banks of the Nile, hundreds of years before the

Star of the East rested over the manger in Bethlehem.
The most thorough man of science, with whom the wri-

ter has any acquaintance, was converted from scepticism

by reading " Keith on the Prophecies" ; and he assign-

ed as a reason for being convinced by this book of the

truth of Christianity, that the arguments were purely

mathematical in their character, and that, as a mathe-

matician, he could neither gainsay nor deny them. One
of the most successful writers on the Evidences of Chris-

tianity that Europe has produced, is Olinthus Grego-
ry, L. L. D., F. K. S., &c. Eobert Hall said of him that

''he united the highest attainments of science with the

humility of the Christian." The argumentation of such

a man is of course terse and mathematical, and is not

the clearness and admirable method of his book due in

great measure to the habit of close and accurate think-

ing, induced by his scientific studies ? A cadet at West
Point was led to read Gregory's Evidences because the

writer was also the author of a Treatise of Mechanics,
which was then a text book in the Academy. The stu-

dent of mathematics was convinced by the reasoning of

a mathematician, and his troubled conscience gave him
no rest until he found pardon and peace in the blood of

the Cross. That cadet is now an Evangelical Bishop of

the Episcopal Church. Facts are stubborn things
; they

will not bend to adapt themselves to silly speculations.

The two instances just given, of the conviction wrought
in the understanding of two mathematicians by close-

mathematical arguments, are in themselves sufiicient to

outweigh all the empty theories in the world upon the

baneful eft'ects of scientific studies. The Horse Paulinse

of Paley is a mathematical gem
; a fine specimen of the

kind of logic which geometricians call the reductdo ad
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dbsv/rdunh. He shows that there are so many incidental,

and as it were accidental, coincidences and confirmatory

passages, in the writings of St. Paul, of the truth of the

Acts of the Apostles, that 'tis far more absurd to sup-

pose that the Epistles and Acts are the joint productions
of impostors, than to believe the wonderful story of the

Cross, and God's strange love to guilty man. There is

not a mathematician upon earth, who will not acknow-
ledge the force of Paley's argument, but the mere man
of letters cannot appreciate it, or feel its power.

It has been our privilege to have had access to many
of the standard writers on the Evidences of Christianity,

and the reasoning in all is precisely the same as that

employed in Geometry. A ripe scholar has said that

this brief summary might be made of all that had been
written in support of the truth of the religion of Jesus

:

" the writers of the New Testament were either deluded
men, bad men, or good men. They were not deluded
men, for the miracles they professed to have witnessed

were of such a character as to admit of no illusion of the

senses. They were not the tricks of the juggler. A
juggler could not have walked upon a troubled sea and
calmed its angry waves. A juggler could not have rais-

ed the dead and opened the eyes of the blind. The first

hypothesis must then be rejected. 2dly. They w^ere not

bad men, for bad men never contended for holiness, jus-

tice, purity and truth, and sealed their doctrines with

their blood. The second hypothesis must also be reject-

ed. The third hypothesis is then established by the ne-

gation of the other two. The Apostles, then, were good
men, and their testimony must be received." Exactly
thus reasons Legendre, to show that if two angles of a

triangle be unequal, the side opposite the greater angle

will be greater than the side opposite the other angle

;

for the side opposite the greater angle must be equal to,

less, or greater than the side opposite the less angle.

—

The first two suppositions are shown to be impossible,

therefore the third is established to be correct. A little

learning is a dangerous thing. The poor buffoon, Tho-

mas Paine, probably knew the difference between a

straight line and an angle, and in his scurrilous attacks

upon Christianity, affected great veneration for the de-
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monstrations of Euclid, and pretended to employ geo-

metrical reasoning in his foul essays. But Bisnop W at-

son exposed the sciolism of the creature, and demonstra-

ted to the world that the obscene wretch knew more of

vulgarity than of Euclid.

2d. The peculiar habit of thinking, induced by mathe-
matical studies, is favourable to the reception, without

cavil or gainsaying, of the incomprehensible doctrine of

the Christian religion.

The mathematician is accustomed to acquiesce in any
conclusion, to which he is legitimately led, by his scien-

tific investigations ; whether that conclusion conflict with
his previous opinions, or even, apparently, with the evi-

dence of his senses. The simple question with the man
of science is, " have I reasoned correctly from correct

data?"—satisfied, on these two points, he unhesitatingly

accepts the result as true, though he may not be able to

understand it in all its bearings and relations. Thus, he
believes as firmly as in his own existence, that two
columns of water, having the same base and the same
altitude, will exert the same pressure upon that base,

and lift equal weights ; though a pint cup be capable of
containing one column, and tlie bed of the Pacific be too

small for the other. The thing seems absurd and impos-
sible, but he has no doubt of the truth of the paradoxical
conclusion to which he has been led, because he knows
that he has reasoned correctlyfrom admittedfacts.

IS^or is his belief merely speculative, accepting the

conclusion as undoubtedly true, though mysterious and
incomprehensible, he has gone to work and constructed

a machine, (Braraah's Press,) which, in the hands of the

greatest Engineer of his age, was used at the Menai
Straits in raising masses of iron, far exceeding in weight
the heaviest stones in the pyramid of Cheops. 'Tis im-
possible for any man, not absolutely an Atheist, to be-

come entangled in the meshes of Deism, Pantheism and
other forms of Infidelity, who will manifest in the search
after Eternal truth, the spirit, which, as we have just

eeen, is exhibited by the philosopher in his mathemati-
cal investigations. Let his data be, the existence of a

God, and the necessity of a revelation of God's will and
character to his rational creatures ; reasoning mathe-
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matically upon these premises, lie will be convinced that

the Bible is that revelation ; then, if he acts as the

mathematician, he will receive the whole as true, though
there be many things that he cannot understand, many
that are contrary to his preconceived notions, and some
even that seem impossible.

We showed in our first proposition, that the Mathe-
matician must abandon his own principles and mode of

reasoning, before he can become an Atheist ; because

the existence of a God has been again and again demon-
strated in a strictly mathematical manner. Our second
proposition establishes that the Mathematician can only

reject the Bible, by being grossly inconsistent with
himself, and by doing violence to his peculiar habit of

thought. It follows, then, that the man of true science,

of all men in the world, ought to be the least liable to

fall into scepticism. We will show hereafter, that the

facts agree with this conclusion, and that in every age of

the Church, since the man of Calvary cried " it is finish-

ed," upon the cross, the profoundest mathematicians
have been his most humble and devoted followers. It

can not be otherwise : the difficulties of the Bible, which
prove stumbling blocks in the path of the helles-lettres

scholar, are no impediments to the faith of the devotee

of science. Jle has become accustomed to them in his

daily pursuits, he has learned to reject false reasoning,

but, at the same time, not to be startled by strange and
even incomprehensible conclusions.

Our position is not a novel one : our views are not

new. Dugald Stewart said thirty years ago, " Mathe-
maticians have been led to acquiesce in conclusions

which appear ludicrous to men of different habits." Let
us examine some of these conclusions, to which the

great metaphysician alludes, and see whether the mathe-
matician can, with any sort of consistency, throw away
the word of God because of its incomprehensible doc-

trines.

The time was, when sciolists attacked Newton's Doc-
trine of Fluxions, the Calculus of Leibnitz; but now,
even that most impudent class have not the hardihood
and effrontery to say a word against that great inven-

tion, which, says Herschel, " enables the mathematician
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to thinh in another language^ and to arrive in a moment
at results, that can only be reached by any other process

after years of painful investigation." The truth of the

Calculus none now doubts, but who can comprehend
some of its teachings ? An infinite area, enclosed between
a straight line and a curve, whose equation is y2=J, is

shown by the method of quadratures to be equal to a

square whose surface is 2. The finite equal to the in-

finite! Does the mathematician reject the conclusion

because he cannot understand it ? IS^ot at all. Does he
throw away his Treatise on Fluxions and pronounce the

whole false ? ]S"ot at all. flow then, can hej with any
sort of propriety, reject the Bible, because he cannot
understand the doctrine of the Trinity, or the Divinity

of the lowly Nazarene ?

Again. Newton regarded all lines, whether straight

or curved, as having been generated by the motion of a

flowing point. Thus, to illustrate his meaning, a point,

moving or flowing with the condition of being in the

same plane and always at the same distance from an-

other point, will generate the circumference of a circle.

He also considered lines, straight and curved, as the

generatrices of surfaces, and surfaces, in their turn, the

generatrices of solids. The point, theu, is the source of

all lines, surfaces and solids ; the flowing ppint generates
all geometrical bodies. This was Newton's theory, and
he made it the basis of the Doctrines of Fluxions and
Fluents, so called from this very fact. Now, a geomet-
rical point is an ideal thing, " it has neither length nor
breadth, but position only." So, then, an immaterial
thing is the ultimate source of all geometrical magni-
tudes !

When Euclid was asked by Ptolemy, King of Egypt,
if the science of geometry might not be made easier, he
replied, " there is no royal road to geometry."
There was no royal road then, but more than fifteen

hundred years after Euclid, Francis Vieta found in Al-

gebraic Analysis a royal road to Geometry which even
the weakest king may walk in. He showed that the

most difficult problems of Geometry could be solved by
a few simple operations upon an equation. Analytical

Geometry became a science, and has claimed the admi-
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ration of the greatest matliematicians for more than five

centuries. Eut do not some of its conclusions appear
absurd? Parallel lines, and none but parallel lines, are

shown to meet in infinity ; the assyraptote is not parallel

to, yet it meets the hyperbola in infinity. The Hyper-
bolic spiral is generated by a point, which starts in in-

finity and eternally approaches toward another point,

every moment becoming nearer and yet never reaching
it. The shorter the supplemental chord of the eclipse is

made, the greater becomes the angle between it and the

transverse axis, and finally when the chord is reduced
to a point, the angle becomes equal to ninety degrees.

Then the angle between a point and a straight line is a

right angle ! Hov^ absurd ! But who so silly as to

abandon Analytical Geometry, because of its incompre-
hensible truths? At every step in mechanics, astrono-

my, and the higher mathematics, the scientific scholar

meets with results which appear absurd, irreconcilable

and impossible. Still his faith in science is not shaken,

his devotion is not weakened. How is it possible then,

for him to reject the Bible, because of its mysteries?

'Tis nonsense to suppose it. True science never yet

made one sceptic. Love of sin has made thousands. If

Laplace and a few other mathematicians were infidels,

'twas not because of their scientific attainments, but be-

cause their corrupt hearts hated the Book that taught,
" the soul that sinneth, it shall die."

3d. Mathematical studies sober the fancy, and tend
to repress wild, foolish and extravagant speculations.

Next to the aversion of the corrupt heart to holiness

and truth, the greatest enemy with which Christianity

has had to contend, since its first promulgation by the

Son of God, has undoubtedly been the speculations of

Philosophers, "falsely so called.*" Speculation has slain

its thousands, and love of sin its tens of thousands. The
philosopher first makes his theory about the age of the

world, the unity of the human race, the moral right of

involuntary servitude, etc., and then examines his Bible,

to see whether its infallible teachings accord with his

silly vagaries. Finding nothing in its holy pages to

pamper, and everything to rebuke, the wild riotings of

his imagination, he rejects God's inestimable word, ra-

YoL. Yin.—ISTo. 1. 3
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ther than abandon his worthless theory. It was so in

the days of the Apostle, and he raised his warning voice

against " the opposition of science falsely so called,"—it

is so now, it will always be so. Thus the sickly senti-

mentality of the abolitionist leads him to fancy that God
created all men free and equal, and finding that he can-

not bend and twist the plain instructions of the Eible to

harmonize with his notions, he throws away that which
ought to be " a lamp to his feet and a light to his path,"

as the "device of men's hands." The anti-slavery men
of the l^orth are, accordingly, infidel in heart, speech
and behaviour. The mathematician pursues an entirely

difierent course from that adopted by the weak, drivel-

ling dreamer. The former does not, like the latter, be-

gin with his theory, and bend facts to suit that theory,

but starting with a few well-established or self-evident

truths, he reasons logically upon them, and then accepts

the conclusion, to which he is led, as unquestionably
true, though it may be strange and incomprehensible,
and even contrary to his expectations. The latter may
be capable of reasoning upon the same premises, but he
will not believe in the truth of the result, unless it agree
with his pre-formed theory. The abolitionist, the specu-

lative inquirer, will admit that there is no flaw in the ar-

gument by which the Bible is proved to be the Word of

God, but he will not receive it as such, because some
of its teachings are plainly in opposition to his precon-

ceived fancies. The true man ot science, unless his un-

derstanding is darkened by sin, cannot be led astray by
speculation. He will say to the man in the clouds, " Sir,

your theory is beautiful, charming, enchanting, but how
did you construct it? by what train of thought did you
arrive at it ? where are your data ?" We have heard of

a good old elder, in the county of Kockbridge, who said,

"I am not afraid of the New-light Preachers, I try all

their sermons by the Shorter Catechism, and write Mene

:

Tekel : Upharsin, upon those that do not agree with it."

Though we belong to the school of blue-stocking Pres-

byterians, w^e think that the venerable deacon might
have gone further and brought all suspected doctrines to

the test of the Scriptures of truth. At any rate, he had
his guide. So it is with the mathematician. He brings

\-\
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all speculation to the test of the data, and of the reason-
ing upon that data. Not a fragment, not a shred, of an
infidel theory will be left, after passing through so fiery

an ordeal. No wonder that Rousseau hated mathemat-
ics, and that in writing against science, he infused into

his style some of that bitterness, which his colleague,

Yoltaire, poured out in his celebrated circular to the in-

fidels of France, ending in these words, "spare no pains,

leave no effort untried to crush the wretch." [It is

scarcely necessary to say that the wretch alluded to,

was he, who lived a life of suffering, and died a death of

shame to save guilty man from a world of endless woe.]

Rosseau well knew that his sneers at Christianity could
have no weight with a well-trained mathematician, ac-

customed to deal in arguments, and that his crude, ill-

digested, ever-shifting theories, upon the relatioris of the

creature to the Creator, however they might please the

idealist, could make no impression upon the man of sci-

ence, who had long relied upon judgment rather than
fancy. Nor was Rosseau wrong. All the world knows
that the heaviest blow infidelity has ever received, was
inflicted by the inductive philosophy of Bacon, a man as

preeminent in mathematical attainments as in the other

departments of knowledge. And what is the inductive

philosophy, but the application of mathematical reason-

ing to any subject under investigation? An eminent
British Essayist has said that for centuries previous to

the Baconian era, the world made but little progress in

true knowledge. 'Twas a period of doubt, conjecture,

scepticism, infidelity; the human mind was tossed upon
a troubled sea of visionary speculation. More advances
have been made in the arts and sciences, and in all that

conduces to the well-being of man, in a quarter of a cen-

tury, since the general adoption of the inductive philoso-

phy, than were made for hundreds of years before.

We do not wish to be misunderstood. We are far

from thinking or maintaining that mathematicians alone

apply the inductive method of reasoning, and we are still

farther from supposing that all, who have not had their

fancy crushed out by the tread-mill of mathematics, are

disposed to speculative inquiry. But we do contend
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that men, who are accustomed to receive otfly demon-
strated truths, are not liable to be misled by a fanciful

theory, and that men, whose pursuits call for the exercise

of the reasoning faculties only, are not apt to give the

reins to imagination. Thus mathematicians are rarely

capable of producing, or even of relishing poetry. Since

the world was made, there never was an epic produced
by one of the class, and Playfair, we believe, was the

onl}^ man of science for three centuries, who could write

a sonnet to a lady's eyes. JS^ow, if it be true that the

imagination of the mathematician is in abeyance to the

reasoning faculties, and if an excess of imagination be
unfavorable to religion, it follows that mathematical
studies tend to promote rational piety. None will ques-

tion that mathematicians have but little imagination.

"We then only have to examine the effects of letting

loose the reins of the fancy.

Irseneus tells us in so many words, that the great

Gnostic heresy, in the primitive ages of the church, was
the natural fruit of letting the imagination run riot, and
that their doctrine of eons., spiritual emanations, was the

offspring of a diseased fancy. Bishop Watson, in his

reply to Gibbon, says, in speaking of modern infidels,

" they are all miserable copiers of their brethren of an-

tiquity; and neither Morgan, nor Tindal, nor Boling-

broke, nor Yoltaire have been able to produce a single

new objection not advanced by the Gnostics." Now, if

Iraeneus and the Bishop are right, the unchecked fancy

has been the source of most of the heresy and scepticism

in the world. They are high authority, and here we
might rest the matter, but a few more facts will strength-

en our position. Hume, says his biographer, was led by
his fondness for speculation, and his love of applause, to

attempt the subversion of all that the Christian holds sa-

cred. He doubted everything, and then doubted wheth-

er he doubted. And thus he floundered in the meshes
of speculative philosophy, till death and the realities of

eternity solved all his doubts. Bishop Berkely wrote an
essay against mathematics, and a treatise on mental sci-

ence. And what has the world gained by the teachings

of the hater of mathematics? Why, it has been taught

I
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that all is spirit, and that there is no matter in the uni-

verse.

" When Bishop Berkely said ' there was no matter,'

'Twas no matter what he said."

But there is this much matter in his foolery. It shows
what a dangerous thing an unrestrained imagination is,

when it can make even a learned prelate rave like a
maniac. Lord Monboddo was deficient in mathematical
attainments, but eminent as a Greek scholar and meta-
physician. He believed that man was but an elevated

species of monkey, an improved edition of the ourang
outang. Had the theorist been a better mathematician,
he would have known that the converse of a proposition

is often true, when the direct proposition is false. That
though monkeys never rub on their tails and attain to

the dignity of the lords of creation, yet the ingenious

speculator, and thousands of others like him, have put
on the airs and grimaces of tte ape, and degraded them-
selves to the level of the baboon. Other theorists, equal-

ly as wise as Lord Monboddo, have supposed that a man
was a compound of the whole animal creation, and that

the predominance of any one animal determined the

character of the individual. Thus the mean man has
the dog in excess, the rude man too much bear, the

slovenly man too much hog, &c., &c.; thus too, old

maids have invariably, either the lamb or the viper, out

of all proportion to other ingredients in their composi-

tion.

Such have been the follies, into which the greatest

intellects of the world have fallen, when they let their

fancy go unchecked. Ought we not to be thankful that

there is a class of men, in whom, reason always sways
the imagination? Are they not, of all men in the world,

the least liable to fall into scepticism, and most apt to

relish the sober teachings of the word of God ?

4th. Mathematical studies give the mind something

certain to rest upon, while other studies lead it into a

labyrinth of perplexity, bewilderment and confusion.

The mathematician deals in certainties. There is no
doubt, no mystery, no ambiguity, no variation, in the

great principles which govern him ; he feels that they
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are under the imraediate control of Him, with whom
"there is no variableness, neither shadow of turning."

Uncertainty belongs to everything else, history, philo-

logy, metaphysics, geology, chemistry, etc.; " the trail of

the serpent is over them all," the father of lies has tar-

nished everything bright and beautiful about them.
But the spirit of immutable truth presides over all the

investigations of the devotee of science. He can arrive

at the same great results, not only by a hundred inde-

pendent routes, but by a thousand by-paths. Thus,

there are more than a hundred direct demonstrations of

the square upon the hypothenuse, and yet the truth of

the theorem may be made to appear as a consequence
of innumerable other propositions in geometry, it can
be deduced, for instance, from the properties of similar

triangles, and from the area of a triangle in terms of its

sides. So, too, the truth that the two tangent lines,

which can be drawn to a circle from a point without,

are equal in length, may be shown also from the rela-

tion of secants to their external segments, or from the

relation of a tangent to the whole secant and its external

segment. Likewise, the measure of the surface of a

sphere may be deduced from that of a zone, and the

measure of a solid sphere from that of the spheric seg-

ment. Similar remarks may be made of every proposi-

tion in Euclid or Legendre. But not only do mathe-
matical truths admit of innumerable direct and indirect

demonstrations, in the particular branch to which they
appropriately belong ; they are moreover confirmed and
verified by every other branch of the science. Thus, in

arithmetic, the product of two numbers, whose sum is

fixed, may be shown to be the greatest possible, when
the numbers are equal. Suppose the sum of the num-
bers to be 10, the numbers themselves may be 1 and 9,

2 and 8, 3 and Y, 4 and 6, or 5 and 5 ; and it will be seen

that the product of 5 by 5 is greater than the product of

either of the other sets. The same truth is more rigor-

ously demonstrated in Algebra; it has been elegantly

proved by Button in his Isoperimetrical Geometry, and
by Newton in his Maxima and Minima, and has been
used by Yauban in determining the proper form for

field and permanent fortifications. Some 250 years ago,

\;i
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Cav^llieri, an Italian, discovered that the sum of the

squares, of all the numbers between and H inclusive,

could be truly expressed by

3 2
2H t 3 H t H .

6

Suppose, for example, we w^ish to find the sum of the

squares between and 4 inchisive, make H=4 in the

above expression, and you will find the sum equal to 30,

which agrees with the fact. Here is a simple applica-

tion of the formula in arithmetic, but it has been used
by algebraists in the solution of their most difiicult

problems, and by geometricians in the determination of

the measures of all known surfaces and solids. The
formula, too, in all probability, suggested to ISTewton the

beautiful principles of the calculus. Here is something
stable to rest upon. The seal of truth has been set to

the expression of Cavallieri. It has been tried a thou-

sand times in arithmetic, algebra, geometry and calculus,

and been found to give true results. Does it work by
blind chance, or does it obey Him who changes not?

Again : Euclid, Pappus, Archimedes, and other ancient

geometricians, determined the measures of most of the

geometrical bodies. Newton's method of quadratures

and cubatures gives identically the same measures, but

the process, by which they are found, differs in toto, not

only in elegance but in ease. Subsequent to the dis-

covery of Newton, the centro-baryc method was intro-

duced, and was found to give the well-known measures
in a moment.
An elementary demonstration in algebra establishes

that a quantity changes its sign in passing through zero

and infinity. This truth appears on almost every page
of algebra, is of frequent application in geometry, is

verified by the algebraic analysis of Yieta, and is con-

stantly acknowledged in natural philosophy and astron-

omy. But the most beautiful illustration of it is in

optics, where it is shown by experiment as well as theo-

ry. An object placed on the prolongation of the radius

of curvature of a convex reflector, will give an image be-

tween the reflector and centre of curvature ; advance the
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object towards the reflector, the image will recede from
it, and when the object reaches the principal focus, the

image will disappear into infinity. Continue to advance
the object towards the reflector, the image will return

and be seen on the other side, and is erect now, whereas
it was inverted before. It has passed through infinity

and changed its sign and character.

For the last 150 years, the calculus has been used,

among other things, to demonstrate propositions which
had been proved during the space of 100 years previous,

by the method of indivisibles, and this method itself,

took the place of the method of exhaustions, that bad
been used for 2,000 years. The results obtained by the

three methods are precisely the same. How often has

the thought occurred to ourselves, and surely to every

student of mathematics, that the great truths of science,

which have been demonstrated in so many different

ways, during so many ages, have remained invariable,

because established by Him with whom " one day is as

a thousand years and a thousand years as one day."

There is but one step between faith in the laws and faith

in Him who established those laws. Well was it said,

^'the undevout Astronomer is mad." "Well may it be

said, the undevout mathematician is a sin-hardened fool.

Surely the study of science, upon which God has stamp-

ed his own unchangeable character, must fill the mind
with reverence for the being "who is, and was, and is to

come." The soul of the heathen geometrician was ele-

vated as he contemplated the grandeur of his subject,

the certainty of its results, and the uniformity of its

laws, and turning from his fabled Isis and Osiris, he ex-

claimed in devout rapture, " God works by geometry."
There is something so sublime in the certainty of sci-

ence, that the mind of the student will be almost uncon-
sciously divested of its proneness to doubt and scepti-

cism, and be lifted up in reverential admiration of the

Great Unknown, who has said of himself, " I change
not." How implicit must have been the confidence of
Plalley, in the unchanging nature of the laws of science

as regulated by this unchangeable Being, when he pre-

dicted the return of his comet in 75 years, though the

hand that traced the calculation of its elements would
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be dust and ashes long before that period. Le Yerrier
had the same confidence when he wrote from Paris to a
friend in Berlin to turn his telescope to a particular part

of the Heavens, and there he would find a planet 3000
millions of miles from the earth, which no mortal eye
had seen, but which he knew to be there/V^jm the calcu-

lations of his closet.

Surely it is the supreme of folly to say that the man
is prone to unbelief, whose daily studies promote confi-

dence and trust. As well may it be said that the child

will be prone to falsehood, who has been brought up in

an atmosphere of truth. All the world knows that the

rev^erse is the case, that lying parents have lying chil-

dren. So too, the studies that are surrounded with con-

tradiction and uncertainty promote doubt, scepticism,

and infidelity. Let us examine these studies, and see

what efi'ect they leave upon the mind.
History. '^ Herodotus, the oldest Greek historian, has

been called the father of history, and also called the

father of lies. Tacitus, the most eminent Latin histo-

rian, received from Tertullian the appellation, "Menda-
ciorum Loquacissirnus," (the most babbling of liars.)

Seven cities claimed to be the birth-place of Homer,
and many deny that Homer ever lived. For two cen-

turies, the world beheved that Shakspeare stole deer

from the park of Sir Thomas Lucy, but the whole story

has lately been discredited. The Pictorial History of

England represents " Bloody Mary" as a fiend incar-

nate; Lingard, the Catholic historian, depicts her as an
angel of light. Macaulay describes William Penn as a
monster, the Quaker writes as inferior only to Paul in

courage, constancy and purity. Robertson rejected as

fables the histories of the elegant De Solis,.the stout old

Bernal Diaz, and the graphic Cavligero; Prescott has

literally transcribed the same histories in his Conquest
of Mexico. The N"aval histories of Cooper and James
agree in but two particulars, in the name of the vessels

engaged, and in the names of their commanders. They
disagree in regard to the size of the vessels, the rate of

their guns, the number of killed and wounded, the mode
of conducting the engagement, &c. The Napoleon of

Las Casas has not a shade of character in common with
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the ^N'apoleon of Walter Scott. When the Ameiican
army entered the Mexican Capitol, they found from the

Mexican records, that the Americans had been badly

beaten everywhere. The common people could not un-

derstand why it was that " Los Yankees" w^ould not stay

whipped. These facts are sufficient to show that the

study of history must impair confidence in human testi-

mony. Doubt is like " the letting out of great waters," its

devastation is at first slight, then greater and greater until

it overwhelms all that is lovely beneath its surging

waves. Doubt about history, and you are prepared to

doubt the testimony of the Evangelists. Suspect one
man, and you will be ready to be suspicious of all men.

Philology—Grammar. What a vast field of doubt
opens before us here. What contradictory folios about
the force of a Greek particle and the root of a Latin

word. How infinite the translations of the same pas-

sage, and how much learned quibbling about its hidden
meaning. We have arbitrary rules of writing and pro-

nunciation to-day, which will be rescinded to-morrow.

Change, doubt, and uncertainty beset the poor scholar

on every side. Death, with its awful terrors, cannot, at

its approach, divest him of his perplexity. " I die," said

the learned grammarian, but doubting whether he had
expressed himself correctly, he immediately added, " or

am dying." We will describe you, grammarians and
linguists, in the language of an old writer, as men " do-

ting about questions and strifes of words, whereofcometh
envy, strife, railings, &c."

Metaj)hy8ics^ with its mist and fogs, has enveloped
in its murky folds a multitude of the gentlemen of doubt
and scepticism, Hume, Adam Smith, Chubb, Boling-

broke, Descartes, &c. &c. Wisely did the Scotchman
say, "when the party, who hear, dinnaken what the par-

ty who speak mean, and when the party, who speak, din-

na ken what they mean themselves ; that is Metaphysics."
Geology^ had its Wernerian and Huttonian theories,

and now has its internal heat and its chemical theories.

These to-morrow are to give way to others equally as

wise and equally as transient. A science that is " wise
above that which is written," may yet give way to Mo-
ses and the Prophets.
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Chemistry. That which is learned to-day must be
unlearned to-morrow. The theory of material particles

of light has given place to the theory of imdulations,

which nobody understands. The two theories of light

have still their advocates and partizans. Electricity has
been explained in divers and sundry different ways, all

equally satisfactory to the explainers.

We conclude, then, that though a knowledge of histo-

ry and languages be essential to the scholar, and even to

the refined and polished gentleman, and though meta-
physicians be necessary to impart acumen and vigor to

the mind, and though it be impossible to understand the
phenomena of nature without acquaintance with chemis-

try
;
yet the study of none of these can have the same

religious tendency as the study of the only thing which
resembles the Creator, in truthfulness and unchangea-
bleness.

We have now given four substantial reasons to prove
that mathematical studies are well calculated to promote
a sound faith and rational piety : 1st. That mathemati-
cians are more familiar than other men, with the kind of

reasoning employed in demonstrating the existence of a

God, and in establishing the great truth that the Scrip-

tures are the word of God, and that, as a consequence of

this familiarity, they are better prepared to appreciate

this peculiar kind of reasoning: 2d. That mathemati-
cians, continually meeting with incomprehensible and
apparently impossible facts in their investigations, would
not be so likely as other men to reject the Bible, because
of its mysteries, and because its teachings conflicted with

pre-conceived notions : 3rd. That mathematicians were
not apt to give the reins to the fancy, and to indulge in

that extravagant speculation, which has made so many
infidels, fools and madmen : 4th. That the implicit con-

fidence of the mathematician in the truth of all his re-

sults, is favourable to unwavering faith, and well calcu-

lated to remove doubt and distrust, the sure fore-runners

of scepticism and despair. To these four propositions,

which we endeavoured to establish by facts and argu-

ments, we will add a fifth, without however intending

to discuss it, because its truth will be universally admit-
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ted. 'Tis this : a profound knowledge of mathematics
always produces a spirit of modesty and humility, emi-

nently adapted to receive the doctrines of the lowly
!N^azarene. This cannot be otherwise. The mathemati-
cian feels every day the limit of his power. He has
done a little, but the infinite remains untouched

;
he has

thrown up his little mole-hill, but it is at the foot of the

mighty Alps. For three centuries the world has made
no advances in the solution of equations, l^o general

rules are known for solving an equation above the fourth

degree. [Numerical equations of high degrees can be
solved in particular cases, but we have arrived no nearer

a general solution than did Tartaglia and Cardan, in the

sixteenth century. The softest Freshman can propose
an equation that the greatest mathematician living can-

not solve. How, then, can the Algebraist be proud of

his powers? The geometrician must be equally humble.
The trisection of an angle, the duplication of a cube, the

quadrature of the circle, are problems which have been
tried again and again for more than two thousand years.

Robert Simson was probably the greatest geometrician

the world has ever produced, but any stupid boy, who
had just taken in the conception of an angle, could have
proposed to him a problem which his geometry could

not reach. Mere smatterers in science may be vain and
conceited, but the profound scholar has been too often

baffled and foiled in his efforts to feel otherwise than
humble. Thus Newton said, " that when he compared
his attainments with what yet remained to be learned,

he felt like a child picking up pebbles on the sea-shore,

with the vast ocean of truth before him." Laplace, when
congratulated upon his vast stores of knowledge, replied,

at I know is little, what I do not know is immense."u WJ

John Bernouilli was more honoured and flattered than

any sovereign in Europe, and yet he had the modest
simplicity that old writers tell us used to be the charac-

teristic of children. Compare the humility of these men
and that of all eminent mathematicians with the inso-

lence of Voltaire, the vanity of Rousseau, the arrogance

of Gibbon, the conceit of Hume, the coxcombry of By-
ron, Bulwer, etc. The feehng with literary gentlemen
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is too often " we are the people, and wisdom shall die

with us." And this feeling they are by no means care-

ful to conceal.

We will now leave our five propositions to fall by
their weakness, or stand by their strength, and come to

the indebtedness of religion to science. The observed
acceleration of the moon in its orbit, led the infidels of

France to conclude that this satellite would eventually

strike the earth, and supposing that there was a like

acceleration throughout the solar system, they inferred

that all the planets would eventually precipitate them-
selves on the central mass of the sun. They therefore

most sapiently reasoned that either the heavens and
earth are the result of chance, or that their great Archi-

tect could not control their movements. A child can

see the falsity of their logic, but infidels are not remark-
able for sense. A poet has embalmed their folly in most
exquisite verse

:

KoU on, ye stars, exult in youthful prime,

Mark with bright curves the printless steps of time

;

Near and more near your beamy cars approach,
And lessening orbs on lessening orbs encroach.

Flowers of the sky 1 ye too to age must yield,

Frail as your silken sisters of the field I

Star after star from Heaven's high arch shall rush,

Suns sink on suns and systems systems crush

;

Headlong, extinct, to one dark centre fall.

And death and night and chaos mingle all

;

Till o'er the wreck, emerging from the storm,

Immortal Nature lifts her changeful form

;

Mounts from her funeral pyre on wings of flame.

And soars and shines another and the same."

Laplace, however, showed by astronomical calcula-

tions, that the acceleration was merely periodic, that

this noble funeral dirge is uncalled for, and that we may
all go quietly to bed any night, without dread of being
wakened by the man in the moon knocking at our doors.

The infidels were sorely vexed with Laplace, but every

true Christian will thank God that science enables him
to say with the Psalmist, " How manifold are thy works.

Lord God Almighty, in wisdom hast thou m,ade them
allP

Again. Christianity has nothing to fear from sound
reasoning upon sound premises : everything to fear from
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false conclusions drawn from admitted facts, and from
just conclusions deduced from false premises. But we
are indebted to the geometry of Egypt for the whole
science of Logic. Aristotle is the Father of the logic of

the schools of the present day. He was for twenty
years the pupil of Plato, the greatest mathematician of

his age, who always began his instructions with mathe-
matics, because he called it " the purgative of the soul

that cleansed it from error, and restored it to the natural

exercise of those faculties, in which just thinking con-

sists." How apt a ,scholar Aristotle was under the great

mathematician, we may judge by his frequent allusions

to geometrical reasoning, and by his system itself, which
is strictly mathematical. Thus his dilemma was in

common use among the geometricians of his day, it is in

constant use now in geometry, and always will be used :

his syllogism too, was employed by the mathematicians
on the banks of the Nile, hundreds of years before he
was born. Every one knows that the syllogism is to be
met with everywhere in every treatise on geometry, and
Leibnitz tells us that he had seen two books, in which
the theorems of the first six books of Euclid were demon-
strated by the syllogism. Two Schools of Logic preced-

ed the Aristotelian, the School of Pythagoras, and the

School of Thales. Both of these last philosophers made
geometry the basis of their systems, because they " were
learned in all the learning of the Egyptians." Many an
unsophisticated Freshman has wished that Pythagoras
had confined himself to his Logic, and had let alone the

square upon the hypothenuse.

The inductive philosophy^ which has crushed infideli-

ty, as the strong man crushes the loathsome reptile be-

neath his feet, is ascribed by some to Lord Yerulam,
and by others to Aristotle. Take either hypothesis that

you please, a mathematician is still the author of it.

The theory of probabilities^ invented by the French
mathematicians, and employed by them in determining
the chances of games of hazard, the value of testimony

in courts of laws, the reliability of statistical facts, the

present worth of annuities, etc., has had a higher and
nobler application in the hands of the Christian philoso-

pher, Olinthus Gregory, and of other pious men, who

III'
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have shown the thousands of chances against the concur-

rent meeting in the person of Jesus Christ, of the nine-

teen circumstances predicted of the Messiah, without the

special interference of Him " who rules in the armies of

Heaven, and among the inhabitants of the earth." They
have also applied the same theory to numerous prophe-
cies, and shown that the chances against their fulfilment

were so great, that even the soft-headed Atheist can
scarcely have effrontery enough to deny the miraculous
interposition of God.

Mechanical Philosophy demonstrates on almost every
page that " the Lord by wisdom hath founded the earth;

by understanding hath he established the heavens."

—

The poor, ignorant Atheist thinks, or at least says, that

the planets began to revolve in their orbits by chance.

—

But Mechanical philosophy teaches that curvilinear mo-
tion is due to an original projectile, as well as incessant

force : yea, the very point, at which each shining orb

was struck when hurled into boundless space, has been
exactly determined. The chance of the Atheist must
then have had "a mighty hand and an outstretched

arm
?

thus to have projected with amazing velocity, bo-

dies of such enormous and almost inconceivable magni-
tude.

An elementary demonstration in Mechanics, shows
that the centre of gravity is independent of the intensity

and direction of the gravitating forces. Were it not in-

dependent of the first, ships could not navigate the

ocean, because the slightest deviation from the parallel

of latitude upon which they ballasted, would capsize

them ; were it not independent of the second, we could

not change the position of our bodies without being lia-

ble to fall. 'Twas long a desideratum with mechani-
cians to know the solid angle of greatest strength. Mac-
laurin demonstrated by the Differential Calculus that

this was the angle under which bees built their cells.

—

Where did they get their science ? Again, we learn from
Mechanics that an increase of velocity in the motion of

the earth upon its axis, would be accompanied by such
a loss of weight on our part, that a translation to the

upper regions of the air would not be improbable on any
gusty day. Human Kites would be as common as Da-
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guerreotjpe pictures. "Who has ordered all things with
such consummate skill and wisdom as we are thus

taught prevails throughout all nature ?

Astronomy opened the gates of Ispahan and Teheran
to the Missionary Henry Martin. The Persian mathe-
maticians treated with deference and respect a man su-

perior to themselves in the study, which was their spe-

cial boast and pride. They could not answer him too,

when he showed them that their Prophet was ignorant

of the nature and laws of the heavenly bodies. Astro-

nomy has always secured the Missionary a welcome from
the Moslem, the Pd,gan and the worshipper of the Lama.
May not that sublime science, which enables a worm of

the dust to measure, as with a line, the bright worlds

that encircle the Throne of the Eternal, be a chosen in-

strument in his hand for elevating lost and ruined men
from their low and degraded condition, " to shine as

stars in the firmament forever and forever ?"

We have proved that the mathematician could not

become an infidel without abandoning his usual mode
of reasoning, and without being grossly false to the

principles which he employs in all nis scientific investi-

gations. We have also shown that mathematical science

has contributed much towards confounding Atheism, and
establishing the claims of the religion of Jesus to be from
God. We now propose to close the subject with an ar-

ray of names of the profoundest mathematicians, who
have also been the most humble and devoted followers

of the Lamb of God.
The Latin Fathers, Augustine, Tertullian, Clemens

Alexandrinus, Origen, &c., were "learned in all the

wisdom of the Egyptians," and must have been tho-

rougly imbued with a knowledge of mathematics ; for

in the Egyptian school in which they were taught. Geo-
metry was made the basis of all instruction. A treatise

on Geometry, by Augustine, was for centuries the only

text-book on that subject in all Europe. Origen tinged

his religion with the mathematical philosophy of Plato.

The four greatest mathematicians of modern times,

Newton, Leibnitz, Euler and John Bernouilli, were emi-

nent for their Christian faith and piety. We place 'New-

ton first, because all men agree that the inscription on
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his monument is just, "§m genus humcmum ingenio

superamtP The poet is scarcely thought to be extrava-

gant when he says

—

"Nature and Nature's laws lay hid in night,

God said, 'let Newton be,' and all was light."

The precocious youth, whose brilliant intellect cannot
receive the sober truths of Revelation, and whose sense

of right is so great that he is constrained to admire him-
self because others will not do him justice, will proba-

bly be surprised to learn that I^ewton said he " found
more marks of authenticity in the Bible than in any
other book whatever;" and that he actually wrote a com-
mentary upon Daniel and the Apocalypse. Leibnitz,

who shared with Newton the glory of the discovery of

the differential caculus, was distinguished for his manly
piety. " I am not worthy," says Gibbon, " to praise the

mathematician; but his name is connected with all the

problems and discoveries of his times, the masters of the

art were his rivals or his pupils, and if he borrowed from
Newton the sublime Method of Fluxions, Leibnitz was
at least, the Prometheus who imparted to mankind the

sacred fire which he stole from the gods." He accom-
plished more than any human being ever did before.

Historian, philologist, grammarian, chemist, theologian,

he manifested " by a thousand passages in his writings,

his profound respect for religion and morality, and he
crowned his glorious life by giving in his Theodicae the

support of his influence to ideas the most sublime, and
at the same time, the most necessary to the welfare of

humanity." Surely, the bar-room wit, who sneers at the

great truths of the Bible " as old women's fables," has

some reason to be startled at learning that the mighty
mind of Leibnitz acknowledged that " all Scripture is

given by inspiration of God."
John Bernouilli, the mightiest of a race of giants,

linguist, chemist, mathematician, mechanician, physi-

cian, "he touched the whole circle of the sciences,

and adorned them all." Though an humble follower of

the Man of Calvary, his wonderful attainments extorted

even from Yoltaire the tribute

II a fait I'honneur de la Suisse

Et eelui de Thumanite.
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We have long reverenced John Bernonilli, and have
long admired his acnmen and penetration, though it

must be acknowledged that he had not the sagacity of

the Anti-Bible Conventionists of Boston to discover that

"the lamp which God from Heaven to Earth let down,"
is of human workmanship.

"Euler" says Condorcet, " was one of those men whose
genius was equally capable of the greatest efforts and of

the most continued labor; who multiplied his produc-

tions beyond what might be expected or human strength,

and who, notwithstanding, was original in each; whose
head was always occupied and his mind always calm."

That Euler had profound reverence for the Bible may be
judged from the fact, that he at one time studied divini-

ty with the intention of glorifying God in the ministry

of his Son. Euler, however, was somewhat old fashion-

ed in his reverence for the Bible; he lived prior to the

era of Theodore Parker, Wendell Phillips, et id omne
genus^ and had not the illumination of the lights of the

Tabernacle.

Sir Henry Saville, an eminent Christian and mathe-
matician, established early in the 17th century, a chair

of geometry and a chair of astronomy in Oxford. It is

probably not generally known that the latter chair has

been mostly filled by distinguished Clergymen. Among
these, we may mention Dr. Eobertson, Dr. Bernard, Seth
Ward, afterwards Bishop of Exeter, and Dr. Wallis.

The latter is well known to every mathematician; the

English claim for him that he first proved, what Archi-

medes suspected, the property of the centre of gravity.

Many of the Professors at Cambridge, who have occupied
scientific chairs, have also been Clergymen. Among
these, Bishop Watson, whose replies to Gibbon and
Paine are models of genteel excoriation. Whiston, the

successor of Newton, for many years a preacher. Arch-
deacon Yince, so well known as an astronomer and
mechanician, etc. Again, we have among scientific

theologians, John Wilkins, Bishop of Chester, the bro-

ther-in-law of Oliver Cromwell, and founder of the Roy-
al Society. Dr. Robert Smith, Master of Trinity Col-

lege, Isaac Barrow, also Master of Trinity, a voluminous
writer on theology, and profound mathematician. Robt.
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Boyle, Scientific Professor in Eton, the author of the well

known saying that " the Bible is among other books
as the diamond amone ores." Boerhave said of him,
that " without Robert Boyle, we would have known no-

thing of nature." Dr. James Bradley, who resigned his

pastoral charge to become Savillian Professor of Astron-
omy in Oxford. The aberration of the fixed stars was
first noticed by him. Horsley, Bishop of St. Asaphs,
the annihilator of the Socinian Priestly, also editor of
the works of Newton. Dr. Abraham Bees, the celebra-

ted author of the Encyclopedia, forty years a preacher,

and long Professor of Mathematics in Hoxton. Doctor
Isaac Milner, President of Queen's College, Professor of

Mathematics and Dean of Carlisle. John Flamsteed,
first Astronomer Royal, to whom Astronomy is more in-

debted than to any other man who ever lived, since he
founded the Observatory at Greenwich, and first taught
Astronomers how to systematise their labors. He was,

for many years, a preacher, and we trust a good man,
though Newton did call him a puppy. Sir John Leslie,

theologian, traveller, chemist, linguist, natural philoso-

pher, geometrician, he seemed to acquire every species

of knowledge with equal facility, and to impart his at-

tainments with an elegance commensurate to the case of

their acquisition.

Robert Simson, we have been accustomed to regard as

the great geometrician of the last three centuries. His
restoration of thePorisms of Euclid, from a single hint in

Pappus, has been often spoken of as the finest effort

ever made by genius. He was educated for the church,

and was a devout believer in the Bible, though like other

gentlemen and ladies, he became very cross and ill-

grained in his old age. John Robison was also educated
for the church. " His piety," says his biographer, " was
ardent and unostentatious, like that of the immortal
Newton, whose memory he cherished with peculiar ven-

eration." Fie was for more than thirty years Professor

of Mathematics in the University of Edinburg.
William Barlow, the well known author of Theory of

Numbers, was distinguished as a preacher and mathe-

matician.

Blaise Pascal. We find him in the very meridian of
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his glory as an Astronomer, laying aside his Transit and
his Equatorial to proclaim the everlasting truths of

the Gospel. Everybody knows how much his Provin-

cial letters contributed to destroy the power of Jesuit-

ism. There is more sense in a single paragraph of his

"Thoughts" than in four mortal columns of a frothy

Congressional speech.

To these we might add the names of Henry Martyn,
who was treated with so much deference in Shiraz, be-

cause of his scientific attainments ; of Dr. Dwight, Dr.

Chalmers, Thomas Dick, and a host of other Clergymen,
almost as much distinguished for their mathematical
knowledge as for their piety.

We have a brilliant array of lay-men too. And first

we place John Locke. His mathematics was equal to

the task of revising the Principia of Newton in manu-
script. Possibly some infidel, who has taken oft* ignor-

ance, " the badge of all his tribe," may have heard of

Locke. We will tell him then, how the philosopher died.

He advised Lady Masham, who sat by his death-bed, to

regard this life as only a preparation for a better. He
then asked her to read the Psalms to him; she read un-

til he felt the death-struggle approaching, when he mo-
tioned her to desist and " fell asleep in Jesus."

James Ferguson, the Astronomer, we believe, was
also a layman. Infidelity is always changing its ground

;

when driven from one position it takes up another. In
the time of Ferguson, the sceptics contended that the

darkness at the death of our Saviour was merely an
eclipse, but he carried his astronomical calculations back
to that period, and proved that this could not have been
so in the land of Judea.

Bishop Berkely was the first Spiritual Rapper. The
Fox women of Syracuse are not entitled to the honor of

the invention of a new science. As far back as 1730,
the wise prelate taught that everything is spirit, even
the bread and meat that we eat; so, like the Frenchman
in the play who had been talking prose forty years with-

out knowing it, the world had been living on etherial

food, ambrosia, the diet of the gods, for near six thou-

sand years, without even suspecting it, until the Bishop
enlightened their ignorance. MacLaurin, in his reply to
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Berkeley's Essay against Mathematics, showed how sci-

ence might materially aid in Natural Theology by prov-

ing, among other things, that the cells of bees are

constructed upon mathematical principles. The mitred

Eriest despised mathematics, but the bees did not. Mac-
aurin was the son of a Clergyman of Scotland, and

had all the reverence of the Scotch for the Bible and the

Shorter Catechism.
Sturm, the author of the* celebrated demonstration

that bears his name, is also, if we mistake not, the au-

thor of " Reflexions," which contains more valuable mat-
ter on a single page than is to be found in whole folios

of stuff about Greek particles and Latin roots. The
study of languages began at the Tower of Babel, (con-

fusion,) and confusion has been written on all the efforts

of the Linguists since. We leave it to their discrimina-

ting philology to decide whether the word hobble has not

its root in that same Tower of Babel.

Time will fail us to speak of Playfair, whose genius

was almost universal, and whose conversational powers
were said to be superior to any in Europe; of DeLisle,

the Parisian, the friend of Newton, " whose piety was
unaffected, whose morals were pure, and whose integri-

ty was iindeviating." Of Matthew Stewart, D. D., for

more than fifty years Professor of Mathematics in the

University of Glasgow. Of Diigald Stewart, his son

and successor. Of James Beattie, the celebrated author

of the Essay on Truth, equally acquainted with the phi-

losophy of matter and of mind. Simple and modest,

though living retired, he yet sought a deeper retirement,

like the bird of his own beautiful song, that

"Breaks from the rustling boughs.

And down the lone vale sails away
To naore profound repose."
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AKTICLE IV.

ON THE TRINITY.

The objections ofunreasonableness^ contradiction^ a/nd the

human origin of the word Trinity.

•

The object of our previous articles* has been to deter-

mine the true nature, office, capacity, limits and condi-

tion of human reason, especially in reference to God's

unity and nature. Our views will be found admirably
sustained in a discourse by Bishop Butler,—the immor
tal author of the Analogy of Natural and Eevealed Keli-

gion,—upon the ignorance of man.
After illustrating the position that " the wisest and

most knowing" cannot, any more than the most ignorant,

comprehend the nature of any causes, or any essences of

things, and much less the Being, attributes or ways of

God, he shews that difficulties in speculation, and limi-

tations to our knowledge, are as much a part of our
present state of probation and discipline as difficulties in

practice. He goes on to remark, that " to expect a dis-

tinct comprehensive view of the whole subject of religion,

and especially of God, clear of difficulties and objections,

is to forget our nature and condition, neither of which
admit of such knowledge, with respect to any science

whatever. And to inquire with this expectation, is not

to inquire as a man, but as one of another order of crea-

tures."

"Knowledge" adds this deep master ofhuman thought,

is not our proper happiness." Men of deep research and
curious inquiry, should just be put in mind, Hot to mis-

take what they are doing. For it is evident that there

is another mark set up for us to aim at;— another end
appointed us to direct our lives to ;—another end which
the most knowing may fail of, and the most ignorant
arrive at. The secret things belong imto the Lord our
God ; but those things which are revealed, belong unto

* On the'Province of Reason, and its incapacity to determine the nature
and mode o existence of God.
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U8, and to our children, forever, that we may do all the

words of this law, which reflection of Moses, put in gen-

eral terms, is, that the only knowledge, which is of any
avail to us, is that which teaches us our duty, or assists

us in the discharge of it."

All morals, however,—and all duty,—have reference

to law, to a law giver, and to the sanctions by which his

laws are enforced. "To know the true G-od" truly, and
the way of j?alvation He has devised and declared

—

this " is eternal life." And as it has been most clearly

shewn, that by all our searchings we can find out no-

thing certainly of God's nature or will, " in the deepest
humility, let us prostrate our souls before the word of
of His testimony, that we may implicitly hear, believe,

and obey, all that the Lord our God shall say unto us."

The Scriptures, we have afiirmed, do not teach what
some men would now call the only reasonable doctrine

of God's nature, namely, that He is absolutely, person-

ally, and metaphysically, one, so as to be incapable of

being in any sense three, and yet one. On the contra-

r}^, they teach, as we aflSrm, that as the nature of God
must be infinitely different and distinct, from what our
finite capacities can comprehend, or our human language
and analogies express, that the Divine essence or nature
is common to the Father, Son and Spirit, who are, ne-

vertheless, relatively distinct, and distinguished from
each other. These three are one Being, in such a sense

that they are all included in the idea of God, so that it

is impious to say there are three Gods. These three

persons, however, are distinct, not only in name^ but in

mcoxnxnumcSihXQprojperties^ so that it is equally impious
to say that the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost are

not each, and equally, God. In reference to each other

.there are internal, as well as economical differences,

founded upon their personal relations, offices and dis-

tinctions, but these differences consist only in personal

properties, and not in their substance, or Godhead, which
is one.

The sum of what is revealed in Scripture on this sub-

ject is, that God is one ; that- this one God, is Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost; that the Father is the father of

the Son ; and the Son, the son of the Father ; and the
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Holy Ghost, the spirit of the Father and the Son ; and
that, in respect of this, their mutual relation, they are

distinct from each other.
" Moreover," says Dr. Owen, "whatever is so revealed

in the Scripture, is no less true and Divine, as to what-

ever necessarily foUoweth thereon, than it is, as unto

that which is principally revealed and directly express-

ed. Hence it follows, that when the Scripture revealeth

the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, to bo one.God, seeing

it necessarily and unavoidably follows thereon that they

are one in essence, wherein alone it is possible they can

be one; and three in their distinct subsistences, wherein
alone it is possible they can be three ; this is no less of

Divine Kevelation, than the first principle from whence
these things follow."*

This doctrine is pronounced so contrary to reason as

not to be credible, " even if it were not once, nor twice,

but very frequently and most expressly written in the

Scripture."f But from what we have seen, it is most
unreasonable for human reason to say what is credi-

ble in reference to God's nature, which is infinitely

above and beyond its comprehension, and of whose mode
of existence we can know and express as little as we can
about how and why he began to exist at all.

Let it be granted, then, that the doctrine of the Trini-

ty is, by its very nature, inconceivable by the human
mind. Is it therefore to be rejected ? Mr. Mill lays it

down as logically true, that " it is absurd to reject a pro-

position as impossible on no other ground than its incon-

ceivableness."
" I cannot but wonder that so much stress should be laid

on the circumstance of inconceivableness, when there is

ample experience to show that our capacity or incapaci-

* Owen's Works, vol. x: pp. 469, 471, 472,

f See Smalcus in Abaddie, p. 254. The writers whona Stillingfleet op-

posed in his work on the Trinity say : "We deny the Articles of the new
Christianity, or the Athanasian religion, not because they are mysterious,

or because we do not comprehend them ; we deny them because we do

comprehend them ; we have a clear and distinct perception, that they are

not mysterious, but contradictions, impossibilities, and pure nonsense.

—

We have our reason in vain, and all science and certainty would be de-

stroyed, if we could not distinguish between mysteries and contradic-

tions."—See Stillingfleet on the Trinity, page 7, Ac.

1'';
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ty of conceiving a thing has very little to do with the

possibility of toe thing in itself; but is, in truth, very
much an affair of accident, and depends on the past his-

tory and habits of our own minds. * * * * When we
have often seen and thought of two things together, and
have never, in any one instance, either seen or thought
of them separately, there is, by the primary law of asso-

ciation, an increasing difficulty, which may, in the end,

become insuperable, if conceiving the two things apart.
* * * There are remarkable instances of this in the

history of science : instances in which the most instruct-

ed men rejected as impossible, because inconceivable,

things which their posterity, by earlier practice and long-

er perseverance in the attempt, found it quite easy to

conceive, and which everybody now knows to be true."*

We must consider an inference, logically drawn from
established and admitted premises, to be true, even
though the thing thus proved true be inconceivable.

—

For, what is to be understood by the terms inconceivable

and conceivable, impossible and possible? If all our

knowledge is originally derived from experience, then

are these notions derived from our experience. The one

class means things at variance with our experience, and
the other, things not at variance with our experience.

—

Clearly, unless we possess fundamental ideas, or can gain

a knowledge of things in themselves, no logical process

can give to the notion, impossible^ any larger meaning
than this. But if, at any time, the inability of men to

conceive the negation of a given proposition simply
proves that their experience, up to that time, has, with-

out exception, confirmed such proposition ; then, when
they assert that its untruth is impossible, they really

assert no more than when they assert that its negation is

inconceivable. If, subsequently, it turn out that the

proposition is untrue ; and if it be therefore argued that

men should not have held its untruth impossible because

inconceivable, we reply, that to say this, is to condemn
the use of the word impossible altogether. If the incon-

ceivability of a thing be considered insufficient warrant

for asserting its impossibility, it is implied that there

* System of Logic, pp. 265, 266.
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can exist a sufficient warrant ; but such warrant, what-
ever its kind, must be originally derived from experience

;

and if further experience may invalidate the warrant of

inconceivableness, further experience may invalidate

any warrant on which we assert impossibility. There-

fore, we should call nothing impossible.

In this sense, therefore, the inconceivableness of any
theory which is above and beyond our present possible

experience, is no test of its truth. In respect to all

things beyond the measure of our faculties and conse-

quent range of experience, inconceivableness must ever

remain, as Sir William Hamilton affirms, an inapplica-

ble test.*

We might also ask, whose reason is thus offended ?

—

Not that of Bishop Butler, or of Lord Bacon, or of the

great mass of Christians,—(not to name classic and hea-

then minds, including Plato,)—from the beginning until

now. These have all contended that this was a doctrine

in itself considered, neither reasonable nor unreasonable,

nor one on which reason can pronounce any judgment
whatever. The subject of the proposition is beyond the

comprehension of reason. And yet the only terms in

which we can speak of God, are drawn from finite be-

ings, finite relations, and finite modes of existence. And
hence reason has no premises from which it can deduce
a positive conclusion. The whole matter is infinitely

above and beyond reason. It is not true, therefore, that

this doctrine of the Trinity is contrary to reason, if we
understand by this term the general reason of men, for

we shall find that the doctrine, in some form, has enter-

ed into all the ancient religions of mankind.
Neither is this objection true, if we are to judge of

what is reasonable by the reason of Christians, since this

doctrine has from the beginning been almost universal-

ly believed by every branch of the Christian Church.
Neither is it true, that this doctrine is contrary to the

reason of modern Christians since the Reformed Church-
es, with entire unanirnity, introduced this doctrine into

their creeds, and thousands of the most acute and able

* See Art on the Universal Postulate, in Westminster Rev., Oct. 1868,

p. 276.
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minds have found the doctrine in

but a doctrine of whichreason.

no way, contra/ry to

reason can know and
judge nothing beyond the testimony brought before it in

the revelation of God. In other words, this subject can
only be known and determined by positive revelation.*

On all subjects on which it alone can give evidence,

the testimony of God is the highest reason, and out-

weighs all possible objection and cavil, since these are

all based upon the absurdity that finite can comprehend
that which is infinite and infinitely incomprehensible
and beyond our capacity to understand. Because in a
finite nature such as ours, the same spirit cannot be
three and yet one, therefore, it is argued God's nature,

which is infinitely above, beyond, and different from,

and cannot be one, and yet in sound sense three. Such
reasoning is absurd, foolish, and contradictory. This

* In truth, says Mr. Faber, nothing can be more childishly unphilo-

sophical and illogical, than the too common anti-trinitarian practice, of

starting abstract objections to the bare nature of the doctrine itself, and
of pretending to decide, by the wholly inapplicable argument a priori,

the pure historical question of fact, whether the doctrine of the Trinity is

or is not a doctrine of Christianity? This is the fatal paralogism which
runs for instance, through Dr, Channing's Discourse on The Superior ten-

dency of l/nitarianism to form an elevated religious character.

He rcEBons abstractedly, against the truth of the doctrine of the Trini-

ty, from his own distorted arbitrary statement of its alleged moral and
intellectual tendency: and from a rapid view of this caricatured portrait,

he determines, through the dangerous argumentum a priori, and in lan-

guage which I have absolutely shuddered to read ; that such a doctrine

cannot form a part of sincere Christianity.

Now, even to omit the gross sophism of arguing from a gratuitous state-

ment of his own which would offensively exhibit Trinitarianism as alike

absurb and immoral; what can be a greater paralogism, than the princi-

ple upon which the whole of Dr. Channing's aiscourse is constructed ?

1. The question is a simple historical question of Fact; the question,

namely : Whether the doctrine of the Trinity, with the dependent doctrine

of Christ's essential deity, was taught by the Apostles, and is propounded
in Scripture.

2. Yet this palpably were question of fact, which, like all other similar

questions, can only be determined by evidence, Dr. Channing actually pro-

fesses to determine by the application of abstract a priori reasoning.

8. Thus, in former days, did misplaced ingenuity determine in the

negative the question of fact; whether the Copernican system be true,

and whether men exist in the supposed paradoxical condition of anti-

podes: and thus, in the present day, does a more eloquent, than logical,

American Divine, similarly determine in the negative, the question of

fact; Whether the doctrine of the Trinity, with the dependent doctrine

of Christ's true Godhead, was taught by the Apostles and is propounded
in Scripture.

—

On the Apost. of Trinitarianism, vol. 1, pp. 289, 290.
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doctrine is, indeed, like many others, above reason, but
not contrary to it, since upon it reason can determine
nothing.

Such is plainly the teaching of Scripture. "The
Scripture* tells lis indeed, that the ' spirit of a man
which is in him knows the things of a man.' A man's
spirit, by natural reason may judge of natural things.

'but the things of God knowetn no man, but the spirit

of God.'—1 Cor. ii : 11. So that what we know of these

things, we must receive upon the revelation of the Spirit

of God merely, if the Apostle may be believed. And it

is given unto men to know the mysteries of the kingdom
of God. To some, and not to others; and unless it be
80 given them, they cannot know them. In particular,

none can know the Father, unless the Son reveal him.

Nor will, or doth, or can, flesh and blood reveal, or un-

derstand Jesus Christ to be the Son of the living God,
unless the Father reveal him, and instruct us in the

truth of it.—Matt. 16, 18. The way to come to the ac-

knowledgement of these things, is that described by the

Apostle.—Eph. iii : 14-19. 'For this cause I bow my
knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, of whom
the whole family in Heaven and earth is named, that he
would grant you, according to the riches of his glory, to

be strengthened with might by his Spirit in the inner

man ; that Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith

;

that ye, being rooted and grounded in love, ma}'^ be able

to comprehend with all saints,' <fec. As also, (Col. ii:

2, 3,) 'That ye might come unto all riches of the full as-

surance of understanding, to the acknowledgment of the

mystery of God, and of the Father, and of Christ ; in

whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom and know-
ledge. It is by faith and prayer, and through the reve-

lation of God, that we may come to the acknowledge-
ment of these things ; and not by the carnal reasonings

of men of corrupt minds."

Shall foolish, weak, shortHsighted man
Beyoird the angels go.

The great Almighty God explain.

Or to perfection know ?

* Owen's Works, vol. 10, pp. 609, 510.
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.

His attributes divinely soar

Above the creature s sight,

And prostrate seraphim adore

The glorious Infinite.

Jehovah's everlasting days

!

They cannot numbered be

;

Incomprehensible the space

Of thine immensity 1

Thy wisdom's depths by reason's line

In vain we strive to sound,

Or stretch our labouring thought t'assign

Omnipotence a bound.

The brightness of thy glory leaves

Description far below

;

Nor man s, nor angel's heart conceives

How deep thy mercies flow.

But it is further said, that the doctrine of the Trinity

is, in itself, contradictory^ and therefore, to be rejected,

since to say that three are one and one is three is ab-

surd. This however, is just what is not said. The
word trinity from two Latin words, signifies a unity that

is three-fold in its unity—a three that are one in their

trinity, that is, a tei-unity. It defines not three disuni-

ted persons united in one name^ or in community of

counsel., but the union of three persons in one essence, so

as to be really and truly one, and yet, in a manner in-

comprehensible, to us, truly and really three. Mr. Locke
says, " in my whole essay there is not anything like an
objection against the Trinity."* There is manifestly no
contradiction in the term trinity, because it does not af-

firm that three are one and that one is three, but that in

the infinite and incomprehensible Jehovah there is a
unity so inconceivably different and distinct from the

union of finite human natures,—of which alone w^e know
anything,—as to admit of three persons, hypostases or

modes of subsistence, in the one ever-blessed Godhead.
The very term trinity therefore, which means a tki-uni-

TT, obviates the objection made against the doctrine, that

it is contradictory, since it does not imply that God is

one in the same sense in which he is three, or three in

the same sense in which he is one, but three jn a sense

See on the alleged Unitarianism of Locke, <fee., Note A, at end of the
article.
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different from, and reconcilable with, that in which he
is one, and one in a sense different from, and reconcila-

ble with that in which he is three. What that sense is,

or HOW God is what he is thus said to be, the doctrine

does not affirm, nor does any man dare to explain. And
that it implies any contradiction in the essential natm-e

of the Divine being, no man can dare to affirm without

presumption and impiety, since this would imply an

actual knowledge of what that nature in its essence and
mode of existence is.

When the late Daniel Webster, (whose capacity to de-

termine what is and is not contradictory to reason no one
will call in question,) was told by a friend coming out of

church, that he did not know how any reasonable man
could believe in the Trinity, therefore, that three is one
and one three, " Ah, sir," replied Mr. Webster, " we do
not understand the arithmetic of Heaven." This great

mind was moved also to record his name at the foot of

a dying declaration that while he could not in the flesh

see God or understand the arithmetic of Heaven, he
nevertheless, understood the fact attested of himself by
God, and that he believed therefore, on " God the Father,

Son and Holy Ghost," and now we would hope his faith

is turned into knowledge, and he unites in ascribing glory

and honour unto God the Father, Son and Holy Ghost.

Mr. Boswell once said to Dr. Johnson, " Would not

the same objection lie against the Trinity as against

transubstantiation ?" "Yes," said he, "if you take three

and one in the same sense. If you do so, to be sure you
cannot believe it. But the three persons in the God-
head are three in one sense and one in another; [three

in person or hypostases and one in nature, one in the

unity of the spirit,] we cannot tell how, and that is the

mystery."*
The apparent verbal contradictions in the language

employed to express the personal distinctiveness, and
the Divine unity of the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit, arise from the inapplicableness of words denoting
human thoughts, to that which transcends all human
thought. There is nothing in man's perceptions, con-

* Jojinson's tour to the Hebrides, by Boswell, p. 90.
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1

sciousness, or formal logical definitions, to supply him
with intelligible terms that can ever be more than an
approximation towards the exact and. lull truth of the

unity of God. For this reason, theology cannot become
a strictly logical science ; language is too imperfect, too

low a vehicle, to become the exponent of its higher

truths.*

This, in reality, is the foundation on which philosophi-

cal objections to the doctrine of the Trinity, are found-

ed. Thus Dr. Dewey asserts the impossibility of con-

ceiving of the persons of the Trinity as any other than
three distinct beings. And why? "When," says he,

"we speak of unity in a being, we mean that he is self-

conscious." He thus frames to himself a definition of

what constitutes a being which suits his own purpose,

omitting what is most essential to our idea of being,

namely, that substance or essence, and those properties

by which it is known and distinguished by us, and then

bases his objection to a Scriptural fact upon his own de-

fective theory.f

While, however, it is impossible, as has been said, to

give any positive exposition of what is implied in the

doctrine of a trinity of the Divine nature, the human
mind is capable of showing that the doctrine is not in-

consistent with our present experience and knowledge,
however immeasurably it may be above them.

But not only is this doctrine not unreasonable, ab-

surd or contradictory, it might be argued that it is most
reasonable.

"There appear to be," says Dr. Pye Smith, "very
reasonable grounds for supposing that this doctrine, or

some other resembling it, would be a necessary deduc-

tion from the fact of the absolute perfection of the Di-

vine nature. The notion of Supreme and Infinite Per-

fection cannot but include every possible excellency, or,

* Augustine strongly felt, as he has majestically expressed, the inefFa-

bleness of this great mystery cum ergo quacritur quid tria, vel quid tres,

conferimus nos ad inveniendum aliquod speciale vel generale nomen quo
complectamur haec tria, neque occurrit ammo, quia excedit, supereminen-

tia divinitatis usitati eloquii facultatem. Verius enim cogitatur Deus
quam dicitur, et verius est quam cogitatur.

—

Stowell on the Work of the

Spirit.

f See the New Englander for 1848, pp. 678-6.
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If

in other words, every attribute of being which is not of

the nature of defect. It must be premised that creation

had a beginning. At whatever point that beginning
may have been, whatever multiples of ages, imagina-
tion or hypothesis can fix upon to carry that point back-

wards, the point will stand somewhere. Before that

position, therefore a duration without beginning must
have elapsed. Through that period, infinite on one part,

it is incontrovertible that nothing can have existed ex-

cept the Glorious Deity. But, if the unity of the Di-

vine nature be such a property as excludes every kind
of plurality, the properties of active life, tendency to dif-

fusion, and reciprocity of intellectual and moral enjoy-

ment, (which are perfections of being,) must have been
through that duration, in the state o^ absolute quiescence.

It seems to follow that from eternity down to a certain

point in duration, some perfections were wanting in the

Deity. The Divine Mind stood in an immense solitari-

ness. The infinitely active life, which is a necessary

property of- the Supreme Spirit, was from eternity inac-

tive. No species of communication existed. There was
no development of intellectual and moral good, though
in a subject in which that good has been necessarily, in-

finitely, and from eternity inherent. I feel the awful

ground on which I have advanced, in putting these sup-

positions ; and I would humbly beseech the Divine
Majesty to pity and pardon me, if I am guilty of any
presumption. I am, also, fully attentive to the attribute

of ALL-SUFFICIENCY as a uccessary property of the Blessed

and Adorable Nature. But when I have given every

consideration of which I am capable to this most pro-

found of subjects, I cannot but perceive it as a strong,

and even invincible deduction of reason, that the denial

of such a plurality in the Infinite Essence as shall admit
of a developement from eternity of the ever active life

and a communion from eternity in infinite good, is a de-

nial to the Supreme Nature of something which is essen-

tial to absolute and Infinite Perfection.

I add, therefore, that, whatever improper use may
have been made of the terms by impious familiarity, and
whatever ridicule may have been cast Uj)on them by
profane opposition, the venerable confessions of antiquity
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appear to me to be entirely accordant with careful rea-

soning and with Scriptural authority ;—that the one Lord
Jesus Christ is the only Begotten of the Father^ hefore
all ages I and that the Holy Spirit proceeded froTn the

Father^ equal to the Father and the Son in eternity^ ma-
jeaty^ glory, and o^ JperfectMnP*^i^;^,f:^ift^(^

-•/'

: r-i'\'.

'.;r^^-

(;.: -i'f,
-' .'if'-;**;'

"Own, then, man >;/;;

The image of his Maker—grant that God
Possesses all perfections he has given,

'..';iir:...isiC^: Aad in the Deity there needs must be

'-I'^i^-/-^-/'^'^
Some glorious attributes, that correspond

;f;;;
V With those peculiar faculties in us,

;^?'f Call'd social ones; I speak not of the bonds

f '.%; Of finite passion,—^but the inherent power
'::./>, To make a promise, a command express^

^
V"!.

^ And witness bear. ; -- ;V?

js:'- That God this power possesses
:':>'•: "We need not wander far for evidence.

;

; Let nature be our witness. He who form'd
'-: The eye must see; and He whose mandate call'd

Creation forth, most surely can command;
,

Or all the beauties that our eyes behold, - '

When turning fondly on the earth's fair face,

—

Or piercing far into immensity,

To gaze delighted on its spangling orbs,

—

•; Nay, we om-selves, had no existence known. ;

:, But if on naught except created things

2; Those great perfections can be exercised, _
.-' They cannot be eternal or immensej • - ""

. -

* And as, before creation's natal hour, i

They never could be exercised at all,

Not only are those attributes themselves
' Contingent, but the Godhead must possess

Peculiar powers which once he did not hold;

And the firm grasp of mutability

Thus seems to enclose the Uncreated One,

The great, Unchang'd, Immutable, Supreme.

But, turn we to the converse side and own
That, like the rest of His inherences, ; .

These too are infinite—we then are led :

(To find them an unbounded exercise)

To some unlimited created thing,

Another independent Deity,

. Or a distinctness of hypostases

In the great Essence Incarnate ;—(the first

And second of which three hypotheses , ~

'M^:
-r

:'.f-

^m
V'

y. --X

y4^!<t-j*ftji..-

>^,^(4'.'

/^

* See his Testimony to the Messiah, vol. 8, pp. 420, 421. See also,

Howe's Works, vol. 4, pp. 820, 821, where, in his calm inouiry on the sub-

ject of the Trinity, he has these observations.—See Note B., at the end of

this article. ,., , •./„,-, —
YOL. VIII.—No. 1. 5
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We have before exploded;) and behold '.^ v t • '-•'vv, >>
'

The Trinity in Unity again

Stand forth in glory to the enquiring eye. ' ' '] '

.,

Nor does the Deity's perfection yield

An evidence less sure. For this seems plain,

—

\

(And here with deepest reverence I speak,)

If God exists in Unity alone,

According to the wandering sceptic's dreanas,
'

He cannot in perfection know himself;

He cannot fully exercise his power, ! ,

His wisdom, goodness, purity, or love, :•' . >
.

According to their nature; nor can hold ' "

Those social faculties he gave mankind. /

•

Nor is perfection of existence found
: ,.

".

In him, for that, undoubtedly, must rest ' '<
*

(Since nought beside can grasp its every mode,) " -

In union and distinctness. Wherefore, then, } .

Sons of a blind philosophy, maintain
This perilous position ? Wherefore shackle . .

God's active, energetic attributes

In all their operations, till as well
We might suppose a paralys'd old man,
Whose limbs had long forgot their native use, >

Complete in power, or deem an idiot sane,

As think perfection can in him inhere

—

When Trinity in Unity displays

Perfection's beauty ; reconciles in full -'''':^ ^.' ';«

Whate'er appeared to jar, and Nature's voice <';

With that of Revelation sweetly joins
'

In one harmonious song of lasting praise."
" But to return ****** If in operation

Of moral excellence alone are found
(Where hope is banish'd by fruition full,)

The fruits of happiness; and Deity
Be to himself a fountain—spring of bliss.

Ineffable, eternal, underiv'd;

Where then does fond enquiry lead the mind?
Oh ! talk not of presumption ! tell me not
It is but limiting the Deity
To say (hat bliss, as it inheres in him.

Must flow from sources consonant with ours.

While Revelation's voice attests the truth

Which Reason here would urge. "Thou loved'st me,"
Hear the Redeemer's sacred lips exclaim,

"Before the world's foundations." Here he points

To God's eternal source of happiness.

And shews it was not mere inactive rest.

And well may Reason, with a voice like His
Corroborating its conclusions, say,
" As happiness is only to be found
(Where hope's bright visions can no entrance gain,)

In exercise of moral excellence

—

, j;

And no plurality of Gods can be

—

Then either God exists in modes distinct.

Or was, before an object yet was form'd

'#'

J
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* On whom to exercise his attributeSj^ittJtSt^^^'''^*

.
; , > Eternally devoid of perfect bliss." *' '*

v iv^-
'.

"As then the happiness of God must be ' •'

> Complete, above all height, beneath all depth, ,/ .

- Immense, eternal, and immutable, '',

-He needs must have some object, infinite, '

Co-equal, co-eternal, with Himself, •

.

. United, yet distinct, on whom to pour
' The o'erfiowing fulness of his attributes

;

'.•" Which leads us to the same eternal truth
* We now so long have^b^een contending for.". ,;:'

A very short and able letter on this subject, will be
found also, in the posthumous works of the celebrated '

John Wallis, D. D., Savilian Professor of Geometry, in v

Oxford, and Chaplain to King Charles II., who under-

takes to show from mathematical as well as other sci-

ences, that there is no inconsistence or impossibility that

what in our regard is three may in another regard be ,

one," and that though these illustrations "even from
finite beings, do not adequately agree with this of the

sacred Trinity, yet there is enough in them to show that

there is no such inconsistence as. is pretended, in believ-

ing that the three persons may truly be so distinguish-

ed as that one be not the other, and yet all but one
God."* . 'M.;: :-.:y\:

"It is true," he added,f " that not any, nor all of these

instances, nor any of those given by other learned men,
do adequately express the distinction and unity of the

Persons in the sacred Trinity ; for neither hath God dis-

tinctly declared it unto us, nor are we able fully to com-
prehend it, nor is it necessary for us to know. Shall we,
therefore, say, things cannot 5e, when God says they are,

only because we know not howf If God say, "The
Word was God," and " the Word was made Flesh," shall

we say, Not so, only because we cannot tell howf It is

safer to say, It is ; when God says it is, though we know
not how it is : especially when there are so many in-

stances in nature, to show it not to be impossible or in-

consistent with reason. The thing is sufficiently reveal-

ed to those who are willing to be taught and receive the

truth in the love of it."

Others however, have dared to go even further than

* Sermons and Memoirs, London, 1791. f lb.

i-
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the removal of any objections to the possibility or reason-

ableness of the doctrine of the Trinity, and have con-

ceived that by a chain of abstract a priori reasoning

similar to Dr. Clarke's celebrated demonstration of the

being and attributes of God, they can even demonstrate

its truth and necessity. Such is the work of the Rev.
Jas. Kidd, Professor of Oriental Laiiguages in the Uni-

versity of Aberdeen, entitled " An Essay on the Doc-
trine of the Trinity, attempting to prove it by Reason
and Demonstration founded upon duration and space,

and upon some of the Divine perfections, some of the

povrers of the human soul, the language of Scripture

and tradition among all nations."

Of the success of Mr. Kidd's argument, several emi-

nent men have expressed favourable opinions, and it

was listened to in lectures by Mr. Belsham and Mr.
Broadbent with frankness and great candour, though
both Unitarians. The argument, however, is too severe-

ly metaphysical ever to be popular, and while such
discourses may strengthen conviction, they never can
originate our belief in a doctrine which nothing but
Revelation can authoritatively teach and command.*
The learned and judicious Stillingfleet has written a

very able work in vindication of the Trinity, especially

*See also, for some ingenious reasoning, "The Great Physician," by
John Gardner, M, D., of London. London, 1843. The arguments of Pro-
fessor Kidd have been presented to some extent, in a poetical form, in a
Poem of very considerable ability and poetic spirit,—an elaborate philo-

sophical poem, indeed, "The Deity," a Poem, in Twelve Books, by Thos.
Ragg, with an introduction by Isaac Taylor. 2d Edition, Loudon, 1834:

"Thy nature now, Almighty One, I sing!

And as thou dost exist would thee portray.

^ In confutation of deistic dreams.
Shewing by Reason's light thou art tri-une.

Come then, celestial Spirit Increate

!

Shed thine own self upon me, as ere while
Thou, like a flood of love, cam'st rushing down
And fill'dst the chosen ones in Palestine,

And thou, my harp, resume thy sweetest tones

;

That Poesy may spread o'er Reason's page
A loveliness it elsewise could not gain.

Pleasing the fancy as it feeds the mind.
While Trinity in Unity, display'd

Without the aid of Scripture plainly shews
The God of Scripture is the Living God."

'* 'Hi
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against the objections of its unreasonableness,* from,
which we make a quotation.

" It is strange boldness in men," says Bishop Stilling-

fleet, "to talk of contradictions in things above their

reach. Hath God not revealed to us that he created all

things ; and is it not reasonable for us to believe this,

unless we are able to comprehend the manner of doing
it? Hath not God plainly revealed that there shall be
a resurrection from the dead ? And must we think it

unreasonable to believe it, till we are able to compre-
hend all the changes of the particles of matter from the

creation to the general resurrection? If nothing is to be
believed but what may be comprehended, the very being
of God must be rejected, and all his unsearchable per-

fections. If we believe the attributes of God to be in-

finite how can we comprehend them ? We are strange-

ly puzzled in plain ordinary finite things ; but it is mad-
ness to pretend to comprehend what is infinite ; and yet,

if the perfections of God be not infinite, they cannot be-

long to him. ;j.w^m-'}^- , :;^*a^-
" Let those who presume to sajmat there is a contra-

diction in the Trinity, try their imaginations about God's
eternity, not merely how he should be from himself, but
how God should co-exist with all the differences of times,

and yet there be no succession in his own being ; and
they will, perhaps, concur with me in thinking that there

is no greater difficulty in the conception of the Trinity

than there is of eternity. For three to be one is a con-

tradiction in numbers; but whether an infinite nature

can communicate itself to three different substances,

without such a division as is among created beings, must
not be determined by bare numbers, but by the abso-

lute perfections of the Divine nature : which must be
owned to be above our comprehension."
The justly celebrated and admired John Howe has,

among his works, a short treatise on this subject, enti-

tled "A calm Discourse of the Trinity in the Godhead,"
in which there is a very lucid and satisfactory exposition

of the perfect consistency of this doctrine with the con-

ceptions of the human mind, and of the impossibihty of

* London, 1697.
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finding in it anything either absurd or contradictory* to

onr reason, and to the constitution of our compound na-

ture, or to our present knowledge of what is possible,

though beyond our comprehension.
Another work has not long since been published on

the doctrine of Triads,f of which it has been said, "This
is decidedly the most original work which has appeared
for some time." The design of the author is to illustrate

the doctrine of a Divine Trinity, by tracing a triplicity

of character, not only in Scripture, but in every part of

the natural and moral world. The mass of evidence

which he has gathered together is truly astonishing, and
exhibits, not only vast labour, pursued with untiring pa-

tience, but likewise a familiar acquaintance with the lan-

fuages and literature, both of ancient and modern times,

[is great aim, throughout the whole of his remarkable
work, has been the discovery and advancement of truth,

of which he feels himself the influence and value. All

is subservient to this ; and therefore while he displays

great ingenuity and much keenness of perception, he

never suffers himself to be influenced by mere fancy.

He demonstrates the existence of a triform impression
on the human mind, as exemplified in the singular fre-

quency of the tertian form of expression in speaking and
writing, and in our ideas of superstition, law, majesty
and dominion; he shows the same impression as pre-

vailing in the physical world, in the theology of the

heathen, and throughout the Scripture, as well in its

facts as in its mode of expression.

From w^hat has been advanced, it will be seen that the

doctrine of the Trinity is, not only not contradictory to

reason and to the invisible things of Grod, which are

clearly seen in all his works and ways, but that it is in

consonance with the eternal power and Godhead as man-
ifested in our own wonderful constitution,;]: and as dis-

played in all his works and ways.

* The reader will do well to consult this Treatise, particularly § ii.-xii.,

pp. 307-11.

f In the Albion, which contained large extracts from it, many others

have supposed that traces of this doctrine are imprinted on all the works
of God.—Baxter's Works, vol. 2, pp. 14, 16, Fol. Ed. Cheyne's Phil. Princ.

of Revealed Religion, pp. 99, 118. Owen's Works, vol. 10.

:j: See Howe, as above.
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But it is further objected that the very term Trinity,
'

is of human origin, and is not Scriptural, and that, there-
'''

fore, the doctrine itself, is unwarranted by the Word of

God. But this objection comes with a very ill grace in-

deed, from those who claim so much for the office and
power of reason. For all that is proper and competent
to reason, and essential to the progress and improve-
ment of knowledge we earnestly contend, since it is both
our right and duty to know all that we have the means
of knowing, as well as to be willing to be ignorant where
knowledge is withheld. IN'ow, the analogy between Nat-
ural and Revealed Religion, which is found to exist in

80 many essential particulars, is equally striking, as it

regards the form in which truth is placed before the hu-

man mind in each of these departments of knowledge.
Revelation, like nature, presents a vast collection of par-

ticular facts, not arranged scientifically, but apparently
without any order, symmetry, or system. As in nature

every fact or object is single, and found, as it would
seem to the ignorant and uninformed, in apparent isola-

tion or disunion ; so have the Inspired writers delivered

their sublimest doctrines in popular language in an inci- ..

dental isolated form, or in connection with some history

:

or precept, and "have abstained,—as much as it was
possible to abstain,—from a philosophical or metaphysi-
cal phraseology." In nature, and in Revelation also, it

is found that the earliest formations were the most sim-

ple, and adapted to a lower condition in the one case of

animal, and in the other of mental and spiritual devel-

opement, until both were at length, brought to that fin-

ished state which was best adapted to the whole of man's
earthly history and necessities. This being the case,

reason has the same office and duty to discharge in re-

ference, both to nature and revelation. First^ the facts

or truths as they actually and certainly exist must be
discovered, and then they must be arranged, classified,

and systematized, in order that from them may be de-

duced general truths and comprehensive systems of

knowledge. Otherwise, the human mind would know
nothing of the natural world but particular facts, and as

it regards revelation, instead of being, as the Apostle

says, "perfect," that is, able to comprehend the more

<.
:':
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recondite and spiritual mysteries of the Christian faith,

we should still be but " babes in Christ," acquainted
only with the first, or elementary principles of religion,

and never able to arrive at the full measure of the sta-

ture of perfect men in Christ Jesus."

In both nature and revelation, therefore, the facts or

truths being known with sufiicient certainty, "the pro-

cesses of comparison, deduction, analysis, and combina-
tion, by which alone, we can form comprehensive sys-

tems of knowledge, cannot be carried on with con-

venience and perspicuity, without the use of general

terms."* ^ . ,

The propriety, therefore, of using such general terms
to express our knowledge of the particular tacts or truths

of Scripture, which we have classified and arranged,
" rests upon the same foundation as the use of general

terms in all scientific investigations, namely, that they
are abbreviations of language, and serve as instruments

of thought." " The proper consideration is, whether the

objects and facts for which they are used as a compen-
dious notation, are not asserted and implied in the Scrip-

tures."f

If, therefore, we find not the word tkinity in Scrip-

ture, yet, if we do find in Scripture what amounts to a

clear proof of the teuth that word expresses ;—^if it is

proved by Scripture that God is in essence, that is, na-

ture or Godhead, only one, and that he will not give his

glory to another,—and if the Son as begotten, and the

Spirit as proceeding,—are, nevertheless, both declared to

be really and truly God,—then it follows by the inevita-

ble necessity of intuitive reason, that these three persons
are severally God, and yet that God is one,—that is, that

God is a Trinity. The facts being found in Scripture,

the human reason must stultify itself, refuse to follow

out its own intuitive and necessary conclusion from the

premises ;—and contrary to its right, ofiice, and duty, in

reference to all other truth, and especially as we have
seen in reference to revealed truth, refuse to employ a

general terniior its own convenience, as an instrument
of thoug^tf^nd as a medium of instruction.

:[:

* Smith, iii, p. 421. f lb.

:|:See Owen's Works, vol. 10, pp. 471, 472, 603, 504, and 511.
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" And who are tfiey who would dethrone and silence

reason, in this her legitimate and proper office? The
very persons who would insist upon our adopting the

term JJnity^ which is not Scriptural, and not only the

term unity, but this term with a metaphysical explana-

tion of the meaning, requiring us to believe that the in-

finite Jehovah, the ever existing and uncreated source

of all being, is such an one as his own finite creatures,

and that he, therefore, is, and can be only an absolute

and personal unity ; and all this, as we maintain and be-

lieve, in plain and palpable contrariety to the facts found
in revelation? How many other terms also, such as om-
niscience, omnipotence, omnipresence, do they and we
employ in presenting in what is believed a convenient

and general form, the individual, isolated, and unsyste-

matised statements of Scripture, in reference to God and
man, time and eternity, doctrine and duty.

It would, therefore, be just and proper to deny the

doctrine of the divine ubiquity or omnipresence, and
many other truths, because the terms by which they are

described are not found in Scripture, as to deny that of
the Trinity because the termUvimij^ is not found in Scrip-

ture. If this doctrine is not directly, positively, and in

explicit definition declared in Scripture, this is equally

true of other fundamental articles of religion, admitted
by Jew and Christian, such as the being of God, the

existence of angels, the resurrection of the dead, and
future retribution, which, though evidently derived

from the inspired penmen, and now invariably received

among the professors of Judaism, do not, in the volumes
of holy writ, appear in the form of plain propositions,

as, that God is, that angels exist, that the dead shall be
raised again, and, that men shall be rewarded according

to their actions ; Ijut being frequently intimated and as-

sumed, posterity is satisfied, that, with the ancient He-
brews, they formed a very essential and prominent part

of their theological system.*

We have no zeal for the term Trinity any more than

for the terms person, unity of God, omnipresence, &c.,

* See Oxlee's Christian Doctrines, Explained on Jewish Dune, vol i,

pp. 83, 34, on the objection to the term God-man, or theanthropos. See
Burgess' Tracts, pp. Ixiv.-lxvi.
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if any other can as well, or better, express the ideas of

which these are the conventional signs. "We contend,

not for terms^ byt for the doctrines expressed by the

terms, and which are, in each case, no more than conclu-

sions drawn by the irresistible power of human reason

from the premises found in Scripture. But the opposi-

tion, it would seem, is not to this necessary, not to say,

legitimate employment of human reason, in generalizing

for its own use the particular facts contained in Scrip-

ture. The whole outcry is against any party doing this

but they who reject as impossible and contradictory the

doctrine of the Trinity, and therefore, oppose the term
by which it is propounded. The facts from which this

doctrine is deduced may be indisputably found in Scrip-

ture, and the term does nothing more than stg,te in one
word, what these facts do in many words. We^ how-
ever, must not employ the word, however simply expres-

sive of the facts. But they are at perfect liberty to em-
ploy the term unity, which is' not found in Scripture,

and to attach to it a meaning contrary to that of tri-uni-

ty, and which is not warranted but opposed by Scripture,

which even as speaking of God's unity employs language
which necessarily implies a plurality in the one Divine
nature or Godhead. And just so it is, that they con-

demn also, all controversy on our part, for the truth,

and all criticism that would maintain and support it,

while they are to be permitted to controvert against the

truth, and to force constructions wi^on the Bible which
will make it mean anything they wish it to, only that

which they or their pride of reason think it ought to

mean.^
The discoveries of revelation remained in the church

in statements very near to their original simplicity, and
free from any metaphysical distinctions until,f "by the

perpetual cavils of gainsayers, and the difficulties which
they have raised, later teachers, in the assertion of the

same doctrines, have been reduced to the unpleasing
necessity of availing themselves of the greater precision

of a less familiar language."
" As to their (the Arians,) complaints, says Athana-

*See Paul's Eefutation of Arianism, pp. 19 and 41.

f Horsley's Tracts, p. 858.

• I
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sins,* the great champion of orthodoxy in the fourth

century, and who suffered the loss of all things for his

bold fidelity to the truth, "It was they who be^-an with
iU • •

• • i
°

1

tneir impious expressions, to oux ovtwv and to y)v ^rfoTs ots oux riv^j

which are not Scripture ; and now they make it a charge,
that they are detected by means of non-scriptural terms,
which have been reverently adopted." The last re-

mark, says Mr. N'ewman, is important; for until the
time of Arius, even those traditional statements of the
Catholic doctrine, which were more explicit than Scrip-

ture, had not taken the shape of formulse. It was the
Arian defined propositions of the s^, oux ovtwv, rnade out

of nothing^ and the like, which called for their imposi-
tion.

;[:

The term Trinity is found in the Greek language Tp»a^,

in the Latin trinitas., and as it is admitted in Oriental

languages.§ And if this word is not found in the He-
brew language we have seen, and shall further see, that

in stating the doctrine of the Unity of God, the Hebrew
writers on many occasions, and from the very opening
of the Bible, use plural and triple forms of language
which, necessarily, imply in their very statement, a tri-

unity or trinity.

The assertion of Dr. Beard and others, that the term
trinity was not used by the early Christians, is contrary

to existing proof The word t/rias^ in Greek, or Trinity^

in Latin, was, originally employed, not to signify the

number three absolutely and simply, but the thing thus

described as being in one aspect of it, a trinity, and in

*Athan. Ep. ad Afros, 5, 6.

\ " That which was made of things not existing" and " that which once

was not."

\ See Newman's History of the Arians of the 4th Century, p. 252, Lon-

don, 1833. It would appear from Aulus Gellius, that trias in Greek, as

ternio in Latin, signified the number three ; and if we speak of the cube

or square, or any other power of three, we should not say trion, but tes

triados. The word is also, frequently used by Philo Judseus, in his work
on the creation, where he speculates upon the number of days in a man-
ner very similar to that followed by Theophilus. The passage in A. Gel-

lius might lead us to think, that Phythagoras had made use of the term

trias, and his peculiar theory concerning numbers led him to pay particu-

lar regard to the number three. The word, also, occurs in one of those

spurious oracles, which have been ascribed to Zoroaster and the Persian

Magi.—(Burton, p. 35.)

§ Dr. Beard's Artistic and Hist. 111. of the Trinity, pp. 59-61.

/ ..
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another aspect, a unity. This distinction was found in

the very form of Christian baptism, in the doxology and
benediction, and in several triple forms of Scriptural ex-

pression, and in the whole teaching of the Old and New
Testaments, respecting the supreme deity of the Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost, and at the same time, concerning
the unity of the Divine nature. The belief in these

three persons, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost,

as one God, was made a primary article in the earliest

creeds, embodied in what is called the Apostles' creed,

and in all the creeds of the Eastern Churches. The true

doctrine of the primitive Church may also be learned

from published apologies for the Christian faith, viz

:

those of Justin Martyr, Athenagoras and TertuUian,

which have been handed down to our time in a perfect

state. The doctrine held by the primitive Church may
be learned also, from other writings of the second centu-

ry, viz : the genuine production of Justin Martyr, Ire-

nseus, Theophilus of Antioch, Tatian, Clemens Alexan-
drinus, and TertuUian ; also from the fragments of Diony-
sius, Bishop of Corinth, of Melito, Bishop of Sardis, and
of Hegesippus, in Eusebius; from the epistle of Poly-

carp of Smyrna, to the Phillipians; from the supposed
epistle of Barnabas ; from the writings ascribed to Igna-

tius, and also from Pliny's letter to Trajan, and from the

Philotrapis of Lucian.*
The result of long and laboured controversy, and of

the most elaborate and critical examination of these

writings cannot, we think, leave any impartial reader

in doubt, as to the belief of the dootrijie of the Trinity

by the primitive Christians. The term trinity, how-
ever, was not at first employed because, as has been
said, controversy had not required its introduction.

Justin Martyr, who was born according to different

computations from the year A. D. 89 to A. D. 103, and
was beheaded at K-onie, A. D. 165, in a Confession of

Faith, found among his works,—a work whose genuine-

ness is doubted, indeed, by many, but admitted by all

to be of his age or near it,f uses the term trinity, (Tp/a^)

very clearly.

* (p/Xorpa'Ti^.

f See an article in the Biblical Repertory for January, 1868.

'N
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1

Theopliiliis, A. D. 180, undoubtedly employs the term
trinity (Tp'Of,) in the following passage :* '' In like man-
ner also, the three days, which preceded the luminaries,

are types of the Trinity, of God and his Word, and his

Wisdom." It is not necessary to attempt to explain this

typical allusion ; and the reader is, perhaps aware, that

the term wisdom was applied by the fathers to the

second and third persons of the Trinity, though more
frequently to the second. - . .;f -:'.;'.*.

It is plain, that in the present instance the term wis-

dom is applied to the Holy Ghost, as Bishop Bull has

shown it to have been by Irenseus, Origen, and others.

This much, at least, is evident, that Theophilus must
have considered some resemblance, if not equality, to

have existed between the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,

or he would not have included them in the same type

:

and who would venture in any sense, to speak of a trini-

ty of beings, if one of the three was God, and the other

two were created.

The next writer, who uses the word in the ecclesiasti-

cal sense, is Clement of Alexandria, who flourished a

few years later than Theophilus. Like many of the fa-

thers, he supposed Plato to have had a Trinity in view,

when he wrote that obscure passage in his second letter

to Dionysius. Upon which Clement observes, " I un-

derstand this in no other way, than as containing men-
tion of the blessed Trinity : for the third thing is the

Holy Ghost, and the Son is the Second." Hippolytus,

in a fragment of one of his works, speaks of " the know-
lege of the blessed Trinity;" and in another, after reci-

ting the form of words used at baptism, he adds, " For
by this Trinity the Father is glorified." Origen also,

very frequently made use of the term.

Methodius, in his Symposium, made use of the word
T^iaa', t/rinity^ and though we may condemn him for see-

ing an illusion to the Trinity in the sacrifice offered by
Abraham, (Gen. xv: 9,) it is plain from the passage, that

the word was in general use in his day. But there is

another passage in the same work, which shows still

more clearly, that, not only the name, but the doctrine

V.

:

•

;

')

* Ad Autolycum, lib. 2, c. 15, in Dr. Burton's Testim. to the Trinity, p. 34. .

*
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of the Trinity was well understood in those days. Hav-
ing compared the stars, which are mentioned in Rev. ii

:

4, to the heretics, he adds in the same allegorical strain

which was then too common, " Hence they are called a

third part of the stars, as being in error concerning one
of the numbers of the Trinity ; at one time, concerning
that of the Father, as Sabellius, who said that the Om-
nipotent himself suffered; at another time, concerning
that of the Son, as Artemas, and they who say that he
existed in appearance only; and at another time cbQ-

cerning that of the Spirit, as the Ebionites, who contend
that the prophets spoke of their own impulse."^

Tertullian, A. D. 200, frequently uses the term trinity,

and also, the term ^erson^ in their modern theological

sense. This he did, both before and after adopting the

opinions of Montanus, which, however, did not affect

this doctrine.f Cyprian, and Novatian also, employs
the term trinity, and Origen very frequently.if

Lucian, a heathen writer, who was a contemporary
of Athenagoras, has a remarkable passage in his dia-

logue called Philopatris.

The speakers in this dialogue are Critias and Trie-

phon, the former an heathen, the latter a Christian, and
when Critius has offered to swear by difierent heathen
deities, each of which, is objected to by Triephon, he
asks, "By whom then shall I swear? to which Triephon
makes the following reply, the first words of which are

a quotation from Homer:
" By the great God, immortal, in the Heavens ;"

The Son of the Father, the Spirit proceeding from the

Father, one out of three and three out of one> \unu7n^

one substance ; not unus^ one person
:]

"Consider these thy Jove, be this thy God."

Critias then ridicules this arithmetical oath, and says,
" I cannot tell what you mean by saying that one is

three, and three are one."

There can be no doubt, that when this dialogue was

* Dr. Burton's Anti Nicene Testim. to the Trinity, p. 351.

f See numerous passages with the original, given by Dr. Burton, pp.
60-84, 82, 83.

ifSeeDo.
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written, it was commonly known to the heathen, that

the Christians believed the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,

though in one sense three, in another sense to be one

:

and if the dialogue was written by Lucian, who lived in

the latter part of the second century, it would be one of

the strongest testimonies remaining to the doctrine of

the Trinity. This was acknowledged by Socinus, who
says in one of his works, " that he had never read any-
thing which gave greater proof of a worship of the Trin-

ity being then received among Christians, than the pas-

sage which is brought from the dialogue entitled Philo-

patris, and which is reckoned among the works of Lu-
•X-cian.

The two following fragments are preserved by Basil.

In the first of them it is necessary to remember that the
term vitadradig hypostasis, was sometimes used for the

nature or essence of the Deity; sometimes for a person,

i. e. for the substantial individuality of the three persons

in the Godhead. The Sabellians declined saying in the

latter sense of the term, that there were three hypos-

tases ; and wished to argue, that such an expression im-

plied three distinct unconnected Beings. Dionysius ob-

serves, " Though they may say, that the hypostases, by
being three, are divided, still they are three, though it

may not suit these persons to say so ; or else let them
altogether deny the Divine Trinity." We may infer

from this remark, that the word Trinity was in common
use before the Sabellian controversy began ; and Diony-
sius assumes it as an undisputed point, that in some
sense or other there was a Trinity in the Godhead. The
Sabellians probably denied, that the word Tpiaj implied

three xji^odradsig or distinctly existing persons; but the

history of Dionysius and his writings, leaves no doubt as

to the body of believers maintaining this opinion.

f

In the liturgy ascribed to St. James and used in the

Church of Antioch, it is distinctly affirmed Tpiaj s<j ©so?

* Bishop Bull believed it to be genuine, and Fabricius was inclined to

do the same. Some have ascribed it to a writer older than the time of

Lucian; others to one of the same age ; and others to much later pe-

riods. I need only refer the z'eader to discussions of the subject by Dod-
well, Blondell, Lardner, <fec.

f Burton, p, 124.

i::'g-%i-:'1!^i\lirlA:v£^.
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the Trinty is one God^ and it speaks also, of "the holy,

adorable, and co-essential Trinity." The term Trinity

was employed in the Synod of Alexandria, A. D. 317,
and from that time came into common and familiar use,

and is described, by Zach arias, Bishop of Mitylene,

as " the uncreated, eternal, and consubstantial Trinity,

the first and blessed nature and fountain of all things,

itself the true ens" or source of all being. In the coun-
cil of Ephesus it is described as "the Trinity consubstan-
tial above all substance, invisible, incomprehensible, in-

separable, immutable, simple and undivided, and un-

compounded, without dimension, eternal, uncorporeal,

without quality, without quantity, whose is honor and
glory, and Deity infinitely good."*

I will only farther remark, in connection with this ob-

jection, in the words of Calvin,f " If they call every
word exotic, which cannot be found in the Scriptures in

so many syllables, they impose on us a law which is very
unreasonable, and which condemns all interpretation,

but what is composed of detached texts of Scripture con-

nected together." ' ;.:-;., 7 ^f"'-''-.

The fathers often accuse themselves and blame the

enemies of the truth for making it necessary to use terms
liable to perversion. Thus J "Hilary accuses the he-

retics of a great crime, in constraining him, by their

wickedness, to expose to the danger of human language
those things which ought to be confined within the reli-

gion of the mind
;

plainly avowing, that this is to do
things unlawful, to express things inexpressible, to as-

sume things not conceded. A little after, he largely ex-

cuses himself for his boldness in bringing forward new
terms ; for when he has used the names Father, Son,

and Spirit; he immediately adds, that whatever is sought
farther, is beyond the signification of language, beyond
the reach of our senses, beyond the conception of our
understanding. And in another place, he pronounces,
that happy were the Bishops of Gaul, who had neither

composed, nor received, nor even known, any other con-

fession but that ancient and very simple one, which had
been received in all the churches from the days of the

* See Suiceri Thesaurus sat nomine Tpiaj

.

f Institutes, Book i, eh. 13, § 3, <fec. % Calvin's Institutes, p. 99.

^i^^l
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Apostles. Yery simple is the excuse of Augustine, thafi

this word, trinity, was extorted by necessity, on account

of the poverty of human language on so great a subject,

not for the sake of expressing what God is, but to avoid

passing it over in total silence, that the Father, Son, and
Spirit are three."

"If, then, the words have not been rashly invented, we
should beware lest we be convicted of fastidious temeri-

ty in rejecting them. I could wish them indeed, to be
buried in oblivion, provided this faith were universally

received, that the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, are the

one God ; and that, nevertheless, the Son is not the Fa-
ther, nor the Spirit the Soli, but that they are distin-

guished from each other by some peculiar property. ''I

am not so rigidly precise as to be fond of contending for

mere words." " Let us also learn, however, to beware^
since we have to oppose the Arians on one side, and the

Sabellians on the other, lest while they take offence at

both these parties being deprived of all opportunity of
evasion, they cause some suspicion that they are them-
selves the disciples either of Arius, or of Sabellius.

Arius confesses "that Christ is God," but maintains also,

" that he was created and had a beginning." He ac-

knowledges that Christ is "one With the Father," but

secretly whispers in the ears of his disciples, that he is

"united to him," like the rest of the faithful, though by
a singular privilege." Say that he is consubstantialy

you tear on the mask from the hypocrite, and yet you
add nothing to the Scriptures. Sabellius asserts^ "that
the names Father, Son, and Spirit, are expressive of na
distinction in the Godhead." Say that they are three,

and he will exclaim, that you are talking of "three

Gods." Say '4hat in the one essence of God there is a
trinity of Persons," and you will, at once, express what
the Scriptures declare, and will restrain such frivolous

loquacity." Calvin adds, " But I have found, by long

and frequent experience, that those who pertinaciously

contend about words, cherish some latent poison."

Let us, then, recognise the necessity and importance
of the term, trinity. Names are things. And so long

therefore, as the doctrine taught by this word is assailed

and denied, we have no alternative. Nor could the

Vol. vin.—No .1. 6
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facts, proved, as we shall show, from Scripture, be proba-

bly expressed in a simpler form than in saying, that the

God who is one and who is yet God as Father, as Son,

and as Holy Ghost, is a Trinity.

I,

w
.i|i'

K\

\.A\

"Ineffable, all-powerful God, all free,

Thou only liv'st, and each thing lives by thee;

Is o joy, no, nor perfection to thee came
By the contriving of this world's great fame:
Ere sun, raoon, stars, began their restless race.

Ere painted was with light Heaven's pure face.

Ere air had clouds, ere clouds wept down their show'rs,

Ere sea embraced earth, ere earth bare flow'rs.

Thou happy liv'dst, world nought to thee supply'd,

AH in thyself, thyself thou satisfy'd
;

Of good no slendor shadow doth appear,

Uo age-worn track, which shin'd in thee nfost clear

Perfection's sum, j^rinie cause of every cause,

Midst, end, beginning where all good doth pause.

Hence of thy substance, differing in nought,

Thou in eternity thy Sou forth brought;
The only birth of thy unchanging mind,
Tiiine image, pattern-like that ever shin'd;

Light out of light, begotten not by will.

But nature, all and that same essence still

"Which thou thyself, for thou dost nought possess

"Which he hath not, in aught nor is he less

Than he his great begetter; of this light,

Eternal, double kindled was thy spright

Eternally, who is with thee, the same
All-holy gift, Ambassador, knot. Flame:
Most sacred Triad, O most holy One!
Unprocreate Father, ever procreate Son,

Ghost breath'd from both, you werf, are still, shall be,

(Most blessed) Three in One, and One in Three,

Incomprehensible by reachless height,

And unperceived by excessive light.

So in our souls three and yet one are still,

Tlie understanding, memory and will;

So (though unlike) the planet of the days,

So soon as he was made, begat his rays,

"Which are his offspring, and from both was hurl'd

The rosy light which consolates the world,

And none prevent another: !i>o the spring.

The well head, and the stream which they forth bring
Are but one selfsame essence, nor in aught
Do difft'r, save in order; and our thought
No chime of time discerns in them to fall

But three distinctly 'bide one essence all.

B>it these express not thee: who can declare

Tliy being? men and angels dazzled are.

Who would this Eden force with wit or sense,

A cherubim shall find to bar him thence.

.r.^Fjii
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O! King, whose greatness none can comprehend,
"Whose boundless goodness doili to all extend;
Light of all beauty, Ocean without ground,
That standing, flowest; giving dost abound;
Rich Palace, and lu-dweller, ever blest.

Never not working, ever yet in rest:

What wit cannot conceive, words say of thee,

Here, where we, but as in a mirror see.

Shadows of shadows, atoms of thy might.
Still only-eyed when staring on thy light;

Grant, that, released from this earthly jail,

And freed from clouds, which here our knowledge veil

In Heaven's high temples where thy praises ring.

In sweeter notes I may hear angels sing.

IDrummond of Hawthorden. Hymn to the Fairest Faire.

Note A.

The alleged Unitariani&m of Locke, Newton, Milton, Clarke, Watts, and
Grotius.

Although Unitarians claim pre-eminent honour because they base their

opinions on reason alone, yet none are more anxious than they to sustain

and patronize them by the authority of great names.

Mr. Locke's Essay was believed by some to lead inferentially to the

rejection of the doctrine of the Trinity; and therefore, say Unitarians,

Mr. Locke was a Unitarian. But in his elaborate and extended letters to

Bishop Stillingfleet, Mr. Locke repudiates the charge, and proves that, as

no such consequence was intended by him to be deduced from his Philoso-

phy, so, in fact, no such consequence does, or can fairly be considered to

follow from it. In his vindication of himself, Mr. Locke occupies nearly

as much room as his entire essay, and as he was a bold and open expound-
er of his views, we may conclude that he had not adopted sentiments

contrary to the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity. That he held such
views, he solemnly denied, in words, and by his subscription to the»Arti-

cles of the Church of England and communion at her altara He acknow-
ledged the doctrine of Christ's satisfaction for sins, and in his last moments
he thanked God " for the love shewn to man in justifying him by faith in

Jesus Christ, and in particular for having called him to the knowledge of

that Divine Saviour. '*

* S(ie the statement of his literary friend, who lived with him tintil

death, in Works, vol. ix: p. 173, 8vo ed. See also numerous passages in

proof of his anti-Socinian views in Hales on the Trinity, voL i: p. 276,

276, and in Bishop Burges's Tracts on the Divinity of Christ, p. 211, <fec.

Giving a reason why Christ was not a mortal man, Locke uses this lan-

guage :
" Being the Son of God, he was immortal, like God, his Father.'*

Now, to be immortal, with respect only to the future, is to be immortal
like the angels, or the human soul ; but to be immortal like God, his Fa-

ther, is " to have neither beginning of aays nor end of life," as St. Paul
says of the Son of God, that is to be eternal and uncreated. To be im-

mortal, then, like God, his Father, is to be immortal through his divine

Soiiship, that is, because he is of the same nature with his Father, or by
consubstantiality of nature.

J.
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Sir Isaac Newton, in a letter to James Pearce, says, " Your letter a

little surprised me, to find myself supposed to be a Socinian or Unitarian.

I never was, nor am now, under the least temptation of such doctrines."

" I hope you will do me the favour to be one of the examiners of my pa-

pers: till which time, you will do kindly to stop so false a report.''*

In his work again§t the genuineness of the passage in 1 John, Sir Isaac

remarks, f—"It is no article of Faith, no point of discipline, nothing but
a criticism concerning a text of Scripture, that I am going to write about."

But he says, clearly enough, that he was not a Socinian. For, speaking

of the passage in Cyprian's works, in which he asserts the doctrine of the

Trinity in Unity, he says, "The Socinians here deal too injuriously with
Cyprian, while they would have this place corrupted,—these places being,

in my opinion, genuine." The two passages of Cyprian are the following

:

" Si templum Dei factus est, quaere cujusDei? SiCreatoris; non potuit,

quia in eum non eredidit : Si Christi : nee ejus fieri potuit templum, qui

negat Dominum Christum : Si Spiritus Sancti
;
quum tres unum sint, quo-

modo placatus ci esse potuit, qui aut Patris aut Filii inimicus est? Dicit

Dominus Ego et Pater unum sumus : et iterum de Patre et Filio et Spiritu

Sancto scriptum est : Et Hi Tres Unum Sunt." No one can doubt Cypri-

an's belief of the doctrine of the Trinity. And when we connect Newton's
censure of the Socinians, with his conviction of the genuineness of these

Ti'initarian passages of Cyprian,—with the absence of all objection to the

doctrine of the Trinity in his letter to Le Clerc,—and his adherence to

the Church of England,—what can be reasonably inferred, but that he
was not only a decided Anti-Socinian, but a believer of the established

doctrines of the Church ? There is one passage in his Letter to LeClerc,

which strongly marks the mind of a believer in the Trinity. "In the

Eastern nations, and for a long time in the Western, The Faith subsisted

without this verse, (1 John v : 7,) and it is rather dangerous to Religion

to make it now lean on a bruised reed." The Faith, he says, once sub-

sisted without this verse; that is the faith, of which this verse now makes,
or is supposed to make, a part or evidence ; namely. Faith in the Holy
Trinity. This Faith, he says, was prior to, and independent of, the verse.

Faith, then, in the Holy Trinity, is called by The Faith, or the primitive

Christian Faith. Again, he says, "It is rather a danger to Religion to

make 'it lean on a bruised reed." By religion (the Christian Religion,}

here also must be meant Faith in the Holy Trinity ; for the general truth

of Christianity cannot be said to lean on this verse ; nor any other doc-

trine, but the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. The language, therefore, of

this passage, evidently comes from one, who considered the Christian re-

ligion, the Faith, and Faith in the Holy Trinity, as synonymous terms.

Dr. Clarke is another authority claimed by Unitarians. But, while
inclined to modify the doctrine of the Trinity, Dr. Clarke believed,

that " with this first and supreme cause, or Father of all things, there has
existed from the beginning, a second divine Person, which is the Word or

Son."
^

" With the Father and the Son there has existed, from the beginning, a
third Divine Person, which is the Spirit of the Father and the Son."

By existing from the beginning. Dr. Clarke does not mean, as the Uni-
tarians do, from the beginning of the Gospel dispensation, but speaking of

the Son existing "before all worlds," and "without any limitation of

time," that is, from eternity ; and so of the Holy Spirit.

^ This letter is quoted by Mr. Belsham in his Calm Inquiry, p» 4-74.

f See Burges's Tracts, pp. 197-222.
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" After the accomplishing of man's redemption, by his sufferings and
d^iith on the Cross, for the sins of the world, our Lord (says Dr. Clarke,)

is described in Scripture as invested with distinct worship in his own per-

son, and receiving prayers (adoration, in the 3d edition,) and thanksgiving
from his Church." As proofs of such worship, Dr. Clarke refers to a va-
riety of texts, which mention his disciples worshipping him, honouring
him as well as the Father, baptizing in his name, angels worshipping him>
every knee bowing at his name, calling upon his name, invocating him in
prayer, and praying for grace, peace, blessing, direction, assistance and
comfort from him.
The Chevalier De Ramsay, who was witness to the last sentiments of

Dr. Clarke, assures us that he very much repented having published his

work on the Trinity.—[See Whitaker's Origin of Arianism, pp. 456-470.]
And in a paper presented to the Upper House, he formally and solemnly
declared his opinion to be, " that the Son of God was eternally begotten,

by the eternally incomprehensible poAver and will of the Father ; and that
the Holy Spirit was likewise eternally derived from the Father, by and
through the Son, according to the eternal, incomprehensible power and
will of the Father."

Another eminent man, claimed as an Unitarian, is Grotius. Grotius
has, however, given indisputable proof of his anti-Sociaianism. This we
might establish by showing that he admits the words of Thomas, "My
Lord, and my God," to be an acknowledgment of Christ's Divinity ; that
he follows the usual interpretation of John i : 1-14, making Christ the in-

carnate Word, and the Creator of the World, (fee.

In the year 1617, he published his Defensio Fidei Catholicse de Satisfac-

tione Christi adversus Faustura Socinum. The friendly correspondence
which he afterwards carried on with Crellius, excited some doubts of his

orthodoxy. To repel these doubts, he prefixed to an edition of his tract

De Satisfaetione Christi, in 1638, (one and twenty years after its first pub-
lication,) a Letter to G. J. Vossius, in which he confirms his former senti-

ments on the subject of Atonement, by an appeal to his Annotations on
the Bible, and to his tract De Jure Belli et Pacis; and asserts his belief in

the Trinity. In his treatise De Veritate Religionis Christianse L. V., he
vindicates Christians from the charge of worshipping three Gods against

the Jews on their own principles, and from their own writings; to which
ti-eatise he refers in his Letter to Vossius : Triados probationem in eo li-

bro directe aggressus non sum, memor ejus quod a viro magno socero tuo

andiverem, peccasse Ressseum, Ac. Illud addara, si quis meam de summa
Trinitate sententiam scire cupiat, reperturum quod satis sit in Poematis

•nuper editis. Amplior explicatio in notis reservanda est. Poetry is the

natural language of religion, Sacer interpresque Deorum.
Another name most unwarrantably claimed as in his last days favour-

ing Unitarianism, is Dr. Watts. For this bold and daring sacrilege and
profanation of a good man's name, there is, as I have shewn elsewhere,

no manner of proof.*

The great Milton is another authority on which Unitarianism delights

to rest with confidence. Milton, during his life, held communion as far

as he did commune, only with those who believed in the doctrine of the

Trinity. He has publisbed the boldest prayer to the Triune God in th6

English language. He was universally regarded as a Trinitarian during

life, and since his death, until the year 1823, when the posthumous Work

* In two Articles published in the different Periodicals. See also Mil-

ner'a Life of Watts.
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on Christian doctrine attributed to him, was discovered. Of the authen-

ticity of this work, very serious doubts may be entertained, both on the

ground of its internal style, which is in p*rfect contrast to Milton's jirose

works, and of deficient externul evidence. The very fact that Milton,

who was a martyr to his free and bold expression of opinion, and a lead-

ing controversialist, should not have published this treatise, but have left

it to the chances of destruction, is, in itself, strong proof against its au-

thenticity.

But granting that this work is Milton's production, it may have been,

for all we can tell, the work of his yet unsettled and wayward youth,

whose sentiments he lived afterwards to correct.

But it is, after all, only in one point, and to a certain extent, that this

treatise apposes the views of Trinitarian Evangelical Christians. On the

subjects of man's fall, depravity, guilt and ruin,—of the covenants, both
of works and grace,—of original sin, and its imputation to all mankind,

—

of regeneration, re[)entance, justificati<m, sanctification, adoption, perse-

verance, election, predestination, assurance, atonement, and the ]>roj het-

icai, sacerdotal and kingly offices of Christ,—in short, on all that enters

into, defines*, and constitutes the system of evangelical, orthodox Christi-

anity, this treatise is evangelical, and in direct antagoninm to the system
of Uniturianisin, from which it is as far removed as Heaven from earth.

Against Socinian views of the inspiration and authority of tScripture,

and of the nature ol Christ and the Holy tspirit, this treatise wages open
and avowed conflict.

Equally op])osed is the teaching of this work on the subject of the

Trinity, to the views of any body of Unitariims now existing.

The autiior does not believe in a Tri-unity of three persons in one God-
head, hut in three distinct and separate beings, each of whom is God, and
possessed of all divine attributes, prerogatives, powers and woi'ship. The
Son, however, was created or generated by the Father, and is inferior to

Him, and the Spirit, who was also created, is inferior to both.

The Son receive<l from the Father both "the name and nature of Dei-

ty," (vol. i., p 126, Boston ed..)—"coequality with the Father," (p. 193,)
In becoming man, therefore, the Son "emptied himself of that form of

God in which he had previously existed,"—(p. 193.) The Father "im-
parts his glory to the Son,"—(p. 192.) The Son possesses self-existence,

(p. l77,)omnipresence, (p. 178,) omniscience, (p. 179,) omnipotence, (p. 180,)
thoufih not absolutely, or independently, of the Father.

" WJion the Son is said to be the first born of every creature, and the
beginning of tlie creation of God," notliingoan be more evident than that
God, of his own will, created, or generated, or produced, the Son, before
all things, endued with the Divine nature, as in the fulness of lime lie

miraculously begat him in his hiunan nature of the Virgin Mary. The
generation of the Divine nature is described by no one with more sub-
litiiily and copiousness than by the Apostle to the Hebrews, (i., 2, 3.)

"Whom he a])pointe(1 heir of all tliini^s, by whom also he made the worlds;
who l»einir the brightness of his glory, and the express image of his per-
son, <tc. It must be understood from this, that God imparted to the Son
as much as he pleased of the Divine nature,—nay, of the Divine substance
itself.

This point also appears certain, notwithstanding the arjrumenta of some
of the moderns to the contrary, that the S<m existed in the beginning, un-
der the name of the logos, or word, and was the first of the whole crea-

tion, by whom afterwards all other things we^e made, both in H«'nven
and earth. John L, 1-3, "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
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•was with God, and the Word was God," <fec. : xvii., 6, "And now, Father,

glorify me with thine own self, with the glory which 1 had with thee be-

fore the world was."—Col. i., 15, 18. Pages 112, 106.

These extracts are made from the chapter on the Son of God, which is

published by Unitarians as a tract. But there is another full chapter "of

Christ as a Redeemer," [ch. xiv.,] which Unitarians have not published

in connexion with the other, and thus give to their readers a very imper-

fect and false view of the doctrines of this work. In this chapter, Miltou

says [p. 883,] "Redemption is that act whereby Christ, being sent in the

fulness of time, redeemed all believers at the price of his own blood, by
his own voluntary act, conformably to the eternal counsel and grace of

God, the Father.
''^

Again, page 386: "Two points are to be considered in relation to

Christ's character as Redeemer: his nature and office. His nature is two-

fold—Divine and human."
Again, page 388 :

" With regard to Christ's Divine nature, the reider

is referred to what was proved in a former chapter concerning the !Son of

God ; from whence it follows, that Ho, by whom all things were made,
both in Heaven and earth, even the angels themselves,—He who in the

beginning was the Word, and God with God, and although not supreme,
yet the first born of every creature, must necessarily have existed previ-

ous to his incarnation, whatever subtleties may have been invented to

evade this conclusion by those who contend for the merely human nature
of Christ.

"This incarnation of Christ, whereby he, being God, took upon hira the

human nature, and was made flesh, without thereby ceasing to be nume-
rically the same as before, is generally considered by theologiaiis as neit

to the Trinity in Unity, the greatest mystery of our religion,'

Again, pages 392-'3 : "There is, then, in Christ, a mutual hypostatic

union of two natures, that is to say, of two essences, of two substances,

and consequently of two persons; nor does this union prevent the respect-

ive properties of each from remaining individually distinct. That the fact

is so, is sufficiently certain ; the mode of union is unknown to us ; and it

is best to be ignorant of what God wills should remain unknown."
"How much better is it [p. 393,] for us to know merely that the Son

of God, our Mediator, was made flesh, that he is called both God and man,
and is such in reality; which is expressed in Greek by the single and ap-

propriate term, ©sav^pwjroff.

Page 397 : "It sometimes happens, on the other hand, that what pro-

Eerly belongs to the compound nature of Christ, is attributed to one of

is natures only, [1 Tim. 2, 5,] one mediator between God and men, the

man Christ Jesus." Now he is not mediator, inasmuch as he is man, but
inasmuch as he is ©sav^pwro?."

The mediatorial oflSce of Christ is that whereby, at the special appoint-

ment of God the Father, he voluntarily performed, and continues to per-

form, on behalf of man, whatever is requisite for obtaining reconciliation

with God and eternal salvation.—Page 400.
" Christ's sacerdotal office is that whereby he once ofi'ered himself to

God the Father as a sacrifice for sinners, and has always made, and still

continues to make intercession for us."

"The humiliation of Christ is that state in which, under his character

of God-man he voluntarily submitted himself to the Divine justice, as well

in life as in death, for the purpose of undergoing all things requiaite to

accomplish our redemptionu"—Page 410.

;i?*ii
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The satisfaction of Christ is the complete reparation made by him in his

two-fold capacity of God and man, by the fulfilment of the law, and pay-

ment of the required price for all mankind.—Page 417.

The effect of Christ's satisfaction is sufficient to produce the reconcilia-

tion of God the Father with man.—Page 426.

It will be now, we think, abundantly evident that, however much the

work differs from the orthodox faith on the subject of the Trinity, it dif-

fers on the same subject quite as much, and indeed far more, from the

Unitarian theory, while on all other points it coincides with the evangeli-

cal system, and is diametrically opposite to that of Unitarian.

To the names mentioned as being claimed by Unitarians, as authorities

in favour of their opinions, several others of less celebrity might be men-

tioned.* Enough has been said to ppove, 1. That Unitarianism is ever

ready to avail itself of the authority of great names, however slender, op

even suicidal may be the evidence. 2. That, like Popery, it waits for

death to prevent the opportunity of inmiediate and direct denial, in grder

to create and perpetuate rumours of aa alleged change of opinions.

Note B.

Hoioe on the Social Nature of God.

"Upon the whole, let such a union be conceived in the being of God,

with such a distinction, and one would think; (though the complexiona

of men's minds do strangely and unaccountably differ,) the absolute per-

fection of the Deity, and especially, the perfect felicity thereof, should be

much the more apprehensible with us. When we consider the most de-

licious society which would hence ensue, among the so entirely consen-

tient Father, Son and Spirit, with whom there is so perfect rectitude,

everlasting harmony, mutual complacency, unto highest delectation ; ac-

cording to our way of concei> ing things, who are taught by our own na-

ture, (which also, hath in it the Divine image,) to reckon no enjoyment
pleasant, without the association of some other with us (herein; we for

our parts, cannot but hereby have in our minds, a more gustful, ide* of %
blessed state, than we can conceive in mere eternal solitude.

God speaks to us as men, and will not blame us for conceiving thing*

so infinitely above us, according to the capacity of our natures; provided,

we do not assume to ourselves to be a measure for our own conceptions

of him; further than as he is himself pleased to warrant, and direct uai

herein. Some likeness we may (taught by himself,) apprehend between
him and us. but with infinite (not inequality only, but) unlil^eness. And
for this case of delectation in society, we must suppose an immense differ-

ence between him an all-sufficient, self-sufficient Being, comprehending
in himself the infinite fulness of whatsoever is most excellent and'delec-

table and ourselves, who have in iis, but a very minute portion of being,

goodness, or felicity, and whom he hath made to stand much in nee;^ of

one another, and most of all of him.

But, when looking into ourselves, we find there is in us a disposition,

often upon no necessity, but sometimes, from some sort of benignity of

temper, unto conversation with others; we have no reason, when other

things concur, and do fairly induce, and lead our thoughts, thi^ way, to

* See Heber's Bampton Lectures, pp. 120, 121.

.,-
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Mprehend any ineongruity in supposing he may have some distinct object

01 the same sort of propension in his own most perfect being too, and
therewith such a propension itself also.

As to what concerns ourselves, the observation is not altogether unap-
posite, what Cicero treating of friendship, discourses of perpetual solitude,

"that the affectation of it must signify the worst of ill-humor, and the

most savage nature in the vi^orld. And supposing one of so sour and mo-
rose a humor as to shun and hate the conversation of men, he would not

endure it, to be without some one or other to whom he might disgorge

the virulency of that his malignant humor. Or that supposing such a
thing could happen, that God should take a man quite out of the society

of men, and place him in absolute solitude, supplied with the abundance
of whatsoever nature could covet besides; who, saith he, is so made of

iron, as to endure that kind of life ?" And he introduces Architas Taren-

tinus, reported to speak to this purpose, "that if one could ascend into

Heaven, behold the frame of the world, and the beauty of every star, his

admiration would be unpleasant to him alone, which would be most de-

licious, if he had some one to whom to express his sense of the whole."

"We are not, I say, strictly to measure God by ourselves in this ; further

than as he himself prompts and leads us. But, if we so form our con-

ception of Divine bliss, as not to exclude from it somewhat, whereof that

delight in society, which we find in ourselves may be an imperfect, faint

resemblance; it seems not altogether disagreeable to what the Scriptures

also teach us to conceive concerning him, when they bring in the eternal

wisdom, saying, as one distinct from the prime Author and Parent of all

things, then was I by him, as one brought up with him, and daily his de-

light.—Prov. viii: 30.

For the same import are many passages of the Fathers: "If," says

Athenagoras, "on account of your surpassing intellect, you wish to learn

what the Son means; in a few words I will tell you. He is the first off-

spring of the Father, but not as anything created, for God is from the be-

ginning, and being an eternal mind, he himself had within himself the

Word, being eternally comprehensive of the Word. The Holy Spirit

likewise, acting efficaciously in those who prophecy, we assert to be an
emanation from God, flowing from him and returning to him, as a ray of

the sun. Who then, might not well think it strange, that we, who de-

clare God the Father, and God the Son, and the Holy Spirit, showing
both their power in unity and their distinction in order, should yet be
called Atheists.

The argument of Athenagoras is this, God's personal Word is the

Reason of God. But God is eternally rational, or eternally comprehen-
sive of Reason. Therefore, the Word or Reason of God is eternal also.

The play upon the terras Xoyocr and Xo^ixof in their Greek accepta-

tion cannot be preserved in an English version.

There is a parallel passage of Athanasius, which may serve to elucidate

this of Athenagoras. Athan. Orat. ii. Cont. Arian. Oper. vol. i. p. 164*

Commel 1600.

The akoyog of Athanasius is evidently the opposite to the Xo^jxoj ©f
Athenagoras.

Tertullian has imitated in Latin, the same form of phraseology and the
same peculiar line of argument.
Ante omnia enira Dens erat solus, ipse sibi et mundus et locus et onpnia:

solus autem, quia nihil extrinsecus praeter ilium. Caeterum ne tunc
quidem solus; habitat enim secum, quam habetat in semetipso, Rationem
Buam scilicet. Rationalis [Athenagorce Xoyixog] enim Deus; et Ratio
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in ipso prius: et ita ah ipso omnia. Quse Ratio sensus ipsius est, banc
Gmci Xoyov dicunt. Tertul. adv. Prax. § 3. Oper. p. 407.

The whole argument is founded upon the double sense of the term
\oyvg which imports either Verbum or Ratio. On this double sense,

Athenagoras and others of the old Fathers delighted to play. As the
Father is eternally Xoyixoc: his Xoyoj they argued must be eternal also.

Tres dirigens, Patrem et Filium et spiritum sanctum: tres antem n-^u

statu, sed gradu; nee substantia, sed forma: nee potestate sed specie:

unius autem substantise et unius status.*

The same argument for, and view of, the Trinity, is embodied in one
of the ancient hymns of the church, as found in the Thesaurus Hymnolo-
gicus Tom. i, p. 276.

In maiestatis solio,

Tres sedent in triclinio,

Nam non est consolatio

Perfecta solitario.

Aeternse mentis oculo,

Quando pater inflectitur

In lucis suae speculo.

Imago par exprimitur.

Imaginis consortium,
,

Nativus praet exitus,

Coiisorsque spirans gaudium >

Ingenitus et genitus.

Hoc gaudium est spiritus

Quo patri natus jungitur,

Et unura bonura funditus

In his tribus concluditur.

In tribus est simplicitas,
'

Quos non distiiiguit qualitas,

Non obstat tribus unitas,

Quos ampliat iramensitas.

Per solam vim originis,

Cominunio fit numinis,

Nativo ductu germinis,

Votivique spiraminis.

Ingenito et genito, etc.

* Faber's Apost of Trinit. vol. ii, pp. 240.

liI
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ARTICLE Y.
-cX

THE POETICAL ELEMENT OF THE BIBLE.

The Bible is a book of history, of laws, of moral and
didactic precepts, of biographical narratives, of person-

al memoirs, and of epistles, some of which are address-

ed to churches, and some to individuals. A lar^e por-

tion of it is of pure poetry, and the poetical element
nins through the whole, like a thread of gold. Now,
we do not think that sufficient prominence has been
given to this pai'ticular elenient, to this reniarkable pecu-
liarity, to this distinctive characteristic of Divine reve-

lation ; and ^e do think that it affords a separate and a

very impressive argument for the Divine origin and au-

thority of the Bible; that it is in entire accordance with
what we might expect to find in a Divine revelation,

from a consideration of the analogy of nature, the per-

fections of God, and the spiritual economy of man. We
cannot help thinking also, that the consequences flowing

from the practical I'ecognition of this peculiar element
of the Bible, are of the very highest importance, as in-

fallibly indicating the method by which Divine truth

may find readiest access to the minds of men in general,

and be most effectually impressed upon them.

God has made two revelations of himself to man.
The one in nature, the other in Scripture. The one par-

tial, the other complete. In the one he has proclaimed
his eternal power and Godhead'. In the other he has

manifested alibis attributes in their higliest forms. We
might expect a priori^ that the two revelations proceed-

ing from the same being, and addressed to the same be-

ing, would have some things in common; that while

each should be especially adapted to its pi-oper object,

tiiey would bear the marks of a connnon origin. The
external, visible universe, once a pai'adise, now too often

a prison and a tomb, is still glorious to behold. It still

hath objects and aspects of surpassing loveliness. A-
bove or below, by day or by night, in the blaze of the

nocturnal sky, lighted up with ^'living sapphires," and
in the first, faint flush of the new-born day, in the level
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rays of the sun as it lingers on the verge of the horizon,

in the ruddj^ glow of evening, when his descending disk

has sunk below the mountains and the ocean, above all,

in the rainbow, bright token of peace and good, we dis-

cern this loveliness. "Very beautiful it is in the bright-

ness thereof; it circleth the heavens, like a glorious gir-

dle, and the hands of the Most High, have bended it."

We discern it in the manifold beauties of the earth, look-

ed upon in early spring, when the winter is past, the

rain is over and gone, the flowers appear on the earth,

the time of the singing of birds is come, and the voice of

the turtle is heard in our land ; or amid the glowing and
gorgeous splendors of summer when the pastures are

clothed with flocks, the valleys are covered over with

corn ; or in brown October, of all months perhaps, the

sweetest, when the leaf sere and spotted, but still bright,

hangs loosely from its stem ; and in the yellow sunshine,

there is a certain accordance with the fading leaf, and a

gentle touch and tone of not unwelcome melancholy^ in

the aspect of the earth, soothing, it may be, and dear

****#***« To an eyej
'

That hath kept watch o'er man's mortality,"-^

to a heart that has often brooded, not in bitterness, but

in love and sadness, over his own mortal lot, the myste-

ries which beset the spirit here. And winter, too, bath

a glory of its own, not merely when the cold, bright sun
shines on the snow-clad earth, and glittering icicles hang
like brilliants on every bough, but when mingled hau
and snow come hurtling from the darkened sky.

Kow, what we find in nature, we might expect to find

in Scripture. If the glory of God is mirrored in the

shining stream and in the bending skies, in the hues
and harmonies of evening, in the purpling east at day-

break ; if thes^ show forth the manifold wisdom, power,

and love of the Creator of all things ; if nature, which is

the creature of God; if light, which is the garment of

God, be so glorious; if this material universe, the outer

court of Jehovah's temple, be so garnished with stars

and garlandedi with flowers, analogy would surely lead

us to anticipate a kindred glory in the Word of God
whi^h is the holy of holiee^ the immediate dwelling-place
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of his life-giving Spirit, the more exact and express im-

age of his glory. If the day be his, the night also his,

if he hath prepared the light and the sun, if the heavens

be the work of his fingers,* if he hath ordained the

nioon and the stars,—the Bible a work of God, diviner

still, as undefiled by the sin of apostate man, should be
brighter than the starry heavens, purer than the crystal

lymph, sweeter than the flowers of Spring.

An examination of the spiritual constitution of man
would also, lead us to expect that a revelation addressed

to him from God, should have the poetical element. A
Divine revelation should recognise the|i|ature of man in

all its integrity and furnish its approriate object and ali-

ment for every faculty. It should be suited to all the

exercises, to all the wants and to all the manifestations

of the soul, if it would satisfy its cravings and heal its

diseases. To the understanding it should offer absolute

truth. To the conscience, a law of moral duty commen-
surate with the perfections of God. To the affections, an
object of infinite loveliness and glory. For the taste,

the fidsthetical faculty of the soul, it should surely make
an appropriate provision in objects of beauty addressed

and adapted to itself. The main design of a revelation

from God, would, of course, be not to gratify taste, but

to instruct the understanding, to illuminate and control

the conscience, to sanctify and attract the affections.

But, instead of obstructing this primary purpose, a reve-

lation which should not ignore, but embody the poetical

element, universal and destructible as it is, in the hear^

of man, would greatly advance it. The Law given on
Sinai is to this day not less reverenced because inevita-

bly associated in every mind with the awful descent of

Jehovah on the mount, with the sound of the trumpet
and the voice of words, with the terrors of the multitude,

with the ministry of angels, and with the majesty of

God. As this outer and material universe is exquisitely

adapted to the bodily constitution of man, as there is a

natural fitness in the organization of the eye, the instru-

* Hence the heavens, as adorned with the moon and stars, are sai^

to be the work "of God's fingers," that is, not only those which were-

powerfully made, but also curiously wrought and adorned by the Spirit o;f

God.^—Owen on the Spirit, vol. iii, p. 97, Carter's editioBi
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ment of vision, and in light, the inedinm of vision, in the

ear, the oi-gan of hearing, and in sound, the object of

hearing, in all the members of the body, to their proper

objects and functions, so there is a like and a not less

Wonderful correspondence, between the faculties of the

soul and that supernatural revelation of his truth, his

grace, and his glory, which God has addressed to it.

There is no power or passion, no taste or sentiment, no
instinct or aspiration of the soul of man, for which God
has not made an adequate provision, to which he has

not addi'essed an appropriate appeal. If, in the revela-

tion, which he
\1lfg^

given us, he has revealed truth to iu-

struct the understanding and authority to control the

conscience, he has exhibited beauty to delight the imagi-

nation and taste. Had this element of the revelation

been wanting, the revelation had been incomplete and
imperfect, it had been neither so worthy of God nor so

suitable to us. The Bil)le is to be contemplated with

reference to God, the being from whom it emanates, and
man, the being to whom it is addressed. In its commu-
nications concerning God, it co!»veys conceptions, every

way worthy of the Supreme Being, in themselves infi-

nitely transcending the thoughts of man, and yet, when
revealed in perfect accordance with the highest a8})ira-

tions of the human spirit, and the clearest deductions of

most enlarged and enlightened reason. The views of the

Divine nature and government which it unfolds are,

moi-eover, peculiar to itself. They are invariably found
where the Bible is found, and nowhere else. When once
clearly announced and apprehended, they are perceived

to be, both sublime and true, suitable alike to the soul

and to God ; but they are such as fallen man, unaided,

uninspii'ed, alone could never have originated. They
evidently come from afar. They descend from above.

Like that spiritual and saving regeneration of which
our Saviour spake, these truths are all transcendental,

Divine, avwSrsv. Another marvellous peculiarity about

these revelations, so far as they relate to God is, that the

wiser and the better men become, the more exalted and
precious do they appear. Just as the spiritual vision

is pui'ged and strengthened, the S])iritual objects reveal-

ed to its contemplation, expand and brighten. Man
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never can outgrow the revelations of God. These reve-

lations never can hecoine old, never can be out of date.

As in themselves, they are endowed with immortal youth,

so they are arrayed in a vesture of undecaying beauty.

The word of God is invested with an authority, which is

felt to be imperative and eternal. It speaks to the men
of this generation in the same kingly tone with which it

spake to the first man to whom it came. The sun shines

not less brightly now than when its morning beam first

emote the land and sea; so the rays of Divine truth have
a fresh and perpetual glory. Schools of philosophy,
"falsely so called," spring up, live through their ap-
pointea day and then disappear to be heard of no more.
Systems of false religion overspread continents, endure,
it may be, for centuries, and are then exposed and ex-

ploded never to be restored again. The world is contin-

ually outgrowing its false faiths, but the truths of Divine
revelation, concerning God, never grow old, never pass
awaj', never sink into contempt as man gets wiser; but
dilate before his eyes, as he apj)roaches nearer to tliem,

like some majestic mountain that seemed but a small
speck in the distance, but on a near approach "swells
vast to heaven ;" or, like the visible horizon, seemingly
a narrow circle, but seek to touch it, to compass it, and
you find it ever-spreading, ever-receding, inaccessible, in-

com mensurable. This is true of the Bible in what it re-

veals concerning God.*
Now, it is just as marvellous, after its kind, consider-

ed as a revelation addressed to man. Me, wbo made
the human soul, made the Bible that is meant for it, and.

they are mutually adapted. They fit into each other as

the key to the lock, as the empty reservoir to the water
that is to fill it, as the ear to sound, as the eye to light.

Had God been what he is, and man been different, then

* On the limitation of our knowledge, and on the nature of our know-
ledge concerning God, see Discussions on Philosophy, <fec., by Sir W.
Hamilton. On the Philosophy of the Unconditioned, in reference to

Cousin's Infinito—Absolute. This article of Hamilton presents, perhaps,

the most fundamental view of the subject to be found iu the whole
compass of literature—-an article in which the last conclusions of the

most learned philosophy appear to be in entire harmony with the first

principles of the doctrine of Christ.—John i: 18; v: 3*7; Job xi: 7-12;

Ps. 1: 7-16; exxxiv: 1-12.
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the revelations addressed to man had been different from
what they are. Had man possessed some of the attri-

butes which he has and wanted others, then the revela-

tion which God has made to man, had recognised those

attributes, and had lacked elements which it now pos-

sesses, but which in those altered circumstances, would
have been superfluous. Had man possessed a moral and
intellectual nature only, then would God have revealed

all the moral truth which now exercises the understand-

ing and appeals to the moral sense. But he would have
revealed it in other forms, and he would have revealed

it alone. The revelation would have been perfect, be-

cause it would have fully answered the conditions of the

case, it would have been entirely worthy of the holiness

and truth of God, and entirely adapted to the nature of

man. But it would have been another sort of man from

us. Such a revelation would suit our nature perfectly,

so far as it was a revelation of moral truth, but it would
not suit us altogether, because of the missing element of

beauty, the object and the delight of taste.

Now, just suppose that this faculty is an essential part

of the constitution of man, and that God is about to ad-

dress to him a revelation which is to be worthy of God
and commensurate with the wants, the faculties, and the

susceptibilities of man. It is evident that the old pro-

vision will no longer answer, a new element must be
added. There must be, not only truth for the under-

standing and authority for the conscience, but there

must be something addressed and adapted to the aestheti-

cal faculty—taste. Otherwise, the revelation were in-

complete. It might speak of the perfections, the purpo-

ses and the operations of God just as it does now, but
still there would be a most unexpected, inexplicable, ap-

palling hiatus. This revelation is perfect, so far as it

goes, but it does not go far enough. It has a missing

element. It is, therefore, not in keeping with that other

revelation of himself, which God has given us, in the

creation. When we inspect what purports to be a reve^

lation from God to man we have a right to look for, to*

ask for something to correspond with the stars of Heaven
and the flowers of earth.

In couteraplating so mutilated and defective a. cevela^
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tioij, we should feel the same embarrassment that we
should experience if we were to leave out of view, some
indispensable condition of the question in the attempt

to solve an algebraic problem. Now, just let the poeti-

cal element be restored to the Scriptures, and you will

^ee at a glance, how complete they become, how conr

distent with their author and design, how consonant wit^

the soul of man, how correspondent with all the a-ttri-

biites and works of God !.; ^r-./-' ^t):^.';;'^.^^^-;i?'ih:^H;^;-:i-;v4^^

Then the two revelations of nature and Scripture, re-

<jeive and reflect mutual light. Then the music of na-

ture's many and sweet voices, finds a responsive echo in

inspired Scripture. Then the innumerable beauties of

eai'th and sky, of flow^er and tree, of streamlet and hill,

x^f gems and precious stones, are reflected from the faith-

ful mirror of the later and fuller revelation. Then the

pielodious murmurs of the waterfall, and the soft greea
Qf the sward in spring-time, are recognised and repro-

jduced ip Scripture. Then our common earth is clotned

.with a radiance coming down out of Heaven. Then the

rfceauties of nature are linked with the holiest sensibili-

ties of the human soul, and consecrated by the inspired

portraiture of the Divine Spirit. Then the voice of na-

ture gathers significance and sacredness from the revela-

tions of grace. Then the whole earth is in some sense,

9.t once a teacher and a teniple. Then the innocent lamb
«,nd the faithful shepherd may recall to mind him wlio

was l)Qth the jLamb of God and the Shephejd of Israel..

Then the seed which falls from the choice h^nd of the

iSOwer, may bring to memory the good word of cuir Grod,

tb^-tspHngeth u,p and bearetn fruit, some sixty fold, sonie

thirty foJo, and some an hundred. Then the soft tailing

showers and the gentle dews of evening may remind us

of the grace of God that bringeth salvation. The glories

of an earthly crown may suggest the hope of one that

^ladeth not away, and the golden fruits which grow be-

tide the living streams of earth, may then be associated

iu ini^inatjon an^ desire, with the river of the water of

Jite, aiid the tree whose Ltiives are for tb^ Uealipg of the

»gltioJ^6. .

W<?> have seen wh^t the analogy of nature might lead

m ty e;xpeot ; we have man what the epdritual CioustUu

Vol. VIII.—No .1. 7

^
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tion of man might lead ns to desire in a revelation from
God. Let us examine the Scriptures to ascertain wheth-

er or not they accord with the analogy of nature and
answer to the desire of the heart. On examination, we
find that no other book in the world can compare or

compete with the Bible, either in the profusion, or in the

perfection, of its poetry. And this will strike us all the

more forcibly, when we reflect that the design of the

Bible was not primarily, to please, but to instruct man-
kind, and that the larger part of it is not poetical in

form—that it is a book of laws, of history, of prudential

maxims and moral precepts. It is true, that we have
poetry in all its departments, and in all its varieties.

Almost all of the prophecies are poetical, not only in

substance but in form, thus verifying the intimate rela-

tion between the poet and prophet, as 'conceived of by
classic antiquity; the words 'rpocp^jriiff and vates^ standing

indifferently for either or both, in their respective lan-

fuages. Even in those cases in which the discourse had
eon all along in plain prose, so soon as what is distinct-

ively prophetic begins, the writer or speaker rises at

once to the highest strains of the most majestic poetry

;

of which, we have a signal instance in the dying bene-

dictions of the patriarch Jacob. One thing remarkable
about the Bible is, that it should be so poetical, even
in translation, and should really seem to suffer less from
translation than most other poetry. In general, just as

a work is delicate and exquisite in style, is the difficulty

of transfusing its peculiar fragrance and flavor into an-

other tongue; like those fruits which, to be tasted in all

their sweetness, must be eaten in the soil on which they
grow, or like the flowers which bloomed in Paradise, of

which Eve says,

" That never will in other climate grow."

We know how impossible it is to translate the subtle

harmonies of Homer and Sophocles—the airy and ex-

quisite fancies of Shakespeare, suspended, like dew-
drops, on the gossamer threads of the most delicate dic-

tion—the words being to the thought, not what the

sheath is to the sword, but fitting and flesh-coloured

like a glove. We know how intransmissible into another

(}i
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tongue are fhe grand harmonies of Milton, fhe thoughts
moving on the words, like his own description of hea-
ven's gates "on golden hinges turning." These writers

we know, do suffer, must suffer from any attempt to

translate them. The very pronunciation of the Hebrew
words is now irrecoverably lost. 'No man pretends to

know what it was with anything approaching certainty.*

How much greater then, must have been the majesty
and sweetness of David's lyrics—how much more im-
petuous and splendid the volume of " rapt Isaiah's fire ?

—when the Hebrew words were fitly uttered and their

effect heightened by all the foreign aids of instrumentaL.

harmony.f The prevailing and distinctive characteris-

tics of Hebrew poetry are majesty and tenderness. The"
subjects of Hebrew poetry are the noblest ia themselves,
and of most universal and enduring interest to the hu-
man family. There is, therefore, a general resemblance
in all the inspired poets, but not on that account is there

less diversity of genius and style, of imagery and asso-

ciation, than we discern among the poets of Greece, orv

of England. As in the primitive productions of the

Creator's hand, the utmost diversity was united with the

utmost excellence, as everything was beautiful with a
beauty after its own kind, so in the poetical writers of
the Bible. There are the tender elegies of Jeremiah,
when he lamented the downfall of his country and the

captivity of his people. There is the lofty and so-

lemn plaint of David when he mourned, with generous

grief, for Saul and Jonathan, and the passionate outcry

of his mighty heart, swelling with anguish at the un-

timely end of his son Absalom, undutiful and ungodly,

but, therefore, sorrowed for with an agony only the

more bitter, the more piercing, the more desperate I

Then w^e have the superhuman sublimities of Isaiah, pe-

culiarly the prophet of the Holy One of Israel. Then
we have the lovely and lone youth, whose voice was
like some pleasant instrument,—harp-like in its tender

sadness,—who was with the captives by the river of

* Calmet's Dictionary—Article, Poetry of the Hebrews.

f It is probable that the Hebrew loses less in being translated into the

English, than into most other modern languages. See on this subjeot,

some very striking observations in the Spectator, No. 405.

\i'".:f' /
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Chebar, whose visions were so mystical and so grand,

80 full of shadowy imagery and of solemn truth!

As no other book bears the same relation to the heart

of man which the Bible does, so no other book bears the

fiame relation to the outer universe. It over canopies the

material world like the sky, and pours its hallowed light

over all the scenes and provinces and processes of na-

ture. Every uninspired writer is partial, provincial.

The sacred writers alone, are Catholic and all-embracing.

It is said that the topography of Homer is so exact, that

tlie Greek mariner may now steer his course along the

ifihore, around the isles of the ^gean, by his imujortal

chart. The cliff's of Dover will endure as long in Shak-

speare's verse, as on their native site; and

" The banks and braes and streams around
The castle of Montgomery,"

will evermore be welcome to the eye and dear to the

heart of every patriot Scot. But these are all limited to

la nation. The poetry of the Bible is the poetry of the

world and of the race. It not only sets before us the

holy and beautiful city, alike in her pride and in her

'desolation, when like the mystical Babylon she said in

•her heart, I sit a queen and shall see no sorrow, and
when she sat solitary and had become as a widow, when,
"crowned with her tiara of proud towers," and when her

Temple was profaned and prostrate, when the Roman
eagles flapped their ill-omened wings over her, and the

phnigh-share of ruin passed through her. It not only
exhibits the fair daughters of Jerusalem when they gath-

ered in mystic and holy dance around the ark of God re-

'tuining in triumph to its reteting place, but when they
Lung their harps on the willows beside the rivers of
Babylon, unwilling to awake their chords of sweetness
in a strange land and at a tyrant's bidding. It not only
celebrates national deeds and confers a sacred immor-
tality on national topics and places and persons, on Beth-

lehem, where the infant Redeemer was born, on Naza-
reth, where he passed his early youth, on Capernaum,
on Chorazin, and on Bethsaida, where so many mighty
works were done, on Bethany, the dwelling-place of

Lazarus and his sisters, Mary and Martha, on thoBe

' "-'m
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weeping women that followed him to Calvary wberehe;
died, and to the grove where thej laid him; but it casts,

its broad and beautiful mantle over all lands. Under its

canopy of brightness all nations are gathered and glori-

fied. It tells of the primal creation of all things, of the

first rising of Yesperus, '^ that led the starry hosts" of
that period, in the fathomless, but unforgotten and glo-

rious past, when the music of the spheres first broke in

holy gladness on the listening ear of angels and of God..'

This subject may be looked at from another point of
view. Abstract the poetical element from Scripture and
you eviscerate the whole. Such is the native constitu-

tion of the human mind that the efficacy of th^t moral,

truth, which is addressed to the understanding, and that
'

moral authority which is exerted over the conscience, is

greatly aided by the poetical element of the Bible. Lord
Byron, who knew wherein his great strength lay, as well
as Samson, says of himself, ''description is my forte.'^^

The power of graphic and moving description is the test

and the triumph of the true poet. Take away the poeti-

cal element from the Bible and you exchange a descrip-j^

tion of God, as sitting upon the circle of the heavens,
riding upon the wings of the wind, weighing the moua-;,.

tains in scales and the hills in.a balance, for a definition

of God, as omnipotent, omnipresent, &c. Now, of all

books in the world, of the same compass, the Bible has

fewest definitions and most descriptions, for it is not a

book of exact science, and it is entirely adapted to hu-

man nature. Think what wild work you would make
by ignoring or abolishing the poetical element of the

Bible.* You convert the most picturesque and poetical

book in existence into a record as dry and didactic as a

merchant's ledger. You annihilate almost all, certainly

by far the greater part, of the discourses of him who
spake as man never spake. You destroy at once, ahnost

Qv^Yy prophecy, whether of the Old Testame.it or the

New, every fragment of the book of Psalms, the most

varied and beautiful, the most precious and perfect boujf

* We are glad to see the view of the importance of this element ot

Scripture taken above, sustained by the high authority of tlie lateDr.
Chalmers.—See his oorreapondence by l>p» Haima) letter 201^ j> »1P.

J' .
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of prayer in all the world. You leave, it may be, a

chapter and a half of the book of Job, the most majestic

poem in any land or tongue. You cast away as a worth-

less thing the greater part of the Apocalypse of St. John
described by Milton as " the majestic image of a high

and stately tragedy, shutting up and intermingling her

solemn scenes and acts with a seven-fold chorus of hal-

lalujahs and harping symphonies." You extinguish the

earliest light of the morning stars, and silence the sweet-

est music of the sons of God. Better, far better, that

some demon-vandal should rob the material heavens of

their glory, pluck each " bright, particular star," from
its place in the firmament, and with the breath of his

mouth slay every blade of grass, and every opening flow-

er; dry up the diamond dew-drop, and annihilate at

once every object that garnishes the heavens and glori-

fies the earth.

Of the many corollaries flowing from the proposition

which we have been seeking to establish, our space will

allow U8 to point out only two or three of the highest

practical importance. It is plain, in the first place, that

the literary beauties of the Bible should commend it to the

study of all who aspire to purity and elegance of taste.

Dr. Johnson advises those who wish to form a good
English st;^, to give their days and nights to the study
of Addison. With how much more propriety, may we
urge those who wish to acquaint themselves with the

highest forms of thought and speech " under heaven,
among men," to give their days and nights to the study
of the Bible. This, our book, has done more to sow the

seeds of moral goodness in the hearts of men, to invig-

orate, to expand, to purge and to exalt the purely intel-

lectual faculty, than all Other books of all other litera-

tures put together. That which prevents many men of
cultivated taste from entering on the diligent and de-

lighted study of the Bible, is its awful holiness and the
personal consciousness of sin. The atmosphere of Scrip-
ture is to them like the air of the highest mountain-
tops, pure, sublime, but rare and difficult to breathe in.

Eightly interpreted, it is an involuntary tribute which
such men never pay to the peculiar holiness of this book
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when theJ shun it. The Bible itself, tells us, the time is

coming when holiness to the Lord shall be written on
the bells of the horses. This signet of the king of glory
is visibly impressed upon every page of Scripture, and
is at once, a sign and seal of its divinity. When a sym-
pathy with the holiness of God, has been created in the
soul, then what before constituted a barrier to the peru-
sal of Scripture is converted into a specific and superla-

tive attraction. Holiness, the attribute of God, which
casts a lustre on every other, which consecrates every
other which is spoken of in Scripture as the beauty of

God, is the all-pervading and reigning element of the

Bible. It diffuses a calm and equable glory over all the

parts of inspired Scripture, and other books " do then
show likest" the Book of God, as they embody and ex-

hibit his supernal attribute. As a man improves in

purity of heart, not only will the Scriptures be to him
more glorious and more dear, but his appreciation even
of external nature, will become more exalted and more
intense. He will see more in the world and in man.
The earth and sky, the mountains and the meadows, the

growing corn, the broad rock, the bright waters, " the

shells on the sea-shore and the wild flowers, the murmur
of the unreposing brooks,^'—all lovely sights and sounds,

—the common face of man, " tjie star-light smile of chil-

dren," will then put on for him a new and more excel-

lent glory. The two worlds of nature and Scripture

now divorced and divergent, will then be brought near,

and each will have a conservation and a charm un-

known before ; because in every object that he sees in

each, he can now recognise the memorial and the pledge

of hig heavenly Father's love. And now, when he as-

cends those mountain-tops, where erst it was so hard to

breathe, he finds himself in an atmosphere to which he
is '' native and endued;" which is now to him, no longer

rare and difficult, but congenial and delightful, and he

says with the exulting spirit in Comus,

Now I fly

To those happy climes that lie

Where day never shuts his eye,

Up in the broad fields of the sky

;

There I suck the liquid air.
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Then turning to men grovelling in the valley far be-

low, we hear hirn say invitingly to them ;,'.;-

'

Mortals that would follow me,
*

Love virtue ; she alone is fre6,

She can teach ye how to climb

Higher than the sphery chime;
Or if virtue feeble were,

Heaven itself would stoop to her. •-

As men grow better, much of the poetry which is now
admired and studied will be deservedly despised and
neglected, and that only will be honoured which par-

takes of the prevailing character of the poetry of the

Bihle, which unites the highest poetical and the highest

moral excellence.

It is plain, in the second place, that the imagination
has a legitimate office to perform, and that fiction is a

lawful form of composition. What at once suggests and
8U[)plie8 a defence of the office and use of the imagina-
tion in literature, is, that tiie only book which God has

given to man directly from himself, employs and ap-

peals to it—that those pai-ts of that bo(jk which are most
devotional are most imaginative—that the minds of the

prophets are most poetical when most raised and agita-

ted with pious sensibility—;that they hardly ever touch
upon tiie person, glory, or kingdom of the Messiah,
without instinctively and spontaneously breaking forth

into song—that the parables of our Saviour himself,

which wei-e his njost characteristic form of teaching,*

which convey truth, most sacred, nnist precious, most
practical, are imaginative in structure, and fictitious in

form ; in one word, that from the opening chapters ot
Genesis, in which we have an account of the first crea-

tion of Heaven and earth, to the closing chapters of the

Apocalypse, in which we have an account of the new
heavens and the new earth, wherein dwelleth righteous-

ness ; the practical and imaginative element appears
everywhere and reigns supreme.

* For some very original and important observations on our Lord's pecu-
liar method of imparting instruction, the reader is referred to a most
masterly disquisition on the internal evidences in the University Lec-

tures, by Dr. R, J. Breckenridge, a discourse which will be regarded
by every candid judge, as a permanent and very valuable contributioa

to an exceedingly important anddi^^uk br£Mi«h of Theological ecieuoe.
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• if fiction has been employed to seduce and corrupt, to

insinuate fatal poison with the more deacily efi^ict, be-

cause not professedly a moral teaclier; if the writings of

many of the most popular novelists, in various lan-

guages, have been stained with sensuality, what shall we
say of the professed teachers of moral wisdom? Have
they borne themselves so meekly, so purely, so unblanie-
ably in their high office, as to make the charge of abuse
and perversion, peculiarly applicable to those writers

who mainly exercise and appeal to the imagination?
"What shall we say of the grave philosophers of Germany
and France, of Fichte, of Schelling, of Kant, and of He-
gel, of Cuusin and Oompte, of the metaphysics of Shaftes-

bury, of Hubbes, and of Hume, of Hume's History of
England, and Gibbon's History of the Decline and Fall

of the Eoman Empire ? When we think soberly of vi^hat

men have done in the gravest and highest departments
of human thought to mislead, to betray, to enslasre, to

corrupt and imbrute their fellow-men, in history, in po-

litical science, in physical speculations, in intellectual

and moral philosophy, and most of all and worse than
all, in Theology, and there see them single out fiction for

proscription and shame, we feel inclined in all sadness

of spirit, to say to them as Falstaff said to Prince Hal,

"Banish Bardolph, banish Peto, banish Paine, but for

sweet Jack Falstaff, kind Jack Falstaff, true Jack Fal-

stafi*, valiant Jack Falstaff, and therefore, more valiant,

being as he is, old Jack Falstaff, banish not him thy

Harry's company, banish plump Jack and banish all the

world." :
i

We have seen that the Bible uses fiction largely as

the vehicle of truth. The habit of condemning fiction

as fiction, of condemning it by wholesale and in the

gross, of condemning it without discrimination, without

exception and without mercy, which prevails so largely

in religious circles, we cannot but regard asalike irra-

tional and unscriptural. These extreme views have to a

lamentable extent, been identified with true piety. The

repudiation of them has been and still is, looked upon

as indicating a latitudinarian tendency. The truth is,

that the man who defends and sanctions fiction as an

allowable form of literary composition is^ even now, re-
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garded by many, as indifferent to the highest interests

of morals and religion. We boldly retort the charge.

"We carry the war into Africa. We affirm that the im-

piety in the matter is with those who condemn as essen-

tially evil, or of essentially evil tendency, a form of

composition, which was not only used in Scripture, but
abounds in Scripture, which was not only used by
Christ, but was characteristic of Christ. The greatest

and largest truths are most fitly conveyed in the form of

fiction, which bears the same relation to a specific, his-

torical statement, however exact, which algebra bears

to arithmetic. The one is particular and limited, the

other is general and comprehensive. The highest and
noblest truth will always exhibit itself in the forms of

poetry and fiction.* '•
>

We are not apologizing for a polluted, fictitious litera-

ture. We loathe it. "'Tis the object of our implacable
disgust." We earnestly warn the young especially, not

to read any work in any form of composition and under
any pretext whatever, which is likely to sully the purity

or to sap the strength of their moral principles. We
only protest against proscribing any legitimate and de-

lightful form of literary composition. W^e would only

distinguish between the use and abuse of a thing. All

that we mean to contend for is, that there is nothing in-

herently, essentially, invariably evil in fictitious compo-
sition. We condemn bad fictions and approve good.

"The very head and front of our offending

Hath this extent, no naore."

We condemn bad fictions, not because they are fic-

tions, but because they are bad ; not even because they

are bad fictions, but because they are bad things; not

because of their form, but because of their spirit. The
capital error of those with whom we are dealing is, that

they condemn the form when they should condemn the

spirit of fiction. A pure mind, in whatever form it may
appear, whatever garment it may wear, will still be
pure, and the spirit will glorify the form, as the shining

forth of our Saviour's divinity on Tabor tranfigured his

* There is more profound and universal truth in Hamlet, than in any
equal portion of any professed historian.

•i'4''t
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hnraan body. A depraved mind, on the contrary, what- -

ever the form of its manifestation, whether in philoso-

phy or fiction, in history or poetry, will show its depravi-

ty. Solomon tells us that it is of the very essence of

folly, that it shall proclaim itself, that it is the badge
and the business of a fool to say to every one that he is

a fool. And a greater than Solomon has said, how can
ye being evil, speak good things, for out of the abun-
dance of the heart the mouth speaketh? A good man
out of the good treasure of his heart, bringeth forth good
things, and an evil man out of the evil treasure oi his

heart bringeth forth evil things. These words exhaust
the philosophy of the subject, so far as the moral bearing ,

of literary fiction is concerned. But the use of the im-
agination is not merely capable of vindication as legiti-

mate. It has, as we have already hinted, a positive and
an exceedingly important function to perform for the in-

struction and delight of mankind. Thierry,* a French
historian at once popular and profound, remarks, that

the domestic life and usages of England, at the period

just succeeding the Norman Conquest, are not only

more vividly, but more faithfully' portrayed in Ivanhoe,
than in any authentic history. The inner and spiritual .

life of England is more perfectly reflected in Shakspeare's

historical plays than in the elaborate works of Hume
and Lingard ; than it is anywhere indeed, unless we ex-

cept the Gothic and chivalrous chronicles of Sir John
Froissart, which are scarcely more authentic and less

fanciful than Shakspeare's plays, although he professes

to relate what, for the most part, was subjected to his

own faithful eyes, oi* was connded to him at first hand,
by eye or ear-witnesses. Niebuhr, who has turned so

many long accredited historical facts into airy nothings,

"Like fairy gifts fading away,"

assuredly does not give so beautiful and life-like, nor

probably so true a picture of early Rome as Livy, whose
authority he has done so much to discredit. There is a
large part of history, perhaps the most instructive, un-

questionably the most charming, for a knowledge of

* Historical Works. Essay 8th, on the Conquest of England, by th«^

Normans, apropos of the Novel of Ivanhoe.

#
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wliicb, -sve must "be entirely indebted to imaginative
writers. We learn, incomparably, more of the ordinary
and real life of Athens from the ribald plays of Aristo-

phanes and from the tragic dramatists, than from He-
rodotus and Thucydides. To be either useful or enter-

taining, history must not disdain to employ and address
the imagination. The third chapter of Macaulay's recent

and splendid history of England, is confessedly, drawn
from various sources—scattered notices of the times con-

tained in such works as the Spectator, the most popular
plays and ballads and the like. It is, accordingly, the

most instructive and delightful chapter of the most popu-
lar historical work of our day.

It is evident, in the third place, that imaginative sen^

Bibility is peculiarly important to the interpreter of the

Bible, to tlie minister of the Gospel. We have seen
that of all books, the Bible is most thoroughly pervaded
"by the poetical element; that it abounds m<ire than any
other in the most daring, animated, and sublime figures

of poetry. No one, therefore, wliatever his piety and
learning, can bring out its full meaning without the im-
aginative sensibility which will enable nim to recognise,

to appreciate, to enjoy, and to unfold this great element
of God's revelation to mankind. We have seen the most
exquisite creations of fancy illumined by the Eternal

Spirit, rudely crushed in the hands of "strong-minded"
expositors, like fairy frost-work under the hammer of

Thor, or a delicate flower beneath the unconscious heels

of an iron-shod war-horse. On account of the predomi-
nance ofthe poetical element, much of the Scripture must
remain a dead letter, a sealed book, to a large class of in-

terpreters. They do not bring to the exposition of the

book, the requisite taste and imagination. They may
be men of eminent logical ability and thorough doctri-

nal and philological knowledge, but these cannot do the

proper work of the imagination. They are indispensa-

ble in their place, but tliey were never designed for this

particular service. It is the knight of the sleeping Leo-

pard with his coat of linked mail, with plated gauntlet,

and a steel breast-plate—his weighty charge burdened
"with accoutrements scarcely less massive and unwieldy,

on the hot sands of Syria, whei'e better a light-^'med
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and half-nalced Saladin oil his nimble AraVan steea.
" It is the Feast of Jloses, to which the battle-axe is

brought as a carving-knife, and the massy shield used as

ia trencher.

This delicacy of taste, this dramatic faculty of enter-

ing into the circumstances and characters of the scene,

and so rendering them "in form and moving, express

and admirable,"—this telescopic glance that brings near
the distant past,—this divine energy that breathes into

•the dead of a thousand years the life of to-day, may
;«eeui even a dangerous gift, at enmity with sober, safe,

sterling, common sense. But they are, in fact, intimate-

ly allied. The danger of rejecting or perverting impor-
tant doctrinal truth, through an excess or abuse of po-

etical sensibility is, other things being equal, not greater

surely, than the opposite peril of making non-sense, or,

what is worse, heresy, of Divine truth, by mistaking fig-

ures of speech for literal propositions. The greatest

errors in the history of Theology have, directly, sprung
|-from confounding poetic figures with literal verities.

'/Of this disastrous confusion, the idolatrous dogma of

transubstantiation is a memorable instance. ;^,; >.

In Scripture there are a multitude of passages, perfect-

ly plain to him that understandeth and perfectly dark
to all others; and their transparency or obscurity, de-

pends altogether, on the proper interpretation of figura-

tive language. Of all the Old Testament, that part is

most figurative which, in type or symbol, in prophetic

Bong or saying, shadows forth the promised branch of

Jesse's stem. Of all the New Testament, the most figu-

rative are the recorded discourses of our blessed Lord.

The prophecies of Isaiah, Zachariah, and other holy men
of old, who spoke as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost, touching the person, the kingdom, the govern-

ment and glory of the Messiah, and the relations which
he should sustain toward his church, especially as they

are bodied forth in the song of Solomon, are all in the

Jiighest style of poetic imagery. The parables of Christ

-are figurative throughout, and can be adequately inter-

preted by no man, whatever his logic and learning, who
18 void of poetic and imaginative sensibility. Tliis may
help to explain the fact, that preaching, even by good

>h
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men of respectable parts and education, so little attracts

the public. It will not do to reply that the public feel

little interest in the truths presented. This is a very

common and convenient answer indeed, and it may seem
almost profane to expose it. But how are we to explain

the prodigious popularity of men who confessedly preach

the whole counsel of God, but who have been favoured

by nature with poetical fancy, and are not ashamed or

afraid to use it. ^
Speaking of the ordinary ministrations of the English

clergy, Sidney Smith says that "an adventurous preach-

er is afraid of violating the ancient tranquillity of the

pulpit, and the audience are apt to consider the man
who fatigues them less than usual, as a trifler or char-

latan." It is, notwithstanding, a fact remarkable and
undeniable, that in all ages, the men who have preach-

ed the glorious truths of Divine revelation in a style

most in keeping with the imaginative and figurative

structure of the Bible itself, have had most immediate
popularity and most permanent usefulness. It may suf-

fice to mention three men " in three different ages born,"

of entirely different genius, and surrounded by utterly

unlike circumstances, alike only in the highly poetical

cast of their minds, and in the vast power which they

wielded during life, and are likely to wield through all

generations.

The first is Chrysostora, the Golden Mouth, the glorv

and the idol, first of Antioch, afterwards of Constanti-

nople. It is of him that Gibbon, no partial critic, thus

writes: "The monuments of that eloquence which was
admired near twenty years at Antioch and Constantino-

ple, have been carefully preserved, and the possession

of near one thousand sermons of homilies, has author-

ized the critics of succeeding times to appreciate the

genuine merit of Chrysostom. They unanimously attri-

bute to the Christian orator, the free command of an ele-

gant and copious language, the judgment to conceal the

advantages which he derived from the knowledge of rhe-

toric and philosophy, an inexhaustible fund of meta-
phors and similitudes of ideas and images to vary and
illustrate the most familiar topics, the happy art of en-

gaging the passions in the service of virtue, and of ex-

**«
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of imagination and sensibility, he could not have been
the preacher that he was, without his profound scientific

training, his logical power, his rare common sense, his

genial humility, above all, his heartfelt piety. But what
we contend for is, that he might have been just as scierif

tiiic, as logical, as benevolent and pious as he was, and
yet he would not have been the orator that he was, withr

out his strong imaginative sensibility.

Nor in the presentation of our argument, should it be
forgotten that the most popular and useful religious

b(»ok in the English language, probably the most popu-

lar and useful book ever written by man, in any lan-

guage,—the Pilgrim's Progres8,-^a book equally welr

come to the philosopher, tlie poet, the theologian, the

Christian and the child, is nothing but one continued
figure from the beginning to the end. This b ' k is

more made on the Bible model, it is more deeply tinc-

tured with its peculiar poetic spirit, and tinted with its

heavenly hues; its figures are more purely Scriptural

than any other volume of any uninspired man. It is

enough to add, that of all religious books, it is most
easily understood and most indelibly impressed, most
poetical in its spirit, and yet, most practical in the char^-

acter of its teachings. Oi' all uninspired books, the Pil-

grim's Progress is most like the Bible in style, in struc-

ture, in spirit and in sentiment. It is the genuine pro-

duct of the Word of God in conscious contact with the
sinjple, but profound and poetic soul of John Bunyan.
It is a faithful i-ecord of his religious life, under the ac-

tion of the truth and spirit of the Bible.

'''SI

THE AUTHORITY OF ECCLESIASTICAL RULlRa

1. "The Constitution of the Presbyterian Church, in

the United States of America," contains a passage which
we have long admired, for the clearness with which it

asserts the great principle on which every ecclesiastical

question must be determined :

**That all church power, wheth<;r exeicis.ed hj t|i©
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body in general, or in the way of representation by de-

legated authority, is only ministerial and declarative

;

that is to say^ that the Holy Scriptures are the only rule

of faith and manners ; that no church judicatory ought
to pretend to make laws, to bind the conscience in virtue

of their own authority ; and that all their decisions

should be founded upon the revealed will of God. Now,
though it will easily be admitted, that all synods and
councils may err, through the frailty inseparable from
humanity; yet there is much greater danger from the

usurped claim of making laws, than from the right of

judging upon laws already made, and common to all

who profess the gospel ; although this right, as necessity

requires in the present state, be lodged with fallible

men.
To this passage we entreat the earnest attention of

every reader,—especially every Presbyterian reader.

—

None, we presume, can fail to observe that it resolves all

the official power of ecclesiastical rulers into "the right

of judging upon laws already made" by Christ. If this-

doctrine be correct, it follows that all ecclesiastical offi-

ces not instituted by Christ are unlawful,—that every
claim to ecclesiastical office must be tested by an impar-
tial application of the law of Christ to facts existing in

the case of the claimant,—and that no man may do offi-

cially in the church of Christ, any act which cannot be
proved from Scripture to be legitimately connected with
his office.

Before proceeding to other topics, it will be proper to

exhibit (though with great brevity,) the evidence—at

least a part of the evidence,—by which this doctrine i&

supported. Here we notice,

I. The Relation of the Church to Christ.—^He is her

Head. Her members, as such^ "are members of hi&

body, of his flesh, and of his bones." The same persons,,

it ie true, sustain other relations, and in those relations

are, like other men, subject to human authority. But
their character, as members of the church, is identical

with their character as members of Christ; and to sup-

pose that^ that character they may be rightfully sub-

jected to human authority as such, is an absurdity, little^

if at all, less monstrous than to suppose that their exalted

YoL. vm.—No. 1. 8
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Head owes subjection to human authority. To Him it

belongs to determine what shall be the mutual relations

subsisting between his own members, and what the du-

ties corresponding with these relations ; and it is incon-

sistent with the honour due to Him, to imagine that any
authority distinct from his own can have any lawful ap-

plication to the subject. S '

She is his kingdom. Membership is formed by bap-
tism into the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of

the Holy Ghost ; and inspiration has taught us to de-

scribe the same transaction by the equivalent phrases

''''hajptism into Christ^'' and " haptised in the name of the

Lord JesusP The inference from these facts must be
obvious to every one who remembers the sense uniformly

attached by the sacred writers to baptism into a person,

or in his name : We are made members of the church
by being brought under a covenant obligation to the

evangelical service of the triune Jehovah,—that is, by
being brought under a covenant obligation to the service

of Christ. No obligation distinct from this—no obliga-

tion to anything, in any other view than as a part of the

service of our God and Saviour, is implied in the rela-

tion, or can by any possibility grow out of it. Every
member of the church is, a^ sug\ a servant of Christ.

—

On the ground of that relation^ he may not do anything,

whether as an officer, or as a private member, which is

not an act of service to Christ, or for any other reason
than that it is a part of his service. But the service of
Christ includes all that Christ has commanded, and no-

thing else. It follows that there can be no lawful eccle-

siastical act, and especially no lawful exercise of eccle-

siastical authority, which cannot be proved to be re-

quired by the law of Christ.

2. The natwre of the official relation of ecclesiastical

rulers to the Ghu/rch^ a/nd the endfor which that relation

subsists.

On these points, the teachings of the word of God are
clear and perspicuous. Concerning our Eedeemer, we
are told, " When he ascended up on high, he led capti-

vity captive, and gave gifts unto men." * * * " And
he gave some, apostles ; and some, prophets ; and some,
evangelists ; and some, pastors and teachers ; for the

..itjiw.^
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perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for

the edifying of the body of Christ ; till we all come in

the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son
of God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the sta-

ture of the fulness of Christ.—(Eph. iv., 8, and 11-13.)

The very highest ecclesiastical officers were a gift from
Christ to his Church : certainly, then, he never gave her
to them. He gave them to her " for the work of the
ministry"—that they might minister to her ; surely, then,

he did not intend that she should be subject to their will

and pleasure. He gave them to her, because their min-
istry was among the means by which she w;as to be edi-

fied and perfected, strengthened in faith, and advanced
in the knowledge of her glorious Head ; surely, they
could have no right to direct their official acts to any
end not of his appointment, or to consult their own incli-

nations as to the nature of the ser voices which they should
render.

We next turn to Heb. xiii., 17, " Obey them that have
the rule over you, and submit yourselves ; for they
watch for your souls, as they that must give account,

that they may do it with joy, and not with grief: for^

that is unprofitable for you."
The reason for obedience and submission to ecclesiasti-

cal rulers is here declared to be, that they watch for our
souls ; of course, the end to be sought by obedience is

the salvation of the soul. Now, can it be needful to this

end, that we obey any command which rests on no high-

er authority than that of man ? To answer in the affirm-

ative, is to claim for ecclesiastical rulers the power to

establish new terms of salvation.

3. The sacredness which attaches to every legitimate

exercise of ecclesiastical authority.

Twice is our Redeemer recorded to have made the so-

lemn declaration, " Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth,

shall be bound in heaven ; and whatsoever ye shall loose

on earth, shall be loosed in heaven ;" (Matt. xvi. 19, and
Matt, xviii., 18 ;) and in the latter instance, the connex-

ion plainly shows that the declaration is intended to ap-

ply to the discipline of the church in all a^es. Surely it

will not be asserted, that God thus ratines acts which
originate in no higher source than the will of man. Tq

'•Sa: rS*'ifrri-;iA-r-
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excommunicate one, is " to deliver him unto Satany It

would be palpably absnrd to imagine that Christ has

left it to the wisdom or caprice of mortals to define the

boundary between his kingdom and the dominions of the

Prince of Darkness. When about to expel the incestu-

ous person, the Corinthians were to be gathered together,

with the jpower of our Lord Jesus Christ.'''' That is,

they were to exert, in strictness of speech, no authority

of their own. They were to be simply the instrument,

the medium through which the Lord Jesus would exert

this authority, and declare his sentence. ^

Other passages of Scripture exhibit the same princi-

ple in a more general form: "Yerily, verily, I say unto

you, he that receiveth wdiomsoever I send, receiveth me;
and he that receiveth me, receiveth him that sent me."
*'He that heareth you, heareth me; and he that despi-

eeth you, despiseth me ; and he that despiseth me, despi-

seth him that sent me."—(John xiii: 20, Luke x: 16.)

It can hardly be necessary to inquire, whether these de-

clarations can be supposed to apply to any other acts,

than those which are done strictly in obedience to the

Lord Jesus. But, perhaps it will be said, they apply
only to acts done by inspired men. We reply, the only

consideration which connects sacredness with the oflScial

acts of inspired men is their accordance w'ith the will of

Christ. As to uninspired men, the accordance of their

acts with his will, we readily admit, cannot be proved
so easily, nor in precisely the same manner; but sup-

posing this ascertained, the consideration to w^hich the

former owe their sacredness, applies with precisely equal
force to the latter. The Scriptures contain not a hint of

a legitimate and proper exercise of ecclesiastical authori-

ty to which the sacredness asserted in these pages does
not belong; and a text already quoted (Heb. xiii : 17,)

is in point to show that such a thing is impossible.

4. Apostolic example.—When " the apostles, and el-

ders, and brethren," decided the celebrated question

about circumcision, (Acts xx,) they pointed out the au-

thority on which their decision rested: "/?5 seemed good
to the Holy Ghost^ and to us.^^ Paul expressly disclaim-

ed personal authority in religious matters over those who
had been converted through his ministry ; and when ap-
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proaching a subject on which he had no message from
God to deliver, was careful to state that he merely gave
his judgment, as one that had obtained mercy of the

Lord to be faithful.—(See 2 Cor. i : 24, and 1 Cor. vii

:

25.) Not a single example of an opposite kind is re-

corded in the New Testament for our imitation ; one is

recorded, however, for a very different purpose.—(See
3 John 9 and 10. . •-. m. ;. ,,.- -

:
:-^ .;->

-

5. Inspired warnings against ecclesiastical usurpa^
tion^ on the one hand : and submission to it^ on the other.

Elders are exhorted, "feed the flock of God which is

among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by con-

straint, but willingly ; not for filthy lucre, but of a ready
mind ; neither as being lords over god's heritage, but
being ensamples to the flock."—(1 Peter v: 2 and 3.)

Here, elders are reminded that they are not lords over
the church, and solemnly forbidden to do anything that

might imply a claim to that character. The reason of the

prohibition is very clearly intimated—that the church is

God's heritage ; and every claim advanced by a creature

to dominion over her, is an invasion of his prerogative.

Elders must show obedience to God in all their official

acts, as well as in their private conduct ; and thus they
will be "ensamples to the flock."

Let us next examine Matt, xiii : 8, 12. " But be not

ye called Rabbi : for one is your Master, even Christ

;

and all ye are brethren. And call no man your Father
upon the earth : for one is your Father, which is in

Heaven. Neither be ye called masters : for one is your
Master, even Christ. But he that is greatest among you
shall be your servant. And whosoever shall exalt him-

self shall be abased; and he that shall humble himself

shall be exalted." This passage, as the context shows,

relates to the aff'airs of the church, not of civil life. So
far as the church is concerned, all her members are

brethren ; no superiority is to be sought or acknowledg-
ed, but that which consists in humble and self-denying

service. We have no Father but God; no Master but

Christ. Nothing is to be believed on any other evidence

than that Christ has declared it; nothing done for any
other reason than that God commands it. A man does

not exalt himself above his brethren, when he merely

M
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communicates to tbem what the Lord has commanded
him to communicate, or does for them what the Lord
has commanded him to do ; but he cannot be acquitted

of this charge, who requires them to believe the mere
dictates of his own understanding, or to do the mere
dictates of his own will. From this passage, therefore,

it is evident that no mortal has any rightful authority in

the church, in any other sense than this, that the Head
of the church may be pleased to exercise His authority

through him. Accordingly, we are taught in other por-

tions of the "Word of God, that in religious aifairs,—and
the government of the church can lawfully have nothing

to do with any but religious affairs,—a merely human
origin is a decisive ground of condemnation against

every thing of which it can be truly affirmed. " In vain

do they worship me, teachin-gfor doctrines the commcmd-
ments of men.'''' " Why are ye subject to ordinances,

(touch not, taste not, handle not, which all are to perish

with the using,) after the commandments am^d doct/rines

of menV ,/v,^„

In maintaining what we conceive to be the radical

principle of ecclesiastical polity, we are anxious to be
correctly understood. We are far from demanding an
explicit warrant for every official act. We know, indi-

rect proof may be as decisive as direct. Every duty in-

cludes all the necessary and proper means of perform-

ance ; but it would be unreasonable to expect that he
who enjoins the duty would give, in every instance, a
full and minute enumeration of the means. A general

precept must, necessarily, include a variety of particu-

lar acts. Inspiration has authorized us to describe the

duty of certain officers by the phrase to govern the

church. Concerning some acts, we can readily decide,

by merely considering their nature, that they are acts of

ecclesiastical government. Let it be shown that an act

of this kind must be done, and unless we can find au-

thority for making it an exception to the general rule,

its nature decides who must do it. In order that the

law of Christ may be executed, it must be applied to

existing circumstances ; and this often requires a know-
ledge of many other things besides the law. Hence
ecclesiastical rulers must decide many questions authori-

'^
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tativelj in behalf of the church. In every such case,

the members of the church are bound to submit to the

decision, even though they may think it erroneous, pro-

vided they can do so without committing sin, or omit-

ting duty. The reason is, that while every duty must
be performed, and every sin avoided, we must not at-

tempt to decide for ourselves any matter which God has
appointed others to decide for us ; nor in this case, are we
responsible for the decision that may be given. But our
doctrine is, that ecclesiastical officers are not to be sub-

mitted to, in the exercise of powers which God has not
given them,—that they may not decide any matter which
it cannot be shown from Scripture that it belonged to

them to decide,—nor do officially any act which cannot
be proved from Scripture to belong to their office. Of
course, it is acknowledged that they may properly avail

themselves of the confidence of the church, which they
must be presumed to enjoy, for the purpose of giving

judicious and pious advice. To give such advice to those

to whom we have reason to think it will be acceptable

and useful, involves no claim to authority. It is merely
the exercise of a common right of humanity.

II. The word of G^d contains no formal specification

of the powers of ecclesiastical rulers. It describes them
as governments^ and those that heme the rule over you^

and defines their duty by the phrase to take care of the

church of Godj and if, in interpreting these expres-

sions, we pay due attention to the nature of the church,

and to the warnings against ecclesiastical usurpation al-

ready noticed, we shall be led to correct views of the

whole subject* -

It is true, the church, while she exists on earth, must
unavoidably be concerned, to some extent, in secular

matters. Hence, there are some services, the need of

which, is common to her with every other organized and
public bod3^ Accordingly, deacons are appointed to

render these services ; but deacons are not rulers.

The whole duty of the church is to serve Christ, to do
his will. This remark applies equally to her officers and
her private members... Holiness, as a moral attribute,

belongs only to persons in their individual capacity. It

can be truly ascribed to a public body on no other

-'.*^'»
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ground than that of its existence in the individuals com-
posing the public body. The usefulness of public reli-

gion consists solely in its subserviency to personal reli-

gion. Ecclesiastical rulers, therefore, have no power for

any other purpose than to secure obedience to Christ

from individuals ; and all that can be officially done by
mortals for this purpose is comprehended in teaching

and discipline, xou may proclaim the character, offi-

ces, work, and law of Christ—all the truth that God has

been pleased to reveal for the sanctification and salva-

tion of men : you may inflict on the violators of his law
such censures as his word prescribes. But when you
have done these things, there is nothing more to be done
officially. Prayer and a holy example are all the re-

maining means adapted to the end, and within the reach

of creatures, who have no direct control over the heart.

It is readily admitted, that to teach is not an act of

rule. But there are various acts of rule which must be
done, in order that instruction may be duly communica-
ted. Suitable persons must be invested with the office

of the gospel ministry; of course, due inquiry must be
made as to the qualifications of candidates ; and what-
ever is needed to be done by public authority, must be
done by ecclesiastical officers, for securing to aspirants

to that sacred office the advantage of suitable training.

To designate ministers to their respective fields of labor,

and to hold them responsible for their official conduct,

are acts which must be done ; and in their own nature
they are acts of ecclesiastical rule.

Moreover, the duties of a public religious instructor

include all that is included in conducting the public wor-
ship of God. Indeed, it is here, principally, his duties

are to be performed. ' The sacraments are divinely ap-

pointed modes of exhibiting the leading truths of the

gospel, by the aid of symbols. Prayer and praise, we
admit, are not, in themselves considered, acts of either

teaching or learning. But to lead others in these exer-

cises, is an act of teaching, and to be led by another,

an act of learning. JS^ow, in connexion with the public

worship of God, there are necessarily, a variety of par-

ticular circumstances, about which a common under-
standing on the part of those who are to unite in it is in-
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dispensable, but whicli are variable in their nature, and
which God has left to be determined by Christian dis-

cretion in conformity with the general principles of his

word. Of course, the determination of these is included
in the duty of ruling the church.

For reasons formerly assigned, we believe there is an
extensive class of human beings who, according to the

will of Christ, are entitled to be regarded as members of

the church, while they are not to be regarded as regen-

erate persons, nor admitted to the Lord's table. The
reception of the sacred supper is a means of instruction,

not applicable indiscriminately, to all hearers of the gos-

pel, nor even to all members of the church. To judge
of the qualiiications of applicants is, therefore, a duty
necessarily included in ruling the church, and in the de-

partment of ecclesiastical government we are now con-

sidering, that which consists in providing for the due
communication of religious instruction.

Here we offer a remark to which the special attention

of our readers is earnestly solicited. The authority of
ecclesiastical rulers^ in rejerencc to the mim>istry^ cmnpre-
hends the whole of their offixiial power for the propagor
i/ixm of the gospel. They may direct the variable drcirni-

stances of public worship. They may make such dis-

tinctions as the word of God authorizes, in view of the

knowledge and apparent religious state of the worship-

pers. They may induct men into the office of the gospel

ministry, and may appoint such previous training and
trial as, in the exercise of a sound Christian discretion,

they may deem pre-requisite. They have, and must ex-

ercise a limited authority over ministers in their official

character. But whatever, not included in this enume-
ration, is to be done for the religious instruction of men,
rests on grounds entirely distinct from their appoint-

ment. Once admit that the public worship of God is a
duty of the church as a visible and organized society;

and that the minister of the gospel is an ecclesiastical

officer, to whom pertains the duty of ruling, in common
with other officers, with the additional duty of giving re-

ligious instruction, and for that purpose conducting the

public worship of God, and it is too obvious to require

argument, that the duty of ruling the church compre-

ir i
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hends all the particulars now specified. But neither in

this way, nor in any other, can it be proved from the

New Testament, that the duty of ruling the church, as

committed to mortals, implies the exercise of any official

authority for the propagation of the gospel, of which the

immediate subject is not either the ministry, or the pub-

lic worship of God, which ministers are appointed to

conduct.

It will, probably, be asked whether, in consistency

with this doctrine, we can approve the Presbyterian
practice of licensing persons to preach the gospel as can-

didates for the holy ministry. Unquestionably. Such
persons are not appointed to do anything not included

in the functions of the ministry. Their case differs from
the case of ministers in these respects only, that their

appointment is temporary, because intended for trial,

and extends to only a part of the duties of the ministry.

Now, that the Scriptures contain no explicit mention of

such a limited and temporary appointment, is readily

admitted ; but we maintain that it is an appropriate

mode of performing a duty which they do enjoin. They
require that a bishop be not a novice^ that he be afaith-
ful ma/n^ and able to teach others also. To those intrust-

ed with the power of ordination, they address the solemn
admonition. Lay hands suddenly on no man. Thus it is

evident, that candidates for the sacred office must be
tried, not only as to their knowledge and piety, but as

to their aptness to teach. And it is for this purpose they
are licensed to preach. This mode of trial is certainly

relevant. It imposes no unreasonable burden. It inter-

feres with no man's rights ; nor do we perceive that, em-
ployed merely for the purpose here specified, it involves

anything inconsistent, with either the spirit or letter of

any portion of the word of God. And since God has

been pleased to enjoin the duty of trying candidates,

but not to point out the precise mode of trial, these con-

siderations aftbrd an ample vindication. Let it be dis-

tinctly observed that, in this case, no authority is exer-

cised which does not relate to the ministry, and no
means are used for the propagation of the gospel, dis-

tinct from those which it is the official duty of ministers

to employ.
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We are prepared to have it objected that we limit the

agency of the church to a narrow sphere. This would
be true, were there no higher authority in the church
than that of created office-bearers. But be it remember-
ed, the reverse is true. Immanuel is her Head. Im-
manuel is her Lord. The duties of her officers, and the

duties of her private members are alike prescribed by
Him. Shall we say, then, that she is concerned in an
act, because it is done under the authority of her created
rulers ; but that she is not concerned in an act done by
a private member, simply in obedience to the will of

Christ? "What is this but to deny that private persons
have anything directly to do—are under any direct re-

sponsibility, or owe any direct subjection to the Lord
Jesus as Head of the church ? The agency of the church
comprehends the whole agency of every member, so far

as it has relation to the honor and authority of the Re-
deemer ; and to decide what portion of her agency is to

be exerted by human rulers or uoder their official direc-

tion, the only appeal is to his word. , i.^;„ '

The truths of the gospel are not secrets. There are

various relations, not ecclesiastical in their nature,—that

of parent, for example,—which bring along with them an
obligation to impart religious instruction. The duties of

these relations ecclesiastical officers are to point out and
enforce, on the general principle, that they are to point

out and enforce all the duties that God has enjoined.

Every man ought to use all the proper means at his com-
mand for the diflfusion of religious knowledge, and every
means is proper, which is really adapted to the end, pro-

vided it involves no neglect or violation of the duties of

his station, and no invasion of the rights or prerogatives

of others. There may be those who condemn all efforts

for the extension of the Redeemer's kingdom, made vo-

luntarily by private individuals, whether singly, or

conjointly. But assuredly, the Bible does not sanction

such indiscriminate condemnation. It declares that the

church—not merely her ministers, and other office-bear-

ers,—but the church is the ^illa/r and the ground of the

truth; and requires all her members to hold forth the

word of life.

Of course, we do not plead for any unauthorized as-

'
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sumption of ministerial functions. The minister is, hy
ecclesiastical office, a teacher of religion. He claims to

have been called of God to that office. This claim has

been duly examined on behalf of the church, and found
to be supported bj proper evidence. He is a teacher of

the church. When she meets to worship, and to receive

instruction, it is his duty to teach her, and to lead her

devotions. He sustains the office of teacher to her mem-
bers severally. On her behalf, he is appointed likewise

to impart reb'gious instruction to those who, as yet, are

not members, with a view to their becoming so. Every
man has a right to apply to him for this purpose ; and if

the application is made seriously, respectfully, and in

proper time and place, he is bound to pay it all suitable

attention. This is not a personal favor, but a duty of his

office. The layman is in very different circumstances.

To teach the truths of revelation to certain individuals

may be his duty, on the ground of certain relations which
are not of an ecclesiastical character; but if he teaches

them to others, it must be merely in the exercise of a
right common to every man, to tell what he knows to

whom he will, on every subject on which secrecy is not

obligatory. To mention a parallel case : The State may
establish a Professorship of Law. No man not duly ap-

pointed, may attempt to fulfil any of the duties of that

JProfessorship ; but it by no means follows that any man
is forbidden to express his opinion on any question of

law, on any suitable occasion.

Let our position be distinctly understood. It is evi-

dent from the Word of God, that religious instruction

must be given officially, by men ecclesiastically appoint-

ed, and set apart to the work; and we have ample means
of determining what are the peculiar duties of the office.

On the other hand, it is equally evident, that not only

ecclesiastical officers, but Christians, without distinction,

jnust let their light shine,—must hold forth the word of
life,-^must exhort one another,—must be the light of the

world,—and while the general duty is enjoined, the

Scriptures contain no minute enumeration of the means
of performance. It will probably be admitted (by all,

at least, wdio are likely to take an interest in this discus-

sion,) that for the purpose here specified, much must be

^1
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done by individuals without reference to any other au-

thority than that of the Lord Jesus, much about which
they are no more to wait for an appointment from crea-

ted rulers of the church, than they are to wait for such
an appointment to search the Scriptures, or to pray in

secret. These things lie within the appropriate provmce
of individual piety ; and ecclesiastical rulers have to do
with them, in no other way than as they have to do with
every branch of practical religion. Now, the question

is, what are the proper limits of this field of action?

We reply, it includes every proper efibrt to bring men
to the knowledge of the truth, which is not included in

the peculiar functions of the gospel ministry. Within
the limits thus defined, ecclesiastical rulers as such have
no more rightful power to appoint and control, than over

the devotions of the closet. The proof is easy : As has

been shown already, all their claims to authority must
either be made good from the law of Christ, or rejected

as usurpations. N'ow^ while the New Testament abumd-
(Mhtly decla/res the authoriPy of churoh government in re-

lation to the ministry^ it contains not the rmst remote

hint or implication of the extension of thatpower to a/ny

mode of maki/ng hnown saving truth which is not ininis-

terial in its nature. This, indeed, is little, if anything

more than saying, that we haA)e no authority to ini/ro-

duce new offices into the churchy a/nd that Christ has
given her no teaching officers except ministers.

Let us turn to the other class of duties. Those who
are appointed to rule and take care of the church, must
exercise discipline on violators of the law of Christ. Of
course, this has exclusive reference to members of the

church. So common sense teaches, and the word of

God decides. "For what have I to do," says Paul, "to
judge them also that are without? Do not ye judge
them that are within? But these that are without God
judgeth. Therefore, put away from among yourselves

that wicked person." From this passage it is evident

that, in some cases, the offender must be utterly cut off

from the communion of the church; but this is the high-

est penalty she may inflict, in any case whatsoever. Of
course, a power to receive persons into the church is

pre-suppo&ed. Moreover, there n^ust be power to d<^ .1*

I.
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whatever is needful for the suitable and convenient per-

formance of these duties. Churches, for example, must
be organized. In some instances, one congregation must
be divided into two or more ; in others two ov more con-

gregations united into one. Charges of disorderly con-

duct, preferred against members of the church, must be
investigated. For this purpose, witnesses must be cited

and examined, and their testimony duly considered.

Ministers must be held amenable to discipline, in refer-

ence to their official, as well as their personal conduct,

especially in reference to the doctrines they teach. As
a transfer of ecclesiastical relations frequently becomes

.

necessary, there must, of course, be a power to certify

to the ecclesiastical standing of the person concerned ;

'

and this bears just the same relation to discipline as the

power to receive persons into the church.

Every public society ought to afford to all whom it

may concern, ample means of information as to the prin-

ciples on which she is organized, and the rules by which
she is governed. Without this, it is manifest, the ends
of discipline cannot be secured. In the present state of

the nominally Christian world, no particular church can
perform this duty by merely referring us to the Bible.

For there are a variety of subjects on which a common
understanding is essential to the harmony of a particu-

lar church, but in reference to which the Bible is differ-

ently interpreted by different public bodies, equally pro-

fessing subjection to its authority. Every church, there-

fore, ought to have such a document as we are accus-

tomed to describe by the phrase, a written Constitu-

tion. And the adoption of such a Constitution is a very
high exercise of the power to rule. For just the same
reason, such questions of princple, as may at any time
arise, affecting the church as a public society, ought to

be decided by her rulers in her behalf.

But there may sometimes arise difficulties of a differ-

ent kind. Questions of which the immediate subject is

neither doctrine, discipline, nor order, may agitate a
church, disturb her harmony, and even threaten her
dissolution. It may be manifest that neither official

teaching nor discipline can remove the evil, and yet

that it must be removed by the public authority of the
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church. That authority, then, ought to be executed.

The principle is that of self-preservation. And the pow-
er exercised we shall describe as the power of visitation.

The ministry is not the only office in the church ; and
it is too obvious to require argument, that whenever any
ecclesiastical office is to be conferred, there is some thing

to be done by some person or persons already in office.

The remark is intended as a general one ; whether any
exception is to be made in favour of extreme cases, is a
question on which, at present, we express no opinion.

We are now prepared to state our doctrine in general

terms. The rightful cmthority of ecdesiasUGal rulers

extends to the ministry^jpuhlic worship)^ cmd the discipline

of the Ghu/roh^ to emery thvng connected with these
.^ sofa/r

as it is of such a nature as to requi/re the intervention of
created rulers^ and to nothing else, otherwise than in vir-

tue of its connexion with these,
^

Hitherto we have confined our attention to the general

truth, that the church is the kingdom of our Lord Jesus

Christ ; from which we have sought to deduce an answer
to the question, what is it to rule and take care of her?

Our conclusion will be either confirmed or disproved, by
an examination of those portions of the word of God
which describe more particulary the duties of ecclesias-

tical rulers.

The circumstances in which the office of deacon origi-

nated, and the purposes for which it was instituted, may
be learned from Acts vi. All other ecclesiastical officers,

whether ordinary or extraordinary, are elders. This title

is given to apostles. "TAe elders which are among you,^^

says Peter, '^J exhort, who am also an elder." On the

other hand, it is given to men who are not preachers.—
^'Zet the elders that rule well he counted worthy of dou-

ble honour, ESPECIALLY THEY WHO LABOUR IN WORD AND
DOCTRINE."

From this latter text it is evident, that the whole duty
of the eldership consists in ruling and teaching: the

elders are divided into two classes ; to rule is the func-

tion common to them all, and the only official duty of

one class ; while the other class are charged with the

additional duty of labouring in word and doctrine. For
the sake of convenience, we are accustomed to describe

,•• I
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the one class as ruling elders., (though, in strictness of

speech, this title is applicable to both ;) and the other as

ministers.^ orpreachvng elders. Whatever, then, is inclu-

ded in official teaching, as distinguished from ruling,

belongs to ministers only. Whatever is included in ru-

ling, as distinguished from teaching, belongs to all the

elders, both those who preach, and those who do not;

and should ordinarily be transacted in an assembly of

elders. As has been remarked already, the administra-

tion of the sacraments is an act of teaching, and there-

fore belongs exclusively to preaching elders ; but to

judge of the qualifications of candidates for sealing ordi-

nances, is an act of ruling ; and, therefore, belongs to

both preaching and ruling elders. It is true that, in the

New Testament, there are recorded instances of the ad-

mission of persons to baptism by a single officer; but in

every such case, it was an extraordinary and inspired

officer, appointed to plant and organize churches, and
prepare them for a settled course of action. It is not at

all surprising that such an officer should have power to

do acts which might not be done in a settled state of the

church, by any single person who was merely an ordina-

ry and uninspired officer. The same explanation applies

to every other instance in which it can be shown that an
inspired pian did singly an act which, according to the

doctrine just stated, ought ordinarily to be done by two
or more officers ^*(?m^Zy.

After the remarks just made, it will not be necessary

to cite particular texts in reference to the agency of el-

ders in receiving persons to membership in the church.

Every person tolerably acquainted with the New Testa-

ment will at once recollect such passages. Of certificates

of ecclesiastical standing, we have examples in the cases

of Apollos and Phebe.—(See Acts xviii., 27, and Kom.
xvi., 1.) Of discipline for immorality, in the case of the

incestuous person at Corinth ; and for heresy, in the cases

of Hymeneus and Alexander.—(See 1 Cor. v., 13, and
1 Tim. i., 20.)

As to investiture with ecclesiastical office, we have
examples of their agency in the ordination of ministers,

of elders, (both preaching and ruling, manifestly,) and
deacons.—(See 1 Timothy, iv., 14; Acts xiv., 23; Acts

,
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vi. 6.) And as to their supervision of the training o£

candidates for the ministry, 2 Tim. ii., 2, is decisive.—

>

Their agency in designating ministers to their respective

fields of labour is very strongly exhibited in Acts xiii.,

1-3. That the Holy Ghost had called Barnabas and
Saul to the work on which they were now about to enter, •

was well known, both to themselves and their brethren*

Yet even in their case, it was needful that before enter-

ing on the work, they should be formally set apart to it,

by a public ecclesiastical act. Extraordinary and noto-

rious as their call was, it did not supercede the necessi-

.

ty of honoring the order which G,od had established in ,^

his church. l^T

We mentioned a power to settle questions of principle
"-'

in which the churcn as a public society is concerned, /

The evident necessity of such a power is, of itself, suffix

cient evidence that it belongs to those who are appoint-

ed to take care of the church of God. And the decision

of the question about circumcision, (Acts xv.,) affords a
very clear example of its exercise. It is true, the deci^

, ,

sion was dictated by the Holy Ghost. There is not, how-"-;

ever, a shadow of evidence that inspiration was rer
'

quired as a qualification for a seat in that assembly ;.

but much to the contrary. To mention no other proof,

we know there were men who sat there simply as el-

ders ; and that office certainly did not imply inspiration.

Moreover, had the sole object been to obtain an inspired

decision of the question at issue, a sentence uttered by
any one apostle would have been sufficient ; and any
possible doubt as to its authority could easily have been
removed by miracles wrought in its confirmation. Why
then, this public meeting and this formal discussion?'

There is but one answer. It pleased the Holy Ghost to

exhibit a pattern to be iniitated whenever a similar case

should occur.

Here is sufficient authority for the adoption of what
we are accustomed to call a written ecclesiastical consti-

tution. Such a constitution is simply a collection of

such decisions, authoritatively adopted for the guidance
of future ecclesiastical action. We must remark here,,

thait it is easy to carry the exercise of this power too far,

Ther^ are n^any r^igious questions in which the ehurch
YoL. vm.

—
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is not concerned in the sense intended. A man's adopt-

ing one side or the other will not render his piety doubt-

ful, nor lead to a violation of the rights of another, nor

incapacitate him for the faithful and edifying perform-

ance of his ecclesiastical duties. With such questions

the government of the church ought not to meddle. The
rule is, let every man be fully persuaded in his own
mind, and follow the things that make for peace.—(See

Rom. xiv.) ,'

We turn now to the power of visitation. An example
of its exercise is recorded in Acts vi. A dispute arose

betweei^ two numerous classes of people, broadly distin-

guished from one another already. The immediate sub-

ject was not strictly, of a religious nature, no principle

was in question. It related directly to the distribution

of alms. Still the whole church was concerned. Her
harmony was disturbed; and, as we may reasonably sup-

pose, an open rupture threatened. Hence the apostles

interposed, and prescribed a remedy. It was, indeed,

one that could not have been lawfully applied, had it

not been prescribed by inspiration ; for it involved the

introduction of a new office into the church. In this re-

spect, a similar case can never occur. But it is evident

cases may occur, and do occur, resembling this in all

those points on which depended the need for the authori-

tative interposition of ecclesiastical officers ; and in every
such case, this example is a sufficient warrant for such
interposition.

This enumeration of particulars is probably sufficient.

The Word of God, it has been shown, distinctly connects

a variety of authoritative acts with the eldership ; and
those who admit these, will not be apt to object to any-
thing formerly mentioned as included in ruling and ta-

king care of the church of God.
But is not our doctrine objectionable for an opposite

reason ? Do the ministry, public worship, and church
discipline cover the whole ground of church govern-
ment ? Does it not extend to some other things, for

other reasons than their connexion with these ? If any
man affirms it, he is bound to prove his assertion ; and
this, we are confident cannot be done. Let the radical

principle be borne in mind, jyo man can lawfully do,
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m virtue of ecclesiastical office^ any act which it cannot
he provedfrom Scripture^ that Christ has connected with
his office. And under the guidance of this principle, let

every act of church government mentioned or implied
in Scripture, be examined with the strictest scrutiny.

The result will be found to accord entirely with the po-
sition we have taken. If there is any exception, we may
expect to find it, either in the first epistle to Timothy,
or in the epistle to Titus. This expectation is fully jus-

tified by the circumstances in which these epistles were
written, and the special purposes for which they were
intended, v-....^.../- :"

...^'-V-,;^' --.:•. ';' ^':.:'^-; A-.u^:-.':.'--':.'-^.--xJ:

The first epistle to Timothy was intended to direct

him in a very important work, which he had undertaken
at Paul's request. 'A prominent part of the work is de-

scribed in the phrase, " that thou mightest charge some
that they teach no other doctrine;" but from other por-

tions of the epistle, it is evident that this was by no
means the whole. He was to correct such evils as al-

ready existed in the Church of Ephesus, take measures
for preventing further evils with which she was threaten-

ed, and to do whatever it might be needful for him to

do, to bring her to a healthy and orderly condition. As
an extraordinary officer, he possessed all the authority

that he could possibly find any reasonable occasion to

exercise, in fulfilling this special and extensive commis-
sion ; and the epistle before us was intended to aflford

him the necessary instructions, including, of course, such
as related to the ordinary work of the ministry. What
then, were his instructions? The epistle contains a pre-

scription for his health, and some brief exhortations to

exemplary conduct, and diligence in cultivating know-
ledge and piety. These, of course, have no bearing on
our subject. The epistle, then, contains six chapters.

The first, fourth, and sixth relate to the doctrines and
duties to be inculcated, special reference being had to

the maintaining of the purity of the gospel, in opposi-

tion to false teachers; the second to the order which must
be preserved in the worship of God ; the third to the

qualifications of bishops, (or elders,) and deacons; the

nfth to ecclesiastical censures, to ordination, and to the

distribution of alms, or the duties of deacons. This last,

- .<,-.
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it will be observed, is entirely distinct from government,
and pertains to a different office. But, whoever consi-

ders the extraordinary nature of work assigned to Timo-
thy, will not be surprised that instructions as to the

qualifications and duties of deacons were addressed to

nim. No part of this epistle, it is now evident, implies

any greater authority for ecclesiastical rulers, than we
have already deduced from the nature of the church.

Let us examine the Epistle to Titus. Titus, like Timo-
thy, was an extraordinary officer, who, at Paul's request,

had undertaken to complete the organization of certain

churches, and to bring them to an orderly, regular and
settled course of action. " For this cause left I thee in

Crete," says the apostle, " that thou shouldest set in or-

der the things that are wanting, and ordain elders in

every city, as I had appointed thee." And this epistle

was intended to give him the necessary instructions for

his own work. The epistle contains three chapters. The
first relates to the qualifications of elders, the second and
most of the third to the doctrines and duties to be incul-

cated (specially in opposition to false teachers ;) we have
next a few words on the discipline of the church ; and
the epistle closes with some matters of a personal nature.

It will be observed that no ecclesiastical matter is treat-

ed of in this epistle, which is not treated of in the epis^

tie to Timothy, already examined, a fact of no little

importance in determining what are the subjects with
which the church, as a visible and organized society, has
to do.

Thus we have examined those portions of the word of

God which treat of ecclesiastical affairs, professedly and
at large. We have found that they clearly recognize the

power of ruling the church to the extent previously spe-

cified, but afford no warrant for extending it further.

Now, add to this, the numerous texts already noticed to

"which the same remark applies, and the argument de-

duced from the nature of the church ; and, we imagine,
the candid reader will think that we might safely stop

here ; the point is established, unless some passage of
Scripture can be produced, which we have not yet no-

ticea, and which clearly extends the power in question

beyond the limits we have assigned : meanwhile the pre-

J
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sumption against the existence of such a passage is vio-_

lent.

But ^ we have more to say. It has been shown that

the power to rule is clearly recognized in the word of
God, and that ecclesiastical rulers are solemnly warned
against attempting to exercise any greater power than
Christ has connected with their office. Of course, there

must be some sure method of determining the extent of

their legitimate authority. Now, what is that method?
We have in Scripture no formal definition of their pow-
ers, and it would be clearly irrelevant to argue from the

authority held by ecclesiastical officers under the former
dispensation. We mean to say, that no office under the

Christian dispensation is identical with the priesthood

under the Mosaic dispensation. An appeal to the na-

ture of the church is evidently relevant; and that appeal
we have made. For further light we now go to the

apostolic commission. It will be admitted, no doubt,

that no mortal has any rightful power for the govern-

ment of the church, which the apostles did not possess

;

and it seems equally clear, that they held no power for

that purpose, which was not derived from their commis-
sion. Hence, so far as church government is concerned,

no man can lawfully claim any authority not fairly de-

ducible from that commission. It runs thus: "Go ye,

therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing

them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of

the Holy Ghost : teaching them to observe all things

whatsoever I have commanded you : and lo, I am with

you alway, even unto the end of the world." This

commission is to remain in force "unto the end of the

world;" of course, it was not intended to be confined to

the apostles or to inspired men. It contains not a word
on the subject of church government; hence it can con-

vey the power to rule, so far only as its exercise can be

shown to be necessary and proper, as a means of per-

forming the duties specified. The gospel must be pro-

claimed, in order that men may become disciples ; when
properly qualified, they must be admitted by baptism
into the visible relation of disciples ; and, in that char-

acter, they must be taught to observe all things that

Christ has commanded. These things must be done

I
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officially ; and they are all the duties specified in the

commission. In connexion with these duties, there are

various authoritative acts, which must be done by mor-
tals, unless direct communications are to be constantly

received from Heaven. Yarious things must be done
bearing direct relation to the office itself; as, for exam-
ple, inducting men into it. There is need for arrange-

ment in reference to various matters connected with
their teaching ; such, for example, as relate to the public

worship of God. An authoritative answer, favourable

or the reverse, must be given to every one who applies

for admission to the visible relation of a disciple. Those
who sustain that relation must be subject to discipline,

so far as that shall be needful to the end for which the

relation was formed,—that they may learn to observe
all things that Christ has commanded. To each and all

of these subjects the principle is, of course, applicable,

that every duty includes all the necessary and proper
means of its performance. The degree of authority here
described, is clearly and irresistibly implied in the com-
mission itself; and to common sense we appeal for the

correctness of the assertion, no greater power to rule

can be legitimately derived from it.

[to be continued.]

%

AKTICLE YII.

NECROLOGY.

A BEEEF MEMOIE OF THE EEV. JAMES EDMONDS, OF CHAELES-
TON, SOUTH CAEOLINA.

The Eev. James Edmonds was born in the city of

London, in or about the year 1720, and died in the citj^

of Charleston, S. Carolina, in April, 1Y93, aged 73 years.

It has often been a matter of regret and surprise to the
writer, as well no doubt to others of the present genera-
tion, that so little has been left on record of the lives

and characters of those eminent men, especially the
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Pastors of the Presbyterian Church of our country, who
have long since gone, as it is confidently hoped, to their

res^ting places on high, and their memories left to perish

in oblivion. Whether this lamentable occurrence may
have arisen from a mere indiiference on the part of their

ministerial brethren, or false delicacy, in those whose
special duty it was, it would at this time, be unavailing
to inquire. The writer might here introduce a long list

of names of those who have lived in his day, such as Drs.

Hollingshead, Keith, Flinn, Palmer, Stephenson, John
Brown, R. W. James, &c., of neither of whom he has

yet seen any satisfactory account, and whose memoirs,
as he thinks, would enhance the value of any well-writ-

ten Church History of our country : still , it is to be
hoped, that this may not be the fate or destiny of all,

but that some noble effort, like that of the Synod of So.

Carolina, as I have been informed, will yet be made to

rescue from oblivion the memories of some of those wor-

thies who still live in the remembrance and affection of

their co-labourers of the present day. Among those

who have long since gone, as it is sincerely to be hoped,
to their eternal rest on high, the writer would willingly,

endeavor to revive, though in his feeble and imperfect

way, the memory of that eminent servant of the Most
High, whose name stands at the head of this brief ar-

ticle, with whom he was well acquainted in his early

life, he being for several years an inmate in his father's

family, and where all loved him. To what particular

denomination Mr. Edmonds was attached in England, is

not certainly known, but it is most probable, to that of

the independent Church. On reference to the valuable

History of South Carolina, by the venerable Dr. David
Ramsay, vol. ii., page 29, it will be seen that he became
the Pastor of the Independent or Congregational Church,
in Charleston, S. C, December 15th, 1754, and resigned

his Pastorship of the same, about the year 1767, but

from what cause it is not stated. But from that period,

it is believed he retired into the interior part of the State,

for the purpose of establishing or organizing new church-

es in vacant places, as in Williamsburg, Indian Town,
Pee Dee, Jeffries' Creek, &c.; and in riding about as a
missionary, literally doing all the good he could in the
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cause of his blessed Master. If it should be inquired

how^ in a state of such indigence he could travel as he
did it may be answered that he received as a gift from

that, noble-hearted and generous friend, Major John
James, of rev'olutionary memory, a line riding-horse,

supposed to be worth at least, $100, and from the wri-

ter's father, a valuable servant boy, as a waiter, and a

horse, to attend the worthy old gentleman in some of his

tours. This servant is still living in the neighborhood
of the writer, and though now far advanced in years,

could, no doubt, yet relate many interesting incidents of

their travels. When not engaged in these tours, he spent

the greater part of his time to the great satisfaction of

the family, in the mansion of the writer's father, or in

that of his worthy friend and benefactor. Major James,
and always found kind friends wherever he went. It

has been stated to the writer that he married a Miss
Broughton, of Goose Creek, near Charleston, and by her

he had one daughter, but by some difference with one
of his wife's brothers about the property, he gave it

all back, and hence was the cause of his poverty in

after-life. It is believed his said daughter was, after-

wards raised by the worthy Patriarch of Charleston.

After losing his eye-sight, about the year 1790, he re-

moved to the hospitable mansion of his worthy friend,

Mr. Josiah Smith, in Charleston, and remained in that

mansion until he died in 1793. Mr. Edmonds was, in

person, rather above the ordinary size of men, weighing
probably, over 200 lbs., had a full face and heavy eye-

brows, yet he was polite, affable, dignified, and more lo-

quacious than usual for one at his age. His manner of

preaching was plain, solemn, and unostentatious. His
sermons were short but practical, and altogether extem-
pore. After the entire demolition* of the venerable
church edifice in 1786, near Kingstree, by the descend-

ants of the original founders of the same, or by the party

opposed to the late emigrants from Ireland, there being

no other suitable building for public worship, Mr. Ed-
monds occasionally occupied for that purpose, Mr. With-
erspoon's barn. To show the great respect and esteem

* A pretty full account of this extraordinary event may be seen in the

writer's Church History, lately written.

'f^. ix-
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in which thiB good man was held by the writer's family,

an elder brother and sister, each gave his name in bap-
tism to one of their sons. From the year 1Y89 or 1790,
when Mr. Edmonds became blind, it is believed, he re-

moved to Charleston, and remained as a grest, in the

mansion of his worthy and generous friend, Mr. Josiah
Smith, until his death. Whether he ever preached after

he lost his eye-sight is not recollected by the writer. The
last affecting interview which they had was in October,

1792, when the writer was on his journey, via Charles-

ton, to Princeton College, where he acted as amanuen-
sis to his venerable friend and preceptor, one day in every
week,'during the years 1793 and '94, and had the honor of

graduating in the last class under that eminent man, the

Rev. Dr. Witherspoon, then also completely blind, who,
notwithstanding, still preached once a month or oftener, in

his usual solemn^ and impressive manner. Dr. W. died

15th Nov. 1794. Though much more might be added of

the character of this worthy gentleman, Mr. Edmonds,
and as respects the organization of the different church-

es, Williamsburg, Indian Town, Pee Dee, Jeffries Creek,

&c., the writer will close this brief sketch with a re-

markable, yet authentic incident, which occurred a year

or two before his death, but while he was in a state

oi entire blindness. There was established in the City

of Charleston, and in some of the adjacent Parishes

or Congregations, a society for the benefit and support

of disabled ministers of the gospel, and of their widows
and orphans, of the Independent Church, consisting of

fifty members or upwards, of which number Mr. Ed-
monds had always been one ; and according to a stand-

ing rule of the society, every member had to pay one
guinea or one pound sterling, annually, hence the fund

soon became considerable, so that from the interest or an-

nual proceeds, the society could easily carry out one of its

principal objects. At one of their anniversaries, and the

last that Mr. E. it is believed, was permitted to attend,

not unmindful of his annual contribution, he went with

his guinea in his pocket, and when he was called upon
for his contribution, poor and blind, as he was, he cheer-

fully paid [it, and extraordinary to relate, it was the

last cent of money he could command ; nor did he know

s-%
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where he could get the next, except from the charity of

some of his worthy and pious friends
;
yet, recollecting

that his annual contribution might be called for, he had
carefully kept this guinea in his pocket for that particu-

lar occasion. As soon as he had retired from the church

to return to his lodging, a gentleman proposed, as the

funds were ample, that the society should vote Mr. Ed-
monds eighty guineas annually, during life, whereupon,
the venerable Mr. Smith opposed the motion, on the

f
round that he never had, and never expected to charge

[r. Edmonds or his daughter, (then a young lady grown,)

anything for their board or lodgings, on the contrary

considered it a favor and privilege to have such guests

in his family. It being then suggested, that Mr. Ed-
monds was well known for great benevolence, especial-

ly, for his gratuitous distribution of good books, when in

his power, the resolution was unanimously adopted, and
two of the members appointed to wait upon him at his

lodgings, and bear him the welcome intelligence; and
when they entered his chamber, calm and alone, they
made the important communication, wheieupon the good
man burst into tears of joy and gratitude, lifting up his

hand and declaring that the contribution paid was the

last guinea he could command, but his trust in God was
firm and unwavering. J. R. Witherspoon.

Greensboro', Alabama, Sept. 22, 1851.

P. S. This occurrence was stated to me by one of
the gentlemen who waited upon Mr. Edmonds.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE.

The earliest knowledge we have of Mr. Edmonds as a
preacher is, that he was officiating as a Licentiate, at or

near Cainhoy, about 12 or 15 miles from Charleston, on the
Wando River, Dec. 9, 1753. At this time he was engaged
by certain members of what is now called the Circular
Church, in Charleston, as "a Lecturer," for six months.
The engagement was renewed by the congregation for the
ensuing six months. Again, Dec. 15, 1754, the engage-
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ment was continued, but Mr. Edmonds was requested to

apply to the neighbouring congregational ministers for

oraination. They also, by resolution, elected him Pastor.

In the records of the Circular Church, Feb. 12, 1757, he
is called the Presbyterian Minister of the Congregation-

al Church. Rev. William Hutson was his colleague in

the Pastorship in said church from Feb. 13, 1757, to

April 11, 1761, when he died.

Mr. Edmonds had two children, one of whom died

in earliest infancy. Mr. Hutson's Register of Births,

Deaths and Marriages, has the following entries : "Sept.

24, 1756, baptized George, son of Rev. James and Anna
Edmonds." "Sept. 28, buried George, son of Rev. Jas.

and Anna Edmonds." "Nov. 24, 1759, baptized Mary,
daughter of Jas. and Anna Edmonds." She was living

in 1815, when Dr. Ramsay published his history of this

church, and was for many years, a pensioner upon the

funds of the Clergy Society. In 1767 he assists Josiah

Smith and Mr. Zubly in the ordination of John Thomas,
sent out by Dr. Gibbons and Dr. Conder from England.
After his resignation, about A. D. 1767, of his charge
in this church, he is said to have removed to a church
at New Port, in Georgia, and afterwards to have done
much good as an itinerant, in many parts of Georgia and
South and North Carolina. , ;

.

!'
. , <
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Mr. Edmonds had been received a member of Orange
Presbytery previous to May, 1774, (Records of the Pres-

byterian Church, p. 451,) and attended as a member of

the Synod of Philadelphia and New York, held in Phila-

delphia, in that year. He also was present at the Ses-

sions in May 1783, 1784, as a member of Orange Presby-
tery. In 1771 the congregation of the Circular Church
asks occasional preaching from Mr. E. In 1777, March
17, he preached to the congregation announcing to them
the death of Mr. Tennent. In the old account books of

the church, notice is given of payments for 6 Sabbaths
between January and April, at £15 per Sabbath, £90.
Again, between this date and 15th of Nov., 9 Sabbaths,
at £20, £180. In 1779, between the 6th of July and the

8th of March, 9 Sabbaths, £180. Even during the ex-

cited times of the Revolution, he was engaged in the
ministry as he had opportunity.

- m
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"The bombardment of Charleston commenced on the

12th of April 1780. In part of the interval, between its

announcement and the surrender of the town, on th^l2th
of May following, the Kev. Mr. Edmonds performed di-

vine service in the church to a few worshippers, mostly
women and invalids ; for the men were, by night and
day, on the lines. While he was engaged in this duty,

a bomb shell fell in the church yard : the worshippers
instantly dispersed and retired to their usual places of

abode. Divine service was wholly intermitted from that

day for the two years and eight months which followed."

The Resolution of the Synod of the Carolinas for the

division of the Presbytery of Orange, was read on the

motion of Mr Edmonds, in a meeting of said Presby-
tery, held October 5, 1784. By this resolution, Messrs.

Jos. Alexander, Francis Cummings, James Edmonds,
John Harris, Thos. Reese, John Simpson, and Thomas
Hill, were formed into a Presbytery, to be called the

Presbytery of South Carolina, to meet at Waxhaw
Church, on the 12th of April, 1785, at which the Rev.
James Edmonds was to preside. He was present at this

meeting, and opened it with a sermon from Matt, v: 14;
was present at a_^rc> re nata meeting at Bethel, May 22,

1785, and preached the ordination sermon of Robert
Finley, from Psalms cxxxii : 16. Again, at a meeting
held at Col. Reid's for the ordination of Robert Hall,

July 26, 27. At Mrs. Pettigrew's July 28, 29, for the

ordination of Robert Mecklin, whose ordination sermon
he preached from 2 Tim. ii : 15. At Jackson's Creek,
Oct. 11, 1785, where he opened Presbytery as Modera-
tor, with a sermon from IN^ark xvi: 20. The Presbytery
of South Carolina was bounded north by the N. Caro-
lina line, but extended indefinitely southward. Mr. Ed-
monds was appointed to preach by these two Presbyte-

ries, at Fairneld, Little River, Indian Town and Hope-
well. Again, Oct. 12, 1786, appointed to preach at

Hopewell, and to administer the Lord's Supper at Indian
Town. Attended Presbytery ^at Catholic Church, April
10, 1787. Appointed to supply at Pacolet and elsewhere,

at discretion. Present at an adjourned meeting of Pres-

bytery at Bullock's Creek, Oct. 1787. At intermediate

Sessions, Dec. 11, 1787. At Bethel, on which occasion
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Messrs. Davis and McCulloch were licensed. At Dun-
can's Creek, Oct. 14, 1788. Ordered to supply at Wil-
liamsburg, Indian Town, Hopewell, P. D. and Indian,

each owe Sabbath. Preached the ordination sermon of

John Newton, the Rev. Francis Gumming giving the

charge; "and Mr. Newton was solemnly set apart to the

exercise of the whole work of the gospel ministry, by
fastmg^ prayer, and the laying on of the hands of the

Presbytery. Mr. Newton was received by Messrs. Park
and Gilham, in the name of the people who called him
in G-eorgia." Present at meeting at Bullock's Creek,
Oct. 13, 1789; chosen Moderator; appointed to supply
one Sabbath at Waxhaw. Present at Presbytery, fee-

thesda, Sept. 28, 1790. Appointed to preside at the or-

dination of Mr. Stephenson, at Williamsburg, to take

place on the first Wednesday in December. Subse-

quently to this, for several years, his name appears
among the absentees, and is mentioned last in the re-

cords of Presbytery, April 8, 1794. Thus Mr. Edmonds
appears through life, till incapacitated by physical in-

firmity, to have been a laborious and useful minister,

and to have performed good service in laying the foun-

dations of Zion, and strengthening the things which
were ready to die, in the early periods of our Southern
Church. . H.

BIOORAPHIOAL SKETCHES OF MAJOR JOHN JAMES, AN UN-

DAUNTED PATRIOT AND SOLDIER OF THE REVOLUTION.

The subject of this memoir was born in Ireland, in

the early part of the year 1732,* and was the oldest son

of William James, an officer who had served King
William in his wars in Ireland against King James II.

From this circumstance originated the name of Williams-

burgh, which is now one of the Districts of South Caro-

lina. William James, with his family and several of his

neighbors in Ireland, emigrated to that District near the

close of the year 1732. They assisted in making the

*April 12th, A. D. 1'732, Family Reoord of Wm. JameB, inhiii own hand*
"writing.—H.
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first settlements in that new, and then uninhabited sec-

tion of country, and in honor of King William gave his

name also, to a village laid out on the east side of Black
River. The village is now called Kingstree, from a

large white Pine Tree, as was supposed, which grew im-

mediately on the east bank of the river, and was reserv-

ed, as all white pines were, in the old grants of land, for

the use of the king, and hence the name of the village

has been since called the Kingstree, and that of Wil-
liamsburg transferred to the District. To this place Maj.
James was brought, when an infant, by his parents, in

the fall of the year 1732. Of his early history, but lit-

tle is now known by the writer,* except that he and
his compatriots, some of whose names will hereafter be
given as conspicuous actors in the American Revolution,

appear to have been trained up to defend and love their

country. Their opportunities for acquiring anything
more than a common English education in those days,

as is well known, were slender indeed, but for obtaining

religious instruction were very ample. He was not only
brought up under the care and example of his pious pa-

rents, but under an eminent Presbyterian Minister, the

Rev. John Rae, who officiated as the Pastor of the origi-

nal Church of Williamsburgh, from the year 1743 to

1761, inclusive, and whose labors during that period

were greatly blessed. At the commencement of the

Revolutionary war, in 1775, Major James, being then
forty-three years old, had acquired a competent portion,

both of property, and of military reputation, having been
a Captain of the Williamsburgh Militia, under King
George III. Disapproving of the measures of the Bri-

tish government, he resigned his royal commission, but
was soon after reinstated by a popular vote of the Dis-

trict in his former command. In the year 1776, he
marched with his company, to the defence of Charles-

ton. In 1779, he was with General Moultrie on his re-

treat before General Prevost, and commanded 120 Rifle-

men in the skirmish at, or near Tulifing Bridge. When
Charleston was besieged in May, 1780, Major James
marched to its defence, but Governor John Rutledge or-

* The first recollections of young James were of a stockade fort, and of

war between the first settlers and the natives.—^H.

^']i
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dered him back to embody and train the country mili-

tia. The town having surrendered to the British, he
was appointed by a public meeting of the citizens of

Williamsburgh, to wait on some of the conquerors, and
to enquire of them and ascertain what terms they would
give. Under this appointment Major James repaired

to Georgetown, being the nearest British post, which
was then under the command of one Captain Ardesoif.

Attired as a plain backwoodsman, James obtained an in-

terview with Ardesoif, and in plain and prompt terms,

entered at once upon the business of his mission. But
wl;ien he demanded of Ardesoif the meaning of the Bri-

tish proclamation, offering freedom and protection to all

who would acknowledge their allegiance to the British

Crown, and asked upon what terms the submission of

the citizens must be made, he was peremptorily inform-

ed " that the submission must be unconditional." To
an enquiry whether the inhabitants were to be allowed
to remain upon their plantations, he was answered in

the negative

:

#'PIis majesty, said Ardesoif, " offers you a free par-

don, of which you are undeserving, for you all ought to

be hanged ; but it is only on condition that you taKe up
arms in his cause." James, whom we may well suppose
to have felt indignant at the tone and language in which
he was addressed, very coolly replied, that '' the people
whom he came to represent^ would scarcely submit on
such conditions." The republican language of the wor-
thy Major could not but provoke the representative of

His Koyal Majesty. The word represent, in particular,

smote hardly on his ears ; something too, in the cool,

contemptuous manner of the Major may have contribu-

ted to his vexation. " Represent,^'^ he exclaimed, in a
fury, " you d—d rebel, if you dare speak to me in such
language, I will have you hung up at the yard arm."
Ardesoif, it must be know^n, was a sea-captain. The
ship which he commanded lay then, in the neighbouring
river, the Sampit. He used only an habitual form of
speech when he threatened the " yard arm," instead of
the tree. Major James gave him no time to make the

correction. He was entirely weaponless, and Ardesoif
wore a sword, but the inequality in the moment of his

.-J(C(
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anger, was unfelfby the high-spirited citizen. Suddenly
rising, he seized upon the chair on which he had been
sitting, and with it, instantly floored the insolent subor-

dinate at a blow.* Then hurrying forth, without giving

his enemy time to recover, he mounted his horse and
made his escape to the woods before pursuit could be at-

tempted. His people were soon assembled to hear his

story. The exactions of the British, and the spirit which
this gallant officer had displayed in resenting the inso-

lence of Ardesoif, at once aroused their own. Required
to take the field, it did not need a moment to decide
" under which king." The result of their deliberations

was the formation of the distinguished corps known in

the latter period of the Revolutionary war, by the name
of Marion's Brigade. Four Captains were chosen for as

many companies. These were, Captains Wm. McCot-
try, Henry Mouzon, John James, (of the Lake,) a cousin

of Major James, and John McCauley. These were all

under the immediate command of Major James. He in-

stantly put them in motion, and after some successful

skirmishes against small parties of British and Tories, he
advanced one of the four companies, McCottry's, to the

pass of Lynch's Creek, at Witherspoon's Ferry. Here
McCottry heard of Col. Tarlton's crossing the Santee at

Lenuid's Ferry, and of his arrival at the plantation of

Gavin Witherspoon, near the lower bridge on Black
River. Here Maj. James determined to encounter him,
and with all the means in his power to arrest his career

through Williamsburgh, and his onward march to Cam-
den. This movement was about the 20th or 25th July,

1780. Tarleton had been apprised of the gatherings of
the people of Williamsburgh, under James, and at the

head of some 200 or 250 well mounted cavalry, was
pressing forward with the hope of surprising or meeting
James at, or near the Kingstree. James, with as much
solicitude to meet Tarleton and give him battle, advanced
with his whole force, being probably, somewhat greater

than Tarleton's, or about 300 men, chiefly undisciplined

;

and having arrived within five miles of Kingstree, he

* " He suddenly seized the chair in which he was seated, brandished it

in the face of the Captain, and making his retreat good," ifec.—Judge
James' Life of Marion, p 42.—^H.
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first despatched an active and intrepid young man, Hen-
ry Durant, as a spy, to examine narrowly, Tarleton's

force and position, while he lay at the plantation of

Gavin Witherspoon, near the lower bridge. Durant
having very unexpectedly met Tarleton and his legion,

who had just crossed at the lower bridge, on their route

to Camden, and near the plantation of Robert Wither-
spoon, (the writer's father,) he, Durant, as may well be
supposed, became panic-struck, suddenly wheeled his

noble steed, on the back track, and being closely pur-

sued by some twenty or more of Tarleton's best cavalry,

for three-fourths of a mile, made a very narrow escape
for his life, by leaving his horse, leaping a high and sub-

stantial fence, and running on foot, almost with the

speed of a hunted stag, across Mr. R. Witherspoon's
corn field, then well covered with pea-vines and a heavy
crop of corn in the roasting-ear state, Durant having in

that way, eluded the pursuit of the enemy. Tarleton

rode up to the piazza steps of Mr. R. Witherspoon's
house, demanding to know the name of the spy, and the

object of his mission, as well as the particular position

and force of Major James, (then only nve miles distant,)

whom he expressed, or affected a strong desire to meet.

When informed by Mr. Witherspoon of James' proximi-

ty, and his expected arrival in the course of a few hours,

Tarleton's purpose was suddenly changed, and instead

of his great desire to meet his opponent in open combat,
he felt himself compelled to proceed forthwith with his

well-mounted legion, to the relief of Lord Rawdon, at

Camden, nor did he allow himself scarcely a moment's,
delay as he passed through Kingstree, being still within

five miles of James' encampment. It may be remark-
ed here, that Tarleton was then accompanied by the no-

torious Elias Ball, of Wambaw, as aid or guide, who
embarked for England at the close of the war, and his

large estate being afterwards confiscated by the Legisla-

ture of his own State, the British Government settled

upon him, a large pension during life, $20 or $25,000, as

a reward for his active services and influence in their un-

righteous cause. It may also be here stated, that Tarle-

ton's legion of well-mounted cavalry, consisted then, of

about two hundred and fifty men, and James' corps of

Vol. VIII.—No. 1. 10
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about one hundred more, i. e., from three to four hun-
dred mounted militia, chiefly riflemen, both undaunted
and expert marksmen. The writer will be excused for

speaking here of himself, by remarking, that though
then, scarcely six years and five months old, (July 1780,)

he still retains a distinct recollection of Durant's flight

and extraordinary escape, and of Tarleton's interview

with his father, especially of Tarleton's brandishing his

sword over the head of the venerable patriot, and threat-

ening to hew him down, if Durant was found in his

house. The writer has, also, a clear recollection of see-

ing Durant as he passed through, or across the corn

field, in front of the mansion, at his utmost speed, on
his way to the river, without calling to tell the appalling

news. This impressive scene forms, as he believes, one
of the earliest reminiscences of the writer's life, being
now in his 73d year. But to proceed with the narrative.

It will be recollected, that as Durant did not return to

make his report, and James being still anxious and fully

prepared to encounter his high-spirited enemy, despatch-

ed one of his intrepid oflScers, Capt. Wm. McCottry, at

the head of seventy of his expert riflemen, in the after-

noon of the same day, to watch Tarleton's movements.
To McCottry's great disappointment, as well as that of

his gallant commander, Tarleton had passed suddenly
through Kingstree, some hours before McCottry reached
the place, and was too far ahead to be overtaken by
James, clearly evincing a desire or design to avoid the

intended or expected combat.
Tarleton, on his route up Black River, and ten miles

above Kingstree, burned the mansion of the patriot

Mouzon, one of Major James' Captains. The next ac-

count which was had of Tarleton, was his arrival at the

house of Mr. James Bradley, in Salem, (thirty miles

above Kingstree,) on the next day, where, by a strata-

gem, he made a prisoner of that stern and influential

patriot, and after forcibly conveying him to Camden,
had this worthy gentleman closely confined in the loathe-

some jail of that place, and loaded for the space of seven

months, with heavy bars of iron around his legs, the

swarthy sears of which were visible to the day of his

death, as were often seen by the writer when a lad at

-:^:^
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the Latin Academy in Salem, and an inmate in Mr.
Bradley's family. The British while in Camden, fre-

quently had this worthy man conveyed to the gallows

to witness the execution of some of his countrymen, and
though frequently offered his freedom on condition of„

swearinff allegiance to his Britanic Majesty, Mr. Brad-
ley would as often fearlessly refuse; nor would they suf-

fer his worthy lady to visit him while in prison. Major
James, in that cruel and desultory warfare, which was
waged against the people of Williamsburgh by the Bri-

tish under Watson and Wemyss, and other marauding
parties of tories, suffered severely, being reduced at one
time, from easy circumstances in life, almost to poverty,

having had his comfortable mansion and furniture burn-
ed, and nearly all of his moveable property, either de-

stroyed or carried off". But with his accustomed firm-

ness, he still bore up under all these misfortunes, and
was willing to devote, not ouly all of his possessions, but
life itself, if necessary, for the good of his country.

After General Greene, as Commander-in-Chief, had su-

perseded Gen. Marion, Major James continued to serve

under the former, and fought with him at the battle of

Eutaw, and it is believed, that no corps of Green's army
fought with more determined bravery than that of Maj.
James. It will be proper to mention here, that be-

sides the officers before noticed, viz: McCottry, Mouzon,
(Lake) James, and McCauley, of Santee, who, at first,

formed James' corps, there were several others who soon

afterwards joined, viz : Captains Gavin Witherspoon and
his brother John of Pedee, Thomas Potts, of Black Ri-

ver, Daniel Conyers, of Salem, Jas. Witherspoon, of

Kingstree, (the writer's brother,) John James, the son of

the Major, (fee, some of whom joined this distinguished

corps after Gen. Marion assumed the command, about
the middle of August, 1780. The Colonels who were at

one time or other attached to this celebrated corps, were
Peter and Hugh Plorry, Postel, Giles, and Erwin, of

Pee Dee, (fee. It would, perhaps, not be extravagant to

say, that no brigade of the same number of men and
officers, were ever formed during the Revolutionary war,
that was composed of braver, more enlightene(3, and
more patriotic soldiers, than that of Marion, in a word,

.J;
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"they were hard to beat." The writer, who was person-

ally acquainted and related to that brave and patriotic

soldier, Major John James, would gladly extend this

brief narrative, in some further reminiscences of his mili-

tary services, and daring exploits, as in the hard fought

battle at Quimby, and skirmishes at Black Mingo, Little

Pee Dee, Georgetown, Lower Bridge on Black River,

with the British Colonel, Watson, and more particular-

ly at Wambaw Bridge, where, by a close pursuit of two
British Dragoons, this intrepid man, weighing upwards
of 200 pounds, was obliged to leap on horse-back, a

chasm of that bridge of at least twelve or fifteen feet

wide, and as high above the water. Some of his men,
forgetting that he was still in the rear, had thrown off

twelve or fifteen of the plank into the deep stream be-

low, leaving all in the rear to cross over on the string

pieces of the bridge. The writer has since seen this no-

ted place, situated a few miles from, and south of the

Santee River. The narrative of this worthy and most
excellent man, will be continued in another number, em-
bracing his oiml and religious character, his age, family,

usefulness in the Church of Indian Town, in which he
acted as a prominent elder, his death, &c.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE.

The sequel to the preceding history has not been found
among the papers of Dr. witherspoon. "Whether he
ever executed his purpose of writing it, is unknown.
Major James died January 29, 1791, and was interred

in the church yard at Indian Town. He was one of the

first elders of that church, and held this ofiBce before

the war of the Revolution. Probably the style of piety

as manifested in himself and others, in connection with
the church, was less staid and sober than in these days,

is regarded as fitting those who represent the Christian

name. When the first settlers located themselves in the

country, all around was wild and savage ; they dwelt at

first, as we have seen the Irish in our own day, in rude
houses of earth, or in '''' shantiesP Gradually they erect-

I
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ed better dwellings, yet it was but slowly that the free

and somewhat jovial life of the woodsman was laid aside.

The forests abounded in eame, and resounded with the

crack of the rifle. Much of life was spent on horse-

back, and in hunting. And when the people met to-

gether, the men would now try tlie speed of their horses

in the race, and now engage with the fairer portion of

society in the merry dance; nor had the day of total ab-

stinence from intoxicating drinks yet come, nor was it

so very disgraceful to make merry with ones' friends,

and to reach that point when the worse wine could be
set forth safely, the men having well drunk. The times

of that ignorance many a one winked at. Nor would we
be surprised to learn that the brave soldier and good
elder, sometimes was present and participated in those

scenes. Stock was wild, and if a horse was wanted, one
was caught from the woods, mounted and made to obey
the rein. In feats of horsemanship the young men de-

lighted, and to ride the fleetest horse and subdue the

most ungovernable, was a point of emulation. There
was not wanting to Maj. James some spice of humour.
The belief in ghosts was common, and the spirit-World

was not thought so separate as since it has been thought,

from this our world of flesh and blood. Major James
had as little dread of these imaginary beings, as he had
of the enemy on the field of battle. On one occasion

he was driven into the session house to escape the fury

of a storm. Taking his saddle from his horse, he lay

down to rest, and, using the saddle as a pillow, fell asleep.

Night came on, and a neighbour entered to enjoy the

same friendly shelter. In moving about, he stumbled
over him unawares, and took to his heels in pale affright.

James aroused, uttered a loud and terrific cry, which
gave new speed to the trembling fugitive. Out of this

rather material incident, a new ghost-story was now set

on foot, which filled the neighbourhood with alarm, and
continued current till the secret transpired, to the great

mortification of the terrified neighbour. On another oc-

casion, Maj. James, passing his father's grave one night,

saw what appeared to be a white sheet, hanging over the

cedar head-board which marked the spot. He supposed
it placed there by design to inspire terror. He deter-
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mined to see what it was. As he drew near he saw bare
feet beneath the sheet, and soon a female form started

up. It appeared that she had been engaged at her pri-

vate devotions, and belonged to a company of "mc'-yer*,"

who had sought the church yard as their camp for the

night. She besought him not to disturb her, and he, re-

monstrating with her for such exposure of herself, in-

duced her to seek shelter within the walls of the church.

Major James was universally respected. He was under
six feet in height, with full breast, broad shoulders,

weighing about 200, commanding in his look and gait,

so as to attract attention in a crowd of men. He was in

the battle of Eutaw, was at Snow Island with Marion,
and held a seat in the first Legislative body, to which
he was elected shortly after the battle of Eutaw.

^.

AETICLE YIII.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. Views of the Holy Trinity : Doctrinal and Experimental,

Charleston: John Russell, 256 ICinff Street. 1853.

IjH

im

This book deserves a much more extended and elaborate notice

than we are able to give of it now. It is in the form of a letter,

divided into two general parts, each of which is again subdivided

into chapters. The first part is occupied with what, in the title,

are called Doctrinal, the second, with Experimental, views of the

Trinity. It is the second part which constitutes the principal

charm of the book. It is a rich repository of Christian experi-

ence, and though we are aware that many, who profess to take

the Scriptures as their guide, will turn from such exercises as the

writer describes with incredulity and disgust, will even denounce

them as fanatical and absurd, we confess that we have recognized

in them nothing but the genuine operations of the spirit of grace.

That the persons of the Trinity should be manifested to the con-

sciousness of believers, that they should have communion with

'!ll-
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the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost, that they should know
them in the distinction of their persons as well as in the unity of

the Godhead, seems to us as plain as that a Trinity exists. All

admit that we must know and have fellowship with Jesus Christ

as a Person. It is impossible to recognize him in his oflSces with-

out recognizing the Father who appointed him to his work, and

whose glory he came to vindicate and declare. All admit that a

supernatural illumination is required, in order that we may discern

the beauty and loveliness of the Saviour, and yet how can this il-

lumination be imparted without some impressions of its source ?

There is certainly nothing absurd in the supposition that one

person may converse with another. If the Father is a person, he

can converse with man, if the Son is a person, he can converse

with man, if the Holy Ghost is a person, he can converse with

man. But conversation implies a consciousness of the personal

existence in the mind of each party, of the other. There can be

no such thing as communion with the Holy Ghost without feel-

ing him to be a person. Without it, there may be influences ex-

erted, and effects produced by him, but this is very diflferent from

fellowship. We do not hesitate, therefore, to record our firm con-

viction of the truth of the fundamental principle which these

views are designed to illustrate. The exercises seem to us to be

sound, consistent and scriptural. We commend the book to the

attention of our readers, and those who have not attained to such

exalted experiences of grace, we would affectionately exhort to

give all diligence to make their calling and election sure. The

secret of the Lord is with them that fear him. No spirit is more

dangerous than that of Festus, which brands with the stigma of

enthusiasm or madness the very words of truth and soberness.

Such is the deplorable skepticism, especially among those who

claim to be more intelligent than their neighbours, upon the

whole subject of Divine manifestations, that many are afraid to

expect them, others despise them, and multitudes, like the disci-

ples of the Baptist at Ephesus, have hardly heard that there be a

Holy Ghost. For our own part, we much prefer a little extrava-

gance, anything, indeed, which shall indicate the warmth and ac-

tivity of life, to that frozen, ice-bound stiffness, which, in the mise-
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rable solecism of mortals, is denominated propriety. Far better to

be crazy with Paul than staid and sober with Festus. >
!«' ?> :

2. The Premium Essay on the Characteristics and Laws of Pro-

phetic Symbols. By the Rev. Edward Winthrop, A. M.,

Rector of St. PauVs Churchy Norwalk, Ohio. New York:

Published by Franklin Knight, 140 Nassau Street. 1854.

This book has been put into our hands too late to receive the

attention it deserves. In the year 1851, a circular was issued by

the Editor of the Literary and Theological Journal, at New York,

proposing three premiums, one of four, one of two, and another

of one hundred dollars, to be awarded to the authors of the best

Dissertations on the subject embraced in this Essay. The persons

selected to pronounce upon the Essays, were Bishop Mcllvaine,

Dr. McGill, and Dr. Forsyth. But one premium was awarded,

and that to the author of the Dissertation before us. The circum-

stances under which his book is published give rise to a presump-

tion of merit. The subject is full of interest, and though we are

not prepared to adopt the results, which in the hands of Mr. Lord,

the laws of symbols have been made to yield, we cannot but ad-

mit, that he has thrown much light upon the interpretation of the

prophecies. He has given us an instrument of incalculable im-

portance. His speculations upon symbols and the figured lan-

guage of the Scriptures, constitute a most valuable contribution to

the department of Hermeneutics.
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OCTOBER, MDCCCLIV.

AKTICLE I.

THE DOCTRIlSrE OF THE TRINITY, NOT THEORETICAL OR SPE-
CULATIVE, BUT PRACTICAL IN ITS NATURE, AND FUNDA-
MENTAL IN ITS IMPORTANCE.

In our previous article on the doctrine of the Trinity,

we laid it down that this was a question plainly above
and beyond the capacity and limits of the human mind,
and altogether incomprehensible, undiscoverable, and
indeterminable, by the human reason. It is purely a
question of revelation ; and the only proper inquiry re-

specting it is, whether, how far, and for what purposes,

it is revealed. To say it is impossible for God to exist

as a Trinity in Unity, is, therefore, contrary to reason
;

which has no premises from whence to conclude one
way or the other: and to say, that the doctrine of the

Trinity is contradictory, is to contradict the very term
Trinity itself, which affirms that in God there is a unity

of such an infinite and unfathomable nature, as to admit
and require a trinity, and a trinity which can only co^

exist in a unity.
" When," says Milton, whom Unitarians so proudly

and yet so deceitfully appeal to as a Unitarian, in the

posthumous work on Christian Doctrine attributed to

him,* " when we speak of knowing God, it must be un-

derstood with reference to the imperfect comprehension

of man ; for to know God as he really is, far transcends

the powers of man's thoughts, much more of his percep-

* Vol. i., page 19, Treatise on Christian Doctrine, supposing this to be
Milton's.
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tion." "Our safest way," he adds,* " is to form in our

minds such a conception of God, as shall correspond

with his own delineation and representation of himself

in the sacred writings. For, granting that both in the

literal and figurative descriptions of God, he is exhibit-

ed, not as he really is, but in such a manner as may be

in the scope of our comprehensions, yet we ought to en-

tertain such a conception of him, as he, in condescend-

ing to accommodate himself to our capacities, has shown
that he desires we should conceive. For it is on this

very account that he has lowered himself to our level,

lest in our flights above the reach of human understand-

ing, and beyond the written word of Scripture, we should

be tempted to indulge in vague cogitations and subtle-

ties."

"Solicit not thy thoughts with matters hid:

Leave them to God above ; him serve and fear.#****** Heaven is for thee too high,

To know what passes there ; so, lowly wise,
|

Think only, what concerns thee, and thy being

;

Dream not of other worlds, what creatures there

Live, in what state, condition, or degree."

"We may be sure," adds Milton, " that sufiicient care

has been taken that the Holy Scriptures should contain

nothing unsuitable to the character or dignity of God,
and that God should say nothing of himself which could

derogate from his own majesty." "To speak summari-
ly, God either is, or is not, such as he represents him-
self to be. If he be really such, why should we think

otherwise of him ? If he be not such , on what authori-

ty do we say what God has not said?"f
If then, the triune nature of the divine Unity of the

Godhead is the doctrine of Scripture, the term Trinity

is, undoubtedly, necessary to express it so long as there

is opposition made to the doctrine itself. And if the
doctrine is not found in Scripture, then both the doctrine

and the term should be rejected. And hence we were
led to expose the unreasonableness of objections levelled

against the word " trinity," a term which is only design-

ed to express in one word, the doctrine which would

* Vol. i., p. 20. f Vol. i., p. 25.
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otherwise, and that constantly, require many words for

its expression.

But it is further objected that this doctrine, even if

true, is not of practical importance,—that it is merely
speculative, theoretical and theological,—and that it

ought not therefore, to be represented as of fundamental
importance, and its rejection as heretical and dangerous.
This objection, if valid, would certainly be a clear justi-

fication of silence on our part, and of objection on the
part of its opponents. But how are we to know what is

practical, and fundamentally important in revealed r-eli-'

gion? Not assuredly by our opinion of it, or by the
opinion of any other man, or of any set of men, or of hu-
man reason in any form ; and for this simple reason, that

the system of revealed truth is revealed only because it

is that about which human reason could discover, un-

derstand, and judge nothing, except so far as it is re-

vealed. He who reveals the truth must therefore, re-

veal also, the relative importance of the truth in its

bearing upon God's glory and man's salvation, the only
ends for which a revelation was given at all.

The importance of any truth in the Bible must, then,

be ascertained not by the opinion man forms of it, but
from its own nature,—and from the place it holds in the

chain of Scriptural principles, promises, precepts, wor-
ship and experience. The relation in which any truth

stands to God as a Saviour, and to man as a sinner,

—

to Heaven as lost and to be regained,—to hell endan-
gered,—and to death inevitable—this will stamp it as of

primary, or as only of relative importance.

Now, it is very evident, that I may have little knowl-

edge of any truth, or have erroneous conception of it, or

misconceive its supreme importance, while another per-

son may have full knowledge and adequate conceptions

of it. And in such a case it is not only lawful for that

individual, but it is surely his duty^ to use all proper

means to convince me and to convert me to the Knowl-

edge and enjoyment of a truth which he knows, by ex-

perience, to be very precious to his own soul. This is

what we are required to do by the spirit of natural

charity, and also, by Divine precept, which enjoins upon
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us that " in meekness we should instruct those that op-

pose themselves; if God peradventure will give them
repentance to the acknowledging of the truth.

Truths, which even Unitarians acknowledge to be of

primary and fundamental importance, are, nevertheless,

matters of controversy between Christians and Jews,
and between Christians and infidels. The denial of these

truths cannot, therefore, be attributed to any want of

practical importance in them, nor to the want of suffi-

cient evidence in the revelation made of them ; but to a
culpable condition of the minds of those who reject them,
and who as the Scriptures declare, " are blinded through
unbelief."

Neither does the importance of a doctrine depend
upon the degree of certainty with which, to our own
mind, it may seem to be proved.

Whatever may be my individual opinion of any doc-

trine, either as to its certainty or its importance, affects

not its reality. Its certainty depends on the fact that it

is proved by sufficient evidence to be delivered in the

word of God ; and its importance, upon its own intrinsic

character and the relation in which it stands to other

doctrines, and to the duty which we owe to God and to

ourselves ; and hence it follows that a man through
ignorance, or prejudice, or partial examination, may re-

gard as doubtful or unimportant, a doctrine which is

nevertheless taught clearly, and which is of the most vi-

tal importance.

To those, therefore, to whom the doctrine is thus clear

and fundamental, its reception and advocacy assume a
character of paramount necessity. It will be held by
such with unyielding tenacity

; and it will be urged by
them upon others with a zeal and earnestness which are

neither the result of vanity, pride, uncharitable contempt,
or any disposition to intolerance, but which sprung sole-

ly from the very necessity of christian fidelity and
love.

But, it is alleged, that a man who rejects as untrue,

ophiions which we consider both true and essential to

salvation, and who does so in sincerity of heart, cannot
be blameable. JNTow, undoubtedly, sincerity and per-
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sonal conviction are both necessary to make even an
opinion in itself right, to be right and valuable to me,
since to use the words of Dryden :*

"If others in the same glass better see,

'Tie for themselves they look, but not for me,
For ray salvation must its doom receive.

Not from what others, but what I believe.

Or, as another poet has expressed it,

Who with another's eye can read,

Or worship by another s creed ?

Trusting thy grace, we form our own,
And bow to thy commands alone.

But, it is also true, that a man's perfect sincerity of

heart in holding any opinion free from any sinful bias

and prejudice of mind, is what he himself, from the very

nature of the case, is incapable of avouching, and what
no human being can determine for him. God alone can
judge the real character and condition of a heart which
is " deceitful above all things."

'

All-seeing God I 'tis thine to know "
;

"
^

^
The springs whence wrong opinions flow:

To judge, from principles within,

When frailty errs, and when we sin.

And since it is common for all who hold dangerous er-

rors to claim sincerity in doing so, it is only when we
have the testimony of Grod's Word and Spirit, "witness-

ing with ours," that we can safely rejoice in " the testi-

mony of a good conscience." In other words, our hearts

must be judged by the Scriptures, and not the Scrip-

tures by our hearts.

Besides, we may be sincere and yet ignorant, unin-

formed, and so blinded by prejudice as to be incapable

of " receiving the truth in the love of it ;" and while
Christ as God, "knows how to have compassion on the

ignorant and those that are out of the way," yet our ig-

norance cannot make that truth unimportant, which is

vital, nor that error venial which is " damnable."
Now, the doctrine of the Trinity must either be a

"damnable heresy," or the wilful rejection of it must be

*Vol. i., p. 404.
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It lies at the foundation of our religion. It shapes

our conceptions of the God we are to worship, and the

worship with, which we are to approach him. It makes
God absolutely and personally one, or necessarily Tri-

une. It makes the Son and the Holy Ghost either at-

tributes, or creatures, or, on the other hand, very God
of very God, co-equal persons in a triune Jehovah. It

makes these persons in the Godhead either finite or infi-

nite, created or uncreated, necessary or contingent, su-

preme or subordinate, objects of present worship, or

only objects of reverential regard for past services. If

the Son and the Holy Ghost are not God in unity with
the Father, it must be blasphemous and highly displea-

sing both to him and to them, to worship them as such.

And if, on the other hand, they are really divine, and
co-equal with the Father, then, whatever we may say of

them, however in words we may exalt and praise them,
if we withhold from them our prayers and worship as

God, we rob them of their highest excellence and glory.

The doctrine of the Trinity, therefore, determines the

object of our worship. Abandon the doctrine of the

Trinity, which presents as the object of our worship an
infinite, eternal, omnipotent, and omnipresent Being, in

existence, nature, or Godhead one, and yet subsisting

(in a way unintelligible to finite minds and not necessa-

ry to be understood,) in three persons as Father, Son,
and Holy Ghost, and what is the object to be worship-
ped by us ? Do Unitarians know any more than we do
what God is, or what God possibly can be ? Can they
define what is the unity ot God? Can they possibly

reconcile with their notions of the Divine unity the en-

tire representation made in Scripture of God, and of

Christ, and of the Holy Ghost ? Or, have they any one
theory of the supreme object of worship to present to

our acceptance as that on which they are themselves
agreed ?* A large body of those ranked among Unita-

rians at the present time, rejecting the authority of

Scripture as an infallible guide to our knowledge of God,
abandon also any definite or personal object of worship.

Others, again, regard Christ as a Divine being, as in

*See Note A, at end of the article.
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some sense God, and as sucli to be worshipped. And
as the former party are pantheistic atheists, the latter

are as certainly Dualists, since in reality they worship,

not ONE God, but two Gods. Christ they regard as

having been exalted to the honor and dignity of a God,
not, indeed, so as to be either one with, or equal to the

supreme God. But, still, he is deus verus^ truly Divine
and only second and subordinate to the Father, by whom
he was created and from whom he received all that he
possesses. Socinus therefore, regarded as a calumny
the imputation of not believing Christ to be true God,
and as such entitled to be worshipped with Divine honor.

He denominates Christ tn^^ue God^ and other Unitarians

of his day, speak of Christ as deus exirmus^ the most ex-

alted or eminent God, and not to acknowledge him as a

true God is, says Smalcius, to renounce the Christian re-

ligion. Though not the supreme God, Christ, as Milton
teaches, or the author of the Work on Christian Doc-
trine lately discovered and ascribed to him, is God by
appointment, by office, by communicated Divine power,
wisdom, goodness, and authority,—deus factus non na-

tus.* Such of the Unitarians as hold this opinion,

which all the ancient Arians did, instead of believing in

one God, believe, undoubtedly, in two Gods, and " one
who is God by nature, and the other by grace, one su-

preme and another inferior, one greater and the other

lesser, one elder and eternal, and the other junior and
modern," the one necessarily God and the other Divine
only arbitrarily, contingently, and by the will of the

other. According to this opinion, there might be a true

God without the Godhead, a Divine person who is the

object of worship, without a Divine nature,—all the at-

tributes of Deity without that essence in which alone

they can inhere,—a finite creature might become capa-

ble of infinite perfections, and what is peculia/r to God
may be made the property of a creature, who may re-

ceive what cannot be bestowed, and participate of what
is incommunicable.
Such are the absurdities to which the rejection of the

* See other authorities given by Dr. Edwards in his Preservativ Agt.

Socinianism, part 1, pp. 9, 10, and Waterland, vol. i., part 2, and Index
to it.
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doctrine of the Trinity of persons in one supreme God-
head, has led many, in modern, as well as in ancient

times. And where the Holy Spirit is regarded, as by
the ancient Arians he was considered, as a Divine per-

son equally, though in an inferior degree, with the Son,

these absurdities are increased by the multiplication of

three Gods, a doctrine which some have even boldly

avowed and defended.*
" I do not pretend," says "Waterlandjf "that you Uni-

tarians, are Tritheists, in every sense ; but I do affirm

that you are Tritheists in the same sense that the Pa-
gans are called Polytheists, and in the Scripture sense

of the word God, as explained and contended for by
yourselves. One Divine person is, with you, equivalent

to one God ; and two, to two Gods, and three, to three

Gods; the case is plain; the consequences unavoidable.

For one supreme and two inferior Gods, is your avowed
doctrine, and certainly, the asserting three Gods, whether
co-ordinate or otherwise, is Tritheism ; against the tirst

commandment, and against the whole tenor of Scripture

and the principles of tne primitive church. It is, tome,
an instance of the ill-effects ofvain philosophy, and shows
how the "disputer of this world" may get the better of

the Christian; when men appear so much afraid of an
imaginary error that in any sense, even in Deity, there

can be one nature and three subsistences in that nature,

in metaphysics, and to. avoid it, run into a real one,

alike condemned by Scripture and antiquity.":^

But this theory of two, or three Gods, one supreme
and the others created, is not only as has been seen, ab-

surd. It is plainly idolatrous, since divine worship, ac-

cording to Scripture, can be given to that one divine na-

ture or Godhead, to which appertains all divine perfec-

tions, and not to a factitious, fictitious, and finite being.

It might be further shown, that the abandonment of the

doctrine of the Trinity, has led to the perversion of every
attribute of God, as pourtrayed in Scripture, and that

on this account also, the Trinitarian and the Unitarian

* See proof in Edwards, as above.

f Works, Vol, i, pp. 238, 241, who also gives and writes against the
advocates of this opinion.

X See Note B, at end of this article.
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systems conduct us to an object of worship essentially

diiferent and distinct. As Trinitarians interpret Scrip-

ture, God is infinite, while Unitarians say he is finite.

Our God is omnipresent, theirs limited and confined to

a certain place ; our God is immutable, theirs is liable

to change. Our God is naturally just, theirs contingent-

ly so : Our God is governor of the world, taking care,

oversight of, and interest in, human affairs ; theirs like

the Deity of Epicurus, sits at ease in the enjoyment of

his own happiness, leaving the world to the conduct of

chance, and men to the guidance of that which is equal-
ly uncertain, their own giddy and unstable passions

;

neither giving them laws for the regulation of their ac-

tions, nor assigning any punishment for the violation of

his laws. Our God is omniscient, theirs ignorant of fu-

ture and contingent events. Our God is without parts

or passions, theirs compounded of the one, and liable to

the other ; even to those which argue the greatest weak-
ness and infirmity, and which some even of the philoso-

phers, thought inconsistent with the bravery and reso-

lution of a wise and virtuous man. It will, therefore,

appear, we think, very evident, that the object of their

worship and ours is different, and this will as clearly

prove that the Religions represented by* the Trinitarian

and Unitarian systems are also different.

But the doctrine of the Trinity afiects also the rnxm-

ner of our worship,—whether it shall be through the in-

tercession and merits of a Mediator, and by the guidance
and assistance of a Holy Spirit helping our infirmities,

or, directly and in our own name,—whether we shall

approach God, looking for acceptance through the work
and righteousness of a vicarious and Divine Redeemer,
and a Divine Sanctifier, or through works of repentance,

prayer and praise, which our own hands and hearts have
wrought. This doctrine affects therefore, every duty

comprised in our obedience to God, and every hope of

finding salvation at the hands of a God infinitely holy to

condemn sin, infinitely just to punish it, and who will

render to every man according to the deeds done in the

* See Edwards on Socinianism, pp. 68, 69. See also, proof to the same
effect, in Smith's Testimony to the Messiah, vol. i., pp. 140-146, given as

Note B.
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body, whether they have been good or evil. It comes
home therefore, to " the business and bosom" of every
man, and aifects every inquiry pertaining to his ever-

lasting welfare.

The triune God in covenant for man's salvation is the

basis and the only foundation laid in Zion for the resto-

ration and re-union of fallen man with his offended God.
And it is only through Christ any man can "have ac-

cess by one Spirit unto the Father."

The whole scheme of revelation centres on the inter-

position of Christ for the salvation of men. The law
was but the preparation for the Gospel, " the school-

master to bring us to Christ, that we might be justified

by faith." The ceremonies and sacrifices of the law
were typical of, and superseded by, the sacrifice of

Christ, and the more spiritual and exalted system of

Christian faith and Christian perfection. "The spirit of

prophecy was to bear testimony to Jesus." "God,"
says St. Paul, "who, at sundry times, and in divers

manners, spake in times past unto the fathers by his

prophets, hath in these last days spoken unto us by his

Son, whom he hath appointed heir of all things, by whom
also, he made the worlds, who being the brightness of

his glory, and the express image of his person, and up-

holding all things by the word of his power, when he
had by himself purged our sins, sat down on the right

hand of the Majesty on high."

The whole efficacy of redemption is also, ascribed to

the eternal existence and intercession of the Eedeemer

:

" Christ, says the Apostle, " is able to save them to

the uttermost who come unto God by him, seeing he
ever liveth to make intercession for them." And again,
" ISTow once in the end of the world, hath he, (even
Christ,) appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of

himself." " As it is appointed unto men once to die, but
after this the judgment, so Christ was once offered to

bear the sins of many, and to them that look for him shall

he appear the second time without sin unto salvation."

Nor is this the teaching of the Apostle Paul, only ; it

is the teaching also, of the other Apostles.* Now, it is

*See Actsiv, 9-12; John iv, U; Jude, 18-21,
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impossible to believe that this efficacy of redemption,
and this universal and exclusive power over the salva-

tion of man, should be ascribed to one who was, as many
Unitarians teach, a mere man, who had no existence

himself before his human birth, and as all Unitarians

must believe, has no agency or influence on his follow-

ers, subsequent to the hour of his ascension. Neither
is it conceivable that by the whole teaching of Scrip-

ture, our acceptance with God and salvation from his

wrath and curse should be made to depend upon the

agency of a being who was himself, a creature like our-

selves. 1^0 : is only reconcileable with the idea of Christ

being not only man, but God ; God manifest in the flesh,

who, having formed man after his own image, when that

image was defaced by sit, came to restore it; who, hav-
ing created man for happiness and immortality, when
that immortality and happiness were forfeited by dis-

obedience, came to rescue the works of his own hands
from hopeless misery and eternal death. This only can
render such power, and glory, and dominion, as the

Scriptures ascribe to Christ, consistent with the dictates

of reason and the feelings of piety. This only can ac-

count for that great degree of gratitude and exultation,

of confidence and obedience, which the Scriptures de-

clare are due to the Eedeemer ; affections of which it is

impossible to conceive any being should be the legiti-

mate object, in such a degree and to such an extent, ex-

cept God himself.* With what earnestness of affection,

and what assurance of his full power to relieve, does

Christ encourage the contrite soul ;
" Come unto me all ye

that are heavy laden, and I will give you rest:" and again,

"The Son of Man is come to seek and to save that

which is lost :" And above all, at his last solemn con-

verse with his Apostles, to prepare them for his suffer-

ings, with what confidence does he assure them of their

final triumph and their eternal happiness ; with what
exuberance of affection and mercy does he provide for

the salvation of every true believer in every climate and

* John xiv: 1; Matt xxiii: 9, 10; Matt, xi: 27; Luke xii: 8, 9; Matt,

x: 15; Matt, xviii: 6; Matt, xxviii: 18 to 20; Mark xvi: 16; John xi^

25. 26; Luke iv: 18.
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period of the globe ?* Thus do we find the Apostles

and Evangelists' regarding their Lord with gratitude so

fervent, submission of the heart so profound, confidence

80 unbounded, obedience so prompt and universal, as

prove they looked up to him as God all-powerful, all-

merciful, all-faithful, and all-wise.f Can any words ex-

press more strongly the Apostle's estimation of the su-

preme importance of the Kedeemer's interposition, his

total dependence for salvation upon faith in Christ, and
his anxiety that every other human being should look

for salvation only to the same source:]: than those contain-

ed in the eighth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans?
And how triumphantly does he exult in the certain sal-

vation of those who, being sanctified and purified by
such faith, receive all the benents which result from the

redemption Christ has wrought :
" What, (he asks,) shall

we say to these things ? fi* God be for us, who can be
against us? He that spared not his own Son, but deliv-

ered him up for us all, shall he not with him also, freely

give us all things? Who shall lay anything to the

charge of God's elect ? It is God that justifieth;' who is

he that condemneth? It is Christ that died, yea rather

that is risen again, who is even at the right hand of God,
who also maketh intercession for us."

The Apostle's mind, thus filled and exalted, by con-

templating the blessings of redemption, and the charac-

ter of our Redeemer, breaks forth into a strain of grati-

tude the most fervent, and confidence the most joyful

and triumphant, that ever glowed within the breast of

man.g
With all the Apostles, " Christ is, as it were, allm

all.^^ They long to quit the world, and be with Christ.

Faith in him is their glory, his example their guide, his

word their law, his favour their highest hope, his coming
their perpetual theme, his sentence the determination
of their eternal destiny. Through him, they look for ac-

* John, xiv: 2, 3, also 13, 14; xii: 32; John, xvi: 33; xvii: 20.

\ Philippians, ii : 8 to 1 1 ; 2 Corin., viii : 8, 9 ; Philippians, iii : 1, 8, 9.

i Romans viii : 31 to 39.

§Rom. viii: 31 to end, and see also, 2 James, i: 7, 8; 1 Peter, i: 7 to

12; 1 Peter iii: 22; 2 Peter iv: 14; 2 Peter, i: 1 to 11; iii: 18; 1 John,

v; iii: 1 to 6.
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ceptance of their prayers, justification before God, aid

in trials, consolation in sorrow, support in death, acquit-

tal in judgment, and bliss in Heaven, and to bim their

obedience is most total and unreserved :
" casting down

imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself

against the knowledge of God, and bringeth into captivi-

ty every thought to the obedience of Christ." On a

review of all the testimonies of Scripture let me ask,

says Dr. Graves, is it conceivable, that the Apostles
could have thus associated Christ with God, as united

with him in being the object of such gratitude, such
faith, such hope, such triumph ; as being the agent uni-

ted with God in this great work of redemption ; and yet
have believed, that this Christ was a mere man, " who
had no existence before his human birth," "no influence

after his death ;" whose sufferings in the cause of truth,

and whose labours in diffusing it, have been equalled by
so many other men, even by some of the Apostles them-
selves? ]^o, certainly; nothing could have existed or

justified such feelings, if Christ had not been of Divine
dignity ; his sufferings unpai-alleled in their condescen-

sion and their efficacy, and, in a word, if he had not been
the Son of God, who was united with the Eternal Father,

as Creator and Lord of the universe, the sole author and
giver of everlasting life. On this supposition, all the

Apostle's feelings are natural, just, and rational: on

any other, they are visionary and extravagant; nay,

even impious and idolatrous.

On the Socinian scheme, then, it appears, that the last

and most perfect part of Divine revelation,—which, in

every other view, refines and exalts our ideas of the Di-

vinity ; teaches us to worship him in spirit and in truth

;

trains men to the most pure and perfect virtue, and at

once inculcates and exemplifies the most heartfelt and
ennobling piety ;—would, notwithstanding, discover an
opj[>osite tendency in this leading pointy the object of our

religious affections; would, as to these, altogether lower

and debase the religious principle, and, in,total repug-

nance to every former revelation, teach men to look up,

* Discourse on the Trinity, from which, we have condensed the previ-

ovigu argument.
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as to the bestower of every important blessing, even re-

demption from eternal misery, not to the great and su-

preme eternal Father alone, but also to another being

who is not God, (as is affirmed,) yet concerning whom
we are taught, " that he is the only-begotten Son of

God;" "by whom alone we can know God," "or come
to God,"—the mediator and intercessor with God for

man, by whom we obtain remission of our sins;—" that

he is the way and the truth, the life and light of the

world ;" who is entitled to our most fervent gratitude,

our perfect confidence, our unreserved submission ;-—by-

faith in whom " we are turned from darkness unto light,

and from the power of Satan unto God ;"—who is " to

appear with the holy angels, on the throne of Divine
glory, at the last great day of final judgment, to call

from the grave the whole human race, to try the secrets

of all hearts, and by his sentence fix the eternal doom
of every human being."

On the contrary, the view of the incarnation and di-

vinity of Christ," at once truly God and truly man," the

second person in the glorious Trinity, which the Trinita-

rian doctrine imparts, is most harmoniously connected
with the statement which the apostolic writings exhibit

of the grand scheme of redemption ; of the feelings ex-

cited by the view of this scheme, of the affections with
which believers should regard the Kedeemer, and the

honor which is due to him : For does it not instantly fol-

low, that faith and obedience, gratitude and adoration,

in the very highest degree, are his unquestionable right?

If the penitent soul is certain that the same Jesus, who
died for his sins, has also risen for his justification ; if he
is fully assured, that he is not only Man but God, this

faith removes that intolerable burden which presses down
the humbled sinner's soul, the load of irrevocable and
unpardoned guilt, and calms that terror which would
embitter to the heart every thought of the Divinity, the
terror of unsatisfied justice, which ought not to remit
punishment. Despondence is banished, hope revived,

repentance encouraged, exertion animated, devotion kin-

dled, ancT the heart drawn to God by the warmest grati-

tude, and the most attractive mercy.
Looking to Jesus, we behold in the Divine Lawgiver,
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our unalterable steady friend. In the Divine Judge we
behold our all-merciful Redeemer. As man we are sure
of his sympathy, as God we are sure of his power ; and
from both united, we look for our eternal deliverance.

The immense gulf, which appeared to divide the crea-

ture from his God, is closed, and we are assured of access

to the throne of grace, where our Redeemer sits, to hold
out the golden sceptre of mercy, that we may touch and
live. We are assured our prayers will be heard, for he
who is ever present and ever watchful, and "knoweth
what we ought to pray for," will assist our prayers.

Whatsoever " we ask of him, not doubting, we shall re-

ceive." " And wheresoever two or three are gathered
together is his name, there is he in the midst ot them."
Thus strip the Redeemer of his Divinity, and the

whole Gospel scheme would be doubt and darkness, in-

consistency and confusion. Admit him to be God and
Man, and that Gospel exhibits an object of faith and
gratitude, admirably adapted to all the affections and
powers, all the wants and weaknesses of human nature;

admirably promotive of our reformation and sanctifica-

tion of our advancement in love to man and love to God,
and of the improvement of all the means of grace, the

accomplishment of all our hopes of glory.

The argument we have thus pursued in reference to

Christ as the second person in the adorable Trinity, and
as the meritorious ground and ever-living medium of

our acceptance with God and of all spiritual and ever-

lasting good, might also be developed, and with equal

force, respecting the absolute necessity of the Holy Spir-

it in order to secure the regeneration, sanctification and
comfort of believers.

The doctrine of the Trinity, therefore, affects every

truth in the Bible which bears on man's salvation,—the

nature, person and work of a Redeemer,—the necessity,

nature and way of acceptance with God,—the nature of

regeneration, repentance, justification, sanctifi.cation and
redemption, the principle and motive of all acceptable

obedience,—of holiness and hope in life,—'Of peace and
comfort in death, and of everlasting life beyond the

grave. It affects also, the nature and necessity of pray-

er, preaching, and the other means of grace, of the
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i. church and its ordinances, and of living, loving and ex-

perimental pietj. In short, compared with the truths

which the Bible understood, as Trinitarians interpret it,

discloses, all other knowledge is vain and worthless;
and compared with the hopes it inspires, all other hopes,
are cold and comfortless.

" The doctrine of the Trinity therefore, is, and must
be, a truth of supreme and practical importance. The
simple statement of it is—as Dr. Wardlaw remarks

—

enough to show that it must rank as 2i first principle^—
an article of prime importance; a foundation stone in

the temple of truth ; a star of the very first magnitude
in the hemisphere of Christian doctrine. For my own
part, I believe it to be even more than this ; a kind of

central Sun, around which the whole system of Chris-

tianity, in all its glory, and in all its harmony, revolves.

"It is very obvious, therefore, that two systems, of

which the sentiments, on subjects such as these, are in

direct opposition, cannot, with any propriety, be con-

founded together under one common name. That both
should be Christianity is impossible ; else Christianity

is a term which distinguishes nothing. Viewing the

matter abstractly, and without affirming, for the present,

what is truth and what is error, this, I think, I may with
confidence affirm, that to call schemes so opposite in all

their great leading articles by a common appellation, is

more absurd, than it would be to confound together

those two irreconcileable theories of astronomy, of which
the one "places the Earth, and the other the Sun, in the

centre of the planetary system." They are, in truth,

essentially different religions. For, if opposite views as

to the ohject of worship^ the groundhopefor eternity^ the

rule of jaith a/nd duty^ and the principles and motives

of true obedience; if opposite views as to these do not

constitute difierent religions, we may, without much dif-

ficulty, discover some principle of union and identity

amongst all religions whatever; we may realize the doc-

trine of Pope's universal prayer; and extend the right

hand of fellowship to the worshippers at the Mosque,
and to the votaries of Brama. " I unfeignedly account

the doctrine of the Trinity," says Richard Baxter, " the

sum and kernel of the Christian religion."
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What other conclusion can be drawn from that final,

authoritative commission given by Christ as the Divine
Head of the Church, when about to ascend to that glory

which he had with the Father from before the founda-

tion of the world? The evidences and effects of his Di-
vine power had been everywhere displayed. As Head
of the Church, all power in Heaven and Earth were
given unto him. And in the exercise of that power we
find Christ making an express profession of faith in the

Father, Son and Holy Ghost, the doctrinal foundation
of the Church of God which he had purchased with his

own blood, and the form of initiation into its member-
ship.—(Matt, xxviii: 16.)

The very learned Bishop Bull,* in his elaborate work
on proof of the fact that the Church of God in the earli-

est ages considered it essential to believe in the doctrine

of the Trinity, observes, that his antagonist Episcopius
admitted, that the most ancient creed used in the admin-
istration of baptism, from the very times of the Apos-
tles, was this^

—" I believe in God the Father, the Son
and the Holy Ghost ;" according to the form prescribed

by Jesus himself. Episcopius, it is true, wished to

weaken the force of the inference from this form, but the
" Bishop in answer, shows that in this creed, brief as it

was, the true divinity of the Son and of the Holy Spirit

is so distinctly asserted, that in so short a form of words,
it was scarcely possible it could be more clearly express-

ed ; for first, it is plain, that in this form, "I believe in

God the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit," the word
God is referred in common to the Father, the Son and
the Holy Spirit, a fact which is still more evident in the

original Greek than in the translation. It is most cer-

tain that the ancients thus understood this brief confes-

sion, f For instance, Tertullian expounding the com-
mon faith of Christians, with respect to the Father, Son
and Holy Spirit, aflSrms, " The Father is God, and the

Son is God, and the Holy Spirit is God, and each is

God." Cyprian also, in his epistle to Jubajanus, thus

argues against the Baptism of Hereticks : " If one can

/"

* Judicium Eccl. Cath. Ch. iv.

f This we shall have occasion afterwards to prove.

YoL. VIII.—No. 2. 2
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be baptized byHereticks, he can -obtain the remission of

sins ; if the remission of sins, he is sanctified and become
a temple of God. "I ask, of what God ? if of the Crea-

tor, it cannot be, for he has not believed on him: if of

Christ, how can he be the temple of Christ, who denies

that Christ is God ? if of the Holy Spirit, since the three

are one, how' can the Holy Spirit be propitious to him,

who is the enemy either of the Father or the Son ?"

The attentive reader will here also observe, that Cyprian
most expressly teaches, that a belief of the real Godhead
of our Lord Christ was altogether necessary to salvation,

since he declares that "he cannot become the temple of

God ;" which is the same thing as to say, he cannot be
saved who denies that Christ is God. "And to me,
continues this learned prelate, it appears, that in these

few words, " I believe in God the Father, the Son and
the Holy Ghost," this great truth, even that the Son and
Holy Spirit are one God with the Father, is more clear-

ly expressed than in some more full creeds, which were
afterwards introduced, in which other additions being

made to the words: " I believe in God the Father," and
also after the mention of the Son, without repeating the

word God in the clauses concerning the Son and the

Holy Spirit, it might seem, and did seem to some, that

the title God belonged to the Father alone, plainly con-

trary to the intention and opinion of those who formed
these more enlarged creeds. Secondly, in this form, the

Son, as well as the Holy Spirit, are united with the PV
ther as partners of his dominion, and sharers of that

faith, honor, worship, and obedience, which the person
to be baptized vows and promises, and which he who
believes can belong to a mere man, or to any creature,

must be conceived totally ignorant of what it is which
constitutes the horrible guilt of idolatry."

But, in addition to the truth of this great doctrine, this

divine commission of our Saviour makes evident what is

too often unattended to, and what we now wish to illus-

trate, the direct practical tendency of the doctrine of the
Trinity, since it is connected by him with that scheme of
instruction which " teaches men to observe and do all

things whatsoever he had commanded." Beyond any
reasonable doubt or controversy, the grand peculiar doc-
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trine of the Christian Revelation is here declarecf to be
the existence of Three Persons in the Divine essence,

forming together the one Godhead, the exclusive object

of onr adoration and obedience; and in the Divine dis-

pensations towards man, and especially in the grand
scheme of redemption, contributing each their distinct

parts, which supply distinct grounds of gratitude and
reverence to each of these divine persons. This gre^rt?

truth is, therefore, put forward by the founder of ovii?

holy religion, the author and finisher of our faith, not"

as an obscure and unconnected dogma, which may be
rejected because mysterious, or disregarded as unesSeti-

tial, but as the great confession of faith, indispensably
required from all who seek admission into his church on
earth, or hope to be received as his followers in Heaven.

Is it not also evident, from the constant, affectionate,

and fervent repetition of this promise in the form of a

benediction by the Apostles, that this great trnth of the

divinity of our Redeemer, and his union with God the

Father, is not merely a speculative dogma, necessary in^

deed, to our entrance into the Church of Christ by bap-
tism, but which may be afterwards neglected, or forgot-

ten; but, that as with the holy apostle, so with us, it

should be ever uppermost in our recollection, as a source

of faith and hope, of gratitude and love, and adoration

to those divine persons, equally united in the Majesty
of the Godhead, and also equally united in the work of

our salvation? How awful then, is the danger of reject-

ing those peculiar doctrines of the gospel, which some
men think unimportant, because, as they suppose, they

have no necessary connexion with the truths or the du-

ties of what they term the religion of reason and nature,

and to which exclusively they would confine their re-

gard.

Let no man, therefore, affirm, that the doctrine of the

Trinity is merely an abstract dogma, a mode of faith,

which has no bearing on practical religion. It is far

more scriptural to believe that the practical knowledge
and belief of this doctrine, and of the separate office of

each person in the Godhead, is necessary for eternal life.

*'For," says the Apostle, " it is through Christ we both

have access by one Spirit unto the Father." " Through
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Christ we are reconciled to God." " Ko man, says

Christ, coraeth unto the father but by me. I am the

way." " There is but one Mediator between God and
man, the man Christ Jesus." " And this is eternal life,

that they might know thee, the only true God, and Jesus

Christ whom thou hast sent," But to know Christ as God
manifest in the flesh ; as a living, loving and all-sufficient

Saviour,—to be united to him, as our vital Head, so that

our life may be hid with Christ in God,—we must be
assisted and taught by the Holy Ghost. "It is the

Spirit who searcheth all things, even the deep things of

Go5." It is he that worketh in us "to will and to do."

The preparations of the heart are from him. " No man
can call Jesus Lord but by the Holy Ghost," and it is

"the Spirit, who helpeth our infirmities, for we know
not what to pray for as we ought, but the Spirit itself

maketh intercession for us with groanings that cannot be
uttered." And " as many as are thus led by the Spirit,"

through the Son unto the Father, " are the sons of

God," for through Christ we have access by one Spirit

unto the Father.

But some man may say, that after all, we cannot com-
prehend this doctrine, nor know anything with certain-

ty about it. This objection, however, is founded upon
the evident mistake of confounding the doctrine with
that which the doctrine teaches—the fact^ that there is

a triune God with the comprehension of the essence and
mode of existence of this trinity,—the abstract term by
which we express what is revealed to us of God, with
the nature of that incomprehensible trinity, which exists

in the one ever-blessed Godhead,—and the clear enun-
ciation of the doctrine in Scripture with a clear under-
standing of all that it implies.*

How God exists—what is God's nature—and how
God can be three and yet one

—

this we cannot compre-
hend, because God's nature cannot possibly be revealed

to us as it is in itself. In this respect, however, not only
the tri-unity, but all that relates to God, is both ineffable

and incomprehensible,—-all that relates to the self-exist-

ence, eternity, omnipresence, omnipotence and omni-

*See Note A, at end of this article, from Waterland's Works, vol. v.,

pp. 18-17.
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science of God, to his holiness, justice, goodness and mer-
cy, and to all these in combination of harmony with
each other. In this respect, also, all that is supernatu-

ral is high and inconceivable to us. And of the essence

and mode of existence and operation of every object in

nature, we are as reall}^ ignorant as we are of the Divine
essence.

While, therefore, it is true of God, that his nature is

incomprehensible, this is not any more true of the tri-

unity of God, than it is of the existence and attributes of

God. We know nothing of any of these as they are in

their own nature. But we can, and do know certainly

and infallibly all that is revealed to us by God, concern-

ing himself in his word. We do know certainly, that

God best understood how, and in what language, to con-

vey us to that knowledge of himself as it relates to his

nature and attributes, which was comprehensible by us,

and which might become the proper foundation for our
faith, humility, adoration and pious resignation. We
do know assuredly, that God cannot mistake, and that

he cannot deceive, or lead us into mistake. In causing
" holy men of God, therefore, to speak as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost," we must be, and we are,

perfectly sure, that God caused the best language to be
employed in speaking of himself, which could be done.

And when we properly understand that language, and
attach to it all the meaning, and only that meaning
which it conveys to us, we are sure that our understand-

ing of what God is in his nature and perfections, is cer-

tainly and infallibly correct, although, of necessity, it is

still very imperfect and far short of what God really is,

and of what is understood of him by angels and by the

spirits of just men made perfect, who now "see him as

he is."

: 3^he manner of the existence of the Trinity is, then, we
admit, a mystery ; but that God is in nature only one,

and in persons three, is a reality, a fact of whose certain-

ty we are assured by God himself in his own word. The
case is exactly the same with every attribute of God.
"The manner of their existence is above comprehen-
sion," as is stated even by Dr. Clarke,* and yet their ex-

* Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity, p. 99.
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jstence and reality is, he allows, deinonstrable. In like

manner, again to use Dr. Clarke's illustration,* "thongk
the manner of the Son's derivation is above comprehen-
sion," the reality of it is strictly demonstrable. Omni-
presence is a mystery, the modus, or manner of which,

is*beyond our comprehension, but which, as an actual

attribute of the Deity, is certain. The, incarnation of

the Son of God, whatever may have been his previous

dignity, is incomprehensible, and yet the fact is believ-

ed to be indisputable by all who regard Christ as hav-

ing existed previous to his appearance upon earth. The
simplicity, the self-existence, and the eternity of God
are incomprehensible, and yet they are demonstrable
facts. •' ';:o-;itiii •:::'

It? is, therefore, only in accordance with our invaria*

ble beliefs of supernatural truths, when we affirm, that

while the existence of three persons, each God, and yet

together, only one God, inasmuch as they have but one
common essence or nature, is an incomprehensible mys-
tery, the fact that God does thus exist is certain, clear

and intelligible. And let it be again and again enforced

upon our attention that in all such truths it is only the
FACT that is revealed, and only the fact that we are re-

quired to believe. Scripture neither gives, nor requires,

any accurate philosophical notions of any one of Gud's

attributes, or of any one supernatural truth. All such
metaphysical difficulties are avoided and even repudia-

ted by Scripture, as appertaining neither to what is

taught, nor to what is to be believed, nor to what is to

be done by us. The existence in one godhead of the

Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost, and their several

relations to us in the work of salvation, is all that in

Scripture we are taught or required to believe, and the

reluctance of human pride to acquiesce in this simple
teaching, and its vain attempt to bring the natureffof

God within our comprehension, is the fruitful source of

Unitarianisni, and of every other error on the subject of

the Deity.

Let it then be borne in mind, that what, as creatures,

we cannot comprehend is the nature, essence and mode

* Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity, p. 99.
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of OPERATION of all that is supernatural and divine; but
that we can, and do know certainly and infallibly what-
ever God is pleased to reveal to us on those subjects, in

his word. And if, therefore, the doctrine of the Trinity

is taught in the Bible, then we can both know and un-

derstand this doctrine as clearly and as fully as any other

doctrine in reference to any other supernatural and di-

vine truth, and as clearly as we do the certain existence

of eternal objects, of whose nature and essence we are,

nevertheless, supremely ignorant.

This will show the very serious error of those who
think that no advantage can arise from discussing and
controverting objections to the doctrine of the Trinity.

God has purposely arranged the Scriptures so as to make
inquiry, discussion and controversy, necessary to come
to the full and perfect knowledge of the truth. Ration-

al and scriptural investigation are the appointed means,
both for ascertaining, establishing and propagating, the

truth ; and the employment of those means in maintain-

ing and defending the doctrine of the Trinity, God has

often and in an especial manner, blessed and made ef-

fectual to the renewal of his church, the restoration of

those who had fallen away from the truth, and the up-

building and extension of his kingdom. This truth I

might illustrate from every age of the church, and from
every country, both in ancient and modern times. The
life and energy, and spirituality of the church, have ever

been found connected with the vital, practical belief of

the doctrine of the Trinity and its kindred tenets, while

coldness, worldliness and decay, have ever been found

leading to the abandonment, or following from the

abandonment, of these doctrines. This is true, also, of

individual Christians, as may be seen in the experience

of Newton and Cowper, of Thomas Scott, and of Chal-

mers. This is equally true of churches, as may be seen

in the history of the churches in England, in Scotland,

in Ireland, and in New England; in all of which, the re-

newal of a living and active Christianity is to be distinct-

ly traced to the restoration, after much dissension and
controversy, of the doctrines of the Trinity, and its asso-

ciated evangelical Christianity. And it is only necessa-

ry for any church to allow these doctrines to be kept out
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of the pulpit, and to assume that they are already suf-

ficiently and securely held, to give the enemy all the

opportunity he desires to sow tares, which will ere long
spring up and choke the good seed, and overspread the

garden of the Lord with the weeds of putrefaction and
decay.

The following hymns of the Ancient Church, will il-

lustrate the practical nature of the doctrine of the

Trinity

:

Matma,

Thrice holy God, of wondrous might,

Trinity of love divine,

To thee belongs unclouded light,

And everlasting joys are thine.

About thy throne dark clouds abound,
About thee shine such dazzling rays

That angels, as they stand around
Are fain to tremble as they gaze.

Thy new-born people, gracious Lord,

Confess thee in thine own great name

;

By hope they taste the rich reward.
Which faith already dares to claim.

Father, may we thy laws fulfil,

Blest Son, may we thy precepts learn;

And thou, blest Spirit, guide our will.

Our feet unto thy pathway turn.

Yea Father, may thy will be done,
And may we thus thy name adore,

Together with thy blessed Son,

And Holy Ghost for evermore.

1

Amen.

Evensong.

Thou who dwellest bright on high.

Thou ever-blessed Trinity

!

Thee we confess, in thee believe.

To thee with pious heart we cleave.

Father, by thy saints adored,

Son of God, our blessed Lord,
Holy Spirit who dost join,

Father and Son with love divine.
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We see the Father in the Son,

And with the Father Christ is one

:

All three one blessed truth approve,
,

AH three compose one holy love.

To God the Father, God the Son,

And Holy Ghost, be glory done

;

One God Almighty,—we adore.

With heart and voice for evermore.*

177

i.!t1 vb

Matins.

Thou ever blessed triune light.

And Thou, great God, the highest might,

Now that the setting sun departs,

Shed ye your light upon our hearts.

To you, each morn our voices rise.

Each eve we praise, when daylight dies

;

Oh ! let such praises still ascend

Till time himself shall find an end.

Praise be to God, who is in Heaven!
Praise to his blessed Son be given I

Thee, Holy Spirit we implore 1

Be with us and evermore I t'

oh: 1-
,
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From the Evensong.

Praise, honour, glory, worship, be
Unto the blest Almighty Three

!

Praise to the Sire, who rules above,

Praise to the virgin-nurtur'd Son,

Who hath for us salvation won

;

Praise to that Holy Spirit's love,

Through whose blest teaching we adore
The triune God, for evermore, f

Glory to God the Trinity,

Whose name has mysteries unknown

;

In essence One, in persons Three

;

A social nature, yet alone.

When all our noblest powers are joined
The honours of thy name to praise,

Thy glories overmatch our mind,
And angels faint beneath the praise.

Hymns of Primitive Church, by Chandler, pp. 92-94.

f From "Hymnarium Anglicanum," or, "Hymns of the Ancient Angli-

can Church," pp. 4Y, 60.
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Note A.

[Oct.

Waterland (vol. 1, part 2, p. 167,) gives the following positions of some
or other of the Arians in respect of the Son '.^

1. Not consubstantial with God the Father.

2. Not co-eternal, however begotten before all ages, or without any
known limitation of time.

3. Of a distinct inferior natm-e, however otherwise perfectly like the

Father.

4. Not strictly and essentially God, but partaking of the Father's Di-

vinity.

6. A creature of the Father's, however unlike to the rest of the crea-

tures, or superior to them.

6. Not like the Father, but in nature and substance like other creatures.

7. Made in time : there having been a time when he was not, made of

nothing.

8. Far inferior to the Father in knowledge, power and perfections.

9. Mutable in his nature, as a creature, tiiough unchangeable by decree.

10. Dependent on the good pleasure of the Father for his past, present,

and future being.

11. Not knowing the Father perfectly, nor himself; his knowledge be-

ing that of a creature, and therefore, finite.

12. Made a little before the world was made ; and for the sake of those
that should be after him.

These are the Arian principles, brought down as low as they well can
go. Ariue, the author and founder of the sect, seems to have gone through
all those steps at the first, and indeed, all of them, except the last, hang
together, and are but the necessary consequences of each other. Those
that stopped in the midway, or sooner, might be more pious and modest,
but less consistent men. .... The nine last particulars were, for some
time, and by the Arians in general, waived, dropped, not insisted on, (as

being too gross to take,) or else artfully insinuated only, under specious

and plausible expressions. The first they all owned and insisted the

most upon, having many pretences to urge against consubstantiality, either

name or thing. The second and third they divided upon, as to the way
of expression ; some speaking their minds plainly, others with more re-

serve; not so much aenying the co-eternity, as forbearing to affirm it.

This was the method which the Arians took to propagate their heresy.

We do not wonder if they were often forced to make use of collusions,

equivocations, and double entendres ; for, being obliged, for fear of of-

fence, to use Catholic words, though without a Catholic meaning ; and to

maintain their main principle, without seeming to maintain its necessary
consequences, (nay, seeming to deny and respect them,) it could not be
otherwise. And not only the Catholics frequently complain of those

smooth gentlemen, but some even of their own party, could not endure
such shuffling; thinking it became honest and sincere men, either to

speak out, or to say nothing. Of this kind were Aetius and Eunomius,
with their followers, called Anomseans and Exoucontii, being indeed, no
other, in respect to the Son's divinity, than such as Arius was at first

;

and speaking almost as plainly and bluntly as he did. After the disguises

and softening, and colourings, had been carried on so long, till all men of

sense saw plainly, that it was high time to leave off trifling, and to come
from words to things ; and that there was no medium, but either to settle

into orthodoxy, or, to sit down with the pure Arians and Anomeeane, (if they
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would determine anything, and be sincere and consistent men,) some
choose the former and some the latter, according as they more inclined to

one way or the other. There is certainly no medium betwixt orthodoxy
and Arianism, (for *Semi-Ariaiii8m, if so understood, is perfect nonsense
and contradiction,) there being no medium between God and creature,

between unmade and made. Men may conceal their sentiments, suppress

consequences and speak their minds but by halves ; and so one Arian
may be more cautious, or more artful than another ; but, in truth and re-

ality, every man that disowns the consubstantiality, rightly understood,

is as much an Arian as Eunomius or Aetius, or any of the ancient Arians
were, or, even as Arius himself, excepting only some few particulars,

which were not his standing and settled opinions.

Note B.

" The Son is supposed a creature of the Father's. Now, if his being of,

or from, the Father, in this sense, makes him one God with the Father, it

^fill follow that angels, or men, or, even things inanimate, are one God
with the Father also. Indeed, to do you justice, you do not so much as

pretend, that unity of principle, or anything else, can make him one God
with the Father ; which is enough to show how very widely you diflfer

from the ancients, in the main point of all. They thought it necessary
to assert that Father and Son were both, one God. So Irenseus, Athena-
goras, TertuUian, Clement of Alexandrinus, Origen, Hippolytus, Lactan-
tius, and ev«n Eusebius himself, after some debates upon it, as may ap-

pear from the testimonies before referred to; and of the Pdst-Nicene
Catholic writers, in general,- every body knows how they contended for

it The thought that the divinity of the Son could not be otherwise se-

cured, and Polytheism at the same time avoided, than by asserting Father
and Son to be one God ; and they thought right. But what do you do?
or how can you contrive to clear your scheme ? We ask if the Son be
God, as well /is the Father? You say, yes. How then, we ask, is there

but one God? Your answer is, the Father is supreme, and, therefore, he,

singly, is the one God. This is taking away what you gave us before,

and retracting what you asserted of the Son. If supremacy only makes a
person God, the Son is no God, upon your principles; or, if he is God not-

withstanding, then Father and Son are two Gods. Turn this over as

often as you please, you will find it impossible to extricate yourself from
it You can say only*^this; that you do not admit two supreme Gods.

This is very true, no more did the Pagan Polytheists, nor the idolatrous

Samaritans, nor others condemned in Scripture for Polytheism."

The allegation made by Unitarians therefore, that this doctrine is ab-

surd and contradictory, is founded on ignorance and presumption. It is

also suicidal, since all such objections apply with equal, if not greater,

force to the Unitarian hypothesis. The existence of God as an omnipo-
tent, omnipresent, and yet spiritual being, involves every difficulty and
every apparent contradiction imputed to the doctrine of the Trinity, and

* Semi-Arianus, et Semi-Deus, et Semi-creatura perinde monstra et por-

tenta sunt, quce sani et pii omnes merito exhorrent—Bull D. F., p. 284.
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is just as far beyond the utmost capacity of human reason. Diflficulties

insurmountable to human reason inhere in the very nature of the subject;

and such difficulties therefore, must be one characteristic of a divine reve-

lation and pre-eminently, as it relates to the nature of God and his mode
of existence. Besides, to use the words of Bishop Horsley, "hath the

Arian hypothesis no difficulty, when it ascribes both the first formation

and the perpetual government of the universe, not to the Deity, but to

an inferior being? Can any power or wisdom less than supreme, be a

sufficient ground for the trust we are required to place in Providence ?

Make the wisdom and the power of our ruler what you please ; still, upon
the Arian principle, it is the wisdom and the power of the creature.

Where then, will be the certainty that the evil which we find in the

world, hath not crept in through some imperfections in the original con-

trivance, or in the present management? Since every intellect below
the first, may be liable to error, and any power, short of the supreme,

may be inadequate to purposes of a certam magnitude. But if evil may
have thus crept in, what assurance can we have that it will ever be ex-

tirpated ? In the Socinian scheme, is it no difficulty that the capacity of

a mere man or of any created being, should contain that wisdom by
which God made the universe? Whatever is meant by the Word in St.

John's gospel, it is the same Word of which the Evangelist says, that " ^11

things were made by it," and that it " was itself made flesh." If this

Word be the divine attribute Wisdom, then that attribute, in the degree

which was equal to the formation of the universe, in this view of the

Scripture doctrine, was conveyed entire into the mind of a mere man,
the son of a Jewish carpenter. A much greater difficulty, in my appre-

hension, than any that is to be found in the Catholic faith.

The Unitarian hypothesis implies also, that the Son was born before all

times, yet is not eternal ; not a creature, yet not God ; of God's substance,

yet not of the same substance; and his exact and perfect resemblance in

all things, yet not a second Deity—a creed really involving those contra-

dictions in terms of which the orthodox are wrongfully accused. It can-

not escape from one of two conclusions—" either the establishment of a
sort of polytheism or as the more practical alternative, that of the mere
humanity of Christ ; i. e. either the superstition of paganism, or the vir-

tual atheism of philosophy. It confesses our Lord to be God, yet at the
same time infinitely distant from the perfections of the One Eternal cause.

Here, at once, a ditheism is acknowledged. But Athanasius pushes on the
admission to that of an unlimited polytheism. *' If," he says, " the Son were
an object of worship for his transcendent glory, then every subordinate
being is bound to worship his superior." J3ut so repulsive is the notion
of a secondary God, both to reason, and much more to Christianity, that
the real tendency of Arianism lay towards the sole remaining alterna-

tive, the humanitarian scheme."*

The Arian creed, if considered in all its bearings and deductions, will,

perhaps, appear much less rational and philosophical than has been some-
times asserted. It has been described as a simpler and less mystical hy-
pothesis than that of the Trinitarians, and yet it requires us to apply the
same term, God, to two beings who differ as widely from each other
as the Creator and his creature. It requires us to speak of Christ as the

* See Newman's History of Arians of the Fourth Century, pp. 220,

221, 246-248.
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begotten Son of God, though he only differs from all other creatures by
having preceded them in the order of time. It requires us to believe

of this Created Being, that he was himself, eniplojed in creating the
world ; and to invest him with every attribute of Deity, except that of

having existed from all eternity. If we contrast these notions with the
creed of the Trinitarians, they will be found to present still greater diflSi-

culties to our faculties of comprehension.*

'.;,).,

'

AETICLE XL

"ELSE WHAT SHALL THEY DO WHICH ARE BAPTIZED FOR
THE DEAD, IF THE DEAD RISE NOT AT ALL? WHY ARE
THEY THEN BAPTIZED FOR THE DEAD?"—1 Cob. 16: 29.t

This is one of the most difficult passages in St. Paul's

epistles. It has gi\^en abundant employment, to the

speculative and curious. Its explanations have been al-

most as various as its interpreters are numerous. Each
construction has been defended more or less ingeniously,

and in a manner satisfactory to the author. Many in-

quirers into St. Paul's meaning change their own opin-

ions respecting it, as soon as they read some new com-
mentator ; while others are only confirmed in their own
views by opposition, and set themselves at once to refute

whatever conflicts with their own expositions. In the

meanwhile, this passage has been anxiously expounded.

Scarcely any explanation of it has been generally adopt-

ed,—none has gained for itself a catholic character, and
settled deep in the convictions of the universal church.

It has, consequently, been regarded as uncertain, if not

almost useless ; and Christians at large, when they pri-

vately read this portion of God's word, or when they

* Burton's Testimonies of the Fathers to the Trinity, page 4,

f This article, as the reader perceives, is presented in the form of a

sermon. It is from the pen of the Rev. J. H. Fowles, recently deceased,

one of the most Evangelical and useful ministers of the Episcopal Church,

in Philadelphia, and for many years a resident of this State. It has a

special interest attaching to it, as being one of the last discourses delivered

to the people of his charge ; and thus giving point to his exposition of this

diflBcult passage. As the author has passed away from earth, we have

not felt at liberty to alter in any degree, the form of his discourse; al-

though being designed for a congregation, it differs from the usual form

of Review articles.

—

Eds. S. P. Rev.
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Lear it in the church, or at the burial of the dead, derive

no more instruction from it, than they would from a let-

ter that is sealed. Under these circumstances, it may
seem presumptuous to attempt to solve what some are

disposed to consider almost a divine enigma ; or to en-

deavor to turn to use what has been generally regarded
as unprofitable, and left untouched. But in our man-
ner of handling the text, we shall endeavor to avoid any
such imputation. We shall treat every explanation of

it, which is consistent with the analogy of faith, with the

most charitable consideration ; nay, every such explana-

tion will be included in, and enforced by, that which we
adopt. May we not hope, therefore, that some benefit

will be conferred, if you become simply convinced, that

the text is susceptible of interpretations, which have
been regarded as satisfactory by many learned and pious

men, and that it is mere creature infirmity which pre-

vents all from perceiving the true meaning of the Holy
Ghost? Would not a still greater good be reached if we
are able to point out to you the real intention of the

Spirit of Grod in this scripture, and some of the lessons

which he here designed to teach ? It is with such hopes
and objects, that we invite you to enter into an exami-
nation of our text. "Else what shall they do which are

baptized for the dead, if the dead rise not at all? Why
are they then baptized for the dead ?" It may seem al-

most superfluous, and yet, perhaps, it is worth while to

remark, that by the phrase, " What shall they do?" St.

Paul designed to ask, what henefit will they receive? It

is a common colloquial expression to which this meaning
is attached. Let a merchant, for instance, tell us of the

golden harvest he expects to reap by sending a cargo of

goods to a certain port, where they are now selling at a
high price. Nothing would be more natural than for us

to ask him, but what will you do, that is^ what profit

will you make if the vessel should be wrecked ; or, if

before its arrival, the price of those goods should fall?

That this is, moreover, what the apostle meant, is made
plain by the context, where, in one of the series of ques-

tions which he puts, in order to prove the same point,

he asks, "If after the manner of men, I have fought with
beasts at Ephesus, what advantageth it me, if the dead
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rise not?" So that the meaning of our text is, obviously,

"What advantage will it be to those who are baptized
for the dead, if the dead rise not at all?" And now,
before explaining what baptism for the dead means, let

us inquire what was the ooject of our apostle in asTcing

the question which we find in our text? In reply to this

we say, that it is evident, that our whole chapter was in-

tended to convince the Corinthians, that there would be
a future resurrection of the disciples of Christ from the

dead. There had sprung up some at Corinth, as we are
told in the 12th verse, who maintained that there was to

be " no resurrection of the dead." It was to root out this

radical heresy, that our apostle penned the entire 15th
chapter of his epistle. His declarations and reasonings
on this point, are pursued to the close of the 23d verse,

where he says, "Christ is the first fruits of the resurrec-

tion, " afterwards they that are Christ's at his coming."
Having thus alluded, however, to the second advent ot

our Lord, St. Paul saw fit to -encourage the mind of the

weary believer with the prospt "^ of that undisturbed and
eternal reign of peace which should be ushered in when
Christ's Mediatorial Kingdom should cease, and the scep-

tre of the universe should be delivered up to the Triune
Father of Heaven, who would never permit any enemy
to harass or injure his people, but govern in such a way
that he himself would be "all in all." Here the apostle

resumes the thread of his discourse, and upon the sup-

position that those who had died in Christ should not

hereafter be raised, asks, in the words of our text, "Else
what shall they do," (what benefit will they enjoy) " ^^ho

are baptized for the dead, if the dead rise not at all?"

We see, then, that the text was designed as an argument
in favor of the resurrection of the dead at the last day.

Having thus determined the object of St. Paul, in ask-

ing the question before us, we are prepared to exclude

as unworthy our attention any explanation of that bap-

tism for the dead to which he refers, which has not an
immediate and obvious bearing on the future rising of

the bodies of all those who have died in the Christian

faith. But even within this limit, there are various

plausible interpretations of the passage, which claim
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some notice, if it be only for the venerable names by
which they have been adopted.

When, we ask, therefore, " Who a/re they who were

laptizedfor the deadP^ we would reply, first, that they

are at fault who suppose that the apostle has reference

here, to those who, they affirm, were baptized over the

dead bodies of saints, or upon their graves. It is, in-

deed, freely admitted, that the word in the original,

which is translated in our version " for," very frequent-

ly means " over;" yet it has also, the signification which
our Bible here affixes to it. And, it may well be asked,
" what proof is there that any such custom as that of

being baptized over the dead, or at their tombs, obtain-

ed in the days of the apostles ? There is no Scriptural

statement which would support such a supposition; there

is no divine precept which would require such a prac-

tice. The supposition then, that any were baptized over

the dead bodies of their friends, is a mere hypothesis, in-

vented in order to aflford a plausible foundation for an
unnecessary explanation of St. Paul's words. Let it

then, be concluded that our translators have done well

in rendering the expression not over^ but for the dead.

But, you will at once perceive, how ambiguous the word
" for," itself is, in this connexion. Thus, it is common to

say, that such a person was wounded in battle and left

for dead, that is, he was considered as dead ; or, it may
be said, that such a soldier was taken into the ranks /"or
the one who was killed, that is, in his stead. It has even
been attempted to attach the first of these meanings to

the Greek word which is here translated in our Bibles
" for," but this, it is scarcely, if at all capable of. Hence,
we cannot agree with those who suppose that St. Paul
alluded in our text to such as deferred their baptism
until the close of their lives, and until they lay on their

death beds, and who then received the ordinance as if
they were dead. Besides, the forcing of the word, which
such an interpretation would require, it might be asked,

what proof is there, that there was any such postpone-

ment of baptism until the dying hour took place, in the

time of Paul? Is it not well known that this postpone-

ment originated in a subsequent age, and that it sprung

i
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,

from an exaggerated and superstitious view of the eifects

of the sacrament, as though the mere outward rite would
cleanse all its subjects from their sins, and render them
fit, just after its celebration, to be admitted into the

ranks of the holy, and the presence of God? Would St.

Paul have alluded to such a perversion of an ordinance
of Christ, unless it were to censure it? "Would he have
drawn an argument in favor of the great doctrine of the

resurrection, from the views and practice of such error-

ists? But, again, some imagine that the apostle here

refers to those who were baptized, not for themselves,

but in the name or stead of some dead Miever., who had
been prevented by the face of Providential circumstan-
ces from receiving baptism in his own person. But this

absurd practice originated in a subsequent and unin-

spired age. It sprung from unauthorised views of the

absolute and invariable necessity of baptism, in order to

salvation. It implied the possibility of the conndition
of the soul being changed in a future state, and of God's
accepting obedience to cue of his commands by a crea-

ture proxy. Surely, St. Paul would have countenanced
no such extravagancies. - • /.,.:„ ,,,..,,;. .)^.;. i,^.;

Before stating, however, what we concMve to be the

real meaning of St. Paul, we will mention another ex-

planation of the passage which we are far from altogeth-

er rejecting; to which indeed, we only object, because
it does not exhaust the intention of the Holy Ghost; and
because, if it be regarded as the sole, or primary signifi-

cation of the passage, it would require us to wrest the

word in the original, as we have already explained. Our
explanation will imply all that is embraced in this.

Some then, would understand the apostle in our text, as

teaching that the very administration of baptism signi-

fied both the death and the resurrection of its subject,

—

that, when we were plunged under the water, or buried

in baptism, it implied that we should be overwhelmed
with trouble and jinally fall victims to death ; but that

as we emerged from the water in the sacrament, just so

we should be finally raised from the grave. The force

of the apostle's question, according to these interpretei*S,

is, "What benefit will baptism confer on those who re-

ceive it, if they do not, by this ordinance, imply that

YoL. VIII.—No. 2. a
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they will finally be raised from the dead, but simply

signify that they w411 die ?" "Why are they, then, bap-

tized for the dead, or as those who are appointed to suf-

fering and death, if they do not believe that they will

be raised again? Thus, our Lord, when he had foretold

his own sufferings and death, and resurrection, asked
the sons of Zebedee, " Are you able to be baptized with

the baptism that I am baptized with?" and when they
said that they were able, replied, "Ye shall indeed,

drink of my cup and be baptized with the baptism that

I am baptized with." So, too, St. Paul, although with

another object, asks in his epistle to the Romans, " Know
ye not that so many of us as were baptized into Jesus

Christ, were baptized into his death ? therefore, we are

buried with hira by baptism into death, and if we have
been planted together into the likeness of his death, we
shall be also, in the likeness of his resurrection." Now,
we freely admit, that so much to the purpose would the

question of St. Paul in our text be, if thus understood,

so fully in accordance would its teaching be with the in-

tention of baptism, with all revealed doctrine and Chris-

tian experience, that we would be disposed to rest satis-

fied with it, if it did not appear to twist the meaning of

the Greek word into " as," which it will scarcely bear.

The force of the passage would then be,—the very initia-

tory rite of the Christian Church undeniably teaches

death; all who are baptized acknowledge themselves to

be resigned to death ; but what benefit would they gain
if they merely expressed by the ordinance this melan-
choly fact; should they not at the same time, and by the

same act show, that they believed there would be a re-

surrection ? Surely, our blessed faith, not only teaches

death and ruin, but life and salvation. This reasoning
would have been much to the point in hand ; but the

word which St. Paul uses in the original, seems fatal to

this understanding,—it means not baptized as dead, but
instead of the dead. There is, then, another explana-
tion, which embraces this and even more. Let us now
briefly point it out. It seems, then, to us, that the ques-

tion in our text suggested itself to St. PauPs mind, Irom
a brief survey of the whole state of Christ's Church, on
the earth, and from the utter inconsistency of that here-
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sy which had sprilng np among the Corinthians, and
which denied the resurrection of the dead, with the

facts that were continually occurring before our eyes.'

Every day, and evety hour then, disease assailed some
of the many followers of Christ, and laid them prostrate

on the bed of death. Those, on whose lives and efforts

the very existence and progress of the Lord^s cause
seemed to depend, were thus continually being swept
away. From whom could the ranks, which we^ro fia^

thinned, be recruited? As the children of thiawprl^jf
witnessed the course of labor and suffering, whiich beif
lievers led, thus terminating in death,—-what was ther©f

attractive in its character? What was there which could ,

induce them to offer themselves to fill up the gaps which
death was continually making in the Christian host?
" What shall they do,"—what benefit could they pro-

pose to themselves, "who were baptized for," or instead

of, " the dead," and took their places, " if the dead rise

not at all ?" What but the conviction, that those who
had died in Christ would hereafter be rescued from
their graves, could operate on the minds of the living,

to persuade them to come forward and make a public

profession of the same faith which the dead had enter-

tained; to be baptized in their stead, to fill up their va-

cant places in the church, and to discharge their duties?

How senseless would be that sacrament, by which men
professed their belief in Christ, and were introduced into

the visible church, if it were supposed that all the prede-

cessors in this faith had met with so cruel a disappoint-

ment, as to have their hopes buried with their bodies

under ground? Take away the hope of the resurrection,

and none would be found so foolish as to put their necks
under the Christian yoke ; none would be baptized ;—the

places of the Christian dead would never be filled up,

and the Church would soon become extinct. You thus

see, brethren, the force of our apostle's reasoning in the

text. It reduced the very existence of Christ's Church
on the earth, into an absurdity, into an impossibility,

unless it were founded upon the hope of the resurrection

from the dead. But while this explanation thus clothes

his argument with an irresistible power, how fully is it

r''
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in accordance, moreover, with the immediate context

!

He had just declared, that if, in this life, only believers

had hope in Christ, they were of all men most miserable,

—they had convinced themselves of the emptiness and

sinfulness of worldly enjoyments,—by self-denial, they

were perpetually carrying. on a most trying warfare with

their spiritual foes and with wicked men; and was the

final and eternal close of this arduous career to be in the

grave; to which all, sinners and saints, were alike tend-

ing? "Why," upon this supposition, he asks, did he

and all his fellow-disciples who lived with him in that

persecuting age, stand "in jeopardy every hour?" He
could indeed, take the most solemn oath, that the life

which he constantly led was equivalent to a daily death.

At one time he had even been thrown into a den of

beasts at Ephesus, and stood in imminent danger of be-

ing torn in pieces. He expected soon and certainly to

die. What advantage would this martyr's life and death

be to him? If the dead were not to rise, he might as

well enjoy himself in just as spiritually a senseless and
beastly manner as the unbelievers around him. His
motto miffht well be, " let us eat and drink, for to-mor-

row we die," and death will be the last of our history

and experience. If such were the state of the case, St.

Paul argues, that the Christian religion would appear
repulsive in all ages. It would soon die out. None
would be found to take the place of the dead. For
"what should they do," what advantage would they

derive, or even hope for, " who were baptized for the

dead, if the dead rise not at all? why are they then bap-

tized for the dead?" And now, beloved, the remark
which we found upon this exposition of om* text is, in
what an interesting and instructive light does it present

baptis7n^ or the appointed mode of professing the Chris-

tian faith? In that solemn act, if performed with en-

lightened views and with a right spirit, we stand not

alone ; we form one of " the noble army of martyrs ;" we
are "baptized for," or instead of "the dead," we are to

endure their s^^erings^ discharge their duties^ share in

then/f hopes and triumphs. Look at our baptism in each
of these three points of view. It shows first, that we are
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to endure the sufferings of the saints who have died and
gone before. As there is but one Lord and one faith,

so there is but one baptism. By one Spirit we are all

baptized into one body. Every member of Christ's mys-
tical body, together with its head, is baptized in the

same water. With the sons of Zebedee, the least and
most unseemly of the Christian communion, as he be-

comes united to it in the appointed way, professes that,

in the strength of God, he is able to be baptized with
the baptism with which Christ was baptized. Nor must
it be concealed, that this is a baptism of suffering and
death. We are brought by it into a fellowship with
Christ's sufferings. His life, even in its darkest aspect,

is a pattern of ours. " He was a man of sorrows and
acquainted with grief." He had no place of rest on
earth. He endured the contradiction of sinners against

himself. He passed through a season of agony in the

garden, and of desertion on the cross. He humbled
imself even to death. His body was laid in the grave.

Which of his people, too, have not been made to drink

of the same cup? which has not been substantially tempt-

ed in all points, like as Christ? Nay, been called to a

warfare, to which our Lord himself, was a stranger ; for

he was without sin ; but in them there has been a con-

tinual and strong lusting of the flesh against the Spirit:

so that they have all been forced to cry out, " Who shall

deliver me from the body of this death ?" An effectual

voice has always accompanied them in their progress

through life, saying, " Arise and depart ; for this is not

thy rest." They have all met with open adversaries and
false brethren; they have had to encounter fightings

without and fears within. In the midst of all, too, they

have been sometimes sensibly forsaken from on high

;

they have had often even to look upward and cry out,

"Verily, thou art a God that hidest thyself, O God of

Israel, the Saviour." Nor have they been exempted
from the pains of the last hour; but they have been call-

ed to pass through the valley of the shadow of death.

All this the Christian convert has been well taught.

With full knowledge of the nature of his calling h© yet

comes forward and is baptized into the death of Christ.
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He is baptized for the dead,—taking their place, to suf-

fer as they have done,—like them, to meet the last ene-

my, and to fall with them into the grave.

How solemn is the act of professing Christ? It is a

baptism unto suffering and death. But, in the second

place, we are baptized to discharge the duties of the

dead. It is not without an object, that a generation of

God's children is always preserved in the church mili-

tant. The Son himself, when manifest in the flesh, per-

formed his part. He "fulfilled all righteousness;" he

kept the words which had been given to him ; and he
thus glorified the name of his Father on the earth. Je-

sus, too, taught his disciples that they were a city set on
an hill ; and required of them to let their light shine,

that so the name of their Father in Heaven might be
glorified. Nor has there ever been a generation in which
Godhas not had his representatives in this fallen world,

for this express purpose. Even in the darkest periods,

and when the Elijahs of the church have feared and
complained that they were left alone, God has had his

remnant of seven thousand, who had never bowed the

knee to Baal, but were obeying and gloryfying him in

their several important, although it may be, private

spheres. As one is taken, another is raised up in his

place. As the waves of time, teeming with life, have
t3roken on the shores of death and eternity, others have
risen behind, and followed in their course. In each of

these countless generations, the followers of Christ have
performed their part, presenting that portion and phase
of God's eternal purposes of grace which were to be de-

veloped in their day, and in their progress hastening
forward the consummation of the whole. When they
disappear others are baptized in their stead ; and the

living, not the dead, praise their God. How solemn,
then, is every baptism for the dead ! The responsibility

of God's glory, in the generation of its subject, is made
to rest on him. Burning and shining lights have sunk
beneath the horizon,—shall the world, so far as he is con-

cerned, grope on in darkness, and God's glory be ob-

scured? Shall not the parent, or eminent Christian friend,

who has entered on his rest, still continue to live and
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shine in him ? All that Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob,
and the holy men of old did, in their day, now devolves
on tl^e generation of which he forms a part; nay, all

that Jesus did in the days of his flesh, there will be none
to imitate and exemplify, if he and his Christian con-

temporaries should prove faithless. Oh ! beloved, it in-

volves unmeasured responsibilities to be baptized for the

dead

!

But lastly, true baptism introduces us to a sha/re in
all the hopes and t/riumphs of the Christian dead,
" What shall they do which are baptized for the dead,
if the dead rise hot at all ? Oh ! even Jesus himself was
cheered and supported, while undergoing his baptism of
suffering and death hy the hope of resurrection. In his

meditations and conversations he always coupled the
two; and we are told that he, "for the joy that was set

before him, endured the cross, despising the shame."
When the Scriptural martyrs, too, were offered " deliv-

erance" by their persecutors, on the renunciation of their

faith, we are told that they accepted it not, " that they
might obtain a better resurrection." Even so, beloved,

you were baptized for the dead, not because you wished
to participate in their toils and conflicts, and sufferings,

and death ; but because you firmly believed that they
were now blessed and resting from their labors, and that

even their flesh was only slumbering in the ground until

the last sound of the trumpet ;—it was because you ex-

pected to share with them in their present rewards and
prospects. Keep then the resurrection continually in

view, you who have been baptized for the dead. It is

only when you think of this, in the wilderness of Ca-

naan, that you will not be tempted to go back to Egypt

;

only when you rejoice in this hope of the heavenly king-

dom that you will be patient in the tribulation through

which you are passing into it ; only when you compare
the sufferings of the present time with the glory that

shall be revealed, that you will reckon them as of no im-

portance ; only when you are sustained with the pros-

pect of being planted in the likeness of the resurrection

of Jesus Christ, that you will not be depressed, while

you are planted in the likeness of his death. When
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those who have been baptized for the dead remember
that the dead shall rise, how easy is it for them to com-

ply with the exhortation, and to join in the song

:

''Let saints below his praises sing,

"With those to glory gone

;

'

For all the servants of our king

In earth and Heaven are one.

One family, we live in him,

One church above, beneath

;

Though now we're parted by the stream.

The narrow stream of death.

One army of the living God,

To his commands we bow

;

Part of the host have crossed the flood,

And part are crossing now.

Ten thousand to their home
This solemn moment fly

;

And we are to the margin come.

And soon expect to die.

Dear Saviour, be our constant guide,

Then, when the word is given,

Bid the cold waves of death divide.

And land us safe in Heaven."

But, we cannot close without the melancholy con-

sciousness that there are some here, who are laboring

under the curse of natural death,—who hasre never as

yet been spiritually baptized for the Christian dead,

—

some who will die in Adam, but who have never been

f)lanted in the likeness of Christ's death, and consequent-

y, have no prospect of being planted in the likeness of

his resurrection. Oh ! are you willing to be so sense-

less and hopeless in the view of death, and, finally, to

die like the brutes that perish ? Let the certainty and
blessedness of the rising of the Christian dead persuade
you, beloved, to be baptized in their stead, both in your
bodies and in your sports. Though you will then enter

on new and trying conflicts, and labors, and tribulations,

yet you will be inspired with new joys and hopes. You.

will be joined in one fellowship with the saints who have
gone before. You will be able to unite with the whole
estate of Christ's Church militant in "blessing God's
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holy name, for all those his servants, who have depart-

ed this life in his faith and fear; beseeching him to give

you grace so to follow their good examples, that with

them you may be partakers of his heavenly kingdom."

ARTICLE III.

THE PHASES OF SOCIETY.

"Words and sentiments are frequently uttered by bu-

sy, bustling, active people, without that consideration

and foresight, which should characterise intellectual

beings. We live, and move, and have our being, among
others ; and scarcely know, or care, what influences are

operating in our mutual relations as man to man, as fel-

low-citizens, m subjects of a great moral government, or

again, in the subordinate relations, of the different avo-

cations and classes which diversify the association of in-

dividuals with each other.

As society exists at the present day, there is such a
diversity of interest, arising from the various modes of

living, and the different employments of men, that few
care to know much beyond their own sphere of opera-

tions ; and the consequence is, that society, like one vast

complicated machine, made up of many associated parts,

moves on with little more acquaintance among the dif-

ferent divisions that pertain to it, than belongs to the

parts of an automaton. Or, even when a knowledge of

these relations is present, it is distorted by so many pre-

judices, arising from selfishness and jealousy, that no
sympathy of action attends it.

The elements of which society consists, may be divi-

ded into moral, political, social and domestic. The situa-

tion of man as an immortal and responsible creature is

the most comprehensive, as it is the most important re-

lation, in which he can be viewed, and as his eternal des-

tiny depends upon his conduct in this world, we would
expect to find an important influence attending this fea-«

ture of his character.
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All principle, all virtue, all honour, as respects those

around him, is the result of man's moral character. If

we undertake to conceive of an individual who enters

upon life without that sentiment of obligation to Divine
authority which constitute this character, we must see

at once, how little dependance there is for the fulfilment

of the duties that may devolve upon him. Justice is

founded always in riffht, and right must have truth as a

bulwark, and all truth must emanate from moral law.

Where then could we expect equity to spring from in

such a character as we, have supposed. The cant phra-

ses, humanity, philanthropy, benevolence, etc., will not

account for the conduct of men as members of a com-
munity,—neither can policy or utility be suborned to

meet the demands of the case. Such things may serve

a temporary end, may meet the emergency of an occa-

sion, but they will not reach the life-time necessities of

mankind. We must have some all-engrossing, over-

reaching principle, which will apply to ^1 grades and
conditions of our race, and be available to every diversity

of circumstances. Such is that fundamental doctrine of

Christianity which teaches the moral accountability of

man. To undertake to delineate the workings of this

prime element of properly constituted society, would
lead into all the minute features of our association with
one another, and we could never suppose a case which
would not be satisfactorily disposed of in accordance
with it. But as we will have occasion, in descanting

upon the subordinate influences, to refer to this as the

test of all good, we will be content at present, with con-

sidering it as the philosopher's stone which brightens

and enhances every feature of man's character. We
will simply look to this as a bow of promise, which is

ever available to meet the wants of frail human crea-

tures, and instead of attempting to exhaust its resources,

we will draw upon the rich and precious stores as occa-

sion may require.

The political aspect of society is the next in extent of

application, as it is next in importance. When we have
discharged our duty to God, our country should be the

consideration of most consequence ; and the discharge of

our duties to the government of the country is strictly
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in keeping, and flows naturall}^ from our dutj'^ to that

higher authority of which we have spoken. Those things

which pertain to duties of the citizen make the politics

of a people, and we cannot disconnect the political char-

acteristics of a nation from the character of the ruling

power. With us, politics has a consequence which, in

despotic or monarchial governments, is not observed.
The people, in their aggregate voice, constituting the

ruling power, their views and feelings, their words and
actions, go to make up the political sentiment of the na-

tion. Wnat a powerful impulse then, must be given to'

society by the prevailing politics ! Every ramification

of the scattered millions of our citizens is stirred by the

approaches of the election periods. Every hamlet, as

well as every palace, is moved by the reports from our
Congressional Assembly. Every heart leaps with joy
or tbrobs with pain, as weal or woe betides our land.

So it is to-day. So it has been through the past, and so

it will continue to be for years to come.' •- * -

With such a pervading influence, we would, of course,

look for a modification of society, in accordance with
the opinions that held precedence, and the many inci-

dental changes connected with the workings of party
strife.

It is even so, to an extent, that at times threatens to

break asunder the nearest and tenderest ties of life; and
were it not that experience has taught us that order

comes out of chaos and confusion, we might sometimes
conclude that our fair and growing Republic was doom-
ed to a short existence. But the shock passes and
leaves all the parts undisturbed in their beautiful adap-
tation to the comfort and happiness of our citizens.

To particularise somewhat, the inquiry might not be
fruitless as to the manner in which a community is ef-

fected by political agitations. So far as the excitement

leads to investigation, it is, no doubt, calculated to im-

prove, by imparting a knowledge of the principles of

government, and inducing a respect for law and order.

But, when partizan feeling causes the embittering of

one portion towards another, and thus leads to means
for success, which are not compatible with the best in-

terests of the country at large, then evil must neceseari-
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ly follow. Under such circumstances, moral principle

is forgotten, and a blind fanaticism hurries men to the

enactment of the most atrocious offences against their

fellows, and the most absurd violations of their duty as

citizens. Corruption of the worst kind has ever attend-

ed political controversy, and has shown itself in every

circle from the most dignified and honourable post in

life, down to the vagabond loafer, who strolls the pub-

lic street to beg or steal his bread.

Men of talent and high position, make tools of weaker
vessels, and thus carry on a system of bribery and low
chicanery, which they disdain to engage in publicly.

The influence thus extended to the inferior is two-fold in

its evil tendency,—the thing itself is familiarized, and
it carries with it the force of a prominent example. The
one who moves the whole is responsible, and yet main-
tains a high position. If such could have a just award
meted out to them, it would have more effect towards

remedying the evil, than any homily upon the abstract

principle can ever effect ; and we trust the day will come,
when the intelligent and upright will scrutinize more
closely the conduct of those who aspire to be foremost

in directing the councils of State, and look to merit as

the essential recommendation for distinction.

Then, instead of ransacking the annals of by-gone
ages for scandal, the politician might have a more lauda-

ble and praiseworthy vocation, in reviewing the honest

and patriotic enterprises, which marked the career of

the statesman. Then too, we would expect to see the

face of society brighten up, and instead of an election

season tending to stupify and debase the community, it

would be the source of improvement in head and heart

to every citizen of the land. Instead of the bacchana-
lian revelry, which characterizes the political assemblies

of the present day, we would find sober thought and
profound reflection to mark the deliberation of such

meetings. Make men think, and you make them better

citizens, for wherever reason holds control, things are

viewed in their true importance, and are not likely to be
abandoned when slight opposition is to be encountered.

After attentive examination and mature reflection, the

truth is moiBt frequently brought forth ; and in the states-
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a clear head should be accompanied by a pure
heart, and true devotion to the welfare of his country.
Should he suffer an overweening regard for his personal
popularity to influence his conduct, no other qualifica-

tion could fit him for a place so responsible as that of a
representative. . ;

How few, alas! look to anything but self-aggrandize-

ment in aspiring to a place in our Legislative Assem-
blies. Compare the politician as he is, with what the

statesman should be, and few, very few, could claim the

high distinction of merit. Our politicians are little more
than squabling, quibbling, gulling demagogues, ready to

say anything, or do anything, to advance themselves,

without reference to the great interests of the nation.

On the other hand, the statesman must be a patriot, and
on honest man. He must be independent in spirit, true

to himself and to his country, candid and free in giving

his opinions, well informed as to State policy, and wil-

ling to listen to suggestions from those alike informed.

Generous to others, at the same time commanding their

respect by firmness and decision, and withal faithful to

his own convictions of right. Where, in the throng of

aspirants for political preferment, is such to be found?
We look in vain. The very character which is demand-
ed would ensure defeat. Society must undergo a radi-

cal change before we see this matter as it should be.

Worth must be more highly appreciated. Sincerity and
truthfulness must be of more consequence in the estima-

tion of the people generally. In one word, we must
outlive the influences which have surrounded us, and
still operate to a great extent, throughout the communi-
ty, tending to corrupt the very foundations of character.

The political regime under which a people live modi-

fies the development of intellect and feeling, and thus

effects their relations to each other. All authority which
does not emanate from the choice of the people, must
have force to support it, and in proportion as it is arbi-

trary, the greater must be the power required. Conse-

quently, in a despotism, a large standing army is an in-

dispensable adherent to the one who would be obeyed,

and in a limited monarchy, and in an oligarchy the same
expedient to some extent is necessary.
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. Under such a state of things the sway over the bodies

and minds of men is such as to stifle thought and action,

and to prevent that development of character, which
would result, were greater freedom allowed. In our Re-
publican government, however, the same embarrassment
is not presented. The number requisite for a standing

military organization is very small in proportion to the

extent of territory, and the population rally around this

nucleus as citizen soldiers, when it becomes necessary to

meet a foreign foe or to defend our own rights. The
sanction of authority is the will of the governed, and in-

stead of a large standing army to enforce obedience, it

becomes the duty of every good citizen to acquiesce

himself, and assist in the control of the refractory. All
are brought to participate in the management of the af-

fairs of btate in the exercise of the elective franchise,

and so far as practicable, in framing and executing the

laws of the land ; and we must look to the reciprocal

workings of the different elements of this complex ar-

rangement, to judge properly of its influence on society.

There are no humiliating distinctions recognized in our
government policy, but every individual is alike entitled

to posts of, honor, profit, or trust, if competent and wor-
thy to discharge the duties. This equality of rights be-

gets an equality of feeling, which is manifested in the

intercourse with one another. The differences of patri-

cians and plebians, nobles and peasants, barons and
serfs, are not known amongst us, and if one would be
superior to another, his aspirations must be seconded by
his good deeds, or he will fail of his end. In nothing
does the influence of this equality of feeling show itself

more strikingly, than the aversion manifested ou the part

of our native population to act the part of servants,

however needy they may be; while poor foreigners, from
monarchical governments, readily accept the most me-
nial posts, and go at the bidding of those w^ho employ
them, even more submissively than our negroes. So
much is this recognized, that a family wishing a white

servant, never thmks of applying to one who has been
raised in our country, but searches for one of Ger-

man, Irish, or French extraction,—yea, and even boast-

ed England furnishes subjects, who are more ready to
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act as servants than the poor and needy of our own peo-

ple. In no way can this be explained, but from the tone

of feeling induced by the different forma of government
under which they have been reared. The one has been
accustomed to dictation and control, the other to think,

speak, and act, in accordance with his own judgment and
feelings. The one has always been a slave ; the other

has never been otherwise than free. So it is, that how-
ever poor you may find one amongst us, there is too

much pride to acknowledge the mastery of another.

There is a difference also, between the natives of this

country, and those who come in from foreign kingdoms,
in the greater propensity to begging which is manifest-

ed by the latter. A feeling of selfreliance on the part

of our citizens, which is creditable to the country, will

lead them to any resort for a living in preference to beg-

fing, and if an individual requires assistance, it has to

e tendered with the greatest delicacy to secure its re-

ception. The majority would suffer for the comforts of

life in preference to receiving them gratuitously at the

hands of others, and many would starve before they
would beg. We know there are some exceptions to this

position, but the general tone of feeling which pervades
society in this country is that of independence of the as-

sistance of others. And yet, when a favor is bestowed
upon one of our citizens, there is, generally, a more grate-

ful appreciation manifested, than by foreigners who are

constantly looking to others for material aid. Assist-

ance is usually prized in an inverse ratio to the disposi-

tion to seek it ; and as foreigners are more prone to ask
assistance, they are less apt to feel thankful for anything
which may be done for them. We would not include in

this allegation, all who come to our shores from the do-

main of kings ; for some of our foreign population are as

industrious, high-minded, and honourable men and wo-
men, as any who have been cradled in the nest of the

Eagle, or who have been swaddled amidst the folds of the

star-spangled Banner. Such have shown themselves

superior to the circumstances of their nativity, and have
sought this land of freedom as more congenial to their

spirits. All hail to the generous, true-hearted foreigner,

whose feelings are in unison with our own. Not only
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should we afford a home to such, but we should extend a

hearty God-speed in all the affairs of life. But, while

there are some of this praiseworthy class, there are many
more, who come amongst us with all the feelings of de-

pendence and servile debasement which is contrasted

above, with the independence and noble bearing of our

American citizens. The most plausible explanation of

this difference, is the greater liberty of person which is

allowed under our government. Its salutary influence

is manifested in the advancement of our people in all

that pertains to their happiness, and any restraint which
is felt by the individual is calculated to elevate his

thoughts and refine his feelings. -

And again, we hold that a comparison of our Republi-

can form of government with other forms of govern-

ment, will reveal that we are more exempted from theft

than monarchical or despotic dominions. Rapine and
plunder are common wherever the exactions on the peo-

ple are very great. The more that is kept from them,
the stronger is the inclination and the practical tendency
to appropriate that which does not belong to .them. If

the right of private property is not respected by the ru-

ler, it is not apt to be regarded by the subject; and the

consequence is, that each practices reclamation on his

fellows without scruple. But with us, it is far different.

Every individual feels secure in his possessions, and con-

tributes so much, of his own free will, towards the main-
tenance of the various branches of the government. He
feels, that the amount of taxation is decided upon by him,
in common with others of the nation, and he is satisfied

to appropriate such a quota annually to this object.

Further than this, no power is exercised over his proper-

ty, and he has the undisputed right, to use it in such
way as will be most advantageous to his interest. Each,
and all, having this right of property vested in them-
selves, there is no cause to complain, and no inducement
to purloin from others. It is not to be expected that all

theft is obviated thus, for there will be persons in all so-

ciety, who are too lazy, or too mean, to depend on their

own resources, and seek an easier mode of acquiring the
means of living by robbing others. But such bear a

small proportion to the population of the country, and
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cannot be considered an M^x of society. The pi-eva-

lent feeling amongst our people, is that of security ; and
the circumstances which lead to theft are to be looked
for elsewhere than in the influence of our government
policy. The openness and exposure of property every-

where in this country, shows the freedom from depreda-
tions, and at the same time perhaps, lessens the tenden-
cy in some measure to commit theft. In this, as in

other matters, the difficulty of the acquisition enhances
it ; and where there is something to risk the attempt is

more apt to be made. The very fact of placing a strict

watch over any article creates a presumption of its being
desirable ; and we really believe those who are known to

guard their premises most closely are most liable to suf-

fer from thieves. To suspect a neighbour of being a
rogue is the most ready mode of making him one. Be-
lieve him honest and he will not be likely to forfeit your
good opinion. In this particular, we are satisfied there is

a great error with some in managing servants, and
many a faithful domestic has been spoiled by being
charged with theft, where there was no proof to convict,

and where indeed, the olfence has not been committed.
The more a servant is trusted, the more freedom of access

that is given to every place where attention is requisite,

the greater is the responsibility felt personally, and the

more reliable is the honesty of the servant, feut if the

lock-up system is practised usually, and happens to be
once neglected, then the temptation to steal comes with
all its force. Hence, in those governments where the

privileges of the subject are restricted, there is more ten-

dency to this vice than in our land of liberty. Every
one amongst us looks upon his fellow as honest, and acta

accordingly in his intercourse with those around him.—
The consequence i8,^a mutual fostering of good faith

among our people, which is a far greater security for

property than bars and bolts, or locks and keys.

There is a point connected with the freedom from re-

straint in this country, which requires great circumspec-

tion on the part of our citizens, in their aggregate ca-

pacity, namely, the tendency to latitudinarianism in

thought and word. The influence of a mob, (by which
term, we understand '^ a disorderly ftssemblyy ifl an ex-

YoL. vin.—No. 2. 4
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cited state of feeling,") may be directed with equal force

against error or right. The components are not necessa-

rily of vicious character, and indeed, we sometimes find

intelligent and high-minded men lending their authority

to such proceedings. Mr. Madison remarked, "had eve-

ry Athenian citizen been a Socrates, every Athenian

assembly would still have been a mob;" and what was
true of that ancient Republic should be guarded against

in the present day.

An assembly of persons without law or order, al-

though not viciously disposed, is a fearful spectacle

in our Republican America, because they acknowledge
no restraint upon their conduct, and may at any mo-
ment be directed in the wrong path. While the cause

of truth and justice is upheld, we can scarcely approve

the means employed ; and when opposed, we have suf-

ficient to condemn in the result, as well as the reck-

less rudeness of the proceeding. The begging of the

question, the assumption of right which characterizes

such bodies, is the worst feature that enters into their

constitution, as no force of reason or acuteness of lo-

gic, can be brought to bear against their licentious

acts. A kind of spiritual delusion renders them irre-

sponsible to all the ordinary appeals of common sense,

judgment, or discretion, and they go headlong to the

gratification of their proclivities. Legality is forgotten,

order is disciirded, and for the time being, the supreme
authority, to will and to do, belongs to the assembled
mass. There may be a special enactment by the law; of

the land for the suppression of the evil which is combat-
ted, but it is no longer considered a suflScient guarantee.

There may be an officer whose business it is to enforce

this law, but he is supplanted. The^'e may be a police

and militia force sufficient to meet the exigency of the

case, but volunteers come forward to assume their du-

ties, and take the danger and responsibility of enforcing

their lofty sentiments of courage and honour. Such acts

may be performed under the mask of friends of good
order, and with a claim to the authority of a higher-law
doctrine, but the spirit which actuates is not calculated

to promote peace; and instead of ascending, must seek

reftige in a lower law than any well-constituted govern-
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merit should tolerate. Any self-constituted guardian of
the public weal, is to be viewed with suspicion. A
claim to exercise this authority, delegated by no formal
act of the people or State, is nothing short of usurpa-
tion, and the enactment is the worst species of despo-
tism springing from anarchy. If the thing claimed be
just in itself, and be demanded in an improper manner,
or by improper persons, it cannot be granted with pro-

priety, and it may fairly be classed with the illegal re-

quisitions. But when an unjust demand is supported
by such improper means, it involves a turpitude which
is entirely inconsistent with the republican principle,

and should be stigmatized by every high-minded citizen.

The idea of a mass of men actuated by some strong im-
pulse of feeling, undertaking to be the arbiters of truth

and justice, is preposterous, to say the least of it. Pas-
sion never can ascertain the merits of a controversy, and
generally leads to rash action. That decision and re-

solve, w^hich results from mature consideration, is lauda-

ble and much to be sought after; but the foregone con-

clusion of recklessness, which confers pertinacity of pur-

pose on the mob, is always to be deprecated. A set of

persons, who pre-deterraine to view matters in a given

aspect and no other, are little else than monomaniacs,
and deserve not the high distinction of rational beings.

Their course is wanting in honesty also, as they refuse to

hear or to see the true condition of things around them.
Hence, they unconsciously come to occupy the position

of fools and knaves. These are terms which few would
be content to have applied to their individual acts, and
yet many lay themselves liable to such a stigma, in their

association with one another, in the capacity of would-

be regulators of the public morals. In reference to the

outrage of revolutionists, who are striving to break down
the strong arm of oppression on the part of ill-gotten

power, we have nothing to say at present. "We allude to

such as under a well-constituted government, take the

reins into their own hands, and undertake to carry out

their views of policy and propriety, at the expense of

every thing sacred to humanity and justice. There are

two periods of national existence, marked by such de-

monstrations,—the early or forming era, when system
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has not yet been established, and the past perfect state

(if we may so style it,) of development. The former is

the gross outbreak of untutored impulse. The latter is

the delusive ebullition of overwrought fancy. Either

may lead to the most revolting deeds ; and what one
tvould do with the lash and torture the other would 'ef-

fect by distorting public sentiment, by crushing denun-

ciations and by galling invectives. As the idiot and the

maniac are each bereft of reason, so these two classes of

disturbers of the peace are in different ways, without the

rational principle to direct their proceedings. In the

advanced condition of society, in these United States,

we have much to dread from a tendency to the fanatical

enthusiasm of over-excitement ; and we would beg to sug-

gest a few points for the study of others, who are better

qualified to enlarge upon them and to apply them to the

machinery of society. This is an age of associations,

and if the energies and impulses of the people are not,

directed in a proper channel, we observe improper ob-

jects engage their eager heads and hearts, and hence
the importance of thoroughly comprehending this fea-

ture of society. ' ' '"
'

'

•

' '- -
'
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Why is it that so many isms and societies, and fellow-

ships, and orders, have sprung up over the land ? Why
is it that our people must quit the enjoyment of home
and friends, to engage in some hazardous enterprise

with a band of desperadoes ? Why is it that our country
is kept in turmoil and agitation, by party feuds and dis-

sension? All, all, spring from the deep-rooted principle

of association, which the Creator has implanted in man.
The great law of his natural existence is society, fellow-

ship, union ; and it is but a perversion of this natural

element, which leads to the unfavourable results advert-

ed to ; and the only feasible plan to obviate this tenden-

cy to vice, is to incorporate, as part and parcel of the

government, a wide extended, and completely ramified
system of association, so as to make every citizen sub-
serve a purpose in the great economy of our republic.

This, to some extent, is the case at present ; but evident-

ly, not so completely as the character of our people re-

quires. Every individual should feel that he exerts an
influence, and has a part to act in the great drama that
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is progressing. There should be such an organizatiop

througnout the entire country, as to impress every one
with the fact, that he is an integral portion of the gov-
erning power. Each State should be conformed to the

general plan, and interlock with others, so as to move
on harmoniously as one grand machine. Every district

and county should be a unit, and fit in with the cogs of

a wheel which is moved by the great lever, association.

We do not intend to convey the idea, that this desidera-

tum would be accomplished by bestowing the elections of
the chief ofiicers of the nation upon the masses. So far

from it, that we consider the machinery would be at once
deranged thereby ; and it would be like a silly attempt
to move the massive stones of a mill, by multiplying
flutter-wheels, instead of increasing the power by the

intermediate cog-wheels and gearing. No, let us dove-
tail and incorporate one part of the machinery of gov-

ernment upon another, and thus, as it were, by a system
of pulleys, gain a power and force, which isolated ef-

forts could never effect. Make it the interest and grati-

fication of every citizen, to advance in his sphere of du-

ty ; and thus eventually, all will work for the general

good, and all will be alike rewarded by national pros-

perity. Let each man be the guardian of his fellow, and
thus check any proclivity to wrong. A general personal

responsibility, would thus be developed, which would
operate more favourably than any statute enforced by dic-

tatorial authority. We are satisfied that every human
being, worthy the name of man, feels more content in

self-control, than when the same thing is done under
the influence and authority of another ; and the nearer a
government approaches the point of self-government,

the nearer is it to the standard of nature and common
sense. ;

'.'-,.".'
'

Our Eepublic is founded in great and holy principles.

It takes man's capacity for self-government, as its basis,

and the cardinal elements of the plan are perhaps, near-

ly perfect. • But many differences of opinion have modi-

fed the practical details, and there is much yet to be
accomplished, before we can present to the world a har-

monious whole. It is to the attainment of such an end,

that we here direct the ^attention of statesmen, and jirge
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has not yet been established, and the past perfect state

(if we may so style it,) of development. The former is

the gross outbreak of untutored impulse. The latter is

the delusive ebullition of overwrought fancy. Either

may lead to the most revolting deeds; and what one

Would do with the lash and torture the other v^ould ef-

fect by distorting public sentiment, by crushing denun-

ciations and by galling invectives. As the idiot and the

maniac are each bereft of reason, so these two classes of

disturbers of the peace are in different ways, without the

rational principle to direct their proceedings. In the

advanced condition of society, in these United States,

we have much to dread from a tendency to the fanatical

enthusiasm of over-excitement ; and we would beg to sug-

gest a few points for the study of others, who are better

qualified to enlarge upon them and to apply them to the

machinery of society. This is an age of associations,

and if the energies and impulses of the people are not.

directed in a proper channel, we observe improper ob-

jects engage their eager heads and hearts, and hence
the importance of thoroughly comprehending this fea-

ture of society.

Why is it that so many isms and societies, and fellow-

ships, and orders, have sprung up over the land ? "Why
is it that our people must quit the enjoyment of home
and friends, to engage in some hazardous enterprise

with a band of desperadoes ? Why is it that our country
is kept in turmoil and agitation, by party fends and dis-

sension? All, all, spring from the deep-rooted principle

of association, which the Creator has implanted in man.
The great law of his natural existence is society, fellow-

ship, union ; and it is but a perversion of this natural

element, which leads to the unfavourable results advert-

ed to ; and the only feasible plan to obviate this tenden-

cy to vice, is to incorporate, as part and parcel of the

government, a wide extended, and completely ramified

system of association, so as to make every citizen sub-

Berve a purpose in the great economy of our republic.

I'his, to some extent, is the case at present ; but evident-

ly, not so completely as the character of our people re-

quires. Every individual should feel that he exerts an
influence, and has a part to act in the great drama that
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is proffressing. There should be such an organizatiop

throughout the entire country, as to impress every one
with the fact, that he is an integral portion of the gov-
erning power. Each State should be conformed to the

general plan, and interlock with others, so as to move
on harmoniously as one grand machine. Every district

and county should be a unit, and fit in with the cogs of

a wheel which is moved by the great lever, association.

We do not intend to convey the idea, that this desidera-

tum would be accomplished by bestowing the elections of
the chief oiScers of the nation upon the masses. So far

from it, that we consider the machinery would be at once
deranged thereby ; and it would be like a silly attempt
to move the massive stones of a mill, by multiplying

flutter-wheels, instead of increasing the power by the

intermediate cog-wheels and gearing. No, let us dove-

tail and incorporate one part of the machinery of gov-

ernment upon another, and thus, as it were, by a system
of pulleys, gain a power and force, which isolated ef-

forts could never eifect. Make it the interest and grati-

fication of every citizen, to advance in his sphere of du-

ty ; and thus eventually, all will work for the general

good, and all will be alike rew^arded by national pros-

perity. Let each man be the guardian of his fellow, and
thus check any proclivity to wrong. A general personal

responsibility, would thus be developed, which would
operate more favourably than any statute enforced by dic-

tatorial authority. We are satisfied that every human
being, worthy the name of man, feels more content in

self-control, than when the same thing is done under
the influence and authority of another; and the nearer a
government approaches the point of self-government,

the nearer is it to the standard of nature and common
sense. '

' '

Our Republic is founded in great and holy principles.

It takes man's capacity for self-government, as its basis,

and the cardinal elements of the plan are perhaps, near-

ly perfect. But many difierences of opinion have modi-

fied the practical details, and there is much yet to be
accomplished, before we can present to the world a har-

monious whole. It is to the attainment of such an end,

that we here direct the attention of statesmen, and jirge

\A
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upon them the diifusion of the law-making and law-abi-

ding elements, by the principle of association, in the

most intimate and confidential relation, among the peo-

ple. As an exemplification of oiir meaning, we would
adduce the discipline of some military schools, where it

is not only the duty, but the choice, and pride, of each,

to ui)hold the honor of the institution by taking cogni-

zance of any misdemeanor on the part of any member of

the school, and bringing the culprit to justice by a court

of his fellows. Such is not the character of the govern-

ment, which would be adapted to a nation
;
yet it serves

to illustrate the manner, in which a plan might be made
to work, if correctly devised. Some diverticulum is

needed in this bustling, progressive age, to keep men from

running into vicious associations and alliances. We re-

quire a mob-antidote, and we must think that a more
complete system of patrol and police, would be attended

with a good efi^ect. Every citizen should frown upon
lawless gatherings, even professing to have the common
good in vieWj and attempting to suppress a general vice.

Such manifestations prove the necessity for a legal su-

pervision on the part of the people over themselves, and
must eventually induce a greater diffusion of legal re-

sources among the masses.*

* The subjoined paragraphs from the New York Times, have come to

our notice since the above was penned

:

" Within seventy-five years there have been several changes of senti-

ment iq this country, that are worthy of consideration, as tending to show
what causes ar^ at work in our midst. Few of them have been so gen-
eral as to deserve the name of national. But yet they have been suffi-

ciently marked to be classed amoug the phenomena of our existence.

There are so many loose ideas among us on the subject of "Progress;"
there is so little attention given to the philosophy of our History, that

we could not engage in more profitable reflections than those which conr

cern the fluctuations of opinion among us.

"Fiftv years since, the sober mind of this country feared the expansion
of popular liberty. There was a powerful leaning towards a strong Gov-
ernment, as necessary to restrain human passions and prevent all excesses.

Outside of law men were not to be trusted, and no confidence was had
in those great regulative forces of selfish interests and social ties, that
have now risen into a commanding position among the conservative safe-

guards of our institutions. The ruling idea was Government, and every-

Uiing was tributary to it. Men universally accepted the theory of self-

government But that self-government was to have a prodigious organic

force. It was to be as strong as possible. To be salutary and effective,

it must be distrustful of human nature, and manage it by means of ener-
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The social element of society comes in to be consider-
ed next, and although it might appear a work of super-

erogation to delineate a feature, which is so intimately

associated with the very idea of society, yet it is not al-

ways predominant, and enters in various forms into the

assemblage of mankind.
An idea of society, without sociality, may be drawn

from the quaker meeting, where silence rules the hour;
and many fashionable gatherings have a stiffness and
monotony about them, which is entirely inconsistent
with social feeling. And again, there is a garulous pro-

pensity manifested on some occasions, giving vent to

gossip and scandal, which is no part of sociability.

We are accustomed to regard society as the embodi-
ment of a cast, in tone of feeling and conduct, of certain

persons
; and we accordingly speak of the lower order of

society, good society, the best society, etc., thus express-

ing the particular grade of the clique or set of persons.

These distinctions are artificial of course, and the lines

of demarcation not very correctly drawn, but they are

understood and recognized by mankind, and according-
ly we are not responsible for their correspondence to the

characters of different persons. In fact, we would pre-

fer to consider society as the aggregate of all these class-

es for the present, and bring these distinctions into view
under the next head, as the result of domestic influence.

The social enjoyment of the refined and cultivated is

greatly different from that of rustic, uncultivated per-

sons ; and yet, a feeling pervades the breast ofeach, which
is nearly allied. Suppose a group of literary associates

to be in a room adjoining a boat's crew or a set of rail

road workers, and that each company spend the even-

ing in good humour. Which would manifest the most
social feeling ? Which would derive the most gratifica-

tion ? "We think the latter might have the best of it thus

far, and yet perhaps, not be edified or instructed for any

getic oversight. A little experience demonstrated the folly of such opin-

ions, and it was clearly shown that the trustworthiness of the people

was a grander truth as well as a more reliable fact than our Revolution-

ary Fathers had imagined. Our advancements had proved one things

viz : that the action of the people has always been healthier and better

than that of the Government, and that our prosperity is due much more
to them than to our official authorities.

m
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useful end. There was a higher, nobler object in view

with those of cultivated intellect; and while each, per-

haps, had his own peculiar satisfaction, in discussing

some favorite topic, that communitj of feeling, which

would be entitled to the name social, was not enjoyed

by them. Although together, it was a somewhat selfish

gratification. They may have pursued different chan-

nels of thought, and thus improved the knowledge of each

other, but they could not sympathize in feeling, as the un-

tutored labourers would do. The ground on which the

latter meet is familiar alike to all, and they have nothing

to restrain their intercourse with one another. Not that

freedom of thought and expression are inconsistent with

literary attainments ; but we most frequently observe it

in those that have not been trained in schools and col-

leges, and consequently among such, there is more so-

ciability manifested.

In the idea of social, is included that of confidence

and freedom, with a disposition to please, and if an
intimacy exist among persons characterized by these

things, we would call such a social party. The simple

fact of throwing people together, does not make them
social ; so far from it, that the greatest formality and
restraint, frequently, are observed in a company of per-

sons. The derivation of the word social, implies a com-
panion, which certainly means something more than the

mere presence of another person. It conveys the idea

of fellowship, and sympathy, such as can exist alone be-

tween bosom friends. Whether mankind are generally

more disposed to be social, than isolated, has been ques-

tioned by some little-souled beings. But whether we
reason apriori from the mental constitution of man ; or

take the a posteriori mode of investigation, from the de-

velopments of every day life around us, we must con-

clude that a unison of feeling pervades the human race,

and that a social existence is necessary for their comfort

and enjoyment.

Here then, is the point from which the influence of

the social element of society is to be viewed,—as a great

pervading principle, rendering one portion of the race

but the, counterpart of all other. Sociality is as necessa-

ry to society, as affection is to a family, and must be
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mingled with all its phases. In our casual meetings,

in our daily business, we must he sociable, or there is no
enjoyment of life. Note the ascetic, misanthropic indi-

vidual, who only ,occasionally comes forth from his re-

tirement, and be seems like an incubus, upon those with

whom he may be present. If he has not a heart to feel

with others, he had better live the recluse completely,

and not damp the genial glow of feeling with those who
would be social. •

•• ..nJ. .^ m .•^ ^\:im

' The great social element, which pervades our race, is

manifested in the cliques of select friends, in the even-

ing party, in the promiscuous assembly, and in fact in

every department of life it stands forth conspicuous.

Even our tradesmen and merchants find it to their mu-
tual interest to associate together in their business capa-

city. Schools, colleges, and philanthropic organizations

are the result of jthe same feeling, and thus we see a
great result growing out of this social feeling among
mankind. In fact, the best argument for free trade

among nations, is founded in that state of things which
makes it to the advantage of every portion of the world
to be on a social relation. We see one nation producing
articles that are consumed by another, and the second
returning something which is needed by the first. Thus,
by an interchange of commodities each is benefited, and
enjoys comforts which it could not, by depending on its

own resources. The same result attends the intercourse of

individuals, and we find them contributing to the grati-

fication and well-being of one another, by an interchange

of feelings and opinions, as well as niord<substantial fa-

vours. It is, therefore, conducive to the prosperity and
happiness of our race, to enjoy the friendly intercourse

of one another; and although we would not go to the ex-

treme of communism, there is no doubt but mankind
should be recognised as one vast brotherhood. While
the right of property, and family distinctions, should be
recognised, there should exist as much social intercourse

as circumstances permit. There should be a humanity
(ifI may use the expression,) pervading all the ranks of

life, and high or low, rich or poor, each should cultivate

this sentiment towards his fellow man. We occasional-

ly see a character that bears the same relation to his

i

i
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fellow beings, as the beast of prej does to other animals.

He is a Cain in the world, every man's hand being liirn-

ed against him, and his against every man. He thinks

of nothing but what will cause pain and distress. He
could laugh at the tears of innocence,—he could mock
the wail of despair. It is not with any view to render
himself more happy, but for the demoniac wish to wit-

ness the misery'of others, that he pursues his dread ca-

reer. We need not say that such a person has no place

in social existence ; and if there is any society suited to

receive him, it must be such as Milton has depicted in

Pandemonium. If the world contained any considera-

ble proportion of such creatures, there could not be such
a thing as society among mankind. As it is, a taint is

extended from them, in all directions ; and very few come
in contact with the depraved character, without being
contaminated. A youth who has been correctly trained,

may resist this monster of vice ; but the unsuspecting

and unguarded, will most likely be led astray, by asso-

ciating with such a person. A pleasing manner is often

assumed to entice the unwary, and it is only when habit

has rendered the minor faults familiar, that iniquities of

a deeper grade are suggested. Watch the gradual pro-

cess by which a set of rowdies attach others to their

ranks. Watch the steps of one, who day after day, fre-

quents the haunts of dissipation, and you will understand

how the vicious avail themselves of the social element of

our nature, to draw others along with them.
Thus, we observe that this prevailing feature of socie-

ty is made conducive to evil, as well as good, results.

There are many who will go into vicious indulgence

with others, that would not engage in it alone. And yet

we iind occasionally, one such as the individual above
alluded to, who aspires to be " prince of devils," and
caring not for company, goes on in malignant loneliness

to perpetrate his wicked purposes. For the latter, we
can have no charity. For the former we must feel some
compassion, as they have fallen under the perverted in-

fluence of a natural feeling.

How far the social tendency leads to vice in society is

an interesting inquiry, and I would briefly allude to

some of its developments.
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' The bar-rooom spree, the gambling club, the ball-

room dissipation, and the out-door mob, all are fostered

by this principle. The exciting influence of company is

felt by every one, and the predominant vein of feeling is,

of course, rendered more intense by the cooperation of

others, in evil, as well as good objects. Thus' we see

how persons are seduced from their rectitude of purpose,

to engage with others in all sorts of vicious indulgence.

If a man is disposed to be bad, he will be worse by being

associated with others of a like disposition. Indeed, the

spirit which is manifested on many occasions where a

number act together, could not operate with a few,—the

reckless fury of an outraged mass of men, such as con-

stitutes a mob, is not seen to spring forth from one or a
few who may be subjected to similar grievances. No,
the riot is a social disorder, and must have numbers as-

sociated, to produce its uproarious developments. We
do not refer to the tumult and noise simply, which would
be proportionate to the extent of a mob, but to the acts

of lawless vulgarity and rudeness, which is remarked in

connection with such masses of men. And, we affirm,

that such are the result of association. The same indi-

viduals would not do, or perhaps, have a disposition to

do such things, were they not thus thrown into a social

intercourse with one another, under an excited state of

mind and feelings.

The same principle, which, when properly directed,

gives an undaunted bearing to the army of soldiers, will,

when misguided, lead men to the most atrocious viola-

tions of law and order. A like feeling, begets like con-

duct, and all are borne on with an impetuosity which
reason or law cannot control. It is a weakness of man's
nature, to be swayed by those around him. An act, or

a word, or even a look, will sometimes be sufficient on
the part of an individual, to induce another to change
his preconceived plan of operations. How potent then,

must an expression of opinion by a body of persons be,

in forming the sentiments of others ! Yes, there is a
mighty moving power in the embodied will of a mass of

men. It carries with it a faith which no argument can

arrest, and impresses a conviction which no disbelief

can gainsay. Thus men are blindly led to espouse a

m
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cause whose claims have not been duly examined, and
once the die is cast, they seek for props to support their

cause, and find them in the views and feelings of those

associated with them. They see nothing, they hear no-

thing but encouragement in that cause, and soon get to

rest satisfied with themselves and all around them.
Such is the philosophy of the social principle, and

such in the extreme is fanaticism. But it is a great per-

vading element of society, and is as necessary, under pro-

per conditions, for success in any great enterprise un-

dertaken by a number of men, as it is hurtful among the

masses, without any restraint. We might illustrate the

working of this principle in all the organizations of the

present day, and so far as they effect the tone of society

generally, it would come within the scope of this paper.

Some of the philanthropic movements which have ad-

vanced withj'apid strides, owe their progress to the cir-

cumstance 01 association, more perhaps, than to a con-

viction of the importance of the ends to be attained. A
iQW^ it is true, look to the consequence, but by far the

greater number go into the measure because others are

engaged in the enterprise. This is not as it should be,

yet it is as it has been, and always will be, while men
associate impulse with principle, and consider their ob-

ligations to their fellow men as equivalent, or of para-

mount importance, to their obligations to their God.
If there was more independence of thought and ac-

tion, more self-determination, we might see better re-

sults from the operation of the social feeling among man-
kind. It would then give eflScacy to virtuous resolves,

and lead to the accomplishment of noble objects. Mind
and feeling should go together, and when either operates
without a proper cooperation of the other, we perceive

a want of uniqueness and harmony in the character.

How dreadfully serious is the contemplation of a gigan-

tic intellect, under the sway of a perverted moral senti-

ment ! IIow cold and forbidding is the calm, calculating

thinker, who knows not an emotion of joy or sorrow

!

And again, on the other hand, how appalling is the view
of an individual, who is incapable of controlling the
turbulent passions of his nature I Fierce anger and bit-

ter hate, know not the restraint of reason. The impulse
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of the moment has no check in sober, second thought

;

and is indulged perhaps, to the injury of others, and to

the after regret of the subject. It is in such a nature as

the last that the social feeling "runs riot ;" and reckless

of consequences, persons make the most of the present

for the indulgence of their propensities. •' j 'i;.i - i^

• If such should advocate just measures, they would be
Enthusiastic. If otherwise, we would have an exempli-

fication of "zeal without discretion," and in proportion

to the number, would the result be disastrous.

The phases of society which result from domestic re-

lations, remain to be considered, and come iu very
naturally after the social element. rva-riK/^

^"What qualified the intercourse of mankind with one
another, as a race, has been alluded to ; and now, what
pertains to their association as the family around the

hearthstone of home, must be investigated. >

'.Here is the very ground-work of all society; habits,

manners, principles, all spring from the family fireside.

The character before the world may be fictitious, but the

developments of every-day life at home, give a true in-

sight to the principles of the individual. If the individu-

al is what he should be, the two will harmonize, and we
can infer from knowing a man in public, what to expect
of him in private ; and, on the other hand, from an ac-

quaintance with his daily life, we can anticipate what
nis career in public stations may be. There is no more
beautiful object of contemplation than to behold a mod-
est, virtuous, and generous-hearted man, drawn from the

retirement of his home, to illustrate before his fellow

men the integrity and nobleness of his character as a
patriot and as a man. It is to those men who have re-

ceived wholesome instruction from their fathers and mo-
thers, that we are to look for the characteristics which are

fitted for society. The rowdy or the dandy may play his

part in the fashionable saloon, but when he comes to as-

sociate with the substantial people of the land, he is

found wanting in the requisites of the true gentleman*

Mannerism does not constitute the fitness for society.

The veriest scamp in the universe, may far outstrip the

purest and most high-toned gentleman, in the display of

drawing-i-oom accomplishments. The address may b©

,?^
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exquisite, many pretty speeches may be made, and any
amount of hair worn about the mouth, without giving

the person any claim to be recognised as a gentleman,
or as a member of good society. We know, that here

we are touching upon delicate ground, and that many,
who have no other qualities to recommend them, are re-

ceived among polite people, and even may be held to

be of the elite. But their circle is not our standard of

gentility. We would wipe off this scum of creation, and
view something of more solidity. Instead of this parrot,

jackanape tribe, we would introduce the true-hearted,

clear-headed, strong-handed phalanx of men, who have
learned uprightness and truth in their own dear native

homes, and claim for them the genuine badge of aristoc-

racy. Take one of those ratan, brass-buttoned fellows,

and compare him with a substantial, well-informed far-

mer or mechanic, and even with all the ostentatious

vanity of the former, the latter will most probably dis-

play a greater amount of knowledge and a nicer sense

of propriety, in his deportment towards others. The one
never looks upon himself as others see him ; the other is

constantly practising those sterling virtues which will

secure the confidence and regard of those around him,
while he does not transcend their appreciation by his

own estimation of himself. We would not have men to

place a humiliating estimate upon themselves
;
yet, it is

incumbent upon one who claims position in society, to

show some qualification for the place; and mere name,
or blood, or wealth, or fine address, cannot impart such
a fitness. There must be some excellence of character,

such as virtue, integrity, generosity, or some command-
ing talent of intellect, which may interest and instruct

others, to entitle an individual to any distinction among
his fellows. We may find one, who is hail-fellow-well-

met with every body, who thinks not, and cares not, for

anything, beyond the present moment. He will enjoy
the company of any who will be familiar; and he will

advocate any doctrine which may be popular. The so-

cial principle has overrun all the virtues of a domestic
character, and instead of sincerity, we find dissimula-

tion ; instead of firmness and decision, we find that va-

cillating disregard of promises or appointments which
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marks the creature of circumstances. Such is the dema-
gogue of the social circle. He is weak and powerless

when a crisis for action is presented. Having been used
to move in a current, over which he exercised no con-

trol, he can bring no oar to assist him in guarding against

the rocks and quicksands which may lie in his course.

But give us one who has had a different basis of charac-

ter, and has cultivated a habit of self-reliance, in thought,

word, and deed, and what a difference do we observe in

his career I With a manly and independent bearing, he
may still be modest and unassuming. He can appre-
ciate others, while he feels an assurance within himself
that will impart energy to every act of his life. Such a
person will nave an influence upon those around him,
and will be recognised as one of the constituents of so-

ciety. Such are the men who shape and mould the age
in which they live. Such are the men that are produced
under a proper influence, within the domestic circle.

Those cardinal traits of character, which are impressed
by the immediate associations of the family, do more,
and work a more lasting effect, in life, than any other

features of the man. Such characteristics are so promi-
nent, that we can in many instances, refer an individual

to his source, by a very superficial acquaintance with
his personal peculiarities. His manners, his opinions,

etc., are in accordance with those of father, brother, or

friend, as it may be, with whom he is constantly associa-

ted. There must be a mutual action and re-action of

one upon another, which tends to assimilate character.

The higher-toned mind will, by its superior influence,

have more effect in elevating the lower, than this infe-

rior being will have in detracting from the more exalt-

ed; consequently, it behooves the weak to seek the as-

sistance of the strong, the depraved that of the virtuous,

and the stupid that of the clear-headed, if they would
advance in attainments. But there is, doubtless, much
in tbe interchange of sentiments between those of equal
mental capacity, which will elevate the feelings and ad-

vance the knowledge of each. As two unhewn stones

are polished by rubbing together, so two minds that are

in a great measure uncultivated, will be improved by
oft-repeated contact. .^ , ,

.,. ..;;... . >-
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The most favourable situation for this contact is in the

family, and we therefore, most frequently observe this in-

fluence among those who are thus associated. A group,

of like feelings and tastes, being thrown with other

groups, respectively alike, but each differing from the

other, goes to make up the general caste of society, and,

of course, modify the developments which are there ob-

served. The same kind of mutual re-actions must ensue
here, that we have before alluded to, and the same kind
of result in bringing about an equilibrium is observed.

One family influences another family, throughout the

whole community, and as intelligence and refinement

preponderate in the individual families, they will prevail

throughout society at large.

Having adverted to the constituent elements of socie-

ty, and the modifications springing from various influ-

ences, it is only necessary to allude briefly, to the great

aims and ends of all our intercourse with one another.

In the broadest acceptation, our aim may be said to be
happiness or enjoyment ; and when it is determined to

what extent this is attained, the end of the whole matter

is reached. But there are so many different tastes to be
gratified, that no standard of happiness, considered in

reference to our present existence, can be applicable to

any considerable portion of the human race. Each looks

to his association with his fellows, as conducive in one
way or another to his own views of enjoyment, and as

promoting his happiness. Success in business or pecu-

niary interest is the great aim of many ; to have the

praise and homage of those around them absorbs the

whole thoughts of others ; and a meagre portion of the

race are actuated by a desire to promote the comfort

and well-being of their fellows, and to do good in any
and every way that is available. The life of each is

spent in assiduous efibrts to consummate their respective

objects; and every measure which is proposed is viewed
in reference to this end, and acted upon or declined as it

seems conducive or untoward to the purpose. The busi-

ness-man sees no attraction in anything which cannot

be made subsidiary, directly, or remotely, to his inter-

est. The aspirant for fame has no relish for scenes in

which he cannot have a place in the picture. And the
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true-hearted, self-sacrificing philanthropist is not satis-

fied unless he sees some other reaping the rewards and
benefits of his exertions. So it is throughout all the de-

tails of the multifarious phases of society, and we have
sometimes seriously doubted whether the noblest and
purest acts of man's hands were not influenced to some
extent, by motives very foreign to the deed, and having
self-interest at the bottom. If we divest a human being
of the heart-embalming influence of God's love, we can-

not conceive any other power which can secure him from
the control of a deep-rooted and instinctive disposition

of selfishness. This may be masked in various forms so

as to conceal its revolting features, and the individual

may appear clever and generous to others, while he looks

beyond to the reflected benefit to himself. Self-love is in-

nate to man, and however much others may claim our re-

gard, this principle remains ; and we, oui^selves, feel that

personal gratification is the end of that consideration for

the other individual. This may perhaps, appear a hu-

miliaiting view of man's character, but it is implanted in

ns for noble and holy purposes, and is the main-spring

of piety and religion. If man was destitute of this prin-

ciple of self-love, he could not appreciate the great obli-

gation which he owes to Christ as his Redeemer ; and
while he sends forth his gratitude for this Divine lovei

and condescension towards him as a sinner, it cannot be
separated from the consciousness of the benefits that ac-

crue to him. '

Such then, we hold to be the great pervading and
wide-spreading motive with the human race, in all their

actions; and the more it is looked into, the stronger influ-

ence will it appear to exercise over our conduct in life.

Personal ease, comfort, enjoyment, yea happiness, are

sought in one way or another by all, and actuate them
in their associations with their fellows. They may un-

dertake tasks the most arduous, they may dare to do the

most hazardous exploits, they may go adverse to their

inclination and suffer debasement and punishment for

the time being ; but overreaching all this, there is a bright

bow of hope which promises future benefits and immu"^

nities. Is this not the experience of the world over?
Whoever suffered for the sake of suffering ? And y«t^

YoL. vin.—Ko. 2. 6
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how raany have vohintarily undergone privations that

some supposed good might be secured? We take it

then, to be the aim of society to promote individual hap-
piness, and this is no doubt accomplished in proportion

to the general enjoyment of the race. Each finds a sat-

isfaction in the gratification of others, and thus the self-

ish feeling conduces to the happiness of the whole. -
;

But is the desired result attained generally, by socie-

ty? Does the end answer to the aim in most instances?

Look at the young and vigorous, striving and anxious

about the future. Look at the veteran who has nearly

closed his career, and hear his regret for the past and
his cares for the present, and well may we doubt wheth-
er the desired goal is ever reached in this world. The
point is never reached at which man learns to be con-

tented with his lot in life. All the various scenes and
circumstances which surround man in this world, are

not calculated to confer entire happiness upon him, and
the final cause of this is to direct attention to another
existence and to other sources of enjoyment. The sal^

vation of our immortal souls, is the prime object of life

;

and that should be considered the best society, which is

most conducive to this great end. Although man finds

much in communion with his fellow beings to please and
interest him, yet it is only in looking to God and Heaven
that he can feel the cravings of his soul satisfied, and on-

ly in the society of angels that he can be completely and
eternally happy. ' .

•
: i . ; i
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AETICLE lY.

THE LUNAR WORLD.

That the various members of our planetary system
are the abodes of sentient and intellectual existence, and
that the so-called fixed stars are suns to other systems of

habitable worlds, has long been a favorite hypothesis.

For the last two centuries the greatest names, both in

philosophy and theology, have been numbered among
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its Advocates. Q,mi^ I'ecehtly, However, a work* main-
taining opposite views,—a work which, though anony-
mous, is generally attributed to one of the most distin-

guished of living authors,—has made its appearance in

Great Britain. This essay has already called forth a r64

plyf from the celebrated Sir David Brewster, an enthii-^i'V

siastic advocate of the doctrine of a plurality of wOrlds.t-'

It is not our present purpose to follow these authors'

through the entire range of their interesting discussions.'

We propose to examine the question in regard merely
to our own satellitet, the nearest of all the heavenly bo-

dies, and conseqiiently, that with which we are best ac-'

quainted. Instead,: however, of confining our attention

to the single inquiry whether our neighbouring orb is a
habitable globe, we may take the occasion for a some-
what more general consideration of lunar phenomena.
The moon's horizontal parallax at her mean distance

from the earth, is rather less than a degree; or, more ac-

curately, it is fifty-seven minutes and three seconds.

The corresponding distance is about 238,000 miles, or

sixty times the radius of the earth. Her apparent di-

ameter at mean distance is thirty-one minutes and twen-
ty seconds ; whence her true diameter is found to be
2160 miles, or rather more than one fourth that of the
earth. Her surface, therefore, contains about fifteen

millions of square miles, which is equal to the area of
the American continent. Her volume is to tha,t of the
earth as one to forty-nine.
The mass of our satellite has been estimated by dif-

ferent methods. 1. Having the relative distances of the

sun and moon, and knowing their comparative influence

in raising the tides of the ocean, their relative masses
are readily determined. This was the method employ-
ed by Newton,:]: but owing to the imperfection of his •

data his result was erroneous. In the same way La-
place, at a later period, found the mass to be one seventy-

fifth of that of the earth. On some accounts, however,

* Of the Plurality of Worlds. An Essay. London : J. W. Parker &
Son, 1853. 8 vo. p. 280.

f More Worlds than one, the creed of the Philosopher and the Hope of the

Christian. By Sir David Brewster, K. H., D. C. L., F. R. S., Ac. Ac. N.
York: Robert Carter & Brothers, 1864. p. 265. . ..,..,

:f
Principia, B. III., Prop. 87, Cor. 4.

•,
;

r
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this method is not altogether trust-worthy. 2. The
moon's attraction on the earth produces a sensible change
in the sun's longitude, the amount of which must indi-

cate the disturbing mass. In other words, our satellite

does not, in point of fact, revolve round the centre of the

earth : the two bodies revolve round their common cen-

tre of gravity. This deviation of our planet's orbit from

the regular elliptical form, must evidently cause a cor-

responding displacement of the sun ; since the a/pjpavent

position of the latter in the ecliptic, depends upop the

true place of the earth in its orbit. The mass of our sa-

tellite, deduced from its effect in thus changing the sun's

apparent place, corresponds very nearly with that found
by the former method. Other modes of calculation have
given slightly different results. According to the recent

determination of Peters and Schidloffsky, the mass of

the moon is to that of the earth as 1 to 81. The corres-

ponding density (.618,) is rather more than one-half of

the mean density of the earth. The force of attraction

at her surface, is less than one-sixth that at the surface

of our planet.

For the first few evenings after the appearance of the

new moon, the unenlightened portion of the surface is

often distinctly visible. This phenomenon, it is now
universally conceded, cannot be produced, as the an-

cients imagined, by any native light of the moon her-

self. It admits, however, of an easy and obvious expla-

nation. When the moon is between the sun and the

earth, her dark hemisphere is in the direction of the pri-

mary. But at the same time, the whole illuminated sur-

face of the earth is turned towards the satellite ; and, as

the moonlight inareases to us, the ea/rth-light decreases

for the moon, and vice versa. Now, the surface of the

'earth being thirteen times greater than that of the moon,
the dark portion of the lunar disk receives a sufficiency

of ea/rth-light to render it visible by a secondary reflec-

tion.

The moon's rotation on her axis is completed in a pe-

riod precisely equal to that of her orbital revolution.

Hence the lunar day and night are each about two weeks
in length. The continued exposure of the surface to the

sun for a period of fourteen days must produce a consid-
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erable elevation of temperature
;
greater, it has been sup-

posed, than that of boiling water. During the long
nights, however, the cold will become intense in a cor-

responding degree. It is worthy of remark, moreover,
that the lunar hemisphere next the earth is never in-

volved in total darkness ; the light which it receives from
the earth, when turned away from the sun, being very
much greater than what we receive from the full moon.
To the inhabitants of our neighboring orb—admitting
the existence of such beings—the earth will present a
magnificent appearance. It does not rise or set, or

change its apparent place in the heavens; but main-
tains invariably the same position. At the centre of the

moon's disk, the earth is in the zenith ; from any point in

the margin, the primary would always be seen in the

horizon ; and, generally, its attitude and position would
depend upon the latitude and longitude of the point of

observation. ,; ; , > : .>:

We have said that the earth performs the same office

to one of the lunar hemispheres, that the moon does to

the earth. While, however, the enlightened part of the

moon's surface, as seen from the earth, is increasing^

that of the earth, as seen from the moon, is decreasing^

and vice versa. There is also, another striking point of

contrast : while our satellite has always the same side

turned towards the primary, the earth presents all parts

of its surface to the moon fourteen times during one lu-

nar night. The changes of appearance, thus constantly

exhibited, would be perfectly manifest to unassisted vi-

sion. As land and water reflect light unequally—

a

greater proportion of the incident rays being absorbed

by the latter—the outlines of our continents, islands,

oceans, seas and lakes would be clearly distinguishable.

Again, as the moon's axis is nearly perpendicular to the

plane of the ecliptic, her surface, even if covered with

vegetation, would exhibit no change of color or appear-

ance corresponding to the alterations of summer and
winter. On the other hand, when viewed from our sa-

tellite, the variety of aspect presented by the earth in

consequence of the change of seasons would be striking-

ly apparent. In spring, the general appearance of vege-

tation, and in autumn, its gradual decay, would un-
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doubtedly be noticed. But probably the most remark-

able changes would be produced by the sudden appear-

ance or disappearance of snow over extensive districts.

The reflected sunlight from a snow-covered surface would
be extremely brilliant. Finally, the clouds and vapors

of our atmosphere would be a source of sudden and fre-

quent variation in the aspect of the earth, as seen by the

lunarians.

But Jias the moon inhabitants? This is the main
point at present, under consideration; and although her

mass, density, and surface attraction, her position with

respect to the sun, her various motions, etc., have all a

more or less obvious bearing upon the question, we must
be chiefly guided in our judgment by her physical con-

stitution as revealed by the telescope. All parts of the

lunar disk, we very readily perceive, have not the same
degree of brightness. This want of uniformity was at

one time accounted for, by supposing the bright parts to

be land, and the dark, water. At present, however, the

so-called seas are regarded as extensive flats, or low
grounds, so constituted as to absorb a large proportion

of the solar rays. When viewed with powerful instru-

ments they are found to contain numerous elevations and
depressions, presenting an appearance analogous to that

of a generally level country diversified witii moderate
inequalities. They include also, within their limits, a
considerable number of craters or circular pits, exhibit-

ing decisive indications of ancient volcanic activity.

The brighter districts are rugged and mountainous, and
indeed the whole visible hemisphere has an extremely
desolate aspect. Although the diameter of the earth is

nearly four times that of her satellite, the mountain ele-

vations of the latter are nearly equal to those of the

former. The cup-shaped cavities—which cover a great
part of the surface—are very diflferent in appearance
from volcanoes on the earth. The largest are from
fifty to one hundred and fifty miles in diameter, and
some are from three to four miles deep. Selenographers
have designated the lunar mountains by the names of
distinguished astronomers and philosophers. One of the
most remarkable is that called Tycho, situated in the

southern hemisphere. The best measurements make its
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diameter fiftj-fiye miles, and its depth rather more than
three. The centre of this frightful abyss is marked by
a conical mountain, rising to an elevation of some five

thousand feet. We also observe, diverging from Tycho,

a remarkable system of rays,^ or luminous streaks, the

explanation of which has greatly perplexed astronomers.
They originate near the verge of the crater and extend
in ever}^ direction, spreading over at least one fourth of
the moon's disk. They have a peculiar silvery color,

and reflect light better than other parts of the surface.

Various conjectures have been entertained in regard to

their nature. For some time they were supposed to be
lava streams from the cejjtral crater; but as superior

telescopes have shown that they pass alike over hills

and valleys, and sometimes even over abrupt elevations,

this opinion is now generally considered untenable.

Perhaps the most probable hypothesis is that advoca-
ted in a recent work of the distinguished Dr. Nichol.

"Those rays of Tycho," he maintains, "are cracks or

FissuEEs filled up by matter from the moon's interior,

—

matter apparently similar to that constituting the rocks

environing Tycho, and found likewise at the bottom of

its chasm ; but they result from some mighty force^ in

whose history the mere process of filling up is only a
minute incident,—a force whose seat is clearly at the

point towards which they converge, viz : Tycho itself;

the force^ viz : which Uew out or otherwise originated

that stujpendous crater. And if so, how fearful the con-

vulsion ! No gradual operation—no final sum of count-

less successive shocks—but sudden as terrific, driving

from the surface of the moon the thousands of cubic

miles of rock that once occupied the cavern of Tycho,
and shivering to that marvellous extent the body of our

satellite." Two other mountains, Copernicus and Kep-
ler, are the centres of similar systems of rays. The
crater of the former is fifty-six miles in diameter; of the

latter, twenty-two; the depth of each being about two
miles. They, are both situated about eight or nine de-

grees north of the equator. . v .
'; ' . u J

< The craters we have named, though on some accounts

thie most interesting, are by no means the largest in

compass. Professor Madler has measured five—all in
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fires in otir satellite, then is the contested point of the
existence of a lunar atmosphere settled."* In regard
to this question, it may be proper to remark that oxygen
—the principle in our atmosphere by which igneous ac-

tion is sustained—is one of the constituents of innumera-
ble compounds in the form of solids,—some of which, in,

the process of decomposition, furnish a suflBiciency of the
element to support their own combustion. M^^ hi .ImjI tr'

In contemplating these striking characteristics of the
moon's surface—the vast dimensions of its craters, the
traces of igneous action over the whole visible hemis-
phere, and the apparent absence of organization,—it is

natural to inquire what is their physical import ? Has
our satellite solidified from a state of igneous fusion, and
have the other members of the planetary system under-

gone a similar process ? If so, is the moon comparative-
ly yotmger than the earth, and are the remains of an-

cient craters, analogous to those of the moon, still to be
found upon our own globe ? Of the active terrestrial

volcanoes, perhaps Kilauea, in Hawaii, presents, in its

distinctive features, the most striking resemblance to

those of our satellite. It has an immense pit-like crater

—somewhat elliptical in form—the greatest diameter of

which is three and a half miles, and th& depth about one
thousand feet. The bottom is a plane of lava, the great-

er part of which has solidified; in some places, however,
it is entirely fluid, and in a state of active ebullition.

Barren Island in the Bay of Bengal, and the island of

Santorini in the Grecian Archipelago, are regarded by
geologists as the remains of immense volcanic craters.

In regard to the origin of the peculiar configuration of

coral islands. Sir Charles Lyell remarks :
" The circular

or oval forms of the numerous coral isles of the Pacific,

with the lagoons in their centre, naturally suggest the

idea that they are nothing more than the crests of sub-

marine volcanoes, having the rims and bottoms of their

craters overgrown by coral. This opinion is strength-

ened by the conical form of the submarine mountain,

and the steep angle at which it plunges on all sides into

the surrounding ocean. It is also well known that the

* Cycle of C(ile»ti»i Objecta, voL i, p. 121
.,(.(

! )
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Pacific is a great theatre of volcanic action, and every
island, yet examined in the wide region termed Eastern
Oceanica, consists either of volcanic rocks or coral lime-

stones."* If this view be correct,* may we not have, in

the appearance of the moon, a representation of the sur-

face of our own planet at a very remote period? and
though our satellite be not at present inhabitable, may
it not be that the same creative power which reduced
the earth's primeval wastes to beauty, harmony, and or-

der, will yet crown our neighboring orb with life and
organization? The supposition that the epoch* of the

earth's solidification is more remote than that of the

moon's, is not, as has been urged, necessarily inconsis-

tent with the nebular cosmogony. " This hypothesis,"

says an able writer, "requires that the moon should
have been thrown off long before the earth had contract-

ed to its present dimensions." It is not to be forgotten

however, that when thrown off., it was in the form of a
vaporous ring, of the same circumference with the prer

sent lunar orbit; fiow long it may have revolved as an
unbroken annulus, we are unable to determine. But,

even after a rupture had occurred, might not th6 matter
composing the ring be longer in collecting about a single

nucleus^ than the central mass in contracting to the pre-

sent dimensions of the earth? Such, at least, appears
to be the most natural conclusion. However this may
have been, it must be borne in mind that the earth, on
account of its superior magnitude, would require a much
longer period than the moon, to cool down from a state

of igneous fluidity. The latter, therefore, may be farther

advanced in its physical history' than the former. That
such is the case is now maintained by several astrono^

mers. Mr. Nasmyth, of Manchester, England, who has
devoted much time and attention to observations on the

lunar surface, remarks as follows."f "Having, in my
travels, seen the actual results of volcanic action, extinct

and active, I think I can comprehend what I observe on
the moon, and trace the analogy where it is applicable,

and where it is not, in respect to similar evidences in

the moon. To give you all my reasons, would exceed

* Principles of Geology, First American Edition, vol. ii., p. IT 6.

f Letter to the Rev. Mr. Crampton, dated November 6, 1868^
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the limits of your patience and my present opportunity;

but I may convey to you one of my most definite and
strong convictions, in a few words, namely, that I do
not believe there is one of the countless thousands of vol-

canoes^ whose craters oespatter the lunar surface^ in
action^ or has been in act^on for thousands of ages past.

I am vain enough to think I have got the right view of

the true nature of volcanic action; and it is a view
which close observation of the phenomenon, in. all its

phases, has impressed on me; namely, that volcanic ac-

tion is a/n expi/ring phenomenon^ having for its cause
and source great cosmical principles, quite independent
from any mere chemical action; and, in that view, I

consider molten lava, and the heat of volcanic action, to

be nothing less than the residue of that igneous state

through which all planets have passed, in their cosmical
history, from the earliest moments of their creation to

the present time. And, in this view, if our globe be
permitted to exist, in its present condition, for ages to

come, volcanic action as an active phenomenon will

dwindle away, and finally cease to exist,—the solid crust

of the earth so increasing in thickness as to prevent the

issue of any of the yet remaining molten matter from its

interior.

" The moon, from its small mass, and proportionally

great surface, must have cooled down vastly more rap-

idly than the earth ; and all have been dead, tranquil,

and silent, for countless ages, ere we had passed over

our rampant volcanic era, of which our most tremen-

dous modern volcanoes are but mole-hills in comparison.

Look at Antrim, and the north-west of Scotland,—the

remains of vast successive sheets of lava! belched forth

from age to age, even in a comparatively recent geologi-

cal period,

—

i. e.^ after ih.Q chalk formation I it was well

and benevolently ordained that man should not be call-

ed forth ere all this dread period was past and over. In

my opinion, no changes whatever are in progress in the

moon,

—

no water^ no atmospherej therefore, no soil^ no
vegetation, and no inhabitants." ;

.. ;/,.; /,(,, .),!

The question as to the existence of a lunar atmosphere

has been much discussed. Cassini's assertion, referred

' t'l
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to by Sir David Brewster,* in regard to the change pro-

duced in the figure of Jupiter, Saturn, and some of the

fixed stars, when they approached the DGioon's limb, are

not confirmed by the recent and more trustworthy ob-

servations of Nasmyth, and others, made with superior

instruments. The celebrated Schroeter thought his ob-

servations indicated the existence of such an envelope

;

he even claimed to have measured the altitude of the

denser or lower stratum, and also the utmost limit at

which the superior portion has density suflicient to efi^ect

sensibly the light or the fixed stars. The former he fixed

at one third of a mile; the latter at about one mile and
one third, or considerably less than the elevation of

some of the lunar mountains. On the other hand, cer-

tain phenomena noticed by Sir William Herschel during
the solar eclipse of September 5th, 1793, led the latter

to an entirely opposite conclusion. Subsequent observa-

tions have thrown still further discredit on Schroeter's

inferences; and at the present time the weight of au-

thority is against the existence of a lunar atmosphere.

The mode of testing this interesting question, has been
often explained. It is well known that a ray of light, in

passing from one medium to another of difierent density,

is refracted, or bent out of its course ; and that an object

is always seen in the last direction in which the light

from it enters the eye. Owing to this cause, the heaven-

ly bodies are actually visible when some minutes below
the horizon. Again, as the moon frequently eclipses

the fixed stars which lie along her path, it is evident

that in case she is surrounded by an atmosphere like

that of the earth, the light of the stars must be refract-

ed in passing through it. The effect of such refraction

would be to shorten the time of occultation. The difier-

ence between the calculated and observed period of ob-

scuration would, of course, depend on the density and
extent of the refracting medium. Indeed, with a cer-

tain degree of density no occultation of the fixed stars

by the moon could take place. Now, it is found that at

the moment of contact with the moon's edge, the light of

*More Worlds than One, p. 112.
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a star is not perceptibly bent from its rectilinear course.

It is demonstrable, therefore, that if our satellite has an
atmosphere, its density cannot he greater tham, that of the

cm in what is termed the exhausted recei/ver of a/n am'-'

jpump.
In regard to the habitability of our satellite. Sir David

Brewster remarks as follows: "We cannot discover

with the telescope any traces of living beings, or any
monuments of their hands, though we hope it will be
done with some magnificent telescope which may yet be
constructed."* Again: "The moon certainly has nei-

ther clouds nor seas ; but this is no reason why she may
not have an atmosphere, and a precipitation of moisture
upon her surface, sufficient for the support of vegetable
life. The moon may have streams, or even rivers, that

lose themselves, as some of our own do, either in the

dry ground, or in subterranean cavities. There may be
springs too, and wells sufficient for the use of man ; and
yet the evaporation from the water thus difi'used, may be
insufficient for the formation of clouds, and consequent-
ly, for the production of rain. The air may be charged
to such a small extent with aqueous vapor, that it de-

scends only in gentle dew, to be absorbed by vegetation,

and again returned to the atmosphere. Even in our own
planet there are regions of some extent where rain never
tails, and where toe aqueous vapor in the atmosphere
descends only in refreshing dew."t
The question in regard to the existence of an atmos-

phere has been already disposed of We will now brief-

ly examine Dr. Brewster's assertion that there may be
"streams or even rivers" in the moon, and that "there
may be springs too, and wells sufficient for the use of

man." It is well known that the temperature at which,

water boils, depends upon the pressifre of the superin-

cumbent atmosphere. As this pressure is gradually re-

moved in the receiver of an air-pump, the point of ebul-

lition is proportionally lowered ; when the exhaustion is

rendered as complete as possible, water boils at a tem^

perature of seventy-five degrees, or more than twenty

degrees helow hlood-heatj even at much lower degrees of

* More Worlds than One, p. 30, f lb., p, 108,
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temperature it evaporates with great rapidity. TTie

pernicment existence of water^ or any simila/r liquid on
the Iv/tiar swrface is^ therefore^ evidently imposswle. In

regard to the statement that " the air may be charged

to such a small extent with aqueous vapor, that it de-

scends only in gentle dew," etc., we need only remark
that the extent of the vaporous atmosphere would be
limited hy the quantity offluid to he evaporated ^ and as

to the descent of such vapor in dew, etc., the author, of

course, can only mean that this occurs on the hemis-

phere turned away from the sun. How could vegeta-

tion be sustained during the two weeks of cloudless,

fierce, unmitigated sunshine? All moisture would be
exhaled from the soil^ from jplants^ and even from ani-

mal hodies., •
. '

/

To the question, therefore, whether the moon is in-

habited, we can only reply, if so, it is by breathless^

bloodless^ moistureless beings, the mode of whose exis-

tence we cannot possibly comprehend. If asked, was
it created solely for the benefit of our world, we are

compelled to acknowledge our inability to answer. It

Tnay have been the abode of animated existence long be-

fore man was placed upon our planet ; or, for aught we
know, it may hereafter be fitted for the residence of ra-

tional and intelligent inhabitants. This, however, can
be nothing more than idle and profitless speculation.

The adaptation of the mass and distance of our satel-

lite to the physical constitution of the earth, is a striking

evidence that the arrangement was adjusted by an in-

telligent, designing Cause. The moon's mean distance

from the centre of our planet, is equal to sixty terrestri-

al radii; while, with a single exception, the distances of

all other known secondaries are less than thirty times
the radius of theif respective primaries. That of the

first satellite of Saturn, expressed in equatorial radii of

the planet, is no more than 3.36. Had a similar rela-

tionship obtained in regard to the distance of the moon,
her attractive influence on the waters of the ocean would
have been many times greater than at present, and, aB

a necessary consequence, the tides must have overflow-

ed many parts of the earth's surface. Had her distance,

like that of the first satellite of Jupiter, been equal to
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^^aiJTadii of the primary, her power of attraction would
have been one hundred times greater than that which
she actually exerts. In such case, immense tidal waves,
hundreds of feet in height, would have swept over the

surface of the planet, rendering it unfit for the residence

of man.
; .', 4.>.:f '•nil ffiOi- ,' i-"
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Every duty includes the necessary and proper means
of performance. The authority of ecclesiastical rulers

in reference to the public worship of God, is included in

their authority in reference to the ministry of the gospel.

aiWith these explanations, we maintain, that the^ower
to govern the chv/roh^ as com/mitted to the eldership^ re-

lates to the minist/ry^ a/fidto discipline^ cmd to nothing
else.

. In support of this doctrine, we have already appealed
to the word of God. No evidence really applicable to

the subject, can be derived from any other source. Still,

it is an interesting question, both to ourselves and to

many of our readers, now far the views exhibited are in

accordance with the Constitution of the Presbyterian

Church. On that inquiry we now enter. s > j .

In the Form^ of Government, Chap, ii. Sect. 4., we
find the following definition

:

.
. . ;

,

_,,

*' A particular church consists of a number of professr

ing Christians, with their ofispring, voluntarily associa-

ted together for divine worship and godly living, agree-

ably to the Holy Scriptures ; and submitting to a cer-

tain form of government."
The powers of government are necessarily limited by

the ends for which the society exists. Hence, as a

*This article follows as the sequel of one published in the preceding

number of the Review. The author alone is responsible for the conclu-

sions to which he has arrived,

—

Eds. S. P. Review. ;
';\ * ! ; ' f : .
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church exists " for divine worship and godly living," her

rulers can have no rightful authority beyond what is

needful for these purposes. Here, then, our doctrine is

irresistibly implied. r r ( ;f :*- >• s^v it ?;

Chap, viii., treats ^^qf Chwrch Government a/ndihe

several kinds of Judicatories. It contains two actions,

of which the first relates to the several kinds of judica-

tories. The second is as follows

:

" These assemblies ought not to possess any civil ju-

risdiction, nor to inflict any civil penalties, "their pow-
er is wholly moral or spiritual, and that only ministeri-

al and declarative. They possess the right of requiring

obedience to the laws of Christ, and of excluding the

disobedient and disorderly from the privileges of the

church. To give efficiency, however, to this necessary

and scriptural authority, they possess the powers requi-

site for obtaining evidence and inflicting censures. Tney
can call before them any oflfender against the order and
government of the church ; they can require members
of their own society to appear and give testimony in the

cause; but the highest punishment to which their au-

thority extends, is to exclude the contumacious and im-

penitent from the congregation of believers." -'*''•

'

This is evidently intended for a general description,

including all the lawful powers of church government.
Now, let it be observed that, with a single exception,

all the affirmative clauses relate exclusively to discip-

line and the means necessary for exercising discipline.
*' They possess the right of requiring obedience to the

Jaws of Christ"—this is the excepted clause. This com-
prehends, not only discipline, but proper means for se-

curing to the people instruction as to the laws of Christ.

Jt comprehends, therefore, their authority in reference

to the ministry. But does it comprehend authority in

reference to any means of religious instruction distinct

from ministerial functions ? This is the only question

that can be asked ; and the answer is easy. The powers
of the several judicatories are particularly definea in the

succeeding chapters ; but we find not a word about those

powers extending to other means of religious instruction.

We know there are relations, not ecclesiastical in their

nature, that of parent, for example, which iovoive aa
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obligation to afford religious instruction ; and the duties

of those relations constitute a part of the Uw of Christ,

to which ecclesiastical rulers are to require obedience.

But it is one thing, to censure a man for the manifest

neglect of the duties of his station ; and it is another, to

place him in a new relation by ecclesiastical authority^-^

lu chapter ix,, sec. 6, the duties of Session are pointed
out

:

. i ; // ..v-i),! r : ' ."•>;;; tAmixiV) v^di 'li^viia 7'iylv;d^t>-!* \

" The Church session is charged with maintaining the

spiritual government of the congregation ; for which-
purpose, they have power to inquire into the knowledge
and Christian conduct of members of the church ; to call

before them offenders and witnesses, being members of

their own congregation, and to introduce other witnesses-

where it may be necessary to bring the process to issue,

and where they can be procured to attend ; to receive

members into the church ; to admonish, to rebuke, to

suspend or exclude from the sacraments those who are

found to deserve censure ; to concert the best measures
for promoting the spiritual interests of the congregation

;

and to appoint delegates to the higher judicatories of the

church."

Should the reader find difficulty in understanding the

proposition that the session has power " to enquire into

the knowledge of members of the church," let him exa-

mine the Directory for Worship, chap. ix. •.
-

To concert the hest ineasuresjorpromotmg the spiritur

al interests of the congregation.—^lliis is the only remain-

ing clause that can for a moment be thought to be in-

consistent with our theory. It shall be considered here-

after. , ._ \; '; ' .. : .'\\^H .^:*<>

The powers of Presbytery are thus defined

:

" The Presbytery has power to receive and issue ap-

peals from church sessions ; and references brought be-

fore them in an orderly manner ; to examine^and license

candidates for the holy ministry; to ordain, install,

remove, and jndge ministers; to examine and approve
or censure the records of church sessions; to resolve

questions of doctrine or discipline seriously and reasona-

bly proposed; to condemn erroneous opinions which
injure the purity or peace of the church ; to visit parti-

cular churches for the purpose of inquiring into their

Vol. vm.—No, 2. 6
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state, and redressing tlie evils that may have arisen in

them; to unite or divide congregations, at the request

of the people, or to form or receive new congregations,

and in general to order vs^hatever relates to the spiritual

welfare of the churches under their care."—Chap, x.^

Sec. 8. :

.

Here are sevaral particulars relative to the power of

Presbytery over the church session : these will create no'

diflSculty as to our present subject. A variety of parti-

cular powers was formerly shown to be comprehended
in our definition of the authority of ecclesiastical rulers.

A full enumeration, however, was not attempted ; the

whole design was to exemplify the mode of applying our

general proposition. Let the remarks then offered, be

compared with the passage just quoted, and but little

will remain to be explained. We dwelt somewhat at

large on the power of visitation—the power to visit par-
ticular chv/rches^ etc.^—and shall only add at present,

that the principal class of cases to which this constitu-

tional provision is applicable, is described in Form of

Government, chapter xvii. ; at least, while that chapter

remains in the Constitution, this clause can never be
shown to imply any thing inconsistent with the doctrine

which limits the authority of ecclesiastical rulers to such,

matters as relate to the ministry of the gospel, and the

discipline of the church.

There is but one other clause on which it will be need-
ful for us to make any remarks

—

''Hn general to order
whateverpertains to the spvriiMal welfare of the chv/rch-

es under their careP The meaning will be sufficiently

obvious, if we attend to the texts of Scripture appealed
to in support of the proposition. They are the following

:

Eph. vi., 18 :
" Praying always with all prayer and sup-

plication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all

perseverance and supplication for all saints." Phil, iv.^

6 : "Be careful for nothing: but in every thing by pray-
er and supplication, with thanksgiving, let your requests

be made known unto God." These passages, it will be
observed, contain not a syllable about ecclesiastical ru-

lers, or their authority. How, then, do they sustain the
proposition with which they are here connected ? Thus

:

They inculcate the general duty of prayer, or the wor-
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ship of God,—public worship, of course, included. And
if public worship is to be celebrated, there are some
things necessary to be done by public authority, that it

may be celebrated in a convenient, orderly and edifying

manner : these, it is evident from the nature of the case,

must be done by ecclesiastical authority. Such are the
things meant by the phrase^ whatever pertains to the

spiritual welfare of the churchy wnder their care?'' Ac-
cordingly, it stands in immediate connection with an
enumeration of some of the things intended; and in

support of which, the same texts of Scripture are ap-

pealed to,
—" to unite or divide congregations^ at the re-

quest of the people^ or to form or receive new congrega-

tions.^^

In a similar manner we understand the power of the
church session, to concert the best measures for promo-
ting the spiritual interests of the congregation r"^ they
must employ suitable means to secure the due celebra-

tion of the worship of God. For, as no passage of Scrip-

ture is appealed to in connexion with this specification,

its striking similarity to the one just exammed is suffi-

cient proof that it rests on the same texts, and must
therefore be understood in the same manner. -

It can hardly be necessary to repeat that, according
to the constitution, ecclesiastical rulers have no rightful

authority beyond what can be proved from Scripture to

have been committed to them by the Lord Jesus. More-
over, no intelligent Presbyterian ever thinks of appeal-

ing to Scripture for the distinction between the Presby-
tery, the Synod, and the General Assembly. That dis-

tinctionrests solely on considerations of convenience and
expediency; and the powers of these several kinds of ju-

dicatories are to be established by the same texts. .Con-

nected with the chapter on the Synod is the following

note: "As the proofs already adduced in favour of a

Presbyterial Assembly in the government of the church,

are equally valid in support of aSynodical Assembly, it

is unnecessary to repeat the Scriptures to which refer-

ence has been made under chap, x, or to add any other."

With that on the General Assembly, the following:

"The radical principles of Presbyterian Church govern-

ment and discipline are : that the several different con-

i^-V

I
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gregatione of believers, taken collectively, constitute one

church of Christ, called emphatically the church;—that

a larger part of the churchy or a representation of it,

should govern a smaller, or determine matters of contro-

versy which arise therein ;—that in like manner, a rep-

resentation of the whole should govern and determine in

regard to every part, and to all the parts united ; that is,

that a majority shall govern: and consequently, that ap-

peals may be carried from lower to higher judicatories,

till they be finally decided by the collected wisdom and
united voice of the whole church. For these principles

and this procedure, the example of the apostles, and the

practice of the primitive church, is considered as author-

ity. See Acts xv., to the 29th verse; and the proofs ad-

duced under the last three chapters." Accordingly, the

powers of the General Assembly (like those of the Syn-
od,) are enumerated, without references to the texts by
which they are believed to be supported. Hence, rest-

ing on the same principles, and on the same passages of

Scipture with the powers of the Session and the Presby-
tery, they do not require to be separately examined.
The rightful authority of ecclesiastical rulers relates

to the discipline of the church; to the ministry of the

Gospel, including the public worship of God ; and to no-

thing else. This, we think, was formerly shown to be the

doctrine of Scripture. We have now seen that it is the

doctrine of the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church
—irresistibly implied in the definition of a particular

church—irresistibly implied in the comprehensive defi-

nition of the powers of ecclesiastical judicatories. We
have seen, too, that it is strictly adhered to in defining

the powers of the Session and of the Presbytery ; and if

anything inconsistent with it is claimed for either the

Synod or the General Assembly,—which, however, we
are confident, is not the case,—such a fact can be ration-

ally accounted for only on the supposition of mistake or

inadvertence. We say, then, to every minister in our
connexion, whether the argument which we have ad-

duced from Scripture be conclusive or inconclusive, you
are already committed to the doctrine we have laboured
to establish. It is the doctrine of that form of govern-

ment of which you have solemnly and publicly declared
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your approbation ; and from its very nature it must con-

stitute one of the most important features of any system
of ecclesiastical government of which it forms a part.

III. It now remains to indicate some of the applica-

tions of the principles already asserted.

1. They exhibit^ as we conceive^ the proper distinction

between ecclesiastical and voluntary action in benevolent

enterprizes. We adopt this phraseology

—

ecclesiastical

and voluntary—in accordance with common usage, with-
out intending to commit ourselves to its accuracy. An
enterprise is said to be conducted ecclesiastically, when
it is conducted by the rulers of the church, officially

^

that is, on the ground of their authority to rule the
church ; hence it seems to follow, that no member of any
church committed to their care, can be regarded as un-
concerned in, or unconnected with, such an enterprize.

Connexion with it, more or less intimate, is implied in

the very fact of being a member of the church. A vol-

untary enterprise is one with which no one is in any
way connected, except in virtue of his own consent to

be so ; those who direct its affairs do so, because they
have been designated to that particular service, and not
on the general around that they are rulers in the church
of God

_

That ecclesiastical rulers may not claim any authority

which Christ has not connected with their office—that

they must use all necessary and proper means for per-

forming the duties to which he has appointed them

—

and that, without a warrant from Christ, no man may
control, trammel, or in any way interfere with theuLin
the performance of their official duties, are truths equal-

ly obvious and unquestionable. They all flow directly

from the supremacy of Christ in his church.

Now, according to the law of Christ, there is no pub-

lic authority committed to mortals, for, judging of any
man's qualifications for the office of the Gospel ministry,

or of any question pertaining to his induction into the

sacred office, except the official authority of ecclesiasti-

cal rulers. Hence it follows, that whatever ought to be

publicly done on the subject of ininisterial education^

ought to be done ecclesiastically.

we beg to be distinctly understood. We are not ques-

n:
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tioning any man's right to appropriate^ his own funds in

snch manner as he may think expedient. Matters stand

thus: It is evident that the Lord does not select all his

ministers from any one class in society. Many are call-

ed, who are poor in this world. Hence the need of some
public and extensive provision for those who need pecu-

niary assistance in pursuing the requisite courses of pre-

paratory study. The magnitude and importance of the

work ought to secure the cooperation of every member
and every friend of the church. In nearly every case, it

is impossible for the donor to select the person on whose
education his contribution shall be expended, or even to

know who he is. The motive must be, not kindness to

the individual, but love to the church,—a desire to use

suitable means for the increase of the ministry. A pow-
er of selection, then, must be lodged somewhere; and it

cannot possibly be lodged either with the contributors

severally, or with them all, collectively. This power, it

will be seen, involves a very solemn responsibility.

Moreover, it necessarily carries along with it extensive

authority over the students aided ; as disobedience on
their part may, at any time, be punished by the with-

drawal of the assistance on which they depend.

Now, if any such system ought to be adopted,—if the

power here described ought to be exercised at all,—it

ought to be held inseparable from the power of ordina-

tion. It ought to be lodged with the rulers of the church,
or nowhere. The object is not bounty to individuals.

It is to provide a ministry for the church. It relates di-

rectly to the highest and most sacred of ecclesiastical

offices. The subject is purely ecclesiastical. It con-

cerns the church in her organized capacity. Power over
it is necessarily ecclesiastical power. To say that it can
be rightfully exercised by any body of men having no
power to rule the church of God, is an absurdity. And
on the other hand, a general commission to rule and take
care of the church of God, must cover this subject, un-
less some special and satisfactory ground of exception
can be found.

The power of ordination derives its significance and
importance from this, that it is a power to judge of the
qualifications of those who aspire to the ministerial of-
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fice,—to judge in behalf of the church,—to judge au-

thoritatively,—to judge in the name of the Lord Jesus.

ISTone, it is evident, should attempt to exert any authori-

ty in this matter, who cannot show a warrant from the

Lord Jesus for doing so. Equally certain is it, that no
voluntary society has such a warrant. It may be com-
posed exclusively of persons who are members of the

church—of persons who are officers in the church—still,

a voluntary society is not an ecclesiastical body, and,

therefore, can have no right to do ecclesiastical acts. If

it may rightfully claim authority to do anything towards
determining who shall be ministers, we know not how
that authority is to be limited, or why it may not ordain

men to the ministry.

The conclusion is not avoided by saying, that the so-

ciety does not judge of a man's fitness to be invested

with the ministerial office ; but onlv of his fitness to be
trained for it. No Presbyterian imagines that it is either

necessary or proper, in ordinary cases, that a man should
complete his course of preparatory study, before being
taken under the care of Presbytery as a candidate for

the ministry. From the moment of his introduction to

Presbytery, till his course of study is completed, the

Presbytery necessarily judges of his fitness to be trained

for the ministerial office ; nor can any reason be assign-

ed why it should be held proper for him to be taken un-

der the care of an educational society as an expectant

of the ministry, sooner than he may be taken under the

care of Presbytery in the same character. He who, in

the specific character of an expectant of the ministerial

office, is supported, in whole or in part, by the public

funds of the church, is, so far as this subject is concern-

ed at least, a candidate for the ministry ; and to place a

man in that relation, is as obviously an exercise of eccle-

siastical power, as to ordain him. The power of the

eldership to judge of his qualifications for the ministerial

office, includes the power to judge of his qualifications

to be trained for that office, whenever a public decision

of this latter question is called for.

A voluntary society for ministerial education, it is

obvious, may greatly trammel Presbytery in the exer-

cise of her undoubted powers,—may accept candidates
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whom she would reject,—may reject those whom she

would regard as the most promising,—may give to those

under her care directions which Presbytery cannot ap-

prove, and make compliance a condition of the continu-

ance of her assistance. If Presbytery will not yield, the

results must be the disappointment of the hopes of the

church as to the increase of the ministry, and the virtual

perversion of the funds designed for ministerial educa-

tion.

Let us not be told that, if the officers of the society are

suitable men, these results are not to be apprehended?
No man is fit to be entrusted with unwarrantable au-

thority in the Church of Christ. Checks of the kind

here contemplated are, certainly, unwarranted by the

word of God ; accordingly, they are utterly unknown to

every ecclesiastical constitution with which we are ac-

quainted. But unless something of this sort is intend-

ed, we can conceive of no reason why the general care

of ministerial education should be committed to volun-

tary societies, rather than to ecclesiastical rulers in their

official capacity.

If the views already exhibited are correct, the work of
missions^ hathforeign and domestic^ ought to he ecclesias-

Ucally conducted. We have already had occasion to no-

tice an inspired precedent, which we deem absolutely

decisive of this question. The Divine appointment of

Saul and Barnabas to the work in which thev were
about to engage, was indubitable and notorious. No
case of the sort has since occurred, in which the official

interposition of church rulers might so plausibly have
been pronounced superfluous and improper. But the

Holy Ghost said to the assembled prophets and teach-

ers, '"''Separate me, Ba/rnahas and Saul, for the work
wherewfhto I ha/ve called them.'''' And when they had
fasted and prayed, and laid their hands on them, they

sent them away.''''

But let us contemplate this subject in the light of gen-

eral principles. For the purposes of the present discus-

sion, it may be assumed, that he who goes forth to

preach the gospel where, as yet, it is unknown, and to

plant churches where none previously existed, does not
go as a private person. He is to do something beyond
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the exercise of those common rights which belong to him
merely as a man. He goes as an ecclesiastical officer

—

goes for the purpose of doing official acts. Now, why-

is the intervention of ecclesiastical authority necessary

in constituting the Pastoral relation ? Why is a Pastor

ecclesiastically responsible in his official capacity? The
only reason is, that his office is ecclesiastical in its na-

ture. And this reason, we now see, applies just as

strongly to the Missionary as to the Pastor. If a volun-

tary society may designate a Missionary to a particular

field of labour, it is impossible to assign a reason why
she may not install a Pastor over a particular congrega-
tion. We speak of ministers who are to exercise their

ministry, either in heathen lands, or in other regions

hitherto destitute of the public rneans of grace. Their

respective fields of labour must be assigned; they must
receive proper instructions as to their work; a general

supervision must be exercised over their official proceed-

ings. If these are not acts of ecclesiastical authority,

there are no conceivable acts to which that phrase is ap-

plicable. Now, to claim ecclesiastical authority for a
voluntary society, is an absurdity too glaring for refuta-

tion. To the church in her organized capacity, such a

society, no matter who may be her members, is a foreign

body. What possible right, then, can such a society

have to hold church officers responsible, or in any way
interfere with them, in their official capacity?

We here repeat what we conceive to be the great first

principle of ecclesiastical polity. Since the Lord Jesus
is sole Head and King of the church, no mortal can
rightfully claim or exercise any ecclesiastical authority,

without a warrant from him. Apply this principle to

the present question, and the conclusion is alike obvious

and irresistible.

It may be proper to add that the views here express-

ed are in full accordance with the Constitution of the

Presbyterian Church.—See Form of Government, chap,

xviii.

The ground on which we plead for ecclesiastical ac-

tion on the subjects of Missions and Ministerial Educa-
tion, let it be observed, is that these subjects relate to

the Gospel ministry ; they call for the exercise of author-
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ity in reference to the sacred office; and such authority

is necessarily ecclesiastical in its own nature. Now, we
decidedly object to the ecclesiastical control of any en-

terprise of general benevolence, to which the same con-

sideration does not apply. It has been shown, w^e think,

that the rightful authority of ecclesiastical government
extends to discipline, to the ministry of the word, (inclu-

ding public worship,) and to nothing else. Ecclesiasti-

cal discipline is confined to members of the church ; and
is in its own nature inapplicable to the class of subjects

now in view. It follows that in endeavorim,g to reach
and profit those who are without^ church rulers can use

no power ^ except the power which Christ has committed
to them in reference to the ministry. . /

.
- 1 :

Within the last few years, zealous eiforts have been
made in the Presbyterian Church, in this country, to es-

tablish schools, academies and colleges, under the con-

trol of ecclesiastical judicatories, the end sought being,

not ministerial^ but general education. As part of the

same system, provision has been made for educating,

under the pecuniary patronage of an ecclesiastical Board,
persons who have no expectation of becoming ministers,

and who are not even professors of religion ; a Miscella-

neous and Teacher's Department has been instituted. .

Now, if we are right in our views of the limits

within which the rightful exercise of ecclesiastical au-

thority is confined, this whole system is evidently wrong.
In this instance, ecclesiastical authority is extended be-

yond public worship, the ministry of the Gospel, and
the discipline of the church; nor is the extension justi-

fied by any obvious relation of the subject to these mat-
ters ; it is not so much as claimed to be a necessary and
proper means to these ends.

But whatever may be thought of our views on the

topic just alluded to, all who are interested in the pre-

sent question will, no doubt, admit that Christ is the

sole foundation of ecclesiastical authority. The syfetem,

therefore, must be condethned, unless it can be shown
that he has committed the control of such institutions as

we are accustomed to denominate schools, academies,

and colleges, to the office-bearers of his church, in their

official capacity. We insist that this be shown; and we
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beg the reader to observe, that the question relates di-

rectly to the officers.^—the rulers of the chilrch. Any
general representation of the rights and duties of the

church—whether accurate or inaccurate—will be totally

irrelevant, unless it can be shown, on some acknowledg-
ed principle of Scripture or common sense, to imply a

specific duty for the rulers of the church. That duty is,

to control schools, academies, and colleges. It must be
shown that the control of such institutions is included in

the duty oi governing the church; for, we think, it will

be admitted that ecclesiastical rulers, as such, have no
authority to govern anything else.

A further view of this subject is suggested by the fol-

lowing remarks. They are from the pen of the late Rev.
Dr. Miller. And, we presume, their correctness will not

be disputed among intelligent Presbyterians :

• " The church has no power to control, even her own
members, in any other concerns than those which relate

to their moral and spiritual interests. She has no right

to interfere with their political opinions ; with their do-

mestic relations ; or with any department of their secu-

lar pursuits. As long as they infringe no law of Christ's

kingdom, it is no part of her sacred trust to call in ques-

tion or censure their course. It cannot be too frequent-

ly repeated, or too constantly remembered that Christ's

kingdom is not of this world, and can never authorize

its rulers to be 'judges and dividers' in the temporal

concerns of men. Yet, if a member of a Christian

Church, in the course of his political conflicts, or his

professional avocations, be visibly and palpably charge-

able with a departure from purity, either in faith or

practice, it is incumbent on the church to call him to an

account; not for his political partialities, or his secular

employments, but solely for his moral delinquency."*

The church.^ then., " has no right to interfere with amy
department (^ the secular pursuits^"^ even of her own
members. ]Now, when one is teaching or learning gram-
mar, arithmetic, geography, etc., is he, or is he not, en-

gaged in a secular pursuit ? We think there can be very

little difficulty in answering the question ; and an affirm-

* See Spruce Street Lectures, pp. 191, 192.

•mf
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ative answer leads directly to the conclusion we are en-

deavoring to maintain. . ,
-,

It may be alleged, that this objection applies to the

ecclesiastical control of ministerial education, at least

during its earlier stages. The reply is easy : We advo-

cate such control, so far only as it is a necessary and
proper means of exercising, with due freedom, the pow-
er of ordination. Let a similar and equally decisive

plea be urged in favor of the ecclesiastical control of

general education, and we will yield our objection. -

The advocates of the new system are certainly under
obligation to prove, that the institutions in question are,

or ought to be, religious, as distinguished from secular,

in their own nature and primary design. But the pro-

position admits of no proof, and is directly contradicted

by the common sense of mankind. Reasons entirely

satisfactory may readily be assigned, for introducing re-

ligious exercises and religious instruction ; but when a

parent sends his son to an ordinary day-school, an acade-

my, or a college, the end immediately and primarily in

view, uniformly is, the improvement of that son in hu-

man learning; and the course of study adopted in all

such institutions will be found to accord with this re-

mark. .

It has never yet been proved from Scripture, nor do

we think it ever will be proved, that every distinctively

religious exercise or enterprise ought to be under the of-

ficial supervision and control of ecclesiastical rulers,—or

that no religious instruction can be lawfully given with-

out such supervision and control. But suppose this

proved, would it justify the interference of ecclesiastical

rulers with the other exercises and interests of schools

and colleges ? .As well might it be argued that, because

Congress needs a Chaplain, therefore, the members of

Congress ought to be ecclesiastically appointed.

In reading what has been urged in favor of the sys-

tem now under consideration, we have sometimes been
much perplexed. We have met with propositions and
trains of reasoning, which we could understand in no

other sense than as decrying the distinction between
scientific and religious truth. Such a sentiment we are

extremely unwilling to impute to fathers and brethren,
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,

whose piety and general wisdom command our unfeign-

ed Veneration. It leads to the radical error of Roman-
ism, a denial of the sufficiency of the Scriptures as a

guide in our religious faith; for certain it is, that the Bi-

ble does not contain a system of either chemistry or

mathematics. If there is, indeed, no ground for this dis-

tinction, then, an error in natural science is, of course, a

hei^esy in religion ; and to the prevalence of this very
principle, as one of the chief causes, do we ascribe the

darkness and corruption of the middle ages. -
;

But we cannot suppose the writers alluded to mean
less than this ; that the truths of religion and those of

human science are so intimately connected, that he who
would teach the former effectively, must necessarily

teach the latter, and teach them in their whole extent.*

Suppose an absolute necessity that both classes of

truths be taught to the same persons. This would not

be sufficient to justify the system we are examining ; be-

cause it is a matter of daily experience, that different

wants of the same person are supplied by different in-

struments and agents. A necessity must be shown that

these two classes of truths be taught lyy the same per-

sons, and under the same authority. On this principle,

then, every pastor is bound to give his congregation a
full course of instruction in natural science; and, indeed,

in every department of human knowledge; he cannot
neglect it, and yet teach the people to observe what
Christ has commanded. Our Saviour did not thus teach

either his apostles or the multitude ; nor did the apos-

tles, or any other class of inspired men so teach their

hearers. We oppose to the theory, therefore, the dic-

tates of common sense, and the example of all inspired

teachers of religion, and of the Saviour himself.

This remark suggests another. The advocates of ec-

clesiastical education are accustomed to appeal with

great confidence to the apostolic commission.—(Matt,

xxiii : 19, 20.) Now, on the face of the passage two
things are obvious: first, that the things commanded to

be taught are the truths, not of science, but of religion,

—

" all things whatsoever I ham commanded you^''—se-

* See, for example, Df. Hodge's Miasipnary Sermon,
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cond, that this commission relates no more to the young
than to the aged,—'" teach all nations.''^ Either of these

considerations is sufficient to demonstrate the utter ir-

relevancy of the appeal. But as this text is very often

misapplied, we beg leave to pursue the subject a little

further. By good and necessary inference, it imposes

extensive and important duties, on every member of the

church; and indeed, on every hearer of the Gospel.

This is readily admitted; but our present inquiry re-

spects its direct meaning, and not the inferences which
now from it. The duties here specified, then, are offi-

cial duties,—the teaching here enjoined is M)fficial min-

isterial teaching, and no other. To prove this, it is* suf-

ficient to observe, that the same persons who are here

commanded to teach, are likewise commanded to bap-

tize,—a circumstance which the most careless reader of

the words can hardly overlook. If, then, the church, in

her organized capacity, is here commanded to teach

;

the church, in her organized capacity, must baptize. If

every member of the church is here commanded to

teach, then every member of the church must baptize.

If the school-master is here commanded to teach ; then,

the school-master must baptize. And, if to baptize is an

official duty of the ministry, so likewise is the teaching

here commanded.
We are often told, that education properly includes

much more than instruction in the various departments
of human learning. The remark is unquestionably just;

but, as connected with the present subject, it is grievous-

ly misapplied. Omitting other considerations that might
be mentioned, we content ourselves with observing, that

inspiration has never described any part of the official

duty of church rulers, by the word education., or by any
term of like import. It enjoins the duty of bringing up
children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord., on

parents, not on the elders of the church. Ecclesiastical

officers, of course, must enforce this duty, as they must
enforce the observance of all that Christ has command-
ed ; but this is a very diflferent matter from substituting

themselves for the persons to whom the command is ad-

dressed.

What are the duties of an office, is one question ; what
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are the rules of prudence, as applicable to the manner
ofperforming those duties, is quite another. With this

explanation, which the reader is requested not to forget,

we maintain that, according to the law of Christ, the

elders of the church owe no duties to the young, which
they do not owe to the old ; none to children, which they
do not owe to their parents. Those services, as render-

ed to children and youth, may properly be termed a
part of education^— this term being applied in its more
extensive and appropriate signification,—but this is no
part of the reason why they are to be rendered. The
elders are required tofeed the Jlock of God—tofeed his

sheep^ and to feed his lamhs. Their duty towards both
classes is the same. As to the ma/nner of performing it,

much regard ought to be had to the variety of a^e, cha-

racter, and circumstances ; but these varieties affect nei-

ther the nature of the duty, nor the end for which it

must be performed. During childhood and early youth,

the pursuit of humau learning is ordinarily the chief

secular employment,—an employment as strictly secular

as any of those lawful and useful professions which are

pursued by older persons; for if it is true that e^ery de-

partment of human knowledge bears relation to the

truths of religion, it is equally true that every depart-

ment of human action bears relation to the duties of re-

ligion. It follows that for the elders of the church to

claim the official control of the secular studies of child-

hood and youth, is just as unwarrantable, as for them to

claim a like control over the secular employments of

manhood. Any general principle which would justify

the former, would equally justify the latter.

Perhaps the most popular plea for the system is based

on the allegation that religion is not duly taught in State

institutions. If the fact be so, the remedy is according-

ly obvious. Our civil rulers have never forbidden vol-

umjtary action on the subject of education. The plea,

however, assumes a necessity for the interposition of

government, either civil or ecclesiastical ; and it is urged

that, since the rulers of the State are doing their work
in a manner which is defective or objectionable, the ru-

lers of the church ought to take their place. To this

mode of reasoning we decidedly object. If once admit-
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ted, where will its application end ? Suppose our civil

rulers shall take it into their heads to abolish capital

punishment ; why may not our ecclesiastical rulers put
murderers to death ? On the other hand, why may not

civil magistrates ordain men to the gospel ministry,

should they discover any fault in the manner in which
the ordaining power is exercised by elders? In no con-

ceivable circumstances, as we maintain, may civil rulers,

as such, attera[)t to perform any of the functions of ec-

clesiastical government ; or ecclesiastical rulers, as such,

attempt to perform any of the functions of civil govern-

ment. The Lord Jesus is sole Head and King of the

Church. He has limited the authority of her created

rulers. Beyond that limit, they have no right to e^o ; and
within that limit, civil government can rightfully have
nothing to do. Set aside this principle, and Church and
State are not only united, but confounded. If, then, the

Lord Jesus has given to the officers of His Church a
commission to manage the general interests of education,

the plea is quite idle. You might as well urge a similar

plea in favour of ordination to tne ministry by ecclesias-

tical authority. In either case, you assume a false and
absurd piinciple, for the purpose of supporting a correct

conclusion. But, if Christ has not given such a commis-
sion to the officers of his Church, the svstem can admit
of no eft'ectual vindication, while the Church is acknow-
ledged to be his kingdom.

Let us apply our principles to another enterprise. It

is readily admitted that ecclesiastical rulers ought to use

the press, so far as that affords facilities for the conve-

nient and effective performance of the appropriate duties

of their office. But are they, in their official character,

as rulers of the Church of Christ, called to the general

work of providing a religious literature,—the general

duty of supplying the people with religious books?
With certain explanations, which our readers cannot

have forgotten, we have attempted to show that the right-

ful powers of ecclesiastical government extend to noth-

ing but the ministry of the word, and the discipline of the

Church. If this be admitted, it decides the question ; and
further inquiry is unnecessary. But prqbably many of

pqr readers are not prepared to majte t^is admiesioa.
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Let us, then, apply a principle not likely to be dispu-

ted among American Presbyterians. The Church being

the kingdom of ov/r Lord Jesus Christy her areated rulers

can ha/ve no rightful authority which he has not delega

ted to them. Sow, has he given them this authority ?

That he has not done so expressly., is certain. Is it, then,

included in a more comprehensive authority which he
has conferred,—a necessary and proper means of ful-

filling any duty that he has connected with their of-

fice?

So far as we are informed, the affirmative rests solely

on the following argument. The Lord Jesus has given
to his Church a commission to propagate the gospel; of

course, she must use all necessary and proper means for

that purpose ; and the use of the rehgious press is such
a means. ?•? tv, <. * '^

Now, in what sense are we to understand the first

proposition,—that the Lord Jesus has given to His
Church a commission to propagate the Gospel f It may
mean that he has made it the duty of every member of

the Church,—of every one of his followers, to holdforth
the word of life ; and for this purpose, to employ all

suitable means, so far as they are consistent with the

duties of his station, and within the limits of his ability

and opportunities. If this be the meaning, it is true,

but irrelevant. It surely will not be asserted that obe-

dience to Christ consists exclusively in submission to the

eldership ; that nothing commanded by Him is to be
done, except at their bidding, and under their official

control. The question relates to the rulers of the Church

;

and, therefore, to make the proposition pertinent, it

must be understood as applied to them, in thei/r official

character: or, (which amounts to the same thing,) as

applied to the Church in her organized capacity, and
asserting a duty of her government; that is, which she

is to perform through her rulers.

Is it meant, simply, that the government of the Church
is charged with extensive and important duties, intend-

ed for the propagation of the Gospel ? This, likewise, is

true ; but, if nothing more is meant, the argument is

lost. From this general statement, it does not necessa-

rily follow that m.Q provision of a religious literature is

Vol. VIII.—No. 2.

'

7
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one of those duties. And this is the precise thing to be
proved.

Of all the senses of which the proposition is suscepti-

ble, there is but one, therefore, that, if' admitted, will

support the intended conclusion. It is, that the Lord
Jesus has not only enjoined on the government of his

Church certain duties to be done for the promotion of

the Gospel, but the general dui/y of propagating it,' in

other words, that ecclesiastical rulers have such a com-
mission as will authorize them to employ, officially,

means adapted to this end, even though there be nothing

but this adaptation to connect them with the government
of the Church. ]^ow, we expressly deny, the existence

of such a commission. The only passage we have ever

known appealed to in proof of it, is the apostolic com-
mission, (Matt, xxviii : 19, 20,) on which we have alrea-

dy remarked.
Unless, then, the plan under review admits of some

better defence than has yet come to our knowledge, its

rejection is required by the due recognition of the Lord
Jesus, as sole Head and King of his Church. ^!''' '

'

What that defence will be, we cannot foretell. But,

to be effectual, it must establish two propositions.

First. That the provision of a religious literature is,

Try Divine appointment, afunction of ecclesiastical office.

]Now, we have never read a sentence in the word of God
which, we imagined, could, by any possibility, suggest
this idea to a mind in which it did not previously exist.

For the due supply of books adapted' to the general pur-

poses of religious instruction, we rely on the operation

of a principle already mentioned,—the obligation which
binds every man to labour, according to his ability, for

the advancement of the cause of Christ. It seems, how-
ever, to be one of the clearest dictates of common sense,

that there must always be a distinction between official

and non-official acts ; otherwise the word office would
have no meaning. If, then, to issue books for the gen-

eral purpose just indicated, be a function of ecclesiasti-

cal office, no man can lawfully do it, except in the

character of an ecclesiastical officer. Hence, so far as

religious books are concerned, the freedom of the press

must be given up.
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Second. That it belongs to the department of ruling^

as distinguished from the dejpa/rtment of teaching. On
Presbyterian principles, these two duties—ruling and
teaching—both belong to the eldership, and, taken to-

' gether, make up all the duties of the eldership; but the

distinction between them is broadly marked, and ought
never to be overlooked. There are two classes of elders':

to teach, is the principal official duty of one class ; andt

to rule, the only official duty of the other. Every min-
ister is invested with the whole official power of teach-

ing; so that no exercise of this function can possibly

require the presence of more officers than one. On the
other hand, every act of ruling must be done in an as-

senibly of elders ; and in every such assembly, elders

who are not ministers have a right to sit as members.

—

Hence, if the publication of religious books be an act of
official teaching, it belongs to ministers only ; and it

belongs to them severally ; the union of two or more, in

any one act of publication, cannot possibly elevate or
improve the ecclesiastical character of that act ; and the

- ecclesiastical appointment of a Board of Publication is

an anomaly—an irregularity, just as monstrous as the

ecclesiastical appointment of a Board of Preaching.

It must be proved, then, that the publication of reli-

gious books is an act of ruling, as distinguished from an
act of teaching ; otherwise, the proof of the former pro-

position will establish simply this conclusion,—that the

right to publish religious books belongs to every minis-

ter, and to no man who is not a minister.

Now, so far as we. can judge from the nature of the

case, it might as well be said that preaching is an act of

ruling, and not of teaching, as that the act we are consi-

dering is so. In both cases, the end immediately in

view, is religious instruction ; in reference to neither, as

designed for this end, is there any distinction between
those who are members of the Church, and those who
are not. The instruction is addressed just as much to

the latter class, as to the former. Why one should be
referred to the function of teaching, and the other to the

function of ruling, it is impossible to conjecture. If it

can be shown that this singular classification rests on
Divine authority, we yield, of course ; but nothing short

.:$•
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of this can shield it from the charge of glaring absur-

dity.

To the importance of a sound religious literature, we
are by no means insensible. The regulj^r trade has done

much towards supplying such a literature ; and, we trust,

will yet do much more. The same is true of those vo-

luntary instances in which Christians of different deno-

minations are associated. But we clearly see the need

of something more. We do not hesitate to say—it is,

indeed, one of our strongest convictions,—that, in addi-

tion to these.^ we ought to have denominational institu-

tions ; but, though denominational, they should not be

ecclesiastical. They should be denominational, in this

sense only,—that each should be at perfect liberty to

publish on all religious subjects, whether controverted,

or uncontroverted ; and it would be unreasonable to ex-

pect Christians of different denominations to unite in

sustaining the same institution, on this principle.

,3 We say, they ought not to be eGclesiasticaZ, But here

we beg to be distinctly understood. The question we
have in view, is a question of principle,—the question

of rights. We are not at all disposed to contend about

mere names and forms ; nor would we lay great stress

on a mere question of convenience or expediency. What
we contend for, is simply this : that no man ought to be
held to be connected with, or concerned in, an institu-

tion formed for the purpose here contemplated, otherwise

than in virtue of his own consent, freely given ; and that

such consent is not implied in the fact of being a mem-
ber, deacon, ruling elder, or minister, in the church.

—

Every man must be permitted to decide for himself, with
what publishing institutions he will be connected, and
what books, pamphlets, or papers he will read, write,

publish, or circulate, whether singly, or in voluntary as-

sociation with others. These are matters to which the

authority of ecclesiastical rulers does not extend. This
last remark is to be understood, of course, in a sense
consistent with the general principle that every member
of the church is amenable to ecclesiastical discipline for

any palpable violation of the law of Christ of which he
may be guilty. With only this obvious limitation, we
say, the law of Christ gives to ecclesiastical rulers no
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authority in matters of this kind. It gives them no au-
thority to act for the church—none to bind the church,
in such matters. Hence, for them to assume ity is to act
" as leing lord^s over Oodh heritage.'''* The most careful

studj of the Constitution would never suggest to any
man the idea, that to become a member or an office-

bearer in the Presbyterian Church would involve a sur-

render of his right to judge for himself in these matters.

Hence, every office-bearer, and every member does still

retain that right.* m;^.!; ! i-j-; ,;, .,;v.-,= :7!' '^.;!.^-^t-:;fp- v.;Tt;,f:j

Ecclesiastical government, then, must seek the profit

of those who are not members of the church, through
the ministry only ; of those who are, through discipline

and the ministry. Yoluntary societies may not presume
to determine any man's relation to the visible church,
or to exercise any authority over ministers of the Gospel
in their official character, or to intermeddle with the

question, who shall be invested with the sacred office,

or to authorize a layman to do ministerial acts. But
while they do none of these things, they cannot be just-

ly charged with encroaching on the prerogatives of the
church. .--Tj.ii-'

2. The principles which we have asserted have impor-
tant applications to ecclesiastical action on jpeau/mary

matters.

Some Presbyteries require annual reports as to the pay-
ment of Pastor's salaries. Without recurring to views
already expressed, a single consideration will suffice to

show that this is unauthorized and improper.

A Pastors' salary, when due but unpaid, is simply a
debt ; the pastor is the creditor, and has the same right

that other creditors have, to indulge his debtors, or volun-

tarily relinquish his claim. Such is the obvious dictate of

reason; and such is the unequivocal doctrine of the word
of God. Nowhere in Scripture is the right of the minis-

ter to receive a temporal support from his hearers, more
strongly assei'ted than in 1 Cor. ix.; but the right is assert-

* The writer has, what seem to him, strong reasons for believing that

the Presbyterian Board of Publication rests on principles the opposite of

those here advocated. If, on this point, he is in error, he wovdci rejoice

to be convinced; as nothing more would be necessary, to make him a
devoted friend of that institution. , ,
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ed merely as introdnctoiy to the statement that, while la-

bouring at Corinth, Paul felt it to be a duty to waive that

right. " I have used none of these things : neither have I

written these things, that it should be so done unto me

:

for it were better for me to die, than that any man should

make my glorying void."—See also, 2 Cor. xi., 7-10.; 1

These, ii., 9, and 2 Thess. iii., 7-9. This doctrine being

established, it follows that Presbytery has no more right

to institute, unasked, an inquiry into the pecuniary rela-

tions subsisting between a pastor and his congregation,

than to institute an investigation of any other case of

debt subsisting among members of the church. Univer-

sally, if a creditor chooses not to enforce his claim, no
third party has a right to interfere.

If it be said that Paul was not a Pastor, we admit it,

but no pastor has a higher ri^ht to receive a support

from his congregation, than he declares himself to have
to receive it from the Corinthians, while labouring among
them. We shall probably be reminded of the promises

made by every congregation in our connexion, at the

installation of a pastor. Our reply is ready. If the re-

quirement of that promise is not consistent with the

teachings of Scripture, it is wrong ; and one wrong step

will not justify another. If it is in accordance with the

word of God—and such we believe to be the fact—then,

it is perfectly consistent with the principle for which
Scriptural authority has just been adduced.
According to a recent arrangement, the amounts con-

tributed in the several congregations to congregational

purposes, are to be reported annually. The several

Church Sessions are to report to their respective Pres-

byteries, and the Presbyteries to the General Assembly.
Now, let it be remembered, according to the Constitu-

tion, the official powers and duties of elders, and, of

course, of the several courts of elders,—relate solely to

the spiritual affairs of the church. The care of the tem-

poral affairs of a congregation, belongs to the deacons.

We do not say that they never are managed, in fact, by
elders ; or that such an arrangement is always improper.

The language of the Constitution is, " To them, (the dea-

cons,) also, may properly be committed the manage-
ment of the temporal affairs of the church." But we

V '
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do say, there is no authority whatever for regarding the

management of them as strictly Sessional business ; and
the elders are under no constitutional obligation to know
more about them than the private members of the church.

Admit, then, the right to demand a report on the sub-

ject, the demand ought to be made, not of the Session,

but of the deacons. This view, it will be observed, ap-

plies just as strongly to the measure last considered, as

the one now under review.

But we deny that the Assembly has power to make
such a demand. The fact that her functions are purely
spiritual, we deem decisive of this point. But this is

not all. The union of many congregations under a com-
mon government, according to the rresbj^terian system,

relates solely to things spiritual. No man serves more
congregations than one, in the character of deacon.

Every congregation is independent, so far as its tempo-
ral affairs are concerned. Money is contributed for con-

gregational purposes,—is it, in any sense, intrusted to the

care of the General Assembly ? A large proportion of

it is expended on houses of worship ; does the Assembly
determine the proportion ? Are those houses of worship
under her control ? Are they the property of the de-

nomination at large ? Assuredly not. The secular af-

fairs of every congregation are as exclusively its own, as

the secular affairs of any member of the church, or of

any citizen of the United States, are his own. It follows

that the General Assembly has no more right to demand
an account of the sums contributed to congregational

purposes, than to dem,and a statement of the income and
expenses of every member of the church.

The demand purports to be made in the exercise of a

power to rule the church ? For what purpose is it made ?

Is it intended to make the information which may be

thus obtained the ground of legislative action? We
presume not. What then ? We have heard but one an-

answer to this question: It is, that the Presbyterian

Church may have due credit for her wealth and liberali-

ty. As to the former particular, we observe, that wealth

is not one of the elements of Christian character ; and

therefore it constitutes no part of the glory of a Chris-

tian church. As to the latter, our Saviour has express-
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Ij forbidden us to do anything whatsoever for the pur-

pose of securing a reputation for pecuniary liberality.

—

See Matt, vi., 1-4. This is, in itself, decisive ; but if it

is any part of the design to secure larger contributions

by means of the increased publicity thus given to such

matters, the case is still stronger ; here is a direct ap-

peal to a bad motive,—a motive which the Gospel ex-

pressly forbids and condemns.
We know the sums contributed to the several Boards

of the church, are reported and published. This we
deem proper, as a means of preserving the necessary co-

intelligence between those Boards and their contribnturs.

All concerned ought to be able to ascertain whether the

sums contributed reach their destination. All concern-

ed ought to have the means of comparing the opera-

tions of these Boards with the amount of funds placed

at their command. But no such consideration applies

to the case now before us.

Some of our ecclesiastical judicatories have enacted

or enjoined, that contributions to the several Boards of

the church, shall be annually solicited in all their con-

gregations ; and that all pastors shall statedly give ac-

count of their diligence in this matter. We deem this

measure peculiarly objectionable, so far as it refers to

the Board of Publication. It assumes that office in the

church necessarily implies connexion with that institu-

tion ; and thus invades the right of private judgment as

to the merits of religious books. But we object to it in

all its applications.

We object to it, because it is an attempt to connect
new duties with the pastoral office. Since the Lord Je-

sus is sole King and Head of the church, it follows that

the duties of the ministry, including those of the pastoral

relation, are such only as he has appointed. Every at-

tempt made by mortals to increase, diminish, or alter

them, is an invasion of his prerogative. Now, supposing
a person already invested with the sacred office, all the

authority which this principle will permit church courts

to exercise over him, directly on the ground of that office.^

may be summed up in two things : The first is to judge
him in reference to any palpable violation or neglect of

ministerial duty, with which he may be charged; the

r
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second, to order such circumstances of his ministerial

labors,—the place, for example,—as, from their natv/re^

require to be authoritatively decided by mortals. Ac-
cordingly, the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church
defines the powers of Presbjtery, as they relate direct-

ly to ministers, thus :
'' To ordain, install, remove, and

judge ministers." Now, it will readily be admitted that,

according to the law of Christ, every pastor is bound to

inculcate all the parts of practical Christianity, of which
pecuniary liberality is one; but it surely does not follow,

that he is bound to discuss the claims of every particu-

lar object of beneficence. He is bound, for example, to

inculcate the duty of charity to the poor; but he is not

bound to present the case of every particular pauper.
The essential question, then, is, whether, according to

the word of God, the pastoral office includes an agency
for what are denominated ecclesiastical Boards. This,

it is presumed, will not be affirmed ; but to deny it, is

to admit that the measure in question connects a new
duty with the office ; which, as we have seen, mortals

have no right to do.

We present another objection. Neither membership
nor office in the Presbyterian Church, commits one to

any opinion as to the merits of the Boards. No expres-

sion of approbation is demanded as a condition of either

ordination or installation ; nor is avowed disapprobation

a ground of ecclesiastical censure. Here, then, is an at-

tempt to create an ecclesiastical obligation to advocate

what there is no ecclesiastical obligation to approve.

The demand of advocacy is not suspended on the appro^

bation of the party concerned. Now, what is this but

saying, in effect, you shall plead for these institutions,

whether you approve them or not ? The measure, we
are sure, would never have been adopted in any of our

judicatories,—the proposition would never have been
introduced, had it been viewed in this light.

This differs widely from the practice which has long

prevailed, of appointing a minister to preach before an

ecclesiastical Body, in behalf of some benevolent enter-

prise. These appointments are never made without the

consent,—fairly presumed, at least,—of the person ap-

pointed. If he disapproves the cause, he can decline
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that appointment. Here, then, we have nothing more
than an arrangement made by consent of parties.

We would never think of opposing a recommendaUon
of annual collections in aid of the Boards of the church.

But a mere recommendation is neither an injunction nor

an enactment. A pastor may act as an agent for be-

nevolent institutions ; nor is this objectionable, provided
it prove no obstruction to his activity or usefulness as a

minister; but of the fulfilment of this condition, he must
be permitted to judge for himself But the two rela-

tions, though they may both be sustained by the same
person, are distinct in their nature ; and that distinction

must not be confounded. The office of pastor cannot be
made to include, or imply, the office of agent for the col-

lection of funds.

Against the whole class of measures now under re-

view, there lies, we think, one objection that ought to

be decisive. Each of them involves the exercise of an
authority which cannot be shown to have been commit-
ted by the Lord Jesus to the elders of his church. With
only the limitations which have been indicated, we en-

tertain a very ardent attachment to the Boards of the

Presbyterian Church. We are anxious to see a great

increase of the liberality of the members and friends of

the church, in sustaining enterprises of religious benevo-
lence. But the unauthorized extension of church power,
we are sure, is not among the means by which that de-

sirable end ought to be sought.

Our views as to the proper limits of ecclesiastical au-

thority, have now ^been explained, we trust, with suffi-

cient clearness. After much earnest attention devoted
to the subject, those views seem to us to be abundantly
supported by the word of God, and in full accordance
with the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church. We
are deeply conscious of our own fallibility ; and on this

subject, especially, we are anxious to bring our present

views to the test of thorough discussion. Of angry con-

troversy our abhorrence is ineflable. We desire that

the matter may be investigated, in the spirit of fairness,

candour, and Christian love.

Of one thing we are sure : the members of our eccle-

siastical judicatories ar6 incapable of intentional usur-

•
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.

pation ; nor is there one of them known to us, to whom
we are not prepared to apply this remark, with unhesi-

tating confidence ; and if what seem to us to be their

errors are really such, they are errors which every con-

siderate man is prepared to find associated with the

highest degrees of wisdom and goodness known in the

present state. If, as we believe, there is a strong ten-

dency to the undue extension of church power, the fact

is not diflScult of explanation.
The proper extent of that power, is a subject which

has been but little studied. A few years ago, the ten-

dency was just the opposite of that which now exists.

Voluntary societies—and even mixed societies—conduct-

ed our missionary operations, and selected the persons

who were to be educated for the ministry at the public

expense of the church. This system was found to be at-

tended with serious evils ; but it was not duly consider-

ed that the work intrusted to those Societies bore an in-

timate relation to ecclesiastical aflfairs, and that the same
remark does not apply equally to all voluntary associa-

tions formed for moral and religious purposes. Nor was
it duly considered that, in those Societies, different de-

nominations were united,—a circumstance by no means
essential to their character as 'volunta/ry associations.

These distinctions being overlooked, the result was, a

violent and undiscriminating prejudice against volunta-

ry associations as such ; and, of course, a disposition to

place under the management of church courts every en-

terprise connected with the spiritual or moral improve-
ment of men. ]N^ow, this necessarily implies a strong,

though unintentional and unconscious, tendency to the

undue extension of church power. Its increase, under
such a system, will, of course, keep pace with the multi-

plication of enterprises of pious benevolence.

Further, the supposed necessity for placing all reli-

gious efforts under the control of church courts, natural-

ly suggests a presumption that there must be a Divine
warrant for such an arrangement; and, when this expec-

tation is confident, anything that can be made to assume
the appearance of its fulfilment, will readily be received

as satisfactory. It is not surprising, therefore, that satis-

faction should be obtained without difficulty. And now.
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church courts, ecclesiastical rulers, in their official capa-

city, are invested with a mysterious and awful impor-
tance. The agency of the church is the great instrument
which God is pleased to employ for the accomplishment
of his purpose of merc}^ to a ruined race ; and thei/r agen-

cy is not only the most important part of the agency of

the >hureh,—it now appears to be the portion of it to

which all the rest is made directly subservient by a Di-

vine appointment ; and declarations which are true of

the church are, without scrutiny, transferred to them.
It is too obvious to require proof, that whatever tends to

increase the relative extent of that portion of the agency
of the church which is assigned to her rulers, tends

likewise to increase the power of those rulers over the

church. Extensive power is indispensable to a govern-

ment charged with extensive duties. In confirmation of

these views, it may be observed, that many seem to re-

gard whatever is subjected to the control of church courts,

as invested, by that circumstance, with a mysterious sa-

cred ness,

—

it is under the control of the church! And
he who questions the competency of ecclesiastical au-

thority to any purpose to which it is proposed to apply
it, need not wonder should his love to the church be
thought doubtful.

We adopt a difi'erent system. Kecognizing the Lord
Jesus as sole Head of the church, so far as we do his

will, -and so far only, do we consider ourselves as per-

forming our duty as members of the church. Confident

that his word defines, with all needful perspicuity, the

offices he has instituted, we insist on adhering to its de-

cision. We would resist, with equal firmness, every in-

vasion of the rightful perogatives of ecclesiastical rulers,

and every extension of their authority beyond the limit

which he has assigned. The prosperity of the church
for which we pray, consists in the prevalence of truth

and holiness. IS^or can we join in the indiscriminate

condemnation of voluntary societies. Every human be-

ing, we believe, is of right free from the authority of

every other, in all matters in which an obligation to

subjection cannot be proved. Ascertain that an enter-

prise, good in itself, does not fall within the appropriate

sphere of governmental action, and you ascertain that it

I
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belongs of right to the department of vohmtary action,

—

no matter whether it admits of being accomplished by
a single individual, or demands the cooperation of mil-

lions. And, so far as we have been able to learn, the

Scriptures contain not an intimation, that no effort may
be made for the salvation of souls, except at the bidding
of church courts.

'

:• •*

,

ARTICLE YI. ^-'^ ''l.^"-i.: 1; av-

ELOQUENCE.
'

i ^
'

•

The following brief, but appropriate address on Elo-

quence, was pronounced by his Excellency, Herschel V.
Johnson, Governor of Georgia, at the recent commence-
ment of Oglethorpe University in that State, on award-
ing the annual prizes for excellence in Elocution, w. ;.,

.*

Yov/ng Gentlemen of the Sophomore Class: >*<:.tj-/ .*

It devolves upon me to present to the two successful

competitors for distinction in elocution, these appropri-

ate prizes. The duty is both pleasant and painful. It

is pleasant to be the organ to express the unqualified ap-

probation, with which the committee of award witness-

ed the performance of the entire class. Your ease of

manner, your gracefulness of gesture, your distinctness

of articulation, and your propriety of emphasis, won their

unanimous commendation. It is painful to distinguish,

where it is so difficult to detect differences in excellence.

It is not designed however, by this merited compliment,
to announce that you are perfect orators, but rather to

encourage you to strive for that eminence of which your
present attainment is the prophecy.

Eloquence is a noble art. If it is true, that all science,

government and human institutions are subordinate to

the Christian system, and that their perfection consists

in their conformity to its spirit and doctrines, then Elo-

quence is not only dignified by the sanction of Divini-

ty, but its mission is commensurate with the interests
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and necessities of mankind. The establishment and pro-

pagation of Christianity, with all the profusion of its

concomitant blessings, so far as depends upon human
instrumentality, is mainly a tribute to the power of Elo-

quence. Next to the grand test of experiment, its great

author seems to have staked its success vi^Qm preaching

.

" Go ye into all the world ^w^ preach the Gospel," is the

broad commission which honours Eloquence and desig-

nates its most exalted field of operation.

The successful competitor at the Olympic pentathlon

was crowned with Olive. His return home was greeted

with the hosannas of the people and he was drawn in a

chariot, like a triumphant warrior. Breaches in the

wall were made for his entrance into his native city, and
his exploits were embalmed in the beautiful oues of
Pindar. If so small a reward stimulated the highest

ambition of Grecian youth, strengthened their courage
and virtue, and was esteemed more valuable than un-
bounded treasure, what estimate should we not place
upon triumph, in a contest for superiority, in the exalt-

ed art of eloquence! How sublime are its achieve-

ments, when compared with the victories of the Olym-
pial Paul a prisoner, charged with sedition, by the

power of his eloquence, as he reasoned " of righteous-

ness, temperance and judgment to come," made the
cruel hearted Felix tremble upon his throne. Demos-
thenes roused the Athenians against the crafty and
treacherous Macedonian ; Cicero shook the Forum, at

Rome, in defence of Cluentius, as he rolled his vollies

of indignant thunder upon the guilty heads of Sassia

and Oppianicus ; Henry made the world tremble, as with
the throes of an earthquake, when he denounced the
tyranny of George HI., and inspired his hesitating com-
patriots with the sublime resolve of " liberty or death."

What then, is this magic power of eloquence ? De-
mosthenes said, it is ^'' delivery^^^—delivery first, second
and last. Perfect delivery consists in distinctness of

enunciation, gracefulness and appropriateness ofgesture
and correctness of emphasis, pause and tone. This de-

scription of eloquence is sufl&cient for mere panegyrick,
for anniversaries and for all occasions, on which it is the

object of the orator to please the fanc}^, rather than con-

I-
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I

vince the judgment, or excite his auditory to action.

Here he exhibits simply the skill of the artist. His Elo-

quence rolls in honied accent, like the melody of a cho-

ral anthem, delighting the senses and diffusing through
the soul calm serenity, chastened pleasure or exhilira-

ting joy. It may be majestic ; but it is the majesty of

the gentle wind, as it loiters along, gathering sweetness
from every blossom of the valley and discoursing roman-
tic minstrelsy, as it toys with the branches of the forest,

or of the beautiful river that never overflows its flowery

banks, and, without rapid or cataract, glides smoothly
to the bosom of the ocean, ^i*?:^*^^' ^f^::m-^940^%^it.i'

If asked what are the first, second and third requisites

of true Eloquence, I would answer, Tcnowledge^ fcdth and
zeal^—or perfect mastery of the theme, perfect confi-

dence in the justice and importance of the cause, and
intense earnestness in its prosecution. Art may enable

the speaker to display finished gracefulness, in gesture

and attitude, and faultless propriety in emphasis, pause
and tone. These constitute merely the/b/v/i of true Elo-

quence, but it is beauty without life,—body without soul,

tower's statue of Calhoun has the size, the features and
the dignity, without the intellect of the great statesman.

It is but the conception of the Artist fixed in cold, stiff,

speechless marble. The form of Eloquence must bp
warmed by the heart and illumined by the flashes of

Promethean fire. Then it can kindle the passion, move
the sympathies, subdue the will, subvert thrones, petrify

the heart, rouse the multitude to the phrenzy of the tem-

pest and light up the flame of freedom and religion.

Eloquence in its loftiest exhibition contemplates prac-

tical results—the action of the audience in the execution

of the speaker's purposes. Hence, to convince the judg-

ment, familiar with his theme, the armory of his argu-

ment is history, philosophy and the boundless elements

of nature. Though he stammer through a halting exor-

dium, and seem to be weighed down by the pressure of

his undertaking, yet sustained by confidence in his cause

and zeal for its success, he rises with the grandeur of his

theme, gathers inspiration from the array of unbidden
illustrations that throngs his triumphant march, his im-

agination corruscates with sublime and majestic image-
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ry, and his lip, as if touched with seraphic fire, pours

forth his 'thoughts that breathe in words that burn.'

As if charged with electricity, he seems the personifica-

tion of liviDg eloquence, itis form erect, his eye flash-

ing the fire of his soul, his action dignified and self-

poised, his utterance grand and impressive, his mesmer-
ized audience sympathize with his every emotion, and
are bound in captivity to his potent will. Now with

magic skill he touches the springs of feeling, and the

flowing tear responds to the melting pathos of his over-

powering persuasion. Then he turns upon his adversa-

ry with a lip of scorn, and glancfe of indignation, and
makes him quail beneath the lash of sarcasm and comic
ridicule. Now, to relieve his audience from physical fa-

tigue or mental tension, he throws in the pointed anec-

dote, and convulses them with laughter. Then, return-

ing to his work, like a giant refreshed by repose, he car-

ries by storm the last entrenchment of his antagonist,

and witnesses the evidences of his triumph in the plaud-

its of the transported multitude. This is not the gentle

zephyr that dallies among the tendrils of the clustering

ivy ; it is the uplifted tempest, levelling the forest and
shaking the eternal hills in its march. It is not the gli-

ding rivulet that pauses to kiss every flower that blooms
upon its banks. It is the raging torrent that sweeps
away every barrier in its course, and plunging over tow-

ering crags to boiling depths below, agitates the wilder-

ness with the thunder of the cataract.

But, young gentlmen, true eloquence is not the off-

spring of the schools. It is the child of Heaven. It has

its seat in the soul. Art may cultivate, polish, and re-

fine it ; but cannot assign it a Procrustean bed,—cannot

bind it by inflexible laws. It refuses restraint; it is su-

perior to the studied attitudes and measured gestures of

the schools. It respects the landmarks of instruction,

but like the fire-fly, it moves in the light of its own cor-

ruscations, and it generates the heat that warms it into

potential life and motion. You find it in the Senate and
in the Forum, in the pulpit and at the hustings,—indeed,

upon every arena where men are to be persuaded to ac-

tion,—and yet every model differs from all others, and
is marked by characteristic peculiarities that give it in-

s '
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dividuality and originality. Hence, whilst the rules of

art are to be patiently studied, as well as the best mo-
dels among the dead and the living, yet a servile adhe-

rence to the one, or imitation of the other, is fatal to true

eloquence. Every man's style of oratory must be his

own—it must be his natural delivery and manner, im-

proved by art, but animated by native inherent passion.

Earnestness is contagious ; he who feels deeply will cer-

tainly aro\ise the feelings of his audience ; and when he
loses sight of himself in the inspiration of his theme, his

glowing ideas give birth to language, his passion moulds
the features and muscles of the face, lights up the eye,

directs the attitude and gesture, and modulates the voice.

Eloquence may be employed for bad purposes. The
words of the wicked man are like the arrows of Alcestis

;

they take fire as they fly, and pierce the heart to wither

and wound. Hence, some have objected to its cultiva-

tion as an art. But its abuse is no argument against its

legitimate use. Its proper end is the vindication of

truth, patriotism and religion ; and its prostitution by
the vicious, is no reason why the good should not exert

its loftiest powers to persuade men to practice these en-

nobling virtues. Hence, as earnestness on the part of

the orator, is indispensable to the production of the high-

est effect, he must cherish in his own heart the excel-

lencies which he would inculcate and enforce. A speak-

er can be fired \yith zeal for truth, patriotism and reli-

gion, only in the degree that he feels within himself a

conviction of their value and importance. Then, young
gentlemen, if to the artistic graces of delivery you would
unite that deep passion which is the soul of true elo-

quence, preserve your hearts pure from vice, your minds
free from error, and cultivate the noblest sentiments by
the practice of the noblest virtues. Then your sensibili-

ties will be quick, your sympathies warm and tender,

and your impulses exalted and benevolent. Be good as

well as eloquent ; then you will be pillars in society, and
benefactors of your race, and the halo that shall encircle

your names will gather lustre with the lapse of time; and
the verse that shall embalm them, adapted to notes of

heavenly melody, will wake the harpstrings of every suc-

ceeding age.

YoL. VIII.—No. 2. 8
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AETICLE YII.

DUTIES OF MASTERS *

The incidental relations of Master, growing out of the

presence and servitude among us, of the blacK race, has

been to many Southern Christians, one fixed and famil-

iar from childhood, and in the providence of God, may
so continue as long as we are in this life. The duties

arising out of it, also, are of the most weighty character.

The subject, therefore, becomes one of the most impor-

tant, that can claim the attention of the Southern Church.

In it are involved the interests of three millions of de-

pendent people, the prosperity and happiness of that

large section of our country, characterized by the pres-

ence of the slave, and the innocence or guilt, in the dis-

charge or dereliction of duty, of the thousands who are

bound up in this institution. The destiny of the negro

race, for wise ends, some of which we can now see, has

been bound on to our own ; we are constituted their

guardians, their teachers, their civilizers. A large por-

tion of our duties as a people, and as individuals, grow
out of this trust. "We cannot be indifferent to a subject,

involving so many responsibilities, and would be inex-

cusable, did we permit the violence of noisy fanatics on

either extreme, to deter us from its consideration and
discussion.

There has been, unfortunately, thrown about the sub-

ject a delicacy and reserve, which it does not naturally

nor properly possess ; and therefore, it has not received

the attention from. those immediately concerned in it,

which, from its magnitude, it deserves. In one portion

of the union, there is a class of factionists, who are con-

tinually disgorging hearts of bitterness and malignity,

denouncing witn every opprobrious epithet of their cor-

rupt vocabulary, all who are connected with this insti-

* The substance of this article, was originally delivered in a discourse

upon the Fifth Commandment, in a Southern pulpit. Its original prepa-
ration for popular discussion, will explain its shape, and also, the refer-

ence to the views of a gentleman, understood to be one of the Editors of

the Review.
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tution, or identified with this section of our confederacy.
On the other hand, there is a class, who, repelling with
intemperate zeal the charges and designs of these fana-

tics, oppose the discussion of the subject, and all efforts

for the improvement of those, who are the unfortunate
occasion of its vituperation and strife. The public mind
excited and feverish, and rendered unnaturally and mor-
bidly sensitive by such distempered discussions, good
men have been deterred from speaking out boldly, upon
the duties we owe to this race. Our duty evidently is,

as we stand amid the spray and foam from the meeting
of these streams, calmly, dispassionately and conscien-

tiously to consider the whole subject. The subject, as
an important department of Christian duty, must not be
taken out of the hands of the ministry. If judicious
men, if worthy at all to stand in the pulpit, they should
be allowed to speak frankly and plainly upon it. A
distinguished friend of both the South and the black
race, says of one branch of it : "I would recommend to

the friends of religious instruction, not to mix it up with
questions touching the civil condition of the negroes, (1
Tim. vi: 1-8,) nor turn aside from the main work, to

combat incidental evils. Time is wasted, the great cau^e

is retarded and prejudiced. Believe in God—in hie pro7*

vidence—in the power of his truth and grace—apd go
forward. We are to lead this people unto life eternal,'

through the knowledge of Jesus Christ our Lord. This

is the will of God—this is our duty—the great duty of

the Southern church.*

Our course at this time is, throwing aside all the diffi-

cult and exciting questions with which the subject is

embarrassed, and setting up no defence of the slave-

holder, except as far as is involved in the establishment

of the duties set forth, but regarding the institution as a

matter of fact already existing among us, with which we
are connected, to consider our duty growing out of it.

I. It will aid the master in determining many of his

duties, and indeed the whole treatment of the slave, to

consider and understand closely, the extent and true na-

* Suggestions on the Religious Instruction of the Negroes, by C. C.

Jones, D. D.
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tare of tlie property he has in his fellow-being. The ex-

tent of that property, is simply a claim to his services.

No other right of the slave is alienated, other than that

to his own labour. There is no owning by the master,

of the corpus and the unima. He has no such property

in his slave, as he has in the ox or the swine. His soul,

his head, his limbs, his heart, still belong to the slave,

subject to this one restriction, of service due to another.

He has a right to life, to livelihood, to happiness, to mar-
riage, to religion,—to everything consistent with the ser-

vice he is obligated to render. With the means to se-

cure a livelihood and religion, he has a right to be sup-

plied out of the proceeds of his labor. Every relation

in human society imposes some restraint upon personal

liberty. The child possesses liberty within the parents'

will.

The individual, in becoming a citizen, parts with a

certain amount of personal liberty for the general good.

He is free, with the restriction of the claim of the State

upon him. The slave is a human being, with only the

obligation of service to another. This is a fundamental
distinction with writers in the defensive upon this sub-

ject. " The property of man in man," says Dr. Thorn-
well, " a fiction to which even the imagination cannot
give consistency, is the miserable cant of those, who
would storm by prejudice what they cannot demolish
by argument. We do not even pretend, that the organs

of the body can be said strictly to belong to another.

The limbs and members of my servant are not mine,
but his,—they are not tools and instruments which I can
sport with at pleasure ; but the sacred possession of a
human being, which cannot be invaded without the au-

thority of law, and for the use of which he can never be
divested of his responsibility to God."

" Whatever control the master has over the person of

the slave, is subsidiary to this right to his labor ; what
he sells, is not the man, but the property in his ser-

vices."*
" But the gentleman tells us," says Dr. N. L. Rice,f

" that the master owns the m<M, not only the body but

* Rights and Duties of Masters, p. 24. f Debate on Slavery, p. B2, 88.
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the s(mly and that he sells the soul ; what use let me ask,

does the master make, or what use can he make of the

slave, but to claim his labour,—his services?" "By
slaveholding then, I understand the claim of the master
to the services of the slave with the corresponding obli-

gation of the master," &c.
"When therefore," says a writer in the Princeton Re-

view,* " it is said that one man is the property of anr

other, it can only mean that the one has a right to use
the other as a man, but not as a brute, or as a thing.

He has no right to treat him, as he may lawfully treat

his ox, or a tree. He can convert his person to no use,

to which a human being may not, by the laws of God
and nature, be properly applied. When this idea of
property comes to be analyzed, it is found to be nothing
more than a claim of service, either for life, or for a term
of years. This claim is transferable, and is of the nature
of property, and is consequently, liable for the debts of

the owner, and subject to his disposal by will, or other-
>j

wise.
" It is true slaves are property," says the Supreme

Court of Georgia,f " and by the act of 10th of May,
1770, are declared to be personal chattels in the hands
of their owners, and are alienable ; but it does not thence
follow, that they are mere things, horses, as was con-

tended in argument. This property, or personal chattel,

consists in the right of governing the slave^ subject to

such restraints as the Legislature may impose on the

master, and of enjoying his perpetual and involuntary

service. The law has never yet ceased to consider slaves,

though thus subject to the government and service of

the master, as human beings, subject to its protection,

and bound to obey its requirements." According to Pa-
ley's celebrated definition, slavery is "an obligation to

labor for the benefit of the master, without the contract

or consent of the servant.";!:

This view, taken by the master, of the nature and ex-

tent of his property in him, elevates his slave from the

* Review of "Slavery, by W. E. Channing," 1836.

f The Judges in Convention, forming the highest judicial tribunal in

the State ; in the case of the State vs. Philpot

X Moral Philosophy, Book iii : Chapter 8.

If
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place to which he is too often degraded, and places him
before him, an immortal being, and a fellow-creature

vested with sacred rights. The only claim he has upon
him, is for his service ; when that is tendered, the obli-

gation is discharged. Included necessarily in the right

of service, is the right to enforce it,—to compel obedi-

ence to reasonable commands ; and if need be, to enforce

it with correction
;
just as the State may enforce its claim

upon the citizen, and the parent his claim upon the child.

Tne master may enforce a proper respect of manner, and

a regard for morals. Discipline beyond this, is to be

condemned, not only because it is a lack of benevolence,

but because it is a violation of sacred right. The master

has a right to the service of the slave ; the slave has all

other rights, consistent with this and with the laws of

society. It is the bounden duty of the master, to respect

those rights, and as the claim he holds upon his slave

is so large a portion of that usually esteemed by men, to

endeavor to promote his happiness, in the enjoyment of

all other rights, remaining and pertaining to him.

—

(Col. iv : \^''Wr.':\-_.,-iA.--^^-y:^.i^, ;},r,/--o.;-.?t^^j^.. h i-u.vi".
,

II. This relation is to be regarded as belonging to the

family, coming under the same general policy and be-

nevolent discipline, regulating the other family relations.

It is not so intimate or tender, as that of husband and
wife, or parent and child, but the obligations growing
out of it, are not less sacred ; and while not appealing

with the same power to the aifections, there is yet that

mutual dependence, that permanence, constancy, and
intimacy of association, that require its admission with-

in this pale of hallowed ties. Upon an examination of

the word of God, and of the arguments outside of Bible

history, by which slavery is usually defended, we be-

lieve that only in this light, is it capable of defence. To
deprive a human being of so important a right, which
leaves him in utter dependence for a worldly provision,

and for the security of all his other rights, without throw-
ing over him the protection of the family, cannot be jus-

tified upon any grounds. The complexity and multipli-

city of the engagements of men, demanding a division

of labour, may require this character in the family to

perform the humbler and more menial labor; but the
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moment the relation is placed upon any other ground,
than that of convenience and mutual benefit, or with-

drawn from the pale of faniily ties, you erect a pure des-

potism, no more capable of defence than the serfdom of

Russia, which binds the boor pefpetually to the soil,

subject to the disposal of the crown, or some petty des-

pot; and not so easily defended, as the vassalage of feu-

dal times, which secured to the serving class protection,

so valuable in a barbaric age. »
-^^

• r • v vp*^^- •
*

Among the servants of the Hebrews, were three class-

es. The first, were those rendering voluntary service,

and receiving wages, or hired servants.* The second
class were those sold for pauperi8m,f or debt,;]: or crime,§
or children sold by parents,! or Hebrews ransomed from
gentile masters,** and serving without wages for a term
of years. These were Hebrews, and always were re-

stored to freedom at the jubilee ; so that in no case, could
they serve longer than six years.ff The third class,

were bondmen, or slaves, held in perpetual servitude.

These were bought of the heathen nations around,:]::!: or

captives taken in war,§§ and could not be Hebrews,]
||

except in a case definitely stated of the voluntary aban-
donment of freedom.***

!^^ow, this last class became identified with the family,

passed under the same laws and discipline with its other

members, were circumcised just as the children of the

master ; thus, by virtue of their connection with the fami-

ly, introduced into the Jewish Church.fff These bond-

men, observe, were heathen ; but we find no such requi-

sition or provision for heathen hired servants j and it is

clear that some of their hired servants were heathen.:]::!::^

The number of these bondmen held by the patriarchs

was very great ; and now the number of such servants

owned by a single individual, may be large ; and in a

country where slavery is established, from their multi-

plication, or the diminution of the personal wants of the

family, they may not be literally within the bounds of

the family ; still the relation was, and must be, predica-

* Deut. xxiv : 14, 15. f Lev. xxv : 39, 40.

xxii: 3. || Ex. xxi: 7. **LeY. xxv: 47-64,

xxv: 44-46. §§ Deut. xx: 14. UlLev. xxv:

ttfGen. xvii: 12, 13. XXX^iQXki. xxiv: 14.

X 2 Kings, iv: 1. § Ex.

ffEx. xxi: 2. XX I^^v.

42. ***Ex. xxi: 5, 6.
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ted upon the idea of the family ; and when these ser-

vants are removed from the person of the master, it

must be regarded as a separation of the family. r. <
In the New Testament, the grouping together in seve-

ral places, of the relations of the family, including tho&e

of master and servant, is remarkable and in confirma-

tion of this view of these relations. As in Colossians iii

:

18-32, and iv : 1 :
" "Wives submit yourselves unto your

husbands. . . . Husbands love your wives. . . . Chil-

dren obey your parents in all things. . . . Fathers pro-

voke not your children to anger. . . . Servants obey in

all things your masters according to the flesh. . . , Mas-
ters give unto your servants that which is just and
equal."

If these views are correct, and they seem to be fair

inferences from these passages of Scripture, then it ele-

vates the slave still higher. Not only does he stand be-

fore the intelligent master an immortal fellow-being,

.clothed with ri&hts of the most sacred character, but he
is a member of his family; in virtue of the paramount
claim upon him^ entitled to its protection, provision,

sympathy and whatever of general benevolence and
kindness prevails towards its other members; ever, how-
ever, with a due reference to his position. He is the

lowest member, but still a member. And we verily be-

lieve, that so long as he discharges his obligation faith-

fully, next to the great primary relations of the family,

his is the great claim on earth upon the master.

III. Upon these two considerations, a third naturally

arises, that it is the duty of masters, by all proper and
lawful means, to seek to promote the welfare of this class

of our fellow-beings, and to secure to them the greatest

amount of happiness their condition will admit. "We
do not know but that with the conscientious performance
of the master's duty, they may be made just as happy a

class as any other ; for if they have peculiar trials, they
escape many of the cares that harass our minds ; but
this only renders the injunction the more important.

Our principle should be, amelioration^—the softening

down of the harsher features in their condition, and the

removal of all unnecessary evils. As we look upon the

institution as it exists in our midst, we would be blind
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not to perceive that there are evils connected with it, to

the blacks. There are evils connected with all the rela-

tions of life, that of husband and wife, parent and child,

apprentice and master; and from its very nature, this is

more liable to abuse than any other. But most of the

evils of slavery among us, are not inseparable from the

relation. A faithful discharge of this general duty, may
remove many of them. v^; K:^itH ^v^^pv v|.;Si' ^ #

There are several ways in which we are to aid in the

advancement of the happiness of the slave race. We
are to do it, by a proper performance of duty to those in

our own families,—providing them with suitable apart-

ments, clothing, food and fuel ; affording them sufficient

relaxation ; respecting their relations among themselves
;

instructing them ; striving to elevate their moral charac-

ter; and stimulating them by kindness. We are to do
it by lending our influence to form a just and healthy

public sentiment, that will bear down any, who may
treat their slaves with indecency, or inhumanity. We
are to do it, by upholding strict church discipline upon
all members, who grossly neglect or violate their duty
to their slaves. And we are to do it, by aiding to secure

the passage of laws, for the protection of blacks, against

masters who have no regard for public sentiment. There
has been an evident advance upon this subject, in the

last few years. Masters generally, are more mindful of

the comfort and happiness of their slaves. There is a
much sounder, juster public sentiment, respecting the

exercise of many of the legal rights of masters. The
slave is more protected by law from cruelty, in most of

the slaveholding States. In one respect, his privileges

have been curtailed in many of the States, by the cruel

work of abolitionists, in the circulation of their incendi-.

ary publications. To protect the blacks and the whites,,

against these, laws have been enacted, prohibiting the

learning of slaves to read ; and even these in some of the

States exist only upon the statute book, a mere dead let-

ter. Upon the whole, there has been an advance in le-^

gislation, rendering the condition of this portion of our
population, more easy and comfortable. But a great

deal remains yet to be done. We say it with candor
and siocerity. Let ua not be swerved from our duty by
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the cries and vituperation of fanatics, but let us think

and act like Christian men, sensible of our obligations.

Our duty as Southern Christians, is to press forward in

this work of amelioration,—establishing upon a firmer

basis, the happiness of this people, and relieving them
from the evils not necessary, or inseparable from their

condition as slaves.

TV. The peculiarity of the marriage relation among
the slaves, as the most prolific source of the evils of their

present condition, claims the especial consideration of

the Christian master. It is urged by abolitionists, that

slavery necessarily and jper se^ vitiates and destroys

marriage, or renders it impossible. Wo quote from

Mr. Blanchard, as representing their views and reason-

ing upon this subject. " Slavery, adjudges slaves un-

married, and incapable of marriage. It holds the slave

pair in separation, ready to be sold apart. He (his op-

ponent Dr. Rice,) tells us, but they are vain words, that

the husband and wife are not separated in slavery, unless

the master chooses to part them. But if I come to own
a man and his wife, are they not already separated so

far as the nuptial tie bound them, and ready to be sold

apart whenever I will to sell them ? Suppose I sell the

woman, and the purchaser goes to get her : has he any-

thing to do but to lead her off? Is there anything to be
done to separate her from her husband ? Obviously no-

thing. She ceased, by the theory of slavery, to be her

husband's wife^ when she became my woman. The
property principle is stronger in law and practice, than
the marriage principle, and prevails over it." The error

of this reasoning, is found in a gross neglect of the dis-

tinction between the absurd form of words, " property
of man in man," and property in his services, and in an
unwarranted abrasion of a right, because it is trampled
upon, or not defined by law. I^o man can have any
9ther claim upon his slave and his wife, than for their

service ; and the right of permanent marriage relation

belongs to them, and is contemplated by the institution,

in any benevolent or just view of it, though it be not
respected by a ruffian, or protected by legislative enact-

ment. We need not say to any just or pure-minded
man that the slaves are married—married in the eight
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of high heaven, and in the esteem of good men,—where
with the rites of religion, they have pledged their truth

or fidelity. We freely confess, however, that there is an
evil, in that the legal definitions of slavery, and of the

rights and duties of masters, in the acts of our legisla-

tures, and the utterances of our courts^ do not conform
perfectly to the true nature of the institution, as recog-

nised by the virtuous and the good; and, also, in that

these higher and more benevolent views, founded in

natural justice, do not prevail among all the holders of

slaves. Whilst this reasoning of abolitionists is false, it

is sufficient to suggest to us, that there is a real evil up-

on which it is founded, and that we are very much at

fault upon this head. The marriage relation of the

blacks, is not sufficiently respected by blacks themselves,

or by the whites ; nor is it sufficiently protected by the

law of the land. Its binding, permanent obligation, the

majority of slaves do not comprehend. They feel a
freedom to change their relations at will, or at least wij:h

every change of residence. The result of this is, a very
-low standard of morality among them. Three fourths of

our cases of church discipline among them arise from
this source. For the proof of this, we may appeal to the

sessional records of any church, which has a considera-

ble coloured membership. It is very evident that a
reform is needed. This reform must commence with
individuals and families. We must respect, ourselves,

their marriage relations,—encourage them to form them,
—make sacrifices to keep them united,—and encourage
them to seek the sanction and solemnities of our holy

religion in their marriages. Duty will also carry us

further, to seek, as far as practical, to keep together their

children. A just public sentiment is forming, and, to a
limited extent, already exists, that will not tolerate the

man, who, for considerations of a mere pecuniary nature,

teai'R asunder those bound together by the most sacred

of earthly ties,—who sets a few dollars against the hap-

piness and sacred right of two human beings. This

public sentiment we are to encourage and promote, by
all judicious means. The church, as an organization,

has a work to do in this reform. It must look closely to

the relations of all this class, in their communion. Its
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ministers must perform for them, as for their other pa-

rishioners, the marriage service, and baptize their chil-

dren, as they baptize the children of the whites. But
there are many unfortunately in our land, who have the

control of the happiness of human beings, who cannot

appreciate high moral considerations, who are indurated

not to fear public sentiment, and who cannot be reached
by the church. To protect against such masters, the

authority of the State is required. "We believe that a
law prohibiting the separation of husband and wife, ex-

cept for crime, by a greater distance than five or ten

miles, would secure the best interests of the master as

well as the slave, and would be sustained by public sen-

timent, in most or all of the States of the South. It

might have the eifect to embarrass this kind of property

under certain circumstances, and for the time ; it would
result, however, in the division of servants more accord-

ing to families ; and by the increased happiness and
morality of the slaves, would more than compensate the

masters. A gratifying evidence of the advance of pub-

lic sentiment upon this subject, is furnished in the re-

commendation by the Governor of Alabama, in his

last annual message to the legislature, of the passage of

more stringent laws to prevent the separation of mothers
from children under ten years of age, and to secure the

permanence of the relation of husband and wife.* We
trust the time is not distant, when in every State in which
this institution exists, the permanence of the marriage
relation among slaves, will be a matter not of caprice,

not merely resting upon the benevolence or the moral
^ense of the master,—but a matter of law.

y. But our greatest and most difficult duty, growing

put of our relations to this people, is to supply them
with the proper religious instruction. Simple benevo-

lence would establish this duty. God has brought the

heathen to our very door. Did we sustain no relation

to them, we could not turn away from them ; humanity
would cry aloud against us : but sustaining the relation

we do, this has become, not a matter of benevolence, but

* With the legislation of the State of Alabama, the writer is not fami-

Uw; be is not inforq]e4 as to the aptipn upon this recommendation.

' ^

A V <«
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of justice. We owe it to this people to give them the

Gospel ; they have bought it by their labour, which,

given to us, leaves them without the means of procuring

it. It is the great palliative of their condition, consider-

ed with reference to their removal from their native,

heathen soil, that they have, by the change, come into

possession of the knowledge of the true religion. It is

our duty to see that they receive the full measure of this

benefit, so far as respects the enjoyment of the means of

grace. How are we to supply them with suitable reli-

gious instruction, is a question of magnitude, which is

proposed for our solution. A portion of the answer is

plain and easy ; but there are problems of great difiicul-

ty in the complete determination of the question.

It is the duty of heads of families to provide for the

instruction of domestics in their homes. This should be
done by reading to them the Scriptures, with simple

comments and explanations, and the use of some easy

catechism. Especially should the domestics be gathered
in at family prayer ; and the service should ever have a
reference to them. If their number is large, they should

still be provided for. Any one who can keep near him,
more servants than can be accommodated in a single

apartment of the house, is able to construct a room for

the purpose. The Sabbath school, in regions where it is

practicable, is an important means in supplying this

instruction. This agency is practicable, especially in

towns and villages, and in communities where planters

are resident with their slaves. But, unfortunately, in

some sections where the blacks are congregated in great-

est numbers, there is an absence of those capable of

instructing them. May we not hope, that the time is

approaching, when a sufficient knowledge of the Holy
Scriptures, to instruct in a school on the Sabbath, those

whose labours he superintends during the week, will be
deemed by the enlightened planter, a necessary qualifi-

cation in the manager of slaves ?

But the preaching of the Gospel, has been ordained by
the Head of the Church, and the Author of salvation, to

be the great instrumentality in the religious instruction,

and the conversion of men. With this means of grace,

therefore, it is our bounded duty to supply this people,
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The preaching we give them, should be something more
than the noisy, and often miintelligilile harangues, they
hear from those of their own colour. To leave them to

such, would be to leave the blind to be led by the blind*

It is rarely that one is found among them at all qualified

to be a religious instructor to others. Their very ignor

ranee demands a greater intelligence, to discriminate

and adapt communications to their capacities. Besides,

they do not entertain for one of their own colour the

respect or veneration that will render his ministrations

useful to any great extent, and especially, that will qua-
lify him for administering discipline authoritatively.

—

The general dependance of the race, is exhibited in their

turning to the whites for authority in religious, as well

as in temporal matters. " The parasite has clung to the

wall of adamant." However the aspiring ones among
them may feel, the masses look upon the white man as

theil* natural religious teacher; and if he will go to them,
with a simplicity that brings him to a level with their

comprehension, in places where they are not embarrass-
ed by the presence of their superiors, and with services

in which they are capable of engaging, they will gather
around him with interest and affection. The best mode
of securing to them intelligent preaching, is a subject

deserving the earnest consideration of the church.

—

Among the modes adopted, there is one which is being

abandoned in man}'- of our towns and cities, of providing

them seats in the house with the whites. Against this,

there lies the very serious objection, that the preaching

and other services in our churches, is not adapted to

their mental organization or measure of intelligence.

—

They require a simplicity of preaching, which it is the

prerogative of only a high order of genius to combine
with an elevation and finish, necessary to retain an in-

telligent congregation in the present day. Singing is a

part of Divine worship, in which, when adapted to them,

they engage with gi^eat delight : but we are refining the

thing away to such a degree, that even the intelligent

worshipper, with a book in his hand, is unable to take

part in, or appreciate it. What devotion can the poor

unlettered negro find in it ? The language even of our

prayers, is generally so far above them, they are unable
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to engage in this part of the service intelligently. This

iucongeniality of our services, mainly, with the restrain-

ing influence of the presence of the whites, the operation

of the social feeling in drawing them to congregations of

their own colour, and the desire for a worship, some
part of which may be performed by themselves, has

driven them away from our churches. So, if deemed
the most effective and appropriate means of furnishing

them preaching, this would not now be practicable.

—

After relinquisning this, and the hope of supplying them
with adequate preaching by those of their own colour,

the only method left us, is to follow them to their sepa-

rate place of worship, with the white preacher. There
let them find the gratification of their strong social feel-

ing, and let all the services be ordered with reference to

them alone. Let the subjects of preaching be of the

simplest and most practical character, and the simplest,

yet most striking illustrations be studied. Let promi-

nence be ffiven to exposition of Scripture, and to sing-

ing, for which they have a passion, and the finest natural

taste. Let whatever talent any of them may possess for

exhortation, or public prayer, be drawn out in informal

and social meetings. Let their taste be consulted, in all

non-essential things pertaining to the congregation, the

mode of conducting the devotion in singing,—with or

without a choir,—the arrangement and improvement of

the house, and all matters about which they may mani-
fest feeling or interest. Give them the feeling of pro-

perty in the house and all its services,—a home feeling

that, with many clustering associations, will bind them
to their place of worship.

The mode of ecclesiastical organization proper to be
adopted among this people, that will secure efficiency

and preserve the features of our church government,
presents an interesting and important but difficult ques-

tion, for solution by our Southern Church. There are

three general plans, which have claims to our considera-

tion. The white pastor and a separate worship for the

blacks enter into each of them. The first, is that now
generally adopted in our churches, of including the col-

ored communicants under the same organization with

the whites, committing the oversight of both congrega-
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tions, to the same bench of elders. The church will, no
doubt, but slowly, if ever, relinquish this plan. And
yet, it evidently lacks efficiency, without the addition of

a class of inofficial functionaries from among the blacks.

The expression by its committee, of the general sense of

the Presbytery of Charleston, elicited by a conference of

its members on this subject, at its late meeting,* cor-

rectly sets forth the difficulty to be obviated, and the

necessity of this addition. " On the whole, in view of

the fact that there is, from the nature of the case, a want
of free and unreserved communication in spiritual mat-

ters between the two races, that there are times when,
and situations in which, the blacks are inaccessible by
the whites, and that their circumstances and conduct can

only be intimately known by men of their own color,

—

it appeared to be the general judgment of Presbytery,

that a class of functionaries should be chosen from
among themselves, whose office it shall be, to assist the

pastor or missionary in the discharge of those duties,

which he cannot with propriety or efficiency perform in

person."

Those who have had experience with congregations of

coloured people, know how to appreciate the difficulty

and the necessity here expressed. The difficulty can no
doubt be in some degree removed, by adopting this

measure, which seems to have met the approval of the

freater portion, and the more experienced members of

'resbj^tery. But this difficulty removed, there are oth-

ers, though not of as formidable nature. Is it not found
to be the case, that the care of a single congregation, espe-

cially if it be a large one, is amply sufficient for one
session ? And then, there are many more cases of dis-

cipline in a coloured congregation proportionately to

number, than in a white congregation. The demands
upon the time of a session in order to the proper govern-
ment of the blacks where they are numerous, are far

greater than are made in attention to the other interests

of the church. Perhaps, if all our sessions were what
they should be, all these interests could be properly at-

tended to. But where we are aiming at practical re-

f Reported j» tbe \9»% No. of the Review.
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suits, in a matter as difficult as that of preserving order

and discipline among this people, we must make large

allowance for difficulties in the way of the efficiency of

Sessions. The difficulty of bringing men together, who
are engaged closely in different avocations, and of re-

ceiving that amount of attention requisite for this double
work, together with' the strong probability that if any
interests are to be neglected they will be those of the

coloured portion of the congregation, are sufficient per^

haps to indicate the propriety of the division of this

labor. If the Session be enlarged, so as to be able tq ^ \

assign this portion of the duties to a committee, the r^f %."

feponsibility and the action are not at last removed from "

'

the Session as a whole; and to make this enlargement,
it may be necessary to introduce men into the Sessioo,*^

who would not be acceptable elders to the white com-T
municants, although entirely competei;it for the latter*

duties alone; or the body may be so much enlarged, as

to interfere with its efficiency. In addition to this, it is

worth while to consider the influence upon the blacks,

of the feeling that they are a mere attachment to an-»

other congregation, without being, in point of fact, a part

of it, and the lack of that interest which the feeling that

an officer or a thing is one's own, generally inspires.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, it may be found by
the "wisdom of the church, that the present organization,

with the selection of watchmen or leaders to assist the

pastor and session, is upon the whole, the best.

The second plan of organization, is to create separate

churches of blacks with ordained elders of their own
colour. A proposition was made to the Synod of Geor-
gia, at its session in Savannah two years since, and by
that body discussed and rejected, to authorize the for- •

mation of such a church in a missionary region, remote
from any Presbyterian congregation. The evils of this

plan^ are too obvious to require of us any extended no-

tice of them,—-the want of judgment which characterizes

the blacks,—their lack of intelligence,—their inconstan-

cy, and easy elation upon promotion to authority,—the

embarrassment from the want of harmony between the

relations it would create, and their social and civil con-

dition,—and the real impossibility of a slave's perform-

YoL. vm.—JSTo. 2. 9
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ing, all the functions of a ruling elder. These must be

at once decisive. \
"^

i

The third plan, which seems to us to promise the great-

est degree of efficiency, with the fewest difficulties, and
perfect harmony with our system of government, is to

organize the blacks with judicious and active whites as

elders, into separate churches, regularly connected with

Presbytery. It would contribute greatly to the efficien-

cy of this plan, also, though it is adapted to the produc-

tion of a much stronger bond of union between the

coloured people and their Session than can exist under

the first, to add the watchmen. Let this Session be com-
posed of men, not only judicious but devoted, who will

at least, by turns, attend the meetings of their charge.

The church thus constituted, might be placed under the

pastoral care of the minister of the white congregation,

if all the services of a minister could not be secured.

The advantages of this plan would be—the deeper inter-

est and greater sense of responsibility, on the part of the

eldership, from the more specific duty imposed upon
them,—an undivided attention to bestow upon the af-

fairs of the church,—a larger personal knowledge of the

wants of the congregation,—a stronger sympathy be-

tween the elders and people,—more freedom on the part

of the blacks, to communicate with the Session,—and a

direct representation of this portion of our population,

in our church courts. The last consideration, we regard

one of great importance. The presence of elders repre-

senting coloured congregations, would be an interesting

and valuable element in our Presbyteries and Synods,
and would secure attention to the spiritual interests of

this large and dependent class of our people. Their re-

ligious instruction, is already beginning to receive much
attention from our Presbyteries, but how much would
our interest in them be heightened, and how much less

likely to forget our duty, if we had their representatives

sitting in our midst, and standing upon the floor, urging

their claims ! This is a subject which should share

largely our attention as courts of the church. Next to

the conversion to God, of the freemen of this country,

our brethren according to the flesh, the enlightenment
and salvation of the black race among us, and in our
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very homes, is the highest and most important end, to

which our thoughts and labors can be directed. Judged
irrespective of the magnitude of the objects, perhaps ttie

blacks have the greatest claims upon us. They are de-
pendent upon us ; they ai'e without the intelligence or
the means of supplying themselves with the Gospel.
And viewing the relation as one of reciprocal advantage,
of the duties arising on our side, it certainly seems this

one of giving them the Gospel, should have great promi-
nence, and be esteemed especially sacred.

The whole subject of our duty to this people, is one
of vast importance. A solemn and fearful responsibili-

ty is imposed upon us, through the relation we sustain
to them. Their happiness and their salvation, are large-

ly committed to us. At the great tribunal, the bar of
God, we have to account for our trust. The subject de-
serves to be studied in all its bearings, and to be discuss-

ed freely and prayerfully.

s.:i>vte*.;

ifp'^f ^>>") ^ )
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AKTICLE YIII.

THE LIFE OF ARCHIBALD ALEXANBER, D. D.,

JF^irst Professor in the Theological Seminary at Prince-
ton , New Jersey. By James W. Alexander, D. D.
Third Thousa/nd. TOO pp., 8vo. Charles Sokibner.

New Yorh: 1854

This biography of one of the greatest and best divines

of our land, will be found, we think, especially to the

pious reader, one of the most suggestive, as well as pro-

fitable issues from the press of the age. It deserves

more than a passing notice.

To the laggard Christian, this record of an active, use-

ful life, will read a humiliating lesson : whilst to those

who are striving to follow the " faith and patience" of

the saints who have gone before them, the perusal of

this book will prove a powerfully stimulating exercise.
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Follow the life of the subject from his childhood to his

touching death-bed scene in his eightieth year. He was
born of comparatively humble, though respectable pa-

rentage, in a new settlement in the valley of Virginia,

of Scotch-Irish lineage, on the 17th of April, 1772. See
him in his youth, hunting his father's straying cattle,

—

taught in childhood by two *'redemptioners" in succes-

sion, one of whom was bought in Baltimore as a trans-

ported convict by his father, and employed as the best

teacher available for the neighourhood; being somewhat
acquainted with Latin and Greek. See the little fellow

encountering a dangerous flood in crossing a stream on

his way to a store to procure a penknife for the " mas-

ter" to mend the pens of the scholars. See him in his

attempts to cultivate the " queue," the almost necessary

appendage at that time for boys as well as for men ; and
from the thinness of his hair gaining the nick-name
among his school-fellows, of " My Lord rig-tail." With
such anecdotes he delighted to entertain his children.

Follow up the history of this man of God, until he
occupies the commanding and dignified position of reli-

gious instructor of more than eighteen hundred candi-

dates for the Christian ministry. At the age of seven-

teen he engaged himself as tutor in a private family.

At the age of nineteen, with diffidence and timidity, and
great misgiving, he entered upon the sacred profession of

the ministry. We then follow him through various sta-

ges of a missionary ; the youthful President of Hampden
Sidney College ; Pastor of several large and interesting

country churches in Virginia ; Pastor of a church in

Philadelphia; Professor for nearly forty years in the

Theological Seminary at Princeton : and then find him
an octogenarian in full vigor of mind, and with better

health than in youth or middle life, calmly surveying

the past and the future. From this point he could look

back upon a life uncommonly protracted, and to pursuits

the most solemn that man ever undertakes. From the

pulpit,—from the Theological Professor's Chair,—from
the press in all its forms, quarterly, monthly, weekly,

daily ; in the religious and secular column ; and in all

parts of the land,—and from the printed volume, trans-

'j >
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lated and circulated through various nations and conti-

nents,—he had often spoken to his fellow-men on topics

of immeasurable import. , >%,,;;; Lrii'Vin :.Vi!^v ; ,

In this biography we pursue its subject in early life

through scenes of deep spiritual darkness and doubt,

—

struggling after light and religious comfort,—and then
we see him gradually mellowing into a piety intelligent

and happy,—until in old age it assumed a positive joy-

ousness, and gilded with calm and lofty grandeur the
close of a glorious life. The mode in which the intellect

of this great man was developed and stored, is no less

interesting. He began life with a limited education,
having in the school of his judicious aind beloved teach-

er, the Rev. William Graham, gained a pretty thorough
knowledge of the rudiments of learning,—of Latin and
Greek,—and to some extent of Natural Philosophy and
Mental Philosophy, with other sciences. After study-

ing theology with his favourite teacher, Mr. Graham,
and exercising his gifts in prayer and exhortation, he
entered upon the w^ork of the ministry. Such was his

insatiable thirst for knowledge, and his love of books,

that he searched every private library and every stray

volume that fell in his way. His capacity for receiving

knowledge, and his eagerness to know all that could be
of value to him on every subject, made him an apt scho-

lar, and secured for him surprisingly rapid and varied

acquisitions, wherever he happened to pause,—so that it

was a matter of astonishment, to those who subsequent-

ly knew him intimately, to hear him speak of the books

he had casually met. After an interval of forty or fifty

years, he would tell the time and place, when and where
he had only once in his life met a particular work. He
would refer to a striking idea that he had met for the

first time, in a particular part of the book,—almost re-

ferring to the very page on which it might be found,

—

and would then in a few sentences give you the charac-

ter of the book, with its virtues and errors,—beginning,

middle, and end.

During his scholastic training, arrangements were
made at one time, to send him to Princeton College.

The plan was arrested by the state of his health, and
finally abandoned under the advice of friends. It is a
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doubtful question, perhaps, whether in his peculiar case,

the regular college course would have increased his ulti-

mate influence and learning. He had that unyielding

perseverance and eager desire for knowledge, which over-

came obstacles that proved insuperable to ordinary in-

tellects. He had- more to struggle against than those

who have the common facilities of books and College

Professors provided to their hand, but he had the energy

that could surmount the obstacles in his way. He had
a good foundation laid in the judicious training in the

school and the theological class of his beloved preceptor,

Mr. Graham, who was a graduate of Princeton, and a

man of vigorous intellect and extended acquirements,

—

and he could improve where others would have failed ;

—

although he never saw a Hebrew Bible until he had
been for some time in the ministry, he made himself a

food Hebrew scholar,—whilst many a one goes from a

'heological Seminary who never improves the know-
ledge of Hebrew there learned.

It certainly affords no valid argument against Colleges

and Theological Seminaries that some men become learn-

ed who never enjoyed their advantages,—and some nev-

er improve these advantages when enjoyed. For, ordi-

narily, men will become intelligent or remain ignorant,

according to the facilities provided for them in youth,

whilst every rule has its exceptions.

The book before us is the production of the eldest son

of the venerable man of wnom it treats. And if the

author was honored in having such a father for his sub-

ject, the father was also favored in leaving such a son

behind him to record his life.

The author, in his preface, intimates his doubts of the

fitness of a son as a biographer, and expresses his fears

lest he may be found making overstatements of charac-

ter. In his own case, at least, he has illustrated the

groundlessness of his apprehensions. He dwells mainly
on facts, and manifests great candor and caution, and
the most consummate delicacy, whilst there is very ob-

vious throughout the work a latent enthusiasm, the ab-

sence of which we would have regarded as a defect.

We think that no stranger, on a review of the facts, will

pi'efer the charge of exaggeration, whilst the numerous
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personal friends and acquaintances of old Dr. Alexander
would have been disappointed had less been said. ,

•

We consider this biography as in no respect inferior,

and in some particulars superior, to Dr. Hanna's admi-
rable life of his father-in-law, Dr. Chalmers.

This book illustrates truthfully and strikingly the man-
ners and customs of the times, gives pleasant contempo-
raneous history and biography, and particularly of the
Presbyterian clergy of the day. We particularly refer

to the sketches of such men—and there were giants

in those days—as Witherspoon, Rodgers, Nisbet, Wood-
hull, McW|iorter, Tenant, Miller, Ashbell Green, the
Smiths, Hoge, Rice, Speece, and a host of others whose
names are identified with the history and progress of the

church. We have an account of the various phases of
the religious developments of the day, and of the excel-

lencies and defects of the revivals in Yirginia. Dr.
Alexander's two first visits to the General Assembly of
the Presbyterian Church, at Philadelphia,^-fir8t as a
youthful elder, and afterwards a clerical delegate,—are

narrated by himself in a most entertaining manner. We
have also, fi'orn his own pen, his tour through New Eng-
land in his early life, giving graphic sketches of the

character of the people and their religious views, with
their leading ministers, such as Doctors Strong, Em-
mons, Hopkins, &c., all of whom he had the best oppor-
tunity to see and know. His sermons on that tour at-

tracted great attention; and the number of conversions

that resulted from his preaching, is truly surprising, as

the facts were revealed to him, many of them long years

after his return. Travelling with his eyes and ears open,

and his mind fully awake to the scenes that transpired

during his visit, he brought back with him a wonderful
fund of informatioti, such as only a most enquiring, dis-

criminating, and active mind could gain.

His early struggles on the subject of the validity of

Infant Baptism, as narrated by himself in the 9th chap-

ter of the book, will be perused as one of the most
curious, and to many readers one of its most interesting

portions.

During his youthful ministry, he fell into doubts as to

the Scripture authority for the ordinance, and informed
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his parishoners that he could not conscientiously any
longer baptize their children. They yielded to his scru-

ples, knowing him to be honest in his convictions of du-

ty, and believing that after so candid and able an inves-

tigation as his strong mind could bring to the subject,

he would be lead to results mutually satisfactory. He
devoted much of the time of one year to a laborious ex-

amination of all that he could find written on both sides

of the quiBstion, and a pains-taking review of all the ar-

guments, lie determined to follow the evidence faith-

fully to whatever conclusion it might lead, and address-

ed himself with the utmost intensity to the question.

On one occasion, he was so intent on a train of reason-

ing he was pursuing, that he spent the whole night with-

out sleep. "Two considerations" he informs us, up to

to this time, "kept him from joining the Baptists. The
first was that the universal prevalence of infant baptism,

as early as the 4th and 5th centuries, was unaccountable
on the supposition that no such practice existed in the

times of the Apostles. The other was, that if the Bap-
tists are right, they are the only Christian church on
earth, and all other denominations are out of the visible

church. Besides, I could not see how they could ever

obtain a valid baptism."
On a thorough examination of the early Fathers and

Councils, he traced the universal usage of infant baptism
to a period, between which and the times of the Apos-
tles, he satisfied himself that it was absolutely impossi-

ble that the usuage could have been interpolated, and es-

pecially, without a shred of notice to be found of the

change. Tlie historical argument seemed to him invin-

cible. This prepared him to examine the Scripture ar-

gument, free from the hias that had taken possession of
his mind against the doctrine. The argument from the

analogy of circumcision with baptism he found com-
plete. He derived much additional aid in his investi-

gations, from a volume of Dr. Hammond, on infant

baptism, which, at this date, fell in his way. But the

process and force of the arguments which influenced his

mind, can be appreciated fully onlj by a perusal of his

own narrative.

In relation to the mode of baptism he held it to bQ a*'
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dispute about a very trivial matter. He considered the

element of water, and not the rruide of its application, the

emblem to be regarded. Baptism is not, like the Lord's

Supper, set forth in Scripture as a commemorative ordi-

nance. It never refers in Scripture to the burial and
resurrection of Christ, but to the remission of sins.

Even if it could be demonstrated, he maintains, that

John and the Apostles baptized by immersion, we should

be no more obliged to use this mode than the Baptists

feel obliged to use unleavened bread at the Lord's Sup-
per, and although no other kind of bread was used at

the Passover, and consequently at the first institution

of the Lord's Supper. It is not the hind of bread in

which the emblematic meaning is found, but the " hredk

mg^'' of bread, setting forth the mangling of the body of
Christ. Baptists do not recline on couches, as the Sa-

viour and his disciples did at the institutionof the ordi-

nance of fhe Supper ; and yet there is as much reason
here for a rigid conformity to the undisputed original

mode, as to any particular mode in the application of
water in the other sacrament. "But," he adds, "we
have conceded too much. So far is it from being true,

that all baptisms mentioned in the New Testament were
by a total immersion of the body, it cannot be proved
that this was the mode in a single instance."

We were somewhat disappointed in not finding, in

the biography, a greater extent and variety of correspon-

dence with his old pupils. Many letters, we doubt not,

might have been secured, of great practical value in re-

ply to enquiries propounded to him. In difficulties, they
naturally turned to him for counsel, and his advice was
entertained with the profoundest reverence. There are,

however, many passages in the work containing counsels

and suggestions of great value, on a variety of subjects

of practical concern. To unemployed young ministers,

who, to the disgrace of their profession, are ever hanging
about our city churches as candidates, and unwilling to

accept of a country charge, we recommend the follow-

ing :
" There is a very wrong opinion frequently enter-

tained of congregations in such a place as this (a city ;)

as if all the members were well informed people. The
truth is, th^r^ is njuch less religious knowledge among
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the bulk of the people here than in the country. Multi-

tudes grow up witn very little knowledge of the doc-

trines of religion ; and many, after they are grown, join

themselves to a, congregation by taking pews, who were
never instructed at all. These require very plain preach-

ing, and when they become serious, need to be taught

the very first principles of the doctrine of Christ."

"Some congregations, it is true, require men of the best

learning and talents, but many others demand preaching
of the plainest kind, and less learning and polish than
almost any country congregation, however remote."—Pa-
ges 283, 285. Speaking of the pastoral relation and du-

ties, we have the following sentiments, "In my opinion

no situation is so desirable for a preacher as a pastoral

charge ; and no man called to the ministry ougbt to re-

linquish it for any other business, unless there be an
evident prospect of greater usefulness ; or some physical

disqualification for the work. When a man alleges that

he cannot visit, or perform other parochial duties for

which he has bodily strength, it is just as if a servant

should pretend that he cannot do the work for which he
was employed. A minister of Jesus Christ must divest

himself of fastidiousness, and exercise self-denial in the

peformance of his duties. In regard however, to what
is duty, (in the matter of personal visits,) every man must
judge independently for himself, and not be governed
by the whims of well-disposed, but weak, women. In a

large city, preparation for the pulpit is the main thing;

and except in cases of illness, comparatively little good
is accomplished by running from house to house. The
preacher who ably fills the pulpit will, on the whole, get

along very well. The course in such a place as Balti-

more would be, first, to prepare for his pulpit exercises

on the Sabbath ; next, he should be attentive to Bible

classes, Sunday schools, and catechising; and should
visit the sick. And as to visiting, he should appropriate

certain portions of time, and conscientiously perform
what appertains to that time. His calls ought to be very
short, except in special cases. It is poor economy for a

man to exhaust his strength in talking to one at a time,

when he has an opportunity to say the same thing to hun-

dre"ds or thousands."—Page 515. In connection with

^ I >
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this extract we would refer to an amusing account given

(p. 169,) by Dr. Alexander of one of his lirst essays with

an elder at pastoral visitation. He was compelled to

spend the whole day with one family, before he could

get rid of their pressing hospitality. He adopted the

method, as no progress could be made in this way, of

preaching in private houses in different parts of his

charge. But even here, he found a burdensome display

of hospitality, for " the old Virginians never count the

cost of dinners, even when they give very little for the

support of the Gospel." And here is the crying sin of

many a Christian man, who greatly contracts his capa-

city for beneficence by his sumptuous way of living.

in other extracts from his correspondence and other

writings, we have weighty counsels and cautions in re-

lation to the nature and proper management of a true

revival,—the danger of too sudden an admission of new
converts into the church,—the evils of receiving young
children to the communion. With regard to the reli-

gious instruction of children, however, he is very era-

'

phatic in pressing its claims. He writes, " I have a fa-

vorite notion that this is a rich uncultivated missionary

field. There should be a class of preachers for children

alone. If I were a young man, i would, God willing,

choose that field."—Page 533. And again, "Sermons
suited to children can be preached. I have tried it over

and over, and I never had an audience more attentive,

or who better understood my meaning. I delight in

such discourses, and if I had health and leisure, would
have one every week. Perhaps I shall, as it is."—Pa-
ges 534, 535. In connection with the discussion of the

proper mode of addressing children, and the faults of

certain speakers in this particular, he adds a remark
which is of general application in relation to public

speaking, " Another dear old brother screams at the top

of an astounding voice, and they gaze in stupid wonder.
Too much noise drives away thought. JSfo man can
have any variety of ideas, nor any connected train, be-

neath the deafening roar of a cataract." This reminds
us of the anecdote of the old Georgia Baptist Preacher,
who, when remonstrated with for being a calmer speak-

er in old age than in early life, replied :
" When I was
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a young man, I thought it was the thunder that killed,

but I have since found that the killing belongs to the

lightning."

Dr. Alexander was a sagacious observer of the times

and the tendencies of things. He long ago predicted

that abolitionism would run into infidelity, and he lived

to see it fulfilled. He also predicted (which may Hea-
ven forbid,) that abolitionism would one day rend this

fair Union. .

Though a rigidly temperate man, he never took an
active part in the movements of the day on that subject;

for which he subjected himself to the severest censures.

He feared the associations would be abused to the inju-

ry of evangelical religion. And he lived to see many
imprudent leaders in tne temperance cause abusing the

Christian church as a defective organization, far infe-

rior in value to the temperance platform. He lived to

hear men, occupying the Christian pulpit on the Sabbath
day with harangues that substituted one form of exter-

nal morals as an all-sufficient substitute for the preach-

ing of Christ and him crucified.

Dr. Alexander's position, as the first theological in-

structor of the first Seminary instituted on the continent

by the Presbyterian church, was one of peculiar respon-

sibility and difficulty. At a time of unsettled and chan-

ging theological opinions in many parts of the land, and
of a restless love of change and innovation, as to the

proper modes of promoting the cause of religion, his

students often represented every type of the fluctuating

opinions afloat all over the land. Many of them being
young men of great smartness, and who were the centre

of admiration of some local circle, as having borne away
the honours of their Alma-Mater, were full of the rash-

ness of inexperience, and the overweening arrogance
that often attaches to the flush of success. They thought
they could instruct their teachers, and pressed the claims

of their new discoveries of truth.

It required consummate discretion, prudence, and
firmness, to control and mould such materials in the

right way. Dr. Alexander was the very man for such
an exigency,—and the church will never be able fully

to ^.ppreciate what he has dope for her in giving the
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right bias to the hearts and minds of many of the young
candidates who were to minister at her altars. He seem-
ed to have an intuitive knowledge of character. He
could read the human heart more thoroughly than any
man we have ever known. To the arrogant youth he
knew how to administer a withering rebuke, that seemed
to modify his whole tone and character. To the modest,

he was kind. To the timid and desponding, he had
always an encouraging word. One of his old pupils has
informed us, since beginning this article, that his own
case illustrates the wisdom of Dr. Alexander's mode of

treatment. He exhibited a vain desire, when in the Se-

minary, to oppose common and received opinions, and to

adopt new and fanciful views, in all the themes his Pro-
fessor gave him to write on. By this he hoped to attract

the attention of Dr. Alexander, and to give him trouble.

The Doctor passed by the exercises without a solitary

comment, rebuking only by assigning him afterwards

topics connected with dry facts and duties ; and by treat-

ing his speculations with contempt, brought him to self-

humiliation. *

The searching appeals of the Professor to the heartfe

of the young men at the conferences on Sabbath after-

noons, when they met their teachers to discuss some
great practical or experimental religious truth or duty,

will never be forgotten, as they have been instrumental

in saving many a young candidate from self-deception,

and leading him to a oeep and thorough searching of

his heart. Of all men we have ever met, he seemed to

have the most intimate knowledge of the human charac-

ter. There were three books he had closely, for a long

time, and intimately, studied,—the first throwing a flood

of light on the other two. They were the Bihle^ his own
hea/rt^ and hisfellow men^ as their personal conduct, and
history, and biography, depicted them. Hence, he was
perhaps, the most skilful experimental preacher our

country has produced.

Dr. Alexander had a peculiar mode of giving personal

and private counsel. When consulted in relation to a

course of duty, he seldom gave positive advice; but

presented such a flood of light under the various suppo-

sitions and conditions that the case afforded, that you
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gress in the pursuit of truth by the mere exercise of our
own faculties, and are, therefore, deterred from the en-

deavour. But this is a mistake which, in every instance,

experience would correct, if we could onl}^ be persuaded
to make the attempt. All we have to do is to fix the

attention on the subject, and revolve in our minds the

ideas we already possess. The difference between men,
as to powers of investigation, is perhaps chiefly in the

capacity for fixing the attention closely," &c.
Among his writings, which are numerous, able and

timely, we would direct attention particularly to the

following : Evidences of Christianity ; Religious Expe-
rience ; Canon of the Old and New Testament ; Practi-

cal Sermons ; Outlines of Moral Science, and History of

Colonization cf Western Africa.

He was a man of strong and vigorous intellect—of

symmetrical and compact mind—of the soundest and
most healthful judgment. His knowledge was various

and extensive, and on those subjects to which his atten-

tion was particularly addressed, profound. He made
himself conversant with the exact sciences, and kept up
wonderfully with the scientific and literary progress of

the age. He was familiar with the best English classics,

and has been surpassed by few in a felicitous, fluent,

and easy use of the purest idiomatic Saxon English.

—

The very simplicity of his style causes the reader to

overlook its beauties. He was a living illustration of

his own beautiful figure, in which he compares style to

window-glass. That which is without a flaw or stain,

lets in the light without our perceiving the medium
through which it is conveyed. He conceived so lucidly,

and expressed himself so clearly, that he often cheated
his hearer into a profound thought by making it look

common-place.
He has been charged with deficiency of imagination.

Portions of his writings, as well as his descriptive ap-

peals in speaking, when he gave the rein to his full pow-
ers, redeem him from this charge.

He was deeply read in mental and moral science, in-

dispensable branches of study for the theologian, and of
vast importance to every public speaker.

Dr. Alexander was an orator in the best sense of the

%
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word. To the mental capacity and endowments of

which we liave spoken, lie added, in an eminent degree,

what we consider the two grand requisites of the orator,

so far as delivery is concerned, viz: naturalness and
earnestness. He was a perfect child in his unaffected

simplicity of manner, and was incapable of acting a

part. He had, by nature, an ardent temperament, and
nis devoted piety had imparted a deeper intensity to his

natural feelings.

The power of his oratory, in his best days, has often

been illustrated. We may mention an instance or two.

One is related by a native of Virginia, who subsequent-

ly became a Judge in Georgia: He went to hear him
in company with a skeptical lawyer, who was on his

guard against religious appeals. The text was, " If the

righteous scarcely be saved, where shall the ungodly and
the sinner appear.'^ The orator depicted, in vivid terms^

the trials, temptations, infirmities and falls of the Chris-

tian, and conducted him through great difficulties to his

rest. He then depicted, in glowing language, the dan-

gers to which the sinner was exposed, having infinitely

more than all the besetments of the Christian to drag
him downward, and no power of resistance to stop his

headlong course. The skeptic sat fixed, motionless, and
breathless, under the strains of the speaker. When the

orator said, " And now, where shall the ungodly and
the sinner appearf the spell-bound hearer, rising invo-

luntarily with every muscle strung, with a violent ges-

ture, and in a voice audible to all near, replied, " inevi-

tably damned.^^ He seemed to remain lost to his situa-

tion, until his friend pulled him by the skirt of his coat,

and recalled him to himself and his embarrassing situa-

tion. We have heard of a charity sermon preached by
Dr. Alexander, in New Brunswick, N. J., in which he
dwelt upon the character of Dorcas. Whilst he was
describing a benevolent woman approaching the door of

the sick and afllicted, and gently lifting the latch, the

whole congregation looked round to see the visitor enter.

We well remember the last sermon we ever heard him
preach. He had gone down to Philadelphia, on a Sa-

turday during the sessions of the General Assembly, and
it was announced that he would preach for Dr. Board-
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His greatest deficiency was considered to consist in a

want of polish of nrianners. And yet, his beautiful sim-

plicity gave a raciness and a freshness to his intercourse

with friends, that no mere refinement of manners could

have atoned for. This defect, however, was abundantly
supplied, so far as his theological students were concern-

ed, in his revered colleague, Dr. Miller, the most finish-

ed specimen of a true Christian gentleman we have ever

met,—whose profound research in Church History, and
able treatises on Church Polity, united to his devoted
and exemplary piety, made him a fit associate for his

beloved fellow Professor. And here we may remark,
that the church seems to have been directed in the good
providence of God to the two very men, the fittest in all

her ranks, for the arduous and responsible posts assign-

ed to them, as the first Professors in her Seminary.
Among the touching and tender incidents connect-

ed with the eminently happy and Christian death of

Dj\ Alexander, we must allude to the simple fact of his

presenting to Dr. Hodge, his successor in the chair of

Systematic Theology, the white bone walking stick, car-

ved and presented to him by the Sandwich Island chief,

and adding with a smile, " You must leave this to your
successor in office, that it may be handed down as a kind
of symbol of orthodoxy." May that memorial ever re-

main, as a standing protest against all future invasions

of heresy. Would that Cotton Mather had left some
such remembrancer, to rebuke his degenerate Unitarian
successors in Harvard College.

Dr. Alexander was a thorough Presbyterian by con-

viction, as to articles of faith, and polity,—but he was
no part of a bigot. He had those elevated, capacious,

and unselfish views, that could do ample justice to all

men, opinions, or measures, that possessed real merit.

On a full view of his life and labours,—which should

be a study, to all young ministers especially,—we are

drawn irresistibly to the conclusion, that he was the

greatest blessing of all the men God ever gave to the

American church. And let his example be followed,

and his memory be held in grateful and lasting remem-
brance.

Among the crowd of reflections which the perusal of
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this work has suggested to our minds, we cannot forbear

the nnention of two.

The one is the influence which a pious, intelligent,

and industrious man exerts upon his race. If w^e could

detect moral influences by the eye or outward sense, as

we do those in the natural world,—for instance, the ef-

fects of wholesome or poisonous food ;—^of a gunpowder
explosion ; of a miasmatic pool, or a disinfecting agent,

—

we should feel that it was a solemn thing to live. We
should more diligently appreciate and heed the Divine
injunctions, "Let not your good deeds be evil spoken
of,"—"avoid the appearance of evil,"—"be not parta-

ker of other men's sins,"—"let your light shine." And
not only the influence of example but of opinions would
be deeply pondered. Truth is a powerful weapon. Er-

ror of opinion is not only like poisoning the food one
eats, but like adulterating the medicine one uses. The
very remedy may kill the soul.

The other reflection is the influence of races, as well

as of individuals. Dr. Alexander was of Scotch-Irish

blood and training. He and his father before him,

—

and probably a line of ancestors in long progression,

—

were thoroughly taught the Westminster Catechism, that

strong breast-work against the assaults of error. The
race that has accomplished most for all the solid and
substantial interests of this nation, are the descendants

of the Scotch and Scotch-Irish emigrants to this land.

They settled largely in ISTew Hampshire, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia, North and South

Carolina, and subsequently in Georgia, Kentucky, and
to a limited extent in all parts of the country. Wherever
you find a Scotch or Scotch-Irish settlement, you find an
intelligent community,—the friends of law and order,

and enlightenment,—appealing to the Bible as the su-

preme authority, and therefore sturdy advocates of the

rights of conscience. They are eminently free from the

fanaticism, and false philosophy, and pseudo-philanthro-

13y, and new-fangled opinions which agitate other com-
munities. And if this union is saved, it must be from
a combination of these conservative materials against

the ultraisms which press upon us on all hands, and
which seem to be hopelessly irreconcilable.
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We owe a debt of gratitude to tlie refoi-rners of Ger-

many and Holland. We have been aided in no small

degree by that noble race the French Huguenots. We
are largely indebted to the English Puritans—but there

is something sadly defective in the character of the de-

scendants of the Pilgrim fathers, which mingles great

evils with the good, and which is now developmg weak-
nesses and tendencies to declension painful to contem-
plate.

It was of this Scottish stock that the Mecklenburg
Convention was formed. Dr. Witherspoon, a member
of the Conventions that framed our National Constitu-

tion and the Constitution of the General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church, and a man of large and con-

trolling influence in both bodies, was a Scotchman. The
nation is, to an extent not yet considered, indebted to

that source for her Divines, and scholars, and teachers,

and patriots and substantial citizens, and intelligent, ac-

tive and public-spirited Christians. Among her men of

mark in the civil department, Daniel Webster was of

Scotch blood, and Andrew Jackson and John C. Cal-

houn were born of Presbyterian Scotch-Irish parents.

AKTICLE IX.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. Types of Mankind : dedicated to the memory of Samuel

George Morton, M. D., {late President of the Academy of

Natural Sciences at Philadelphia,) and illustrated by contri-

butions from Professor L. Agassiz, L. L. D.; W. Usher, M.

D., and Professor H. S. Patterson, M. D. By J. C. Nott,

M. D., and George R. Gliddon, Philadelphia : Lippincott,

Grambo & Co. 1854: pp. 738, 4 to.

This is a volume of great pretensions. Its execution as to

typography and variety of illustration is creditable to the Ameri-

can press. It certainly exhibits throughout a zeal worthy of a
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better cause. It sets out to, prove that "God hath" not " made

of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of the

earth," that Eve is not "the mother of all living," and "that men
were created in nationSj and not in a single pair. The work pro-

fesses to be a scientific work. It cannot abide the book of Gene-

sis. " Viewed as a narrative inspired by the Most High, its con-

ceits" [the conceits of the book of Genesis,] " are pitiful, and its

revelations false. " How then," ask the authors, " are its crude

and juvenile hypotheses about Human Creation to be viewed ?"

The English version is especially the object of Mr. Gliddon's con-

tempt. He does not expect to live till a new English version

shall be " autht)rised." Before that shall occur, " the develop-

ments of science will have rendered any new translation altogeth-

er supererogatory among the educated who are creating new re-

ligions for themselves." He has the reputation of being a kind

and obliging man in private life, and we desire not to deny to

him those virtues he really possesses. Of bis courtesy as a writer

little can be said. He seems to hold the clerical profession in

sovereign contempt. Such " teologastri" as we are, such " bibli-

cal dunces," such "idiotic," "ignorant," "impudent" "simple-

tons," such " unliteral dogmatists," are not worthy of a respect-

ful notice. TFe, especially, are in " that undeveloped stage of

the reasoning faculties, which, in accordance with Comte^s posi-

tive philosophy, has been already classed as "the theological"

All that is said in opposition to his extraordinary learning, he

treats as the " puerihties of the ephemeral tourist, the twaddling

inanities of the unlettered missionary, or the Egyptian halluci-

nation of the theological rhapsodist."

We should long since have paid our respects to this volume,

which is a repetition only, with enlargement, of what its authors

have before said, had we not been hindered by other avocations,

and deterred by the accumulated drift which this ethnological

flood has swept down and left heaped together in wondrous con-

fusion. It equals almost the wonderful deposits of the Mississip-

pi, which, according to Dr. Usher, whose conclusions seem to be

adopted by the authors of this work, has been flowing for 150,-

000 years. In this drift Dr. Usher has found the skeleton of a

-O
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man of the ahorigmal American race, which was buried in the

spot in which it was discovered 57,600 years ago ! Whether

others will be in like manner successful, in finding so early an

origin for man, in the accumulated deposits of these authors, re-

mains to be proved. Whether they have established it as a sci-

entific fact that the various types of the human race did not and

could not, have descended from Adam, others may judge. To us,

the book establishes nothing, except the self-complacent skepticism

of its authors.

2. Daniel : A Model for Young Men. A Series of Lectures.

By the Rev. W. A. Scott, D. D., New Orleans. New York

:

Robert Carter & Brothers, pp. 340, 8vo. 1854.

"Those Lectures were prepared from week to week amid the

pressure of the duties, cares and anxieties inseparable from a large

city congregation. They were listened to by crowded assemblies,

and with increasing interest to the close of the series." It was

the author's " intention to revise them during the leisure moments

of summer." This intention was not fulfilled ; the prevalence of

the yellow fever in New Orleans, the scene of the author's la-

bours, prevented. "More than ten thousand persons died" in

that smitten city from June to September, " and among them,"

says the author, " many of the precious youth who listened to

these lectures have fallen its victims." There are occasional inac-

curacies of expression which the pen of the author would have

corrected on revision, but these discourses are favourable speci-

mens of the popular lecture ; the style is terse, and characterised,

in many passages, by great force and beauty. The production

as a whole, though not constituting in any sense a commentary

on the book of Daniel, nor attempting any elaborate research in

its elucidation or defence, is just what it professes to be, an earn-

est, serious, and effective appeal to young men, holding forth the

character of Daniel as a model for them, warning them against

the errors and snares which surround them at this day, and bring-
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ing forth ever and anon apt illustrations from his various reading,

and from that practical knowledge of men and things, which an

observant mind has treasured up. The book pretends to no origin-

ality of views, yet is creditable alike to the head and heart of one

of the most successful of our pastors.

p-.

\ I I'

3. Ministering Children : A Tale dedicated to Childhood. By
the Author of " Sunday Afternoon in the Nursery^"* dc, <&c.

New York: Riker, Thorne & Co. 1864: pp. 414, 12 mo.

A book v(rhose object is to show children and youth how they

may be useful, and in usefulness and beneficence find true happi-

ness. The story is skilfully wrought, and has been read in more

than one family, as we have reason to know, with unabated in-

terest, and we would hope, with profit. It would be an appro-

priate present to those who are in the morning of life, and who

need to be shown how they can live to some good end.
'

4. A Manual of Missions : or Sketches of the Foreign Missions

of the Presbyterian Church : with Maps, showing the stations,

and statistics of Protestant Missions among unevangelized na-

tions. By John C. Lowrie, one of the Secretaries of the

Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church. New
York: Anson D. F. Randolph, 1864: pp. 74.

To one desirous of an acquaintance with the missionary work

as it has been conducted by the Presbyterian Church, this book

will be a valuable aid. It spreads before him the whole heathen

world, and shows him what has been done by one branch of the

church for their salvation. In doing this, it gives a rapid view of

the missionary labours of other Protestant denominations in this

and foreign lands. The whole is presented with much clearness

and simplicity by a very competent hand,, by one who knows by

experience the trials and supports of missionary life. Nowhere
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else in the sphere of our acquaintance can be found in so small

a compass, so much reliable information respecting the work of

missions, especially as conducted by the Presbyterian Church.

We commend the book in this light to all our brethren in Christ.

It is necessary to know what has been accomplished, that we may

know what remains to be accomplished. No Christian man in

this age, can withold his hand from the missionary work.

5. A Notice of the " Types of Mankind ;" with an examination

of the charges contained in the Biography of Dr. Morton, pub-

lished by NoTT and Gliddon. By John Bachman, D. D.

From the Charleston Medical Journal and Review for Septem-

ber. Charleston: James, Williams & Getsinger. 1854.

No one can come into conflict with the zealous advocates of

the "Diversity of origin," without suffering ; unless, perchance, he

belongs to the class of human pctchydermata. Dr. Bachman, than

whom no one was more competent, had entered the lists, with Dr.

Morton especially, on the doctrine of the /erii/i^y of hybrids^ hith-

erto reckoned among the absurdities in natural history ; the few

cases quoted having been viewed as either abnormal, or not well

attested. This doctrine was necessary to the position that men are

not all descended from a single pair. While this controversy

was pending, Dr. Morton deceased. His friends, and especially

the authors of " The Types," pour forth their wrath on Dr. Bach-

man. He too, is of " the clergy," a friend of Missions, and one

who honoui-s the true missionary. He is, therefore, one of the

"Biblical dunces," the "snubs of universal humanity." If the

Sandwich Islands are becpming depopulated, he does not believe

that " they are daily sinking beneath civilization, missionaries

and rum." We are glad ' to see that Dr. Bachman has resumed

his pen, and that we shall hear more from him soon. • We are

persuaded that before this controversy is closed, those who have

provoked it will discover that they might have been more useful-

ly and safely employed.

?$>.
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i)BJECnONS TO THE DOCTRINE OF THE TRINITY FROM THE
> UNITY OF GOD, AS TAUGHT IN SCBIPTURE, ANSWERED.

The chief difficulty in the way of a candid examina-
tion and acceptation of the doctrine of the Trinity, arises

from the prejudices with which the mind conies to the
investigation,—its unwillingness to submit itself to the
truth of God without being able to comprehend the na-

ture of the truth believed,—and above all the enmity
and aversion with which this doctrine is associated, be-

cause it is so humbling to the pride and self-righteous

vanity of man.
The irrelevancy of the objections made against the

doctrine of the Trinity on the ground of its alleged un-

reasonableness, contradictoriness, incomprehensibility,

obscurity, and merely speculative and abstract charac^

ter, we have, we think, satisfactorily proved to be unte-

nable. The objections which arise from "an evil heart

of unbelief" against the doctrine itself, and against the

system of grace which it involves,—and which after all

is the real hindrance to the more universal reception of

this doctrine,—these can be removed only when "the
natural heart" is transformed by the renewing and en-

lightening influences of the Holy Ghost, through whose
teaching alone any man can call Jesus Lord, and wor-
ship Father, Son and Holy Ghost, as one God, "in spirit

and in truth." Of all the objections which can arise

against the doctrine of the Trinity, it may be truly said

that they are based upon the impious and absurd pre-

sumption that the Divine Being is more clearly and ful-

voL. vni.

—
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ly known to those who are so wise in their conceit, aa to

imagine they have "by searching found out the Al-

mighty to perfection," than he is to himself. Such per-

sons therefore, imagine that they are better able to de-

scribe what God is, and what God is not, than God has

thought fit to make known as the truth on these subjects

in the sacred Scriptures, which "are all given by inspi-

ration through Holy men who spake as they were moved
by the Holy Ghost."
The only rational inquiry on this subject undoubtedly

is, who or what God is, as he himself has been pleased

to inform us, in his own selected language ; and whether
this God is only one simple, absolute, personal, uncom-
pounded and solitary being; or whether in the Unity of

the Divine Being there is a Trinity, composed of three

persons who are spoken of in Scripture as the Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost. The former of these opinions we
affirm not to be the doctine of Scripture; such a meta-

physical unity can be held only by declaring God to be,

what he himselfhas nowhere affirmed that he is, and by
peremptorily denying God to be what he has led us to

believe he is, from the whole tenor, and from many
express declarations, of the sacred Scriptures. The Scrip-

tures, we affirm, plainly teach that God is one,—that

nevertheless, there are three persons bearing distinct

names and offices who are called Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost,—that to each of these three is attributed every-

thing that is most peculiar and appropriate to the Di-

vine nature without any difference ;—that those things,

which most clearly distinguish God from every created

and derived being, do not distinguish these three persons

from one another ;—that all that is most distinctive of
God is not appropriated to the Father alone, nor to the
Son alone, nor to the Spirit alone, but to each and every
one of them ;—and, therefore, that the only living and
true God is a Tri-unity consisting of Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost ; and not any one, or any two of these, alone.

The Father alone, therefore, exclusive of the Son, and
Holy Ghost, is not the one God, the only God, the one
supreme cause of all things, or the sole origin of all be-

ing, power, wisdom and authority,

^ut it will be here vehemently urged that inasmuch
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as all believers in the Bible admit the unity of God to

be clearly, and frequently, taught in the Holy Scrip-

tures, all other passages which seem to teach an oppo-
site doctrine must be interpreted in accordance with
this. "i^ '-t^'r'.- •.--

Undoubtedly we admit, as fully as our opponents in

this controversy do, that the Scriptures teach, as a fun-

damental truth, that there is but one living and true

God, besides whom there is none else. About this point

there is no dispute. But the question is, who is this one
God, and what is the Unity of this one God.

It is, as we before remarked, commonly imagined, that

the Bible is full of texts in which the absolute and per-

sonal unity of the Father, as alone the true God, is

taught. The truth, however, is, that such a unity of God
is nowhere taught in Scripture,—that there are very few
passages either in the Old or the New Testaments, which
bear directly and dogmatically upon the unity of God,

—

and tBat they are by no means as numerous as those in

which the plurality of God, and the divinity of Christ

and of the Holy Ghost, are taught. The frequent asser-

tions with regard to this subject are very erroneous,

—

and are made at hazard, and without diligent and faith-

ful comparison.* There are, indeed, many passages

which speak of God as " the true God," and as one God
in opposition to all other Gods. But the passages which
even seem to teach that the Godhead is not a trinity but

a simple uncompounded unity, are very few.

Let us turn to two of these passages, and these the

strongest in the whole Bible ; one from the Old, and the

other from the New Testament.
In the book of Deuteronomy, Chap, vi : 4 and 5, we

read these words, "Hear, O Israel: the Lord our God, is

one Lord ; and thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all

thine heart, with all thy soul, with all th^ might."

This sentence was proclaimed as a kmd of oracular

afflatum^ a solemn and authoritative principle, to the Is-

raelites. By an express command in the oral law, the

Jews believe that they are required twice a day to re-

peat this verse, which they call Shemah. The Talmud

* See Stuart's Letters to Ohanning, p. 4Y.
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contains also a great many directions about the manner
in which it should be pronounced, and its virtue when
uttered in a dying hour. This was also one of the four

passages which the Jews wrote upon their phylacteries

and upon their door posts. And, as it is one form of

what our Saviour calls the first and great commandment,
it deserves very careful consideration. ,

- ;
'"

In this passage we have a declaration, and an infer-

ence from it. The declaration, as it is in the original, is

that *' Jehovah, our Elohim, is one Jehovah," and the

inference from it is, that we ought to love this "Jeho-
vah our Elohim," with all our heart.

From this passage it is inferred, by modern Jews and
Unitarians, that Jeliovah, the God of Israel, is numerical-

ly and metaphysically one ; and that he exists a solitary

person, and not a trinity of persons. But the text makes
no such affirmation. It does not say that Jehovah is

one numerically, one metaphysically, or one in person.

Had this been the design of the inspired penm&n, he

would have said " Our Jehovah is only one," or " Jeho-

vah, our Elohim, is one Elohim," and therefore, thou
shalt love him with all thy heart," (fee.

Had God meant to teach that he was only one, and in

no sense three in one, he would have used also the term
yahidy which is now employed by the Jews in stating

this doctrine of the divine unity in their creed. This

term yahid^ means only one ; as when God required

Abraham to slay his only son Isaac, where the term is

ycbhid.—(See also. Gen. xii : 16, Jud. xi : 34.) God
might thus have said that he was Eloah yahid^ only one
God. But he does not say this. He does not use Eloah
in the singular, but Elohim in the plural ; and he does

not use yahid^ only one., but the very indefinite word
ahad^ one ; which concludes nothing as to his trinity of

persons in one Godhead, nor as to the numerical or per-

sonal unity of God. The language of the text, as God
has given it, therefore, affirms merely, "that Jehovah
the God of Israel is one." And if the adjunct one is

made to refer to number, then the passage would teach
that the Jehovah of Israel was one Jehovah, but not ne-

cessarily that he was the only one. The inference would
then be entirely inappropriate, and the duty it enjoins
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contrary to what would be the duty of every man if there

were other Jehovahs equally divine; unless indeed, we
adopt the opinion of some German scholars at the pre-

sent time, that the God of Israel was only regarded and
worshipped by them as a tutelar or national God, and
not as the only God.* Their love would in this case, be
required merely on the ground of national obedience, an
idea however, totally inconsistent with every portion of

the Bible.

But the term one^ cannot refer to number, so as to mean
that God is numerically one ; because further, a plural

term is added, and interposed between the two Jeho-
vahs, in order to qualify their import. The declaration

which God here makes of himself is, that "Jehovah,
Elohim, is one Jehovah," that is, in English, "Jehovah,
OQK Gods, is one Jehovah." " Oue Gods," who has been
pleased to call himself by the name Jehovah, from the

consideration that he is selfexistent, he is the only Je-

hovah, that is, the only God that exists,—the only God
who is Jehovah,—the self-existent and ever blessed God.
The passage, therefore, plainly does not refer to unity

of number, but to unity of essence, or of nature; and
teaches, as the Jews in their books of prayers express

it, that God is unus, one, not uNicu8,f only one. On
this account therefore, because Jehovah Elohim is the

only living and true God, he alone, is to be loved with

all our heart and soul, and strength, and mind. And
hence it is added, in the 14:th verse, " ye shall not go af-

ter other gods, of the gods of the people, which are

round about you."
In like manner, the prophet Zachariah, in speaking of

the times of Messiah says :
" In that day, there shall be

Jehovah one, and his name " one." And that this com-

mand was so understood by the Jews in our Saviour's

time, is evident; for when he quotedthis passage in 're-

ply to the inquiry, " which was the first and great com-
mandment," the Scribe answered, " Well master thou

hast said the truth, tor there is one God, and there is

none other but he."—(Mark xii : 28-34.) And thus also,

the apostle Paul, the learned converted Jewish Rabbi,

*De Wette, Bauer, Wegscheider. f See Allix. pp, 121 and 268.
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says, "There is none other God but one."—(1 Cor. viii:

4.) Such also, is the interpretation given by ancient

Jewish writers. This has been proved by niany^oth
converted Jews and learned Christians. Thus, in ex-

plaining the passage quoted from Zachariah, Rabbi Da-
vid Kimchi interprets it as teaching that "the heathen

will acknowledge that Jehovah is alone, that there is no
Ood besides him, consequently there will be his name
alone; as they will not make mention by name of any
other God in the world ; but will make mention of his

name only." Indeed, so great is the sameness of this

text, and that in Deut. vi : 4, that Rabbi Solomon has

explained the one by the other, and has made the former,

instead of a solemn attestation of the numerical unity

of God, to be a prediction of the universal worship of

Jehovah in the reign of Messiah. "He who is our God
now, and not the God of the Gentiles, will hereafter be
one common Jehovah." So also. Rabbi Abraham, an-

other eminent Jewish Commentator, interprets Deut.
vi : 4. " In other words," says he, " he, our God, is the

foundation of our faith ; and is likewise doubled, on
being called one ; meaning by himself, or alone ; for

that Jehovah is in this sense one, there are proofs with-

out end." To the same effect might be quoted Rabbi
Bechai Lipman and Rabbi Isaac Abarbinel.* It is,

therefore, very plain, both from the passage itself, from
other similar passages, and from Jewish authorities thera-

fielves, that the term one in Deut. vi : 4, does not refer

to a numerical, or metaphysical unity of person in the

Deity, but to a unity of Godhead.
The term Jehovah in Hebrew, like the term God in

English, refers to the Divine nature, form, or essence,

and is thus equivalent to our word Deity or Godhead,
which is undoubtedly and invariably in Scripture, de-

clared to be one. And thus this passage, in a most defi-

nite and expressive manner, conveys the idea that not-

withstanding the real plurality which is intimated in the

term Elohim, Jehovah is still one in his incomprehensi-
ble essence. Unity and plurality are, therefore, evi-

dently united in the one God, who is alone Jehovah.

* See given in the original in Oxlee's " Christian Doctrine of the Trinity

ouaintained on the principles of Judaism."—Lon..l815, 8 vols., vol. i, p. 334.
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"The propriety of the emphatic one is lost in the Greek
(which employs the term Lord for Elohim^ and in the

English also, which renders the passage, *' the Lord onr
God is one Lord." To say that our Lord, or God, is one^

is an unmeaning tautology in comparison with '*our

Elohim is one." The plurality of that term shows the

necessity of the restriction, and is equivalent to saying,

"Jehovah our Elohim, though three persons, is one Je-

hovah. As there is only one God, there can he only

one true God ; and therefore, the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit, are the only true God." For why else, we ask,

does God in this passage, written " by holy men who
spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost," employ
these three terms,—Jehovah, Elohim, Jehovah, in appo-
sition to each other and one of them plural ? The term
Elohim^ in Hebrew, has a singular form Eloah or Eloh^
which is found as we have seen, above seventy times in

the Old Testament, (as in Deut. xxxii: 15, 17.) Why
then, is this word most frequently introduced in the plu-

ral form, signifying Gods ; and that too, when the Deity

himself is exclusively the subject, and authoritatively

the speaker?* , , ;

.;,,,„,. .^ ^^ .

To this enquiry the Jews themselves admit the ne-

necessity of some reply, since Rabbi Huna remarks that

had not God himself used this word, it would have been
unlawful for man to do so.f The common people among
the Jews, have also been prohibited from reading the

history of the creation, lest they should be led into here-

sy,:!: and the Hebrew doctors have regarded this portion

of Scripture as containing some latent mystery,—a mys-
tery not to be revealed till the coming of the Messiah,

§

and according to the Cabbala, the term Elohim is com-
posed of the two words El and Him^ that is, they are

God.W
The only reply attempted to be given to this inquiry

is an assumed idiom of the Hebrew language, by which

* The term Elohim is used by Moses alone, thirty times in the history

of the creation ; and five hundred times, in one form or other, in the five

Books of the Pentateuch.

See in Martini Pugeo Fidei, p. 488.

AUix. p. 132.

This the Rabbi Ibba expressly affirms.

Rabbi Bachai in Kidder's Demonstration of the Messiah, pt 8, p. 81.
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it is said to be merely an honorary, or cottiplimentary

form of speech. But this is a complete begging of the

question. The Hebrew is a sacred language—the lan-

guage of that people whom God chose out of all others,

to be the depository of his truth,—and the language in

which for ages, that truth was revealed. It was impart-

ed by God, as many have thought, as the original lan-

guage, or when he gave the laws at Sinai. At any rate,

God had the choosing of the language in which to re-

veal his truth, and the particular form in which his truth

should be revealed. The Hebrew language which God
has employed, has singular forms, not only of the name
Elohim, but also for the other names by which God is

designated. And if God, in his person, had been nu-

merically and only one, he would always^ as he has

^ometimes^ employed the singular title ; and thus have
avoided a plural form, which, he must have foreknown,
would be regarded as an evidence of plurality and not

of Unity, in the one Divine nature. Why then, did God,
by holy men, who spake as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost, employ these plural titles of God? Why
did this so-called idiom originate with the sacred Scrip-

tures, and with God's revelation of himself in his own
word ? Either the language of the Scriptures is the lan-

guage of polytheism and idolatry, as some have blasphe-

mously supposed, or else this appellation of the Deity
in the plural number is employed to express a plurality

of persons in that Godhead to which it is appropriated.*

In order to meet this argument, modern Jews and
Unitarians have instituted two general modes of interpre-

tation ; the first of which is, that this is the regal form
of speaking, in which the plural is used for the singular;

the other, that it refers to the Deity in conference with
his angels in council. The former opinion has been
maintained on the ground of a number of Scriptural

texts, all which Eabbi Abraham, one of their own doc-

tors, is pleased to call false allegations
; and has not only

shown their irrelevancy, but demonstrated, that the opin-

ion itself, has no manner of foundation. Indeed, there

is not the smallest authority for it in the compositions of

* See Oxlee, vol. i., pp. 68-94.
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the Old Testament; which, being penned with that sim-

plicity peculiar to the early ages of the world, introduce

all princely characters expressing themselves invariably

in their own proper number, and with the strictest gram-
matical propriety ; nor does it distinguish, in that re-

spect, between the most potent of sovereigns and the

very lowest of the human species.*

And as it regards the second opinion : That angels

should act as coadvisers and coadjutors in the adminis-

tration of the affairs of the world, is not only repugnant
to the very meaning of the term angel, itself; which de-

notes a being deputed on a mission from God ; but is

wholly unsanctioned by any declaration to that effect,

either in Moses or in the Prophets. It is, indeed, diffi-

cult to determine, whether the absurdity or the impiety

with which the Creator is thus supposed to consult with

created beings on such highly important matters, de-

serves the greater execration, for, says Scripture, " Who
hath known the mind of the Lord, or who hath been his.

counsellor."

John Xeres, a Jew, converted in England some yeara
ago, published a sensible and affectionate address to his-

unbelieving brethren, in which he lays before them his

reasons for leaving the Jewish religion and embracing
the Christian. "The Christians" says he, " confess Jesus
to be God ; and it is this that makes us look upon the

gospels as books that overturn the very principles of re-

ligion." Then, he undertakes to prove that the unity of

God is not such as he once understood it to be, an unity

of persons, but of essence, under which more persons

than one are comprehended ; and the first proof he offers

is that of the name Elohim. " Why else," says he, " is

that frequent mention of God by nouns of the plural

number? as in Gen. i: 1, where the word Elohim, which
is rendered God, is of the plural number, though annex-

ed to a verb of the singular number; which demonstrates

as evidently as may be, that there are several persons

partaking of the same Divine nature and essence."
'

To what has been said, we will add the testimony of the

^

* See also, the exposure of this objection in Smith's Messiah, voL 1., pp.
486-488.
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celebrated Jewish work called Zohar,* a work esteemed
by the orthodox Jew8, and by all former Jews, as scarce-

ly second in authority to the Bible, and believed by them
to have been written before the Talmud, if not before

the time of Christ.f The author of this work renders

Deut. vi : 4, in this manner: "The Lord, (or Jehovah,)
and our God, and the Lord, are one." In his exposition

of the passage beginning with Jehovah^ he says :
" He is

the beginning of all things, the ancient of ancients, the

Garden of Roots, and the perfection of all things." The
other, or our God^ is the depth, and the Fountain of

Sciences, which proceed from that Father. The other

(or Lord,) is called the measure of the Yoice. He is

one; so that one concludes with the other, and unites

them together. Neither can one be divided from the

other. And, therefore, he saith. Hear, O Israel, that is,

join these together and make him one substance. For
whatsoever is in the one, is in the other. He hath been
the whole, he is the whole, and he will be the whole.J
To the above exposition we would add the following,

* See quoted in Kidder's Demonstration of the Messiah, pt. iii., p. 83,

and Jameson's Reply to Priestly, vol. 1., pp. 75, 76.

+ It certainly dates from the first to the eighth Century.

\ These words are also given by Rabbi Markante, which undoubtedly
implies his approbation of them. Suah is the remarkable exposition of

this passage, as given by Dr. Jameson, in his reply to Dr. Priestly. (1)
From other portions of this work these expressions are quoted, (2) Jeho-
vah, Elohenu, Jehovah, [i. e. Jehovah, our God, Jehovah.) These are

the three degrees with respect to this sublime mystery ;
" in the begin-

ning God (Elohim,) created the heavens and the earth," and again, "Je-
hovah, Elohenu, Jehovah, they are one; the three forms (modes or things)

which are one." Elsewhere it is observed, " there are two and one is

joined to them, and they are three, and when the three are one, he says

to (or of) them these are the two names that Israel heard, Jehovah, Je-

hovah, and Elohenu (our God) is joined to them ; and it is the seal of the

ring of truth, and when they are joined, they are one in unity. This is

illustrated by the three names the soul of man is called by, the soul,

spirit and breath. The great Phillippes de Marnay, (3) among other an-

cient authors, quotes the exposition of Rabbi Ibba of this text, to this

purport, that the first Jehovah, which is the incommunicable name of

God, is the Father; by Elohim is meant the Son, who is the fountain of
all knowledge ; and by the second, Jehovah, is meant the Holy Ghost
proceeding from them, and he is called Achad, one, because God is one.

Ibba adds, that this mystery was not to be revealed till the coming of the

'11 See vol. i., p. 75, and the references.

21 See Gill's Comment, in loco, and Univ. Hist. vol. iii., p. 11.

'3J Avertisement aux Juifs, see in Anct Hist. vol. i., p. 1 1.
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t^ken from the work itself. " Hear, Israel : The Lord
our God is one Lord ; Israel unites the three hypostases,

the Lord, our God, one Lord, to make all, to be but one."

—(Zohar, vol. ii., fol. 160, col. 2.) The following passage
is also found on the same page, viz: "The Lord, our

God, Lord : this is the mystery of the unity in three hy-

postases.

But it is not merely to the use of the plural term as

that by which the Old Testament Scriptures usually de-

signate the Deity, that we refer as a proof, that accord-

ing to God's own revelation of what his nature is, it

unites a plurality of persons in a unity of essence. Writ-
ten at a time when polytheism abounded, and to a peo-

ple ever prone to fall into idolatry, the use of this term
by God in reference to himself, and that even when an-

nouncing his Unity, is, indeed, most powerful evidence.

This conclusion is, however, confirmed by another re-

markable anomaly in the language used by the Old
Testament writers when speaking of God, viz : the com-
bination of these plural appellatives with singular verbs,

pronouns and adjectives. To this usage only a few
exceptions are found in the Hebrew Scriptures, from
among hundreds of cases in which the plural appellative

is used,—a circumstance which, whilst it shows that this

was the regular usage of the sacred writers, at the same
time proves that it would have been equally consistent

with the idiom of the language, to have followed the

ordinary rule of grammar applying to such cases. " For
this anomaly, the Trinitarian hypothesis suggests a natu-

ral and easy solution. Apart from this hypothesis, how-
ever, no explanation of this usage can be furnished ;

and
it must remain as one of the most unaccountable and
capricious departures from one of the fundamental laws

of human speech, of which we have an instance in the

literature of any nation."*

We are thus brought to the conclusion, that in this

Messiah. The author of the Zohar applies the word holy, which is thrice

repeated in the vision of Isaiah, (4] to the three persons in the Deity,

venom he elsewhere calls three suns, or lights, three soyereigns,—without

beginning and without end.

[4] Chapter vi., 8.

* Smith's Messiah.

^
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first and great commandment, God makes known the

unity of his Godhead, and yet, at the same time, the

trinity of his persons, and that such was the interpreta-

tion given of it by the most ancient, the wisest, and the

most authoritative Jewish Rabbis. And it is no small

confirmation of this that when the Jews, long before the

Christian era,* ceased to use the word Jehovah which
they never utter, they employed instead of it, the word
Adonai^ which is another plural title for the Deity.

When, therefore, in this, and some four or five other

passages in the Old Testament, God declares that " he
is one God and there is none else,"! the question

arises, who is the being who is thus expressly declared

to be the only true God ? He is called the God of Is-

rael, the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. But who,
we again ask, is the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob?
Jacob and the prophet Hosea concur in declaring that

he is a certain angel or messenger before whom they

walked ; who fed Jacob all his life long, who redeemed
him from all evil, with whom he had power and pre-

vailed, and who yet is Jehovah the God of hosts.:j: But
to be an angel or messenger he must be sent. Who
then, is the sendee of this messengee? This question is

resolved by the prophets Zechariah and Malachi. They
teach us that tne messenger of the covenant, though
himself Jehovah and the God of Israel, is nevertheless,

SENT, in his quality of a messenger, by Jehovah.§ Here,
most unequivocally, we have two distinct persons, a
SENDER and a sent; each of whom is declared to be Je-

hovah ; and the latter of whom, or Jehovah the messen-

ger, is declared by Jacob and Hosea to be the God of

Israel. But further, according to Malachi and Haggai,
he is a being who is characterized, as the desire of all

nations, who is announced as about to come suddenly
to his temple ; and whose act of coming to his temple is

* Our evidences are found in the Septuagent.

f Exod. XX : 2, 3, Is. xliv : 8, and xlvi: 9, and xlv: 21, 22.

These remarks apply to the first and second commandment, in which,

the same combination of Jehovah and Elohim takes place, and we are

required to have no other Gods but this one, who unites in his one God-
head three persons.

tExod. iii: 15, Gen. xlviii: 16, 16, andxxxii: 24, 30, Hos. xii; 2, 15.

§ Zechariah ii: 6, 11, Malachi iii: 1.

\.
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chronologically liraited to the days of the second temple,

which is thence to exceed the first temple in glory, and
which was finally destroyed by Titus and the Romans.
But to such characteristics Christ alone will be found to

answer. Whence, Christians have, in all ages, most lo-

gically and Scripturally concluded that Christ, or the

second person of the blessed- Trinity, or in other words,
that God the Son is that messenger Jehovah, who is de-

clared to have been sent by Jehovah, and who is yet

Jehovah, and who is also, equally declaimed to ,be tl^ie

God of Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob. '^' ^ - r.

•'

But still further. In many passages of the Old Testa-

ment the phrase "The Spirit of God," or "Jehovah,"
occurs in conjunction with certain attributes, qualities

and acts, which lead to the conclusion that by that

phrase is designated a Divine person. These would
seem to conduct to the inference, that by this " Spirit of

Jehovah" was intended as by the phrase already exam-
ined, "Angel of Jehovah," a Divine person, in some
sense distinct from, and yet i^i^^nother sense, onej?j.fc}^

the invisible Jehovah, ;.

In other passages again, these three persons are in-

troduced together. Thus, in Isaiah, Ixiii : 9,10, it is

said, "In all their afflictions he was afflicted, but the

Angel of his presence saved them ; in his love and grace

he redeemed them, and bare them, and carried them
from the beginning. But they rebelled and grieved his

Holy Spirit, so that he was turned to be their enemy,
and himself fought against them."
Another passage to the same effect occurs in Isaiah

xlviii: 16. " Approach unto me, hear this; from the be-

ginning have I not spoken occultly, from the time when
it was 1 was there, and now the Lord hath sent me and
his Spirit." The speaker here is the same who, in verse

12, calls himself " The First and the Last," and who, in

verse 13, claims to himself the work of creation. The
speaker therefore, must be regarded as Divine. But in

the verse before us, this divine being speaks of himself

as distinct from the Lord God, and as sent by him. He
describes himself also, as the author of communications
to men from the first. Now, such a being can be none
other than the second person in the Trinity^ th« revealer

/

'1
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of God to man, at once the equal and the messenger of

the Father ; and so the passage has been viewed by the

great body of interpreters, ancient and modern.
What then, was the design of God in all these revela-

tions of himself, of which, we have only given an illus-

tration ? To use the language of Bishop Hinds, " It

surely must have been designed to suggest to the minds
of his people, and to habituate their minds to contem-

plate God as Three. Three difterent divine Persons ap-

pear as the agents and rulers, in a threefold dispensa-

tion ; so different indeed, that if left to form our conjec-

tures of the divine nature from the facts of this progress-

ive economy, all view of one God must have been dis-

carded. The facts of Revelation represent God as a

Trinity; and it is only by express and perpetual qualifi-

cations of a view so suggestea, that we are assured of his

Unity.

The doctrine of the Trinity in short, rests primarily on
historical facts ; the doctrine of the Unity on a series of

declarations and other provisions made in reference to

those fa^pts. If we suppose the Bible stript of all those

provisions which it contains for qualifying its historical

representations of the Divine nature, it would exhibit

three Gods ;
but with those provisions, that representa-

tion becomes a Trinity in Unity.*
Having thus disposed of the fundamental proof-text

for the unity of God in contradistinction to all other pre-

tended deities, as found in the Old Testament, let us

now take one of the most striking declarations respect-

ing the Unity of God in the New Testament. This is

found in John xvii: 1-3. "These words spake Jesus

and lifted up his eyes to Heaven and said. Father ; the

hour is come, glorify the Son, that thy Son may also

glorify thee. As thou hast given him power over all

nesh, that' he should give eternal life to as many as thou

hast given him. And this is life eternal, that they

might know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ

whom thou hast sent."

The argument drawn from this passage by Unitarians

is, that since the father is declared to be the only true

*See The Three Temples af the One True God Contra8ted.--0xf. 1860.
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God, our Saviour, and the Holy Ghost are uot truly

God. But, in this argument, there is a gross fallacy.

The very precise, and cautiously chosen, words of Christ

are misstated. What Christ does say is, that his Father
is the only true God, but he does not say that his Fa-
ther ONLY is the true God. He affirms that his Father,

in contrast with all the other so-called Gods, is the only

true God, but he does not say that the Father only, to

the exclusion of the Son and the Holy Ghost, is alone

this true God. Between these declarations there is

a radical and essential diiFerence. Christ affirms that

there is an only true God, and that his Father is this

only true God, both of which propositions we believe to

be true. But this leaves the question still to be answer-
ed, as in the case of the Jehovan of the Old Testament,

—

who, and what, is this one only true God? According
to his own representation of himself, God we have seen,

is not an absolute, and uncompounded person, but is a
triplicity of persons in one Godhead. God is a necessa-

ry, self-existent, spiritual being, in whom Father, Son,
and Holy Ghost, do necessarily co-exist, so as to consti-

tute that one being. The Father is the only true God,
not excluding the Son and the Holy Spirit. The Son is

the only true God, not excluding the Father and the

Holy Ghost. The Holy Spirit is God, the only true, not

excluding the Father and the Son. When, therefore, it

is said the Father is the only true God, since each of

them participates in that one essence or Godhead which
is the only true and real God, each and all unite to con-

stitute this one Godhead. And as this Godhead is com-
mon to each and all, it may be attributed to each ; and
each, therefore, may be called the only true God. Such
is, as we believe, the teaching of Scripture as to the

natural, necessary, and eternal union, in one Godhead,
of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. And against this

our Saviour affirms nothing ; since he does not say thou
Father only, art the true God, but that the Father is

THE ONLY true God, a declaration which is equally true

of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.
The term Father, when applied to God, does not al-

ways in Scripture, refer to the person of the Father, as

distinct from the Son, but is employed as a geileral title

H-,

I
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of the divine nature, and thus includes the three per-

sons.* When the terra Father is applied to God per-

sonally, and not as to his Godhead or essence, it is either

in reference to his paternal relation to his creatures, and
especially to believers, or to Christ as his only begot-

ten Son, "whose goings forth," or, as the words mean,
"whose generation is from of old, from everlasting."f

Kow, what our Saviour says, he says of "my Father,"

i. e. of God as that eternal Godhead with whom he was
" in the beginning as God, the Son." Christ, therefore,

says, that God as his Father, that is. God in that infinite

essence and Godhead in which as he elsewhere declares

"he and the Father are one," is the only true God. The
very selection, out of all possible titles of God, of the

term Father necessarily implies, and has reference to,

the Son of whom Scripture is full. We everywhere read

also, of the Holy Ghost, the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of

God, who is God. ]N^ow, the term Father implies that

the person so described, in the order of internal relation

between the persons of the trinity, is the source or foun-

tain of the trinity and the first in authority and office.

Of him, therefore, it may emphatically be said, that he

is the true God, since he includes and implies in his own
nature, the Son and Holy Ghost.

Besides, whatever of divine honour is here ascribed

to the Father is also ascribed to the Son. For, it is not

only necessary to eternal life to know the Father to be
the only true God, but also, as our Saviour's words cer-

tainly imply, to know the Son also, as being also, the

only true God as well as the Father. We are to know
that and all that of the Son, which we are to know of

the Father; that is, that he also, is the true God, and
therefore, as elsewhere, Gjod teaches us " we are to hon-
our t6e Son, even as we honour the Fathee."
Both the Son and the Father, therefore, and not the

Father alone, or the Son alone, are represented as being
unitedly and equally the grand objects of spiritual, sa-

ving knowledge, a statement which never would have
been made without infinite presumption and impiety

*Deut. xxxii: 6; Is. Ixiii: 16, and Ixiv: 3; Matt, v: 16, 48, and yi: 4,

p,iid 7, 11 ; John viii: 41.

f Mioah vi: 4, See Jonathan Edward's WorkSi, vol 9. - •

\>
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bj Christ werebe not himself "God, blessed for ever."

The knowledge here made requisite is, it must be re-

membered, a spiritual and heartfelt reliance on the uni-

ted object presented to our faith. It includes love to

him, adoration of him, and obedience to his commands.
And as this knowledge is to be directed to the Son as

well as to the Father, in order to obtain eternal life, the
Son is to be regarded as the only true God equallj^ with
the Father. And this is what w^e are elsewhere taught,

when we are told that " God is in Chbist reconciling the
world unto himself," Christ being "God manifest in the
FLESH.

But further, the Father is here said to be the only true

God, because he only can give eternal life. But this

eternal life is here and elsewhere, more frequently and
emphatically, associated absolutely and entirely with
the Son, who must, therefore, also be the only true God.
And hence Christ is denominated frequently " the life."

He is frequently said to give "everlasting life" and
"eternal life."* And the apostle John, as if in allusion

to this passage, declares, " and we know that the Son of

God is come, and hath given us an understanding, that

we may know him that is true, and we are in him that

is TEUE, even in his Son Jesus Christ. THIS IS THE
TRUE GOD AND ETERNAL LIFE.
And that the Son is elsewhere called the true God in

Scripture, is admitted by Socinus himself, the father of

modern Socinians.f "It is very false," says Socinus,

"that we should openly declare Jesus Christ is not

true God. We profess to say the contrary, and declare

that he is true God, in several of our writings, as well in

the Latin as in the Polish language." " Jesus Christ,"

says Smalcius, another father of the Unitarians, " also

may be called with a sovereign right our God, and the

true God, and so he really is." Our Saviour therefore,

in attributing to himself as well as to the Father the

title "only true God," speaks, as our opponents admit,

in conformity with the other portions of Scripture ; as

when, in the Old Testament, that being, whom we have

\.

*John vi: 27, and x: 28;Matt. xix: 16, 21.

f See Ad. Wick., p. 49, in Abaddie, p. 276.

Vol. viii.—No. 3.
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identified with Christ, 18 made to declare "I am Jeho-

vah thy God; thou shalthave no other Gods before me."
"Is there a God beside me? Yea, there is no God; I

know not any ;" and again :
'^ There is no God else be-

sides one, a just God and a Saviour; there is none be-

sides me ; for I am God, and there is none else :" and
again, " I am God, and there is none else ; I am God
and there is none like unto me." ;

•

The expressions in this text manifestly allude to

the multitude of Pagan divinities who falsely bare the

name of Gods. The adjective trite is opposed to false,

and the adverb only is opposed to many. Christ was,

evidently, speaking in opposition to the corrupt the-

ology of the heathen, as if he had said, "The Gen-
tiles perish, because they have no knowledge of any but

false Gods ; but it is life eternal to know thee, the only

true God, in opposition to idols, including his co-equal

and co-essential Son, who is Jesus the Christ."

Of exactly similar import is the declaration of the

apostle in 1 Cor. viii : 4-6. " As concerning therefore,

the eating of those things that are offered in sacrifice

unto idols, we know that an idol is nothing in the world,

and that there is none other God but one. For though
there be that are called gods, whether in heaven or in

earth, as there be gods many and lords many ; but to

us there is but one God,-

—

the Father, of whom are all

things, and we in him ; and one Lord Jesus Cheist, by
whom are all things, and we by him." Here also God,
—that is, the Godhead, or God considered in his es-

sence, and as implying the Father and the Son, is said

to be ONE in opposition to idols as in 1 Thess. i : 9. If

we compare this with the expression of St. Thomas,
" My Lord and my God," we have the following argu-

ment :
" To us there is but one God the Father—but to

us Jesus Christ is also Lord and God. The Gospel has,

therefore, either preached two Gods, one distinct from
the other, or that the " one God the Father" is here the

name of a nature, under which Christ himself, as God,
is also comprehended. The same conclusion may be
also deduced from several other passages. Thus, in

Matt, xxiii : v. 9, it is said, " Call no man your Father
upon earth, for one is your Father, which is in hea-
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ven." But in verse 10, it is said, "IN'either be ye called

MASTERS, for ONE IS YOUR MASTER, EVEN ChRIST, (vide John
iii : 13,) which is in Heaven. Now, if from the words,
ONE IS TOUR Father, an argument is drawn for the ex-

clusive divinity of the Father, the same argument would
prove, that one ^person only is ov/r master^ and that thia

person is Christ, which excludes the persons of the Fa*
ther and the Spirit from the honour of that title, and
therefore, reduces the argument to an absurdity. We
are to conclude then, that as the phrase, " one master,'

cannot be meant to exclude the Father, so neither do
other similar expressions a^^plied to the Father, as "one
good," or "one is your Father," exclude the person of
Ihrist. The title of Father is, itself, ascribed to the se-

cond person of the Trinity ; for Christ, the Alpha and
the Omega, says of himself, "He that overcometh shall

inherit all things, and I will be his God, and he shall

be MY Son."* Isaiah expressly calls him the Everlast-
ing Father. Again, it is written, "They are the chil-

dren of God, being the children of the resurrection
:"'

"but," says Christ, "I am the resurrection." Christ'

therefore, is God, and the believers are his children.

The word Father, therefore, cannot always be a name
that distinguishes the first person in the Godhead from
the other persons of" the Godhead, but is often to be un-

derstood as a term merely of relation, and as in thia

sense, applicable to the second person also.f

But Whitby so fairly, meets, and so fully confutes the

argument which Dr. Carpenter, and Unitarians general-

ly, derive from this passage, that I shall here transcribe

his comment. The passage is this :
" To us there is but

one God the Father, of whom are all things, and we in

(or for) him ; and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are

all things, and we by him." Hence, (says Whitby,)
the Arians and Socinians argue against the Deity of

Christ, as he who saith there is one Emperor, to wit,

Caesar, saith in effect, there is no other Emperor but

Caesar. So he that saith there is one God the Father,

saith in effect, there is no other God besides the Father.

Again, he who, having separately spoken of one God,

* Revel, xxi : 7, Isaiah ix : 6, Luke xx : 36, John ii : 45.

\ See Jones on Trinity. , !

'
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proceeds distinctly to speak of one Lord, to wit : Jesus

Christ doth, by that distinct title, sufficiently show Christ

is not that God. Such is the argument of Unitarians.

To this Whitby replies :
" To the second argument the

reply is obvious, by retorting the argument, as to the an-

cient Commentators, against this Arian objection, thus

:

That, as the apostle, by saying there is one Lord Jesus

Christ, cannot be reasonably supposed to exclude the

Father from being the Lord of Christians, as he is often

styled in the New Testament; so neither by saying,

there is one God the Father, ought he to be supposed to

exclude Jesus Christ from being also, the God of Chris-

tians. So argue Origen and Novatian ; especially if we
consider, first, that he is here styled that one Lord^ hy

whom are all thhigs^ i. e. " by whom all things are crea-

ted."—Ephes. iii : 9. " All things which are in heaven
or in earth."—Coloss. i: 16. For "he that made all

things is God."—Heb. iii : 5. And " by the works of

the Creation is the Godhead known."—Rom. iii: 20.

And this is elsewhere made the very description of

God the Father, that it is he, by whom are all things.

—

Rom. xi : 36, and Heb. xi : 10. And next, that all things

were created not ovAj by this Lord, but {sig aurov) " for

him" also.—Col. i : 16. Now, this is the very thing

which the apostle here ascribes to God the Father.

"Secondly, to the other argument I answer, that we
and all the ancients assert, as truly as our opponents
can do, the unity of the Godhead, and that Christ Jesus

is not another God, but only another person from the

Father ; and that the application of the word God here

to the Father, doth not necessarily exclude the Son
from being God also, but only from being the fountain

of the Deity, as the Father is. Thus, when these words,

I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last, (Revel, i

:

lY; ii: 8, and xxii: 13,) are by St. John, applied to

Christ, it cannot be concluded hence, that the Father is

not also Alpha and Omega, the first and the last, as he
is often called in the Old Testament ; and though our
Saviour be the proper title of our Lord Jesus, as his very
name informs us, yet is the Father in Scripture styled

our Saviour, (1 Tim. i : 1, and ii : 3,) and the Saviour of

till men, iv : 10. The primitive fathers considering God
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the Father as the fountain of the Deity, and Jesus
Christ as God of God, frequently assert two things,

which may ilhistrate this passage: • ^ . ... *

First, Til at Christians acknowledge one God only,

even the Father, and yet that Jesus Christ was truly

God, of the substance of the Father.
Secondly, That God the Father was the Creator of

all things, and yet that all things were created by the
Word."
And here, also, in describing this God, as he exists

tri-personally, the Son is associated with the Father by
the term Lord, which is equivalent to Jehovah or Su-
preme Divinity, and by the attribution to him of the
same universal, infinite and divine dominion. And so

also, in the only other very distinct allusion to the unity
of God in the New Testament in 1 Tim. ii : 3, 6. The
apostle in verse 3, speaks of God our Saviour, and at-

tributes to our Saviour as God sovereign power and
dominion, and then adds: "For there is one God and
one Mediator between God and men, the man Christ Je-

sus," where with God, who in his essence is called one,

Christ is again associated in the statement of the object

of Christian worship and adoration. The Apostle, in

effect says, pray for all men ; because all, without ex-

ception, are accountable to one supreme moral authori-

ty, and have only one way of hope and salvation. To
all men, there is no other than one Saviour, the only De-
liverer from the guilt of sin and the wrath to come.

Thus, it appeai-8 that even in affirming the unity of

God, the New Testament, as well as the Old, never

teaches the absolute and personal unity of God, but only

the unity of his essence in contrast with all false Gods.
So far from doing so, we have seen that even in de-

claring the unity of God the New Testament holds forth

Christ as associated in the one Godhead, as " the true

God and eternal life;" and in another passage, as "the
blessed and only potentate, the King of Kings and Lord
of Lords, who "only hath immortality." Such is the

union between the Father and the Son, that in respect

of their essential glories, what is asserted of the one, is

to be understood of the other. Jesus, therefore, not
only says, "I and the Father are one;" but also affirms

I
M
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that " he who honours the Son, honours the Father also."

And again, he says, "All that the Father hath, is mine,

—his nature, essence, or Godhead. He that hath seen

me, hath seen the Father also.'^

It will afterwards he shown that Scripture attributes

to the Holy Spirit, as well as to the Son, everything

which is ascribed to the Father, and that he therefore,

is also, "the only true God." But, at present, it is

enough to have proved this of the Son, and that too,

from the very passages adduced to establish the abso-

lute, personal, and metaphysical unity of God.
We thus perceive that, on the one hand, we are taught

in Scripture, that there is one only true God. On the

other hand, we are equally taught in Scripture, that the

Father and the Son, and the Holy Ghost, are alike this

one only true God. Hence, devoutly receiving the Bible

as the divine word of inspiration, and presuming not to

be wise either above what is written, or contrary to what
is written, we conclude from these several declarations

of Scripture, that there is one only true God, the maker
of heaven and earth, but that this one only true God,
mysteriously exists in three persons, or hypostases, as

he himself terms it, and that the Supreme Being is one,

in regard to his substance or his proper divine nature

;

but that he is three, in regard to his component persons

or hypostases.

A Christian is bound therefore, to believe, that there

is one only true God, and that the Almighty Father of

heaven and earth is that God.
This tenet, at once separates him from those who wor-

ship the multifarious rabble of Pagan divinities; for, if

he admit as the very foundation of his creed, the exist-

ence of one only true God, he must of necessity, reject

from his creed a plurality of false gods.

But, as a Christian is bound to believe, that there is

one only true God ; so is he likewise bound to believe,

that the one only true God hath sent Jesus of ]!^azareth

in the character of the promised Messiah ; and that as

such, HE is God manifest in the flesh, the God of Abra-
ham, Isaac and Jacob, the mighty God, the everlasting

Father and the Prince of Peace,—the co-equal person,

with the Father and the Holy Ghost in the ever-blessed
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triune Jehovah. This is the God to whom as a Chris-

tian, every believer is dedicated, into whose name (or

nature and glory,) he is baptized, in whom he is to be-

lieve, and whom he is to love, honour, worship and obey
with all his heart, and soul, and strength, and mind.
The former article of his belief separates the Chris-

tian from polytheistic Gentiles. The latter article of his

belief separates him from the Jews ; for though they
have ever firmly expected the promised Messiah, they
have generally, as pertinaciously denied that the Mes-
siah has come in the person of Jesus of Nazareth,—that

he is God,—that the Holy Ghost is God,—and that God
is a triune Jehovah, consisting of Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost, in one essential nature.

We must never forget, howeVfel*, that riiere doctrinal

knowledge, however essential, will stand us in little avail,

unless it is manifested in our practice. That same Di-

vine person, who declared the knowledge of God the

Father and of the Lord Jesus Christ, to be eternal life,

declared also, no less unequivocally, "Not every one,

that saith unto me. Lord, Lord, shall enter into the

kingdom of Heaven ; but he that doeth the will of my
Father which in Heaven.* i

*•

Unitarians may say, that to know Jesus Christ, is to

know the will of God, as delivered by Jesus Christ.

But it is not knowing the will of God, but God himself

as a Saviour, that will secure us eternal life. To know
Jesus Christ is, therefore, to know him as he is repre-

sented in the Gospel, as God and man ; and as having

become such for our redemption ; and to believe in, love,

and obey him as such, and thus we perceive the plain,

practical, and fundamental character of the doctrine of

the trinity.

This does God's book declare in obvious phrase,

In most sincere and honest words, by God
Himself selected and arranged, so clear,

So plain, so perfectly distinct, that none

Who read with humble wish to understand,

And ask the Spirit given to all who ask,

Can miss their meaning, blazed in heavenly light.

'«j

* 1 Peter, i: 5-7, and ix: 11.
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The true One God, in Persons Three, .

Great Father of eternity,

Swift with the sun departs the day,

Oh, shed on us a heavenly ray.

At morn and even to Thee we raise

The sigh of prayer, the song of praise,

Though poor the strain, its aim is high,

—

God over all -to glorify

!

Father, for ever be adored

And Thou,—the Son,—our onlj Lord,

And Thou, true Consolation Giver,

Now, henceforth, and for everl *

God the Father ! with us he,

Shield us Thou from danger nigh,

From sin's bondage set us free.

Help us happily to die

!

God the Saviour I with us be,

Shield us Thou from danger nigh,

From sin's bondage set us free.

Help us happily to die 1

God the Spirit I with us be,
'

/
.

Shield us Thou from danger nigh,

From sin's bondage set us free,

Help us happily to die I

Keep us in the heavenly faith.

From Satan us deliver;

Thine in life and thine in death.

Thine only and for ever I

Godl with thy weapons arm us.

With all true Christians, shall we,

—

Nor earth, nor hell, to harm us,

—

Hallelujah sing to thee

!

Hymns of Ancient Church.

AKTICLE II.

THE PSALTER OF THE VIRGIN MARY.

The essential element of the Romish apostasy is crea-

tv/re-wofshiv. Popery, like heathenism, has " changed
the truth of God into a lie, and worshipped and served
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the creature more than the Creator, who is blessed for-

ever. -iA. tK i. l~\

Perhaps no single work ever written, by Papist or

Protestant, exhibits this feature of the great apostasy

more strongly than the one, the title of which we have
placed at the head of this article. It consists of one
hundred and fifty Psalms, in imitation of the inspired

Psalms of the Bible, all addressed to the Yirgin Mary

;

several songs of praise in like manner, addressed to her,

parodied from different passages of Scripture ; a hymn
in imitation of the Te dewm lauda/mua^ and a creed an-

swering to that of St. Athanasius. The whole is arrang-

ed as a service, distributed into hov/rs for all the days of

the week, in imitation of the usual services of the R. C.

Church, and designed to be used constantly as a book
of devotion.

Though written six hundred years ago, and many
times printed, widely circulated, and extensively used
as a book of devotion in Roman Catholic countries, it

is comparatively little known to Protestants ; and we
have thought it well worth while to draw the attention

of our readers to it, and to present them some extracts

from it. We trust it may subserve the cause of truth,

by exhibiting one of the gross, yet subtle corruptions of

Christianity, and by arousing some lukewarm Protest-

ants to a sense of danger from the insidious advances of

Romanism in various parts of our beloved land.

Nearly twelve years ago, when the question of the en-

dowment by the British Government of the Roman
Catholic College of Maynooth, was under discussion,

both in and out of Parliament, Protestants in England,
were astonished at the announcement, made in a public

meeting by a member of Parliament, that such a book
existed, and that it was one in constant use at the Col-

lege, which it was proposed that the nation should en-

dow. Many of our readers, we doubt not, will be equal-

ly astonished by the extracts which we present; and we
think they will thank us for drawing their attention to

so remarkable a developement of tne corrupt system
which, throughout Europe, passed under the name of

Christianity, in the age when the " Psalter of the Yirgin
Mary" was written.

\
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' Some doubts have been raised as to the authorship of

this work. It is not necessary to discuss them, it is

sufficient for our purpose, that its reputed author* is a

Saint of the Eoman Calendar ; and that the work is, and
has been for centuries, in extensive use and high repute,

as a devotional book, among the members of that com-
munion. The edition from which our extracts are taken,

was printed at Lyons, in 1Y29, in Latin and French,
with the Royal privilege and approbation, and accom-
panied by a recommendation from a Doctor of the Sor-

bonne, in which it is styled " a work of great piety."

The writer of the preface says

:

-

"The devotees of the Holy Yirgin will be charmed,
in reciting this Psalter, with the sentiment and affections

with which it is filled; for the holy Doctor has here col-

lected all that can be said, both grand and tender, re-

specting Our Lady. They will see here, with admira-
tion, what a sublime idea of Mary the Holy Spirit gives

to the souls which it possesses ; and how far the greatest

Saints have carried their love, their confidence, and their

praises, towards this divine Queen."
"Those who are little touched with the love of the

Holy Virgin, and little enlightened in respect to her
gi-aces and privileges, will, perhaps, be surprised at the

manner in which our Saint expresses himself, in speak-
ing of a mere creature. But let them reflect that it is a

Doctor of the church who speaks, a Doctor too, who, by
his eminent holiness, earned for himself the title of The
Seraphic Doctor. He was both too enlightened to err,

and too holy to fill an entire work with sentiments not

conformed to the Spirit of God. Let them reflect that

this mere creature, whom the Saint here addresses, is the

*St. Bonaventura, born at Bagnorea, in Tuscany, in the year 1221.

At the age of twenty-one he became a monk of the order of St. Francis;

at thirty-five, General of his order ; and the year following, Doctor of the

University of Paris. At the time of his death, in 1274, he was a Cardi-

nal and Papal Legate at the Council of Lyons. It is an evidence of the

high regard in which he was held that his funeral was attended by the

Pope, the Cardinals, two Patriarchs, and five hundred Bishops.

St. B. wrote on the rules of his order and in its defence, on the wor-
ship of the Virgin Mary, celibacy, transubstantiation, Ac. His Itinera-

rium mentis in Devm is said to have been the work which procured for

her the title of "the Seraphic Doctor." He was canonized by Pope
SixtusIV.
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Mother of the Creator and Redeemer, spouse of the Holy
Spirit, Queen of Heaven and Earth, Sovereign of angels

and men, to whom the world owes its deliverance ; and
who, having been associated with her Son in the work
of redemption, is still (associated) in his glory, in his

dominion, and in that supreme power which has been
given to him in heaven and on earth. Whoever can
penetrate, as St. Bonaventura did, all that these titles

signify, how easily would he understand the language of

this holy Doctor, and how much relish and consolation

would he find in it!"

f After an argument to prove that this worship of the

Virgin is not inconsistent with that which is due to

Christ, admitting " that the merits of Jesus are infinite,

while those of Mary are finite," he proceeds: ^^'«*w

" Still this difference stands not in the way of the fact

that it hath pleased that adorable Son to render his holy

Mother all powerful with himself; to share with her all

his goods, all his honours, all his titles, and to make her

the depositary and dispenser of his treasures. This is

what the Saints have believed ; this is what the univer-

sal church gives us to understand, when it calls Mary
our Advocate, our Refuge, our Hope, our Life, our

Sweetness, our Succour, our Consolation, Mother of

Grace, Mother of Mercy, Pole-star, Gate of Heaven, &c.

St. Bonaventura has said nothing of the holy Virgin
which is not included in these titles. What have we
then to fear in using the same language which he used,

and in nourishing the devotion of the people toward the

Mother of God, with the same aftections with which we
see that the greatest Saints nourished theirs."

After alluding to the numerous editions of the work
which had been already published in various parts of

the world, and mentioning some traits of his own, the

edition proceeds

:

"We believe that in contributing by this means to

foster devotion to the holy Virgin, we are rendering a
service to the church and to the country; for it is a re-

mark universally true, that wherever this devotion flour-

ishes, there the faith also flourishes ; and that on the

contrary one of the speediest efi'ects of heresy (!) is, first,

11
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to weaken, and at length to abolish entirely, devotion to

the holy Yirffin."

In closing his preface, the editor strongly recommends
that this work should be put into the hands of youth, " to

impress seasonably upon their tender hearts, devotion

towards our Lady, and to cause them to taste its sweet-

ness."

But we must hasten to present some extracts from the

work itself. They might be taken almost at random,
and yet could not fail to exhibit throughout, the same
application of idolatrous epithets, the same attributing

to Mary of the honors, attributes and powers of her

Son. Take the 18th and 19th Psalms (corresponding to

Psalms 19th and 20th,) as specimens. We give them
entire

:

Psalm 18.

"Coeli enarrant gloriam tuam, Vir-

go Mabia, et unquentorum tuorum
fragrantia in omnibus gentibus est

diBpersa.

Kespirate ad illam, perditi pecca-

tores; et perducet vos ad indulgentiee

portum.
In hymnis et psalmis et canticis,

pulsate viscera ejus ; et stillabit vo-

bis gratiam dulcedinis suee.

Glorificate earn, justi ante thronum
Dei; quia fructu ventris ejus estis

justitiam operati.

Laudate earn, coeli coelorum ; et no-

men ejus glorificet omnis terra.

The heavens declare thy glory,

Virgin Mary, and the fragrance
of thy ointments is dispersed among
all the nations.

Pant after her, ye lost sinners,

and she will conduct you to the
port of pardon.

Touch her compassion by hymns
and psalms, and songs of praise

;

and she shall shed upon you the
grace of her sweetness.

Glorify her, ye just, before the
throne of God, for by the fruit of
her womb, ye have wrought right-

eousness.

Praise her, ye heavens of hea-

vens, and let all the earth glorify

her name.

Psalm 19.

Exaudias nos, Doraina, in die tri-

bulationis, et precibus nostris con-

verte clementem faciem tuam.

Ne projicias nos in tempore mortis

nostras; sed succurre animee, dum
deseruerit corpus suum.

Mitte angelum bonum in occursum
ejus, per quem ab hostibus defenda-

tur.

Hear us, Lady, in the day of

trouble, and attend kindly to our
prayers.

Cast us not oflf in the day of our
death ; but succour the soul when
it leaves the body.

Send a good angel to meet it, by
whom it may be defended from its

enemies.

'1
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Ostende ei serenissimum Judicem Cause the Judge of all worlds to

saeculorum
;
qui ob tui gratiam ve- be most favourable to it, that for

niam ei largiatur. thy sake he maj grant it pardon.
Sentiat in poenis refrigerium tuum ; In the pains [of purgatory,] may

et concede ei locum inter electos Dei. it feel thy consolation, and grant

it a place among the elect of God,

That the pains meiitioned in the last verse, are those

of purgatory, is evident from the French translation,

which has dams lespeines d/u Purgatoire. " " '

But, it will be unnecessary to do more than give brief

extracts. Almost every sentence contains ascriptions

to Mary of that which belongs to God alone. Praise,

thanksgiving, confession, and the fullest outpouring of

trust and confidence are, throughout, offered to one who
trusted as truly and as singly to Christ, for the salvation

of her own soul, as the lowliest penitent that ever cried,

" God be merciful to me a sinner."

The 28th of these remarkable Psalms begins thus

:

'* Auferte Dominse nostrse, filii Dei ;
*' Offer unto our Lady, ye sons of

auferte Dominse nostrse laudem et God; offer unto our Lady praise

reverentiam." ..>,
, j : .v.

The 30th thus

:

and reyerence." )ii:l 1 1 -> ry.i >

. «1 <

" In te, Domina, speravi ; non con- " In thee, Lady, have I trust-
^

fundar in seternum ; in gratia tua ed ; let me never oe confounded

;

suscipe me." in thy grace undertake for me."

The 44:th contains the followii^g:

" Per tuam sanctitatem peceata " By thy holiness let my sins be

mea purgentur
;
per tuam integrita- purged away ; and by thy upright-

tern mihi incorruptibilitas condone- ness let immortality be conferred

tur." upon me."

The 60th commences thus

:

"Miserere mei, Domina, quce Ma- " Have mercy upon me, Lady,
' misericordite nuncuparis. who art named the Mother of Mer-ter

cy-

And ends with these words

:

" Fructui ventris tua me reconci- " Reconcile me with the fruit of

,

lia ; et pacifica me ie, qui me crea- thy womb, and make my peaoe

vit" with Him who created me."

The 90th commences

:

" Qui habitat in adjutorio Matris " He that dwelleth in the help

Dei, in proteotione ipsius commora- of the Mother of God, shall abid^

bitur." , under her protection."
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And the following one thus :

'

" Bonum est confiberi Virgini Marise.; " It is a good thing to give thanks
et psallere illi gloriana prosperitas est to the Virgin Mary ; and to sing

mentis." her praise is the prosperity of the

soul."

The reader will, perhaps, consider these extracts more
than enough. One spirit pervades the whole, and that

is a spirit of intense devotion to the worship of a crea-

ture. The first Psalm in this collection of blasphemous
parodies commences, "Blessed is the man who loveth

thy name, O Virgin Mary," and the last one ends, " Let
every thing that hath breath praise our Lady."
And the prayers and other pieces interspersed be-

tween the Psalms are no less intensely idolatrous. An
invocation at the beginning has the following expres-

sions : "To thy protection we resort, holy Mother of

God ; despise not our entreaties in our necessities, but

deliver us from all danger. Oh, glorious and blessed

ever-Virgin. Oh Lady, open thou my lips, and my
mouth shall show forth thy praise," &c. ^-^ <-

The Te Deum laudamus is parodied, and becomes
Te Matrem Dei laudamus., and " Holy, holy, holy," be-

.comes "Sancta, sancta, sancta Maria, Dei genitrix."

"All the earth doth worship thee, as the spouse of the

Eternal Father! All angels and archangels, thrones

and principalities, serve thee with fidelity," etc. In a
litany at tne close, Mary is styled " Mother of Divine
Grace," " Mother of the Creator," " Mirror of Justice,"
" Seat of Wisdom," Cause of our Joy," " Mystical Rose,"
" Tower of David," " Ivory Tower," " Golden Palace,"
"Ark of the Covenant," "Gate of Heaven," "Morning
Star," "Health of the Weak," "Eefuge of Sinners,"
" Help of Christians," and " Queen of Angels."

It is not strange that a system of worship which ap-

peals so strongly to the imagination, and to human sym-
pathy, should have a powerful hold on its votaries, es-

peciallv if they have been trained under its influence in

early life. On the contrary, the wonder is, that any es-

cape from its toils. Its tendency is to greater and still

freater excesses. One of the Prayers appended to this

'Salter of St. Bonaventura is addressed "To the sacred

Heart of the Holy Virgin." It behooves us to remem-
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ber, however, that earnestness of devotion to a religious

system does not prove it true, any more than firm intel-

lectual persuasion ; but that it must inevitably render a
false system all the more dangerous. ' < ^'*- *«

We dismiss this remarkable production, simply en-

treating the reader, be he Papist or Protestant, serious-

ly to consider how that whole scheme of creature wor-
ship, of which it is a distinguished exponent, must ap-

pear in the eyes of Him who has said, " My glory will

Inot give to a/noiher^'' and "/, the Lord thy God^ am a
jealous Gody ..

AKTICLE in.

THE POWER OF MORAL HABFT, AS IT AFFECTS THE POWER
,>'-.ir m'i^:iii'^yiiifvm':ir'ii: OF FAITH. > i^Am^oiM'^ ^4^^^^'UX^Wfm'.

4

*

The general fact that the feelings of the heart do ex-

ercise an important influence over the operations of the

intellect, none will deny. This influence is produced
even by states of feeling which are transient. Much
more does it follow from those which are habitual, and
which constitute the permanent features of the moral
character. To previous habits of association and sym-
pathy, more than to mere differences of intellectual ca-

pacity, we must trace the various and conflicting opin-

ions of men on almost every subject. It is this intimate

connection between the dispositions of the heart and the

decisions of the intellect, which renders man responsi-

ble in the belief or the rejection of truth. The belief of

error on many subjects, may be morally indifferent, and
involve no degree of guilt, either in its origin or results.

But this can never be the case, where the essential truths

of religion are concerned. From the very nature of

those truths, belief or unbelief must be traced to a cor-

responding state of the moral nature. The distinction

between truth and falsehood here is not merely intel-

lectual, but at the same time, and essentially, moral.

This will appear more evident, if we consider the nature

t»».

11
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of her faith, and remember what is implied in really be-

lieving religious truth.

Faith is an emotional, as well as an intellectual act.

" With the heart man believeth unto righteousness." It

follows necessarily from the nature of the truths and
doctrines of religion,—-from their direct adaptation to

our desires and wants, our hopes and fears,—that when-
ever they are rightly apprehended, and really believed,

the emotions of the heart must consent and cooperate

with the conceptions of the mind, in regard to them.

There may be degrees of true faith, according to the

intensity of conviction in the understanding, and the

amount of truth embraced in the belief. But the degree

of effect produced on the heart will be in exact con-

formity to these conditions. The awakened mind of the

anxious inquirer may, at first, really apprehend and be-

lieve only certain portions of Gospel truth; and the feel-

ings of his heart are affected accordingly. He may be-

lieve in the existence of God, the obligations of his law,

and in his own guilt and condemnation as a transgressor

of that law. But, enveloped in darkness and bewilder-

ed by fear, he may not as yet, give heed to that inviting

voice of a merciful Saviour which says, " Let not your
heart be troubled, ye believe in God, believe also in

me." Hence, he remains a stranger to that repentance
and trust, that hope, joy, and love, which a real appre-
hension of this transporting truth awakens in the breast

of every sincere believer. A real belief of religious truth

is, invariably, attended by a class of feelings, which cor-

respond to the amount and character of that truth : and
the genuine faith of the sincere Christian, which embra-
ces the whole circle of Gospel truth, implies that radical

change of heart, that entire transformation of character,

which is termed regeneration. He is a new creature in

the practical operations and moral results of that faith,

which "works by love and purifies the heart." This is

the only kind of belief in Christianity, which is genuine
and entire. Any form of faith which falls short of this

is either partial or insincere. It is absurd to speak of a

belief which is merely intellectual; if we mean that such
a belief possesses any consistency with itself, or with

the truths of religion. It is true, this term ig often em-
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ployed to denote that vague, careless, and contradictory

assent, which a large class of unregenerate men are ac-

customed to yield to the truth of Christianity, while
their hearts and lives remain wholly uninfluenced by its

authority, and while they manifest in reference to ita

teachings, a habit oi practiGol unbelief. Perhaps the
term may serve as well as any other, to indicate the
kinds of belief, which such persons entertain,—a belief

which springs from an unquestioning acquiescence of
the mina in the impressions of early education, or the
influences of public sentiment; while, in some cases, 4t

may be sustained by a general survey of that mass of
evidence which supports the Gospel. But does such an
assent possess the character, and does it deserve the

name of a real and rational belief in the Gospel of
Christ ?—an assent to Christianity as a general system
of truth, which assent is, at the same time, directly con-

tradicted by a positive disbelief of the facts separately

and severally, which compose that sj^stsm,—a belief in

general, but unbelief in particulars?

Apply some of the facts and doctrines of Christianity

to the experience of such men, and see if they are really

believed by them. Take, not only the existence, but the

attributes of God, as they are revealed. Those essential

features which constitute his character as God. For ex-

ample, his omnipresence, his omniscience, and the sove-

reign and universal sway of his providence. Unregene-
rate men admit the idea of a God ; but it is a God di-

vested of those attributes which are essential to his

character. Do they realize his constant presence ? Do
they act under the conviction that his eye surveys all the

secrets of their hearts and all the facts of their history ?

Do they cherish habitually, a sense of their absolute de-

pendence on the protecting care of his over-ruling Pro-

vidence ? Are these the real convictions of their minds^

and the genuine sentiments of their hearts I Or rather^

is it not true of such, that "^God is not in all their

thoughts," and that they live ''^without God in the
world?" Are not such convictions and sentiments at

positive variance with their uniform and life-long habit&

of thought and feeling?

Take again, the doctrine of human depravity,—not
YoL. VIII.—No. 3. 3
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merely as a general fact pertaining to our fallen race,

—

but as a positive truth, in its personal application to

each individual of the race ; that the heart of each man,
by nature, is corrupt, deceitful above all things, and des-

perately wicked, at enmity with God and opposed to his

law; that each man is a sinner, not from the innocent

infirmities of his condition, but from the wilful prompt-

ings of a wicked heart; and that he stands justly con-

demned before God, without an excuse to urge in ex-

tenuation of his guilt. Now, we ask, is this truth really

believed by unregenerate men? Do they honestly en-

tertain such ideas of their own character?

Take again, that truth, so palpable to all experience

-and observation, as well as so plainly revealed in' the

!^ible, which affirms the vanity of this world as a por-

tion for the soul ; and that the great end of the present

life is to secure a preparation for a life to come. Do
unregenerate men practically believe this? Do they

habitually cherisji such convictions? Do they honestly

act under such impressions ? "Where are their affections

and hopes, their plans and purposes, and to what are

the energies of their lives supremely devoted ? The
world, in its pleasures, and honours, and riches, is held

as the chief good, the only substantial reality, while all

above and beyond it, is regarded as a dim region of

shadows and dreams.
We might enumerate other prominent truths of reli-

gion which are practically disowned and rejected by
those who yet professedly admit the truth of revelation.

!N^ow, the question recurs, do such persons really believe

the religion of Christ? We answer, no ! Do they then

disbelieve, and are they infidels ? They would feel them-
selves aggrieved by the charge; and we shall not insist

on it, at present. But, wherein lies the actual difference

between such an one and him who is confessedly an in-

fidel? Direct the infidel to that train of evidences which
support Christianity as a divine institution, and he re-

plies they are unsatisfactory, he withholds his assent

from the conclusion to which they would bring him, pro-

nounces the whole matter a cheat and delusion, and
gives himself no further concern about it. Direct the

other to the same evidences, and he may follow, step by
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step, that mighty argument which places Christianity

on a foundation of rock, and he may feel at each step, a

growing conviction of its truth, until he arrives at the

conclusion, assured beyond a doubt, that this religion is

divine in its origin. But he, also, turns away, and gives

himself no further concern about it. Direct the infidel

to the history of the Gospel. Tell him to mark the

traces of its journey along the fields of the past, and he
replies, " you are chasing a phantom," and he turns

away from the pursuit as profitless and vain. Direct
the other to the same point, and he at once exclaims,.
*' Lo, here are the foot-prints of sonoething divine." But^
when the living object itself, is overtaken, when Chris-

tianity in its real features stands revealed before him,

he passes by with an averted look and a careless air, as

if it were, something wholly unworthy of his notice.

Close your Bible, and ofi*er it to an infidel, and he spurns,

it away from him as a fable and a lie! Present the

same Bible closed, to an ordinary man of the world,

and he meekly receives it as a revelation from Heaven.
But open its sacred leaves, and let the smothered light

of truth come in contact with his mind, and he is just as

great an infidel ! Yet he possesses some kind of a be-

lief in Christianity, though it be a belief which is posi-

tively contradicted and nullified in his whole actual ex-

perience. Now, why is it that he maintains this incon-

sistent and contradictory position ? When the light is

confessedly admitted within the outer chamber of the

intellect, why is it arrested and shut out from all access

to the heart and conscience? Why, in direct opposition

to the truth, as acknowledged by the understanding,,

does he maintain an attitude of blind indifference and
practical unbelief? Is it owing to a want of light,—

a

defect of evidence,—-the absence of sufficient proof? No,
he already professes himself perfectly convinced of the,

general truth of the system. The difficulty would not

be removed by multiplying evidence. Indeed, the ob-

stacle in his case cannot be reached by demonstration.

It is located, not in the rational, but the moral part of

his nature,—^not in his intellect,, but in his heart. It is

formed by the permanent features of his moral charac-

ter. It springs from the settled habits of the inner man.
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The previous views and sentiments, tastes and affections,

desires and hopes of ,snch a character,—all those secret

streams which combine to form the mighty current of

the will,—bear down in direct opposition to the teach-

ings and tendencies of truth. While this moral charac-

ter is maintained, such practical unbelief will be per-

petuated. No human power can give it a more real or

consistent shape. No exhibition of evidence, no array

of argument, no intervention of miracles, could produce
a real and cordial belief, while such a character remain-
ed. Even should one arise from the dead, and with the

habiliments of the grave around him, should bear his

awful testimony to the realities which lie beyond it,

those who possessed this character would not be inward-
ly,, effectually persuaded of the truth. That character

must be changed before a cordial belief of the truth is

possible. Indeed, the very act of true belief implies

such a change of character; and by its first living mo-
tion within the soul, faith completes the overthrow of all

previous habits of thought and feeling, which have op-

posed its existence.

The causes then, which produce this practical unbe-
lief are, obviously, wholly of a moral character. The
light which is admitted by the understanding, is exclu-

ded from all access to the inner man, because it meets
with positive resistance from the previous elements of
the moral nature. The moral habits which are insepa-

rable from an ungodly mind—the views of life, the plans
and purposes, the affections and hopes, which are pecu-
liar to a worldly spirit,—are all at positive variance with
the dictates of truth. And while such a character is

maintained, truth is necessarily rejected from the heart,

even after it has gained access to the understanding.
And man is willing to submit to the contradiction in-

volved, so long as he may be able to smother and hide
the truth under a covering of indifference. Unwelcome
guest though it be, he permits it to remain in that outer

apartment, provided it will only consent to sleep on^

there in quietness, and not prove troublesome by un-

timely intrusions within more private quarters.

Now, the same causes which produce this practical

unbelief, even where the truth of Christianity receives
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the assent of the understanding, are suflScient in other
cases and under different circumstances, to. prompt its

entire rejection by positive infidelity. The same, spirit

of hostility which would prompt one man, after admit-
ting a visitor within his house, to treat him with silent

indifference and contempt, to take no notice of his per-
son, and give no heed to his remarks, and turning his

hack upon him to act as if wholly unconscious ot his
presence, might prompt another man, perhaps with
greater consistency, to bar his door against his first ap-
proach, and wholly forbid his entrance within his dwell-
ing. When this prevalent form of practical unbelief is

so obviously to be traced to moral causes, and when
these causes are such as are common, alike to all unre-

generate mankind, it is not surprising, that in other
cases, men are prompted openly to reject and disown
the authority of truth. It is rather, an evidence of the

overpowering majesty of truth, that such instances are
so rare, and that for the most part, men are led to yield

a reluctant assent to its authority, even when their hearts

and lives rebel against it. Practical unbelief is native
to the unrenewed heart ; and the essential features of all

kinds of unbelief are the same. Avowed infidelity is

only practical unbelief carried to its legitimate results,

and rendered consistent with itself Speculative unbe-
lief is only an effort of the intellect to defend a position

previously assumed by the heart—an attempt at self-

consistency.

In tracing unbelief of all kinds, to moral causes, it is

not necessary therefore, to suppose the infidel to be the

chief of sinners, or to conclude that he is actuated by a

darker degree of depravity than those who rest content-

ed in the inconsistency of practical unbelief. We need
only suppose him to be so constituted as to be dissatis-

fied and restless in such a condition. He may possess a

more inquisitive turn of mind. He may have been
trained to think by the teachings of experience. He
may have been awakened from the slumber of indiffer-

ence by the voice of Providence, or the secret whispers

of God's spirit. And yet, while thus denied the repose

which others have found, the same moral causes which
led them to a position of practical unbelief, may have
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driven him beyond, into the open field of avowed infi-

delity. But, while on the one hand, we willingly re-

lease him from the supposition of greater depravity and

ffiiilt, as the prompting cause of nis unbelief, yet, let

Bim not, on the other hand, flatter himself that his pecu-

liar position is owing to loftier powers of intellect, or a

more independent exercise of reason. For the same
moral features which are common to unredeemed human
nature, are possessed by him ; and these are responsible

for all the forms and degrees of unbelief. If he be no

worse, he cannot claim to be better than other men, and
the same moral causes, which exclude truth in their

case, from the heart, may suffice in his, to drive it from

the intellect.

It is no arbitrary decree, by which faith is made the

condition of salvation, and unbelief the ground of con-

demnation. Faith involves and secures the exercise of

all devout affections; while unbelief of every form, im-

plies a false and ]3erverted state of the moral nature.

The evidences of Christianity are not such as to render

belief compulsory. This would be inconsistent with a

state of probation, and would destroy the moral charac-

ter of faith. But they are amply sufficient to satisfy the

mind of every candid and earnest inquirer, while they

are attended with difficulties which may perplex and
bewilder those whose moral tendencies are opposed to

the truth. As Pascal says, "There is light enough for

those whose sincere desire is to see, and darkness enough
to confound those of an opposite disposition." Wilful
opposition to li^ht is the great condemnation of the

world; and this is chargeable on every form of unbelief.

This principle is clearly affirmed in Scripture,—not, it is

true, as the only ground of condemnation, (for men have
incurred previous guilt, and stand already condemned
before they approach the Gospel,) but as the source of

aggravated guilt,—as the chief and crowning condemna-
tion of the world. " Light has come into the world, but
men love darkness rather than light, because their deeds
are evil." "If our Gospel be hid, it is hid to them that

are lost, whose minds the God of this world hath blind-

ed." "The light of the body is the eye. If thine eye
be single, thy whole ibody shall be full of light ; but if
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thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be full of dark-

ness." Hence, unbelief is uniformly traced to the state

of the heart, and it is emphatically termed "an evil

heart of unbelief."

The infidel of course, regards these as hard sayings,

and refuses to hear them. And when we accordingly
suggest that moral causes operate to produce unbelief

—

that the habits, tastes, and tendencies of the inner man,
create a secret prejudice against the truth, and that the

will recoils and rebels against its authority,—he pro-

nounces all this uncharitable denunciation arrogant as-

sumption, and unreasoning bigotry and cant. He af-

firms that he is sincere in his convictions, that he has

honestly followed the dictates of an unbiased reason,

and that without prejudice or partiality, he has been, re-

luctantly, led by the force of evidence, to reject the Gos-
pel. He will, perhaps, express a sentimental regret

over the necessity of his position, and be ready to la-

ment the loss of repose in a blind faith, which he has

incurred by the fatal possession of a penetrating and
powerful intellect! But he is not charged with con-

scious insincerity or wilful hypocrisy. He maj*^ be per-

fectly sincere in the present act of U7ibelief and yet he
may have been subject to an unconscious moral perver-

sion, in the previous stages of that process by which he
has been led into infidelity. We cast no censorious im-

putation on his integrity. We are not arrogating the

prerogative to search the heart. We are not presuming
to pry into the secret motives of his life, and pass judg-

ment on the measure and proportion of his personal

guilt. We leave all this where it exclusively belongs.

We only take facts that are potent and palpable on the

very surface of his character. We take the features

that pertain to him in common with unregenerate man-
kind. We take those moral habits which he, himself,

will admit, do pervade and characterise his daily career,

as one living without God and without hope in the w^orld.

And here^ we afiirm, are moral causes at work, which, at

some point or other in his experience, do create a wil-

ful opposition to the light of truth,—which do prompt
him either to smother and hide the truth in secret, or

openly to disown and discard it away from his presence.

M
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Whether he may occupy a position ofpractical unbelief,

or of avowed infidelity, does not afiect the question.

"We may even drop the distinction between the diiferent

forms of unbelief, as merely nominal. The essential fea-

tures of all are the same. And as a characteristic com-
mon to the whole class, we do affirm, that the moral

habits which mark an ungodly and worldly life, are so

many potent causes of unbelief,—are so many positive

obstructions to the exercise of faith.

We say there is wilful opposition to light, at some
pointy in the experience of every unbeliever. It matters

not at what point that may be. It matters not at what
period in his history, or in reference to what portion of

the system of truth, that resistance may have occurred

;

it is still sufficient to form an obstacle to the exercise of

faith, and a just ground of condemnation for his unbe-

lief. He may not be conscious of present resistance to

light. He may think himself perfectly unbiased, in con-

eidering the evidences of Christianity. That resistance

may have taken place hefore he came to consider those

evidences. He may have closed his eyes on the light of

nature, before he approached the light of revelation.

This will be found true in every instance of unbelief.

The natural light of observation and experience, of rea-

son and conscience, has been previously disregarded or

violated by all who reject the superadded light of the

Gospel. If this were not the case,—if man faithfully

followed the guidance of previous light as far as it shone
on his path,—if, in the moral habits of his life, he uni-

formly thought and felt, and acted, in accordance with
that familiar light, which lighteneth every man that

cometh into the world, then he wonld be prepared, not

to believe without evidence, but to discern promptly, to

weigh impartially, and to appreciate justly, those abun-
dant evidences which enforce belief. He would discover

the destitution and darkness in which the light of nature
left him. He would be in a state of eager expectancy
and desire,—on the outlook for just such discoveries

and remedies, as are brought to light in the Gospel, and
thus, at least, would he be waiting and watching for

the light of truth until the day dawned and the day-

star arose in his heart. With such a preparatory disci-

%
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pline,—with such a previous moral attitude as this, de-

cided and downright unbelief would be an obvious im-

possibility. Nor would such a character remain long

perplexed in a state even of doubt or uncertainty as to

the truth of Christianity. He who has honestly follow-

ed the guidance of nature's light, and practically heed-

ed the plain familiar lessons imparted by her voice, will

not be averse, or even indifferent, to the higher disclo-

sures of the Gospel of Christ. Where Christianity meets
with secret aversion, or careless indifference to its dis-

closures, in any character, there has been previous vio-

lence done to the light of nature. His infidelity com-
menced before he came in contact with Christianity.

He has not heeded or laid to heart the primary lessons

of the first book of truth. His views of the character

of God and the obligations of his law,—bis views of his

own character and condition,—his motives, affections,

plans, and purposes in life, are habitually opposed to

the clear disclosures of nature's light. Now, the moral
habits of such a character, involving as they do, a pre-

vious conflict with truth, must place a positive barrier

in the way of true faith. This is not a mere dogmatic
assertion. We have ample proof to sustain it. We
have abundant evidence to show that, where previous

light has been habitually resisted, a cordial belief of

Christian truth is thereby rendered morally impossible.

1. The necessary condiUon, the natural order of pro-
gress in all knowledge^ human a/)id divine^ is violated in

this case. There are first principles in every science.

There are certain primary and introductory lessons in

every department of truth, and these must be first stu-

died and applied, before the mind can advance to a com-
prehensive knowledge of the system with which they

are connected. Thus, he who fails to master the alpha-

bet and grammar of a foreign language, will be unable
to read or comprehend what may be w^ritten in that lan-

guage. He who neglects the terms and definitions of

any branch of natural science, will find that science a

complete labyrinth of mystery, as he advances. The
simplest problem of geometry must remain a perfect

puzzle to him who is ignorant of the primary rules and
axioms of mathematics. Keligion likewise, has its first

?
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principles, its elementary lessons, which are introducto-

ry to its higher truths, and which must be fully known
before the mind can advance to a just comprehension of

the Christian system. Its various truths are related in

mutual connection and dependence. One reelects light

from another, and each must be viewed in its order of

succession. The light of nature is introductory to the

light of revelation. '* The law is a school-master to bring

us unto Christ." And it is by impressing these elemen-
tary lessons, which are written on the heart, and an-

nounced by the reason and conscience, that it fulfils its

oflfice in the preparatory process of Christian education.

We must begin at the beginning. "Then shall we know
if we follow on to know tlie Lord." We must give heed
to truth already known. We must be guided by the

light as far as it shines on our path, if we wish to attain

to ampler discoveries of truth. But if we close our eyes

on the light, if we neglect those first lessons which
teach us the character and law of God, our duty and
guilt as transgressors of that law, the vanity of this

world, and the necessity of preparation for the next,—if

these solemn realities are neglected or forgotten, there

will be darkness and mystery over the whole surround-

ing field of truth. The mind is made to discern the rela-

tive adaptation and harmonious consistency between the

diflterent parts of the Christian system.

2. But, not only is the natural order of progressive

discovery in truth destroyed, the suhjective power of vi-

sion^ hy which t/ruth is discerned^ is impaired hy previ-

ous resistance to light. As the uniform result of human
depravity, we are told that " the natural man discerneth

not the things of the spirit, neither can he know them."

This native blindness is increased by continued wilful

indulgence. For, not only is the moral sense blunted

and the conscience seared, but the moral vision is ob-

scured, by a necessary law of deterioration in sinful

habits. Nor is this principle aflfected by the fact that a

divine influence is indispensable, in order to produce

true faith. The same law of proportion still applies.

Faith, in every case, is the gift of God. The under-

standing must be enlightened, and the heart must be

opened by the agency of the Spirit, before man can cor-
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diallj believe the truth. But God communicates his

grace, and imparts the gift of the Spirit, as a general

rule, according to the previous measure of improvement
or abuse, which may have attended his benefits. In

this sense, "unto him that hath shall be given, and from
him that hath not shall be taken away even that which
he seemeth to have." He who has diligently used the

grace already received, is encouraged to expect addition-

al supplies hereafter,—not because of the relative propor-

tion 01 his own merit, but because of the promised order

of Divine grace, which pronounces " grace for grace,"

—

grace superadded to grace, improved. But where grace

as been wilfully abused, where light has been previ-

ously resisted, the prospect of future supplies is continu-

ally diminished, until at length, the man may be wholly
forsaken of God, and given over to the delusion and
darkness of utter unbelief.

3. Again, where previous light has been disregarded

or resisted, the mind is thereby rendered incapable of
ajfypredating the force of the strongest^ a/ad indeed^ the

only effectual evidences of Christianity^—the internal

and experimental evidences. These are essential to the

production of true faith. Without them, unbelief may
be silenced, but it is not convinced. The external and
historical evidences, when arrayed on the field of con-

troversy, may serve to repel the hostile aggressions of

infidelity on the territory of truth, and succeed so far as

to capture the intellectual outposts of the enemy; but

they do not dislodge it from its strong citadel in the

heart. The internal evidences consist first, in the light

of disclosure which the Gospel throws over the facts of

our character and condition, so as to coincide with our

conscious experience; and then, in the perfect adapta-

tion and harmony which arise between the provisions

and remedies of the Gospel, and the wants and woes of

our nature. But where the mind has wilfully disregard-

ed the plain and primary lessons of truth,—where, du-

ring his past experience, the man has maintained a habit

of ignorance concerning his relations to God, his charac-

ter and state as a sinner, the insuflSciency and vanity of

all earthly things, his constant dependence and exposure
in this life, and his total blindness and helplessness in
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regard to his future destiny, where these solemn reali-

ties are all smothered and liid under the torpor of care-

less indiiference; in his case there can be no perception

of either branch of this evidence. He can neither see

the truth of the disclosure, nor feel the force of the

adaptation. On the contrary, the entire testimony of

the Gospel concerning his character and state has been
rejected in advance^ by his previous habits of thought
and feeling. Here is the radical point, on which the

alternative of belief or unbelief, is suspended ; and this

is determined by other evidence ana older light than

that of Christianity. If that light has been already re-

sisted, he can see no truth in the descriptions given of

his moral disease, and no adaptation in the divine reme-
dies provided for its care. And when this is the case,

of what avail are all other evidences of the truth of

Christianity? The Balm of Gilead and the Great Phy-
sician are all inevitably rejected. The essential and sav-

ing power of the Gospel is practically disowned. " The
whole need not a physician, but they that are sick."

And if a man can succeed so far in deluding himself, as

to be wholly ignorant of his malady, and to imagine
himself to be sound in health when he is the victim of a

deadly disease, the remedies of medicine would be deem-
ed inappropriate and unnecessary, and the skill of the

physician would be resolutely refused. Such delusion

is impossible in physical disease, for its evidence is di-

rect and sensible, in the pain and suffering, and feeble-

ness, which attend it. But nothing is more possible,

nothing alas, more common, than a habit of gross delu-

sion as to moral disease. And where such a habit pre-

vails, the mind cannot intellectually discern the adapta-

tion, nor can the heart experimentally feel the healing

power of the Gospel of Christ. The man is necessarily

an unbeliever. But the habit of delusion, which forms
the necessity, at the same time constitutes his guilt.

For, it has been wilfully indulged, in opposition to the

clearest light.

But, besides this threefold obstruction to the exercise

of faith, which arises from a previous habit of blindness

or delusion, in regard to the primary lessons of truth,

there are other adverse influences springing from the
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same source, which appear with different degrees of pro-

minence in different cflaracters. We shall proceed to

point out some of these additional means by which the

power of wrong moral habit operates to impair or de-

stroy the power of faith.

1. Pre-oocupancy of mind with opposite interests^fov'

bids due attention to the claims of Ghristia/nity. This

disqualification invariably attends a character of world-

liness. But this character of worldliness is based on an
abuse of light and a perversion of truth. The God of

this world first blinds the minds of hiis worshippers, in

order to secure their devotions. They are led, not only

to suppress and smother the testimony of visible things

to the existence of God, the immortality of the soul, and
the presence of an unseen world of spirits, by which we
are encompassed, so that this earth becomes isolated as

the only scene of human sympathy and interest ; but

they disguise the real aspect, they hide the naked fea-

tures, they ignore the necessary conditions and issues of

this world itself, so as to sink into a delusive dream of

earthly happiness, and suffer their hearts to become en-

grossed and their thoughts circumscribed by the scenes

of time and sense. It is by such a process of perver-

sion that a character of worldliness is formed. That
character is abased practically and really on the system
of the Sadducees. Whatever opposite theory may be
carelessly avowed by the lips, this is the creed embraced
in the heart and acted on in the life. The mirror of na-

ture, which reflects the glory of God, is reversed, and
with its dark side outward, intervenes as an opaque me-
dium, to conceal what it ought to communicate. The
mind converses only with second causes and their sensi-

ble effects, and never rises to the Great First Cause, from
whom they spring. The gifts of Providence are idolized,

and the giver is forgotten, and the circumference of this

visible world becomes in effect, the boundary and limit

of all reality. When a character of worldliness is thus

formed, the mind is pre-occupied with interests which
stand in direct opposition to the claims of Christianity,

The attention is already engrossed and confined in a
contrary direction. Such minds have no interest or in-

clination which would lead them to consider caqcli(}ly
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and patiently the claims of a subject so foreign to their

sphere. In imagination thej sfre already "rich and in-

creased in goods and have need of nothing." They care

for none of these things. They have little leisure and
less inclination to engage in such remote speculations,

and anjid the press of more immediate and urgent inter-

ests, the claims and credentials of Christianity are care-

lessly evaded. Nay, so far from allowing either the op-

portunity or the inclination to give to the Christian reli-

gion a calm, candid, and patient investigation, such a

character, in the very formation of its habits of worldli-

ness, has already pre-judged and actually condemned^
and that too^ without a hearing^ all religion of every

form. What hope of justice can Christianity have be-

fore such a tribunal ?

2. Connected with this same general worldliness of

character, another influence arises to obstruct 1;he exer-

cise of faith. This is the effect of familiarity with cer-

tain processes and results, with certain trains of thought
and associations of ideas, in confirming the credulity of

the mind to the same level with the experience of the

life. It is, obviously, much easier to believe in a given

case, when we have been accustomed to the same or

similar things; while on the contrary, it is more difiicult

to give credit to things of an opposite character. This

simple influence, which arises from our limited experi-

ence, and the extent of our ignorance, which, while it

aflPects the credulity of our minds^ does not, in the least,

aflfect the credibility of things^ in themselves considered,

Hume has magnified and mystified into a so-called phi-

losophical argument against the truth of Christianity.

A worldly mind, as we have seen, is accustomed, in its

habitual views and exercises, to look only to secondary

causes and sensible effects. Everything which accords

with this confined and narrow experience, wears an as-

pect of familiarity, and meets with a corresponding rea-

diness of reception to the confidence. But everything

above this dead level of materialism,—everything be-

yond this contracted sphere of visible things,—^every-

thing which implies a direct exercise of Almighty pow-
er,—everything which involves a connection with spiritu-

al interests,—will, at once, strike such a mind as strange,
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unreal, marvellous and incredible. The heart spontane-

ously prompts the question ofNicodemus—" How can
these things be?"

3. Again, the assimilating and degrading power of

sinful habit, which reduces the scale of our aspirations

and hopes to the same level with our present character,

presents another obstacle to the exercise of faith. He
who lives alone to this world, and gives himself up whol-

ly to its pursuits, pleasures and interests, will find it in

the same proportion difficult to conceive the propriety

and reality of those high, immortal hopes, which are

brought to light in the Gospel. He, who has no higher
aim than to revel in sensual enjoyment,—he, who con-

sents to brutalize his nature, can alone acquiesce in the

destiny of a brute. This is no proper feeling of humili-

ty, no becoming sense of unworthiness, which merely
measures its prospects by its deserts. It is not a disa-

vowal of our merit, but a disparagement of our nature.

It is the conscious degradation of a soul debased in sin,

which sinks its future destiny to a level with its present

attitude. It is the profane act of a prostituted nature,

which, having grown self-complacent, and even proud,

in its pollution, stupidly despises its immortal birthright,

and like Esau, barters it away in exchange for some
brief scene of sensual enjoyment. To a nature, whose
tastes, sympathies, and aspirations, are thus gradually

assimilated to its moral attitude, the high provisions,

promises, and hopes of the Gospel, are as pearls cast be-

fore swine. What capacity can there be in such a cha-

racter, to apprehend, appreciate and believe the won-
derful disclosures of the Gospel, of God's condescending

love and mercy to our world, of the person, offices, and
work of Christ in our redemption, and of those scenes

of glory, honour and immortality, which await the re-

deemed in Heaven ?

4. But, in conclusion, a more direct and powerful ob-

struction to the exercise of faith remains to be stated.

This is the power of wrong moral habit in producing

a/version and dislike to the entire system of saving

truth,—the spontaneous recoil of a diseased nature from
those remedies, devised by Infinite Wisdom, to restore

its health. This applies, not only to that class of cha-
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racter which we have already described, but to many
others, who may seem exempt from the sordid spell of

worldliness and the grosser forms of sensuality. Even
those who may boast of intellectual, refined and spiritu-

al natures, but whose moral habits are opposed to the

dictates of true piety, will display, not merely the ab-

sence of any attraction, but the presence of a positive

repulsion towards the entire system of Christianity. If

any man has lived in habitual forgetfulness of God, re-

gardless of his relations to such a being, without real-

izing his dependence on Divine protection, or feeling his

responsibility to the divine law, he must, of course, there-

.fore, be ignorant of his own character, proud, self-will-

ed, and conscious alike of alienation and guilt. ITot

liking to retain God in his knowledge, he would recoil

from that scheme of reconciliation, which aims to re-

store him to communion with God. Walking only in

the sight of his own eyes, and after the desires of his

own heart, he would revolt against the precepts and pe-

nalties of the Gospel, which impose restraints on his

selfwill. Ignorant of his own character, proud, and
self-reliant, he would spurn that economy of redemp-
tion, which abases man before God and ascribes his

salvation to free unmerited grace. Conscious of guilt,

and exposed to danger, he would gladly be rid forever of

that unwelcome Gospel, which reveals a remedy which
he dislikes, and a doom which he dreads. With such

moral habits as these existing, it is manifest that, if such

a character be led cordially to believe and embrace
Christianity, it must be in direct opposition to the tastes,

tendencies, and sympathies of his nature. Pride, self-

will, and guilty fear pertain to the fallen nature of man,
until renewed by the grace of God ; and these secret,

moral antipathies are so many smothered and subter-

ranean fountains of unbelief in the heart. They may
either be drained off as it were, by a blind ditch of prac-

tical unbelief, or they may flow forth in an open chan-

nel of avowed infidelity.

To sum up then, our conclusions on this whole sub-

ject,—we have seen that true faith moves the heart and
moulds anew, the moral character,—that where profess-

ed belief was not followed by such results, it was be-

V
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cause the light admitted by the understanding was re-

sisted by previous moral habits, and shut out from the

heart,—that these moral habits were common to unre-

generate mankind, and were sufficient in other cases to

prompt the entire rejection of truth by open infidelity,— f^
that these moral habits were founded on a previous re-

sistance to the light of nature,—that where such previ- ,^

0U8 resistance prevailed, there arose a threefold obstruc- r
tion to the exercise of faith,—that the mind, ignorant *

'

of first principles, could not advance to a knowledge
of higher truth,—that the power of moral vision was
impaired, and the prospect of gracious illumination les-

sened by previous abuse of light. And that the mind
in such a case, was unable to discern and appreciate the

strongest evidences of the truth of Christianity, the in-

ternal and experimental evidences. Again, supposing
a character of worldliness to exist, we have seen, that i

the mind, pre-occupied with opposite interests, refused

to consider the credentials of Christianity. N^ay, that,

by the very fact of this pre-occupancy, it had already

pre-judged and condemned, without investigation, the •*

claims of all religion,—that the mind, familiarized with
the uniformity of secondary law^s and sensible effects,

is startled with surprise, and staggered with incredulity

at the testimony of invisible and spiritual realities,

—

that the mind, assimilated in its tastes, aspirations, and
hopes, to the low scene of its sinful habits, refuses to

rise to the apprehension and belief of the high disclo-

sures of the Gospel of Christ. And finally, we have
seen, that even in characters exempt from the sordid

spell of worldliness, there yet existed secret moral an-

tipathies, such as alienation, pride of intellect and of

heart, independent self-will, and guilty fear, which serv-

ed as sufficient sources of unbelief.

The Gospel of Christ makes its appeal before a preju-

diced tribunal. It does not find the nature of man in

an attitude of preparation to welcome its heavenly light.

It does not meet him already advancing on his way in

pursuit of truth and holiness. It does not approach
him at that point of progress in the right direction,

where, after following the light of nature as far as it

shone, he stands waiting and watching for the light of

YoL. vm.—Xo. 3.
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Heaven, which comes in as a mere supplement to the

light of nature. N^o! It pursues and overtakes him afar

on, going astray, with his face averted, his eyes closed,

and his back turned on the light, not seeking for the

truth, not feeling after God, if happily he might find

him,—not crying from the heart, "O that I knew where
I might find him ! Then would I approach even to his

seat, and order my cause before him!" But exclaim-

ing " Depart from me, for I desire not the knowledge of

thy ways !" The known features of man's character, the

moral habits of his life,—the history of the Christian re-

ligion,—the plain and positive declarations of the Bible,

•;—and the very structure of Christianity itself,—all unite

and conspire to prove, that the Gospel comes, not to ig-

norant beings who desire light, but to depraved beings

who love darkness. So, that if Christianity had met
with a welcome reception in the world, we then would
have had reason to doubt its divine origin.

In view of these facts, what is the course of true wis-

dom,—what are the dictates of right reason? To as-

sume at the outset, that the heart is pure and the mind
unbiassed?—deny the influence of taste, prejudice, and
passion,—assert the rectitude of the will,—ignore the

blinding and perverting power of moral habit,—and set

up reason as an infallible Judge, to discern at a glance
and pronounce by intuition, on the truth or falsehood of

God's word? No, "If any man seemeth to be wise in

this world, let him become a fool that he may be wise."

Let man assume that attitude which belongs to a finite

creature, before an infinite Creator and a guilty sinner,

before a holy God,—the attitude of a little child, con-

scious of his ignorance and anxious for instruction. Sin-

cere in his desire for light, and aware of his liability to

delusion, let him go back to the first principles of truth,

review and examine those plain, familiar lessons, which
he has never fully comprehended, nor honestlj'^ applied,

and aware of the adverse tendencies of an evil heart and
an ungodly life, let him, with humble prayer, seek the

illuminating spirit of God, and with childlike docility,

read and study the word of God. This is not to re-

nounce, but to release and liberate reason. This is not

to enslave, but to exalt and enlarge the soul of man.
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" If the truth shall make you free, ye shall be free in-

deed." \

ARTICLE lY.

THE ROMISH CONTROVERSY, ITS PRESENT ASPECT, AND THE
DUTY OF THE CHURCH WITH REFERENCE TO IT *

The incidents of sacred story may furnish us instruc-

tion, either by the examples which they contain, the

principles which they involve, or, as simple illustrations

of the truth.

The 12th Chapter of 1st Chronicles, records the num-
ber and the strength of the tribes, that came up to Da-
vid, at Hebron, themselves, or by their representatives,

to make him King over all Israel, after the death of Ish-

bosheth. And with the characteristic terseness of the

sacred writers, we have also, in a few words, the quali-

fications of each tribe, to meet any anticipated emergen-
cy that might arise from the opposition of the house of

Saul. It is said of some, that they were " mighty men
of valor;" of others, that they were "expert in war,"

and of others, that they " were not of double heart."

To the men of Issachar belonged the proud distinction,

of combining with an equal zeal for the cause, a superior

intelligence, and a perfect organization : they " had un-

derstanding of the times to know what Israel ought to

do; the heads of them were two hundred, and all their

brethren were at their commandment."
Now, without even approximating the exploded prin-

ciple, which sought a type, in every notice or allusion of

old Testament history, and allegorized the simplest state-

*The following article is the substance of a sermon, delivered before

the Synod of Virginia, at th«ir late meeting in Alexandria, Va., from 1st

Chronicles, 12th chapter, 32d verse: "And of the children of Issachar,

which were men that had understanding of the times, to know what Israel

ought^o do ; the heads of them were two hundred, and all their brethren

were ajc their commandment."

I
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rnents, into the most wonderful theological dogmas ; we
may yet avoid the opposite extrenoe, which is, to treat a

larg^ portion of Scripture as if it were a mere collection

of bald and barren annals, standing in no immediate re-

lation to the dispensation of grace in the Gospel. The
recorded events, in the establishment and progress of the

Hebrew monarchy, have, certainly, something more than

a bare historical interest: they stand in a more intimate

relation to the kingdom of Messiah, than those which
attended the founding of the throne of the Csesars, the

reign of Henry the Fourth, or the downfall of the Stu-

arts. By the authority of prophets and apostles, the

throne of David is the standing type of His dominion,

whose righteous kingdom shall extend from sea to sea,

and from the river to the ends of the earth. Admitting
then, as we must admit, from the essential difference in

nature between an earthly sovereignty and the spiritu-

al dominion of Jesus Christ, that the means of founding
the lirst, have not the force of an authorized example in

extending the second, yet it is not too much to say, that

the record is of more value than any uninspired narra-

tive, and its incidents are something more than mere
historical illustrations. As we think there is here, a

designed analogy, by which we may learn, from the

method of God's dealings in one case, the designs of his

providence in another, and emulating the recorded cour-

age, devotion, and skill of those who, in other days, were
the instruments of his power, in fulfilling his purpose,

we may more successfully marshal the sacramental host

of God's elect, in the contest with opposing errors.

Taken in this light, the pertinence of the context re-

ferred to will be easily apparent. Among the errors

which oppose the progress and full establishment of the

kingdom of grace in all the earth, Romanism is justly

regarded as one of the most inveterate and dangerous.

There are those, indeed, who do not hesitate to give it

the bad preeminence of being the very master-piece of

Satanic ingenuity, for withstanding and subverting the

truth. But it would require an investigation more diffi-

cult than profitable, accurately to estimate the compara-
tive influence for evil, of this, and other forms of error

and unbelief. It is enough to know that it is a system
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which, from its very nature, is determined in its hostili-

ty, and necessarily aggressive in its spirit. It could not

be what it is, without being intolerant and relentless,

and its very life-blood is, that zeal of propagandism
which springs directly from its claim to a universal and
exclusive authority. Infidelitj'^ is a system of negations,

and for the most part, contents itself with a denial of re-

vealed truth. Its utterances are mainly the out-givings

of restless minds, vainly striving to search for themselves

the repose of a firm conviction, by their own ingenious

sophisms, or haply by an increase to the ranks of unbe-

lief. In general, its apostles only claim to be their own
apologists, and if it has any missionaries, they are com-
monly those who affect singularity for the sake of dis-

tinction, or in whom the enmity of the carnal heart

works itself out, in this, as in other forms of ungodliness.

But Romanism, like the house of Saul, claims the king-

dom for its own. It is a rival to Christianity. It as-

sumes to be Christianity itself, and the history of fifteen

centuries is the record of its struggle for the supremacy.
That, with varied fortunes, and often with seemingly fa-

tal reverses, it has been enabled to maintain the contest

through all that period, proves that it is no despicable

foe; and that, in this nineteenth century, it still exists in

the midst of Christendom, formidable by the number of

its adherents, as unscrupulous as ever in its measures,
and increasingly arrogant in its tone, should be reason
enough, it would seem, for a frequent review of the con-

troversy, and the aspect of the times, with relation to it,

that like the sons of Issacbar, we may "know what Is-

rael ought to do."

In considering the present attitude of the controversy,
with this gigantic system of error, we shall have more
particular reference to its position and progress in our
own country. But we should greatly err in forming an
estimate of the resources, and the spirit of Romanism,
if we take our view of it, only from thaf'modified phase
which it has been its policy hitherto to present to us
here. For, notwithstanding its boast of being " always
and everywhere the same," and in its essential elements,
which are also, its worst elements, it is so, yet upon
principle, it is a changeling, and has a thousand protean
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shapes, to suit the ever-changing exigencies of time and
place. To understand the true position ofthe controversy,

at any time, will, therefore, require a previous insight in-

to the nature and genius of this system of manifold error

:

I. Let me briefly sketch some of its' more prominent
characteristics

:

1. And first, we shall do well to remember, that it is

not the product of a single mind, or the birth of a single

age, but the up-growth of centuries. Its vaunted claim
of antiquity is, at least, so far just, as that it dates its

origin at an early period in the history of the Church,
and some of its radical errors reach far down towards
apostolic times. These grew by accretion, through the

natural afiinity of error, and by the equally natural law
of developement, one departure from the simplicity of

the truth, being the prelude to another, just as one crime
prepares the way for many and greater. But though
the seeds of the deadly Upas were early sown, yet, it did

not spring into its full proportions, as by a single bound.
It was not till the seventh century that it stood revealed

in its distinctive form, and not until towards the eleventh,

did its far-spreading branches overshadow the earth, dis-

tilling the dews of death upon the nations, nor did it

reach its culminating point until the decisions of the

Council of Trent gave the shape and symmetry of a sys-

tem to its daring assumptions.

2. The manner of its growth, by this gradual unfold-

ing, as it has modified its form, so it may also serve to

explain the nature of its errors. Unlike most other here-

sies, they are less the result of bold speculations than the

oftspring of circumstances, and the adopted expedients

w^herewith to compass a particular, or an ultimate de-

sign. If we examine the peculiar tenets of this system,

we shall find them all tending, more or less directly, to

a given end, viz: the accumulation of power in the hands

of the Priesthood, and its concentration in the hands of

a hierarchy, of whom the Pope, according to his talents

and temper, is either the executive organ, or the su-

preme dictator, h we examine these errors yet more
closely, we shall also find, that however revolting some
of them may be to the human understanding, yet they

are remarkably congenial to the prevailing dispositions
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of our fallen nature. During the ages of their devel-

opement, the tendencies of the depraved heart were left

to work themselves out, with fewer restraints than are

laid upon them now. And on the principle of adapting
means to an end, a Church, all whose policy aimed at

the supremacy, would find its interest in dogmas, which
made the governing, though godless, dispositions of men,
tributary to its purpose. Thus, even the primacy of the

Bishop of Rome itself, gained its first formal recogni-

tion, through the pride and passion of a blood stained

Emperor, desirous only of gratifying his malignity and
revenge against the Patriarch of Constantinople. But
the same " cunning craftiness" which could extort from
the wickedness of a tyrant a decree of supremacy, and
afterwards, when its power had sufiiciently increased,

pretended to found this impious claim upon a right di-

vine, is no less strongly marked in those other defini-

tions and "infallible" decisions of doctrine, which grew,
at length, into a stupendous system of Priestly domina-
tion, before which. Emperors themselves, trembled for

their crowns. , v*" , ; . .

3. But, if the forming period of Romanism was one
of comparative darkness, let us not imagine that its er-

rors have grown efiete, or that its dogmas have no adap-
tation to an age like our ow^n. The principles of human
nature are always the same, and those doctrines w^hich

are the iip-growth of its desires, or have been framed with
a skilful accommodation to its propensities, will be found
capable also, of an easy adjustment to the peculiarities

of any age or people. "Popery," says Calvin, "stands

not but in ignorance." The sentiment is, undoubtedly,

just. But V7e may not infer that the errors of Roman-
ism will disappear before the advance of civilization and
the progress of science, literature and the arts. The
highest perfection of these is entirely compatible with

that ignorance which is the mother of superstition. The
light of divine truth alone, can dissipate religious errors.

Gross absurdities of doctrine, in a church, with unblush^

ing corruption of morals and ostentatious ceremonial

fooleries, may for a time, work out their own destruction,

and drive cultivated minds into indifif'erentism and infi-

delity, as they did in France. But to be without a r§T

I
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ligioii, is not the normal condition of man, and unless

error is' expelled by the truth, the exorcised demon will

return, and most probably with "seven other devils

worse than the first."' We rely upon a false security

if we expect that the worldly wisdom of this wonderful

nineteenth centuiy, and the general intelligence of these

United States, will be an adequate protection against the

progress of Eomanism here. There may be much gen-

eral information, with the smallest amount of religious

knowledge, and even the great men and counsellors of

the earth, do often betray a wonderful ignorance of the

very rudiments of the Gospel.

It is to be remembered, moreover, that the reception

of reHgious truth, or the liability to religions error, is

n^ore dependent upon the moral and spiritual condition

of a man, than upon his intellectual capacity. There is

more than always meets the eye in those remarkable
words of Christ, "If any man will do his will, he shall

know of the doctrine." But precisely in this, is an es-

sential difference between the doctrines taught by Christ

and his apostles, and those which Romanism ofl'ers to the

faith of its followers. The full reception of the former

requires a spiritual discernment of them, the enlighten-

ment of the Holy Ghost, which implies also, a radical

change in the aftections, for it is " with the heart that

man ijelieveth unto righteousness. But for the embrace
of the latter, the heait is already predisposed by the very
perverseness of its nature,—and, as lias been intimated
already, they are congenial with, because the up-growth
of, its desires, or carefully conformed to its governing
propensities. It was well and wisely said by the great

moralist of England, that " to find a substitute for vio-

lated morality is the leading feature in all perversions
of religion." And we may add, that this substitute is

always found, in some external relations, doctrines, or

practices, which may co-exist with the governing ten-

dencies of the carnal heart. Man, as a sinner, must have
some opiate for a troubled conscience. But Eomanism
presents a whole pharmacopoeia of nostrums, w^here each
may find a prescription to his taste, unless indeed, he
comes with a "broken heart," and that soul-sickness of

sin, through the power of a convincing Spirit, which only
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the Great Physician can heal, by the application of his

own blood. The spectacle is sometimes witnessed with
wonder, and it is heralded forth as a triumph of worldly
wicked men, or men of speculative, sceptical minds, sud-

denly becoming the abject and bigoted devotees of Ro-
manism. But the metempsychosis is easily explained.

A conscience-troubled sinner will fly to any sanctuary
that offers a refuge from his fears without requiring a
renovation of his heart, and for the sake of its protection

he may consent to sacrifice the outward, grosser forms
of impiety, or even to wear the habit of virtue. So too,

a bold but irregular thinker, w^hose vigorous, but erratic

mind, has circled through the whole round of sceptical

negations, seeking rest but finding none, may bring up
his career at last, by tlie embrace of a system which in-

terdicts speculation, and from that very exhaustion of

wasted intellect, which covets repose, he may consent to

receive the dogmas of a church, and the dictum of a
Priest, with a blind unquestioning credulity, need I add
that silly women, of both sexes, laden with divers lusts,

will seek relief in a crucifix, rather than the cross ; in the

ahointings and absolutions of a Priest, rather than in

"the blood of sprinkling which speaketh better things

than that of Abel?" The congeniality of Romanism,
with the prevalent tendencies of our fallen nature, will

always make it a plausible and a dangerous system.

4. And it is all the more so, from its singular flexibili-

ty, at which I have already hinted, and its unlimited

capacity of accommodating itself to the exigencies of

time and place.

Though in its essential evils always and everywhere
the same, yet in its outward manifestations it is endlessly

diversified. In constitutional England and free Ameri-
ca, it has a very different aspect from that wdiich it wears
in stifled Italy, or decaying Spain, and like the govern-

ment itself, it is everything by turns, in revolutionary

France. Essentially tyrannical in its nature, and the

sworn ally of despotism, where despotism prevails, it

can alternately baptize the barricades of Paris, and sing

"te deums" to the usurpation which succeeds them. In
our own country its brawling voice is heard at the polls,

vociferating for the largest liberty, w^hile through the

YoL. viir.—No. 3. 5
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pulpit and the press, it gravely propounds the cardinal

principles of all intolerance. It has a different bearing

towards the poor emigrant, who, from youth, has been

trained in its vassalage, from that which it assumes to

the recent or half-formed proselyte, yet a novice to its

mysteries, and unbroken to the vigor of its iron yoke. It

has the stern air of authority, and the tenors of Priestly

anathema, with which to dragoon the ignorant who are

already in its toils, whilst it has also, the suavitj'^ of a

courtier, and the liquid accents and honied words of per-

suasion, with which to captivate the unwary. It has its

])repared appeals to the fears of the timid and the weak,

to the hopes of the ambitious, to the imaginations of the

dreamy, and to the superstitions of all. Where its pow-
er is dominant it interdicts all other forms of worship,

all freedom of speech, all rights of conscience, even re-

fusing the privilege of a decent burial to the dead. But
where it is yet in a minority, and the truth is free, while,

with one breath, it impudently defends the principle and
the practice of its own outrages upon the rights of man
and the feelings of humanity, yet with the next breath,

it waxes loud in its complaints at all discussion of its

doctrines, or exposure of its corruptions, or resistance of

its schemes, as an invasion of its own chartered rights,

and seeks to soften the blow of its frequent defeats by
enlisting sympathy for itself with the whining cry of

"persecution !" "persecution !"

To speak of a free press, in any country, under the

dominion of Romanism, would be an obvious solecism

in language. But what this system sternly denies at

home, and has anathematized in all the world, as " the

never sufficiently to be execrated and detested liberty of

the press," it can yet freely employ abroad, and if there

ever was a Journal, exceeding in the license of personal

abuse and bitter denunciations of the prevailing reli-

gious opinions of the counti'y, and in the licentiousness

of an unblushing mendacity, the acknowledged organ of

Lis Romish Right Reverence of New York, then we will

agree that such a journal has attained to a preeminence
which should justly entitle it to the sole distinction of

"infernal." But, it has also, its seemingly philosophic

dissertations for the learned in the more stately numbers
\ \
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of its Quarterly, and its "Popery Made Easy," in the po-

lite phrase and apologetic tone of its lighter and more
attractive publications. In a word, there is not a grade
of human intellect, there is not a mental idiosyncrasy,

there is not a phase of character, for which Romanism
has not an accordant note in the gamut of its endless

variations.

5. And yet withal, it is essentially and necessarily,

the most intolerant of systems. With a laxity m its

moral requirements which leaves ample verge and scope
for the workings of an unsanctitied heart, it expends all

its rigours, against deviations from its doctrinal standards,

or denial of its infallible authority. As distinctly as the

Bible draws the line of separation between the righteous

and the wicked, Romanism divides all the world into

two great parties, distinguished by their submission to,

or rejection of her, rule, and impiously assigns to each,

the awards which the searcher of hearts has reserved to

the discriminations of the great day. "Her very creed

draws a line, deep, and broad as the impassable gulf be-

tween the world within and the world without the pale

of her communion," and by that same creed, regarding

this outside world as under the dominion of the devil, it

is her avowed mission to subdue and exterminate all

who belong to it, by argument and artifice when she

must, by coercion and constraint when she can, and by
fire and sword when she dare. A church which claims

infallibility and makes its own dicta the rule of faith,

must necessarily be exclusive in its pretensions, and by
an equal necessity, intolerant in its spirit. This is the

open and repeated avowal of Romanism itself, and by
her own authority, we have been taught in what light

we ouglit to read the bloody annals of her history. Her
surpassing cruelties were not the excesses of a transient

fanaticism, or the offspring of an age of darkness, but

the exponents of her infallible principles. It is stereo-

typed in her formularies that "there is no salvation out-

side of her pale," and it has been boldly, though prema-
turely avowed, that she tolerates protestantism in this

country now, only because she must, and the times are

not ripe for the exercise of her prerogatives.

6. In immediate connection with this fact, it becomes

i
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IIS to remember also, her peculiarity as a politico-re-

ligions despotism. Other systems of doctrine, which
challenge the faith of men, yet leave it to individnals to

bear for themselves the respoTisibility of accepting or re-

jecting them, and look npon those who dissent, only as

rnisgnided men, to be pitied and instructed. This sys-

tem alone, claims as of right divine, a two-fold universal

supremacy; an external and civil, as well as an internal

and spiritual dominion over the whole earth ; and all

who refuse this claim are regarded, not only as heretics

to be converted, but as rebellious subjects to be punish-

ed. A bold and persevering effort to realize this idea

of a universal sovereignty, on the one hand, and a de-

termined purpose to resist it on the other, has been the

great conflict of ages. Let us not suppose that the strug-

gle' is over, because, for the time, the monstrous claim is

held in abeyance. To obtrude it with prominence, in

behalf of the imbecile old man, whose tottering throne

at Rome, is propped by the bayonets of France, would
be too supremely ridiculous, nevertheless, the theory

lives, the dogma, though exploded, is not abandoned,
but it is the secret spring of a perpetual intermeddling

in civil affairs, an occasional collision, as in England,
with the laws of Protestant countries, and an ambitious

grasping after political importance and power every-

where.

7. IS^or should we forget that is a system, which, in its

organization, surpasses, in some respects, even the rigor

of military discipline. Not a Macedonian phalanx, a

Roman cohort, or the legions of Napoleon, were ever

trained to a more perfect subordination, than that which
pervades the papal hierarchy. From the Parish Priest

to the Sovereign Pontif}', there is a gradation of rank

and a disti-ibution of power which, whilst it secures a

mutual dependence, secures also, a unity of action, and
a prompt obedience. Subjection and obedience to eccle-

siastical superiors is incorporated in the oath of every

Cardinal, Pritnate and Bishop,—the vows of every Priest,

Monk, and Nun, and is the burden of Romish teaching,

from its first lessons in the nursery, to its last utterances

over the dying and the dead. And this obedience is en-

forced, not merely by such sanctions as give authority
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to civil governments, but by ghostly terrors which, to a

superstitious mind, are more formidable than the last

extremity of physical pains and penalties. It may seem
to invalidate tbe fact of this jurisdiction, in temporal

matters, at least, that the reigning Pontiff actually needs

the aid of foreign arms to protect him against his own
subjects at Roine. But, it should be remembered, that a

nearer view of the mystei'ies of Papal iniquities, and a

more sensible impression of the evils of its misrule, has

often served to weaken its hold upon the conscience,

and it is probably true, that in the States of the Pope,
there is less real devotion to the Church, than among its

adherents in any other country. There have also, been
a few instances in our own land, where the stretch of

prelatical prerogative has been firmly resisted, and it

would be strange indeed, if the liberal institutions and
democratic tendencies of our people, did not operate as

an occasional restraint upon Priestly assumptions. But,

notwithstanding these, and such like exceptions, the

general fact remains, that no govermyent on earth, has

a more complete organization, or exerts a more direct

and pow^erful authority over its subjects, than that eccle-

siastico-political organization, through which Romanism
acts, and that control which it exercises over all its ad-

herents. Claiming, as of Divine right, a superiority to

all civil jurisdiction, it also claims, at its pleasure, to re-

lease its members from their allegiance to the State.

And though the mandates flowing from this assumption
may occasion a conflict between the patriotism and the

churchism of some, yet it is easy to see which way the

scale will ultimately preponderate, in minds which are

thorougjjly imbued with the peculiar eri'ors of this sys-

tem. Kotne has absolutely at its command, and organ-

ized for its service, all the millions who sincerely receive

the doctrine of Church authority and Priestly absolution.

8. But, besides these characteristics of Pomanism, in

its origin, spirit and organization, it is needful also, to

take a rapid glance at those distinguishing doctrines

which underlie the whole system, and are the basis of

the entire superstructure.

These may all be included under one or other of those

three cardinal points, which are the points of divergence
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between all religious truth and error, viz: the rule of

faith, the ground and method of a sinner's acceptance

with God, and the true nature and object of worship.

And upon each of these points, we shall iind that Ro-
manism has "changed the truth of God into a lie," not

by directly denying it, but by adding to it, Urst, its own
inventions, and then by magnifying these until they

have entirely overshadowed the truth, and have come at

length to be substituted for it. By this process the

teachings of men have usurped the authority which be-

longs only to " the incorruptible word." The doctrine

of human merit has come instead of justification by faith.

The Priesthood has arrogated to itself the offices of

Christ. An elaborate and unmeaning formalism has

eaten out the spirituality of worship, and the utmost
point of departure from the truth has been reached, in

the idolatry of saints and angels.

1. The question is sometimes asked, and it is a perti-

nent one, if Rome has departed so far from the truth as

is alleged, how is jt that errors so gross, came to be first

introduced, and succeeded in grafting themselves so

firmly upon the faith of the Church? 13ut this question

involves no such embari-assment as is supposed by those

who suggest it occasionally, as a puzzle to Protestants.

The answer is historical and it is easy. It is found part-

ly, in the fact already noticed, of the gradual unfolding

of doctrines, which, if propounded at once, in their full

developement, would probably have met with a general

rejection. But this is the nature of error, and often the

art of the errorist, slowly to unmask dangerous delu-

sions, and by plausible statements, which seem scarcely,

if at all, to diverge from the truth, to insinuate the

venom, until it has poisoned the springs of thought, and
prepared the mind for any conceivable absurdity.

The state of the public mind in the earlier ages of

Christianity, was favourable to this gradual difi'usion of

error. And from the habit of subjection to governmental
tyranny, together with the prevalHng ignorance of reli-

gious truth, it was equally favourable to that assump-
tion of Church authoi'ity, which is, after all, the founda-

tion-stone of the whole fabric of Romish superstitions.

The dogma, which, in its mildest form of statement,

V
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claims for the Church, as an organized body, a co-ordi-

nate authority with the Scriptures, in matters of faith,

alwaj^s has been, and always will be, found in its legiti-

mate effects, to dethrone the word of God, and make it

void throiigli human traditions. It is a doctrine which
surrenders the very citadel of truth ; overthrows the only

unerring standard, and flings wide open the doors of the

sanctuary itself, to the free ingress of all manner of false

and foolish inventions. Under its operation, the Bible
will be made to speak whatever language the exigencies

of the times, or the designs of ecclesiastical rulers may
seem to require. And when it cannot be made subser-

vieilt it will be suppressed, that the infallible decrees of

Popes and Councils may more effectually bind the con-

sciences of men. Herein we find our further answer to

the enquiry, how did the errors of Romanism come to

prevail? They were baptized and consecrated as infal-

lible truth by the authority of a dominant Church, which
the people were taught to regard as an authorised and
unerring guide, in all matters of faith and practice. This
dogma of Church autliorit}' is radical, and it is germi-
nant, and from it there needs must spring a prolific and
monstrous growth of human folly and impiety.

2. Among the most prominent, if not the earliest of

this pestifei'ous growth, would be the perversion of the

truth, in regard to man's condition as a sinner, and the

method of his recovery. The teachings of the Scrip-

tures, upon this point, are, of all others, most repugnant
to the feelings of the carnal heart, and with the fullest

and clearest expositions of the truth, it is not easy, so to

repress the tendencies of our fallen nature, as not to seek

after, or accept, some other ground of reliance than that

which God has revealed. But Romanism not only fos-

ter's this tendency, she has consecrated it, and so adroit-

ly is her entire system adjusted to its cravings, that she
has not only made it her strongest hold upon the con-

science, but the chiefest source of revenue to her ex-

chequer. A right understanding of that great central

truth of the Gospel, w^iich makes it the "glad tidings of

great joy," to the true penitent, viz: the doctrine of jus-

tification by faith alone, would sweep away, at a blow,
all her impious Priestly pretensions, sacramental ab^

1
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surdities, and purgatorial dreams. Let it but be writ-

ten upon the heart of fhe sinner by tlie Spirit of God,
as it is written in his Word, that "the blood of Jesus

Clirist his Son, cleanseth us from all sin," and he will

cease to depend upon the efficacy of ordinances, or value

the absolutions of a Priest, or tremble at the rattling; of

the keys. Let him but understand that there is onl}^

" one mediator between God and man, the man Christ

Jesus," and he will turn aside from those human and
self-constituted mediators, many who claim to stand be-

tween him and his God, and by a graduated tariff of

prices, take toll for his sins, before they will suffer him
to hope in redeeming mercy. Just here, is the most
dangerous element of the system. Its strength lies in

this, that it seizes upon the conscience, and in the name
of Christianity, professing to direct it, reduces it to a

slavish subjection, by alternately stimulating its fears

and soothing its alarms. The essential nature of justifi-

cation, that is to say, its judicial nature, as "an act of

God's free grace, wherein he pardoneth all our sins^ and
accepteth us as righteous in his sight, only for tlie right-

eousness of Christ, injputed to us and received by faith

alone," is entirely excluded from its definitions of doc-

trine, or introduced only to be anathematized as damna-
ble heresy. Kome never allows her votaries to believe

that all their sins are pardoned, and their transgressions

blotted out through atoning blood, for if they should

once be enabled to say with Paul, "Therefore being
justified by faith, we have peace with God through our

Lord Jesus Christ," it would take them so far out of her

hands as to place them beyond the reach of her exac-

tions. Therefore, it is, that whilst retaining the name,
she yet ignores and repudiates the fact of justification,

by confounding it with sanctification, and making both
dependent upon the sinner's own exertions, whilst she

assumes to direct those exertions, and claims to be at

the same time, the judge of the nature, extent, and
quality of them, and to make them efficacious at last,

by her official interposition. If this is not putting a

man entirely at the mercy of the rulers of his Church, it

is impossible to conceive in what way it could be more
effectually done. Hence, we find that upon the broad

'^
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basis of this assumption, Rome lias erected that stupend-
ous fabric of practical delusions and Priestly preroga-

tives, whereby she "maketh merchandize of -the souls of
men." First, she has the mass as a perpetually renew-
ed sacrifice, to supplement the offering of Christ upon
the Cross, and an expiation for the sins which the once
shedding of his blood had failed to cleanse. Then comes
the sacrament of penance, including confession, for that

part of sin which neither the blood of the Cross, nor the

offering of the mass could take away. But as the pray-
ers and fastings which the Priesthood prescribes, may
not always be agreeable or convenient, we have next,

the doctrine of hidulgencies^ in which, the Church as-

sumes to herself the power of compounding these pen-

ances for money. Thus she conducts the sinner through
life, keeping him still in her toils, though terrifying his

fears and amusing his hopes, by turns, and that she may
not loose her grasp upon him in life, she has also, her
extreme unction for his dying bed. IS^or is she willing

to part with him yet, but tells him before he goes, and
his weeping friends when he is gone, that there is an in-

termediate place of purgation, which is neither heaven
nor hell, but exclusively her own territory, over which
her power is absolute, and from the sufferings of which,

he can only escape through her good offices. Consider-

ed thus in itself, we might conclude that such a system
of barefaced assumption, and one tending so directly to

clerical usurpation and tyranny, could make little or no
progress in an enlightened age and country. But we
may not forget that the grand effort of our fallen nature

is to seek after, or make some so;:t of self-righteousness

upon which it can rely for pardon and acceptance from

God. The history of religion in every age and country,

proves that this effort will be made, either in the way of

an attempted compliance with the laws of morality, or

in external religious observances and ceremonies. The
latter is so far the prevailing type of all false religions,

that ritual observances do almost invariably come to be
substituted for moral duties. And whilst human nature
remains what it is, a Church, which in the name of

Christianity, accommodates its teachings to this tenden-

cy, will not be wanting in adherents, however raon-
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strous, severe, or humiliating its exactions. Men who
cannot escape from their own consciences, will submit to

anything that offers a refuge to their fears, sooner than

they will submit themselves to "the righteousness of

God," and that because this latter implies a moral reno-

vation, and anything else may be endured, or performed
without it.

3. If I speak now of the idolatry of Romanism, as im-

mediately connected with its perversion of the truth, in

regard to the ground and method of a sinner's acceptance
\vith God, it is with reference to the logical, rather than

the historical relation of these errors. Whatever may
have been the date or history of their origin, they have
both, long been used as parts of the same design, and
conspiring to the same end, viz : to intercept the sinner's

direct approach to God in Christ, and tarn off his trust

and service from the Redeemer of men, to the advantage
of that Church which claims to be herself a mediator.

In this point of view, the invocation of saints and angels,

the worship of the host, and the idolatrous reverence

paid to images, pictures, and dead men's bones, all fol-

low on, as natural sequents, to the substitution of Church
authority for the word of God, and the great central

error concerning the nature and grounds of justification.

The same cpnsciousness of guilt which leads a man to

seek after a righteousness of his own, will also leave him
dissatisfied with it. And the same indolence and self-

distrust which make it easy to rely upon the authority

of others, in matters of faith, in like manner will prompt
to a reliance upon the merits and intercessions of others,

in the matter of acceptance with God. Now, to meet
this tendency also, the Church of Rome claims to have
in her possession a vast fund, or, in her own language,

*'a sacred treasury of merits," over and above the right-

eousness of Christ, and of which she is the custodian

and dispenser. From this store-house she professes to

help out the imperfect righteousness of her saintly fol-

lowere,—and that she may enhance the value of the com-
modity, she is wont to exalt and deify those, whose works
of supererogation have enriched her treasury. Their

deeds are recorded in " lying legends," their names are

enrolled in the catalogue of saints, set days are observed

i
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in their honour, their relics encased in gold and jewels,

are enshrined within the altar,—vows are offered, and
prayers are made to them continually, and all this,

while it withdraws the sinner from the sole-efficacy of

Christ's mediation, binds him, with ten-fold stronger

cords, to the church, which has assumed his office, and
affects to be the .keeper and dispenser of all merit.

—

It is, after all, the exaltation of the Church and its pre-

rogatives, which is the effect, if it is not also, the grand
design of Komish idolatry, as of all its other errors. The
worship of the Virgin Mary, and of all the saints, is in-

separably linked with a devotion to the Churph, which
claims the Yirgin for its patroness, and the saints for its

property,—and even where Christ is professedly recog-

nised, his name and offices are made subservient to the

same end, for, if it is the mystic presence which is wor-

shipped in the adoration of the host, yet it was the

Church that changed the wafer into a God.
Such, in its prominent features, is the system with

which we are called to contend. A system whose joints

and bands have been knit and hardened by the growth
of centuries,—a system subtle in its distinctions, artful

and unscrupulous in its methods, and thoroughly organ-

ised in its activities. A system which seizes upon the

great facts in man's moral condition, and admirably har-

monizes with the tendencies of his fallen nature, while

in the name of Christianity, it professes to rectify and
exalt them. And yet a system, the most despotic and
intolerant in its spirit, and all comprehending in the

grasp of its ambition. Will any man say, that in a

country like this, such a system may be safely ignored,

and left to its own undisturbed workings ; that it can be

laughed out of existence, or that it does not demand the

continuous, careful and profound study of all who are

set for the defence of the truth ? Does any one suppose

that its adherents are to be conciliated and won by our

silence or concessions, or by that easy, good nature,

baptised with the engaging names of " liberahty" and
" charity," which lends itself to its designs by encour-

aging words, and pecuniary aid to its schemes?

But, it is time that we turn from the essential nature

of this system of errors to consider

:

i
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, II. The present aspect of the controversy with it,—as

perhaps, yet more suggestive of "what Israel ought to

do."

1. And our first remark is, that as to the great ques-

tions at issue, it is essentially the same controversy

which was begun at the Reformation. Rome may have
changed her tactics, but she has not^eparted from any
one of her errors. The decisions of the Council of Trent,

occasioned by the doctrines of Luther, have given form
and perpetuity to her system, which cannot be modified

without being wholly abandoned. She may have found

it her policy to disguise and conceal some of her most
offensive dogmas, and to forego some of her most repul-

sive practices, and to soften down, or gild over, with

plausible statements, her distinguishing doctrines. But,

after all, upon the authority of her own creed, she re-

mains in spirit and in fact unchanged. And the contro-

versy now, is just a renewal of the battle upon the same
old issues, upon which it was fought and won three hun-
dred years ago. It is not now, nor was it then, simply
a contest about indulgences, purgatory, transubstantia-

tion, or any other particular corruption or abuse. These
were but the occasions which awakened the struggle,

and opened to the minds of the Reformers, an insight

into the radical errors from which these evils grow. The
putting down of Tetzel and the burning of his parchment
pardons, could not change the nature of the Papacy, or

hinder an ultimate outbreak of Scripture and reason,

against its monstrous assumptions. The conflict with
this gigantic system of delusion, was not, nor is it now^
whether a stupid friar shall publicly peddle the Pope's
license for theft, adultery and murder, at a certain per

centage. Upon questions of that sort, Rome may be a

thousand times overthrown, and yet survive and flour-

ish. The struggle in which her defeat must be final, is

that which has been the conflict of ages, and which, in

some one or more, of its aspects, is, and is to be, preemi-
nently the conflict of this age ;-—a struggle for the su-

premacy of God'S written word, as opposed to all human
speculations, or Church authority, for the dominion of

"Christ and his crown," or, to use another pregnant ex-

pression, equally consecrated in the struggles of the

>
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past, for the ''headship of Christ," as opposed to all civil

or prelatical assumptions, for God's method of saving
sinners through the righteousness of Christ, as opposed
to all the patchwork of human inventions, and for the

spirituality of worship, as opposed to a barren formalism,
that always terminates in superstition and idolatry.

2. But, though the controversy in its issues is the

same, yet in its circumstances and accidents, it is mate-
rially different. ' ,,

In those countries in which the reformation was stran-

gled in its birth, and which remain still under the do-

minion of Bome, all discussion being interdicted, the
contest must await the developements of providence, in

the silent working of the leaven which may be infused,

or in the result of those political convulsions which may
yet enfranchise the peopla whose energies have been
crushed by ages of oppression.

Without subscribing to any theories of prophetical in-

terpretation, we may yet anticipate the coming of events

which shall shatter the theories of tyranny, and break
the iron sceptre of a Priestly despotism. k .

But, whilst in. her own territories Kome refuses to be
questioned, and stifles inquiry by the strong arm of pow-
er, she is yet ambitious of conquest, and is not only open,

but impudent in asserting her claims, in lands where
they may be freely investigated. In such countries, es-

pecially if pervaded by a general intelligence, we might
expect some measure of reserve, and politic conceal-

ment,—that she would put on a decent exterior, and
present altogether, a more comely appearance than she

did to the Reformers, or does even now, where she has

nothing to gain by the masquerade. In our own coun-

try, and in England, this has been her policy, until more
recently, presuming upon Protestant indifference and
apathy, she seems to have been making experiments

upon the maxim, that the bolder the assumption and ar-

rogance, the more certain the success.

In diffusing her dogmas, she claims for herself, the

benefit, to its utmost extent, of the Protestant doctrine

of religious freedom and universal toleration, while at

the same time, sundry of her organs are indiscreetly

confessing, that liberty oJ conscience is no part of her ' /

n
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creed, and a persecuting intolerance is the logical and
necessary result of her doctrines. With the plea of

equal rights she boldly asserts the right to rule, and
though in never so pitiful a minority, she demands it,

as of justice, that the majority should bow to her dicta-

tion, though it be to proscribe the Bible and falsify his-

tory, and silence the voice of prayer. She marches
boldly to the ballot box, in the solid phalanx of her fol-

lowers, when she can make her influence to be felt by
parties or persons,—and when her political intermed-

dling has produced its inevitable reaction in her own
defeat, she makes the welkin ring again, with the cry

of a "violated constitution" and religious bigotry."

In all this, it is not diflficuJt to detect her design, which
seems to be a studied effort to withdraw the controversy,

even at the expense of frequent discomfitures, from the

great points in dispute, to local and secondary ques-

tions of temporal interest and policy. She prefers to

skirmish along the outposts, where defeat is not disas-

trous, and the accidents of war may give an occasional

victory,—to a charge upon the centre in which her tri-

umph would be hopeless and her overthrow fatal. Thus,
the contest is every day becoming more and more prac-

tical. It is no longer the debate of learned scholastics

about the meaning of a word, or the disputed testimony
of doubtful Fathers. It seizes upon the interests and
realities of every-day life, and by appealing to all the

passions and prejudices of men, it arrays them in mu-
tual hostility. This might seem, indeed, like a suicidal

policy, for a Church, which aims at accessions from
Protestant ranks, and whose position one might think,

should render her conciliatory, rather than belligerent.

But, let us not imagine that she has forgotten, or repu-

diated the arts of fawning and flattery, in certain quar-

ters, even while fomenting an irreconcilable animosity
in others. The audience to this controversy is not now,
as of yore, the august presence of assembled councils

and crowned heads, whose verdict would be potential

upon whole kingdoms and provinces. In this country,

at least, the issue is to be tried before the people them-
selves, and what has never been true before to the same
extent arid under similar circumstances, the adherents

>
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of Kome themselves, are a part of the jury. Now, it is

not more important to make converts, than it is to pre*

vent defections, and Rome aims at accomplishing both.

From the Evangelical Churches of tjie country, which
are the received type of Protestantism here, she can
have but slight hope of accessions, and yet it is from the

efforts of these, that her own followers are most in dan-

ger of being snatched from her grasp. Against these,

therefore, it is her policy to awaken in the minds of her

own people, all the antipathy which national and reli-

gious prejudices can engender, thus rendering them
inaccessible to influence or ii;)struction from without.

But the vast majority of our population have no special

Church relations, and though decidedly Protestant in

their feelings and tendencies, yet this is more the result

of circumstances, than of intelligent convictions. More-
over, among these, the religious element in its external

manifestations, has never attained to that strength and
unity of expression which it has reached, for example, in

England or Scotland. We have no living traditions and
monuments, of past struggles with the Papacy, which
have concentrated the national feeling against it. On
the contrary, nominal Protestants among us, so far oc-

cupy a neutral territory, that they are much in the habit

of looking upon all religions as alike. They are greatly

inclined to ascribe to sectarian bigotry and prejudice, any
exposures of Romish delusions and abuses. Or looking

upon the controversy, as only the contest of rival sects,

their sympathies naturally tend towards the weaker par-

ty.

ISTow, whilst expending all its native rancor and bit-

terness against the different Churches, yet Rome knows
how to be exceedingly gracious and conciliatory towards
those who have no special interest in any. And if, be-

sides a prevailing indifference, the enmity of the carnal

heart has been at all stirred up against the truth, she
knows how to second its objections, and confirm its op-

position, commending herself the while, by an affecta-

tion of liberality, and an exemption from everything
austere and puritanical, either in doctrine or practice.

Recalling, in this connection, what has already been
said of the conformity of her tenets, with the tendenciea

\<
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of our fallen nature, it will be seen, that she has no un-

proniising field for the exercise of her arts. She enters

this field, not with the arguments of ordinary polemic
strife, but with those influences and agencies, which are

particularly taking, with minds unaccustomed to 'theo-

logical distinctions, and easily afi*ected by external plau-

sibilities. She allows no element of influence or power
to be wasted. Employing for her purposes every spe-

cies of talent, and every shape of enthusiasm, she has
also, her agencies, suited to every possible avocation.

In the growing towns and cities of a new country,

public buildings are regarded as public benefits, and
she has availed herself largely, of the architectural argu-

ment, in pretensions, and often really imposing Churches
and Cathedrals. In older and larger cities, the empori-

ums of trade, and the receptacles of congregated misery
and vice, where amid the scramble for wealth, the spirit

of a heartless selfishness too often reigns, and where the

unobtrusive, and often extended labours of private be-

nevolence, are unnoticed and unproclaimed, she is con^

stantly parading the machinery of her ostentatious chari-

ties, and challenging for them public applause and sup-

port, while multitudes of her own poor, are left to the

provisions of city and State institutions. It is prover-

bial, that the establishment of schools and seminaries

of learning, save for the education of her own Priest-

hood, has occupied but little of her attention, in those

lands where hei* power is already predominant. But, in

a country like this, where the cause of popular education

has received an irresistible impulse, it is necessary to

her ends, either to embarrass or control it. She is aiming
at both, by her ceaseless endeavors, first, to dictate the

books and subjects of instruction in the public schools,

and then to thrust her hand into the public treasury,

and appropriate to her exclusive use a portion of its

funds. She has also, her seminaries and high schools

for educating the children of Protestant parents, who are

willing to pay for having the minds of their sons and
daughters poisoned with her errors. In this department,

as in others, she avails herself successfully of her female

aids. And because there is in one day a particular rage

for certain ornamental foreign follies, she comes to the

I
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relief of our semi-barbarian Protestantism, and the once
brilliant Madame This, or fascinating Countess That, ha-

ving been duly transformed into Sister Ursula or Saintess

Theresa, shall teach our daughters the latest Parisian ac-

complishments, and most exquisite Italian music, teach-

ing them at the same time,—all pledges to the contrary

notwithstanding,—to take the veil when they are done,

or at least, to take a confessor. She has also, her theo-

logical champions for the strife of words, and if fcfold af-

firmations, artful diversions, and specious, but shallow
sophistries, could always conceal obnoxious errors, they
would be oftener successful. Let not the Protestant who
enters the arena of this debate, expect to encounter a

manly and straightforward discussion of cardinal princi-

ples. Whatever may be the topic in hands, the old

story will return, of Protestant divisions, the different

interpretations of the Bible, with all the various read-

ings, and minor errors of transcribers and printers, to

the end of the chapter. Servetns will die a thousand
deaths, and the New England witches will be burned,

and the Quakers will be banished, as many times over,

to offset the fires of Smithfield, the massacre of St. Bar-

tholomew, and the Spanish Inquisition, no matter though
Protestantism has, for centuries, deplored and disown-

ed the errors and excesses of those but partially im-

bued with her spirit, yet they are the stereotyped an-

swer to all the crueltv and blood which has blackened

the history of Rome, from its earliest origin, and which
are the necessary and conceded, results of principles still

retained and avowed.
The history of the Romish controversy in this country,

would be a curious and instructive chapter. Almost
simultaneously with the first settlements on this conti-

nent, Rome was engaged in efforts to secure it. She
planted her colonies and established her missions. On
the rugged soil of the North and the rich Savannahs of

the South, her emissaries were found. It is not more
than a hundred years ago, since the whole of that vast

region west of the Alleghanies was claimed by a Romish
Government, and a chain of French settlements and
forts, strengthened by Jesuit missions, extended from
the St. Lawrence to the Gulf, The lakes, the streams^

YoL. VIII.—No. 3. 7
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the cities, designated by tbe names of tutelary Saints,

from the Falls of ]N"iagara to the delta of the Mississippi,

are the memorials of that gigantic scheme of French and
Papal dominion, which received its death-blow at the

peace of 1Y63. Since that period, and especially since

the organization of our Government, the approaches of

Romanism have been more insidious, but not the less de-

termined, and with perhaps, equal confidence of success.

There has been a remarkable revival of her energies

within the past few years, and though her own boastful

statements are always to be received with considerable

allowance, yet there is little doubt that her members
and her power have been greatly augmented. This in-

crease, it is true, is owing chiefly to immigration. But
herein is another fact which gives a peculiar complexion
to this controversy,—that the adherents of this usurping
Church are mainly foreigners. Principally from those

lands where the despotism of Rome has least of all been
broken, they come to us, from the densely populated
cities and districts of the old world, with all the ignor-

ance, errors and superstitions of ages, and yet often, with
the most inflated notions of their own prerogatives and
importance when they get here. But slowly amalgama-
ting with our people, they move in masses, and are pe-

culiarly susceptible to the influence of a few governing
minds. This renders them a formidable element in po-

litical struggles, when there is a nearly equal ballancing
of the parties. The result is, that they are, to both sides,

the objects of flattery and dread, and frequently become
to both, the objects of detestation, in the end. This, so

far from destroying, only gives additional power to the
influences by which they are governed, and renders them
still more inaccessible to instruction.

Such, in its nature and present aspect, is the state of

the controversy with this old and formidable foe to the

reign of truth and godliness.

We turn, then, to our last enquiry :

III. What is the duty of the Church in the case?
"What ought Israel to do?"

It would be presuming too much, if upon this point, I

should offer anything beyond a few hints.

^
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1. And of these, the first and most ohvious is, that

we ought to make ourselves thoroughly acquainted with

the system which we are called to combat. This is,

especially, incumbent upon those of us, who are " set

for the defence of the truth." Wherever the field of

our labours may be, however remote from those great

centres where the influence of the Papacy is the most
marked and formidable, our people, all, need to be in-

structed in regard to the distinguishing errors and arts

of this apostate, yet ambitious Church. It is not to be
numbered among the dead heresies of the past, which
it would be worse than useless to exhume, for the sake
of exhibiting a few fossil remains. These may be left to

the cabinets of th^i"«©uriou8, an^-the studies of the learn-

ed. But this is alliving monsterjof which it becomes us

to know, not only^he habits ancfthe haunts, but also its

confirmation and structure, in order that we may know
also, its points of vitality. We cannot tell at what mo-
ment, or under what circumstances, any of our people

may be exposed to its arts, or an}^ of ourselves may be
called to encounter its polemics. Let us not hazard too

much in relying upon the vague, general impressions of

Rome's errors and iniquities which pervade all Protest-

ant countries, but which gradually lose their power as

they become indistinct, through their increasing distance

in time from the great conflicts which awakened them.
Let us not peril the cause of truth by an indolent repose

upon our convictions of right, without being able to sub-

stantiate those convictions by the demonstrations of facts

and arguments. Protestantism suffers when some zeal-

ous, but uninformed champion, essays the combat with

one of the trained and unscrupulous dialecticians of

Rome. If we would successfully defend the truth and
withstand the progress of error, we must penetrate be^

neath the surface, and even go down into the abysmal
depths of this " mystery of iniquity." It will be a tedi^

ous and gloomy descent, and as the wreck of some bold
and vigorous minds has proved, it will be dangerous too,

if we go down with only the flaring torch-light of hu-

man reason and philosophy for our guide. It is like ex-

ploring the deep recesses of a mine, where fire-damps

and deadly vapours are generated,—the only safety lamp

^-'j.
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is the light of Divine truth, and the only protection the

panoply of Divine grace.

2. But the more thoroughly she is instructed, the more
fully will the Church be convinced that she gains no-

thing by attempting to conciliate through her silence,

the adherents of this system. The opinion is sometimes
expressed that its discussion is harmful, as tending to

confirm the antipathies and prejudices of Romanists,

and the question is often asked, " how many have ever

been converted by such discussions ?" But this is taking

a most inadequate view of the case. The subject may,
indeed, be presented in a spirit and manner, not only re-

pulsive but disgusting, and we have witnessed some
exhibitions from a race of beggarly itinerants, certain

qi^ondam or quasi Priests and Monks, whose ignorance

and effrontery would ruin any cause that might be cursed

by their advocacy. And it is possible, that even good
and great men, may have occasionally forgotten, that

the most successful exposure of error is, that which at

the same time persuades and convinces the errorist.

But it does not follow from this, that the Church is to

forget, or forego the fulfilment of her great mission, as a

witness for the truth. And so long as her condition is

that of a militant Church, she may not content herself

with a bare proclamation of the truth in its native sim-

plicity, but she is bound to maintain it, in all its adapta-

tions to the ever-changing exigencies of the age, and in

all its antagonism to the prevailing errors of the world.

Let her do this in the utmost spirit of Christian benigni-

ty. But then, as she would not be recreant to her high

calling, let her do it also, in all fidelity and boldness. I

have no patience with that maudlin charity which is too

polite to be honest, or with that miserable expediency
which claims to be wiser than God. There is less dan-

ger that discussion will confirm the prejudices of Ro-
manists, than there is that the doctrines of grace will

arouse the enmities of the carnal heart. But shall we,
therefore, cease to proclaim the doctrines of grace, and
sew pillows to all arm-holes, by degrading the pulpit to

the graceful utterance of a few short and easy lessons on
morals? Suppress the truth through fear' of exciting

opposition, and you have not only betrayed the truth to
\
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its foes, but you have also strengthened that opposition

for a future and more successful resistance. Wanting
the power to compel, Home can ask for nothing more
than the ability to intimidate or flatter us into silence.

3. And this leads to our third remark, namely, that

the duties of the Church in this controversy, belong to

hejun her character and office as a witness for the truth.

LEbe weapons of her warfare are not carnal but spiritu-

al. Her only arms, the power of truth and godliness?

Her agencies the legitimate influence of instruction and
example. She claims no power of coerci(;)iL beyond the

urgency of the truth in love. She arrogates no ghostly

dominion over the conscience. She imposes no physical

restraints upon the conduct. The genius of our religion

is benign. And though truth is necessarily intolerant of

error, because truth, like the God who is its author, is

one and supreme, yet the spirit which it breathes, like

the world-embracing benevolence of Jehovah, is univer-

sally kind and tolerant towards the victims of error.

She comes to them with the word of God in her hand,

and with the accents of imaifected kindness upoti her

lips, declaring at once their danger and their remedy.
And all this is perfectly compatible with the freest and
fullest exposure of the errors and the arts of a Church,

whose character and destiny the pen of inspiration has

written, in terms of greater severity than any which we
can employ.

It is the more important to observe this distinctive

office of the Church, as a witness bearer, from two op-

posite tendencies, one of which has been referred to al-

ready, in the easy and indolent disposition to keep back
the truth, and thus sometimes imperil its interests by
default,—and the other, to which thesis a strong temp-
tation in the aspect of the times, is a tendency to exceed

her legitimate functions, and become fehtangled in the.ec-

clesiastico-political contests of the da^ Whatever may
be lawful for men as individuals, otneedful for the pres-

ervation of our civil institutions, 1 yet the Oliurch is out

of her sphere, and always will suner when she permits

herself tybe involved, even by implication, in tli^trife

of partiesl "Let the dead bury their dead." V^^et na-

tive bornand fureign citizens, settle their own civil and

y
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political relatio^ And while every encroachment up-

on Protestant libferty of speech, and liberty of instruc-

tion, is promptly met and manfully repelled, yet, let not

the intermeddling of Popish Priests and PrelatesJi^ ex-

cused by the example of the Protestant ministry Cet no
man be allowed to believe that he is political^T pro-

scribed aaiLdisfranchised because of his religiomj Es-

pecially fi§t it not be believed that the Church, in the

dischargWf her functions, as a witness and a teacher of

the truth, is a party to such a resultj

Moreover, it is important to preserve the distinctive

character of the Church as a Witness Bearer, from a dis-

position to confide this whole controversy, and its con-

nected duties, to the hands of individuals and irrespon-

sible associations. We disparage no labourer in this

field, and no combination of efiforts to diffuse the truth.

But the Chnrch has her own work to do, and she only

can do it aright. She owes missionary work to the be-

nighted Komanist, no less than to the benighted Hindoo,
and she owes it to herself no less, to select the agents

and supervise the execution of that work. Why has she

left it so largely and so long in other hands? Why are

her efforts so stinted in this direction, compared with

the importance of the field ? The whole power of the

Papacy is mainly expended now, upon Protestant coun-

tries, and yet how little of the power of the Church is

expended upon the deluded followers of Rome. God
has still his " hidden ones" within the pale of that mys-
tic Babylon, but how faint our echo of his voice, saying
" Come out of her ray people, and be not partakers of

her plagues."

ARTICLE Y.

GOD'S REST, OUR REST.*

Egypt had bound Israel with a thousand chains of

violence and craft ; but the sword of the Lord had cut

sheer through them all, and his people " went out with

* Suggested by Heb. iii., and iv.

i-
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a high hand." Sore and terrible had been their bond-
age there, so that they " groaned" under it with a hope-
less and utterly servile lamentation ; but their cry went
up unto God. Beyond their thought, and even against

their will, he wrought out a mighty salvation for them.
It is a daily mistake among men to imagine that

God's plans are direct, simple, quickly reaching their

conclusion, in a victory palpable to us in our gross esti-

mation of them. If a purpose of his becomes apparent
to us, we look for an immediate conclusion of it; a few
days more must unfold the whole of it, and something
new begin. So judged the Hebrews, because Jehovah
had " brought them forth with a strong hand and an out-

stretched arm,"^hkd riven the waters, and congealed
the deep flood in the heart of the sea, so that the waves
stood up like a wall on the right hand and on the left,

—

had destroyed the mighty oppressor of their race, even
when they felt the hot breath of his chariot-horses on
their necks, and had broken the power of that fierce na-

tion for generations to come,—they thought the agony
was past. They either hoped that the sands of Arabia
would suddenly blossom for them like the rose, and the

solitary wastes of Midian sing aloud for joy at their

coming ; or at least, that fountains would spring up spon-

taneously along their way, and rich food mysteriously

lavish itself upon them in the desert, and the mountain
walls of Canaan open wide their rocky gates at their

approach, so that "the promised land" should be theirs

without an effort. Manifestly they were disappointed

when silence, barenness, and thirst looked grimly out

upon them from the hills, and bare rocks and a howling
wilderness hemmed them in.

Unlike their father Abraham, who waited with iron

constancy and undying hope the fulfilment of a promise

that was delayed a quarter of a century,—unlike him,

they had no patience with their almighty Deliverer.

The pledge that was not fully redeemed to-day, was, in

their view, already falsified. The oath of the unchange-

able God was as the idle wind to their unbelief, if fulfill-

ment did not tread upon the heels of promise as thunder''

follows the lightning.

No doubt, the discipline upon which they were put,

-<
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was almost intolerably severe; but it was the introduc-

tion to glory and privilege unequalled on earth. David
confessed it, when he said :

" He hath not dealt so with

any nation." Their powers were kept at their utmost

tension. Day after day they marched through rocky

and barren solitudes ; mothers with their children, men
with their armour and their herds. Fatigue and thirst

wore out their energies, foes beset them by pitched bat-

tles and sudden ambush; yet they must press on and
on—whither? To the graves appointed them ! Twelve
hundred thousand dead must people the wilderness of

Sin, or hew out their tombs in the rocks of Horeb. For
they that come from Egypt "could not enter in" to Ca-

naan, "because of unbelief." "God sware in his Wrath
that they should not enter into his rest." " Hope de-

ferred," though it was righteously deferred, "made their

hearts sick ;" their faith failed them, and the}^ were cut

off from his people.

But orl this word—"His rest, "My rest,"—Paul sud-

denly rises to another thought. God has a rest. It is

said that, on the seventh day, he "rested." Into that

rest, of which, Canaan was but a symbol and a faint

foreshadowing, he bade his ancient people enter; and it

"remaineth" for them unto this day. He has himself,

partaken of it ; Christ has entered it; the redeemed shall

dwell there.

Let us dwell a little on this thought

—

God?s rest^ our
rest. And first, let us think of it as God'^s rest. "And
on the seventh day God ended his work which he had
made; and he rested on the seventh day from all his

work which he had made. And God blessed the seventh
day, and sanctified it ; because that in it he had rested

from all his work which God created and made." Such
is the sublime and simple record.

The works which God created and made were the six

day's wonders of the creation. In his arms he had ga-

thered up the clouds and seas, and formless energies of

chaos,—shaped a planet, and poised it in space. Light

and life, obedient to his word, descended from Heaven
and sphered it in lustre and in hope. A mist went up
from the earth and watered it, and God blessed the lands

with verdure, and fruit, and shade. The air, the plains.

;
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the sea, teemed with busy happiness. He touched the

silent soil, and man sprung up from the dust of the

ground,—received into his nostrils the breath of life,

—

became a living spirit, the earthborn representative of

his almighty Father.

The character of " work" was given to this achieve-

ment,—not by the fact that God expended greater effort,

or put forth unusual exertion then and there, but by the

fact that it was a peculiar effort, and that attributes

which generally (so to speak,) lie back and are kept in

abe}^an ce,' wrought here, and were manifested before the

angels. Instead of leaving the display of power to na-

tural laws and second causes, he now put himself in

direct contact with events, and was seen to carry out the

mighty plan.

This done, God returned into his rest. The voice

august, no longer uttered creating words. The Hand
divine withdrew that mysterious energy which moulded
living creatures or struck out worlds. The new king-

dom was established ; and the concenting stars and the

joyful sons of God inaugurated it with shouts and hea-

venly anthems. But clouds and darkness, and silence,

enshrined the throne. Omnipotence seemed to have
returned into itself. Self-sufficing, impregnable, victo-

rious, its work done, that secure, majestic Might needed
no flashes of mere display to make it glorious. Thus
God rested.

But as God's " work" was not labor, so his " rest"

was not inaction. Forty centuries later, Christ declared
" My Father worketh hitherto," {i. e. has been working
till now.") For him to cease all action would be, not

merely to abdicate his throne, but to change and deny
his nature. His heart had not ceased from love, and
therefore, his hand must persist in goodness. There
were the angels to be sustained and blessed; the count-

less worlds to be governed ; the new subjects to be
taught and fed, and watched. He is the keeper of the

universal fold—the shepherd of an innumerable people

—

the king of heavenly armies—the teacher and present

friend of his new-made children.

But it was rest in this sense ; that this particular en-

terprise was finished, and,—with the addition of a new

^
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department to His kingdom,—its routine proceeded as

of old. His attributes returned to their wonted order of

display. It is His nature^ one may say, to be a Go-
vernor,—to rule His vast empire by comprehensive and
happy laws,—to breathe out and to receive love,—love

pure, supreme, immortal,—over that domain He has

made populous with loyalty and joy. In this, His right

and natural position, the whole universe shows a sym-
metry, a beauty, and a bliss, in which He finds divinest

honor and delight. He reigns, and is obeyed : He loves,

and is adored : He shines, and is worshipped. This, I

say, is the normal state of things
;
government by love

is to us, God'S glory and his life. In this, therefore, his

last splendid self-revelation as Creator was merged. In

this he " rested."

Yet once more : we must enlarge upon this thought a

little, to fill out our idea of God's rest. Advancing from

the particular instance, the seventh day, we must learn

what that general condition is, of which he can partake

with his little children.

It is the having accomplished worthy ends. A holy

thing done,— a wise counsel fulfilled, an era is set among
the ages. There is a fixed point upon which the ne-

cessary powers centered, and to which, a^ to a date and
a landmark, events that follow may be referred. That
to which previous deeds pointed, and for which they

prepared the way, is at last accomplished : the long pur-

pose is lost in the present fact. History now may take

breath ; suspense is ended ; the consummation is come.

Thus it was in this case. God's eternal purpose took

form at the creation, as the chaos did. The light he

spoke into being illumined his counsels for his creatures,

and made known his will to them. On the seventh day,

intention had become achievement. It was the broad,

bright border-line,—that first Sabbath,—between two

eras,—that which ended in creation, and that which be-

gan in man.
It is serene repose in the consciousness of right deeds

and a right heart. The calm that follows action is almost

involuntarily a time of review. Our deeds array our

principles and set them forth to us, as to others. In re-

turning to rest, he who has acted returns into his general
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course of feeling, tempered by his last resolves and his

last deeds. The ruling thought re-asserts its sway; the

great ends of being stand confessed and are sought with

the old regard ; the heart that was happy regains its joy

;

the wounded spirit repeats its grief. Thus, we are told

of Jehovah, as he completed his wonderful work, in the

closing of the 16th day, that he "saw everything he had
made, and behold it was very good." It was the first

soft twilight hour of God's rest. For, as of old, he look-

ed forth upon his kingdom, the work of his hands,—he
took in, with that all-comprehending glance, this new
territory in his domain,—and returning thus to the eter-

nal course of his perfect blessedness, he resumed that

grand repose,—the consciousness of mighty deeds, and
of infinite love.

The second thought we propose to set forth is this—in

our faith and love we begin here to partake of God's
rest : we also look back upon an efibrt and an achieve-

ment; we also behold with a deep delight its steadily

unfolding results ; we also come out from our effort into

a certain permanence and security of happy feeling : the

very thought that spreads out into a waveless happiness
in him, shines, a little lakelet of content and rest, in

us.

He, says the Apostle,—"he that hath entered into

rest hath ceased from his own worlcs^ as God also from
his." The crisis of our histories arrives and confronts

us. We have lived in unbelief and sin, long years; this

treacherous world has spread out its charms before us,

and received our affection ; the heart's early tenderness,

that was awed by the simplest infant thought of God,

—

that wept at the sorrows of the dear Redeemer and
longed for his love,—that trembled at the thought of
judgment and owned the terror of hell,—that early ten-

derness is all encrusted with self-deceptions and idola-

tries, grown callous under the threats of the law and the

pathos of the Gospel. But through these strong de-

fences flies the " barbed arrow,—sharp in the heart of
the King's enemies." Conscience awakes ; fear shouts to

us through his shrill trumpet ; God looks down in his

holy jealousy, and withers our spirits with dismay and
shame ; temptations and terrors multiply ; resolutions

:.r
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break like ropes of sand ; all our efforts prove abortive,

and ruin stares us in the face.

At last we remember Christ the Lord ; God's holy

Spirit brings that precious thoue^ht upon us, and invests

it with significance and hope. J^ow, therefore, after so

long a time, we come distinctly to understand that there

is a way of escape by him : not only that there is no
other name given under Heaven, but also that his name
is given as the key to our difiiculties,—the name where-

by we may be saved. We advance a step farther; we
see that he is beautifully good, eminently true and trust-

worthy,—that he simply demands reliance on him, and
obedience as the daughter of reliance. Thus then, in

some honr of storm, when the heart's whole frame is

shaken by self-accusation, conflict and despair, by a

sudden revulsion the scourged and desperate thoughts

fly out to Christ Jesus the Lord. Suddenly there is a

great calm.

"At once a calm and heaving sleep

Fell o'er all the glassy deep."

The rescued heart looks back and sees the victory achiev-

ed—how, it knows not ; it may never know ; but that it

is, the healed wounds, the risen hope, the springing

health, eloquently witnesseth, there is rest in that still

remembrance of escape,—that look back from the pro-

tecting shield upon foes discomfitted and disarmed

!

But, besides all this, there is rest in watching the re-

sults of this, first illustrious event, as they unfold in our

histories. Many things are born of it; our lives are

populous with deeds and joys that owe their being to

this, that we have trusted in Christ. It was not so, per-

haps, in our expectation. When we were convinced of

sin and looking to religion, as the thing we must achieve,

with more of fear than hope, our unwilling hearts par-

leyed with conscience, and recounted many things we
would " have" to do, many to forego. For days without
number, swelling into a life of years, we should be
obliged to pray, and study Scripture, and meditate,

—

confess sin, keep good resolutions, stir np and maintain
certain feelings,—aflect Christian society, oppose the

sceptical and vicious world, keep a conscience void of
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offence towards God and man. What an overwhelming
prospect ! Endless efforts to be made, uncounted plea-

sures to be refused,—gain to be sacrificed,—in short, a

life of absolutely unbroken watchfulness, self denial and
toil to be entered on and lived steadfastly out to its end

!

Who has not entertained this thought, and shrunk from
ensuring such a future ?

But when, by God's help and blessing, we have hearti-

ly accepted all this, and whatever else may be involved

in self-consecration to him,—when at last we have en-

tered on the work and are striving in good faith to keep
our covenant with the Lord,—behold our wonderful re-

demption and rest. Much of the future was wrapped
up in the past ; the resolutions we were so painfully to

keep, grow silently into habits; some of the pleasures

we were to deny ourselves have lost their charm, while

others are withering and growing powerless daily ; the

enemies we were to fear, and watch, and heroically beat

down under our feet, are dead or dying. Just as the

balloon's whole ascension is involved in the cutting the

cords that bind it down,—just as every foot it rises is

so much removed from the earth's attractions and its

own downward tendency,—so the Christian's victories

all depend on that first stormy, but auspicious hour, and.

every step of progress sets him free. In this steady un-

folding of results, this gradual developement of powers,

this slow unclouding of his western sky, is there not rest?

Yet more notably do we enter into God's rest in this

—

that the feelings we attain are the same in kind as his.

Of course we must make allowance here for the fact

that we regard him with emotions he can never share,

but by a Father's tender sympathy with his children.

Our gratitude for redemption, our shame at having so

bitterly grieved and injured him, our fear that we shall

yet offend and leave him,—these are all our own. But
there are others that we lost when we lost God's image^
to which he has brought us back in restoring the faint

outlines of that image. To these Peter refers, when he
calls the children of God "partakers of the Divine n^
ture."

Faith itself, when we look at it closely, is not without
this godlike character ; for we can trust that only which

'))•
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we have come to realize and know, and we can compre-
hend those feelings only with which we sympathise.
" It is the heart alone," a wise philosopher has told us,

" that can understand the heart." This is the reason

why sin is always unbelieving, and that repentance and
faith are inseparable. God looks with complacent con-

fidence upon the angels, because their pure hearts an-

swer to his heart. We rest on him, because there is be-

gun in us a nature like his own. Thus, though in one
view,

—

" Faith and hope are given
But as our guides to yonder sky—

^

Soon as they reach the verge of Heaven,
Lost in that blaze of truth they die."

Yet, in another aspect, faith is immortal. Mutual confi-

dence is the life of Heaven ; to that our faith aspires.

In its humble measure therefore—bringing, as it does,

relief to our fears, and putting joy into our hearts,—it

makes us partakers of God's rest.

Yet more accurately is this true of love—for God is

love. It was to love, as the perennial outflow of good-

will and blessing, that he returned when he "rosted."

The inefiable communion' of the Three in one—their

smile upon the angels, which throbbed through Heaven
in light,—the long procession of bounties and delights

that flowed out like a river from the throne and filled

all human hearts with food and gladness,—these were
the forms and the fruit of love in Heaven. Whosoever,
therefore, is verily born of God, loveth. That most ex-

quisite and tender of all joys is springing up within

him : the old conflict of self against self, passion against

passion, lust against prudence and pride, and shame, is

swept away. A real delight in the beauty of God's ho-

liness, a supreme devotion to his will and honor, a hearty

sympathy with his wise and pure desires, is shed abroad
within us, and nerves us to self-denial and devoted loy-

alty. We are brethren, too, to all his children. Love
begins, at first feebly, then in a stronger and a warmer
stream, to run through all our actions: and love is born

of God, and knoweth God. Thus, at our infinite dis-

tance, with our torpid and purblind hearts, like Her-

echel before the sun, we dimly reflect his light, and re-
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peat, amid the darkness, hi& bright benignant glory.

The consciousness of this is rest; and it is like God's
rest.

In Heaven, God's rest becomes fully and forever ours.

The conflict that had only been subsiding in life is now-

ended—has died in our death, has been sealed up in a

perpetual tomb. No hard question, no doubtful ven-

ture, no lukewarm zeal, no lame, suspicious half-belief,

no remonstrant conscience, no dexterous self-deceiving

subtleties, no wasted labors : a land of certainty, and
safety, and goodness

!

Like God's rest in this—that the work is fully done.

With him, there was no returning after the Sabbath to

complete the plan,—^no forgotten purposes to fulfil,—no
unsuccessful attempt to be undertaken again,—no chasm
in the rounded earth to fill up,—no lacking company in

the mighty armies of nature. It was essential to the

perfectness of his rest that it should follow a jmish-
ed work. The outstretched, creative faculties gathered
themselves up into the cloud of light; for the emergency
they had evoked and employed was past. So in Hea-
ven, the whole, long life-battle will have been fought

out,—the consummation of our hopes and labors per-

fectly achieved. In God's strength we undertook to

reinstate him in a rebellious heart—to turn out the stub-

born idolatries that had taken root and flourished there

—to break up the hard and evil will that rejected him
and brought forth only sins, and passions, and fears,

—

and to bring him back into his vineyard, unquestioned
Lord there,—the Gatherer of all our little harvest. And
behold, it is done! The whole bright spirit is his own.
We sought to make it pure as well as loyal. We were

ashamed of the vile thoughts and sordid worldliness that

harbored there ; and with a resolute and holy jealousy

we cast them out. Slowly and painfully we removed
each stain, receiving the heavenly help without which,

we can do nothing, and into their place brought in

hope, and peace, and communion with God. This also,

is done; Christ's righteousness and the Holy Spirit have
" presented us faultless with exceeding joy," before our
Father. We aimed, again, at self-developement and
Christian maturity. We felt and lamented the feeble-
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ness of all good things in ns ; we set ourselves to grow
stronger,—to attain " the measure of the stature of the

fulness of Christ." This, too, is accomplished ; the time
of weakness,—the time of stumbling, the time of child-

ish helplessness, has passed away. We have attained

our growth and are armed with angel's strength.

Lite His rest in this—that the thing done is a crea-

tion. It was no working up of old materials, the making
of this noble world: He called it out of nothing by His
word. Thus also, the new heart that enters Heaven is

no old heart refitted or repaired. Love to God does not

ripen out of self-love, or obedience out of wilfulness, or

loyalty out of rebellion, or tender affection out of a hard
and carnal wickedness. ''Behold, I make all things

new ; old things have passed away" and vanished forev-

er. In their place come trust, peace, joy in the Holy
Ghost. So, now the new man is created, and the old

nature swept away into oblivion and darkness, we enter

into divine, eternal rest.

Likest God's rest in this—that order and beauty, and
glory are the continual outcome of this work,—our im-

mortal inheritance. When Jehovah finished his crea-

ting work, all was faultless, happy, glorious. He look-

ed down from his lofty throne and rejoiced in his admi-

rable and perfect deed. Yea, and though sin has marr-

ed God's excellent handiwork, the glory and the bliss

enure to him as of old; it is the same revelation, though
Satan and rebel man contradict or pervert it. When
Christ our Lord returned to Heaven, he beheld the work
of mercy finished,—his reign begun, his people assured

to him, the heavenly mansions built and ready to re-

ceive the ransomed multitudes. His foes were vanquish-

ed, his travail ended, his kingdom established. "To
him," therefore, "shall the gentiles seek, and to rest

shall be glorious." When we lay down these fleshly

bodies in the grave,—when faith has triumphed over

both life and death,—when the last temptation has been

met and overcome,—when that " last enemy" shall have

been "destroyed,"---there shall remain for us an immor-
tal body, an eternal victory, an incorruptible and unde-

filed inheritance that fadeth not away. Then shall we
sing with Paul—" I have fought the good fight, I have

; \
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finished my course, I have kept the faith ! Henceforth
there is laid np for me a crown of righteousness, which
the Lord, the Kighteous Judge shall give me."

Return, then, unto thy rest, O my soul; for the Lord
hath dealt bountifully with thee ! Let the sweetness of
what surely shall be, quench the bitterness of what is.

Look patiently across these lengthening shadows to that

momentary night, which alone parts the evening from
the "perfect day." Shall thy entering into rest fail

" because of unbelief?" Remember, it will not failfor
any other cause.

Lean heavily upon the Lord's arm 1 Fear not,—try

its strength by the large burden rolled oif upon it. He
who talked with Adam while the twilight wind blew
softly, will talk with thee, if thou walk with Him ; and
His words shall be of welcome and of rest. Return
then, my soul I Hasten out of all these thy wanderings
into the King's highwa3^ Shake off these vile com-
panions, sloth, passions, and worldly wisdom. What
though, in that pure air, that arduous beginning of bliss,

pain and toil beset this gross body? What though the

outward man perish? It is enough that thou art renew-
ed in His image day by day ; the life also of Jesus shall

be manifest in thee I

i
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ARTICLE yj.
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EARLY HISTORY OF PRESBYTERIANISM IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

"Remember the days of old, consider the years of

many generations : ask thy father and he will shew
thee ; thy elders and they will tell thee. When the Most
High divided to the nations their inheritance, when he
separated the sons of Adam, he set the bounds of the

people according to the number of the children of Israel.

For the Lord's portion is his people ; Jacob is the lot of

his inheritance. He found him in a desert land, and in

the waste howling wilderness ; he led him about, he iu-

VoL. VIII.—No. 3. 8
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structed him, he kept him as the apple of his ej^e." So
sang the aged Lawgiver of the Jewish people, in one

of those sacred songs, whose strains of sweetness, of

holiness and love, were repeated by inspired and bard-

like prophets for ten centuries, in which the spirit of

prophecy was continued in the ancient church. He
had conducted the tribes of Israel through the Red Sea
and the waste howling wilderness, and had seen all the

men that came out of Egypt, except Caleb and Joshua,

die for their sins. To those then on the stage of action,

he repeated the law heard by many of them in child-

hood, at the foot of Sinai, and to all he points out the

deliverances of the past, the struggles, the defeats and
the victories, as ground of instructive meditation. As
loug ago as the Most High divided to the nations their

inheritance, in the dispersion of men at the tower of

Babel, when he separated the sons of Adam, he had this

chosen race in view, and he set the bounds of the peo-

ple according to the number of the children of Israel.

This central land of Palestine, looking forth upon three

quarters of the globe, and upon a sea which was the

thoroughfare of ancient civilization, he committed to an

energetic but doomed people, to be subdued, cultivated,

and filled with cities, for them to occupy; that from it,

one day, might go forth the law, and the sceptre from
Jerusalem. It was through a period of servitude in a

foreign clime, that Israel had been trained. AYhen res-

cued from it, he was found in a desert land and in the

waste howling wilderness; but there the Most High was
his miraculous protector and guide. He led him about,

he instructed him, he kept him as the apple of his ej^e.

For the J^OYd''^ jportion is his people ; Jacob is the lot of
his inheritance.

In every age may the true Church of God, or any frag-

ment of it, see, in what happened to the Israelitish peo-

ple, what has also happened to themselves, for He, our

Maker and our Husband, has lifted up this one nation

before the world, as an example of what He is, has been,

and will be to all those whom he has chosen to be his.

In how many instances in the Psalms of David, does

the worshipper of God rehearse the history of his own
people, and in the special providence which shaped its

7 \
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fortunes, find tbemes of praise to the King of Zion, or

instruction to his own generation. Beckoned on by such

examples, and by that of the dying Stephen in Gospel
times, we invite you to turn your eyes back over the way
the Lord has led you, and consider the years of many
generations.

In the first place, then, let us look at the gathering

of the Church of God. It is by the eifectual calling of

the Holy Ghost. But this is accomplished through the

preaching of the Word, and the general tender of salva-

tion in Christ. "This is a faithful saying and worthy of

all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the world to

save sinners." Around this central truth do the chosen

of God cluster, embracing the salvation offered, and re-

joicing in a Saviour found. Hitherto they were hidden,

and not distinguishable from the mass of men, but, as the

particles of iron in the sand, which no eye can separate

from their fellow particles, cluster around the magnet
that approaches them, and by it are discovered and lift-

ed forth, so are these by the offer of Christ the Saviour,

through the efficient action of the Holy Ghost. They
are the true ecclesia, called forth thus from the indis-

criminate mass of men. They are born of God by a

new and heavenly birth. They have the spirit of adop-

tion by which they cry Abba Father! The family tie

is felt among them, the bond of fraternal love, and by
virtue of their new and heavenly relation, they consti-

tute a new community, in this world as yet, but distinct

from the world of the ungodly. To them are also ag-

gregated by motives of self-interest, or through self-de-

ception, some who profess faith in Christ, or believe

themselves to have experienced the renewing of the Ho-
ly Ghost, but to whom it will be declared by the Master,

in the end, "I never knew you.'*

As this Church came into existence, it received 2,form
and order under the apostolic hand. All were not teach-

ers, because some were appointed expressly to teach

;

all were not rulers, nor w^as the Church a democratic

body, because some were appointed to rule, and the rest

are commanded to obey. The Churches were not inde-

pendent of each other, because it is plain, that in Je-

rusalem, where they consisted of many thousands, too

|,
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many to meet in one congregation, or be instructed by
one pastor, they are yet addressed as one Church and
appear to have submitted to one and the same control,

and because also, the whole Church is spoken of as hav-

ing a visible unity, which is realized in our own alone,

of all Protestant forms of ecclesiastical polity. Three
orders of officers are found among them, besides the ex-

traordinary office of apostle, which was temporary ; the

one taught, as his especial function, and in common
with others that performed the office of rulers chiefly,

participated in the power of government ; while a third

took from the shoulders of the other two the burden of

pecuniary affairs, and the care of the poor, that they

might devote themselves to spiritual duties, and more
especially to the word of God and prayer. This Presby-
terian government pre-supposed, the departures from it,

on either hand, are easily explained by the modifications

which human wisdom preferred to add, for various rea-

sons, to the apostolic scheme. From time to time by
one Church father, or enlightened man, or another, has

this been acknowledged as the earlier form, even when
corruption had buried from the common view God's pure
truth, or pomps, ceremonies, and mitred and stoled dig-

nitaries, drawn the attention away from the simple but

significant and efficient order of the house of God.
To us too, it is matter of satisfaction, that when the

stream of pure doctrine which had run beneath the

ground for so long a time, burst forth at the Reforma-
tion, and God's true Churcli showed itself again, creeping

forth from the corruptions by which it was oppressed, it

re-organised itself throughout Christendom, with but few
exceptions, on that model which we ourselves retain.

With the apostolic truth, came also, in Switzerland,

in France, in Holland, in Bohemia, in Germany, and
in Scotland, the apostolic form of ecclesiastical order;

which, though we acknowledge it less important far,

than the essential, life-giving truth of the Gospel, has

still a venerable and excellent beauty in our eyes.

Of the Ante-American History of the Preshyterian

Churchy before its several branches sought an asylum on

these shores, we have time only briefly to speak. They
came from their native soil, from whatever quarter gath-

/
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ered, instinct with the love of freedom and hatred of
oppression, and disciplined in the school of persecution

and suffering. The last victim who publicly sealed with

his blood, his testimony in behalf of Scotland's Cove-
nant and the Divine Mediator's sole sovereignty over his

Church, against royal and prelatical oppression, Jas. Ren-
wick, was put to death in 1688, which was 18 years after

the first settlement of South Carolina. During this fierce

persecution, which raged for 28 years, when the bloody
Claverhouse sent to the eternal world, in brutal fury, so

many spirits of heroic martyrs for the truth of God, du-

ring which 18,000 of Scotland's purest sons suffered by
death, slavery, imprisonment, or exile, many were banN
ished to the plantations and met that pity here which
their own countrymen denied them, or, in voluntary ex-

patriation, found on these wild shores what there they
sought, "freedom to worship God." Sayle, the first Gov-
ernor of Carolina, it is believed, was a Presbyterian, and
others of our faith were found among the earliest set-

tlers on these shores. And in 1682, Lord Cardross, many
of whose friends had endured imprisonment, or the rack,

and death itself, and who had himself been persecuted

under Lauderdale, brought over a small colony of Scots-

men, out-casts from their own land, ten families in all,

the remnant of a large association, which embraced thir-

ty-six noblemen and gentlemen, and which was formed
two years before, with the view of affording a place of

refuge to the persecuted Presbyterians. Some of the

members of this association became involved meanwhile
in political conspiracies, among whom were Russell and
Sydney, who suffered on the scaffold. The colony ofLord
Cardross, which settled at Port Royal, was attacked by
the Spaniards, and some of them returned to Scotland,

among whom was Dr. Dunlop, afterwards Principal of

the University of Glasgow. Others were left behind, and
from this and other sources, a small company of resolute

Scotsmen, mingled with other dissenters, kept alive the

piety and doctrine of their ancestors.

Amt)ng the earliest emigrants to Carolina too, were a

colony of Dutch from jSTew York, increased by fresh im-

portations from Holland, who settled Jamestown, on the

south-west side of Ashley River. These men belonged
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to the Presbyterian division of the Protestant Church,
and may have added some little to our strength, though
the major part, perhaps, became gradually incorporated

with the Lutherans, with whom they were more inti-

matel}^ allied in language than with ourselves. They
too, bore in their meiijories, the sanguinary persecutions

they had endured at the hands of the Duke of Alba,

the century before, in which so many of their Protestant

countrymen met with the confiscation of their property,

imprisonment, and cruel death. The German Reformed
Church, whose founder was Zuingle, contributed still

more largely to the population of Carolina. Indeed,

when the Lutheran Synod was formed in 1787, six of

the fifteen Churches that entered into the' organization

"v^ere, we believe, of the Calvinistic faith.

Another section of our Presbyterian band was of

the persecuted Huguenots of France. They came from

scenes of suffering and blood, to find a genial home in

these Southern climes. The}'' came bearing with them
that simplicity of Christian character, that refinement,

that industry, and that noble, manly courage which had
distinguished them through a century of terrible perse-^

cutions. Some fifty families arrived the year before the

settlement of Charleston on its present site, and their

numbers were greatly increased in the year 1G85, the

date of the revocation of the edict of Nantz. Among
them were also commingled a small band of Swiss Refu-

gees from the valleys of Piedmont, of those devoted men
for whom Milton calls out in pious and poetic strains,

"Avenge O Lord, thy slaughtered Saints, -whose bones
Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains cold:

Even them who kept thy truth so pure of old."

Another element which entered into the Presbyterian-

ism of South Carolina, was the Irish element, at first

not largely, but afterwards constituting the great body
of emigrants of our own communion. They were, origi-

nally, Scotsmen of the Presbyterian faith, who were set-

tled in the early part of the i7th century in the province

of Ulster, to hold that country against the native Irish

of the Papal Church, who had striven to shake off the

English rule. There they had resided and prospered.
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There too, they had witnessed, and in some. part snifer-

ed from the Irish Rebellion of 1641, in which unexam-
pled cruelties were inflicted by the native Irish upon the

English Protestants whom they sought to expel from

their Island. And there too, some eight years after the

settlement of Charleston, they had themselves endured,

at the siege of Derry and Inniskillen, more than tongue

can tell, from the Irish Papists, and were rescued by
"William of Orange, at the battle of the Boyne. An-
other class, and that perhaps at first, the most numerous
of all, was the English Dissenters, born, also, in the school

of adversity, the larger share of whom, if we take Hume
for authority, were Presbyterians; more than 2000 of

whose ministers had but recently been ejected from their

parishes, and driven forth upon the earth, or lodged in

prisons, because of their inability to conform to the es-

tablished Church. A portion also, were Independents,

some strictly so, and others professing the modified In-

dependency advocated by that most able of England's
Divines, whose works on Church Government appeared
at this time, the Rev. John Owen. These then, were
the immediate founders of the Presbyterian Church, in

South Carolina.

Before Francis Makemie gathered the first Presbyte-

rian Churches on the Eastern shore of Maryland, a
Church existed in Charleston, which, in the early re-

cords of the congregation, is habitually called the Pres-

byterian Church, but in which Congregational Dissent-

ers and Presbyterians worshipped together, gathered

probably as early as 1682, and to which Joseph Blake,

Governor, and Landgrave, made a donat.ion of £1,000 in

1695, and which is now perpetuated in the Circular

Church, in the City of Charleston. The French Hugue-
not Church was gathered in Charleston in 1686, and
was the first that was purely Presbyterian in South Caro-
lina. Rev. Pierre Robert, the first minister of the French
on the Santee, was a Piedraontese of the Waldensian
Communion. Its second Pastor was officiating in lYOO.

A third existed in the Parish of St. Dennis, perhaps
nearly as soon, and another in the same Parish which
had but one Pastor.

The Dorchester Church, first from Dorchester, Eng-
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land, and then from Dorchester, Massachusetts, which
migrated to South Carolina, with its Pastor, and settled

on the Ashley Eiver in 1796, on the Congregational
platform, and subsequently removed to Liberty co., Ga.,

in 1753, was one of the earliest establishments of the

Congregational Church, perhaps the earliest which was
strictly such.

The arrival of the Eev. Archibald Stobo, in Carolina,

one of the four Ministers which the Kirk of Scotland
sent out with the ill-fated colony that nation attempted
to settle on the Isthmus of Darien,* was a fortunate

thing for the Presbyterian cause. The colony was un-

successful. King William opposed it,—it was attacked

by the Spaniards, and at length abandoned. One of the

Vessels which brought away the remnant of the inhabit-

ants was wrecked off Charleston bar in the year 1700,
but Mr. Stobo, who had come up in the long boat to

the city, was thus providentially, spared.f He became
Pastor of the Church in Charleston, for a few years, and
was succeeded by Livingston, another Scotch Clergy-

man, and these men greatly strengthened their Presby-
terian brethren. Mr. Stobo's labours were continued

through nearly half a century, and he became the found-

er of several Churches of our faith. :|: A letter from S.

Carolina, published in London, bearing date June 1,

1710, mentions that there are eight Ministers of the

Church of England ; three French Protestant Churches,

whereoftwo of the Ministers had already conformed to the

Church ; five of British Presbyterians ; one of Anabap-
tists, and a small number of Quakers.

||
The population

of the colony at this time, probably amounted to about

seven thousand white inhabitants. The first donation

of three hundred acres of land for the support of a Pres-

byterian Minister on Edisto Island, dates A. D. 1717.

Although the little colony maintained at this time some
distant garrisons to keep the Indians in check, as among
the Congarees, the whole territory occupied, except the

* See Dalcho, p. 88.

f Another vessel belonging to the Scotch Colony, was disabled, put into

Charleston, and was sold and broke up.—Dalcho, p. 38.

{Ramsey's History of Circular Church, New Edition, p. 8.

Hodge i., 86. , ;§
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settlement at Beaufort, seems to have been bounded by
the Santee and Edisto Eivers, and to have embraced
what is now Charleston District, and a small part of Col-

leton. The colonists were girded on every side by savage
tribes, and went armed to Church, with posted sentries

around their houses of worship, a custom which was fol-

lowed also, during the revolution, and which is enjoined

by a still unrepealed law of the State. In the next quar-

ter of the century were founded the Churches of Pon Pon
or Walterboro, in 1728, of which Mr. Stobo was the first

Pastor, and the first Presbyterian Church in Charleston,

in 1731. The Churches on John's and James' Island

existed before 1734 or 1735, and indeed, it is quite pos-

sible that they were gathered early in the century. We
can scarcely make out the five Churches of British Pres-

byterians in 1710, unless we reckon these, and either

that of Edisto, or that of Wiltown, and perhaps both, as

among them. The Presbytery of Charleston, or as it

was sometimes called, the Presbytery of the Province,

was also, probably in existence early in this century.

In 1738 the Church of Wiltown was strong enough to

quell an insurrection, when they were assembled on
the Sabbath, the men with arras in their hands. The
Church of Williamsburg, the mother of at least five other

Churches, two of which are in Tennessee, was founded
in 1736. The Independent'Presbyterian Church of Sto-

ney Creek, in 1743. Several Churches which have be-

come extinct in Williamsburg, and some other places in

the low country, belong to the same general date, and
some much earlier.

About the middle of the 18th century the up-country

began to be settled. In 1754 the Kev. Mr. Thain ofNew
Jersey, preached under an oak, to a congregation gather-

ed at the settlement which is now called the Fair Forest

Church. They consisted of about six families, the whole

population of that part of the country. These were

subsequently obliged to flee to the more southern settle-

ments till after the Indian war was over, for self pre-

servation. In the same, or the following year, Hugh
McAden, sent out as a Missionary by the Synod of Kew
York, preached on the Tiger River and on the Broad
River, at several points, and perhaps visited the Presby-

terian settlement on Duncan's Creek. In the same year

YoL. vm.—No. 3. 9
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was the commencement of the Waxhaw Church in Lan-
caster District. At this time the population of the up
country was exceeding sparse. In the year 1755 the

country from the Waxhaws to Augusta on the Savan-

nah, did not contain twenty-five families, where now are

twelve large and populous Districts. In 1764, the Rev.

Jean Lonis Gibert arrived in South Carolina with two
hundred Huguenot members of his Church and congre-

gation, under the auspices of Charles II., and settled

the townships of 'New Bordeaux and New Rochelle in

Abbeville District. They were probably descendants of

the Albigenses of the South of France, and were disci-

plined therefore, in the school of affliction. Their French
Ministers had no successors, and though they kept up
worship in their native tongue till within the memory
of some of their descendants in the present generation,

they were, at length, prevailed upon to cast in their lot

with the neighbouring Churches, and their descendants

are now embraced in the Willington and other adjacent

congregations.

Tiiere are many other congregations of the up-country,

to whose history it would be pleasant to allude if time

allowed. Nearly all the principal Churches through
that and the middle regions of the State, were gathered

before the close of the 18th century. The emigration

was large from the North of Ireland, from Pennsylva-
nia, and other more Northern States, where the North
Irish, and North British people had made their earlier

settlements. The petitions for supplies from Presbyte-

rian neighbourhoods, to the Synod of New York and
Philadelphia, were now frequent. In 1770, Messrs. Rus-
sell and McAlpin were sent to the Synod of Philadelphia

and New York, meeting in the latter city, to solicit, on
behalf of the inhabitants of Long Cane, ministerial sup-

plies. As the result, Messrs. Lewis, McCreary, Rose,

and Close, were dispatched as Evangelists to the South-

ern settlements, the two latter being expressly directed

to labour at Long Cane. Previous to their arrival, a

committee of five were appointed,—the names of four

are still known, Patrick Calhoun, Andrew Pickens, John
Irwin, Wm. McAlpin, to arrange where congregations
should be formed. The places selected were those now
occupied by Rocky Creek, Upper and Lower Long Cane,

^
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Rocky River and Saluda (now Greenville,) Churches.

The faithful Missionaries came, performed their labours

well, ordained eldprs, baptized children, administered

the Lord's Supper in every place. The Churches of Sa-

lem, B. R., of Indian Town, of Bethel, Cedar Shoals,

Fishing Creek, Duncan's Creek, Bersheba, Bullock's

Creek, Catholic, Bethesda, Fair Forest, Purity, Little

River, Jackson's Creek, Cedar Creek, in Richland Dis-

trict, were gathered before the Revolution, a few during
that bloody contest, more afterwards, previous to the

present century, whose names time does not permit us

to mention. The early settlers, like the early settlers of

the low country, suffered much from Indian depreda-

tions and cruelty. Some were brutally slain, a few
borne off and tortured to death by their savage foe. So,

that when it becomes necessary to conquer and expel

the barbarians, many in the Church, private members
and elders, marched to the conquest of the Indian ter-

ritory.

The patriotic spirit of the men of onr Church made
them among the foremost in the war of the Revolution.

Their Ministers were hunted like partridges upon the

mountains, and it was safer for a Presbyterian man to

be with the army in the field, than to occupy his own
home and attempt the protection of his wife and chil-

dren. During this period.^ome of our clergymen were
more or less active in promoting what they regarded the

true interests of their country. William Tennant of the

Circular Church, in Charleston, belonging to the Ten-
nants of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, made the circuit

of the middle and up-country with Wm. Henry Dray-
ton, to stimulate the people to resistance. Simpson
of Fishing Creek, encouraged his own flock to deeds of

heroism or patient endurance, and was himself, at times,

found bearing arms, and was in several engagements

;

and Alexander, a fugitive often from his own home, yet

at all times offered his dwelling as a hospital for the sick

or disabled soldier. Hayne, the martyr to the cause of

liberty, was an elder of the Walterboro' Church, Col.

Williams, who fell at King's Mountain, an elder in the'

Little River Church. All the officers indeed, who com-
manded in that sanguinary contest, were, I believe, Pres-

byterians. Gen. Pickens, Col. Hamilton, Maj. JameS)
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and others, held the same office of the eldership. The
suiFering of that day few can • tell, but our ancestors

had been accustomed to suffer for conscience sake, had
contended for religious freedom, had detested oppression

and tyranny, and resisted it for generations.

Persons are yet living who remember that the men of

the congregations, old and young, as they went into

Church, stacked their loaded arms within the entrance,

while faithful men paced to and fro as watchful senti-

nels while the worship of God proceeded.

The progressive extension of our branch of the Pres-

byterian Church may be known by a few facts. In 1755,
when the Presbytery of Hanover was erected by the

Synod of New York, but seven members were constitu-

teid that Presbytery, none of whom were in this State,

and yet its jurisdiction was to extend over Virginia and
all the South. At that time, there could not have been
over a dozen Ministers of any shade of Presbyterianisni

who have become associated with us, in the 'entire State.

In 1770, when the Presbytery of Orange was set off from
the Presbytery of Hanover to have jurisdiction over the

country south of Virginia, it consisted of but six mem-
bers in all, two of whom, Griswell and Alexander, were
alone settled in South Carolina. And the probability is,

that there were not more than six Ministers, in all, of

our own faith, in the middle and upper Districts of this

State, during the period of the Kevolution.

At the close of the century the entire Ministry in this

State, in connection with the General Assembly, or se-

parate from it in the low country, was about twenty-five

in all, with three or four licentiates, and about sixty-four

Churches.

The Ministers at the time of the foundation of the

Theological Seminary were about forty-five in number,
in the whole State. The entire number now, is about
ninety Ministers, one hundred and fifteen Churches, and
about twelve thousand Church members. There has

been a re-duplication of our Ministers, and very nearly

of our membership, within the last twenty-four years,

although the population of the State has increased in

_this time only about one fifth.

In 1813, when the Synod of South Carolina and Geor-

gia was formed, its jurisdiction extended to the Missis-
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sippi River, and yet it consisted of but thirty-two Min-
isters in all. In the same bounds, there now are three

hundred and twenty-eight Presbyterian Ministers, five

hundred and nine Churches, thirty thousand two hun-

dred and forty Church members. Many of these were
emigrants from this State. For, it is probable, that there

are at least two-thirds as many Carolinians, and two-

thirds as many Presbyterians from the bounds of this

Synod out of the State as there are in it. Our Church
in general, in these one hundred and fifty years, since

the Presbytery of Philadelphia was formed with seven

members, embraces in the Old School portion of it, twen-

ty-eight Synods, one hundred and forty-six Presbyteries,

two thousand two hundred and three Ministers, two
thousand nine hundred and seventy-six Churches, two
hundred and twenty-five thousand four hundred and four

members. Its organization touches the Pacific on the one
side, while on the other it has reached over into North-
ern India its Missionary hand, and has planted its Pres-

byteries and Churches there. Our separated brethren of

the New School, have not increased in the same propor-

tion, yet their numerical strength added to ours, shows
a Ministry of three thousand seven hundred and seventy^

three, and a membership of three hundred and sixty-five

thousand eight hundred and eighty-six,* without inclu-

ding other branches of the Presbyterian family, whose,

statistics we are not able now to give.

The Presbyterian Ministry in the State, have always
been the friends of Education. The school has always
been planted hard by their Churches. Mount Zion Col-

lege at Winnsboro', and the College at Old Cambridge,
were early efforts of theirs to promote education, and
their efforts have never to this day, ceased. The private

institutions of Dr. Joseph Alexander, of Bulloch's Creek,

who is spoken of by his pupils as a man of accomplished
scholarship, and of Dr. Waddell, at Willington, did

much towards training the men of the generation now
passing away. Some of our eminent Jurists and Grov-

ernors of the State, have not been ashamed to confess

that they owed their education wholly to the labours of

these men. In the earlier days too, the evangelistic la-

* Numbers of the New School taken from Report of 1853.

V,
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bours of our Ministry in tours of Missionary eifort to

found new, or keep alive feeble Churches, were more
abundant than now. Many of the infant Churches be-

fore the Revolution and after, were saved from extinction

for years, by these means ; and not a few have since been
left to expire, or to lapse to other organizations, for the

want of the regular ministry of the word of life.

Seasons of revival too, have been not unfrequently
enjoyed ; under Whitfield, in the low country, in 1733,
and onward, who being deposed by Commissary Gar-
den, of Charleston, from the Episcopal Ministry, was
received by the other congregations with open arms, and
was the instrument of the conversion of many souls. In

1800 and onward also, when meetings of great power
were held in many important Churches in the upper
country, and where there were those singular nervous
exercises of the physical man, connected with the men-
tal excitement, which existed in many who were sound-

ly converted, and many who were not; in 1825, and the

years immediately following, in many Churches ; again,

twenty-one years since, and now, also, under the labours

of one who then, and now, has been signally blessed as a

Minister of Christ.*

We would have flourished more as a Church, if our

people could have released their Ministers more entirely

from the school and the farm, by providing for them a

more ample support, and could have allowed them to

devote themselves wholly to the work of the ministry,

to storing their minds with profounder studies of Grod's

truth, and preparing themselves with greater ardour for

its impressive utterance. We would have flourished

more if Ministers and people had possessed at all times,

a more aggressive zeal, with more in fine of the true

Missionary spirit. We would have been more united if

no man of a mind strong, but not well poised, had never

arisen with novel speculations, to lead others astray.

Above all, we would have flourished more if we had
lived more constantly at a throne of Grace; if, with

John, we had leaned more in rapt admiration on the

bosom of our Master ; if, with Paul, we had been more
assiduous, bold, earnest, and free to reason with the high

* Rev. Daniel Baker, D. D.

M
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and the low on the doctrines and duties of the Gospel of

Christ, or with Peter, we had kept in view the coming
of the Lord, and been looking for and hasting unto that

day of God, wherein the heavens being on fire shall be
dissolved, and the elements melt with fervent heat, and
waiting for it in all holy conversation and godliness.

To us, the earthen vessels, belongs all the shame and
sin of our derelictions, and of the unsteady hand with
which we have carried on the work of God, to him the

praise of the excellency and power which have attended

even this unworthy promulgation of his truth. How
gratefully should our hearts laud and magnify his name
that he has not wholly cursed our labours and rejected

the comparatively barren and impotent service we have
rendered him ! "When we remember these days of old,

and consider the years of many generations," we can in-

deed, say, "The Lord's portion is his people; Jacob is

the lot of bis inheritance. He found him in a desert

land and in a waste howling wilderness ; he led him
about, he instructed him, he kept him as the apple of

his eye." •, ,
.•>.,•..,.- , '^.^ .-;,,,«-.

In view of all the facts which have been spread out

before us, too tediously minute, perhaps, to have been
profitable, we should honour, next to God, those hu-

man instruments he has used in advancing the inter-

ests of his Church. Our fathers in the mmistry who
have gone before and entered into rest, had around
them, in this country, new as it was, and disturbed by
border conflicts, and desolated by civil war, (leaving

behind all these demoralizing influences which war ever

brings in its train,) difficulties to contend with which
never has fallen to our lot. That in the process of

years, they have accomplished so much, while it is

cause for thanksgiving to the Giver of all good, is hon-
ourable also to them. , Of some there is evidence yet ex-

isting, of their fervent piety and self-consuming zeal. Of
others, evidence of self-reliance, and firmness and bold-

ness of character. Others had made respectable attain-

ments in learning, others were gifted with rare powers
of popular address, and impressed their hearers with a
deep sense of the truths they uttered ; most appear, what-
ever advantages or disadvantages they may have enjoy-

ed, to have been true and devoted Ministers of Christ.
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And as to ourselves, if they were not apostles unto oth-

ers, yet doubtless, they were to us, for the seal of their

apostleship are we in the Lord.

2. "We should address ourselves with earnestness and
diligence to the work which yet lies before us. If the

next twenty-four years is to see a doubling again of our

ministry and membership, we have ourselves a work to

accomplish which we should hasten to perform. In re-

spect to the outward temporal means, we have advan-
tages our fathers never enjoyed. The wealth of the

State has greatly increased. At no former period could

these lines of communication between its different parts

which now exist, and are deemed indispensable, nave
been constructed ; which are at once the fruit of increas-

ing enterprise and wealth, and the necessary means of a

more rapid increase for the future. At no period were
there such facilities of a thorough education, both for our

sons and daughters, and at none such ample means for

training an educated ministry. At none were there such
facilities for furnishing our people with a religious litera-

ture, and at no period were they so thoroughly furnish-

ed as now. At no period did the virtue of sobriety, es-

pecially in the use of intoxicating drinks, so extensively

prevail, for there is evidence enough that there was a

thoughtless freedom in the use of these, which often

went on to an excessive indulgence in those who bore

the Christian name.
If, with an equal zeal, and fervour, there shall not be

a higher scale of Christian beneficence, and a more ex-

tensive scheme of benevolent effort than existed with
them, we shall be recreant to our sacred trust. We can
give thousands where they could give but hundreds, or

but tens, to the cause of Christ, we can in a few hours

travel distances in our evangelistic labours which it

would have required days for them to accomplish. As
there is an economising of time from earthly drudgery,
there should be a greater profusion of effort in things re-

ligious and spiritual. As we stand upon the institutions

they have founded, as upon a higher vantage ground,

there should be with us a wider scope of effort, and a

more continuous and uninterrupted diligence in spread-

ing the Gospel. We should carry forth, in every com-
munity, a religious influence over those neighbourhoods
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and persons who have hitherto seemed beyond its reach.

And the ever increasing numbers of our servile popula-

tion, few comparatively in the days of our fathers, must
be indoctrinated in the truths of the Gospel, with which,

in this Christian country, they should be brought into

contact that they may be saved.

We have sometimes feared that the spirit of Evangel-

ism prevails amongst us less than among our fathers.

Both as to Domestic Missions and Foreign, it is possible

that for years past, there has been no increase of zeal

and effort. When we find in 1793, Kobert Wilson of

Long Cane, passing through the length of the State, as

far as Wiltown, near the sea, on a missionary tour,

and read his account of his reception in various places,

when we find Hall from the Synod of the Carolinas

performing missionary work in Georgia, till the grateful

inhabitants gave his name to one of their counties in

testimony of their regard; when we find Sloss, Hurl-
burd, and Stuart, sent to found churches in Alabama,
and from 1800 to 1803 Bowman and Montgomery, and
Dr. Hall, sent forth as missionaries to the Natchez, who
were followed by Daniel Brown and James Smiley;
when we find in Isil, the Presbytery of Harmony send-

ing Drs. Fisk and Storrs, then young and untitled min-
isters, through Middle and Lower Georgia, to preach the

Gospel; and when we see the Missionary Society of the

Synod of South Carolina and Georgia, founded in 1819,

under Dr. Barr as its President, sending out two of its

members, one of whom is amongst us this day,* first to

the Creeks, and when rejected there, onward to the

Chickasaws in Mississippi, to make arrangements for a

Missionary station, and then planting there Stuart, Hugh
Wilson and Blair, with two families of Lay brethren,

and continuing the mission till they resigned it to the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,

in 1827, and at the same time sending Domestic Mis-

sionaries through this Statfe and Georgia; and when in

1837 we had five brethren, natives of this State, preach-

ing the Gospel in Foreign lands, and have now but one,

and he of those who then went forth, it may well be
questioned whether with our increase in Missionary con-

tributions we have really increased in Missionary zeal.

* Rev. D. Humphrey.

Vol. viii.—No. 3. 10
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And when we view our common country, as yet not

rent asunder as Israel at length was, into two rival king-

doms; when we consider the goodly heritage God has

given us, our extended territory, with its virgin soil, its

lakes and majestic rivers, its subterranean stores, and all

its boundless sources of prosperity; when we behold it

looking forth upon two oceans, touching the wealth of

Europe with its right hand and of Asia with its left, cov-

ering every sea with its commerce, and destined in its

midway station to be the thoroughfare of nations; when
we consider that as the Most High divided to the na-

tions their inheritance, when he separated the sons of

Adam, he committed to the barbarous tribes who prece-

ded us, this vast domain, to keep till we should inherit

it; and that the Church here planted, occupies a vantage
ground for the world's salvation, are we not called upon
to redouble our zeal in external efforts, and to render

more efficient our home organization that we may do our

full share in advancing Christ's Kingdom. It behooves
us, indeed, to wake to more assiduous labours, more self-

denying charity and larger enterprises.

3. Yet, while as a body, we should possess the aggress-

ive missionary spirit, we still have work to do, earnest

work, each in his own local sphere in which God has

placed him. Some of us might well be, for the Church's
good, followers of Paul in the missionary work, our souls

filled to their utmost capacity, with a desire not to build

on another man's foundation, but to preach the Gospel
in the regions beyond, "running," as one of the Fa-
thers describes the course of Paul, "from ocean to ocean
like the sun in the heavens." But, without ever chang-
ing our location, there is enough to do around us, enough
to do in the profound study of God's truth, enough to

do in petition and intercession at the throne of grace,

enough to do in affectionate meditation on the Redeem-
er's inestimable worth, enough in bending all our read-

ing and intercourse with men, to an effective service in

our utterances of the Gospel of Christ, that our ministry

be not despised, that our discourses be rich in doctrine,

warm with love, and pointed with the sharp arrows of

truth. Is this laborious? We are born to labour. Our
rest is not here, but yonder in the skies ! Does it re-

quire increasing ardour of soul, and strong, overpower-
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ing motive? And can we not find it in a Saviour's love

!

"I want more tongues, more bodies, more souls for the

Lord Jesus," says "Whitfield, "Had I ten thousand, he
should have them all."

And tlie time is short. This disastrous year and its

frequent deaths admonish us. The heads of some of us

are hoarj, and our steps totter to the grave; and we have
lately seen how the young, the gentle, the affectionate,

the promising soldier, whom we had just welcomed to

our ranks, can be cut off. We may say to you, in the

language of another, " Go on" increasing in your minis-

terial work, but "an inch of time remains, and then
eternal ages roll on forever."

AKTICLE YII.

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF 1854.

The annual meetings of our General Assembly, aside

from the interest which pertains to them as current

events of the day, have a far wider interest, considered

as an index of the existing spirit and tendencies of the

great body of Christian people therein represented, now
the largest Presbyterian body in the world.

The late General Assembly, whose session opened at

Buffalo on the 18th and closed on the 31st May last, is

entitled to consideration in this regard, perhaps, in as

high degree, as any other Assembly for years past. The
unprecedented fulness of the representation, especially

of the Eldership, the ability, age, and experience of many
of the members, the harmony and kindness, and at the

same time the manliness and boldness of the discussions,

together with the intrinsic and permanent importance of

many of the acts passed, all concur to invest the proceed-

ings of the body with unusual interest.

We recur, at this late period, and after they have lost

all their freshness and novelty, to these proceedings, with

a view chiefly to discuss the true interpretation of the

more significant of them. Some of them are of impor-

tance, because of their direct and palpable bearing upon ^1
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great and vital interests of religion. Others, because
they involve principles, far reaching in their consequen-

ces, and widely extending in their application to the

great measures of the Church. Others, because of their

significance, as indicating a movement of the mind of

the Church, morely clearly and strongly in a right di-

rection as we think, than perhaps any other since 1837
and 1838.

And that they have been generally so regarded, is ap-

parent from the strong tendency manifested among the

more earnest supporters of certain measures,—mistaking

and misinterpreting many acts of the last Assembly, by
reason of their strong partiality for favorite schemes,—
to claim for them an endorsement which they did. not re-

ceive ; to fancy issues made before the Assembly which
were not made, and adjudications of questions which were
not mooted,—the final closing of controversies which
were not opened, and battles won which were not fought.

Following the order of the Minutes, and aiming to se-

lect for remark, chiefly such topics as relate to questions

of general and permanent importance, we notice first:

The Organization of the New Synods of Baltimore and
Alleghany.

The erection of these two Synods, thereby reducing
materially two of the largest Synods of the Church, is

an event whose importance is by no means to be estima-

ted by the local conveniences and advantage thereby
secured to the parties immediately concerned, great as

these manifestly are. That the formation of the Synod
of Baltimore, involved other results, viz : a removal of

one of the Boards from Philadelphia, was predicted on
the floor of the house, and the anticipation of such a re-

sult may have been at the bottom of the otherwise un-

accountable zeal of the opposition to the measure. And
though any such purpose was earnestly disavowed by
the immediate representatives of the new movement, as

among the reasons which induced them to desire the

new Synod, still the tendency of public opinion in the

Church is manifestly toward such a change of the loca-

tion of the Boards, and the measure in question may
in some respects facilitate the project.
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However this may be, these two acts of the Assembly,
in the way of equalizing the Synodical arrangements of

the Church, have an important bearing on another ques-

tion. We mean as a preparatory step toward the solu-

tion of the difficulties now beginning to be felt from the

inconvenient bulk of the General Assembly as at pre-

sent constituted, and the consequent impossibilities of

any adequate attention to the constantly increasing bu-

siness, which the rapid growth of the Church is throwing
upon that body. This fact, which formed the staple of

the argument for judicial commissions in the discussion

which arose near the close of the Sessions, suggested the

proposition moved by Dr. Breckenridge, but for want
of time not acted on,—and by the operation of a rule

singularly unfortunate in some instances, (since it is often

as important to know what did not^ as what did pass,)

excluded from the Minutes,—to send down to the Pres-

byteries an overture proposing a change from Presbyte-
rial to Synodical representation in the General Assem-
bly, with provision for a re-apportionment of representa-

tion every five or ten years. Some such change must
inevitably soon take place; and it is" well to have atten-

tion directed to the subject in time, before it shall, in

connection with some exciting controversy, be forced up-

on the Church, under circumstances unfavourable to a
calm and well matured decision.

The proposition for a Synodical representation in the

Assembly is by no means a novel one. As early as 1820
the scheme was suggested by a Synod in the west, and
urged on the ground of the difficulty of reaching from
the far west, the General Assembly, whose meetings at

that period, were fixed at Philadelphia. These reasons

have now lost their force, but other more important and
permanent reasons have arisen, calling for a change. In
addition to the reasons already suggested from the pre-

sent unwieldly bulk of the Assembly, and the consequent
delay in the transaction of business, and from the same
cause this difficulty made more incapable of remedy by
prolonging the time of the Sessions ; the question of ex-

pense to the Church is not unworthy of consideration,

especially at a time when great interests of the Church
are hindered for want of funds. At an average expense

Si 1
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for travel, (fee, of fifty to sixty dollars, not a large esti-

mate, all things considered, the Assembly as now con-

stituted, with some three hundred and twenty members,
if full, costs the Church, (or some one else,) annually,

from fifteen to twenty thousand dollars. ISTow, when it

is considered that half the number could transact the

business in less time and far better, and probably repre-

sent the Church just as well, and that therefore one half

of this sum is expended for that which is a hindrance to

the work which the Assembly has to do, it may well be
doubted whether the ends to be gained by a large repre-

sentation from the Presbyteries, are worth the outlay.

Independent of these considerations, is the additional

fact, that the present scheme of representation is in its

results very unequal and unjust. The Synod of Nash-
ville, for instance, for 35 Ministers has 5 Ministers, and
for 3100 Communicants, has 6 elders on the floor of the

Assembly,—one Minister for a constituency of 7 Minis-

ters, one Elder for a constituency of 600 Communicants.
The Synod of S. Carolina, to represent 113 Ministers has

6 Ministers, and to represent 11,300 Communicants has

6 Ruling Elders on the floor of the Assembly,—one Min-
ister to a constituency of some 20, and one Elder to a
constituencv of some 2000. Thus, one Minister of the

Synod of Nashville, has the ecclesiastical power of three

Ministers of the Synod of South Carolina, and a Church
member in the Synod of Nashville the power of three in

the Synod of S. Carolina. But, if this inequality exist-

ed only in exceptional cases, the injustice of it might
be extenuated,, on the score of the necessity of excep-

tions in the working out of all general rules. In refer-

ence to this subject, however, the inequality referred to,

extends far beyond individual instances. An examina-
tion of the tabular views in the Minutes will show, that

arranging the 30 Synods into three classes according to

their representation, as equal to, above or below, the

average representation of the whole Church in the Gen-
eral Assembly, (which is about one Minister to every 14
Ministers, and one Ruling Elder to every 1400 Commu-
nicants,) we shall have an equal number of Synods in

each class, and a comparison of the average representa-

tion of the classes, will result in a like inequality. Thus,
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(throwing out in the reckoning, the Foreign Mission Sy-

nod of N. India and the Foreign Missionary Presbyte-

ries from the Synod of New York, as not coming under
ordinary rule,y'the ten Synods of Albany, New York,
New Jersey, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Virginia, Pitts-

burg, Alleghany, Wheeling, and S. Carolina, (all above
the average,) containing together 1,115 Ministers, and
131,821 members,) over half the Ministers, and not far

from two-thirds of the members of the whole Church,) are

entitled to 64 Ministers and 64 Elders, representatives on
the floor of the Assembly ; that is an average of one rep-

resentative for every 18 to 19 Ministers, and one Ruling
Elder for about every 2000 Communicants. Passing by
now, the nine Synods of the second class, whose repre-

sentation is about the average of the whole Church, as

above stated,—then the ten Synods of the third class,

—

namely, Buffalo, Iowa, Northern Indiana, Wisconsin,
Nashville, Texas, California, Mississippi, Arkansas and
Georgia, containing 408 Ministers and 28,000 Commu-
nicants, (little more than one sixth of her Ministers and
one ninth of the members of the whole Church,) are en-

titled to 43 Ministers and 43 Ruling Elders, as represen-

tatives on the floor of the Assembly ; that is, one Minis-

ter for a constituency of 9, and one Ruling Elder to a

constituency of 700 members. Thus taking ten Synods
as a class, in each case, the vote of one Minister in the

third is equal to the vote of two Ministers in the first,

and the vote of one Church member in the third, equal

to that of three in the first. It is obvious, that on the

occurrence of 2iA\j great question which might divide

the vote of the Assembly, according to this classifica-

tion, the decision of the Assembly might not be the true

expression of the voice of the Church.
We regard every such change as tends to reduce the

larger Synods to the average size, as an important pre-

paratory step toward a Synodical representation and a

consequent reduction of the number of the General As-
sembly, and an equalization of the representation therein.

Such an arrangement in the first place, better adapts the

Synod to perform the important functions which it was
designed to perform in our system ; thereby increasing

its influence and importance as a representation of the

,i4
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Churches of a large district; and in the second place,

will render it less difficult for the Synod to choose such
a delegation, fewer in number, as may truly represent

the Ministers and Churches of the larger district in the

General Assembly. With the whole Church arranged
into 30 Synods of from 75 to 10(J Ministers, with a propor-

tionate number of Churches,—a General Assembly com-
posed of 2 or 3 Ministers, and as many Ruling Elders

from each Synod,—and numbering therefore, from 120
to 150 members, would more truly represent the whole
Church, than the Assembly as at present constituted,

and far more wisely and efficiently direct our ecclesiasti-

cal affairs. The provision for a re-apportionment of rep-

resentation every ten years, would be a sufficient remedy
for any inequality that might gradually again grow up,

and at the same time, adapt the construction of tne body,

to the expansion, of the Church in this new country.

GoTTesjpondence with the General Synod of the German
Reformed Ghurch.

A resolution referred to the Committee on Correspond-

ence with Foreign Bodies, and reported back to the As-
sembly by that Committee, proposed, that " in view of

the peculiar position of the General Synod of the Ger-

man Reformed Church toward the Theological Semina-
ry at Mercersburg, whose Professors, we are pained to

witness, have so notoriously become antagonistic to Pro-

testantism, and lest a continuance of our correspondence

may be understood as countenancing the fundamental
errors which they are labouring to disseminate ; and lest

we be regarded as disapproving the course of those in

that communion who have so nobly contended against

them,—a respectable number of whom, we learn, have
wholly withdrawn from her General Synod, on account
of the alarming prevalence of those errors in that body

;

therefore, this General Assembly will suspend its corres-

pondence with the General Synod of the German Re-
formed Church, and decline sending a delegate to that

body.'*

This resolution the Assembly declined acting upon,
but at the same time declined appointing a delegate to

t
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the General Synod. Under all the circumstances, this

was, doubtless, the most wise and prudent course. In

the first place, because so formal a renunciation of cor-

respondence with a sister Church ought not to be passed,

under any circumstances, without careful and mature
consideration. In the second place, because, just at this

present time, our peculiar relation to other bodies than

the German Reformed Synod, are becoming such, as to

demand a careful review and reconsideration of this

whole matter of correspondence with Foreign Bodies.

The discussions and the action of several of the New
England Associations since the meeting of the General
Assembly, all indicate plainly that the time has come
for a distinct and clear understanding of what is involved

in such a correspondence by delegates or otherwise, be-

tween ourselves and other ecclesiastical bodies. Thus,

for instance, in the General Association of Massachusetts,

(we select this by way of specimen, because the report

of its meeting is before us,) we are informed, " that

every report, both from the District Associations and
from other States, {excepting of course^ the Old School

General Assembly^ reported a deep feeling excited in

the public mind by the Nebraska Bill, and a settled de-

terniination to resist all further encroachments of the

slave power."—(See Puritan Recorder, July 6th, 1854.)

We are informed farther, that '' Mr. Eldridge reported

his visit to the Old School General Assembly. Mr. Mar-
vin inquired if he presented the subject of slavery to

that body according to the requiremerit of the rule of this

body." So also, "Mr. Hinsdale reported his visit to the

New School Assembly. Mr. Storrs inquired if he pre-

sented the subject of slavery to that body." Again,
" Mr. Marvin ofiered a resolution. The Committee of

arrangements approved of the introduction of Mr. Mar-
vin's Resolution, which was against the appointment of

delegates to the Old School General Assembly. Mr.
Warren moved the appointment of a Committee to re-

port on this subject, which motion carried." This Com-
mittee subsequently " reported resolutions to the effect,

that it is the desire and expectation of this body, that its

views on the subject of slavery should be thoroughly

represented by our delegates to the Assembly ; and that,

VOL. VIII.—No. 3. ... 11
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if this be not allowed, the delegates be instructed to with-

draw." We quote briefly, from the reports of debate on
this resolution, by way of illustrating the views of mem-
bers of this Association.

"Mr. Warren, the Chairman, replied, that the Com-
mittee had especially in view, the resolution of the As-

sembly passed years ago, in which they had declared,

that our presenting this result was offensive to them,

and that if we did not abstain, it would lead to a rup-

ture of the correspondence."
Dr. Clark. " This resolution makes no advance on

what we said last year, except what we ought not to ad-

vance, that is the idea of withdrawing. We said last

year, that you must let us deal with you thoroughly on

the subject. And now we say the same ; and add, if

you don't, we will withdraw."
Dr. Davis said, the proposal of the resolution was, if

your children were invited out to tea by a neighbor who
was a little hard, with regard to some things ; and their

father should tell the children, "give my respects to this

neighbour and remind him of his hard dealings; and if

he won't sit and hear your lecture, don't stay to tea."

" Mr. Wheler said, the case was rather of children on

an errand^ and told^ if the neighbour would not hear the

errand, to come civilly home."
Dr. Edward Beecher's speech, (the main speech on

the subject,) assumed that the correspondence involved

such endorsement of the Assembly's views of slavery,

as rendered the Association partaker in the sin, &c.
Some members wishing that the delegate from the Old

School should be called upon to state his views, the

Moderator called upon him accordingly. After stating

that his views of his relation to this body would have pre-

vented him from becoming a party to such a discussion,

yet the body itself, having assumed the responsibility

of calling upon him, he would say, first, as to the form

which, as amended, the resolution now assumed, substi-

tuting " all Foreign Bodies in place of Old School As-

sembly," he would prefer, and no doubt his Church
would prefer, that they should say, not circuitously, but

directly, " Old School Assembly." Our cause of com-
plaint against some of you in the controversies of past

A.
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times, has been the suspicion, that in expressing their

form of faith, they say one thing and mean another.

Speak out just what you mean. If you mean "Old
School," don't say " Foreign Bodies." This is a question

involving the very nature and purpose of such a corres-

pondence between Churches. If your views are those

that have been expressed on this floor—if your delegates

are sent to us on this special " erfomd^'' to deal with us,

in regard to our sin of slavery, let us know it, and we
will tell you, you had better not send. Or, if again, in

your opinion, this sending delegates involves, as Dr.
Beecher says, " a virtual endorsement'' of our views, on
any subject, then say so, and we will be in haste to give

it up. For, if so, of course, we are understood to endorse

you. And if we supposed, by sending delegates to this

body, we thereby endorse in any way your views, either

of theology or government, we should terminate the con-

nection very hastily. This correspondence is simply a
form, but a form of marked significancy,—it is one of

these great things which are words,—a word proclaiming

that we hold in common the great truths of salvation."
" Mr. Richards said, we come together as Christian

Miqisters, not as anti-slavery men. And if we were to

send an errand to the Assembly, we should find a differ-

ence among ourselves, and a difficulty in making out the

errand. It puts a delegate into a mean position to send
him under such orders ; and us into an undesirable posi-

tion to send whomsoever may be sent, and give him such

powers, that if he is put down for his impudence or

whatever else, he is to turn his back upon them, by our

authority, and come home."
"The resolution came to the vote—that part requiring

the delegate to withdraw was stricken out, and the rest

was carried, and that was in substance a repetition of

what passed last year."

We have aimed to present in the briefest possible

space, the principal points made in this discussion, as a
fair illustration of the views of this correspondence held
by bodies holding this relation. This scene in the Mas-
sachusetts General Association is but a representative of

what, in one form or other, occurred in most of the other

New England Associations this year. It is manifest,
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that very vague and indefinite views of the nature of

such correspondence prevail in these bodies, and per-

haps also, in our own. Prudence would seem to dictate,

that before some case shall arise, involving important
consequences, and embarrassing the main question with

incidental issues, our Assembly should review the whole
question of correspondence with Foreign bodies, and
adopt some general Minute, declaring distinctly what is

imderstood to be implied in it. It would seem, that from
its very origin, this practice of interchanging delegates,

has obtained among us, without any very definite idea

of the meaning and significancy of it. As early as the

third meeting of the General Assembly in 1T91, we find

this practice spoken of as thus originating.
" Whereas, there existed before the late Revolution, an

Annual Convention of the Clergy of the Congregational

Churches ofNew England, and of Ministers of the Synods
of [N^ew York and Philadelphia, which was interrupted

by the disorders occasioned by the war ; this Assembly
being particularly desirous to renew and strengthen eve-

ry bond of union between hrethren so nea/rly agreed in

docl/rine andforms of worship^ (&g.

"The Assembly did, for this purpose, appoint Eev.
Dr. Rogers of New York, and Rev. Dr. McW horter of

Newark, New Jersey, a Committee to take such mea-
sures for the obtaining of the proposed object," &c.—
Minutes of Assembly, p. 29.

At the recommendation of this Committee, delegates

were subsequently appointed (page 33,) to go to New
England, and propose to the Association, and consult on
" such plan of correspondence and intercourse as shall

seem eligible." At the succeeding meeting of the As-

sembly, (p. 52,) a plan was reported as having been

agreed upon by the delegates, embracing, beside a pro-

vision for the admission of Ministers of one of the bodies

to Ministerial privileges and standing in the other re-

spectively, also, a provision for " sending delegates to

sit and consult with the Association," and the Gene-

ral Assembly, respectively. Accordingly Dr. Jonathan
Edwards and Mr. Burnet, appeared and took their seats

in the General Assembly of 1793, as delegates from the

General Association of Connecticut.
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It is thus manifest, that the existing arrangement for

an interchange of Delegates, had its foundation originally

in the assnnaed agreement " in doctrines and forms of

worship" between Presbyterians and Congregationalists.

That such agreement did at the time substantially exist,

we have no doubt. That the tendencies ofNew England
Congregationalism have, of late years, been to widen the

difference, by a constantly growing departure from her

platform of faith, and by substituting for the practically

rresbyterian government of the early Congregationalism,

an irresponsible Independency, we have no less doubt.

The facts in connection with the increasing disposition of

the New England bodies to avail themselves of every
opportunity to intermeddle with the internal affairs of

our Church, as shown by the discussions and acts of these

bodies during the past year, conspire to render it a mat-
ter of grave consideration to the General Assembly,
whether the time has not come, if not for terminating an
arrangement, the original reasons for which no longer

exist, at least for coming to a very distinct understand-

ing as to the grounds on which, and the conditions under
wnich, it shall be continued. We regard the resolution

proposing to suspend correspondence with th'e German
Keforraed Synod, as very opportunely calling the atten-

tion of the Church to the general subject ; and we regard

the action of the Assembly upon that resolution, as emi-

nently wise, considering it as simply the expression of

the sentiment, that the question is one demanding farther

and more matilre deliberation.

^i^.

The Theological Seminaries.

The results of the action of the last Assembly, in filling

the several vacant Professorships in Seminaries under
care of the Assembly, has no doubt been hailed with
heartfelt satisfaction by the Church generally. The final

establishment of a third Seminary at Danville, and under
prospects so flattering, we regard as an important event
in our ecclesiastical history. Not only important, as

evincing the remarkable zeal and liberality of the Pres-

byteries of Kentucky, and as the opening of another nur-

sery for the training of the rising ministry—but still

»
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more important as expressing, in connection with the

founding of Alleghany Seminary, the settled purpose of

the Church, to depend for the education of the ministry,

not upon one great central Seminary, but upon sectional

schools. We need not now enlarge upon the immense
importance of such a policy,—the dangers that must in-

evitably attend upon the centralization of power in any
one school—no matter how perfect and pure the men
who are selected to wield it—the vast extent of territory

and the varied population to which the ministers of our

Church must adapt itself—and the large increase of the

ministry, which the wants of our home and foreign field

80 loudly call for—all go to confirm the wisdom of pro-

viding numerous sectional schools of theology.

The amendment to the Report of the Committee

—

declaring " that nothing in the action of the Assembly
in relation to the Danville Seminary is intended in any
way to interfere with the Theological Seminary at New
Albany

; or with any of the Synods which shall continue

to be united in the support and control of that institu-

tion ;"—(Min. p. 23,) when taken in connection with
the proceedings of tne previous Assembly and all the

documents relating to the " establishment of one great

Seminary for the west," and in view, moreover, of the

documents, purporting to be official, published by the

Trustees and Directors of the New Albany Seminary,
subsequent to the Assembly of 1853,—to say nothing of

the extraordinary tone and spirit of the speech of the

immediate representative of New Albany on the floor of

the Assembly, in support of the amendment,—is a some-
what curious illustration of the inconsistency of ecclesi-

astical proceedings. If the utterance of this declaration

by the Assembly mean nothing, as an approval and en-

dorsement of the scheme of carrying on a Theological

School in the vicinity of the Assembly's new Seminary

—

then it was useless—and not only useless, but offering a

strong temptation to the friends of the scheme, to misin-

terpret it, and practically use it as has since been done,

as an endorsement and approval. If, on the other hand,
it is intended to approve and endorse that movement,
then it is virtually an indirect recall of the pledge of the

previous Assembly " to establish one great Seminary for

.Y
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the west," on faith in which pledge the Presbyteries of

Kentucky gave their money to the new Seminary. Nor
is it any apology for their action, that the immediate
representatives of the Danville Seminary and the Synod
of Kentucky expressed indifference as to the Albany
Seminary's continuance. That proud self-reliance on the

merits of the Kentucky sphool against any opposition, by
its friends, is certainly far from either absolving the As-
sembly from the pledge to the people in Kentucky who
raised the money—or from justifying the Assembly in

any approval, either direct or indirect, of any scheme for

setting up or carrying on a school, in rivalry to that of

the Assembly's own choice. It is manifest that, the

Assembly of 1853 either did intend that her Danville

Seminary should be exclusive, for the time being, of any
other in the same region, or did not so intend. If such

was not the intention, then there was no call for this

expression in 1854, for nothing was done in 1854, even
seemingly, contrary to the spirit of the action of 1853.

If, on the other hand, the Assembly of 1853 did intend

to encourage the idea of one Seminary exclusively,

according to the plan and pledge of the west in conven-

tion, then the declaration of 1854 is in the face of the

act of the previous Assembly, and in violation of the

pledges given in that action to the friends of Danville:

certainly in either case, as much as could be claimed of

the Assembly, would have been to say nothing at all.

And we doubt not, that but for the irregular way in

which, as a personal courtesy to the very amiable and
eloquent member from Indianapolis, the matter was
allowed to come before the house, and then after a hear-

ing of one side, all debate was precluded by the previ-

ous question, such a resolution would never have passed
the Assembly.

Action on the Report of the Board of Education.

There was nothing, in itself considered, in the action of

the Assembly on this subject, of marked importance

—

the resolutions of the Assembly being very general, and
the discussion on them being rather a dispute as to what
ground the Education Board intended to occupy, rather

'*:
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than the merits of the measures or doctrines of the Board.

The discussions which have been had on the whole mat-

ter, have obviously arisen from the unusually general and
indefinite terms, in which the propounders of the new
doctrines and measures on the education question have
chosen to express themselves. We have no desire to

enter into the discussion of the question here, but con-

fine ourselves simply to the point,—in how far the reso-

lutions of the last Assembly justify the opinion of the

Repertory, (Bib. Rep., July, p. 554,) that " all these res-

olutions sustain and endorse the course of the Board of

Education." In order to a correct judgment on this

point, it will be proper to review, in few words, the

history of this controversy, and set forth clearly, exactly

wljat has been the course of the Board in relation to the

mooted question of secular education. This question, so

far as concerns the Board, had its origin in the legislation

of some New England States, and especially of New
York in 1842 and 1843 and subsequently, excluding all

religious teaching from the public spools. Owing to

the general defection from the faith and the wide-spread

latitudinarianism in New England, and the skilful use

of his position to control the political demagogues by
Bishop Hughes in New York—the cry of sectarianism

was raised, and a system of legislation adopted on the

subject of education, which, once their purpose to ex-

clude the Bible from the schools was accomplished, the

Romanists themselves were the first to pronounce " Athe-
istical and Godless."

One of two courses was now left to the real friends of

popular education. Either to arouse the people to resist

these outrageous proceedings and restore the Bible, or

to renounce the public schools altogether, leaving them
to the infidels,—and establish schools under some other

than State patronage for the children of those who held

to religious culture as an essential part of education.

Yery unwisely, as we think, the latter course was resol-

ved upon by those whose position, intellectual superiority

and high claims on public confidence, would have provi-

ded a leadership for popular opinion, worthy the great

occasion ; and without doubt, as recent events clearly

show, they would, with a little courageous resistance
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have utterly overthrown the infidel host. For, in the

first place, the legislation referred to it is so clearly a

tyrannical interference of the State with the preroga-

tives of parents, that aside from any question of religion,

the people could not fail to resist such an encroachment
upon the liberties even of a minority, once pointed out

to them. In the second place, the political power in

those States was clearly in the hands of those who held

to the Bible as a means of education, if only they had
been made to understand the real question involved, and
to understand one another. In the third place, after

all the noise, neither New York, nor two or three of the

JSTew England States with Is"ew York, constituted the

whole Union; nor did it follow that the victory of In-

fidelity, Romanism and Indiferentism in New York, did

by any means, render it useless for the friends of educa-
tion to strive for their principles in other States.

Acting however, on this view of the case, the proposi-

tion immediately began to be agitated in our church,

to employ the church as foster-mother to the common
schools, in place of the State. In 1844, a committee was
raised which reported finally, through Dr. James W,
Alexander, to the Assembly of 1846. In this report the

question of the prerogatives since claimed for the church,

as a party to education, are no where set forth. But an
eloquent and able plea is made simply in behalf of the

thing to be gained, religious education. The Report
throughout, with extreme modesty and diffidence, makes
suggestions as to the duties of Presbyterian people in the

case, and closes with the declaration, "It is too much
to exact that such a revolution should be attempted at

once, still less to expect that it should be made part of a

uniform church scheme."
Had the new educational movement confined itself in

the spirit of this report, to efforts for counteracting the

growing tendencies of infidel and Popish legislation to

destroy the public schools,—or even to making such pro-

vision as the emergency called for, to supply the lack of

such schools as were no longer safe, or to call into action

more fully the old spirit of Presbyterianism,—^from the

first and long before the modern tneories of the preroga-

tives of the church as a party, or the party to education,

Vol. vm.—No. 3. IS
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famous as the practical educator of the people; there

had never been two parties in the Presbyterian Church
on this subject. In an address before the Assembly of

1847, which seems to have furnished the groundwork of

the subsequent course of the Board of Education, Dr.

Hodge, after explicitly declaring that the exclusion of

religion from the public schools "is an unauthorised en-

croachment on the religious rights of the people," in-

stead of proposing a bold and manly resistance to the

tyrannical legislation which is thus encroaching on the

people's rights, in the very direct manner which the peo-

ple have of reaching such tyrants,—at the polls,—he pro-

posed on the contrary to renounce in effect, the public

schools, so far as concerns the Presbyterian Church, and
t&,ke the education of the people out of the hands of the

State. The positions taken are: 1. That there "may
be great doubt whether God ever intended to devolve

upon the State the religious education of the young."

2. That this duty rests upon the church—the school is her

peculiar and appropriate province." 3. " By a strange

perversion, after long enlisting the State as her agent^ she

has come to think education the work of the State," &c.

4. '^ It is a reproach to Protestants, that Romanists have
been the first to discern this necessity," i. e. " of de-

claring off from the control of the State, and of assert-

ing the right of the children to be taught religion."

—

6. "This we must do, let the State take what course it

may. "We should carry out the good old Presbyterian

plan of having one or more schools in every Parish, a

classical academy in every Presbytery, and a college

in every Synod, all under the control of the church."

"The teacher to be appointed, and the instruction direct-

ed, by the Session ; and the Pastor having it as a part of

his stated weekly duty to visit and examine the scholars,

and to participate in their instruction." Here is, in brief,

the foreshadowing of the course of the Board of Educa-
tion. It involves, as will be seen, the practical with-

drawal of Presbyterians from the public schools, the

placing of schools, academies and colleges, universally

under direct control of the church courts. And this

change, on the ground that it is the special duty and
prerogative of the church, to manage the education of
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children,—and a usurpation on the part of the State,

—

save as the agent of the church, so to do.

Now, the resolutions of the last General Assemhly do
not fully endorse this course of the Board of Educa-
tion,—for the plain reason that the Assemhly endorses

the Christian training, especially by parents at home,
teachers in institutions of learning, &c., in other words,

the ancient views of the duty of the church, before the

new theories of the Board had come into fashion,—and
these resolutions express also, " entirefriendliness to all

other educational efforts, not positively injurious,''—and
still farther, the resolutions declare that "the Assembly
has never denied the importance of State cooperation,

but, on the contrary, rejoices in the general enlighten-

ment of the masses under the public school system, and
hopes that all Presbyterians will continue as heretofore,

to be known as true friends of general education," &c.
Any one who has kept pace with the discussion and re-

ports of the Board, since 1847, will see, that so far from
" sustaining and endorsing" the foregoing declarations,

the resolutions are directly in the face of many of the

schemes of the Board hitherto, and in fact, of nearly

every distinctive feature of the Board's policy. The only

portion of the Assembly's action which really sustain

and endorse " the Board, is the very remarkable paren-

thesis in Eesolution N'o. 7,—That the General Assembly
ij)y affirming the church to he one of the jpa/rties in educa-

tion^ and hy acting on that principle in accordance with

the practice of all the Reformed Chv/rches^ has never

denied the importance of State cooperation," «fec.

Touching this remarkable parenthesis, we have to say

:

1. It is peculiarly significant in its form, as a true re-

presentative of the course of the Board which it en-

dorses, in too many of the cases in which the Board has

presented their peculiar views for the Assembly's judg-

ment. This is the standing complaint of those who dif-

fer from the Board, that these new doctrines of church

prerogative are never brought fairly and squarely to the

test of a vote on their own intrinsic merits, but evermore

hid thus away in a parenthesis: The deceitful dose

covered up in the coting of sweet syrup, with whose taste

we have long been familiar. These very resolutions,

K:,'
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. Nos. 5, 6 and Y, are a fair sample of the method of the

Board before the Assembly, three lines or less of the

new doctrine in a parenthesis, preceded and followed by
twenty-five lines of what, if it were consistent with the

dignity of the occasion, and might not ofi'end our Irish

friends, we could find a term to characterize, but what
we are content to denominate comjpliment^ to all sorts of

popular opinions and favorite educational measures.

2. The terms of the parenthesis itself, are sufficient-

ly vague and indefinite, and may obviously be expand-

ed or contracted in their meaning to sustain and endorse

almost any variety and degree of church educational

measures. Nor is it now, for the first time, a subject

of complaint, that the discussion of these questions of

chuch education in any, or in all our courts alike, has

been chiefly, not so much the question, "is the Board of

Education right?" as "what does the Board of Educa-
tion mean?" It is manifestly from serious defect in

some quarter, that after seven years of discussion on so

practical a subject, the debate should still be on propo-

sitions so very vague as " the church is a party to edu-

cation," " the church has a right to educate?" We are

constrained, in spite of our reverence for the real dignity

and high worth of the excellent advocates of these views,

and our warm and heartfelt regard to them personally,

to express the distaste we have felt toward their favorite

modes of expressing their theories, in vague and, to us,

unmeaning and almost " cant" phraseology ? The real

question, as presented in these measures, is simply
" ought the Presbyterian people of this country to with-

draw their aid and influence from the public schools, and
is the church bound in her organized capacity to provide
a system of secular education for her people? Is it the

prerogative of a church session, and their duty, to be ex

officio common school trustees ? No one can deny that

here is presented the real issue. That it is the duty of

Presbyterian Ministers and Ruling Elders, as educated
and patriotic Christian men, to use all their influence for

the promotion of religious education in the schools, and
of Presbyterian people to see that as far as lies in their

power, their children are provided with such schools,

was an obligation felt and acted upon long anterior to

,/
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184T, and felt and acted upon since 1847, fully as much
by those who have opposed, as those who have favoured,

the distinctive plan and doctrines of the Board of Edu-
cation. In giving utterance to these propositions, the

Assembly no more endorses the Board of Education than

when approving of honesty, integrity, sincerity, and zeal

in God's service, the Assembly sustains and endorses the

Board of Education. But when it comes to these vague
generalities, " the church is a party to education," " the

churah has a right to educate," the church has, as her
divine commission to teach," &c.,—propositions that not

only any man of any party, may with equal propriety

affirm, nay, which the same man may with perfect con-

sistency, both affirm and deny at the same time,—we
must demur to the plea, "the church is a party to edu-

cation." So the church is a party to all financial and
business contracts as between Christian men ; for integri-

ty violated by any of her members, she must enforce

discipline. If it is a logical sequence from the first pro-

position that the church sessions are, therefore, bound
as such, to establish separate schools and superintend
them, it is equally a logical sequence from the second,

that the church sessions shall constitute a tribunal for

deciding on cases of contract and questions of business

between man and man. Precisely as the church has, as

one great end to promote honesty and integrity among
men, and has a right to apply the rule of discipline

to her members who violate, in this regard, the law of

Christ's house, so in like manner it is one end of the

church to promote knowledge and intelligence generally,

and religious knowledge and intelligence particularly

;

and it is her right to apply discipline in case of parents

who neglect their duty to their children in this regard,

and violate the solemn vows imposed upon them at the

baptism of their children. The church is a party to

education just in so far as the declared creed and consti-

tution of the church makes her a party, and just in so

far as the means for executing her work are pointed out

in the book, and no farther. Here, as in so many other

questions of late agitated in the church, the question is

easily and best settled by going directly to the book.

There the church is made a ^artj indirecUy, to the edu-

mi
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cation of children, in the Ordinance of Baptism, requir-

ii)g of parents then and there to teach their children.

Bnt let it be observed, the Book at the same time recog-

nize the parents as the party, and the only party directly,

to education of their children. The error as we conceive
of the politicians, who claim for the State the control of

what children shall be taught as against the parents,

and the error of those, who claim for the church a direct

right to educate children irrespective of parents, are anal-

ogous, in both alike ignoring the complete and entire

right of parents. God has given to the parents the direct

control, and imposed on them the corresponding duty

—

the parent is the party to educate, and, in any real and
literal sense, the only party. The State, for reasons of

'expediency, ought to provide means to enable the pa-

rent to discharge his duty to his children, not assume for

the parent his duties, and say what the child shall or

shall not learn. The church has no right, direct, over

the children at all, but through the vow of the parents to

educate them properly; and the only duty of the church
is, in case the parent is unable to provide means, to ad-

minister to the parents' necessities in this regard, just as

in any other particular, and on the same principle, as

inability to provide for the temporal wants of the chil-

dren. But as to the proposition, the church is a party,

in the sense of affirming a corresponding duty of the

church in her organized cajpaoit/y^ and of direct right to

provide common school education, under direct control

of the officers of the church, we contend the Assembly
has never endorsed, nor will be likely to endorse any
such proposition nakedly made. We go farther, and
maintain the Assembly has no right to endorse any such

dogma. It is going beyond the book. Not only is no
such prerogative claimed, and no corresponding obliga-

tion recognized in our standard, but the silence of the

standards is of that sort in which " silence is greater

than speech." The various officers of the church are

fully provided for, ministers, elders, and deacons, but no

such officer as the church school-master. The duties of

the elders are clearly laid down, but among them,

nothing of their office as school-masters. The minister,

aaiong his various duties, as ruler, teacher, minister,
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ambassador, is do where declared to be ex-officio a peda-
gogue. The deacons, whose functions also have been

so utterly forgotten, are not trustees of a school corpora-

tion. The church sessions have no such duties imposed
as regulating the school, appointing the teachers, &c.
Nor among the duties of Presbytery, Synod, or General
Assembly, are specified any duties of the sort, which of

late have given rise, in so many meetings of our church
courts, to angry debates and waste of time about College

trustees, to the exclusion of the peculiar business of a

court of Jesus Christ.

And this again suggests the thought, that great evil

practically results to the church from the assuming this

new prerogative, and imposing on the church officers

corresponding duties. The tendency of the church is

ever to formalism—and it is obvious that under this new
view of official duties, the practical effect will soon be,

that the people will select elders with a view to the

character and representation of the school, rather than
the purity and piety of the church. Those will be looked

for—not best qualified as prayerful and Godly men to

rule and minister in the church—but those rather, who
will be best qualified as school trustees. The professional

man—lawyer or physician, often not being the most
devout, but the best educated and therefore best quali-

fied to discharge his duty of trustee in school, will be
chosen to the eldership. The allusion in this remarkable
parenthesis to the practice of the Reformed Churches as

a precedent, is particularly unfortunate. Dr. Hodge in

his Address in 1847, and many of the Essays on the sub-

ject from the Eoard, have shown how the Reformed
Churches were connected with the public education of

the country, through their connection with the State.

But it is the peculiar glory of the Presbyterian Church
in this land, to bear her testimony against any such con-

nection between the church and the State, as in its very

nature dangerous to the interests of religion. For this

reason, precedents from the Reformed Churches of Eu-

rope, in any case relating to measures of church policy,

are rather evidence against, than in favor of, any cause

which they may be cited to support in the American
church. It is obvious that from our peculiar circumstan-
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ces, exposed at all times, through the influx both of min-
isters and people who have been educated under the

church and State system, to the infusion of the heresies

that inhere in that system, we should be ever on the

watch against, rather than in search after, their systems
of action. One great cause of the confusion that ever

prevails in our midst, and the too prevalent want of clear

apprehension of the true working out of our system, we
are disposed to attribute to the constant influx of preju-

dices and errors from New England Congregationalism,

on the one hand, and the prejudices of church and state-

ism from across the water, on the other. It is on this very

account that we press the importance of careful study of

the principles of our constitution, rather than of prece-

dents and usages, and the theory of "strict construction

of our constitution, not only in reference to this question

of the right of the church to educate, but of all measures
proposed for the church's action. Here is the ground of

our complaint against the "course of the Board of Edu-
cation,"—that in a matter so important, in the claim to

prerogatives so lofty, and duties so wide extending, the

claim is urged in terms so vague and uncertain, and de-

fended by arguments so indefinite in their point and
application. Take the proposition in parenthesis. The
General Assembly (by afBrming that the church is a
party to education," &c.) What are we to understand
by ''''the churchV If we look to the reasonmgs of the

Board, We find that the church in this connection repre-

sents two very distinct ideas, according as the exigen-

cies of the argument require—sometimes in the sense of

the individual Christian people, who looking to their

duties as parents, endow and patronize schools in which
religion forms one of the subjects studied,—in other cases

in a vague sense, the church, as denoting the same peo-

ple, represented in some formal capacity, by a Presby-
tery or a Synod, acting for the time being, as an educa-

tional convention, passing resolutions for manufacturing
a public opinion in favor of som6 educational enterprise

to which the body has no direct ofiicial relation what-
ever. In either of these cases, of course, no one disputes

the general proposition, which is in efiTect the simple

truism—that Christian people ought to patronize Chris-
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tian schools. But, in the distinctive proposition and
measures of the Board, ''the church" is always taken for

the body of Christian people, as represented in the courts

of the church, in their capacity as such. This is alto-

gether a different affair. The same is true of the other

term—" a party,"—which determines nothing, as we have
shewn already ; if " a party" in the sense of, one who in-

cidentally has an interest in, no one disputes ; but if a
party in the sense of having a controlling power and cor-

responding responsibility for children, then we utterly

deny. The parent, in the strict and proper sense, is the

only party to education. The State and the church alike,

are parties only incidentally; and any claim of either,

except under and through the parent, and for incidental

ends, is absolute tyranny, as much in one case as in the

other.

So also of the third term "education"—a term notori-

ously vague and indefinite. In so far as education relates

to the preparation for intelligent citizenship, the State

has an interest incidental as a party,—in so far as educa-
tion concerns holiness of heart and life, the church has
incidentally an interest as a party in education. But to

say that education as training in religion is an affair of

State, or education as training to good citizenship is an
affair of the church, is equally in the face of the rights

of the parent, as against either church or State.

Kor is this objectionable vagueness confined to the use

of terms in expressing the proposition. The arguments
advanced in behalf of the new doctrine, are to us ex-

ceedingly unsatisfactory as specimens of logic, though
always excellent in their spirit. Keeping in mind that

the main point to be established, is simply whether the

church, as such, and in her organized capacity, should

set up a scheme of secular education, with sessions, ex-

officio, for school trustees ; and Presbyteries, curators of

the corresponding High schools ; and Synods regents of

the Colleges : look for instance at any of the formal pa-

pers on this subject, as specimens of argument on this

proposition. We may select, as a fair sample, the Keport
of 1852, which discusses " who are the parties in educa-

tion—the rights and responsibilities of each." The
Vol. vm.—No. 3. 13
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proposition, " the church is a party in education," is sus-

tained by the following argunaents :

1. The church is a party "because the true objects and
nature of education necessarily include religion."

2. " Because teaching is one of the functions of the

church ;" and here it is expressly said, " the question is

how far the teaching oi other things besides ^ure religion

is embraced within the scope of ecclesiastical authori-

ties^
3. Because her children are menribers of the church.

4. Because the ordinance of Baptism justifies the

church in acting as a party in education and in estab-

lishing for her children religious institutions."

. 5. Because the church has a great interest in theworh.

6. Because she is able effectually to superintend and
promote the worh.

7. The history of the church proves it to be a lawful

party in the training of the rising generation.

8. The revelation of the eternal world will disclose

that the church was a party to education.

Now, we submit, with all respect to the source /rom
which the argument comes, whether this is the sort of

reasoning whereon one of the most remarkable claims of

prerogative,—one of the most immense responsibilities,

and one of the most solemn^obligations of duty with

every officer and private member of the church,—should

be allowed to rest? This sort of discourse, however ap-

propriate to the platform in Exeter Hall, or in the Taber-

nacle, is not the sort of reasoning surely for a great

church paper, to control and direct the responsible ac-

tion of a high court of Jesus Christ. If any body of

men in the world, from the high official responsibilities

under which, and the important ends towards which,

and the definite and restricted powers by which, they act,

should have propositions clearly made and logically

argued, it should be our General Assembly.
Nothing has impressed us more strongly, in reviewing

the papers connected with this whole subject, than the

evidence everywhere exhibited in the papers, that their

authors, evidently men of great piety, learning, zeal and
earnestness, had been driven by some excitement from
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without, into the positions which they take first, and
then set about to find reasons to justify the po8ition,s.

To this cause we are disposed to attribute many of the

incidental views expressed in the papers—as " that the

parent is an agent for the churchy—the State an agent

for the church in education^''—though freely admitting

elsewhere that the parent is chiefiy the party responsi-

ble. So, too, with the analogy from the duty of the

church to provide for her poor, though the State also

makes provision, and individuals, as men and Christians,

are bound to provide for the poor,—all in apparently utter

forgetfulness of the fact, that in the very organization of

the church, her ordinances and oflScers support the poor
of the church. It is expressly provided. Has not the

ch urch deacons, for this very end ? Yes ; but has the church
schoolmasters? If the advocates of this new view will

show that the book provides for the office of schoolmas-

ter, as it does for that of Deacon, the analogy would be
of force. So also, the argument derived from the exi-

gencies of Missionaries among the heathen, which obvi-

ously, however it bear any resemblance to the case in

question, has no relevancy, since it is arguing from an
admitted case of exception to the general circumstances

of the church. In this connection we might refer also,

to some very extraordinary views of the right of the

State as a party, in an article in the Reports for July,

1854. Lest we be thought to misrepresent, we quote the

case in question

:

" All the arguments which go to prove the right of the

State to provide for the education of the people, go to

establish her right and duty of making that education

religious. If the design of the State is the promotion of

the public good,—if religious education is necessary for

the attainment of that object," &c.
" It may be objected to this argument, that since the

'preaching of the Gospel is essential to the public good^

the State is under obligation to secv/re the preaching of
the Gospel to the people. So it would, were there not
other agencies^'''' &c. The point to which we refer here,

more particularly, is the rights and responsibilities of

the State in regard to religion, as measured simply by
the expediency of interfering with it. The confusion of
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ideas here is so remarkably analagous to the indefinite-

ness of views in reference to the prerogatives of the

church, of which we have complained above, that we
think the two cases remarkably illustrate one another,

and both alike, go to establish the very important con-

sequences of confounding the limits and obscuring the

marks that God has made clear, between the three Di-

vine institutions, the church, the family, and the State.

If the above argument be correct, then the only reason

why Congress, or one of the States, shall not provide and
send forth preachers to the wastes of our land, is be-

cause the thing can be better done by other agencies.

But, in large portions of our country, it is not done

'by other agencies. What then ? Either it is better not

done at all, than that the State shall do it ; if so, the ar-

gument falls to the ground, or, if the argument is good,

the State of Pennsylvania, or Virginia, should be called

upon at once, to make the provision of the means of

grace for their destitute fields. We think we can here

discover traces of the influence of the study of prece-

dents of the Reformed churches, in giving to an Ameri-
can Presbyterian mind this strong bias toward large

powers over the question of religion. The argument
above quoted, is precisely the argument of European
advocates of Church and State, wanting only one simple
link, to wit: as it is the State's duty to provide a reli-

gion, so it is a plain duty to provide the hest religion,

and of course, to exclude from the State all religions

that interfere with the chosen one. Add this clause, the

logic of which, is indisputable after the former argument,
and we have precisely the reasoning of Yattel's famous
chapter on religion.

We are not sure that we are ready to accept, in all its

extent, the proposition of the New Englander, which the

Repertory characterizes as a " miserable and shallow

sophism,"—namely, that " the State, the civil power, in

whatever form in this country, is no more Protestant

and Christian than it is Jewish or Mohammedan." It

is of no religion whatever. It is simply political, inter-

posing or having the right to interpose in matters of re-

ligion, only by protecting its citizens in the free exercise

of their religion, whatever it may be." We are free to

--'' '^»
.
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confess that we prefer to err with the New Englander,

rather than 'with the Repertory, which adds, " we, on

the contrary, maintain that the State in this country, is

Christian and Protestant, and bound to see that the

schools which it establishes are conducted on Christian

and Protestant principles." The inference of the New
Englander, that because the State or civil power, is not

Christian, as such, therefore any one has a right to ob-

ject to the teaching of religion in the State schools, is al-

together a non sequitur. Since, as we contend, the pa-

rent is the party to decide what the child shall be taught,

—the State has the right only incidentally, to assist the

parent in his work. The nation being a Christian and
Protestant nation, that is, the people being such, the

schools will, necessarily, be Christian and Protestant

schools in the main; unless the State violate the freedom
and rights of parents. In the sense of Mr. Webster and
Judge Story, this is a Christian and Protestant nation,

—

the people are such, and Christianity is, in an important
sense, the law of the land. But, that the Government,
the State, the civil power, as such, is Christian and Pro-
testant, is altogether another proposition. The State, in

this sense, is of no religion. Religion is not one of its

functions. As incidental to its own ends and purposes,

and on grounds of expediency merelj^, the State recog-

nizes the religious convictions of the people. It there-

fore, has a Sabbath as a civil regulation, not because
the State has the right to decide the Sabbath to be holy

and kept holy, but because the temporal expediency re-

quires that those who think it holy shall be protected in

its observance. The State may, therefore, forbid labour

on the Sabbath, but cannot require men to keep holy

the Sabbath. On precisely the same principle, the State

is bound to protect parents in educating their children

in religion, who regard religion a proper part of educa-
tion. The allowing religion to be taught in the schools,

decides nothing as to the religious character of the State,

since the ground of the State's allowing religion in the

schools is not the State's official belief in the Divine au-

thority of the religion taught, but simply the will of the

people who send their children. The New England and
New York legislation, banishing the Bible from the
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schools, was simply an act of tyranny and usurpation,

which it was the duty of all Christian people to resist to

the last extremity,—not tamely submit to, and give up
the funds of the State to the Hands of the infidels.

We have already far transcended the limits which we
set for ourselves when we commenced our remarks on

this subject. The truth is, the more closely we have
looked into this subject, the more has its importance
grown upon us. On a review of the argument, we are

specially struck with the difference of manner and logic

of the two sides of the question. "We have dwelt at

length upon the papers of the one side. We can only re-,

fer our readers to the other. The speech of Dr. Brecken-
rjdge before the Bible Society, in 1839, stands unequall-

ed, in our opinion, as a model of logic and eloquenc com-
bined. So the article of the same gentlemen also, in the

Southern Presbyterian Keview. The letter of Dr. Thorn-
well to theGov'r. of So. Carolina, discusses the relation of

the State to religious education with most masterly pow-
er. The essays in the Presbyterian during last winter,

supposed to have been from one of the Professors in the

College, at Princeton, are a clear, practical, pointed dis-

cussion of the branch of the subject relating to College

supervision by Synods. The pamphlet of Mr. Yaughan,
of Lynchburg, recently issued,—and we are sorry to

learn, intended for only a very limited circulation, as a

review of the whole question of church prerogative in

education,—is, in our judgment, bating a little diffuse-

ness of style, one of the most clear-heaoed and masterly
pieces of philosophical argumentation we have seen. In

that argument alone, we would not fear to rest the ques-

tion of the prerogatives and rights of the church, as a

party in education, before the Assembly of 1854, without
fear of a refusal to question and endorse it in all its chief

points.

Be^ort and Resolutions on Systematic Benevolence.

This action of the Assembly, we would cite as one of

the instances, in which the act of Assembly is an indica-

tion of a movement of the mind of the church in a right

direction. As yet, this Report of the Committee,—and
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especially the first and second Resolutions,—seems not to

have excited the attention which either the subject in-

trinsically demands, or the bold statement of the truth,

with its obvious consequences, would have led us to an-

ticipate. A very remarkable paper, founded on this

action of the Assembly, in form of an address to the

churches under their care, from the Presbytery of Balti-

more,—which, we learn, is to be distributed widely,

through the benevolence ofsome gentlemen in that city,

—

gives evidence of an appreciation of the importance of

this subject in that part of the church, and we hope will

be the means of arousing attention to the views of the

Assembly's Report. Thfe distinctive peculiarity of these

Resolutions, consists in their recalling the minds of Chris-

tian people to the fact, of late apparently forgotten, that

our book makes all needful provision for the raising and
disbursing funds for objects of beneficence, as a regular

and ordinary duty of God's people. That it is not a
measure, but a doctrine,—not simply resting upon the

obligation to obey the exhortation of the General Assem-
bly or the Board, but on the obligations to obey Christ's

ordinance. Not one of the things which the Assembly
recommends merely by resolution, but one of the matters

of faith and practice over which the courts of the church
have power in the administration of authority, and the

right to call delinquents to account.

The Resolutions of the Assembly go to the bottom of

the subject. * And the principles of the Resolutions, ful-

ly carried out, will, necessarily, bring about an entire

change in the whole manner and spirit of the church
operations. If the contributions to pious uses is one of

the stated ordinances of worship, and to be attended

to whenever the people assemble for the regular service,

as much as the prayer, praise, and reading the Scripture

and preaching,—(as is declared in the Directory for Wor-
ship,)—chap. 4th, sec. 5th,—then plainly it is competent
for the Presbytery to inquire into the faithfulness of the

congregation in this, as in the observance of any other

of the appointed ordinances of worship. And it is equal-

ly competent for the Synod and the Assembly, to call

Presbyteries to account, and in short, to treat the neglect

of tliis ordinance as a practical heresy. If the Presby-
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tery see fit to receive the annual or monthly contribu-

tion, instead of the weekly contribution, that may all be
well enough, (though of that there may be grave doubt,)

still the power of tne Presbytery over the subject is uii-

impared.
It is obvious therefore, that the necessity for extra

machinery, agencies for the collection of funds, &c., in

our church, has all grown out of a neglect of the first

principles of our book ; and that a return to the methods
and plans of the book will do away with all such ma-
chinery. The funds will be provided, by the ordinary

attendance upon the services of the house of God,—the

Deacons, restored fully in the church, will be the Board
<of each congregation,—the stated returns to the Presby-
tery, will bring the funds into a common treasury, and
through the Presbytery, pass into the central treasury

for the support of the general operations of the church.

Thus the sentiment of I)r. Rice, " The church is a mis-

sionary society," will be fully realized as a great practi-

cal fact, not as heretofore, as a mere rhetorical figure.

We think the times very propitious for the movement
indicated in these Resohitions. Perhaps at no period

since the division in 1837, could such a going back to

the simple scheme of our book, have been successfully

attempted. The leaven of voluntaryism, through the

long connection ofour church with that system,—a system
made necessary only by the glaring deficiencies of inde-

pendenicy, especially in the matter of any unity of action

between their churches,—had worked too widely amongst
us to allow the church to see clearly the old land-marks

;

and therefore, whilst adopting the scheme of church con-

trol in form, yet that was in connection with many of

the practical heresies of voluntaryism. These errors

have at length so eft'ectually worked themselves out, that

the most earnest advocates of the measures in which they
were implied are ready to give them up. The agency
system, so necessary a part of the machinery of the vol-

untary societies, has developed its results so fully, that

for some time past the wisest and most thoughtful of

those who manage the afi'airs of the church, have given
it up, whilst those who continue the system, are obliged

to use means for raising money which excite the fears

'/ \
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and disgust of many among the most liberal of God's
people. The expanded operations of the church require

a more certain support, than that arising from the con-

stant operation of extra appliances ; and the habit of dis-

sociating the contribution from the worship of the Sab-
bath, while at first, producing larger immediate results,

yet has left the piety of the church so untrained in this

regard, that the difficulty of raising funds in the large

amounts by subscription, is constantly increasing, while

no corresponding enlargement of the field for contribu-

tions is taking place. , Alter fifteen years ofworking under
the present arrangements, one half of the churclies are

reported as doing absolutely nothing. We hail with
pleasure this first movement, toward the recognition of

these great works, as having a sure foundation in the

piety of the church developing itself through the regu-

larly appointed ordinances of the house of God. Havmg
no space here, for the illustration of the Assembly's Reso-
lutions, we refer our readers to the pamphlet of the Bal-

timore Presbytery above referred to. We look upon it

as one of the auspicious signs of the times, that among
our Pastors, full of the cares and duties of active Pasto-

ral labour, there are those who can think so profoundly

and discuss so clearly, the great principles that underlie

the active life of the church.

•

I*

// N

Church Erection.

It seems to have been on this question, and indirectly,

that some discussion of the policy of the Boards of the

Church took place in the Assembly. Of that part of the

subject we shall have occasion to speak hereafter, and
therefore, in this connection, confine our remarks to the

question of church erection alone. We have seldom had
occasion to notice so remarkable an instance of the suf-

fering of a cause at the hands of its special and immedi-
ate friends, as in this case. The object itself, is plainly

one vital to the interests of the church, in such a coun-

try as ours,—so plainly such, that it would seem hardly

possible that it should not take strong hold of the sym-
pathies of the church. From the peculiar nature of this

cause,—fundamentally an appeal t^ the richer in behalf
"Vol. Tin.—No. 3. 14
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of the poorer classes, and at the same time an appeal
which has nothing in the way of bodily suifering to press

it upon the church, it is manifest that a first considera-

tion with those who represent it, ought to be to keep it

clear of all side issues, and all grounds of general con-

troversy. A second consideration, obviously, should be
to keep it in as close connection as possible, with some
other interest appealing still more strongly and immedi-
ately to the church at large. Unfortunately for this cause,

its immediate friends and representatives in the last As-

sembly, and both before and since, seemed inclined to

the reverse of both these considerations. Though urged
by well-wishers to the cause on the floor of the Assem-
•bly, to confine themselves simply to the demand on the

church for aid in the work, and avoid any responsibility

for the manner in which the aid should be rendered,

they thought proper to allow their measure to become
entangled with the question of a new Board, or what
some looked upon as a preparation for a new Board, and
even to throw themselves, as partizans, into the arms of

one side of this question. What if the Assembly con-

stitute a new Board, and that too, in opposition alike to

the principles of those who are in doubt as to the expe-

diency of the system, and to the opinon of those who
consider simply the present number of calls as many as

the church will bear, and to the economical views of

such as think the present machinery very expensive,

—

what then ? The creation of a new Board does not, any
more than the creation of a Committee, create the mo-
ney,—the chief thing our practical church extensionists

want ! But it may create, nay, is very certain to create,

many a bolt and bar, to exclude the agent of such a

Board from many, if not most of the churches. The re-

sult of the action of the Assembly, as was foreseen, has

been only to entangle and to embarrass with new diffi-

culties the cause of the Board of Missions. Nothing
has yet been done by the Board, nor is likely to be, be-

yond some earnest talk, and perhaps, exciting discus-

sions. The Convention of the Korth-west, have recent-

ly proposed a solution by the Csesarean method. Seeing
that the move in their behalf in the Assembly was a to-

tal failure—as ought to have been foreseen by their re-

/
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presentatives—they now propose outright, a new Boa/rd
for this special purpose. The new Board may be obtain-

ed, but their great practical end will still be as far from
its accomplishment as ever. Nothing can be plainer,

than that the policy of the peculiar friends of church
extension, is not to separate their cause from the Board
of Missions, but on the contrary, to connect it more com-
pletely and indissolubly with the Board of Missions, as

part and parcel of the one great Missionary operation.

The place of worship, so far as it is essential to the

Missionary labour,—aijd that is as far as the purpose of

these gentlemen goes,—is as legitimately and properly

a charge upon the Missionary fund, as the Missionaries'

travelling expenses. And money spent upon Missiona-

ry fields year after year, with no provision for a house
of worship, is not commonly well spent. Far more wise-

ly would it be applied to giving efficiency to a Minister's

labours in some other field, wherein a small appropria-

tion for a house of worship would be the decision per-

haps, of the question, whether a church shall there be
permanently planted, and the result of previous years of

labour be turned to account of the cause. That the

funds for Missions would be allowed to fall short, if thus

the claims of the two were inseparably blended, no one
can believe who knows the feeling of our people in re-

gard to this work.

I
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Boa/rds of the Ghwroh.

In connection with the matter of church extension, an
incidental discussion arose, which, though in itself un-

important, and neither getting at the real merits of the

question, nor leading to any practical results, has, since

the Assembly, been made to occupy a conspicuous place

in the proceedings. This instance, perhaps, as strongly

as any other, is in illustration of the tendency already

referred to, " to fancy issues made which were not, and
battles won which were not fought." The paragraph in

reference to this discussion, in the annual article on the

General Assembly, in the Repertory for July '54, pp. 560
and 561, is so remarkable in itself, has been so widely

copied in the journals of the church, and brings into

/ ^
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view 80 completely the topics, of which we desire very
briefly to speak,—that in order to more brevitj^, we take

the liberty of using that paragraph as the foundation of

what remains to be said, touching the Boards of the

church,—our only remaining topic. Summing up the re-

sult of the discussion, the Repertory says, '' The sense

of the house was so strongly evinced in favour of the

Boards^ and in opposition to merely speculative ohjec-

tions to their existence^ that we presume the controversy

will not he renewed?'' Now, there was no such "contro-.

versy" opened in the first instance, and no '' objections

to their existence," either speculative or practical. It so

happens that in this case, we have not to rely for proof

.of this fact, upon the mere absence of any such opinions

in the reported debates,—but the two gentlemen who are

named as the parties in opposition to the Board, have
furnished positive proof in their own utter denials. Mr.
Armstrong has since felt called upon to deny formally,

in the Presbyterian, that he ever was opposed to the ex-

istence of the Boards. Mr. Eobinson, at the close of

this very discussion, complaining that he had been pre-

cluded by the previous question from repelling as mis-

representation, the charge that he was an enemy of the

Boards,—asked leave to offer Resolutions, not for action, o

but record,—(and singularly enough the request failed,

from the objection of the Secretary of the Board of Mis-

sions, whose misapprehensions they corrected,)—Resolu-

tions which he had previously read, but not offered, and
which he declared, set forth fully all his " heresies" on

this subject. These Resolutions, so far from expressing

opposition to the existence of the Boards, purport to aim
at " the diversity of views touching the efficiency of the

Boards as now organized and located^'''' "which diversity

of views tends to impair and embarrass the action of the

Boards,"—and suggest an inquiry as to three points:

1. Simplifying ihaform of the Boards to correspond with

the fact, that they are Committees of the Assembly.
2. Requiring the Boards to act simply as organs and
agents of the Presbyteries, not having to do with the

concerns of individual Missionaries. 3. The expediency

of locating the Board at different centres. So far as the

two gentlemen named are concerned, therefore, they

/

.
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were parties to no such controversy. The Reports of

debates, clearly show that neither Dr. Breckenridge nor

Dr. Adger, were parties to such a controversy, at this or

any other stage of the proceedings. On the contrary,

the Boards found in the former a true helper and friend,

as they had before found him. But, whether such a

controversy was had in the Assembly or not, if the para-

graph of the Repertory be the true exponent of the views
of those who claim to be the special friends of the Boards,

we venture to predict that events will show that never
was there a presumption more unfounded, than " that the

controversy will not be renewed." It is singular to ob-

serve how, in this language of the Repertory, is brought
out again the idea which ever seems prominent in the

minds of many of the leaders in these measures of the

church,—that of all other evils to the Boards and the

church, discussion, controversy, is to be feared, and quiet

acquiescence to be of all blessings desired. The speak-

ers on this subject in the Assembly, held the same tone,

and for that chiefly, are lauded in the Repertory. "Dr.
Musgrove," we are told, " closed the debate, by one of

the most efi^ective speeches delivered on the floor of the

Assembly for a long time." Then the Reporters have
manifestly done the speaker not less injustice than his

friends did at its close, in forcing the previous question

by pre-concert, in face of the worthy Chairman of the

Committee, (Dr. Adger,) and his parliamentary rights

in the discussion of his own Report. The speech, as re-

ported, contains but three points relating to the general

subject,—one the implied logic of the question, " Why
do they not say what is wrong,—and not bring vague
charges?" To which question, a most satisfactory an-

swer is found in the incident juSlt alluded to,—the fact,

that the " previous question," was the peroration of this

discourse. The other points made, was a singularly un-

fortunate analogy between objections founded on the ad-

mitted failure of the Board system, thoroughly to arouse

the church,—and objections against Christianity itself,

on the ground of its failure to conquer the world ; which
of course, has no force, except on the assumption that

the hearts of God's people are, naturally, as averse to

the work of Missions, as the hearts of natural men are

$
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averse to the spiritual truths of the Gospel. The third

point, was an analogy still more unfortunate, on more
accounts than its want of parallelisna, between the case

of the Board and the speaker's twenty years Pastorate

in Baltimore ; in which, to grant the parallelism in the

two cases, would by no means strengthen the argument
on the Board's side of the question, as results prove.

The chief purpose, however, of these illustrations, is to

present prominently, the single point, of the seeming
aversion of the more prominent advocates of the present

measures of the Boards, to all such discussion,—this be-

ing the marked characteristic of the tone, both of the

speakers referred to, and of the Repertory. In connec-

. tion with this indisposition to discussion, it may not be

amiss to point out, in this paragraph, the same vagueness
of terms, in regard to the question of the Boards, that

has already been referred to, as marking the discussions

in education. Thus, on the one hand, it is asserted, "It
seems, indeed, unworthy of debate, whether the body,

&c., be called a Committee, and be appointed by the

Assembly, or whether it be called a Board. In the one

case, it would be a small body in the large." This we
take to mean, that the Board, as now organized, is sim-

ply a large Committee of the Assembly, nothing else,

and it is " unworthy of debate," whether a Committee
be large or small. But have the advocates of simple

Committees never made any other demand than simply,

a smaller Board ? The Repertory need not be remind-

ed that a Committee, constituted of Presidents and Vice-

Presidents,—under charter of incorporation,—a Com-
mittee in which membership may be bought for thirty

dollars, and " directorship," (a singular function in a

Committee man,) for lifty dollars, is something out of

the usual order of a Committee of a church court. Af-

ter thus stating the case, as simply between a Committee,
large or small, the Repertory itself, proceeds to argue

the advantage of a Board over a " simple Committee,"—
as protecting the church against the effects of throwing

a responsibility and power on the Executive Committee
which they ought not to be entrusted with;" as "serv-

ing the purpose of break waters," &c.,—and finally, that

the objection to the Boards that they are not church
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courts, is the ^''jus divrnv/m theory in its dotage." Now,
it is plain, that after thus coniparing the several descrip-

tions here given of Boards, the first and most difficult

question to decide,—is the Board a Committee or not ?

Nor is this an unimportant question, since in this is in-

volved the question, is "the church a Missionary Socie-

ty?"—competent in her organized capacity, and provi-

ded in her Constitution^ with all the agencies for carry-

ing on her work. Or, is the Presbyterian Church, in

this respect, no better off than the Independency, out of

the defects of which grow up voluntary societies. This

is the true issue involved in the old controversy between
voluntary societies and Ecclesiastical Boards. The ques-

tion of reporting or not reporting annually, to the Gren-

eral Assembly, of Directors appointed by the Assembly,
or a close corporation,—is a minor question compared
with the other. Strangely enough the Repertory makes
the admission, that "the accountability of an Executive
Committee," (and, by parity of reasoning, of a Board,) to

a body like the General Assembly,—a body, from its na-

ture, incapable of effective inspection, would be merely
nominal^ And again, "so long as everything goes on
well, the responsibility of the Executive Committee is

merely nominal.^^ This admission gives up, practically,

the whole ground once held as against voluntaryism,

—

and at the same time admits that the Boards are not

Committees of the Assembly, but "a body intermediate

between the Committees and the Assembly." If so,

then, the Boards are something extra to the system of

our church, and but a white-washed,—or rather, faintly

hlue-washed variety of the voluntary society ; and then
the whole question involved in the controversy of 1835
to 1838, would "seem to be, indeed, unworthy of de-

bate." Let the true issues on this subject be clearly

and distinctly brought out before the church—Are our
Boards simply Committees of the Assembly, representing

the church in her organized capacity, working through
her constitutional agencies ? If so, then let us not speak
"half the speech of Ashdod, and according to the lan-

guage of each people." Our objection to the paragraph
of the Repertory, is precisely that of the Ancient Re-

»**
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former, in Israel, to the mongrel tongue,—and for pre-

cisely the same reasons.

As to the challenge given in the Assembly, to point

out the objections to the present working of the Boards,

it was not accepted, for the very suflGicient reason above
given,—no opportunity was afforded. The gentlemen
challenged, moreover, shewed then and before, that they

were too earnest in their desires to see the work of the

church done, even if not in a manner exactly to their

mind, to engage with any pleasure in the work of criti-

cism and fault-finding. The gentlemen who gave the

challenge may rest assured, however, that it is no diffi-

cult task to accomplish, once a man has a heart for it.

. We set down here, for their mature consideration, in brief

outline, what are some of the difiiculties in regard to the

Boards, as now operating^ in the minds of a larger nura

ber by far, than care to incur the odium of a fault-find-

ing spirit, and to be pointed to as dangerous, unsafe,

and troublesome men.
In the first place, there are many, and some of them

among the most wise and experienced labourers in the

work of the Boards, who cannot see the wisdom of the

present structure of the Boards, with all the parapher-

nalia of Life Members, Life Directors, &c. 1. Because
the Tnongrelism of the thing is, they think in the way
of making the people understand the obligations of this

work upon them, as the regular, ordinary, and special

work of the church, as such. 2. Because nothing is gain-

ed in the way of efficient superintendence, by Boards of

100 men, who are scattered over acontinent, and a ma-
jority of whom, probably, never has assembled in any
one meeting,—thus giving the power practically, to a

few, while the corresponding responsibilitj^ is destroyed

by being divided among so many. 3. Because the ten-

dency is thus to make the responsibility of the church's

agents to the Assefnbly practically nominal.
Again, others object,—that the results of the system

after 16 years of trial,—in the way of bringing up the

church to her duty, have not been such as to authorize

us to feel satisfied with the efficiency of the measures
employed,—one half the church as yet, doing nothing,

—
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and a large portion of the active part working irregu-

larly, and apparently not realizing the obligation to con-

tribute funds to the Lord's treasury, as an act of worship,

spontaneously, but requiring to be incited thereto by
appliances and means not in accordance with the spirit

of the Gospel. Whilst even the Presbyteries, the con-

stituted overseers of the work, in large part, are slow in

assuming their proper responsibilities, and disposed to

throw them upon the Boards,—who should be simply a
bond of union, to the Presbyteries,—not substitutes for

them. There are those also, who look with concern at

the vast irresponsible power, now placed in the hands of

the Secretaries, especially the Secretary of the Board of

Domestic Missions, whose influence over the 4 or 500
men, whose support, practically and really, depends up-

on him, and who are as labourers in the field, respon-

sible to him, may well excite alarm. The objections

formerly urged against the power of the head of the

Home ^Missionary Society, lie in nearly all their prac-

tical, though not their theoretical force, against the ar-

rangement of our Domestic Mission system. The re-

sponsibility to the General Assembly, admitted to be
nominal,—the responsibility to the Board, beyond a few
members of it being not even nominal,—at least, in all

ordinary circumstances,—the Secretary of the Board has,

on the other hand, a power of patronage suflScient at all

times, to hold the balance of power in the Assembly,
and the church has no guarantee, beyond the high per-

sonal character of the man, against the use of this pow-
er, so long as he is discreet enough to exercise it through

the hundred channels, through which it may be exer-

cised, without rendering himself liable to any charge of

gross dereliction of duty, which can be proven. And
yet, while Professors in Theological Seminaries must be

called to their oflfice by the voice of the whole church

through the Assembly, these officers, to whom so much
power is entrusted, are appointed frequently by the

voice of a handful of men in one city. Probably no
Secretary of any of our Boards has been electea for

years past, by a vote of one-third even of the members
of the Board whom he serves. The present Secretary

of the Board of Publication, holds his office by vote of

Vol. vm.—No. 3. 15
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a majority of a larger meeting of his Board, than has
occurred for years past, and yet that meeting consisted

of less than one-third of the whole body. One of his

predecessors in office was elected at a smaller meeting,

and then by a majority of one vote, which one vote was
subsequently discovered to have been given in mistake

by a gentleman who did not know even that he was not

a member of the Board. We wish not to be understood

as selecting this Board for illustration, because of any-

thing peculiar in its history. This is contrary to the

facts. The last election of a Secretary by the Board of

Missions, was by a still smaller fraction of the Board,
and that too, in the face of a protest spread upon the Min-
.utes by some of the most influential members among
even that small number. These facts are cited to show
how little responsibility attaches to most important of-

fices of the church under this system,—and that if, in

view of such facts, there be those in the church who
occasionally express doubts of the absolute perfection of

our present methods, they should not be regarded in the

light of enemies of the Boards, or of the men who con-

trol them.
There are again, economists in the church, who grave-

ly consider the relative expense of the Boards,—while

such an argument might have had no force so long as

the effect to arouse the church was in its incipient stages,

yet it is an argument of great force now, that full time

has elapsed to show the result of the outlay. The argu-

ment of Dr. Plumer's Keport in 1848, that the expenses

of our system would be no greater, if involving twice

the amount of disbursernent, it must be remembered,
ought to be constantly losing its force of application,

—

since one of the reasons which made the church content

to bear the great expense at the beginning, was the ex-

pectation of increase of funds to be disbursed in future,

at relatively less expense. If, therefore, that expecta-

tion has not been met, the reason for the large expendi-

ture falls. In the light of this principle, many are

disposed to doubt of the perfection of our system,—in

view of scores of such facts as these : that the aggregate

expenditure for management of funds in the Philadel-

phia offices is $25,000 per annum ; that for fifteen years
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past, the income of the Board of Education has been

stationary at about $33,000, of which sum $25,000 are

disbursed'to candidates for the ministry, and $8,000 for

the whole cost of management; that the Publication

House,—doing a business of $80,000, (excluding colpor-

teurs' salaries and expense, which is altogether a distinct

matter, and paid out of a distinct fund,) is managed at

an expense of $10,000 annually, for salaries alone. It

is needless to multiply citations,—the purpose is not,

then, that the labourers there are too well paid,—such is

not the case,—but that the system under which we are

operating is a costly one, while it is not promising such
expansion of the work as will diminish the relative cost.

The desire of others again, that the Boards should be
located at several centres in the church, and thus avoid

the manifest evils, both to the work of the church at

large, and to the Pastoral work in Philadelphia, from
crowding thus, so much of the work, and the oflSjcial in-

fluence of the Boards, into a single city,—has already

been referred to, and needs not to be enlarged upon.

Such are a few of the things which the gentlemen who
were challenged " to point out what was wrong," would
probably, have cited as cases in point, if they had deem-
ed the occasion proper. As wise men, they cared not,

perhaps, to point out evils, so long as they saw no dis-

position to look at them and reform them, among those

whose position and relations to these matters best quali-

fied them to reform them, with least injury to the church,

and to the Boards themselves. Let it not be supposed,
however, that those who see these evils, see nothing but
evil in the present state of things. On the contrary,

they see many a cheering and encouraging indication of

progress in the right direction. The renunciation of the

agency system is a great step. The resolutions on sys-

tematic benevolence, if once their force and meaning be

apprehended by the church, are a still more injportant

movement. But we must foi'bear.

Among all the grounds of discontent which have been
enumerated, nothing has been said of the complaint of

many, whose chief objection to the Boards, arises out of

this constantly manifested hostility to free, bold, manly
discussion of the principles involved in their action,

—
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and their taste for mere measurism,—and demand of ac-

quiescence in mere measurism on the part of others.

This is clearly not the wise ground, for the representa-

tives of interests so immense. The plea of unsettling

the minds of the people, among such a people as ours, is

utterly preposterous. The much-talked-of "confidence
in the Boards," if it can be impaired by manly, open
inquiry, is a poor, piping, emasculated, unintelligent

backing, which can do the Boards no good. It is mani-
fest, that so far from being at the end, we are but at the

beginning of the agitation, discussion and settlement of

great principles, in the adaptation of our Presbyterian-
ism to the glorious field which God has here given it to

.cultivate. It is too narrow and unworthy a view of our
work, surely, to begin to talk of things ten years old, as

finished and settled precedents. It must be remembered
that many a measure, which the necessities of feebleness

rendered expedient as temporary measures, may become
subversive of the faith an*d order of the church, if recog-

nised as permanent law. The plan of union of 1803, was
not perceived to be hurtful in the days of the pioneers,

but once the church grew up to power, its evils became
so manifest as to require its utter abolition. Nor, as we
have no precedents as yet, in our own church, for want
of age, neither can we receive the acts of the Church of

Scotland, or the Church of the Continent of Europe, with

uninquiring acquiescence. A church united with the

State, can have little in her acts of policy to furnish pre-

cedents to a church free from the State. It is closing

our eyes on the light of the sun, and our ears to the calls

of Providence, to permit ourselves, in our novel and
amazing circumstances, to attempt to fetter the church

with empty forms of mere authority. But it is equally

blind, to turn aside to human inventions and expedi-

ences, wherewith to do this great work for Christ, if

Christ himself hath left to his cnurch, a government and
a form of working in the field. The conservatism we
need, is simply the conservatism that seeks to abide by

principles^ not by measures. If there is danger of excess

here, and of seeking to fetter the church, "with the split

hairs of metaphysics," that error is not so bad by half,

in its results, •[as the error of fettering the church with
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the drowsy cobwebs of a dull dogmatism. There are

changes needed now,—there will be more changes need-

ed. 1^0 sane man can hope, that the adaptation of

our church to her new condition can be accmplished,
without many mistakes first made, and continual re-

forms. One thing alone is sure and stable, the truth

and order of Christ's house. We want no new machine-
ry, no new measures, but simply clearer developements
of the Divinely appointed machinery and measures, in

their adaptation to the new and ever varying phases of

the work to be done. We are free to confess no sympa-
thy with the spirit, which for years past has marked
the movements, or rather want of movement, at our ec-

clesiastical centre. Great issues are at stake, and con-

stant changes needful. And changes must come—the

more for the peace of the church, if they come through
the natural channels,—but come they must, either peace-

ably or forcibly, through the Boards or over the Boards.

It matters little whether at first, great truths have few
or many advocates, if they be truths.

•*f»i T' •^j,

"They wake

—

To perish, never."

-n-

The result of a calm and close investigation into the

various causes of the agitations of the church, will be
the discovery that with great unity in doctrine, there

are radical differences amongst us, as to the polity and
measures of the church, in fact, two distinct Presbyte-

rianisms, becoming more and more clearly marked, and

promising at some future day, to present themselves for

choice to every officer in the church. It is a difference

analagous in some respects, to that which divides the

two political parties of the country,—the theory of "strict

construction," as it is called, against the theory of large

powers to the General Government. As regards the

church, one of these theories finds, in the written Consti-

tution of the church, all the agencies and means neces-

sary to carry out the purposes of the church, and in-

quires concerning all measures proposed. Do they com-
port with the Constitution ? The other theory, " reject-

ing the split-hairs of metaphysics," argues the propriety

of its measures from their expediency chiefly. The ten-

:iM
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dency of the one is ever therefore, to stick closely to the

book, and guard jealously the purity of the church.

The tendency of the other, to overlook the book and ever

devise measures and expedients. The late Assembly
leaned to the former of these theories.

AKTICLE YIII.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. Life and Epistles of St. Paul. By Rev. W. J. Conybeark

and J. S. HowsoN. Scribner. New York. 2 vol., 8 vo.

This is a very elaborate and learned treatise. The two large

octavo volumes contain about 1,000 pages. In the theological

circles of England, the work has excited great interest. The pur-

pose of the authors is declared by them to have been, to give

a living picture of St. Paul himself, and of the circumstances by

which he was surrounded. It is easy to conceive the variety and

extent of collateral information requisite to fill up and carry out

so comprehensive a plan, involving as it does, an exposition of

the public polity, domestic economy, social and industrial life of

the Jews under the Roman dominion ; nor these alone, but also

the influences, whether emanating from early education, or from

later contact with Grecian philosophy and Oriental superstition,

which more or less pervaded the popular thought, and how far

they operated to oppose or to promote the reception of the heaven-

born truth, which it was St. Paul's mission and design to propa-

gate. Nevertheless, even this vast undertaking appears to have

been adequately executed ; and thus a work of high value as a

professional treatise, by reason of its stores of various and discur-

sive knowledge, is made a repository of information of which

students will be likely to avail themselves.

The author first named on the title page, is known as a regular

contributor to the Quarterly Review, and enjoys a well-earned

reputation among the literary men of great Britain.
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Without adulation or flattery, we take the liberty of saying

we regard the work, upon the whole, as one, of extraordinary

merit, and a valuable contribution to Biblical literature. Ripe

scholarship is felicitously combined with rich and varied illustra-

tions, drawn from every source which could be presumed to throw

light upon the Scripture narrative. All the circumstances that

could affect the character of the apostle are elaborately explain-

ed ; such as the position of a Jewish family in Tarsus ; the usual

routine of instruction for expounding the law ; the condition of

the Roman empire at the time, especially in its provincial rela-

tions ;
the influences of the Greek literature and language on the

Hebrew mind; the prevalent Rabinnical theology; the mixed

elements of Jews, proselytes and heathen, entering into the ma-

terial from which the early churches were formed ; their strifes

and dissensions,—together with the needful information as to the

places and scenes visited by the apostle. Besides numerous en-

gravings of natural objects and architectural remains copiously

gathered from the most reliable researches, there is a new trans-

lation of the writings of the great apostle, freer than that in the

adopted version, designed to elucidate what seems now obscure,

and to give the style a modern aspect.

Although not prepared to endorse all the speculations and

opinions of the authors, yet we are fully convinced that their

work, if diligently studied, will contribute to the formation of

large and more correct views of the character and services of the

apostle, of the structure and spirit of the early churches, and of the

Christian religion itself.

This book should be in the library of every minister, theologi-

cal student and intelligent layman. *

'V,

2. A South Side View of Slavery: or Three Months at the

South, in 1854. .ffy Nehemiah Adams, D. D. Boston: T.

R. Marvin, and B. B. Mussey & Co. pp. 214, 16 mo.

It is so rare that the South and its institutions are spoken of

by a Northern pen, in the language of candor, that we confess
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ourselves taken with an agreeable surprise, as we peruse these

pages. Here at last, is one writer, who can speak of our people

in something else than the language of abuse, and has been led

to see the institution of domestic slavery not wholly an unmiti-

gated abomination. The book is a faithful record of the impres-

sions made on a mind of singular candor and due penetration,

which, by education and every other antecedent, was opposed to

the institution of slavery, when, mingling with our people, and

servants, it saw Southern life, both as respects master and slave,

under the several phases which it really presents. Dr. Adams

was one of the signers of the Anti-Nebraska petition, had sympa-

thised deeply in the representations in "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"

and had grown up with all those prejudices against slavery which

exist in Northern society. It is interesting to see the process by

which his doubts were solved, one after another, merely by what

he saw in our every day life, and by which he was led to do jus-

tice to Southern character, and to admit that all is not as bad,

either as to master or servant, as has been represented. The book

is well suited to enlighten the mind of the North, if our brethren

there are not wholly resolved to shut their eyes to the truth, and

to produce a kindlier feeling between the South and the North,

in proportion as it shall be read. It is of various contents, show-

ing, in its style, the man of genius and refinement, and if occa-

sionally open to correction here and there, as to its deductions,

yet just in its general conclusions, and pervaded by a cheerful

philanthropic spirit. It will be read with great satisfaction by

all candid men. The author of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" will be lit-

tle pleased with his estimate of the tendencies of that romance,

and of the false impressions it makes respecting master and slave.

<'A11 this time," says he, "that this book is making these im-

pressions with regard to the slaves, those slaves, notwithstanding

the inherent evils and liabilities of their state, surpass any three

millions of labouring people, in any foreign land, in comforts, in

freedom from care, in provision for the future, in religious privi-

leges and enjoyment, and probably send tenfold more from their

number to be in Heaven Kings and Priests unto God."
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3. Synonymes of the New Testament: being the substance of a

course of Lectures addressed to the Theological Students^ Kingh

College^ London, By Richard Chenevix Trench. Redfield:

New York: 1854: pp. 243, 12 mo.
4

The writings of Chenevix Trench are becoming classics in those

departments of Theology to which he has given his attention.

The soundness of his views, the suggestive graces of his style, and

the learning he displays, alike commend them to our favourable

regard. This little treatise on the words of the New Testament,

though less elaborate, has the same general merits with his former

publications. Most heartily do we sympathise in his desires for

the improvement of the exegetical department of Christian The-

ology. " I have never doubted," says he, that setting aside those

higher and more solemn lessons, which in a great measure, are

out of our reach to impart, being to be taught rather by God

than man, there are few things which we should have more at

heart, than to awaken in our scholars an enthusiasm for the

grammar and the lexicon." "The words of the New Testament

are eminently the (froi-xsTa of Christian Theology, and he who

will not begin with a patient study of these, shall never make any

considerable, least of all any secure, advances in this : for here,

as everywhere else, disappointment awaits him who thinks to pos-

sess the whole without first possessing the parts of which the whole

is composed."

,..4 .«

4. The Faithful Mother'*s Reward : A Narrative of the Conver-

sion and Happy Death of J. P. B., who died in the tenth year

of his age: with an Introduction. By Rev. Chas. Hodge, D. D.

Philad: Presbyterian Board of Publication: pp. 369,

12 mo.

6. The Youth's Visitor: or^ Selections in Prose and Versefrom
the Presbyterian Sabbath-School Visitor : with illustrations

Philad : Presbyterian Board of Publication : pp. 240

12 mo.
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6. Vrimary English Grammar^ introductory to the Manual of

the English Language. By Rufus W. Bailey, A. M., author

of " The Manual." 'Philadelphia : Clark & Hesser. 1854

:

pp. 144, 12 mo.

This little volume is designed as an introduction to the Gram-

mar which has received a favourable notice in our pages hereto-

fore. It seems well adapted to its purpose, and is enlivened by

sundry familiar colloquies, at least, at the beginning and close,

between the father and his children, on the subject of Grammar.

(/

7. Letters of the Madiai, and Visits to their Prisons. By the

Misses Senhouse. Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of

Publication: pp. 166, 12 mo.

8. The Captives of AhVs Valley : A Legend of Frontier Life.

By a son of Mary Moore. Philadelphia : Presbyterian

Board OF Publication : pp.169.

9. The Justified Believer : his Security, Conflicts, and Triumph'

By W. B. Mackenzie, M. A., Incumbent of St. James\ Hollo-

way. Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication :

pp. 160, 12 mo.

10. Memoir of the Rev. Joseph TV. Barr. By the Rev. E. P.

Swift, D. D. A new Edition. Philadelphia: Presbyteri-

an Board of Publication : 1854 : pp. 132, 12 mo.

11. The History of Peter Thomson : The Premium, The Dying

Sheep, and The Bible the Best Book. Philadelphia : Presby-

terian Board of Publication: pp. 107, 12 mo.

12. The Baby: Good and Bad Luck, The Golden Image, and

the Star. By Charlotte Elizabeth. Philadelphia : Pres-

byterian Board of Publication: pp. 108, 12 mo.

13. Anne Bell: The Hated Task, The Bed Berries, &c. By
Charlotte Elizabeth. Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board

OF Publication: pp. 108, 12 mo.

14. The Pictorial Second Book: or Pleasant Reading for the

Young. By Cousin Mary. Philadelphia : Presbyterian

Board of Publication: pp. 10*, 12 mo.
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16. Scripture Natural History: Illustrated by numerous en-

gravings. Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publica-

' TION.

A useful compend, including much valuable information drawn

from larger and expensive volumes, and brought together in a

convenient form. Our Sabbath Schools and Bible Classes are

highly favoured in the numerous volumes furnished to them by

our Board of Publication, and from other sources, at trifling cost,

illustrative of the Holy Scriptures. Knowledge is not now lock-

ed up for any great length of time, in learned tomes. It is soon

popularised and placed as it should be, in the hands of the people.

'0^}
'^

'5*

16. Witnesses for Christ: or, The Poet, The Hero, The States-

man, and The Philosopher. Philadelphia: Presbyterian

Board of Publication: pp. 72, 12 mo.

1*7. Why will ye Die? An Expostulation with Self-Destroyers.

By the Rev. William J. McCord. Philadelphia: Presby-

terian Board of Publication: pp. 83, 12 mo.

18. The Story of Nineveh, its Greatness and Ruins. Phila-

delphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication : pp. 64,

12 mo.

19. J. H. and his Nurse and The ChiWs Prayer. Philadel-

phia: Presbyterian Board of Publication: pp : 36, 12

mo. =?

20. Devotional Poetry, or Hymns for the Closet and the Social

Meeting. Selected from the Psalms and Hymns appproved by

the General Assembly. Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board

OF Publication : pp. 32, 12 mo.

21. Thoughts on the Resurrection of the Body. By a Layman.

Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication : pp. 29,

12 mo. " f
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22. ^Ae Waldenses : Sketches of the Evangelical Christians of

the Valleys of Piedmont : with illustrations on wood, drawn

by DoEPLER, and engraved by Lyons, Louderback, Orr, and

Roberts. "Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publica-

tion: pp. 392, 8 vo.

A beautiful volume, and finely illustrated, on a people whose

sufferings for the truth have made their name precious to the

Protestant Church. Those who would know the tender mercies

of Rome, and the faith and patience of the Saints, can learn them

efiectually here. -
.

v;

^/

23. Defence of Denominational Education. By R. C. Smith, of

Oglethorpe University, Ga. Milledgeville, Ga: 1854.

24. A Review of the Doctrines of the Board of Education, of the

Presbyterian Church, upon the Relations of the Church to the

General Interests of Education. By C. R. Vaughan, Pastor

First Pres. Church, Lynchburg, Va. Lynchburg, Va: 1854.

Able arguments on opposite sides of one of the great ques-

tions now agitating the Presbyterian Church.

j:

V'-.,;
25. The Influence of Missions on Teople and Nations: A Dis-

course preached by the appointment of the Synod of Nashville,

at their meeting in the City of Nashville, October 4th, 1864.

By Rev. William H. Mitchell. Published by Request of

Synod. Nashville: 1864.

26. Study, the only Sure Means of Ultimate Success: An Ad-

dress delivered before the Thalian and Phi Delta Societies of

Oglethorpe University, Georgia, at the Annual Commencement,

July 19th, 1854. By Hon. William H. Stiles, of Savannah.

Milledgeville: 1854.

M^" Other publications have been received which our space

does not permit us to notice.
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human nature, would of course, lead the sacred writers

to use expressions, when speaking of him, that might
appear at variance to those who do not continually con-

template him as God-man. Even to one who looks upon
him constantly in this light, his mysterious person must
present difficulties. There will, of necessity, be much
that is marvellous to us in the things of God. The doc-

trine of the Trinity, with which the question of Christ's

Divinity is so intimately connected, we should not ex-

pect to comprehend. That was a wise remark of Daniel

Webster, when asked. Do you believe, Mr. Webster,
that three can be one and one can be three, he replied,

" I believe, sir, that you and I do not understand the

.arithmetic of Heaven." This is said to have staggered

the querist, and well it might, for its force could not be

evaded.
It should also be remembered, that God, when ad-

dressing us in the Scriptures, would not employ ab-

struse phrases, or philosophical technicalities, which
are calculated to mislead the humble reader, when the

subject did not demand it. Our Bible is the poor man's
book, and is adapted to very bumble capacities, so far

as its exalted themes will admit; its precious instruc-

tions are to be taken in their plain and obvious import.

We must not charge the Author of this blessed volume
with prevai'ication and double-dealing. When Christ is

spoken of as God, without any qualification whatever,

we are to understand that he is God, and that we are so

to love and worship* him. The book speaks as to unso-

phisticated men, w^ho are perishing in their sins, and
directs their attention to subjects of vital and eternal

moment. The aim is not to afford amusement to the

fantastic quibbler. To say so, would be unmitigated
blasphemy.
On the subject before us, we are not flattered with

the prospect of advancing ideas that are bold and novel.

There is a taste at present, in the literary world, to which
eminent writers are sinfully condescending, and young
aspirants vainly endeavoring to gratify. Our aim is to

keep the truth before the minds of men. And we trust

it is not our ambition to torture an argument out of its

best position for novelty's sake.
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Out 8a/Diov/r is Divine.

I. The names of God he bears. "Who is over all,

God blessed forever."—Rom. ix : 15.—^Paul said that he
had great heaviness and continual sorrow in his heart
because of his kinsmen, the Jews, to whom pertained
the adoption, and the fflory, and the covenants, and the

giving of the law, and the service of God, and the pro-

mises, and whose were the fathers, and then adds :
" and

of whom, as concerning the flesh, (implying that he had
another nature beside the human,) Christ came, who is

over all, God blessed forever. Amen." The evidence
aftbrded by this passage, we regard as absolutely conclu-

sive. "In the beginning was the word, and the word was
with God, and the word was God."—John i: 1. This
apostle appears almost to have anticipated the opposi-

tion which this doctrine would encounter, and intended
that it should be put to rest at once, if his testimony
would do it, for not only is his language pointed,

but this was the first subject on which ne commenced
to write when he had taken his seat. " God was mani-
fest in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen of angels,

preached unto the gentiles, believed on in the world, re-

ceived up into glory."—1 Timothy iii : 16. Here, Christ

is said to be " God manifest in the flesh ;" in other words,
in his mysterious person there are two natures combined,
the Divine and human. Thomas exclaimed, "My Lord
and my God !"—John xx : 28. Did Christ rebuke his

idolatry? Did he correct his error? No, but replied:
" Thomas, because thou hast seen me thou hast believ-

ed ; blessed are they that have not seen and yet have
believed." "Unto the Son he saith, Thy throne, God,
is forever and ever ; a sceptre of righteousness is the

sceptre of thy kingdom."—Heb. i : 8. Paul is showing
the superiority of Christ over angels, and among his

proofs he declares that the Father addresses the Son as

God, but never addresses the angels in this manner.
And surely the Father would never say to the Son, "Thy
throne, O God, is forever and ever," if he were not real-

ly God, for he has said, "lam Jehovah, that is my
name, and my glory I will not give to another." Ib
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Matthew i : 23, 24, the language of Isaiah is applied to

Christ, " And they shall call his name Emmanuel, which
being interpreted is, God with ns." Here, again, he is

represented as God in human nature. "Unto us a child

is born, unto us a son is given, and the government shall

be upon his shoulder; and his name shall be called

Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting

Father, the Prince of Peace."—Isaiah ix : 6. Here a

child is born among men, and that child is called the

Mighty God, the Everlasting Father. Who can this be

but Christ, the God-man ? "The voice of him that crieth

in the wilderness, prepare ye the way of the Lord, (or

Jehovah,) make straight in the desert a highway for our

God."—Isaiah xl: 3. This is applied to John the Bap-
tist, the harbinger of Christ, by Matthew, and by John
the Baptist himself.—Matt, iii : 3 ; John i : 23. "This is

the true God, and eternal life."—1 John v : 20. " Look-

ing for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of

our great God and Saviour, Jesus Christ."—Titus ii: 13.

He is also, called the Lord of hosts, and the God of Is-

rael, as may be seen in several passages in the Old Tes-

tament, which the New Testament writers quote and
apply to Christ. What now shall we infer from all this?

Jesus Christ is called God, God manifest in the flesh,

God over all, My God, the God whose throne is estab-

lished forever, God with us, the Mighty God, the Ever-

lasting Father, Jehovah, the True God, the Great God,

the Lord of hosts, and the God of Israel. Are these

phrases, as applied to Christ, to be taken in some infe-

rior sense ? Then for the authority. Why are we not

so informed, distinctly, when it must be known to the

Infinite Mind that such language will lead to idolatry?

Our Saviour is really the Supreme God, if we may re-

pose any confidence in the " rule of our faith," and in

the inevitable conclusions of impartial and correct rea-

soning,

II. The attributes of God he possesses. He is omnipo-
tent. " I am alpha and omega, the beginning and the

ending, who is, and who was, and who is to come, the

Almighty."—Rev. i : 8. He is " able to subdue all

things to himself;" he "made all things;" and he doeth
" whatsoever things the Father doeth."—Phil, iii : 21

;
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John i : 3;v: 19. He is omniscient. "Thou knowest
all things, thou knowest that I love thee."—John xxi

:

17. " And all the churches shall know that I am he
that searcheth the hearts and the reins."—Rev. ii : 23.

" And Jesus knew their thoughts."—Matt, xii : 25. He
is omnipresent. " Lo, I am with you always, even unto

the end of the world."—Matt, xxviii: 20. "Where two
or three are gathered together in my name, there am I

in the midst of them."—Matt, xviii: 20. Although on

earth, Christ declared that he was in Heaven, as we
learn from John iii: 13: "No man hath ascended up to

Heaven but he that came down from Heaven, even the

Son of man which is in Heaven." Eternity is ascribed

to him. He has said himself, "Before Abraham was I

am."—John viii : 58. Here, by the use of the present

tense, I am, it is intimated that with him a thousand
years are as one day, and one day as a thousand years.

"These things saith the First and the Last, who was
dead and is alive."—Rev. ii : 8. Here we are taught
that he is the First and the Last ; that he existed from
all eternity past, and will continue to exist to all eterni-

ty to come; no being has lived before him, and none
will live after him. "And thou, Bethlehem Ephratah,
though thou be little among the thousands of Judah, yet

out of thee shall he come forth unto me, that is to be
Ruler in Israel ; whose goings forth have been from of

old, from everlasting."—Micah. v : 2. He is also, im-

mutable. In Hebrews i : 12, the following language,
from the 102d Psalm, is applied to Christ: "But thou
art the same, and thy years shall not fail." "Jesus
Christ, the same yesterday, to-day, and forever."—Heb.
xiii : 8. JS^ow, what a heaping together of evidence have
we here ! Not only the peculiar names, but also the

incommunicable perfections of Deity, are repeatedly

ascribed to our blessed Redeemer. According to the

Scriptures, he is omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent,
eternal, and immutable. Can all this, we solemnly ask,

be predicated of a mere creature ? K he is not really

God, who possesses the distinctive attributes of God, in

what does true Divinity consist?

III. The worship of God he receives. The Saints are
described as those who call u^on the na/me of Christ.
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" Unto the church which is at Corinth, to them that are

sanctified in Christ Jesus, called to be Saints, with all

that in every place call upon the name of Jesus Christ

our Lord."—1 Cor. i : 2. " And let all the angels of God
worship him,"—taken from the 97th Ps., and applied to

Christ in Heb. i : 16. Here, he is presented as an ob-

i'ect of worship even to the angels. " And I beheld and
' heard the voice of many angels round about the throne,

and the beasts, and the elders, and the number of them
was ten thousand times ten thousand, and thousands of

thousands, saying with a loud voice, worthy is the Lamb
that was slain to receive power, and riches, and wisdom,
and strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing ; and

, every creature which is in Heaven, and on the earth,

and under the earth, and such as are in the sea, and all

that are in them, heard I saying, blessing, and honor,

and glory, and power, be unto him that sitteth upon the

throne, and unto the Lamb forever and ever."—Kev. v

:

11, 12, 13. In the apostolic benediction the grace of

Christ is invoked upon men. " The grace of the Lord
Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the communion
of the Holy Ghost, be with you all."—2 Cor. xiii : 14.

In the administration of baptism Christ is worshipped.
" Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost."—Matt, xxviii : 19. Stephen, a man full of

faith and the Holy Ghost, prayed directly to Christ in

the hour of his martyrdom. He saw Heaven opened,

and beheld the glory of God, and Jesus standing on the

right hand of God ; and to the keeping of his Redeemer,
whom he loved, he entrusted his immortal spirit, and
prayed that he would not lay the sin of his enemies to

their charge.' " And they stoned Stephen, calling upon
God, and saying. Lord Jesus, receive my spirit. And
he kneeled down and cried with a loud voice, Lord, lay

not this sin to their charge; and having said this, he

fell asleep.—Acts vii : 69, 60. Paul prayed to Christ,

"Kow God, even our Father, and our Lord Jesus Christ,

direct our way unto you."—1 Thess. iii : 11. He com-
mences his epistles, and concludes them with what we
call the apostolic benediction, in which, as already men-
tioned, the grace of Christ is invoked. Abraham and
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Lot worshipped bim.—Gen. 18th and 19th chapters. If,

then, it be proper that Christ should receive the worship

due only to the Supreme God, we infer that he must be

God, really, and in no subordinate sense, for we are not

at liberty to render such homage to a creature. The
triune Jehovah proclaims, "Thoushalt have no other

gods before me." This heads the holy decalogue.

IV. The offices of God he performs. "By him were
all things created that are in heaven, and that are in

earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or

dominions, or principalities, or powers ; all things were
created by him, and for him."—Col. i: 16. " By him
all things were made, and without him was not even one
thing made which hath been made."—John i: 3. He
is the Upholder, as well as Creator, of all things. " And
upholding all things by the word of his power."—Heb. i:

3. He IS also, the Governor. He is " over all, God
blessed forever."—Rom. ix : 6. "This person is Lord
of all things."—Acts x: 36. He also administers quick-

ening and sanctifying grace. "That he might sanctify

and cleanse it with the washing of water by the word,
that he might present it to himself a glorious church,

not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing."—Eph.
V : 26, 27. He also bestows forgiveness on transgressors.

"Even as Christ forgave you, so also do ye."—Col. iii

:

13. He also bestows eternal life. " I give unto them
eternal life, and they shall never perish."—John x : 28.

He will raise the dead on the day of the resurrection.

"We are so taught in many places,—for example, John
vi : 56, "Whoso eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood,

bath eternal life, and I will raise him up at the last

day." He will also occupy the Throne of Judgment,
ancl pronounce sentence upon every man according to

his deeds.—2 Tim. iv : 1. If, then, Christ is the Crea-

tor, Upholder, and Governor of all things; if he dis-

penses sanctifying grace, pardons sin, and bestows eter-

nal life; if he will raise the dead, and will be the Jugde
at the last day, we may surely pronounce him the Su-

preme God, and revere and trust him as such. Better

evidence of his Divinity reason will never demand.
Y. Christ has declared that he is God. We shall pre-

sent some of his language, and then endeavor to arrive

'*'•
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to say that he is not truly God, is to charge him, it

appears to us, with having acted, if not uttered, a false-

hood in presence of the Jews. According to the princi-

ples of moral philosophy, it is a lie to produce an erro-

neous impression on the minds of men, and knowingly
suffer it to remain, intending that they should be de-

ceived. Paley says, (and he has said some things

well,) "It is the wilful deceit that makes the lie."

Again, he observes, " A nian may act a lie ; as by point-

ing his finger in a wrong direction, when a traveller in-

quires of him his road ; or when a tradesman shuts up
his windows, to induce his creditors to believe that he is

abroad ; for, to all moral purposes, and therefore, as to

veracity, speech and action are the same, speech being
only a mode of action." Again, he says, ''There may
be lies of omission f*a writer of English history, who, in

his account of the reign of Charles the First, should wil-

fully suppress any evidence of that Prince's despotic

measures and designs, might be said to lie; for, by enti-

tling his book a History of England, he engages to relate

the whole truth of the history, or, at least, all that he
knows of it."* If we apply these principles to the con-

duct of Christ, (and with all reverence be it done,) does

it not appear that he was guilty of a most unaccounta-
ble falsehood, when he suffered the Jews to believe that

he made himself God, when he was not, and even en-

couraged them in that belief, to the peril of his peace
and life ? When they inquired of him so often, and so

particularly, concerning this matter, charging him with

blasphemy, and going about to kill him on account of it,

was it not strange duplicity in him to vex them as he
did ? Why did he not tell them plainly, that he was not

God, or that he was God in some very inferior sense ?

Why did he not qualify his language, and show them its

true meaning, when he saw how greatly he was misun-

derstood; how unnecessarily he tormented the Jews,
spoiled his own peace, and was about to perpetuate se-

rious blunders among his devoted followers? This much
integrity might be expected of ordinary men ; and of

course, we are at liberty to look for it from the truthful,

f Paley's Moral and Political Philosophy, Book iii., part 1, chap. 16.
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benevolent, and amiable Jesus,—^the most correct and
lovely character the world has ever seen, as all parties

unanimously admit.

VI. The denial of Christ's Divinity involves the Bible

in a multitude of inconsistencies, and degrades the whole
Christian scheme infinitely.

1. Then angels and good men stand accused of gross

idolatry. Stephen, Paul, Abraham, Lot, and other apos-

tles, patriarchs, and devout men, have prayed to Christ,

as to the Supreme God,—have invoked his grace, pre-

sence, and providential support, and committed their

spirits to his bands. The angels of light bow before him
in the kingdom of glory, and ascribe to him " power,

<and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honor, and
glory, and blessing." What shall we call this, if it be

not genuine worship ? If, then, we conform to the con-

duct of the angels,—if we be followers of the apostles

and patriarchs, and humbly imitate their parental ex-

ample, we shall run into grievous idolatry, and give that

glory to another which is due only to God. There must
be sin in Heaven, strange as it may seem. And Paul
was, evidently, inconsistent, when he said, "Wherefore,
my dearly beloved, flee from idolatry," after having in-

troduced the very same epistle thus: "Grace be unto

you and peace, from God our Father, and from the Lord
Jesus Christ."

2. It also appears that Christ, and the apostles, and
the prophets, and the great Father, have taught us idola-

try. Cfhrist, we have seen, produced the impression on
the minds of the Jews, and of his own disciples, that he

"made himself equal with God," and this impression

he, in many ways, knowingly cultivated. The prophets

and apostles called him the Mighty God, the Everlast-

ing Father, the True God, the Great God, and God over

all, ascribing to him the works of the Supreme God, and
exhorting men and angels to worship him. Even God
the Father has said, " And let all the angels of God
worship him." If we act in consistency with such in-

structions, and they proceed from a high source, we shall

violate the first commandment, if Christ be a mere crea-

ture. How then, shall we understand God ? Will he

inculcate in one place what he has positively forbidden
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in another? Where i8 our standard of duty? These
are questions of grave importance, involving the dignity

of the Scriptures as a rule of life.

3. In what light sh^ll we regard the Jews ? If Christ

be not God, he did indeed, appear to blaspheme, and,
according to the Mosaic law, it was right that he should
be put to death. The Jews declared they did not stone
him for a good work, but, because he, being man, made
himself equal with God. He was thus charged with
blasphemy to the face. Had he thought it improper to

take this honor to himself, he would, in some way, have
removed this impression. And being, therefore, as the

Jews supposed, a blasphemer, they felt bound, according
to their law,—a law which God had given,—to put him
to death. If he were not really God, it would be diffi-

cult to show that the Jews acted as wickedly as we are

accustomed to represent ; and it would be hard to ac-

count for those Divine judgments which have rested

upon them ever since, and which have pursued them
into every corner of the earth. But the truth is, Christ

was God ; he so taught, and he made it appear by the

precise fulfilment of prophecy, and by stupendous mira-

cles. But the pride and unbelief of the Jews made them
reject the claims of so humble a Messiah, steel them-
selves against all conviction, and put him to an igno-

minious death, regardless of the magnificent credentials

he presented in attestation of his divinity. Here lies

their guilt. His advent was really too heavenly and di-

vine, and too little adapted to their vain expectations, to

make him an acceptable visitor. This will show why
the judgments of Heaven have scattered the Jews over

the earth, and made them a by-word and reproach, de-

spised and persecuted among the nations. This will

vindicate an inspired apostle :
" Him ye have taken,

and with wicked hands have crucified and slain."—Acts
ii : 23.

4. How shall we understand the teachings of the Scrip-

tures concerning original sin ? There are analogies in-

stituted in the Scriptures between Christ and Adam.
" As by the offence of one judgment came upon all men
to condemnation, so by the righteouness of one the free

gift came upon all men unto justification of life."—Kom.
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v: 18. "As by one man's disobedience many were
made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall many be
made righteous."—Rom. v : 19. Whatever, thereifbre,

affects the imputation of Christ's righteousness to us,

must affect the imputation of Adam's disobedience to

us. If we are not made righteous by Christ as a cove-

nant-head, we are not made sinners by Adam as a cove-

nant-head ; if we do not derive righteousness from the

one by imputation, we do not derive guilt from the other

by imputation ; because, according to the apostle, as by
Adam's disobedience many were made sinners, so by
the obedience of Christ shall many be made righteous.

If Christ be not a Divine Saviour, it appears necessary

tQ clothe man with more power; he must not come into

the world under the curse, and with a nature radically

depraved ; he must not be born " a child of wrath," " dead
in sin," and dependent upon G-od. He must appear at

first, on the stage of life, free from sin, and able to con-

form to the Divine law, and recommend himself to the

Divine friendship. These are the consequences to which
Unitarian sentiments must lead. And hence, we find

men of this persuasion exceedingly unsound in their

views of original sin. They torture the teachings of the

Scriptures on this subject out of their proper posture, to

make them correspond with their position in relation to

the divinity of Christ. This system of religious faith,

we do humbly believe, has done immense mischief in

this very way. We are much mistaken if the division

of the General Assembly intQ the Old and New School
bodies, may not be traced to an influence akin to this

system. The errors that gave rise to this division were
engendered by the same spirit of speculation which
brought Unitarianism into existence, and were soon found
so extensively prevalent throughout the Presbyterian
ranks, that it was thought best to submit to a separation

of elements that were so uncongenial. Wh6n we con-

sider the character of these errors,* (the very errors

which Unitarianism is so well adapted to produce,) and
the spots from which ,they were caught up, (the very

* See Dr. Wood's Old and New Theology ; especially the Preface to the

first edition in 1838.

v.;

K
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spots where Unitarianism reigned,) we are no longer

perplexed to discover the common parentage of both.

5. The doctrine of the atonement is in a manner an-

nihilated. There is nothing more distinctly taught in

the Scriptures than that Clirist has redeemed us from
the curse of the law, having been made a curse for us

;

that he was made sin for us who knew no sin, that we
might be made the righteousness of God in him. And
yet those who deny Christ's divinity, to be consistent,

also deny that he made an atonement for sin, as the

ground of our acceptance with God. And those who
are not bold enough to venture so far, hold to absurdi-

ties that are truly ridiculous, and flatly at war with the
Scriptures. If Christ be a mere creature, he was unable
to render an atonement for the sins of men. Every act

of obedience he could perform, he owed to God himself,

and he could not, therefore, be our righteousness before

God. All he could possibly do, the Creator had a right

to require of him, as an individual subject of his moral
government. It is not strange that those who deny the

divinity of Christ, also deny that he made an atonement
for the sins of men ; for, such an atonement he could not
have rendered, unless, as God-man, his obedience pos-

sessed infinite merit. How cold and comfortless the re-

ligious system that ignores the atonement ! When do
the people of God feel the happiest ? May we not an-

swer, when in imagination they see the Lamb of God
bleeding for them on the tree ; when they behold that

same red blood streaming from his body which washes
away their sins, and presents them without spot to God.
Oh, how sweet to their taste are passages like these

:

"The blood of Jesus Christ his Son, cleanseth us from
all sin."—1 John i : 7. " God hath not appointed us to

wrath, but to obtain salvation by our Lord Jesus Christ,

who died for us, that whether we wake or sleep, we
should live together with him."—1 Thess. v: 9, 10.

"Ye were not redeemed with corruptible things, as sil-

ver and gold, but with the precious blood of Christ."

—

1 Peter i: 18, 19. "He was wounded for our trans-

gressions, he was bruised for our iniquities, the chastise-

ment of our peace was upon him, and with his stripes

we are healed."—Isa. liii : 6. O believer, can you love
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a system of religion, although it should claim the Scrip-

tures as its charter, which robs you of the consolation

arising from the atonement of Jesus Christ? Does it

not grieve you to see Christianity thus mutilated; to see
the brightest star plucked from its crown, or rather, the
whole crown trampled in the dust?

6. How must we regard the doctrine of regeneration

by the Holy Spirit? It is urged that regeneration is

enected by man's own efforts, and by the influence of

virtuous companions. This is another of the numercus
progeny of that parent error against which we are now
arrayed. Indeed, the divinity of the Holy Spirit is de-

nied; his claims are as little regarded as those of Christ.

We are left to accomplish our own regeneration, and to

win the Divine friendship by our own exertions. Do the

Scriptures so teach ? " Except a man be born of water
and of the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God."

—

John iii: 5. "According to his mercy he saved us, by
the washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy
Ghost."—Titus iii : 5. Here we are taught that we must
be born again, or renewed, and that by the agency of the

Divine Spirit, before we can enter the kingdom of God.
7. The doctrine of justification by faith, as we hold it,

is also gone. Man is accepted on account of his own
repentance and obedience, and not on account of Christ's

righteousness imputed to him. Where the term faith is

used, it means a mere intellectual assent to truth, or

what we call historical or doctrinal faith. Now, how
does the word of God instruct us on this subject? "If
righteousness came by the law, then Christ is dead in

vain."—Gal. ii : 21. " Cursed is every one that contin-

ueth not in all things written in the book of the law to

do them."—Gal. iii: 10. "By the deeds of the law
shall no flesh be justified."—Rom. iii: 20. "By grace

are ye saved, through faith; and that not of yourselves

;

it is the gift of God."—Rom. ii : 8. If man is not justi-

fied by faith in the blood of Christ, and only thus, we
are utterly perplexed to understand the Scriptures. This

was Paul's great doctrine ; he brought all his eloquence

and power of argument into service to set forth its claims.

He has written upon it beautifully, richly, and at length

;

and we doubt not, it would have been a treat to have

\
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heard his living voice illustrating and urging this glori-

ous doctrine before the listening multitude. O Paul,

we, too, live in an obstinate generation,—ours too, is a
rebellious day ! With all thy written eloquence before

our eyes, and in defiance of thy masterly logic, we still

withhold from our Divine Redeemer the glory of our
salvation! And what did Paul's mighty pupil, the

Monk of Erfurt, find in the Scriptures ? What did he
believe, and what did he teach, after his eager eyes had
passed over the sacred page? This same doctrine of jus-

tification by faith in the blood of Jesus Christ, the Lamb
of God. This was his battle-cry, his war-signal, as he
walked forth from his cloister, in all the majesty of

heaven-inspired resolution, to rescue mankind from a
cold-hearted, ceremonial despotism. With this blessed

doctrine glittering upon his banner in characters of light,

he marched on, conquering and to conquer, and the

prince of darkness trembled for his kingdom. And now,
let this great doctrine, which Paul and Luther so earn-

estly proclaimed, never be driven from the sacred desk.

Ever let this be the joyous theme of those who are com-
missioned to announce the tidings of the Cross to a per-

ishing world.

8. The denial of Christ's Divinity encourages immo-
rality and infidelity. If it be false that God has assumed
man's nature, to effect his redemption from the curse of

the law ; if it be false that a most costly and wonderful
atonement has been made for our sins ; if the doctrine

of original sin, as we hold it, be a mere human fabrica-

tion
; if we are able of ourselves to win the Divine fa-

vour; then sin will not appear so hideous, nor so offen-

sive to God, and we shall have more encouragement to

lead immoral lives. The most powerful motives to holi-

ness, and the most powerful dissuasives from criminal

conduct, will then lose much of their influence over us.

Accordingly, we find that those who deny the Deity of

Christ, are not very remarkable for practical pietj. This

statement is made on the authority of some of their own
distinguished leaders. With them, religion is more an
affair of the brain than of the heart ; more a visionary

philosophy than a rule of life. And it is also a notori-

ous fact, that many of them run into infidelity. After

'V
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changing their religious creed, and their ecclesiastical

connection, a few times, and exhibiting a very unsettled

state of mind, they not unfrequently take the scorner's

chair, and speak reproachfully of the whole system of

Christianity. If we would put down infidehty, immo-
rality, and crime, and promote virtue and piety among
men, it will not be wise to encourage any religious sys-

tem in which our Saviour's Deity is not recognized.

9. The missionary enterprise will never be rapidly for-

warded by those who do not believe in a Divine Kedeem-
er. What stimulates the heroic missionary to brave

every danger, and persevere amidst the most disheart-

ening difficulties, to make known Christ to dying men?
We answer, the bleeding compassion of God's eternal

Son ; the wondrous love of a Divine Saviour. He knows
that "in this was manifested the love of God toward us,

because that God sent his only-begotten Son into the

world, that we might live through him." He knows
that "although the Son of God was rich, yet for our

sakes he became poor, that we through his poverty

might be made rich." This fills him with wonder, grati-

tude, and love. The fact that the Mighty God, the Crea-

tor of heaven and earth, thus loved us, delights his heart

beyond expression, and he flies with the good news to

benighted parts, that he may gladden the souls of others.

He also knows that the curse of the law is resting upon
men,—that they are perishing in their sins,—that they

cannot win salvation by their own obedience,—that

Christ crucified is their only hope. He is anxious, there-

fore, that they should hear of the cross. This is the very

life of missions,—a transporting view of the Divine Re-
deemer's bleeding love, and a compassionate sense of the

perishing condition of mankind. The divinity of our

Saviour also gives solemnity and dignity to the Gospel
message in the eyes of those whom the missionary ad-

dresses. He has news to proclaim that may well engage
the attention of men, and make them listen with aston-

ishment and delight. But let Christ be stript of Deity,

and let the doctrines of original sin, the atonement, re-

generation, and justification by faith, as held by us, be

set aside, and what will become of the missionary cause ?

When will the pagan world come to the knowledge of

. l-tJA&tn^
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the truth ? When shall the nations sitting in the region

and shadow of death, rejoice in the light of the sun of

righteousness arising upon them " with healing in his

wings ?" Those who do not believe in a Divine Saviour

have never yet contributed much, either in the way of

money or labourers, to support and advance the mis-

sionary enterprise. And where men and money are

withheld, prayers are neither very abundant, nor very
fervent. If we would have the Saviour's command obey-

ed, " Go ye into all the world, and preach the Gospel to

every creature ;" if we would have the banners of Chris-

tianity planted on every shore, and its blessed hopes
irradiating every heart, this grand truth should have full

play, and exert all its influence upon men : Christ, " God
manifest in the flesh," hath loved us, and hath given

himself for us.

Having advanced a few arguments in proof of Christ's

Divinity, we shall proceed to consider briefly some of

the positions occupied by those who deny that the Scrip-

tures contain this doctrine.

I. They argue that Christ and his apostles repeatedly

asserted his inferiority to the supreme God. Let us con-

sider a few of the passages to which they refer. " But
of that day and that hour knoweth no man, no, not the

angels which are in Heaven, neither the Son, but the

Father."—Mark xiii : 32. Here, it is said, we are in-

formed there were facts of which Christ was ignorant,

and that he was not the Father's equal in the knowledge
of future events. We know, however, that he predict-

ed many events fully as difficult for a finite mind to as-

certain as the destruction of Jerusalem, or the day of

judgment. How, then, shall we construe his language?
The truth is, as God, he well knew when the city of Je-

rusalem would be destroyed, and when the general judg-

ment would arrive, (for his language may refer to either,)

but, as a prophet, he had no commission to reveal this.

He would remain silent on these points, because to dis-

close them was no part of his business ; it did not fall

within the scope of his prophetical commission. The
term know^ in this passage, is used somewhat in the

same sense in which Paul used it, " For I determined
not to know anything among you, save Jesus Christ, and

YoL. VIII.—N^o. 4. 2
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him crucified."—1 Cor. ii : 2. Scott remarks, " The pre-

cise season, either of the day of judgment, or of the de-

struction of Jerusalem, was no part of the revelation

which the incarnate Son of God had received to com-
municate to the church." And Porteus observes, " He
was not commissioned to reveal this." It should also,

be remembered, that Christ sometimes referred to him-

self as man, and not always as God, for he had a two-

fold nature. The question of his Divinity should not be

tried by every observation he made concerning himself.

Knowing that he was regarded by many around him,

who did not understand his wondrous nature and mis-

sion, as man only, he had to adapt his instruction in

some measure, to their limited views. He may possibly

have spoken of himself in this passage, as man, and still

not have disowned a Divine nature.

Our attention is also directed to Matt, xix: 17, ""Why
callest thou me good? there is none good but one, that

is God." Here Christ evidently adapted his instruction

to the narrow comprehension of the young ruler. This

individual was ignorant of the exalted character of Christ,

and also, of the true condition of justification; and hence

he addressed him as they did the Jewish rabbies, call-

ing him Good Master, and expressed a desire to know
what good thing he must do to inherit eternal life. Our
Saviour, in his reply, taught, more or less distinctly,

three things, first, that we cannot win salvation by doing

good things, or by our own righteousness ; secondly, that

the rabbies should not receive the idolatrous adulation

bestowed upon them ; and thirdly, that he deserved the

title, Good Master, in a higher sense than the young
ruler had ever imagined. He was, as God, infinitely

good, but considered in the light in which this individu-

al viewed him, he would not claim the honor.

We are also reminded of John xiv : 28, "My Father

is greater than I." Here he refers to himself as a me-

diatorial ambassador, acting under a commission from

the Father. He had just been speaking of his ascension

to the Father, which would take place as soon as his

earthly mission was fulfilled, or as soon as he should

finish the work which the Father had given him to do.

And it was in view of the fact that he had been sent by
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the Father, and was engaged in his service, that he said,

"My Father is greater than I." He was greater offi-

cially, and by mutual arrangement, but not in nature

and perfections. That he is to be understood thus, seems
clear, because an apostle has declared that, "being in

the form of God, he thought it not robbery to be equal
with God." If we keep in view the fact, that the Fa-
ther represents the Godhead, and that the Son came to

satisfy his justice, and to magnify his law, (a voluntary
humiliation,) and to get up a reconciliation between him
and rebel man, we shall readily understand other pas-

sages which hav^e been cited, and be able to reconcile

them with the Saviour's Deity. "To us there is but one
God, the Father, of whom are all things, and we in him;
and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are all things, and
we by him."—1 Cor. xiii : 6. Here, the Father repre-

sents the Godhead, and Christ is the Divine Mediator.
"This is life eternal, that they might know thee, the

only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent."

—

John xvii : 3. By what mode of interpretation, other

than the one proposed, can we reconcile this passage
with the following :

" And we are in him that is true,

even in his Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God, and
eternal life."—1 John v : 20. " The Son can do nothing
of himself."—John v : 19. In other words, he must do
the very things which the Father had laid upon him,
having engaged to do his will. Of the same character

is the following passage :
" I came not to do mine own

will, but the will of him that sent me."—John vi : 38.

The Saviour said that when he was lifted upon the Cross,

men would know that he did nothing of himself, but only
as he had been taught by the Father; in other words,

they would then have astonishing evidence that he came
from Heaven, and was engaged in his Father's service.

—

John viii : 28. And accordingly, we find that a heathen
exclaimed, amid the appalling events that attended his

crucifixion, "Truly this was the Son of God,"—truly

what he said of his Divine mission was correct.

We are also directed to 1 Cor. xv : 28, " Then shall

the Son also, himself be subject unto him that put all

things under him, that God may be all in all." This
may refer to the act of subjection performed by Christ,

rA
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when he shall deliver up his Mediatorial Kingdom to

the Father, as the representative of the Godhead, of

which the apostle had been speaking. And it must be

remembered that Christ's human nature will, of course,

be eternally subject to the Divine sceptre.

It is also objected, that Christ prayed to the Father:
but, as man, this he was bound to do. He had the du-

ties of other men to perform. And, as Mediator, it was
a part of his business to intercede for the perishing.

Having taken upon him the form of a servant, he dis-

charged the obligations of a servant. His prayers did

not prove that he was naturally or essentially inferior to

the Father.

n. But, it is also argued, that this doctrine makes
more than one God, and is, therefore, unscriptural and
absurd. This, however, is an unfair statement. We
believe there is but one God, but we believe that the

Scriptures teach that there are three persons in the God-
head,—that there is a trinity of persons in a unity of es-

sence. But it is said, if the Father be God, if the Son
be God, and if the Holy Spirit be God, there must con-

sequently be three Gods. This, however, correct as it

may appear, is not according to the Scriptures, and is a

conclusion by no means absolutely inevitable. But we
do confess there is mystery here unfathomably deep to

our narrow comprehension. The Scriptures do positive-

ly teach that God is three in one sense, and one in

another, and how it is, we confess we are not able to

perceive. We read, " There are three that bear record

in Heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost,

and these three are one."—1 John v : 7. "Go ye, there-

fore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost."

—

Matt, xxviii : 19. "The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ,

and the love of God, and the communion of the Holy
Ghost, be with you all."—2 Cor. xiii : 14. " And God
said, let us make man in our image, after our likeness."

—

Gen. i : 26. " The Lord our God is one Lord."—Mark
29. " For there is one God."—1 Tim. ii : 5. If weXll

understand this language, there is only one God, and yet

that God embraces three persons, distinguished by the

names of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. And strange

I
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as this may appear, we must humbly believe it, remem-
bering that it is not our privilege to comprehend every-

thing. We cannot understand that union of soul and
body which constitutes the living, thinking, moving man.
We cannot understand the constitution and growth of

a single blade of grass around our feet. And of course,

we should expect that the constitution and character of

the Supreme God will present incomprehensible myste-
ries to the human mind. If we are taught truths in the

Scriptures which we cannot reconcile with our own con-

•<;eptions, we should not deny that those truths are taught,

but in all humility, receive what has been revealed, re-

membering that there are fields of vision to which our

feeble minds have not attained, and which are surveyed
only by the all-absorbing eye of the Omniscient.
The term person^ when we say there are three persons

in the Godhead, may contribute much to the perplexity

in which the human mind is involved in the investiga-

tion of this subject. We are accustomed to apply it to

men totally distinct and disconnected in their individual

being. And yet this word is, perhaps, the best that we
can select; and the use of it is justified by the applica-

tion in the Scriptures to the Father, Son, and Spirit, of

the personal pronouns /, thou, and he. Our language
is probably, even more inadequate than our minds to the

task of explaining the doctrine of a triune God.
The objection that, since we thus make three Gods,

we confound the government of the universe, has evi-

dently, no weight. If we even made three infinite and
disconnected beings, (which is not true,) they would
have the same perfections, all be omnipotent, omnis-

cient, and infinitely benevolent, just, and holy, and
would therefore, fix upon the same wise and good mea-

sures for the government of the universe. If all three

were absolutely perfect, there could be no discrepancy

between them; their purposes and acts would always

be the same. But, although we believe, according to

the Scriptures, that there are three persons in the God-
head, called Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, and that each
of these possess all the attributes of God, we still be-

lieve, according to the Scriptures, that there is but one
God,—but one Divine essence or being. Mysterious

/
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as it may appear, we are so taught by the Infinite Mind,
and we must believe it. There is no danger of our doc-

trine involving us in the same difficulties with the an-

cient Greeks and Komans. They had such a multitude

of deities, that they knew not which to propitiate by
oblations and penances, when calamities befell them,
nor which to adore and bless, when signal favours were
bestowed upon them. They were compelled to divide

the work of the gods, making Mars the god of war,

Neptune the god of the seas, Diana the goddess of the

chase, and so on, that they might understand the rela-

tions they sustained to the respective deities that pre-

sided over them. And after all this division of office,

' they were often painfully bewildered, and could not un-

derstand which of their divinities was angry, and re-

quired propitiation, and which crowned their lives with

prosperity. Our doctrine does not place men in any
such absurd position. We have but one God, the triune

or three-in-one Jehovah ; and when afflictions are sent

upon us, to Him we bow in penitency and prayer; and
when we enjoy peace, plenty, and happiness, to Him as

a common centre, we lift our hearts and voices in joj'^ous

adoration and praise. And when, as reasonable men,
we are asked to explain, we promptly advance to where
the voice of revelation has ceased to instruct, and there

we pause in reverential awe, and, with our fingers upon
our lips, we solemnly beckon the inquirer to be silent,

and respect that limit which the Infinite One hath set to

the investigation of his nature and being. Should he
still mutter in discontent, we give him the catechumen's
chair, and we put a few questions concerning his own
nature, which of course, he should understand better

than we can understand the nature of God. We ask

him to make us comprehend how his soul and body are

coupled together; how this union gives life and activity

to the body; how his arm moves at the bidding of his

mind; what his soul is composed of, and where it came
from ; how his food becomes incorporated with his body,

to sustain and strengthen it; and how disease may at

length, effect a dissolution of his material and spiritual

parts. If he cannot give us perfect satisfaction on all

these points, and make it all clear as day, he cannot
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reasonably require of us a complete elucidation of all

the mysteries appertaining to the Supreme Existence,

who hath forewarned us that " clouds and darkness are

round about him." Mystery here is not contrary to

reason, because right reason will teach us to expect it.

III. But, another argument to which we would briefly

reply, may be stated thus : the name God, all must ac-

knowledge, is applied in several places in the Scrip-

tures, to created beings, and yet this does not make
them really divine. The Lord, we know, did say to

Moses, "See, I have made thee a god-lmto Pharoab,
and Aaron thy brother, shall be thy prophet."—Exodus,
vii : 1. And in Psalm , Ixxxii : 1, we read, " God stand-

eth in the congregation of the mighty, he judgeth among
the gods." And in the 6th verse, " I have said, ye are

gods ; and all of you are children of the Most High."
But, evidently, in such passages the word is used figura-

tively, and is intended to teach that, in some particular^

the individual to whom it is applied appears to resemble

God; and the connection will readily indicate what this

particular is. But where is this name given to a mere
creature in the absolute^ without any qualification, ex-

pressed or implied? Where is any man, or even an an-

gel, said to be "over all, God blessed forever?" When
it can be shown that a mere creature has been called

God in the absolute ; that the attributes of God, omni-

science, omnipotence, omnipresence, immutability, and
eternity, have been ascribed to him ; that the works of

God, such as creating the world, governing the afi*air8 of

men, changing the human heart, raising the dead, and
judging mankind at the last day, are said to be perform-

ed by him; and that men and angels are positively com-

manded to worship him, and have actually worshipped
him with Divine approbation : when all this can be

shown from the Scriptures, we shall then acknowledge
that this argument is worthy of the most solem atten-

tion. But as it is, we do not deem it suflQciently impor-

tant to detain us long.

Our attention will now be directed to a^few interest-

ing thoughts arising from the Divinity of Jesus Christ,

our Saviour and King, and from that controversy in

which learned men have been engaged respecting it.

I'-
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This doctrine is full of encouragement to believers.

A Divine Saviour is one in whom we may repose un-

bounded confidence. He has rendered complete satis-

faction to eternal justice, because his Divinity would
give infinite merit to his mediation. There was an awful

depth of meaning in the words of John the Baptist,

when he pointed to Jesus, as he passed by, and said,

"Behold the Lamb of God,"—there goes the Anointed
One, the brightness of the Father's glory, and the ex-

press image of his person,—there goes, in humble garb,

the august antitype of Jewish figures, God manifest in

the flesh, who hath appeared at last to make himself an

ofiering for sin. Surely, there can be no deficiency in

an atonement rendered by such a Lamb.
Our Saviour is also able to defend us from all our

enemies. "Fear not, I am thy shield." He turneth

the hearts of men whithersoever he will,—he holds the

winds in his hand,—the billows of the sea obey his

voice,—the dark cloud marches at his bidding,—hills

tremble at his presence,—the earthquake and volcano,

in the height of their fury, cannot transcend the bounda-
ries which he has fixed,—the black-winged pestilence

veers around at the word, " Hitherto, but no farther." He
will fortify us against Satan's assaults, whether secret or

open, direct or indirect. He will preserve us amidst the

temptations of the world, which we encounter at every
step. He will prevent us from being ensnared by the

treachery of our own hearts. We may, therefore, say in

holy triumph, "The Lord is my helper,"—"he is my
light and my salvation, of whom shall I be afraid,"—

I

will not be dismayed although thousands should encamp
against me."
Our Divine Redeemer will also supply all our wants.

He will not be inattentive even to the necessities of our

physical nature. He will see that we are fed and cloth-

ed. He will direct us to the chrystal stream, as the ex-

iled Hagar was directed of old, that we may drink and
be refreshed. Fie will provide a place for our slumbers,

if it should be in the leafy woods under the soft moon-
light. He w^ho could not find in our inhospitable world
a place to lay his head, will give his beloved sleep, and
holy angels shall watch around us. When we need
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spiritual strength, he is prepared to impart it. When
we feel desolate and gloomy, he is ready to administer
comfort. When we cannot enjoy Divine worship, nor
appreciate our religious privileges, he will open our eyes,

roll the burden from our souls, and "make us joyful in

the house of prayer." His eyes are ever over us, and
his ears open to our prayers. Christ is also able to

carry on the work of sanctification which he has com-
menced in the believer's soul. He cannot be arrested
nor defeated. He will yet make him more holy in his

motives, more heavenly in his aspirations, and more
humble, affectionate, and God-fearing in his daily walk.
He will be with him in a dying hour, to remind him that

he trod the valley of death before him, that glorious

scenes await him, and that soon his afflictions will all be
over forever. Oh, to have the company of our Divine
Redeemer in that solemn hou^,—::liow sweet it is ! And
when the soul escapes from its fleshly prison, he will re-

ceive him into everlasting mansions, "that he may be-

hold his glory."
'

' %iA^:' .v*:«s .J-w:«1^p;s»B{pv

He will also, be able to raise the nations of the dead,
and administer to them upright judgment. The grave
will not always hide us. He who raised Lazarus, and
whom death could not retain under its dominion longer

than he was pleased to remain its captive, will remem-
ber us at the appointed time, and will bring us forth in

beauteous forms, in all the bloom of immortality, from
our cold, clay beds, where the sobs of weeping friend-

ship, and the sighs of orphaned love, have long failed to

reach our ears. Oh, no, we shall not always sleep in

the earth's cold bosom, nor shall dear Christian friends

we have buried always sleep there, because onr Redeem-
er is God, and, when ready for the judgment, will bring

us forth. And he will be our judge! Surely, we shall

wish for swift pinions to bear us to his feet, that we may
behold him as he is, and receive some new token of his

love. And upon us, the dear objects of his eternal care,

he will smile with ineffable sweetness, saying, in accents

sweeter far than the notes of an angel's lyre: "Come,
come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom pre-

pared for you from the foundation of the world." When
you lie down to die, believer, remember that Christ will

' ''*1
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bring you forth from the grave in due time, and you
shall then see his face in peace, and under the broad
banner of his love, enter into rest.

It is also, a most animating thought, that the church,

having a Divine Head, will surely triumph over all her

enemies, and grow up and flourish, until she becomes
the glory and praise of the whole earth. Dark days have
passed over the Christian church. Our hearts beat fast-

er, the blood bounds more quickly along the veins, and
an air of deep solemnity settles upon the countenance

as mention is made of a Nero, a Bloody Mary, a Claver-

house, the Duke of Savoy, and others, who persecuted

the Saints of the Most High with revolting barbarity.

The smoking blood of thousands of Christ's slaughtered

people has cried to Heaven against the cruel hell-hounds

of the Prince of darkness. The martyr's stake has con-

secrated many a plain. The sun in mid-heaven has look-

ed down upon many a scene of lamb-like suffering for

Jesus' sake. But, although such has been the church's

experience, and although many a storm of persecution

may yet beat upon her, we should have no fears for her

safety, because the Almighty is her King and Head,
and he will maintain her cause. He has been pleased,

in the plenitude of his wisdom, to permit his people to

be persecuted, and trained for Heaven in the furnace of

affliction ; but be assured, he never has yet, and never
will while his throne endures, forsake the church he has

ransomed with his blood. His own hody^ he will, of

course, nourish and defend. Ko weapon formed against

her shall prosper, and every tongue that shall rise against

her in judgment shall be condemned. Her waste and
desolate places, and the land of her destruction, shall be
too narrow by reason of the inhabitants, and they that

swallowed her up shall be far away. The mountains
may depart, and the hills be removed, but the Lord's

kindness shall not depart from her, neither shall the cove-

nant of his peace be removed. He will lay her stones

with fair colours, and lay her foundations with sapphires,

making her windows of agate, her gates of carbuncles,

and all her borders of pleasant stones. He will contend
with those that contend with her; he will feed them that

oppress her with their own flesh, they shall be drunken
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with their own blood, as with sweet wine, and all flesh

shall know that he, the Lord, is her Saviour and her Re-
deemer, the mighty One of Jacob. -He will cause the

glorious Gospel to be proclaimed to the ends of the earth,

and clothe it with Divine efficiency, that all nations may
be won to his standard. He will make his enemies his

footstool, triumphing over whatever may exalt itself

against him, until his kingdom shall entirely occupy the
world. Gird thy sword upon thy thigh, O Most Mighty,
with thy glory and thy majesty. And in thy majesty
ride prosperously because of truth, and meekness, and-
righteousness ; and thy right hand shall teach thee terri-

ble things. Thine arrows are sharp in the heart of the
King's enemies, whereby the people fall under thee.

Thy throne, O God, is forever and ever ; the sceptre of

thy kingdom is a right sceptre. Sing, heavens, and
be joyful, O earth, and break forth into singing, moun-
tains, for the Lord will comfort his people, and will, in

majesty and might, claim the nations for his own.
Our Divine Redeemer has exhibited a most astonishing

love. The God of Ileaven, who made us, assumed our
nature, and placed himself under the law, that he might
obey, suffer, and die in our room, to deliver us from the

curse, and secure to us unspeakable honors and privi-

leges. Truly, this is " love all love excelling." The sa-

cred writers bear ample testimony to the mysterious
character of this love. They call the Gospel, on this ac-

count, "the mystery of the faith," " the mystery of god-

liness," and "the mystery of Christ." There is no bet-

ter evidence of the cold ingratitude of the followers of

Christ, than their backwardness to spread abroad over

the earth a knowledge of this transcendant love. We
are all guilty here; not a single man is doing his whole
duty. We should all be at the work with our whole
hearts, either sending or bearing the news of the cross

to all men,

" Till nation after nation taught the strain,

Earth rolls the rapturous hosanna round."

Remember also, it is no light thing to reject a Divine
Saviour, and treat with contempt the overtures of his

love. Why will not the impenitent multitude think
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of this fact? The richest blood that ever fell to the

earth has been shed for them, and yet they evince

little more concern than when the blood of an ox is

spilt. And this same despised Kedeemer, will meet
them on the judgment day! Who can picture their

anguish and dismay, when, as they assemble before the

bar, they shall espy upon the throne this same Jesus,

whose ofi'ers of pardon they had disdained, and from

whom they are compelled to receive the irrevocable sen-

tence. They cannot escape—hills and rocks will refuse

to cover them from his sight—they must behold his

dread countenance, "with clouds of glory circled round,"

and openly encounter the fierceness of his wrath. Would
we could speak to all stout-hearted unbelievers with an
angel's voice, and solemnly warn them that they are not

done with Jesus,—that they must meet him soon in all

his Divine majesty, when he shall come upon his great

white throne, and with his hosts of living chariots, to

the judgment of the great day.

And finally, we have an important suggestion to

make, arising from that controversy in which learned

men have been engaged concerning the divinity of

Christ. Never should the fact that minds of no mean
repute are enlisted against us, shake any man's faith.

This is easily understood. Men often decide what is

reasonable and what is absurd, what is true and what
is false, before they consult the sacred volume, and then

they must torture whatever they meet with there into

conformity to their views. We must exercise reason in

relation to the teachings of the Scriptures, but due allow-

ance must be made for the fact, that human reason is

limited, blinded, and perverted. Our attention was once
arrested by the following passage from the pen of a popu-
lar divine: "We have sat down in pensive grief, when
we heard from the lips of tyros in divinity, solemn and
unmeasured denunciations of reason in matters of reli-

gion."* This remark may be just, for so far as we exer-

cise reason correctly, upon the Word of God, it can only

throw a halo of glory around it. But, there is, evident-

ly, too much unsound philosophizing over the Scriptures.

* Barnes in his Introductory Essay to Butler's Analogy.
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There is too much importance attached to the decisions

of a narrow and perverted reason. We are not at liber-

ty to force the Scriptures into a complete parallel with

any system of human philosophy we may be pleased to

adopt. Man should turn to God with the utmost docili-

ty, and, as it were, receive the truth from his lips. We
should love the testimonies of the Lord like David.
" Thy testimonies are righteous and very faithful. Thy
word is very pure, therefore thy servant lovetli it. I do
not forget thy precepts."—See Psalm 119th.

In conclusion, dear reader, we commend to you the

song of celestial worshippers, " Worthy is the Lamb
that was slain to receive power, and riches, and wisdom,
and strength, and honour, and blessing." "Blessing,

and honour, and glory, and power, be unto him that sit-

teth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb, for ever and
ever." May we be permitted to sing this song together

in that temple where sits the Lamb "in the midst of the

throne." Amen. ,
:

; s
.
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ARTICLE 11.

INTERNATIONAL COPY-RIGHT LAW.

I

The subject indicated, has already excited an interest

in the-Republic of Letters, and elicited animated discus-

sions in a few of our well-conducted and able periodicals.

As the principles involved are intimately and essential-

ly connected with the righteousness that exalts a nation,

and also, with the temporal security and happiness of

literary and scientific writers, it is hoped that a brief in-

vestigation, however humble and desultory, of the ob-

jections proposed and the advantages accruing from the

establishment of such a law, will not prove entirely un-

interesting or unprofitable.

That we may possess a clear and definite knowledge
of the signification of the terms employed, we merely
remark, by the international copy-right alluded to, we
understand a law to be so ordained by the American
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and English Governments as to secure to English authors
the exclusive privilege of printing, re-printing and sell-

ing their original woi'ks within the United States and
her territories, and also, to permit the same privilege to

be enjoyed, on the other hand, by all American authors

within the limits of Great Britain and her dominions.
It must also, be mutually understood, that all English
authors, while in the United States, shall enjoy all the

privileges, rights and protection to which her own citi-

zens are entitled in reference to works first published by
them, and that the same privileges, rights and protec-

tion should be extended to all American authors while
in Great Britain. Although we believe this to be a full

and correct explanation of the phraseology, yet, so far as

we have collected information, it appears that the de-

sign of such a law would be, not so much to secure to

authors the exclusive privilege of republishing and sell-

ing their works abroad, as to prohibit other men from
re-printing and selling them without their permission.

This construction provides that no citizen of the United
States shall re-publish the works of a British writer, nor

any citizen of England the works of an American, ex-

cept he shall first have obtained license by the purchase
of the copy-right. According to this aspect of the case,

the cardinal principles of equity, and the admirable di-

rection of the golden rule, are prominently exhibited and
vitally concerned; and, for our own part, we are con-

vinced that an international law, with this special ob-

ject in view, and to this efifect, would not only be just,

but would raise the standard of literary excellence, and
greatly meliorate the condition of the wisest and most
useful class of citizens.

When, by means of cultivating the soil, mercantile

pursuits, or other honourable avocations, a person has

succeeded in acquiring an estate, it is his own property.

The laws of the land consider it such. He has a right

to dispose of it as he pleases, either at home or abroad,

and any attempt to deprive him of it, or to change his

chosen method of its disposal, is regarded as an encroach-

ment and an invasion. Every wise and good govern-

ment will protect the merchant, planter and tradesman,

in the enjoyment of their possessions, and in their pre-
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ferred disposition of the proceeds of their labour. What
shall we say, then, with regard to the productions of an

author ? If, by the exertion of his intellectual powers in

persevering and indefatigable study, he produces an

original work, has he not a right equally inalienable and
valid as that of the merchant or farmer, to prefer a claim

to it as so much property, honestly acquired? The only

conceivable difference is, that in the one instance, the

acquisition is effected by physical, in the other by men-
tal discipline and labour; and this difference completely
turns the scale in favour of authcfrs, since all men acqui-

esce in the belief, that if an indvidual can prefer a bet-

ter right to one part of his property than another, it is

that in the acquirement of which, external means have
been most wanting. In the production and manufacture
of almost all objects of value, the essential materials are

supplied from without, and man only cooperates with
nature and extraneous instruments in furnishing the ar-

ticles. But the composition of a history, or treatise of

any description, is the offspring of the unassisted toil of

mind. External means are entirely wanting. It is sup-

plied from abroad only with the paper and ink used for

recording the work and affording the evidences of its

accomplishment. But, we need not consume more time
in substantiating this proposition, as it has long since

been confirmed by the soundest and ablest moralists,

that an author possesses a right as absolute and unques-
tionable as can well be imagined, to the proceeds of

mental effort and toil, and that too, independently of

any special enactment. Now, it necessarily follows, that

the author has the prerogative to dispose of his book as

he pleases, and that it would be nothing more than just

for him to demand and receive the profits arising from
its sale. But it were impossible to obtain a portion,

much less the entire amount of such profits, unless he
possess or lawfully acquire the exclusive right of re-pub-

lication. At present, publishers are not so scrupulously

considerate and covetous as to request the consent of

authors, or to remunerate them for their claims in the

books which they desire to present to the public. This
method of procedure is, in our humble opinion, unjust

to the author, and would be at once condemned by pub-

' i
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lishers themselves, were they to witness its coDtinual

practice in other departments of business. The enlight-

ened reason and intuitive moral faculty of man will

concur in our estimation of the validity of the author's

title to the rewards of his labour, and the justness of his

receiving adequate and righteous compensation. The
best and only mode of efi'ecting this, is to establish an
international copy-right law, with a view to secure to the

author what is really and justly his own. At this point

we meet with a few objections. Publishers will readily

admit that an English author ought to possess and hold

the exclusive right of re-publication of his works in Great
Britain, but not in the United States, We ask, why
not? They answer, we purchase a foreign book, and it

is ours. We are prepared for the purpose of publishing

books, and we re-publish a number of copies of this book,

and thus diffuse its advantages. We act on the same
principle as the trading planter who purchases a thou-

sand bushels of foreign wheat previously unknown. He
sows it on an improved farm. It yields a luxuriant har-

vest, and he sells it out to his neighbours and friends,

that they also, may partake of its advantages. The ca-

ses, say they^ are analogous and parallel. They are both
praiseworthy acts, beneficial to mankind, right and pro-

per in themselves, and injurious to none. But, an essen-

tial part of true logic is overlooked. The author who
sells one copy of his works to an individual, does not

thereby, authorise him to re-publish and sell as many
copies of the same as he may choose. By no means.
True, the purchaser may call the paper, typography and
binding his own ; but these minor items no more consti-

tute a part of the exclusive property which the author
has in the works, than a deed conveying an estate is a

part of the thing conveyed. The author still holds the

right of re-publication, and ought to be amply remunera-
ted for it by the publisher.

But, it is objected, that if such a law were enacted,

publishers would be compelled to set a higher price on

their books, and will, consequently, sell fewer copies,

80 that they will suffer on account of the smaller profits,

and the public will not be so extensively benefitted be-

cause of not receiving as much instruction as the other
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method would afford. To this we might reply in the

well-known language of Hale, ''''justitiafiat si Gmlimn rw-

atP But, it would be difficult to imagine that a pub-
lisher would give a larger amount for the copj^-right of

a book than he could afford, and still succeed and pros-

per in his business. There is a great deal of human na-

ture in Adam's family. Men possess and cultivate a
higher regard for their personal interest than to act

against the dictates of common reason and prudence.
This is the true posture of the negotiation. Should the

publisher be requested to pay for the copy-right of a

foreign work, the consequence would be, that he would
endeavor to ascertain its general success and popularity,

and should he discover that its circulation would be lim-

ited, he will only give such an amount as when assessed

upon the copies to be issued, will not materially enhance
their price. Thus, the publisher could afford to abate

and reduce all additional expenses, to so low a rate as not

to be a burden, when he considers the security against

all interference. But, on the other hand, if the work
should be exceedingly popular, he would be entirely

safe in stereotyping it, and from this source would ema-
nate a greater multiplication of copies, and in proportion

as the number of copies re-printed and sold is greater,

the price paid by the people will be less. Hence, we
perceive that an international copy-right, instead of be-

ing a hindrance and barrier to the publisher, presents

itself as the most effectual means of advancing his pros-

perity and wealth. It is argued, however, that this

would be true, if authors were not exhorbitant in their

demands. We answer, why should they be ? Tyrants
and despots will exert their power, and it is natural to

conclude that every other class of men having power,
will use it for their own ends and purposes. But, to

what extent can the author use his, if he possess any at

all? He may demand as much as he may think proper,

for his copy-right. He may raise the price to three or

five times its value, but is the publisher compelled to

give whatever the author may require ? Must he accede
to any proposition that may be made, whether it be pro-

motive or prejudicial to his interest? Manifestly, there
is no compulsion in the case. Authors^ like other men,

Vol. VIII.—No. 4. 8
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are solicitous, and possess the right to dispose of their

literary estate to the greatest advantage. But should

they be extravagant in their requisitions, or demand
more for copy-rights than they are really worth, they

must be content v^rith charges instead of compensation.

This wonld be a lamentable condition for an indigent

writer, and such, indeed, has been the condition of a ma-
jority of the best authors. This dear-bought experience

would deeply impress the truth of the maxim, " large

sales and small profits are the secret of successful busi-

ness;" and thus, in the end, the matter adjusting itself

as it does in similar instances, such a price would be

mutually established by the parties as American pub-
' lishers would be able to give, and foreign authors be

willing to receive. But, even admitting that authors

should not receive a compensation for the privilege of

re-printing and selling their works, (which we by no
means admit,) we contend that a sufficient cause for es-

tablishing an international law on the subject, is found
in the fact that, under the present system of literary

piracy, they are deprived, not only of their money, but

their fame also. A member of British Parliament hav-

ing once given as his opinion, that an author ought to

be allowed a livelihood out of his earnings, and that he
need not be, as Botta and others, under the necessity of

starving, while his works were making the fortunes of a

legalized banditti. Lord Camden replied, " Glory is the

reward of science, and those who deserve it scorn all

meaner praise." The noble peer did not perceive that

the scheme which he advocated robbed the writer of all

security for his glory as well as his purse. Though we
would not recommend the pursuit of fame as the only

governing aim of life, we maintain tliat if any honour
result from a history or other litei'ary performance, it is

certainly due the author. But without an interuational

copy-right law he is, to a great extent, deprived of this

also. This is done in two ways: iirst, publishers often

take the liberty of mutilating, expunging, or omitting as

much of the work as they suppose, will promote their pri-

vate interests. The original author is thus held respon-

sible for all errors arising from such omission. These
errors will consist in a want of connexion, or both. To
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understand this part of the subject more clearly, let it be
remembered that our best writers are extremely careful

to express their thoughts in as few words as possible. It

is then, reduced to fact, that to mutilate a work, or to

strike out any portion of it, in the re-print, is to remove
that which is absolutely essential to a distinct and full

comprehension of the author's sentiments. Not only so,

but in proportion as tlie quantity of matter omitted is

less or greater, the whole treatise will be less or more
involved in obscurity, and be changed into a mass of un-

intelligible ideas, instead of a source from which infor-

mation could be derived. For this the reputation of the

author must suffer. He alone is censured by the reader

and reviewers, when indeed, it is the fault of the pub-
lisher. A state of law which permits authors to be thus

placed in a false position, and their reputation to suffer,

and will not take cognizance of the aggressors, is morally
wrong; and we affirm that nothing can be politically

right which is wrong morally, and that no necessity,

however imperious, can justify a law that is contrary to

the immutable and eternal principles of equity.

But if there be no sympathy for foreign authors, in

this particular, we should at least, have some respect

for our own. This unhallowed game is played by both

English and American publishers. '' Hano veniam peti-

masque damusqueP We defraud each other equally, on
both sides of the water. The celebrated Sparks, having
employed himself more than ten years in laborious study

and collection of proper materials, produced the "Life
and Writings of Washington." As the work was large,

it was one of considerable cost, and this circumstance

limited its circulation. He supposed it would yield him
a handsome return from sales in England, and accord-

ingly, advertised it in the popular journals. But almost

simultaneously, was offered by a London bookseller, a

mutilated and spurious copy, under the title of " Person-

al Beminiscences and Diaries of George Washington,"
by Jared Sparks, in two volumes. Now, these two vol-

umes contained nothing more than a few selections from
the original work, with additional notes appended by
the Editor. The imposture was soon detected. But

'<
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when the publisher, Mr. Colbnrn, was called to account

for the phenomenon, he replied in vindication of his con-

duct, that he was only acting in accordance with the

code of honour established and followed by American
booksellers, who re-published all his books the moment
they crossed the Atlantic. Although this plea suited the

publisher for an excuse, it was small consolation to Dr.

Sparks, who, as he was deprived of the substantial pro-

perty, would have preferred to have been left alone with

the glory to which the facetious Camden, acknowledged
that authors had a right. We might adduce similar in-

stances of mutilation, perversion and suppression, but

we merely add, that if such a state of law long continue,
' the day will speedily come when different books, under
the same name, will be in the hands of American and
British scholars, when references will cease to be guides

in reading, and when the identity of the great monu-
ments of genius and study will be confounded and lost.

Eventually, such publications must prove deleterious to

literature, as well as destructive to accurate and reliable

information. Much better would it be were the integri-

ty of a work protected from such unwarrantable perver-

sion by an international law.

The second method by which authors are robbed of

the honour due them for their labor, is the re-publication

of their works without their consent.
*

If our neighbour confer a favor upon us, we should

feel it a duty to return it at the proper season ; and if he

labor for us, and expect or require no wages, we ought
at least, to call him a good and clever man. But for the

author, who has toiled for years in our service, for our

instruction or amusement, and has filled our libraries

with the choicest of all earthly treasures, there is no-

thing ! Neither recompense nor honor ! All is gone.

Our sympathy and gratitude are no more. Is not this

a conclusive evidence in favor of an international law
for mutual protection of British and American writers?

But, there is another view of the subject that address-

ee itself to those who are friendly to an elevated and
honourable policy. No literature is so well adapted to

national prosperity as the congenial growth of the na-

tive soil. This is the very basis on which previous Re-
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publics were founded, and is the only one on which ours

can be expected to prosper. If we would have a litera-

ture suited to the wants of the community, and which
will increase the political strength and security of the

nation, we must look for it in works of domestic origin.

They must be manufactured in America. They can be
produced no where else. But before this can be secured,

provision must be made by the Governments to afford

encouragement to indigenous authorship. We cannot
reasonably expect a multitude of works of a high cha-

racter amongst ourselves, as long as American writers

are met with the excuse, " It is not worth our while to

pay you for your copy-right since your publishers can
re-print the best English ^books for nothing."

Authors must enjoy some security for receiving the

value of their labors, as well as other men. The only

provision that is necessary is a law that will not permit

the gratuitous re-publication of foreign works in the same
language. As soon as such a law is established, Ameri-
can authors will be sufficiently protected and amply re-

munerated, and the same privileges will be extended to

British authors, whether living or dead. Ko longer ex-

cluded from fair competition, American writers would
produce books in greater abundance, and in a short time

the advantages resulting from a purely national litera-

ture would be fully realized. Literary labor being more
largely remunerated, will attract to itself greater num-
bers, and encourage to higher degrees of mental culture

and effort. The nation will be more thoroughly instruct-

ed. Kefusing to depend on foreign aid and learning,

and thus to condemn its citizens to intellectual impo-
tence and dwarfishness, it will at length, place itself in

a favourable position for winning all those trophies of

science which are the brightest ornaments of States.

#

ARTICLE III.

THE EARLY CONVERSION OF CHILDREN.

In the life of Dr. A. Alexander, is recorded this

remark, "I have a favorite notion that this 1$ a rich
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uncultivated missionary field. There should be a class of

preachers for children alone. If I were a young man, I

would, God willing, choose that field." And again,
" Sermons suited to children can be preached. I nave
tried it over and over, and I never had an audience
more attentive, or who better understood my meaning."*

This is, undoubtedly, the voice of wisdom ; the sug-

gestion is worthy of our most profound consideration.

The rising generation of children and youth are the great

hope of the w^orld. And how long will the Church and
Christian parents sleep over their most solemn responsi-

bility in this matter ? How few, even of those who have
carried their children to the altar and dedicated them to

the Saviour, fulfil their solemn pledges, to take those

same little ones and train them for God.
It may not be expedient, at present, to act upon the

suggestion of Dr. Alexander, and provide a set of preach-

ers specially for children ; but Christian parents can be
awakened to duty; to preach, both by precept and ex-

ample in their own families, to labour for the salvation

of those standing in so new and interesting a relation to

them.
And to a reflecting mind, and especially to a parent,

what more interesting object than a new-born child ?

Weak, both in body and in mind, it has just started in

a race towards a goal it will never reach ; it has begun
an existence that will never end, bnt run parallel with

that of its Creator. Its future history all a blank—un-

written—unknown-^save to the mind of Omniscience.
Whether the heir of joy or sorrow, of prosperity, or of

diversity, no one in this world can tell.

What an obect of tender love, and of anxious solici-

tude to the immediate cause of its being; and if a first

born, how strong, and yet how strange that new affec-

tion, that, from the planting of our Creator, springs up in

the parental bosom, simultaneous with the new relation

and new responsibility. Angels we suppose, were crea-

ted all at once ; all by the same word of power, and in

the possession of mature faculties, they started together

the race of immortality. There is no such thing among
them as successive generations. But a power almost

* Pi^es 683, 584, quotied in a. P. Rfeview, Oci 1864> p. 2dL
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creative is conferred on creatures of a mortal race, to be
the means of bringing into being others like themselves

;

to give being without the power of taking it away ; to

call up out of non-existence, a self-moving, conscious

creature, and confer upon it, in embryo, unmeasured ex-

pansion of spiritual life. It is more than probable that

a power like this is given to creatures in no other world.

And can any who stand in so solemn a position in

this world, giving birth to young immortals, under a
Gurse^ be unconcerned about the greatest of all concerns

to those children so dependent on them ? Whether they

should be or not, under God, rested with them ; and
now, whether they shall be forever children of wrath,

and heirs of eternal misery, or hold seraphs' harps in the

realms of glory, almost or quite as much depends on

them. , . ,
>

By parental neglect, they may be led to say with the

patient patriarch, "Let the day perish wherein I was
born, and the night in which it was said, ' there is a

man child conceived.' Let that day be darkness ; let.

not God regard it from above, neither let the light shine

upon it."*

They may, in the end, wish they had never been born,

rather than to have filled up life with sin and misery
;

than to have met a shameful end, and a disgraceful

death : instead of doing what they might have done, in

filling up life with usefulness and honour, and dying only

to live again where life shall never end, instead of shi-

ning like the stars, forever and ever. They may curse for-

ever the worse than neglect, the cruel hatred, as they then

view it, of those who gave them being, but who, while

attending, perhaps faithfully, to their physical wants,

forgot that they nad souls, and neglected to provide for

their imperishable part.

Let us imagine the thoughts that at this raonieat fill

the minds of lost souls in the world of woe, who might,

and would have been saved, if at the proper time, and
by proper attention, their parents had instructed them,

restrained them, prayed for them, and laboured for their

salvation, who were the children of the covenant, and to

- »Jb'biii: 3, &6. .
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whom the promises belonged. If they had sowed the

good seed of the Word in the infant mind, and watered
it with tears, and waited for the Divine blessing promised
from on high. For God has established a sure connection

between means and ends here, as well as in natural sow-

ing and reaping.

%ut, by parental neglect of a plain duty, they lost

their souls, their crown of life, their birthright of bliss.

And what will be their bitter reflections? They will

thinji within themselves, God did not make us, as he did

the angels, in the full exercise and maturity of our intel-

lectual and moral powers, to govern and control our-

selves from the first, but made us dependent on others

.who had them, to be exercised for our benefit. If that

maturity of mind, and capacity of knowledge, that was
in the angels at their creation, had been given to us at

our birth, we would have done differently; our course of

life, and our whole destiny, as rational beings and free

agents, would have been more in our own hands, and at

Qur own responsibility.

Or, if our parents, that by the law of nature, could

not stand in such a relation till they had attained a good
degree of knowledge and judgment, both for themselves
and for their children, had exercised them in our behalf

as God intended, we might have been drinking draughts
ever fresh from the fountain of life, instead of draining

dry the cup of the Almighty's wrath for our wayward
courses.

These reflections are natural, and who will say that

they are too strongly expressed ? Who will say they

are not in part true ? For men do not lose their ration-

ality when they lose their souls. Indeed, this internal

action of the mind tearing and rending itself to pieces

;

this power of reflection, this exercise of reason and con-

science, while the thoughts are accusing or excusing one

another, and memory is adding fuel to the flame, is their

torment.

And whatever efforts they may make to throw the re-

sponsibility of their destruction upon others, and what-

ever blame may attach to others in it, they cannot rid

themselves notwithstanding, of the thought, that "they
knew their duty, but did it not." Every one shall bear

(s
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his own burden. He cannot justify himself by the fail-

ure of others, but every effort to do so will be made.
Nor let it be supposed, that the reflections we have

imagined to rise in the minds of the lost, are peculiar to

those who have gone down to perdition from the fami-

lies of Ministers of the Gospel, of elders, or even of pri-

vate Christians. Or, that the duties to which we have
alluded, are confined to professors of religion. All pa-

rents are under the same obligation to do all that one
can do, to secure the welfare of those they have brought
into being for eternity. These obligations are independ-

ent of the fact, whether they themselves, are Christians

or not. They owe them to their children, when not

within the pale of the Church, just as much as if they
were. Neglect of duty to themselves, a failure to work
out their own salvation, does not excuse their neglect of
duty, both natural and revealed, to those who, but for

them, would not have lived at all ; and so, but for them,
would not have run the fearful hazard of eternal loss.

All ought to be children of God, that the promises may
belong to them^ and to their children. And he who en-

trusts so precious a treasure to their hands, as an im-
mortal soul, the workmanship of Divine skill and power,
will, undoubtedly, hold them responsible for its .safe

keeping, and safe return to him, to be laid up amons his

jewels ; washed in his blood, sanctified and adorned by
the graces of the Holy Spirit. We believe that the time
must soon come when very different views will be en-

tertained, at least by Christians, from what now obtain,

in relation to the early conversion of children to God.
We hope and believe, that the time is not far distant

when the Christian world will look with astonishment
at the apathy that has so long prevailed on the subject.

When, instead of regarding it as almost a miracle, a
real prodigy, that a child from two or three, to tet years
of age should be converted, and made to bear the fruit,

and give evidence of solid, consistent, piety, efforts will
generally, be made to secure such a result, and it will
more generally be looked for as a matter of course, in
Christian families at least, if no where else. And in-
fant voices more frequently than now, will be heard

f

1
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praising the Saviour who said,* " snifer little children

to come unto nie," and who, out of the mouths of babes
and sucklings has perfected praise. And what is need-

ful for a consummation so devoutly to be wished?
1. That the church, by the constant presentation of

truth and duty on this subject, be made to feel their re-

sponsibility in the matter. That parents and guardians

be made to feel that they stand as the trustees of cove-

nant blessings in behalf of the rising generation, more
valuable than all the gold of California, and, as related

to an endless life, more important to their welfare than

all possible temporal provision can be. And that to se-

cure these blessings, to those who are not so much sepa-

rate beings, at least for a time, as shoots growing out of

the parent stem; continuations of themselves, and hav-

ing the same organic life, is the most solemn duty that

can be thought of next after making their own calling

and election sure. That they feel, that to make a great

figure in this world, acquire an education, great wealth,

and an establishment in life, to become famous in the

eyes and in the history of the world, is nothing and less

than nothing to their children, in comparison with gain-

ing the true riches,^—a crown of unfading glory, and be-

ing known of God above the stars.

And that whether or not, their children should be

found there, and rise up and call them blessed in the

heavenly mansions, depends on them, almost as much
as their features, their bodily health and strength, their

gait in walking, their tastes and dispositions. That it

may almost be said the power of life and death, the keys

of Paradise or of perdition, are in the hands of parents.

That though they must be converted, and need the com-
munication of Divine grace, in order to see the kingdom
of God, yet that the conduct of the parents may secure,

or prevent this heavenly gift. For it does not flow in

natural channels as does the old corruption of the first

Adam. The connection between the faith of the parent

*Matt. xix: 13, 14; 9i'a»6ia. So, in Mark x: 13, 14—a little child: in

Luke xviii: 16, ^pe^il, infant, babe. Comp. Matt xxi: 16, VTj'jrjwv,

infants.
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and that of the child, if it exist, is not by a natural, but

by a supernatural link. Organic life communicates sin,

not grace, for "eternal life is the gift of God."
2. That attention to this great object begin early,

while sin is in embryo, as well as everything else per-

taining to the new being. It should be a matter of plan,

purpose, and distinct calculation at the earliest possible

moment. Let it no sooner be announced "unto us a
child is born, a son is given," than it is also resolved,

that this child shall be given back to God, and made an
heir of his. Do not men make arrangements in other

respects, for the reception of the expected stranger be-

fore his arrival ?—As if a messenger from Heaven,—

a

gem, a flower bud,—a cherub from the sky dropped into

their bosoms? And why not, even before it opens its

sparkling eyes for the first time on this beautiful world,

begin to make preparation for polishing and refining that

living gem, that whether it spend many or few days on
the earth, it may be fitted for a place in the Saviour's

crown of glory ? Who can tell what impressions for

good or for evil, can be made upon the mind and heart

of the infant, long before he can articulate the first word?
and before the developement of reason? There is a

stamp of the character of the parent on the child, almost
like the stamping of coin in the die.

"Many persons seem never to have brought their

minds down close enough to an infant child to under-

stand that is-nything of consequence is going on with it

till after it has come to language, and become a subject

thus of instruction. As if a child were to learn a lan-

guage before it is capable of learning anything ! Where-
as, there is a whole era, so to speak, before language,

which may be called the era of impressions^ and these

impressions are the seminal principles in some sense, of

the activity that runs to language, and also of the whole
future character. I strongly suspect that more is done
in the age previous to language, to afiect the character

of children, whether by parents, or when they are wait-

ing in indolent security, by nurses and attendants, than
in all the instruction and discipline of their minority af-

terwards, for, in this first age, the age of impressions,
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there goes out in the whole manner of the parent, the

look, the voice, the handling,—an expression of feeling,

and that feeling expressed, streams directly into the soul,

and reproduces itself there, as by a law of contagion.

What man of adult age, who is at all observant of him-

self, has failed to notice the power that lies in a simple

presence^ even to him ? To this power the infant is pass-

ive as the wax to the seal. When therefore, we consid-

er how small a speck, falling into the nucleus of a crys-

tal, may disturb its form, or how the smallest mote of

foreign matter present in the quickening Qgg., will suffice

to produce a deformity ; considering also, on the other

hand, what nice conditions of repose, in one case, and
what accurately modulated supplies of heat in the other,

are necessary to a perfect product, then only do we be-

gin to imagine what work is going on in the soul of a

child during the age of impressions. Suppose now, that

all preachers of Christ could have their hearers for whole
months, in their own will, after the same manner, so as

to move them by a look, or motion, a smile, a frown,

and act their own sentiments over in them, and then for

whole years, had them in authority, to command, direct,

tell them whither to go, what to learn, what to do, regu-

late their hours, their books, their pleasures, and their

company, and call them to prayer over their knees every
night and morning,—who that can rightly conceive such

an organic acting of one being in many, will deem it

extravagant, or thmk it a dishonour to the grace of God,
to say that a power like this, may well be expected to

fashion all who come under it to newness of life ?" " And
what I here endeavor to do is, to awaken in our churches

a sense of this power, and of the momentous responsibili-

ties that accrue under it. I wish to produce an impres-

sion that God has not held us responsible for the effect

only of what we do or teach, or for acts of control and
government, but quite as much for the effect of our be-

ing what we are, that there is a plastic age in the house,

receiving its type, not from our words, but from our

spirit,—one whose character is sleeping in the moulds of

our own."*

* Bushnell's Christian Nurture, Princeton Review, Oct. 1847.
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3. That Christian parents have impressed upon them
the solemn obligations acknowledged in the ordinance

of baptism. They have offered their children to God in

the most solemn manner ; they have vowed unto him and
cannot go back. It is as if Christ received "the little

children," at their hands, and then gave them back in

trust, to be trained up in the way they should walk, iust

as the mother of Moses was employed to educate nim
for Pharoah's daughter. It is true, the ordinance of
baptism does not create the obligations of parents, but
it tends to impress them, and to increase the fidelity of

parents, by ''''requiring that they teach the child to read
the word of God; that they instruct it in the principles

of our holy religion, as contained in the Scriptures of

the Old and New Testament ;
-^ * * that \j\\qj pray 2A\di

wrestle for it ; that they set an example of piety and
godliness before it, and endeavor by all the means of

God's appointment, to bring up their child in the nurture

and admonition of the Lord."* If parents fulfil their

vows, they will, undoubtedly, be rewarded according to

their faithfulness. The Saviour will give them for their

hire, the souls of their beloved ones. - . ,

The conversion of any souls, is in answer to the prayer
of faith, on the part of those who have an interest at a

throne of grace, and what prayer will the Saviour an-

swer sooner than that of a believing parent in behalf of

the child that has been given to him in the arms of faith?

Especially, when he says he is more ready to give the

Holy Spirit to them that ask him, than earthly parents

are to give good gifts to their children? Every new
generation of believers is born again by the Spirit,

through the faith of preceding believers, who are their

spiritual progenitors. When, then, natural, parental af-

fection is combined with Christian parental love, with

importunity " ofiering up its desires to God for things

agreeable to his holy will," and it is known that he has
said, " ^i^^er little children to come unto me," will he
not regard such prayer? Will he not hear the father's

and mother's prayers in behalf of their children ?

* Presbyterian Confession of Faith.
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And if their ardent wishes ascend in their behalf, even
before they see the light, while receiving a sinful nature
in Adam, their being born under that head, may be only

a prelude to their transfer, by a simultaneous second
birth, through the same parentage, instrumentally con-

sidered, to a new head in Christ. While parents are

giving birth to one nature, they may at the same time,

be travailing in birth with a second nature, " the new
man, which, after God, is created in righteousness and
true holiness." And the transition may be immediate,
from a state of death and condemnation, to a state of

life and justification. The parents may sustain that re-

lation in a double sense, at the same time : the outer

taan bearing their image, but the inner man the image
of Christ.

And if the same heavenly agent must do the work at

last, why wait till sin grows rampant?—till depravity

has grown with the growth, and strengthened with the

strength of the child ?—till Satan has set up his strong

holds in the heart? You can break down the little shoot

just springing out of the acorn, but let it stand till it be-

comes the majestic oak, throwing its arms wide, and
pushing up its top towards the sky, and the strength of

a Samson will not suffice to break or uproot it. And
though it may be said, that it is all the same to the pow-
er of Divine grace that works, when, where, and to what
degree He pleases, yet we know as a matter of fact, that

very few old and hardened transgressors are converted,

and that the longer men pursue the path of sin, the less

probability there is that they will find the path of life.

4. That advantage be taken of that confidence that

naturally exists in children towards their parents.

It is through confidence in the teacher that religious

truth finds its way to the heart of the pupil. And what
a strong link is here ! Children early learn to quote the

words of their parents for authority. Let them then

employ this influence to impress the truth, and lead to

its belief. It is natural for children to adopt the opin-

ion and sentiments of their parents on other subjects^ and
why not on this, the most important of all? "The in-

fluence or power which the judicious parent acquires
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over the child is great, and in such hands, naturally tends

to beneficial purposes."*

5. And let it be remennbered, that the outline of Gos-

pel truth, sufficient to be the means of conversion, lies in

a small compass, and may be easily understood. Those
things that are hid from the worldly-wise and self-suffi-

cient, are revealed unto babes. To know that there is a

God who deserves to be loved, and that they are sinful

for not loving him, can be understood very early. Yery
young children can feel compunctions of conscience for

doing wrong. They can pray ; they can repent ; they

can love the Saviour, and be made sensible of his good-

ness in dying for them. They can feel their need of

his cleansing blood.

That very truth that is most needful to be known as a

means of conversion, its Author has made plain and easy

to those who seek after wisdom. Children may learn

the fear of the Lord: they that seek him early shall find

^M^^ #?"

6. They can show evidence of their conversion by their

works. Perhaps not altogether in the same way as older

persons, and more mature minds. Their experience will

be that of children, but there may be more of the sim-

plicity of Christ, more tenderness of conscience, more
yielding to the authority of the Divine word, so far as

known, than in older persons. They will be more lovely

and sweet in their tempers and dispositions; they will

love their parents, brothers and sisters more, and seek

the salvation of their unconverted friends.

Nor are we left without examples of persons made
heirs of God in childhood. Many such are recorded in

the Bible. Samuel, the prophet, was sanctified in in-

fancy
; Jeremiah was sanctified before birth, and ordain-

ed a prophet unto the nations.f The same is true of

John the Baptist.
:j:

And though we cannot tell at what
time of life Timothy was converted, yet we know that

he had a pious mother and grandmother, whose " un-

feigned faith" he had followed, and that from a child he
had known the Holy Scripture8.§

* See the "Moral Power of. the Domestic Constitution," in Anderson's
Family Book,

t Jeremiah i: 5. % Luke i: 15. §2 Tim. i: 3; iii: 15.

m
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Nor 18 the work of that Spirit, whose operations, as

Christ has taught us, in his discourse with Nicodemus,
are so mysterious, in the conversion of infants, and very
young children, confined to the age of miracles, or of in-

spiration. Modern times have furnished many proofs of

this. The history of the church records the experiences

of many of the lambs of Christ's flock that he has gath-

ered in his arms.

President Edwards, in giving an account of the great

work of grace in JSTew England, about the middle of the

last century, remarks, "The souls of very many little

children have been remarkably enlightened, and their

hearts wonderfully afiected and enlarged, and their

mouths opened, expressing themselves in a manner far

beyond their years, and to the just astonishment of those

that heard them ; and some of them from time to time,

for many months, greatly and delightfully affected with

the glory of divine things, and tlie excellency and love

of the Redeemer, with their hearts greatly filled with

love to, and joy in him, and have continued to be serious,

and pious, in their behaviour."* And again, " God in

this work has shown a remarkable regard to little chil-

dren ; neve/r was there such a glorious work amongst per-

sons in their childhood , as has been of late in New Eng-
land. He has been pleased in a wonderful manner, to

perfect praise out of the mouths of babes a^d sucklings."

Cotton Mather says of John Clap, who died at the

age of thirteen, "from his infancy he discovered a singu-

lar delight in the Holy Scriptures, whereby he was made
wise unto salvation, and he also made himself yet fur-

ther amiable by his obedience to his parents, and his

courtesy to all his neighbours." "Anne Greenough left

the world when she was but about five years old, and
yet gave astonishing discoveries of a regard unto God
and Christ, and her own soul, before she went away."
These, and several other such cases, the author "pre-

served and published for the encouragement of piety in

other children."f
Others have recorded similar examples of those who

* Old Edition, Part i., page 59, and Part iii., page 186.

f Mather's Magnolia Ed., 1853, vol. 2, pp. 480, 486.
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were young in years, but old in grace. David Brown,
who died at the age of four and a half years, loved the

Saviour, prayed, sung, and recited hymns. He feared

not death. Louisa Mortlock gave evidence of having a
new heart after four years of age, and died at about ten.

She read the Bible at five. She felt deeply, the evil of
sin, and trusted in the merits of Christ for pardon. She
manifested a deep interest in the spiritual welfare of her
friends, remarking to her sister, '' the hope of glory
through the blood of Christ makes me happy."—See
Prov. xx: Jl.

But time would fail us to speak of Jas. Jones, Mooney
Mead, Mary Lathrop, Phebe Bartlett, Margaret Walton,
and others, whose names are in the Book of Life, and
who, in the morning of their days, were gathered into

the fold of the Good Shepherd.
We cannot forbear to quote however, the following

most touching incident: "A little girl, in a family of
my acquaintance, a lovely and precious child, lost her
mother at an age too early to fix the loved features in

her remembrance. She was beautiful ; and as the bud
of her heart unfolded, it seemed as if won by that mo-
ther's prayers to turn instinctively heavenward. The
sweet, conscientious, and prayer-loving child, was the

idol of the bereaved family. But she faded away early.

She would lie upon the lap of the friend who took a mo-
ther's kind care of her, and, winding one wasted arm
about her neck, would say, "NowJell me about my
mamma!" Z^- ,

And when the oft told tale had been repeated, she

would ask softly, " Take me into the parlor ; I want to

see my mamma!" The request was never refused; and
the aflectionate sick child would lie for hours, gazing on
her mother's portrait. But

Pale and wan she grew, and weakly,

—

Bearing all her pains so meekly,

That to them she still grew dearer,

As the trial hour grew nearer.

That hour came at last, and the weeping neighbours

assembled to see the little child die. The dew of death
was already on the flower, as its life-sun was going down.
YoL. VIII.—No. 4. 4
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" Do you know me, darling?" sobbed close in her ear, the

voice that was dearest, but it awoke no answer. All

at once a brightness, as if from the upper world, burst

over the child's colourless countenance. The eye lids

flashed open, and the lips parted ; the wan, curdling

hands flew up, in the little one's last impulsive eifort, as

she looked piercingly into the far above. "Mother!"
she cried, with surprise and transport in her tone, and
passed with that breath to her mother's bosom."*

It is the general belief that infants, dying in infancy,

"coming forth like a flower and cut do\vn," are the pur-

chase 01 Christ's death, and among those whom it was
his purpose to save; that those, whom God in his holy

providence, has determined to remove from the chilly

blasts of this sinful world, and to transplant to a more
congenial clime to bloom beneath the rays of the Sun of

Righteousness, will be purified by the blood, and sanc-

tified by the Spirit of our Lord, and trained under his

immediate inspection, by angels, for his more complete
service. *'•''

' :i.v^"j:- ;v\:, A:',r!.',- •' /•-' '?,L:i ' '- .::m^m^.;

We believe that none can bring a clean thing out of

an unclean, and that the human race are altogetnerborn

in sins; that were an infant from the best of families, so

„ far as he derives anything from Adam, taken at birth,

and carried to the purest place in any other planet,

where it would be exposed to no corrupt communica-
tions, or evil examples from others, he would still need
justification and regeneration in order to be happy ; and
that, though incapable of exercising any conscious expe-

rience of faith and repentance, yet as he has without

any agency of his own, come into union with Adam,
and hence come under condemnation in him, so as the

counterpart of that, and without any personal agency
of his own, and before capable of accountability, he may
be found in Christ, and made a partaker of the redemp-
tion purchased by him. No sooner is the poison of sin

infused into the souls of such, than the remedy meets,

counteracts and subdues it, and grace reigns forever; so

that there is never in them the conscious working of sin

and Satan. In this way, according to the purpose of

* Harbaugh's Celestial Recognition, Ed. 1862, pp. 209, 210.
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him who worketh all things after the counsel of his own
will, Heaven is filled with an innumerable company.
For a very large proportion of the human race die in

infancy. "Elect infants dying in infancy, are regenera-

ted and saved by Christ through the Spirit, who work-
eth when and where, and how he pleaseth."* And we
have the authority of Christ himself for saying, that "of
such is the kingdom of God," (Luke xviii : 16,) and of

Paul that, at least externally, they are holy.—(1 Cor.

vii: 4.

^" Let it be recollected that not far from one-half oi the

children which are born die in infancy, or early child-

hood, and there is reason to believe are happy in a future

world, their faculties being expanded at death, so as to

prepare them for the full enjoyment of Heaven."f This

is the argument of Dr. Gregory, in opposition to the ob-

jection 01 infidels that God " makes the greater portion
of his intelligent creatures forever unhappy."
Admit his statement, and how many millions have

been translated to Heaven from this sin-stricken world,

with scarcely a taste of sin or death ! We look upon
those thus snatched away, just as they were when re-

moved from our sight, as is the case with those from
whom we have been separated on earth ; we think of

them as we last saw them. But, as the latter are grow-
ing in stature, and developing in intellect, during the

separation, and at length we behold with surprise, the

great change, so, with our prattling babes, the delight

of our eyes, how great will be our surprise to recognise

them grown up under the tutorship of angels, and their

minds expanded with fuller measures of knowledge than

ours, who have lived on earth so much longer

!

In the time when infanticide prevailed at the Sand-

wich Islands, a mother sent away an infant daughter to

share the common fate of such, but the bearer, without

her knowledge, saved the life of the child, and took it to

another island and reared it ; at length after the intro-

duction of Christianity, and the infant had grown to

*Pres. Conf. Faith, ch. x: sec. 8. Do. in Cumb. Conf. x: 8. Do. in

Conf. adopted by Synod of K E. at Boston, 1680 ; Mather's Mag. voL %
page 190, ed. 1853. Do. Synod of Dort.

f Gregory's Evidences, page 443.

-.1
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woman's estate, she was restored to th^ arms of the as- '

tonished and delighted mother. And what a meeting
was that, after such a separation ! It was truly as life

from the dead

!

.j

So, when the mother meets on high,

The babe she lost in infancy,

Hath she not then, for pains and fears,

—

The day of woe, the watchful night,

—

For all her sorrow, all her tears,

—

An over-payment of delight?

V.

The following beautiful Hymn is from the pen of a

great man, who, when President of the United States,

repeated the prayers his mother taught him

:

That inextinguishable beam.
With dust united at our birth,

Sheds a more dim, discoloured gleam.

The more it lingers upon earth.

But when the Lord of mortal breath
Decrees his bounty to resume,

And points the silent shaft of death
Which speeds an infant to the tomb

;

No passion fierce, no low desire.

Has quenched the radiance of the flame; •

• Back to its God the living fire

« Reverts unclouded as it came.

Then at the Heavenly Father's hand.

Nearest the throne of living light,

Beholdlhe infant seraphs stand

And dazzling shine where all are bright

If then, it be the will of our Heavenly Father, that

those whom he has decreed to remove before the period

of personal accountability, should enjoy the eflficacious

influences of the Spirit, why not much more those whom
he has decreed to remain here, to grow up in time, and
under parental instruction ? Why not expect regenera-

ting influence, almost as a matter of course, in the latter

case, as well as in the former? It is the same power
that does the work in both cases, and if the children of

Christians are not sanctified in infancy, let them remem-
ber, that sanctifying grace is abundant, and ready in the

hands of Christ, who has received gifts for men, and

moreover, if they have true faith, that is the channel

V
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ready provided for that grace to flow throti^h, and they

must beware lest it be said in the end, "Ye had not be-

cause ye asked not," when they see their children on the

left hand of the Judge.
God does regard his holy covenant; he cannot deny

himself. The Church is an organized body, perpetuating

itself. It is true, that in its progress, it incorporates

som^ foreign elements; it draws in many from the world
that lieth in wickedness, and makes them fellow-citizens

with the saints; but the main body, from generation to

generation, is from within itself. As the gulf stream

along our coast, passes through the waters of the ocean,

commingling in some small degree, though for the most
part, preserving its own, so is the course of the church
in the midst of an adulterous and sinful generation.

If statistics could be collected from most of our church-

es, we should, in all probability, be astonished at the

result.

It was found that, in a congregation in one of the

Northern States, where two-thirds of the attendants were
not professors of religion, there were added to the church,

in a course of years, five hundred members, and out of

these, /(?w hundred and eighty were the children of the

church, and of the covenant.

It is a great blessing to be connected with tlte house-

hold of faith, even externally. "It is a fact, that a com-
paratively large proportion of the descendants of the

pious themselves, for many generations, become true

Christians." "Some of the most devotedly pious people

of this land, are the descendants of the Hugonots, who
were expelled from France. A very large proportion of

the piety in this country has been derived from the

"Pilgrims," who landed on the rock of Plymouth, and
God has blessed their descendants in New England and
elsewhere, with numerous revivals of religion. We are

acquainted with the descendants of John Eogers, the

first martyr in Queen Mary's reign, of the tenth and
eleventh generations. With a single exception, the old-

est son in the family has been a clergyman,—some of

them eminently distinguished for learning and piety,

and there are few families in this land, a gi-eater propor-

tion of whom are more pious than that family.
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The Secretary of the Massachusetts Sabbath School

Society, in 1838, made a limited investigation for the

purpose of ascertaining the facts about the religious

character of the families of Ministers and Deacons, with
reference to the charge so often urged, that the "sons
and daughters of Ministers and Deacons were worse
than common children." In 268 families he found 1290
children over fifteen years of age. Of these, 884, almost

three-fourths, were hopefully pious; 794 had united with

the churches ; 61 entered the ministry
;
only 17 are dis-

sipated, and about half only of these became so while

with their parents. In eleven of these families, there

are 123 children, and all but seven pious. In fifty-six

families, there are 249 children over fifteen, and all hope-

fully pious."*

There are many advantages in early conversion. We
can but just indicate a few of them

:

1. It is, humanly speaking, easier, and the longer a

person lives at enmity with God, the less hope of his

conversion.

2. True piety makes children more lovely and obedi-

ent, and causes more satisfaction to parents. An un-

godly child is a fountain of misery to both father and
mother.

3. If they live they will be saved from many sins of

youth. And how many suffer deep remorse all the lat-

ter part of life for these. So prays the Psalmist, " Re-
member not against me the sins of my youth."f

4. They will be better qualified to serve God as they

grow up. Their piety will increase in power, and be-

come the habit of the soul. It will prevent the forma-

tion of sinful habits to be broken up and corrected after-

ward.
6. If they die early, their great work will be done

;

and if they live, they will have so much longer time to

lay up treasure in Heaven.
1. This subject has an important bearing on the con-

version of the world, and the introduction of the millen-

nium. Piety must flourish in the family, then its diffu-

* Rev. A. Barnes' Com. Isa. eb. lix : 21.

f Pa XXV : 1. See also, Job xiii: 26, xx: 11 ; 2 Tim. ii : 22.
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sive influence spread through the church, and then, like

leaven, it will spread over the world. The love of the

Christian heart will first embrace friend, parent, bro-

ther, his country next, and then the human race. The
moral power of progress in the church is home piety.

This is the nursery where souls are born into the king-

dom and trained up for glory. Here are the centres of

that influence that is felt, and will be to the uttermost

parts of the earth, and to the remotest ages of time.

This is the real missionary spirit, that carries the sons

and daughters of the church to the arid wastes of Africa,

the burning clime of India, or to the snows and ice of

Greenland, to seek the welfare of their race.

2. It is J^oth impossible and absurd, that the minds of

children shall be left free from all bias till they come to

maturity, and exercise their own choice as to the opin-

ions they shall adopt, as is often claimed by infidels.

The seeds of sin and error are already planted ; unless

checked and restrained by pious culture, they will grow
and bear fruit unto death. Instead of being left free

and untrammelled, to make choice, the die is cast, the

soul is committed ; and to leave the matter there is to

give great vantage ground to the enemy. Train up a

child in the way he should go^ or he will go in the wrong
way.

3. There is great value in church relations and privi-

leges, if rightly improved. It is a great blessing to be
a member of a Christian family, and hence "AoZy," in

the sense of the apostle. God remembers mercy to a

thousand generations of them that love him and keep
his commandments. The estimate that should be put
upon su(!h a connection with the church, as follows the

line of Christian parentage, may be seen by comparing
the influence brought to bear upon the mind and heart

in a well ordered household, where God, and his law,

and his ordinances are honoured, with those that tend to

prove the character in the families of the irreligious, the

worldly, the profane. By comparing the condition of

those placed by Providence under the discipline and in-

struction of persons of consistent piety, with the families

of the heathen, who call not upon the name of God, but
whose tender mercies are cruelty, we may see what
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they lost, when broken off from their own olive tree, to

whom once belonged " the adoption, and the glory, and
the covenants, and the giving of the law, and the service

of God and the promises."

They rejected the Messiah and he rejected them, and
the unbelief and guilt of the fathers are perpetuated in

their children to the latest generations, while we. Gen-
tiles, succeed to the inheritance, and stand, while we do
stand, hy faith.
And it is a thought that should weigh heavily on the

minds of ungodly heads of families, that they are sin-

ning, not only against their own souls, but depriving

their children of a great blessing. It is often remarked
of those who have been connected with the church, and
have taken offence at the truth, and turned persecutors

of godly Ministers, that their families become irreligious,

dissipated, and go to ruin. "Tea," says a quaint old

divine, "you may sometimes mark it in our churches; a

church has long enjoyed an excellent Minister, but they

frow at length full of unaccountable prejudices against

im : the Son of God seeing this, their folly, sends for

that Minister away to Heaven presently, and lets them
supply themselves with such another when they can find

him."

AKTICLE IV.

BLEDSOE'S THEODICY.
^

A Theodicy : or vindication of the Di/oine glory^ as

mcmifested in the Constitution cmd government of the

moral world. By Albert Taylor Bledsoe, Profess-

or of Math&mat/ics in the University of Mississipjpi.

1864.

We feel rather surprised that this book says nothing

about poor, dear, Michael Servetus. It omits also, the

nasal psalms of the ancient covenanters ;—says nothing

about the burning of witches in New England ;—nothing
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about the grief of St. Augustine at parting with his con-

cubine. But, to judge fronri what does appear, and from

the spirit of the book, those things will come yet, in

some future edition, when the author's heart shall be

set up in types, in complete form. Though the book is

one of higher pretensions, and in some respects, of de-

cidedly superior merits, to the common anti-Calvinistic

tracts, in which our Methodist brethren take delight;

yet the same hot and half-phrenzied antipathy to the

theology of the apostle Paul, appears in it, whenever,
in an unguarded page, the passions of the soul break
through tne incrustations of calm philosophic dignity in

which it is intended to be written. ,.,

During the summer of 1864, Professor Bledsoe was
elected by the Board of Yisitore of the University of Vir-

ginia, to be Professor of Mathematics in that institution,

and was accordingly, transferred from the University of

Mississippi, in which he had held the similar chair, to

the University of Virginia. Simultaneously with the

appearance of the new, learned, and distinguished Pro-

fessor in Virginia, was the appearance of this new work
of his; not on subjects usually held to lie within the pe-

culiar province of a Professor of Mathematics, but upon
some of the deepest questions of moral and theological

speculations of all time. The simultaneous appearance
of the author and his book among us, was well adapted
to give an acceptance to the book which it might not

otherwise have attained. Then, although the book is

on a subject on which no man has any business to in-

quire at all, as no man possesses either the means or the

capacity to inquire ; and if any man does inquire at all,

it ought to be long after his undergraduate age, in his

sober and mature years,—yet it has evident adaptation to

captivate wayward, passionate, aspiring, young minds

;

is artfully addressed to those " who maypossess hoth the

desvre cmdthe capacity to thinkfor themselves^'' and can
be held guiltless, we think, by no reader of its pages, of

a wish and an attempt, to create fierce and passionate

prejudices, by its constant raillery, and its frequently

genuine wit, against a large class of the Christian com-
munity. In all this, we do not intend to utter one sylla-

ble of complaint. We shall admit the largest freedom

)

>
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on such matters to be the best policy. We shall even
admit a change of the good old Latin maxim : Guique
in sua arte credendum. So it used to read. But if the
Professor of Mathematics wished to teach theology, or

theodicy, so be it. We shall enter no protest, though
the maxim be henceforth held, in the Virginia Univer-
sity, to read : Cuigue in altera a/rte eredendu/m;—and
the other wise old saw be also newly set to read : Omnes
possimius omnia. We say we shall make no complaint
of those things, and enter no protest, but simply indi-

cate, before hand, our reasons for treating this book, as

we may be able, and as will appear further on in this

article.

The great question of the Theodicy, is the great ques-

tion on which men who love to speculate upon the un-

revealed secrets of God, and think themselves capable
of doing so, have been prone to try their flights in all

ages : How came sin into the woeld ? To this question

the following solution is given; page 197:
"The question why God permitted sin seems to be an

unmeaning question. It is unmeaning because it seeks

to ascertain the reason why God has permitted a thing

which in reality, he has not permitted at all. Having
created a world of moral agents, that is, a world endow-
ed with the power to sin, it was impossible for him to

prevent sin, so long as they continued to exist as moral
agents. A universe of such agents given, its liability to

sin is not a matter for the will of God to permit; this is a

necessary consequence from the nature of moral agents.

He could no more deny peccability to such creatures

than he could deny the properties of the circle to a cir-

cle; and if he could not prevent such a thing, it is sure-

ly very absurd to ask why he permitted it. On the sup-

position of such a world, God did not permit sin at all.

It could not have been prevented."

This is sufficiently intelligible. It is the fundamental
proposition of the book. It is not new. But so bold an

espousal of it has rarely occurred. It has sometimes
been brought out as a mere hypothetical mode of escape

from the atheistic question, why God did not prevent

sin, if he was omnipotent, and hated sin. But our au-

thor adopts it, not as a hypothesis, but as a fact ;—not

s
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because he needs it, but because he lihes it ;—not merely

against the atheist, nor principally against the atheist,

but also and principally, against the Calvinist. And he

seems heartily to adopt that peculiar mode of mental

philosophy, as to the nature, of moral agents, which re-

moves the human soul from under Divine influence,

which necessarily goes along with \\q theory ; we (^upte

from page 194:

:

-
,

;
, .f.,

" If infinite wisdom, and goodness, and power, should

muster all the means and appliances in the universe,

and cause them to bear with united energy on a single

mind, the effect produced, however grand and beautiful,

would not be the virtue of the agent in whom it is pro-

duced. Nothing can be his virtue which is produced
by an extraneous agency. This is a dictate of the uni-

versal reason and consciousness of mankind."
Many other declarations to this effect might be pro-

duced, but this is sufficient, and will hardly be denied

by any one, to be a fair statement of the doctrine of the

book in relation to the infl.uence of motives on the hu-

man mind, or as they are called, "extraneous agencies."

The Book is equally explicit in denying the efficiency of

the other mode of influence over the human soul, usual-

ly ascribed to God, that is, the influence of the Divine
Spirit within the heart

;
page 353 :

"All divines admit, says Bayle, that God can infalli-

bly produce a good act of the will in a human soul,

without depriving it of the use of liberty." "This is no
longer admitted," says Professor Bledsoe. " We call it

in question. Wq deny that such an act can be pro-

duced, either with or without depriving the soul of lib-

erty. We deny that it can be produced at all; for what-
ever God may produce in the human soul, this is not,

this cannot be, the moral goodness or virtue of the soul

in which it is produced. In other words, it is not, and
cannot be, an object of praise or of moral approbation in

him whom it is thus caused to exist."

The reader will see from these passages, the fairness

of which we do not fear that any reader of the book will

question, to what an immense, and cold, and comfortless,

distance from God, this book removes the soul of man.
He will also, begin to see what thai thing is^ which Pro-
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feseor Bledsoe calls the liberty, or freedom, of the human
will. He will begin to perceive that by freedom of the

will, he means its exemption, not only from subjection

to God, but exemption also from the influence of truth,

reason, wisdom, prudence, and every other motive of

past, present, or future ; heaven, earth or hell. The only

exception to this remark, now remembered, is found in

a glaring contradiction to the main philosophy of the

book, into which the exigencies of his position drive

him in the later chapters, of which we shall speak in its

place. But here we shall let the author speak further,

and explicitly for himself; page 133

:

" It is universally agreed, that every state of the in-

telligence and of the sensibility is necessarily determin-

ed by the evidence and the object in view of the mind.
It is not, then, either in the intelHgence, or in the sensi-

bility, that we are to look for liberty." And again, on
page 136:
"The mind is passive in judging and feeling, and

hence these phenomena necessarily demand the opera-

tion of causes to account for them ; but the mind is ac-

tive in its volitions, and this necessarily excludes the

idea of causes to produce them." A more glaring exhi-

bition of a felo-de-se of its own principles, in its very

obvious drift, than this last sentence furnishes, as indica-

ted by our own italics, we have rarely met with. That,

however, simply by the way. The reader will be good
enough to notice ttat it is one of the peculiar crotchets

of Professor Bledsoe's psychology, that mental activity

cannot have a cause ; that because volitions are active^

they cannot have been produced by a cause. This is

one of the most obvious fallacies of the book. No proof

is presented, that we remember. We are very sure that

no adequate proof can be presented. And we do not

believe that any intelligent reader needs anything more,

to induce him to reject it, than the positive denial which
is all we have time now to give it, and with which we
appeal to ten thousand experiences of every thinking

man, every week in the year.

But to permit the book further to describe itself; p. 60:
" We deny that volitions and their antecedents are

necessarily connected."
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And again, on page 153: ' r .. --

" We lay it down then, as an established and funda-

mental position, that the mind acts, or puts forth its

volitions, without being efficiently caused to do so,

—

without being impelled by its own prior action, or by
the prior action of anything else. The conditions or oc-

casions of volition being supplied, the mind itself acts

in view thereof, without being subject to the power or

action of any cause whatever. All rational beings must,

as we have seen, either admit this exemption of the

mind in willing, from the power and action of any cause,

or else lose themselves in the labyrinth of an infinite se-

ries of causes. It is this exemption which constitutes

the freedom of the human will."

Why one cannot acknowledge the blessed Spikit of
God, as one single cause of the action of the human will,

without being driven between the horns of the dilemma
of no cause, or an infinite series of causes, we never ex-

pect to be able to see. But so reasons the Professor

of Mathematics of the University of Virginia 1 And
such are the theology, and the mental philosophy, of this

book, stated in the most definite utterances we have
been able to select from its pages. *

He maintains that God could not have prevented sin

from entering the world without destroying the freedom
of the mind of man ;—that holiness produced by the

power of God, or as it is called necessary holiness, (that

is, holiness having a cause,) is a contradiction in terms,

and never is seen in fact ;—that the Holy Spirit of God
could not overcome the opposition of the will of all sin-

ners ; and consequently, that there are a part of man-
kind whose salvation is impossible even with God. It

is said on page 302 :
*' We believe that salvation is im-

possible to some, because a necessary holiness is impossi-

ble, and they do not choose to work out for themselves

what cannot be worked out for them, even by omnipo-
tence. It was the bright and cheering light which this

truth seemed to cast upon the dark places of the uni-

verse, that first inspired us with the thought and deter-

mination to produce a theodicy."
If the fundamental principle of the philosophy of this

book was true, that impression produced on the under-
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standings and sensibilities of men, their prejudices and
their passions, have no necessary connection with the

determination of their wills, then we should at once ad-

mit that it was time thrown away to notice the book at

all ; for, out of its own mouth, it would follow, that the

determination of the wills of the readers of the book, to

turn away from what we think the basis of all comfort-

ing religion, would not be "subject to the power or ac-

tion of any cause whatever," brought to bear upon them
on the pages of the book itself. But, as we are sure that

all the wit and logic of the Theodicy to the contrary

notwithstanding, the wills of men will continue to be
under the influence of judgments, of prejudices, and of

motives, and that it is now, as it was in the garden of

tden of old, that when the worst is made to appear the

better cause, the will follows the impressions on the judg-

ment, we admit that we think the book a dangerous one.

It is the more dangerous, the more false it is, by self-de-

monstration.

The Theodicy derives its name from a work by the

great Leibnitz, of a very different stripe however, on the

same general subject. In point of style, it is among the

most readable and transparent of all books of its kind.

The wit with which, when he cannot refute them, he
whistles down the wind, such old fogies as Augustine,
Calvin, and Edwards, is often genuine and pleasing.

There is another extremely dangerous attraction about
this book. "With a good deal of shallow gladiation, in

which the author jumps to a conclusion against one of

the old giants without having seen more than the sur-

face of that giant's thought, and shouts victory, after a
fencing match with the giant's shadow, yet there is a
deification of human reason, manifested throughout the

work, a daring hopefulness of being able to grapple with

the grandest of the state secrets of the court of Heaven,
and a contemptuous sneer, everywhere more or less

visible, at the expense of those prudent ones who warn
us off from such inquiries, as if the prudent had no other

reason than a fear that the brave thinkers would dis-

cover the shallow tricks of all prudence and caution

;

which are very dangerous to a certain class of bold and
wrestless minds. He who accepts the limitations of his
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religious inquiries from the Bible, as well as the solu-

tions of them, and is content to speculate concerning

the counsels of Heaven no farther than Heaven has

seen fit to reveal those counsels, will pretty certainly

escape the fascinations of this book ; but then be will

about as certainly be a Calvinist. And when, under

the pretext of refuting the atheist and the Calvinist, the

spirit of intellectual pride and self-confidence is as boldly

invoked as it is in this book, it requires very little ob-

servation of the ordinarr history of such mental epidem-

ics as Coleridgeism, Emersonism, Taylorism, and Op-
timism, to see that many more of miserable and dream-
haunted skeptics are made, than there are of atheists or

Calvinists reclaimed. By a deep and fearful nemesis of

God, men who thus spend their time in trying to give

another account of^the Fall than the simple one which
God has given, often re-enact thefall

;

—Lucifer, son of

the morning, sinks down to a loss of all his glory, for

presuming to be equal with God ; man is driven from the

bowers of bliss forever, for eating the forbidden fruit of

the knowledge of good and evil. Neither Lucifer, nor

Adam, nor the man who awakes in youthful bosoms,
the spirit of restless speculation beyond the confines of

Divine Revelation, has the privilege of falling alone.

They all pull down many hapless spirits with them.

The easy and merry facility with which this author

frequently deems himself to have refuted President Ed-
wards, the actual contempt with which that great man
is treated, the different appearance of Edwards on the

pages of the Theodicy, from that which he makes on his

own pages, as well as the dignity and importance of the

matter itself, all require us to look closely at the reason-

ings of the Theodicy concerning the will, and the influ-

ence of motives over it. The giant error of the book lies

there. We hope we may be fortunate enough to give

the reader such an insight into it, though so sadly cooped
up by the limits of a single article, that he may after-

wards deliberately and thoroughly unravel it for himself.

In order to do so, we must attend closely to the author's

various expressions of his own idea, as it occurs on dif-

ferent pages of the book, to see whether he does not

himself do exactly that with which he has the hardi-
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hood to charge Jonathan Edwards :
" establish his pro-

position in one sense and build on it in another." We
have seen, on a former page, that Professor Bledsoe de-

nies that volitions and their antecedents are necessarily

connected ; denies that convictions of the judgment, or

impressions on the sensibilities, control the will at all

;

denies indeed, that volitions have any efficient cause or

antecedent of any kind. Here is another of the utter-

ances of the book on the subject. It is found on page
155: "But in truth, the freedom of the mind does not

consist in its possessing a power over the determinations

of its own will, for the true notion of freedom is a nega-

tive idea, and consists in the absence of every power
over the determination of the will. The mind is free

because it possesses a power of acting, over which there

is no controlling power, either within or without itself."

And here also, is another,—one of the most deliberate

and measured declarations of the whole book—the enun-

ciation of one of his prodigious victories over the sha-

dows of some of the giants, which shadows he has con-

jured up for his own especial conquest. It is found on

page 152 :
" Hence we conclude that an act of the mind,

or a volition, is not produced by the action of either

mind or motive, but takes its rise in the world without

any such efficient cause of its existence." This is the

proposition on which he builds. We shall expect to see

presently, that this is not the proposition which he es-

tablishes, if there be one at all, of which that honour

may be predicated. But a word concerning this the

main position of the book. There are no words of more
frequent occurrence on the pages of the Theodicy, than

an appeal to the " universal voice and reason of man,"

—

"the universal voice and consciousness of man,"—" the

universal intelligence of man,"—"the unbiassed reason

of nian." To that court of appeals then, we will go with

him. We affirm that the free moral agency above de-

scribed, is the moral agency of a mad-house^ and of no

other place, or world, that we know anything of, that

ever did, or can exist ; and for the truth of the remark
we will go to individual consciousness, to our own ob-

servations upon other people, ten thousand times every

year of our own lives, as the creatures of motives and
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of impulses; to the implications contained in all human
words and forms of expression on the subject; to all we
learn from the pages of history, about the arts by which
statesmen have wielded the governments of nations of

men ; and lastly to the views which all writers have
given of human nature who have been famous for fideli-

ty in delineations of that description. No dramatist ever

did, or ever will, indite either tragedy or comedy, to give

correct views of human nature, out of a Lunatic Asylum,
on the principles of moral agency on which the Theodicy
is built. No statesman ever dreamed of adopting any
such principles for the government of rational bein'gs ca-

pable of law. And all forms of expression in human
language—even the very name of the thing under dis-

cussion itself: moral agent^—in^ply the influence of mo-
tives over volitions. The independence of the choices

of the mind of man upon the character of the mind it-

self, and upon motives in the external world around,

may be an admirable theory with which to attack Cal-

vinism. It may be capable of beautiful and plausible

arrangement in a Theodicy. It may even commend it-

self, as a speculation, to the adoption of many of those

peculiar persons who are fond of frost-work speculations.

But the mischief of the matter is, that nature will not

adopt the theory. You may make it as a basis on which
to build a great amount of inference, and inference which
may deeply gratify your prejudices. But then, the theo-

ry is not TRUE. It melts the moment the sunshine of fact

strikes it. Neither statesmen, nor lawyers, nor profess-

ors, nor preachers, ever lay plans on the theory of the

Theodicy. The book itself could never have seen the

light on its own theory. We have seen, on a former

page, by its own confession, that a certain considera-

tion, in regard to the brightness of his system, has the

credit of having
'-^
first i7ispired us^ (the Professor,) with

the thought and determination to produce a Theodicy."

In this confession, from the book itself, that it owes its

existence to the determination of its author's will by
motive, we find a refutation of the whole theory of the

book, and a magnificent tribute to the unextinguishable
*' voice and reason of man." Although men may specu-

latively believe in the system of the Theodicy, yet, until

YoL. VIII.—No. 4. 5
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they shall have been driven, by sad calamity, to the lu-

natic condition of a will unhinged from the desires of

the heart, and the convictions of the judgment, they can-

not either speak, or act, or compose theodicies, or any
other books, on the system of this theodicy. Whether
you expel nature with a pitch-fork, or a theory, she will

still incessantly return upon you. She brings down all

castles of speculation erected against her authority, as

the sun brings down the bright but chilly bowers of

February frost. And while you stand sighing over the

fallen and crushed mass of the icy sheen, the sunshine

will soon persuade you that truth and nature are better

than shining theory.

The theory of Prof. Bledsoe's Theodicy is no more the

theory of the Bible than it is the theory of the thought,

and speech, and action, of practical life. Can any read-

er explain how it is, that good and wise men should feel

called upon to write books to explain how sin entered

into this world, without paying the slightest attention,

or without any more than the slightest attention, to the

account given of that great fact, in a book which they

admit to be the inspired word of God ? The simple ac-

count there given, of the entrance of sin into the world,

is that a motive for disobedience was presented to the

mind of Eve, which, owing to her state of mind, and to

the false impressions produced on her judgment, by the

arguments of the Tempter, seemed stronger to her than

the motive to obedience. But there is not in the book
of Genesis, or in any other place in the Bible, anything
which looks, in the least degree, like an intention on the

part of the Holy Spirit, to make the impression that

God could not have prevented the fall of Eve without

destroying the free agency of Eve. And if this theory

of the Theodicy can be fairly engrafted upon the reli-

gious systems of the country, in the silence of the word
of God on the subject, then so also can the Roman Cath-

olic doctrines of purgatory, and of the invocation of

Saints, and of prayers for the dead, be fairly engrafted

upon the religious systems of the country, and with not

one iota less of authority. The account given in the

Scriptures of the successful resistance of the Tempter
by the Saviour, is not, that when the Tempter plied him
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with misapplied quotations from the sacred oracles, he
resisted them by means of the freedom of his mind from
the influence of motives,—not that his will acted "in

the absence of every power of determination,"—not that

his " volitions took their rise in the world " without any
ejficient cause of their existence." The account is, that

the proper motives clearly and fairly appeared to his

divine understanding, and determined him to perfect

obedience. And the statement made in the Scriptures

of the grounds on which the salvation of men depends
is, that the tremendous motives of God's word are made
efficient by the operation of the Divine Spirit. But, we
must not yet bring our author further before a tribunal

to which he so rarely appeals, as he does to the Scrip-

tures, in this part of his work. We shall go with him
to the "universal voice and reason of man," while he
wishes to go thither. We shall go with him to the

Scriptures when he shall choose to go thither, which we
shall see anon.

We are now fully ready to afiirm, and appeal to the

reader, and to the " universal reason and voice of man,"
for the truth of the remark, that on the principles of this

book, neither sin, holiness, nor moral agency, could ever
have entered into this world at all. We mean to say
that this book is justly and fairly chargeable with those

very principles, destructive of all responsible and ac-

countable agency, which, by means of false metaphys-
ics, it endeavours to fix upon Calvinism. If " the mind
is free because it possesses a power of acting, over which
there is no controlling power either within or without
itself,"—if its volitions "take their rise in the world
"without any such efficient cause of their existence" as

motives, then man is not a creature to be governed by
laws and motives, by rewards and punishments. Eve
was only acting in accordance with the laws of her na-

ture, in eating the forbidden fruit. In giving her a com-
mand not to eat, and threatening her with death if she
should eat, God did not employ means which had a con-

trolling power over her. The volition to eat " tooh its

rise in the world without any controlling power within
or without^ According to Professor Bledsoe, the " rise

in the world" of that volition was an entirely legitimate
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and natural phenomenon. It was in perfect accord-

ance with the laws of Eve's created nature, and was, of

course, perfectly innocent ! According to this theory,

there seeins to be no such thing as moral agency con-

nected with volition ; for volitions take their " rise in the

world," independently of considerations of right and
wrong. They are, indeed, but the productions of blind,

unthinking, nndetermining chance! Threats of death

and promises of life can have no controlling power over

them ! Mount Sinai and Mount Calvary are both swept
off from the face of the earth, and nothing is left but vo-

litions "taking their rise in the world without any con-

trolling power either within or without." What pro-

gress has this writer made in escaping from atheism?
We have seen in what sense he builds on the propo-

sition that motives do not control the will. Let us now
see whether he' proves that proposition in argument, in

the same sense in which he builds on it in theory.

When the author's theory concerning the will comes to

be used as a single stone in the erection of his whole

theory of the government of God, then his theory con-

cerning the will is, that its volitions take their rise in

the world without any controlling cause, and are inde-

pendent of motives. This we have alreadv seen abund-

antly. Under the evil influence of this theory, the au-

thor falls into one of the most glaring mistakes which

we ever remember to have met with, in a book on any

exact science whatever. That is, be supposes that, when
a very powerful motive infallibly leads the will against

a small motive, the will cannot be free I The good man's

will is not free, if it be granted that the attractions of

righteousness are as twelve in weight to his mind, while

the attractions of vice are but as eight ! The wills of

the angels in Heaven are not free, because the visible

glories of God overwhelmingly win their hearts, and

control their wills ! Jesus Christ was not free of will, in

the desert of temptation, because the correct view of

providence, and of human glory, and of the proper ob-

ject of worship, was to the false view which Satan pre-

sented, as a million to nought! God himself is not en-

dowed with free will in his holy and eternal and un-

changeable love of truth, because falsehood and truth
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influence him as injmil/y to nothing^ so that it is impos-

sible for God to lie! ''''It is ^rwe," says Prof. Bledsoe,

on page 157 of the Theodicy, ''HJiat if we suppose^ ac-

cording to the doctrine of Sir William Ha/mdlton and
Dr. Meid^ that two counter-influences act upon the will.,

the one being as twelve and the other as eight., then the

jvrst must necessarily prevail. But., if this supposition

he correct., we are not only unable to concei/ve the fact of
liberty^ we are also able to conceive that it ccmnot be a
fact at all. There is a great difference., we have been ac-

customed to believe., between beina able to concei/ve how a
thing is., and beina able to conceive that it cannot be a/ny

how at all : the first would lea/ve it a mere mystery.^ the

last would sJww it to be cm absurdity.
"^"^

And the writer goes on to declare the doctrine of Sir

William Hamilton and Dr. Reid an absurdity I And to

propose a view of " the phenomena of mind, as thev ex-

ist in consciousness, and not through the medium otma-
terial analogies /" This may be the philosophy of Prof.

Bledsoe's consciousness. But, we calmly submit to the

reader, that it is not the philosophy of human life, in

which it is one of the most common and indisputable

facts, that motives, persuasives, inducements, reasons,

considerations, do make communities, armies, senates,

councils, willing to adopt certain courses. The world
would not else be a rational world. We calmly submit
the question to every intelligent and candid Christian,

whether he is an Arminian or a Calvinist, an Episcopali-

an or a Presbyterian, is this thephilosophy of the Bible?
Shall we ignore God's influence over the mind of man,
to all practical intents and purposes altogether ? Was it

concerning the blessed administration of our Divine Sa-

viour, or was it not, that the principle was adopted : thy

people shall be willing in the day of thy power?
But when Professor Bledsoe comes to refute this view

of liberty entertained by Hamilton, Reid, Edwards, and
others, he most generally speaks of it as if it was 2^ physi-
cal compulsion of the will. In speaking of their views,
on paffe 157, he represents them as holding that the will
of God is ^''impelled by a power back of his own," if God
is necessarily holy. On page 158, he speaks of God, as
a being who, on his theory, " can act without being ne-
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cessitated to act like the inanimate portions of creation,"

implying that the theory he is opposing represents G-od

as necessitated like inanimate things. Again, on the

same page, he speaks of his own notions as giving the

"idea of an omnipotent power, moving in and of itself,

in obedience to the dictates of infinite wisdom a/nd good-

ness, and speaks of those opposed to him as maintain-

ing "the dark scheme of an implexed series and con-

catenation of causes, hinding all things fast, God him-

self not excepted, in the iron bonds of fate." Where
now is his former theory of the independence of the will

on motives? He here 2i,ttY\h\xiQ^ physical compulsion to

the Calvinists, which he has fully admitted they do not

hold. He, hiaiself, places God's will in " obedience" to

wisdom and goodness! Saul is among the prophets!

Professor Bledsoe among the necessitarians I

The truth is, that Prof. Bledsoe uses his own strange

theory of the will, while he is building his system. But,

in conducting the argument, on whatever high place he

builds his seven altars, he is still compelled, like the

prophet of Moab, to prophecy as the Balak of his theory

does not require. He only does what all sound philoso-

phy, and all human literature, and all human history,

and the word of God had done before. He establishes

the Calvinistic scheme of the necessary influence of cha-

racter, principles, and motives. Perhaps it is not a mat-

ter upon which we ought to venture to indulge the hope
of convincing the learned writer himself. We own how-
ever, that that hope has sometimes crossed our vision.

"We hope to be pardoned if it be presumptuous. But it

is human to err. It is something higher and nobler, of

which we have no right to suppose this writer incapa-

ble, to forsake error. There is one place where the

usually intricate sophistry, of using against the Calvin-

ists, what is good only against the advocates of physical

compulsion, becomes so ptain^ so transjparent^ that we
almost dare to hope that when it is pointed out to him,

the author will not be the last, candidly, to see it. It is

found on the 148th page of the Theodicy. It is in the

argument against Edwards, in which the facility of his

supposed victory over that grand old intellectual Pala-

din, ought itself to have led Professor Bledsoe to suspect
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some fallacy in his own reasonings: ''^ There could 5^,"

says he, " m(? act of the mind vmless there were a mind to

act^ and unless there were a motive in mew of which, it

acts.^^ This, the Professor states as his own ground.

And now, he proceeds to state what he apprehends to

be Edwards' ground against which he is battling : "5w^
it does not follow that the mind is compelled to act hy
the motived This is one of the grand sophisms of the

whole affair. Here, it is perfectly transparent. No one
ever did hold, we presume, that motives compel the will.

The author must pardon us for saying that he has per-

mitted
.
himself to be blinded by " material a/nalogies?'*

Motives control men, not wills only. In one sense they

create wills. They make men willing.

But we have a word or two to say on behalf of Pre-

sident Edwards, We really begin to think that the re-

mark of an intelligent friend, when he first heard of the

professed achievement of tne Theodicy, was true: " No
man would ever undertake to refute Edwards if he un-

derstood him." If the reader wishes a perfect contrast,

let him make it by putting the bright sparkling pages of

the Theodicy down before him, through which you never

get. a single glimpse of practical religion, of human na-

ture, or of objective truth, but live ever in a world of

theory; and then put down by the side of them, the

plain, affectionate, simple, homely, unpretending pages
of Edwards, through which, nevertheless, at every turn,

you obtain clear views of practical religion, of human
nature, and of objective truth. It is not the first time

by many, and it will not probably be the last by many,
when men shout victory over the dead lion. But, for

our parts, we have ceased to be greatly moved by these

shouts of victory. Just call me back from theory to

fact, and the victory evaporates. We should just as

much expect to see a victory in athletics won over a

ponderous Roman legionary, from the field of Lama, or

of Munda, or of Pharsalia, by one of the well-dressed

gentlemen clerks of Broadway, whose forms furnish those

lithographed moulds of fashion which are nailed up over

the tailors' boards.

But we mean to be satisfied with nothing short of a

complete vindication of Edwards from the charge of

tt-
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holding that the will is compelled by motives—or com-
pelled in any otherwise. We think that this will be
perfectly attained by a simple quotation of Edward's
own language;—part of it written in capitals by the au-

thor himself, as a definition of which, he claimed the

benefit, in his ensuing treatise. It is from the Inquiry
on the Freedom of the Will, Part L, Section 8.

" It appears from what has been said, that these terms

necessary^ impossible^ &c., are often used by philoso-

phers and metaphysicians in a sense quite diverse from
their common and original signification ; for they apply
them to many cases in which no opposition is supposa-
ble. Thus they use them with respect to God's exist-

ence, before the creation of the world, when there was
no other being; with regard to many of the dispositions

and acts of the Divine Being, such as his loving himself,

his loving righteousness, hating sin, &c. So, they apply
them to many cases of the inclinations and actions of

created beings wherein all opposition of the will is ex-

cluded in the nature of the case." These last are our

italics. They are intended to call the attention of the

reader to the fact, that the necessity which Edwards
maintains, is expressly declared by himself to be one in

which all om>osition of the will^ and of course all com-
pulsion of the will, are excluded in the nature of the

case. But let us hear him further

:

" Metaphysical orphilosophical necessity (his own ital-

ics,) is nothing different from their certainty." When
these explanations are over, then he gives his definition,

as follows, italics and capitals all his

:

" Philosophical Necessity is really nothing else than
the FULL AND FIXED CONNEXION BETWEEN THE things sig-

niiled hy the subject a/ad predicate of a proposition

which affirms something to be true. When there is

such a connexion, then the thing affirmed in the propo-

sition is necessary, in a philosophical sense, whether any
opposition or contrary effect be supposed, or no."

We think the reader is now pretty well able to judge
for himself whether the boasted conclusion, that onoti/ves

do not compell the will^ is a conclusion against God's
own Jonathan Edwards, who lived a century ago, and
wrote a book on the will ; or whether it is a conclusion

- i
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against that very different person, the Edwards of the

fourth chapter of the first part of the Theodicy. Will

the candid reader sit down and look over Edwards on
the Will, and tell us : how did the impression arise, that

the author of that book held the compulsion of the will

hy moti/vesf We can account for that impression in no
other way than that it took its "rise in the world"
"without any efficient cause of its existence," and free

from "any controlling power within or without itself;"

as all the volitions in which the author of the Theodicy
believes, "take their rise in the world." .qovij - ?

,-»,;'

There is no case on record, with which we have met,

of a handsomer refutation of one's own principles by him-
self, than is to be found in the logic of the second part

of the Theodicy, considered as directed against the first

part. Let the reader who would satisfy himself on this

point, sit patiently down and compare the reasonings

of the two fourth chapters ; that in the first part, with

which we have been principally engaged, with that in

the second part, in which the author tilts with that other

grand Paladin of the past, John Foster. In the first

part, as we have seen, every such a thing as necessary

sin, and necessary holiness, is scornfully repudiated.

But, in the second part, the very awful fact of eternal

punishment is justified, not simply on the ground of

clear declarations of God's word, which we think all

the justification required on that subject,—but on the

ground that " the hcibit of sinnviig may he so completely

wrought into the soul^ a/nd so firmlyfixed there^ that no-

thing cam, check it m its ca/reer of guiltP That is, here

is a necessary sinfulness confessed, and exactly in the

sense in. which Calvinists hold necessary sin and neces-

sary holiness; save that they do not hold such things to

be beyond the omnipotence of the Spirit of God, or af-

firm at all on the latter point. And the writer, who
had, in the first part, denied to motives any controlling

power over rational minds, in the second part, vindi-

cates eternal punishment, and we believe with truth

and propriety, as far as we can see into the subject, as

a gigantic motive, needed by "the "exigences of the

case ;" and from the very tremendousness of the motive,

probably better for the universe on the whole, than if
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the punishment of sin were limited. We humbly think,

that this is a giving up of the c^se concerning the influ-

ence of motives, as well as a giving up of the point con-

cerning necessary sinfulness.

It was a style of argument which we do not greatly

admire, entirely to suppress and ignore Edwards' defini-

tion of necessity, and then march out against him with

drum and trumpet, as if he were standing there, just

where he says positively that he is not standing, and
shout out victory over the shadows with which we may
choose to people an empty encampment. But there is

another specimen of the spirit of the book, still less in

accordance, we humbly opine, with a lofty and philo-

sophic candour than that. It is this. The first section

of the chapter on "God's Eternal Decree," in the West-
minister Confession of Faith, is enti/rel/y suppressed in

the Theodicy. The author endeavours, through a large

part of his book, to blacken Calvinism for making God
the author of sin/—for offering violence to the will of
the creatures /—and for taking away the liberty and con-

tingency of second causes. These are some of his gravest

charges against it. They are some of the very spots on
the disc of the divine glory, which the Theodicy came
to sweep away. And rrofessor Bledsoe very carefully

quotes the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh sections

of that chapter, in full, word for word. How is this?

We will show how it is. Here is the first section of

that chapter in the Confession; that wicked first sec-

tion, which is not so much as noticed, in all the thun-

ders of the Theodicy against Cavinism for making God
the author of sin, for enslaving the human will, and for

binding all things in the iron links of fate. "God from
all eternity did, by the most wise and holy counsel of

his own will, freely and unchangeably ordain whatso-

ever comes to pass ; yet so as thereby neither is God
THE AUTHOR OF SIN; NOR IS VIOLENCE OFFERED TO THE WILL
OF THE CREATURES, NOR IS THE LIBERTY OR CONTINGENCY OF
SECOND CAUSES TAKEN AWAY, BUT RATHER ESTABLISHED."

That is, the Confession distinctly disavows, in the

threshold, the very charges brought against it ! And
the readers of the Theodicy are never informed that it is

60 ! We suppose that this mode of dealing must be ta-
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ken as another specimen of the new species of volitions,

which the consciousness of the author tells him, are to

be found in his own mind ;—volitions not caused by the

prior action of the mind, nor of anything else ;—volitions

which take their rise in the world without an efficient

cause; and acknowledge no controlling power, from with-

in or from without. If so, we have only to say that we
admire the practical operation of such volitions, no bet-

ter than we do the philosophy in which they appear.

The subject of the imputation of Adam's sin to infants

is entirely misapprehended in the Theodicy. We do
not say that the author does not understand it. For to

the author, aside from this book, we owe nothing but
respect and kindness. We do say that there is no sign

in the book that he understood it. And we say very
plainly, moreover, that he ought at least to have under-

stood it, before railing at it as is done. He seems to re-

gard the Calvinistic doctrine of imputation, simply as a
mode of accounting for the sufferings of infants by their

descent froni Adam. Not a glance seems to have been
thrown towards the fourth and fifth chapters of the epis-

tle to the Romans, where the doctrine of imputation is

stated and enforced. But little, if any attention could

have been paid by the writer, to the language of the

Westminister Confession, whose doctrines he was in the

act of reviling. The Confession says :
" They—the first

man and woman

—

heing the root of all rnomhi/nd^ the

guilt of this sin was imputed and the sa/me death in sin

and corrupted natu/re conveyed to all thei/r posteHt/y^ de-

scendvagfrom them hy ordi/na/ry generation^ And the

spirit of God most distinctly declares that : hy one man's
disobedience many were made sinners. Homansfifth

chapter^ nineteenth verse. The doctrine of imputation is

simply a mode of explaining the tendency to sin, with

which children are born. A writer might say that our

invariably sinning, as soon as we grow up, is no proof

of native depravity, or of a tendency to sin in our na-

ture. But we should Hot hold such a writer bound by
the laws of reason. Whoever will admit that invaria-

bly acting in one way, is a proof of a native tendency
in that direction, admits the fact of which we speak, the
" death in sin and corrupted nature" of which the Bible
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and the Confession speak. The question is, how are we
to account for the birth of children with this corrupted

nature ? The Scriptures tell us that it is to be account-

ed for by the connection of the children of men with the
" t/rcmsgression of Adam^''—that it was '* hy one that si/n-

ned f'
—"5y oneirnarCs offence;^''

—"5y one ma/n?8 diso-

hediencey The Calvinistic doctrine introduces no new
fact—either bloomy or otherwise, into the matter. It

simply explains a fact which all men who need to be
reasoned with, must admit, that children are born with
a tendency to sin. It explains that fact, as the Bible

does, by saying that the children of serpents are ser-

pents, the children of doves are doves, and the children

of men are men. But, what will the reader think of a
book written by a Professor of Mathematics, a book
earnestly inviting men to come out of the Calvinistic

system, that they may obtain clear views of truth, which
treats this whole subject of imputation, as if it were
merely a mode of explaining the sufferings of infants ;

—

a book which proposes too, to account for those suffer-

ings of infants, as disovplina/ry sufferings!—and not suf-

ferings which are owing to their being born of a race of

sinners ! Really, it would seem that one might be com-
pletely outside of Calvinism, and completely on the in-

side of the metaphysics, and the theology of this book,

without a great superfluity, either of clear views, or cor-

rect apprehensions. '^

There is one precious topic more in the Theodicy,
which we cannot fail to notice. It is a topic on which,
at length, the writer condescends to exhibit some little

dependence upon the declarations of the Scriptures. It

is a topic on which he comes down from the lofty heights

of philosophy, to deal in questions of interpretation. It

is the doctrine of Election. We welcome, with warm
congratulations, the descent of the aeronaut, and shall

seek to meet him upon the firm ground.
We quote from Theodicy, page 330

:

"We cannot suppose that God elected any one be-

cause he foresaw his good works, so as to make election

to depend upon them, instead of making them to depend
upon election. This does not prevent an individual,

however, from having been elected because God fore-
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saw from all eternity, that the influences attending upon
his election would, by his own^oluawy cooperation

therewith, be rendered effectual to his salvation. This

is the ground on which w^ believe the election of indi-

viduals to eternal life to pi-oceed. Accordingly, we sup-

pose that God never selected, or determined to save any
one who he foresaw would not yield to the influences of

his grace, provided they should be given. And we also

suppose, that such is the overflowing goodness of God,
that all were elected by him, and had their names writ-

ten in the book of life, who, he foresaw, would yield to

the influences of his grace, and, by their cooperation

therewith, " make their calling and election sure."

Such is the Professor's scheme of election. Though
here softly stated, throughout, as what he supposes^ yet

he seems to hold it very tenaciously ; and in fact, it is

the natural consequence of the peculiar philosophy of

this book. No account is here taken of the enmity of

the carnal mind to God, in consequence of which the

cooperation of such a mind with God, is absurd. In ac-

cordance with the author's wild Pelagian philosophy,

all power is denied to the grace of God to make an un-

willing mind willing;—to make a hostile mind friend-

ligUm^ make an opposing mind yielding. Without the

exercise of this power by the Holy Spirit, to remove the

resisting, opposing, unfriendly principle from the heart

of the sinner, we submit it to the experience of our read-

ers, if all religion is not an impossibility. Such we
verily believe to be the case. Let any thoughtful mind
look closelj^ and see whether this theory of conversion,

is not the very main-spring of Unitarianism, with its

substitution of moral culture for spiritual religion.

But, how are we to understand the remark with which
the author introduces this topic? "We agree," says he,
" with both Oalvinistic and Armenian writers, in the po-

sition, that no man is elected to eternal life on account

of his merits. Indeed, the idea that a human being can

merit anything, much less eternal life, of God, is prepos-

terous in the extreme. All his gifts are of pure grace."

How is this? Is there then no merit in that "volunta-

ry cooperation" with the divine influences ? Is there no
merit in "yielding to the influences of his grace?" Use
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words as the author may, it is clear, m his scheme, that

eternal life depends on this "yielding" and coopera-

tion." If he does not choose to give it the name of mer-
it, he makes it the price the sinner pays to God for

salvation. He assigns to it the power of merit, we care

not for the name. This is not all. The philosophy of

this book denies to God the control of the will. It most
distinctly denies that motives control the will. It dis-

tinctly denies that the will is controlled by any power,
within or without, as we have abundantly seen. Now,

^^lection is made to depend on the 'oolwatary cooperation

af.'^man. On what then, is the eternal life of the soul of

man made to depend, in this book? on a wild, lawless,

uncontrolled volition, of which no account can be given

or taken
\
—that is, on blind chance ;—on the most hor-

rible of all fatalisms, the fatalism of accident. All this

is done from a sheer disregard of numerous declarations

of Scripture, definitely declaring that " it is God which
worheth in us both to will a/nd to do of his good pleasure.^''

But, why is this attempt, at page 330, to show that

the election treated of in the Scriptures, is a conditional

election of persons to eternal life, the condition being,

their cooperation with the grace of God ? It had been
laboriously shown, at page 318, that the election treated

of in the Romans was national election. Is it then, na-

tions who are to be saved on condition of their coopera-

ting with the grace of God ? Will not the device of

national election quiet the author's conscience for twelve

pages! Has the ghost of Banquo come back so soon

upon the author's vision ? Does he find two separate

and distinct elections, taught in the Scriptures, one na-

tional, as in the ninth chapter of the Romans, and the

other personal, but conditional, as we have seen above ?

If so, it ought to have been distinctly so stated, in a
work exhibiting such clear light, that men are impor-

tuned to come into it to obtain that privilege. As it ap-

pears in this book, it seems as if the national election

was the device to escape the clear point of Scripture, in

one chapter where all conditions were out of the ques-

tion ; and the conditional election, a similar device in

another chapter, where nations are out of the question.

Which parts of Scripture are to be referred to the na-
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tional device, and which to the conditional, ought to

have been clearly stated. There would have been this

great advantage in it, that we could, a little more easily,

make the author answ^er himself. Where it is claimed

to be national, we could bring his admission that it is

unconditional. And where he thinks it conditional, we
could quote his admission that it is personal. Then, we
could bring that most decisive and irrefragable proof,

which must present itself readily to the mind of the in-

telligent reader, that the lofty theme of the apostle in

both places, is the same in principle, in all places, and
chapters. -:>^ ' ri^'ii .^f^v-.r^C . .

But, let us fairly and patiently hear our author, page
318

:

"The precise passage on which the greatest stress is

laid seems to be the following : The children not yet be-

ing born, neither having done any good or evil, that the

purpos^Lof God, according to election, might stand, not

of works, but of him that calleth ; it was said unto her.

The elder shall serve the younger. As it is written,

Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated. Now, the

question is, does this refer to the election of Jacob to

eternal life, and the eternal reprobation of Esau ; or does
it refer to the selection of the descendants of the former
to constitute the visible people of God on earth ? This
is the question ; and it is one which, we think, is by no
means difficult of solution."

The device of conditional election, on a foresight of

"cooperation," would not answer in this place. The
tone of the apostle is too decided. The national device

must be tried here. And the writer subsequently in-

forms us that there is not the least shadow of such a
thing as election to eternal life in the whole record.

This is the disposal made of the cases of Esau and Ja-

cob, the first of the apostle's illustrations of his doctrine,

in the ninth chapter of Romans. He makes it the elec-

tion of the descendants of Jacob to constitute the visible

church ;—and the rejection of the descendants of Esau
from that privilege ; without a shadow of eternal life in

the whole affair. Pharoah, King of Egypt, is the apos-

tle's second illustration: '•''I^lor the Scripture saith unto
Pharoah?'' But what the author of the Theodicy does
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with this case, it has not entered into the heart of man
to conceive. The national crotchet clearly will not bear
to be introduced here ; for Pharoah was not a descend-

ant of Abraham, as Esau and Jacob were. And it would
be rather too absurd to talk of rejecting Pharoah from
the visible church. Nor will the conditional crotchet

serve the purpose here, for the language of the apostle

is too stern and definite : for this same purpose have I
raised thee vp. For aught that we can see, a thwd
species of election will have to be discovered, in some
future edition of the Theodicy ; a separate category for

Pharoah, King of Egypt, by himself.

But, how are we to understand national election ? Was
there no eternal life enjoyed among the visible people

df God, which was not enjoyed by other nations ? Was
eternal life not one of the privileges of the Old Testa-

ment Church ? Will this author deliberately say that

no eternal life fell upon the hearts of those who came
believingly under the Jewish types and shadows ? Did
the promise made to Abraham include only temporal

blessings ? If we are Christ's then, are we, or are we not,

Abraham's seed and heirs according to the promise?

When the Jews were constituted a chosen generation, a

royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people, were
the privileges of eternal life equal among the Babylo-
nians, the Arabs and the Egyptians ? In short, was our

Saviour himself mistaken, when he told the woman of

Samaria: Salvation is of the Jews? National election

then, was personal election to eternal life by the whole-

sale. Nothing else can be made of it, except by affirm-

ing that the Old Testament Church had nothing to do
with eternal life. The votaries of the Church of Home,
and some Protestants of strong papistical leanings, hold

that salvation is confined to the visible church. We
have not yet met with those who hold, save as the ex-

pedient of escape from the point of some clear Scripture,

that salvation is not now, or that there ever was a time

when it was not specifically connected with the visible

church. That is, indeed, Theodicy, with a witness I

But, let us hear our author again, page f321 :

" We shall not dwell upon other portions of the chap-

ter in question : for if the foregoing remarks be just, it

r
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Now, herein is a wonderful thing; and one of those

wonderful things which will give the reader of this ar-

ticle, who has not read the Theodicy, some idea of the

spirit of that feoo^. The passage selected by the author

for his refaction of the Calviuists, as " the ^precisepas-

stS^ on which greatest stress is laid^^'' is a passage con-

cerning which the author had, doubtless, lying before

him at the moment, the concession of a candid and en-

lightened Calvinistic critic, that no stress was by him
laid on that passage at all

!

We shall give our author further room to speak for

himself, page 132 ; he says

:

*' Let us, then, proceed to examine the eighth chapter

bf Romans, on which he (Dr. Macknight,) relies. The
words are as follows :

' For whom he did foreknow, he

also did predestinate to be conformed to the image of

his son, that he might be the first born among many
brethren. Moreover, whom he did predestinate, them
he also called, and whom he called, them he also iusti-

fied; and whom he justified them he also glorified."

We need have no dispute with the Calviuists respecting

the interpretation of these words. If we mistake not,

we may adopt their own construction of them, and yet

clearly show that they lend not the least support to their

views of election and reprobation."

After some explanations of the manner in which he
understands, and agrees with Professor Hodge, in his

annotations on these words, the author of the Theodicy
proceeds

:

" The bare fact of the election is all that is here dis-

closed. The reason, or the ground, or the principle, of

that election, is not even alluded to ; and we are left to

gather it from other portions of Scripture, or from the

eternal dictates of love and mercy. Hence, as this pas-

sage makes no allusion to the ground or reason of the

divine election, it does not begin to touch the contro-

versy we have with the theologians of the Calvinistic

school. Every Hnk in the chain here presented is per-

fect, except that which connects its first link, the elec-

tion to eternal life, with the unconditional decree of

God ; and that link, the only one in controversy, is ab-

solutely wanting. We have no occasion to break the

I t
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chain, for it is only to the imagination that it spends to

be unconditionally bound to the throne of the Omnipo-
tent."

The crotchet of conditional election is here yielded,

not expressly, but as implied in the adoption of yet an-

other device of interpretation, l^ational election will

not answer in this place, for obvious reasons. The Pha-
raonic category admits no other case but the individual

one for which it was manufactured. Something else

still was now to be done. The links of this chain were
too strong. The order in which they come was too de-

finitely stated; foreknowledge, predestination, calling,

justification, and final glory. The link which binds this

chain " unconditionally to the throne of the Omnipo-
tent" is not expressly stated, we admit, in the passage
itself. It is a link, however, which is found in the Eng-
lish Grammar. It is, indeed, one of the first principles

of grammar, that a verb must have a nominative case;

ana that the person who is the nominative to the verb,

does those things which the verb affirms to be done.

There is the wanting link. We challenge mortal man
to break it. Inspiration itself wraps it "around the

throne of the Omnipotent!" God foreknew. God pre-

destinated. God called. God justified. God glorified.

Let the reader remember that this chain, m its order^

is conceded, in the passage above quoted from the The-
odicy. An election based on a foresight of the sinner's

cooperation with the divine influences, is but expressing,

in other words, a predestination based on justification.

But justification is admitted to flow from predestination,

according to the plain order, and the obvious sense of

the passage of Scripture in question. And this is all

we can make of the interpretation, that predestination

is based upon justification, and justification is based
upon predestination ! It does not seem to be a better de-

vice of escape from distasteful Scripture truth than the
others.

Why is this author so reluctant that the chain of the

government of this world should be " unconditionally

bound to the throne of the Omnipotent ?" We beg to

know around what other throne he would wish to have
it bound ? Does it give him more pleasure to contem-
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plate human destinies, as bound around the throne of

those peculiar volitions of his philosophy, which, being

too strong for law, for motive, or for God, " take their

rise in the world without any efficient cause of their ex-

istence," and without being subject to the control of

"any power within or without?" The Christian knows
of no such thing as fate, chance, or accident. He be-

holds an all-wise, all-powerful, and spotlessly holy God
upon the throne. What are not revealed of the reasons

of that God for what he does, are known, in the confi-

dence of faith, to be holy, and just, and good. And
there is comfort, deep and strong, in this vision of a

universe with a righteous God on the throne. But, we
believe that the strongest teachings of the stoic Chry-

sippus himself, concerning the "adamantine links of

Fate," will be found, on practical experiment, as plea-

sant to the Christian heart, as that apotheosis of a law-

less human will, which constitutes the main staple of

this whole book*-; nn»';. ;/i,! ^-t:. .,-,,• !.. ^•H>f; '., i ;:.:.:..;•: .v ;,.?;.

There are many and overwhelming testimonies in the

Scriptures, against the philosophy of this book, and
against its view of what it calls the "great theandric

fact of regeneration," which would have greatly cheered

and warmed pur discussion, if our space had permitted

their introduction : such as the calm assumption, every-

where visible in the Bible, that God has efficient power
over the human will without destroying its freedom ;

—

that his counsel shall stand and he will do all his plea-

sure ;—that he can turn the hearts of all men whither-

soever he will, when reasons dictate, which must be
forever unknown to us, save that they are holy, just,

and good ; that his designs find as infallible fulfilment

through the free agency of Nebuchadnezzar and Cyrus,
Caiapiias and Herod, Pilate and Judas, as through Eli-

jah, Isaiah and Paul ; that he risks his veracity, and
places the pledge on record, for the infallible certainty

of the largest, and longest, and deepest, and highest con-

cert and harmony, and chorus of events, on the widest
stream of prophecy, just as if he were the real and effi-

cient Lord of all. We may add, that he directs repeat-

edly, constantly, distinctly, that we peay to him, not as

the God of this Theodicy, who cannot turn the human

-^
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will, but as able, when the time shall come, to turn the
hearts of all, to bow all stubborn knees, and to make all

human souls willing to the reign of him whose right it

is to rule.

There was once a man among us, one of the humble
and childlike great men of other days; the Washington
of the theological chair; a man of giant intellect, but
one who found theodicy enough for him, in the written

word of God ; a man in whose decease there passed
away from the earth, intellect enough to have made
very many ambitious Theodices, but who has left upon
paper, almost nothing to show his mighty powers; from
whose lips it was once our labour of love to catch falling

pearls of deep and genuine, but temperate and modest
wisdom, and commit them to paper, for others sake and
not for his. Here is one such pearl, with which we con-

clude this article

:

"I have never read a treatise on the subject of the

power of motive over the will, which did not seem to

lean too far one way or the oth^r. If the power of mo-
tive is made to deprive the mind of all causal power, it

takes away guilt. If it gives it too much self-determin-

ing power, it removes the sovereignty of God, and con-

tradicts the Scriptures. How a free being is controlled

by the sovereign God, is, perhaps, a secret to the highest

angel in Heaven. Most treatises on the subject are at-

tempts to find out this deep secret. It is better to let

the metaphysics of this point entirely alone."

i ,:

ARTICLE Y.

ON ELOHIM AS A TITLE OF GOD, AND AS IMPLYING A PLU-
EALITY IN THE GODHEAD.*

The names of the Deity in general and constant use

in the Hebrew language are more numerous than in

either of the beautiful languages of classical antiquity^

* Intended to illustrate and confirm the argument from this name in

the article on the objection to the Trinity, founded on the unity of God»
in the January No. of this Revieliir.
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or in the most cultivated tongues of modern Europe.

There was no shadow of necessity, difficulty, or even in-

ducement, for the adoption of a phraseology which, on
Unitarian principles^ every candid mind must confess,

can with difficulty, if at all, be defended from the charge

of pernicious example and very dangerous tendency.

Among these names, are the term Eloah, a singular

form of a word signifying the object of fear, reverence,

or the principal and mighty, or the swearer, or one who
enters into covenant by oath,—and Elohim, which is a
regularly formed plural of the singular word, and having
the same meaning, if regarded as derived from it. The
etymology of this word, however, says Dr. Pye Smith,

has been much contested ; some making it a compound
of El^ and Jah^ so as to signify "the Mighty Jah; oth-

ers deriving it from Ala^ " to enter into an engagement
by oath," and thus signifying "the Being of sworn
veracity and faithfulness." The most reasonable and
probable derivation, so far as I can judge, is that of

Schultens, Reineccius, and a host of the most eminent
orientalists, who make its primitive, Ala^ which, though
not occurring in the existing remains of the Hebrew,
is preserved in the Arabic " Alaha^'' and denotes " to

adore." Hence, the noun will signify " the object of

adoration," or, as the illustrious Schultens well expresses

it, "Numen Tremendum."*
Much however, may be said, and we think, with great

force, and no little Scriptural support, in favour of the

first derivation. The word Eloah signifies a denoun-
cing of a curse, a curse denounced either upon oneself

or others, or both, and therefore, an oath taken or given,

for what is an oath but a conditional curse or execra-

tion? It was so used by the ancients; and, to this man-
ner of swearing our blessed Lord himself submitted.

—

(See Matt, xxvi: 63, 64.) Hence, the word Elohim,

which is a regularly formed masculine plural of Eloah,

would naturally signify the denouncers of a conditional

curse. So, we find Jenovah swearing to Adoni, (Psalm
ex.,) on oath, certainly prior to the creation.—See Prov.

viii : 23, and seq., comp., John xvii : 5, 24. According-

* Smith's Messiah, toL i., p. 465.
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Ij, Jehovah is at the beginning of th6 creation Called Elo-

him, which implies that the divine persons had sworn
when they created. It was from this oath that the ever
blessed Three were pleased to take that glorious and
fearful name, (Deut. xxviii: 68,) Jehovah Elohim; glo-

rious, in as much as the transaction, to which it refers,

displays in the most glorious manner, the attributes of

God to men and angels ; and fearful, in as much as, by
one part of the oath, eternal and inlinite power, Jehovah
himself, is engaged to make the enemies of Christ his

foot-stool .—Psalm ex. ^ 1 1 s
-, 41 i^

i

j u. ; f«yww ^'t 1 1 -^^4 • t i\}i-w. < a«* *

Let those who have any doubt whether Elohim, when
meaning the true God, Jehovah, is plural or not, consult

the following passages, where they will find it joined

with adjectives, pronouns, and verbs pjural. Gen. i : 26,

iii : 22, xi : 7, xx : 13, xxxi : 53, xxxv : 7 ; Deut. iv : 7, v

:

23, or 26; Josh, xxiv: 39; 1 Sam. iv: 8; 2 Sam. vii : 23;
Ps. Iviii : 12 ; Is. vi : 8 ; Jere. x : 10 ; xxiii : 36. So, chald.

Elohin, Dan. iv : 5, 6, 15, or 8, 9, 18. See also Prov.
ix: 10, XXX : 3; Psal. cxlix: 2; Eccles. v: 7, xii: 1; Job
V : 8 ; Is. vi : 3, liv : 5 ; Hos. xi : 12, or xii : 1 ; Mai. i : 6

;

Dan. vii : 18, 22, 25. It is also to be observed, that the

Greeks had, from this name Elohim, by a perverted

tradition, their Zsug Z^xi% Jupiter, who presided over

oaths. Hence, also, the corrupt tradition of Jupiter's

oath which overruled even Fate itself, that is, the fated

and necessary motions of the elements of this world.*

The derivation here adduced, is very ably supported

by Geddulph, in his Theology of the Early Patriarchs,

vol. ii., pp. 1-27 ; and favourably regarded by Horsely
in his Biblical Criticism. ..-'. /nii; .rj N;. ..! v

'

This view was ably defended by Hutchinson, Calcott,

Bates, Ahoab, and others in their dissertations on this

word.—See also, Calasio's Concordance, London Edi-

tion.

But, passing from the derivation of this word, we re-

mark that this term Elohim, is the most usual appella-

tion of the Deity in the Old Testament, which is con-

stantly translated God. The singular form Eloah occurs

chiefly in the poetical books;—twice in the Hymn of
,.;,*.u„y

* See Parkhurst's Heb. Lex., sub. nom. elohinK^
-UtC^ I

f
i
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Moses, (Dent, xxxii : 7,) several times in the Prophets,

forty times in the book of Job, and in the other books
sixteen times; but the plural Elohim, occurs about two
thousand five hundred times. This plural appellative is

generally put in agreement with singular verbs, pro-

nounsy ana adjectives, as in the first sentence of the

Pentateuch, "Elohim created;—creavitDii;—-les Dieux
cr^a." This is the ordinary construction through the

whole Hebrew Bible. But sometimes the apposition is

made with verbs, pronouns, and adjectives in the " plu-

ral" number likewise; and sometimes singulars and plu-

rals are put together in the same agreement.
For example, Gen. xx : 13. " EloKim hithoo (mthi^'*

the Gods have caused me to wander."
Gen. XXXV : T, ''^Sham nighlo elcm haelohim," " there

were revealed to him the Gods."
Josh, xxiv : 19, Xaavod eth Jehovah chi lo him Tcido-

shim hoh^^^ " to serve Jehovah, for he a/re holy Gods."
Is. liv • 6^ ^^ Chi hoaalaioh oosaich^^^ "for thy hus-

bands are thy makers."^ Nor is Elohim the only di-

vine title used in the plural form. Drusius, Buxtorf,

Heeser, Eichhorn, Gesenius, and other distinguished

scholai's, have maintained that " Adonai and Shaddai,"
are plurals of an obsolete form ; and this very plural ti-

tle is the word which the Jews of a very early age, cer-

tainly hundreds of years before Chri8t,f substituted for

the use of the title Jehovah, which they never pro-

nounce, and for which singular title of God they have
always employed, and now always employ, the plural

title "Adonai, my Lords."
This Ewald controverts, but he assigns no satisfactory

reason, as apparent to me, in either case ; and Gesenius
remains unconvinced ; whose opinion in a case of philo-

logy, especially, if at all favourable to a doctrine of reve-

lation is really equal to an argument.
It is further to be observed, that the first person plu-

ral, is used in reference to the Divine Being.—Gen. i

:

26. "And Elohim said, let us make man in our image,

*S«e also, Deut v: 23 ;
(Engl, v : 26 ;) 1 Sam. xvii : 26 ; 2 Sam. vii : 23;

Psal. Iviii: 12, cxlix: 2; Prov. ix: 10; Jere. x: 10; Dan. vii: 18, 22, 25,

27; Hos. xii: 1; (Engl. V, xi: 11.)

f Since it is b<i^ us^ in this S^ptiiagint.

m
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according t6 oiir likeness," chap, iii: 22. "And Jeho-
vah Elohim said, behold the man is become as one of

ns," chap, xi : 7. " Come, we will go down, and there

we will confound their language," Is. vi : 8. " And I

heard the voice of the Lord ^donai,) saying, whom
shall I send, and who shall go for us ?"

Such are the facts in regard to the employment of a
plural title in connection with plural forms of speech, to

designate the Deity. This use must be in accordance
with a divine intention and direction, and not from any
necessity in the case. It is evidently, the result of choice
and design. In what then did this peculiarity of idiom
originate ?

The question is, why is the plural pronoun used, when
the singular was required by the subject, and would
have been, not only equally dramatic, but indeed, more
terse, and vigorous, and striking? The question is not

about the analogous, unfrequent, and secondary appli-

cation of the title to express Gods who were false, or

God's agent as Moses. "It is, says Dr. Smith, about the

?roper, primary, and direct signification of the word."
hat Elohim is ever so applied to any other being than.

God, has been denied. JBut, granting that it is so, this

will not prove that in its proper and primary meaning
it is applied to God, and that too, with unquestionable

design. For the same is true of all the titles of God,
not even excepting Jehovah which, as Oxlee remarks,
"Though generally regarded by the Jews as a noun ap-

propriated to the individual subsistency of the Godhead,
is also common to many persons, for being found in con-

struction, and accompanied with adjuncts restraining its

signification, it necessarily ceases to be proper. Thus,

we read :
" The Jehovah of hosts." And R. Abraham

ben Ezra, confesses, that when thus placed in regimen
with the term hosts, it partakes of the nature of a com-
mon appellation." But, besides being found in construc-

tion, and having other marks of a noun common, it is

absolutely equivocal ; angels being called by this name,
as well as the Deity. JNor is this any modern opinion

of the Jews, -on the contrary, it was the generally receiv-

ed notion of the ancient Jewish Fathers, as appears from
what is recorded of R. Simeon ben Lakis, who was wont

f <i
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to maintain it on Scriptural authority. Finally, not only
the angels, but even the Messias, the Saints, and the city

of Jerusalem, are called by this title of Jehovah. The
fact. is thus attested by K. Moses Alsheah :

" Behold our

Eabbis of blessed memory, on the authority of R. Sam-
uel JSTachmanides, assert, that there are three things

which are called by the name of Jehovah, the Saints,

the Messias, and the city of Jerusalem."*
Thus, adds Oxlee, the most sacred appellations of the

divinity being proved to be common and equivocal, fur-

nish an argument v^^hich tends strongly to establish the

leading position, in that it makes for the pluri-person-

ality of the Godhead, according to the Trinitarian hy-

pothesis.
,

The question, therefore, we again say, is not about
such secondary, derivative, analogous and metaphorical

applications of this title of God, but about the proper,

primary, and direct signification of the word elohim.

The fact which pi'incipally requires our attention, is

the constant use of Elohim to designate the one and only

God, and this in the language of the patriarchs and

,
prophets, who "spake as they were moved by the Holy
Spirit." Is it not, we may well say, a little remarkable
that, in the sacred books of Israel, books whose very
words, in many cases at least, were selected and dicta-

ted by the inspiration of Jehovah, the ordinary name
and style of the Only Living and True God, should be
in a plural form? Did some strange and insuperable

necessity lie in the way? Was the language so poor
that it could furnish no other term ? or, if so, could not

the wisdom of inspiration have suggested a new appella-

tive, and have forever abolished the hazardous word?
Kone of these reasons existed. The language was rich

and copious. The names of the Deity in general and
constant use were, as we have already remarked, more
numerous than in either of the beautiful languages of

classical antiquity, or in the most cultivated tongues of

modern Europe.
The ancient Israelites always affirmed that a plurality

* See in Oxlee, voL L, pp. 74, '75-'78, where quotations from Jewish au-

thorities are given at length.

i
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is indubitably understood in the Deity. This plainly

appears from what Philo says on the terms "rou ironio'wfxgv,"

to signify, not one, but many.—Phiol. ed., Mangey, tom.

i, pp. 430, 431. This and the like affirmations of truth,

seem to have very greatly perplexed the Jews of the

middle ages who were very hostile to Christianity and
Christian doctrine. Their perplexities appear by their

having been so hard pushed as to invent many a child-

ish story. We will only quote one. " Rabbi Samuel
bar Nachman said that Moses, when in writing the Law
he was come to the place where he was by divine dicta-

tion to write, " Let us make man," paused, and replied

to God, " Lord of the world, why dost thou afford an oc-

casion for error, with respect to thy most simple unity?"

But that the Lord answered, " Moses, write thou so

;

and he that desires to err, let him err."—Bereshith Rab-
ba, ap. M. ben Israelis Concil., in Gen. qu. vi." That
the Jews of the middle ages, do not stand alone in error

on this most important point, appears very evident from
the many theories invented, in order to explain this use

of plural titles for the Deity. Some have gone so far as

to say that the term was originally employed b}^ poly-

theists and literally expressed a plurality of divine be-

ings. But this is historically false, and it is also unsup-
posable that when the Israelites came to abominate Idol-

atry, and-to treat it as high treason, they would employ
as a frequent name of God, one which was polytheistic

and pagan.
This notion was advanced by R. Judah Levita, and

others spoken of by Abarbinel, who holds this notion as

perfectly inadmissible; for, says he, it would follow of

necessity, that the language of the Scriptures is the lan-

guage of Idolatry, ana that the worship of images was
the primeval religion. His concluding remark upon this

subject is worthy of attention. "This account of the

Rabbi, says Abarbinel, is, in fact, more inexplicable

and unintelligible, than that of any other writer, who
has handled the subject, besides himself."

The Rabbins, generally, explain this as an honourary
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and complimentary form of speech,—a plural of majes-

ty. But this is a mere subterfuge. " For," says Ewald,
" It is a great error to suppose that the Hebrew language,
as we find it, has any feeling for a so-called " pluralis

majestaticus." "The instances" says Pye Smith, from
which this opinion is inferred, are extremely few, and
they all refer to such kinds of ownership as are a bur-

lesque on all ideas of dignity and majesty." Every can-

did mind examining the paucity and dubious character

of the examples by which it is conceived to be sustain-

ed, and their feeble claim to the notion of " dominion or

dignity ;" the non occurring of the same, in names and
titles of honour which occur in the language, such as

those which denote kings, princes, nobles, generals,

priests and prophets, will certainly find not one in-

stance of this pretended notation of dignity, since it

can never be imagined that such an indication of ma-
jesty, exalted dignity, and most excellent honour, should

be conferred upon the owner of an ass, and denied to the

sovereign of a kingdom. The question, therefore, we
again say, is why this form of speech in any case, and
especially in the frequent title of God, should first origi-

nate with the ancient Hebrews? ]^o reader, says Ox-
lee, who is tolerably conversant in the Hebrew Scrip-

tures, will be so bold as to assert that this is an idiom
of the inspired penmen. It is, indeed, a most unsatis-

factory way of accounting for the plurals in question.

So it did appear even to K. Abraham who, being hard

pushed, was glad to subjoin another reason. His rea-

son, however, was most ably confuted by Abarbinel,

whose words are as follows :
" But truly E. Abraham's

statement respecting the term Elohim, that it is used in

the plural form by way of honour, is, in my opinion,

without the least colour of truth or probability ; as we
find it in the plural number predicated of things, which
God expressly forbids to be honoured. Much less is it

true, with regard to any language, in which it is cus-

tomary to address a superior in the plural by way of

reverence; as is the case in languages of Europe. For
it happens only when they speak to a superior in the

second person, that they apply to him the plural form,

as though he were equal to many single ones in his

^)
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stead. But, in subjects of the third person, should they
chance to mention a superior, they do not speak of him
in the phiral number. Besides, if plurality of number
in a name of the Deity were to add honour to that name,
why do not we find it in some other of his names, as
well as in Elohim? Moreover, with respect to the posi-

tion, that God is called Elohim, in the plural, on account
of his work having been peformed by the instrumentali-
ity of angels, that likewise is destitute of all probabili-
ties. For, from this it would follow of necessity, that
the Elohim, which is used in the first verse of the book
of Genesis, is meant of the angels, which would be in

the highest degree erroneous, as the primary creation

originated solely from the first cause, without any in-

strumentality, and not from the angels, who were them-
selves, but a part of the general creation."

We may also add, that it is very absurd to think that

God should borrow his way of speaking from a king,

before a man was created upon the earth ! And even

franting this to be possible, yet- the cases will not agree,

'or though a King or Governor may say us and we^

there is certainly no figure of speech that will allow any
single person to say one of us^ when he speaks of him-

self. It is a phrase that can have no meaning, unless

there be more persons than one to speak out of.

Such an opinion is also expressly contradicted by
Scripture, since it is written, " who hath known the

mind of the Lord, or who hath been his counsellor?"

—

Eom. xi : 34 ; Is. xl : 13.

Many feeling the force of the prophet's declaration,

were forced to invent other notions ; for instance, R. So-

lomon, boldly affirms that the plural noun, by being

associated with verbs and adjuncts in the singular num-
ber, is divested of its plural import. But such fallacy

can be entitled to no regard. For, in Greek, a noun of

the neuter plural is usually associated with a verb singu-

lar, and yet, no scholar would contend, that because the

verb is of the singular number, the noun does not actu-

ally express a plurality of subsistencies. And, it is by
no means the fact, that the plural term, Elohim, when
used for the true God, is accompanied with verbs and
other adjuncts always, in the singular number. The ac-

*'
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count which the patriarch gives of his being induced to

leave home, the solemn attestation of Joshua in his ad-

dress to the Israelites, the exclamation of the Philistines

on beholding the ark of Jehovah, the solicitation of the

children of Israel to supply the vacapcy of Moses by the

symbol of a calf, togetner with their subsequent decla-

ration respecting its divinity, not to mention many other

instances, do certify the contrary.

Again, K. M. Gerundensis, would have the term Elo-

him, deduced from El^ God, and hem^ they ; supposing
it to comprehend in its signification all spiritual powers
and virtues, whatever, originating from the Deity, and
has defined it, as if it were written,—MeEl hem,—they
exist from God. Abarbinel's objection to this is so clear

and strong, that I will quote it verbatim :
" R. M. G. as-

signs no reason for the omission Of the Mem^ in the be-

ginning, so necessary to the sense which is here afiixed

to it; nor why the God^ contrary to all propriety, should

be inserted in the middle, and still less reason, why in

every case of affixation it should be treated as a plural."

"This notion, moreover, is repugnant to the authority

of the Masorites, who, by placing the Holem point to

direct the pronunciation, clearly manifest the opmion of

antiquity, that Elohim was written defectively for Eloa-

him, the plural form of Eloaha, the Deit3^

Abarbinel also, to avoid if possible, the belief of a plu-

rality in the Deity, tries to say that the term Elohim, is

a compound of El and Jah^ signifying the God Jah

;

and so urges by way of recommending the hypothesis,

that nothing will be found to have been created without

the express mention and agency of this Jah. He in-

stances Ephraim, Metsraim, Chilaim, and Chushim, as

proofs, that the termination, •im, does not, necessarily,

signify manj^, and regards the Mem as added, in the

piesent case, to distinguish the absolute from the con-

struct form. But, this is, indeed, a specimen of reason-

ing quite unworthy of the great Abarbinel. There is,

in the first place, a strange and unprecedented transpo-

sition of the two letters, He and Jod\ in order to form
from El^ Jah^ the term Elohi ; as the author proposes.

Besides, the instances here adduced, are, by no means,
in point ; being all of them proper names, and never

%.
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used either with an affix or an emphaBis, like the noun
Elohim. Neither has he assigned any reason, why this

alone, of all the names of the Supreme Being, should be
accompanied sometimes with verbs and adjectives in the

plural number. The most evident cause of complaint,
however, is, that contrary to the established usage of

the language, he derives, by the addition of a Mem^ a
singular absolute from a singular construct form.

Indeed, the author himself appears to be dissatisfied

with his own opinion; and, as though he foresaw that it

would not carry conviction to the mind of the reader,

has endeavoured to account for this plurality in another
way, by comparing the Deity with the soul of man, in

respect of the number and variety of its operations.

But here the wonted perspicacity of the author has
again deserted him. For though it be very true, that

we observe resulting from the selfsame mind of man a
variety of actions and operations, without ever calling

in question the singularity of its number
;
yet does that

add nothing to the support of his argument, because in

no language with which we are acquainted, is the hu-

man mind ever expressed in the plural number on that

account, and, therefore, affords no reason why the noun
Elohim, should be so used, on account of the multipli-

city and variety of its operations.

It remains, then, that we contemplate this appellation

of the Deity as being actually in the plural number,
agreeably to both grammar and analogy ; and as ex-

pressing a number of persons in that Godhead, to which
it is rightly and for the most part appropriated.

This opinion was unquestioned in the Christian Church
until the time of Calvin, when it was only partially, and
for a short time, interrupted by the opposition of him-

self, Mercer, Pareus, Drusius, Bellarmine, &c. &c.

It is further observable that the Rabbinical writers,

even while supporting their alleged rule, recognize a de-

signed plurality in the name Elohim, and say that it is

expressive of the manifold faculties or operations of the

Deity. " Elohim : its explanation is Possessor of all

powers : and for this reason he, (Moses,) does not say

El^ nor Elohah, but Elohim^ in the plural number. So
also, He is the Holy God^ (Elohim Kedoshism,) because

%.
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he perfectly comprises all holinesses." This is the opin-

ion also, of the ancient Jewish author of the book Gosri^

quoted by Hengstenberg, vol. i., pp. 216, 217- The op-

position, however, both of Calvin and others, to this

view of the word, was made to the idea that the word
Elohira, in and of itself, expressed the idea of the Trini-

ty. But even these writers admit that it is itself plural,

and that it indicates the plurality of the Divine ISature,

and is absolutely inconsistent with the Unitarian and
modern Jewish theory of God, being personally, meta-
physically, and only one.

Thus to quote only the most learned Buxtorf who,
though in his disquisition on this subject, takes great

pains to support the negative opinion with Calvin and
others, yet, at the close, he acknowledges nearly, if not

altogether, the opinion here supported. His words are

as follows :
" Not that I think that this argument should

be altogether rejected among Christians, for, upon the

same principle on which not a few of the Jews, as we
have seen, refer this emphatical application of the plural

number to a plurality of powers, or of influences, or of

operations, that is, ad extra ; why may not we refer it ad
int/ra^ to a plurality of persons, and to personal works 2

Yea, who certainly kaows what that was which the an-

cient Jews understood by this plurality of powers and fa-

culties ?"—Buxtorf, lil. Dissert. Philolog. Theolog. Diss,

v., pp. 24:4. Philo has, also, expressed himself in full

accordance with this view of the case. See Philo, ed.,

Mangey, torn, i., pp. 430, 431.

This word, says Ewald, " appears to have remained
always in the plural even in prose, not so much on ac-

count of its resemblance to the idea oi Lord^ as because
they conceived the Deity in ancient times as infinitely

numerous, and yet as conjoined. " Ewald's Heb. Gram,
by !N^icholson, pp. 231. J^either is this inconsistent with

the theory supported with so much learning by Heng-
stenberg and Havernick, that Elohim is used only to

distinguish God in his fulness of power, without refer-

ence to his personality or moral qualities, to any spe-

cial relation in which he stands to men, either as to the

benefits he bestows, or to the requirements he makes,
and that Jehovah is employed to denote God as person-

k> V
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ally revealed, manifested, and in covenant with man.
For Henffstenberg admits that "the one God compre-
hends multiplicity in himself. Thus he can oppose to

the ^^1j06 will build," '•'•we will make," of men who trust

in their numbers and combination, his own " we will go
down." " We will confound." The ancient Jews ap-

proached to a correct explanation of the plural? This
view is very strongly supported by Theodoret, who ad-

vocates the allusion to the Trinity.

Even Hengstenberg, in reference to the views taken
by Calvin, &c., on this subject, says, "It is not to be
denied that this erroneous view involves a portion of

truth. The plural form, as it indicates the infinite rich-

es, the inexhaustible fulness of the Godhead, serves to

combat the most dangerous enemy of the doctrine of the

Trinity, that abstract monotheism of which Schelling,

(uber die Gottheiten von Samothrace, pp. 87,) admira-
bly says, "Mohammedanism may indeed be called mo-
notheism, which only allows one personality or one sim-

ple power to the name of God. That this is not in the

style of the New Testament, requires no proof; that this

is not agreeable to the old Testament, see Weltalter,

Th. i., " Since Elohim is opposed to this view, which,
in many respects, stands below polytheism, it contains

certainly the germ of the, doctrine of the Trinity."

—

Hengstenberg, vol. i., pp. 268, 269, note.

It is, indeed, affirmed as by Mr. Belsham, that "in all

languages it is a common anomaly for words of a plural

form to have a singular signification." But he has not

produced any instance, and I apprehend that it would
not be easy to find one that would prove imexceptiona-

ble. Mr. Belsham further says, that " the word Elohim
is almost used uniformly in apposition with singular

verbs." This is a part of the very case to be accounted

for. "It is not so," says Dr. Smith, with the "words
of a plural form," in other languages, whicTi the author

says " have a singular signification ;" they are always

put in apposition with plural attributives. But, if we
content ourselves with regarding the apposition of Elo-
him with singular verbs, adjectives, and pronouns, as a

Hebrew idiom of which no other account can be given

than that so we find it, what can we say upon the other

Vol. VIII.—No. 4. 7
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part of the case, the construction with 'plwral attribu-

tives ? It is tJhis which forms the great peculiarity of

our question, it is this^ upon which the chief stress of

the argument is laid for an allusion or implication in fa-

vour of the doctrine of a Divine plurality, but upon this

the writer was silent I"

Mr. Belsham further says, that " Elohim is not limit-

ed, like Jehovah, to express the Supreme Being alone."
" For that very reason, then, it became the more neces-

sary to ffuard against possible and probable abuse. As
the word was in ordinary use to designate the numerous
false deities of the nations, it was the more likely, and
even unavoidable, that the Hebrews would understand
its perpetual occurrence in the plural form, as the desig-

nation of their own God, to be an express intimation

that plurality in some sense belonged to Him / while,

from other infallible testimonies, they were absolutely

certain of his essential unity."

Once more, Mr. Belsham affirms that, " though Elo-

him is in a plural form, it commonly expresses one ob-

ject only."

But, after carefully examining the examples brought

by Mr. B. to support his assertion, we will only say with

Dr. Pye Smith, that they are all irrelevant.

To bring this review to an end, we remark, in the

words of Dr. Pye Smith, "We have thus endeavoured to

present a faithful view of the whole evidence on both

sides of this celebrated question. After the closest at-

tention that I can give to all the parts of the case, the

impression on my mind is favourable to the opinion that

this peculiarity of idiom originated in a design to inti-

mate a plurality in the nature of the one God ; and that

thus, in connexion with other circumstances calculated

to suggest the same conception, it was intended to ex-

cite and prepare the minds of men for the more full

declaration of this unsearchable mystery, which should
in proper time be granted. This supposition implies,

of course, a divine direction in the origin, or in the ap-

plication of the term, and the intention which we sup-

pose was merely to i/ntimate^ not to give an absolute

declaration. Now, we know that the earlier dispensa-

tions of revealed knowledge were constructed upon the
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plan of a course of intimations^ (as it were involucra,)

with regard to a variety of truths, the clear manifesta-

tion of which was reserved for the brightness of the

Gospel day. Under such a system, it would be a neces-

sary consequence that the design would be perceived,

and the interior meaning apprehended, in various de-

grees, acording to the piety, intelligence, and attention

of different persons; and, in all probability, the careless

majority would pay no attention at all to such subjects."

To this, we will only add the testimony of Gusse-
tius, in his Commentarii Linguae Ebraicae. "From
these considerations it follows, that the plural form of

speech concerning God, is to be taken strictly and in its

full force, if we would comply with the idiom of the

Hebrew tongue ; and that therefore, it ought to be ac-

knowledged, that by this phraseology, plurality in Dei-
ty is most distinctly and strongly affirmed." In the

same connexion, he also expresses himself in the follow-

ing remarkable words : "But you will say, this plurali-

ty is inconsistent with the nature of God ; I ask, in re-

turn, how do you know that ? The declaration of God,
who hnows^ is of more weight than your reasoning, who
do not hnow. There are other causes, you retort, of a
plural form of speech. I answer, its proper and natural

cause is plurality in the things signified. It is from this

that the plural form of a noun usually arises ; nor could

it have been indicated in a manner more effectual than

by this description of phrase, at once elegant and con-

sistent with use. Let every humble learner, therefore,

of the word of God, settle in his mind, to receive, in sin-

cerity and truth, whatever he (God) may dictate."

See a long note on the subject, in Wardlaw's Socinian

Controversy, pp. 488, and note D, Gale's Court of the

Gentiles, vol. 4, ch. 3, p. 237. Also, Amyraldus Proba-

tio Trinitatis ex Y. T. in Wagenselii Telse Ignese Satanse,

pp. 141, 165.
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ARTICLE YI.

THE NATURE AND ORIGIN OF THE PAGAN DOCTRINE OF TRI-
ADS, OR A TRINITY.

The fact of the existence of a doctrine of a trinity of

Supreme Gods, with more or less distinctness, in all the

earlier forms of religious belief, is now universally ad-

mitted.

The degree in which any resemblance is found to the

Christian doctrine varies with the proximity and clear-

ness of the traditions of a primitive theology.

It will be interesting to present an outline of these

Triads from the sources within our reach and chiefly

from an elaborate analysis included in a more general

review some years since.

The Hindu Triad bears but little resemblance to the

Scriptural doctrine of the Trinity, although it has been
made use of by sceptical writers for the purpose of at-

tempting to cast discredit on Christianity. Still, it may
seem strange that such a doctrine as that of the Triad

should have been conceived by man; especially when to

it is added the doctrine of Avatars, or Incarnations,

which are part of the functions peculiar to Yishnu, the

preserver, the second deity of the Hindu Triad.

And though the resemblance, in its mythological form,

is greatly warped and marred, yet it cannot but strike

any inquiring mind as very remarkable, that opinions so

much above the conceptions of mere reason, and bear-

ing apparently so much more resemblance to the doc-

trines of Christianity than did the revelation given to

the Jews, should have been held time immemorial by
the Hindus. The surprise of the inquirer will certainly

not be diminished, if he be led to ascertain that a simi-

lar doctrine prevailed in the earliest ages of every peo-

ple in the world, whose national existence extends to a
suflSciently remote antiquity, and whose ancient records

have been at all preserved. A full elucidation of this

ancient doctrine is not within either our power or our
limits to give ; but regarding it as the only key by which
the secrets of ancient mythology can be unlocked,—re-

«-\
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garding it as the lever by which all their delusions may-

be subverted and overthrown, we request the attention

of our readers to so much of a disquisition concerning
the recondite mythology of the ancient heathens, as may
be requisite for enabling them to apprehend the bearing
and force of our argument.

In the Hindu system of mythology the main ele-

ments are not properly and strictly a Trinity in Unity,
but a Monad producing a Triad, and then retiring far-

ther from action,—even from consciousness,—the Triads

thenceforward remaining the deities and rulers of the

universe. They must also, have perceived that this

Triad was essentially of the character of materialism,

and conveyed a mythic personification of the producing,

preserving, and destroying powers of nature. Whether
this mode of attempting to explain the mystery of the

universe was within the reach of the unaided powers of

human reason, we shall not at present inquire ; but, let

us, at least, show that it was not peculiar to the Hindus.
Partly from fragments of ancient records, and partly

from recent hieroglyphic discoveries, we are enabled
distinctly to perceive, that the Egyptians held the same
doctrine of a Triad, and that, too, in such a degree of

conformity with the Hindu system, as to show that they

are essentially the same. The Egyptian Monad, or foun-

tain of deity, is named Amon-Ra, or Eicton,—physical-

ly. Chaos,—and is identical with the Hindu Brahm.
irhtha is the creating power,—Kneph, the preserving

power,—and Khem, the destroying or reproducing pow-
er.

It is worthy of observation, however, that the Eyp-
tians arranged their Triad somewhat differently from
the Hindus, though the official attributes were the same,
placing them thus,—Kneph, Phtha and Khem, in con-

formity with their strictly physical attributes, ether,

light and heat. It must also, be added, that the n^mes
of Egyptian gods, better known to classic scholars, occu-

py the same positions, and claims the same characters,

as those above mentioned ;—as Chronus, Osiris, Horus
and Typhon, the first being the Monad, the three lat-

ter the Triad. Indeed, there may be distinctly traced

among the Egyptian gods three such Triads, as they
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may be termed, and regarded respectively as celestial,

terrestrial and infernal deities.

The Phoenician mythology bears a very close resem-

blance to that of the Egyptians, although in a modified

form, indicating a later period of formation or reception,

when certain metaphysical theories had begun to refine

the simplicity of the ancient, physical, or material creed.

In this the Monad is Chaos ; from the Chaos proceeds a

dark windy Air, or Ether; from the embrace of these

springs Pothos, or Love; and from these Metis, or Mut,
Intellect or Counsel.

With this the Hermetic and Orphic systems are close-

ly connected, and deserve attention as the intermediate

link between the Egyptian, and the later or classic

Greek. The Monad is here again Chaos, co-existent

with which is Ether, sometimes termed Phanes. Thence
spring Ericapaeus, Pothos, and Metis ; or, as other Or-

miic fragments arrange and name them, Ericapaeus,

JPhanes or Apollo-Pythius, and Metis. The classic Greek,
it is well known, implies also, a Monad, producing a tri-

ad,—the monad being Chronos or Saturn, the triad, Ze-

us, Poseidon, or Neptune, and Pluto, manifestly a my-
thic mode of representing the three imaginary elemental

principles of air, water, and darkness, or the unknown
regions of nature.

The Syrian, Sidonian, and Tyrian, are nearly the

same. In them the monad is Baalshilishi or Baal, and
the triad are Ether Ulomus and Chosrus or Chronus,
Pothos and Omichles, or water, Ilus and Heracles, or

Chromes.
The Chaldsean has not reached us in its primitive

form, except as may be gathered from what are termed
the Chaldfean Oracles of Zoroaster. The fundamental
tenet of these oracles is, that a Triad shines through the

whole world, over which a Monad rules. This triad

is termed Father, Power, Intellect ; and one passage
implies that it had been in the most ancient times Air,

Fire, and the Sun.

The Persian is, evidently, a refined, or perhaps we
might say, a partially reformed modification of the an-

cient Chaldaean. According to it, the monad is Zero-

nane, or Time unbounded; the triad consists of Ormuzd,

S^
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Mithras, and Ahriman, exactly corresponding to the

character and the arrangement of the Hindu triad,

—

the creating, preserving, and destroying powers, or the
Good principle, the Mediator, and the Evil principle.

According to the Chinese, from Zao, the incorporeal
reason, sprung a duad^ from which proceeded a Priad^

by whom all things were created.

The simplest form of the Scandinavian mythology is,

that which names the monad Bor, and the triad Odin,
Hsemur, and Lodur; the powers respectively of Ether,
Light, and Fire, or, as applied to man, life, reason, and
blood.

The Druids specified no monad, and their's was entire-

ly of a metaphysical character,—Life, Knowledge, Pow-
er; from which it may be inferred, that the Druid sys-

tem is not nearly so ancient as those already mentioned,
and cannot belong to a more remote antiquity than one
subsequent to the metaphysical refinement of the Pytha-
gorian period. «

It deserves to be mentioned, also, that among the Pe-
ruvians the same system of a monad producing a triad,

formed the ancient creed.

The monad they called Yiracocha, or Pachacamac,
(soul of the world ;) this primary being they regarded as

symbolized in some measure by the Sun, who was, of

course, the chief object of their worship ; the triad they

designated, Father-Sun; Son-Sun; and Brother-Sun.

From this necessarily very brief and imperfect outline

of the most ancient systems of heathen mythology, we
are irresistibly led to the conclusion, that all the nations

of primitive antiquity worshipped a Triad of divine per-

sons,—which Triad they believed to have been in some
manner inherent in, or to have proceeded from, or to

have been produced by, a Monad, who was recognised

as the supreme source of deity.

The most ancient aspect of this system, which is also,

the simplest, is purely of a material character, and is

found in the Hindu and Egyptian mythologies. In them
the correspondence is very close,

—

Hindu, Monad, Brahm; Triad, Vishnu, Brahma^ Sluva>

Egyptian, Monad, Araon-Ra; Triad, Kneph, Phthal^ Khem,
Physical Ether, Fire,

nature. Chaos; Spirit, Light» or

or Air, Oceaiu

S^

/
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the hollow of a lotus leaf. He finally surmounts the

danger, re-organizes the frame of nature, or becoming
the parent of three sons, re-peoples the world. In this

system the worship of the moon, the earth, the sea,

the serpent, rainbow, and the dove, may be found under

various symbols, more or less obscure, and more or less

successfully combined with the more ancient (as we
think,) and simpler system of the monad and triad,

—

the chaos and the elemental powers and attributes of

nature. It is impossible not to recognise in this a con-

fused mythological representation of the events of the

deluge, and the history of Noah and his three sons,—to-

gether with a still more confused reference to the histo-

ry of the fall, and of Adam and his three sons. This,

which we may term for the present, the patriarcho-idol-

ai/rous system, appears to have sprung up, as we shall

have occasion to show, shortly after that of the physical

monad and triad theory, which we may term the pat/ici-

archo-pantheistic system. It may be possible to show,
that these two systems were opposed to each other, their

respective adherents contendmg with the most deadly
animosity, in the remotest antiquity,—even in patri-

archical times ; while it must be evident to all, that their

partial combination contributed to the formation of those

transition stages ending, as already stated, in classic my-
thology.

What we have designated as an attempted reforma-

tion, or sort of explanatory refinement of these ancient

systems, had its origin in a much later period, and was
of a metaphysical character. In it the monad is. The
soul of the world. The triad is : Spirit, or Love, or Pow-
er, or Intellect, Truth, Justice. From this the Druid
system. Life, Knowledge, Power, is evidently derived,

from which some approximation to the period of its ori-

gin may be obtained,—as also, to the region whence it

sprung.

The Persian system, as given in the Zendavesta, bears

a close resemblance to this metaphysical system, with

one peculiar characteristic of its own, highly deserving

of attention. In it the monad is Time-unbounded, or

eternity ; the triad,

—

'

:.
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Ormuzd, Mithras, Ahriman,
or The or The or The

> Good principle, Mediator, Evil principle.

In this system, it will be observed that there appears,

if not for the first time, at least more distinctly than in

any of the more ancient, the idea of the two opposing

principles of Good and Evil ; and from this peculiarity

men of less judgment than learning have attempted to

account for the introduction of the Hebrew Scriptures

of the same idea, in consequence of the intercourse of

the Jews with the Persians, during the period of the

captivity. We trust soon to prove, that the very oppo-

site was the truth,—and that the Persians actually re-

ceived it from the Jews.
Let us, briefly, recapitulate, for the purpose of pre-

'Senting in the most succinct and intelligible form, the

conclusions to whici we have arrived. The most an-

cient system of heathen mythology is, that which re-

gards as the chief object of worship one supreme source

of all being, the universal self-existing monad, of which
chaos is the material symbol, or which is itself, chaos

;

and a triad proceeding from, or produced by, the monad,
of which air or ether, light, and fire, or sometimes the

ocean, are the material symbols. This speedily degene-
rated into the worship of the heavenly bodies them-
selves, and became a kind of pantheistic materialism.

Almost, if not entirely, contemporaneous with this, arose

an opposing system, assuming as the chief objects of

worship, not the symbolized powers of elemental nature,

but the historic events and persons connected with the

creation and deluge; thus endeavouring to avoid panthe-

ism, but sinking into idolatry and hero worship. To
trace the subsequent contentions, and blendings, and
modifications of these systems, as the nations where they
chiefly prevailed, held hostile or friendly intercourse with

each other, would be to give a complete history of heathen
mythology,—and, with the key thus famished, would be
a task more of time than of difficulty. The next great

modification of these original mythic systems was the

metaphysical, which attempted to explain them in con-

formity with certain mental and moral abstructions, or

-
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rather ideas, derived partly from the contemplation of

the nature of the human mind itself,—thus endeavour-
ing to make the microcosm, or little world of man, the
known element by which, reasoning analogically, they

^ might explain the system of the universe. '

we need not waste space in showing that the meta-
physical system led inevitably to pantheism, if not to

atheism,—extremes meeting in this as in all other cases,

and every false system tending ultimately to destroy it-

self; and we merely suggest the idea, in passing, as we
may have occasion to revert to it hereafter. But, hav-
ing now arrived by an analytic process at the very es-

sence of all heathen mythology, we must next attempt
to point out its origin and progress, so far as our limits

will permit, and to the extent required for the object we
have in view.

We need not hesitate to say that the Bible must be
our chief guide in the investigation which we are now
commencing; but, at the same time, we shall produce
such a mass of corroborating facts, dates, and argu-

ments, as shall, we trust, convince every impartial in-

quirer, that it is not a mere hypothesis he is tracing,

but the actual vestiges of long-unnoticed truth. Every
person will admit that Noah and his sons were in pos-

session of the whole amount of religious truths which
had, at that time, been communicated to man. The
history of the creation and the fall, would, necessarily

form the basis of all true knowledge, both respecting

the character and the works of God, and respecting the

relation subsisting between God and man, together with

those laws given to man for the regullition'^of his belief

and his conduct. An outline of these miths, sacred and
historical, is given in the first five chapters of the book
of Genesis. The fundamental truths, there stated, are,

first, those which regard God ; and then those which de-

scribe the creation. The sublime idea of one God, the

creator of the heaven and the earth, is there revealed in

the clear simplicity of its own unapproachable great-

ness; yet even in that, the farther idea of a plurity of

powers in the Godhead, is suggested by .the use of the

plural noun Elohim. The next idea, is that of the ele-

ments of nature, created at first in a chaotic state, while

-Sj
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the vivifying Spirit of God brooded upon the liquid and
formless mass. It must be evident to every thinking

person, that in the perversion of these two distinct doc-

trines, and their combination, originated the heathen
tenet of Brahm, Amun-Ra, the Chaos, and the Chaos,

embracing the Ether, which appears as the monad of

the respective systems of the most ancient nations ; the

sublime Scriptural doctrine of the^'ExERNAL unity of be-

ing IN PLURALITY OF PERSON, posscsscd of cvcry possiblc

attribute in infinite perfection, being lost in the dim no-

tion of a chaotic monad, devoid of all attributes, mental
and moral, and existing only as a crude mass whence
the universe might be constructed.

The three next creative stages, in which the creation

of light, the firmament of the heavens, and the separa-

tion of sea and land, and consequent production of vege-

tation, are related, seem also, to have given rise to the

primitive triad, the elemental powers of nature, Light,

—

the Heavens or the Air,—and Fire or Ocean. In this, it

may be observed, the Hindu system follows exactly the

course of the days of creation, Brahma being the elemen-

tal light, Yishnu, the heavens, and Shiva, fire or ocean,

the life-producer, destroyer, and re-producer; while the

Egyptian transposes the two former of these powers, ar-

ranging them thus, Kneph, the heavens, Phthah, light,

and Khera, fire or ocean. From this it ought to be in-

ferred, that the Hindu system was somewhat more an-

cient than that of Egypt.
The three next stages of creation, together with the

first great event in the history of man, appear to have
been also seized upon by the mythologists of ancient

times for the purpose of constructing a second system of

a monad presiding over, or appearing in, a triad. In

the Bible these three stages are, the creation of the sun
and the moon, to be the measures of time, " for signs and
for seasons," as well as lights in the firmament,—animal

life,—and man ; to which may be added the first great

event in the history of man, the temptation by the ser-

pent and the Fall. Upon this, basis the mythologists

have erected the system of a second monad, Chronus, or

Sev, with the attribute Time, and the material symbol,

the Sun ; and a second triad, Osiris, Horus, and Ty-
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phon, among the Egyptians, with the attributes Life,

the Good-principle, and the Evil-principle. With this

the Persian, as reformed by Zoroaster at a much later

period, almost exactly corresponds; as the monad Zero-

nane, or Time-unbounded, symbolized by the sun, and
sometimes called also, Mithras, and the triad Orrauzd,

or Oromasdes, the good-principle, Mithras, the media-
tor or preserver, and Ahriman, or Arimanius, the evil

principle. How much information was communicated
to Adam and to Noah respecting the future Deliverer,

the promised seed of the woman and the enemy of the

serpent, we cannot know ; but that they were acquaint-

ed with the doctrine of His divine nature and incarna-

tion, we do not doubt; whence arope the Indian doctrine

of Avatars, or Incarnation of Yishnu, the second person

of their triad ; and also, the doctrine of the good and
evil principles of the Persian system.

Thus it appears, that the most ancient systems of hea-

then mythology arose from either the voluntary perver-

sion, or ignorant misunderstanding and misapplication

of the true history of the creation, as known traditional-

ly to the patriarchs, and subsequently again revealed in

its original purity to Moses. The opposite great corrup-

tion of patriarchal religion, as has been already stated,

consisted in the worship of the first patriarchal family,

which also, being composed of a father and his three

sons, retained the idea, to a certain extent, of a monad
producing a triad, and tended to confirm and perpetu-

ate that primitive mythic system, even while introdu-

cing absolute idolatry. But, here let us remark, that

although we are persuaded the above is the true origin

of the heathen triad, as it appears in the most ancient

mythological systems, we are far from holding that the

true idea of a Trinity in Unity was unknown to the pa-

triarchs. On the contrary, we fully believe that it was;
and that a vain attempt to explain it, by the use of
material symbols, in such a manner as to render it in-

telligible to the human mind, was the great cause of its

corruption and abuse. And this is in exact conformi-
ty with all that experience, philosophy, and revelation

teach us respecting the characteristic tendencies of man.

<'
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Experience tells us, that men are almost irreclaimably

prone to materialism,—few, very few, ever being able

or willing to rise above the regions of the senses, and of

mere physical existences. Philosophy tells us, that this

is inevitable, in consequence of the continual and urgent

demands made by our sensuous frames under the pres-

sure of physical necessities, rendering the culture of our

mental faculties not only more difficult than that of our

physical, but even of comparatively inferior moment.
And revelation informs us why these things are so,

—

whence the difficulty arose, and in what it chiefly con-

sists. It tells us of the fall of man, and the consequent
loss of that spiritual faculty by which alone spiritual

things can be adequately discovered. Hence it was,

.that the spiritual truths which Noah had to communi-
cate to his descendants, were not, and could not be, by
them spiritually received, except where any of them
were favoured by express spiritual enlightenment; and,

therefore, inevitably sunk during transmission into these

forms of materialism which constitute the very essence

of ancient heathen mythology. It thus appears, that the

origin of all false systems of religion consists in the ma-
terializing perversion of the great doctrine of the unity

of God. All mythology, therefore, and in particular,

Hinduism, its most fully elaborated system, ought to be
regarded as a complete demonstration, that as man can-

not " by searching find out God," neither can he, when
God has revealed himself, retain the knowledge of him,
without the constant indwelling aid of the Holy Spirit.

Nor is this demonstration of less than the utmost im-
portance even to Christians. Even with the Bible in

our hands, we are perpetually liable to entertain such
notions of the infinite Jehovah as tend to represent him
as "altogether such an one as ourselves." And this ari-

ses from the very same cause. Spiritual truths cannot
enter into the depths of the mind and heart, however
they may seem to be speculatively believed or admit-
ted, except a man be spiritually taught ; nor be retained,

except by the constant internal operation of the same
divine agent. Fallen man is the slave of his senses,

—

strives to reduce all infinite truths to finite forms,—in

./ r
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the sign petrifies and kills the thing signified,—and per-

verts the patriarchal into the heathen, the Christian into

the Popish, and both into infidelity.

Lest, however, our readers should consider this view
as of a nature too hypothetical to command implicit as-

sent, we shall trace it historically, by means of some
very ancient fragments that have been transmitted to

us from different sources, and through the lapse of many
ages ; and which have been put into a form accessible

to all by the laborious researches of Mr. Cory, in his in-

valuable work, ' Ancient Fragments,' to which, and to

his more recent ' Mythological inquiry into the Kecon-
dite Theology of the Heathen,' we take this opportunity
of acknowledging ourselves greatly indebted.

There are two great events mentioned in the Bible,

—

the dividing of the earth among the descendants of Ko-
ah,—and the dispersion of the builders of Babel,—the

dates of which, if they could be exactly ascertained,

would serve to fix the chronologv of all ancient history.

Not wishing to frame any hypptnesis of our own, where
that can be avoided, we may assume the date of Peleg's

birth as that of the earth's divisions which is commonly
stated as the year 2247 B. C. The close approxima-
tion to this date which is obtained from sthe most au-

thentic annals of the chief nations of antiquity is very
remarkable. Our space will not permit us to cite the

authorities on which the following dates are given, but
our readers may rely upon the utmost care having been
taken in their compilation. The different eras of the

origin of nations are those of the Chaldsean, 2233 ; the

Chinese, 2207; the Indian, 2204; the Egyptian, 2188

;

and the Assyrian, 2185, B. C. Of these, the Chaldsean

is the most ancient, and the best authenticated, as was
to have been expected from the fact that Babylon was
the seat of the first monarchy. The approximation is, at

any rate, close enough to show the general truth of the

whole, and the agreement between the Bible and the

most ancient historic records.

From the account given in the Bible of the building

of Babel, and the dispersion of those who were engaged
in it, we may infer that Nimrod was the leader of a large

.; r
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body of men who had rebelled against the authority of

the great patriarch Noah, and, in all probability, at the

same time had introduced a corruption of the patriarch-

al religion.

Now, it is very remarkable, that in some ancient frag-

ments preserved by Epiphanius, Cedrenus, and in the

Paschal Chronicle, it is stated that the first form of re-

ligion was called Barbarism, which is said to have
prevailed from Adam to Noah,—and which, therefore,

must be the patriarchal form. The second is termed
" Scuthism, which prevailed from the days of Noah, and
thence downwards to the building of the tower of Baby-
lon." This we believe to have been the gradual mate-
rializing process through which the patriarchal tenets

passed, till by Nimrod, or perhaps his father, Cush,
they were formed into the earliest monad and triad sys-

tem already explained. The third is called Helleuism,
or lonism, which "originated in the days of Serug, with
the introduction of idolatry. The Egyptians, and ]3aby-

lonians, and Phrygians, and Phoenicians, were the first

propagators of this superstition of making images, and
of the mysteries." This second corruption is manifestly

that which has been already described, as the worship
of the Noachian family, which we have pointed out as

the origin of absolute idolatry, and yet retaining some-
what of the original monad and triad system. But, it

is remarkable that this lonism, the second corruption of

patriarchal religion is said to have been begun by Se-

rug ;—we are also told in the Bible that Nahor and Te-
rah, the immediate ancestors of Abraham, were wor-
shippers of idols ;—and ancient history informs us that

the Dove (lonah,) was the standard of the Assyrians.

From all these we think the conclusion is inevitable,

that Scuthism, and the mythic system of the elemental
monad and triad, were identical, and that this was the
first corruption of the patriarchal religion, and prevail-

ed chiefly in the Hametic and Japhetian races of man-
kind: and also, that lonism, or Hellenism, (the worship
of the Dove, and of the Arkite or Noachim family, com-
bined with the worship of fire, Elain, whence the term
Hellenism,) was the second corruption, and was almost

r
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peculiar to the Shemitic race, of which the Assyrian wa8
the chief nation, as the Egyptian and the Hindu were
of the Hametic and the Japhetian races.

Even the dates of these corruptions may be very near-

ly ascertained. The foundation of the Babylonian mon-
archy by Nimrod, 2233 B. C, may be assumed as the

origin of Scuthism, at least in its completed form. The
aeras of China, 2207, and of India, 2204, would seem to

indicate that these nations had followed the direction of

Noah, and gone to their respective territories without
delay, and before 2iX\j further corruption of religion had
taken place. In them accordingly, we find the system
of Scuthism in its greatest simplicity. The birth of Se-

rug, and the sera of the Assyrian monarchy are almost

exactly synchronous, and both are connected with the

second corruption, lonism, the date of which, therefore,

we may assume to be 2185 B. C, or 48 years subse-

quent to the Scuthic heresy. It can scarcely be doubt-

ed that wars would very speedily ensue between the

adherents of these hostile creeds, if, indeed, the very

building of Babel itself was not the first act of hostility

directed by the Scuthic leader, Nimrod, against the Pa-
triarchs ; an|i in this we might find the true history of

what is known ip classic mythology as " the war of the

Titans," waged against Chronus, or JSToah, and his sons.

The exact date of this event cannot, however, be fixed,

except that it probably occurred between the periods of

the building of Babel and the foundation of the Assyri-

an empire, within a range of 48 years.

The first Chaldsean, or rather Babylonian dynasty,

founded by Nimrod, is stated by Syncellus to have last-

ed 225 years, and to have been succeeded by an Arabian
dynasty. The designation, Arabian, is manifestly erro-

neous, as there could have been no such nation at that

time in existence. The overthrowers of the Mmrodean
dynasty were more probably Assyrians, and to this war
the classic fable of " the war of the giants" may most
likely refer. Abydenus places Ninus, the founder of

the Assyrian empire, sixth in descent from Belus, its

nominal founder, and within eight years of the assumed
Arabian dynasty of Babylon. This seems to confirm

the conjecture that the new dynasty was, indeed, Assy-
VoL. vin.—No. 4. 8
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rian in its origin, though Babylon may have been gov-

erned by satraps, while Nineveti rennained the seat of

empire. I^t what is most deserving of notice is, that

this change of dynasty in Babylon, by the overthrow of

Nimrod's successors, occurred in the year 2008 B. C;
and that the invasion of Egypt by the Hyksos occurred

in 2002, as has been ascertained fronn the monuments.
The Egyptian records respecting the Hyksos are suffi-

ciently confused, still we may learn from them that the

invaders assailed them from the eastern shores of the

Red Sea,—that they were hostile to image worship, and
were in truth, worshippers of the sun, or of fire. In

these respects they completely harmonize with the cha-

racteristics of the expelled followers of Nimrod, whose
Scuthism had by this time, declined into Zabaism, or the

worship of the heavenly bodies, and especially the sun,

and his symbol, fire.

The period of six years from their expulsion out of

Babylon till their arrival in Egypt, is not too much for

them to have expended in travelling through Arabia, or

rather round it, following the course of the sea-coast till

they turned the point of the Red Sea, and seized upon
the fertile regions of the Delta.

It may be added, that this expulsion of the first Baby-
lonian dynasty synchronizes very nearly also, with the

Hindu sera of the first Buddha, who introduced a more
refined materialism into India, hostile to their original

system, and leading to infidelity. This also agrees with

the Egyptian accusation against the Hyksos, that they
were ** contemners of the gods."

We have thus obtained somewhat of a historical ac-

count of the rise and progress of the different perver-

siofts and corruptions of the patfislrchal religion, with a

series of dates which are at least, Wclose approximation
to the truth ; by the use of which we are persuaded that

it is perfectly possible to lay hold on any system of hea-

then mythology, and trace it to its origin in the corrup-

tion and misconception of some still more ancien^nd
divinely revealed truth ; by seizing upon which, and re-

versing the process, correcting the mythic legend at

every step, the whole may be exploded, and the true

system of divinely revealed religion established upon its

n
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ruins. The pure, patriarchal religion, as held by Noah,
was corrupted into Scuthisra, or the mythic theory of a
monad producing a triad, themselves merely the ele-

mental powers of the material universe, by Cush, or

Nimrod, about 2233 B. C. This system was embraced
chiefly by the Hametic and Japhetian races ; the Ha-
metic however, sinking towards a grosser materialism,
and to idolatry, while the Japhetian pursued a more in-

tellectual process, hovering betwjeen pantheism, or infi-

delity, and the worship of the sun, or of fire. The She-
metic race adopted a different perversion of patriarchal

religion, termed lonism, the characteristic tendency of
which was hero worship, (at first that of the Noachian
family,) and idolatry ; the date of which cannot be later

than 2185 B. C. The expulsion of the first Babylonian
dynasty by the Assyrians caused an infusion of the

purest Scuthism into Egypt with the Hyksos, and into

India, where it was known as the earliest appearance
of Buddhism. All the corruptions of the patriarchal,

the true revealed religion, were thus thrown into 'such

juxtaposition with each other, as to produce a universal

idolatry, of which the forms were considerably different,

but the leading tenets the same, and all having for their

basis a confused notion of a monad producing a triad.

We have shown abundant proof of the universal be-

lief in the doctrine of a Trinity, or at least of a Triad,

with some obscure notions of an Avatar or Incarnation,

among the Gentile nations, from the earliest times, long

previous to the sera of the Mosaic dispensation, ana
therefore not derived from that source; this can be ac-

counted for only by the supposition, that this doctrine,

together with that of the Incarnation, formed the chief te-

nets of the ancient patriarchal religion, held and taught

while mankind constituted but one family, or one com-
munity, and carried with the various branches as they

separated from the parent stem. But we have traced,

also, the very early corruptions of patriarchal religion,

till it became wholly obscured by mythic fables, or per-

verted ^nto gross idolatry. Let it be noted, that as suc-

cessive migrations took place, and tribes wandered to a

distancelfrom the chief seat of the nation, they necessa-

rily sunk into greater degrees of barbarism, and their

r
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religion became more and more corrupt. The simplest

and purest forms, therefore, are to be found in the cen-

tral seats of each main branch of the human family in

Persia, India, and Egypt. When these simplest forms

are found in remote countries, the inference is, either

that a considerable settlement must have taken place

from the central seat, the latter opinion being rendered

absolutely certain when the simpler tenets of antiquity

are found to be superinduced upon a more degenerate

system.

By attending to this view, much light would be thrown
both upon the religious history of man, and upon the

migrations of various races. Let it also be marked, that

when the patriarchal religion had been thus corrupted,

and the allwise God was pleased to communicate a new
revelation to man, while the first chapters of the book
of Genesis contained a re-statement of the history of the

creation, as it had been known to the patriarchs, the

law did not expressly contain a re-statement of the doc-

trine of the Trinity. This essential doctrine was, in-

deed, contained in tne Mosaic dispensation, and the suc-

cessive revelations which God made to his chosen peo-

ple ; but it was so concealed under types, and symbols,
and in predictions, that the spiritually enlightened alone

discerned it, and thus it was effectually preserved from
being again corrupted by the materializing process natu-

ral to the darkened mind of fallen man. The sublime
doctrine of the Unity of the only living and true God
was thus maintained, the Jews kept from lapsing into

idolatry, and the false worship of heathen nations kept
in check, while reforming influences were from time to

time infused into the heart and mind of the world, pre-

paratory for the full and clear manifestation of Divine
truth in the pure system of Chrstianity, so far as to the

weak and finite mind of man the infinitely mysterious,

yet infinitely true doctrine of Tkinity in Unity and Uni-
ty IN Trinity, can be manifested.

The names under which the Hycksos or Shepherd-
King Dynasty in Egypt, says Mr. Poole, (Horse Aegyp-
tiacse, pp. 204 and 206,) " as found on the monuments
of Egypt, worshipped the sun, are ' Aten-ra,' or the so-

lar disk, that is, the visible sun; *Muce-ra,' the bright-

/
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ness, or rays, of the sun ; and ' Ra,' the power Buppoeed
to reside in the sun. We find the names of their God
enclosed in two royal rings, shewing that they .ascribed
to him a regal character. The names thus enclosed read
' Ra' of the two solar abodes, who rejoices in the solar

abode in his name Muce-ra, who is in Aten-ra."
Zoroaster and his followers (I do not mean those hold-

ing the opinions of the Zend-Avesta,) generally speak of
but one deity, though it is evident that they worshipped
a triad or triads, just as the sculptures of the sun-wor-
shippers in Egypt uniformly represented but one object
of adoration, although that people, also, evidently wor-
shipped a kind of triad. It appears to rae from the dif-

ferent names given to the god of the sun-worshippers
that they adored one god whom they supposed to be
resident in the sun, and operating through its rays, and
yet that they worshipped this god through the medium
of the sun and its rays. These evidently correspond to

the fire, the sun, or light, and the Ether of the Zoroas-

trian triad originating from a monad. The only one of

these correspondences that appears at first sight strain-

ed, is that of Ether in the Zoroastrian triad, with the

god supposed to reside in the sun by the sun-worship-

pers in Egypt ; but the objection is removed when we
remember that the Ether of Zoroaster corresponds to the

soul or spirit of the universe of some of the ancient the-

ologists and some of the philosophers. How interesting

is it to see in the earliest monuments of Asiatic nations

of which the date is proved, the first records of that reli-

gion, which 80 widely prevailed in Asia, for sq many
ages, and which is not yet extinct.*

"Nothing, perhaps," says Mr. Cory, in his very learn-

ed work, (Ancient Fragments, page 354,) "is more uni-

formly insisted on among the heathens, than that their

Trinity was a Triad Subordinate to a Monad ;
which Mo-

nad was clearly one of those two independent principles,

which were conceived to have existed before the forma-

tion of the world, and was the Etherial Intellectual prin-

ciple of the Universe, which was in a manner superse-

* See Voltaire's Analysis of the Platonic Trinity in Hey's Lectures on

Divinity, vol, I, pp. 488, 2 vol., ed. W.

^'
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ded by the Triad. The Triad is likewise maintained to

be Phanes or Eros, the Sun, the Soul and Kuler of the

World.
To ascertain the person of this triad, then, I shall

merely place the most ancient speculations upon the sub-

ject under one another ; but at the same time I would
observe, that it is one of those questions, which, for want
of sufficient evidence, is incapable of being brought to

the test of absolute demonstration.

From the diiferent Orphic fragments we find that the

Orphic Trinity consisted of

Metis, Phanes, or Eros,

Which are interpreted.

Will or Light or
Counsel, Love,

From Acusilaus,

Metis, Eros,

From Hesiod according to Damascius,

Earth, Eros,

From Pherecydes Syrius,

Fire, Water,

From the Sidonians,

Cronus, Love,

From the Phoenicians,

Ulomus, Chusorus,

From the Chaldsean and Persian Oracles of Zoroaster,

Fire, Sun, Ether.
Fire, Light, Ether.

From the later Platonists,

Power, Intellect, Father.
Power, Intellect, Soul or Spirit.

By the ancient Theologists, according to Macrobius,
the Sun was invoked in the Mysteries as

Power of Light of Spirit of
the world, the world, the world.

To which may, perhaps, be added from Sanchoniatho
the three sons of Genus,

Fire, Light, ' Flame.

Ericapseus.

Life or

Life giver.

Ether.

Tartarus.

Spirit or Air.

Cloudy Darkness.

The Egg.
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By omitting the earth, water, and other material^,

which in the formation of the world, are elsewhere dis-

posed of, and passing over the refinements of the Pytha-
goreans, who sometimes even deviated so far as to place

the (ra/a&ov) first cause, as the Monad, and the three con-

causes as the Triad, I think we may find in the above
enumeration sufiScient ground for maintaining the opin-

ion that the persons of the Trinity of the Gentiles, view-

ed under a physical aspect, were regarded as the Fire,

the Light, and the Spirit or Air, ot the Etherial fluid

substance of the heavens, which in a Metaphysical as-

pect were held to be no other than the Power or "Will,

the Intellect or Reason, and the Spirit or Affections of

the Soul of the World ; accordingly, as the prior Monad
was contemplated in its Etherial or Intellectual sub-

stance. ************ "jjjg numerous passages in the Scriptures

in which the Persons of the Christian Trinity are sha-

dowed forth by the same natural and mental powers
which I suppose to constitute the original triad of the

Gentiles, are too numerous to require to be specifically

referred to. The Father is continually typified as a Fire

accepting the sacrifices, consuming and punishing the

guilty, as the Lord of all power and might, to whom all

prayers are commonly addressed ;—the Son, as Light,

as a Mediator, and a Teacher, enlightening the under-

standing, addressing himself more particularly to the In-

tellect, pointing out the distinctions between good and
evil;—the Spirit, as Spirit or Air, a mighty rushing

wind, opening upon the Affections, Feelings, or Emo-
tions. We are commanded by the Christian faith to

look to the Son for knowledge, to obey his instructions,

and to accept the conditions of salvation he has offer-

ed,—to the Spirit, for grace to influence us in all our

feelings, wishes and intentions ;—and to the Father, our

prayers are to be directed for the power to act.

k':\

m^.T ^emi. '
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AKTICLE YII.

AMBITION REBUKED,

Or Self-abasement and Self-denial the necessa/ry

tions of Greatness in Chrisfs kingdom.
condi-

gdi

This was the third time, within the space of a few
months, that the Saviour found it necessary to reprove

the ambition of his disciples. Journeying in Galilee,
" they had by the way disputed among themselves, who
should be the greatest." As they were sitting in the

house, after they had reached Capernaum, the Master

. asked them "what was it that ye disputed among your-

selves by the way ?" and when ashamed to tell, " they

held then* peace ;" he endeavoured to eradicate the evil

feeling which had prompted their discussion, by show-
ing them the nature of preeminence in his kingdom,

—

" if any man desire to be first, the same shall be last

of all and servant of all." This was not the preemi-

nence that could excite or gratify the feeling of ambi-
tion. Then, to illustrate the spirit which they ought to

cultivate, "he called a little child unto him, and set him
in the midst of them, and said, except ye be converted

and become as little children, ye shall not enter into the

kingdom of Heaven. Whosoever, therefore, shall hum-
ble nimself as this little child, the same is greatest in the

kingdom of Heaven."
Some months after this occurrence, as they were on

their way to Jerusalem, when the two sons of Zebedee
had, through their mother, asked for the chief places in

his kingdom, and the rest had been moved to indigna-

tion at this attempt to gain what they conceived to be
an advantage over them, Jesus called them unto him
and said, " Ye know that the princes of the Gentiles ex-

* A Sermon, preached at the opening of the General Assembly in Buf-
falo, l&Aj 18th, 1854, from Luke xxii: 26: "But ye shall not be so: but
he that is greatest among you, let him be as the younger ; and he that is

chie^ as he that doth rule." Written out from short notes, for the Re-
view, by request Various accidental causes have combined to delay its

transmission hitherto.

—

[Eds. S. P. R.
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ercise dominion over them, and they that are great ex-

ercise authority upon them ; but it shall not be bo among
you; but whosoever will be great among you, let him
be your minister, and whosever will be chief among you,

let him be the servant of all." On this occasion he
taught them still more clearly and fully, that preemi-
nence in his kingdom could be won only by foregoing

all the advantages which rank and power are supposed
to confer on their possessors in the kingdoms of this

world,—and that the greatest in that kingdom was to

be he of whom was to be required the most absolute

and unqualified resignation of all that made distinction

and authority the objects of men's desires. This view
of their duty, and of the principle on which it rested, he
enforced and illustrated by an appeal to his own exam-
ple,
—"for even the Son of man came not to be minis-

tered to, but to minister, ^ud to give his life a ransom
for many." ':^

And now, even on the very night before his crucifix-

ion, we find this same spirit of ambition again kindling

a flame in the hearts of his disciples, and our Saviour

again directing his efforts to extinguish it. As they sat

down to the last meal which they were to take with him
on earth, something seems to have occurred which gave
rise to the question of superiority. The order in which
they attempted to take their places may have occasion-

ed, at that particular time, this unbecoming strife for

rank and precedency. After the various admonitions

previously administered to them in consequence of their

discussion of this subject,—one of them, too, so recent-

ly,—it seems scarcely credible that their jealousy and
rivalry could have broken forth in words upon this

solemn occasion, and it seems most probable that they

had only indulged in feelings which they had not dared
to utter. Be this as it may—whether this spirit was un-

Uttered or expressed, the Saviour had marked its re-ap-

pearance; and earnestly desiring to repress it, as one
destructive alike to the personal happiness of his follow-

ers .and to the interests of his kingdom, he repeated his

former instructions with some variety of form, and then
proceeded to enforce them, not merely as before, by an
appeal to his general course of life as furnishing a model

•*
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for their conduct, but by performing before their eyes a

most striking and significant act of humble and self-de-

nying service to each one of them, and proposing this

act as an example for their imitation. By reference to

the Gospel of John, we learn that he " rose from the

supper, and laid aside his garments, and took a towel

and girded himself. After that, he poureth water into

a basin, and began to wash the disciples' feet, and to

wipe them with the towel wherewith he was girded."
" After he had washed their feet and taken his gar-

ments, and was set down again, he said unto them, know
ye what I have done to you ? Ye call me Master and
Lord : and ye say well, for so I am. If I then, your
Lord and Master, have washed your feet, ye also ought
to wash one another's feet. For I have given you an
example, that ye should do as I have done to you. Ve-
rily, verily, I say unto you, the servant is not greater

than his lord ; neither he that is sent greater than he
that sent him. If ye know these things, happy are ye
if ye do them."*
The evils engendered by this spirit are such as to make

its extirpation from the hearts of his followers an object

that was well worthy of these varied instructions, admo-
nitions, and warnings of the Divine Redeemer. Called

by different names, according to the diversity of aspects

which it presents,—ambition, love of power, anxiety for

distinction, desire for supremacy,—it has ever been found
exerting its baleful influence in the church from the days
of Diotrephes down to the present hour, originating

or nurturing all the strifes that have discredited, the

schisms that have rent, and the heresies that have cor-

rupted her. And do we need proof, brethren and fa-

thers, that this unhallowed desire for preeminence, this

contentious spirit of rivalry, has naturally, a deep lodg-

ment in all our hearts, and demands our strenuous ef-

forts for its expulsion ? Look at these disciples of Jesus I

For three years, they had daily witnessed the meek and
lowly conduct of their Divine Master,—they had attend-

ed constantly on those discourses, full of grace and truth,

* Compare Matt, xx: 25-28, and xviii: 1-9; Mark ix: 83, and x: 42-46.

Luke ix: 46-48; John xiii: lY.

'
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which had shown them the nature of true greatness and
true glory, and had disclosed to their view high and ho-

ly, and eternal objects suited to draw their affections

from the low and sordid aims of earthly ambition,—they

had listened again and again to his direct and earqest

admonitions, to his affectionate and repeated warnings
against the indulgence of this evil disposition. Yet, all

these opportunities and advantages had not availed to

extirpate this evil feeling from their hearts. Even the

fenuine love and deep respect felt by them for their

faster, the awe inspired by his presence, the solemnity

of the scene, the dim apprehensions and undefined fore-

bodings of some strange and trying events that were
about to occur,—all these failed e'oen to rerpress this feel-

ing. There., at the last supper., it swelled in their bo-

soms,—and among the last instructions imparted by the

Saviour were those that were designed to aid them in

their future struggles against this unhappy passion. If

it so tenaciously retained its seat in the hearts of these

beloved and favoured disciples, how much reason have
we to fear lest it may, even though unrecognized by our

consciousness, exercise its evil influence over us! To
minds of a certain description, and especially when they

belong to a class of men circumstanced as we are, this

is a more dangerous sin than any of the more violent

and outbreaking fleshly lusts,—it is a hidden and often

unnoticed fire within us, secretly and unremittingly con-

suming our spirituality, while they are the tornadoes

tBat sweeping only occasionally and openly over the

soul, alarm us by their visible ravages, and make us

aware of our peril. It is a subtle sin, usually disguising

itself under the semblance of a virtuous desire for the

means of extended usefulness. It is not one of those

low, degrading, mean, and despicable vices, that destroy

the respect of our fellow-men and then give us warning
of our danger of perdition. It never consigns its sub-

jects to contempt and scorn, but even by those who con-

demn it, it is often palliated and excused as " the last

infirmity of noble minds,"—while by many, it is hon-

oured and commanded as " the spur to noble deeds."

Usually, the most effectual mode of resisting evil is

to flee from temptation. But ^we cannot thus escape
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danger here,—for wd cannot strip ourselves of power,
nor even forbear to use and increase it. Our very posi-

tion as office-bearers in Christ's kingdom implies the

possession of some degree of authority and distinction.

The office of an elder or bishop, from its very nature,

confers power on the holder of it ; and the faithful dis-

charge of its duties increases this power, yet, "he that

desireth the office of a bishop desireth a good work."
Standing then, in our places, and with temptations con-

tinually increasing upon us, we must struggle with this

^vil propensity of our nature, using those means with
which God has furnished us for overcoming it, relying

on his promised strength for our success. Prominent
among these means stands this injunction of our Divine
Master, delivered to his disciples in such varied forms,

under such peculiar circumstances, and with such stri-

king illustrations, Its habitual and prayerful contem-
plation could not fail to exert a happy influence over
every mind that has been, to any extent, renewed in the

image of God. To a single, but important view of the

nature of this injunction, we desire at present, to direct

your attention.

Every precept may be regarded as the embodiment of

a principle—and, as in every system are found two sets

of principles, the one essential and the other incidental,

80 there are found corresponding precepts. The abso-

lute indispensableness and obligation of a precept can

then be ascertained only by examining the principle

which it exhibits. Now, it will be found, on examina-
tion, that the principle embodied in this injunction of

our Lord, is not one of those isolated and independent
principles which might be changed without efiecting

any radical change in the nature of our blessed and holy

religion, but is derivative and dependent, naturally origi-

nating from other ulterior and broader principles which
lie at the very foundation of this religion,—that it is not

the result of any mere j[)ositive ajppointment^ or speaial

and separate act of legislation on the j^art of our Divine
Redeemer,, but is the necessary consequence of dertami

great elementaryj^rincijples^ orfundamental laws^ which
constitute the very basis of this kingdom^ a/nd irnj^aH to

it it^ peculiar chq^racter as a spiritual kingdom. Xf it

iM
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can be seen to be true, that the principle of this injunc-

tion is the necessary outgrowth of other principles, which
we all recognize as the vital elements of the religion of

Jesus,—that it is the bud and the flower naturally pro-

duced by these principles, we shall see more clearly

and feel more deeply the necessity of conforming our
hearts and lives to such an injunction.

The injunction is, " J3^ that is greatest among you, let

him he as the younger, a/nd he that is chief, as he that

dqth served The principle is, that exaltation in Ohrisfs
KVifhgdom is incompatible with the spirit of ambition, or

(to present the idea in another form,) that self-abasement

a/nd self-denial a/re the necessary conditions of greai/ness

i/n GhrisPs hingdom.
I. The first great principle or law of the Redeemer's

kingdom, of which the principle of this injunction is a

necessary result is, that the very object of this hingdom
Tnakes it impossible that greaim^ess can he acM&oed in it,

save by the possession of those qualities which, as far as

they are possessed, render a man incapable of a/mbition.

Greatness is not absolute but relative—and what makes
any person great in one sphere may disqualify him for

greatness in another. Those very qualities which placed

Achilles and Ajax foremost among the warriors who bat-

tled around the walls of Troy, would have effectually

hindered them from rising to eminence, had they been
placed among the sages who taught wisdom and «elf-

control in the groves of the Athenian Academy. Great-

ness in the kingdom of our Redeemer is the result of that

combination of faculties and dispositions, which best fit

their possessor for promoting the object for which this

kingdom was established, viz :
" destroying the works of

the devil." Any one can become great here, then, only

in proportion to his qualifications as an instrument in

the hands of God, to win souls to Christ, and thus " de-

stroying the works of the devil," inducing them to aban-

don their sins and labor to remove the evil effects which
flow from them. From the spiritual nature of the work
it is manifest that no amount of mere intellectual powers
would qualify any man for its successful prosecution, ii)
would be as unnecessary as it would be tedious, to enu-

merate all even of the moral qualities that are needed

(
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for eminent success in this work. It is sufficient for our

present purpose to point out a few which are indispen-

sable^ and which are utterly inconsistent with the spirit

of ambition, the Diotrephean love of preeminence.

1. As first among these qualities we may mention
thorough devotedness to the cause of Christ—that princi-

ple which enabled Paul to utter the sublime declaration,
" for me to live is Christ,"—that principle, the absence

of which from the hearts of many of his associates the

Apostle so deeply deplored, and the presence of which
in his beloved son Timothy, induced him to send him
to the Phillippians with the assurance that his mission

would prove a blessing to them. '^For I have no man
like-minded, who will naturally care for your state. For
all seek their own, not the things which are Jesus
Christ's." It needs no argument to prove that this

quality is essential to any high degree of success in ful-

fulling the object of our Saviour in the establishment of

his kingdom, or that it is utterly at variance with that

spirit which seeketh great things for itself.

2. Another quality essential to all successful efibrts for

destroying the works of the devil is, a deep sense of our
unworjihiness of the honour to which God has called us^—
that habitual feeling which found utterance in the stri-

king contrast drawn by the apostle between his own de-

sert and the glory of the work which God had assigned

to him, when he exclaimed, "unto me who am less than

the least of all saints is this grace given, that I should

preach unto the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of

Christ,"—that feeling which again broke forth in his

humble confession that he was "the chief of sinners."

This feelkng is the genuine result of habitual and correct

views of the holy character of God and our own sinful-

ness,—of the obligations which his kindness has laid

upon us, and our inexcusable and shameful violation of

these obligations,—of his wondrous mercy and our utter

want of all claim to that mercy. This feeling of unwor-
thiness and these views from which it springs are indis-

pensable qualifications for the work to which God has

appointed his servants,—and they are utterly destruc-

tive of all those feelings which would lead us to self-

aggrandizement and self exaltation.

i>
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3. Another quality, without which, we must fail in

the work of combatting against the principalities and
powers of darkness is, a thorough conviction of our de-

pendence on Godfar success^—that conviction which was
expressed by the apostles of the Gentiles, when he dis-

claimed for himself and his fellow-labourers, all the glory-

awarded to them by the Corinthian disciples. "J nave
planted and Apollos watered, but God gave the in-

crease. So, then, neither is he planted anything, nei-

ther he that watered, bnt God that giveth the increase."

Need I produce elaborate proofs that such a feeling of

dependence on God is necessary to success, when we
hear the Saviour saying to his disciples, " without me
ye can do nothing,"—when we hear the great apostle

telling his experience, ''when I am weak then am 1

strong,"—when we hear the Most High declaring that

he will not " give his glory to another," and that he will

blow upon all schemes conceived and executed in reli-

ance upon human power. And how is such a feelingc^^^,

compatible with the spirit of ambition ? Seeking to mag-
nify ourselves by performances which owe their whole
success to God's power working through us as mere in-

struments, appearp as incongruous as it would be for the
" axe to boast itself against him that heweth therewith,

or the saw to magnify itself against him that shaketh it,

or the rod to shake itself against him that lifteth it up,

or the staff to lift up itself as if it were not wood." The
full and distinct recognition of this dependence on God
for all that we achieve by our spiritual labours, as effect-

ually prevents a man from undertaking such labours

with a view to his own exaltation, as it inevitably leads

him, after they have been crowned with a blessing, to

exclaim from the depths of a grateful heart, "Not unto

us, O Lord, not unto us, but unto thy great name be all

the glory."

4. The last quality to which I shall allude as requi-

site for attaining greatness.in God's kingdom is benevo-

lence,—that feeling which makes the good of others, not

our own gain or glory, the object of our aims and efforts,

—that feeling which embodied itself in language, when
the apostle, oppressed with a sense of the interminable

and intolerable ,woes that his brethren were bringing on

ij»
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themselves by their unbelief, exclaimed, "I have great

heaviness and continual sorrow in my heart, for I could

wish that myself were accursed from Christ, for my
brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh." The vic-

tories of a spiritual kingdom are achieved not by force,

but by persuasion, for its dominion is to be extended, not

over the bodies, but the hearts of men. This kingdom
originated in that " love of Christ which passeth all un-

derstanding,"—it was established by the display of that

love before the eyes of men,—and it increases in extent

just as rapidly and as far as sinners can be led to com-
prehend and believe in that love. And how can one
who does not strongly sympathize with the pervading
spirit and spiritual principle of this kingdom, labour

successfully m its extension ? He who would win souls

to Christ must be one who willingly spends and is spent

in their service,—for thus alone can he gain a salutary

influewte over them, thus alone can he present before

them a living image of the blessed Jesus, and thus alone

can he lead them to form some conception of that per-

fect love of Christ, which constrains men to yield their

hearts to his gracious sway. And can there be aught
more incompatible with the spirit of self-seeking ambi-
tion than this "love which seeketh not its own?"
Were additional evidence needed to show that quali-

ties utterly inconsistent with an ambitious spirit are

indispensable to the attainment of eminence in the Re-
"eemer's kingdom, this evidence might be drawn from
t^ fact that those who have ever been recognized as

eatest in that kingdom have all possessed such quali-

ties in an eminent degree. We might direct your atten-

tion, also, to the fact", that so universal is the recognition

of the necessity of these qualities, as to force those who,
while conscious of their lack of them, still aim at great-

ness in this kingdom, to assume the appearance of them
and pretend to their possession. It is only when the

kingdom of the Redeemer has become, in a measure,
converted into a kingdom of this world,—when, by the

establishment in it of a hierarchy, and by welding it with

the civil power, its nature has been changed, and it has

been made to resemble the incongruous image of gold

and brass, and iron, and clay, it is then only that men
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akn at greatness in this kingdom, without at least, affect-

ing or pretending to humility, dependence, devotedness
to God and love to man. The indispensableness of these

qualities might be further proved, conclusively, from the

fact that their possession is made a condition of the en-

joyment of the kingdom of Heaven. If the Saviour has
promised the blessings of his kingdom specially to the

meek, the mourners, the poor in spirit, the merciful, the

peace-makers, and those who are persecuted for right-

eousness, the conclusion is irresistible that e^ltation in

that kingdom w^l hQ proportioned to the degree in which
these qualities are possessed. .:^^;tui ,.,-,,

A last and most convincing proof of the need of these
qualities to the attainment of greatness in the Redeem-
er's kingdom is furnished by the fact, that through their

possession the glorious Head of this kingdom obtained
his own mediatorial exaltation.

n. Another great principle or law of the Redeemer's
kingdom, of which the principle of this injunction is a
necessary result, is, that those jprerogati/ves which world-

ly greatness is supposed to confer on, its possessors^ and
which render such greatness an object of desire^ can ne-ver,

from the very nature of their work^ be enjoyed by those

who are great i/n this spiritual kingdom.
Let us consider, for a moment, what constitutes the fas-

cinations of power, the charms of rank and elevation,

—

what are the objects which ambition aims at securing,

the prizes which draw men into the struggle for emi-

nence and authority.

1. Exemption from control is one of the objects long-

ed for, when men desire power or high position. We
naturally chafe under a sense of responsibility. It is

vexatious and humiliating to feel that we are compelled
to render an account of our actions to others, and to re-

cognise that they may punish us unless those actions

accord with their pleasure. These shackles upon their

freedom to follow their own impulses and inclinations,

men feel galled in wearing, and they long for a condi-

tion in which they may throw them off. Command,
authority, or elevation above others, places them, as

they imagine, in such a situation, and hence it becomes
an object of eager desire.

YoL. VIII.

—
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2. 7%e7*6 is a pleobsure in the mry exercise of power

^

cmd even i/n its conscious possession^ which leads men to

seek it. Whence this feeling springs we need not en-

quire. All are aware of the fact, that there is a satis-

faction in the conscious control that we exert even over

the elements of nature around us, over inanimate mat-

ter when we mould and fashion it at our pleasure,—and
much stronger is this satisfaction when we are conscious

of controlling the acts and feelings of our fellow-men.

So strong is this feeling in the minds of some that there

have lived not a few who have been so satisfied with its

enjoyment as to have been wiUing to forego for it all the

other advantages of power. Provided they were per-

mitted to bend the wills of others to their own, to shape
their acts, and influence their destinies, they were will-

ing to relinquish to others all the external honours and
emoluments derived from place and reputation. They
have been contented to labour unseen and unnoticed,

and unhonoured, letting others have the credit of their

labours, provided they could enjoy the consciousness of
control^ and silently witness the effects which they were
producing.

Ill; Power is desirable because it enables us to use others

as the inst/ruments for securing the satisfaction of our
vm'ied wants^ and for enlarging indejmuely^ the sphere

of our gratifications. From the earliest dawn of reflec-

tion we are conscious of our need of the instrumentality

of others, in satisfying our craving desires and furnish-

ing us with the means of a pleasurable existence. The
control of others thus becomes an object of paramount
desire, as including in it an indefinite amount of re-

sources for the most varied enjoyments. In proportion

to the number of those whom a man can command, and
the extent to which he can make them minister to him,
he feels that he can indulge his appetites, gratify his

tastes, and give free scope to his passions. These are

the objects which greatness is supposed to secure, and
which men covet when they seek it. But, in the 8a-
viour^s kingdom^ the greater any one becomes^ the less of
these objects he can expect to secure. This arises from
the very nature of his work.

1. It is a warh^ in undertaking which., a man re-

i*
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noimees self-control, and ' assumes fearful responsiMli-

ty ; for he is "a steward of God," and "in stewards it

is required that a man be found faithful." His position

is one in which we are told he must "labour to be ac-

cepted of God,"—one in which "he must watch for

souls as one who must give an account." None per-

haps, has stood higher in the church of God than the
great apostle of the gentiles, and no man ever felt more
deeply a sense of control and responsibility. Every one
who is spiritually enlightened sees that an enlargement
of his powei's and an elevation of his position, increases

the amount of his responsibility to God, and his need of

direction and support from him, and in the sincerity of

his soul, looking at the account he has to render, he ex-

claims " who is sufficient for these things ?" When that

eminent servant of God, John Knox, was called by the

united voices of his brethren in the castle of St. A.n-

drews, to assume the office of a preacher of the gospel,

he shrank from the work overwhelmed by a sense of its

fearful responsibility. He whose dauntless spirit never
quailed in view of the perils which ever beset the path
of his eventful life,—he, over whose grave was pro-

nounced by the Regent of Scotland, the memorable eu-

logy, "There lies one who never feared the face of

man,"—he, this lion-hearted man, burst into tears and
fled from the assembly which wished him to undertake
this high and holy vocation.

2. It is a work which necessitates the subordination

of his own will to the will of others. So far from enjoy-

ing the pleasurable consciousness of power, he who is

chief in Christ's kingdom, feels more deeply than any
other, the consciousness of absolute dependance on God,
and so far from feeling that his will is the law which
controls others, he feels that he is a soldier under the

orders of a commander, a servant subject to the authori-

ty of a master, an apostle that must obey the directions

of Him that sent him. And while he is employed to

rule others, it is on the condition that he is to " become
all things to all men,"—that he is " not to please him-
self," but " to bear the infirmities of the weak."

3. It is a work which consists in performing Idbov/rs^

enduring hardshvps^ am,d making sacrifices jot others.

W
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"When the apostle is vindicating his title to eminence
and authority in the kingdom of Christ, he does rt by
presenting a picture of self-denials and sufferings in the

service of his fellow-men, the sight of which is sufficient

to chill the fever of worldly ambition.—2 Cor. xi : 23-29*

The apostle asserted his claim to power, by showing, not

the extent to which he made others minister to his grati-

fications, but the extent to which he ministered to them.

If any other proof were needed than that which is fur-

nished by the nature of the service, that greatness in

Christ's kingdom is only attainable by the renunciation

of all those objects which lead the minds of men ordina-

rily to covet power and distinction, it would be found in

the example of Him who is greatest in that kingdom,
its Divine Founder. His whole life was a continuous

renunciation of all those objects. He sought no exemp-
tion from control and responsibility,—"I have a work to

do, and how greatly am I straitened till it be accom-
plished,—"He came not to do his own will, but the will

of him that sent him." He sought not the enjoyment
of power, but denied himself its exercise even for deliv-

ering himself from agony. When he could have put

away the cup of wrath, he declined to do it, exclaiming,
" Father, not my will, but thine be done." With twelve

legions of angels ready to do his bidding, he suffered

himself to be seized by an insignificant band of servants

and soldiers who came against him, as if a thief or a
robber, with swords and staves. He suffered the me-
nials of the. High Priest to smite him with the palms of

their hands, to spit upon him, and to jeer him, when he
could by a word, have shut forever the blaspheming
mouths that taunted him, and paralysed the impious
hands that struck him. He sought not to make others

minister to his gratifications, but he ministered to all

who would receive his services, even to the giving of his

life a ransom for them.

Some important deductions may be drawn from the

view which has been presented of the grounds of our

Saviour's injunction.

1. We may deduce from it a striking and indepen-

dent proof of the truth of our holy religion^—for it ex-

hibits this religion as containing in its essential princi-

>
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pies an unbooked for, yet effective provision for relieving

us* from many of the evils of life. We are formed with
such a constitution and placed in such circumstancee, as

to be all mutually dependent on each other for the larger

amount of happiness or misery, of which each of us is

partaker. How wonderfully adapted then, to the na-

ture of man, as a scheme for remedying the evils of hia^
lot, and convejnng to him blessings, is a kingdom organ-
ized on such principles as to give the highest honours
and greatest rewards to hiin who excels in dovng good^—
thus substituting in the heart of man for the selfish prin-

ciple of ambition, which crushes the happiness of mil-

lions in its remorseless struggles after place and power,
that self-denying benevolence which consecrates its en-

ergies to the mitigation of human woe and the increase

of human enjoyment? What a change in the condition

of man would be wrought by the universal diffusion of

these principles? If the princes of the earth, who now
" exercise dominion" over their subjects, and the great

ones who now " exercise authority upon them," were
brought to feel the power of these principles and act

upon them, how rapidly would disappear those political

and social evils under which the nations have groaned
for centuries,—against which they have partially and
vainly struggled, and from which they can be delivered

only by the power of Him who can change the hearts of

men, and who, at the cry of his saints, "How long, O
Lord, how long," has promised to come out of his place

and shake the earth. IS'or would rulers be less of gain-

ers than their subjects, by seeking greatness according
to the principles of the gospel. A deceived heart turns

them aside from the only true path that leads to glory

and happiness. The objects for which they struggle

elude their grasp, and as the fruit of their toils and cares

in the pursuit of eminence and power, they reap only

vexation, disappointment, and the empty appearance of

good.

What infinite heart-ease must kings neglect

That private men enjoy ? And what have kings

That privates have not too, save ceremony ?

—

Save genial ceremony ?

2. From this view we may deduce one of the skong-
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est TThotives that can urge us to subdue our natural love

of preemmende. If it is true, that this spirit is incom-

patible with the existence of at least, a portion of those

qualities which are needed to make a man truly and
Bpiritually great,—if it is trne, that to be faithful and
successful in the service of Christ requires the renuncia-

tion of all that men desire when they labor for preemi-

nence, then its indulgence is as worldly an indulgence

and as subversive of all the principles of godliness, as

indulgence in sensuality, and we should pray and strive

against the one as earnestly and watchfully as we do
against the other. ISTapoleon was not a sensualist. Ju-

lian the apostate, was not a sensualist. It was the de-

sire of authority and distinction that ruined their souls,

and made their influence p'roductive of evils to mankind,
greater than those inflicted by the most degraded volup-

tuaries that ever filled the throne of the Csesars. How
despicable is the man who enters the ministry of recon-

ciliation to obtain a piece of bread, or who discharges

the duties of his sacred office to secure or enlarge nis

income. But, is he less guilty in the sight of God, who
seeks to acquire distinction and j^ower by his labours in

this holy calling ? Will he, in that day when the se-

crets of all hearts are revealed, and the issues of all ac-

tions are exhibited, be less deeply scarred by the thun-

derbolts of Jehovah's WTath ? His aim is more specious

and elevated, indeed, but not less pernicious, or less

subversive of the principles on which the kingdom for

which he professedly labours is established.

3. From this view, we may deduce some valuable m-
st/ruction as to the mode of subduing this st/rong tenden-

cy of our nature. The Saviour hci'e shows us the na-

ture of that greatness which he bids us seek, and how it

is to be attained. He proposes to us higher ends than

the desire of distinction and power among men, and
points us to his own example. Let us look a,t the model
of greatness embodied in the life of our glorious Master,

who was great in his benevolence, great in his meek-
ness, great in his patience, great in his condescension,

great in his labors, great in his self-denial, great in his

sacrifices, great in his sympathy, great in his com})as-

sion,—let us look till we admire, adore, love and imitate

if'
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him. Look at the glorious end that he proposed, " For
the joy that was set before hira," (tlie joy of redeeming
sinners and crowning them with life,) "he endured the

cross, despising the shame." For this object " he who
thought it not robbery to be equal with God, 'took upon
him the form of a servant, and being found in fashion

as a man, humbled himself and became obedient unto
death, even the death of the cross. Wherefore God,
also, hath highly exalted him, and hath given him a
name which is above every name." The end which the

Saviour sought we are to aim at, and the exaltation

whigh the Saviour attained, we, according to our pre-

paration, shall receive. We are not forbidden to seek

greatness like his, and its rewards are offered to us. To
those who were to be chief in his kingdom, he promised
that they should sit on twelve thrones judging the twelve
tribes of Israel,—a promise which, however interpreted,

foreshadows the highest glory and honour. To us, too,

if we cultivate his spirit and imitate his greatness, is

promised the honour that cometh from God, high em
ployment in his everlasting kingdom, and nearness to

his ever-blessed throne. These are the rewards that will

be bestowed on those who are truly great in his king-

dom below. And how infinitely are these preferable to

all distinction, in the eyes of our fellow-men, and to all

the fruits of power to be enjoyed here on earth? And
even while we tabernacle here below, how far do the

joys of true greatness surpass those of selfish ambition ?

Possessed of his spirit, the servant of Jesus may be baf-

fled, disappointed, defeated in his attempts to extend

the dominion of his blessed Master, but he is not cast

down. Paul and Silas, though dragged before an un-

righteous tribunal, beaten, imprisoned, with their feet

made fast in the .stocks, could still express their joyous

and triumphant feelings in hymns of praise. "Our la-

bours may be cut short, our honours may be trampled

in the dust, our names may perish, but the cause which
is dear to us shall not perish,—Jesus lives and his king-

dom shall be established "from sea to sea, and from the

river to the ends of the earth." Yes, and we, too, shall

live and reign with him forever, enjoying the compan-
ionship of the hosts of Heaven, sharing their employ-

.t*
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ments and honors, and admitted to the presence cham-
ber of the King of Kings. Can it be that such glory,

awaits any of us f Is it wot presumption in us, to expect

more than admission into Heaven,—to be permitted to

occupy the lowest seat in that holy and happy place ?

Sometimes we fear to raise our hopes so high. When
we look at what we have done for the Saviour,—when we
look at what we are, we feel that " God be merciful to

me a sinner," is a more suitable prayer for us, than to

ask for a throne in Heaven. Alas ! alas ! how much of

corruption remains in us ! How far are we from that

glowing zeal, that burning love, that deep humility, that

entire dependence on God, which would fit us to be great

in the glorious kingdom on high ! Can beings so weak,
so wayward, so ungrateful, so prone to pitiful self-seek-

ing, 80 forgetful of the blessed Jesus,—can such ever sit

with him upon the throne ? How often do our hearts

overflow with thankfulness, and our eyes with tears, as

we sing,

—

"Lord, when I read the traitor's doom,
To his own place consigned,

What holy fear and trembling hope
Alternate fill my mind.

Traitor to thee, I too have seen,

But saved by matchless grace.

Or else the lowest, hottest hell

Had surely been my place.

Hither I was by law adjudged,

And thitherward rushed on,

And then in my eternal doom,
Thy justice might have shone.

But lo ! what wondrous matchless love 1

I call a place my own.
On earth, within the gospel sound.

And at thy gracious throne.

A place is mine among thy saints,

A place at Jesus' feet,

And I expect in Heaven a place

Where saints and angels meet

Who of us, as he has thus sung, but has often felt

ready to exclaim, " Lord, 'tis enough, Lord, 'tis enough,
stay thy hand, thy mercy overwhelms us." Our aspi-
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rations after higher glory pass away, as we realize our

weakness, our vileness, and the glorious riches of God's
goodness towards us,—from the depths of humbled and
thankful hearts we can cry only, " Jesus, Master ! help

thy feeble servants, lift us up that we may follow thee,

draw us near to thyself, that we may feel and live like

thee!". .

" --m :. •;:.,;.•: :...;;... -v-.-

Brethren and fathers, we have met in council to ad-

vance the interests of the glorious kingdom of Jesus
. Christ, the Saviour of sinners. Woe unto us, if we seek

our own glory instead of the glory of our Master. We
are beset with peculiar dangers in such an Assembly,
"temptations without and corruption within." Unused
as we are to debate, the conflict of opinions, and the ex-

^-^itement of collision endangei our equanimity, our cour-

tesy, our brotherly kindness, and stir up the spirit of

strife and ambition. These evils we may abate by re-

membering the GOinduct and principles of our Divine
Master. Let us give diligent heed to the admonitions,
" Let nothing be done through strife or vain glory, but
in lowliness of mind let each esteem others better than
himself." "If an evil thought be in thy heart put thy

hand on thy mouth." In all our discussions let us strive

to exhibit proof that we are disciples of him who direct-

ed the "greatest to be the least, and the chief of all to

be the servant of all." But grace, special grace, alone

can preserve us from this deep-rooted and sinful princi-

ple of our depraved nature. Let us daily and hourly

ask that grace, assured that we shall obtain it through
the intercession of him who hath promised to be our ad-

vocate with the Father.

To our Master alone each of us is responsible. He
alone can judge the heart. Our actions may seem fair

to men, yet Grod may abhor them,—they may be con-

demned of men, yet God may approve them. Let ua
each judge himself^ and let us ask God to " try us, and
show us if there is any wicked way in us, and lead us

in the way everlasting." We shall soon cease to sit in

these assemblies. We are sitting in the seats of the

fathers who have fallen asleep—others will soon occupy
our seats, and our names will be forgotten. But what
matters it? Our influence passes away and our names'

I'm.
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perish from the earth, but Jesus lives, and remains for-

ever with his church. We feel that the cause which we
love is safe in his hands. Meanwhile, we, if we prove

faithful, go up to " shine as stars forever and ever."

And may God, of his infinite mercy, grant, that to none
of us who stand in these high places of God's heritage

on earth, shall be reserved the blackness of darkness

forever.

%

AETICLE YIII.

(CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. True Practice of Religion : from the Dutch "Shorter Doc-

trine of Practice," of the Rev. Ewaldus Kist, D. D. pp. 448

:

Published by John Ball. New Orleans.

• ' t , . ... ',

This work is a translation, by a gentleman, a merchant of New
Orleans, during his moments of leisure, of the Practical treatises

of Dr. Kist, who has been well styled the Baxter of the Church

of Holland. Of the merits of the translation we cannot of course,

speak, having never seen the original. The style is very simple

and didactic, possessing little of that fervor which marks the prac-

tical writings of the great English Dissenter, with whom the au-

thor is compared. Yet there is no lack of the calm earnestness

which is often found to pervade purely didactic treatises, when

the writer is sincerely persuaded of the truths he inculcates, and

addresses himself with lucid statements and dispassionate reason-

ing to obviate the diflficulties which obstruct the practice of reli-

gion. Fronj the nature of the work, the author is not so much

engaged in the full, objective statement of the doctrines of grace,

as with the analysis of the subjective exercises of believers them-

selves. The objection therefore, lies against this as against all

treatises of this kind, of regarding the work of sanctification too

exclusively on its negative side. The difficulty is, indeed, inhe-

rent, and not simply accidental. Books of this sort have a value,
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in leading Christians to a more complete and systematic analysis

of their own feelings; but have, in our judgment, sometimes an

injurious influence, when regarded as exhausting the entire sub-

ject of Christian Holiness. From the fact that they present chief-

ly the negative side of sanctification in the expurgation of sin, they

are inadequate ; and treatises are needed which direct the believer

to the contemplation of Christ and to the oflBces of the Holy Spirit.

These two classes of experimental writings are the complements

of each other ; by which the Christian is instructed, not only to

" cleanse himself from the filthiness of the flesh and the spirit,"

but also to " perfect holiness in the fear of God." The treatise of

Dr. Kist is most excellent of its class—discussing all the difficul-

ties, trials and temptations of the believer, and exposing all the

spiritual maladies which the Gospel proposes to heal. It is con-

sistently evangelical in its tone, and marked by transparency of

style and acuteness of discrimination, rendering it intelligible to

the most simple understanding, and easy- of personal application.

2. Bronchitis and Kindred Diseases. By W. W. Hall. New
York: Redfield: 1864. Eighth Edition, pp. 382, 12 mo.

This treatise has been long before the public, and has now reach-

ed the eighth edition. Its frequent re-publication attests the ex-

tent to which diseases of the organs of respiration prevail in our

country, and to which we fear they are increasing. Dr. Hall has

some reputation as a successful practitioner in these cases, and his

book is a plain and popular exposition of the nature and symp-

toms of these diseases. In one opinion of his we cannot express

our concurrence, the inutility of resort to a milder climate. This

measure is not adopted in a majority of cases till the last stages

of disease, when it is worse than useless. We can testify to the

recuperative influence of our own climate, of the summer heats

and the genial mildness of winter, upon a system which was a

prey to these diseases. The positive influence of the summer

heats upon a constitution yet sufliiciently vigorous, is far more

beneficiaji than the negative effect of the winter. i

,1
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8. TAe Characteristics and Laws of Figurative Language. By

David W. Lord. Designed for use in Bible Classes, Schools,

and Colleges. New York: Franklin Knight. 1864: pp.

806, 12 mo.

N

t i

The above is the title of a book, in many respects valuable, of

an able and earnest writeri It gives a minute analysis of the

several figures of rhetorical style, the principles on which they

are employed, and the rules by which their meaning is to be de-

termined. As a rhetorical treatise, it is entitled to the considera-

tion of scholars. But its object is to bear on the interpretation of

the Scriptures, and the volume is offered to the instructors of Bi-

ble Classes, Schools, and Colleges. It is believed and hoped that

with these views of figurative language a different understanding

will prevail of the prophetic writings. We fear we shall hardly

be forgiven, if we, in any measure, withold our assent, even for

a moment, from the principles of interpretation pecular to the au^

thor. The idea t^iat the ancient theocracy, its history and institu-

tions, furnish the costume of prophetic descriptions, when the

kingdom of Messiah is the subject of prophecy, and that there-

fore, these descriptions are not to be interpreted according to the

letter, is even violently denounced. " It is a most unscholarly and

clumsy contrivance, without a solitary reason to justify it, to set

ai^de the plain and indubitable teachings of the Word of God, for

the purpose of substituting in their place the lawless fancies and

absurd dreams of presumptuous men," But, who are these "pre-

sumptuous men," and absurd dreamers. Not Prof. Stuart only,

but Alexander, Hengstenberg, and indeed,, the majority of Pro-

testant Divines, men altogether as sincere, and as learned as the

author, and altogether as desirous of holding forth the pure truth.

Yet of them, he again says :
" For this extraordinary consti'uction

not the slightest reason can be given, except a wish to get rid of

teachings which^ though specific and indubitable if construed by

the established laws of language, are a^variance with certain fa-

vorite theories respecting God's purposes, or the measures it be^

comes him to pursue in the government of the world." Such

language strikes us as little fraternal and otherwisQ io-bad ^ante^^r
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pecially on the subject of prophecy, which is confessedly obscure,

and from whose interpretation all dogmatism should be excluded.

!(Hjj-;ii? /.
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4. The World in the Middle Ages : An Historical Geography,

with accounts of the origin and developement, the institutions

and literature, the manners and customs of the nations in Eu-

rope, Western Asia, and Northern Africa, from the close of the

Fourth to the Middle of the Fifteenth Century. By Adolphus

Louis Koeppen, Prof, of Hist, and Germ. Lit. in Franklin and
• Marshall College, Penn. Accompanied by complete liistorical

' and geographical indexes, and six colored maps from the His-

torical Atlas of Chables Spruneb^, L. L. D., Captain of Engi-

neers in the kingdom of Bavaria. New York : D. Appleton &
' Co. London : 1854 : fol : pp. 232. The same, 2 vols., 12 mo.

'^' The above truly acceptable work meets the naany desiderata

of a student of the Middle Ages. This period of human develope-

ment is, perhaps, less understood than either the more ancient

times of classical literature, or the more modern period since the

Reformation. And yet its great importance must be manifest,

since then were laid the foundations of nearly all the govern-

ments of Modern Europe. Prof. Koeppen, is admirably qualified

to superintend the compilation of such a book. His materials

were ample, being chiefly collected during a long residence in

Italy and Greece, and during his travels in the East; and his Eu-

ropean education, for he is a native of Denmark, has put sources

of information within his reach, which it would have cost far more

labour for an American scholar to obtain. The student, both of

church and of secular history, will find the study of the letter press

contained in these pages a source of great satisfaction to him as

explaining the political geography of the Mediaeval period, while

the accompanying maps from Spruner, are of great value, ex-

hibiting the position of the Roman Empire and the Northern Bar-

barians in the 4th Century, Europe at the beginning of the 6th

Century,—in the times of Charlemagne,—in the time of the Cru-

N
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sades,—in the second half of the 10th Century, and at the end

of the 14th Century. Had we now a similar work for Ecclesias-

tical Geography, with Maps, after the plan of Binghana in his

Antiquities of the Christian Church, it would be an additional

and very valuable help. The author promises an Historical Ge-

ography for the Modern world since Century the 14th, if the re-

ception of this work in the republic of letters shall give sufficient

encouragement to further undertakings. i

6. An JSistorical Text Book and Atlas of Biblical Geoffraphy.

By Lyman Coleman. Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo ^
Co. 1864: pp. 319, Royal octavo.

A compend in some respects similar to the former, passing

over the several epochs of Biblical History, with accompanying

Geographical descriptions and illustrations. The Maps, eight in

number, mostly founded on the basis of Kiepert's Bible Atlas, but

modified by reference to other, and those the most reliable, sources,

are valuable aids to the student of the Bible. Without being

profound and elaborate, the book is, evidently, the fruit of diligent

study, and is a suitable guide to those seeking an acquaintance

with the history and geography of the lands of the Bible.

6. Manual of Sacred History : A Guide to the understanding of

the Divine Plan of Salvation according to Historical Develope-

ment. By John Henry Kurtz, D. D., Prof, of Church His-

tory in the University of Dorpat, etc. Translated ft-om the

Sixth German Edition. By Charles F. Schaeffer, D. D.

Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blackiston. 1865: pp. 436, 12 mo.

/^

The author of this Manual has obtained a high reputation as a

Professor of Church History in the University of Dorpat in Livo-

and is acknowledged for his learning and talent throughoutma
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Germany, which is emphatically the land of scholars. The work

before us professes to be a guide to the reader through the do-

main of Sacred History, a guide whose profusion of words and

illustration shall not overwhelm, and whose brevity and boldness

of outline shall not disappoint us, as it attempts to spread out the

Divine Plan of Salvation as it is developed in the Sacred Scrip-

tures. A book of this kind has been greatly needed as an outline

of church history during the Biblical period. It is eminently

suggestive, and on the whole, while open to exceptions in a num-

ber of particulars affecting doctrine, is evangelical in tone and

spirit. It is all the better, in sexgral respects, that it is the work

of a German scholar, as it presents^history from points of view

different from those in which it is commonly regarded by English

and American Divines, and thus presents trains of thought wide

from the hackneyed and stereotyped opinions generally received,

and sets the mind forward in new lines of research. It has reach-

ed the sixth edition in Germany in a period of ten years, and is

adopted as a text-book and foundation of lectures in many of the

higher institutions of that country. The translation is well execu-

ted by a very competent scholar. It shows the rising interest taken

in historic studies in our land, that the three works whose titles

are given above, have been issued from the American press within

the last few months. In Theological Literature this is becoming

one of the most favourite departments, and is bearing rich fruit

under the culture which some of our best minds are bestowing

upon it.

7. History of French Literature in the Eighteenth Century. By

Alexander Vinet, Professor of Theology at Lausanne. Trans-

lated from the French, by the Rev. James Bryce. Edinburgh

:

T. & T. Clarke. 1854 : pp. 482, 8 vo. .

The substance of a course of Lectures prepared for delivery du-

ring the summer of 1846, and which was interrupted by the ill-

ness of the lamented author. He was arrested by mortal disease

when he was in the midst of his Lectures on the character and
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writings of J. J. Rousseau, and died after a few months illness.

The value set upon the labours of Vinet, is strikingly exhibited in

the care with which every thing he uttered is gathered up and

published to the world. His Lectures were nearly extemporane-

ous in their delivery. He spoke from imperfect notes, suggesting

the progress of thought, happy expressions, and passages for quo-

tation, in a manner extremely felicitous and impressive. From

these notes, and the note-books of four of his pupils, are these*

Lectures collected, preserving in a wonderful degree the piquant

style, originality of thought, and Christian spirit of a man, one of

the chief ornaments of the Protestant Church of Franca

8. F%r%t lines of Christian Theology : In the form of a syllabus,

prepared for the use of the students in the Old College, Homer-

ton : with subsequent additions and elucidations : By John

Pye Smith, D. D., L. L. D., F. R. S., F. G. S., Late Divinity

Tutor in that Institution. Edited from the author's manu-

scripts, with additional notes and references, and copious In-

dexes. By William Farrer, L. L. B. Secretary and Libra-

rian ofNew College, London. London: Jackson & Walford.

1864: pp. 741, 8 vo.

To a learner in any department of knowledge, and more espe-

cially to one who is himself a teacher, it is interesting to see the

method pursued by others in their investigations and instructions

in the same field of research. The above is the title of the notes

of Lectures of Dr. J. P. Smith, in constant use by him as a Theo-

logical Instructor for a period of four and forty years. They ap-

pear to have been founded on the syllabus of Dr. Eldward Wil-

liams, one of the most able defenders of Modern Calvinism, who

was the instructor of Dr. Smith. The latter seems to have com-

menced filling up this outline as early as 1798 as a College exer-

cise, and to have enlarged, modified, and corrected Jt during a

protracted life spent in the constant duties of a teacher of Theolo-

gy. It is dedicated to the Ministers of Jesus Christ in Great Bri-
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tain and elsewhere, educated under the superintendence of Dr.

Pye Smith, and is designed chiefly for students of Theology of

Junior standing. No one need expect to find in it complete Lec-

tures, after the manner of Dick, or a complete treatise like that

of Turretine. It is rather a syllabus, (on some heads full and ex-

tended, on others meagre,) like that of Doddridge, with references

to the standard authors who have discussed the several points.

In its thoroughness and completeness we have been somewhat

disappointed, though it suggests much that is valuable.

9. Leila. Ada, The Jewish Convert An Authentic Memoir. By
OsBORN W. Trenery Heighwat. Revised by the Editor.

Philadelphia: Board of Publication: pp. 230, 12 mo.

A deeply interesting account of the conversion, persecution, and

triumphant death of a young Jewess of rare endowments and vir-

tue. Seldom have we read a story which has interested us more

in the character which it portrays, or in the peculiar trials of those

who renounce the Synagogue and its worship, and forsake father

and mother to become the disciples of Christ.

10. What is Calvinism ? Or, the Confession of Faith in harmony

with the Bible and Common Sense. In a Series of Dialogues

between a Presbyterian Minister and a young convert. By the

Rev. William D. Smith, D. D. Philadelphia : Presbyterian

Board of Publication: pp.260, 18 mo.

The Rev. Dr. Smith was a Professor in " Anderson's Collegiate

Institute," at New Albany, Indiana, at the tiqje of his death.

This little volume appears as a posthumous publication, called

into existence by those studious perversions of Presbyterian Doc-

trine and Discipline heard so often from the lips of opposing sects.

To the natural heart these doctrines are ungratefiil, because hum-

bling to human pride. So has God's truth ever been in this re-

YoL. vin.—No. 4. 10
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volted world. To another class of men, those who have been re-

newed by Divine grace, and who practically act upon those truths

in the interior services of their religion, they are made to wear an

unlovely aspect by the caricatures drawn of them, or the mis-

apprehensions which exist in honest minds, which have never seen

them set forth in their true proportions. The form of dialogue

adopted m this volume has some special advantages, in the pre-

sentation and removing of difficulties. The book is plain and con-

clusive in argument, and will be welcome to many doubting and

perplexed minds.

11. South Side View of Slavery: or Three Months at the South

in 1854. By Nehemiah Adams, D, D. Second Edition.

Boston: T. R. Marvin: pp. 222, 12 mo.

We are glad to^e that this little volume has reached a second

edition though but a few months old. We need not repeat the

favourable notice we gave of it in our last issue. The position of

the author has been mistaken, both in the North and the South.

He does not come forth as an advocate of Slavery. He states

only those palliations of it, which a Northern mind, reared in ha-

tred of it, could see when it came to behold it as it is. He does

justice merely, and as far as what he actually saw compelled him,

to master and servant, to southern institutions and character. In

this view we have hailed the effort of the respected author with

delight. One independent, true man, has at last had the manli-

ness to express convictions favourable to us, and for it has been

obliged to stem the torrents of misrepresentation and abuse which

have been pouring around him. Eyidence this, palpable enough,

that, as the author says, " the indwelling sin of self-righteousness

at the North, the belief that our conscience is more correct than

that of Southern Christians, is the root of evil which we, [the

people of the North,] chiefly need to have removed." We of the

South have manifest proof that this is, indeed, " a root of bitter-

ness, which springing up has troubled us ; the vine has been of

the vine of Sodom, and of the fields of Gomorrah.

k
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12. English, Past and Present. By Chenevix Trench, B. D.,

Author of "The Study of Words," "The Lessons on Pro-

verbs," &c. <fec. Redfield. New York: 1866: pp. 207, 12

mo.

Further chapters " On the Study of Words," by a writer who
never fails to delight and instruct. Lect. 1. The English a Com-
posite Language. Lect. 2. Gains ofthe English Language. Lect.

3. The Diminutions of the English Language. Lect. 4. On chang-

es in the meaning of English words. Lect. 6. On the changed

spelling of English words. ... -' <

13. The Remains of the Rev. Richard Cecil: to which is prefix-

ed a view of his character by Josiah Pratt, B. D. F. A. S.

pp. 363, 16 mo. Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Pub-

lication.

; <'•:'*'.,";• 'V 'Mviti\t.^^:.-!-'yt

We have no need at this day to describe the merits of a book,

which has long since been received as a religious classic. It is,

of course, fragmentary in its character : but every particle of gold,

even its dust, is precious, and the occasional thoughts of this God-

ly man have warmed the heart of many Christians. It is well

worthy of adoption by our Publication Board, and of being thus

brought to many hearth-stones throughout the land.

14. The Faithful Mother's Reioard : A Narrative ofthe Conver-

sion and happy death of J. B., in the tenth year of his age

;

\nth an introduction by the Rev. Charles ^I^odgb, D. D.

The endorsement of Dr. Hodge's name upon this little book

may be taken as a guarantee of its value. The practical eflfect of

the narrative itself is to remove the scepticism which so extensive-

ly prevails that young children may not be the subjects of the
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Spirit's saving influences ; and to show the connexion of them with

Parental fidelity in the early spiritual training of the young.

16. Moral and Religious Anecdotes. By John Whitecross.

Pres. Board of Publication: 2 vols. 12 mo., pp. 163, 176.

16. Devotional Poetry, or Hymns for the Closet and the Social

Meeting : Selected from the Psalms and Hymns approved hy

the General Assembly. 12 mo., pp. 32. Pres. Board op

Publication.

These books are sufficiently described by their titles. From

the first may be gleaned many striking illustrations of Divine

truth—and the book will, doubtless, be welcome to those who

are fond of storing their memories with illustrative anecdotes.

The brief collection of Hymns is very excellent, embracing those

which are always in the hearts, and often upon the lips of the

pious. In glancing over them, we cannot but give expression to

our long cherished conviction that the Psalmody of the Church

is much too extensive, and embraces much that no person will

ever use as the vehicle of praise. We would, on our part, freely

consent to have it reduced one half.

• •

'— *•

17. Sabbath-day Headings: or Children's own Sabbath Book.

18. The Youth''s Visitor: or Selections from the Pres. S. S. Vi-

siter.

19. The Blind Man and the Pedlar: or the Scoffer Convicted.

20. White Ides, and Little Oaths. Minna and her Lamb and

Doves. «

21. The Rose-bud and other Stories. Dorcas, a model Female

Portrait.

All these are contributions to the Juvenile department of the

Books of the Board of Publication ; which is doing its utmost to
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provide a literature for this class, suitable for Sabbath Schools and

Juvenile libraries at Home.

22. The Words of Jesus. By the author of "The Morning and

Night Watches," <fcc. New York: Carters. 1864: pp.

131, 16 mo.

Brief and appropriate meditations upon the most consolatory

words of him who spake unto us that his joy might remain in us,

and that our joy might be fiill.

23. Presbyterian Tracts. Vol. 8, 12 mo. Presbyterian Board

OF Publication.

, ;:
•
i:f I

'

This forms the eighth volume of a series of Tracts on the Doc-

trines, order and Polity of the Presbyterian Church. The subjects

treated of are all important and interesting,

,

Pamphlets received, of which, for the most part, the titles alone

can be given

:

24. PauVs Argumentfor Home Missions. By Gardiner Spring,

D. D., L. L. D.

One of Dr. Spring's most effective and appropriate sermons.

25. The Bights of the Pulpit^ and Perils of Freedom: Two Dis-

courses preached in Lowell, Sunday, June 25th, 1864. By
Eden B. Foster, Pastor of the John Street Congregational

Church. Lowell: 1854.

The spirit of these sermons may be known from the following

sentence : " The Nebraska bill is passed, and already the South-

ern fettw is on our limbs, the clanking of our galling chains is in

our ears." Sad to say, these sermons were preached on a Sun-
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day : and still more sad, from these texts, " It is time for the

Lord to work ; for they have made void thy law." " The land

shall be utterly emptied, and utterly spoiled, because they have

transgressed the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the ever-

lasting covenant." Was ever Scripture so perverted ? Did even

the Great Teacher, Paul, or any apostle preach such a discourse ?

We are sorry for our brother so hard bestead, especially as hie

intimates he must soon be an exile from his native shores. " If,"

says he, "neither of these three things can happen—if neither

public opinion, nor a united Northern ballot, nor a peaceful North-

ern secession can check the aggressions of Slavery, and restore

the loss which this Nebraska robbery has wrenched from the

hands of Freedom, then I shall despair of my beloved country

;

and, taking my children by the hand, Providence permitting, I

will migrate to the country whence the fathers came out ; turn-

ing, if possible, the pilgrim tide backwards, to the land whence

the Puritans were driven by persecution, but now a land more

free than ours."

26. A Letter of Inquiry to Ministers of the Gospel of all Denomi-

nations^ on Slavery, By Kev. Nathan Lord, D. D., President

of Dartmouth College. Boston: 1854.

The independence, vigorous thought, and determination to do

right, and maintain truth and justice in the midst of fierce and

cruel opposition, which this "Letter of Inquiry" exhibits, so dif-

ferent from the spirit of the preceding pamphlet, entitle the

venerable author to the respect of all good men. Published ano-

nymously at first, President Lord now fearlessly avows the au-

thorship, and defends the impregnable positions he had assumed.

That they may prove a breakwater to the flood of misrepresenta-

tion and fanaticism sweeping over the Eastern States of this Union^

is our earnest prayer to Him who "stilleth the noise of the seas,

and the tumult of the people."

27. God's Way in the Deep: A Discourse on the occasion of the

Wreck of the Arctic. Delivered in the Presbyterian Church,

Burlington, N. J., October 15, 1854. By Cortlandt Van
Rensselaer, D. D., Corresponding Secretary of the Board of

Education. Published by Request. Philadelphia: 1854.

^'
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28.-4 Sermon delivered before the Brainard Evangelical Society

of Lafayette College, Easton, Pennsylvania, on Sabbath Even-

ing, July 23, 1854. By the Rev. Matthew Allison, of Mif-

flintown, Pennsylvania. Philadelphia : 1864.

29.-4 Discourse : Delivered in the Leacock Presbyterian Church,

Lancaster County, Pa., on Thanksgiving Day, November, 23,

1854, in which is Sketched a History of that Church and Con-

gregation from 1*741 to the present time. By the Rev. P. J.

TiMLow, Pastor. Philadelphia: 1856.

30. The Attainments of Men in Secular and Religious Know-

ledge, Contrasted : A Sermon, preached in the Church of Rev.

H. A. BoARDMAN, D. D., on Sunday, October 8, 1864. By
the Rev. Joseph H. Jones, Pastor of the Sixth Presbyterian

Church. Philadelphia : 1 854.

31. Fifty Tears a Pastor: A Semi-Centenary Discourse, deliv-

ered in the Spring Garden Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia,

December 31, 1854. By the Rev. John McDowell, D. D.,

Pastor.; Philadelphia: 1856. -av^ 'w^^''^'*^*;^

The four preceding Discourses are from the publishing house of

Joseph M. Wilson, of Philadelphia, and as specimens of Typog-

raphy, especially the two last Discourses, are creditable to the

taste and correctness of the publisher. The sermon of Mr. Tim-

low belongs to that class of Historical Discourses so valuable and

interesting to their appropriate localities. That of Dr. Jones is

on an attractive subject, which it handles with ability and wis-

dom. Dr. McDowell's sermon is a review of his own ministerial

life protracted through the unusual period of half a century of ac-

tive labour.

82. Proceedings of the Union Missionary Convention, held in

New York, May ith and 5th, 1854, together with the Address

of the Rev. Dr. Duff, at the Public Meeting in the Broadway

Tabernacle. Published by order of the Committee. Fourth

Thousand. New York: 1864.

An interesting memorial of the visit of Dr. Duflf to the Church-

es of America.

33. Continuation of the Review of "Nott & G-liddon's Types of

Mankind.''^ By J. Bachman, D.D., No. 2. Charleston: 1856.

%'
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34. Patience Essential to Success : A Commencement Discourse

preached in the College Chapel of the Forsyth Female Colle-

giate Institute, July 9th, 1854. By S. K. Talmadqe, D. D.,

President of Oglethorpe University. Macon, Ga. 1864.

36. The Shadow and Sorrow of Savannah : A Sermon preached

in the Presbyterian Church at Waynesville, Ga., October 8th,

1864. Savannah: 1854. ^

36. The Inauguration of the Rev. John McLean, D. D., Tmth

President of the College of New Jersey., Wednesday^ June 28,

1864. Princeton, N. J.: 1854. : > - r ^ .vv

37. Our Slaves should have the Bible : An Address delivered be-

fore the Abbeville Bible Society, at its Anniversary, July, 1854.

Py Robert A. Fair, Esq., Abbeville, S. C. Due West, S. C.

1864.

38. Report of Hon. James Meaoham, of the Special Committee

of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution,., on, the

:fij)istrihuti(m of the Income of the Smithsonian Fund^ <&c.

Washington: 1854. .*^4g:-. :''iii5.fetf''f^l'~;J ^'..Vi^W^^Xi^ri,

89. Civil and Religious Toleration : Speech of Hon. William

S. Barry, of Mississippi, delivered in the House of Represen-

tatives, December 18, 1854.

40. The Temporal Potior of the Pope Dangerous to the Rdigiovbs

and Civil Liberties of the American Republic : A Review of

the Speech of the Hon. Joseph R. Chandler, delivered in the

House of Representatives of the United States, January 10th,

1866. Delivered in the Presbyterian Church, Maysville, Ky.,

on Sunday Evening, February 11, 1856, by the Pastor, Rev.

Robert C. Grundy, D. D. Maysville, Ky.: 1866. % ,

41. Address to the Ministers, JElders and People Connected with

the Presbytery of Baltimore upon the subject of Systematic^ Be-

neficence. Baltimore: 1864.

42. Semi- Centennial Celebration of the South Carolina College:

Consisting of the Baccalaureate Address, by the President of

the College, the Semi-Centennial Oration, by the Hon. Jas. L.

Petigru, and Answers to Letters of Invitation. Published by
order of the Board of Trustees. Charleston: 1866.
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